Smith’s Bible Dictionary

Aaron-Zuzims
by William Smith

A
Aaron
The son of Amram and Jochebed, and the older brother of Moses and
Miriam (<042659>Numbers 26:59; 33:39). He was a Levite, and is first
mentioned in <020414>Exodus 4:14, as one who could “speak well.” He was
appointed by Jehovah to be the Interpreter and “Mouth” (<020416>Exodus 4:16)
of his brother Moses, who was “slow of speech;” and accordingly he was
not only the organ of communication with the Israelites and with Pharaoh
(<020430>Exodus 4:30; 7:2), but also the actual instrument of working most of
the miracles of the Exodus. (See <020719>Exodus 7:19, etc.) Thus on the way to
Mount Sinai, during the battle with Amalek, Aaron is mentioned with Hut,
as staying up the weary hands of Moses, when they were lifted up for the
victory of Israel (not in prayer, as is sometimes explained, but) to bear the
rod of God. (See <021709>Exodus 17:9.) Through all this period he is mentioned
as dependent upon his brother, and deriving all his authority from him. The
contrast between them is even more strongly marked on the arrival at
Sinai. Moses at once acts as the mediator (<480319>Galatians 3:19) for the
people, to come near to God for them, and to speak his words to them.
Aaron only approaches with Nadab, and Abihu, and the seventy elders of
Israel, by special command, near enough to see God’s glory, but not so as
to enter his immediate presence. Left, then, on Moses’ departure, to guide
the people, Aaron is tried for a moment on his own responsibility, and he
fails from a weak inability to withstand the demand of the people for visible
“gods to go before them.” Possibly it seemed to him prudent to make an
image of Jehovah, in the well-known form of Egyptian idolatry (Apis or
Mnevis), rather than to risk the total alienation of the people to false gods;
and his weakness was rewarded by seeing a “feast to the Lord” (<023205>Exodus
32:5) degraded to the lowest form of pagan sensuality, and knowing, from
Moses’ words and deeds, that the covenant with the Lord was utterly
broken. He repented of his sin, and Moses gained forgiveness for him
(<050920>Deuteronomy 9:20). — Aaron was now consecrated by Moses to the
new office of the high priesthood. The order of God for the consecration is
found in Exodus 39, and the record of its execution in Leviticus 8. The
only occasion on which his individual character is seen is one of
presumption. The murmuring of Aaron and Miriam against Moses clearly
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proceeded from their trust, the one in his priesthood, the other in her
prophetic inspiration, as equal commissions from God (<041202>Numbers 12:2).
On all other occasions he is spoken of as acting with Moses in the guidance
of the people. Leaning as he seems to have done wholly on him, it is not
strange that he should have shared his sin at Meribah, and its punishment
(Moses) (<042010>Numbers 20:10-12). Aaron’s death seems to have followed
very speedily. It took place on Mount Hor, after the transference of his
robes and office to Eleazer (<042028>Numbers 20:28). This mount is still called
the “Mountain of Aaron” (Hor). — The wife of Aaron was Elisheba
(<020623>Exodus 6:23); and the two sons who survived him, Eleazar and
Ithamar. The high priesthood descended to the former, and to his
descendants until the time of Eli, who, although of the house of Ithamar,
received the high priesthood, and transmitted it to his children; with them it
continued until the accession of Solomon, who took it from Abiathar, and
restored it to Zadok (of the house of Eleazar). <See ABIATHAR>

Aaronites
Priests, descendants of Aaron (<131227>1 Chronicles 12:27). An important
family in David’s time.

Ab (“father”)
1. Absalom, “makes peace”; Abner, “causes light”. <See ABBA>, “father”,
as used by Jesus (<411436>Mark 14:36) and Paul (<450815>Romans 8:15; <480406>Galatians
4:6).
2. The name of the fifth (sacred) month, as used after the captivity.

Abaddon (“destruction”, or “the place of the dead”)
<See ASMODEUS> in the Apocrypha; <See APOLLYON>, <660911>Revelation

9:11; <182606>Job 26:6 (“destruction”).

Abadias
Obadiah, son of Jehiel (1 Esdras 8:35).

Abagtha (“father” or “cause of fortune”)
An officer of the presence before King Ahasuerus (Esdras 1:10).
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Abana (“perennial”)
Amana. The main river of Damascus, now called Barada. It has several
channels, and irrigates the whole city and suburbs. Rises in Anti-Lebanon,
near Zebedany (and a tributary at Ain-Fijy), 23 miles northwest of
Damascus, and 2,300 feet higher. It empties into the lake and marsh of
Ateibeh, 15 miles East of the city. See <120512>2 Kings 5:12.

Abarim (“beyond”)
A mountain range east of the Dead Sea and the Jordan River. Nebo is its
highest peak, and Pisgah is the top of Nebo. Average height 2,000 to 4,000
feet.

Abba
Father. The ancient Aramaic word. The peculiar term for the Father-God
used by Jesus.

Abda
1. Father of Adoniram (<110406>1 Kings 4:6)
2. Son of Shammua (<161117>Nehemiah 11:17), called Obadiah in <130916>1
Chronicles 9:16.

Abdeel
Father of Shelemiah (<243626>Jeremiah 36:26).

Abdi
1. Ancestor of Ethan the sinner (<130644>1 Chronicles 6:44).
2. Father of Kish (<142912>2 Chronicles 29:12).
3. One of the sons of Elam (<151026>Ezra 10:26).

Abdias
Obadiah the prophet, in 2 Esdras 1:39.
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Abdiel (“servant of God”),
Abdallah in Arabic. Son of Guni (<130515>1 Chronicles 5:15). The name is noted
for its use by Milton in his Paradise Lost, for an angel — “Among the
faithless, faithful only he.”

Abdon (“servile”)
1. <See BEDAN> in <090211>1 Samuel 2:11. A judge of Israel.
2. Son of Shishak.
3. Oldest son of Jehiel, son of Gibeon.
4. Son of Micah, also called Achbor. — He had forty sons and thirty
nephews.

Abednego (“servant of Nego” — that is, “Mercury, the god”)
The name given by the Chaldeans to Daniel’s companion Azariah
(<270103>Daniel 1:3).

Abel (1) (“weakness, breath”)
In Hebrew HEBEL. The second son of Adam; killed by his brother, Cain
(Genesis 4).

Abel (2) (“meadow”)
Several places so named.
1. <See ABEL-BETH-MAACHAH> or <See ABEL-MAIM>; a strong city on
the slope of Mount Hermon, near the Jordan River, where Joab besieged
Sheba (<102014>2 Samuel 20:14).
2. <See ABEL-KERAMIM> (“of the vineyards”). Near Rabbath, and even
now famous for its wines (<071133>Judges 11:33).
3. <See ABEL-MEHOLAH> (“of dancing”). South of Bethshan near Jordan
River. The birthplace of Elisha (<111916>1 Kings 19:16), and noted for Gibeon’s
victory over Midian (<070722>Judges 7:22).
4. <See ABEL-MIZRAIM> (“of the Egypts”). Near Hebron, where Joseph,
his brethren, and the Egyptians mourned for Jacob (<010111>Genesis 1:11). Lost.
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5. <See ABEL-SHITTIM> (“of the acacias”). In Moab, near the head of the
Dead Sea. The last camping ground of the Exodus (<043349>Numbers 33:49).
Acacia trees are now found wherever there is water in that region.

Abez
A town in Issachar (<061920>Joshua 19:20). Now Tubas, near Shunem.

Abi (“father”)
Abijah. Mother of King Hezekiah (<121802>2 Kings 18:2).

Abiah (“Jehovah his father”)
1. Son of Becher (<130708>1 Chronicles 7:8).
2. Wife of Hezron (<130224>1 Chronicles 2:24).
3. Son of Samuel, and a judge in Beersheba (<090802>1 Samuel 8:2).
4. Mother of Hezekiah. Abi.
5. Son of Rehoboam (<130310>1 Chronicles 3:10).
6. Descendant of Eleazar. See <See ABIJAH>.

Abiasaph (“the gatherer”)
Head of a family of Kohathites (<020624>Exodus 6:24). Noted persons of this
family were Samuel the prophet, and Elkanah his father, and Heman the
singer. The family lived in Mount Ephraim (1 Samuel 1).

Abiathar (“abundance”)
The only son of Ahimelech the priest, who escaped Saul’s massacre at Nod
(1 Samuel 12), and who joined David in his flight, and was afterward priest
with Zadok in David’s reign. “Solomon thrust out Abiathar from being
priest unto the Lord,” fulfilling the doom of Eli’s house.

Abidah (“wise”)
A grandson of Abraham by Keturah (<012504>Genesis 25:4; <130133>1 Chronicles
1:33).
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Abidan (“father of the judge”)
Chief in Benjamin at the Exodus (<040102>Numbers 1:2).

Abiel
Abiel (“strong”)
1. The father of Kish, grandfather of Saul and Abner.
2. One of David’s 30 “mighty men.”

Abiezer (“helper”)
1. The oldest son of Gilead (<061702>Joshua 17:2), formerly of the east of the
Jordan River, later of Ophrah, a lost place, which was near the south
border of Esdraelon. Gideon was of this family (<070634>Judges 6:34).
2. One of David’s “mighty men.”
<See ABIEZRITES>, the family title.

Abigail (“maker of joy”)
1. Nabal’s beautiful wife, who saved her husband from David’s anger —
Nabal having died ten days after, David made her his wife (<092614>1 Samuel
26:14).
2. A sister of David, mother of Amasa.

Abihail (“mighty”)
1. Father of Zuriel, chief of the Merari (<040335>Numbers 3:35).
2. Abishur’s wife (<130229>1 Chronicles 2:29).
3. Son of Hurt of Gad (<130514>1 Chronicles 5:14).
4. Rehoboam’s wife (<141118>2 Chronicles 11:18), a descendant of Eliab,
David’s older brother.
5. Father of Esther, and uncle of Mordecai (<170215>Esther 2:15).
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Abihu (“God is father”)
The second son of Aaron by Elizabeth. He was consecrated, with his father
and brothers, for the ministry. Abihu and his brother Nadab lost their lives
for an error in the altar service, while intoxicated (?)

Abijah (“father God”)
1. A son of Samuel whose misconduct gave the Israelites the occasion to
demand a change of government to a monarchy. (<090801>1 Samuel 8:1).
2. Son and successor of Rehoboam (B.C. 958). He followed the idolatries
of his father (<111423>1 Kings 14:23).

Abila, Abilene (“grassy meadow”)
On the East slope of Mount Hermon. Mentioned by Josephus (Antiquities
xiv. 13. 3). The name is derived from Abel, the first martyr (by tradition).
<See ABILA> was the capital city of the district, under the Romans, and its
ruins are now seen on the banks of the Barada ravine, 12 miles northwest
of Damascus. The district is well watered by the Abana, and by many other
streams from Anti-Lebanon; is fertile and affords good pasture. When
Luke wrote (<420301>Luke 3:1) the tetrarachy was divided between Lysanias
and Philip. There is a coin bearing the name and title of Lysanias of
Abilene.

Abimael (“father of Mael”)
Of Joktan (<011028>Genesis 10:28). A supposed trace of the name is in Mali, a
town in Arabia (the Minaeans).

Abimelech (“father of the king”),
the name of several Philistine kings, was probably a common title of these
kings, like that of Pharaoh among the Egyptians, and that of Caesar and
Augustus among the Romans. Hence, in the title of Psalm 34, the name of
Abimelech is given to the king, who is called Achish in <092111>1 Samuel 21:11.
1. A Philistine, king of Gerar (Genesis 20—21), who, exercising the right
claimed by Eastern princes, of collecting all the beautiful women of their
dominions into the harem (<011215>Genesis 12:15; <170203>Esther 2:3), sent for and
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took Sarah. A similar account is given of Abraham’s conduct on this
occasion, to that of his behavior toward Pharaoh. <See ABRAHAH>.
2. Another king of Gerar in the time of Isac, of whom a similar narrative is
recorded in relation to Rebekah (<012601>Genesis 26:1, etc.).
3. Son of the judge Gideon by his Shechemite concubine (<070831>Judges 8:31).
After his father’s death he murdered all his brethren, 70 in number, with the
exception of Jotham, the youngest, who concealed himself; and he then
persuaded the Shechemites to elect him king. Shechem now became an
independent state, and threw off the yoke of the conquering Israelites.
When Jotham heard that Abimelech was made king, he addressed to the
Shechemites his fable of the trees choosing a king (<070901>Judges 9:1). After
Abimelech had reigned three years, the citizens of Shechem rebelled. He
was absent at the time, but he returned and quelled the insurrection.
Shortly after he stormed and took Thebez, but was struck on the head by a
woman with the fragment of a millstone (cf. <101121>2 Samuel 11:21); and lest
he should be said to have died by a woman, he bade his armor-bearer slay
him. Thus, God avenged the murder of his brethren and fulfilled the curse
of Jotham.

Abinadab (“princely”)
1. A Levite of Kirjathaim, in whose house the ark “rested” for 20 years
(<090701>1 Samuel 7:1).
2. Second son of Jesse (<091608>1 Samuel 16:8).
3. Son of Saul, killed on Mount Gilboa (<093102>1 Samuel 31:2).
4. Father of one of Solomon’s cabinet officers (<110411>1 Kings 4:11).

Abiner
The Hebrew form of Abner.

Abinoam (“gracious”)
Barak’s father (<070406>Judges 4:6).

Abiram (“high”)
1. A Reubenite and a conspirator. See <See KORAH>.
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2. The oldest son of Hiel, who died because his father undertook to rebuild
Jericho (1 Kings 16; Joshua 6).

Abisei
Son of Phinehas (2 Esdras 1:2).

Abishag (“cause of error”)
The beautiful Shunemite wife of David in his old age.

Abishai (“gift-maker”)
Son of David’s sister Zeruiah, brother of Joab, and one of David’s chief
and best officers.

Abishalom (“peaceful”)
Father of Maachah, wife of Rehoboam and mother of Abijah (<111502>1 Kings
15:2). Same as <See ABSALOM>.

Abishua (“of happiness”)
1. Son of Bela (<130804>1 Chronicles 8:4).
2. Son of Phinehas, father of Bukki (<130604>1 Chronicles 6:4). High priest after
Phinehas and before Eli. Iosepos, in Josephus (Antiquities viii. 1. 3).

Abishur (“upright”)
The son of Shammai (<130228>1 Chronicles 2:28).

Abisum
Son of Phinehas (1 Esdras 8:2).

Abital (“protection”)
A wife of David (<100304>2 Samuel 3:4).

Abitub (“goodness”)
Son of Shaharaim by Hushim (<130802>1 Chronicles 8:2).
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Abiud
Grandson of Zerubbabel by Shelomith (<400113>Matthew 1:13).

Abner (“light-maker”)
Cousin of Saul and commander-in-chief of his army. After Saul’s death he
made Ishbosheth Saul’s son, king, but betrayed him to David, and was
killed by the friends of Asahel, in blood revenge (<042501>Numbers 25:19).
David mourned his untimely loss, following his coffin.

Abomination
Anything or custom detested or disliked for religious reasons. The
Egyptians would not eat with any foreign people, or eat anything touched
by them; and the Hebrews adopted a similar rule. The <See ABOMINATION
OF DESOLATION> (<402415>Matthew 24:15; <270927>Daniel 9:27), is a reference to
an idol worship (of images) on or near the sacred altar on Moriah. See
<See ANTIOCHUS EPIPHANES>.

Abraham (“father of a multitude”)
First named <See ABRAM> (“of elevation”)
His name was changed, and he received from God the <See PROMISE> of
the blessing to all nations in his posterity, when he was 99 years old. Son of
<See TERAH>, born in <See UR>, “of the Chaldees,” B.C. 1996; had two
older brothers, <See HARAN> and <See NAHOR>, and a half-sister, <See
SARAH>, (Iscah), who was his wife and the mother of <See ISAAC>. The
spiritual element in the life of Abraham is the chief topic in the Bible
narrative, very few incidents of his natural life being recorded. He was 60
when his father’s family left Ur and went to Haran (where Terah died, aged
215), and 75 when the promise was first made, when, as directed, he
entered Canaan, and fixed his camp under a sacred oak near Shechem,
where he built an altar and worshiped God, receiving a promise of the
inheritance of the land by his descendants.
Abraham is the first recorded worshiper of the one true God. The promise
made to him was two-fold — temporal and spiritual: that his descendants
should be many and prosperous, and that by him all the families of the earth
should be blessed. The promise has been fulfilled in both ways: his
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descendants, both Jews and Arabs, have been and are now countless, and
the spiritual blessings, by the rapid distribution of the Bible through the
world, are reaching all the “families.”
Besides Sarah he had a wife named <See KETURAH>, who bore him
several sons; and also a handmaid, Hagar, whose son, Ishmael, was the
head of a great family (see <See ISHMAEL>).
Before Isaac was born, Lot, his nephew, was regarded as his heir, and lived
with him. He built an altar between Bethel and Hai. From here he went
south “going and pulling up” his tent-pins, toward Beersheba, whence a
famine drove him into Egypt.
Pharaoh hearing of the beauty of Sarai, according to the kingly privilege,
took her into his family, but, soon returned her to Abraham with presents
— a blessing” of cattle and servants, so that when Abram returned into
Canaan he was much richer in cattle, silver and gold. Lot had been with
him, and again they camped near Bethel.
Their cattle having increased to a great number, and contentions among
their servants arising, Abram and Lot separated one choosing the plains of
Jericho and the other the hills of Judea. After this time the promise was
again repeated; and Abram pitched his tent in the oak-grove near Mamre,
where he built another altar.
He is first called <See THE HEBREW> on the rescue of his nephew Lot
from Chedorlaomer; but his language is supposed to have been Chaldaic,
rather than the Hebrew of the Old Testament.
At this time he could arm 318 of his trained servants, showing that his
family must have been very large. The Bedouins of Syria are now exact
representatives of the ancient patriarch, in their manner of living in tents,
by keeping flocks, in habits and religion, and in being ready on the shortest
notice to make a raid for defense or reprisal. At Mamre his faith was made
stronger by having the promise once more repeated, and by the prophesy
of the bondage in Egypt, with the deliverance.
Ishmael was born of Hagar when Abram was 85 years old, and Sarah 75,
and was to have been considered a son of Sarai, but the childless woman
could not restrain her envy and jealously of the favored mother Hagar.
When Abram was 99 the promise was renewed, a distinction being made
— of temporal blessings for Ishmael and spiritual for Isaac who was
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promised to Sarai. Abram’s name was changed to Abraham and his wife’s
name was changed to Sarah, and the covenant of circumcision was
renewed to all the family and servants.
A few days after he entertained “three men,” who appeared at his tent door
in the dress and manner of the natives. This is one of the most beautiful
instances on record of ancient customs. The patriarch and his wife, with
their own hands, prepared refreshments, and stood by while their guests
ate. Travelers in Syria meet with such attentions now among Abraham’s
descendants. When the promise of a son to Sarah was renewed, and the
destruction of the cities of the plain announced, Abraham discovered that
he “had entertained angels unawares.” He begged to save his nephew Lot
and his family, and the next morning, when offering the daily sacrifice, as
he saw the ascending smoke from the plain he probably felt sure of Lot’s
safety.
During the next few months he practiced the same deception on the
Abimelech of Gerar that he had 23 years before on the Pharoah of Egypt.
The king was warned of his danger in a dream, and dismissed Sarah with
presents.
Isaac was born B.C. 1896, and Ishmael (with his mother) was dismissed at
the time Isaac was weaned (at 3 years), because Ishmael mocked at the
child (probably offered pretended worship to the child of the promise).
Isaac was 25 when he was laid on the altar, and saved from burning by the
angel’s voice, Abraham’s faith having proved true. His mother died at
Hebron 12 years after, at the age of 127, and was buried in Machpelah,
which Abraham bought of the sons of Heth. This legal conveyance of land
is the oldest on record.
Abraham sent Eliezer to renew family ties with his family in Haran, and get
a wife for Isaac, when that beautiful and touching incident of “Rebekah at
the Well” occurred. This brilliant picture includes all the requisites of a
perfect marriage — the sanction of parents, favor of God, domestic habits
of the wife, her beauty, modest consent, kindness, and her successful hold
on her husband’s love even while living in the same tent with her motherin-law.
Abraham’s descendants occupy the land from Egypt to the Euphrates,
besides those that are “scattered and peeled” all over the world.
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He died aged 175, and was buried in the cave of Machpelah by his sons
Isaac and Ishmael. To this day he is called the “friend of God,” and is
reverenced alike, as the Father of the Faithful by Jew, Muslim, and
Christian.

Abraham’s Bosom
Meaning a place of peace, repose and happiness. <See LORD’S SUPPER>.

Abronah (“passage”)
A station in the desert near Ezion-geber.

Abronas
A torrent near Cilicia, perhaps <See NAHR-ABRAIM>, the ancient Adonis.
Arbonai in <070202>Judges 2:24.

Absalom (“peacemaker”)
The third son of David, the only son of his mother, Maachah, daughter of
Talmai, king of Geshur, born at Hebron. He is described as a very
handsome man, having a very heavy head of hair. Absalom killed his halfbrother, Amnon, for an outrage on his sister Tamar, and fled for security to
his grandfather, king Talmai, where he stayed 3 years. Joab, by the help of
a talented woman of Tekoah, induced David to pardon Absalom and recall
him, but kept him two years longer out of his presence. By the death of
Amnon, and it may be of Chilead also, Absalom was the oldest son of the
king living, and he was ambitious for the throne, plotted for the place of
power, “stole the hearts of the people” flatteries and promises, and
proclaimed himself king at Hebron. His father, David, was obliged to fly to
Mahanaim, and Absalom took possession of Jerusalem. The crafty Hushai,
whom David sent to advise and assist Ahithophel in counseling Absalom,
gained time for the true king, and the forces of Absalom were defeated in
the wood of Ephraim, and Absalom himself, having entangled his hair in a
tree, was killed by Joab, David’s general, and buried under a heap of loose
stones as a mark of contempt. David waited in the gate of Mahanaim for
the news of the battle, and mourned bitterly when he knew that his son was
dead.
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Absalom raised a pillar “in his lifetime,” in the king’s dale, but the pillar
and its place have disappeared, leaving no trace. The monument called
Absalom’s tomb, in the Kidron valley, is a modern structure, nearly all cut
from the solid rock, and on a side hill, not in a dale.

Absalon
Ambassador to Lysias (2 Macc. 11:17)

Abubus
Father of Ptolemeus, son-in-law to Simon Maccabeus (1 Macc. 16:11).

Accad
In Shinar, built by Nimrod. Akkerkoof (Arabic name) is 9 miles East of the
Tigris. A ruined brick mound 400 feet around, 125 high, cemented by
bitumen, and divided into layers of 12 to 20 feet by reeds, and remains of
canals, reservoirs, and other works, show the size and importance of the
ancient city.

Accho, Acre (“hot sand?”)
<See PTOLEMAIS>.

John D’Acre. Seaport 8 miles north of Carmel, by the bay of Acre. The
ancient port is filling with sand, and large ships must land at Hepha, near
Carmel. The plain of Acre is 6 miles wide, to the hills of Galilee, and is one
of the most fertile in Palestine. It was given to Asher by Joshua, but never
conquered (Judges 1). Paul stayed here one day. Very few antiquities are
to be found in the modern town, except such as have been used in
rebuilding the walls and houses. Napoleon failed to capture Acre in 1799.
During the crusades it was an important city, next to Jerusalem. It has been
taken by many people; Egyptian who named it Ptolemais; Antiochus the
Great: the Maccabees (?); Alexander Balas; Alexander Janneus failed, but
Cleopatra succeeded; Tigranes; the Romans; Crusaders; Muslims; Ibrahim
Pasha; and is now ruled by the Turks. Population: 5,000 to 10,000.
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Aceldama (“field of blood”)
Bought for the 30 pieces of silver that Judas received for betraying Jesus
and returned. Potter’s Field. On the steep south slope of Hinnom, opposite
the Siloam pool. A few old olive trees grow near an old ruin called the
house of Ananus. The hill side is full of rock-hewn tombs. Shiploads of
earth have been carried away from this spot as holy earth, and the Campo
Santo (holy field) at Pisa is filled with it.

Achaia
A province of Rome in Greece. Gallio was proconsul when Paul was there
(<441812>Acts 18:12).

Achan (“troubler”)
Stoned at Jericho for stealing public property (Joshua 7).

Achar (“trouble”)
A variation of Achan.

Achbor (“mouse”)
1. The father of Baal-hanan, king of Edom (<013638>Genesis 36:38).
2. Son of Michaiah, in Josiah’s time (<122212>2 Kings 22:12).

Achiachurus
Keeper of the seal of Esarhaddon, king of Nineveh (Tobit 1:21). Nephew
to Tobit, son of his brother Anael. Supposed to be the Hebrew for
Mordecai.

Achias.
Son of Phinees, high priest (2 Esdras 1:2). <See AHIJAH>?

Achim
Son of Sadoc, father of Eliud. In Hebrew <See JACHIN> (<014610>Genesis
46:10; <400114>Matthew 1:14).
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Achior (“fighter”)
A general in the army of Holofernes (Judges 5), afterward, a convert to
Judaism (Judges 14).

Achish
King at Gath (Psalm 34. Abimelech). David fled twice to him from Saul.
(<092703>1 Samuel 27:3-12, etc.)

Achitob
<See AHITUB> high priest (1 Esdras 8:2).

Achor (“valley of trouble”)
Near Jericho, in Wady Kelt. Where Achan was stoned.

Achsa
Daughter of Caleb (<130249>1 Chronicles 2:49).

Achsah (“anklet”)
Daughter of Caleb, given to his nephew, Othniel, in reward for leading the
attack on Debir. The “upper and lower springs” that were given to her as a
dowry, with the south land (Negeb), are located 6 miles Southwest of
Hebron.

Achshaph (“incantation”)
Royal city of Canaan (Joshua 11). <See HEPHA> on the bay of Acre.

Achzib
1. Judah in the Shefela.
2. In Asher, from which the Canaanites were not driven out. Ecdippa. Now
Es Zib, 7 miles North of Acre. After the return from captivity this was the
most northern limit of Israel.
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Acts of the Apostles
The similarity of words and forms of sentences between the <See ACTS>
and <See LUKE> leads to the belief that Luke wrote both. The book
repeats a part of Christ’s history, especially the ascension and what
attended that event, and the advent of the Holy Spirit at the Pentecost,
with the wonderful success of their preaching. The Church in Jerusalem is
then noticed; its persecutions, and the conversion of one of its most violent
enemies (Paul); and then the narrative includes the efforts made to spread
the Gospel by Peter and by Paul. The chief interest in the book, after the
introduction, is the activity, success, sufferings and teachings of the great
apostle. The book seems unfinished. The author was a companion of Paul,
and a witness of most of the acts that he records. His design was to show
the cooperation of God in spreading Christianity, and to prove the perfect
equality of right and privilege in the new Church of Gentile and Jew, and to
give illustrations of the power and working of the religion of Jesus. Written
after A.D. 63. The place is not known. Perhaps in fragments as they
traveled or lived in different cities, finishing the work at Rome. <See
HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
There are several spurious books called Acts; of Christ, of Paul, and
others. <See APOCRYPHA>.

Adah (“beauty”)
1. The first wife of Lamech, mother of Jabal and Jubal.
2. Daughter of Elon the Hittite, one of the three wives of Esau, mother of
Eliphaz, and so of the Edomites (Genesis 36). <See BASHEMATH> in
Genesis 26.

Adaiah (“adorned by Jehovah”)
1. The maternal grandfather of Josiah (<122201>2 Kings 22:1).
2. Gershonite, ancestor of Asaph (<130641>1 Chronicles 6:41). Iddo in <130621>1
Chronicles 6:21.
3. Son of Shimhi, a Benjamite (<130821>1 Chronicles 8:21).
4. Son of Jeroham.
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5. Of the descendants of Bani (Jedeus in Esdras 9:30; <151029>Ezra 10:29).
6. Son of another Bani — both 5 and 6 took foreign wives.
7. Of the line of Pharez.
8. Ancestor of Maaseiah (<142301>2 Chronicles 23:1).

Adalia
Son of Haman (<170908>Esther 9:8)

Adam (1) (“the man”; or “reddish tint”)
The special work of the sixth day of the creation, the crown of the whole
fabric, was man, made in the divine image, he alone of all animals having a
spiritual life. Adam was made male and female, and the two were placed in
the garden Eden (<See EDEN>), where proper food abounded. Some
believe that a pair of each race were made, black, brown, red, yellow,
white, and many others, because there are such great differences in
complexion and figure among mankind.
The original state of man was one of activity and enjoyment. God assumed
form and speech, and instructed His children how to dress and keep the
garden, and exercised their faculties in naming the animals that He had
made; and taught them something of the qualities and relations of
vegetables, earths, the heavens, and external objects to which they were
related.
The forming of the woman from a rib of Adam has been declared a poetic
myth; but the lesson is just as surely taught, whether it is a fact or a fable,
that woman stands in an especially close relation to man. The “tree of the
knowledge of good and evil,” and the “tree of life,” were tests of
obedience, and as such might have been of any kind. The serpent is
described as if it had been a special agent — perhaps one of those spirits
that are believed to be superior to man, invisible to his eyes, good and bad,
powerful, and always contending for his soul (<470211>2 Corinthians 2:11).
Woman was sentenced to endure the pains of child-bearing, and the
humiliating dependence on a husband; and man to labor, with or without
reward, and both to be subject to death (spiritual?). The sentence of the
serpent is hard to interpret. The serpent is not <See CURSED> literally, but
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rather blessed in having an extra means of protection in the dread of all
other animals; he does not suffer by crawling on his belly because he is
especially made to go in that way; and he does not eat dust. The
denunciation of the serpent was symbolical, and is by some said to be the
first gospel promise. “I will put enmity between thee and the woman, and
between thy seed and her seed; he will attack thee on the head, and thou
wilt attack him at the heel.” The serpent was the spirit of lying and cruelty,
as opposed to God, holy, good and wise.
It is probable that the first garments were made of the skins of animals,
offered in sacrifice.
Cain was born the year after the expulsion; Abel, a few years later, and
Seth at least 130 years after Cain. Other sons and daughters were born to
them of whose history nothing is recorded.
Adam’s death at the age of 930 is stated, but that of Eve is not given.

Adam (2) (“red earth”)
A city on the Jordan River near Zarthan (<060316>Joshua 3:16).

Adamah
Northwest of the Sea of Galilee (<061936>Joshua 19:36). Lost.

Adami
<See DAMIN>.

Adar
Its name after the captivity of the sixth month. The holy days in it were:
seventh, a fast for the death of Moses; ninth, a fast for the memory of the
School of Hillel; thirteenth, Fast of Esther, and for the death of Nicanor;
fourteenth and fifteenth, the fast of Purlin (<170921>Esther 9:21).

Adasa
Ephraim near Beth-heron (Josephus, Antiquities xii. 10. 5; 1 Macc.
7:40,45).
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Adbeel (“Sign of God”)
Son of Ishmael (<012513>Genesis 25:13).

Addan (“strong”)
<See ADDON> (<150259>Ezra 2:59).

Addar
Son of Bela (<130703>1 Chronicles 7:3). <See ARD> in <042640>Numbers 26:40.

Adder
There are four Hebrew names translated “adder”:
1. ’achshub, in <19E003>Psalm 140:3, quoted by Paul in <450313>Romans 3:13. The
original (coiled and hiding) would apply to any kind of serpent.
2. pethen, the cobra.
3. tsepha, in <202332>Proverbs 23:32, adder; in <231108>Isaiah 11:8: <240817>Jeremiah
8:17, cockatrice. The original means “to hiss.” In the Septuagint, basilisk,
which is a fabulous serpent.
4. shephiphon, only in <014917>Genesis 49:17, of Dan, “ a serpent by the way.”
Probably the horned viper, the asp of Cleopatra, found in great numbers in
the deserts. Arabia Siffon. It is extremely venomous, only 15 inches long,
but fatal even in slight scratches.

Addi
1. Son of Cosam, father of Melchi (<420328>Luke 3:28).
2. <See ADNA> (1 Esdras 9:31).

Addo
The grandfather of Zechariah (1 Esdras 6:1). <See IDDO>.

Addus
1. His sons returned with Zerubbabel (1 Esdras 5:34).
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2. A priest removed for losing his family record (1 Esdras 5:38). Called
Barzillai, in Ezra and Nehemiah, whose daughter Augia he married.

Ader
Son of Beriah, of Aijalon (<130715>1 Chronicles 7:15). <See EDER>.

Adiabene
The chief of the six provinces of Assyria, watered by the great and little
Zab, which flow into the Tigris.

Adida
1. In the Shefela, fortified by Simon Maccabeus against Tryphon.
2. Mentioned by Josephus near Jordan River. <See HADID>. <See
ADITHAIM>.

Adiel (“ornamented”)
1. Prince in Simeon (<130436>1 Chronicles 4:36).
2. Priest (<130912>1 Chronicles 9:12).
3. Ancestor of Azmaveth (<132725>1 Chronicles 27:25).

Adin
454 of his family returned with Zerubbabel (<150215>Ezra 2:15), and 51 with
Ezra (<150816>Ezra 8:16).

Adina (“pliant”)
Son of Shiza, David’s captain East of the Jordan River (<131142>1 Chronicles
11:42); next in rank to the “30 mighty men.”

Adino, the Eznite
<See JASHOBEAM>.
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Adinus
<See JAMIN> (1 Esdras 9:48).

Adithaim (“two shares of booty”)
In the Shefela <See HADID>. (Josh 15:36).

Adlai
Ancestor of Shaphat, David’s shepherd (<132729>1 Chronicles 27:29).

Admah (“fort”)
In the vale of Siddim, always with Zeboim (Genesis 10). It had a king
(Genesis 14), and was destroyed with Sodom and Gomorrah.

Admatha
One of the seven princes of Persia.

Adna (“pleasure”)
1. Returned with Ezra (<151030>Ezra 10:30) and married a Gentile wife.
2. Priest in Joiakim’s reign (<161212>Nehemiah 12:12).

Adnah (“pleasure”)
1. A Manassite; deserted Saul for David (<131220>1 Chronicles 12:20).
2. General of 300,000 in Jehoshaphat’s army (<141714>2 Chronicles 17:14).

Adonai (“Lord, Master”)
Hebrew word for Lord, God, and Lord of Hosts.
The Hebrews did not pronounce the sacred name, <See JAH>, which we
now call Jehovah, and its true pronounciation is supposed to be lost;
instead of doing so, they said ’Adonay when <See JAH> occurred in the
text.
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Adoni-Bezek (“lord of Bezek”)
Canaanite king of Bezek, 17 miles East of Shechem. He was head of the
Canaanite and Perizzite bands, and was beaten and taken prisoner, maimed
and died in Jerusalem, B.C. 1449 (Judges 1).

Adonijah (“my lord is Jehovah”)
The fourth son of David, born of Haggith at Hebron (2 Samuel 3). After
the death of Amnon and Absalom he made pretensions to the throne of
David, supported by Joab and Abithar, the high priest; but David caused
Solomon to be proclaimed and crowned, and invested with authority.
Adonijah was pardoned; but after David’s death he renewed his attempt on
the throne and was executed by Solomon’s order (First Kings).

Adoniram (“lord, high”)
<See ADORAM> Chief of the tribute receivers in the reigns of David,

Solomon and Rehoboam. He became hateful to the people and was stoned
to death (1 Kings).

Adonizedek (“lord of justice”)
King of Jerusalem when Joshua entered Canaan. He joined with four
Amorite kings to punish the Gibeonites for their league with Joshua. Being
beaten by Joshua, they fled to a cave in Makkedah, where they were taken;
had their necks trod upon as a sign of subjection, and were killed and
buried in the cave (Joshua 10).

Adoption
Placing as a son one who is not so by birth. Never done by the Hebrews.
Paul alluded to the Roman custom (Galatians 4), where the law gave the
adopted son equal rights with a real son. Abraham did not adopt Hagar’s
son, nor Jacob the sons of the maids of Leah and Rachel, nor the sons of
Joseph; Moses was not adopted by Pharaoh’s daughter according to law,
but as an exception.
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Adoraim
<See SHEFELA>. Built by Rehoboam (2 Chronicles 11). Dura, a large

village 5 miles Southwest of Hebron, marks the site.

Adoration
The acts and postures in worship are similar in all Oriental nations, and
have come down to the present from remote antiquity unchanged. It is
believed that the Hebrews in all their prayers used all the forms of posture
and prostration that the modern Arabs have grouped into one prayer,
which are nine positions. All of these are found on the monuments of
Egypt and Assyria. Prayer is made standing, with the hands lifted or
crossed or folded; this is the posture before kings or great men. The hands
are also stretched forth as in supplication; one hand only is lifted in taking
an oath (Genesis 14). Kneeling is a common mode (1 Kings 7; Ezra 9;
Daniel 6; Luke 22); prostration of the body, resting On the knees and arms,
the forehead touching the ground, and the whole body lying along, the face
being down. The monuments show figures kneeling on one knee and
smiting the breast; sitting on the heels, the hands being folded, is a very
respectful attitude (<131716>1 Chronicles 17:16; <111842>1 Kings 18:42). Among the
Romans prostration was the special act of adoration and worship (<441026>Acts
10:26), but Orientals do so in respect or reverence only. Kissing the head
(1 Samuel 10). the hand, the hem of the garment, or the earth near the
object of respect, and kissing one’s own hand (<183127>Job 31:27; <281302>Hosea
13:2), to persons or idols. Holding the hand on the mouth as in kissing it is
the highest act of respect and adoration.

Adrammelech (“fire king”)
An idol worshiped by the colonists from Assyria in Samaria (<121731>2 Kings
17:31), by sacrificing children by fire. The idol represented the male power
of the sun-god, <See ANAMMELECH> the female.

Adramyttium (“named after Adramys,”)
brother of Craesus, king of Lydia). Seaport in Asia Minor, where the ship
belonged in which Paul was wrecked. The gulf of the same name was
opposite the island of Lesbos. Population: 1,500, with some commerce.
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Adria, Adrias
Sea named from Adria on the Po, Italy. At first the name was given to the
upper end of the Gulf of Venice; afterward to the whole gulf; and in Paul’s
time to the Mediterranean as bounded by Sicily, Italy, Greece and Africa
(<442727>Acts 27:27).

Adriel (“God’s flock”)
Son of Barzillai, to whom Saul gave his daughter Merab, who had been
promised to David (<091719>1 Samuel 17:19).

Adullam (“people’s justice”)
Judah, in the Shefela (<061603>Joshua 16:35). A place of great antiquity.
Fortified by Rehoboam.
The <See CAVE OF ADULLAM> is located 6 miles North of Beit Jihrin, and
now called Deir Dubban. There are many caves in this region. Some think
the cave must have been nearer the Dead Sea, among the mountains, 6
miles Southwest of Bethlehem, in Wady Khureitun.

Adultery
Crime of a married woman with a man not her husband. Or of either man
or woman who is bound, with any other person not their mate. Orientals
do not include the man in the condemnation. <See ADULTERY> in the Old
Testament means symbolically idolatry and apostasy from the Hebrew
church. In the New Testament, “an adulterous generation” (<401239>Matthew
12:39), means a faithless and impious generation — who did not worship
the true God, but did worship false gods.

Adummim (“red pass”)
<See BENJAMIN> — (<061507>Joshua 15:7). On the road from Jericho to

Jerusalem, in Wady Kelt. It was always noted for robbers, and was
therefore selected for the locality of the parable of the Good Samaritan
(Luke 10). Eight miles East of Jerusalem there are ruins of a convent and a
khan, on opposite sides of the road.
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Advent, the Second
The second coming of Jesus Christ, often foretold by Jesus, and frequently
mentioned by the apostles. This event has been looked for and expected in
every age and every year since the ascension. Some hold that Christ reigns
now, at the right hand of the Father, and must reign until all enemies are
put under his feet. They hold that the judgment is now going on; the
winked are passing away; and that men become consciously the subjects of
this judgment as they pass into the invisible world.

Advocate (Greek, parakletos).
The name given to the Holy Spirit by Jesus (<431416>John 14:16); and to Jesus
by John (1 John 2).

Aeneas
A paralytic healed by Peter (<440933>Acts 9:33), at Lydda.

Aenon
Enon. (“Springs”)
Near Salim, where John baptized (<430322>John 3:22). Six miles South of
Bethshan, at Tell Redgah. A tomb near is called Shekh Salim. The brook in
Wady Chusneh runs near, and many rivulets wind about in all directions.
Here is “much water.”

Agabus (“locust”)
One of the 70 disciples. Two prophesies of his are recorded, and their
fulfillment (<441127>Acts 11:27-30; 21:10). The famine through “all the world”
was only through the world m Palestine — the Jews’ world. It is
mentioned by Josephus (xx. 2. 5), about A.D. 42, 14 years after Agabus
met Paul at Caesarea, and warned him of his sufferings at Jerusalem if he
went up there.

Agag (“burro”)
A title of the king of the Amalekites, like Pharaoh of the Egyptians, Caesar
of the Romans, and Abimelech of the Philistines (<042407>Numbers 24:7; <091508>1
Samuel 15:8). <See AGAGITE> for Amalekite in <170301>Esther 3:1,10; 8:3,5.
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Agape (Greek: agapao, to love).
The Church perpetuated the commemoration of the death of Jesus by
certain symbols at meals; a custom most beautiful and most beneficial; for
it was a supporter of love, a solace of poverty, a moderator of wealth, and
a discipline of humility. Tertullian, speaking of the Agape does not mention
the Eucharist as distinct from the meal. “The nature of our supper may be
gathered from its name, the Greek term for love. However much it may
cost us, it is real gain to incur such expense in the cause of piety; for we aid
the poor by this refreshment; we do not sit down to it until we have first
tasted of prayer to God; we eat to satisfy our hunger; we drink no more
than benefits the temperate; we feast as those who recollect they are to
spend the night in devotion; we converse as those who know that the Lord
is an ear-witness. After water for washing hands, and lights have been
brought in, everyone is required to sing something in the praise of God,
either from the Scriptures or from his own thoughts. By this means, if
anyone has indulged in excess, he is detected. The feast is closed with
prayer.” Pliny mentions this custom of the Christians, and says they eat
common food (not such as was used for idol worship). Paul speaks of the
abuse of this custom in <461121>1 Corinthians 11:21; and, perhaps to avoid such
abuse, the Eucharist was celebrated apart from any meal from about the
year A.D. 150.

Agate
Second precious stone in the high priest’s breastplate (<See SHEVO> in
<022819>
Exodus 28:19). In <235412>Isaiah 54:12, and <262716>Ezekiel 27:16, <See
CADCOD> meaning a ruby. The same word is also translated chrysoprase
and emerald. <See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Age
Old age. Peculiar respect to old age is a general custom in the Orient, and
has been from most remote times. The Scriptures record many instances of
such respect and honor. The young rose and stood up in their presence
(<031932>Leviticus 19:32); and even old men before one especially honored
(<182908>Job 29:8). They were privileged to give the first words of counsel (Job
32; Ecclesiasticus 32); and old men, <See ELDERS> became a class, such
as the <See FATHERS> and <See SENATORS> in Rome, and were regarded
as the depositaries of knowledge and experience (Job 15). The attainment
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of old age was set forth as a blessing (Genesis 15; Job 5), in prolonging the
enjoyment of life, and a sign of peaceful times (Zechariah 8; Isaiah 65); a
reward for piety, and a token of God’s favor. Of all marks of respect, that
to age is most willingly paid; because we may ourselves become aged, and
receive such homage.

Agora
A public place, broad street, marketplace, forum; where goods are sold,
meetings held for debate, and trial, and to idle away the time. <See
AREOPAGUS>.

Agriculture
The earliest records are of the best men engaged in this pursuit. Laws
regulating its affairs formed the chief code of the Hebrews, and tended to
produce an equality in interest, binding the son and elevating the slave to a
common servitude. The earth was the Lord’s, and all were tenants to him,
payable in the rent of the Sabbatical year. The family possession was
inherited, and if sold must be returned on the year of Jubilee to the original
owner, and wealthy owners of many fields were denounced (<230508>Isaiah 5:8),
<See IRRIGATION> was always needed for the best results in Palestine —
being neglected now, the soil is dry and sterile — although the rains of
Canaan distinguished the country from the rainless Nile valley. There is in
Palestine almost every variety of climate. Perpetual snow on Mount
Hermon and Mount Lebanon; at Jericho, 60 or 80 miles distant, there is
tropical heat, and snow is never seen. The hills of Bashan, Gilead, Galilee,
Samaria, and Judea are the homes of forests, vines, fig-trees, and all kinds
of fruit trees and vegetables; the plains produce bananas, oranges, lemons,
besides all these, and frost is almost unknown. Palms formerly grew all
over the country, as far north as Beirut and Baalbek. The greatest heat at
Jerusalem is 90 degrees, and the coldest is 30 degrees. Damascus is in a
cooler latitude, and the record is 88 degrees and 29 degrees. The sky is
almost cloudless for a large part of the year; the variations of sunshine and
rain affecting only the autumn and winter months. The autumnal rains
begin in the latter part of October, and gently continuing through
November and December; and rain is rare after March, seldom or never so
late as May. The ground is not often frozen in winter, snow lying during
the night only; and in the plain of Jericho no snow or frost is ever seen, but
there is on the hills around a spring-like temperature and air. The summer
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heat is oppressive, and fatal on exposure, but not on the higher hills, where
heavy dews fall, and the nights are cool. The winter is the season of green
fields and foliage, the summer heat destroying the grass. The <See
HARVEST> begins in the plain early in April; in Esdraelon in May, and on
the hills in June.
The seasons were usually counted as two in the Scriptures, but we find six
terms altogether (used by the Rabbis):
1. <See SEED-TIME>, October to December;
2. <See WINTER>, December to February;
3. <See COLD>, February to April;
4. <See HARVEST>, April to June;
5. <See HEAT>, June to August:
6. <See SUMMER>, August to October.
The terraces, formed by stone walls along the hillsides, are a constant
feature, and a necessity, in the hill country. On these narrow levels the
vines, fruits and crops were raised, and frequent reference to fertilizers
show a high state of culture, probably when the population was the
greatest. Fences were not used, but watchmen guarded the ripening
products, and the view was variegated by their different colors. The
boundaries were marked by trees or piles of stones (Job 24;
<051914>
Deuteronomy 19:14), and about gardens, orchards and vineyards there
were walls (or hedges), having towers for watching and defense.
The monuments bear the sculptured figures of many implements, and
pictures of the modes of using them in field and garden work. The <See
PLOW> is a kind of heavy hoe, used in the hand or drawn by animals or
men (<180114>Job 1:14). It was made of a crooked root, shod with iron and
fitted with one or two handles. The yoke was a straight or bent stick with
rope or bent bows. The ox-goad was a pole six or eight feet, sharp at one
end, and fitted with a spade at the other for clearing the plow, or for
breaking clods (<232824>Isaiah 28:24; <281011>Hosea 10:11; <183910>Job 39:10, where
“harrow the valleys” should be “break the clods,” as in the Hebrew). Seed
was sown and hoed (harrowed) or plowed in, in drills or broadcast. Moses
alluded in <051110>Deuteronomy 11:10 to the mode of sowing during the
inundation, or by irrigation, in Egypt by using the foot (to open or stop the
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little rills of water). Reaping was of several modes: pulling up by the roots
(as barley and doora are now in Egypt); and as wheat and barley do not
grow very high (20 to 30 inches), it is pulled for convenience; by the sickle,
at the ground, or just under the heads, as the straw may he wanted or not.
Ears were carried in baskets; the whole stalk in sheaves (<013707>Genesis 37:7),
and a cart is mentioned in <330213>Micah 2:13. Camels or other animals are used
to carry the produce. The poor were allowed to glean (<080207>Ruth 2:7;
<031909>
Leviticus 19:9). Threshing was done on level places made in the field,
called floors, about fifty feet across, circular. The grain was trodden out
with cattle, arranged three or four abreast, and driven around, and the
cattle were not to be muzzled (<052504>Deuteronomy 25:4). Sticks and flails
were used to thresh out small quantities (<080217>Ruth 2:17; <232827>Isaiah 28:27).
Threshing machines were made of frames filled with sharp stones or pieces
of iron set in holes, or fitted with circular saws (Land and Book, ii. 315),
which were drawn over the grain (<232827>Isaiah 28:27; 41:15; Amos 1:3).
Winnowing was done, and is now, by tossing the grain against the wind
with a fork or fan (<400312>Matthew 3:12; <240411>Jeremiah 4:11), and then passing
it through a sieve (<300909>Amos 9:9). It was stored in granaries cut in the rock,
built underground, or above (<244108>Jeremiah 41:8).

Agur (“one of the assembly”)
Author of the sayings in Proverbs 30. Native of Massa, East Arabia, and
lived about B.C. 600. Some have supposed that this was an assumed name
of Solomon, such as was “Koheleth,” translated “preacher.”

Ahab (“father’s brother”)
1. Son of Omri, king of Israel, and reigned 22 years, B.C. 918 to B.C. 897.
His wife was JEZEBEL, daughter of Ethbaal, king of Tyre, a woman of
strong character, and an idolatress. She succeeded in introducing the
worship of Baal into Israel, a temple being built a Samaria for the worship.
Elijah, the prophet, pronounced the judgment of God on Ahab’s house and
he died of wounds received in battle (see 1 Kings).
2. A false prophet, son of Kolaiah, who deceived the Jewish exiles in
Babylon (<242921>Jeremiah 29:21).
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Aharah
Third son of Benjamin (<130801>1 Chronicles 8:1).

Aharhel
The family (in Judah) traced its descent from Ashur, a posthumous son of
Hezron through Coz (<130408>1 Chronicles 4:8).

Ahasai
Priest; ancestor of Amashia (<161113>Nehemiah 11:13).

Ahasbai (“refuge in God”)
Father of Eliphelet (<102334>2 Samuel 23:34).

Ahasuerus (Achashverosh).
The title of the Persian king, and means “lion-king”. Four persons are
mentioned by this title, who were:
1. <See ASTYAGES> (Daniel 9);
2. <See CAMBYSES> (Ezra 4);
3. The husband of Vashti and Esther, the same who was called <See
XERXES> by the Greeks; the marriage with Esther is assigned to his 7th
year, in which he returned to Shushan from his disastrous expedition to
Greece;
4. Mentioned in Tobit 14:15, who was Cyaxares I.

Ahava (“river”)
River in Babylonia, on whose banks Ezra collected the Jewish exiles for the
return to Jerusalem (<150815>Ezra 8:15,31). Hit.

Ahaz (“possessor”)
Son and successor of Jotham, and 11th king of Judah. Reigned 16 years,
B.C. 714 to 729. He respected neither God, the law nor the prophets.
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Ahaziah (“holden of Jehovah”)
1. Son and sucsessor of Ahab, and 8th king of Israel. B.C. 897 to 896.
2. Son of Jehoram, 6th king of Judah. B.C. 885.

Ahban (“brotherly”)
Son of Abishur by Abihail (<130229>1 Chronicles 2:29).

Aher (“another”)
Ancestor of the Hushim (<130712>1 Chronicles 7:12).

Ahi (“brother”)
1. Chief of a family in Gad, Gilead (<130515>1 Chronicles 5:15).
2. A descendant of Shamer, of Asher (<130734>1 Chronicles 7:34). <See
AHIJAH>?

Ahiah (“friend of God”)
<See AHIJAH>.

Ahiam (“father’s brother”)
One of David’s 30 heroes (<102333>2 Samuel 23:33).

Ahian
Of Shemida, Manasseh (<130719>1 Chronicles 7:19).

Ahiezer (“helper”)
1. A chief in tribe of Dan, in the exodus (<040112>Numbers 1:12).
2. Chief of a band of bowmen with David (<131203>1 Chronicles 12:3).

Ahihud (“brother of Jews”)
1. Chief in Asher; one of Joshua’s assistants in the allotment (<043427>Numbers
34:27).
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2. Chief in Benjamin (<130807>1 Chronicles 8:7).

Ahijah
or <See AHIAH> (“friend of Jehovah”)
1. Son of Ahitub; grandson of Phinehas (<091403>1 Samuel 14:3,18). He was a
priest at Shiloh, in care over the ark; giving oracles by the aid of the ark
and the ephod. It is not known what caused the neglect of the ark in the
latter day of Saul’s reign. Saul’s rash curse, Jonathan’s danger, the failure
to get an answer from the oracle, the peoples’ rescue of Jonathan, led to
coolness between the king and the high priest, which ended in a terrible
revenge, after Ahimelech’s favor to David. Ahimelech may have been
Ahijah’s brother.
2. Son of Bela. <See ACHIA> (<130807>1 Chronicles 8:7).
3. Son of Jerahmeel.
4. One of David’s 30 (<131136>1 Chronicles 11:36).
5. Levite in David’s reign; treasurer in the temple (<132620>1 Chronicles 26:20).
6. <See AHIAT> Son of Shisha, an officer of Solomon (<110403>1 Kings 4:3).
7. <See AHIAS> Prophet in Shiloh (Shilonite), in the time of Solomon and
Jeroboam (<111402>1 Kings 14:2), who prophesied the breaking loose of the ten
tribes from Solomon’s kingdom in punishment for his idolatry (<111131>1 Kings
11:31-39); and the death of Ahijah, the king’s son, and at the same time the
captivity of Israel (<111406>1 Kings 14:6-16). See <140929>2 Chronicles 9:29, for a
reference to work by Ahijah, now lost.
8. Father of Baasha, king of Israel (of Issachar), (<111527>1 Kings 15:27).
9. A chief who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (<161026>Nehemiah 10:26).

Ahikam (“enemy’s brother”)
Son of Shaphan the scribe (<122212>2 Kings 22:12). He has one of the delegates
sent to Huldah, the prophetess, by the king. He protected Jeremiah, the
prophet, after he was taken out of the pit (<243914>Jeremiah 39:14).
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Ahilud (“maker”)
1. Father of Jehoshaphat the recorder (<100816>2 Samuel 8:16).
2. Father of Baana (<110412>1 Kings 4:12).

Ahimaaz (“choleric”)
1. Father of Saul’s wife, Ahinoam.
2. Son and successor of Zadok, high priest, in David’s reign.
3. Son-in-law of Solomon, and one of his 12 chief purveyors, or tax
collectors; whose district was Naphtali.

Ahiman (“giver”)
One of three famous giants. Anakim of Hebron (<041322>Numbers 13:22).

Ahimelech (“king’s brother”)
Great grandson of Eli, priest at Nob, who gave David some of the sacred
bread from the presence-table, and the sword of Goliath, which had been in
safe keeping there.

Ahimoth (“deathly”)
Kohathite in David’s reign (<130625>1 Chronicles 6:25).

Ahinadab
One of 12 officers who gathered monthly supplies for Solomon’s
household at Mahanaim, in Manasseh (<110414>1 Kings 4:14).

Ahio (“brotherly”)
1. Son of Abinadab. Ahio went before and his brother behind the ark, when
it was carried from their father’s house (<100603>2 Samuel 6:3).
2. Benjamite, a son of Beriah (<130814>1 Chronicles 8:14).
3. Benjamite, son of Jehiel, founder of Gibeon (<130831>1 Chronicles 8:31).
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Ahiram (“exalted brother”)
Son of Benjamin; Ehi in <014621>Genesis 46:21. <See AHIRAMITES>
Descendants of Ahiram.

Ahisamach (“supporter”)
Danite, father of Ahiliob, architect on the tabernacle (<023106>Exodus 31:6).

Ahishahar (“morning dawn”)
Son of Bilhan, grandson of Benjamin (<130710>1 Chronicles 7:10).

Ahishar (“upright”)
Controller of king Solomon’s household. Always an office of great trust
and influence in the East (<110406>1 Kings 4:6).

Ahithophel (“foolish”)
A statesman of brilliant talents in David’s time. His counsels were regarded
as oracles (2 Samuel 16). When his counsels to Absalom were neglected
for those of Hushai (whom David had sent), he went home and hanged
himself at Giloh. The only suicide mentioned in the Old Testament, except
those engaged in war.

Ahitub (“goodness”)
1. Father of Ahimelech.
2. Son of Amariah, grandfather of Zadok, the high priest (<130607>1 Chronicles
6:7).

Ahlab (“fertility”)
City in Asher (<070131>Judges 1:31). Gush Caleb in after times, and now El Jish,
near Safed.

Ahlai (“a wish”)
Daughter to Sheshan, wife of Jarha an Egyptian slave (<130231>1 Chronicles
2:31,35). Zabad, one of David’s heroes descended from her (<131141>1
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Chronicles 11:41), and Azariah, one of Joash’s captains (<142301>2 Chronicles
23:1).

Ahoah (“friend of God”)
Son of Bela, of Benjamin (<130804>1 Chronicles 8:4). Ahoite in <102309>2 Samuel
23:9.

Aholah (“her own tent”)
<See AHOLIBAH> (“my tent in her”)

Two fictitious names used by the prophet Ezekiel for Israel (Samaria) and
Judah. Describing their neglect of the true worship of Jehovah, and their
consequent disgrace and ruin.

Aholiab (“father’s tent”)
Skillful artisan of the tribe of Dan, who, with Bezaleel, constructed the
Tabernacle.

Ahumai
Son of Jahath, Judah (<130402>1 Chronicles 4:2).

Ahuzam
Ahuzzam. Son of Ashur, founder of Tekoa (<130406>1 Chronicles 4:6).

Ahuzzath (“possession”)
The “friend” or “favorite” who was with Abimelech II on his visit to Isaac
(<012626>Genesis 26:26). Some interpret the word ahuzzath to mean a company,
or a retinue.

A-i (“heap of ruins”)
1. Benj. (<011208>Genesis 12:8). <See HAI> East of Bethel. The second city
taken by Joshua in Canaan. Eight miles North of Jerusalem.
2. Burial place of Elon, in Zebulon (Judges 12).
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Aiah (“clamor”)
Son of Zibeon. Ajah in <013624>Genesis 36:24 (<130140>1 Chronicles 1:40).

Aiath (<231028>Isaiah 10:28). <See AI> <See AIJA>
Aijalon (“gazelle place”)
1. A city of the Kohathites (<062124>Joshua 21:24), in Daniel (Daniel 19:42);
fortified by Rehoboam (<141110>2 Chronicles 11:10). Celebrated in the poem on
the battle of Joshua in the “Book of Jasher” <061012>Joshua 10:12). Now Ain
Yalo, 12 miles Northwest of Jerusalem.
2. City of Zebulun; birthplace of Elon, and his burial-place. <See JALUN>,
east of Acre.

Aijeleth; Ayeleth Has-shachar (“hind of the dawn”)
Only in Psalm 22, in the introduction; as the name of the tune in which that
psalm might be chanted.

Ain (“fountain”)
En. Prefix to many names, as Engedi, Enrogel.
1. <043411>Numbers 34:11, a source of the Jordan River, or a town near.
2. City in Judah (<061532>Joshua 15:32).

Ajalon (“stag”)
Valley and town in Benj. noted in Joshua’s exploits (<061012>Joshua 10:12).
Several other towns of the same name, in Dan, Ephraim and Zebulun.

Akan (“keen-sighted”)
Descendant of Esau (<013627>Genesis 36:27). Jakan in <130142>1 Chronicles 1:42.

Akkub (“insidious”)
1. Descendant of Zerubbabel; one of the 7 sons of Elioenai (<130324>1
Chronicles 3:24).
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2. Doorkeeper at the east-gate of the temple. His descendants are reported
among the returned from Babylon (<130917>1 Chronicles 9:17). Dacobi in 1
Esdras 5:28.
3. A Nethinim (<150245>Ezra 2:45). Acub in 1 Esdras 5:30.
4. A Levite (<160807>Nehemiah 8:7). Jacubus in 1 Esdras 9:48.

Ak-rab-bim (“scorpions”)
Maaleh Akrabbim, “scorpion pass”, in the mountains south of the Dead
Sea.

Alema
City in Gilead, large and strong (1 Macc. 5:26). <See BEER-ELIM>

Alabaster
So named from the town of Alabastron, in Middle Egypt, where there are
quarries of this fine-grained, pink-colored gypsum. It is not clear, but is
colored in stripes, much varied in width and tint — very near the tint of
their fingernails, including the crescent light place at the upper end of the
nails. It was made into cups, boxes, etc. for holding perfumes, ointments,
and other precious articles. Boxes for the same uses of any substance —
wood, glass, stone, metal — were also called alabasters (<402607>Matthew 26:7;
<411403>
Mark 14:3; <420737>Luke 7:37).

Alexander (“men helper”)
King of Macedon. Called the Great. Born at Pella B.C. 356, son of Philip
and Olympias. Educated by the famous philosopher Aristotle. Alluded to in
Daniel’s prophesy. He destroyed the Persian empire and placed Greeks in
power there; conquered Asia, Egypt, Syria, and founded the city of <See
ALEXANDRIA> (B.C. 332), which may be said to have been built on the
ruins of Sidon and Tyre, for it grew rich and powerful on the Oriental trade
which formerly fed those cities, and was then diverted from the Euphrates
to the Red Sea route. Alexander’s toleration of Oriental customs and
religions, guaranteeing to all people (and especially the Jews, who were
exempted from tax on the 7th year,) the free observance of their hereditary
laws, showing the same respect to their gods as to the gods of Greece, thus
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combining and equalizing the West and the East, weakened all the
nationalities of his empire, and tended to dissolve the old religions. The
Greek and Hebrew learning of Alexandria greatly influenced the planting of
Christianity there, as well as in Asia. He married Roxana and Parysatis,
Eastern princesses, an example followed by 80 generals and 10,000
soldiers of his army, who married Oriental wives. Josephus gives an
account of a visit of Alexander to Jerusalem, and his reception by the high
priest, which has been called fabulous (Antiquities xi, 8). He died at
Babylon B.C. 323, only 32 years old, from intemperance.

Alexander Balas
A pretended son of Antiochus Epiphanes. He reigned four years over Syria
(1 Macc. 10:11; Josephus, Antiquities xiii. 2.).

Alexander Jannaeus
The first prince of the Maccabees, who called himself king.

Alexander
Four persons so named in the Gospels.
1. Son of Simon the Cyrenean, who bore the cross part of the way (Mark
15).
2. A powerful opponent of the apostles, related to the high priest (<440406>Acts
4:6).
3. Son of Herod the Great and Marianne.
4. A Jew of Ephesus, who took part in the uproar in the temple of Diana,
against Paul.
5. A coppersmith, excommunicated by Paul for errors.

Alexandria
Greek, Roman, and Christian capital of Egypt, founded by Alexander, B.C.
332, by the help of the same architect who rebuilt the Temple of Diana, at
Ephesus. For centuries this was the largest city in the world. Population:
600,000 (Diodorus). The lighthouse of its spacious port was famous in the
world of commerce as the <See PHAROS>, one of the Seven Wonders. The
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great library is said to have had 700,000 volumes (Strabo), even after
losing 400,000 by fire (B.C. 47), and was finally destroyed by the
Saracens, A.D. 642.
Among the learned men were Philo, a Jew (author of works which contain
the best array of Hebrew Platonism — almost an imitation of Christian
ethics), and Origen and Clement, Christians, whose writings have
influenced and directed religious men in all Christian nations to the present.
Ptolemy Philadelphus favored the translation from Hebrew into Greek of
the Holy Scriptures (Old Testament), and the work was called the <See
SEPTUAGINT> finished about B.C. 280. It is now the oldest known
version, and is called the Codex Alexandrinus (Josephus, contra Apion ii.
4). <See WRITING>.
The Museum was the means of spreading a knowledge of Aristotle through
the civilized world, and at one time it gathered 14,000 students from all the
world. Modern astronomy arose there, under the direction of Eratosthenes,
who taught the globe shape of the earth, its poles, axis, equator, arctic
circles, equinoctial points, solstices, horizon, eclipses, and the distance of
the sun. Callimachus (poet) wrote a treatise on birds; Apollonius one on
mathematics and geometry, and invented a clock. Hipparchus was the great
astronomer of the age, and discovered the precession of the equinoxes,
gave methods of solving all triangles, and constructed tables of chords,
tables of latitude and longitude, and a map of more than 1,000 stars. The
Almagest of Ptolemy (A.D. 138), was for 1500 years the highest authority
on the phenomena and mechanism of the universe. The same author
described the world from the Canaries to China.
These systems were supplanted by the discoveries of Newton of the law of
gravitation, and of Columbus of the New World. There was a very
extensive botanical and zoological garden, and a school for the study of
Anatomy and dissection. The temples of Isis and Sarepis were among the
finest ever built, and were partly used for scientific purposes, having the
most perfect instruments for astronomical observations then known. They
were destroyed by Bishop Theophilus A.D. 390. Present population (circa
1900) about 60,000 from all nations.

Allon (“oak?”)
<See ELON>
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1. Naphtali (<061933>Joshua 19:33). Zaananim, loading tents, near Kedesh
(<070411>Judges 4:11).
2. <See ALLON-BACHUTH> (“oak of weeping”), under which Rebekah’s
nurse, Deborah, was buried (<013508>Genesis 35:8). Palm tree of Deborah in
<070405>
Judges 4:5, between Ramah and Bethel.

Almond
Nut tree, larger than a peach tree; thrives from China to Spain, and on both
sides of the Mediterranean, and nowhere better than in Syria. It is the
earliest to blossom in spring (February), the pink-white blossoms appearing
some weeks before the leaves.

Alms
The Hebrews had no word for a free gift to the poor, such as alms, but
used “righteousness” for such acts, as in <182910>Job 29:10-16; <201002>Proverbs
10:2; <051429>Deuteronomy 14:29; 23:24,25; 24:19; 26:12; <031909>Leviticus
19:9,10; 23:22; 25:5. The laws of Moses made ample provision against
poverty, and if they had been strictly kept, in letter and spirit, there could
not have been any destitution. The gospel recognizes the duty of
almsgiving and enforces it, and this virtue was a special mark of a Christian
in the early age. This was not made a definite rule, but was left to the
constraint of inward principle and feeling, “to prove the sincerity of their
love.” Encouragement of idle vagrancy was denounced as wrong, and such
idlers were scorned (<530310>2 Thessalonians 3:10-12). The Jews, since the
destruction of Jerusalem, have regarded their poor as the people of God,
and those who give to them are credited with as much virtue as if they kept
all the commandments, and they teach that almsgiving atones for their sins.
As Jesus sought the needy and the sick, and kindly ministered help and
consolation, so it is his will that his Church shall show the same spirit
toward the poor and afflicted.

Almug
<See ALGUM> Fragrant sandal-wood, white and yellow, found in the

mountains of Malabar. The trees are 9 to 12 inches through, 25 to 30 feet
high. Its uses were for perfume, incense, beads, rosaries, fans, elegant
boxes, and cabinets, and for musical instruments. Solomon used it for
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pillars in the houses he built, and for musical instruments (<111012>1 Kings
10:12; <140910>2 Chronicles 9:10).

Alnathan
<See ELNATHAN> (1 Esdras 8:44; <150816>Ezra 8:16).

Aloe
An ordoriferous, precious tree of Siam, where it is worth its weight in
gold, and is used for perfuming garments and rooms, and as a medicine. It
is not our gum aloes.

Alphaeus (Alpheus, “exchange”)
Father of the lesser James (<401003>Matthew 10:3). Called Cleopas in <431925>John
19:25. Alphaeus and Cleopas are synonymous in Hebrew and Greek.

Alphabet
<See WRITING>.

Altar
The central point of religious worship, as a mount, table or structure of
turf, wood, stone or metal, on which sacrifice was made to some deity. The
first one mentioned in the Bible is that built by Noah. Moses restricted the
building of altars to those for the temple service only; but the law was
often broken (Leviticus 17; Deuteronomy 12; Judges 6; 1 Samuel 7; 2
Samuel 24; 1 Kings 3).
Moses directed two kinds to be made:
1. <See ALTAR OF BURNT-OFFERING> the table of the Lord (<022708>Exodus
27:8), having horns to which the animal to be sacrificed might be bound
(<19A802>Psalm 108:27); and a ledge half way up, on which the priests could
stand, which was fenced below with a net work of metal;
2. <See ALTAR OF INCENSE> the golden altar, <023938>Exodus 39:38, (the
other being the brazen) (<023830>Exodus 38:30). This was not strictly an altar,
as no sacrifice was offered on it. Both had rings for carrying by poles.
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Altaschith (“destroy not”)
In the introduction to Psalm 57; Psalm 58; Psalm 59; Psalm 75, indicating
the melody to which the psalms were to be sung.

Alush (“wild place”)
Station in the Exodus, not identified (<043313>Numbers 33:13).

Alvan (“thick”)
Horite, son of Shobal (<013623>Genesis 36:23). <See ALIAN> (<130140>1 Chronicles
1:40).

Amad (“station”)
In Asher, lost (<061926>Joshua 19:26).

Amadatha
<See AMADATHUS> (Esther 12:6; 16:10.) <See HAMMEDATHA>.

Amal
Descendant of Ashur, son of Jacob (<130735>1 Chronicles 7:35).

Amalek (“to lick up”)
Son of Eliphaz, grandson of Esau, and a Shekh of Edom (Genesis 36).

Amalekites
An ancient nomadic race, found from Petraea to the Persian Gulf, and may
have been descendants of the grandson of Esau. The mention of this
country in <011407>Genesis 14:7, does not imply that they were a people at that
early time, but that they were a people in that country when the history was
written. They were doomed to extinction because they opposed the
Hebrews; and they were fewer and weaker from age to age up to the last
mention in David’s time (1 Samuel 27; 30:17), who destoyed their
remnant.
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Aman
<See HAMAN>. (Tobit 14:10; Esther 10:7, etc.).

Amana
Mountain near the South end of Anti-Lebanon, where the Abana rises
(<220408>Song of Solomon 4:8).

Amariah (“whom Jehovah promised”)
1. Father of Ahitub.
2. High priest in the reign of Jehoshaphat.
3. A Kohathite Levite.
4. Priest in Hezekiah’s time.
5. Son of Bani (Ezra 10).
6. Priest with Zerubbabel.
7. A descendent of Pharez.
8. Ancestor of Zephaniah the prophet.

Amasa (“burden”)
Son of Ithra, by David’s sister Abigail. Was general to Absalom, and was
defeated by Joab, but pardoned by David, and appointed Joab’s successor
as general. Joab killed him treacherously (2 Samuel).

Amashai
Son of Azareel, priest in the time of Nehemiah (<161113>Nehemiah 11:13).
Amashsai, correctly.

Amasiah (“whom God bears”)
Son of Zichri, Jehoshaphat’s general of 200,000 in Judah (<141716>2 Chronicles
17:16).
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Amath
<See HAMATH>.

Amatheis (1 Esdras 9:29). <See ATHLAI>.
Amathis (“the land of”)
<See HAMATH>. (1 Macc. 12:25).

Amaziah (“whom Jehovah strenthens”)
1. Son of Joash and 8th king of Judah. Began to reign at 25, B.C. 838, and
reigned 29 years. He was the first to hire men to fill his army. He
conquered Edom and carried home the idols for worship, and so brought
on his own ruin, and was killed by conspirators at Lachish.
2. Priest of the golden calf at Bethel, under Jeroboam II, in the time of the
prophet Amos (<300710>Amos 7:10).

Amedatha (<170301>Esther 3:1) <See HAMMEDATHA>.
Amen (“truth”)
Hebrew word, usually translated “verily”; or at the end of sentences not
translated, but meaning “so be it”. In <660314>Revelation 3:14 it is used as a
name of the Lord “the Amen, the faithful and true witness.” It is used as a
word of confirmation, binding a saying, or an oath (<040522>Numbers 5:22;
<052715>
Deuteronomy 27:15; <160513>Nehemiah 5:13; <19A648>Psalm 106:48), and as a
response or closing of a prayer (<400613>Matthew 6:13; <451136>Romans 11:36).

Ammi (“my people”)
The name of Israel when they snall have been restored to God’s favor
(<280201>Hosea 2:1).

Ammidoi
Returned with Zerubbabel (1 Esdras 5:20). Humtah in <061554>Joshua 15:54.
<See AMMIDIO>
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Ammiel (“people of my God”)
1. Spy from Dan, in the Exodus (<041312>Numbers 13:12).
2. Father of Machir of Lodebar (<100904>2 Samuel 9:4).
3. Father of Bathshua, wife of David (<130305>1 Chronicles 3:5); <See ELIAM>
in <101103>2 Samuel 11:3. Son of Ahithophel.
4. Sixth son of Obed-edom (<132605>1 Chronicles 26:5), a doorkeeper of the
temple.

Ammihud (“people of Judah”)
1. Father of Elishama; chief in the Exodus; an Ephraimite (<040110>Numbers
1:10); ancestor of Joshua (<130726>1 Chronicles 7:26).
2. Simeonite chief in the allotment; father of Shemuel (<043420>Numbers 34:20).
3. Father of Pedahel, chief in the allotment (<043428>Numbers 34:28).
4. Father of Talmai, king of Geshur (<101337>2 Samuel 13:37).
5. Descendant of Pharez (<130904>1 Chronicles 9:4).

Amminadab (“bounteous people”)
1. Son of Aram, father of Elizabeth, wife of Aaron; an ancestor of Jesus
(<400104>Matthew 1:4).
2. Kohathite Levite in David’s time.
3. One of the most noted charioteers of his day (<220612>Song of Solomon
6:12). If this last is read “ammi-nadib”, it will mean “my loyal people”.

Amminadib (<220612>Song of Solomon 6:12).
Ammishaddai (“people of the Almighty”)
Father of Ahiezer, chief in Dan in the Exodus (<040112>Numbers 1:12).
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Ammizabad (“people of the giver”)
Son of Benaiah, and his father’s lieutenant over the 3rd division of David’s
army, in the 3rd monthly course (<132706>1 Chronicles 27:6).

Ammon (“son of my relative”)
<See AMMONITES> Ben Ammi in <011938>Genesis 19:38. Descended from Lot.

The people occupied the territory afterward given to Reuben and Gad,
after driving out the Zamzummira (<050220>Deuteronomy 2:20). Jabbok was
their border on the North. They were nomadic, restless and predatory, as
the Moabites were settled, civilized and industrious. They opposed the
march of Israel to Canaan, and although favored by Moses
(<050209>Deuteronomy 2:9), yet they were hated, and warred with always. They
worshipped “Moloch”, also called “Milcom”, and “Maleham”. Saul was
made king (the second time) on account of his relief of Jabesh from the
Amalekites (1 Samuel 11). Women of this people were in Solomon’s
house. The last mention of them is in 1 Macc. 5:6,30-43.

Amnon (“faithful”)
Oldest son of David by Ahinoam, born at Hebron B.C. 1056. Killed by
Absalom 1032.

Amok (“deep”)
Priest; returned with Zerubbabel (<161207>Nehemiah 12:7).

Amomum
An aromatic plant growing in India, Armenia, Media, and Pontus,
described by Pliny, but not identified in our day. In <661813>Revelation 18:13 of
the Hebrew — not in the KJV. The oily extract was used for the hair; and
the name given to any fine perfume.

Amon (“builder”)
Son of Manasseh, and king of Judah. An idolater, reigned only two years,
B.C. 644-642 (2 Kings 21).
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Amon (“multitude”)
Egyptian deity. The name is translated generally in the Old Testament,
which confuses the meaning. In <244625>Jeremiah 46:25 “multitude of No”
should be “Amon of No.” And in <340308>Nahum 3:8 “populous No” means
No-Amon. The Greeks called this god Jupiter Ammon. On the monuments
the name is Amunre — Amon the son. He was supposed to be in the form
of man, and was the supreme god of Egypt — king of gods.

Amorite (“mountaineers”)
On both sides of Jordan River (Numbers 21; <011516>Genesis 15:16;
<050120>
Deuteronomy 1:20). From Emor, 4th son of Canaan. Og and Sihon,
their kings East of the Jordan River, opposed Moses, but were beaten, and
their land was given to Reuben, Manasseh, and Gad. This district was good
pasture, and is now. Five Amorite kings on the West of the Jordan River
opposed Joshua, and were defeated. The Jebusites were a branch, who held
Zion 400 years after Joshua, until David took it (<100506>2 Samuel 5:6).
Solomon imposed a tribute on the remnant of the people (<110920>1 Kings
9:20).

Amos (“burden”)
Prophet in the days of Isaiah and Hosea. Native of Tekoa, and was a
dresser of sycamore (fig) trees. He prophesied at Bethel. His book is one
of the finest in style, being full of pure language, vivid pictures, and often
sublime thoughts; most of his imagery is taken from rural life. B.C. 780.
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Amoz (“strong”)
Father of Isiah.

Amphipolis
Capital of a district in Macedonia (Acts 17). On a height on the east bank
of the river Strymon, 3 miles from the sea. The gold mines of Mount
Pangaeus made the city famous. Now Newtown. Xerxes sacrificed nine
young men and maids, and several white horses, on the bank of the
Strymon (Herodotus vii. 113).
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Amplias
Disciple at Rome, beloved of Paul in the Lord (<451608>Romans 16:8).

Amram (“high ones”)
Son of Kohath, father of Moses and Aaron.

Amraphel (“keeper of the gods”)
Hamite king of Shinar (<011401>Genesis 14:1,9).

Amulet (“pendant”)
Any object carried as a magical protection against evil or danger. Tickets
with writing; stones and metal with pictures and writing. Moses tried to
turn the practice to good use by directing his laws to be written on them
(<021309>Exodus 13:9,16; <050608>Deuteronomy 6:8; 11:18). They are now very
common in oriental countries, and not unknown in our own land. Jacob
found some worn as earrings (Genesis 35).

Amzi
1. Merarite; ancestor of Ethan the singer (<130646>1 Chronicles 6:46).
2. Ancestor of Adaiah, priest in Nehemiah’s time (<161112>Nehemiah 11:12).

Anab (“grapery”)
Judah (<061121>Joshua 11:21), from which Joshua expelled the Anakim. A
tower marks the site near Maon (Rob. ii. 195).

Anah (“answer”)
Son of Zibeon, father of Esau’s wife, Aholibamah (<013624>Genesis 36:24). He
discovered the hot springs of Callirohoe. He was a Horite, that is, a
mountaineer. He is also called <See BEERI> (“fountains”) the Hittite, in
honor of his finding the springs.
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Anaharath (“pass”)
Place in Issachar (<061919>Joshua 19:19). <See ARANEH> 2 miles East of Jenin
(Rob. ii. 316, 319. Hackett).

Anaiah (“whom God answers”)
Who stood at Ezra’s right hand during the reading of the law
(<160804>Nehemiah 8:4). <See ANANIAS> in 1 Esdras 9:43.

Anak
<See ANAKIM> (“neck-chain”)

Name of a race of tall people, who lived at Hebron, and vicinity
(<041333>Numbers 13:33; <061514>Joshua 15:14), descended from <See ARBA>. They
appear on the monuments of Egypt as tall and light colored, and are called
Tammahu, from the Hebrew Talmai.

Anammelech (“kingly range”)
The Assyrian Moloch, in whose worship the people passed their children
through the fire. This was the female power as <See ADRAMMELECH>
was the male power of the sun-god.

Anan (“cloud”)
A chief who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (<161026>Nehemiah 10:26).

Anani (“protected”)
Seventh son of Elioenai, of the royal line of Judah (<130324>1 Chronicles 3:24).

Ananiah (1) (“protected by Jah”)
Priest; ancestor of Azariah; assisted in rebuilding the wall (<160323>Nehemiah
3:23).

Ananiah (2)
A place between Nob and Hazor (<161132>Nehemiah 11:32).
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Ananias
1. A disciple at Jerusalem who, with his wife, Sapphira, tried to impose on
Peter and the brethren, and defile the house of God, died suddenly, and
was buried at once (Acts 5).
2. Made high priest (Acts 23) about A.D. 477 by Herod, king of Chalcis
(Antiquities xx. 5, 2). He made himself great wealth out his office. Paul
when before the Sanhedrin called him a white wall, and prophesied his ruin,
which came in a time of trouble, and he fell by an assassin (Wars ii. 17; 6,
69).
3. Disciple at Damascus, who was directed (by the Lord) to go to Saul and
lay hands on him, to ordain him to the ministry (<440910>Acts 9:10-17).
Tradition makes him bishop of Damascus, and a martyr.

Ananiel
Forefather of Tobit (Tobit 1:1). <See HANANEEL>.

Anath (“answer”)
Father of Shamgar (<070203>Judges 2:31).

Anathema (“suspended”)
When said of things given to God, it is pronounced anathema (<422105>Luke
21:5). It was also the religious curse of the Hebrews. It means also
“devoted” — any person or thing devoted to God. Paul means “devoted”
where he says accursed, in <450903>Romans 9:3. Those Jews devoted
themselves to the work of killing Paul (<442319>Acts 23:19). “Anathema
maranatha” (“the Lord comes”), means that the curse (as well as a
blessing) has its operation in Christ’s kingdom, and rises to its highest
power at his coming, and he will surely come to bless as well as to curse
(<461622>1 Corinthians 16:22). It was used as the church censure, or final
excommunication, and it is so used now, of those who are excluded from
the company of the believers.
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Anathoth (“echoes”)
Ben., near Nob and Hazor (<161132>Nehemiah 11:32). “Anata”, 3 1/2 miles
Northeast of Jerusalem, where there are remains of walls and buildings in
the midst of orchards of figs and olives, The quarries still supply Jerusalem.

Andrew (“strong man”)
Brother of Peter, and native of Bethsaida in Galilee (<430144>John 1:44). He was
first a disciple of John the Baptist, but followed Jesus on John’s testimony,
and informed his brother Peter of what he had found — that Jesus was the
Christ (<430135>John 1:35,36,41). He did not leave his business of fishing until
some time after (<410114>Mark 1:14). He was presant at the feeding of the 5,000
men at Jerusalem, when the Greek Jews wished to see Jesus (<430608>John 6:8);
and, with others, on Olivet, asked privately of Jesus what he meant by his
strange words about destroying and rebuilding the temple. Of his afterlife
and death, nothing is recorded. Tradition says he preached in Scythia, or
Achaia, and was crucified on a cross, now called Andrew’s, which is of a
special shape, and still bears his name. The early writers mention the “Acts
of Andrew,” and the “Gospel of Andrew,” but they were rejected, and are
lost.

Andronicus (“man conquerer”)
Fellow-prisoner of Paul, and his kinsman, and a disciple before Paul’s
conversion. The allusion in <451607>Romans 16:7 probably has reference to
some part of Paul’s history which is now lost.

Anem (“two springs”)
In Issachar (<130637>1 Chronicles 6:37). <See ENGANNIN>

Aner (“boy”)
1. A Canaanite sheikh who joined Abram, Eshcol, and Mamre in pursuit of
Chedorlaomer (Genesis 14).
2. Town of the Levites in Manasseh (<130670>1 Chronicles 6:70).

Anethothite, The
Resident of <See ANATHOTH> <See ANTOTHITE> (<102327>2 Samuel 23:27).
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Angareuo (“compel”)
From the Tartar language, meaning forced service (as a mounted courier)
without pay (<400541>Matthew 5:41; <411521>Mark 15:21).

Angel (“messenger”)
Whatever God employs to do His will. In <19A404>Psalm 104:4 (quoted in
<580107>
Hebrews 1:7), the wind (spirit) is His angel. Haggai was called the
Lord’s angel (<370113>Haggai 1:13), as was John the Baptist by Malachi
(<390301>Malachi 3:1). Israel was God’s angel, sent to enlighten the world
(<234219>Isaiah 42:19), as well as the priests (<390207>Malachi 2:7), meaning the
priests as a body. Jesus spoke of angels of God, who were neither married
nor given in marriage, but were spirits, not in the flesh, but above, more
free, more powerful, more wise (<402230>Matthew 22:30; 26:53: <011607>Genesis
16:7; <581222>Hebrews 12:22). There are angels of light (of heaven), and angels
of darkness, “that kept not their first estate.” Isaiah speaks of the angel of
the presence (<236309>Isaiah 63:9), and Moses of the angel that went before
Israel (<022321>Exodus 23:21), who has the whole world as his heritage
(<660803>Revelation 8:3), and who is believed to be the Lord Jesus, whom the
Father sent to reveal Him to human beings.

Anklet
Ornament of gold, silver, brass iron or glass, for the ankles, worn in ancient
and modern days in the East by women. Isaiah (<230316>Isaiah 3:16) says they
made a tinkling with the feet; that is, the women tinkled them together
when they walked in a mincing way. A string of little bells is worn by some
Arab girls.

Anna
Prophetess of the tribe of Asher, daughter of Phanuel. She was 84 when in
the temple, as mentioned by Luke (<420236>Luke 2:36), she recognized the
Messiah.

Annas
High priest for 15 years (appointed by Quirinus), and then deposed by
Valerius Gratus. Father-in-law to Caiaphas, who was high priest when
Jesus was crucified (John 18; <440406>Acts 4:6). The office of high priest was
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judicial, in addition to the temple service, and Annas for a long period held
this honored place, his term having been 20 years. Five of his sons
succeeded each other to the same office, and then his son-in-law; and in all
these changes he had exercised the highest judicial authority. He might
have been a member of the Sanhedrin, and possibly was its president or
vice president.

Annunciation
This word means the announcement of the selection of the Virgin Mary as
the favored mother of Jesus. About the year 800 A.D., the church decreed
(the Council of Trullo) a day for celebrating the event.

Annuus
Error in 1 Esdras 8:48; “with him” in the KJV <150819>Ezra 8:19.

Anoint
Anointing. Use of oil on the head or any object to be honored. Jacob
poured oil on his stone pillow at Bethel, consecrating it to God. Guests
were honored by having their hair oiled. The monuments have pictures of
the act. It was a common custom among the Hebrews, and is often referred
to in the Old Testament (<192305>Psalm 23:5; 45:7; <202107>Proverbs 21:7; 27:9). To
omit the use of this perfumed oil was a sign of grief and mourning,
(<271003>Daniel 10:3; <236103>Isaiah 61:3). It was also used as a medicine (<230106>Isaiah
1:6; <410613>Mark 6:13; <590514>James 5:14). Kings were called “the anointed of the
gods,” and both kings and priests were confirmed in their office by the
anointing of oil, both in Egypt and Palestine. Anointing the eyes denoted a
spiritual recovery of sight — knowledge of divine truth. The Holy Spirit
descended on the head of Jesus, like a spiritual anointing, a divine
confirmation of his office of Messiah. The bodies of the dead were also
anointed, or embalmed, with spiced oil. <See PERFUMES>.

Anos
Son of Bani (1 Esdras 9:34). <See VANIAH>.
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Ant
The Hebrew word for this insect was namal, “cut off” (<011711>Genesis 17:11).
The males and females have four wings, which soon fall off. The workers
are wingless. They feed on vegetables, animals and insects. They will rob a
granary in a few days, or even hours. Solomon alluded to the ant as an
instance of the use of proper seasons for collecting provisions (<200606>Proverbs
6:6).

Antiam (“sighing of the people”)
Son of Shemidah, Manasseh (<130719>1 Chronicles 7:19).

Anti-Christ (“against Christ”)
Unbelievers, heretics, and persecutors (1<430218>John 2:18,22). Some
understand this term to mean all men (or an organized body), who oppose
Christ, and whom he will overcome or destroy (<661113>Revelation 11:13,17).

Antioch in Syria
On the Orontes, 30 miles from the sea, 300 miles from Jerusalem. Founded
by Seleucus Nicator (conqueror), B.C. 300, and named in honor of his
father, Antiochus. It was the capital of the Greek and Roman governors of
Syria for nearly 1,000 years. Its suburb Daphne was famous for its
sanctuary to Apollo and Diana (2 Macc. 4:33); the sacred grove extending
its cool shades and brooks of water for ten miles around. It was a sensual
paradise, where pleasure, under the disguise of religion, dissolved the
firmness of manly virtue. The first <See GENTILE CHURCH> was founded
here by Paul, and the disciples were here first called <See CHRISTIANS> in
derision by the pagans (<441121>Acts 11:21-26). Ignatius who suffered
martyrdom under Trajan, at Rome, was bishop of Antioch 40 years. In the
time of Chrysostom (born here A.D. 344), the population was 200,000,
one half being Christians. The city had a street colonnade from end to end,
built by Antiochus Epiphanes, and paved with granite by Antoninus Pius;
most sumptuous marble baths, built by Caligula, Trajan and Hadrian; a
marble palace of Diocletian, and was the finest and largest city in Western
Asia. It lost greatly in wealth and population in several earthquakes: one in
A.D. 526, destroying 250,000 people, at the time of the festival of the
Ascension, when many strangers were gathered; and in 1822 one-fourth of
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the city and people, about 5,000. It was of great importance during the
Crusades, and is often mentioned for its sieges, battles, and the brilliant
exploits of both Christian and Muslem in and about its walls. American
Protestant missionaries began to preach there in 1856. Population now
about 20,000 (circa 1900). The Arabic name is “Antakia”. Ruins of
aqueducts, marble pavements, columns, and other evidences of its ancient
splendor are often found buried under rubbish.

Antioch in Pisidia
Founded by the same king (who built 10 or 15 others of the same name),
and peopled them by hired immigrants from Magnesia on the Maeander.
On the South side of Mount Paroreia, on the boundary between Pisidia and
Phrygia, overlooking a broad plain. Recent discoveries of ancient
inscriptions prove the site correct. There are ruins of several churches,
temples, a theatre, and an aqueduct of which 21 arches are now entire. The
ancient city was often visited by Paul (Acts), with Barnabas, Silas, and
Timothy who was a native of this district.

Antiochia (2 Macc. 4:33), for Antioch.
Antiochians
Partisans of A. Epiphanes, or Jason (2 Macc. 4:9). “Sinful men” in Doway.

Antiochis
In the family of Antiochis Epiphanes (2 Macc. 4:30).

Antiochus
(“who lasts out”)
There are several of this family name.
1. <See ANTIOCHUS II> <See THEOS> (the god). Son of Antiochus Soter
(“savior”). He succeeded his father in B.C. 261. He was the “king of the
north” of Daniel (Daniel 11), who joined “the king of the south” (Ptolemy)
by marrying his daughter Berenice.
2. <See ANTIOCHUS III, THE GREAT>, succeeded his brother Seleucus
Keraunus (“thunderer”, who was poisoned after ruling 3 years), and was
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the first really strong man since Seleucus, who founded the family and
empire in Syria. He was only 15 when he began to rule, and his great rival,
Ptolemy IV, Philopator (“father loving”), of Egypt, was crowned only two
years later. Ptolemy began his reign by murdering nearly all of his relations,
including his mother and father. Antiochus did no violence to his friends,
but planned how to increase the wealth and power of his people, and
passed his whole life in war. One part of his policy was to put a great trust
in the Jews as a people, and especially as soldiers (Antiquities xii. 3, 4). At
one time he moved 2,000 families of Jews from Mesopotamia to Lydia and
Phrygia for garrison service. He increased the honors and privileges of the
Jews in Palestine, when he became master there, and they were very near
to the actual enjoyment of social and religious liberty. He is also mentioned
by Daniel (<271141>Daniel 11:41), as one who should stand “in the glorious land
which by his hand was to be consumed.” His own daughter, Cleopatra,
whom he gave to Ptolemy Epiphanes as a wife, opposed him in favor of
her husband. Hannibal influenced him to war against Rome, and he was
beaten finally at Magnesia in Lydia, B.C. 190. He lost his life B.C. 187, in
an attempt to plunder the temple of Belus in Elymais.
3. <See ANTIOCHUS IV EPIPHANES> (“illustrious”), youngest son of
Antiochus the Great, succeeded to his brother Seleucus Philopator, who
reigned 10 years, chiefly as “a raiser of taxes” (<271120>Daniel 11:20).
Epiphanes gained the kingdom by flatteries (s. 21), that is, by a system of
lavish bribery. These and other acts caused the Greeks to call him
Epimanes (“crazy”), a very sharp and sarcastic pun on his title. He wished
to plunder the Jewish temple, because he needed money, and to do this it
was his policy to make the Jews hateful, and destroy their nationality. But
he raised up the Maccabees who, after many years of war and suffering,
delivered their people (B.C. 143), as is recorded on the coins of that period
<See MONEY>. He was a type of Antichrist, so made by his want of
respect to God and religion, and the disregard of every higher feeling
among men. He worshiped the Roman war-god, whose forts were his
temples.
4. <See ANTIOCHUS V EUPATOR> (“of noble descent”), succeeded his
father Antiochus IV, B.C. 164, while a child, and was under the guardian
Lysias, and they were killed by Demetrius Soter, when the rule fell to
Antiochus VI, son of Alexander Balas and Cleopatra, who while a child
was under the care of Tryphon, B.C. 145, who contended for the throne
against Demetrius Nicator. Tryphon, by treachery and success in war,
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gained supreme power, killed Antiochus, and assumed the throne. The
coins bear his head as Antiochus and Trypho, and on some the title of
Theos is added. The books of Daniel and the Maccabees give a large space
to the life and deeds and bad character of this king.
5. <See ANTIOCHUS VII SIDETES> (“from Side in Pamphylia”). Also called
<See EUSEBES> (“pious”). This was the last king of the Seleucid family,
who ruled B.C. 141-128. There were some who assumed the name
Antioch as a title until the Romans made Syria a province, B.C. 63.

Antothijah (“Jah’s answers”)
Son of Shashak (<130824>1 Chronicles 8:24).

Antipatris (“against father”)
Built by Herod the Great, on the edge of Sharon, now Kefer Saba, 12 miles
Northeast of Joppa. Capharsaba in Josephus. Dr. Eli Smith found and
identified the place while on a journey expressly to follow Paul’s night
march from Jerusalem to Caesarea (<442331>Acts 23:31). There are remains of
the Roman road, which led by Gophna.

Antonia
Fort built by Herod on the Northwest corner of the temple site, and named
after his friend. <See JERUSALEM>

Anub (“bound”)
Son of Coz, of Judah (<130408>1 Chronicles 4:8).

Anus
A Levite (1 Esdras 9:48). <See BANI>?

Apame
Of Darius’ family; daughter of Bartacus (1 Esdras 4:29).
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Ape
Brought by Solomon’s ships (<111022>1 Kings 10:22) from India or Malabar,
where they are now found, called <See KAPI> (Hebrew: Koph). They were
prized as curiosities then as now.

Apelles (“Apollo’s gift”)
A disciple saluted by Paul (<451610>Romans 16:10). Tradition says he was
bishop of Smyrna.

Apharsachites
Persians transplanted into Samaria (<150409>Ezra 4:9). Fars — Persia.

Aphek (“firmness or strength”)
1. Issachar (<061218>Joshua 12:18; 15:53). <See APHAKAH>
2. Asher (<061930>Joshua 19:30; <070131>Judges 1:31). <See APHIK> (<061304>Joshua
13:4). West of Baalbek 15 miles, on the East slope of Lebanon. <See
AFKA>. A temple to Venus made this city famous.
3. Where the Philistines encamped before the battle in which the sons of Eli
were killed and the Ark was taken (<090901>1 Samuel 9:1). In the mountains
Northwest of Jerusalem.
4. The site of another battle, where Saul was killed (<092901>1 Samuel 29:1),
near Shunem, or Jezreel.
5. Aphik, now called Fik, East of the sea of Galilee 6 miles; the site of
several battles with the Syrians (<112026>1 Kings 20:26; <121317>2 Kings 13:17). Ben
Hadad was defeated here; and Joash at the word of Elisha drew a bow at a
venture, and afterward gained several baffles over the Syrians. The houses
occupy a crescent-shaped cliff, at the base of which are three fine
fountains, which send a stream into the lake below the hill on which
Gamala stood.
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Apochrypha (“hidden”)
The name of a certain class of books, offered as genuine, but not received
as of divine origin, and of equal authority with the other books of the
Bible. These are, as they stand in the King James Version:
1. Esdras, 1 and 2
2. Tobit
3. Judith
4. Addition to Esther
5. Wisdom of Solomon
6. Wisdom of Jesus, Son of Sirach
7. Baruch, and Jeremiah’s Epistle
8. The Song of the Three Holy Children
9. The History of Susanna
10. Bel and the Dragon
11. Prayer of Manasseh
12. Maccabees, 1 and 2, and the Book of Enoch, accepted in Abyssinia.
Besides these there are a number that never were admitted to a position
among the Sacred writings, such as, The Assumption of Moses, Testament
of the Twelve Patriarchs, and many others attributed to Abraham, Eldad,
Modad, etc.
The original meaning of apocrypha was “hidden,” but it is now used to
mean “spurious.”
The real value of these books is in their being specimens of Jewish
literature, and books of their history, throwing light on their religion and
theological opinions, although more or less colored by fancy or fable. They
are assigned to a period dating since 300 B.C., the latest, Esdras, dating
about 30 B.C., or even later. The books themselves do not assert the use of
the prophetic gift but do say that this gift had departed from Israel (1
Macc. 9:27), but it was hoped that prophets would again appear (1 Macc.
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4:46; 14:41). The style and power of the writing is inferior, and especially
so is the poetry, excepting only the Song of the Three Children, which may
be the reproduction of some ancient sacred service. There are many
blunders and anachronisms in their historical allusions. The books of the
New Testament era that have been regarded as doubtful are, 2 Peter;
James; Jude; 2 John; 3 John; Revelation, and Hebrews. Those condemned
as spurious are: Acts of Paul; Shepherd of Hennas; the Revelation of Peter;
the Epistle of Barnabas, and the Instructions of the Apostles. Those
denounced as impious are, the Gospel of Peter, the Gospel of Thomas, the
Gospel of Matthias, and the Acts of Andrew, John, and the other apostles.
Some of these books were read in the churches for instruction, but not for
a rule and guide. The Westminster Confession says, “The books called
Apochrypha, not being of divine inspiration, are no part of the canon of
Scripture, and therefore are of no authority in the Church of God, nor to be
any otherwise approved, or made use of, than other human writings.” <See
HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Apollonia
a city of Macedonia, through which Paul and Silas passed in their way from
Philippi and Amphipolis to Thessalonica (<441701>Acts 17:1). According to the
Antonine Itinerary, it was distant 30 Roman miles from Amphipolis, and 37
Roman miles from Thessalonica.

Apollophanes
a Syrian, killed by Judas Maccabaeus at Gazara (2 Macc. 10:37).

Apollos
a Jew from Alexandria, eloquent (which may also mean “learned”) and
mighty in the Scriptures; one instructed in the way of the Lord, according
to the imperfect view of the disciples of John the Baptist (<441825>Acts 18:25),
but on his coming to Ephesus during a temporary absence of Paul, A.D.
54, more perfectly taught by Aquila and Priscilla. After this he became a
preacher of the gospel, first in Achaia and then in Corinth (<441827>Acts 18:27;
19:1), where he watered that which Paul had planted (<460306>1 Corinthians
3:6). When the apostle wrote his First Epistle to the Corinthians, Apollos
was with or near him (<461612>1 Corinthians 16:12), probably at Ephesus in
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A.D. 57: we hear of him then that he was unwilling at that time to journey
to Corinth, but would do so when he should have convenient time. He is
mentioned but once more in the New Testament, in <560313>Titus 3:13. After
this nothing is known of him. Tradition makes him bishop of Caesarea. It
has been supposed by some that Apollos was the author of the Epistle to
the Hebrews.

Apollyon
or, as it is literally in the margin of the King James Version of
<660911>
Revelation 9:11, “a destroyer,” is the rendering of the Hebrew word
ABADDON, “the angel of the bottomless pit.” The angel Apollyon is
further described as the king of the locusts which rose from the smoke of
the bottomless pit at the sounding of the fifth trumpet. From the occurence
of the word in <198811>Psalm 88:11, the Rabbis have made Abaddon the
nethermost of the two regions into which they divide the lower world. But
that in <660911>Revelation 9:11 Abbadon is the angel, and not the abyss, is
perfectly evident in the Greek. There is no authority for connecting it with
“the destroyer” alluded to in <461010>1 Corinthians 10:10.

Apostle (“sent forth”)
The Jews so called those who carried about letters from their rulers. There
were but few who had this honor, and to whom Jesus entrusted the
organization of his Church. There were twelve originally whom he
ordained, that they should be with him; and he gave them power over
unclean spirits, and to heal all manner of diseases; commissioning them to
preach the kingdom of God (Mark 3; Matthew 10; Luke 6), saying, “As
the Father hath sent me, so send I you.” It seems to have been essential to
this high office:
1. That they should have seen the Lord, and have been eye and ear
witnesses of what they testified to the world (John. 15:27; <440121>Acts 1:21).
Paul claims equal authority from having seen Jesus in a vision (<460901>1
Corinthians 9:1; 15:8).
2. Called and chosen by the Lord himself (<440124>Acts 1:24).
3. Infallible inspiration (<431613>John 16:13; <460210>1 Corinthians 2:10), because it
was their office to explain the Old Testament, and to set forth the New
(<422427>Luke 24:27).
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4. The power of working miracles (<411620>Mark 16:20; <440243>Acts 2:43).
5. To these were added the power to settle points of faith, and determine
all controversies. Jesus is once called “the apostle of our profession” (Heb,
3:1). <See THE APOSTLE’S CREED> is not of their own making, but
contains their doctrine as set forth by Christian men in later times. <See
THE APOSTOLIC AGE> dates from the day of Pentecost, and is usually
divided into two periods, before and after the destruction of Jerusalem
A.D. 70, the latter period ending at the death of John A.D. 99. There was
not a revelation of the Lord’s commands and the duties they involved
complete as final at one time, but rather a progressive illumination — a
special succession and combination of events — from the first call to be
apostles, the day of pentecost, the visions at Caesarea and Joppa, the
conversion and call of Paul — by which the five heralds of the Gospel were
instructed, and enabled to teach its free and comprehensive spirit. The first
Christian church was composed of Jews only, and they observed the
Mosaic ritual strictly, and were continually in the temple (<422453>Luke 24:53;
<440246>
Acts 2:46; 3:1); and the Jews spoke of them as the <See SECT> of the
Nazarenes, as the Pharisees and Sadducees and Essenes were sects within
the Jewish church (<442405>Acts 24:5; 28:22; 15:5; 26:5; 5:17). A community of
goods was required at first, but was soon abandoned. The Greeks (and
other Gentiles) were admitted and elevated the tone of the society, and
increased its power for diffusion, for the Gentiles so outnumbered the Jews
at Antioch as to require a new name — which was given by their scorners
— Christian. Shortly before the destruction of Jerusalem the members of
the church found a refuge in Pella, east of the Jordan River, away from the
power of the Sanhedrin, which held its sessions at Jamnia on the Great Sea,
and this ended the connection of the new church with the old — Moses
was to be thereafter second to Jesus in authority, and from that time an
enmity grew up between them which has not yet been healed — and can
never be (2 Corinthians 3). The second period is almost a blank, since there
is no account of any of the apostles except John, and with his death the age
closes. Since then the church has been left to the guidance of man only,
assisted by the invisible spirit, toward its spiritual maturity.

Apothecaries
Hananiah, one of the rebuilders of the wall, was a perfumer, or maker of
ointment (<160308>Nehemiah 3:8).
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Appaim (“nostrils”)
Son of Nadab, of Judah (<130230>1 Chronicles 2:30).

Apphia
Disciple (<570102>Philemon 1:2): member of Philemon’s household. Appii in
<442815>
Acts 28:15.

Apphus
Surname of Jonathan Maccabeus (1 Macc. 2:5).

Appii-forum (“market place of Appius”)
On the Appian bay, between Naples and Rome, 43 miles from Rome.
Appius Claudius, who built the famous road from Rome to Brundusium,
had a statue in his honor here (<442815>Acts 28:15).

Aquila (“eagle”)
Jew at Corinth, tent maker and friend of Paul (<441802>Acts 18:2). He and his
wife Priscilla had been banished from Rome with all Jews, by Claudius.
They became zealous promoters of the cause, as Paul says “helpers in
Christ Jesus,” “who have for my life laid down their own necks”
(<451603>Romans 16:3-4). The Greek church honors Aquila as a bishop on July
12th. The Romans call him bishop of Heraclea, and the festival of Aquila
and Priscilla is on July 8th.

Ar
Capital of Moab, on the Arnon (<042115>Numbers 21:15-28). The place is still
called Rabba, and is 17 miles East of the Dead Sea, 10 South of the Arnon,
and its ruins occupy a low hill overlooking a plain, where are found the
remains of two Roman temples and some water tanks. It was burned by
King Sihon (<231501>Isaiah 15:1). Rabbath Moab.

Ara (“lion”)
Son of Jether, of Asher (<130738>1 Chronicles 7:38).
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Arab
Judah. (<061552>Joshua 15:52). Near Hebron. Lost.

Arabah (“waste — sterile).
The valley of depression from Mount Hermon to the Red Sea at Ezion
Geber (Akabah). (<050101>Deuteronomy 1:1; <182405>Job 24:5; <233309>Isaiah 33:9). Now
restricted to the valley from the Sea of Galilee to the South end of the
Dead Sea, and called El Ghor. It is 150 miles long by 1 to 10 or 12 miles
wide. <See ARBOTH>, the plural of Arabah was the name given to the
plain of Jericho (<060510>Joshua 5:10; <042201>Numbers 22:1; <101528>2 Samuel 15:28).
The region is called <See KIKKAR> in <011310>Genesis 13:10. From the Dead
Sea to Akabah the Arabs name the valley Wady el Arabah. The desert of
<See TIH> bounds the Arabah on the west, by long walls of limestone,
1,500 to 1,800 feet above its floor. The mountains of Edom form the East
wall, and are of granite, basalt, and porphyry, 2,000 to 2,300 feet in
elevation, and covered with vegetation. Mount Hor, the highest peak, is
5,000 feet above the sea. A line of chalk cliffs, 150 feet high, 6 miles South
of the Dead Sea, running East and West, divides the Arabah from El Ghor.
West <See EL JEIB> is the principal water-course — flowing only in
winter. The Arabah is a desert of sand, gravel, low hills, and cut by
numberless water-courses. The sirocco blows almost constantly. There are
a very few shrubs and plants, as rushes, tamarinds, oleanders, anemones,
lilies, and palms. The water-shed is 40 miles North of Akabah, from which
the water flows both North and South. The pass up out of the Arabah near
Akabah, upon the plateau of Tih, is now used by pilgrims on the route from
Suez to Mecca, and is called <See NUKB> the pass. From this plateau to
1000 feet above it is another pass, on the route from Mount Hor to
Hebron, called “es Sufah”, where Israel was repulsed by Canaan
(<050144>Deuteronomy 1:44; <041443>Numbers 14:43-45). On the East side Wady
Ithm leads through the mountains near Akabah, where there are remains of
a Roman road, leading to the country East of the Dead Sea, over the same
route traversed by the Exodus, when Edom was compassed (<042104>Numbers
21:4).

Arabia (“east country”)
East of Palestine, including all the descendants from Ishmael and Keturah
(<011030>Genesis 10:30; 29:1; <070603>Judges 6:3.) Sons of the East (<042307>Numbers
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23:7; <140914>2 Chronicles 9:14). Sons of Kedem (s. 21:13). “Forest in Arabia”
(<021238>Exodus 12:38; <161303>Nehemiah 13:3; <111015>1 Kings 10:15), “Mixed
multitude” are Arabians. Now called by the Arabs <See BILAD EL ARAB —
> country of the Arba. Bedouin are people of the open country, not living
in towns. Extends from the Euphrates and the Persian Gulf to Egypt and
the Red Sea; and from the Indian Ocean to the Mediterranean, or Great
Sea. The ancients divided it into <See ARABIA FELIX>, <See ARABIA
DESERTA>, and <See ARABIA PETRAEA>. The modern divisions are the
Peninsula of Sinai, Arabia, and North Arabia. (See Sinai, Edom, Petra,
Mount Hor, Arabah, Syria, Aram.) The original settlers were the sons of
Shem and Ham (<011021>Genesis 10:21). There are many ruins in Arabia of a
more ancient people than any known to history — (Marib, Sana, Reydan,
Riam, Inen, Rich).
There are many allusions in the Bible to the Arabs; and the manners and
customs of the modern people are a help to the interpretation of those texts
that refer to the ancients, and especially in Job. The Bedouin constantly
remind us of the accounts of the patriarchs, or later Israelites. Respect to
age (<031932>Leviticus 19:32); deference to superiors (<120513>2 Kings 5:13);
engravings on signets of sentences having the name of God (<023930>Exodus
39:30; <430333>John 3:33). As a pledge, the ring is given (<014142>Genesis 41:42);
they wear an inkhorn in the girdle (<260902>Ezekiel 9:2,3,11). Many of the most
obscure passages are explained by a knowledge of the present customs.
The people have in all ages been active, enterprising, restless; ambitious in
commerce, conquest, and religion.
The country of Arabia was never conquered.

Arabians (<141711>2 Chronicles 17:11).
Nomades, east and south of Palestine, a part being descended from
Keturah. The Sheikh (“king”) was called Aretas (2 Macc. 5:8).

Arad (1) (“wild ass”)
Son of Beriah, a Benjamite (<130815>1 Chronicles 8:15).
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Arad (2)
South of Judah (<042101>Numbers 21:1; King of Arad, <061214>Joshua 12:14;
Judges 1:16). Tell Arad, 20 miles South of Hebron. (R.)

<070116>

Aradus
<See ARVAD> (“wandering”)

Phoenicia (<262708>Ezekiel 27:8; <011018>Genesis 10:18). An island 3 miles from the
coast, near the river Eleutherus, Nahr el Kebir; and opposite to it is the site
of Antaradus, now called Ruad (1 Macc. 15:23). The island was settled by
fugitives from Sidon. High and rocky, about a mile in extent, near Tripoli.

Arah (“traveler”)
1. Son of Ulla, of Asher (<130739>1 Chronicles 7:39).
2. Seven hundred seventy-five (775) of the “sons of Arah” returned with
Zerubbabel (<150205>Ezra 2:5). Ares (1 Esdras 5:10).

Aram (“height”)
Northeast of Palestine. Also called Syria — which see (<013118>Genesis 31:18;
33:18).
1. Aram Dammesek, Syria of Damascus (<100805>2 Samuel 8:5,6).
2. Aram Naharaim (“two rivers”), the country of Abraham (<012520>Genesis
25:20).
3. Padan Aram, Aram at the foot of the mountains.
4. Aram Zobah (<101006>2 Samuel 10:6,8).
5. Aram Beth Rehob.
6. Aram Maachah (<132106>1 Chronicles 21:6).
Geshur (<101508>2 Samuel 15:8; <111125>1 Kings 11:25).
1. Aram was a son of Shem, and his brethren were Elam, Asshur,
Arphaxad.
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2. Aram is also Assyria (<121826>2 Kings 18:26; <233611>Isaiah 36:11; <243511>Jeremiah
35:11; <121606>2 Kings 16:6).
3. Aram, of whose family was Elihu who visited Job (<183202>Job 32:2).

Aramitess
Woman of Aram (<130714>1 Chronicles 7:14).

Aram-Naharaim
Mesapotamia. (Plain of Damascus?)

Aram Zobah
Aram and Zobah (Psalm 60).

Aran (“wild goat”)
A Horite (<013628>Genesis 36:28).

Ararat (“holy land”)
A mountainous district, or lofty plateau, nearly 5,000 feet above the sea,
between the Black and Caspian seas, where rise the Euphrates and Tigris,
which flow into the Persian Gulf; the Araxes and Cyrus, into the Caspian;
and the Acampsis, into the Black Sea. The range of Mount Taurus begins
at the Northeast end of the Great Sea, near Antioch in Syria, runs
Northeast, meeting the range of Abus, from the head of Persian Gulf
running Northwest, at the Mount Ararat, which is 17,750 feet high. It is
alluded to in Scripture as:
1. Ararat (<010804>Genesis 8:4), the land on which the Ark rested; and where
the sons of Sennacherib fled after killing their father (<121937>2 Kings 19:37).
2. Minni (<245127>Jeremiah 51:27). Josephus says there is a great mountain in
Armenia called Baris (Antiquities i. 3, 6).
3. Togarmah. In <011003>Genesis 10:3, this is the name of the youngest son of
Gomer. Ezekiel (<263806>Ezekiel 38:6) says, “the house of Togarmah of the
north.” Tyre traded in horses with Togarmah (<262714>Ezekiel 27:14).
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Ararath
<See ARARAT> (Tobit 1:21).

Araunah (“Jah is strong”)
The Jebusite who sold his threshing-floor to David for a place for an altar
to God (2 Samuel 24). He was one of the royal family of the Jebusites
(<102423>2 Samuel 24:23). David bought the whole hill Moriah for 600 shekels
of gold, and the threshing-floor and oxen for 50 shekels (<132125>1 Chronicles
21:25).

Arba (1)
<See HEBRON>.

Arba (2) (“hero-baal”)
Ancestor of the Anakim — named Hebron Kirjath-arba (city of Arba.
<061415>
Joshua 14:15; 15:13). Arbah in <013527>Genesis 35:27.

Arbathite
Resident in the Arabah, the Jordan valley (<102331>2 Samuel 23:31).

Arbattis
Error for Acrabattine; or meaning Ard el Butihah in Galilee (1 Macc.
5:23).

Arbela (1 Macc. 9:2),
Arabella, near Maisaloth. Beth Arbel, or what is now called Irbil, a few
miles West of Magdala. (<281014>Hosea 10:14.)

Arbite, The
Resident of Arab (<102335>2 Samuel 23:35). Paarai, the Arbite, one of David’s
guard; Naarai, the son of Ezbai in <131137>1 Chronicles 11:37.
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Arbonai (<070214>Judges 2:14, Mambre). <See ABRONAS>.
Archelaus (“leading the people”)
Son of Herod by Malthace, a Samaritan, brought up at Rome. Appointed
by Augustus Ethnarch after his father’s death. Banished to and died in Gaul
at Vienne. He had a bad reputation (<400222>Matthew 2:22) for cruelty and
oppression.

Archevites
People from Erech(?) living in Samaria (<150409>Ezra 4:9).

Archippus (“driver of horses”)
Disciple in Colossse, “our fellow soldier” (Philem. 1:2). He is supposed to
have been a teacher, one of the 70 sent out, as well as deacon, in Colossae
and Laodicea, and to have suffered as a martyr at Chonae.

Archite
Hushai, the Archite in <101532>2 Samuel 15:32. No town of Arca is known in
Palestine; the one north of Tripoli is in Phoenicia. Joshua (<061602>Joshua 16:2)
has the borders of Archi” near Bethel and Luz.

Arcturus
Hebrew: Ash, Ayish, in <180909>Job 9:9; 38:32. The Arabians name the cluster
of four stars in the body of the “Great Bear” en nash, and those in the tail
el Benat, the daughters.

Ard (“descent”)
1. Son of Benjamin, the youngest (<014621>Genesis 46:21).
2. Son of Bela (<042640>Numbers 26:40). Addar in <130803>1 Chronicles 8:3. Ardites,
from him.

Ardath
The field in 2 Esdras 9:26, meaning that all Palestine was but a field or
waste (Arboth?) to the Jews.
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Ardon (“fugitive”)
Son of Caleb by Azubah (<130218>1 Chronicles 2:18).

Areli (“hero’s son”)
<See ARIEL>. Son of Gad (<014616>Genesis 46:16). Arelites (<042617>Numbers

26:17).

Areopagus (“hill of Ares”)
Mars Hill. Athens. A rocky height opposite the west end of the Acropolis,
used from the earliest times as a place of assembly for the honorable men
who had held the office of Archon. On this hill Paul stood, in the midst of
these august men, when he said, “Whom ye ignorantly worship, Him
declare I unto you.” Dionysius, the Areopagite (<441723>Acts 17:23-34). “In the
market daily.” The <See AGORA> or market, was a public place,
surrounded on three sides by the architectural glories of Athens. It may be
described thus: To the northeast was the Acropolis, a rocky height 150 feet
above the street below, crowned with the Parthenon and other temples;
north the Areopagus; west the Pnyx (pulpit); and south the Museum, with
other buildings.
At the time of Paul’s visit, Athens was a magnificent city, ornamented in
every quarter with memorials sacred to religion and patriotism, showing
the highest achievements in art. The famed Academy had its groves of
plane and olive trees, retired walks and cooling fountains, altars and statues
and temples, near which was the house of Plato, the great teacher.
The Acropolis had clustered on its summit memorials and monuments of
religion and art, such as were never seen on an equal space. Pericles had
adorned it with a flight of steps and a Propylaea, with five entrances and
two flanking temples of Pentelican marble, where were placed the
equestrian statues of the Roman emperors Augustus and Agrippa, the
temple of the Wingless Victory; a picture-gallery; and there still stands the
ruin of the unequaled Parthenon, which was then adorned with the
masterpieces of the sculptor Phidias.
The Erechtheium, containing the holy olive-tree, sacred to Minerva, the
holy salt-spring, and other sacred things. A colossal bronze statue of Pallas
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Promachus, by Phidias, stood near, the plume of whose lofty helmet was
visible from the sea between Sunium and Athens.
Pausanias gives an account of a great number of statues on the Acropolis,
so that we wonder how there could be any space left for the people.
It is no wonder, however, that Paul, with his natural genius and vast
experience, should have been inspired by the surroundings. (<See Life of
Paul>).

Areopagite
A member of the council at Athens (<441734>Acts 17:34). <See DIONYSIUS>.

Aretas (“graver”)
Title of the kings of Arabia, as Ptolemy of Egypt, and Augustus of Rome.
1. In the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, B.C. 170 (2 Macc. 5:8).
2. Father-in-law of Herod Antipas, whose Ethnarch ruled in Damascus
when Paul escaped in a basket (<471132>2 Corinthians 11:32).

Areus
King of the Lacedemonians, whose letter to the high priest Onias is given
in 1 Macc. 12:20-23; about 300 B.C.

Argob (“stony”)
Manasseh, east of Jordan River, in Bashan. Had sixty fortified cities
(<050304>Deuteronomy 3:4,13,14; <110413>1 Kings 4:13), called Trachonitis, a
translation of the Hebrew name. The Samaritans called it Rigobaah=stony. The Arabs named it Mujeb=stony, and it is now El Lejah. It
lies fifteen miles south of Damascus, is triangular, twenty-two miles from
north to south, and fourteen from east to west. The region is elevated
above the surrounding country, and is very rocky, like an ocean of basaltic
rocks and boulders; thickly studded with deserted cities and villages, in all
of which the houses are solidly built and of remote antiquity. A Roman
road runs through the district, probably leading from Damascus to Bosra.
Kenath and Edrei are on the border, to the southwest. The Hauran presents
the utmost contrast to the Lejah, in being a country of the richest
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agricultural soil, in rolling downs, from the Sea of Galilee to the desert, far
beyond the Lejah.

Argob
The two princes, Argob and Ariel, were killed with Pekahiah, in the palace
at Samaria, by Pekah.

Ariarathes Mithridates, king of Cappadocia, B.C. 163130.
Aridai
Son of Haman (<170908>Esther 9:8).

Aridatha
Son of Haman (<170908>Esther 9:8).

Arieh
<See ARJEH> (“the lion”)

<See ARGOB> <See ARIEL>

Ariel (1) (“lion of God”)
Poetical name of Jerusalem (<232901>Isaiah 29:1,2,7).

Ariel (2) (“lion of God”)
1. Chief under Ezra (<150816>Ezra 8:16), in his caravan. One of the Gileadite
chiefs killed by Pekah. <See ARGOB>. The same word occurs in <102320>2
Samuel 23:20, where it is rendered “two lion-like men” — and might be
“two sons of Ariel.”
2. Isaiah (<232901>Isaiah 29:1) so names Jerusalem. — Lion of God, or hearth of
God; the same word in <264315>Ezekiel 43:15) translated “altar”; it means
“hearth of God”.
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Arimathea
A city of Judea (<422351>Luke 23:51). King Demetrius writes (1 Macc. 11:34):
“We have ratified unto them the borders of Judea, with the three
governments of Aphereum, Lydda, and Ramathaim, that are added unto
Judea from the country of Samaria.” Joseph of Arimathea (<402757>Matthew
27:57; <411543>Mark 15:43; <431938>John 19:38). The place has been identified as the
village of Renthieh, ten miles East of Joppa, on the road from Lydda to
Antipatris, but this is doubted on the authority of Josephus.

Arioch (“lion-like”)
1. King of Ellasar (<011401>Genesis 14:1).
2. Captain of the guard (<270214>Daniel 2:14).
3. King of the Elymaeans. In Judith 1:6, Erioch king of the Eliceans; in
<See DOWAY>, Deioces, king in Media.

Arisai
Son of Haman (<170909>Esther 9:9).

Aristarchus (“excellent ruler”)
A Thessalonian, companion of Paul; with him at Ephesus (Acts 19), and on
the voyage, and at Rome, a fellow-prisoner and laborer (<510410>Colossians
4:10; Philem. 1:24). Tradition makes him bishop of Apamea.

Aristobulus (“best advised”)
1. Jewish priest in Egypt in the reign of Ptolemy VI, B.C. 165. Judas
Maccabeus addressed him as a counsellor of the king (2 Macc. 1:10). He
wrote and dedicated to Ptolemy an allegorical exposition of the
Pentateuch, Eusebius and Clement of Alexandria preserve fragments of his
works.
2. A resident at Rome, whose household is the subject of a salutation in
<451610>
Romans 16:10.
3. Son and successor of John Hyrcanus.
4. Second son of Alexander Jannaeus.
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5. Grandson of No. 3, and the last of the Maccabaeans; murdered by the
designs of Herod, B.C. 34.
6. Son of Herod the Great by Mariamne.

Arithmetic (“numbering”)
The Hebrews were not a scientific, but a religious and practical people; but
it must be inferred from what they did, in certain trades and arts, that they
had the needed skill, and reckoning by numbers was not an exception. For
figures, after the captivity, they used their letters, as is seen on the
Samaritan coins; and this may have been their earliest custom also.

Ark
A word adopted from the Egyptian. A chest. The word for Noah’s ark is
<See TEBAH> the same as used for that of Moses (Genesis 6; Genesis 8;
Exodus 2). <See ARK OF THE COVENANT> An oblong chest of acacia
wood, gilded, 45 inches long, 27 inches wide, and 27 inches deep
(<021510>Exodus 15:10; <040709>Numbers 7:9.) It was to contain (or by its side), the
book of the law, the covenant, and perhaps also the pot of manna, and
Aaron’s rod (<580904>Hebrews 9:4). When Solomon’s temple was dedicated the
ark contained only the “two tables” of stone (<110809>1 Kings 8:9). It was to be
kept in the most holy place, excluding all idols, and itself be the center of
regard, as denoting the presence of God, on the Mercy Seat, which was on
the lid, overshadowed by two images with wings. Jeremiah predicted
(<240316>Jeremiah 3:16), that it should be finally abandoned as a sacred object.
It “rested” at Shiloh until the superstitious warriors took it into battle and
lost it to the Philistines. Not long after its recovery it was placed in the
temple. It is believed to have been burned when the Babylonians destroyed
Solomon’s temple.

Ark, Noah’s
The form and size cannot be learned from the text. The figures are given as
300 cubits long, 50 cubits wide, and 30 cubits high. The cubit was of
several kinds, 18 inches, 19 inches, and 21 inches in length. The present
opinion (among some), is that the Deluge was a local inundation, extending
only far enough to destroy the human race, which is supposed to have
dwelt in the valley of the Euphrates and Tigris. The form of the ark may be
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seen in that of the great rafts on those rivers, which have a flat-roofed
cabin on them, like a rude house. The Apameans had a tradition that the
ark rested near their city, in Phrygia, of which the coin shown in the book,
dating from A.D. 150, is a memorial, now in Paris.

Arkite
Canaanite people living at Arka, under Mount Lebanon on the sea
(<011017>Genesis 10:17). Alexander Severus was born there, and it was then
named Caesarea Lebani. The ruins are on a hill looking over a fine plain,
the sea, and mountains.

Armageddon
A name for the plain of Jezreel. <See ESDRAELON> Mount Megiddo
(<661616>Revelation 16:16). There is a symbolical meaning attached to this name
and place which it is impossible to explain in this limited space. It may be
interesting to recount the several great battles fought on the plain, which
have given it a solemn importance in history. The great victory of Barak
over the Canaanites (Judges 4—5), and of Gideon over the Midianites
(Judges 7); and two great disasters — the death of Saul (<092108>1 Samuel
21:8) in the invasion of the Philistines, and the death of Josiah in the
invasion of the Egyptians (<122329>2 Kings 23:29). <See JEZREEL>

Armenia
<See ARARAT>. Christianity was established here in the 4th century. The

whole number of the Armenians is about two million (circa 1900). They
have a rich convent on Zion (<See Jerusalem>). The <See ARMENIAN
VERSION> of the Bible was made in A.D. 410 by (the patriarch Isaac and)
Miesrob, aided by his pupils Joannes Ecelensis and Josephus Palnensis,
from the Syriac. It was afterward corrected from the Greek, and was
finished in the year 431.

Armlets
Ornaments worn by men, as bracelets are by women.

Arms, Armor
Offensive:
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1. Club, mace, bar, hammer, or maul (Hebrew: shevet-barzel, <190209>Psalm
2:9). At first of wood, then of metal.
2. Throw-stick (Hebrew: maphietz) figured on the monuments, and called
by Arabs lissan. The Australian boomerang is an instance.
3. Dirk or sword, of flint, a deer’s horn (Hebrew: chereb, now used in the
East) of wood as now in Nubia, or of metal. The sword is carried in a belt
or slung (girded, <091739>1 Samuel 17:39).
4. Spear (Hebrew: romach), a short blade of a deer’s horn straightened, or
of metal, on a pole of wood. The horn of the oryx is about 40 inches long.
Some were very heavy (chanith, <091707>1 Samuel 17:7).
5. Javelin (Hebrew: cidon), a light spear for throwing; a dart (Hebrew:
shelach, <091322>1 Samuel 13:22). <See SHEBET> baton, or sceptre, with which
Joab killed Absalom, (<101814>2 Samuel 18:14).
6. Bow (Hebrew: kesheth, and arrow (Hebrew: hitz), of a reed, branch, rib
of palm, wood and horn, ivory, iron or brass. There were cases for the bow
and for the arrows.
7. Sling (Hebrew: kela), for throwing stones; of plaited thongs. Stones
were cast 400 feet and lead bullets 600 feet. Balista were strong bows or
springs rigged to throw stones (<131202>1 Chronicles 12:2).
8. Ram (Hebrew: car), a loaded car with a heavy pole shod with iron,
sometimes shaped like a ram’s head. Some were large towers on wheels,
holding soldiers.
Defensive:
1. Shield (Hebrew: tsinnah), buckler, (magen) roundel, (parma) target,
(shelet), made of wood,or wickerwork, covered with hide, bordered with
metal; kings and chiefs had them made of gold, silver or brass.
2. <See HELMET> (koba); of rushes, osiers, skins, wood, cloth (turban),
and metal.
3. <See ARMOR> for the body; of leather, iron, brass. Shown on the
monuments, covering the breast, or breast and back, or the whole body,
with separate pieces for the arms and legs (Goliath wore them). Armor was
also placed on the horse.
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Army
The Hebrews began, continued, and ended their national life in war. The
law of Moses enrolled in the army every male from 20 to 50 years
(<040103>Numbers 1:3; <142505>2 Chronicles 25:5; Antiquities iii. 12, 14), except the
Levites. The divisions were 10, 50, 100, 1,000, with proper officers (1
Macc. 3:56; <043114>Numbers 31:14; <090812>1 Samuel 8:12). Messengers with
trumpets summoned to the camp (<070327>Judges 3:27). The head of the nation
was leader as Moses, until the time of David, when the office of “captain of
the host” was made distinct from that of king. Foot soldiers were the only
kind at first used (<041121>Numbers 11:21), even while the Canaanites had
chariots of iron (<070119>Judges 1:19). David introduced horses and chariots
contrary to the divine direction (<051716>Deuteronomy 17:16), and was
followed by his successors. The soldiers had to provide their own arms and
food (<091717>1 Samuel 17:17), until a <See STANDING ARMY> was made by
the kings (<090811>1 Samuel 8:11,12; 13:2; 1 Macc. 14:32). David had 600
chosen men (<101518>2 Samuel 15:18), “mighty men,” perhaps his body guard
(<111428>1 Kings 14:28). A division served in each month, changing through the
year. Foreigners were admitted to the service, and even advanced to high
places (<091519>1 Samuel 15:19; Ant. 13, 13, 5).

Arna
Forefather of Ezra (2 Esdras 1:2).

Arnan (“active”)
Son of Rephaiah (<130321>1 Chronicles 3:21, “sons of”).

Arnon (“swift-noisy”)
River forming the boundary between Moab and Ammon, east of the Dead
Sea (Numbers 21; Judges 11). Fords of Arnon (<231602>Isaiah 16:2). Near the
Dead Sea the stream is 82 feet wide, 4 feet deep, and flows between almost
perpendicular walls of red, brown, and yellow sandstone. Now the Wady
Mojeb. (<061309>Joshua 13:9), “Aroer that is upon the bank of the river Arnon,
and the city that is in the midst of the river.” There is a ruin at the junction
of the Lejum with the Arnon, name not known.
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Arod (“wild ass”)
Son of Gad (<042617>Numbers 26:17).

Arodi (<014617>Genesis 46:17). <See ARODITES>
Aroer (“ruins”)
Name of several places East of the Jordan River
1. On the Arnon, north bank, ten miles from the Dead Sea, now in ruins. A
Roman road connected it with cities north and south (<050236>Deuteronomy
2:36; 3:12; 4:48; <061202>Joshua 12:2; 13:9; <071126>Judges 11:26; <121033>2 Kings
10:33; <130508>1 Chronicles 5:8).
2. Gad, facing Rabbah (<043234>Numbers 32:34; <061325>Joshua 13:25). Ayra, six
miles East from the Jordan River, two miles north of West Sheriah.
3. The cities of Aroer (<231702>Isaiah 17:2). Supposed to be in Bashan.
4. Judah (<093028>1 Samuel 30:28). Ararah, on the road from Gaza to Petra,
eleven miles Southwest of Beer-sheba (Rob).

Aroerite
Hothan, father of two of David’s captains (<131114>1 Chronicles 11:14).

Arom
32 sons of Arom returned with Zorobabel (1 Esdras 5:16). Asom? Hasom
in <150219>Ezra 2:19.

Arphaxad (“region of the Chasdim”)
1. Third son of Shem, born B.C. 1658, and lived 438 years (<011022>Genesis
10:22; 11:12f.) Arrapachitis, in North Assyria, was the original home of the
Chaldeans.
2. King of the Medes (Deioces) who founded Ecbatana. Another account
says he was Astyages, their last king.
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Arsaces (“prince of the noble”)
Title of the kings of Parthia and Media. Mithridates I took Demetrius II, of
Syria, prisoner B.C. 139 (1 Macc. 14:2), and treated him with respect,
giving him his daughter in marriage. Persians now call their king <See
SHAH>.

Arsareth
Region beyond the Euphrates (2 Esdras 13:45).

Artaxerxes (“great king”)
Artachshast.
1. One who hindered the rebuilding of the temple (<150407>Ezra 4:7), from his
time to that of Darius. He is believed to be the Magian imposter Smerdis,
B.C. 521).
2. Artaxerxes Longimanus in whose 7th year Ezra led the second colony of
exiles back to Judea (Ezra 7). He was son of Xerxes who was defeated in
Greece.
3. Who allowed Nehemiah, in the 20th year of his reign to go to Jerusalem
on civil business, and to remain in office there 12 years, B.C. 425. Some
think that 2 and 3 were the same person.

Artemas
Companion to Paul (<560312>Titus 3:12). Bishop of Lystra?

Artemis
<See DIANA> (<441924>Acts 19:24).

Artillery
Bows and arrows, slings, etc., in <092040>1 Samuel 20:40.

Aruboth
Commissariat district of Solomon (<110410>1 Kings 4:10). Probably Shefelah.
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Arumah
Near Shechem. Residence of Abimelech (<070941>Judges 9:41).

Arvad (“wandering”)
Phoenicia. On the island of Ruad, and on the mainland. Lastly examined by
Renan (Phoenicia, Paris, 1869). The island is a steep rock on every side,
and has ruins of walls, some still very high (Strabo).

Arvadites
Descendents of Arvad, son of Canaan (<011018>Genesis 10:18). They lived on
the island, and mainland (above) and were described as a colony of Sidon,
and as noted mariners (<262708>Ezekiel 27:8; Strabo 16, p. 754), and had a king
of their own (1 Macc. 15:23).

Arza (“earth”)
King Elah’s prefect at Tirzah (<111609>1 Kings 16:9). In the Targum, Jonathan,
“idol of Beth-Arza.”

Asa (“physician”)
Son of Abijah, grandson of Rehoboam, and 3rd king of Judah, from B.C.
935 to 914, 41 years. “He walked in the steps of his ancestor David” (<111511>1
Kings 15:11).

Asadias
<See HASADIAH> (Baruch 1:1; <130320>1 Chronicles 3:20).

Asael
Ancestor of Tobit (Tobit 1:1). <See JAHZEEL?>

Asahel (“made by God”)
Son of David’s sister Zeruiah, brother to Joab and Abishai. Noted as a
swift runner, and so lost his life (<100218>2 Samuel 2:18).
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Asahiah (“God-made”)
One of Josiah’s messengers to Huldah the prophetess, to inquire about the
newly found book of the law of Moses (<122212>2 Kings 22:12). <See ASAIAH>

Asaiah (“God-made”)
1. Chief in Hezekiah’s reign (<130436>1 Chronicles 4:36).
2. Levite in David’s reign (<130630>1 Chronicles 6:30).
3. First-born of the Shilonite (<130905>1 Chronicles 9:5).

Asana (1 Esdras 5:31). <See ASNAH> in <150250>Ezra 2:50.
Asaph (“choir leader”)
1. Levite, son of Barachias (<130639>1 Chronicles 6:39), and David’s choir
leader. The “sons of Asaph” succeeded him as leaders (1 Chronicles 25;
<142014>
2 Chronicles 20:14). Eleven of the Psalms have his name in their titles
(Psalm 73—83).
2. Recorder to king Hezekiah.
3. Keeper of the royal forest under Artaxerxes (<160208>Nehemiah 2:8).

Asareel (“God-bound”)
Son of Jehaleleel (<130416>1 Chronicles 4:16).

Asarelah
Son of Asaph, instrumental musician (<132502>1 Chronicles 25:2).

Asbazareth (1 Esdras 10:69). <See ESARHADDON>. <See
AZBAZZARETH>.

Aseas (1 Esdras 9:32). <See ISHIJAH>?
Asebebia
Levite in 1 Esdras 8:47. <See SHEREBIAH>?
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Asebia
<See HASHABIAH>.

Asenath (“worshiper of Neith”)
Daughter of Potipherah, priest of On, Joseph’s wife.

Aser (Tobit 1:2).
City in Galilee. HAZOR (<420236>Luke 2:36; <660706>Revelation 7:6). ASHER

Aserer (1 Esdras 5:32).
<See SISERA>

Ashan
Al Ghuweir, in Simeon (<061542>Joshua 15:42; 19:7).

Ashbea (“I adjure”)
Eshba in the Targum of Joseph. It is not known whether this means a
house or a place.

Ashbel (“God’s charge”)
Son of Benjamin (<014621>Genesis 46:21).

Ashdod, Azotus
Eighteen miles south of Joppa, in Philistia. On an elevation above the plain,
was strongly fortified, and was one of the seats of the worship of the god
Dagon (<090505>1 Samuel 5:5; <061547>Joshua 15:47). The birthplace of Herod the
Great, who adorned it with baths. It was on the high road to Egypt, and
besieged by the Assyrian Tartan, B.C. 716 (<232001>Isaiah 20:1). Psammetichus
besieged it for 29 years, B.C. 630 (<242520>Jeremiah 25:20). Philip was found at
Azotus (<440840>Acts 8:40; <161323>Nehemiah 13:23, 24). It was noted during the
Crusades. Now called Usdud. The modern village is built among the ruins
of the ancient city, and is embowered in groves, tall sycamores, and hedged
with cactus, while the sand drifting with the wind is creeping up to the very
doors two miles from the sea, and burying every green thing.
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Ashdoth-pisgah (“to pour fourth”)
Springs East of the Dead Sea (<050317>Deuteronomy 3:17; <061203>Joshua 12:3;
13:20; <042115>Numbers 21:15). Ravine on the East slope of Pisgah.

Asher (“happy”)
The eighth son of Jacob, by Zilpah, Leah’s handmaid (<013013>Genesis 30:13).
The names of one of the 12 tribes. The boundaries are extremely difficult
to trace, but were North of Carmel, on the Great Sea (<061924>Joshua 19:2431). It contained some of the richest soil in Palestine, and minerals. Anna,
who lived in the temple, watching for the coming of Christ, was of this
tribe.

Asherah (“straight”)
Idol of the Phoenician goddess (<122107>2 Kings 21:7; 23:6). Grove in the KJV.
Perhaps a head or bust on a straight pillar.

Ashima (“goat with short hair”)
A god of the Hamathites, in Samaria, brought from Assyria (<121730>2 Kings
17:30). The Mendesian god of Egypt was a goat (as the Greek Pan), and
the Phoenician Esmun.

Ashkelon
One of the five cities of the Lords of the Philistines (<061303>Joshua 13:3; <090617>1
Samuel 6:17). Samson retired to Askelon as to a remote place (<071419>Judges
14:19). Since the crucifixion it has been more noted than before. There was
a temple and sacred lake to Derceto, the Syrian Venus. It was celebrated
for its groves of cypress, figs, olives, pomegranates, vines, and for henna,
which grew best here of any place, except only Canopus, and also for the
special onions called shallot. Richard I of England, during the Crusades,
fortified and held his court at Askelon. The Muslims called it “the Bride of
Syria.” The ancient city was enclosed in a natural wall of hills forming an
amphitheater on the shore of the sea, and on the top of this ridge was the
wall, which was very high, thick, and built of small stones and old columns
of granite and marble. The modern village Askulan, is very beautiful in its
groves, orchards, and shade-trees (<012002>Genesis 20:2). Gerar is supposed to
be Ashkelon by the Samaritans.
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Ashkenaz
One of the sons of Gomer, son of Japhet. The tribe or nation was located
in or near Armenia, Ararat, Minni (<245127>Jeremiah 51:27). The name is a
compound, As-kenz = As-race. Probably the origin of <See ASIA>.

Ashnah
Judah. Two cities.
1. Nine miles West of Jerusalem, near Zanoah (<061533>Joshua 15:33).
2. Southwest of Jerusalem 16 miles, near Nezib (<061543>Joshua 15:43).

Ashpenaz (“horse-nose”)
Chief of the eunuchs in Assyria (<270103>Daniel 1:3).

Asphar, the Pool of
Jonathan and Simon encamped in the vicinity of this pool before the battle
with Bacchides (1 Macc. 9:33; Josephus, Antiquities xiii. 1. 2). Is it Lake
Asphaltitis?

Ashriel
Son of Manasseh (<130714>1 Chronicles 7:14). <See ASRIEL>?

Ashterathite
Resident in Ashtaroth (<131144>1 Chronicles 11:44). Uzzia was one.

Ashtoreth, Ashtaroth (“star”)
<See BASHAN>.

1. The seat of the idolatry of the goddess Asntaroth, or Astarte. Tell
Ashareh, a mound 70 feet high, at one time occupied by a village or
buildings. A fine spring issues near some ruins at the base. Following the
Samaritan Pentateuch, which reads Afinit Karnaim, instead of Ashtaroth
Karnaim, the site of the temple and city of Astarte, is looked for on the
Southwest slope of Jebel Hauran, 8 miles Northeast from Bozrah at a place
called El Afineh.
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2. Ashtoreth Karnaim (“of the two horns”). Now supposed to be Es
Sunamein, 25 miles South of Damascus on the pilgrim route to Mecca.
Sunamein = two idols.

Ashur (“hero”)
Son of Hezron; “father” (chief) of Tekoa (<130224>1 Chronicles 2:24).

Ashurites
In the list of Ishbosheth (<100209>2 Samuel 2:9). House of Asher, meaning the
whole of Galilee (<070132>Judges 1:32).

Ashvath
Son of Japhlet, of Asher (<130733>1 Chronicles 7:33).

Asia (“orient”)
1. Found only in 1 Macc. 8:6, and the New Testament. Now Asia Minor.
2. The country of the king of Pergamos, Mysia, Lydia, Phrygia.
3. Name claimed by the kings of Antioch, now Cilicia (1 Macc. 12:39).
Chief town, Ephesus (<440209>Acts 2:9).

Asiarchae
Chief of Asia in <441931>Acts 19:31. A religious office in Asia (Minor), under
the Romans, annual, and subject to the proconsul. There are coins of
several cities which show by their inscriptions that this office was a great
honor. Their duties were the control of the public <See GAMES AND
SPECTACLES> in the theaters (which were at their own expense?). Philip
was the Asiarch when Polycarp was killed at Smyrna. Only wealthy men
could have it. Each city sent one person annually to the council, ten were
chosen from the whole number, one was made president, or Asiarch.
Others think the ten were all Asiarchs.

Asihias
Son of Phorosh, or Parosh (1 Esdras 9:26)
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Asiel (“God-made”)
1. Ancestor of Jehu of Hezehiah’s reign (<130435>1 Chronicles 4:35).
2. One of the five writers employed by Esdras on the law and history (2
Esdras 14:24).

Asipha (1 Esdras 5:29). <See HASUPHA>.
Asmodeus (“to destroy”)
“King of the demons.” (Tobit 3:8, etc.)

Asnapper (“general”)
“The great and noble” officer who settled the Assyrians in Samaria
(<020410>Exodus 4:10).

Asom (1 Esdras 9:33). <See HASHUM>
Asp
Cobra of Egypt. <See ADDER>.

Aspalathus
A sweet perfume (Ecclesiasticus 24:15).

Aspatha
Son of Haman (<170907>Esther 9:7).

Asphar, The Pool,
In the wilderness of Thecoe (1 Macc. 9:33). <See ASPHALTITIS>?

Aspharasus
<See MISPERETH> (1 Esdras 5:8).

Asriel (“vow of God”)
Son of Gilead (<042631>Numbers 26:31). <See ASRIELITES>
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Assahias (1 Esdras 1:9). <See HASHABIAH>. <See ASEHIA>.
Assalimoth (1 Esdras 8:36). <See SHELOMITH>?
Assanias (1 Esdras 8:54). <See HASHABIAH>?
Assaremoth (1 Macc. 4:15). Margin. <See GAZERA>?
Asshur
Son of Shem. Named Assyria.

Asshurim
From Dedan, grandson of Abraham (<012503>Genesis 25:3). Ashur in <262723>Ezekiel
27:23.

Assidaeans (“pious”)
A sect who upheld the doctrine of the unity of God, and opposed Grecian
manners and idolatnes (1 Macc. 7:13). The name afterward denoted a life
of austerity and religious exercises, in the hope of hastening the coming of
the Messiah, and of making an atonement for their own and others’ sins.
(There is a sect of the name of Assidians now in Poland).

Assir (“captive”)
1. Son of Korah (<020624>Exodus 6:24).
2. Son of Ebiasaph (<130623>1 Chronicles 6:23).
3. Son of Jeconiah (<130317>1 Chronicles 3:17). Jeconiah, the captive?

Assos
Seaport in Mysia, on a peninsula in the Aegean Sea (<442013>Acts 20:13). The
ruins are very extensive, and give a more perfect idea of an entire ancient
Greek city than any other known site. Paul met Luke and others here after
walking from Troas.
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Assyria
Country on the Tigris (<010214>Genesis 2:14), the capital of which was Nineveh
(<011011>Genesis 10:11): named from Asshur, the Son of Shem, who was
deified and worshiped as their chief god by the Assyrians: 500 miles
Northeast to Southwest and 350 to 100 miles wide. Divided from Armenia
by a high range of mountains. Its northern part is mountainous, the middle
portion is hilly with fertile plains, and the southern is the great plain of
Mesopotamia (midst of rivers) — the district now called El Jezira. This
plain is 250 miles long, divided by the rocky ridge, Sinjar — a limestone
range, sparsely wooded, and of a golden color, with purple lines of shade
at a distance. 80 miles North of the Sinjar the plain extends to the hilly
region, and was once densely populated, but is now a wilderness. The
mounds are the only relics of antiquity, and these contain (in those of
Nineveh, and others recently partly explored by Layard), proofs of their
greatness, in sculptures, inscriptions, and remnants of architecture. The
first king of Assyria who oppressed Israel was Chushan-Rishathaim, B.C.
1400 (<070308>Judges 3:8). Art and architecture, civil and religious institutions,
were in a very advanced state. They used the arch, tunnels, drains, the
level, and roller; engraved on gems; enameled, inlaid, and plated with
metals; made glass, optical instruments, ivory, bronze, and precious metal
ornaments. The prophesies against Assyria are those of Nahum, B.C. 645;
Zephaniah 2, B.C. 608; and Ezekiel 31, B.C. 584.

Assyrians
In Hebrew: Asshur (<231005>Isaiah 10:5., etc.).

Astarte
<See ASHTORTH>

Astath (1 Esdras 8:38). <See AZGAD>?
Astronomy (“star-naming”)
1. The knowledge of this science by the Hebrews was very limited, as may
be judged from their writings; but they in no case oppose scientific fact or
truth. Some special knowledge was needed for the temple service. Worship
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of the stars was denounced with other idolatries (<183832>Job 38:32; <122305>2 Kings
23:5. <See MAZZAROTH>.
2. Signs of the Zodiac. (<See MAZZALOTH> — planets). The Chaldeans
and Egyptians were more cultivated in this and other sciences, and used
them in their religious systems.

Asylum (“inviolable refuge”)
The earliest recorded was the temple of pity at Athens, or perhaps one
made by Cadmus at Thebes, Greece. Christians adopted the pagan custom
and made their churches asylums, and this is still the case in Italy. Moses
set apart 6 cities of refuge in the Holy Land. <See CITIES OF REFUGE>.
He also made the “horns of the altar” an asylum; which privilege afterward
attached to the temple and its courts (1 Macc. 10:43).

Asyncritus
Disciple at Rome (<451614>Romans 16:14).

Atad (“thorn”)
Threshing-floor on the West of the Jordan River, near Hebron, (<010110>Genesis
1:10-11). <See ABEL-MIZRAIM>

Atarah (“crown”)
Wife of Jerahmeel, mother of Onam (<130226>1 Chronicles 2:26).

Ataroth (“crowns”)
1. Ataroth Beth Joab, Judah (<130254>1 Chronicles 2:54).
2. Ataroth Addar, Ephesians (<061602>Joshua 16:2), 6 miles northwest of
Bethel.
3. Ataroth Shophan-Gad (<043234>Numbers 32:34), South of Heshban, near
Jebel Atarus.
4. Ataroth Reuben (<043003>Numbers 30:3).
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Ater (“dumb”)
1. Gate-keepers in the temple (<150242>Ezra 2:42). Sons of Jatal (1 Esdras
5:28).
2. 98 sons of Ater returned with Zerubbabel (<040821>Numbers 8:21).

Aterezias (1 Esdras 5:15). <See ATER> 2.
Atharias (1 Esdras 5:40). Correctly, “the Tirshatha.”
Athenobius
Envoy by Antiochus Sidetes to Simon (1 Macc. 15:28).

Athens
Capital of Greece, founded by Cecrops, B.C. 1556. Visited by Paul (Acts
17; 1 Thess. 3). He founded a church. The people were lovers of music,
painting, sculpture, architecture, and oratory, and took part in politics. The
fine arts, history, and philosophy were a part of the education of all
freemen. The plan shows the position of the Agora (“market-place”),
between the four hills. Pausanius says the Athenians surpassed all others in
attention to the gods; and their city was crowded with temples, altars,
statues, and other sacred works. Paul said they were “too religious.” <See
AREOPAGUS>

Athlai
<See ATHALIAH> Error in <151028>Ezra 10:28.

Atipha (1 Esdras 5:32). <See HATIPHA>?
Atonement (“at-one-ment”)
Satisfaction for sin by which forgiveness is had. When Jacob sent a present
to his brother Esau, he said, “I will cover his face, so that he shall forgive
my offence, I will make atonement before him, I will placate him”
(<013221>Genesis 32:21). In <191601>Psalm 16:14, “a wise man will pacify it” (the
wrath of the king). Only once in the New Testament, in <450511>Romans 5:11,
where it means “reconciling”. <See THE DAY OF ATONEMENT> was a
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great feast of the Jews, on the 10th of Tisri, and was held as a day of rest, a
kind of Sabbath of Sabbaths, the only day in the year when the whole
people fasted. The service was special. The high priest, clothed in white
linen, without ornaments, took a young bull and a ram for himself and his
house, and two goats as a sin-offering, and a ram as a burnt offering for the
people. The goats were selected by lot, one for Jehovah and one for Azazel
in the wilderness (that is to be sent away surely). The blood of the victims
was taken into the most holy place and sprinkled upon and before the
mercy-seat. The scapegoat, to be sent away, was brought forth and the
high priest confessed over his head his sins and those of the people, and he
was sent into the wilderness by a trusty man. The bullock and the goat
were not eaten, but entirely burned. This was a symbol of the great truths
of the redemptory system by means of propitiation, and it is understood as
a type of the vicarious intercession of Jesus Christ.

Attai (“timely”)
1. Grandson of Sheshan, son of Ahiai and Jarha, the Egyptian slave (<130235>1
Chronicles 2:35).
2. One of David’s “lion-faced” warriors (<131211>1 Chronicles 12:11)
3. Second son of Rehoboam by Maachah, daughter of Absalom (<141120>2
Chronicles 11:20).

Attalia
Maritime city in Pamphylia, named from Attalus Philadelphus, king of
Pergamos. (<441425>Acts 14:25). Now Adalia, whose ruins witness its former
greatness. Population: 8,000.

Attharates (1 Esdras 9:49). Error for “the Tirshatha” in
<160809>

Nehemiah 8:9.

Augia
Daughter of Barzillai (1 Esdras 5:38).
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Augustus (“venerable”)
Title of the Roman Emperors. First assumed by Caius Julius Caesar
Octavianus (nephew of the great Julius Caesar), when at the battle of
Actium he became sole ruler of the empire, B.C. 29. Born B.C. 63, died
A.D. 14, aged 76. He gained his great power by gradually uniting in
himself all the principal state offices. Tiberius was associated with him in
the empire long before his death. He was truly venerable and worthy of
regard, for he used his absolute power with great moderation and
prudence.

Augustus Band (<442701>Acts 27:1). Independent guard of the
governor.

Auranus
Leader of a riot in Jerusalem (2 Macc. 4:40).

Auteas
Levite (1 Esdras 9:48). <See HODIJAH>?

Ava (“overturning”)
In Assyria; <See AHAVA> — <See Ivah> (2 Kings 17).

Avaran (“killer of the royal elephant”)
(1 Macc. 6:43-46). Title of honor given to Eleazar, brother of Judas
Maccabeus.

Aven (“nothing”)
1. Plain of <See AVEN>, perhaps the Bukaa, of Baalbek (Amos 1:5).
2. High places of <See AVEN> (<281008>Hosea 10:8), <See BETHEL>.
3. In <263017>Ezekiel 30:17, <See AVEN — ON, HELIOPOLIS> in Egypt.

Avim (“ruins”)
<See AVITES>
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1. Inhabitants of <See AVA>. (2 Kings 17).
2. Town in Benj., ruins-town (<061823>Joshua 18:23). It is supposed, from
Joshua, <061303>Joshua 13:3, that the country of the Avim was taken from them
by the Philistines; called Hazerim in <050223>Deuteronomy 2:23.

Avith
Chief city of Hadad, king of Edom, (<013635>Genesis 36:35). Jebel Ghoweythe,
Northeast of Kerak.

Ax
The Hebrew words are KARDOM, or GARZEN, the softer form, for a
heavy ax with a long handle. MAATZAD, a carving knife (<234412>Isaiah 44:12),
and also a file for wood or iron (<241003>Jeremiah 10:3); CHEREB, a longer
knife, or sword; CASH SHIL (<197406>Psalm 74:6), a carpenter’s hatchet;
MAGZERAH, ax or clever; MAPPETS, a maul or battle-ax. In some the ax
is fastened to the handle with a thong or strip of leather, wound around a
great many times; in others there is a hole or eye through the head. <See
KNIFE, HOE>.

Azael (1 Esdras 9:14). <See ASAHEL> <See AZAELUS>
Azal
<See ATZAL> (<381405>Zechariah 14:5). The limit of the Mount of Olives in a

poetical passage of Zechariah.

Azaliah (“God-spared”)
Father of Shothah, the scribe (<122203>2 Kings 22:3).

Azaniah (“God hears”)
Father of Jeshua, the Levite (Nehemiah 9).

Azaphion
<See SOPHERETH>? (1 Esdras 5:33).
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Azarael, Azareel (“God helps”)
1. Korhite, with David at Ziklag (<131206>1 Chronicles 12:6).
2. Levite musician in David’s time (<132518>1 Chronicles 25:18); Uzziel in <132504>1
Chronicles 25:4.
3. Son of Johoram, of Dan (<132722>1 Chronicles 27:22).
4. Son of Bani (<151041>Ezra 10:41). Esril in 1 Esdras 9:34.
5. Father of Amashai, priest in Jerusalem (<161113>Nehemiah 11:13).

Azarias (1 Esdras 9:21).
Uzziah in <151021>Ezra 10:21. Several errors in the Apocrypha of this name, the
correct form being found in Ezra and Nehemiah, Azariah. <See
AZARIAS>, the angel Raphael (Tobit 5:12).

Azaz (“strong”)
Father of Bela (<130508>1 Chronicles 5:8). <See REUBENITE>.

Azazel
Scapegoat in <031608>Leviticus 16:8. <See ATONEMENT>.

Azaziah (“God strengthens”)
1. Musician in David’s choir (<131521>1 Chronicles 15:21). Harpist.
2. Father of Hosea, prince in Ephraim (<132720>1 Chronicles 27:20).
3. Treasurer of tithes in Hezekiah’s time (<143113>2 Chronicles 31:13).

Azbazareth
<See ESAR-HADDON> (1 Esdras 5:69).

Azbuk
Father of Nehemiah, prince of Bethzur (<160316>Nehemiah 3:16).
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Azekah
In the plain of Judah, having “daughters,” suburbs (Joshua 10). Tell
Zakariya?

Azel
Descendant of Saul (<130837>1 Chronicles 8:37). <See ASEL>.

Azem (“bone”)
<See EZEM>

Azephurith
<See ARSIPHURITH> (1 Esdras 5:16); — Jorah, in <150218>Ezra 2:18, and

Hariph in <160724>Nehemiah 7:24; combined by an error of the scribe.

Azetas
Family that returned (1 Esdras 5:15); not in Ezra and Nehemiah.

Azgad
Family of 1,222 returned with Ezra (<150212>Ezra 2:12); and 110 in his second
caravan (<150812>Ezra 8:12). Sadas in 1 Esdras 5:13, and a family of 3,222
people. Astath in 1 Esdras 8:38.

Azia
Porter in the temple (1 Esdras 5:31), <See UZZA>.

Aziei (2 Esdras 1:2). Ancestor of Esdras. <See AZARIAH>. <See
EZARIAH>. <See EZIAH>.

Aziel
<See JAAZIEL>

Aziza (“strong”)
Of the family of Zattu (<151027>Ezra 10:27). <See SARDEUS> (1 Esdras 9:28).
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Azmaveth (1) (“strong as death”)
1. One of David’s “valiant men” of Bahurim (<102331>2 Samuel 23:31).
2. Descendant of Mephibosheth (<130836>1 Chronicles 8:36).
3. Father of Jeziel and Pelet, Benjamite slingers and archers who joined
David at Ziklag (<131203>1 Chronicles 12:3).
4. Overseer of the royal treasures in David’s reign.

Azmaveth (2)
City in the territory of Benjamin; now Hizmeh, Southeast of Er-Ram
(Ramah). The sons of the singers settled there (<161229>Nehemiah 12:29).

Azmon
South border of Palestine, near Hazar-addar (<043405>Numbers 34:5). Now
<See ASEIMEH>, west of Kedesh.

Aznoth Tabor (“ears of Tabor”)
West in Naphtali, near Dio Caesarea (Eusebius).

Azor
Son of Eliakim in the genealogy of Jesus (<400113>Matthew 1:13).

Azotus
<See ASHDOD>.

Azotus, Mount
Battle-field in which Judas Maccabeus was killed (1 Macc. 9:15). Hill on
which Ashdod was built?

Azriel (“God’s help”)
1. Patriarch in Manasseh (<130524>1 Chronicles 5:24).
2. Ancestor of Jerimoth, chief in Naphtali (<132719>1 Chronicles 27:19). Uzziel
in the Septuagint.
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3. Father of Serriah (<243626>Jeremiah 36:26).

Azrikam (“help against an enemy”)
1. Son of Neariah, of Judah (<130323>1 Chronicles 3:23).
2. Son of Azel (<130838>1 Chronicles 8:38).
3. Ancestor of Shemaiah (<130914>1 Chronicles 9:14).
4. Prefect in the palace of Ahaz, in Pekah’s invasion (<142807>2 Chronicles
28:7).

Azubah
1. Wife of Caleb (<130218>1 Chronicles 2:18).
2. Mother of Jehoshaphat (<112242>1 Kings 22:42).

Azur
<See AZZUR>

1. Father of Hananiah, the false prophet (<242801>Jeremiah 28:1)
2. Father of Jaazaniah (Ezra 11:1).

Azuran (1 Esdras 5:15). Azzur in <161017>Nehemiah 10:17.
Azzah (“strong”) (<050223>Deuteronomy 2:23, etc.). Correct name of
Gaza.

Azzan (“sharp”)
Father of Paltiel, of Issachar, a prince (<043426>Numbers 34:26).

Azzur (“helper”)
Signer of the marriage covenant (<161017>Nehemiah 10:17). <See AZUR>.
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B
Baal (1)
1. A Reubenite, whose son or descendant Beerah was carried of by the
invading arm of Assyria under Tiglath-Pileser (<130505>1 Chronicles 5:5)
2. The son of Jehiel, father or founder of Gibeon by his wife Maachah;
brother of Kish, and grandfather of Saul (<130830>1 Chronicles 8:30; 9:36).

Baal (2) (“sun” or “lord”),
the supreme male divinity of the Phoenician and Canaanite nations, <See
ASHTORETH> was their supreme female divinity. There can be no doubt
of the very high antiquity of the worship of Baal. We find it established
among the Moabites and their allies the Midianites in the time of Moses
(<042241>Numbers 22:41), and through these nations the Israelites were seduced
to the worship of this god under the particular form of Baal-peor
(<042503>Numbers 25:3-18; <050403>Deuteronomy 4:3). In the times of the kings the
worship of Baal spread greatly, and together with that of Asherah became
the religion of the court and people of the ten tribes (<111631>1 Kings 16:31-33;
18:18,22). And though this idolatry was occasionally put down (<120301>2
Kings 3:2; 10:28), it appears never to have been permanently abolished
among them (<121716>2 Kings 17:16). In the kingdom of Judah also Baalworship extensively prevailed. The worship of Baal among the Jews seems
to have been appointed with much pomp and ceremonial. Temples were
erected to him (<111632>1 Kings 16:32; <121118>2 Kings 11:18); his images were set
up (<121026>2 Kings 10:26); his altars were very numerous (<241113>Jeremiah 11:13),
were erected particularly on lofty eminences (<111820>1 Kings 18:20), and on
the roofs of houses (<243229>Jeremiah 32:29); there were priests in great
numbers (<111819>1 Kings 18:19), and of various classes (<121019>2 Kings 10:19);
the worshippers appear to have been arrayed in appropriate robes (<121022>2
Kings 10:22); the worship was performed by burning incense (<240709>Jeremiah
7:9) and offering burnt sacrifices, which occasionally consisted of human
victims (<241905>Jeremiah 19:5). The officiating priests danced with frantic
shouts around the altar, and cut themselves with knives to excite the
attention and compassion of the god (<111826>1 Kings 18:26-28). Throughout
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all the Phoenician colonies we continually find traces of the worship of this
god; nor need we hesitate to regard the Babylonian Bel (<234601>Isaiah 46:1) or
Belus as essentially identical with Baal, though perhaps under some
modified form. Among the compounds of Baal which appear in the Old
Testament are:
1. <See BAAL-BERITH> (<070833>Judges 8:33; 9:4). The name signifies the
Covenant-Baal, the god who comes into covenant with the worshippers.
2. <See BAAL-ZEBUB> worshipped at Ekron (<120102>2 Kings 1:2,3,16). The
meaning of the name is Baal or Lord of the fly. The name occurs in the
New Testament in the well-known form <See BEELZEBUB>.
3. <See BAAL-HANAN>
1. The name of one of the early kings of Edom (<013638>Genesis 36:38,39;
1 Chronicles 1:49-50).

<130149>

2. The name of one of David’s officers, who had the superintendence
of his olive and sycamore plantations (<132728>1 Chronicles 27:28).
4. <See BAAL-PEOR> We have already referred to the worship of this god.

Baal (3)
geographical. The word occurs as the prefix or suffix to the names of
several places in Palestine, as follows:
1. Simeon (<130433>1 Chronicles 4:33). Baalath Beer.
2. <See BAALAH> Kirjath Jearim, Judah, 7 miles West of Jerusalem
(<061509>Joshua 15:9).
3. Town of the same name in Dan (<061944>Joshua 19:44).
4. <See BAAL BEER> (“Baal of the well, or holy well”), south Judah, and
given to Simeon. Other sacred wells in this region were called Beer-lahairoi (“of the vision of God”), and Beersheba (“of the oath”).
5. <See BAAL GAD> (“fortune”). The most northern point of Joshua’s
victories (<061117>Joshua 11:17; 12:7). Supposed to have been a Phoenician
sanctuary. Robinson thought it the same as Banias, which has been a
sanctuary of the god Pan from a remote age.
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6. <See BAAL HAMON> (“of multitude”). Where Solomon had a vineyard
(<220811>Song of Solomon 8:11). May have been not far north of Samaria
(Judith 8:3).
7. <See BAAL HAZOR> (“village”). Where Absalom had a sheep-farm, and
where Amnon was murdered (<101323>2 Samuel 13:23).
8. <See MOUNT BAAL HERMON>. Mount Hemon.
9. <See BAAL MEON>. <See BETH-BAAL-MEON>. <See BETH-MEON>
(<130508>1 Chronicles 5:8). 9 miles from Heshbon, near the mountain of the hot
springs, and reputed to be the native place of Elisha.
10. <See BAAL PERAZIM> (“destructions”). Scene of David’s victory over
the Philistines (<100520>2 Samuel 5:20; <131411>1 Chronicles 14:11).
11. <See BAAL SHALISHA> (“third idol”). Not far from Gilgal, Sharon
(<120442>2 Kings 4:42).
12. <See BAAL TAMAR> (“of the palm”). Benjamin, near Gibeah
(<072033>Judges 20:33). The palm-tree of Deborah is supposed to be meant by
some. Lost.
13. <See BAAL ZEPHON>. Near the crossing-place of the Red Sea in the
Exodus. Lost.

Baalah
<See BAAL>

Baalath
<See BAAL>.

Baale
of Judah. <See BAAL>.

Baalim
<See BAAL>.
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Baalis
King of the Bene-Ammon (<244014>Jeremiah 40:14).

Baana
Son of Ahilud (<110412>1 Kings 4:12).

Baanah
1. Son of Rimmon (2 Samuel 4).
2. Fathers of Heleb (<102329>2 Samuel 23:29).
3. Correctly Baana, Son of the Cushai (<110416>1 Kings 4:16).
4. Returned with Zerubbabel (<150202>Ezra 2:2).

Baara
Wife of Shaharaim.

Baaseiah
A Gershonite, ancestor of Asaph (<130640>1 Chronicles 6:40).

Baasha (“bad”)
The first king of the second line which reigned over the ten tribes. He was
an idolater — worshiped the calves, and compelled the people to break off
contact with Jerusalem.

Baalbek (“city of the sun”)
<See BAAL GAD> (<061117>Joshua 11:17; 12:7), in Coele-Syria, the valley of

Lebanon, under Mount Hermon. The ruins are the most important and
remarkable in the whole country; the site pleasantly located on the lowest
slopes of Anti-Lebanon, at the opening of a small valley into the plain El
Bukaa. A small stream, divided into many rills for irrigation, waters the
fertile soil.
The city was not regular in plan, and heaps of ruins scattered over a space
of two miles indicate its size. The chief attractions are the three temples.
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1. The Great Temple, whose ruins are very grand and picturesque, but
seems to have been left unfinished. The Great Gate is ornamented with
every device that could be used in the most florid Corinthian style. Ears of
grain, vineleaves and grapes, with little figures of genii, or elves half-hidden
among them, and many choice touches of scroll-work, attract the eye and
gratify the taste. Only 6 columns of the peristyle of this temple are now
standing (75 feet high, 7 feet thick, the pediment 120 feet above the
ground), besides two courts and a portico. These are on an artificial
platform, which is elevated 30 feet, and has vaults underneath. The three
great stones forming a part of the wall of this platform measure (1) 64 feet,
(2) 63 feet 8 inches, (3) 63 feet thickness, 13 feet. The large stone left in
the quarry is 69 feet long, 17 feet wide, and 14 feet thick.
2. The Octagon Temple is Ionic and Corinthian in style, circular inside and
outside, having niches which are seen each between two columns. Carved
wreaths ornament the space above each. This has been used as a Christian
church, but is now ruinous.
3. The Temple of the Sun, also Corinthian, is the most beautiful work
there. The great work of Wood and Dawkins contains drawings and plans
of every object of interest at Baalbek, and also at Palmyra.

Baasha (“lays waste”)
Son of Ahijah, 3rd king of Israel, for 25 years. B.C. 953 to 930.

Babel, Babylon (“gate of God”)
Capital of the Plain of Shinar (<011010>Genesis 10:10). Built B.C. 2600
(<011025>Genesis 10:25), on both sides of the river Euphrates: a vast square, 56
miles in circuit. About 5 miles above Hillah, on the East bank of the river,
are a great many artificial mounds of enormous size, in three groups:
1. Babil, or Mujellibe (overturned), a high pile of unbaked bricks;
2. The palace or Kasr; and
3. The mound on which the modern tomb of Amram ibn Ali stands.
In a line with the Amram mound, on both sides of the river, are the ruins of
a great palace, the bricks of which bear the name of Nergal-Sharezer
(Neriglissar), who was the chief magician (Rab-mag) and officer of
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Nebuchadnezzar (<243903>Jeremiah 39:3). Similar mounds, but smaller, are
scattered over the country on both sides of the river, one of which, 6 miles
Southwest of Hillah is called Bits Nimrud, which some say is the tower of
Babel. Inscriptions found here, of the date of Nebuchadnezzar, mark the
site of Borsippa, outside of Babylon. A broad and deep moat, kept full of
water, surrounded one wall of the ancient city, outside of which was
another wall 200 royal cubits high and 50 thick. (Pliny says 200, Strabo 75,
and Rawlinson 60 to 70 feet). Scarcely a trace of these walls can be found
now, except it may be a few mounds which are supposed to mark the sites
of some of the gates, Ctesias says there were 250 towers on the walls. The
houses were generally built of bricks made of the river mud, sun-dried, or
burned in kilns, cemented with bitumen, and were three and four stories
high.
The streets were straight, and crossed each other at right angles, the cross
streets having gates of bronze at the river. Ctesias mentions a bridge of
stone 3,000 feet long and 30 feet wide, connecting two palaces on opposite
sides of the river. There were 3 walls around the royal palace on the
Eastern side, the second or middle wall being 300 feet high and the towers
420 feet, and 4 1/2 miles in circuit, made of colored brick, representing
hunting scenes, with figures of Ninus and Semiramis. A tunnel under the
river also connected the two palaces (<245153>Jeremiah 51:53,58; <245015>Jeremiah
50:15). There were a hundred gates of bronze with posts and lintels of the
same. The banks of the river had quays, whose ruins still exist, and on the
bricks was written in arrow-head characters the name of the last king. The
most imposing ruin examined by Layard is called Birs Nimrud, and was
found to be in seven stories, with a chamber on the top, each story smaller,
forming an oblique pyramid with a square base. It was called the Temple of
the Seven Spheres, and is not the Tower of Babel of the Scriptures, which
is not yet identified. The stories were colored, and were, beginning at the
lower — 1st, 272 feet square, 26 feet high, colored black; 2nd, 230 sq. 26
h., orange; 3rd, 188 sq. 26 h., red; 4th, 146 sq. 15 h., golden color;, 104
sq. 15 h., yellow; 6th, 62 sq. 15 h., blue; 7th, 20 sq. 15 h., silver color; and
the ark nearly covering the entire upper platform and 15 feet high, color
not given: making, in all, 153 feet above the platform, which was three feet
above the plain. The empire lasted 1,300 years (<242512>Jeremiah 25:12,14). It
is now a desolation, the great city has become heaps (<245137>Jeremiah 51:37),
the land a wilderness for wild beasts, and even the Arabs refuse to pitch the
tent, and the shepherd to keep sheep there (<231319>Isaiah 13:19-22).
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Babi (1 Esdras 8:37). <See BEBAI>
Baca (“weeping”)
The valley (<198406>Psalm 84:6). Located in Hinnom (<100523>2 Samuel 5:23). A
valley of the same name is now found in Sinai. (Burck.).

Bacchides (“son of Bacchus”)
Friend of Antiochus Epiphanes, and governor of Mesopotamia; after Judas
Maccabaeus fell he re-established the power of the Syrian faction in
Judaea. B.C. 161-158.

Bacchurus
A holy singer who married a foreign wife (1 Esdras 9:24).

Bacchus
Greek Dionysus. (2 Macc. 6:7; 14:33). A god of special abhorence to the
Jews. He was the god of wine, and of general festivity and jollity, and his
rites sanctioned the most frantic excesses of revelry and excitement.
Nicanor threatened to build a temple to Bacchus on the site of the temple
of Solomon.

Bacenor
Captain under Judas Maccabaeus (2 Macc. 12:35).

Bachrites
Family of Becher, son of Ephraim.

Badger (Hebrew: Tachash).
The antelope. Tachaitze of Eastern Africa, bluish slaty-gray in color.
Sculptured in Egypt.

Bago
<See BIGVAL>.
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Bagoas
<See EUNUCH> (Judith 12:11).

Bagoi (1 Esdras 5:14). Bigval.
Baharumite, The
<See BAHURIM>.

Bahurim (“young men’s village”)
Near the Jerusalem-Jericho road; where in the Wady Ruwaby, there are
some ruins.

Balaam (“stranger”)
Son of Beor, and a prophet (<042205>Numbers 22:5). This strange man
worshiped Jehovah, and at the same time knew and practiced the forbidden
arts of divination. His prophesies are distinguished for dignity,
compression, vividness, and fullness of imagery: there is scarcely any work
equal to them in the later prophets (<660214>Revelation 2:14).

Balac (<660214>Revelation 2:14). <See BALAK>.
Baladan
<See MERODACH — BALADAN>.

Balah (<061903>Joshua 19:3). <See BAAL>.
Balak (“empty”)
Son of Zippor, king of Moab, who hired Balaam to curse the Israelites
(<042224>Numbers 22:24).

Balamo
<See BAAL> (Judith 8:3).
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Balasamus (1 Esdras 9:43).
Baldness
is natural and artificial. The artificial is caused by shaving the head, in
token of mourning for the dead (<241606>Jeremiah 16:6), which Moses forbade
to the Jews because it was a pagan custom. Baldness was ridiculed (<120223>2
Kings 2:23), perhaps on suspicion of leprosy. A bald man was declared
unfit for the priestly office (<032120>Leviticus 21:20).

Balm
<See TSORI>

Balnuus (Esdras 9:31). <See BINNUI>
Balthasar (Baruch 1:11-12). <See BELSHAZZAR>.
Bamah (“High place”) (<262029>Ezekiel 20:29).
Jehovah gave this name to every place of idolatrous worship.

Bamoth
Station in the Exodus (<042119>Numbers 21:19.)

Bamoth-Baal
<See BAAL>. High place in Moab (<061317>Joshua 13:17).

Ban (1 Esdras 5:37). <See TOBIAH>.
Banaias (1 Esdras 9:35). <See BENAIAH>.
Bani
1. Gadite; one of David’s 30 (<102336>2 Samuel 23:36).
2. A Levite (<130646>1 Chronicles 6:46).
3. Father of Imri (<130904>1 Chronicles 9:4).
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4. Children of Bani, returned with Zerubbabel (<150210>Ezra 2:10
5. An Israelite — son of Bani (<151038>Ezra 10:38).
6. A Levite (<160317>Nehemiah 3:17).
7. A Levite <See ANUS> (<160807>Nehemiah 8:7).
8. Another Levite (<160904>Nehemiah 9:4).
9. Levite — son of Asaph (<161122>Nehemiah 11:22).

Banid (1 Esdras 8:36). Lost out of <150810>Ezra 8:10.
Bannaia (1 Esdras 9:33). <See SABAD> in Ezra
Bannus (1 Esdras 9:34). <See BANI> or <See BINNUI>.
Banquet
Entertainment furnished at the expense of one man; usually toward the
close of the day, between 5 and 6, and called supper. On grand occasions
the invitations were given out some days before, and on the day appointed
a servant was sent to announce that the time had arrived, and the guest was
expected (<402208>Matthew 22:8; <421417>Luke 14:17). After accepting the
invitation, to neglect to attend was no less than an insult. When all who had
been invited had arrived the master of the house shut the door (<421324>Luke
13:24). The first act of welcome was washing the feet and anointing the
hair with perfumed oil; and among the wealthy, on great days, a handsome
cloak was furnished to each guest, to be worn during the festivity (Ecc.
9:8; <660304>Revelation 3:4).

Banuas
Returned from captivity (1 Esdras 5:26).

Baptism
Washing before prayer or sacrifice was a custom among all ancient nations,
as a sign of spiritual purity, in the physical cleanness, and baptism was
instituted as an initiatory rite of his religion by the Lord Jesus Christ. To be
baptized for Moses (<461002>1 Corinthians 10:2) means to become subject to
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the law of Moses; to be baptized for Christ, shows an intention to become
a true follower of Christ. John baptized with water unto repentance — not
causing repentance but as a sign of it. Perhaps only a sign of their
willingness to enroll themselves among John’s followers. Jesus himself did
not baptize with water, but with the Spirit, and Christian baptism was only
instituted after the resurrection, when the Lord gave the commission to his
apostles “to go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature.”
There are different views of Baptism.
1. That it is a direct instrument of grace, when applied by a properly
qualified person; infusing into the soul positive moral goodness; or, as
some believe, giving only the capacity to receive goodness, which if rightly
used will lead to salvation; while others again see that the good will only be
enjoyed by those who are predestined to salvation.
2. It is a seal of grace, divine blessings being thereby confirmed to the soul.
3. Some hold that it is only a sign of initiation into church membership.
4. Or a token of regeneration, to be received only by those who give
evidence of being really regenerated.
5. A symbol of purification. The mode of baptism differs; and there is
practiced immersion and affusion or sprinkling. The Marcionites, and the
Gnostics baptized the dead (<461529>1 Corinthians 15:29), by proxy, someone
answering for the dead, while the water was applied to the dead body; and
parents were baptized for their children, from a mistaken reading of the
words of Paul. He meant “If the dead rise not at all, what benefit do they
expect who baptize vicariously for the dead?”

Barabbas (son of Abba).
One who had forfeited his life for sedition and murder (<411507>Mark 15:7). The
Armenian Version reads “Whom will ye that I shall deliver unto you, Jesus
Barabbas, or Jesus that is called Christ?”

Barachel
Father of Elihu, a Buzite (<183202>Job 32:2-6).
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Barachias (<402325>Matthew 23:25). <See ZACHARIAS>.
Barak (“lightning”)
Son of Abinoam of Kedesh, Naphtah (<070406>Judges 4:6). Summoned by
Deborah to fight against Jabin and Sisera.

Barbarian
Any nation but the Greek, was the Greek definition. The term meant to the
Greeks what Gentile did to the Jews — any people but Jews. The
Egyptians had a similar term; and the oriental nations all had, and have now
some term for distinction between their own and other people.

Barhumite
<See BAHURIM>. <See AZMARETH>.

Bariah
Son of Shemaiah, of Judah (<130322>1 Chronicles 3:22).

Bar-Jesus
<See ELYMAS>.

Bar-Jona
<See PETER>.

Barkos
A Nethinim returned with Zerubbabel (<150253>Ezra 2:53).

Barley
Used, by the poor only, for bread, mixing, it with wheat, beans, lentils,
millet, etc., and as fodder for horses (<070713>Judges 7:13; <120442>2 Kings 4:42;
<150409>
Ezra 4:9; <110428>1 Kings 4:28). The barley harvest is in March and April,
earlier than the wheat harvest by three weeks.
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Barley bread is a sign of poverty, and is little esteemed (Ezra 13:19). Its
value was one-third that of wheat (<660606>Revelation 6:6).

Barn
Ten different Hebrew and Greek words are translated barn. Barns, as we
know them, for storing hay, grain, etc., are unknown in the East. Rooms,
or pits (granaries) are often made underground or cut into the solid rock. It
is the custom to keep animals, produce, grain, and all kinds of goods, in the
lower story of the dwelling. Poor people often sleep in the same room with
their cattle.

Barnabas (“exhorter”)
Joses, a Levite of Cyprus, an early disciple and companion of Paul, was
called Barnabas — son of eloquence — because of his ready oratory (Acts.
4:36). He was the first to recognize Paul’s sincerity, and introduce him to
the church in Jerusalem (<440927>Acts 9:27). Being honored with the mission to
Antioch, he sought for Saul (Paul) in Tarsus as a helper, and they worked
together a year. Barnabas’ sister’s son, Mark, was the Evangelist. He is not
counted as an apostle (see <See APOSTLE>), although Luke so speaks of
him in <441414>Acts 14:14; and they were equally honored by the church until
after the quarrel and separation of Barnabas from Saul. After that Barnabas
is lost sight of. The Epistle called by his name is believed to be spurious,
because it has in it errors in the Jewish history and worship, and very feeble
grasp of divine truth, unworthy of a Levite and a disciple. It is assigned to
the 2nd century A.D. by Alford.

Barodis
Servant of Solomon, returned with Zerubbabel (1 Esdras 5:34).

Barsabas
<See JOSEPH> and <See JUDAS>.

Bartacus
Father of Apame. “The admirable” was probably an official title belonging
to his rank (1 Esdras 4:29).
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Bartholomew (“son of Talman”)
One of the Twelve. The same as Nathanael. Born at Cana. Philip had some
difficulty in bringing him to regard Jesus as the Christ. He was one of the 7
to whom Jesus appeared after the resurrection at the lake of Tiberias, and a
witness of the ascension. Tradition only gives any account of him after that
time, when he is supposed to have gone as a preacher into “the East”
(India). A spurious gospel bears his name.

Bartimeus (“son, of Timai”),
a blind beggar of Jericho (<411046>Mark 10:46).

Baruch (“blessed”)
1. Friend and amanuensis of Jeremiah (<243212>Jeremiah 32:12). <See HISTORY
OF THE BOOKS>.
2. Son of Zabbai (<160320>Nehemiah 3:20).
3. Son of Col-hozeh (<161105>Nehemiah 11:5).

Barzillai
1. A wealthy Gileadite who was hospitable to David when he fled from
Absalom (<101727>2 Samuel 17:27); but declined David’s invitation to reside at
court, because of his great age.
2. Whose son married Saul’s daughter Michal.

Basaloth
<See BAZLITH> (1 Esdras 5:31).

Bascama
Gilead, where Tryphon killed Jonathan Maccabeus, whose bones were
afterward removed to Modin by Simon (1 Macc. 13:23-25). Lost.

Bashan (“soft, rich soil, or basalt soil”)
Land of Bashan. East of the Jordan River, North of Jabbok; from the
border of Gilead to Hermon, and from the Jordan River to Salcah
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(<061204>Joshua 12:4,5; <050310>Deuteronomy 3:10-14). At Edrei, Og, king of
Bashan, was defeated, and the land given to the half-tribe of Manasseh,
with half of Gilead. It was famous for its oaks (<230213>Isaiah 2:13;
<381112>
Zechariah 11:12), and cattle; and now the granary of Damascus.
Modern travelers speak of its delightful forests, of its flocks and herds, and
grain fields. <See ARGOB> with its 60 cities, was in Bashan.

Bashan-Havoth-Jair
Name given to Argob after its conquest by Jair (<050314>Deuteronomy 3:14.)

Bashemath (“fragrant”)
1. Daughter of Ishmael, Esau’s 3rd wife (<013603>Genesis 36:3). <See
MAHALATH> (<012809>Genesis 28:9).
2. Daughter of Elon the Hittite, and wife of Esau (<012634>Genesis 26:34).

Basin
The translation of four Hebrew words, and one Greek word. The forms of
some kinds have been preserved on the monuments, and are given in the
article <See WASHING THE HANDS AND FEET>.

Basket
Five Hebrew words are translated basket. The form of the bread-basket is
shown in the picture. (See the book). They were made of grass, or willow
twigs.

Basmath
Daughter of Solomon (<110404>1 Kings 4:4), wife of Ahimaaz, one of the king’s
officers.

Bassa
<See BEZAI> (1 Esdras 5:16).

Bastai
<See BESAI> (1 Esdras 5:31).
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Bastard (Hebrew: mamzer).
A child born to those who marry within the limited degrees of relationship,
as two of the same family; or a Jew and a Gentile.

Bat
Among the animals forbidden to be eaten (<031120>Leviticus 11:20). The special
habitation of bats, in the dark recesses of rocky caves, and their nocturnal
habits, give great force to the prophesy that the idols shall be cast to the
bats and the moles. Baruch shows (among other images) that the idols are
no gods because bats sit on their heads, with birds and cats.

Bathing
<See BAPTISM>. In Palestine, Syria and Egypt, bathing is a luxury as well

as a necessity, and is now a religious ceremony, as in ancient times.

Bath-Rabbim
Gate of the ancient city of Heshbon. The two pools were near this gate;
were likened to the eyes of Shelomith’s beloved (<220704>Song of Solomon
7:4).

Bathsheba (“promised — sworn”)
A daughter of Eliam, wife of Uriah, and grand-daughter of Ahitophel, the
statesman. Mother of Solomon. There are recorded instances of her
vigorous understanding and kindness of heart.

Bathshua
Daughter of the oath.

Bath Zacharias (“house of Zachariah”)
Now Beit Sakarieh. 8 miles North of Beit Sur.

Bavai
Ruler of Keilah (<160313>Nehemiah 3:13).
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Bay-tree
A native — not an exotic (<193735>Psalm 37:35). Grows near Antioch.

Bazlith (“stripping”)
“Children of Bazlith” returned with Zerubbabel (<160754>Nehemiah 7:54).

Bdellium
The gum of a tree that grew in the land of India and Arabia — used in
sacrifice and as a perfume and flavor for wine. The word may mean pearls
(<010212>Genesis 2:12; <041107>Numbers 11:7).

Bealiah
A Benjamite who went over to David at Ziklag (<131205>1 Chronicles 12:5).

Bealoth
A town in the extreme South of Judah (<061524>Joshua 15:24).

Bean, Children of
<See BEON> (1 Macc. 5:4), probably Bedouins.

Beans
A native of Palestine, Syria and Asia Minor. (<101728>2 Samuel 17:28).
Blossoms from January to March. Planted in November; gathered in
February. Both the green pod and ripe beans boiled with oil and garlic, are
commonly used by persons of all classes. There are several kinds some of
which are fed to horses.

Bear
The Hebrew name (dob) is still in use for the bear in the East, which is
found on Mount Hermon, Mount Lebanon, and other parts of the country;
and naturalists have shown that it is a species that is unique to Syria.
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Beard
The beard in the East is a badge of manhood and a mark of freedom. The
Egyptians shaved it off and wore a false beard of plaited hair, in style and
length to suit their rank. The Hebrews were distinct from both their
Egyptian and Assyrian neighbors, as may be shown on the monuments,
where captives are drawn in their proper costume and feature. It was a
shame to lose the hair or beard (<235006>Isaiah 50:6), and also a sign of
mourning. It was carefully dressed and oiled (Psalm 133), and a full, long
beard was, and is, a highly coveted ornament.

Bebai
1. 1,623 sons of Bebai returned with Zerubbabel (<150211>Ezra 2:11); 28 more
with Ezra; 4 took foreign wives (<151028>Ezra 10:28).
2. Father of Zechariah.
3. Bebai — Chobai (<071504>Judges 15:4).

Becher (“firstborn — young camel”)
1. Second son of Benjamin (<014621>Genesis 46:21).
2. Son of Ephraim (<042635>Numbers 26:35).

Bechorath
Son of Aphiah — grandson of Beeher (<090901>1 Samuel 9:1.)

Bectileth, The Plain of (“house of slaughter”)
between Nineveh and Cilicia (<070202>Judges 2:2). Bactiali was a plain 21 miles
from Antioch. (Peutinger tables).

Bed
1. A mat of grass, reeds, straw, hemp, or one or more cloths.
2. A quilt or mattress, filled with cotton, wool, grass, or straw. The pillow
for the head is a frame of wood, a stone, or a stuffed bag, or sheep-skin.
The bed was laid on the divan (pratform 6 to 8 feet wide, and 8 to 15
inches high, on one or more sides of a room). Bedsteads, or movable
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frames (<091915>1 Samuel 19:15; coffin, <100331>2 Samuel 3:31), were used, perhaps,
only, by the wealthy. Some were made of palm-sticks, and others of iron
(<050311>Deuteronomy 3:11). Sculptures in Asia Minor show many elegant
shapes of bedsteads, and couches. The canopy (Judith 16:23) was, and is
still used in the East, for display, and for protection against light, dust and
insects (<170106>Esther 1:6; <190716>Psalm 7:16). The people seldom or never change
their dress on going to bed; only taking off the outer garment (see <See
DRESS>), excepting in hot weather.

Bedad (“separation, part”)
Father of Hadad, king of Edom (<130146>1 Chronicles 1:46).

Bedan (“son of Dan — servile”)
judge of Israel (<091211>1 Samuel 12:11).

Bedeiah
Son of Beni (<151035>Ezra 10:35).

Bee (deborah).
Palestine abounded in bees, for it was a land “flowing with milk and honey”
(<053213>Deuteronomy 32:13). The banded bee of Palestine is not found in this
country. So plentiful was wild honey that it was exported. It was eaten
mixed with butter. There is a vegetable substance called honey which is a
thick juice of grapes.

Beeliada (“known by Baal”)
Son of David; born in Jerusalem (<131407>1 Chronicles 14:7).

Beelsarus
<See BILSHAN> (1 Esdras 5:8).

Beeltethmus (“chancellor”)
Officer of Artaxerxes in Palestine (1 Esdras 2:16-25).
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Beelzebub (“fly-god”)
<See BEELZEBUL> (“lord of dirt”)

“House-god”, and “dung-god”, by some. A belief that demons possessed
persons, led to a belief in a prince of demons, who was supposed to rule
over them.

Beer (1)
1. One of the latest halting-places of the Israelites, lying beyond the Arnon,
and so called because of the well which was there dug by the “princes” and
“nobles” of the people, and is perpetuated in a fragment of poetry
(<042116>Numbers 21:16-18). This is possibly the <See BEER-ELIM> referred to
in <231508>Isaiah 15:8.
2. A place to which Jotham the son of Gideon fled for fear of his brother
Abimelech (<070921>Judges 9:21).

Beer (2) (“well”)
1. A well dug by the “princes” beyond Arnon, near one of the last stations
of the Exode, and celebrated in poetry (<042116>Numbers 21:16,18).
2. Jotham, son of Gideon, fled to this place (<070921>Judges 9:21). Site lost.

Bee-ra (“well”)
Son of Zophah (<130737>1 Chronicles 7:37).

Beer-ah (“well”)
Prince of the Reubenites (<130506>1 Chronicles 5:6.)

Beer-elim (“well of heroes”)
<See BEER (1)> (<231508>Isaiah 15:8).

Beer-i
1. The father of Judith, one of the wives of Esau (<012634>Genesis 26:34). <See
ANAH>
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2. Father of the prophet Hosea (<280101>Hosea 1:1).

Beer-Lahai-Roi
a well, or rather a living spring (KJV: “fountain”, compare <240607>Jeremiah
6:7), between Kadesh and Bered, in the wilderness, “in the way to Shur,”
and therefore in the “south country” (<012462>Genesis 24:62), which, according
to the explanation of the text, was so named by Hagar, because God saw
her there (<011614>Genesis 16:14). By this well Isaac dwelt both before and after
the death of his father (<012462>Genesis 24:62; 25:11). In both these passages
the name is given in the KJV as “the well Lahai-roi.” Mr. Rowland
announces the discovery of the well Lahai-roi at Moyle or Moilahi, a
station on the road to Beersheba, 10 hours south of Ruheibeh; near which
is a hole or cavern bearing the name of Beit Hagar (Ritter, Sinai, 1086, 7);
but this requires confirmation.

Beeroth (“wells”)
One of the 4 cities of the Hivites; the other 3 being Gibeon, Chephirah, and
Kirjath Jearim (<060917>Joshua 9:17; 18:25,26,28). Ten miles North of
Jerusalem, on the Shechem road, the customary resting-place of travelers
(Rob). — Bene Jaakan. Edom, a station (<051006>Deuteronomy 10:6).

Beersheba (“well of swearing or well of seven”)
South border of Judah. Dug by Abraham (<012131>Genesis 21:31). The compact
of Abraham and Abimelech was ratified by setting apart 7 ewe-lambs
(sheba, seven). Isaac’s servants also “digged” a well (<012632>Genesis 26:32).
Two principal wells and five smaller ones are on the North bank of Wady
Seba on the edge of the desert. One is 12 1/2 feet diameter, 44 1/2 feet to
the water (Rob., Apr. 12). The other is 5 feet diameter and 42 feet to the
water. Watering-troughs of stone lie around the wells, and among the grass
are crocuses and lilies. The 5 lesser wells are at some distance from the 2
larger. The ruins of a town are on the hills North of the wells. It is very
frequently mentioned as one of the boundaries of all Israel: From Dan to
Beer-sheba. The Arab name is Bir es Seba, “Well of the Lion”.

Beeshterah
<See MAN> (<062127>Joshua 21:27). <See ASHTAROTH>
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Beetle
<See LOCUST>

Beeves
<See BULL>; <See OX>

Beggar
<See ALMS>; <See POOR>.

Begotten
Jesus Christ, the Son of God (<430114>John 1:14,18; <660105>Revelation 1:5).

Beheading
<See PUNISHMENTS>

Behemoth
There can be little or no doubt that by this word (<184015>Job 40:15-24) the
hippopotamus is intended, since all the details descriptive of the behemoth
accord entirely with the ascertained habits of that animal. Since in the first
part of Jehovah’s discourse (Job 38—39) land animals and birds are
mentioned, it suits the general purpose of that discourse better to suppose
that aquatic or amphibious creatures are spoken of in the last half of it; and
since the leviathan, by almost universal consent, denotes the crocodile, the
behemoth seems clearly to point to the hippopotamus, his associate in the
Nile. The description of the animal’s lying under “the shady tree” among
the “reeds” and willows is peculiarly appropriate.

Bekah (“part-half”)
<See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.
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Belemus (1 Esdras 2:16). <See BISHLAM>
Bel
The national god of the Babylonians (<234601>Isaiah 46:1; <240102>Jeremiah 1:2).
Zeus Bel is the male, and Hera the female, of the same deity. Writers are
divided as to whether Bel (Baal) was the sun or the planet Jupiter: if the
sun, then Ashtoreth was the moon-goddess.

Bel and Dragon
<See DANIEL, ADDITIONS TO>

Bela
1. One of the five cities of the plain which was spared at the intercession of
Lot, and received the name of Zoar (<011402>Genesis 14:2; 19:22). It lay on the
southern extremity of the Dead Sea on the frontier of Moab and Palestine
(Jerome on Isaiah 15), and on the route to Egypt, the connection in which
it is found, <231505>Isaiah 15:5; <244834>Jeremiah 48:34; <011310>Genesis 13:10. We first
read of Bela in <011402>Genesis 14:2,8.
2. Son of Beor, who reigned over Edom in the city of Dinhabah eight
generations before Saul, king of Israel, or about the time of the Exodus. He
is supposed by some to be the same as Balaam. It is not improbable that he
was a Chaldean by birth, and reigned in Edom by conquest. He may have
been contemporary with Moses (<013631>Genesis 36:31-33; <130143>1 Chronicles
1:43,44).
3. Oldest son of Benjamin, according to <014621>Genesis 46:21 (KJV: “Belah”);
<042638>
Numbers 26:38,40; <130706>1 Chronicles 7:6; 8:1, and head of the family of
the <See BELAITES>
4. Son of Ahaz, a Reubenite (<130508>1 Chronicles 5:8).

Belaites
Descendants of Bela 3.
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Belial
The translators of our KJV, following the Vulgate, have frequently treated
this word as a proper name, and given it in the form Belial, in accordance
with <470615>2 Corinthians 6:15. There can be no question, however, that the
word is not to be regarded as a proper name in the Old Testament; its
meaning is “worthlessness”, and hence “recklessness, lawlessness”. The
expression son or man of Belial must be understood as meaning simply a
worthless, lawless fellow. The term as used in <470615>2 Corinthians 6:15 is
generally understood as an appellative of Satan, as the personification of all
that was bad.

Bel-te-shazzar
Name given to Daniel (<270107>Daniel 1:7). Correctly <See BEL-SHAT-ZAR>
(“favored by Bel”)

Bells
Large bells were not used in ancient times, nor are they in use now. Small
hand bells were used by the Greeks, Romans and Jews. The high priest
wore round the hem of his dress seventy-two gold bells, which were placed
alternately with pomegranates. The little girls of Cairo wear strings of them
round their feet. They were sometimes attached to the harness of horses
and camels.

Bellows
The ancients used two kinds, according to the monuments, ingeniously
contrived to be worked by the feet (<240629>Jeremiah 6:29).

Belma-im
<See BELMEN> Place South of Dothaim (<070703>Judges 7:3).

Belmen
<See ABEL-MAIM> Place in Samaria (<070404>Judges 4:4). <See ABELMEBOLAH>
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Believe
Faith in the Lord Jesus Christ (<441335>Acts 13:35).

Believers
Christians (<440514>Acts 5:14).

Belshazzar (“Bel’s prince”)
The last king of Babylon. A mysterious writing appearing on the wall
during a great feast, and his magicians not being able to read it, Daniel was
called, and explained its meaning. He died the same night (Daniel 5).

Ben (“son”)
A Levite — a porter of the ark (<131518>1 Chronicles 15:18).

Ben-a-bina-dab
Son of Abinadab (<110411>1 Kings 4:11).

Benaiah (“God-built”)
1. Son of Jehoiada, of Kabzeel, a Levite (<102320>2 Samuel 23:20-23).
2. One of David’s 30 valiant men; an Ephraimite. Seven others of this
name, but none very noted.

Ben-Ammi (“son of my kindred”)
Son of the younger daughter of Lot (<011938>Genesis 19:38).

Benches
Hatches, or “thy deck” (<261615>Ezekiel 16:15 ff).

Ben-Dekar (“Lance-bearer”)
Son of Dekar (<110409>1 Kings 4:9).
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Bene-Berak (“sons of lightning”)
City of the tribe of Dan (<061945>Joshua 19:45).

Ben-e-factor (“a doer of good”)
Title of honor (<422225>Luke 22:25).

Benejaakan
Tribe descended from Jaakan (<See AKAN>), a Horite chief (Genesis 36),
and who owned wells where Israel encamped in the Exode (<043331>Numbers
33:31).

Benekedem (“people of the East”)
Kedem was the name for the whole country East of Palestine, far or near.
They lived (as now) in tents, kept flocks and herds, and were always ready
for robbing expeditions.

Ben-Geber
Son of Geber (<110413>1 Kings 4:13).

Benhadad (“son of Adad,” a god of Syria).
1. King of Syria, who was hired by Asa, king of of Judah, to invade Israel
(<111518>1 Kings 15:18). Supposed to be the same as Hadad, the Edomite, who
rebelled against Solomon (1 Kings 11)
2. King of Syria, son of the former, and always at war with Ahab (<112103>1
Kings 21:30). He consulted the prophet Elisha, by means of Hazael, and
was smothered by him soon after, B.C. 884 (2 Kings 8).
3. A king of Syria, son of Hazael (2 Kings 13).

Ben-Hail (“warrior”)
A prince Jehoshaphat sent to teach in Judah (<141707>2 Chronicles 17:7).

Ben-Hanan (“son of one gracious”)
Son of Shimon (<130420>1 Chronicles 4:20).
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Ben-Hesed (“son of Hesed”), (<110410>1 Kings 4:10).
Ben-Hur (“son of Hur”), (<110408>1 Kings 4:8).
Be-ninu (“our son”)
A Levite, who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah (<161013>Nehemiah 10:13).

Benjamin (“fortune”)
Named Benoni by his dying mother. Youngest son of Jacob, second of
Rachel, born near Bethlehem; his father’s favorite, next to Joseph, and the
mark of special honors from him. He had the affection of his brothers, and
received their favors as a matter of course, and was not very positive, but a
quiet, gentle spirit. He had ten sons and grandsons at the migration into
Egypt (Genesis 46). He made no special history for himself. The tribe was
always of least consequence. At the Exodus there were 35,400 of full age,
and at the passage over Jordan River 45,600. There were 26 cities in their
portion (see map). The tribe was almost destroyed for violating the rights
of hospitality (<071920>Judges 19:20), 600 only escaping to the rock Rimmon
(see <See RIMMON> and <See SHILOH>). The first deliverer of Israel
(from Moab) in the time of the judges, was Ehud, a Benjamite. The first
king of Israel was Saul, a Benjamite; and Saul (Paul), the apostle, was also
of this tribe.

Benjamin, Gate of,
In Jerusalem.

Benja-mite
Decendant of Benjamin (<070315>Judges 3:15).

Beno (“his son”)
A Levite, son of Merari (<132426>1 Chronicles 24:26,27).

Benoni (“son of my sorrow”)
Name given by Rachel to her son (<013518>Genesis 35:18).
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Ben-Zoheth (“son of Zoheth”)
Decendant of Judah (<130420>1 Chronicles 4:20).

Beon
Place East of the Jordan River (<043203>Numbers 32:3). (Compare <043238>Numbers
32:38).

Beor (“torch or lamp”)
1. Father of Bela. Edomite king (<013632>Genesis 36:32).
2. Father of Balaam.

Bera (“son of evil”)
King of Sodom (<011402>Genesis 14:2).

Berachah (“blessing”)
6 miles South of Bethlehem, 1 mile East of the Hebron road, now called
Bereikut (<142026>2 Chronicles 20:26).

Ber-a-chiah
A Levite (<130639>1 Chronicles 6:39). <See BERECHIAH>

Be-Raiah
or <See BER-A-IAH> (“Jehovah created”)
Son of Shimhi. A Benjamite chief (<130821>1 Chronicles 8:21).

Berea
1. Macedonia (<441710>Acts 17:10). Visited by Paul and Silas, Paul’s
companion. Sopater of Berea (<442004>Acts 20:4; <451621>Romans 16:21). Sosipater.
Now called Verria, on the East slope of Olympus, well watered, and
commanding a fine view of the plains of Axius and Haliacmon; 15,000
population. The ruins are Greek, Roman, and Byzantine.
2. A name of Aleppo.
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3. Judea, near Jerusalem (1 Macc. 4:4; Josephus, Antiquities xi. section 1).
Jerome says certain persons lived in this city who had, and used Matthew’s
Hebrew Gospel.

Ber-e-chiah (“God blessed”)
1. Son of Zerubbabel (<130320>1 Chronicles 3:20).
2. Father of Meshullam 13 (<160304>Nehemiah 3:4,30).
3. A Levite (<130916>1 Chronicles 9:16).
4. A doorkeeper for the Ark (<131523>1 Chronicles 15:23).
5. A chief in Ephraim (2 Chronicles 38:12).
6. Father of Asaph (<131517>1 Chronicles 15:17).
7. Father of Zechariah. (<380101>Zechariah 1:1,7).

Bered
In the wilderness, near Kadesh (<011614>Genesis 16:14). Located at Elusa,
Khulasa (Arabic), 12 miles South of Beersheba, where there is a well.
Supposed to be Shur, and also Gerar.

Bereites
Descendants of Beriah 1.

Berenice (“gift”)
Oldest daughter of Herod Agrippa I. Married to her uncle Herod, king of
Chaleis, and was after his death wife of Polemon, king of Cilicia. She was
also with Vespasian and Titus (Antiquities xix. 5, 1; xx. 7, 2,3).

Beri
<See BEERI> Son of Zophah (<130736>1 Chronicles 7:36).

Be-riah (“in evil,” or “a gift”)
1. Son of Asher (<014617>Genesis 46:17), descended from the Bereites.
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2. Son of Ephraim (<130720>1 Chronicles 7:20,23).
3. A Benjamite (<130813>1 Chronicles 8:13,16).
4. A Gershonite Levite, son of Shimre (<132310>1 Chronicles 23:10,11).

Berites (“well”)
People visited by Joab in his search after Sheba (<102014>2 Samuel 20:14).

Berith (“The God”) (<070946>Judges 9:46).
Be-rodach — Bala-Dan
<See MERODACH> (<122012>2 Kings 20:12).

Beroth (1 Esdras 5:19). <See BEEROTH>.
Berothah
<See BEROITHAI>; <See BERYTUS>; <See BEIRUT> (ba-root). Chief

seaport in North Palestine (Syria). (<100808>2 Samuel 8:8; Ezra 47:16). A city of
the Phoenicians, named after Baal Berith (“god of wells”). Van de Velde
proposes for the Scripture place Tall el Byruth, between Tadmor and
Hamoth. <See PHOENICIA>.

Berothite, The, (<131139>1 Chronicles 11:39),
from Beroth or Beeroth.

Berries
Fruit of the olive-tree (<231706>Isaiah 17:6; <590312>James 3:12).

Beryl
<See PRECIOUS STONE>.
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Ber-Zelus (1 Esdras 5:38). <See BARZILLAI> 1
Besai (“victory?”)
Returned with Zerubbabel (<150249>Ezra 2:49).

Bes-o-deiah
Father of Meshullam — (Intimate of Jehovah) (<160316>Nehemiah 3:16).

Besom
A broom or brush of twigs (<231423>Isaiah 14:23).

Besor (“cool”), <See THE BROOK>.
Judah (<093009>1 Samuel 30:9). A winter torrent, rising south of Hebron, and
reaching the sea a few miles South of Gaza.

Bestead (<230821>Isaiah 8:21). Distressed.
Bestow
To give or confer (<023229>Exodus 32:29).

Be-tah (“trust, confidence”)
City of Hadadezer king of Zobah (<100808>2 Samuel 8:8). <See TIBHATH>
(<012224>Genesis 22:24).

Betane
<See BETHANIN> of Eusebius, two miles from Terebinth, or Oak of

Abraham, and four from Hebron. This has been variously identified with
Betharath, Bethainun (Beth-anoth) and Betaneh, or Ectabana, in Syria.

Beten (“belly”)
A city on the border of Asher (<061925>Joshua 19:25), 8 miles East of
Ptolemais.
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Beth
House of any kind. <See TENT HANGINGS>, <See FAMILY> <See
TEMPLE> — <See ABARA> (“house of the ford”), where John was
baptizing (<430128>John 1:28). The oldest manuscripts read <See BETHANY>. It
was beyond Jordan River , and nearly opposite Jericho. — <See ANATH>.
Naph. Fenced city (<061938>Joshua 19:38; <070133>Judges 1:33). Site lost — <See
ANOTH>. Judah (<060505>Joshua 5:59). Beit ainun, near Halhul, and Beit Sur.
(Rob.) 3 miles North of Hebron.

Bethany (“house of dates”)
One of the most interesting places in Palestine. The residence of Lazarus,
who was raised from the dead; the frequent resting-place of Jesus; the
home of Mary and Martha, and of Simon, the leper; and from whence the
triumphal entry began; and near this place was the scene of the Ascension.
On the Mount of Olives (<411101>Mark 11:1; <421929>Luke 19:29); 15 furlongs off
(<431118>John 11:18); on the road to Jericho (<421901>Luke 19:1,29), and near it was
Bethphage. It is now called El Azariyeh, the city of Lazarus. Is in a hollow,
surrounded with olives, almonds, pomegranates, oaks, and carobs. The
buildings are ruinous and wretched. The house of Lazarus is pointed out as
a square tower, very ancient; and his tomb, a cave in the rock, descended
by 26 steps.

Beth-Arabah (“house of the desert”)
One of the six cities of Judah in the Arabah — sunk valley of the Jordan
River (<061506>Joshua 15:6,61; 18:22).

Beth-Aram
Gad, East of the Jordan River (<061327>Joshua 13:27, 32:36). Site located two
miles East of the Jordan River in West Seir. Livias. Tell Haran.

Beth-Arbel (<281014>Hosea 10:14). Site lost.
Supposed to refer to Judges 8.

Beth-Aven (“house of naught”)
Benj. East of Bethel (<060702>Joshua 7:2).
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Beth-Azmaveth
Benj. (<160728>Nehemiah 7:28). On the hills Southeast of Jeba.

Beth-Baal-Meon
Reuben, on the downs East of the Jordan River (<061317>Joshua 13:17). Baal
Meon (<043338>Numbers 33:38). The name is still given to a ruin of large size,
two miles Southwest of Hesban (Burck.) in West Zurka Main, where there
are remains of a Roman road.

Beth-Barah (“house of the ford”) (<070724>Judges 7:24).
Gideon’s victory was near Bethshean, and the fords were probably the
outlets of the brooks coming down from the mountains of Ephraim. The
place where Jacob crossed on his return from Mesopotamia, and at which
Jephtha slew the Ephraimites. Located by Van de Velde on the Jordan
River , at the ford on the Nablus-Es. — Salt road.

Beth-Basi
In the Jordan River valley, not far from Jericho (1 Macc. 9:62,64;
Josephus, Antiquities xiii. 1, section 5).

Beth-Birei
Simeon (<130431>1 Chronicles 4:31), near Beersheba.

Beth-Car (“house of lambs”)
West of Mizpeh (<090711>1 Samuel 7:11; Josephus, Antiquities vi. 2. 2).

Beth-Dagon (“house of Dagon”)
1. In the Shefelah, Judah (<061541>Joshua 15:41). Site supposed to be found at
Beit Dejan, between Lydda and Jaffa (Rob.)
2. Asher near the coast (<061927>Joshua 19:27).
3. Beit dejan, about 5 miles Southeast of Nablus, Shechem.
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Beth-dibla-Thaim (“house of the double cake”)
Moab (<244822>Jeremiah 48:22).

Beth-Eden (“house of pleasantness”) (Amos 1:5.)
Beth-e-Ked (“shearing house”)
Beth-el (“house of God”)
Ten miles north of Jerusalem, to the right of the Shechem road, where
Jacob saw the ladder in his dream (<012819>Genesis 28:19). The name of the city
was originally Luz. Another account is, that Jacob set up a stone to mark
the spot where God spake with him (<013514>Genesis 35:14,15; <281204>Hosea
12:4,5). In Abram’s time it was called Bethel (<011208>Genesis 12:8). Jeroboam,
the king, set up a golden calf at Bethel (1 Kings 13). Jehu continued the
worship of the calf. It was near Bethel that the event of the bears and
Elisha and the forty-two children took place. It was a royal residence
(<300713>Amos 7:13). There were winter-houses and summer-houses and
houses of ivory at Bethel (<300314>Amos 3:14,15; 2 Kings 27:28). Josiah
destroyed it. The worship of God and of idols went on side by side for
many years (<300514>Amos 5:14,22). Was a strong place in later times (1 Macc.
9:50). It is not mentioned in the New Testament. Josephus relates its
capture by Vespasian (Wars iv. 9, sec. 9). The ruins cover four or five
acres: on a low hill between two valleys, which run into es Suweinit (Rob).
2. Judah (<061216>Joshua 12:16; <093027>1 Samuel 30:27). Chesil, Bethul. <See HIEL,
the BETHELITE>, the rebuilder of Jericho (<111634>1 Kings 16:34).

Beth-el-ite
Hiel, the Bethelite, re-built Jericho (<111634>1 Kings 16:34).

Bethemek (“house of the valley”)
Asher, on the border of Jipthah-el. ‘Amkah, 8 miles Northeast of Akka
(Rob.).

Bether
Mountains of (<220217>Song of Solomon 2:17). Lost.
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Bethesda (“house of mercy” or “place of flowing water”)
A pool at Jerusalem, near the sheep-gate, or “market,” with five porches,
extensive enough to accommodate a large number of sick and infirm
people, who resorted there for relief (<430502>John 5:2). Supposed to be the
great excavation near Stephen’s gate, now called Bethesda. The porches
and water are gone, and all around it are ruins, but it is very large,
cemented as if for holding water, and there might have been buildings on
its east and north sides anciently. <See JERUSALEM>.

Bethezel (“fixed”)
Philistia (<330101>Micah 1:11).

Bethgader (“wall”)
Geder (<061213>Joshua 12:13).

Bethga-Mul (“house of the weaned,” or “cared”)
Moab, in the plains. Um-el Jemail, a few miles south of Busrah, in the
Hauran (Rob.).

Beth-Haccerem (“house of the vine”)
New Tekoa (<240601>Jeremiah 6:1; <160314>Nehemiah 3:14).

Beth-Haggan (“garden-house”)
Beth-Heran
East of Jordan River, at the mouth of Wady Seil. Now Tell Haran-Livias.
Built by the Gadites (<043236>Numbers 32:36; <061327>Joshua 13:27).

Beth-Hoglah (“house of partridge”)
On the border of Judah (<061506>Joshua 15:6) and Benjamin, near Jericho. A
great spring and ruin in the Jericho plain is now called Ain Hajla (Rob.).
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Beth-Horon (“house of caverns”)
Two cities, on the Jerusalem-Jaffa upper road, built by Sherah, a woman of
Ephraim, on the boundary between Ephraim and Benjamin (<061603>Joshua
16:3,5; 18:13,14; 21:22). Two of the most memorable victories of the Jews
occurred here — Joshua over the five Amorite kings, when the sun and
moon stood still at his command (Joshua 10), and that of Judas
Maccabaeus over the forces of Syria, under Seron (1 Macc, 3:13-24). The
Roman army, under Cestius Gallus, was defeated here in the reign of Nero,
with a loss of 5,680 men (Josephus, Wars, 2. sec. 8).

Beth-Jeshimoth (“house of the wastes”)
East of the Jordan River, in the deserts of Moab (<043349>Numbers 33:49). Was
one of the cities which were “the glory of the country” (<262509>Ezekiel 25:9).
Beth Jisimuth is now half a mile east of the Jordan River, and a mile north
of the Dead Sea.

Beth-Lebaoth (“house of lionesses”)
Simeon (<061906>Joshua 19:6; <130431>1 Chronicles 4:31). <See BETHBIREI>

Bethlehem (“house of bread”)
Four and a half miles south of Jerusalem. One of the most ancient cities in
Palestine. Called <See EPHRATH> (“fruitful”) (<013516>Genesis 35:16; 48:7).
The residence of Boaz and Ruth, the birthplace of David, and the residence
of Saul. Rehoboam fortified it (<141116>2 Chronicles 11:16). The <See INN OF
CHIMHAM> was a halting place for those who would “go to enter into
Egypt” (<244117>Jeremiah 41:17); which was probably the same inn in which
Jesus was born (<400201>Matthew 2:1,5; <420204>Luke 2:4,5). Also called <See
BETHLEHEM JUDAH> and <See CITY OF DAVID>. Justin Martyr (A.D.
150) speaks of our Lord’s birth as having taken place “in a certain cave
very close to the village”. The village is not again mentioned after the birth
of Jesus, in the Scripture. The Emperor Hadrian planted a grove of Adonis
over the cave, which stood 180 years (A.D. 135-315). The Empress
Helena, after clearing away this grove, built a church on the spot, which
has been continued, with additions, making it “a half church and half fort,”
until the present day. The modern town is built on the low hill behind the
convent (or church), facing the east. The hill is an offshoot of the main
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ridge, and ends in a little valley or narrow plain. The village is walled in,
and is triangular. The plain east of the ridge is that on which tradition says
the angels appeared to the shepherds, and it is called the Shepherds’ Field
(Arabic, Beit Sahur — house of Sahur). As the plains were always,
anciently, cultivated, it is probable that the shepherds would have been
found on the hill, where they now may be found, with their flocks.
A church containing the monuments of the three shepherds is mentioned by
an early writer (Arculfus), as standing in the midst of the fields and
terraced gardens. Jerome lived here, in a cell which is now pointed out,
next to the great church, where he wrote most of his commentaries, and
compiled the Latin Vulgate, the best ancient version of the Scriptures,
A.D. 385-420. The present town has about 3,000 people, nearly all
Christians, who are makers of crucifixes, beads, models of the holy places,
and other articles for sale to pilgrims.
2. Zebulon, seven miles West of Nazareth (<061915>Joshua 19:15). Birthplace of
Ibzan, the judge (<071208>Judges 12:8).

Bethlehemite
One from Bethlehem (<091601>1 Samuel 16:1,18; <102119>2 Samuel 21:19).

Beth-Maachah
<See ABEL>.

Beth-Marcaboth (“house of chariots”)
<See HAZAR-SUZIM>, <See MADMANNAH> (<061905>Joshua 19:5). Of Simeon

in Judah, extreme South. A station on the way to Egypt, where Solomon’s
chariots were kept (<110919>1 Kings 9:19; <140806>2 Chronicles 8:6). Post-station.

Beth-Meon
House of habitation (<244823>Jeremiah 48:23)

Beth-Millo (“wall-house”)
1. Near Shechem (<070920>Judges 9:20,46-49). Perhaps a part of the
fortification of Shechem.
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2. A fort or tower on Zion (<121220>2 Kings 12:20). <See MILLO> (<100509>2
Samuel 5:9).

Beth-Nimrah (“house of pure water”)
East of the Jordan River, North of Beth-aram, in the Jordan River valley,
opposte Jericho a fenced city (<043236>Numbers 32:36; Joshua 42:27; <231506>Isaiah
15:6; <244834>Jeremiah 48:34). Eusebius mentions it as a large place. A group of
ruins 2 miles East of the Jordan River are now called Nimrim or Wady
Shoaib. Supposed to be the Bethabara of <430128>John 1:28; <400305>Matthew 3:5;
<410105>
Mark 1:5.

Beth-Oron
<See BETH-HORON> (<070404>Judges 4:4).

Beth-Palet (“house of flight”)
Judah (<061527>Joshua 15:27; <161126>Nehemiah 11:26). Near Moladah and
Beersheba. Lost. <See PALTITE> (<102326>2 Samuel 23:26).

Beth-Pazzer
<See ISSA>. (<061921>Joshua 19:21). Lost. Beth-Peor

East of the Jordan River, opposite Jericho, six miles North of Libias; a
place dedicated to Baal (<061320>Joshua 13:20). It is supposed that Moses was
buried in this ravine (<050329>Deuteronomy 3:29; 4:46; 34:6). Beth is used for
Baal.

Beth-Phage (“house of figs”)
On the Mount of Olives near the Jericho road (<402101>Matthew 21:1; <411101>Mark
11:1; <421929>Luke 19:29). Probably West of Bethany (<402119>Matthew 21:19). The
locality of the miracle of the withered fig-tree.

Beth-Phelet (<161126>Nehemiah 11:26).
Beth-Rapha (“house of the giant”)
Judah (<130412>1 Chronicles 4:12). Lost.
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Beth-Rehob (“house of room”)
Naph. Near Dan Laish (<071828>Judges 18:28). A little kingdom of Aram (<101006>2
Samuel 10:6). Now called Hunin, and was one of the strongest forks in the
north Palestine, and commanded the plain of Huleh. Its beveled masonry
marks its Phoenician origin (Rob. iii. 371).

Bethsaida (“house of fish”)
Two places on the Sea of Galilee.
1. Bethsaida of Galilee (<431221>John 12:21). The city of Andrew, Peter and
Philip (<430144>John 1:44). In the land of Gennesaret.
2. Bethsaida on the East of Jordan, raised to importance by Philip the
Tetrarch, and named Julias, after the daughter of the emperor (Josephus,
Antiquities xviii. 2, section 1). The 5,000 were fed near this place (<420910>Luke
9:10; <430603>John 6:3-10; <410639>Mark 6:39; <401419>Matthew 14:19). A blind man was
healed here (<410822>Mark 8:22-26). About two miles north of the lake, and half
a mile east of the Jordan River, is a long hill called Tell Julias, now covered
with extensive ruins (Rob. ii. p. 413).

Bethsamos
<See BETH-AZMAVETH>

Beth-San
<See BETH-SHEAN> (1 Macc. 5:52; 12:4O,41).

Beth-Shan
<See BETH-SHEAN> (<093110>1 Samuel 31:10,12).

Beth-Shean
<See BETHSHAN> (“house of rest”)

Town of Manasseh in Issachar (<130729>1 Chronicles 7:29; <061711>Joshua 17:11). In
the Ghor, 18 miles South of the lake of Galilee 4 miles West of the Jordan
River. Called Scythopolis, from the Scythians, B.C. 631 (2 Macc. 12:29;
Judith 3:10; <510311>Colossians 3:11). The corpses of Saul and his sons were
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fastened on its walls by the Philistines (<092110>1 Samuel 21:10,12). Three or
four large brooks run near, and Ain Jalud, one of these, was the fountain
which was near Jezreel, referred to in <092901>1 Samuel 29:1. The ruins of
Beisan now cover about 3 miles in circuit, among which is a tower of
Phoenician origin. The ruins are on several hills, high, steep, between
whose black, rocky bases the four brooks run. The highest hill is nearly 200
feet high, and overlooks the Jordan River for many miles North and South.
It must have been a city of temples (Rob. 3. 328; <130110>1 Chronicles 1:10).
Josephus names it as the chief city of the Decapolis (Josephus, Wars, iii.
9,7).

Beth-Shemesh (“house of the sun”)
Several places of this name.
1. Judah, near Kirjath Jearim (<061510>Joshua 15:10; <090501>1 Samuel 5:13). The
ark was sent here by the Philistines from Ekron (<090609>1 Samuel 6:9-12,18).
Now Ain Shems.
2. Issachar (<061922>Joshua 19:22).
3. A fenced city of Naphtali (<061938>Joshua 19:38).
4. An idolatrous temple in Egypt (<244313>Jeremiah 43:13). <See AVEN> <See
ON>

BETH-SHITTAH (“house of the acacia”)
In the North of Palestine, to which the Midianites fled before Gideon
(<070722>Judges 7:22). In the valley of the Jordan (Rob. 2:356).

Beth-Tappuah (“house of the citron”)
Judah, near Hebron (<061553>Joshua 15:53; <130243>1 Chronicles 2:43). Now called
Teffuh, and surrounded by olive groves, vines and fig-trees.

Bethsua
<See BETH-ZUR> (1 Macc. 4:29,61; 6:7,26,31,49-59; 9:52).
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Bethuel (<130430>1 Chronicles 4:30). <See BETH-UL> Simeon (<061904>Joshua
19:4).

Bethulia
South of the Plain of Esdraelon, near Dothan, in which the chief events of
the book of Judith occurred (Rob. 2.313). The Frank Mountain was called
Bethulia in the middle ages. Safed was also called by the name of the lost
city.

Beth-zach-Arias
<See BATHZACHARIAS>

Bethzur (“house of rock”)
Judah (<061558>Joshua 15:58). Josephus says it was the strongest fortress in
Judea. Built by Rehoboam, or fortified by him, and built by the people of
Maon (<130242>1 Chronicles 2:42,45). In the days of Jerome this was considered
as the place of the baptism of the eunuch by Philip. Robinson finds it in
Beit Sur, 4 miles North of Hebron, near the Jerusalem road.

Betoli-us (Esdras 5:21). <See BETHEL 1>
Bet-o-mes-tham and Betomasthem
Lost.

Betrothing
<See MARRIAGE>

Betonim (“pistachio nuts”)
Gad (<061326>Joshua 13:26; <014311>Genesis 43:11).

Beulah (“married”) (<236204>Isaiah 62:4).
The name which the land of Israel is to bear when it is married.
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Bezek (“lightning”)
Two places:
1. <See ADONIZEK> (“lord of Bezek”)
Judah (<070105>Judges 1:5).
2. Where Saul mustered his army (<091108>1 Samuel 11:8). Supposed to have
been in the Jordan River valley, between Shethem and Bethshean
(Josephus, Antiquities vi. 5, section 3). Lost.

Bezer (“gold or silver ore”)
A city of refuge in Reuben. In the wilderness (<050443>Deuteronomy 4:43;
<062008>
Joshua 20:8). East of Jericho (21:36; <130678>1 Chronicles 6:78). Bosor in
Maccabees. East of the Dead Sea. Site lost. Supposed to have been near
Um er Russas.

Bezeth
Part of the Mount of Olives (1 Macc. 7:19; Josephus, Antiquities x. section
2). Lost. (<070406>Judges 4:6; 15:4). <See BEZETHA>?

Bezai
<See BESAI> Returned with Zerubbabel (<160723>Nehemiah 7:23; 10:18).

Bezalul (“in the shadow of God”)
Of Judah, son of Uri (<130220>1 Chronicles 2:20).

Biatas (1 Esdras 9:48). <See PELAIAH> 2.
Bible
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Bichri (“firstborn — youthful”)
Ancestor of Sheba (<102001>2 Samuel 20:1, etc.).
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Bidkar (“stabber”)
Jehu’s captain (<120925>2 Kings 9:25). <See BIER> <See BURIAL> 2

Bigtha (“garden — gardener, or given by fortune”)
<See ABAGTHA> one of the seven princes of Ahasuerus’ court (<170110>Esther

1:10).

Bigthan and Bigtha-na
<See BIGTHA> fellow-conspirator with Teresh (<170221>Esther 2:21).

Bigvai or Bigva-i (“husbandman”)
2,056 children came home from captivity with Zerubbabel (<150214>Ezra 2:14).

Bikath
<See AVEN> (Amos. 1:5). <See AVEN> 1.

Bildad (“son of contention”)
The second of Job’s three friends (<180211>Job 2:11, etc.).

Bileam
<See BALAAM> Manasseh, near Megiddo (<130670>1 Chronicles 6:70).

Bilgah (“cheerfulness”)
1. A priest in David’s time (<132414>1 Chronicles 24:14).
2. A priest who returned from Babylon with Zerubbabel (<161205>Nehemiah
12:5,18).
3.<See BILGA>.

Bilhah
Simeon. <See BAALAH> <See BALAH>. (<130429>1 Chronicles 4:29).
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Bilgai or Bilga-i
<See BILAH>, a priest who sealed the covenant with Nehemiah
(<161008>Nehemiah 10:8). <See BILGAH> 2.

Bilhan (“modest”)
1. A Benjamite (<130429>1 Chronicles 4:29).
2. Son of Ezer (<013627>Genesis 36:27; <130142>1 Chronicles 1:42).

Bilshan (“eloquent”)
Companion of Zerubbabel (<150202>Ezra 2:2).

Bimhal (“circumcised”)
Son of Japhet (<130733>1 Chronicles 7:33).

Binea (“fountain — gushing forth”)
Son of Moza. Descendant of Saul (<130837>1 Chronicles 8:37; 9:43).

Binnu-i (“a building”)
1. Levite — father of Noadiah (<150833>Ezra 8:33).
2. Son of Pahath-Moab (<151030>Ezra 10:30).
3. Son of Bani (<151038>Ezra 10:38).
4. Bani (<160715>Nehemiah 7:15).
5. Levite — son of Henadad (<160324>Nehemiah 3:24; 10:9).

Birthday
Birthday feasts were common (<180104>Job 1:4), and martyrs and heroes were
honored on that day. It was the king’s day (<401406>Matthew 14:6), and kept
holy, without work.
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Birthright
The privilege of the firstborn son to a double share of the inheritance
(Elisha asked for a double share of Elijah’s spirit). Great respect was (and
is) paid to him as the expected successor of his father as head of the family.
He is supposed to have been a kind of priest of the family, but there is no
allusion to this in Scripture. Reuben lost his birthright, which was given to
Joseph, whose two sons enjoyed it, one share each. There was a sacredness
in the title, as is seen in the “first-begotten,” as applied to the Messiah, and
to the Jewish people as the chosen of God.

Birzavith (“olive source”)
In the line of Asher (<130731>1 Chronicles 7:31); probably a place. Lost. <See
MALCHIEL>?

Bishlam (“son of peace”)
Officer in Persia at the time of the return from captivity (<150407>Ezra 4:7).
Belemus in 1 Esdras 2:16.

Bishop (“overseer”)
An old title of the Romans adopted in the early church for its officers who
were charged with its superintendance. Originally the same as elder. Both
deacons and elders were preachers as well as overseers. In Paul’s time the
two titles had already become descriptive of different duties required of the
different officers. The church elected them, and the apostles confirmed
them by laying on their hands (sometimes also the hands of the presbytery
— <See ELDERS>), (<550106>2 Timothy 1:6; <540414>1 Timothy 4:14). They were to
lead blameless lives, be the husband of one wife; have a spiritual care over
the flocks (<600502>1 Peter 5:2); teach in private and public; visit the sick
(<590514>James 5:14), receive and entertain strangers (<540102>1 Timothy 1:2).
Bishops succeeded to the authority of the apostles.

Bi-Thiah (“worshiper — daughter of Jehovah”)
Wife of Mered of Judah, and daughter of a Pharaoh (<130418>1 Chronicles
4:18).
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Bithron (“the broken-up place”)
A district in the Jordan River valley, East of the river (<100229>2 Samuel 2:29).
Not determined.

Bithynia
Province in Asia Minor, on the Black Sea (<441607>Acts 16:7). Paul was not
suffered to visit Bithynia, but the gospel was preached there (<600101>1 Peter
1:1). The country is mountainous and well watered.

Bitter
<See BITTER HERBS> A bitter day (<300810>Amos 8:10). A bitter and hasty

nation (<440823>Acts 8:23). Simon at Samaria being in the gall of bitterness. The
Passover was eaten with bitter herbs (<021208>Exodus 12:8).

Bittern (Hebrew: kippod).
The Hebrew word is translated both “hedgehog” and “bittern”. The Arabic
name of hedgehog is kunfod. <233407>Isaiah 34:7, etc., corrected would read,
“The pelican and hedgehog” instead of “cormorant and bittern.” (See
Wood’s Bible Animals). Others refer to porcupine as offering all the
required points (Imp. Bible Dict., p. 227).

Bitumen
<See SLIME>

Bizjothjah (“contempt of Jehovah”)
Judah, near Beersheba (<061528>Joshua 15:28). Deir el Belah, on the coast 10
miles from Gaza? Bewaty, 15 miles South of Gaza?

Biztha
The second of the seven eunuchs of king Ahasuerus (<170110>Esther 1:10).

Black
<See COLORS>.
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Blains (“to boil up”)
Violent ulcerous inflammations, the sixth plague of Egypt (<020909>Exodus
9:9,10). In <052827>Deuteronomy 28:27,35, called the botch of Egypt.

Blasphemy (“speaking evil of God”)
This crime was punished with death (by stoning) by the Jews, and both
Jesus and Stephen were condemned on a charge of breaking the law. The
Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit (<401231>Matthew 12:31) has never been
determined, unless it was the saying that the miracles of Jesus were the
work of Satan.

Blasting
A scorching of grain by the East wind (<052822>Deuteronomy 28:22; <011206>Genesis
12:6ff.).

Blastus (“a bud, sprout”)
The chamberlain of Herod Agrippa I. An officer of great influence with the
people of Tyre and Sidon when they aimed at a reconciliation with the king
(<441220>Acts 12:20).

Blemish
All priests and animals for sacrifice were required to be without blemish or
bodily defect (<032117>Leviticus 21:17). Jesus Christ is compared to “a lamb
without blemish” (<600213>1 Peter 2:13).

Blessing
Favors or benefits specially given by God. Men bless God by thankfully
acknowledging his goodness and excellence. The same acts and returns
among men have the same name.

Blinding
<See PUNISHMENTS>
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Blindness
Is very common in the East from many causes (<400927>Matthew 9:27ff; 11:5;
12:22; 20:30ff). “Opening the eyes of the blind” is mentioned as a special
attribute of the Messiah (<232918>Isaiah 29:18). Blindness was willfully inflicted
as a punishmerit (<071621>Judges 16:21). See the picture on p. 28 in the book.

Blood
Among the Hebrews called “the life” (<031711>Leviticus 17:11-14). In sacrifices
the blood was caught and disposed of in a prescribed manner (Leviticus 4).
Murder was held to curse the place where it was done (a superstition still
strong in nearly every country (<010410>Genesis 4:10). The Jewish people from
the time of Noah were forbidden to eat blood (<010904>Genesis 9:4), when at
the same time animal food was permitted, because the blood was specially
offered to God in sacrifice (<031711>Leviticus 17:11). Since animal sacrifices
have been abolished by the one great sacrifice of Jesus, blood is eaten by
Christians. <See THE AVENGER OF BLOOD> is the nearest relative (to the
fifth degree) to any person who has been murdered, whose duty it is to
avenge the death (<010905>Genesis 9:5). A money payment is often accepted for
a life in the East. The 6 Cities of Refuge were appointed as a refuge for any
who accidentally killed another (not for murderers, for whom there was no
refuge or pardon). The “blood-revenge” has more than any other custom
or power, prevented the tribes of Arabia from exterminating each other.

Blot
Blame, or blameworthiness (<183107>Job 31:7; <200907>Proverbs 9:7).

Blue
<See COLORS>

Boanerges (“sons of thunder — loud voiced?”)
Names given to the two zealous sons of James and John (Mark. 3:17).

Boar
Swine.
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Boat
Ship.

Boaz (“agile”)
Married Ruth as directed by the law (<052505>Deuteronomy 25:5). He was a
pure and high-minded man, fearing the Lord and keeping his obligations
among men.

Boccas (1 Esdras 8:2). <See BUKKI>
Bocheru (“youth or firstborn”)
Son of Azel (<130838>1 Chronicles 8:38).

Bochim (“the weepers”)
West of the Jordan River, North of Gilgal (<070201>Judges 2:1,5).

Bohan
A stone set up on the border of Benjamin and Judah, between Betharabah
and Bethhoglab on the East, and Adummim and Eushemesh on the West
(<061506>Joshua 15:6; 18:17).

Boil
<See MEDICINE>

Boiled (“formed into seed-vessels”)
The flax was bolled (<020931>Exodus 9:31).

Bolster
<See BED>

Bond
Bondage. <See SLAVE>.
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Bonnet
<See HEAD-DRESS>

Book
<See WRITING>

Booths
Huts made of branches of trees or other very perishable materials.

Booz
Boaz (<400105>Matthew 1:5; <420332>Luke 3:32).

Borith (2 Esdras 1,2). <See BUKKI>
Borrow
Loan.

Boscath (“stony”)
<See BOZKATH> (<122201>2 Kings 22:1).

Bosom
Abraham’s bosom. <See DRESS> Intimacy and love are expressed by this
word when we speak of bosom friends; it was well known to the ancients
(<421620>Luke 16:20).

Bosor
East of the Jordan River, in Gilead (1 Macc. 5:26,36).

Bosora
Gilead. A strong city taken by Judas Maccabaeus; probably the same as
Bozrah (1 Macc. 5:26,28). <See BOSS> <See ARMS>.
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Botch
<See BLAINS> <See MEDICINE>

Bottle
One Creek and four Hebrew words are translated bottle (chemeth, nebel,
bakbuk, nod and askos.) Bottles are of skins, or of earth or glass. Skins of
goats and kids are used for the smaller, and of the ox for the larger. These
skin bottles are mentioned by Homer, Herodotus and Virgil, and are now
used in Spain and all over the Orient. Earthen and glass bottles were also
used, and are often mentioned.

Bowels
In the Bible meaning the seat of the feelings as we now use heart; also
mercy and compassion (<014330>Genesis 43:30).

Bowing
<See ADORATION>.

Bowl
Cups.

Box
<See ALABASTER>; <See VIAL>.

Box-tree
This elegant shrub, or small tree, is twice named by Isaiah for its beauty
(<234119>Isaiah 41:19; 60:13; 2 Esdras 14:24). It is thought that the word ivory
ought to he translated box-wood in <262706>Ezekiel 27:6. Box is still used for
combs, and by the carver and the turner. It is the best material for blocks
for the wood-engraver.

Bozez (“shining. — Teeth of the cliff”)
The rock on the North of the pass by which Jonathan entered the Philistine
camp (1 Sam 14:4,5). In the Wady Suweinit, near Michmash.
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Bozkath
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061539>Joshua 15:39; <122201>2 Kings 22:1). The native
place of King Josiah.

Bozrah (“enclosure; sheepfold”)
1. Chief city in Edom (<013633>Genesis 36:33). The modern name is Buseireh —
little Busreh (Rob. ii. 167). It is still a strong fort on a hilltop among the
mountains, about 25 miles Southeast of the Dead Sea, half way to Petra
(<233406>Isaiah 34:6; 63:1; <244913>Jeremiah 49:13,22; <300101>Amos 1:12; <330212>Micah
2:12). It is the center of a pastoral region.
2. In the plain country — the land of Mishor — (<244824>Jeremiah 48:24). East
of the Dead Sea and Lower Jordan River are high table-lands, called Belka,
where there are three ruins, named Um-el-Jemal (Beth-gamul), Kureiyeh
(Kerioth), and Busrah (Bozrah), in the Northeast section, which is a rich
district near the Hauran. The walls of Bozrah were 4 miles in extent, and
they did not include the suburbs. Temples, churches, mosques, and a
beautiful theater, are all in ruins; only a strong castle is left entire.

Bracelet
Armlet, wristlet. Ornament worn around the arm, above or below the
elbow.

Brambles
Thorns.

Branch
Limb of a tree — figuratively a person related to another, or to a family —
as Jesus to the line of David (<230402>Isaiah 4:2; 11:1; <242305>Jeremiah 23:5; 33:15;
<380308>
Zechariah 3:8; 6:12) — Christians to Christ.

Brass
The Hebrews did not mix copper and zinc, as we do, to make brass, but
used the copper pure, or mixed tin with it, forming bronze; of which metal
are nearly all of the antique coins not gold and silver.
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Bravery
In <230318>Isaiah 3:18, beauty, splendor.

Bray
To make a noise like an donkey (<180606>Job 6:6, etc.) or to break in pieces
(<202822>Proverbs 28:22).

Brazen Sea
<See SEA>, molten.

Brazen Serpent
<See SERPENT>. Brazen.

Breaches (<070517>Judges 5:17), a rent, notch. <See HOUSE> <See
WAR>.

Bread
(Hebrew: lehem or lechem). First mentioned in <011806>Genesis 18:6. Bread
was a term for the whole meal; as meal (ground grain) is for all that is
eaten at any time. The best was made of wheat, ground and sifted,
leavened and baked. Poorer kinds were made of barley, rye, beans, and
lentiles. The bread was kneaded with the hands or with the feet (as shown
on the monuments), in a trough, and if unleavened baked thin and quickly,
as now by the Bedouins. There were private and public ovens (<243721>Jeremiah
37:21; <160311>Nehemiah 3:11). Hot, smooth stones are used for baking now.
The objectionable passage in <260412>Ezekiel 4:12 is explained when we know
that dried dung of all kinds, in the East where there is no wood, is used for
burning. Ephraim is a cake not turned (<280708>Hosea 7:8). The baking-pan was
used (<030205>Leviticus 2:5; <101309>2 Samuel 13:9), and the frying-pan.

Breast-plate
<See ARMS>

Breeches
Under-drawers (<022842>Exodus 28:42).
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Brethren
Brothers.

Bribe
Bribery of magistrates was forbidden (<022308>Exodus 23:8; <051619>Deuteronomy
16:19), and when Samuel’s sons took bribes, and perverted justice, the
people asked for a king (1 Samuel 8).

Brick
Made of clay, clay and sand, mud with straw, burned in kilns, or dried in
the sun. They were sometimes colored or painted in patterns. Houses of
sundried bricks had layers of reeds or straw at intervals. David made the
prisoners work in brick-kilns (<101231>2 Samuel 12:31). Bitumen, mud, and and
a very hard cement were used to join the bricks.

Bride and Bridegroom
<See MARRIAGE>.

Bridge
The only mention of a bridge is in 2 Macc. 12:13. The Romans made the
first bridges in Syria and Palestine.

Bridle
Bridles were in the lips of captives, as seen in the Assyrian sculptures. The
prisoners are all lettered and have in the under lip a ring to which is
attached a cord held by the king (<233729>Isaiah 37:29; <121928>2 Kings 19:28). See
page 28 of the book.

Brier
<See THORNS>.

Brigan-dine
<See ARMS>.
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Broidered
“Broidered Hair” (<540209>1 Timothy 2:9).

Broth or Soup (<070619>Judges 6:19,20; <236504>Isaiah 65:4). <See FOOD>.
Brimstone
Sulphur. Found on the shore of the Dead Sea.

Brook
<See RIVER>.

Brother
1. Kinsman, brother, nephew, cousin.
2. Of the same tribe.
3. Of the same people.
4. An ally in war.
5. Any friend (<180615>Job 6:15)
6. One in the same office (<110913>1 Kings 9:13).
7. Fellow man (<421917>Luke 19:17).
8. One of a similar character (<183029>Job 30:29).
9. Disciples (<402540>Matthew 25:40).
10. Of the same faith (Amos 1:9; <440930>Acts 9:30).
A term meaning similarity, as “brother of dragons,” in <183029>Job 30:29. <See
JAMES> for brethren of the Lord.

Brown
<See COLORS>.
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Bruit
<See NEWS> OR <See RUMOR> (<241022>Jeremiah 10:22).

Bubastis
<See PI-BESETH>.

Buckler
<See ARMS> and <See ARMOR>.

Buffet
To smite, to maltreat (<402667>Matthew 26:67).

Building
<See ARCHITECTURE>.

Bukki (“mouth of God”)
1. Fifth in the line of high priests after Aaron. Son of Abishua (<130605>1
Chronicles 6:5). Boccas in Esdras 8:2.
2. One of Joshua’s assistants in the allotment. Of the tribe of Dan
(<043422>Numbers 34:22).

Buk-kiah (“hasting from Jehovah”)
A Levite. Son of Heman. Musician in the temple (1 Chr 25:4,13).

Bul (“rain”)
Eighth month. <See CLIMATE>.

Bull
<See BULLOCK> <See CATTLE>

Bul-rush
<See REED>.
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Bulworks
<See FENCED CITY>.

Bunah
Son of Jerahmeel, of Pharez and Judah (<130225>1 Chronicles 2:25).

Bunni (“built”)
1. A Levite (<160904>Nehemiah 9:4).
2. A chief (<161015>Nehemiah 10:15).
3. Ancestor of Shemaiah (<161115>Nehemiah 11:15).

Burial
The custom was to bury in tombs or graves, and there were no exceptions,
not even criminals (<052123>Deuteronomy 21:23). The tombs cut in the rocks of
Palestine and Egypt have been found to be depositories of much valuable
information on the manners and customs of antiquity. Sepulchres for
families were cut near the residence, in a garden, or by the road, long
before they were expected to be needed. Only kings and prophets were
buried in towns (<110210>1 Kings 2:10; <121035>2 Kings 10:35; <092501>1 Samuel 25:1).
Rachel’s tomb was a monument erected on the spot where she died. It was
a misfortune and a dishonor to fail of burial in the family tomb (<111322>1 Kings
13:22); and an honor to a person or family to wish to be buried with them
(<080117>Ruth 1:17); or to give one a place in a sepulchre (<012306>Genesis 23:6;
<422350>
Luke 23:50). It was the custom to wash them with lime (“white”), each
year (<402327>Matthew 23:27). Spices were used to prepare the body for the
grave (<141614>2 Chronicles 16:14; <431940>John 19:40), which were omitted as a
mark of popular dishonor (<142119>2 Chronicles 21:19). Burning was very rare,
and only recorded of Saul and his sons. The next of kin presided over the
whole offices, but there were public buriers (<263912>Ezekiel 39:12; <440506>Acts
5:6:10). The body was wrapped in its usual dress, and with bandages.
Coffins were rarely used. A stone sarcophagus was used for a great person
— king, etc. The dead were carried in a coffin, by the relatives or hired
persons, or by any who wished to honor the dead or the relatives. The
desire was to be buried in the native place, as Jacob and Joseph wished to
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be carried to Canaan, because of a superstition that only those buried in the
Promised Land would rise in the resurrection.

Burning
<See BURIAL>.

Burning ague (<032616>Leviticus 26:16). <See FEVER>.
Burnt-offering
<See TEMPLE>.

Bush
<See MOSES>.

Bushel
<See MEASURES>.

Butler
Cup-bearer.

Butter
The term usually means curdled milk, curds, milk, and cheese. Butter
(churned cream) is made by shaking a skin of cream, or milk, and when
formed, melting, and pouring into skin bottles, or earthern jars. It is more
like oil than our butter.

Buying
<See AGRICULTURE>.

Buz
1. Second son of Nahor and Milcah (<012221>Genesis 22:21).
2. Elihu, the Buzite (<183202>Job 32:2,6), was of this family (of Aram) which
settled in Arabia (<242523>Jeremiah 25:23).
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Buzi
Buzite, father of Ezekiel (Ezekiel 1).

Buzite
Descendant of Buzi (<183202>Job 32:2,6).

By
Sometimes meaning “against” (<460404>1 Corinthians 4:4).

Byblus
<See GEBAL>. The Greeks changed the name of Gebal to Byblus, and the

Septuagint uses that name in <110518>1 Kings 5:18, etc. In mythology this was
the birthplace of Adonis, and contained the principal temple and sanctuary
of that god. Byblus had a fleet of war vessels in the time of Alexander. For
many centuries it was a place of importance, and in Christian times had a
bishop.
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C
Cab
<See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>

Cabbon
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061540>Joshua 15:40).

Cabul (“little”)
1. Asher (<061927>Joshua 19:27; Josephus, vi. section 43,45). Modern site, 8
miles East of Acre.
2. Region in Galilee given by king Solomon to Hiram, king of Tyre, which
“pleased him not” (<110912>1 Kings 9:12,13; Josephus, Antiquities viii. 5,
section 3).

Caddis
Oldest brother of Judas Maccabaeus (1 Macc. 2:2).

Caesarea
On the shore of the Great Sea, Northwest of Jerusalem 70 miles, and 35
North of Joppa, on the ancient road from Tyre to Egypt (Jos. Wars, i. 21,
section 5). The political capital of Palestine, and a very important city in
the time of the apostles (<440840>Acts 8:40; 9:30; 10:1. 24; 11:11; 12:19; 18:22;
21:8,16; 23:23,33; 25:1,4,6,13). In Strabo’s time there was at this place
Strato’s Tower, and a landing-place; and Herod the Great, at immense
cost, built an artificial breakwater and founded a city, B.C. 22. The seawall was built of very large blocks of stone, 50 feet long, and extended into
water of 120 feet depth, enclosing several acres, on which a large fleet
could safely ride (Josephus, Antiquities xv. 9). Named, in honor of
Augustus, Caesarea Sebaste (Josephus, Antiquities xvi. 5,1). Sometimes
called C. Palestina, and C. Stratonis. Called Sebastos on coins. The
residence of Philip, one of the 7 deacons of the early church, and the home
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of the historian Eusebius; the scene of some of Origen’s labors and the
birthplace of Procopius. Was noted in the time of the Crusades. Is now
utterly desolate. It was at Caesarea that Origen (A.D. 185-201), a man of
great natural ability, collated the text of the Septuagint, Hebrew and other
Greek versions, making a page of six columns, each version in its proper
column, thus forming what was called the Hexapla — Six-ply version of
the Scriptures, which is the most important contribution to Biblical
literature in ancient times. Of some books he gave eight versions.

Caesarea Philippi
<See PANEAS> (Pan). At the Southwest foot of Mount Hermon, on a

broad terrace overlooking the Huleh plain; behind the mountain range rises
in rugged bold peaks, wooded and capped with snow. Groves of
evergreens, oaks and olives, hawthorns, myrtles, oleanders, and beautifully
carpeted with grass. One of the chief sources of the Jordan River is in a
cave near the castle, and pours out an abundance of water, spreading
fertility in its course. Named by Philip in honor of Tiberius Caesar and
himself. Agrippa II named it Neronias, after Nero. Titus exhibited
gladiators there (Josephus, Wars 7.2 section 1). On the coins it is Caesarea
Paneas. Its most ancient name is now known at the spot. The castle
(Subeibeh) is of Phoenician work, and one of the largest in the land.
Supposed to be Baal Gad (<061117>Joshua 11:17) The charge to Peter was given
here by Jesus (<401618>Matthew 16:18), and near it was probably
Transfiguration (17:1,2).

Caiaphas (“rock” or “depression”)
Joseph Caiaphas, high priest of the Jews, under Tiberius at the crucifixion
— appointed by Valerius Gratus, A.D. 25, holding it until removed by
Marcellus, A.D. 37. His long term indicates unusual power and fitness.
Son-in-law of Annas. He pronounced judgment that Jesus was guilty of
blasphemy (<402657>Matthew 26:57-66), and uttered a prophesy of Jesus
without being conscious of it.

Cain (“acquisition”)
1. The firstborn of the Adamic race. Son of Adam and Eve (<010401>Genesis
4:1). Eve said, “I have got a man, by the help of Jehovah.” It is supposed
that he worked in the field, and that his brother Abel kept the flocks. After
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the murder of Abel (through envy and jealousy) he went into the land of
Nod (“wandering land”); saw a sign from heaven, and was assured that no
attempt would be permitted against his life; he married Save, and built the
city of Enoch. Society was thoroughly organized in his time, and we find
such names as Zillah (“shadow”), Naamah (“pleasant”), and Adah
(“oramental”); and Jabal living in tents; Jubal making musical instruments;
Tubal Cain in the shop of the smith; Lamech composing poetry; while
history and genealogy were carefully preserved.
2. <See CAIN>. A place in Judah, in the mountains, near Zanoah and
Gibeah (<061557>Joshua 15:57).

Cainan (“possessor”)
1. Son of Enos. Great-grandson of Adam. Father of Mahalaleel. He died at
the age of 910 (<010509>Genesis 5:9; <420337>Luke 3:37).
2. Son of Arphaxad and father of Sala. The name is supposed to have been
added to the genealogy for some reason by the scribes or some compiler.

Calah (“old age”)
One of the most ancient cities of Assyria, built by Asshur (<011011>Genesis
10:11). <See HALAH> (<121706>2 Kings 17:6). Shalmaneser carried Israel
captive to this city. The Nimrud ruin, which has yielded vast quantities of
Assyrian remains, is believed to be the ancient Calah, once capital of the
empire.

Calcol (“sustenance”)
Son or descendant of Zerah (<130206>1 Chronicles 2:6).

Caldron
A pot or kettle (<143513>2 Chronicles 35:13).

Caleb (“dog”)
1. The only one besides Joshua, of all those who left Egypt, who was
permitted to enter Canaan. Son of Jephunneh, the Kenezite (<061414>Joshua
14:14). not a Hebrew, but so adopted, and the city of Hebron was given to
him as his portion.
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2. Son of Hezron — Pharez — Judah — and father of Hur; his wives were
Azubah, Jerioth and Ephrath, Ephah and Maachah.
3. Son of Hut.
4. <See CALEB EPHRATA>. <See BETHLEHEM>.

Calf
Image for worship made at Sinai in imitation of the Apis (Mnevis?) of
Egypt, from the jewelry borrowed of the Egyptians (<023202>Exodus 32:2). Not
solid gold, but of wood, gilded or plated with gold (as the emblem of Osiris
— Apis — was made). Moses burned the image as an allegorical act
(<181516>Job 15:16; <280805>Hosea 8:56; 10:6). Another was set up at Bethel, and
one at Dan.

Calne (“fort of Ann”),
Calno, Calnah, Canneh, Assyria, on the East bank of the Tigris, opposite
Seleucia (<011010>Genesis 10:10), Ctesiphon, 200 miles below Nineveh, 20
below Bagdad, 6 miles north of Babel. Tauk Kesra is its present name, and
the ruins are very interesting.

Calisthenes
Burnt by the Jews (2 Macc. 8:33).

Calphi
Father of Judas (1 Macc. 11:70).

Calvary (“a bare skull”)
<See GOLGOTHA> Place of the crucifixion of Jesus. William C. Prime this

year found a wall in Jerusalem which he thinks is the long-lost second wall
of Josephus, running south of the so-called Church of the Holy Sepulchre,
and so far proves the claim that the true site of calvary, and the sepulchre
are known and in that church (<402733>Matthew 27:33 <411522>Mark 15:22; <422333>Luke
23:33; <431917>John 19:17.)
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Camel (Hebrew: gamal).
Mentioned in <011216>Genesis 12:16; <020903>Exodus 9:3, as abundant (<141415>2
Chronicles 14:15). Used as a means of traveling, especially across the
desert (<111002>1 Kings 10:2), both for riding and for burdens; and also used in
war. The coarse hair (shed in the spring) was made into tent-cloth, and
heavy cloaks for rough weather, and used in the desert or open country
(<400304>Matthew 3:4); and the fine hair into the delicate “camel’s hair shawls.”
Its meat was forbidden as food or sacrifice, because it does not divide the
hoof. Many trinkets and ornaments are hung on the neck and sides of
favorite camels (<070821>Judges 8:21,26). Its foot is provided with pads under
the two toes which do not easily sink in the sand; its nostrils can be closed
against the dust or fine sand, or hot wind; its sharp, long teeth are exactly
adapted to cut off the prickly shrubs of the desert; its hump is almost pure
fat, which can be absorbed on a long journey, where food is scanty; and its
stomach has several extra water-bags, holding many days supply. The
desert would be uninhabitable without the camel (and the palm-tree).
Camel’s milk is a luxury much esteemed in the East. The swiftness of the
dromedary (swift-camel) is proverbial, 900 miles in 8 days having been
done.

Camon (“full of grain”)
<See GILEAD>? (Antiquities v. 7, 6). Where Jair was buried (<071005>Judges
10:5). Lost. <See CYAMON>

Camphire
Camphor (<220114>Song of Solomon 1:14; Hebrew: kopher, Greek: kupros,
Arabic: alcana. Lawsonia inermis, a privet, with clusters of delicate little
lilac blossoms, and exquisite in perfume. The ladies wear them in their
bosoms as a boquet. The dried leaves are mixed with citron juice and used
to stain the nails and palms with a yellowish brown (rust color), very much
liked (and is compelled by fashion), in the East. In Persia men also dye the
nails. The hair is colored also, by adding indigo, black. <052112>Deuteronomy
21:12, should read “adorn her nails” instead of “pare her nails.”
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Cana (“the nest”)
Galilee (<430201>John 2:1). 7 miles north of Nazareth. Scene of the first miracle
of Christ, turning water into wine; and another, healing the son of a
nobleman (<430446>John 4:46-54). The native place of Nathanael, Bartholomew.
Now called Kana el Jelil, and in ruins, occupying a beautiful side-hill
overlooking the plain of Buttauf. (Robinson 2:346-9, 3:108). Howard
Crosby, D.D. (Life of Jesus), decides in favor of Kefr Kenna, 4 miles
Northeast of Nazareth. The text is equally explained by either place.

Canaan (“bowed down”)
4th son of Ham (<011006>Genesis 10:6), progenitor of the Phoenicians. The
word is also translated “traffickers” (<232308>Isaiah 23:8) “merchant” (11), the
land of traffic” (<261704>Ezekiel 17:4), “merchant people” (<360111>Zephaniah 1:11),
and in scorn by Hosea (<281207>Hosea 12:7), “he is a merchant; the balances of
deceit are in his hand,” speaking of degenerate Israel. Ham, the younger
son of Noah, behaved with indecent levity toward his father, becoming a
shame and reproach to him in his old age, and so Ham was punished in his
youngest son, for indecent levity, shameless profligacy, and insufferable
abominations, have poisoned the whole line, taking the shape and plea of
religion, the most hateful being worshiped as the most holy. Mount
Lebanon is now the harbor of the most revolting types of idolatry, the
relics of antiquity,

Canaan (“lower country”)
That is, lower than Gilead. The ancient name of the country between the
Jordan River and the Great Sea, extending from Hamath on the North to
the desert below Beersheba on the South (<011205>Genesis 12:5; 13:12;
<360205>
Zephaniah 2:5; <231918>Isaiah 19:18; <070301>Judges 3:1; <021515>Exodus 15:15). In
<401522>
Matthew 15:22, the name is applied to Philistia and Phoenicia, the
lowlands.

Canaanite (1)
Simeon the Zealot (Canaanite — from the Syriac kannean, of which the
Greek is zelotes).
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Canaanite (2)
1. Dwellers in the land — lowland — as lower than Gilead. And again,
dwellers in the lower lands of the plains by the sea; and in the Jordan River
valley (<041329>Numbers 13:29; <011018>Genesis 10:18-20).
2. Any people in the land not Hebrew (<011206>Genesis 12:6; <042103>Numbers
21:3).

Candace (Greek: kandake).
Title of the queens of Meroe, whose capital was Napata. A prime minister
from this court was converted by Philip, on his way back from Jerusalem to
Ethiopia (<440827>Acts 8:27). Queens of this country were sculptured on the
ancient monuments, mentioned by Herodotus (Nitocris, ii. 100), Pliny (vi.
35), Strabo (xvii. 820), Dio Cassius (liv. 5), and Eusebius.

Candle
<See LAMP>.

Candlestick
<See LAMPSTAND>. The only light of the tabernacle, and afterward of the

temple, was that of the 7 lamps on the golden stand; or ten, according to
<110749>
1 Kings 7:49, and one in 1 Macc. 1:23; 4:49; Wars 7:5. The only
ancient figure we have of this is the sculpture on the Arch of Titus at
Rome.

Cane (“reed, grass”)
A sweet-scented vernal grass, much valued for its perfume (<234324>Isaiah
43:24; calamus (reed) in <220414>Song of Solomon 4:14. There is no notice of
the sugar-cane.

Cankerworm
<See LOCUST>.
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Canon (“rule”)
The authoritative standard of religion and morals, composed only of
divinely inspired writings, which have been added from the time of Moses
to that of John. In making the selection of the books, the four conditions
were kept in view:
1. Divine authority;
2. Entire and incorrupt work as made by the writer;
3. The whole complete as a rule, and guide; and
4. Therefore needing no further addition. The Holy Bible is then the only
and supreme standard of religious truth and duty. The evidences are: The
decision of the Church in council; the concurrent testimony of ancient
Jewish and Christian writers; and the internal evidence of the books
themselves. Inquiring, we wish to know:
1. Were the books written by their reputed authors?
2. Were the writers believed to be divinely inspired by their
contemporaties? and
3. Have the books been kept as they were written, unchanged?
In Exodus and the earlier books of the Old Testament, the term used for
the Sacred Writings is “The Law”, or the “Book of the Covenant”
(<022407>Exodus 24:7). After the return from the captivity (about 400 B.C.)
they are called recitations, or the words read or recited (<160808>Nehemiah 8:8).
They were also called “The Books” in Ecclesiasticus. Josephus, Philo, and
the writers of the New Testament call them “Sacred Writings”, “Sacred
Letters”, and “Scriptures” (<402142>Matthew 21:42, 22:29; <430539>John 5:39;
<440832>
Acts 8:32,35; <451626>Romans 16:26; <610120>2 Peter 1:20), and Paul, twice,
“Holy Scriptures” (<450102>Romans 1:2; <550315>2 Timothy 3:15). After the New
Testament was written, Jerome (A.D. 400) called them the Sacred Books
(following 2 Macc. 2:13), the name “Bible” being first applied by
Chrysostom A.D. 400, adding the title “Divine,” or, as we now write it,
“Holy Bible.” The word Bible is Greek, and means “book.” The sacred
book of Mohammed is called Koran — “the book” (i e., the thing to be
read). The word “Scriptures” is Latin, and means writings. The Bible is
divided into the Old and New Testaments (<470314>2 Corinthians 3:14), and
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according to the Canon (kanon, Greek, rule, meaning “The Catalogue of
the Sacred Books”), consisting of 39 books in the Old and 27 in the New
Testament. The Roman church adds 10 other books (or parts). The Old
Testament collection was completed by Ezra, having been begun by the
ancient patriarchs, continued by Moses (<053109>Deuteronomy 31:9), by Joshua
(<062426>Joshua 24:26), by Samuel (<091025>1 Samuel 10:25), by David, Solomon,
and others; and his arrangement has been preserved up to the present time.
It was divided into three classes of writings: the Law (Torah), the Prophets
(Nebiim), and the Psalms (Kethubim), (<422404>Luke 24:4). Josephus names the
same divisions (contra Apion i. 8). The first canon on record is that of
Laodicea in Phrygia, A.D. 365, which-fixed the names and order and
number of the books very much as we find them now. The Council of
Hippo in 393, of Carthage in 419, in which Augustine (Bishop of Hippo),
had great influence, held (A.D. 397) that the entire canon of Scripture is
comprised in these books Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers,
Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, 1 small book of Ruth, * * the 4 books of
the Kingdoms, and 2 of the Remains. These are the historical books: Job,
Tobit, Esther, Judith, 2 books of Maccabees, and 2 books of Ezra. Next
are the prophets; 1 book of the Psalms of David, 3 of Solomon — viz.,
Proverbs Canticles, and Ecclesiastes. The 2 books Wisdom and
Ecclesiasticus are called Solomon’s only because they resemble his
writings, and they were written by Jesus, the son of Sirach, which are to be
reckoned among the prophetic books. The rest are the prophets, 12 of
them being reckoned together as one book; and after these the four
prophets of large volumes — Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel and Ezekiel. The
New Testament was the same as now received.
Apocrypal books of the New Testament age. <See EUSEBIUS>, in his list
of the sacred books, makes a distinction against certain ones which were
doubtful or heretical, and which were:
1. The doubtful — Acts of Paul, Shepherd of Hermas, Apocalypse of
Peter, Epistle of Barnabas, Doctrine of the Apostles, Gospel to the
Hebrews.
2. The heretical — Gospels of Peter, Thomas, Matthias and others; the
Acts of Andrew, John, Epistle of Clement, and others. The oldest version
in any language of which there is a record, is the Septuagint, written in
Greek, at Alexandria, Egypt, B.C. 286-280. The oldest known copy of this
version is written on thin vellum, contains the whole Bible, and is dated in
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the 5th century, now in the British Museum, and is called the Codex
Alexandrinus.
The Codex Vaticanus is a manuscript in the Vatican Library, Rome;
contains the whole Bible, except a few lost leaves, and belongs to the 4th
century.
The Codex Sinaiticus was found in the Convent on Mount Sinai. It belongs
to the 6th century, but is a copy of one of an earlier date. Besides the Old
and New Testament, it has the Gospel and Epistles of Barnabas and the
Epistle of Hermas. Fragments of the Gospel are contained in a palimpsest
manuscript in a library at Wolfenbuttel, Germany, where the ancient Greek
letters have been scraped off, and a modern text written over them.
A specimen, in the book, is from a copy in the library of Trinity College,
Dublin, a palimpsest, and belongs to the 6th century. It is dated A.D. 200
(about), and shows a very neat and clear text, as well as all the others. The
oldest Hebrew manuscript known is dated A.D. 489; is a roll, and was
found in the Karaite Synagogue in the Crimea. The specimen given in the
book is from a Pentateuch written on a roll of leather, preserved in Odessa,
originally brought from Derbend, in Daghestan. It was “corrected” in 580,
and therefore probably written some time before.
There is another specimen of an ancient Hebrew letter used about the time
that Paul was a pupil of Gamaliel. There is a copy from a gravestone in the
Crimea, of the year A.D. 6. This style of letter is like that on the coins of
the Maccabees, B.C. 139, and other coins down to A.D. 130, given in the
chapter on Coins. We have records of Origen’s work, in which he placed
side-by-side six different versions of each book of the Bible, thus forming
the most valuable contribution to the critical study of the Scriptures known
to scholars; but no specimen of his manuscript is extant. The oldest known
MSS. in our own, or the Anglo-Saxon language, is the Durham Bible,
dated A.D. 688. The oldest printed Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) was
issued in Soncino, Italy, A.D. 1487, in folio. The Complutensian Polyglott
was published at the expense of Cardinal Ximenes in 1514-1522, in 6
volumes, folio, and sold at 6 1/2 ducats. The Hebrew Vulgate, and Greek
texts of the Old Testament (with the Latin translation of the Greek), were
printed in three parallel columns; the Targum of Onkelos, with a Latin
translation on two columns below. The oldest known version in the Latin
language is the Vulgate (current text), which was the work of Jerome,
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A.D. 385-420, while he lived at Bethlehem. Tertullian (160-245) mentions
a Latin version, but there is nothing known of any belonging to his age.
The first book printed was the Bible, in Latin; and the splendid pages of the
Mazarin Vulgate, printed by Gutenburg and Fust in 1455, at Mainz, are not
surpassed at this day as specimens of typography.

Canopy
Curtain over a bed (Judith 10:21). <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Canticles
Song of Solomon.

Capernaum (“village of Nahum”)
On the Northwest shore of the Lake of Galilee. The scene of many of the
works of Christ. Not mentioned in the Old Testament or the Apocrypha.
Site now located at Tell Hum, where there are ruins of a magnificent
synagogue, with beautiful specimens of columns, some of which are
double; cornices and massive walls; and a great extent of ruins, half a mile
long by a quarter wide. The home of Jesus after leaving Nazareth on being
rejected (<410201>Mark 2:1). Here Matthew was chosen (<400910>Matthew 9:10).
Simon, Peter and Andrew belonged here (<410129>Mark 1:29). (For the miracles
wrought here, see <See LIFE OF CHRIST>). The son of the nobleman was
healed here by words spoken at Cana. The woes denounced against this
city and others near it have been so literally fulfilled that even their sites
cannot be determined (Stanly, South and P., chapter 10; Rob. ii, 403-404,
iii, 344-358). Mentioned by Josephus (Wars, iii, 10 sec. 8). Wilson, Lands
of the Bible (ii. 139, 149). The Palestine Exploration has this last year
added new facts to the evidence in favor of Tell Hum being the true site.
(The Recovery of Jerusalem, p. 265, etc.)

Caphar
A village (<132725>1 Chronicles 27:25).

Caphar-sal-ama
A place where a battle was fought between Judas and Nicanor (1 Macc.
7:31).
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Caphenatha
A place on the East of Jerusalem (1 Macc. 12:37).

Caphtor
<See CRETE>, <See CAPHTORIM>. Mentioned three times as the origin of

the Philistines (<050223>Deuteronomy 2:23; <244704>Jeremiah 47:4; <300907>Amos 9:7).
By some supposed to be an ancient name of a part of Egypt. <See KEBTHOR> in hieroglyphics.

Cappadocia
Asia Minor (<440209>Acts 2:9; <600101>1 Peter 1:1; Josephus, Antiquities xii, 3, sec.
4). The road from Palestine passed through the famous Cilician Gates,
which led through Mount Taurus. It is an elevated table-land divided by
chains of mountains, well watered but scantily wooded. Mazaca, afterward
called Caesarea, was the Roman capital, and at the base of Mount Argaeus,
the highest in Asia Minor. The people were mixed, Scythian and Persian.

Captain
Some times a civil and at others a military chief is meant. The Lord is
called the captain of his people’s salvation (<580210>Hebrews 2:10).

Captivity
The Hebrews reckon four captivities: Babylonian, Median, Grecian and
Roman. The expatriation of the people belongs to two periods only — the
first and second captivity. In the first — the Babylonian — the best of the
nation were carried to Assyria. They were not slaves, but were free under
their own civil laws (they would not obey the divine law of ceremonies
away from the temple, and it is thought that the custom of building
synagogues in every city arose during the captivity), and were ruled by
their own elders (<261401>Ezekiel 14:1; 20:1), and held slaves themselves (Tobit
8:18); while some filled high offices at the court, as Mordecai and Daniel.
This event occupied, from beginning to end, 150 years, ending B.C. 588.
Judah was carried away captive by Nebuchadnezzar about a hundred years
after the first deportation of Israel (Jeremiah 52). The decree of Cyrus
granting the return of the Jews, was dated B.C. 536. A part of the people,
under Zerubbabel, returned B.C. 535; and more under Ezra B.C. 458; and
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of others, under Nehemiah, B.C. 445. The return thus extending over a
period of 145 years. (See Nehemiah, Ezra, Haggai and Zechariah). The
number of those who remained in Assyria was about six times those who
returned to Jerusalem, and they were known in the time of Christ as the
<See DISPERSED> (<430735>John 7:35; <590101>James 1:1). Besides those who
remained in Assyria, there were many Jews who fled into Egypt
(<381006>Zechariah 10:6-10), and into Arabia, settling in Yemen (Sheba). After
this time the <See TEN TRIBES> were lost to history. It is supposed that
they intermarried with each other and with the people among whom they
lived, and so became lost as distinct tribes, or even as a people. During and
after the captivity the Jews laid aside their prejudices, forgot their special
tribal pride, and became one nation (<231113>Isaiah 11:13; <263722>Ezekiel 37:22);
and since that time no one of them is able to trace his lineage to any
particular tribe, but may reasonably claim to have the blood of the whole
twelve mingled in his veins. So Paul seems to have felt (<442607>Acts 26:7)
when pleading before Agrippa.

Carbuncle (<235412>Isaiah 54:12). <See PRECIOUS STONES>.
Carcass
One of the seven princes of Ahasuerus (<170110>Esther 1:10).

Carchemish (“fort of Chemosh”)
Assyria (<231009>Isaiah 10:9). By Euphrates (<244602>Jeremiah 46:2; <142520>2 Chronicles
25:20). Assyrian inscriptions discovered in modern times show it to have
been a chief city of the Hittites, from B.C. 1100 to B.C. 850, who were
masters of Syria. Taken by Pharaoh Necho, B.C. 608, and 3 years after by
Nebuchadnezzar.

Caria
Southwest in Asia Minor.

Carmanians
People of Carmania, north of the Persian Gulf (2 Esdras 15:30).
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Careah
Father of Johanan (<122523>2 Kings 25:23).

Carmel (“park — fruitful field”)
A mountain range branching off to the northwest from the mountains of
Samaria, 15 miles long, 2 to 4 wide, and 600 to 1,800 feet high, ending in a
steep cape far out into the Great Sea, dividing the plain of Acre from
Sharon (<061222>Joshua 12:22, 19:26; <244618>Jeremiah 46:18). The plain of
Esdraelon lies east, and the river Kishon washes its north side. No part of
Palestine equals it in picturesque beauty and variety of scenery, the
luxuriance of its herbage, and the brilliance and variety, and abundance of
its flowers (<233502>Isaiah 35:2; <220705>Song of Solomon 7:5). There are many deep
ravines, which abound in partridges, quails, woodcock, hares, jackals,
wolves, hyenas, and wild-boars; and it is said, anciently also lions and
bears. There are many caves in the vicinity of the convent, which were
once occupied by hermits; and one of these is said to be the one referred to
in <111804>1 Kings 18:4; and also see <300903>Amos 9:3. The chief incident in its
history is Elijah’s sacrifice, the site of which is now located at el Mukrakah
(“the burning — the sacrifice”), on a rock terrace, Tell el Kusis (“hill of the
priests”), at the east end; from which was seen the whole of the plain of
Esdraelon, the river Kishon, Gilboah with Jezreel at its base, Jezebel’s
temple and Ahab’s palace in full view, the sea being hid by the hill to the
west, up which the servant could climb in a few minutes and see the sea in
its entire expanse (<111830>1 Kings 18:30; <120423>2 Kings 4:23). Pythagoras visited
it, and Vespasian, the emperor, came to consult the oracle of Carmel.
Elijah was sitting on the mountain when the “fifties” were sent by Ahaziah
to take him prisoner for stopping his messengers to Baal at Ekron, and two
bands were consumed by fire from heaven (<120109>2 Kings 1:9-15). After the
ascent of Elijah, Elisha went to reside on Carmel for a time (<120225>2 Kings
2:25), and was here when the woman from Shunem found him, and told
him of her son’s death (<120425>2 Kings 4:25). Called now Jebel Mar Elias. The
convent was built A.D. 1830, over ancient ruins, and is famous for having
been founded by Louis of France, and its name given to the Barefoot
Carmelite Friars.
2. Judah, 6 miles southeast of Hebron. City of Nabal (<092502>1 Samuel 25:2),
and of Abigail, David’s favorite wife (<092703>1 Samuel 27:3), where Saul set
up a “place” after his victory over Amalek (<092512>1 Samuel 25:12), and
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Uzziah had vineyards (<142610>2 Chronicles 26:10). It is mentioned by Jerome
and Eusebius as having a Roman garrison; and in the history of the
Crusades, A.D. 1172. The heaps of ruins now called Kurmul, lie around
the sloping sides of an oval valley, the head of which is shut in by rocky
ridges. The castle (Kasr el Birkeh) had walls 10 feet thick of beveled
stones, 60 feet long, 40 wide, and 30 high. Near it was a round tower, and
there are the remains of several churches, one of which was 150 by 50 feet.
There is a fine reservoir of sweet water supplied from springs near (Van de
Velde).

Carmelite
Of Carmel in the mountains of Judah (<131137>1 Chronicles 11:37).

Carmelitess
Woman of Carmel in Judah (<092703>1 Samuel 27:3).

Carmi (“a vine-dresser”)
1. Father of Achan (<061201>Joshua 12:1,18).
2. 4th son of Reuben (<014609>Genesis 46:9).

Carmites
Of Reuben (<042606>Numbers 26:6).

Carnaim
In the land of Galaad, Gilead. Ashteroth Karnaim.

Carpenter
Since wood was always too scarce and precious in Palestine for any use
besides for doors, windows, etc., and for decorations, the carpenter was
probably a carver of such finishing as is now seen in the best rooms of the
East.
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Carpus
A disciple at Troas with whom Paul left his cloak (<550413>2 Timothy 4:13),
books and parchments. He is mentioned as bishop of Berytus in Thrace by
Hippolytus.

Carriage
This word means “baggage” in the King James Version.

Carshena
One of the seven princes (<170114>Esther 1:14).

Cart
Wagon. Were open or covered (<040703>Numbers 7:3), and used to carry
persons and burdens (<014519>Genesis 45:19; <090607>1 Samuel 6:7), or produce
(<300213>Amos 2:13). There were no roads, and the only ones now in use have
been lately made, from Joppa to Jerusalem, and from Beirut to Damascus.

Carving
Carving and engraving have always been much used for the decoration of
houses, furniture, arms, jewelry, etc. The occupation of Joseph was that of
a carver and not a carpenter, as wood has always been too scarce and
expensive to use in the framework of houses.

Casiphia
Place between Babylon and Jerusalem (<150817>Ezra 8:17).

Casleu (1 Macc. 1:54).
Casluhim
Mizraite people (<011014>Genesis 10:14). In Upper Egypt. Bochart thinks they
were the Colchians of the Greeks.
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Casphon (1 Macc. 5:36).
Casphor
Fortified city in the land of Galaad (1 Macc. 5:26). The Jews took refuge
there from the Ammonites.

Caspis
A strong, fortified city. Was taken by Judas Maccabaeus (2 Macc.
12:13,16).

Cassia
One of the principal spices in the composition of the “oil of holy ointment”
(<023025>Exodus 30:25); a choice perfume. Also, an article among the precious
merchandise of Tyre (<262719>Ezekiel 27:19).

Castor and Pollux (sons of Jupiter), (<442811>Acts 28:11).
Name of the vessel in which Paul sailed from Malta to Rome; derived from
the name of the two stars called “the twins,” the fabled sons of Jupiter and
Leda.

Cats (Baruch 6:22).
The cat was a favorite of the Egyptians, and is found embalmed among
their mummies.

Caterpillar
<See LOCUST>

Cathua
<See GIDDEL> (1 Esdras 5:30).

Caul
A head-dress, made in checker-work; long, like a scarf; worn by women
for ornament.
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Cause-way
Raised path (<132616>1 Chronicles 26:16,18).

Cave
Mentioned in the early history as often useful to men. There are a great
number in the limestone region of Palestine and Syria, many of which have
been cut out larger for shelter or defense. Several Hebrew words are used
to denote caves, holes and fissures, and many places were named from
noted caves, and some people, as the Horites (caveites), were so named
from their dwellings. The great cave near Aleppo will hold 3000 horsesoldiers. Maundrell described a large system of caves, containing 200
rooms, near Sidon. Lot is the first who is recorded as living in a cave. The
cave of Machpelah is the first mentioned as a burial-place. Other noted
caves were Makkedah (five kings taken in by Joshua); Adullam (where
David cut Saul’s skirt off); and in Josephus, the famous robber-caves of
Arbela, near Gennesaret.

Cedar (Hebrew: erez; Arabic: [^arz, “the latch”)
There are eleven groves of cedars on the Lebanon mountains, which have
been visited by travelers recently. One, near the highest peak, 6,000 feet
above the sea, Northeast of Beirut, and long famous for its 400 ancient
trees of immense size, standing near the summits, which are covered with
perpetual snow; the second, near Deir El Kamr. The six largest of this
northern group measured, in 1868, 48, 40, 38, 33 1/2, 30, 29 3/4 feet; and
a third, near Ain Zehalteh, on the Beirut-Damascus stage road, lately
found. Dr. Robert Morris recently brought several camel loads of cones
from these trees for distribution among Sunday School students. The
references to cedar-wood in the Scripture do not always mean the cedar of
Lebanon — as, for instance, when at Sinai (<031206>Leviticus 12:6). The word
<See EREZ> means also pine, cyprus, fir and juniper. Henry H. Jessup, an
American missionary in Syria, thinks the whole range of Lebanon, from
3,000 to 7,000 feet altitude, was at one time covered with cedar groves.

Cedron
1. Near Jamnia and Azotus; fortified by Antiochus Sidetes.
2. Kidron, the torrent east of Jerusalem, which see.
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Ceilan (1 Esdras 5:15). <See AZETAS>
Ceiling
The ceilings of the principal apartments in Eastern houses are the parts on
which the chief care is expended in adorning. The Jews bestowed much
care on these parts in their houses (<242214>Jeremiah 22:14; <370104>Haggai 1:4).

Cenchreae
Harbor of Corinth, on the Saronic Gulf, east, whence Paul sailed for
Ephesus (<441818>Acts 18:18). There was a church here, of which <See
PHOEBE> was a member (<451601>Romans 16:1), and Lucius its first bishop,
appointed by Paul. There was a temple at the end of each mole, and a
statue of Neptune on a rock between, as may be seen on an ancient coin of
Corinth.

Cendebeus
correctly <See CENDEBAEUS> One of Antiochus’ generals in Palestine (1
Macc. 15:38 ff).

Censer
A small portable vessel of metal, fitted to contain burning coals (<142618>2
Chronicles 26:18; <420109>Luke 1:9).

Centurion
Captain of 100. <See CENTURY> A Roman military officer. Cornelius, a
centurion, was one of the first disciples. Several others are mentioned.

Ceras (1 Esdras 5:29). <See KEROS>
Cetab (1 Esdras 5:30).
Chabris
Son of Gothoniel (Judith 6:15; 8:10; 10:6).
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Chadias (1 Esdras 5:20). <See AMMIDOI>
Chaff (<230524>Isaiah 5:24; 33:11).
The carrying away of chaff by the wind in Scripture is used as a symbol of
the destruction of the wicked (<231713>Isaiah 17:13).

Chain
Chains were in use by the ancients; they were made of precious metal for
ornaments, and were worn alike by men and women — of iron for other
purposes. The gold chain given to Joseph (<011204>Genesis 12:42), and the one
promised to Daniel (<270507>Daniel 5:7), were the first mentioned.

Chalce-do-ny
<See PRECIOUS STONES>

Chalcol (<110431>1 Kings 4:31).
Chalk (<232709>Isaiah 27:9). Limestone.
Chaldaea
<See CHALDEA>; <See CASDIM> (“Khaldi in Armenian, the moon”)

Babylonia — the whole, or sometimes the southern part (<270530>Daniel 5:30;
9:1; <011128>Genesis 11:28). Haran died in Ur of Casdim (<260103>Ezekiel 1:3). The
whole of Mesopotamia occupied by Chaldeans. The Chaldeans were one
out of many Cushite tribes peopling Babylonia. Hence came Sabaeans to
afflict Job (1:15-17). Recently discovered inscriptions on ancient works
show that there were two languages in use: one a Semitic, for civil
purposes, and another a Cushite, for learned and religious purposes
(<270104>Daniel 1:4; 5:11). The Chaldeans were priests, magicians or
astronomers — the depositaries of learning and science. The plains were
formerly irrigated by canals led from the river, spread over the country like
a network. Groves of palm-trees, pleasant gardens, fields of grain and
vineyards, proved the richness of the soil, and supported a dense
population. It is now a waste of drifting dust and sand, with heaps of bricks
and rubbish (<231423>Isaiah 14:23; <245038>Jeremiah 50:38). The chief cities were
Accad, Babel, Borsippa, Calneh, Cutha, Erech, Sippara and Toredon.
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Herodotus mentions a vast number of cities, and the mounds over all the
country prove his statements true.

Chambers of Imagery
Used by Ezekiel (<260812>Ezekiel 8:12) in denouncing the idolatrous
corruptions of the kingdom of Judah, or that part which imitated the
Egyptians in painting on the walls of a chamber pictures of idols, etc., for
worship. (See Wilkinson’s Manners and Customs of the Ancient
Egyptians). Every man has a chamber in his own mind filled with his idols
— his dearest objects of regard.

Chamber-ing (<451313>Romans 13:13).
Chamber-lain
Erastus, “the chamberlain.” An officer who had charge of a king’s lodgings
and wardrobe (<122311>2 Kings 23:11).

Chameleon (Hebrew: ko-ach, “strength”)
There are two lizards, each of which has been proposed as the animal
meant. Lizards are very plentiful in Palestine and Egypt.
1. The chameleon is noted for its strong grasp, by which it sustains its
position for a long time on twigs and branches. The normal color is black
or slaty, but can be changed in an instant to many other tones, as green,
yellow, spotted, which changes seem to be independent of the will of the
animaL
2. The Nile Monitor is sometimes called the land crocodile, being about 6
feet in length. It eats the eggs and young of the crocodile.

Chamois
A specie of wild goat found in Arabia (<051405>Deuteronomy 14:5).
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Champaign (“a plain”) (<051130>Deuteronomy 11:30).
Chanaan (<070503>Judges 5:39,10).
Chanaanite (<070516>Judges 5:16).
Chancellor (<150408>Ezra 4:8,9,17).
Chanel-bone (<182602>Job 26:22). The bone of the arm above the elbow.
Changers (<070215>Judges 2:15). <See MONEY CHANGERS>
Changers of money
A class who made a business, in accommodating the temple worshipers at
the annual feasts of the Jews, by exchanging the money of those who came
from foreign countries for the half-shekel which was the lawful tribute to
the treasury. They probably crept gradually nearer the temple until they
occupied the corners and passages of the sacred courts. From these Jesus
drove them, because no trading was lawful there, and certainly not
dishonest, sharp practices, which had made God’s house a “den of
thieves.”

Channuneus
<See MERARI> (1 Esdras 8:48).

Chanoch
<See ENOCH> (<010417>Genesis 4:17).

Chapel (a holy place, sanctuary).
Idol’s temple (1 Macc. 1:47). Bethel was crowded with altars (<300314>Amos
3:14).

Chapiter
The upper part of a pillar (<023817>Exodus 38:17).
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Chapmen
Traders (<140914>2 Chronicles 9:14). Foot-peddlers,

Charaathalar (1 Esdras 5:36).
Characa
A place east of Jordan River (2 Macc. 12:17). Lost.

Chara-shim, The Valley of
A place settled by Joab 2 (<130414>1 Chronicles 4:14), and reinbabited by
Benjamites after the captivity (<161135>Nehemiah 11:35).

Charchamis (1 Esdras 1:25). <See CARCHEMISH>.
Charchemis (<143520>2 Chronicles 35:20).
Charcus (1 Esdras 5:32). <See BARKOS>
Charea
<See HARSHA> (1 Esdras 5:32).

Charger (Hebrew: agartal).
1. Basin in <150109>Ezra 1:9, that is, a tank for catching the blood from the
victims on the altar.
2. <See KEARAH> deep dishes (<040713>Numbers 7:13).
3. <See PINAX> a tray, or server, of wood inlaid, or of metal (such as is
now used for the common table), (<401408>Matthew 14:8).

Chariot
Hebrew: merkabah, and rekeb, and agaloth for “war-chariots”, or
“wagons” or “carts”. The Egyptian monuments present paintings of several
kinds of chariots, all of two wheels only, differing chiefly in the ornaments.
The king’s was different only in being more richly ornamented, and as
having the king alone — as a sign that to him belonged the entire glory of
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the victory. In the Assyrian sculptures are some 4-wheeled carriages. Three
persons usually ride in them — the king, his umbrella-bearer, and the
charioteer. The Persian chariots were heavier than those of Egypt or
Assyria.

Charity
Greek: agape, which is properly “love” (<460801>1 Corinthians 8:1,13; <421142>Luke
11:42; <450505>Romans 5:5,8.) <See AGAPE>

Charmis
Son of Meichiel; one of the three rulers of Bethulia (<070615>Judges 6:15).

Charran
<See HARAN> (<440702>Acts 7:2,4).

Chaste-ba (1 Esdras 5:31).
Chavah (<010320>Genesis 3:20). Eve.
Chebar (“great river”) Chaldea (<260103>Ezekiel 1:3).
Some of the Jews were located here during the captivity (<260101>Ezekiel 1:1,3,
3:15; <122415>2 Kings 24:15). <See HABOR> This was the largest artificial
canal of Babylonia, and was cut by the Jewish captives.

Chedorlaomer (Genesis 14).
King of Elam, perhaps a part of Persia and Media. His marauding
excursion, aided by four other kings, was brought to an abrupt and
disastrous end by Abraham.

Cheese
There is no Hebrew word for cheese. The three words translated cheese
are:
1. Hebrew: gebinah, curdled milk (<181010>Job 10:10);
2. charitse hechalab, slices of curds (<091718>1 Samuel 17:18);
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3. shephoth bakar, curd rubbed fine — of kine (<101729>2 Samuel 17:29).
Cheese now in use in the East is in small round cakes (4 inches), white,
very salt, and hard. The Bedouins coagulate buttermilk, dry it, and grind to
powder.

Chellal
Son of Pahath-moab (<151030>Ezra 10:30).

Chelcias
1. Of Baruch (Baruch 1:1).
2. High Priest (Baruch 1:7)
3. Father of Susanna (Susanna 2:29,63).

Chellians (<070223>Judges 2:23). <See CHELLUS>
Chelluh (“strong”)
Son of Bani (<151035>Ezra 10:35).

Chellus
Place west of the Jordan River (<070109>Judges 1:9).

Chelod (corrupted text in <070106>Judges 1:6).
Chelub (“basket”)
1. Father of Mehir, of Judah (<130411>1 Chronicles 4:11).
2. Father of Ezri, David’s officer (<132726>1 Chronicles 27:26).

Che-lubai
Caleb, son of Hezron (<130209>1 Chronicles 2:9)
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Chemarim (idol-priests).
An ascetic; one who goes about dressed in black (<360104>Zephaniah 1:4).
Idolatrous priests in <122305>2 Kings 23:5. Priests of false worship (<281005>Hosea
10:5).

Chemosh (“subduer”)
The national god of the Moabites (<111107>1 Kings 11:7; <244807>Jeremiah 48:7),
who were called the people of Chemosh (<042129>Numbers 21:29). Also of the
Ammonites, though Moloch was afterward their god (Jeremiah 49).
Moloch and Chemosh may mean the same god, who might have been also
called Baal Peor. Traces of the same worship are found at Babylon, Tyre,
and it was introduced among the Hebrews by Solomon, who built a high
place on the Mount of Offense, so named for that act. The Arabs
worshiped a black stone as his emblem — as a black stone in the Kaaba at
Mecca is an emblem now worshiped by all Muslims. This idol represented
some of the planets: perhaps Saturn.

Chenaan (<010918>Genesis 9:18). <See CANAAN>
Chenaanah
1. Son of Bilhan, a Benjamite (<130710>1 Chronicles 7:10).
2. Father of Zedekiah (<112211>1 Kings 22:11,24).

Chenani
A Levite (<160904>Nehemiah 9:4).

Chenaniah
Chief of the Levites (<131522>1 Chronicles 15:22,27).

Chephar-Haammonai (village of the Ammonites);
a city of Benjamin (<061824>Joshua 18:24).
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Chephirah (“the village”)
Benjamin (Joshua 9: 17). East of Yalo, two miles. Kefir (Rob., iii. 146).
The Gibsonites of this place (and also Kirjath Jearim and Beeroth) played
the trick on Joshua mentioned in <060903>Joshua 9:3, which led him to make a
treaty with them.

Cheran
Son of Dishon (<013626>Genesis 36:26).

Chereas
Brothers of Timotheus; governor of Gazara where he was slain by the Jews
(2 Macc. 10:32,37).

Cherethim
Cherethims; plural of Cherethites (<262516>Ezekiel 25:16).

Cherethites and Pelethites
Body-guard of David. No other king had one, that is recorded, but they
had runners. Their captain was Benaiah the son of Jehoiadah (<100818>2 Samuel
8:18). Under Solomon, Benaiah was made general instead of Joab. The
names are of Philistine origin, and the men may have been partly of
Philistine and partly of Hebrew (refugee) origin, attached to David in his
adversity, and rewarded by him in his prosperity.

Cherith
The brook Cherith, in a valley now called Kelt, running by Jericho to the
Jordan River (<111703>1 Kings 17:3,5; Josephus, Antiquities viii. 13, section 2).
Some have supposed that it must be looked for on the east of the Jordan
River.

Cherub (“mystic figure on the ark”)
Cherubim, plural. A keeper, warder or guard of the Deity. Josephus said no
one in his day could even conjecture the shape of the cherubim that
Solomon made for the Holy of Holies (Antiquities viii. 3, 3). They were of
wood, gilded, and 15 feet high (<110623>1 Kings 6:23). Ezekiel describes them
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as having each four faces and four wings; but he gives only two faces (or it
may be but one) to those in the temple on the walls. The cherubim of
<660407>
Revelation 4:7,8, are living creatures, with one body, four faces full of
eyes, and six wings. The fourfold combination was of man, lion, ox, and
eagle. Monstrous combinations of this kind are figured and sculptured both
in Assyria and Egypt. These combined forms are symbolical of united
powers; the lion of strength, royal majesty; the ox of patient industry;
wings of swiftness, quickness, and the human head the intelligence to guide
all these for one purpose; and thus showing that the divine government is
sustained by intelligence, power, patience, and speed. They were servants
of God, and they were ministers of vengeance (<261007>Ezekiel 10:7;
<661507>
Revelation 15:7), and attendants of the heavenly king, praising and
extolling the wonders of his grace (<660511>Revelation 5:11), and thus always
nearest to God, “in the midst of the throne” (<660404>Revelation 4:4-6), while
others as angels and elders were round about the throne. They are
especially called living creatures (Ezekiel and John), and so full of eyes, the
peculiar sign of life. The cherubim were designed as symbols of faith and
hope to man, pointing to the possibility of man attaining to the highest and
holiest places. (<See EGYPT> for picture of the Sphinx, and <See
NINEVEH> for winged figures).

Chesalon (“flank”)
Judah (<061510>Joshua 15:10). Now Kesla, 7 miles west of Jerusalem.

Chesed (increase). Son of Nahor (<012002>Genesis 20:22).
Chesil
Simeon (<061530>Joshua 15:30). Near the desert, south.

Chest (Hebrew: aron and genazim).
Meaning Ark of the Covenant, Joseph’s coffin, and the contribution box in
the temple. Treasuries in <170309>Esther 3:9.
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Chestnut tree
In the King James Version (<013037>Genesis 30:37; <263108>Ezekiel 31:8) the
translation of the Hebrew: aron the plane tree. In Ecclus 24:14, wisdom is
a plane tree by the water.

Chesulloth (“loins”)
Issa. Between Jezreel and Shunem (<061918>Joshua 19:18). Iksal? Chisloth
Tabor?

Chettim
<See CHITTIM> (1 Macc. 1:1).

Chezib (“false”)
Birthplace of Shelah (<013805>Genesis 38:5). <See AIN KUSSABEH>. A fountain
and ruins 10 miles southwest of Beit Jibrin.

Chidon (“javelin”)
Near Kirjath Jearim (<131309>1 Chronicles 13:9; 2 Samuel 6). An accident
happened here to the ark while on its way to Jerusalem.

Chickens (2 Esdras 1:30; <402337>Matthew 23:37). <See HEN>
Child
<See CHILDREN> Were regarded as God’s gifts. Parents were bound to

teach them their own faith and fit them to occupy the place of true
members of the covenant (<011819>Genesis 18:19; <050607>Deuteronomy 6:7; 11:19),
and required of children a kind of sacred reverence, sanctioned in the
Decalogue; the parent standing to his children as God does to the parent.
At five the child was placed under the father’s special care, and at twelve
the son was called the son of the law. Very severe laws regulated the
conduct of the child and punished misconduct (<031903>Leviticus 19:3;
<022115>
Exodus 21:15,17; <052716>Deuteronomy 27:16), in the father as well as the
son (<052121>Deuteronomy 21:21). Property descended to the sons in equal
shares, the oldest having a double portion, no wills being necessary. The
child might be sold for a debt of the parent (<120401>2 Kings 4:1; <230101>Isaiah 1:1;
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Nehemiah 5:5), until the year of jubilee. The word child also means a
person noted for certain qualities, as “children of the world” — selfish;
“children of light” having religion; “child of song,” a good singer.

Chilion (“sickly”)
Son of Elimelech. An Ephrathite (<080102>Ruth 1:2-5; 4:9).

Chilmad
On the Euphrates; mentioned by Xenophon (Anabasis i. 5, 10). Had traffic
with Tyre (<262723>Ezekiel 27:23).

Chilham (longing). Son of Barzillai — returned with David (<101937>2
Samuel 19:37,38,40; <244117>Jeremiah 41:17). <See BETHLEHEM>

Chinnereth
Naph. Fortified city (<061935>Joshua 19:35). Lost. It is a question which was
named first, the lake or the city. Gennesar is a proper change of the same
name. <See GENNESARETH>.

Chios
Island in the Aegean Sea, 5 miles from the shore of Asia Minor, 32 miles
long, 8 to 18 miles wide (Acts 20—21).

Chislon (confidence — hope).
Father of Elidad, the prince of Benjamin (<043421>Numbers 34:21).

Chisloth-Tabor (“loins — flanks”)
West end of Mount Tabor (<061912>Joshua 19:12). Iksal?

Chittim, Kittim (“maritime”)
Josephus says it was Cyprus. Mentioned many times (<011004>Genesis 10:4;
<130107>
1 Chronicles 1:7; <042424>Numbers 24:24). Fleets from Tyre sailed there
<232301>
( Isaiah 23:1,12; <240210>Jeremiah 2:10). Cedar or box-wood was got there
(<262706>Ezekiel 27:6). Some suppose the name means all the islands settled by
the Phoenicians, as Crete, the Cyclades, etc.
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Chloe (verdant — short). A disciple mentioned by Paul (<460111>1
Corinthians 1:11).

Choba
Ephraim (<070404>Judges 4:4). <See CHOBAI> (15:4,5). Hobah?

Chorashan (“smoking furnace”)
Visited or haunted by David (<093030>1 Samuel 30:30). May be the <See
ASHAN> of Simeon, south of Hebron (<061542>Joshua 15:42).

Chorazin
One of the cities in which the mighty works of our Lord were done
(<401121>Matthew 11:21; <421013>Luke 10:13), 2 miles from Capernaum. Supposed
to he Kerazeh,a small Arab village 3 miles inland from Tell Hum. The woes
pronounced upon this city have come to pass. Its site even is doubtful.

Chozeba
<See CHEZIB> <See ACHZIB> (<130422>1 Chronicles 4:22).

Christ
Title of Jesus as the Messiah. <See JESUS>.

Christian
Followers of the highest and best known divine laws as taught by Jesus
Christ. The name Christian was given to the disciples of Jesus at Antioch
by the Greeks in derision, in the reign of Claudius. They were before that
called Nazarenes and Galileans.

Chronology
The chronology of the Bible is that of the Jews and their ancestors, from
the earliest records to the end of the writing of the New Testament. Since
the Bible is not a complete history of the whole time it represents, nor of
the whole world, it must not be expected to have a continuous chronology.
Designed alterations by bad men and careless copying have changed many
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points, and have made it necessary to exercise the greatest care in
determining and correcting the errors. The Jews were not a mathematical
people, or scientific in any respect, and computed the year by observation
only. The Egyptians and Chaldees were far in advance of the Hebrews in
science, and attained to a high standard of mathematical knowledge and
chronological computation. The observation of the moon was the basis of
the year’s reckoning. Messengers were stationed on the heights around
Jerusalem, on the 30th day of the month, to announce the appearance of
the new moon, who reported to the Sanhedrin. This custom, among the
Jews, was older than Moses, as appears in the regulation of it in
<042811>
Numbers 28:11. The year was made of twelve moons; and every fourth
or fifth year a month was added at the end of the year, after the month
Adar, called Veadar, Second Adar. The sacred year began with the month
Nisan, in which Moses brought Israel out of Egypt (<021202>Exodus 12:2;
<170307>
Esther 3:7). The civil year began as now, with the month Tishri, which
was supposed to be the month of the creation.
The year was also dated from the king’s reign, as in Esther, Chronicles,
Kings, etc.; from the building of King Solomon’s temple; and from the
beginning of the Babylonian captivity. The week was of seven days, ending
with the Sabbath. The Egyptians and Greeks divided the month into
periods of ten days, called decades. The day was divided into night and
day: thus, in <010105>Genesis 1:5, “the evening and the morning were the first
day.” The evening began at sunset, the morning at sunrise. There were four
divisions of the day in common use — evening, morning, double light
(noon), and half night (midnight). The night was divided into watches, the
first and the second. A middle watch is mentioned once in <070719>Judges 7:19;
and the morning watch in <021424>Exodus 14:24, and <091111>1 Samuel 11:11. Four
night-watches were adopted from the Romans in later times (<410835>Mark
8:35). The day and the night were divided into 12 hours each (<270419>Daniel
4:19,33). The Egyptians divided the day and night into hours from about
1200 B.C. The division into 24 hours was unknown before the fourth
century B.C. The most common usage was to divide the day by the
position of the sun, as the Arabs do now. The length of the day was longer
in summer than in winter, and the hour longer in proportion. There were
many contrivances for measuring time, such as dials, gnomons and
clepsydrae, which had long been known by other nations. The day was
divided into four parts only for the Temple service (<440215>Acts 2:15; 3:1;
10:9). The Sabbath (a day of rest), at the end of the week, was kept up by
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the patriarchs, and continued by the law of Moses, as a memorial of the
deliverance from Egypt (Deuteronomy 5), and was a day of joy and
rejoicing. The morning and evening sacrifice in the Temple were doubled,
the shewbread changed for fresh, the law was publicly read and
expounded; and this custom, simple at first, finally developed into the
grand ceremonials of the Synagogue, especially under Ezra, after the return
from Babylon. The resurrection of our Lord Jesus, the Christ, occurred on
the FIRST day of the week (John 20), and several of his appearances to his
friends and disciples happening on that day also, the day of Pentecost in
that year fell on that day, when the miraculous gift of tongues prepared the
apostles for their peculiar work among all nations; therefore it was adopted
as the day for stated meetings of the believers, and called the Lord’s day.
The seventh day, the seventh month, the seventh year, and the <See YEAR
OF JUBILEE> (the 49th or 50th), were sacred, and had their festivals and
privileges. The seventh month contained the <See FEAST OF TRUMPETS>,
the <See DAY OF ATONEMENT> and the <See FEAST OF TABERNACLES>
(which was the most joyful of all the Hebrew festivals), and the opening of
the New Year. On the seventh year the land was to rest (<022310>Exodus
23:10), in which no field was to be tilled nor vineyard dressed, nor even
grain gathered that had sowed itself, nor grapes plucked. All debts were
released. The Sabbatical year completed the Sabbatical scale. It began on
the seventh month, and was marked by high and holy occupation,
connected with sacred reflection, and was completed in the <See YEAR OF
JUBILEE>. It is quite certain that the year of jubilee was the 49th. It was to
begin on the tenth day of the seventh month, at the sound of a horn
(trumpet) all through the land (Leviticus 25). The laws respecting this year
were:
1. Rest for the soil;
2. Restoration of land to its original owner;
3. Freedom to all slaves, whether by poverty or other causes.
A notable instance of the release from debt is recorded in Nehemiah 5,
after the captivity, when the people were rebuilding the walls. There were
several eras used in reckoning, by writers, and as national customs.
1. The Exodus (<110601>1 Kings 6:1; <043338>Numbers 33:38), counting from the
first starting out of Egypt.
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2. The foundation of King Solomon’s Temple.
3. The captivity of Jehoiachin (<260102>Ezekiel 1:2; 29:1; <122527>2 Kings 25:27;
<245231>
Jeremiah 52:31).
4. The return from the captivity of Babylon (<260301>Ezekiel 3:1,8).
5. The era of the Seleucidae.
6. The year of liberation under Simon Maccabaeus, marked by coins (1
Macc. 13:41). And the years of the reign of each king. In his own time,
reckoned from the beginning of the new year next after his accession. The
original records are so few, and so indefinite, that it is difficult to fix on the
precise date of any event, either in the Old or the New Testament. The
Bible does not give a connected chronology from Adam down, nor from
Noah, nor even from Abraham; nor is there any apparent purpose or
system of dates that we can find. At one time it was expected that a better
acquaintance with the originals would disclose a perfect system of
chronology, giving periods, years, months, and even days; but such close
study has unexpectedly shown us that the Bible treats of men and
character, and God’s dealing with man, and of certain distinct and separate
periods of time only as were occupied in the passing events recorded. The
people of the East, and the Arabs of the desert in particular, have never
been mathematical, founding their chronology on astronomy; but have
from the first regulated their calendar by observation only. Since they did
not have the exact machinery of our modern clocks for determining the
precise times of the sun’s, moon’s or stars’ rising and setting, eclipses, etc.
(which are the foundation of our most exact calculations), they never could
have had more than a moderate degree of accuracy in their observations.
The new moon would be expected on a certain day, and the precise
moment of its appearance would depend on the place of observation, on a
hill or in a valley, and the careful watch and good eyesight of the sentinel.
The true figures of the original Hebrew chronology are very obscure in
many instances, because there are three different versions — the Hebrew,
the Samaritan and the Septuagint — each of which gives a different series
of figures for the ages of the patriarchs, as shown in the following:
From the number 572 we may take the average years of each before the
birth of the next, making a sum of 142, and this will leave 430. To the 366
we may add the years of oppression (<020108>Exodus 1:8-22) after Joseph died,
say 64, and this gives the number required. Joshua’s ancestry, from
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Ephraim, is given in <130723>1 Chronicles 7:23-27; and if their ages were equal
to their brethren of the other tribes mentioned, 430 years is not too long a
period.
The specimen of ancient Egyptian papyrus preserved in the Bibliotheque at
Paris, and published in facsimile (plural V. in the Astor Library), gives
independant and disinterested evidence on the question of the long life of
Jacob and others of this age. At the close of the essay (on morals) the
writer says: I have become an elder on the earth; I have traversed 110
years of life by the gift of the king and the approval of the elders, fulfiling
my duty toward the king in the place of favor.” The inscriptions at
Memphis corroborate this account, and show that the writer Ptah-hotp,
was the oldest son of Assa, 5th king of the 15th dynast (B.C. 1960-1860),
whose father’s age must have been at least 130. Manetho also verifies the
same point. The increase of the Jews in Egypt was from seventy families to
about three million.
From Exodus to the Foundation of King Solomon’s Temple, 480 years
(<110601>1 Kings 6:1).
B.C.
445 Walls of Jerusalem rebuilt by Nehemiah. Herodotus reads his history at
Athens. The age of Phidias (sculptor), Euripides (poet) Pericles in Greece.
Military tribunes in Rome.
425 Xerxes II, king of Persia (Darius II, 424). Thucydides (historian. His
book ends B.C. 410, and Xenophon’s begins).
414 Amyrtaeus, king of Egypt, revolts from Persia. The Athenians, being
alarmed by an eclipse, are defeated before Syracuse, Sicily. —
413. Archelaus, king of Macedon. The 400 rule in Athens.
404 Artaxerxes II, king of Persia. —
401. Xenophon and the 10,000 retreat. Socrates dies.
383 Mithridates, king of Pontus. Bithynia made a kingdom. Plato
(philosopher). Aristaeus (mathematician).
368 A celestial globe brought from Egypt to Greece.
366 Jeshua slain by Johanan in the temple of Jerusalem. —
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361. Darius Ochus king of Persia.
360 Cappadocia made a kingdom. Tachos, king of Egypt. Philip II, king of
Macedon. Demosthenes.
356 Temple of Diana was burned at Ephesus. Alexander was born.
349 Darius Ochus takes Egypt and robs the temples. Aristotle (tutor to
Alexander, 343). —
345. 12 cities in Italy buried by an earthquake. —
336. Eclipses first calculated by Calippus of Athens.
330 Alexander conquers Persia. He enters Jerusalem. Seeing the high
priest, Jaddua, in his sacred robes, he respects him, and offers sacrifice to
Jehovah. —
323. Alexander died at Babylon. 100,000 Jews carried into Egypt by
Ptolemy. Onias I, high priest. —
312. Seleucus Nicator, king of Syria.
311 Judaea subject to Antigonus. Appian Way made.
301 Judaea under the Ptolemies. Euclid, mathematician in Alexandria.
Chinese wall built.
284 Colossus of Rhodes. Sect of Saducees. The Pharos (first light-house)
at Alexandria.
267 Ptolemy makes a canal from the Nile to the Red Sea. Silver money
coined. Parthia.
248 Onias II, high priest. —
246. Ptolemy Euergetes conquers Syria. —
237. Simon II, high priest.
241 Attalus I, king of Pergamus. Archimedes, mathematician.
203 Judaea conquered by Antiochus. Onias III, high priest. —
200. Jesus, son of Sirach (Ecclesiasticus). First mention of the Sanhedrin
(70 rulers).
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187 Syria a Roman province. —
175. Jason, high priest. The temple plundered by Antiochus Epiphanes, and
dedicated to Jupiter Olympus (168).
165 Judas Maccabaeus expels the Syrians and purifies the temple. Rise of
the Pharisees.
161 First treaty with the Romans. —
146. Carthage destroyed.
135 End of the Apocrypha Antiochus IV, (Sidetes) besieged Jerusalem.
130 John Hyrcanus delivers Judaea from the Syrians, and reduces Samaria
and Idumaea.
107 Aristobulus, king of Judaea. —
116. Ptolemy Lathyrus, king of Egypt. — 107. Alexander I, king of Egypt.
105 Alexander Jannaens at war with Egypt. Libraries of Athens sent to
Rome by Sylla (86).
92 Tigranes, king of Armenia. See portrait in <See COINS>.
79 Alexandra, widow of Jannaeus, governs Judaea. Pompey in Africa.
Julius Caesar.
70 Hyrcanus II, high priest, deposed by his brother Aristobulus. They
appeal to Pompey, who conquers Judaea and Syria, and makes them
Roman provinces. —
63. Antiochus XII, the last of the race of the Seleucidae.
53 The temple plundered by Crassus (proconsul of Syria). Augustus born.
—
31. Caesar passes the Rubicon.
48 Antipater of Idumaea. Calphurnins Bibulus, governor of Syria. Battle of
Pharsalia.
45 Caesar reformed the calendar, using solar years instead of lunar. Gives
the Jews privileges.
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44 Caesar assassinated. —
42. Battle of Philippi.
40 Herod the Great marries Mariamne, grand-daughter of Hyrcanus, and is
made king by the Romans (at Rome, with Pagan sacrifices). — 30.
Mariamne, and all the Sanhedrin but Pollio and Sameas, killed by Herod.
37 Romans assist Herod by taking Jerusalem. Antigonus, last Asmonean,
killed at Antioch.
30 The Roman Republic becomes a monarchy. Antony and Cleopatra in
Egypt.
27 Battle of Actium. The title of Augustus (Venerable) created and given
to Caesar Octavius.
20 Augustus (nephew of Julius Caesar) visited Judaea and enlarged
Herod’s kingdom, by Paneas, where Herod built a temple in honor of
Augustus (Caesarea Philippi), ordering pagan games to be celebrated every
fifth year. Herod built a temple at Samaria and called the city Sebaste
(Venerable). He began to rebuild the temple, which was finished in the
reign of Herod Agrippa II, A.D. 65.
15 Augustus (Germanicus) assumes the title of Pontilex Maximus (Pope).
—
11. Germany conquered by the Romans.
5 Varrus, gov. of Syria; Cyrenius (Quirinius) of Judaea. Cymbeline, king of
Britain. Dionysius of Halicarnassus, historian. Herod robs the tomb of
David.
4 Jesus the Christ born in Bethlehem. Flight into Egypt. Herod dies: his son
Archelaus suceeds as Ethnarch. Herod Antipas tetrarch of Galilee. (For
events in the life of Jesus and of Paul, see <See BIOGRAPHY>).
A.D.
14 Tiberius, emperor. —
19 Jews banished from Rome. Herod builds the city of Tiberias.
25 Pontius Pilate, gov. of Judaea. —
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26. John the Baptist’s ministry begins. Thrace becomes a Roman province.
—
27. Jesus baptized.
30 Crucifixion Friday, April 7th (Nisan 15th) Philo, a Jew of Alexandria.
Seneca.
37 Apion of Alexandria (grammarian). See Josephus. Caligula emperor.
40 First Christians at Antioch, Syria.
41 Herod’s persecution. — 52. Council of Apostles at Jerusalem.
48 Population of Rome, 1,200,000.

Chrysolite, Chrysoprase, Chrysoprasus
<See PRECIOUS STONES>

Chub
A country or people associated with Egypt. Lud, Phut and others in
<263005>
Ezekiel 30:5.

Chun (“to stand up”)
A city of Hadadezer (<131808>1 Chronicles 18:8). <See BEROTHAI> in <100808>2
Samuel 8:8.

Church (“called”)
The Lord’s faithful people. The Lord’s house, where his people gather. A
church is any number of souls, called and united in one vow, in one place,
for divine worship, where the pure word is preached, and the sacraments
duly administered, and godly living, after his law, as given by the head of
the church, the Lord Jesus Christ. The church in Galatia means all the
societies or churches in that country.

Chushan or Cushan-rishathaim (“Ethiopian of wickedness”)
King of Mesopotamia, who oppressed the Israelites for eight years.
Probably a sheikh, not a king.
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Chusi (<070718>Judges 7:18). A place near Ekrebel.
Chuza (“seer”)
Steward of Herod Antipas (<420803>Luke 8:3).

Cilici (“Cilix, son of Agenor”)
(Herodotus vii. 91). Asia Minor, southeast on the sea. Separated from
Pamphylia, West, Lycaonia and Cappadocia, North, and Syria East, by
lofty mountains. Chief rivers are Calycadnus, Cydnus, and Sarus. Fertile
and populous. Tarsus was its capital. Josephus supposed it was the
Tarshish of <011004>Genesis 10:4 (Antiquities i. 6, section 1.) Native land of
Paul the Apostle. The high road between Syria and the West. The Roman
general Pompey destroyed the pirates and robbers of Cilicia.

Cimah (“cluster”), (<180909>Job 9:9).
Cinnamon
A native of Ceylon and other islands of the Indian Ocean. It was one of the
principal spices in the precious ointment used in the Tabernacle, and highly
valued for its perfume (<023023>Exodus 30:23; <200717>Proverbs 7:17).

Cinneroth
<See NAPHALI> (<111520>1 Kings 15:20). <See CHINNEROTH>.

Cirama (Esdras 5:20). Ramah in <150226>Ezra 2:26.
Circumcision (cutting around).
The cutting off of the foreskin of man, first practiced by Abraham by divine
command, as a token of a covenant between God and man. It was a very
ancient custom founded on (supposed) sanitary laws, by the Egyptians and
Ethiopians, and the practice is widespread in modern days; the Abyssinian
Christians holding to the rite strictly. The Egyptian priests were required to
observe this rite, and it was only strictly binding on those who entered the
priesthood. So it became the badge of a religion at made undue account of
outward distinctions and merely natural virtues. The Hebrews were to
practice it because they were to be a nation of priests (<021906>Exodus 19:6),
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and it was to signify spiritual purity, being so considered by the leading
men, implying a call to a holy life and purity of heart. The time was the 8th
day after birth; among other people at full age — 20 years. Foreigners on
adoption into the Hebrew nation were required to submit to it.

Cis
<See KISH> (<441321>Acts 13:21).

Cisai (Esther 11:2). <See KISH>
Cistern
A dug place, for the water of a spring, or from rain. Some were built up of
stone and cement, and the best were cut in the solid rock. The largest are
called pools, such as Solomon’s, the Royal Cistern, Bethesda, etc. (<See
JERUSALEM>.) A wheel is used to pan the rope over for drawing up the
water, alluded to in <211206>Ecclesiastes 12:6. Keeping to one’s own sources of
pleasure, and not meddling with the property of others, is taught in the
Proverbs (<200515>Proverbs 5:15), by the figure of the cistern. Idolatry is
compared to broken cisterns (<240203>Jeremiah 2:3).

Cittims
<See CHITTIM> (1 Macc. 8:5).

Citizen
Among Romans, etc. a member of the state, or of a city. Among the
Hebrews a member of the nation at large. Paul was an instance of one born
to the rights of a Roman citizen, which protected and benefited him on
three occasions (<440603>Acts 6:37; 22:25; 25:11). The Roman law made two
classes of citizens: — the first entititled to hold office and vote, and carry
on public and private business — the second to enjoy only the protection
of the laws as a free man. The sacred law was the basis of the civil among
the Jews, and citizenship was acquired by complying with the terms of the
covenant, and lost by certain transgressions. Christians are counted as
citizens of the celestial state.
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City
Any inhabited place, large or small.

Clauda
An island southwest of Crete (<442716>Acts 27:16). Now Gozzo.

Claudia
A British maiden; wife of Pudens, daughter of King Cogidubnus, an ally of
Rome and a disciple (<550421>2 Timothy 4:21).

Claudius
5th emperor of Rome, A.D. 41 to 54. Tiberius Claudius Nero Germanicus.
He succeeded Caligula. The famine mentioned in <441128>Acts 11:28, happened
in his reign; and he banished all Jews from Rome (<441802>Acts 18:2). His head
is on the coin of Cyprus. Agrippina, his fourth wife, poisoned him.

Clay
A beautiful symbol of the divine power over the destinies of man was
derived from the potter’s use of clay, as he produced such elegant and
useful forms from such a crude material (<236408>Isaiah 64:8; <450921>Romans 9:21).
“It is turned as clay to the seal” (<183814>Job 38:14), refers to the use of clay in
stopping up doors in tombs or granaries, and the use of a seal engraved
with a private design on the soft surface, leaving its impression as a
protection against intrusion. Bricks were stamped also as may be seen on
the numberless specimens from the ruins. Locks on the storehouses in the
East are now further secured by the clay, stamped with a seal.

Clean and Unclean
Terms of frequent occurrence in the Bible, concerning the rites and usages
of the Abrahamic covenant, having both a natural and a symbolical
meaning. It is mentioned as in use at the sacrifice made by Noah and it is
probable that it was then an ancient distinction. Animals, birds, beasts and
reptiles were pronounced good for food without distinction (<010903>Genesis
9:3). It then has no foundation in the laws of diet or health. The line was
fixed by man between the wild, obnoxious, poison-fanged animals, filthy in
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habit and suggestive of evil, and the tame, docile creatures, more cleanly in
their habits and more akin to the better instincts of mankind. The Egyptians
sacrificed dogs, cats, crocodiles, etc., and held them as sacred. Moses, to
separate his people from those pagans, confined sacrifices to animals from
the flock and herd, sheep, goats and cattle, and to the dove species among
birds; while, for food, a larger limit was allowed, but in the same time, the
animals allowed being those that chew the cud and divide the hoof, among
wild animals only the deer species, and of birds, a few were prohibited by
name, and the rest allowed; of fish those that had both fins and scales; and
of insects, locusts and grasshoppers. The unclean were called
abominations, and were to work a spiritual defilement if eaten. The clean
and unclean animals had a counterpart in the soul, and the restrictions laid
on the appetite became a bit and bridle to the soul. This law was abolished
by the Lord in a vision to Peter at Joppa. There were other laws relating to
ceremonial impurity, touching certain animals, dead bodies, diseased
persons, the intercourse between man and wife, and the office of the
mother. Particulars in Leviticus.

Cleave
To adhere to; “clave to” (<080114>Ruth 1:14); to divide; separated (<440302>Acts
3:2).

Cleft (<051406>Deuteronomy 14:6; <220214>Song of Solomon 2:14, etc.).
Clement
Mentioned by Paul in <500403>Philippians 4:3, with much esteem and honor, as
his fellow laborer at Philippi, whose name (with the others) was in the
book of life. He is said to have been bishop of Rome (Pope Clemens
Romanus, the third from Peter), and wrote a letter to the Corinthians very
much esteemed by the ancients and read publicly in the churches. It is in
the Alexandrian manuscript copy of the Scriptures as Codex A.

Cleopas
One of the two disciples that saw Jesus on the way to Emmaus.
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Cleopatra
Daughter of Antiochus III (the Great), and the name of several queens of
Egypt.
1. Wife of Ptolemy V, called Epiphanes, B.C. 193;
2. Wife of Ptolemy VI, Philometer (Esther 11:1);
3. Wife of Alexander Balas, B.C. 150, daughter of No. 2; afterward given
by her father to Demetrius Nicator (1 Macc. 11:12); also wife of Antiochus
VII, Sideres, B.C. 125, who killed Demetrius. She murdered her son
Seleucus, and died by a poison she had prepared for her second son, A.
VIII.

Cleophas
<See ALPHEUS> (<431925>John 19:25).

Cliff
anciently called <See CLIFT> (<233214>Isaiah 32:14). A steep rock split off by
violence.

Climate
There is no country in the world which has such a variety, of climate and
temperature, within the same limits, as Palestine. On Mount Hermon and
Mount Lebanon there is perpetual snow; and at Jericho, only 60 or 80
miles, there is tropical heat. The hills of Bashan, Gilead, Galilee, Samaria,
and Judaea, are the home of forests, vines, fig-trees, and all kinds of fruits
and vegetables; and the plains produce bananas, oranges, etc. From
Jerusalem to Jericho, in a direct line, is about 15 miles. At one place snow
and ice sometimes are seen in the winter, but at the other frost is never
known. Frost is also unknown in the plains of Sharon and Philistia. The
temperature at Engedi is as high as that of Thebes, in Egypt. Palms grow
as far north as Beirut, and bear fruit also at Damascus in sheltered
positions. The greatest heat on the hills of Judaea, Hebron, and Jerusalem,
is seldom above 90 degrees Fahrenheit, and the cold only once so low as
28 degrees in five years (Barclay). Damascus is cooler, the highest being
88 degrees, and the lowest 29 degrees.
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Highest in Judea 90 degrees. shade at noon; lowest 28 degrees, night.
Damascus 88 degrees, noon: 29 degrees, night; winter.
On Lebanon, Shumlan highest 82 degrees, in August.
In Gennesaret, 450 feet above the sea, from March 17 to April 5, average,
63 degrees, and 73 degrees from 8 A.M. to 8 P.M. In May 78 degrees, and
day only 83 degrees.
Dead Sea shore, 42 degrees; average, night 47 degrees, day 67 degrees, in
January. In April 105 degrees, in the shade.
The Arabs leave for the high lands in the hot months, June to Sept.
Beersheba, February, night 31 degrees, noon 72 degrees; in summer 65
degrees night, and 90 degrees day, highest range.
Nablus is sheltered and warmer than Jerusalem; and Nazareth also.
January — Last sowing of wheat and barley. Last roasting ears of
grain (the 3rd crop of the year!). Trees in leaf. Almond blossoms,
apricot, peach, plum, beans. Winter figs still on the trees. Cauliflowers,
cabbages, oranges, lemons, limes, citrons. Mandrake in bloom;
wormwood also. New leaves on the olive-trees. Fire is needed in the
house. Many flowers.
February — Barley may be sown. Beans, onions, carrots, beets,
radishes, etc. Oranges, etc. Apple trees in bloom. Flowers in the fields
abundant.
March — Beans and peas in the market. Trees in full leaf. Barley ripe
at Jericho. Fig tree blossoms while the winter fig is still on. First
clusters of grapes. Pear trees, apple, palm, and buckthorn in bloom.
Sage, thyme, mint, etc. Carob pods ripe. Celery. Rue, parsley, hyssop,
leeks, onions, garlic, etc. Flowers carpet the fields.
April — Barley and wheat harvest. Sugar-cane set. Beans, etc.,
lettuce, cucumbers; lavender, rosemary, mulberries. Oleander blossoms;
also rose of Sharon. Great variety of flowers. Early ears of grain.
Apricots.
May — Harvest in the plains and on the hills. Almonds, apples,
mandrakes, and many vegetables. Grass begins to wither for want of
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rain. Melons of all kinds, onions, cucumbers, tomatoes, potatoes, grain.
Walnuts, blackberries, sycamore and mulberry figs.
June — Threshing grain. Figs, cherries, plums cedar-berries, olives,
almonds, quinces, plainrain fruit, bananas, grapes, liquorice plant,
dandelion, egg-plant, doum palm dates. Henna (for dyeing the nails)
and roses gathered.
July — Pears, nectarines, peaches, grapes, melons, potatoes, tomatoes,
egg-plant, Indian figs, prickly pear (cactus fruit), gourds. Millet, donna,
linseed, tobacco, grapes.
August — All fruits and vegetables before named, and also citrons,
pomegranates. Olives now perfect. Grapes. The fruit month.
September — Every fruit and vegetable still in market. Cotton and
hemp mature. Millet, donna, maize, lentils, chick-peas, lupines, beans,
fenn-greek, fennel, castor-oil plant. Grapes.
October — Sesame (for lamp oil) ripe. Wheat and barley may be
sown. Vegetables planted. Olives yield the last berries. Pomegranates,
pistachio nuts. Lettuce, radishes, and other garden sauce. Cotton
mature. Fig leaves fall. Plowing.
November — Principal sowing of wheat and barley. Trees lose their
leaves. Early dates. Very few olives. Grapes. Plowing.
December — Grass abundant. Wheat and barley may still be sown, and
pulse also. Sugar cane, cauliflowers, cabbage, radishes, lettuce, lentils.
Plowing.
This calendar is mainly true of Jerusalem and the hill country. Some weeks
allowance must be made for the higher temperature of the Jordan River
valley, and the plains by the Mediterranean Sea.
<See RAIN> The average rainfall at Jerusalem for the year is 56; in very

wet seasons it has gone higher, 85, 44—66 average. The average in
London is only 25, in the highlands of England 60, in New York, 62, and
the highest in the lake country 65. There is a wet and a dry season. In the
wet, the winter, the rains fall in two series of showers, called the early
(yoreh) and the latter rain (malkosh), with occasional lighter showers
between, and many clear sunny days. The loss of rain is sure to affect the
harvest, and a total lack of rain would destroy all crops (<300407>Amos 4:7).
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From April to November there is scarcely ever a cloud. The dews are
heavy often like a small shower. Chilly nights, succeeding hot days have
always been a constant feature in the East (<013140>Genesis 31:40). The
different climate of Jericho has been often noticed. Josephus says, and it is
true now, that linen clothing can be worn at Jerecho when there is snow in
the hills around Jerusalem. The plains along the sea shore are but little
hotter than the hills. Beirut is much hotter the year round than Jerusalem.
In the desert are found the greatest extremes of heat and cold. In winter the
heat will be greater than our summer in the day, and the night colder than
our average winter. The winds are very regular in their season and effects.
West or southwest wind invariably brings rain in winter (<421254>Luke 12:54).
The North wind is cool, but rare. The South wind is always hot (55; <183717>Job
37:17). The East wind is very rare in the winter, and, blowing on the desert
in summer, is dry and hot (<261710>Ezekiel 17:10; <281315>Hosea 13:15). In the
Jordan River valley there is an under and an upper current. The under
current blows down the valley in winter and up in summer. There are no
East and West winds in the Arabah.

Cloud
<See CLIMATE>. Pillar of a cloud. The peculiar sign and symbol of the
Lord’s presence with his ancient people, during the exodus (<021321>Exodus
13:21), as of a cloud by day and of fire by night. It disappeared (or is not
mentioned) from the passage of the river Jordan River until the dedication
of Solomon’s temple (<140513>2 Chronicles 5:13), and then only as a momentary
sign for that occasion. The figurative use of the cloud has reference to the
peculiar climate. “A cloud of the latter rain” (<201615>Proverbs 16:15) means
the gladdening influence of the king’s countenance when well favored
toward his subjects. The commanding the clouds to rain not was a sign of
desolation (<230506>Isaiah 5:6; <051117>Deuteronomy 11:17). Dark clouds were
emblems of gloom and sadness (<290202>Joel 2:2). Swift wind-driven clouds,
with lightning, were an emblem of Jehovah (<19A403>Psalm 104:3). Their height
expressed loftiness (<195710>Psalm 57:10).

Clouted (<060905>Joshua 9:5).
Mended. Spotted.
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Clouts (<243811>Jeremiah 38:11,12).
Cast-off rags or torn clothes.

Cnidus
Caria, southwest, in Asia Minor (<442707>Acts 27:7). Passed by Paul.
Celebrated for the worship of the goddess Venus (Strabo xiv. 965).

Coaches (<236620>Isaiah 66:20).
Coal (<See PEHHAN> — black, and <See GAHHELETH> — burning).
There are veins of coal in Mount Lebanon, a few miles from Beirut, and it
is probable that the Hebrews and Phoenicians knew and used it. But
charcoal must have been specially meant in <19C004>Psalm 120:4, in coals of
juniper; and only charcoal was used in the censer at the temple service.

Coast
border, bound (<021004>Exodus 10:4; 14:19).

Cock
Domestic poultry are not mentioned in the Old Testament, unless in
<232217>
Isaiah 22:17,18. The compassion of the Lord toward Jerusalem is
compared to the tender care of a hen over her chickens (<402237>Matthew
22:37; <421334>Luke 13:34). The cockcrowing of <401335>Matthew 13:35, refers to a
certain hour of the night, just before dawn, and the special signal given at
that hour to Peter (<402634>Matthew 26:34,74). They are on the monuments in
Assyria but not in Egypt; also on the Etruscan pottery of great antiquity
(Mrs. Gray’s Etruria), and on the coins of Greeks and Romans. The
ancient Britons kept them, but did not think it right to eat them (Caesar’s
Wars, 5).

Coffer
A box hanging from the side of a cart (<090608>1 Samuel 6:8,11,15; <150602>Ezra
6:2). “In a coffer.”
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Colhozen (“all-seeing”)
A man of Judah (<160311>Nehemiah 3:11,5).

Colius
(1 Esdras 9:23) <See KELAIAH> Collars (<070826>Judges 8:26). <See EARRINGS>

College
(<122214>2 Kings 22:14; and second in <360110>Zephaniah 1:10). Where Huldah the
prophetess lived “in the lower (or second) part of the city” (<161109>Nehemiah
11:9).

Collops of fat
(<181527>Job 15:27). Slices of fat.

Colony
Philippi, in Macedonia, is so called (<441612>Acts 16:12). A body of citizens
sent out to found a new state for themselves, under the same laws and
rights.

Colors
There are about twenty different words, meaning color, in the Old
Testament; but only white, black, red, yellow or green are distinctly named.
In the New Testament there are seven words meaning color:
1. Leben, white (Lebanon, white mountains). Milk is leben, and so is
manna, snow, horses, clothing, the moon, the pale face, and white hair. It
was the symbol of joy, of innocence, purity; the clothing of angels, saints,
and of Jesus.
2. Shahor, black: as hair, complexion of the sick, horses mourners’ robes,
clouded sky night, turbid brook; and as opposed to white, the symbol of
evil.
3. Adom, red (Adam). Blood, pottage of lentiles, a horse, wine,
complexion, leprous spot, a grape-vine; and the symbol of bloodshed.
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4. Argaman, purple. Made at Tyre, from a shell-fish. The color was only a
drop in the throat of each animal. It was purple, violet, or blue, according
to the fixing. Some say the violet (or blue) was had from a different
shellfish, and called:
5. Tekeleth, blue. The deep blue of the sky, violet, and sometimes as black;
the ribands and fringes of the Hebrew dress (<041538>Numbers 15:38), tapestries
of Persia (robes of perfection in <262312>Ezekiel 23:12).
6. Shani, shine (as scarlet); tolaath, worm scarlet (our word vermillion
means worm color). Lips, in <220403>Song of Solomon 4:3, fire; scarlet robes
were luxuries, and appropriate for a warrior’s cloak (<340203>Nahum 2:3). The
vermillion of the ancients was like our Venitian-red — dull red — such as
is seen on the monuments, where it has preserved its tint for many ages.

Colosse
On the Lycus, a branch of Meander, in Phrygia, near Laodicea
(<510201>Colossians 2:1; 4:13). Pliny (Nat. Hist, v. 41) describes it as a
celebrated city in Paul’s time. Paul founded a church here, on his third
tour. The ruins of the ancient city are near the modern village of Chonas.

Comforter
A name given to the Holy Spirit (<101003>2 Samuel 10:3).

Commerce (“trade”, Hebrew: rekel, “traffic”)
The first record of bargain and sale is of Abraham’s purchase of the burialplace for Sarah of Ephron, at Hebron, for 400 shekels weight (as
sovereigns are weighed at the Bank of England) of silver. Job throws much
light on the commerce, manufactures and science of his age. He mentions
gold, iron, brass (copper or bronze), lead, crystal, jewels, weaving,
merchants, gold from Ophir, topazes from Ethiopia, building of swift ships,
writing in books, engraving on plates of metal and stone, and fine seal or
gem engraving; fishing with hooks, nets, spears: harp, organ, and names of
stars. The history of Sidon and Tyre is a record of commercial affairs; and
that of the building of King Solomon’s Temple is also. Foreigners were the
principal traders before the Captivity, but after that, and especially after the
destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, the Jews have been an entire people of
traffic.
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Compel (<411521>Mark 15:21).
To press into service.

Conaniah (whom Jehovah hath sent).
Chief of the Levites in time of Josiah (<143509>2 Chronicles 35:9).

Concision (“cutting off”)
A term of contempt for outward circumcision (<500302>Philippians 3:2).

Concordance
A book which gives the names of persons, places and things (and ideas by
their chief word), with many definitions, in alphabetical order, with a
reference to the place where each may be found. They are useful for
comparing passages bearing on the same subject, which may explain each
other, and for finding the place where any particular text or subject is
located. So, in a few minutes, all the texts on the subject of the Lord’s
Supper may be found and read. The first work of the kind was made by
Antony of Padua (born A.D. 1195, died 1231).

Con-cu-bine
A wife of second rank, where more than one wife was allowed. Her
condition was assured and provided for by Moses. She was either
1. A Hebrew girl bought;
2. A captive taken in war from the Gentiles;
3. A foreign slave bought;
4. Or a Canaanite woman, bond or free. She could not be sold, but might
be sent away free.

Conduit (French, aqueduct),
(<121717>2 Kings 17:17). The largest mentioned is from Solomon’s Pool to the
Temple site.
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Coney (Hebrew: shaphan, rabbit).
The Syrian Hyrax. Its habits are very much like the rabbit, only it is a little
larger. Its teeth and hoofs (instead of claws on each toe), are like those of
the rhinoceros (<031105>Leviticus 11:5; <051407>Deuteronomy 14:7; <19A418>Psalm
104:18; <203026>Proverbs 30:26)

Confection (a compound),
(<023035>Exodus 30:35).

Con-gre-ga-tion (edah).
The Hebrew people collected as a holy community, held by religious bonds
(for political ends). Circumcision and full age (20), were the requisites for
membership, which might be forfeited for certain faults (<052301>Deuteronomy
23:1-8). During the Exodus the whole nation could gather from their tents,
but when they occupied the country on both sides of the Jordan River, it
became a necessity to appoint representatives, who are called, in
<040116>
Numbers 1:16, persons “wont to be called the,, Congregation”;. and, in
<041602>
Numbers 16:2, they are styled “chiefs of the Congregation, who are
called to the Convention”; and, in <023825>Exodus 38:25, their name is, “those
deputed to the assembly” (numbered in the King James Version). Besides
these, the heads of families (patriarchs — sheikhs now), and a fourth class,
the judges of cities, magistrates (cadi, now). They met at the door of the
tabernacle, or in some other noted places, as Shechem by Joshua; Mizpeh
by the Levite (<072001>Judges 20:1); Gilgal by Samuel. In the Exodus the sound
of the trumpet called the assembly together (<041002>Numbers 10:2-4), but in
Canaan messengers were used of necessity. It did not have legislative
powers, for the law of Moses was supreme, but by-laws could be made.
They could not lay taxes. The divine law was submitted to the assembly for
acceptance or rejection (<021903>Exodus 19:3-9; 24:3). Chiefs were confirmed
in their office (or rejected) by this body (<042719>Numbers 27:19; <091115>1 Samuel
11:15, 2 Samuel 5 etc.). The assembly could arrest the execution of the
king’s sentence, as Jonathan was “rescued” (<101404>2 Samuel 14:44,45), by the
action of the Edah. Peace and war with foreign powers were considered in
it (<060915>Joshua 9:15,18). It was the high court of appeal, and had control of
death-penalties. After Jeroboam’s usurpation, it was called the
Congregation of Jerusalem (<143002>2 Chronicles 30:2), or of Judah (<143025>2
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Chronicles 30:25). It finally was reduced to the 721 members of the
Sanhedrin.

Coniah
<See JEHOIACHIN> (<242224>Jeremiah 22:24).

Cononiah
A Levite; ruler of the offerings in Hezekiah’s time (<143112>2 Chronicles
31:12,13).

Conscience
Internal knowledge; moral faculty which judges between right and wrong
(<430809>John 8:9).

Conver-sa-tion
The whole tenor of one’s life, acts, and thoughts.

Cooking
<See MEALS>

Con-vo-cation
The religious gathering on the Sabbath and the great feast-days.

Coos Cos
Island at the east entrance to the Archipelago, and between Miletus and
Rhodes, and the peninsulas on which are Halicarnassus and Cnidus
(<442101>Acts 21:1) 21 miles long, northeast to southwest, and 6 miles wide. It
was an important island in Jewish history from early times (1 Macc. 15:23;
Josephus, Antiquities xiv. section 2). Stanchio.

Copper (Hebrew: nehosheth).
Copper was and is now used more extensively in the East than any other
metal. There is no certain mention of iron in the Scriptures, and all kinds of
instruments, weapons and tools must have been made of copper or bronze,
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which is a mixture of copper and tin. Wherever brass, iron and steel are
mentioned copper was the metal meant in the original. Copper money, in
great quantities, is often found buried, dated many centuries back. <See
MONEY>.

Coral (“lofty”)
Coral is mentioned only twice in Scripture (<182818>Job 28:18; <262716>Ezekiel
27:16). It often occurs in ancient Egyptian jewelry. The coral which is
described as being brought from Syria was probably that of the Red Sea
where coral abounds.

Corban (“a sacred gift”)
A present devoted to God or to his temple (<402318>Matthew 23:18). The Jews
were reproved by Christ for cruelty to their parents in making a corban of
what should have been theirs (<410207>Mark 2:7).

Coriander
An aromatic plant found in Egypt Persia and India, mentioned twice in
Scripture (<021631>Exodus 16:31; <041107>Numbers 11:7).

Cord
The word cord means line, band, rope thread, string, etc. It is made of
various materials according to its uses. Strips of camel hide are still used by
the Bedouins. The finer sorts were made of flax (<231909>Isaiah 19:9); others of
the fibre of the date palm, and of reeds and rushes. The tent being an image
of the human body, the cords which held it represented the principle of life
(<180421>Job 4:21). For leading or binding animals (<191827>Psalm 18:27). For bowstrings made of catgut (<191102>Psalm 11:2). A line of inheritance (<061714>Joshua
17:14; 19:9).

Corinth
On the isthmus that joins Peloponnesus to Greece. The rock,
Acrocorinthos, south of the city, stood 2,000 feet above the sea, on the
broad top of which there was once a town. The Acropolis of Athens can be
seen from it, 45 miles (Liv. xlv. 28). It has two harbors: <See
CENCHRAEA> (now Kenkries), on the Saronic gulf, 7 1/2 miles distant,
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east; and <See LECHAEUM> on the Gulph of Lepanto, 1 1/2 miles west
(Strabo viii. 6). Corinth was the natural capital of Greece, and was the
commercial center. Eminent for painting, sculpture, and works in metal and
pottery. Famous for a temple to Venus of great wealth and splendor, the
most ancient in Greece. Was the military center during the Achaian league.
Destroyed by the Romans, B.C. 146, and after 100 years of desolation the
new city visited by Paul was built by Julius Caesar, and peopled with
freedman from Rome (Pausanias — Strabo). Paul lived here for eighteen
months, and became acquainted with Aquila and Priscilla. The Posidonium,
the sanctuary of Neptune was the scene of the Isthmian games, which were
celebrated, every other year, and gave Paul some of his most striking
imagery. It was Northeast of the city, near the harbor of Schoenas, now
Kalamaki, on the Saronic gulf (<460924>1 Corinthians 9:24,26). The foot-races
were run in the stadium; the boxing held in the theater; and the victor’s
wreaths were made from the pines that grew near.

Corinthians
The people of Corinth. For Paul’s letters to, see <See PAUL>.

Cor-mo-rant
The cormorant (Hebrew: shalak, <031117>Leviticus 11:17; <051417>Deuteronomy
14:17); and Pelican (Hebrew: kaath, <19A206>Psalm 102:6). Common in Syria,
among the rocks on the coasts.

Corn
A term for all kinds of grain. The grains and loaves of Indian corn (maize),
were found under the head of an Egyptian mummy, and it is supposed to
be mentioned by Homer and Theophrastus. The offering in <030214>Leviticus
2:14, was of green grain, roasted, which was eaten with oil, etc.
(<030215>Leviticus 2:15). The “seven ears of grain” on one stalk is possible, and
has been noticed (north Y. Evening Post, Aug. 26, 1863) lately in this
country and is in accord with the proper character of maize, but not of
wheat, and we may so understand the dream interpreted by Joseph.
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Cor-nelius
A Roman centurion, commander of 100 (<441001>Acts 10:1). He seems to have
worshipped the true God before his conversion (<441002>Acts 10:2), and not the
pagan deities. He was the first Gentile convert, and was received by Peter.

Corner
The Levitical law gave a portion of the field called a “corner” to the poor,
and the right to carry off what was left, also the gleanings of the trees and
the vines (<031909>Leviticus 19:9). See also <See RUTH>, <See GLEANING>.

Corner Stone
A stone of size and importance in the corner of a building, uniting two
walls. This is laid with ceremonies in large buildings. Christ is the
cornerstone of our salvation (<490220>Ephesians 2:20: <600206>1 Peter 2:6;
<402142>
Matthew 21:42).

Cornet
<See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>

Corruption, Mount of (<120301>2 Kings 3:13.) <See MOUNT OF
OLIVES>.

Cosam (“a diviner”)
Son of Elmodam, in the line of Joseph (<420328>Luke 3:28).

Cotes
Enclosures for sheep (<143228>2 Chronicles 32:28).

Cottage (“house”), (<232420>Isaiah 24:20).
A tent or shelter made of boughs.

Cotton (Hebrew: karpas; Sanskrit: karpasam; Arabic, karfas);
mentioned in <170106>Esther 1:6, as green hangings. “Hanging curtains of
calico, in stripes, and padded, are used, in India, as a substitute for doors.”
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In the king of Delhi’s palace there is a roof supported by beautiful pillars,
between which hangs striped and padded curtains, easily rolled up or
removed. Some of the passages where fine linen is said, in our version,
cotton was probably the article meant in the original.

Coulter (<091320>1 Samuel 13:20,21). Plowshare.
Council
An assembly of people, rulers, priests or apostles. <See SANHEDRIN>

Court (Hebrew: chatser).
An enclosed space, or yard, belonging to a house.

Coutha
A servant of the temple (1 Esdras 5:32).

Covenant (Hebrew: berith).
Contracts between men, and between God and men. Various rites were
used: joining hands (<261718>Ezekiel 17:18); by an oath (<012131>Genesis 21:31); by
a heap of stones; (<013146>Genesis 31:46); by a feast (<012630>Genesis 26:30); by
sacrificing victims, dividing the parts, and both parties to the covenant
walking between the parts of the sacrifice (<011508>Genesis 15:8-17); and, more
common and above all others, eating salt (<041819>Numbers 18:19; <030213>Leviticus
2:13). The covenants between God and men were also ratified by signs. By
the sacrifice, when a symbol of deity, a smoking furnace and a burning
lamp, passed between the parts (<011517>Genesis 15:17); by the 12 loaves on the
table of shewbread (<032406>Leviticus 24:6-8); and the crucifixion of the Christ
(<580915>Hebrews 9:15, 13:20; <235503>Isaiah 55:3).

Coz (“thorn”)
A man of Judah, also a Levite. (<130408>1 Chronicles 4:8; 24:10).

Cozbi (“false”)
A Midianite woman, daughter of Zur (<042515>Numbers 25:15,18).
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Cracknels
Hard, brittle cakes (<111403>1 Kings 14:3).

Craftsman
A mechanic (<052715>Deuteronomy 27:15). <See CHARASHIM>

Crane (Hebrew: agur).
Is a wader, migratory, utters a twittering cry, and goes in vast flocks
(<233814>Isaiah 38:14; <240807>Jeremiah 8:7).

Creation
The origin of all things, material and living, in the world, and this heavens
around it (Genesis 1; <19E805>Psalm 148:5). When rightly understood God’s
works and His Word are in harmony. The Mosaic account in Genesis
opens with a notice of the work of God in the original creation of the
world and the heavens, in the vastly remote past, and passes at once to the
final preparation of the earth for man’s occupation, which has extended
through six (geological) periods of unknown extent, which are called days.
It is supposed by the geologist that the first formations were rocks, either
in water by deposit, or both water and fire. There are traces of living things
in the rocks, called fossils, and they are without eyes; perhaps because
there was no light — for light was made after the heavier materials. Both
vegetables and animals appear at the same time. These oldest rocks are
called the CAMBRIAN, and are five miles thick.
The next in the series is the SILURIAN, of sediment, whose thickness is six
miles. Fossils are very numerous, and of low types, having no animal with
vertebrae (back-bone), except a few fish on the very top. Vegetation first
appears in this place. There was light, and there were eyes in the living
things. The firmament (expanse) divided the waters above (clouds) from
the waters below (the ocean).
The third in the series is the OLD RED SANDSTONE, which marks the time
when the great mountain ranges of the world were lifted into their present
position. Sedimentary, and two miles thick, and having fossils of animals
found in the other two, and of vertebrates. Dry land appeared, grass, herbs
and trees. No land animals.
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The fourth was the CARBONIFEROUS (coal bearing), in which we find coal,
minerals, limestone. Coal is made of wood, and the fossil wood found in
the coal series does not show the rings which we now find in all wood as
marks of the yearly growth, which is evidence of dense fogs and very pale
light. The lifting of the fogs toward the end of this period, letting the
sunshine on the earth, is described by Moses as the events of the fourth
day. The fossil remains in these rocks are the same at the equator and
everywhere, indicating a uniform heat all over the earth. Animal life on land
is first seen: insects, such as beetles, scorpions, and reptiles — such as
frogs.
The fifth series was the PERMIAN which has remains of a higher order of
vegetation and of animals, such as the saurians (lizards), and birds, whose
fossils are in the NEW RED SANDSTONE of this series.
The TRIAS and OOLITE show fossils of more advanced orders, both
vegetable and animal. Palm, pine, cypress, insects, and three kinds of
lizards, called by Moses “the moving creature that hath life” — a better
translation of the original being “the reptile that hath the breath of life” —
and also great sea monsters (called whales in Genesis). The fossils of these
animals exist in such amazing numbers as to give the name “age of reptiles”
to this day, which was the fifth in the account of Moses.
The next was the CHALK, which has but few remains, while the Tertiary,
which followed, is full of mammals, such as cattle, beasts and creeping
things, which mark the progress of the sixth day, which ended on the
creation of man.
There are no fossil remains of man among all the vast number of living
things in all the series. And there are no animals now living on the earth
whose origin cannot be traced in the fossil remains of similar races living
on the earth before man was placed here.
The discovery of flint implements (hatchets, spears, arrow-heads and
wedges) in the gravel quarries of Abbeville and Amiens, France, does not
carry back the history of man into the age of the extinct species of
elephant, whose bones were found in the same deposit, because no human
bones were found there.
The truth of the Mosaic account is thus peculiarly shown in the records of
the rocks.
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The account is true as it would appear if shown to a man in a vision, every
item agreeing with the optical appearances.
The most skeptical scientist of the present day admits that the breath of life
was breathed into at least one original form — if not three or four — and
that is the whole question. God did create a living being, or several; and
since the most careful examination shows that species and groups of
animals were from the first — in the oldest rocks, and in all of them —
distinct, as distinct as they, are now, and so may have been created each by
itself, “after its own kind.” The history of the past is proved true by the
discoveries of the present. However short the account, the order, of the
events is correct, according to science.

Crescens (“growing”), (<550410>2 Timothy 4:10).
One of the seventy disciples. An assistant of Paul.

Crete
<See CANDIA> south of the Archipelago; 160 miles long from east to

West, and 6 to 35 miles wide. Homer says it had 100 cities (Iliad ii. 649;
Virgil, Ae. iii. 106). Minos, the great legislator, was a native. Very
mountainous, but full of fruitful valleys. There was a very early connection
with the Jews (<093014>1 Samuel 30:14; <100818>2 Samuel 8:18; <262516>Ezekiel 25:16;
<360205>
Zephaniah 2:5; 1 Macc. 10:67, 15:23; Josephus Antiquities xvii. 12,
section 1). Cretans were at the feast of Pentecost at Jerusalem (<440211>Acts
2:11). Visited by Paul (see Life).

Cretes (<440311>Acts 3:11). <See CRETANS> (<560112>Titus 1:12).
People of Crete.

Crib (<183909>Job 39:9), (“to fodder”)
Feeding-box for animals, made of small stones and mortar, or cut from a
single stone.
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Crisping-pins (<230322>Isaiah 3:22).
Crispus (“curled”?).
Ruler of the Jewish synagogue (<441808>Acts 18:8).

Crocodile (Hebrew: leviathan).
The Jewish translations of Job 41 gives crocodile for leviathan, and the
description is very poetical as well as true. Herodotus says the Egyptians
paid divine honors to this reptile, keeping a tame one, whose ears were
hung with rings and fore-paws circled with bracelets; and when he died
they embalmed his body. The worship began in the fear of man for the
most terrible animal in the river Nile.

Cross
An upright stake, with one or more cross-pieces, on which persons were
suspended for punishment. It was an emblem of pain, guilt and ignominy,
but has been adopted by Christians as the most glorious badge of a servant
and follower of the Christ, who was crucified on it. Constantine was the
first emperor who adopted it as an ensign, whose coins bear its form, with
monograms of Christ or of Constantine. The image was added to the cross,
forming the crucifix, in the 6th century. The term “cross” was used for selfdenial by Jesus and others (<401624>Matthew 16:24). See the picture on p. 40 in
the book.

Crown
Originally the band or ribbon about the head or hair of a king or a priest.
The ornamented cap differed in style in every country, as is shown on the
sculptures and coins. A wreath of leaves crowned the winners in the
Grecian games. The final inheritance of the saints is figured as a crown of
righteousness (<550408>2 Timothy 4:8). The figures in the book are of crowns
from Egypt:
1. Upper East;
2. Lower East;
3. Upper and Lower united;
4. Assyria;
5. Assyria (Sardanapalus 3rd);
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6. Assyrian (Sennacherib);
7. Tigranes (Syria);
8. At Persepolis;
9. Crown of leaves, Roman grain of Galba.
The Roman soldiers crowned Jesus with a wreath of thorn twigs, made
from what is now called Christ’s thorn (zizyphus), and by the Arabs nubk,
the jujube tree. It is very abundant, and forms dense thorny hedges
(growing or laid in rows two or three feet high), through which no large
animal can pass.

Crucifixion
Putting a person to death on a cross was a very common practice in ancient
days, as hanging is now. Jesus was condemned to the cross by the
Sanhedrin for blasphemy, and by Pilate for sedition against Caesar. The
scarlet robe, crown of thorns, and other insults were the inventions of
those engaged in the execution, and were peculiar to his case. Whipping
was a part of the punishment, but in the case of Jesus was not the legal act,
being applied before sentence. The sufferer was to carry his cross, or a part
of it. The clothes were perquisites to the guards. A cup of stupefying liquor
was often given in mercy, just before the hands and feet were nailed. The
body was often left to waste away naturally on the cross, or be eaten by
birds and beasts, by the Romans, but they allowed the Jews to bury then
dead on account of the law of Moses (<052122>Deuteronomy 21:22,23).
Constantine abolished crucifixion.

Cruse (Hebrew: tsappahath, “a flask”)
A small vessel for holding water and other liquids (<092611>1 Samuel
26:11,12,16), still used in the East.

Crystal
Three Hebrew words:
1. zekukith
2. gabish and
3. kerach are translated crystal.
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1. is, no doubt, the word for glass;
2. means (“like”) clear ice; and
3. means “ice” or “frost”. “Clear as crystal,” is a figure in <260122>Ezekiel
1:22; <660406>Revelation 4:6; 21:11, etc.

Cuckoo (Hebrew: shachaph), (Leviticus 11; Deuteronomy 14).
The Arabs think its note sounds like yakoob, and so call it Jacob’s bird. It
migrates, and winters in Palestine. Tristram suggests the shore petrel as the
bird of the Hebrew text.

Cucumber (Hebrew: kishuim, heavy, hard to digest).
Grown only in the fertile land which is overflowed by the Nile, and is
esteemed the coolest and most pleasant fruit in the East (<230108>Isaiah 1:8).

Cumber
Overload, harass (<421040>Luke 10:40)

Cumbrance
Burden (<050112>Deuteronomy 1:12).

Cummin (Hebrew: kammon).
An umbelliferous plant (fennel), bearing aromatic seeds, like anise,
coriander, dill, and caraway. Used as a styptic after circumcision.
Cultivated for export (<232825>Isaiah 28:25; <402323>Matthew 23:23).

Cunning
Skilful, expert as a workman (<012527>Genesis 25:27).

Cup (Hebrew: cos, kesaoth, gebia; Greek, poterion).
The designs were imitated from those of Egypt and Assyria, Phonicia, etc.,
as shown by the Scriptures and specimens from antiquity. They were of
metal, earthenware, wood, etc. The “sea” or “laver” of Solomon’s temple
was called a cup, and was of brass (bronze?), and highly ornamented with
sculptured lilies.
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Pictures in the book are numbered: 1, 2, 3. From paintings at Thebes,
Egypt. 4. Porcelain. 5. Green earthenware. 6. Coarse pottery. 7. Wood. 8.
Arragonite. 9. Earthen. Bronze cups (and other vessels) are often found in
the ancient tombs. A kind of stone was wrought into jugs and bottles,
vases and cups at Alabastron, in Upper Egypt, now called alabaster.
<402607>
Matthew 26:7, should read alabaster “vase”, not “box”. The “Cup of
the Ptolemies” is a work of the time of Nero, five inches high, of a single
sardonyx, set in a base. <See SIDON> and <See ALABASTEER>.
1. Lion head, Khorsabad. 2. Lion-head with handle. 3. From Khorsabad, all
of bronze. 4. Red pottery, Nimroud. 5. Painted cup, Karamles. 6, 7.
Bronze, Nimroud. The workmanship is excellent, and they are often
ornamented with jewels. and embossed with sculptures of animals, or
groups of men and animals. Cups of brass and silver are now in use all over
the East: generally decorated with some sentence in Arabic of a mystical
sense. <See BOTTLES> and <See BOWLS>.
The office of <See CUP-BEARER> is of great antiquity, being mentioned at
the courts of the Pharaoh, the Assyrian, Persian, and Jewish kings. <See
RABSHAKEH> of <121817>2 Kings 18:17, should read “chief cupbearer”, as in
Luther’s Bible, (“der Erzschenke”). The cup is used as a figure, of a man’s
lot (<191106>Psalm 11:6, etc.); of a nation’s great riches (<245107>Jeremiah 51:7); as a
contrast in “cup of God,” true worship, and “cup of devils” idolatry
(<197508>Psalm 75:8; <235117>Isaiah 51:17,22); signifying afflictions (<402022>Matthew
20:22; 26:39); of salvation (<19B613>Psalm 116:13), and of blessing (<422217>Luke
22:17; <461016>1 Corinthians 10:16).

Curtain (Hebrew: teriah).
Made of linen goats’ hair, silk, and cotton; used for beds, partitions in
tents, and for doors in houses. Heaven compared to a curtain (<19A402>Psalm
104:2; <234022>Isaiah 40:22). The curtains of the tabernacle were embroidered
with many colors, in figures on fine linen. Curtains of Solomon (<220105>Song
of Solomon 1:5).

Cush
Son of Ham (<011006>Genesis 10:6). Country in Africa. Ethiopia (<263910>Ezekiel
39:10; <141203>2 Chronicles 12:3). Tirhakah, king of Cush (<233709>Isaiah 37:9).
Modern name Kesh. Geez. People were black (<241323>Jeremiah 13:23).
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Cushite
“Ethiopian” (<041201>Numbers 12:1).

Cuthah, Cuth
In Asia. Shalmaneser transplanted people from here to Samaria during the
Jews’ captivity (<121724>2 Kings 17:24,30). Mixing with the Jews of the 10
tribes they became the Samaritans, and were called Cuthaeans (Josephus,
Antiquities ix. 14, section 3; xl. 8, section 6; xii. 5, section 5). Between the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers.

Cuttings in the Flesh
Mutilations of the body, practised by the Heathens in mourning for the
dead (<241606>Jeremiah 16:6,7; 41:5); prohibited to the Jews (<031928>Leviticus
19:28).

Cyamon (“beans”)
Tell Kaimon on the east slope of Mount Carmel (Judith 7:3; Chelmon in
Doway V). Burial place of Jair.

Cymbal and Cymbals
<See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>

Cyprus
Island off the coast of Phoenicia and Cilicia, 148 miles long, 40 wide, and
irregular; (see map). The highest mountain is Olympus, 7,000 feet. Gold,
silver, and copper are mined. Its cities were, Salamis, Citium (now
Larneka), and Paphos (now Baffa), and many others. Alexander got 120
ships there for his siege of Tyre. It was the birthplace of Barnabas (<440436>Acts
4:36), and was visited by Barnabas and Paul (Acts 13). The Pagans
worshiped Astarte (Venus), in a licentious manner. Barnabas and Mark
(Acts 15) Cyprians, the people, in 2 Macc. 4:29.

Cyrene
Lybia, Africa. Founded B.C. 632, by Greeks. Built on a table-land 1,800
feet above the sea, in a region of great beauty and fertility, 500 miles west
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of Alexandria. The Pentapolis of Cyrenaica were Cyrene, Apollonia,
Ptolemais, Arsinoe, and Berenice (Strabo, xvii.). After Alexander the
Great’s death Jews were settled there with many privileges. In the time of
Christ the Cyreneans had a synagogue in Jerusalem (<440609>Acts 6:9; Philo).
Simon, who bore the cross, was from Cyrene (Matthew 28, etc.). Lucius of
Cyrene was with Paul and Barnabas (<441301>Acts 13:1). Lucius and Mark are
named as bishops of the church at Cyrene. Arabic name Ghrenna.

Cyrenius (Latin).
Publius Sulpicus Quirinus was governor of Syria twice: before A.D. (B.C.
4); and again, the second time, A.D. 6, Died A.D. 21 (<420202>Luke 2:2).

Cyrus
The Persian name for the sun (Hebrew: koresh), and the same as the
Egyptian name Phrah. Thus, Cyrus is a title for the king, as Pharaoh,
Augustus, etc. The Bible mentions only the one who conquered Babylon,
unless the Cyrus, the Persian, of Daniel, was the uncle of Cyrus, who
issued the decree permitting the return of the captive Jews to Judaea. It is
impossible to separate the history of Cyrus from the fables connected with
it, and now more than when Herodotus found the same difficulty, only a
century after the events.
The work of a resident historian. Ctesias, in the court of Persia, about fifty
years later than Herodotus, has been lost, except a few extracts by Photius,
and that of Xenophon, are both historical romances.
That he became supreme king of Persia, and conquered Babylon, is
undoubted. The turning of the course of the river Euphrates and capture of
Babylon during a great feast, are also facts.
Daniel’s Darius, the Mede, is the Astyages of history, and was a viceroy of
the Cyrus who first ruled over Babylon.
It is supposed that the Persian religion, which is almost purely a
monotheism, prepared Cyrus to sympathize with the Jews, and that
Daniel’s explanation of the prophesies, that he had been helping to fulfill,
unknown to himself, concluded him to issue the decree for the Jews’ return
to their native land and temple.
A tomb of Cyrus is shown at Parsargadae near Persepolis.
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D
Dabareh (<062128>Joshua 21:28). <See DABERATH>
Dabba-sheth (“hump of a camel”)
Town on a hill, ZEBULON.

Daberath
Isaiah Leviticus (<062128>Joshua 21:28). Now Deburieh, west of Mount Tabor.
Beautifully situated on a rocky platform, with Tabor behind and the broad
plain of Esdraelon in front. Boundary of Zebulon (<061912>Joshua 19:12).

Dabria
One of five scribes employed by Esdras (2 Esdras 14:24).

Dacobi (1 Esdras 5:28). <See AKKUB>.
Dad Deus
<See SADDEUS> (1 Esdras 8:45). <See IDDO>

Dagon (Hebrew: dag “little fish, dear”)
The type of the god of the Philistines. His temples were at Gaza and
Ashdod (<071621>Judges 16:21; <090505>1 Samuel 5:5). Traces of the worship are left
in the names Cephar-dagon and Beth-dagon. Sanconiatho says the name is
derived from dagon, grain, and it was the god of agriculture: but this origin
does not agree so well with the idea, which was to multiply, increase, as
fish do by millions. This god was known in Assyria, and is sculptured there,
as shown in the large picture in the book. Miss Fanny Corbeaux (“ The
Rephaim”) shows that the Chaldean Oannes, the Philistine Dagon, and
Egyptian On, are identical. <See DERCETO> was the female (as Dagon
was the male), and was worshiped at Ashkelon. She had a woman’s face,
and fishbody. Atergatis, Argatis, Arathis, and Argata, are different forms of
Derceto.
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Daisan (1 Esdras 5:31).
Error for <See REZIN>

Dalaiah (“Jehovah delivers”)
Son of Elioenai, of Judah (<130324>1 Chronicles 3:24).

Dale (<011417>Genesis 14:17): valley.
Dalmanutha
On the shore of the Sea of Galilee; visited by Jesus (<410810>Mark 8:10). Near
Magdala. Possibly it is the same as Salmon, near Tiberias, now called Ain
el Barideh (the cold fountain), where are fine fountains and the ruins of a
city (Rob. ii. 396).

Dalmatia
Illyricum. On the east shore of the Adriatic Sea, northwest of Greece.
Visited by Paul (<451519>Romans 15:19), and Titus (<550410>2 Timothy 4:10) during
Paul’s imprisonment in Rome.

Dalphon
Son of HAMAN (<170907>Esther 9:7).

Dama
Capital of the Ledja. <See TRACHONITIS>.

Damaris (“heifer”)
A disciple in Athens (<441734>Acts 17:34), and (perhaps) the wife of Dionysius
the Areopagite. Correctly, <See DAMALIS>

Damascus
On the east of Anti-Lebanon, 2,200 feet above the sea, in a fertile plain
near the desert. The oldest city known to history. It is cut through by the
Barada river, which divides into many branches, and together with the
Helbon on the north and the Awaj on the south, fertilizes a region 30 miles
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in extent, which being favored by the finest climate, produces almost every
valuable product of forest, field and garden. First mentioned in <011415>Genesis
14:15 and in <011502>Genesis 15:2, as the city of Abraham’s steward. For 800
years, from Abraham to David, the Scriptures are silent on Damascus.
David put a garrison in Damascus (<111123>1 Kings 11:23; <100806>2 Samuel 8:6;
Josephus, Antiquities vii. 5, section 2). During Asa’s reign Benhadad
pillaged cities in Naphtali (<111519>1 Kings 15:19,20). After this it is mentioned
many times. Naaman, the leper, who was cured by Elisha the prophet, was
of Damascus (<120501>2 Kings 5:1). The Assyrian king, Tiglath Pileser, took the
city and carried captive the people to Kir (<121607>2 Kings 16:7-9). Isaiah’s
prophesy (<231703>Isaiah 17:3; Amos 1:4,5). Jeremiah described it, B.C. 600:
“Damascus is waxed feeble, and turneth herself to flee, and fear hath seized
on her” (<244924>Jeremiah 49:24). At the time of the Apostle Paul the city was
under Roman rule, and Aretas, the Arabian, king (<471122>2 Corinthians 11:22;
Josephus, Antiquities xvi. 11, section 9). Has now 150,000 people:
Christians 15,000; Jews, 6,000.
The fine fabrics of Damascus were celebrated as early as 800 B.C.
(<300312>Amos 3:12). The damask silk and sword-blades are still famous.
Certain localities are pointed out as having a historical connection with
Paul’s time. The “street called straight” is now the street of Bazaars; there
is a “house of Judas;” the house of Ananias; the scene of the conversion,
which is an open green spot surrounded with trees, now used as a Christian
burial-ground; the place where Paul was let down by the wall in a basket;
and also several spots connected with the history of the prophet Elisha.
The old city stands on the south bank of the principal river, surrounded by
a ruinous wall of ancient Roman foundations, and a patchwork of all the
succeeding ages. The city is splendid, when viewed at a distance, but the
houses are rudely built; the narrow streets, paved with big rough stones, or
not at all, partly roofed across with mats, or withered branches: the bazaars
are covered ways with a few stalls on both sides, each trade having its own
quarter. Although rough and rude on the street, yet the interior of the
private houses is neat, paved, with fountain and fruit-trees, with grateful
shade, and the rooms opening from the court decorated with carving,
gilding, and all that wealth and taste can provide. Modern name <See
ESHSHAUM>

Damascenes
Inhabitants of Damascus (<471132>2 Corinthians 11:32).
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Damnation (condemnation), (<411616>Mark 16:16).
Damon
Near Shefa Amer. East of Acre.

Dan (“judge”)
1. Fifth son of Jacob. First son of Bilhah, Rachel’s maid (<013006>Genesis 30:6).
One of the twelve tribes. The last to receive its portion, and the least
portion, but among the most fertile in the land.
2. The city originally called <See LAISH>. <See LESHEM> (<061947>Joshua
19:47). They were idolaters from the beginning (<011414>Genesis 14:14;
<053401>
Deuteronomy 34:1; Judges 18). The worship was continued by
Jeroboam (<111229>1 Kings 12:29,30; <300814>Amos 8:14). “From Dan to
Beersheba,” was the common form of speaking of the extent of Palestine
(<072001>Judges 20:1; <090320>1 Samuel 3:20, etc.). Tell el Kadi (“judge’s mound”)
is the modern name, and is a long, steep hill, covered with ruins, from the
base of which flows one of the largest fountains in the world (Rob. 396).

Dance (Hebrew: machol),
to move or leap in a circle, twist or turn around, as the dancing Dervishes
now do in the East. The sacred song and dance always go together
(<021520>Exodus 15:20); words, and music and motion, aiding each other in
expressing the joy or sorrow of the soul (<071134>Judges 11:34; <210304>Ecclesiastes
3:4). The Romans also danced in their worship; so, also, the Egyptians.
In the modern Oriental dance a woman leads off, and goes through a
number of graceful and artistic attitudes, and then all the others of the party
follow her in every motion. The two companies of dancers are called by an
error “armies” in <220613>Song of Solomon 6:13.

Daniel (God’s Judge).
1. David’s son (<130301>1 Chronicles 3:1).
2. A Levite (<150802>Ezra 8:2).
3. A celebrated prophet in the Chaldean and Persian period, and a
(princely) descendant of Judah. He was taken with other captives
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(Ananiah, Mishael, and Azariah) to Babylon, B.C. 607, at the age of 12 to
16, educated thoroughly and made a cupbearer at the court, when he was
given a new name Belshatzar (“favorite of Bel”). He kept the Jewish law of
clean and unclean meat (<270108>Daniel 1:8,16), and was constant and faithful in
his devotions to God. After three years service he interpreted a dream
(<270517>Daniel 5:17) on the occasion of the king’s decree against the magi, and
for this service was made “ruler” and “chief governor” over the province
and magistrates of Babylon. He interpreted Nebuchadnezzar’s second
dream, and the handwriting on the wall, thus introducing the knowledge of
the true God, and alluding to the profane use (and consequent insult to
God) of the holy vessels of the temple, as one of the crowning sins of the
king and his people, which were the means of ending the nation’s life, by
the conquest of the Medes and Persians (<270510>Daniel 5:10,28), while he lived
at Susa, and after he had been removed from office, when he was again
placed in one of the highest offices of trust and honor. During an interval in
which no event in Daniel’s life is recorded, his three companions were
delivered from a fiery furnace.
Darius made him first of the three presidents of the empire. Having
exercised the rites of his religious faith, contrary to law, he was thrown to
the lions, but was delivered alive (<270610>Daniel 6:10,23). He was in favor with
the king in the third year of Cyrus and saw his last vision on the banks of
the Tigris (B.C. 534), when the prophesy of the 70 weeks was delivered to
him (Daniel 9). He died at the age of over 90, at Susa, where there was a
monument to his memory in the 12th century, described by Benjamin of
Tudela.

Danjaan (<190202>Psalm 2:26). <See LAISH>.
Dannah
Town in Judah (<061549>Joshua 15:49), southwest of Hebron. Lost.

Daphne
A grove and sanctuary sacred to Apollo, 5 miles southwest of Antioch,
Syria, founded by Seleucus Nicator. <See ANTIOCH>. The right of asylum
— where criminals could shelter themselves from justice, because it was
thought to be sacrilege to take anyone away by force — was an honor
attached to this place (2 Macc. 4:33). The sacred right was often violated,
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especially when a good man sought safety from the wicked, as in the case
of Onias. Now called Beit el Maa — house of water (Josephus, Wars, i.
12, section 5).

Dara
<See DARDA> Son of Mahol; a wise man, in Solomon’s age (<110431>1 Kings

4:31). Son of Zerach (<130206>1 Chronicles 2:6). Sirach or Esrachite?

Daric
Gold coin of Persia, current in Palestine after the captivity (<150269>Ezra 2:69;
8:27; <160770>Nehemiah 7:70, etc.). The darics that have been found among the
ruins are thick pieces of pure gold, stamped, as in the engraving. The gold
pieces found at Sardis are of older date, and were made by Croesus. The
name daric may be derived from dara, the Persian name for king, or from
“Darius, the king.” Plutarch mentions silver darics. <See MONEY>

Darius (in Hebrew: Darjavesh).
The Assyrian title lord-king — Dara, “lord”; shah, “king”.
1. The first mentioned is <See DARIUS, THE MEDE> (<270531>Daniel 5:31, etc.),
called also Cyaxares (B.C. 538). The gold coin was named Daric — that is,
king’s money.
2. <See DARIUS, SON OF HYS-TAS-PES> (Vashtaspa), made king B.C. 521.
He conquered Babylon, Scythia, Libya, Thrace, Macedonia and some of
the islands in the Aegean sea, but the Greeks defeated him at Marathon
(B.C. 490). Died B.C. 485 (<150407>Ezra 4:7).
3. <See DARIUS, THE PERSIAN> Darius II, Nothus, king of Persia, B.C.
424-404. Perhaps <See DARIUS CODOMANUS> (<161222>Nehemiah 12:22).

Darkness
Opposite of light, absence of light (<010102>Genesis 1:2). Three times mentioned
in the Bible. In Genesis, at the creation; at the Exodus, as one of the
plagues of Egypt, and at the crucifixion. Used as a figure of adversity and
misery (<181806>Job 18:6; <19A710>Psalm 107:10). “Works of darkness,” pagan rites
and ceremonies (<490511>Ephesians 5:11), “outer darkness,” shut out of heaven
(which is glorious with light).
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Darkon
Children of Darkon were among the servants of Solomon, who returned
from the captivity (<150256>Ezra 2:56).

Darling
My only one (<232220>Isaiah 22:20).

Darom (“south”), (<053323>Deuteronomy 33:23).
Naphtali was to possess the sea and Darom. Jerome and others so name
Philistia and the plain toward Egypt.

Daron (“south”)
Fort built by the Crusaders at Deir el Beiah (convent of dates), near Gaza,
on ancient ruins).

Dates
Fruit of the palm tree, called clusters in <220707>Song of Solomon 7:7, and
honey in <143105>2 Chronicles 31:5, dates in the margin. In many parts of Arabia
the staple product and the main source of landed wealth, is the date-palm,
of which there are many species. The ripening season is August and
September. The fruit is a substitute for the bread of other countries. To cut
down the date trees is a great achievement in war — and the absence of
those trees from Palestine indicates a long period of wars and an unsettled
condition. To plant the palm on new ground is a sign of prosperity — as
now in Egypt. The Arabs believe the tree is a blessing granted only to
them, and denied to all other people. Mohammed taught, “Honor the date
tree, she is your mother.” There are 139 varieties, 70 of which are well
known, each of which has its peculiar name. Some six kinds are superior.
El Shelebi, the best, are two inches long, with small stones. The value in
Arabia is about three cents a pound.

Dathan (“fountain”)
Chief in Reuben, who joined Korah in rebellion against Moses and Aaron.
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Dathema
Fort in Gilead (1 Macc. 5:9), near Mizpeh.

Daughter
1. Female offspring; of the wife; or adopted; or of a sister; or of a cousin
(<080318>Ruth 3:18; <013417>Genesis 34:17); or a grand-daughter.
2. The female inhabitants of a place, or those who hold the faith of a
certain place, as “daughters of Zion” (<230316>Isaiah 3:16), “daughters of the
Philistines,” “daughters of Jerusalem,” “daughters of Aaron” (<042501>Numbers
25:1;<100120>2 Samuel 1:20; <420105>Luke 1:5). Cities were named or spoken of
under female names, and were said to have daughters, suburbs or villages
near. A vine had daughters (branches, in <014922>Genesis 49:22). Sarah was the
daughter of 90 years — that is, she was 90 years old.

David (“beloved”)
<See SYNOPSIS OF HIS LIFE> Born at Bethlehem in Judah, B.C. 1084. His

father, Jesse; his mother’s name not recorded (<091610>1 Samuel 16:10,17,58).
He had 7 elder brothers — Eliab, Abinadab, Shammah, Nethaneel, Raddai,
Ozem, and Elihu; and two sisters — Zeruiah, and Abigail.
He watched the flocks in the field, and in their defense killed a lion and a
bear. He was short, light, “comely,” had red hair and blue eyes; was strong,
and swift of foot; valiant and prudent.
At a yearly family feast he was anointed king by Samuel “from the sheepcote” (<100708>2 Samuel 7:8). He went to carry food to his three brothers in
Saul’s army, and was introduced to the king as valiant and brave. He killed
Goliath with a stone from a sling. The sword and armor of the giant were
first taken to his tent in Bethlehem, afterward to Nob, and laid up in the
Tabernacle (<190801>Psalm 8:19,29). Saul takes David into his service as a
minstrel. Jonathan, his friend. Women sing his praise as superior to Saul.
Saul jealous; seeks twice to kill David. Being afraid of David he made him
captain of 1,000. David behaved wisely, and all Israel and Judah loved him.
Merab is offered to David as a wife as a reward for his service against
Goliath, the Philistine. But Saul gave Merab to Adriel. Michal, Saul’s
daughter, loved David, and Saul offered her to David for a price, and
David paid double the price, for he killed 200 Philistines. He paid twice for
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his wife, killed Goliath and the 200. He is made armor-bearer and captain
of the body guard, with a place at the king’s table. Saul seeks to kill him;
sets men to watch for him; Michal assists his escape. Goes to Ramah to
Samuel (Psalm 59). Michal is given to Phaltiel. Secret meeting with
Jonathan. The sign of the arrow. David flees. Saul tries to take him at
Ramah. David eats consecrated bread, and gets Goliath’s sword at Nob
(Psalm 52); against Doeg, who informed against David and killed the
priests. David goes to Abimelech (Achish), and feigning madness, escapes
(<193405>Psalm 34:56). In the cave of Adullam. Joined by his family beside
outlaws, debtors, etc. The incident of the water at Bethlehem (<131117>1
Chronicles 11:17). Moves to Herodium or to Masada. Takes his parents to
the king of Moab; (they are never mentioned again). Nahash, of Ammon,
treats him kindly. Gadites swim the Jordan River at its flood and join him.
God influences a move to the forest of Hareth. Amasai, Benjamite, joins
him. Relieves Keilah, where Abiathar the priest joins him with an ephod.
His troop is now 600. Saul appears; David flees to Ziph. Twice the Ziphim
betray him to Saul, who hunts him “like a partridge” with 3,000 men
(Psalm 54), in the wilderness of Maon. Sees Saul two or three times, once
at the cliff of divisions, again in a cave near Engedi, when he cuts off his
skirt, and then in a fortified camp, when David carried off by night the
water-jar and spear from Saul’s bedside.
Twice Saul repented, and said he was reconciled to David. Psalms of this
date Psalm 54; Psalm 57; Psalm 63; Psalm 142: Nabal and Abigail; marries
Ahinoam, and Abigail. David again goes to Achish, with his troop. Achish
gives him Ziklag. Benjamite archers join him. Studies the Philistines’ art of
war. Attacks the Bedouins to deceive Achish. Philistine nobles suspicious,
and cause him to be sent back from the army. Saul and Jonathan killed on
Gilboa. Manassites join David. Amalekites plunder Ziklag. Abiathar
prophesies victory, and David recovers the spoil from the Amalekites.
Makes a present to many friends, whose places “he was wont to haunt.”
Makes a law of division of the spoils (1 Samuel 30). News of the battle on
Gilboa: kills the messenger. Laments for Saul and Jonathan. David
anointed king at Hebron (30 years old) Thanked the men of Jabesh-Gilead
for burying Saul. <See ISHBOSHETH>, king in Mahanaim. David the only
king west of the Jordan River. War between the two sections. Abner kills
Asahel, David’s nephew: Abner quarrels with Ishbosheth, and comes to
David. Michal restored to David. Abner and Ishbosheth murdered. David
executes the two assassins. Reigned in Hebron 7 1/2 years. David crowned
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(3rd time) king of all Israel (Psalm 78; Psalm 70). Constitutional law.
Festival 3 days; the tribes send produce, fruits, etc., to the feast, and
contingents to the army, which was “like the host of God” (<131222>1
Chronicles 12:22). Joab (his nephew) commander: Issacharites his
counselors. Jehoiada and Zadok join him. (Psalm 27). Jebus taken. Joab
made commander-in-chief. Royal residence in the City of David — Zion.
His wives were increased by hostages from surrounding princes. Two
attacks by Philistines repulsed, their idols burned. Hiram of Tyre an ally:
sends cedar-wood for David’s palace.
The ark removed from Kirjath Jearim — Obed Edom. The new Tabernacle
on Zion; the old left standing at Gibeon. The great assembly on Zion.
Musical art developed. Zadok and Abiathar. Nathan the prophet. David, as
a priest and minstrel, in the procession. He blesses the people from the new
Tabernacle on Zion (Psalm 15; Psalm 24; Psalm 29; Psalm 30; Ps.68;
Ps.101; Psalm 132). “The Lord of Hosts, he is the King of Glory” (Psalm
24; Psalm 10). Michal reproaches him, and is rebuked. God’s house
designed. Prophesy by Nathan of a Messiah (<100712>2 Samuel 7:12-17). David
organizes a court and camp. Mephibosheth cared for, in memory of
Jonathan. Hanun, son of Nahash, abuses David’s messengers Ammon and
Syria beaten. Joab commander-in-chief (<131106>1 Chronicles 11:6): 12
divisions of 24,000 men, one for each month, all infantry, without cavalry.
Chain armor in use. Benaiah captain of David’s body-guard, the
Cherethites and Pelethites — Ittai. The band of 600 continued as
Gibborim, heroes; Abishai, David’s nephew, captain. Social and moral
institutions formed. Ahithophel and Jonathan, Hushai, Shera the scribe,
Jehoshaphat, and Adoram, councillors. Gad the seer and Nathan the
prophet advisers. Abiathar and Zadok high priests; the musicians, under
Asaph, Heman, and the Levites, guardians of the gates and treasures. The
Philistines, Moabites, Syrians, Edomites (Psalm 60), and Ammonites,
subdued. Rabbah taken. David wears the gold crown of Milcom (<192103>Psalm
21:3, 89:39). Uriah murdered. Nathan’s rebuke (<192205>Psalm 22:51), “Thou
art the man.” Bathsheba taken. David fasts for his sick child. The child
dies: “I shall go to him, but he shall not return to me.” Solomon, “the
peaceful,” born, (<192002>Psalm 20:21). Educated by Nathan the prophet. His
daughter Tamar outraged; his oldest son Amnon murdered. Absalom fled
to Geshur. The artifice of Joab and the widow of Tekoa, to restore
Absalom. Absalom waits two years to see his father; burning Joab’s field, is
brought to the king. Absalom plots — rebels: David a wanderer again.
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Leaves the city; a vast multitude go with him. Ittai the faithful, Zadok and
Abiathar with the ark, which David sent back. Hushai, “the friend”, sent to
watch Ahithopbel (grandfather of Bathsheba), who was untrue.
Absalom arrives from Hebron. At Bahurim, Ziba’s deceit — Shimei’s
curses. David rested in the Jordan River valley, near the ford (<190301>Psalm
3:143). They cross the Jordan River to Mahanaim (Psalm 42) against
Ahithophel (Psalm 55; Psalm 69; Psalm 109:). Barzillai, Shobi, and Machir
his friends. Ahithophel kills himself. Joab, Abishai, and Ittai, were there.
Amasa, David’s nephew, was with Absalom. Battle in the forest of
Ephraim. Absalom killed by Joab. David waiting in the gate. The two
messengers, Ahimaaz, and Cushi. David vows to supersede Joab by
Amasa. The return to Jerusalem. Shimei forgiven. Mephibosheth partly
reinstated; Barzillai rewarded in his son Chimham. Judah and Israel are
reconciled.
Sheba’s rebellion. David’s ten women shut up. Amasa sent to assemble the
militia. The forces sent after Sheba. Joab killed Amasa. Sheba’s head cast
out of Abel. Adoram over the tribute; Jehoshaphat, recorder; Sheva, scribe;
Zadok and Abiathar, priests; and Ira, a chief ruler.
A famine of three years on account of the Gibeonites’ murder by Saul.
David delivered 7 sons of Saul to be hanged, as an atonement. The bones
of Saul and Jonathan buried in Zelah. David grows faint in the fight with
the Philistines. Ishbibenob, the giant, thought to kill David. Abishai kills the
giant. Psalm of thanksgiving (2 Samuel 22).
David numbered the people unlawfully, in pride. Joab and the captains
opposed it. Gad, the prophet, warns of 3 calamities; David would not
choose, and the 3 days’ pestilence killed 70,000, and was stayed at the
threshing-floor of Ornan. David bought the site for a sanctuary, and it is
now marked by an ancient church — the Dome of the Rock (see <See
JERUSALEM>). David renews his resolve to build a house for the Lord,
and gathers materials. Charges Solomon with the solemn duty (1
Chronicles 22).
The young Abishag. Adonijah’s rebellion. Joab and Abiathat helped
(<199202>Psalm 92:2). By David’s order Solomon is anointed king at Gihon.
Adonijah pardoned by Solomon. David’ s last song (<102301>2 Samuel 23:1-7).
David’s last words (<110201>1 Kings 2:1-9), describe the perfect ruler fearing
God. Died at the age of 70. Buried “between Siloah and the guard-house.”
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Reigned in Jerusalem 33 years (<160316>Nehemiah 3:16). The site of his tomb is
lost.
<See DAVID’S FAMILY>

1. Michal (no children, 2 Samuel 6).
2. Ahinoam — son Amnon (<130301>1 Chronicles 3:1).
3. Abigail — so, Daniel (<130301>1 Chronicles 3:1)
4. Maachah — son Absalom, three sons died. Tamar (2 Samuel 13).
5. Haggith — son Adonijah (2 Samuel 3).
6. Abital — son Shephatiah (1 Chronicles 3).
7. Eglah — son Ithream. Sons whose mothers are not named: Ibhar,
Elishua, Eliphelet, Nogah, Nepheg, Japhia, Elishama, Eliada, Eliphalet and
Jerimoth (<131407>1 Chronicles 14:7; <141118>2 Chronicles 11:18).
8. Bathsheba — sons: one died — Shammua, Shobab, Nathan and Jedidjah
or Shelomoh = Solomon (<101225>2 Samuel 12:25). The children of the 10
concubines, and their mothers, are not named. There is no reason to
suppose he had more than eight wives. The text of <100513>2 Samuel 5:13,
probably refers to Michal, Bathsheba and the 10 women whom he took at
Jerusalem.
David was a soldier, shepherd, poet, prophet, priest, statesman and king, a
romantic friend, chivalrous leader, devoted father. He represents the Jewish
people at the point of the change from the lofty writers of their older
system to the higher civilization of the newer, and was a type of the
Messiah, who is called the Son of David.
David as king is almost above reproach; his private life only proved him a
man. Next to Abraham’s, David’s is the most dearly cherished name of all
the ancient patriarchs. The Psalms whether his own or others’ writings,
have been the source of consolation and instruction far beyond any other of
the holy scriptures, and are the only expressions of devotion that have been
equally used by all branches of the Christian church and by the Jews.
It is now thought that the saying that David was a man after God’s own
heart meant only that he was chosen, while Saul was rejected — and his
excellence as a king justified the choice.
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The noble qualities of his soul, his sublime piety, which was the habit of his
life, his intense struggle against fiery passions, and his mournful remorse
over occasional sins, far outweighed his faults.
Because he passed through temptation, passion and humiliation, we are
instructed and comforted; and through the divine psalms which he wrote
we are provided with language for our times of distress and trouble.

Day
<See CHRONOLOGY>.

Day’s Journey
<See SABBATH> <See WEIGHTS>

Daysman
Arbitrator; one to appeal to (<180933>Job 9:33).

David, City of
Zion in Jerusalem, and also Bethlehem.

Deacon
Assistant, helper. Christ is called a deacon (King James Version: minister,
<451508>
Romans 15:8). The Apostles appointed officers and made rules as
circumstances required. The 7 deacons appointed to care for the widows
(serving tables), had special duties which passed away with the occasion.
But there was then a difference made between the ministers of spiritual and
of material things. They also assisted at the communion by carrying the
food and drink to the members. They received the contributions; cared for
the sacred vessels; read the gospel sometimes, and baptized. They were to
be grave, venerable, of good report in life, sincere, truthful, temperate, not
using their office for profit, keeping the faith in a pure conscience, husband
of one wife, ruling their children and house well (1 Timothy 3; Acts 6).

Deaconess (Romans 6).
The records show that they were useful in the early centuries — a service
which was afterward absorbed into the nunneries.
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Dead Sea
This name is first met in history, about 200 years after Christ. In the Old
Testament it is called the Salt Sea, Sea of the Plain. <See SALT SEA>.

Death
1. Natural death; end of the life of the body.
2. Spiritual death; insensible to holiness; alienation from God (<400822>Matthew
8:22; Ephesians 2; <450621>Romans 6:21). The poetic expressions are “return to
dust” (<010319>Genesis 3:19); “removal from the body” (<181021>Job 10:21); “asleep”
(<245139>Jeremiah 51:39; <431111>John 11:11); “losing the breath” (<19A429>Psalm
104:29); the soul laying off its clothing” (<470503>2 Corinthians 5:3); “to depart”
(<500123>Philippians 1:23); “for a great trial” (<470110>2 Corinthians 1:10). <See
GATES OF DEATH> (<183817>Job 38:17); doors of the shadow. Some believe
that we should be able to live forever if we did not break God’s law. But
the Bible is a spiritual book and not a treatise on Natural History.

Debir (“oracle”)
1. Ancient royal city of Canaan (<061033>Joshua 10:33). Kirjath-sopher (book
city). Now Dibeh, six miles southwest of Hebron, where there is a fine
spring and aqueduct.
2. Judah near the valley of Achor. Wady Daboral the northwest corner of
the Dead Sea (<061507>Joshua 15:7).
3. Boundary of Gad, near Mahanaim. Lo-debar (<061326>Joshua 13:26).
4. A king of Eglon, hanged by Joshua (<061003>Joshua 10:3).

Debora
Mother of Tobeil, the father of Tobit, (Tobit 1:8).

Deborah (“bee”)
1. Rebekah’s nurse (<013508>Genesis 35:8). Buried under an oak called Allonbachuth.
2. A prophetess, wife of Lapidoth who lived near a palm tree between
Ramah and Bethel (<070404>Judges 4:4). She composed a song (Judges 5) in
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memory of the victory over Sisera (by Barak and Deborah) which, for
poetic beauty, is much valued, and gives her the title of prophetess
(singer).

Debtor
The strict law of inheritance, of Moses, provided against commercial
speculation and debts, by requiring all landed property and slaves to be
freed on the year of jubilee (7th) (<032539>Leviticus 25:39). No debtor could be
sent to prison, or whipped, or oppressed unfairly, except by breaking the
law. In Egypt the creditor could send the debtor to prison, and seize his
family tomb and prevent burials there. The Roman laws were very severe
against the debtor, and hard on slaves (made by debt). Bankers and sureties
in the commercial sense were unknown (<202226>Proverbs 22:26). No interest
could be lawfully taken from a poor person, but relief was to be given
without price, laws being made to prevent evading this rule (<022225>Exodus
22:25; <032535>Leviticus 25:35, etc.). Nehemiah corrected such abuses
(Nehemiah 5), and Jesus approved of the law of Moses, although in the
later times the custom of usury had become popular, and usurers had their
tables in the courts of the Temple. Loans could be secured by pledges,
under certain rules:
1. The cloak, which was used day and night by the poor, must be returned
at sundown. A bedstead (a luxury) might be taken (Exodus 22); no
widow’s garments, or a millstone, could be taken (<052406>Deuteronomy
24:6,17). The creditor could not enter a house for his pledge but must wait
outside (<052410>Deuteronomy 24:10). Debtors held as slaves must be released
at the jubilee, and might be redeemed for a price. Foreign slaves were not
released (<032544>Leviticus 25:44). A year was allowed to redeem houses sold
for debt. The Romans superseded the law of the jubilee year, and the
debtor could be held in prison until the last farthing was paid (<400526>Matthew
5:26).

Decalogue (“ten words”)
<See TEN COMMANDMENTS> (Exodus 20). The basis of all laws. The

number ten was regarded as perfect or complete, therefore the TEN GREAT
WORDS were the perfect law of God (<191907>Psalm 19:7), given on Sinai. They
were cut on two tables of stone, and kept for several centuries in the ark, in
the very center of the holy place, as a symbol of the center of the whole
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system. The two tables indicate a division of the law, into duties toward
God, and duties toward our neighbor (<402237>Matthew 22:37-39). Some critics
point out more an 20 decalogues in the laws of Moses. <See LEVITICUS>
in the <See HISTORY>.

Decapolis (“ten cities”)
Mentioned three times in the New Testamnet. (<400425>Matthew 4:25; <410520>Mark
5:20; 7:31), and many times in Josephus and other ancient writers. Soon
after the Romans conquered Palestine they rebuilt and colonized ten cities,
and gave them special privileges. The list of the names of these ten cities is
given differently by various writers. Pliny names Scythopohs, Hippos,
Gadara, Pella, Philadelphia, Gerasa, Don Canatha, Damascus, and
Raphana. Ptolemy includes Capitolias; and an inscription in Palmyra makes
Abila one. The name was probably given to a large district in Christ’s time.
Damascus is the only one of the ten cities left, all the others being in ruins.

Dedan (“low country”)
1. Son of Raamah, grandson of Cush (<011007>Genesis 10:7). An island on the
shore of the Persian Gulf is called Dadan, and another Sheba.
2. A son of Jokshan, grandson of Abraham by Keturah (<012503>Genesis 25:3).
In each case the brother is named Sheba, and both tribes may have
intermarried and occupied the same country. “The traveling companies of
Dedanim” of <232113>Isaiah 21:13, are caravans, They traded with Tyre
(<262615>Ezekiel 26:15,20) in ivory, ebony and fine dry goods (precious cloths).

Dedication, Feast of the
Instituted in memory of the purification of the temple by Judas Maccabaeus
after driving out tim Syrians (B.C. 164), (1 Macc. 4:52; <241022>Jeremiah
10:22). It lasted 8 days — Dec. 25 (<See CHISLEV>) to January 3.
Carrying branches of trees and singing, especially the Hallelujah song,
every day.

Deep, the
Abyss. Bottomless pit in the KJV (<420831>Luke 8:31; Revelation 9:l,2,11;
20:1,3; <471125>2 Corinthians 11:25). In <661006>Revelation 10:6,7, “ascend into
heaven,” “descend into the deep,” the place of the dead. This does not
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include Hades, which is supposed to include the deep, which is, then, only
a part of the great unknown place of the dead.

Degree
<540313>

1 Timothy 3:13, should read: “For they who well served as deacons
obtain for themselves a good degree, and much confidence in faith in Christ
Jesus.” That is, in spiritual matters.

Degrees, the Song of (“stairs” or “steps”),
is a title of 15 Psalms by different authors. Pilgrim songs, sung by the
people as they went up to Jerusalem (<023424>Exodus 34:24; <111227>1 Kings 12:27;
<150709>
Ezra 7:9; <19C204>Psalm 122:4). 5 were written by David (4) and Solomon
(1), and the other 10 after the return from Captivity. See Psalm 120—134.
<See PSALMS> in the <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Dehavites (“villagers”), (<150409>Ezra 4:9).
Planted in Samaria by Assyria. Dahi (Herodotus i.125), in Persia; and Daci,
in Europe (Dacia).

Dekar
An officer of Solomon’s in Judah (<110409>1 Kings 4:9).

Delaiah (“Jehovah’s freedman”)
1. Priest in David’s time, leader of the 23rd course (<132418>1 Chronicles
24:18).
2. Children of Delaiah returned from Captivity (<150260>Ezra 2:60).
3. Son of Mehetable (<160619>Nehemiah 6:19).
4. Son of Shemaiah, in Jehoikim’s time (<243612>Jeremiah 36:12).

Delilah (“drooping, languishing”)
Samson’s love; lived in the valley of Sorek, Philistia. She was a wily
seducer, who loved the bribes, and not her honor or her lover’s safety, and
captivated only to destroy. Her bribe was large — 5,500 pieces of silver —
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shekels ($2,750), equal to 33,000 as to our standard of wages. <See
MONEY>.

Deluge
Flood (Hebrew: hammabal “the fullness of waters”), from yubal, a river
(fullness). Deluge is used instead of flood.
The belief in a deluge of greater or less extent is of very ancient date, in all
nations who have kept records, or have traditions. It is very often noticed
in the Bible, as a fact from which a great lesson is to be learned
(<402438>Matthew 24:38), and its history is given in Genesis 6—8. The account
next in value to this is that of the Greeks (Ovid) — the flood of Deucalion
and Pyrrha. The Hindus (Sir William Jones, Asiatic Res iii. 116) also have
an account, which, with the Greek, agrees with that in Genesis in many
points. The Chinese legend is not very parallel, but agrees in a few items.
The Parsee account says the flood washed away all the wickedness which
Ahri-man (the Evil One) had brought about. The Chaldee (Josephus Ap. i.
19), that Noa saved Sem, Japet, and Chem. The Assyrian is (Eusebius, Ev.
Praep. c. ix.) similar. The Scandinavian, Mexican, Peruvian, and others,
have each a story to tell, of a great flood, and a few persons saved.
The Scripture account is, the God sent the deluge as a punishment for sin,
destroying all flesh but such as he directed Noah to place in the ark. The
time occupied was 358 days, 7 days less than our year, or 1 year and 10
days by the Jews calendar. The present majority opinion is, that the subject
has a moral rather than a physical character. That mankind had not spread
beyond the valley of the Euphrates and Tigris, and Syria; and that the
deluge only extended far enough to be universal as to mankind. There has
been no evidence yet brought to light, such as human bones, or teeth,
proving any great destruction of life in this, or any other region, which can
be dated to the time of the deluge. The size of the ark is a great argument
against the deluge being so universal as to cover the whole globe, There
are now known 1,700 species of animals, about 1,000 of which are clean,
of whom 7 of each species were to be kept; 6,000 species of birds, 1,000
of reptiles, and 550,000 of insects; and the entire space in the ark — 54? by
91 feet (21 inches to the cubit) 3 stories high — is 150,000 square feet, too
small, by many times, for standing-room, besides food and storage And
how could 8 persons attend to so many animals daily? Many animals, some
in the polar regions, others in the tropics, cannot bear a change of climate,
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even if they could be carried so far from their homes. Peculiar species
belong to each quarter of the globe, whose ancestors have left their record
in the ancient rocks, fossilized, showing an unbroken succession. It was
also impossible to lay up provision for the wild beasts. Seeds and plants
must have perished by so long a soaking in water, and fresh-water fish also,
if covered by the salt ocean several months. The notion of a universal
deluge is at variance with the light of reason. Geological records (in the
rocks, etc.) show the results of many floods in the past history of the earth.
Vast extents of the earth’s surface have been raised or depressed in modern
times (in Chili 100,000 square miles, 2 feet high), and the work of sinking
is now going on in Holland. The temple of Jupiter, near Naples, shows that
it has been sunk, with the island on which it stands, under the waters of the
Bay of Baiae, half its height, by the holes halfway up the marble columns,
all round the temple on a water-line that were bored by a shell-fish that
lives under water only. Those who suppose the deluge related only to the
ancestors of the Hebrews, and had no reference to any other races, are
answered by a denial of the remote antiquity of Egypt and Assyria. The
evidences of the antiquity of Egypt and Assyria are far more convincing
than any yet offered for the deluge.

Delus (Greek: delos, “visible”)
The smallest of the Cyclades, islands in the Grecian Archipelago, the chief
seat of the worship of Apollo and his sister Diana (1 Macc. 15:23). The
island was said to have suddenly appeared anciently, as several others have
in our time. It was the center of an extensive commerce B.C. 146.

Demas
<See DEMETRIUS>, or <See DEMARCHUS>. Companion to Paul

(<570124>Philemon 1:24; <510414>Colossians 4:14; <550410>2 Timothy 4:10). One of
Keble’s grandest hymns is founded on the association of Demas and Luke
with Paul in his earlier trials, and of the desertion of Demas after.

Demetrius (“votary of Demeter, Ceres”)
1. Maker of silver shrines of Artemis at Ephesus (<441924>Acts 19:24). They
were small models of the great statue of Diana. He made an adroit speech
against Paul, exciting their religious and selfish feelings against the new
sect, which aimed to spoil the business of shrine-making.
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2. Another Demetrius is commended by John as having a character so
purely Christian as to carry its own testimony with it (<640112>3 John 1:12).
3. <See DEMETRIUS SOTER>, king of Syria, son of Seleucus IV. (<See
SYRIA> and <See ANTIOCHUS>).
4. <See DEMETRIUS NICATOR>, son of No. 3, who was excluded by
Alexander Balas from the throne until B.C. 146. He first treated the Jews
well, but afterward so badly that they took sides with Antiochus Theos.
Killed at Tyre, B.C. 126.

Demon (Greek: daimon, “god”)
At first the Supreme, then a god, and later, to spirits believed to be
between gods and men; a kind of messenger, who became tutelary deities
of men and cities; and finally the notion of evil demons the latest form.
Some believed they were the spirits of evil men after death. It was used to
denote fortune, chance, fate. In the Hebrew it is used for a pestilence
(<199106>Psalm 91:6) idols (<199605>Psalm 96:5; <031904>Leviticus 19:4), devils
(<053217>Deuteronomy 32:17), God (“troop” in the KJV), the goddess of
fortune (<236511>Isaiah 65:11), satyrs (<231321>Isaiah 13:21; 34:14). The Hebrews
meant evil spirits. In the New Testament they are spiritual, evil, at enmity
with God, having power to work evil to man with disease and sin,
positively and actively wicked. Called “devils” in <461020>1 Corinthians 10:20;
<540401>
1 Timothy 4:1; <660920>Revelation 9:20. The modern notion is that there is
but one devil (Lardner), although demons are innumerable (Dr. Campbell).
The devil, the old serpent, the adversary, Satan, prince of the power of the
air, etc., are one. God and his angels are opposed to the devil and his
angels, the demons. The angels are sent forth from God’s presence to
minister on earth to the heirs of salvation; it is the spirit of God which gives
his people that character of life-giving and blessed fruits by which they are
known; on the contrary, the devil and his demon agency are discovered in
the strong delusions and grievous oppressions which men have suffered
and do suffer from their power.

Demoniacs
Men subject to the power of demons, and who are deaf, dumb, blind,
epileptic, frenzied, hypochrondriac, imbecile, and suffer ills both of body
and mind. Demons cannot be known to our senses, nor their powers
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distinguished from natural causes; and the few words about them in the
Scripture do not help to a clear idea of them. Some suppose that the
demoniacs were madmen — under the influence of melancholia or mania
— in neither case using reason. There are accounts of some who were
maniacs and others lunatics. Some also ascribe every form of disease,
physically or mental, to demons. Jesus said the casting out of demons was
a part of his work, and by this work he brought the kingdom of God to us
(<031332>Leviticus 13:32; <401228>Matthew 12:28).

Demophon
Syrian general, under Antiochus V, (2 Macc. 12:2).

Denarius
Penny. 12 to 15 cents. <See MONEY>.

Deputy
Proconsul (<441307>Acts 13:7, etc.).

Derbe
Lycaonia, on the road from Tarsus to Iconium (<441406>Acts 14:6), which
passes through the famous <See CILICIAN GATES>, and where the pass
opens upon the plains of Lycaonia, the city of Derbe stood. Gaius belonged
here (<442014>Acts 20:14).

Descry
To reconnoitre (<070123>Judges 1:23).

Desert
Four words of the Hebrew text are translated desert, and they are:
1. arabah. The Ghor — the Jordan River valley; Jericho at the south, and
Bethshean at the north (<264708>Ezekiel 47:8; <233501>Isaiah 35:1,6, 40:3, 41:19,
etc.; <240206>Jeremiah 2:6, 5:6, etc.).
2. midbar. Pasture grounds, or the wilderness of the wanderings, where the
Israelites had flocks and herds with them during the whole of the passage
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from Egypt to Canaan (<020301>Exodus 3:1, 5:3, 10:26, 12:38, 19:2;
<041122>
Numbers 11:22, 32:21; 30:15).
3. charbah. Waste places, dryness, desolation (<19A206>Psalm 102:6; <234821>Isaiah
48:21); west of Sinai (<261304>Ezekiel 13:4; <180314>Job 3:14).
4. jeshimon. Waste places on each side of the Dead Sea. Usually translated
Beth Jeshimon (<042120>Numbers 21:20; <092319>1 Samuel 23:19). Is more
expressive of utter desolation than any of the others (<053210>Deuteronomy
32:10).

Dessau
Judah (2 Macc. 14:16.) Nicanor’s army encamped there. Supposed to be
Adasa.

Deuel (“El knows”)
Father of Eliasaph (<040114>Numbers 1:14). <See REUEL>.

Deuteronomy (Greek: “second law”)
Fifth book of the Pentateuch. Named in Hebrew: ’elleh haddevarim,” these
are the words”. <See HISTORY>.

Devil (Greek: diabolos, “slanderer, false accuser”)
Called saTan (“to lie in wait, oppose”) by the Hebrews, and Shatan by the
Arabs. This character expresses the antagonistic, malicious, and perverse
nature of the enemy of God and man. <See DEMON>. It is not believed (by
all) that he is an independent, self-existent spirit of evil, though some do so
believe, with the Manicheans. He is also called Dragon, Evil One, Angel of
the Bottomless Pit, Prince of this World, the God of this World, Prince of
the Power of the Air, Apollyon, Abaddon, Belial, Beelzebub. The word
“Satan” is used also to mean an adversary. Hadad the Edomite was an
adversary (Hebrew: saTan) to Solomon (<111114>1 Kings 11:14); David is
suspected of being an adversary (saTan in <092904>1 Samuel 29:4) to the
Philistines; the angel of the Lord was a saTan (adversary) to Balaam
(<042222>Numbers 22:22); a wicked man is a saTan in <19A906>Psalm 109:6. The
wicked wives are adversaries (satans, diabolous; the Hebrew saTan is the
Greek diabolos) in <540301>1 Timothy 3:1; false accusers, <550303>2 Timothy 3:3,
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and <560203>Titus 2:3; and Jesus said one of the 12 was a devil (diabolos,
saTan), an adversary. The Hebrew marks, by the article, a difference
between a satan, an adversary, and the Satan, a person, the chief. In
<380301>
Zechariah 3:1,2, it is the Satan, and also, in Job 1—2, and <132101>1
Chronicles 21:1; <400401>Matthew 4:1-11; <420812>Luke 8:12; <430844>John 8:44; <441310>Acts
13:101 <490611>Ephesians 6:11; <600508>1 Peter 5:8; <620308>1 John 3:8; <661209>Revelation
12:9. It is said that the Devil is spiritual, but not spirit — not eternal. He
works by deceiving, producing or keeping in ignorance, misunderstanding,
evil thoughts, unholy desires, pride, anger, revenge, discontent and
repining; and besides these moral, he works in physical ways, producing
disease (<180207>Job 2:7; <421306>Luke 13:6; <441038>Acts 10:38), which is sometimes
used as a divine chastisement (<540120>1 Timothy 1:20). As God is the only
supreme self-existence, and Satan is not eternal nor in accord with God,
but an adversary, he will be overcome, when he has served the will of God,
and will go down into the abyss, with death and hell, into utter and final
annihilation (<662002>Revelation 20:2,10,14). Devotions
Objects of worship — temples, images, altars, etc. Paul meant objects of
devotion in <441723>Acts 17:23.

Dew
The dew falls copiously in Palestine, at night, in spring and autumn, but
very little in the summer — May to August. It falls some weeks before, and
also after the rains, and so shortens the dry season, it is used as a figure of
God’s goodness in <281405>Hosea 14:5, “I will be as the dew unto Israel;” and
in Job, of his prosperity (<182919>Job 29:19), “the dew lay all night on my
branch;” in <19B003>Psalm 110:3, of freshness arid energy, “dew of his youth”
(Christ); of eloquent speech, “distilling like the dew” (<053202>Deuteronomy
32:2); of brotherly love, as the “dew of Hermon” (<19D303>Psalm 133:3); and as
a sign of calamity, if wanting, in <100121>2 Samuel 1:21, indicating barrenness.

Diadem (“bound around”)
<See CROWN>. Only four passages have this, and they might be read,

“fillet,” “mitre,” “tiara,” or “turban,” the original meaning rolled together,
or around, like the modern Eastern head-dress (<230323>Isaiah 3:23). The
diadem as worn by kings, as a badge of absolute power, was a band about
two inches wide, made of silk, ornamented with gold, tied behind, as in No.
7. The ends of the ribbon are frequently shown on the coins. Gibbon
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describes one as “a broad white fillet, set with pearls” like No. 5. Nos. 1, 2
and 3 are Egyptian; 4, 5, 6, Assyrian; 7, from a coin of Tigranes, king of
Syria; 8, sculpture at Persepolis; 9, Roman, civic, of leaves, from a coin.
See page 66 in the book.

Dial (Hebrew: maaloth, “degrees”)
The earliest mention of the sun-dial is among the Babylonians, 540 B.C.
Herodotus says the Greeks adopted it from them, as also the division of the
day into 12 parts, being introduced to Greece by the astronomer Berosus,
the Chaldean. The first notice of “the hour” is by Daniel (<270306>Daniel 3:6).
The degrees of Ahaz (<122011>2 Kings 20:11), cannot be explained. It may have
reference to a dial with degrees (lines numbered). This might have been a
present from Tiglath Pileset, the ally of Ahaz, and made in Babylon.

Diamond (Hebrew: yahalom, precious stone, and shamer, “sharp
point”)
The hardest and most precious of all the gems. One was in the sacred
breast-plate of the high priest, though some say that (yahalom) was an
onyx. Ezekiel speaks of making his forehead hard as a diamond (shamir,
adamant in the KJV, <260309>Ezekiel 3:9), and Jeremiah of an iron pen pointed
with a diamond (<241701>Jeremiah 17:1), and Zechariah, of hearts as hard as an
adamant stone (<380712>Zechariah 7:12). The same word shamir is Hebrew for
brier.

Diana
Latin. (Greek: Artemis). The twin sister of Apollo, the sun-god. She is the
moon goddess. The Assyrians named them Adrammelech and Anamelech.
Diana was called the goddess of hunting, chastity, marriage, and nocturnal
incantations. In Palestine the name was <See ASHTORETH>. The services
were performed by women (melissai), and eunuchs (megabissoi), with a
high priest (essene). The great temple at Ephesus, and grove at Daphne
were the most noted shrines of this worship. The image at Ephesus was
said to have fallen out of heaven complete. The great temple was 425 by
220 feet, and had 127 columns of marble, each 60 feet high. <See
EPHESUS>.
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Diblaim
Mother of Hosea’s symbolical wife Gomer (<280103>Hosea 1:3).

Diblath
By some supposed to be the same as <See RIBLAH>. By others it is located
in Moab, where it is applied to a district in which was Almon-Diblathaim
(<043346>Numbers 33:46), and Beth Diblath (<244822>Jeremiah 48:22). Southeast of
Heshbon.

Dibon
1. East border of Moab, 3 miles north of the Arnon river (<043404>Numbers
34:45). Rebuilt by the Gadites. Dibon-Gad (<043234>Numbers 32:34). In Reuben
(<061309>Joshua 13:9,17). The ruins are still called Diban, and are extensive.
Dimon (<231509>Isaiah 15:9).
2. Judah. <See DIMONAH> (<161125>Nehemiah 11:25).

Dibri
Father of Shelomith, who had married an Egyptian, and her son having
“blasphemed the name” was stoned (<032411>Leviticus 24:11).

Didymus (twin).
The apostle Thomas (<431116>John 11:16).

Diklah (“palm-tree”)
There is a district in Arabia, extending along the Red Sea, from Edom to
Medina, called Dakalah, from its fruitful palm-groves. Another district is
Yemen, now called Minaei, also fruitful in palms, is thought to be the the
real location; where there is a tribe of Arabs Duklai. (Burckhardt).
(<011027>Genesis 10:27,31; <130121>1 Chronicles 1:21).

Dilean (place of cucumbers). Judah (<061538>Joshua 15:38).
Lost. Possibly Tima, near Ekron.
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Dilly
Hauran, 6 miles west of Edraa, on the edge of a large marsh: the aqueduct
for conveying water to Gadara begins here.

Dimas
Village on east slope of Hermon; on Damascus — Beirut road.

Dimnah
Zeb. (<062135>Joshua 21:35; Lev.) Damon, near Accho.

Dimon, Waters of
Streams east of the Dead Sea. Moab (<231509>Isaiah 15:9). <See DIBON>.

Dimonah
Judah. South, near the desert (<061522>Joshua 15:22).

Dimreh
Eight miles south of Askulan, on the west Esneid.

Dinah (“acquitted”)
Daughter of Jacob by Leah. Her history is a short tragedy (Genesis 34).
Her two full brothers took her part against Shechem, and for their deceit
and cruelty were condemned by Jacob on his death-bed. Among all the
tribes of the East, to this day, any wrong to a sister must be avenged by her
brothers or father, or the whole family is disgraced. She may have gone
with Jacob into Egypt (<014615>Genesis 46:15), but she is not mentioned again,
nor is her death recorded.

Dinaites
Cuthean colonists who were placed in Samaria (<150409>Ezra 4:9).
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Dinhabah (“present”) (<013632>Genesis 36:32).
Capital city and birthplace of Bela, son of Beor, king of Edom. Eight miles
from Ar. toward the river Arnon. Seven miles from Heshbon, on Mount
Peor (Eusebius). <See DANABA> was a bishop’s see in Palmyrene, Syria
(Zosimus iii. 27).

Dionysia
Feast of Bacchus (2 Macc. 6:7).

Dionysius, the Areopagite (<441734>Acts 17:34).
Dionysus or Bacchus. He was a member of the supreme court of the
Areopagus, and one of the few converts of Paul at Athens. A.D. 420, a
writer called Pseudo-Dionysius wrote a book in the name of the disciple,
which was believed to be genuine for a long time, but is now condemned.

Dionysus
<See BACCHUS> (3 Macc. 2:29).

Diocaesarea
<See SEPPHORIS>.

Diotrephes (“Jove-nurtured”)
A disciple who resisted the apostle John, in Asia-Minor.

Dirweh
Ruin and fountain east of Beth-Zur, 4 miles north of Hebron.

Disciple
Believer. Member of the church of Christ.

Discover
To uncover. “The voice of the Lord — discovereth the forests,” that is, the
lightning strips off the bark and branches (<192909>Psalm 29:9).
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Discus
A quoit of iron, copper, or stone, for throwing in play, in the gymnasium.
Jason introduced Greek games into Jerusalem in the time of Antiochus
Epiphanes, which the priests indulged in to the neglect of their duties (2
Macc. 4:14).

Dish (Hebrew: sephel, tsallachath, and kehah, and Greek: trublion)
Bowl, charger. <See MEALS>, <See CUPS>.

Dishan
1. Youngest son of Seir the mountaineer (a Horite). (<130138>1 Chronicles
1:38). <See DISHON> (<013621>Genesis 36:21).
2. Son of Anah, and grandson of Seir (<130141>1 Chronicles 1:41).

Dissolve
To explain (<270516>Daniel 5:16).

Dispersion, the Jews of the
Those who remained in Babylonia after the return from captivity were
called the “dispersed,” or “of the dispersion,” or in Hebrew “stripped
naked.” “Removed” in <052825>Deuteronomy 28:25; <243417>Jeremiah 34:17. This
included the 12 tribes. The Jewish faith succeeded to the kingdom of David
at the return of the remnant, and faithful Jews everywhere contributed the
half-shekel to the temple services (Josephus, Antiquities xviii. 9, 1). Three
sections of the dispersion are noticed in history, of Babylon, of Syria, and
of Egypt. The Greek conquests extended the limits of the dispersed, by
securing greater liberties to the Jews. <See ANTIOCHUS, THE GREAT>.
The African dispersion centerd at Alexandria, the best fruit of which is the
Septuagint. After the rise of the Jews, in Trajan’s time, they were nearly
exterminated and the remnant driven into Europe. Those in Rome followed
Pompey after his victories in the East. They were banished from the city
under Claudius, because they “were continually raising disturbances,
Chrestus being their leader” (Suetonius, c. 25). Probably on account of
their opposition to the preaching of Christ by Paul and others. The
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dispersion influenced the spread of the gospel, because the apostles and
preachers followed the Jews into “all the world” (Acts 2).

Distaff
<See SPINNING>. (<203119>Proverbs 31:19).

Dives
A Greek word meaning “rich”, which Jesus used in the parable of Lazurus
and the “rich” man (<421619>Luke 16:19). It has since Chaucer’s time (see
Sompnoure’s Tale, “Lazar and Dives”) been used in theological literature
as a proper name.

Divination (Hebrew: kesek, “to divide”)
Imitation of prophesy; the art of pretending to foretell future events, from
the appearance of cards, dice, liquids in a vial, or sediment in a cup
(<014404>Genesis 44:4) which had magical writing on it, or engraving on it; of
the earth, sea, and sky; the entrails of animals; the flight of birds; of graves;
in dreams: (<041206>Numbers 12:6), (“good dreams are one of the great parts of
prophesy.” — Koran) by talismans, images, oracles; by arrows (see
Assyrian sculptures, where the king holds divining arrows, or a rod); and
also by magic arts. Plato calls it science without reason. It was taught that
the gods gave signs of future events, all through the universe, and that men
of observation and study could read those signs. Moses condemned the
whole system (<051810>Deuteronomy 18:10-12), and those who practiced it as
impious impostors. The desire to know the future was proper, and would
be gratified by God’s own prophet, who should speak as he was inspired.
This superstition is found among all people, at this day, and is even now
practiced under the name of clairvoyants, second-sight, trance-mediums,
seventh daughter or son, by cards, water, rods, palm, etc. The result of
such practices is the same in all ages, a certain loss of judgment, of purity,
and piety, and is as hateful now as ever (<091523>1 Samuel 15:23). The
divination by lot seems to be an exception, and is said to be divine
(<201633>Proverbs 16:33), and with the Hebrews was conducted solemnly and
with religious preparations (<060713>Joshua 7:13), as in the case of Achan and
of the division of the Promised Land (<042655>Numbers 26:55), the election of
Saul as king (<091020>1 Samuel 10:20), and the chosing of Matthias to the
vacant apostleship (<440126>Acts 1:26). Many appearances are recorded as of
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the direct work of God, as the serpent rod of Moses; leprous hand; burning
bush; plagues; cloud; Aaron’s budding rod; the dew of Gideon, etc., and
also visions (<041206>Numbers 12:6). <See CUP> on p. 37 in the book.

Divorce
The law of Moses is found in <052401>Deuteronomy 24:1-4, and
<052219>
Deuteronomy 22:19,29. The original words are “some uncleanness”
(Hebrew: ervath dabar), and are very loosely explained by the Jewish
doctors, so that many causes for divorce were admitted. One school
(Shammai) limited it to a moral cause, and another (Hillel) included many
others: as a bad breath, snoring, a running sore, and burning the food when
cooking. When Jesus was appealed to (<400531>Matthew 5:31, with a view to
entangle him in their disputes), he said, The practice allowed by the Mosaic
law of divorcing a wife without crime on her part, and on the ground of
dislike or disgust, is opposed to the original, divine idea of marriage
according to which a man and his wife are joined together by God, to be
one flesh, and are not to be put asunder by man. He who puts away his
wife by a bill of divorce without her crime, causes her to commit adultery
by placing it within her power to marry another man. The party who
permits the divorce is criminal in marrying again. The mere exchange of a
piece of writing will not dissolve the spiritual bond. Unless the union is
dissolved by crime, any who unite with either party are criminal.
The apostle Paul allowed (1 Corinthians 8) separation of a believer from an
unbeliever, but not to marry another, but to seek reconciliation and
reunion. In the Roman church a marriage with an unbeliever may be
annulled by the believer, who may marry another. Some Protestants follow
the same custom, and also in case of desertion. <See MARRIAGE>.

Dizahab (“place of gold”)
On the Red Sea, now Dohab (<050101>Deuteronomy 1:1).

Doctor
Teacher (<420304>Luke 3:46). <See SCRIBE>.
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Docus (“small fort”)
Near Jericho (1 Macc. 16:15). Built by Ptolemeus, son of Abubus, in which
he entertained and murdered his father-in-law, Simon Maccabaeus and his
two sons (Antiquities xiii. 8). Dagon, ruins near Ain Duk, are supposed to
mark the site (Rob. ii. 309).

Dodai (“loving”)
An Ahohite, captain of the course of the army (24,000), who served in the
2nd month (1 Chronicles 32:4). <See DODO>? Brother of <See JESSE>?

Dodanim
Descendants of the 4th son of Javan (<011004>Genesis 10:4). Rodanim. The
island of Rhodes and the river Rhone are relics of the name.

Dodavah (“love of Jah”)
Father of Eliezer, who denounced Jehoshaphat’s alliance with Ahaziah
(<142037>2 Chronicles 20:37).

Dodo (“God his friend”)
1. Of Bethlehem, father of Elhanan, one of David’s noted 30 captains (<131126>1
Chronicles 11:26).
2. Dodai, the 2nd in chief command of David’s army (<102309>2 Samuel
23:9,24; <131112>1 Chronicles 11:12).
3. Of Issachar, forefather of Tola, the judge (<071001>Judges 10:1).

Doeg (“fearful”)
Chief of Saul’s herdsmen (<092209>1 Samuel 22:9). He obeyed king Saul, and
killed the priests of Nob (85, and their families also). He was a proselyte to
the Jewish faith, attending there to fulfill a vow.

Dog (Hebrew: xeleb, “seizer”; Arabic: kelb).
From most ancient times the humble friend and servant of man. Sculptured
on the monuments of Assyria and Egypt. Mentioned as shepherd dogs by
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Job (<183001>Job 30:1); Moses as property (<052318>Deuteronomy 23:18), and
Solomon (<210904>Ecclesiastes 9:4). The vile rulers of Israel were compared to
dogs by Isaiah (<235610>Isaiah 56:10,11). The dog is almost ownerless in the
East, and runs, half-wild, in the streets; never caressed, or made pets of,
and seldom admitted to a house or tent. They eat anything that comes in
their way, and also each other, if a dog strays from his proper district.
Jezebel’s fate (2 Kings 9) might be repeated any day or night in any city of
the East. Byron writes in his Siege of Corinth:
“He saw the lean dogs, beneath the wall,
Hold o’er the dead their carnival;
Gorging and growling o’er carcass and limb,
They were too busy to bark at him.”

David wrote of Saul’s hired assassins lying in wait to kill him: “They return
at evening: they make a noise like a dog, and go round about the city. Let
them wander up and down for meat, and grudge if they be not satisfied”
(<195906>Psalm 59:6). He also speaks of them in <192216>Psalm 22:16,20. The
caravans to Mecca have many dogs, going from Egypt, Syria and Persia.
The dog was held to be unclean, and was despised, and is now, the name
being a term of reproach, commonly applied to Christians by the Muslims.

Door (Hebrew: shaar, “to divide”, “gate”; pethah, “entering”;
saph, “threshold”; daleth, “to hang down as a curtain”, a “door”;
tera, pule, pulon “gate”).
The door had a threshold, side posts and lintel in houses and was an
opening in the side of a tent. The door is generally of wood, and sometimes
of cedar, handsomely carved, and also a cloth for inside use. In the Hauran
are now to be seen doors of stone, turning on hinges of stone, dating from
antiquity. Doors and doorways in the East are generally small and mean in
appearance compared with ours, or with the interior to which they open.
The gates of cities are built strong for defense, with towers and chambers
(<101824>2 Samuel 18:24), and rooms inside for public assembly, for hearing the
news, buying or selling, or judicial affairs. In Assyrian cities they were
similar; and in the temples were highly ornamented with sculpture and
colors. The doorway in the engraving from the ruins of the palace (or
temple) at Koyunjik (a part of Nineveh), shows the magnificent style of
sculpture, in the use of ideal figures combining men, and animals, and
birds. (See the picture on page 54 in the book.)
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The principal doorways in the palaces were guarded by symbolic bulls, or
winged gods. Images of the gods were hidden in the walls and floor as a
kind of protection.
The Egyptian temple was a kind of fort, with massive walls, and a gate
with strong, high towers. The doors had double leaves, often plated with
metal. They were provided with locks and bars of metal.
The gates of Babylon are said to have been of bronze (brass). On the doors
of Egypt in our day, there are sentences from the holy book, following the
ancient custom (<050609>Deuteronomy 6:9; <235412>Isaiah 54:12; <662121>Revelation
21:21; Lane, Mod. Egyptians, Wilkinson). Petitions were presented to the
king at the gate; and the gate was sometimes made a place of sanetuary —
a refuge for criminals.
The doors of Solomon’s Temple are described as being very valuable,
richly carved, and overlaid with gold (<110634>1 Kings 6:34, etc). Those of the
holy place were double. The Beautiful Gate of Herod’s Temple is said to
have been of Corinthian brass (bronze), (Josephus, Wars, v. 5, section 3),
and required twenty men to move it.
The gates of precious stones of Revelations and Isaiah were suggested to
the writers by the stone doors of the Hauran, which are often several
inches thick, of fine hard bazalt, beautifully carved.
To open, or lift up as a curtain, a door to a coming guest, was and is an
especial honor, as alluded to in <192407>Psalm 24:7.
“I would rather be a door-keeper in the house of my God than
dwell in the tents of wickedness (<198410>Psalm 84:10), may be better
understood as meaning “I would rather lay at the door of the house
of my God (like Lazarus), than have a home in their tents.”

Dophkah (“cattle driving”)
Station of the Exodus (<043312>Numbers 33:12). <See WILDERNESS>.

Dor (“habitation”)
Royal city of the Canaanites (<061711>Joshua 17:11; <110411>1 Kings 4:11). On the
Great Sea, 14 miles south of Carmel, 7 miles north of Caesarea. Its king
was defeated with others near the waters of Merom (<070127>Judges 1:27), in
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Manasseh, but the ancient people were never expelled. Solomon made
them pay tribute. This was tHe most southern city built by the Phoenicians.
The rains are on a hill and extend half a mile, the most conspicuous being
an old tower, which is a landmark, called Tantura (“the horn”).

Dora (1 Macc. 15:11). <See DOE>.
Dorcas
<See TABITHA>.

Dorymenes
Father of Ptolemy (1 Macc. 3:38). He fought against Antiochus the Great
(Polybius, v. 61).

Dositheus
1. Captain under Judas Maccabaeus against Timotheus (2 Macc. 12:19).
2. A horseman of Bacenor’s band (2 Macc. 12:35).
3. Son of Drimlus, an apostate Jew at Raphia (3 Macc. 1:3).
4. “Said he was a priest and Levite,” messenger to carry the translation of
Esther to Egypt (Esther 11:1, Doway). Another mentioned by Josephus
(contra Apion 2:5).

Dothan
Dothaim (“two wells”)
14 miles north of Shechem (<013717>Genesis 37:17). Joseph was sold by his
brethren here to the Egyptians (<013725>Genesis 37:25-28). Elisha, the prophet,
lived at Dothan when Benhadad thought to capture him (<120608>2 Kings 6:823). Tell Dothan is now at the south end of a rich plain, separated by slight
hills from Esdraelon, and the ruins are on a very large hill; with a fine
spring at its foot. The massive ancient Jewish or Roman pavement is to be
seen in the road that runs near, from Beisan to Egypt,

Do to wit
To make known. Not used. (<470801>2 Corinthians 8:1).
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Dove (Hebrew: yonah).
Two species are mentioned in the law — turtle-dove and pigeon. Both
were to be offered in burnt offering (<050114>Deuteronomy 1:14). It is a symbol
of peace, and the most exalted of animals, as symbolizing the Holy Spirit,
and the meekness, purity and splendor of righteousness. Two ancient relics
show its use as a national ensign — one on a Phoenician coin, where the
dove, with rays about its head and wings closed, stands on a globe; and the
other, a sculpture in the Hauran, where the dove’s wings are spread, also
stands on a globe, the rays behind terminating in stars. Carrier pigeons are
figured in Egvpt. A dove has carried a letter from Babylon to Aleppo in
two days. The “dove’s dung” of <120602>2 Kings 6:2, has been explained as
chick-peas or the roots of the ornithogalum umbellatum, or the Star of
Bethlehem, used now by the poor. Pigeon cotes are common all over the
East, usually made of coarse stone jars piled into a kind of house, by itself
or on a roof.

Drachma
<See MONEY>.

Dragon (Hebrew: tannim, “dragons”)
A mammal, living in the desert (<231322>Isaiah 13:22), crying like a child <183029>Job
30:29); probably the jackal, which has a mournful howl. Another (Hebrew:
tannin) was a great sea monster. Used as a metaphor of the Pharaoh
(<235109>Isaiah 51:9; <262903>Ezekiel 29:3), where it means the crocodile (see
<245134>
Jeremiah 51:34). The word is also used as a metaphor for the devil in
Revelation 12.

Dream
We know that God needs no rest, and is as active when we sleep as when
we wake, and therefore we may suppose that divine influences fashion our
dreams, as well as direct our waking thoughts. It is supposed that God
appeared to Moses, Abraham, Jacob and Joseph, in dreams. So the Greeks
believed (Homer, Iliad i. 63). Moses promised such visitations
(<041206>Numbers 12:6); Peter (Acts 10), and Paul (<471201>2 Corinthians 12:1), had
such dreams. Jeremiah condemns those who pretended to have revelations
in dreams (<242325>Jeremiah 23:25), and in visions, etc. <242709>Jeremiah 27:9), and
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Ezekiel also (<261302>Ezekiel 13:2-9). The modern imitators of Spiritism
pretend to a divine converse — perhaps deluding themselves — believing
that the wild fancies of their trances are the work of the divine mind.

Dress
Oriental dress has preserved a peculiar uniformity in all ages, from
Abraham to the modern Bedouin. The monument at Behistun exhibits the
antiquity of the costume, which can be compared with that of figures of
modern Syrians and Egyptians. The dress for men and women differed but
very little; many articles being worn by both in common, varied only by the
manner of putting them on. Men wore the shawl over the head and
shoulders, or over the shoulders, while the women used it around the
waist.
The drawers are scant or full, gathered around the waist. They are fastened
just below the knee by garters.
The shirt reaches to or falls a little below the knees, and is worn outside of
the drawers generally. When dressed in the drawers and shirt only, a
person was said to be naked (<411451>Mark 14:51). They also wear a vest, like
ours, buttoned up to the chin. The buttons are sewed on the edge of the
garment, and passed through a loop, never using a buttonhole.
The coat has sleeves to the wrist, or longer, and skirts to the knees or
ankles.
Over the coat is worn the girdle (<442111>Acts 21:11), which is two or three
yards long and about half a yard wide, and is made of any material, from a
strip of leather or a rope, to the finest silk, with embroidery. The coat,
when cut off at the hips, is sometimes embroidered very highly. The same
garment is worn by women, and is called Yelek. This is the robe of
ceremony for both sexes, referred to in <110505>1 Kings 5:5, and <140904>2
Chronicles 9:4, and (the long skirt) the present that Jehu gave the prophets
of Baal (<121022>2 Kings 10:22).
The cloak (<See ABBA>, <See LEBUSH>) is a large square bag, open on
one side, with holes at the upper corners for the hands, and a band around
the neck. Goat’s or camel’s hair is used in the desert (<400304>Matthew 3:4) as
worn by John the Baptist. Joseph’s coat of (many) colors was of this
pattern; and such rich garments are common among the wealthy, being
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made of silk or wool, and richly embroidered. The same garment is called a
burnoos when it has a hood, as worn in Algeria. The hyke is a square
shawl, folded cornerwise, and worn as in the cut of Egyptians. Bedouins
use a cloth woven with threads of silver or gold, called Akal. The head is
covered first with a white cotton cap (libdeh), over which is worn the
tarbush (see <See HEAD-DRESS>), a red woolen cap, generally with a blue
tassel. Around the tarbush a narrow shawl (three or more yards long) is
wound, forming the turban. Women cover themselves with a thin cloak and
a veil, leaving only the eyes (or only one eye) visible (Oriental street
costume). The ancient Jewesses did not vail their faces, but covered the
hair only. Women wear the hair long, braided, curled, etc., and decorated
with jewels and coins. Men generally shave the head (<101426>2 Samuel 14:26).
The ancient Jews probably wore the hair as low as the ears or neck, and, as
Josephus says of the body-guard of Solomon, used powder (Antiquities
viii. 7, 3). In mourning the head was shaved (<232212>Isaiah 22:12, etc.).
There are many ornaments in use for the hair, head, ears, nose, and neck,
not very much different from those in use here; except the nose-ring. The
eyebrows and lashes are frequently colored.
The feet are loosely covered, and are seldom deformed as ours are by tight
shoes. The inner slippers are very soft, and only worn in the house; the
over-shoes and boot being worn out doors, and always left at the door.
Stockings and leggings for cold weather are in common use.
Sandals are still used in the house, but could never have been in common
use out doors, because of the many thorns and briers. The Kubcobs are
high wooden stilts, used in the bath, or on wet floors. <See SANDALS>.
Josephus, Antiquities iii .7, section 7: “The vestments of the high priest,
being made of linen, signified the earth; the blue denoted the sky, being like
lightning in its pomegranates; and in the noise of the bells, resembling
thunder. And for the Ephod, it showed that God had made the universe of
four elements; and as for the gold interwoven, I suppose it related to the
splendor by which all things are enlightened. He also appointed the
breastplate to be placed in the middle of the ephod, to resemble the earth,
for that has the very middle place. And the girdle which encompassed the
highpriest round, signified the ocean, for that goes round about and
includes the universe. And for the turban, which was of a blue color, it
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seems to me to mean heaven, for how otherwise could the name of God be
inscribed upon it?”
Exodus 28: “And these are the garments which they shall make — the
breast-plate, and the ephod, and the robe, and the coat of checker-work,
the turban, and the girdle;” all of which were peculiar to and worn only by
the high priest.
In this description the under-garments are not mentioned. In <022842>Exodus
28:42, linen drawers are directed to be worn, and it may be presumed that
the other undergarments worn by the upper classes were used by the
priests.
Breastplate (<022804>Exodus 28:4,15). This was embroidered, in two halves
sewed together, the front to receive the 12 stones, and the back to shield
the studs; and besides, so as to fit the chest better, because the stuff was
thick and stiff from embroidery, and the fine wires of gold worked into the
design. The making of the wires is described in <023903>Exodus 39:3. In it were
set four rows of engraved stones, bearing the names of the twelve tribes of
Israel. Each stone was set in a rim of gold, like a cameo (or breast-pin),
with a button or stud at the back, which was put through a button-hole in
the breastplate. Putting the twelve stones into their places was a solemn
service, showing the presence of the twelve tribes before the altar of
Jehovah, and they were called <See LIGHTS> and <See PERFECTIONS> —
(Urim and Thummim). It was two spans high, and one wide. Two cord-like
chains of gold wire were fastened to the upper corners of the breast-plate
by two rings of gold (<023914>Exodus 39:14), which were attached to the
engraved stones on the shoulders, one to each stone. Two gold rings on
the lower corners of the breastplate were opposite two rings in the girdle;
and a blue cord tied the rings together and kept the breastplate in its place
(<023921>Exodus 39:21,26,27,28).
The other garments were peculiar only in color and ornament, their pattern
being similar to those already described.

Drink (Hebrew: srecar, any intoxicating beverage).
Strong drink was made from several fruits besides grapes: as pomegranates
(<220802>Song of Solomon 8:2), figs, apples, dates, carob fruit, and from gram:
as wheat, barley, millet, and from honey. A fine wine is made by putting
raisins in water and burying the jars in the ground until after fermentation.
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Dromedary (Hebrew: becher, bicrah, recesh, rammac). <See
CAMEL>.

The KJV translates in error recesh in <110428>1 Kings 4:28, and <170810>Esther
8:10,14, “dromedaries”, when the original means swift horses; also
rammac in <170810>Esther 8:10,14, “mules” instead of “mares”.

Dropping, a continual (<202715>Proverbs 27:15)
Drops of rain in a wintry day drive a man out of his house; in the same
manner also does an abusive woman (Lamentations 20). <See HOUSE>.

Drusilla (feminine of the Latin, Drusus).
Daughter of Herod Agrippa I, and Cypros (<441201>Acts 12:1). She was
betrothed to Antiochus Epiphanes, but on his refusing to become a Jew she
was married to Azizus, king of Emesa. She afterward left her husband for
Felix (<442424>Acts 24:24). She, with her son. perished in an eruption of Mount
Vesuvius.

Duke
Translation of the Hebrew: alluph which means “patriarch”, head of a
family, or, in Arabic, sheikh, chief, leader.

Dulcimer (Hebrew or Aramaic: sumphonyah).
Musical instrument mentioned by Daniel (<270305>Daniel 3:5,15). The modern
dulcimer is a box, strung with about 50 wires — the longest 36 inches, the
shortest 18 inches — played with two small hammers, held in the hands.
<See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>.

Dumah (“silence”)
Son of Ishmael, founder of a tribe of Ishmaelites. The district was in the
north of Arabia, near Edom (<012515>Genesis 25:15; <232111>Isaiah 21:11), where
there is now a city called Doomah el Jendel, 240 miles east of Petra, in a
circular valley, surrounded by very fine gardens and orchards. An ancient
castle, of massive masonry, is in ruins. Another <See DUMAH> is in Judah,
17 miles from Eleutheropolis, 6 miles southwest of Hebron.
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Dumb
Unable to speak (<020411>Exodus 4:11). <See MIRACLES>.

Dung (Hebrew: gilala).
Used both for manure and for fuel. Its use as manure is very much the
same as with us. For fuel it is carefully dried. Many poor people spread
cow dung on the outside of their houses to dry for fuel (<150412>Ezra 4:12). See
<052312>
Deuteronomy 23:12. The word was omitted in writing, as in <121027>2 Kings
10:27, where draught-house is substituted. One of the gates of Jerusalem
was named <See DUNG-GATE> (<160313>Nehemiah 3:13, Dung Port). Public
execration or insult was shown by using his house as a “draught-house.”

Dung-Gate
<See JERUSALEM>.

Dungeon
<See PRISON>

Dura (Hebrew: circle).
Where Nebuchadnezzar set up an image (<270301>Daniel 3:1). Oppert found the
pedestal of a colossal image in a plain called Dowair, southeast of Babylon,
where he thinks the plain of Dura was.

Dust
An image of what is low, mean and impure. Abraham calls himself but dust
and ashes (<011827>Genesis 18:27). In times of grief and mourning the custom in
the East is to sit in the dust, and to sprinkle it over the head. To throw dust
on one is to show contempt (as Shimei to David, <101613>2 Samuel 16:13), and
the Jews to Paul (<442223>Acts 22:23). Shaking the dust off the feet was to
leave it as a testimony to the great wickedness of the persons who had
offended. To lick the dust is to be prostrated or subdued; to put the mouth
in the dust is to show great humility. To return to the dust is a term for
death. The dust of the desert sometimes is carried by whirlwinds to great
distances, land falling, covers a caravan or the fertile land, leaving
desolation in its track.
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E
Eagle (Hebrew: nesher; Arabic: niss’r, “to tear with the beak”)
Eagles are found in all parts of the world, and there are several species in
Palestine.
1. Imperial.
2. Short-toed.
3. Golden.
4. Spotted.
5. White-tailed.
6. Bonelli’s eagle.
7. Gier eagle, or Egyptian vulture, and others.
The nesher is not an eagle, but a griffon-vulture, which is found in all hot
countries of the old world. It measures nearly five feet; eight feet extent of
wing. The allusion in Matthew (<402428>Matthew 24:28), “wheresoever the
carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered together,” refers to vultures,
because eagles do not gather more than two or three, while vultures
assemble in large flocks. Its bare head is alluded to in <330101>Micah 1:16. Job
mentions its strong eye-sight and wing (<183927>Job 39:27-30). “The cliffs are
perforated with caves at all heights, wholly inaccessible to man, the secure
resting place of hundreds of noble griffons.” (Tristram, Land of Israel.)
This gorge was the one Josephus describes near Arbela as inhabited by
robbers, who were dislodged with great labor and hard fighting. The god
<See NISROCH>, specially worshiped by Sennacherib, the Assyrian, was a
vulture-headed figure, with wings. Ezekiel and John use this vulture as one
of the heads in their symbolic figure (<261014>Ezekiel 10:14; <660406>Revelation 4:6).
Its longevity is alluded to in <19A305>Psalm 103:5. “Thy youth is renewed like
the eagle’s,” (nesher). One was kept in Vienna 104 years. They are always
in sight in the East, every day in the year. Its care for its young is twice
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used as an example of God’s fatherly care (<053211>Deuteronomy 32:11;
<021904>
Exodus 19:4).
The gier eagle (<031118>Leviticus 11:18), called in Hebrew and Arabic rachah,
and is the modern Pharaoh’s Hen, or Egyptian Vulture. It is migratory in
Palestine, and ranges from Asia Minor to the Cape of Good Hope. The
dayah is probably a kite (<031114>Leviticus 11:14), of which four kinds are
known in Palestine. (<See KITE>).
The golden eagle lives in pairs only, and requires a wide range of country,
five pairs occupying as much as twenty miles. It is smaller than the Griffon,
and not so strong.
The short-toed eagle is strong, heavy, and handsome, about two feet long,
dark brown, and marked with black spots. There are twice as many of
these as of all the other eagles put together in Palestine.

Eanes (1 Esdras 9:21).
<See HARIM>, <See MASSELAH> and <See ELIJAH>.

Ear (“to plow”) (<052104>Deuteronomy 21:4; <233024>Isaiah 30:24.)
Earnest (Hebrew: arabon),
a pledge, security (<013817>Genesis 38:17,18,20. <201718>Proverbs 17:18).

Earrings (Hebrew: nezem).
Ear-rings were made of gold, silver, brass or bronze, and glass, and in a
great variety of forms, and varying in size from half an inch to three inches
across. The nose ring is peculiar to the East, and is mentioned in Genesis
(<012447>Genesis 24:47), where Abraham’s servant gave one to Rebekah.
Except the nose ring men wear nearly all of these ornaments among
oriental nations, and have from remote antiquity, as appears on the
monuments in Egypt and Assyria. Rings were especially used for purposes
of superstition and idolatry. The ring of ABRAXAS is an instance of
superstitious use, as adopted by Christian Gnostics, and the museums of
Europe and America furnish a great many other curious specimens of
similar designs. Rings, coins and medals are hung in strings around the
neck, by the sides of the face, and across the forehead sewed to the edge of
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the tarbush (<See HEAD DRESS>). Some ear-rings in the East are very
large; two or even three inches across, and are loaded with pearls, precious
stones, or glass.

Earth (Hebrew: erets, Greek: Ge).
Land and water, the whole visible surface of the globe. The Hebrew writers
often used the term as we now use it, if meaning a local and limited space
(<590517>James 5:17; <030425>Leviticus 4:25), and especially in the account of the
crucifixion, where the darkness may have been over all the land of Israel,
but probably, not over all the globe (<402745>Matthew 27:45; <422344>Luke 23:44).

Earthquakes
Earthquakes have been frequent in all ages in Palestine, and their ravages
may be traced at Aleppo (1616, 1812), Antioch (1737), Laodicea, Beirut,
Sidon, Tyre, Safed, and Tiberias (1837). One is mentioned in the time of
King Uzziah (<381405>Zechariah 14:5): another in 31 B.C., when a great part of
Jerusalem was destroyed and 10,000 persons killed. Josephus speaks of
one about the time of the crucifixion (Antiquities ix. 10, 4), when a large
rock fell from Olivet.

East (Hebrew: kedem) (“before” or “in front”)
By the east was often meant sun-rise. The Jews used to designate the lands
lying east and northeast of Palestine (<012506>Genesis 25:6).

Easter (<441204>Acts 12:4). <See PASSOVER>
Eastgate (<160329>Nehemiah 3:29). A gate of Jerusalem.
Eating
<See MEALS>

Ebal
Mountain north of Shechem (<051129>Deuteronomy 11:29). Moses charged the
Israelites to put the blessing upon Mount Gerizim, and the curse upon
Mount Ebal. Both mountains are now terraced and cultivated, from bottom
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to top, by fine gardens. Ebal is 2700 feet high; Gerizim is 2,600 above the
sea, and about 1,000 above Shechem. The valley is about 600 feet wide.

Ebed (Hebrew, “servant”)
1. Father of Gaal (<070926>Judges 9:26; 28:30; 31:35).
2. Son of Jonathan (<150806>Ezra 8:6); Obeth in First Esdras.

Ebedmelech
Ethiopian eunuch of Zedekiah, who released the prophet Jeremiah from
prison, and was therefore saved when Jerusalem was taken (<243807>Jeremiah
38:7, ff).

Ebeh (Hebrew: ebeh) —
reed, bulrushes, papyrus (<180926>Job 9:26). Boats or skiffs made of papyrus —
light and swift.

Eben-Ezel (stone of departure). (<092019>1 Samuel 20:19).
Ebenezer (“stone of help”)
Set up by Samuel between Mizpeh and Shem (<090712>1 Samuel 7:12). Site lost.

Eber (“beyond”), <See HEBER>.
1. Son of Salah, great-grandson of Shem; from whom the Hebrews were
named.
2. Son of Elpaal, a Benjamite (<130812>1 Chronicles 8:12).
3. A priest of Amok under Joiakim (<161220>Nehemiah 12:20).

Ebiasaph (Hebrew: Abiasaph).
A Levite (<130623>1 Chronicles 6:23). The prophet Samuel and Heman the
singer descended from him. <See ASAPH>.
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Ebony
True Ebony is a native of the coast of Malabar and of Ceylon. The tree is
large. The stem is nine feet in circumference, and shoots up, before it
branches, to 29 feet in height. The branches are stiff, irregular and
numerous. This elegant plant furnishes valuable materials for inlaying; its
fine-grained wood being sometimes black, gray, or green.

Ebronah
Near Ezion-geber.

Ecanus
One of the five swift scribes who assisted Esdras (2 Esdras 14:24) <See
ASIEL> 2.

Ecbatana
<See ACHMETHA> (<150602>Ezra 6:2). Two cities of this name.
1. Capital of north Media. Atropatene of Strabo. The 7-walled town of
Herodotus, and said to have been the capital of Cyrus. Where the roll was
found which proved to Darius that Cyrus had really made a decree
allowing the Jews to rebuild their temple. Ruins the most massive and
antique, now called Takht-i-Suleiman, are on a conical hill 150 feet above
the plain, enclosing 2,400 by 1,200 feet. An artificial lake, 300 feet across,
is filled with clear, sweet water. The walls of the Temple were colored 7
tints — black, white, orange, blue, scarlet, silver and gold, in the order of
the days dedicated to the planets. It was an important city as late as the
13th century, called Gaza, Gazaca, Cauzaca, by Greeks and Romans, and
Shiz by Orientals.
2. The southern city, capital of Greater Media, is now called Hamadan, and
is one of the great cities of Persia, with 20,000 inhabitants. It was the
summer residence of the Persian kings from Darius downward. It was
occupied by Alexander. The Jews say it was the residence of Ahasuerus,
and show the tombs of Esther and Mordecai near it. See the picture on
page 6 of the book.
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Ecclesiasticus
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Eclipse of the Sun
Supposed to be alluded to in <300808>Amos 8:8,9; <330306>Micah 3:6; <381406>Zechariah
14:6; <241509>Jeremiah 15:9.

Ed (Hebrew: “witness”), (<062234>Joshua 22:34).
Edar (“flock-tower”)
Where Jacob first pitched his tent after the death of Rachel (<013521>Genesis
35:21). Near Bethlehem. Eder? There is a Jewish tradition that the Messiah
is to be born there.

Eddias (1 Esdras 9:26). <See JEZIAH>.
Eden (“garden of God”)
The idea of a paradise of purity and happiness is found in all natrons and in
every religion. The location of the garden is lost.
Dr. Robinson proposed as the site of Eden the ruin called Jusieh el
Kadimeh, in the valley of the Orontes, 30 miles north of Baalbek, 3 miles
southeast of Riblah. A fortress in it was 396 feet square, having towers at
the corners, houses and streets are traced among the ruins over a space of
2 1/2 miles. Much material has been carried away to build a new town of
Jusieh, 1 mile northwest, toward Riblah. Ptolemy, Strabo and Pliny
mention Paradisus in this same district. It is now dreary and barren, and
water is found only in cisterns.
2. Beit-Jenn (the house of Paradise), southwest of Damascus, on the
eastern slope of Hermon, near Mejdel, on a branch of the Pharpar.
3. <262423>Ezekiel 24:23. In Assyria, with Haran, Canneh and Sheba, trading
with Tyre. Supposed to be Aden.
4. Beth Eden. A country residence of the kings of Damascus (Amos 1:5).
Near the cedars of Lebanon is a village of Ehden but it is not identified
with any historical event.
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Edna (Hebrew: “pleasure”)
Wife of Raguel (Tobit 7:2; 8:14,16).

Edom
<See IDUMEA> (<410308>Mark 3:8). The name of Esau, (<012529>Genesis 25:2934). The country settled by Esau’s descendants. The ruddy hue of the
mountains may have given the name Edom, which is red in the original.
The ancient name was Mount Seir. Seir means “rugged”. On the East side
of West Arabah, from Elath on the south to Moab on the North, at the
brook Zered (<050213>Deuteronomy 2:13,14,18), about 100 miles long by 20
miles wide. The whole country is wild, rugged, and full of deep glens, but
is also very fertile on the terraces; while the desert on each side is barren.
The people dwelt amid the rocky heights, in caves and houses perched on
dizzy crags, like eagles in their nests, living by their swords (<012740>Genesis
27:40; <244916>Jeremiah 49:16); yet, as Isaac promised, this land possessed “the
fatness of the earth, and of the dew of heaven” (<012739>Genesis 27:39). The
ancient capital was Bozrah. Sela (Petra) was the stronghold, and Eziongeber its seaport, where Solomon built a fleet (<100814>2 Samuel 8:14; <110926>1
Kings 9:26). The crusaders built a fortress 12 miles north of Petra, on
Mons. Regalis, now a ruin, called Shobek. The people were always
idolaters (<142514>2 Chronicles 25:14; Josephus, Antiquities xv. 17, sec. 9). The
rock temples and dwellings of Edom were cut in a soft rock; were large,
airy, well lighted and dry, and a safe protection against robbers.

Edomites
Descendants of Edom (<013601>Genesis 36:1 ff.). <See EDOM>.

Edrei
1. Bashan, one of its two capitals, the residence of Og (<050104>Deuteronomy
1:4). In Hanasseh (<061312>Joshua 13:12,31). Two modern places claim this
ancient name:
(1) Edhra, at the southwest angle of the Lejah, and
(2) Dera, in the open plain of the Hauran, 14 miles south of the former.
The ruins of Edhra are extensive and important above any other of the
region; on a rocky projection from the Lejah, 3 miles in circuit, raised
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30 feet above the plain, which is wide and of unequalled fertility. The
walls, roofs and doors are of a dark stone. There were many public
buildings.
2. Naphtali, 3 miles south of Kedesh (<061937>Joshua 19:37).

Education
The Jews were strictly charged in the law to educate their children
(<050409>Deuteronomy 4:9), but probably only in moral and religious discipline.
The exceptions were those who were intended for priestly or civil office, as
in the cases of Moses, Paul, Ezra, Daniel. There were schools of prophets
(singers?) one of which, kept by Samuel, David attended. The sect of
Essenes instructed children.

Eglah (Hebrew: “a heifer”)
Wife of David at Hebron (<100305>2 Samuel 3:5; <130303>1 Chronicles 3:3). <See
DAVID>.

Eclaim (“2 pounds”)
(<231508>Isaiah 15:8). Moab. Lost.

Eglon
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061539>Joshua 15:39; 10:3-5). Now Ajlan, a shapeless
mass of ruins, 10 miles southwest of Beit Jibkin, on the road to Gaza, from
which it is 13 miles. Name of a very fat king of Philistia (<070314>Judges 3:14).

Egypt
It would be interesting and valuable if we could give here a full account of
all the monuments which confirm Scripture, found in Egypt; but as that
would fill a large volume, we must admit only a few illustrations, referring
the student to the larger works.
Concerning Abraham, we find that the account of his visit to Egypt is
confirmed by many facts which may be compared with the history, laws
and customs of the country as found in Wilkinson, Lane, and other writers.
The principal points illustrated by evidence derived from Egypt are:
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1. That Egypt was then a rich, powerful, and civilized nation.
2. The lower part, or Delta, was dry.
3. Its kings were called Pharaoh.
4. Slavery was an institution.
5. There was a famine in Canaan and an abundance in Egypt.
6. Abraham’s wife, Sarah, was fair and did not wear a veil.
7. Pharaoh wished to place Sarah in his harem.
8. Abraham was well received as a shepherd.
9. He had sheep, oxen, asses, men and maid servants, and camels.
10. Abraham accepted Pharaoh’s gifts because he dared not refuse them,
for the custom of the time then, as well as now, makes the refusal of a
present an insult.
Joseph was sold to the Ishmaelites for a household servant; was bought by
Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh; made an overseer in the king’s house; was
tempted by Potiphar’s wife; thrown in prison interpreted the king’s dream;
was elevated to office; was invested with a ring and robes of office, a gold
chain; had his name changed to an Egyptian one; and was married to
Asenath, daughter to a priest of On.
The ring of Suphis, here engraved, was found on a mummy in the
necropolis of Sakkara, near Memphis, is of pure gold, massive, and is now
in the Abbott Egyptian Museum of the Historical Society, New York. The
mummy was entirely cased in pure gold, every limb, even to the tinkers’
ends, being wrapped separately, and the whole was inscribed with
hieroglyphics. Joseph was embalmed and put in a coffin (<015026>Genesis
50:26). The mummy cased in gold is of the age of Thothmes III, the
Pharaoh who reigned in the time of Joseph, whose signet was found
attached to a chain of gold, around his neck. The seal turns on a swivel,
and so has two tablets, which are engraved. The whole is of very pure
gold. Pharaoh made Joseph a ruler over all the land of Egypt, and called
him <See ZAPHNATH-PAANEAH> (“preserver of the world”)
(<014137>Genesis 41:37-45.) The seal bears the name of Pharaoh, and also the
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title “Paaneah.” (These, with the chain, are now in the Leyden Museum.)
“He made him to ride in the second chariot” (<014143>Genesis 41:43).
“Now there arose up a new king over Egypt wlnch knew not Joseph,” and
there was a period of bondage in which the Jews were held until the time of
Moses and the Exodus.
The monuments show us the taskmaster and his men, the several kinds of
work, punishment by the bastinado, etc.
The picture on p. 43 in the book, is in the tomb of Roschere, at Thebes.
Rosellini (See his great work on Egypt, in the Astor Library) says: “Of the
laborers, some are bringing clay in vessels; some mingling the straw with it;
others taking the bricks out of the moulds and arranging them in order for
burning; others carrying away the burnt bricks: all are different from the
three overseers at the right-hand end of the picture (a fourth is sitting), in
complexion, physiognomy and beard. The original is in colors and the
figures are very large.
The inscription at the top is translated, “Captives brought by his majesty to
build the temple of the great God.”
The question has been asked. “Had the Jews the skill requisite to make a
golden image of a calf, such as they made in Sinai?” As proof that they
had, we offer the pictures on the monuments, showing men actually, at
work at the furnaces, “the refiner’s fire,” weighing, etc. The “calf” they
made was an image of the Egyptian god Apis, which was a live bull, kept
at Memphis; and they had probably, while slaves, made many images of
him for use in all parts of the country.
Selections might be made showing workers in nearly every industry known
in the East, but the student will be better satisfied with the larger works;
and we have given enough here to point the argument, that the Scriptures
are true.
Long after the Exodus, “Shishak, king of Egypt, came up against
Jerusalem” (<141202>2 Chronicles 12:2), and on one of the walls in a temple at
Karnac there is a picture of 63 prisoners, each one representing a city,
tribe, or nation, and among them is a “king of the country of Judah.” The
names of Beth-horon, Megiddo, Mahanaim, and other cities in Palestine,
are there, on shields. There are 84 names of persons or places of Canaan
on the monuments at Abu Simbel, Thebes, and other ruins in Egypt,
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written in hieroglyphics. (<See SHISHAK>) The word mizraim (the two
Egypts) in the Hebrew Scriptures is translated Egypt in many passages
(<262910>Ezekiel 29:10, etc.), Misr is “red mud” in Arabic. The name on the
monuments is “kem” (“black”). Upper Egypt extended from the cataracts
to Memphis, and was called <See THEBAIS>; and Lower Egypt from
Memphis to the sea called the <See DELTA>. Upper Egypt was also called
<See PATHROS> (<231111>Isaiah 11:11). Land of Ham (<19A523>Psalm 105:23). The
sign for Upper Egypt was a bent reed, and for Lower Egypt a bee
(<230218>Isaiah 2:18).

Ehi (Hebrew: “connection”), a Benjamite chief (<014621>Genesis 46:21).
<See AHIRAM>.

Ehud (Hebrew: “union, powerful”)
1. Son of Bilhan (<380710>Zechariah 7:10; 8:6).
2. Son of Gera, tribe of Benjamin (<070315>Judges 3:15, ff), the second Judge of
the Israelites (B.C. 1336), called “a deliverer”.

Eker (Hebrew: “transplanted”)
Descendant of Judah (<130227>1 Chronicles 2:27).

Ekrebel (<070718>Judges 7:18), <See AKRABEH>
A village 7 miles south east of Nablus.

Ekron (Hebrew: “eradication”)
A royal city in the north of Philistia (<061303>Joshua 13:3), now <See AKIR>,
built on the accumulated rubbish of past ages. The deity worshiped was
Baal-zebub. Ekron was the last place to which the Ark was carried before
its return to Israel.

Ekronites
People of Ekron (<061303>Joshua 13:3).

Elah (1) (valley of Terebinth).
Where David slew Goliath (<091702>1 Samuel 17:2,19; 21:9).
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Elah (2) (“strength”), (Hebrew: terebinth or oak).
1. Son of Baasha, king of Israel (<111608>1 Kings 16:8-14)
2. Father of Hoshea (<121530>2 Kings 15:30).

Elah (3)
1. Duke of Edom (<013641>Genesis 36:41).
2. Father of Shimei (<110418>1 Kings 4:18).
3. Son of Caleb (<130415>1 Chronicles 4:15).
4. Son of Uzzi, a Benjamite chief (<130908>1 Chronicles 9:8).

Elahdah (Hebrew: elada), (“whom God adorns”)
A descendant of Ephraim (<130720>1 Chronicles 7:20).

Elam
Oldest son of Shem (<011022>Genesis 10:22). The country peopled by his
descendants was along the Ulai, and its capital was Shushan, one of the
most powerful and magnificent cities of antiquity. The name is found in the
ancient inscriptions. Also called Nuvaki. Extended from the Persian Gulf to
Assyria on the north, to the Zagron mountains on the east, and the Tigris
on the west. In the time of Abram, the king of Elam was one of the most
powerful in Asia (<244934>Jeremiah 49:34-39). The people were idolaters, and
their images are found in the ruins. Elamites were at the Pentecostal feast
(<440209>Acts 2:9).

Elamites
They were the original inhabitants of <See ELAM> (<011022>Genesis 10:22;
<150409>
Ezra 4:9).

Elasah (“God-created”)
<See ELASA>

1. A priest of Pashur (<151022>Ezra 10:22).
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2. Son of Shaphan. Sent on a mission by king Zedekiah to Babylon.
(<243103>Jeremiah 31:3).

Elath
Idumaea, on the east gulf of the Red Sea. First named in <050208>Deuteronomy
2:8; and the reference in <110926>1 Kings 9:26, shows that Elath was more
ancient than Ezion-gaber. King Solomon built a navy here. A fort is kept
garrisoned here now, called Akaba, for the benefit of the pilgrims to
Mecca.

Elbethel (“God of Bethel”)
The place where God appeared to Jacob when he was fleeing from Esau
(<013507>Genesis 35:7).

Elcia
<See HILKIAH> (<070801>Judges 8:1).

Eldaah (Hebrew: “whom God called”) (<012504>Genesis 25:4).
Son of Midian.

Eldad (“whom God loves”) and <See MEDAD>.
Two of the seventy Elders who had the gift of prophesy (<041116>Numbers
11:16,26).

Elder (Hebrew: zaken, Greek: “presbyter”)
An old man. A title of honor and respect given to persons in authority
(<012402>Genesis 24:2; 50:7), as stewards or as master workmen. The elder was
a political officer among the Hebrews, Moabites, and Egyptians
(<042207>Numbers 22:7). The office is the keystone of the political system
among the modern Syrians, who use the name SHEIKH, which means old
man, for the chief or head of the tribe. Moses adopted the idea and
regulated its use by laws (<020316>Exodus 3:16; 4:29). Their authority was
almost unlimited, within the law and customs (<060918>Joshua 9:18). They
became judges or magistrates in Canaan, in the local towns, sitting in the
gates (<051912>Deuteronomy 19:12). They are called the Senate in 1 Macc.
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12:6. <See SYNAGOGUE>. The office of elder in the Christian church was
adopted from the Jewish custom.

Elead (“whom God applauds”)
A decendant of Ephraim (<130721>1 Chronicles 7:21). <See SHUTHELAH>.

Elealeh (“God’s height”)
East of the Jordan River, on the plateau of Moab, 1 mile northeast of
Heshbon, on the summit of a conical hill. Was once strongly fortified; and
there are ruins of walls, cisterns, etc. Rebuilt by Reuben (<043237>Numbers
32:37).

Eleasa
Near Azotus (1 Macc. 9:15).

Eleasah (Hebrew: elasah)
1. Son of Helez of Judah (<130239>1 Chronicles 2:39).
2. Son of Rapha (<130837>1 Chronicles 8:37; 9:43).

Eleazar (Hebrew: “whom God helps”)
1. Son of Aaron (<031001>Leviticus 10:1ff.). Eleazar was chief over the Levites
(<040332>Numbers 3:32).
2. Son of Abinadab (<090701>1 Samuel 7:1).
3. Son of Dodo the Ahohite; one of the three chiefs of David’s army (<102309>2
Samuel 23:9ff).
4. A Levite, son of Mohli (<132321>1 Chronicles 23:21,22).
5. A priest (<161242>Nehemiah 12:42).
6. A decendant of Parosh; an Israelite (<151025>Ezra 10:25).
7. Son of Phinehas (<150833>Ezra 8:33).
8. Elizzer (1 Esdras 8:43).
9. Avaran (1 Macc. 2:5).
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10. A distinguished scribe of great age, who was a martyr in the time of
Antiochus Epiphanes (2 Macc. 6:18,31).
11. Father of Jason (1 Macc. 8:18).
12. Son of Eliud (<400115>Matthew 1:15).

Elect (“chosen, selected”)
Election. The designation of persons to office (<440915>Acts 9:15); of people or
nations to the enjoyment of peculiar privileges (<050706>Deuteronomy 7:6-8)
and of a definite number of persons to eternal life (<530213>2 Thessalonians
2:13). This subject belongs to the mysteries of God and cannot be so
clearly stated as to leave no uncertainty in the mind. The position is: that
God does and will save a number of persons, and He does this according to
a plan which He formed before the world was made and He has never, and
never will change that plan (<490104>Ephesians 1:4; <550109>2 Timothy 1:9); their
election is of free grace and love, and not for any good in the person
(<490105>Ephesians 1:5); the redemption of Christ is included in the great plan.
This plan enters into our destiny as a controlling element; as, it may be said
by analogy, the patriotic determination of Washington resulted in the
independence of our country; and the plans of a father determines where
his family shall reside, the college his son shall attend, and the studies he
shall pursue.

El-Elohe-Israel (“Almighty, God of Israel”)
Name of the altar that Jacob built facing Shechem (<013319>Genesis 33:19,20).

Eleph (“ox”)
Benj. (<061818>Joshua 18:18).

Elephants (Hebrew: Shen-Habbim).
Elephants were used in warfare (1 Macc. 1:17, 3:34). <See IVORY>.

Eleutheropolis
On the east border of the plain of Philistia, at the foot of the hills of Judaea,
south Palestine, 25 miles southwest from Jerusalem. Not mentioned in
Scripture, but was an important city in the early Christian ages, when its
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name was Betogabra, House of Bread. Eusebius mentions it as the seat of a
bishop, and reckons distances to other cities from it as a center. The ruins
are still shown of a fine chapel, and of a fort built by the Crusaders, 200
feet square, in the 12th century. Now Beit Jibrin, having 50 or more
houses. The great attractions here are the caverns, or houses cut in the
solid rocks. Rooms 100 feet or more in length, with smooth and
ornamented walls, and lofty, arched roofs; some 40 to 70 feet by 60 feet
high; most of them lighted by openings in the roof, and connected by
doorways. Jerome says they were built by Idumaeans.

Eleutherus
River in Syria (1 Macc. 11:7; 12:30). Strabo says it divided Syria from
Phoenicia. Now the Nahr el Kebir, Great River; rising in Lebanon, passing
through the entrance to Hamath (<043408>Numbers 34:8), emptying into the
Great Sea 18 miles north of Tripolis.

Elhanan (“God-endowed”)
1. A great warrior in David’s time (<102324>2 Samuel 23:24). Son of Dodo, one
of David’s thirty men.
2. Son of Jair (or Jaor).

Eli (“height”)
A high priest descended from Aaron (<110227>1 Kings 2:27; <100817>2 Samuel 8:17).

Eli Eli Lama Sabachthani
— wherefore hast thou forsaken me? — words uttered by Christ on the
cross (<402746>Matthew 27:46; Psalm 22).

Eliab (“God is father”)
1. Son of Helon (<040109>Numbers 1:9).
2. Son of Phallu <042608>Numbers 26:8,9).
3. One of David’s brothers, son of Jesse (<130213>1 Chronicles 2:13).
4. A Levite, porter and musician (<131518>1 Chronicles 15:18,20).
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5. A Gadite leader in David’s time (<131209>1 Chronicles 12:9).
6. Son of Nohath (<130627>1 Chronicles 6:27).
7. Son of Nathanael (<070801>Judges 8:1).

Eliada (“whom God knows or cares for”)
1. Son of David (<100516>2 Samuel 5:16).
2. A Benjamite who led 200,000 men to the army of Jehoshaphat (<141717>2
Chronicles 17:17).

Eliadah (Hebrew: eliada). Father of Rezon (<111123>1 Kings 11:23).
<See ELIADAS> (1 Esdras 9:28) — <See ELIOENAI>.

Eliah (Hebrew: Elijah).
1. Son of Jeroham (<130829>1 Chronicles 8:29).
2. Son of Elam (<151026>Ezra 10:26).

Eliaba (“whom God hides”)
One of David’s thirty men (<102232>2 Samuel 22:32).

Eliakim (“whom God has set up”)
1. Son of Hilkiah I (<121826>2 Kings 18:26,37); he was a prefect in the king’s
house (<232220>Isaiah 22:20).
2. The original name of Jehoiakim, king of Judah (<122203>2 Kings 22:34).
3. A priest who assisted at the dedication of the new wall of Jerusalem
(<161241>Nehemiah 12:41).
4. Son of Abiud, and father of Azor (<400113>Matthew 1:13).
5. Son of Melea (<420330>Luke 3:30,31).

Eliam
<See ELIAB> (“God’s people”)
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1. Father of Bathsheba (<100103>2 Samuel 1:3).
2. Son of Ahithophel (<102334>2 Samuel 23:34).

Elias
<See ELIJAH>.

Eliasaph (“whom God has added”)
1. Son of Deuel (<040114>Numbers 1:14).
2. Son of Lael (<040324>Numbers 3:24).

Eliashib (“God restores”)
1. A priest in David’s time (<132412>1 Chronicles 24:12).
2. Son of Elioenai (<130324>1 Chronicles 3:24).
3. High priest at Jerusalem (<160301>Nehemiah 3:1,20,21).
4. A singer (<151024>Ezra 10:24).
5. Son of Zattu (<151027>Ezra 10:27).
6. Son of Bani (<151036>Ezra 10:36).

Eliathah (“God comes”)
Son of Hernan (<132504>1 Chronicles 25:4,27).

Elidad
Son of Chislon; a prince who assisted in the division of the land of Canaan
(<043421>Numbers 34:21).

Eliel (“God is strength”)
A common name among the Hebrews, but nothing of any note is known of
anyone bearing it (<130820>1 Chronicles 8:20; 2:46).

Elienai
Son of Shimhi (<130820>1 Chronicles 8:20). Elioenai, a chief.
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Eliezer (“God helps”)
1. Steward of Abraham’s house (<011505>Genesis 15:5).
2. Son of Moses and Zipporah (<021804>Exodus 18:4).
3. Son of Becher (<130708>1 Chronicles 7:8).
4. Priest in David’s reign (<131524>1 Chronicles 15:24).
5. Son of Zichri (<132716>1 Chronicles 27:16).
6. Son of Dodavah (<142037>2 Chronicles 20:37).
7. A chief Israelite — a learned assistant to Ezra (<150816>Ezra 8:16).
8, 9, and 10. Priests (<151018>Ezra 10:18,23,31).
11. Son of Jorim (<420329>Luke 3:29).

Elihoenai
Son of Zerahiah, who, with 260 men, returned from the captivity with Ezra
(<150804>Ezra 8:4).

Elihoreph (“God rewards”)
Son of Shisha, scribe of Solomon.

Elihu (“Jehovah”)
1. Son of Barachel (<012221>Genesis 22:21).
2. Son of Tohu (<090101>1 Samuel 1:1).
3. (<132718>1 Chronicles 27:18). “Of the brethren of David.”
4. Captain of the thousands of Manasseh (<131220>1 Chronicles 12:20). A Levite
(<132607>1 Chronicles 26:7).

Elijah (Hebrew: eliahu “God-Jah, El-Jehovah”)
On his first appearance he is simply denominated “Elijah the Tishbite, of
the inhabitants of Gilead” (<111701>1 Kings 17:1). It is supposed that Thisbe, in
Galilee, was the birthplace of Elijah, but there no proof. Such points were
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left in doubt that he might be known and thought of simply as the great
prophet reformer. In this light alone he appears in the sacred history. His
one grand object was to awaken Israel to the conviction that Jehovah,
Jehovah alone is God. The period of Israelite history at which Elijah
appeared was one that emphatically called for the living exhibition of this
great truth. It was that period of Ahab’s apostasy, when, through the
influence and example of his wife Jezebel he formally introduced the
worship of other gods into Israel. In the language of the sacred historian.
“It seemed a light thing for him to walk in the sins of Jeroboam, the son of
Nebat; he took the daughter of Ethbaal to wife, and served Baal, and
worshiped him. He reared up an altar for Baal in the house of Baal, in
Samaria” (<111631>1 Kings 16:31). He did not rest, like his predecessors, with
the corrupt worship of Jehovah under the form of a calf, but brought in the
worship of the Tyrian Baal, with its usual accompaniment of the Asherah
pollutions — the rites of the Syrian Venus. Hence he enters on the work
assigned him as the special servant of Jehovah, and in his name announces
what shall absolutely come to pass, confident that there is no power in
heaven or earth capable of reversing the word. And Ehijah said unto Ahab,
“As Jehovah, God of Israel liveth, before whom I stand, there shall
not be dew nor rain these years, but according to my word” (<111701>1
Kings 17:1).
After the utterance of a word by which the genial influences of heaven
were to be laid under arrest for a series of years, it became necessary that a
hiding place should be provided for Elijah, that he might escape from the
violence of those in high places, and from the importunities of others, who
might try to prevail upon his pity. Such a hiding-place was found for him to
the east — beyond the limits of the kingdom of Israel — beside the brook
Cherith, that flowed into the Jordan. There he found not only water from
the brook, but also supplies of bread and flesh, morning and evening,
ministered at God’s command by ravens. The brook Cherith, however, in
course of time dried up, and another place of refuge had to be provided for
the prophet. This was found in the house of a poor widow, with an only
son — and she not in the land of Israel, but at Zarephath (Sarepta), in the
territory of Zidon, the native region of the infamous Jezebel (<111709>1 Kings
17:9). Brought by divine direction to the place and to the woman, he found
her near the gate of the city, gathering a few sticks to prepare her last meal,
that she and her son might thereafter die. In the confidence of faith he bids
her go and bake the bread as she intended, but in the first instance to bring
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a portion of it, with a little water, to him, demanding such faith from her as
he himself exercised toward God. And he added, as the ground for her
belief and his own demand, “For thus saith Jehovah, God of Israel, the
barrel of meal shall not waste, neither shall the cruse of oil fail till the day
that Jehovah sendeth rain on the earth.” On the occasion of a severe illness
befalling her son, she said to Elijah in a petulant tone, “What have I to do
with thee, O thou man of God? Art thou come unto me to call my sin to
remembrance, and to slay my son?”
Josephus does not understand that the child died. Jewish tradition says that
this boy afterward became a servant to the prophet, and also the prophet
Jonah.
This seems to imply that she looked upon him as the occasion of her
calamity, and that it would have been better for her had she not known
him. However she graciously overlooked what might be wrong in it; as it
was, the calamity proved a heavy trial to Elijah, and with holy freedom he
laid it before God, and said, “O Jehovah, my God, hast thou also brought
evil upon the widow with whom I sojourn, by slaying her son? I pray thee,
let this child’s soul come into him again.” The child began to breathe, and
presently was delivered alive to his mother. She said, “Now by this I know
that thou art a man of God, and the word of Jehovah in thy mouth is
truth.”
It was in the third year of Elijah’s sojourn with the widow, that the Lord
came to him, announcing the near prospect of rain, and bid him go and
show himself to Ahab (<111801>1 Kings 18:1). Returning to King Ahab, he
procured the great assembly at Mount Carmel, where God “answered by
fire,” and the prophets of Baal were destroyed. (<See CARMEL>) Now the
long terrible drought was broken, and a plentiful rain descended at the
prophet’s prayer. He fled from the fury of Jezebel, first to Beersheba where
he left his servant (Jonah), and went on alone into the wilderness (of Sinai.
— Dr. Crosby), where he wished for death. “It is enough, Lord, let me die,
for I am not better than my fathers.” (The oratorio of Elijah, by
Mendelssohn, is a beautiful and effective commentary on this part of the
prophet’s life.) Here the prophet saw the Lord pass by, in answer to his
complaint. The wind rent the mountains, and brake in pieces the rocks of
Sinai; then an earthquake; and after that a fire, burning in the constant
blaze of lightning. These were symbols of the angry frame of mind that the
prophet had. Then, after a profound stillness, there came a small voice, soft
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and gentle. This was Jehovah’s method of winning men — not by
exbibitions of terrible power. The persecutions of Ahab and Jezebel, the
shaughter of Baal’s priests, had nothing of God in them; but he was to be
found as truly worshiped by the few who had not bowed the knee to Baal.
These commands were given him: — To return to the wilderness of
Damascus and at a proper time annoint Hazael, king of Syria, Jehu, king of
Israel, and Elisha as his suceessor. Elisha was appointed by having Elijah’s
cloak (of coarse camel hair, or wool) cast on him, when, from that time
“He poured water on the hands of Elijah,” that is, served him daily. Six
years after he denounces Ahab and Jezebel for their crime against Naboth,
in taking his vineyard. He foretells the death of Ahaziah, the king. The
warning letter to Jehoram is by a later hand, of the same school. Two
bands of guards having been sent by Ahab to arrest him, he calls down fire
from heaven on their heads. Soon after that he crossed the Jordan with
Elisha “on dry ground,” and was separated from him by fire and carried
away by a wind “into heaven.” Elisha asked for the first born’s double
portion, as the oldest follower of Elijah. His whole life as a prophet was
one of trial and conflict. The Jews, in the time of Jesus, expected Elijah to
reappear, and Jesus alludes to the belief (<401114>Matthew 11:14), explaining
the fulfilment as in John the Baptist. Elijah (Elias in Greek) became a name
for any or all true prophets, as David for the king, Abraham or Israel for
the Hebrews.

Elim (“tree”)
Had twelve fountains (not wells), and a palm grove, being a kind of desert
paradise (<021527>Exodus 15:27). Wady Ghurundel has now several fine
fountains, supplying a perennial stream, and has more trees, shrubs, and
bushes than any other spot in the desert. Here the plain ends and the
mountain begins.

Elimelech (“God is King”)
The Bethlehemitc husband of Noomi; the father of Mahlon and Chilion.
<See RUTH> in the <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Elioenai (“eyes turned to El-God”)
1. Benjamite, and head of a family (<130708>1 Chronicles 7:8).
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2. Simeonite, and head of a family (<130436>1 Chronicles 4:36).
3. Korhite Levite, and doorkeeper in the Temple of Solomon (<132603>1
Chronicles 26:3). Two before and two others after the captivity, were not
noted.

Eliphal (“judged by El”)
Son of Ur (<131135>1 Chronicles 11:35).

Eliphalet
1. Son of David. The last of 13, born in Jerusalem (<100516>2 Samuel 5:16).
2. One of David’s 30 heroes.
3. A Benjamite. <See ELIPHELET>

Eliphaz (“God for strength”)
1. Son of Esau, and father of Teman (<013610>Genesis 36:10).
2. Chief of the three friends of Job, called the Temanite (<180211>Job 2:11).
<See JOB> in the <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Eliphelet (“God distinguishes”)
1. Son of David (<130306>1 Chronicles 3:6). <See ELPALET>.
2. <See ELIPHALET> 1. 3. Son of <See ABASBAI> (<102334>2 Samuel 23:34). <See ELIPHAL> in 1
Chronicles 11.
4. Son of Eshek, and of Saul through Jonathan (<130839>1 Chronicles 8:39).
5. One of the Bene-Adonikam who returned with Ezra (<150813>Ezra 8:13).
6. One of the Bene-Hashum in Ezra’s time (<151033>Ezra 10:33).

Elisabeth (“fullness of God”)
1. Wife of Zacharias, and mother of John the Baptist (<420105>Luke 1:5,42), and
cousin to Mary, the mother of Jesus.
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2. The wife of Aaron (<020623>Exodus 6:23).

Eliseus
The name of Elisha in the Apocrypha and the New Testament (<420427>Luke
4:27).

Elisha (1) (“God for Salvation”)
Son of Shaphat, and a native of Abel-Meholah, where Elijah found him,
whose pupil and successor he was from B.C. 903 to 838 (<111916>1 Kings
19:16). He was with Elijah when he divided the Jordan River, and was
carried away by a whirlwind and chariot of fire. Elijah’s mission was to
show that El was the God of Israel — Elisha to show that God should also
be the salvation of his people. Beneficent working and kindly blessing were
Elisha’s chief work. His first act was to heal the bitter waters of Jericho.
Following this were: the anathema on the young lads who mocked at
God’s prophet; refusing to prophesy for Jehoram the son of Ahab, “the son
of a murderer,” he did so to Jehoshaphat, giving them counsel which
secured victory; he multiplied the widow’s pot of oil; restored the
Shunemite’s son; cured the poisoned pottage; he multiplies a scant supply
(twenty barley loaves and some roasted grain) to enough for 100 men;
cured Naaman’s leprosy; Gehazi lies, and is cursed with leprosy; restored
the ax lost in the Jordan River; showed a host of spiritual warriors to his
servant, and struck blind the whole Syrian army, but he saved them from
destruction by the Jews, caused the king to feed and send them away; he
predicts plenty and the death of the king; the king restores her land to the
Shunemite; predicts the death of king Ben-hadad, and the succession of
Hazael; anoints Jehu king over Israel; the incident of the smiting with the
bundles of arrows. Even after death he restored the dead to life. Elisha is
seen to resemble Christ in his miracles, and in his loving, gentle, character.
He had no successor. The Greek church honors Elisha as a saint, on June
14.

Elisha (2) (“firm bond”)
Son of Javan (<011004>Genesis 10:4), who named the “Isles of Elisha,” which
traded with Tyre (<262707>Ezekiel 27:7). <See ELIS> is from the same source.
<See HELLAS>, ancient Greece.
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Elishama (“God hears”)
1. Prince in Ephraim (<040110>Numbers 1:10).
2. Son of David (<100516>2 Samuel 5:16).
3. Son of David, also called <See ELISHUA> (<130306>1 Chronicles 3:6).
4. Of Judah, son of Jekamiah (<130241>1 Chronicles 2:41), and father of
Nethaniah, grandfather of Ishmael of the Captivity (<122525>2 Kings 25:25);
<See ELISHAMAH> in some editions.
5. Scribe to Jehoiakim (<243612>Jeremiah 36:12).
6. Priest to Jehoshaphat, and sent to teach (<141708>2 Chronicles 17:8).

Elishaphat (“God judges”)
Captain of “hundreds,” in the service of Jehoiada (<142301>2 Chronicles 23:1).

Elisheba (“God of the oath”)
Daughter of Amminadab, of Judah, wife of Aaron: same as Elisabeth
(<020623>Exodus 6:23; <040107>Numbers 1:7). Her marriage to Aaron united the
royal and priestly tribes, Judah and Levi.

Elishua (“El is salvation”)
David’s son, born at Jerusalem (<100515>2 Samuel 5:15). <See ELISHAMA> in
<130306>
1 Chronicles 3:6.

Eliu
Ancestor of Judith (Judith 8:1), of Simeon.

Eliud (“Jews’ God”)
Son of Achim (<400115>Matthew 1:15). From Abina.

Elizaphan (“God protects”)
1. Son of Uzziel, a Levite (<020622>Exodus 6:22). The family are mentioned in
the times of David and Hezckiah. <See ELZAPHAN>
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2. Son of Parnach, appointed by Moses, from Zebulon, to assist in dividing
the land (<043425>Numbers 34:25).

Elizur (“God the rock”)
Son of Shedeur, of Reuben (<040105>Numbers 1:5).

Elkanah (“El creates”)
1. Son of Korah (<020624>Exodus 6:24). Several generations of Korah’s sons
are given in <130622>1 Chronicles 6:22, etc.
2. Son of Joel, in the same line as 1 (<130625>1 Chronicles 6:25,36).
3. Another, in the line of Ahimoth, or Mahath (<130626>1 Chronicles 6:26,35).
4. A Kohathite Levite, in the line of Heman. Son of Jeroham, and father of
Samuel the prophet (<090101>1 Samuel 1:1, etc.). He lived in Mount Ephraim or
Ramath and attended yearly meeting for worship and sacrifice at Shiloh.
He was rich enough to give three bullocks when Samuel was presented at
the house of the Lord.
5. A Levite living in Netopha (<090916>1 Samuel 9:16).
6. Door-keeper in David’s time, for the Ark (15:23).
7. Joined David at Ziklag (12:6).
8. The second in command in the house of Ahaz, killed by Zichri (<142807>2
Chronicles 28:7).

Elkosh (“El’s power”)
Birthplace of Nahum (<340101>Nahum 1:1). There is a place so named in Assyria
(34 miles north of Mosul), and modern Jews and the resident Aramaic
Christians show a tomb of Nahum there. Jerome says the place was in
Galilee, where there is now a traditional tomb of the prophet at kefr
tanchum, near Tiberias.

Elkoshite
From Elkosh.
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Ellasar (<011401>Genesis 14:1). <See THELASAR> <See TELASSAR>.
The country and kingdom of Arioch in the days of Abraham.

Elm
Error for oak (Hebrew: alah), in <280413>Hosea 4:13.

Elmodam
Son of Er, in Joseph’s line (<420328>Luke 3:28). Almodad in <011026>Genesis 10:26.

Elnaam (“El his delight”)
Father of Jeribai and Joshaviah, two of David’s guard (<131146>1 Chronicles
11:46).

Elnathan (“whom El gave”)
1. Maternal grandfather of Jehoiachin (<122408>2 Kings 24:8).
2. Three Levites of this name in Ezra’s time (<150816>Ezra 8:16). In 1 Esdras
8:44, etc., the names are <See ALNATHAN> and <See EUNATAN> Elnathan
was sent by the king into Egypt to bring back the fugitive Urijah
(<242620>Jeremiah 26:20); and he was present at the burning of Jeremiah’s roll,
protesting against the act. <See JEHOIAKIM>.

Elohim
A plural word in Hebrew, meaning the true God. <See JAH>.

Eloi
When applied to pagan idols, it means gods. My God (<411534>Mark 15:34).

Elon (Hebrew: allon, an oak).
1. Father of Esau’s wife Adah, a Hittite (<012634>Genesis 26:34).
2. Founder of the Elonites (<014614>Genesis 46:14).
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3. Judge for ten years (<071211>Judges 12:11); from the tribe of Zebulon. <See
ELON> (“oak”). Dan (<061943>Joshua 19:43). Same place as <See ELON-BETHHANAN> (oak of the house of grace). Dan (<110409>1 Kings 4:9). Lost.

Elpaal (“El, his reward”)
Son of Hushim, a Benjamite, and founder of a family (<130812>1 Chronicles
8:12).

Elparan
Terebinth of Paran (<011406>Genesis 14:6).

Eltekeh (“El fearing”)
Place in Dan (<061944>Joshua 19:44). Levitical.

Eltekon (“God its foundation”)
In Judah, 4 miles from Hebron (<061559>Joshua 15:59). Lost.

Eltolad (“El’s kindred”)
In Judah, near Beersheba (Josh 15:30). Wilton thinks it was in Wady
Lussan, 60 miles south of Gaza. Rowland places it in Wady Saiud, 40 miles
southeast of Gaza.

Elul
Name of the sixth Hebrew month.

Eluzai (“God my praise”)
Soldier who joined David at Ziklag (<131205>1 Chronicles 12:5).

Elymais
<See ELAM>. City in Persia, containing a very rich temple, in which were

many trophies deposited by Alexander the Great (1 Macc. 6:1). Antiochus
Epiphanes failed to capture it (Antiquities xii. 9, section 1). In Tobit 2:10,
Elymais is the name of a province.
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Elyaemans
Elamites (Judith 1:6). <See ELAM>.

Elymas (Arabic: “wise”)
Arabic name of Barjesus (<441306>Acts 13:6), the sorcerer. The Orientals called
fortune-tellers by their true names, sorcerers, imposters.

Elzabad (“given by El”)
1. Warrior from Gad, who joined David in the wilderness (<131212>1 Chronicles
12:12).
2. A Korhite Levite, son of Shemaiah (<132607>1 Chronicles 26:7), a doorkeeper
in the Temple.

Elziphan (“protected by El”)
Cousin to Moses, and son of Uzzlel (<020622>Exodus 6:22). He was one of the
two bearers of Nadab and Abihu (<031004>Leviticus 10:4). <See ELIZAPHAN>.

Embalming (em-ba-ming).
Preserving by spices, gums, etc., dead bodies from decay. Two instances
are mentioned in the Old Testament: Jacob’s and Joseph’s bodies
(<010102>Genesis 1:2,26). The soft parts of the interior were removed, and
spices, gums, etc., filled in their stead and the whole was then steeped for
70 days in natron (petroleum or asphaltum), after which the body was
carefully wrapped in strips of linen, dipped in gum, and delivered to the
friends, who put it in the coffin, which was of wood carved and painted, or
of stone, sculptured. The whole art was carefully guarded by strict laws.
The body could only be cut by an authorized person, with a stone knife
(see <See KNIFE>). Embalming was not practiced by the Hebrews. Asa
was laid in a bed of spices (<141614>2 Chronicles 16:14), and Jesus had a
hundred pound weight of spices placed in the tomb (<431939>John 19:39,40).
The Egyptians practiced the art because of their belief in the doctrine of
transmigration of souls. (See Pettigrew’s History of Egyptian Mummies).
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Embroidery (Hebrew: roken), (<023535>Exodus 35:35).
Needlework. Two kinds of extra fine cloth was made, one by the roken of
various colors and figures, called rikmah, and the other by the chosheb
(cunning workmen), into which gold or other metallic threads are woven,
besides the usual colors, both of which were made in the loom. The needle
was used where the figure was wanted on one side only of the cloth.
Wilkinson says that “Many of the Egyptian stuffs presented various
patterns, worked in colors by the loom, independent of those produced by
the dyeing or the printing process, and so richly composed that they vied
with the cloths embroidered by the needle.” The art was known in Assyria
also, as the sculptures show. Ezekiel mentions embroidered work as the
production of Egypt and Assyria, imported by way of Tyre (<262707>Ezekiel
27:7,23,24). <See DRESS>.

Emerald (Hebrew: nopek).
A precious stone in the 2nd row in the breastplate of the high priest
(<022818>Exodus 28:18).

Emerods
Some kind of tumors which afflicted the Philistines, because of their lack of
respect for the ark of the covenant (<090506>1 Samuel 5:6).

Emim (Hebrew, “terrors”)
Moabite name for a race of giants or strong men, on the east of the Dead
Sea (<011405>Genesis 14:5; <050210>Deuteronomy 2:10).

Emmanuel
<See IMMANUEL> (<400123>Matthew 1:23).

Emmaus
1. Now called Kuriet El Enab, 7 1/2 miles west of Jerusalem. Josephus
mentions it (Wars vii. 6, 9). Jerome mistook Nicopolis, the present Amwas,
for this place, a proof of how early some scripture localities of the New
Testament times were lost.
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2. In the plain of Philistia; fortified by Bacchides (Antiquities xiii. 1,3; 2
Macc. 9:50). Destroyed A.D. 4, by the Romans. Rebuilt A.D. 220, and
called Nicopolis.
3. A village on the shore of the Sea of Galilee, south of Tiberias, the same
as Hammath (hot baths).

Emmor
<See HAMOR> (<440716>Acts 7:16).

En
<See AIN> Hebrew for “fountain”. The word means “an eye”. <See AIN>.

Enajim
<See ENAM>. An open place (<013811>Genesis 38:11,21), in the gate of Enam.

Enam (double spring).
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061534>Joshua 15:34). The residence of Tamar.
(<013814>Genesis 38:14).

Enan (“having eyes or fountains”)
Ahiram Ben Enan was a chief of the tribe of Naphtali, at Sinai
(<040115>Numbers 1:15).

Encampment (Hebrew: mahaneh).
The camp of the Lord’s host, with the Lord himself symbolically resident
among them. The whole camp was a sacred place, and all impurities both
actual and ceremonial must go outside of its limits (<052314>Deuteronomy
23:14). Criminals were also executed outside, as also of the cities. It was
managed and guarded in a military style, with sentinels, etc. <See
WILDERNESS OF THE WANDERING>. The modern Bedouins now camp in
any fit place, near water, if possible. The Sheikh marks his place by his
spear standing in front of his tent. The walled cities were fortified camps.
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Enchantments
Several Hebrew words are so translated:
1. latiym (<020711>Exodus 7:11); secret arts.
2. ceshaphiym (<120922>2 Kings 9:22); witchcrafts, sorceries, in <234709>Isaiah 47:9,
meaning muttered spells.
3. lahash (<211011>Ecclesiastes 10:11); ear-rings, amulets in <230320>Isaiah 3:20.
Used in the charming of serpents.
4. nahash (<042323>Numbers 23:23), augury, omen.
5. heber, spell. <See MAGIC>, <See DIVINATION>.

Endor (“spring of Dor”)
In Issacher, but belonging to Manasseh (<061711>Joshua 17:11). The great
victory over Sisera and Jabin (<198309>Psalm 83:9,10). Saul visited the witch
(<092807>1 Samuel 28:7). Now a little village at the north of Jebel Duhy, Little
Hermon. The rocks around are full of caves.

Eneas
A paralytic healed by Peter at Lydda (<440933>Acts 9:33,34).

Eneglaim (“spring of two heifers”)
On the shore of the Dead Sea. Lost. (<264710>Ezekiel 47:10).

Engannim (“spring of gardens”)
1. Judah, In the Shefelah near Zanoah (<061534>Joshua 15:34).
2. Issachar (<061921>Joshua 19:21; <032102>Leviticus 21:29). Now Jenin, at the head
of the plain of Esdraelon (Josephus, Antiquities xx. 6, sec. 1). The spring
and orchards are still famous.

Engedi (“spring of the kid”)
In the wilderness of Judah, on the west shore of the Dead Sea (<061562>Joshua
15:62). <See HAZEZON TAMAR> (“the pruning of the palms”) was its
original name, from its palm-groves (<142002>2 Chronicles 20:2; Ecclesiastes
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24:14; Josephus, Antiquities ix. 1, sec. 2). A rich plain half a mile square,
gently sloping up from the water to the base of the mountains, watered by
a fountain a mile from the sea, up a ravine 400 feet above the level plain;
the water is sweet and warm (81 degrees F.). Ruins of the ancient city are
scattered over the hills and plain. The soil is rich and fertile, and the variety
of trees even now produced gives evidence of its ancient fruitfulness. The
vineyards mentioned in <220114>Song of Solomon 1:14, are still represented by
fine vines. Its history is 4,000 years but may be told in a few words. The
Amorites dwelt here (<011407>Genesis 14:7; <142002>2 Chronicles 20:2). David cut
off the skirt of Saul’s robe in a cave at Engedi (<092401>1 Samuel 24:1-4). The
early hermits of Palestine, the Essenes, had their chief seat at Engedi, and
not far from there is the convent of Mar Saba (Saint Saba), in the gorge of
Kidron.

Engine
In military affairs, machines for throwing things, first mentioned of
Uzziah’s time (<142615>2 Chronicles 26:15). They were:
1. “balista”, cross-bows, for arrows or stones, and “catapulta”, the same,
much larger,
2. the “battering ram”, for breaking walls (<260402>Ezekiel 4:2).

Engraver (Hebrew: harash, in <022811>Exodus 28:11, etc.).
Any worker in wood, stone, or metal. The work was cutting names or
devices on rings or seals; as on the high priest’s dress, breast-plate, etc.
The art was known among all ancient nations, as evidences from the ruins
prove. Many beautiful specimens of engravings on rings, etc., are
preserved in the museums of Europe and in the Abbott Egyptian Museum,
New York.

Enhaddah (“swift spring”)
In Issachar, near <See ENHAKKORE> (<061921>Joshua 19:21).

Enhakkore (“string of the crier”)
The spring which came forth in answer to the call of Samson (<071519>Judges
15:19). <See LEHI>.
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Enhazor (“spring of the village”),
Naph., a fenced city. near Kedesh (<061937>Joshua 19:37). Lost.

Enmishpat (“spring of judgment”)
(<011407>Genesis 14:7). <See KADESH>.

Enoch
<See HENOC> (“teacher”)

1. Oldest son of Cain, who named his city after himself (<010417>Genesis 4:17).
2. The son of Jared, and father of Methuselah, the seventh from Adam
(<650114>Jude 1:14). Enoch was a type of perfected humanity, “a man raised to
heaven by pleasing God, while angels fell to earth by transgression.” Some
have thought Enoch was the god of the new year, because he lived 365
years, and did not die. The phrase “walked with God,” is also used of Noah
(<010609>Genesis 6:9), and of Abraham (<011701>Genesis 17:1), and of others, as well
as of people, and means a spiritual, upright life. The Greek and Latin
fathers used the instances of Enoch and Elijah as evidences of the
possibility of a resurrection and a future life. He is supposed to be one of
the two witnesses alluded to in <661103>Revelation 11:3. He is called Edris (“the
learned”) in the Koran, and is credited with inventing the art of writing and
the sciences of arithmetic and astronomy. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>
for the Book of Enoch.
3. Third son of Midian (<130133>1 Chronicles 1:33, Henoch).
4. Son of Reuben (<014609>Genesis 46:9, Hanoch), from whom came the
Hanochites (<042605>Numbers 26:5).
5. In 2 Esdras 6:49,51, Enoch is found in the Latin and English versions,
and Behemoth in the Aethiopic.

Enon (<430323>John 3:23). <See AENON>.
Enos (Hebrew: ’enosh, “man”)
Son of Seth (<010426>Genesis 4:26). Enosh (<130101>1 Chronicles 1:1).
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Enrimmon
Reinhabited after the return from the Babylonian Captivity (<161129>Nehemiah
11:29). Probably Ain and Rimmon (<061532>Joshua 15:32).

Enrogel (“fuller’s fountain”)
Spring near Jerusalem, at the junction of the valleys of Jehoshaphat and
Hinnom (<061507>Joshua 15:7; 18:16). Jonathan and Ahimaaz hid here (<101717>2
Samuel 17:17). Adonijah held a feast here, by the stone Zoheleth; his first
and last attempt on the crown (<110109>1 Kings 1:9). Josephus (Antiquities vii.
14, sec. 4; 9:10, sec. 4) mentions the royal gardens. The well is 125 feet
deep, walled up square with large stones, and arched over. It overflows
underground most of the time, over the top only a little while in the rainy
season. “It is a singular work of ancient enterprise” (Thomson, Land and
Book, ii. 528).

Enshemesh (“spring of the sun”)
Landmark on the north of Judah (<061507>Joshua 15:7). The only spring now
known east of the Mount of Olives is the Well of the Apostles, so called
because it is supposed that Christ and his apostles rested there often, about
a mile east of Bethany. The sun shines on the spring all day long.

Ensign
<See STANDARD>. Several Hebrew words are so rendered: nes, an

elevated signal, not a military standard, having on it a device, emblem or
inscription, as “Jehovah nissi” (<021215>Exodus 12:15); the pole on which the
brazen serpent was lifted is so called (<042108>Numbers 21:8), which was an
ensign of deliverance. degel was the standard given to each of the four
divisions (see <See ENCAMPMENT>) of the Israelite host in the Wilderness
(<040152>Numbers 1:52). The Egyptian banners had on them sacred emblems —
as a boat, an animal, a bird, or the king’s name. The Hebrew banners are
described by the Rabbis as follows: Judah, a lion; Reuben, a man; Ephraim,
an ox; Dan, an eagle. It is more probable that each tribe and each company
in a tribe had a particular ensign for its own use — as a figure or
inscription. The Romans made images on their standards of certain gods
and of deified men, which they worshiped. The Assyrian standards were
very similar to those represented here as Egyptian and Roman.
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Ensue
In <600311>1 Peter 3:11, ensue means to follow after and overtake — a meaning
now obsolete.

Entappuah (“citron-spring”)
Boundary of Manasseh, near Shechem (<061707>Joshua 17:7). <See TAPPUAH>.

Entreat
<See INTREAT>. <See TREAT>. To be entreated means in Scripture to be

persuaded, as in <130520>1 Chronicles 5:20; <231922>Isaiah 19:22, etc.

Epaenetus
<See EPENETUS> (“praised”)

Disciple at Rome, mentioned in <451605>Romans 16:5, as the first fruit of Asia
unto Christ. Tradition says he was first bishop of Carthage.

Epaphras (“lovely”)
Paul’s assistant at Colossae (<510107>Colossians 1:7), of which he was a native,
and very kind to Paul, who was in prison in Rome.

Epaphroditus (“favored by Venus”)
A disciple at Philippi, who was sent to Paul at Rome with contributions
(<507425>Philippians 2:25). He preached in North Greece and Macedonia.

Ephah (“darkness”)
1. Son of Midian (<012504>Genesis 25:4; <234006>Isaiah 40:6,7). There is a town in
Arabia, near Bilbeys, called Gheyfer (ja-fer), which is supposed to be
Ephah.
2. Woman in Caleb’s family, in the line of Judah (<130246>1 Chronicles 2:46).
3. Son of Johdai, in the same line (<130247>1 Chronicles 2:47).
4. <See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.
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Ephai (“weary”)
<See OPHAI> (“languid”)

Of Netopha, whose sons were officers left in Judah during the Captivity
(<244008>Jeremiah 40:8). Killed with Gedaliah by Ishmael (<244103>Jeremiah 41:3 —
compare <244013>Jeremiah 40:13). Ishmael 6.

Epher (“calf”)
1. Son of Midian (<012504>Genesis 25:4). The Arabs have a town named Ghifr
(jiffer, a calf), but trace to Amalek and Ishmael, and not to Midian.
2. Son of Ezra, of Judah, in Caleb’s line (<130417>1 Chronicles 4:17).
3. Chief in Manasseh, east of the Jordan River (<130524>1 Chronicles 5:24).

Ephes-Dammim (“end of blood”)
Between Socoh and Azekah, where the Philistines encamped the evening
before David slew Goliath (<091701>1 Samuel 17:1). <See PAS-DAMMIM> (<131113>1
Chronicles 11:13).

Ephesian
Trophimus, the Ephesian (<442129>Acts 21:29).

Ephesians
Citizens of Ephesus, who worshiped Diana (<441928>Acts 19:28, etc.). The
Epistle to the Ephesians is described in the <See HISTORY OF THE
BOOKS>.

Ephesus
About the middle of the west of Asia Minor, opposite the island of Samos.
The capital of Asia, which province under the Romans included only the
west part of the peninsula. Built partly on hills and partly on the plain. The
climate was excellent. The country around the city was very fertile, and its
position most convenient for traffic with other regions of the Levant. In the
time of Augustus it was the great metropolis of this section of Asia Minor.
Paul’s journeys indicate the facilities for travel by sea and land.
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The harbor was elaborately constructed, and at its head stood the famous
temple of Diana. The first temple was burned on the night Alexander the
Great was born; the second, which stood in Paul’s time, was built by the
contributions of all Asia: 425 feet long by 220 wide, with 127 marble
columns, each 60 feet high. Built in the Ionic order, perfected here first.
The magnificence of this great temple was a proverb throughout the world.
Here the people held an “uproar” against Paul for two hours (<441923>Acts
19:23. <See PAUL>). Public games were held in the month of May, which
was sacred to Diana, and Paul was probably there at that time (<461608>1
Corinthians 16:8). Plutarch mentions the charms and amulets which were
made and sold here, and accounts of faith in their value reach as far down
as the 6th century. The coins of Ephesus have many allusions to the Diana
worship. Josephus says the Jews were numerous there. Disciples of John
the Baptist were found here after the ascension of Christ (<441825>Acts 18:25;
19:3). Paul established a church here, of which Timothy was at one time
the head. It is supposed that John the Divine wrote his Gospel and Epistles
here; the Apocalypse being written on Patmos. Ephesus was one of the
seven churches, and is named first; and its “candlestick” has been removed
surely, for all is desolation now where the city once stood. The fine
columns have been carried to other cities, chiefly Constantinople and Italy.
Ruins cover the hills and a swamp the plain. There is a tradition that the
mother of Jesus was buried here, and also Timothy and John.
There is now a railroad from Smyrna to Aidin, with a station near the ruins
of Ephesus, called Aysaluk (a-sa-look, “city of the moon”). The whole
district covered by the ancient city and suburbs are now desolate. The map
was copied from one constructed on the spot by Prof. Eddy, 1870. <See
LIFE OF PAUL>, <See LIFE OF JOHN>, <See DIANA>.

Ephlal (“judgment”)
Son of Zabad (<130237>1 Chronicles 2:37), in the tribe of Judah.

Ephod (1) (“girded on”)
Part of the high priest’s dress — the peculiar badge of his office.

Ephod (2) (“oracle-giving”)
Father of Hanniel, chief in Manasseh (<043423>Numbers 34:23).
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Ephraim (“double fruitfulness”)
Second son of Joseph by his wife Asenath. Blessed by Jacob above his
older brother, Manasseh (Genesis 48). Joshua, the son of Nun, was of
Ephraim. The portion of Ephraim in Canaan was 55 miles from east to
west and 70 miles from north to south in extent; elevated, hilly, and having
the plain of Sharon, a narrow strip, on the west, Esdraelon on the north,
and the Jordan River valley on the east, in the center of the country, the
whole called Mount Ephraim (<090101>1 Samuel 1:1; 7:17; 2 Chronicles 13;
15:8). It had the “precious things of the earth, and the fullness thereof,” as
blessed by Moses. The finest and most fruitful of all the land. Afterward
called Samaria. Its wealth and importance were increased by the presence
of the Ark of the Covenant and the Tabernacle at Shiloh within its borders.
The people were jealous, and at enmity with the tribe of Judah from the
time of David. Very few attempts to conquer Ephraim were ever made,
and Shalmaneser only succeeded through the internal divisions of the
kingdom of Samaria (721 B.C. <See SHECHEM>; <See SAMARIA>).
2. A city on a hill northeast of Jerusalem, 10 miles <See OPHRAH>.
3. A forest east of the Jordan River, near Mahanaim, where Absalom was
caught by his hair in a tree and killed, when fighting against his father
David, the king (<101806>2 Samuel 18:6).

Ephrain
<See EPHRON> (<141319>2 Chronicles 13:19). Supposed to be Ophrah.

Ephraim, the Gate of
<See JERUSALEM>.

Ephraim, Mount
This means the whole hill country of the district between the Jordan River
and the plain of Sharon.

Ephraim, the Wood of
<See EPHRAIM>
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Ephraimite
Ephrathite (<071205>Judges 12:5), of Ephraim

Ephratah, Ephrath
The ancient name of Bethlehem. Ephratites, cities of Bethlehem-Judah
(<080102>Ruth 1:2). The second wife of Caleb, the son of Hezrom, mother of
Hur, and grandmother of Caleb the spy, was named Ephrath (<130219>1
Chronicles 2:19), Ephratah in verse 50. Caleb-ephratah in verse 24.

Ephron (1) (“fawn”)
Son of Zohar (Hebrew: zochar), a Hittite, who sold the field to Abraham
(<012308>Genesis 23:8, etc.).

Ephron (2)
east of the Jordan River, a strong city between Carnaim and Bethshah (1
Macc. 5:46-52; 2 Macc. 16:27). Lost.

Ephron, Mount
Cities of, were landmarks (<061509>Joshua 15:9). Said to be Ain Lifta
(Nephtoah), and Kuriet el Enab (Kirjath-Jearim).

Epicureans
Disciples and followers of the philosopher Epicurus (lived B.C. 342-271),
who taught at Athens. He tried to find in philosophy a practical guide to
happiness. True pleasure, and not absolute truth, was his aim. He
endeavored to remove superstitious fears, and made the study of physics
(nature) useful for the good of mankind. Epicurus was a follower of
Diogenes Laertius. His system had degenerated into mere materialism at
the time when Paul was at Athens (<441718>Acts 17:18). The Stoics were their
opponents; who were named from a portico (Greek: stoa) in which the
philosopher Zeno taught, at Athens, a system of ethics based on pride, as
Christianity is on humility. This school taught the Fatherhood of God, the
common bonds of mankind, and the sovereignity of the soul. Christianity
was a practical union of the two schools of Epicureans and Stoics. The
same ideas among the Jews produced the sect of Sadducees. The teaching
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of the Hebrew patriarchs and prophets was independent of any system of
philosophy, and it is curious that Greek philosophy arose just after the
Hebrew prophets closed their oracles, Malachi being cotemporary with
Socrates.

Epiphanes
<See ANTIOCHUS EPIPHANES> (1 Macc. 9)

Epiphi
The 11th month of the Egyptian year, the third of the “season of waters,”
inundation. Named from the goddess Apapt. The Hebrews derived from
this their name Abib, the 1st sacred, and the 7th civil month in their
calendar.

Epistles
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Equal
Means to make equal in <250213>Lamentations 2:13.

Er (“watchful”)
1. First-born of Judah, son of Bath-Shuah, a Canaanite. He married Tamar,
who became mother of Pharez and Zarah by Judah. He probably sinned by
idolatry (prompted by his wife ?) (<013803>Genesis 38:3-7).
2. In the line of Judah, son of Shelah (<130421>1 Chronicles 4:21).
3. Son of Jose, a cotemporary with king Uzziah (<420328>Luke 3:28).

Era
<See CHRONOLOGY> The Era of Jesus Christ is dated four years too late,

and was fixed by the Abbot Dionysius Exiguus, in the 6th century, so that
the true date would be now not 1878 but 1882.

Eran
Son of Shuthelah, and ancestor of the Eranites.
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Eranites
Descendants of Eran (<042636>Numbers 26:36).

Erastus (“beloved”)
1. Chamberlain of Corinth, and a disciple (<451623>Romans 16:23). He was with
Paul on some of his journeys (<441923>Acts 19:23), and probably settled at
Corinth (<550420>2 Timothy 4:20).
2. A deacon in the church at Ephesus. Supposed to be different from No.
1.

Erech
Land of Shinar. Built by Nimrod (<011010>Genesis 10:10). Now Irak, 43 miles
east of Babylon. The place seems to have been the metropolis of the
Assyrian kings, mounds and the remains of bricks and coffins being found
through a wide district. People from this city were transplanted to Samaria
by Asnapper (<150409>Ezra 4:9). See Rawlinson’s Five Great Monarchies.

Eres
Hebrew word for a species of pine. <See CEDAR>.

Eri (“watching”)
<See HERI> <See HER> Son of Gad (<014616>Genesis 46:16).

Erites
Branch of the tribe of Gad, from Eri (<042616>Numbers 26:16).

Esaias
The Greek form of the Hebrew Isaiah (Isaiahu), (<400303>Matthew 3:3, etc).

Esar-Haddon (“fire-given”)
King of Assyria, son of Sennacherib (<121937>2 Kings 19:37). He first appears in
history B.C. 680, as king, after his father’s murder (<233738>Isaiah 37:38). The
monuments exhibit him as one of the most powerful of the Assyrian kings,
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conquering all Asia, from the Persian Gulf to the mountains in Armenia,
and the Mediterranean Sea. He is the only Assyrian king who dwelt (a part
of the time) at Babylon, where bricks are found bearing his name. It is
while living there (B.C. 680-667), that Manasseh, king of Judah, was
brought before him at Babylon (<143311>2 Chronicles 33:11). He proved his
great clemency by restoring Manasseh to his throne in Jerusalem, and by
giving territory on the Persian Gulf to a son of Merodach-Baladan, whom
he had conquered, and who submitted to him and became a refugee at his
court. He was a builder of great works, such as his palace at Babylon, and
three others, in different cities, for himself and his son; and one inscription
mentions thirty temples in Assyria and Mesopotamia. These works were
ornamented highly with silver and gold. The palace at Nimroud is the best
preserved of any. Mr. Layard found its plan to agree quite closely with that
of Solomon’s palace (<110701>1 Kings 7:1-12), but much larger, the great hall
being 220 by 100 feet, and the porch 160 by 60. The sculptures were
winged bulls, sphinxes and slabs, most of which were almost destroyed by
fire. It is believed that Phoenician and Greek artists were employed as
assistants on these works. His son, Asshur-banipal, succeeded him (<See
SARDANAPALUS>).

Esau (Hebrew: Esau, “hairy”)
Oldest son of Isaac, twin of Jacob. The bitter enmity of the two brothers,
and the strife between the two nations derived from them, were
foreshadowed even in the womb (<012522>Genesis 25:22-27). Esau was a
robust, active, real Bedawy, “son of the desert,” and was loved for his
wild, roaming disposition, but his brother, Jacob was more crafty, and,
succeeding in buying his birthright for a dinner (“mess of pottage,”
<012534>
Genesis 25:34), Esau attempted to get from his blind father the blessing
belonging to the firstborn, and which he had sold to Jacob, but Jacob again
was too crafty for his brother, and succeeded in deceiving Isaac, and
received the blessing. From this time he was called Edom (“red”), which
was given to the country that he afterward lived in. At the age of 40 he
married, against the will of his parents, two Canaanite women. Jacob was
sent to Padan-aram, out of the way of Esau, who took another wife,
Mahalath, his cousin, daughter of Ishmael (<012808>Genesis 28:8,9). He then
went to Mount Seir, where he was living when Jacob returned from Padanaram, and had become rich and powerful. The brothers met on the east of
the Jordan River, when Jacob again acted in a double-faced way, and
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parted to meet again only at the side of their dead father, twenty years
after, at Machpelah. From this time he lived in Mount Seir, but nothing is
recorded of his later history. <See EDOM>, <See EDOMITES>.

Eschew
To flee from, as used in <180101>Job 1:1,8; 2:3; <600311>1 Peter 3:11. Obsolete.

Esdraelon
The Greek name of Jezreel (Judith 3:9), the Great Plain of Josephus, the
valley of Megiddo. It is very rich in soil, lying on a volcanic basalt, but
there is not an inhabited village in its whole extent, which is triangular, 18,
15, by 12 miles, on the three sides. See Map. It is noted for the number and
importance of the battles fought on its surface. “Warriors from every
nation have pitched their tent in the plain of Esdraelon.” The names
Deborah, Barak, Gideon, Josiah, Holofernes, Vespasian, the Crusaders,
Saracens, Turks, and French, give a hint of the events which have made the
valley memorable.

Esdras
1. The form of Ezra in the Apocrypha.
2. The books of Esdras. See the <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Esek (“strife”)
Well dug in the valley in Gerar (<012620>Genesis 26:20) by the herdsmen of
Isaac.

Eshbaal (“baal’s man”)
<See ISHBOSHETH>? Fourth son of Saul (<130833>1 Chronicles 8:33).

Eshban (“wise hero”)
<See HESHBON>. A Horite, son of Dishon (<013626>Genesis 36:26).
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Eshcol (“cluster”)
Valley northwest of Hebron, visited by the spies who were sent by Moses
from Kadesh Barnea, from which place they brought away a huge cluster
of grapes, so remarkable as to name it the valley of the cluster
(<041324>Numbers 13:24). The valley was named from Eshcol, the brother of
Mamre, the Amorite, in Abraham’s time (<011413>Genesis 14:13,24).

Eshean
Judah, near Hebron (<061552>Joshua 15:52). Lost.

Eshek
A Benjamite, descendant of Saul, founder of a noted family of archers
(<130839>1 Chronicles 8:39).

Eshkalonites
Citizens of Ashkelon (<061303>Joshua 13:3).

Eshtaol
Judah, in the Shefelah, allotted to Daniel The residence, during his youth,
of Samson; and here he was buried (<071325>Judges 13:25; 16:31). Some of the
Danites who were sent to look for a new home in the north were from
Eshtaol (<071802>Judges 18:2,8,11). Lost. In the time of Jerome it was said to
lie between Azotus and Ascalon, and named Astho; and another, named
Esthaul, 10 miles north of Eleutheropolis, probably near the present
Yeshua.

Eshtaulites
Among the citizens of Kirjath-Jearim (<130253>1 Chronicles 2:53).

Eshtemoa (“women of note”)
1. Judah, in the mountains (<061550>Joshua 15:50; <130657>1 Chronicles 6:57).
Frequented by David (<093028>1 Samuel 30:28). Now Semna, 7 miles south of
Hebron. Founded by the descendants of the Egyptian wife of Mered (<130417>1
Chronicles 4:17).
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2. Name of a person in <130419>1 Chronicles 4:19, as a Maachathite.

Eshton (“uxorious”)
In the line of Judah (<130411>1 Chronicles 4:11).

Esli
Son of Naggai, father of Naum (<420325>Luke 3:25).

Esora
Perhaps Hazor or Zorah. Fortified by the Jews on the approach of
Holofernes (<070404>Judges 4:4). Possibly Bethhoron.

Espousal
<See MARRIAGE>.

Esrom
In the geneology of Jesus (<400108>Matthew 1:8; <420333>Luke 3:33). <See
HEZRON>

Essenes
Josephus says they combined the ascetic virtues of the Pythagoreans and
Stoics with a spiritual knowledge of the Divine Law, and arose about 200
B.C. Their chief city was Engedi (Pliny). The name is supposed to mean
“silent”, “mysterious” or “pious” (Dr. Ginsburg). The origin of the party
was rather in a certain tendency of religious thought among all classes
toward an ideal purity. Special doctrines had for their object a life of
absolute purity and divine communion.
Next to God, Moses was honored; the Sabbath was carefully kept; food
was eaten only when prepared by their own members, and never cooked on
the Sabbath; and they practiced self-denial, temperance, and agriculture.
Slavery, war, and commerce were forbidden. They were very regular in
their devotions; before sunrise they began their prayer and praise; said
grace before and after meals; ate from only one kind of food at a meal;
disallowed oaths, holding truth to be sacred; held all things in common.
Their system was a compound of mystical and ceremonial elements. The
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applicant for membership was obliged to live a year outside of the order,
but keeping its rules (?), having received as badges an ax, a white apron,
and a white dress. One year more he would share in the ablutions but not in
the meals. After two more years he was admitted to full membership,
solemnly binding himself to piety to God, justice to men, to hate the
wicked, assist the righteous, injure no one, speak the truth, avoid robbery
and theft, and keep the rules and secrets of the society. Some of their rules
were:
1. To bathe, if touched by a stranger, or a lower grade of their own order,
and before and after meals, and other natural acts; not to spit in an
assembly, and if so not on the right side; the social meal was a sacrament.
1. Baptisms produced bodily purity, which led to
2. celibacy, and
3. spiritual purity, and
4. to a meek and lowly spirit, banishing all anger and malice, thus reaching
5. holiness, arriving at
6. a state wherein he is a Holy Temple for the Holy Spirit, and could
prophesy, and advancing to
7. could perform miraculous cures, raising the dead, attaining finally to the
lofty state of Elias, the forerunner of the Messiah, and no longer subject to
death.
Jesus alludes to the Essenes in <400534>Matthew 5:34, “swear not at all,” and in
19:12, “who abstain from marriage for the kingdom of heaven’s sake,”,
and Paul in 1 Corinthians 7, which is hardly intelligible without a
knowledge of the tenets of the Essenes, and by James in 5:12, and the first
church held all things in common as they did (<440432>Acts 4:32-34). Their
number was never larger than 4000. See Josephus and Eusebius. They
disappeared after the destruction of Jerusalem, and are not heard of again
although various orders of monks follow more or less strictly their rules
and practices.
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Esther (“the planet” <See VENUS>, <See ASTER>, <See ASTARTE>,
<See ASHTORETH>, meaning “good fortune”).

The Persian form of the Hebrew name Hadassah (“a myrtle”). She was
daughter of Abihail, son of Shimei, a Benjamite, cousin of Mordecai. Her
parents did not return from captivity, but died, leaving her in care of her
relative (cousin?) Mordecai. The Persian king having divorced his queen,
Vashti (a beauty), for contempt, the royal choice fell on Esther, after
passing many others by. In this position she delivered her people, who
were still very numerous, from a threatened calamity, which was the origin
of the yearly feast of Purim. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>, Esther and
Apocrypha.

Etam (1) (“place of wild beasts”)
1. Simeon (<130432>1 Chronicles 4:32).
2. Judah; fortified and garrisoned by Rehoboam (<141106>2 Chronicles 11:6).
Near Bethlehem and Tekoah.

Etam (2) (“the rock”)
To which Samson retired after his slaughter of the Philistines (<071508>Judges
15:8,11). Probably in the valley of Urtas.

Eternal (Hebrew: olam, “hidden”, “time long past”, and of future
“to the end”).

Eternity (Hebrew: ad), only once, in <235715>Isaiah 57:15, meaning
“duration in time”.

Ethan (1) (“limit of the sea”)
Station in the Exodus, near the Red Sea, east.

Ethan (2) (“firmness”)
1. The Ezrahite, son of Mahal, a wise man, only excelled by Solomon (<110431>1
Kings 4:31; Psalm 89).
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2. Son of Kish, a Levite in David’s time (<130644>1 Chronicles 6:44). Played
cymbals with Heman and Asaph (<131517>1 Chronicles 15:17,19).
3. Levite ancestor of Asaph, the singer (<130642>1 Chronicles 6:42).

Ethanim
<See MONTH>

Ethbaal (“with Baal”)
A king of Sidon, father of Jezebel (<111631>1 Kings 16:31). Josephus said he
was king of Tyre and Sidon. Menander says that Ithobalus, a priest of
Astarte, killed Pheles and usurped the throne, reigning 32 years, B.C. 940908.

Ether (“abundance”)
Judah, in the Shefelah (Josh 15:42), in Simeon. Now Attarah near Geza.

Ethiopia (“burnt”)
The country called in Hebrew Cush. South of Egypt, from Syene
(<262910>Ezekiel 29:10). Libyan desert west, Abyssinian highland east and
south. The Hebrews traded with Ethiopia (<234514>Isaiah 45:14) in ebony,
ivory, frankincense, gold and precious stones (<182819>Job 28:19; Josephus,
Antiquities viii. 6, section 5). Settled by a Hamitic race (<011006>Genesis 10:6),
dark (<241323>Jeremiah 13:23), men of stature (<231802>Isaiah 18:2), and fine-looking
(38:7). The Sabaeans were the most noted tribe. There are ruins of many
temples in Ethiopia built during the reigns of the Hyksos kings of Egypt.
Queen Candace is mentioned in <440827>Acts 8:27.
The official title of the queen was <See CANDACE>, and there was a line of
queens who governed the country about the time of Christ, who
successfully resisted even the Romans.

Ethiopian (Hebrew: Cushite).
Black man (<241323>Jeremiah 13:23). Zereh (<141409>2 Chronicles 14:9) and Ebedmelech (<243807>Jeremiah 38:7, etc.), were Ethiopians.
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Ethiopian Woman
Wife of Moses. A <See CUSHITE> (<041201>Numbers 12:1). She is also said to
be a Midianite, and so supposed to be a second wife.

Ethiopians
In several passages meaning <See CUSHITES>.

Ethiopic Version
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>, page 4.

Ethnan (“gift”)
Son of Hela, the wife of Ashur (<130407>1 Chronicles 4:7).

Ethni (“giving”)
Ancestor of Asaph (<130641>1 Chronicles 6:41).

Eubulus (“prudent”)
Disciple at Rome (<550421>2 Timothy 4:21).

Euergetes (“benefactor”)
Title of honor among the Greeks. Two of the Ptolemies were so honored
— Ptolemy III and VII.

Eumenes (“friendly”)
Eumenes II, king of Pergamus, succeeded his father, Attalus I, B.C. 197.
He served the Romans against the Greeks in the battle of Magnesia (B.C.
190), for which he was rewarded with the provinces of Mysia, Lydia,
Ionia, Phrygia, Lycaonia and Thracian Chersonese. Died probably B.C. 159
(1 Macc. 8:8).

Eunice (“victorious”)
Mother of Timothy (<550105>2 Timothy 1:5); a disciple of pure faith (<441601>Acts
16:1).
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Eunuch (Hebrew: sarus).
Officer, chamberlain. The word indicates the incapacity which certain
mutilation produces — a practice contrary to the law in <052301>Deuteronomy
23:1. The origin of the custom is ascribed to queen Semiramis, but is
probably as old as Eastern despotism itself, which delights in servants who
excite no jealousy. It is supposed that the prophet Daniel and his
companions were so treated, because it was so prephesied (<122017>2 Kings
20:17). The <See ETHIOPIAN EUNUCH> was probably an officer of the
queen, perhaps a Jew.

Euodia
<See EUODIAS> (“good journey”)

Disciple, a woman of Philippi (<500402>Philippians 4:2).

Euphrates (“the good river”)
Now called Frat. Called in Scripture “the river”. The largest, longest, and
most important river in west Asia. Rises in the mountains of Armenia, near
Erzeroum and Mount Ararat. Of two branches: one is called Frat, and
Black River (Kara su), and is 400 miles long; the other, Murad Chai
(chief), 270 miles long; and both unite at Kebban Meden, in a stream 360
feet wide, and from this point to the Persian Gulf it is 1,000 miles making
in all nearly 1,800 miles, 1,200 of which is navigable for steamers.
Nebuchadnezzar dug canals carry the water of the annual inundation across
the wide plains of Chaldea. Herodotus describes the river and its traffic (i.
185). First mentioned in <011518>Genesis 15:18, in the description of the
promised land (<050107>Deuteronomy 1:7; 11:24; Josh 1:4). Fulfilled partially by
Reuben (<130509>1 Chronicles 5:9), and completely by David (<19D701>Psalm 137:1).

Eupolemus (“good warrior”)
Son of John the son of Accos, Koz (<160304>Nehemiah 3:4, etc.). Envoy sent to
Rome by Judas, about B.C. 161 (1 Macc. 8:17). He was a well-known
historian, mentioned by Eusebius and Josephus.

Euroclydon
Name of a wind from a certain quarter (<442714>Acts 27:14). <See PAUL>.
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Eutychus (“fortunate”)
The youth who was resuscitated by Paul after having fallen out of a
window at Troas (<442009>Acts 20:9).

Evangelist (“publisher of glad tidings”)
An order of men in the Christian Church. They were not attached to any
particular locality, but worked wherever there was a field, by preaching or
writing. Philip (<442108>Acts 21:8), and Timothy (<550405>2 Timothy 4:5), and the
four, Matthew, Mark, Luke, John are examples.

Eve (Hebrew: chavvah, “living”)
Name of the first woman. It is the feminine form of the noun which means
“life”. There are two accounts of her creation in Genesis.
1. <010127>Genesis 1:27: “So God created man in his own image, in the image of
God created he him; male and female created he them;”
2. <010218>Genesis 2:18: “And the Lord God said `It is not good that the man
should be alone,’“ (his creation is noticed in <010107>Genesis 1:7), “`I will make
him a help meet for him.’“ Then, in <010119>Genesis 1:19,20, is the account of
the creation of the beasts, and that among them there was not found a help
meet for Adam.
<010121>

Genesis 1:21-25, give the account of Eve’s formation out of the rib of
Adam. The story — or two stories — may mean simply that God holds
both man and woman equal in duty and accountability, and one in nature
and origin. Eve is not mentioned after the birth of Seth, and her death is
not recorded.

Evening
<See CHRONOLOGY>.

Ever, and Forever
Eternal. Eternity. The whole period.
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Evi (“desire”)
Prince of Midian (<043108>Numbers 31:8).

Evidence
In <243210>Jeremiah 32:10, etc., means bill of sale, in the prophet’s petition;
purchase of a field. This symbolic act meant that though desolation must
come, God’s promise was sure, and houses, fields and vineyards should
again be possessed in Palestine by the Hebrews.

Evil Merodach (“Merodak’s fool”)
Son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar, B.C. 561; murdered and succeeded
by Neriglissar, B.C. 559. Joachin was kindly treated by him (<122527>2 Kings
25:27). The historian Berosus says that his change of policy from severe to
mild caused his death by the violent men of his party.

Evil Spirit
Devil. <See DEMON>

Excellency of Carmel (<233502>Isaiah 35:2). <See CARMEL>.
Excellent
Surpassing (<270231>Daniel 2:31). Excellent glory (<610117>2 Peter 1:17). “Most
excellent” was a title of rank and honor given to Theophilus (<420103>Luke 1:3),
and to Felix (<442323>Acts 23:23; 24:3); and to Festus (<442625>Acts 26:25).

Exchangers
Money changers (<402527>Matthew 25:27).

Excommunication
Putting one out of church society. The Jews had three modes:
1. For twenty-four minor offenses an offender was under niddui. Keeping a
fierce dog, swearing, etc., were instances. The penalty was to abstain from
the use of the bath, the razor, wine, etc., and to keep at 6 feet (4 cubits)
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distance from everyone. He could not worship in the temple in the usual
manner, and this lasted 30 days.
2. The second was cherem. He could not teach or be taught to work for or
buy any object not intended for food.
3. The shammatha, an entire cutting off from the congregation. Moses did
not make this law, but the natural right of societies for self-preservation
gave rise to it. The cases in Numbers 16 (of Korah, etc.), <070523>Judges 5:23
(Meroz), <150726>Ezra 7:26; 10:8; <023033>Exodus 30:33, and <031346>Leviticus 13:46;
17:4, are precedents. One instance is recorded in the New Testament, John
9, of the young man who confessed that Jesus was the Christ. The fear of
the result prevented some from such a confession (<431242>John 12:42). The
blessing in <420622>Luke 6:22, refers to the three forms of this law. The
excommunication founded by Jesus was to be executed only after due trial,
and a settled contempt for the church in refusing to atone for a trespass
which the person has committed (<401815>Matthew 18:15-18). The final act of
exclusion was to be done only after two warnings. Paul commanded the
same (<540120>1 Timothy 1:20; <460511>1 Corinthians 5:11 <560310>Titus 3:10), and
frequently used the power. Restoration was possible, and is urged in <470206>2
Corinthians 2:6: The censure of the church was not to include enmity,
curses, and persecution, as among some sects, but rather to look upon the
excluded “as a pagan and a publican,” that may be brought in again. It is a
spiritual penalty, not physical, separating from the communion of the
church, aiming to benefit the person and the church, by excluding heresy,
immorality, and only put in force by the authority of the church at large (by
a vote?) and the sanction of the highest officer, whose sentence was
declared in the congregation to which the offender belonged; and that
penitence is a condition of restoration, which is to be as public as the
exclusion.

Executioner (Hebrew: tabbach, “slaughter”)
The duties were both those of an executioner and of the leader of the bodyguard of the king, as in Egypt (<013736>Genesis 37:36), whose official residence
was the prison. It was a post of high dignity. The Septuagint says Potiphar
was chief-cook.
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Exile
<See CAPTIVITY>.

Exodus (“going out”)
For the book, see <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
The date of the Exodus of the Hebrews from Egypt, led by Moses, is fixed
by different writers: as Poole, B.C. 1652, Hales, 1648, Usher, 1491,
Bunsen, 1320. The patriarchal institution ended and the era of the Law
began at the Exodus — the family had become a nation. The departure was
begun at Raamses (Rameses) in the early morning of the 15th of Nisan,
which was from that time called the first month. Three stages brought them
to the Red Sea, where they were overtaken by Pharaoh and delivered by
Moses, as celebrated in the songs of Moses and Miriam (Exodus 15).
The great difficulty in tracing the route of the Israelites from Egypt to
Canaan has called out a large number of travelers in our day, who have
minutely examined the district (or a part of it, omitting the region of the 38
years wandering, because there are no records from which to form a base
of exploration), and from their researches it is “possible by the internal
evidence of the country itself to lay down not indeed the actual route of the
Israelites in every stage, but in almost all cases, and in some cases the very
spots themselves.”
The question of the passage of the Red Sea is referred to <See
MIRACLES>.
<See ETHAM> was a district on both sides of the north end of the Red Sea.

The place of crossing might have been anywhere between Suez and Jebel
Atakah, which is a steep, high promontory standing out rate very deep
water.
<See SHUR> (“wall”) is a name for the whole desert from Suez to
Beersheba, north of the plain Er Ramleh, also called <See PARAN>. The
first water found was at <See MARAH> (“bitter”), and the rest at <See
ELIM> (“stags”), where there were twelve fountains, and a kind of desert

paradise, among a grove of palm trees. Wady Ghurundel has several fine
fountains, a perennial stream, and more trees, shrubs and bushes than any
other place in the desert. Here the mountain district begins. The next camp
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was by the Red Sea, where, in a wild and lonely plain, there is a sublime
view of Sinai’s granite peaks on one side, and the blue sea on the other.
The <See WILDERNESS OF SIN> is a continuation of this valley on the
south, widening into the broadest plain in the whole region. Here they first
murmured, and the quails were sent in answer to their cry, and the first fall
of manna. <See DOPHKA> and and <See ALUSH> were probably in the
same plain. <See REPHIDIM> (“supports”) is located in Wady esh Sheikh,
the most spacious valley in this region, and the most fertile. Here the
people found no water to drink, and Moses brought water out of a rock
(<021705>Exodus 17:5,6). The Amalekites attacked the people, and were routed.
Jethro, Moses’ father-in-law, visited him here and counseled him. They
next pitched in the plain of Rahah (“rest”, Exodus 19) in front of <See
SINAI>. Jebel Musa (Mount Moses), the Sinai of recent tradition, is in the
midst of a group of mountains, and is 7,000 feet high. Katerin is 8,700, and
Om Shomer is 9,300 feet high. On the summit of Jebel Musa is a platform
nearly 100 feet across, partly covered with ruins, a chapel at the east end,
and a small mosque. Ras es Sufsafeh (“peak of the willow”) is the Sinai of
many scholars, because from it the plain can be seen, and every other
requirement of the text answered, and every incident illustrated by the
features of the surrounding district. They stayed almost a year at Sinai.
While Moses was on the mount, receiving the two tables, Aaron (his
brother) made a calf of gold, probably in imitation of the Egyptians.
Aaron’s sons offered strange fire (Leviticus 10), and were destroyed, and
the second Passover was held.
On leaving Sinai a certain order of march and of camping was adopted
(Numbers 10), and Hobab was engaged as a guide, to be unto them
“instead of eyes” (<041031>Numbers 10:31), as is the custom now in crossing the
desert. From Sinai to Kadesh the route cannot be clearly laid down. After
three days they pitched in Paran, at a place afterward called <See
TABERAH> (“burning”, <041103>Numbers 11:3). Quails were sent here
(<041131>Numbers 11:31), the people suffered from a plague after eating them,
and the place was named a second time <See KIBROTH-HATTAAVAH>
(“graves of lust”, <041133>Numbers 11:33). The next station, <See
HAZEROTH>, has been identified with Ain Hudherah, a little fountain in a
wild, dreary waste, among naked hills, 40 miles from Sinai. The place was
noted for the foolish rebellion of Miriam and Aaron (Numbers 12). The
fountain of El Ain, north of Hudherah, is the most important wateringplace in the district. The next station that can be located is <See EZION-
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GEBER>, at the head of the Gulf of Akabah. Between this station and

Kadesh, in the Arabah, there were many stations, and, as appears from the
two accounts in Numbers 33, and in <050208>Deuteronomy 2:8; 10:6, they
wandered up and down the valley several times.
<See KADESH> (“holy”), next to Sinai, was the most important of all the

resting-places in the wilderness. From here the twelve spies were sent into
the promised land, and from Kadesh the rebellious people were turned
back into the wilderness by the way of the Red Sea (<050140>Deuteronomy
1:40) to wander for 38 years. And when they attempted to go up (by the
pass Es Sufah) against the command of the Lord, they were defeated at
Hormah with disgrace and slaughter (<041440>Numbers 14:40).
Of the “great and terrible wilderness” of the wandering not one station is
recorded, nor even a hint of its locality, and the only events noticed are
(besides the ceremonial law) the execution of the man who gathered sticks
on the Sabbath day (Numbers 15), the rebellion of Korah (Numbers 16),
and (either during that time or soon after) the writing of the ninetieth Psalm
by Moses. The great desert from Akabah to Gaza, is now called Et Tyh
(the wandering), and it may be the very region; but having no names to
locate or compare, there is nothing left us but conjecture.
They visited Kadesh a second time, where Miriam, the sister of Moses,
died and was buried (<042001>Numbers 20:1). Moses brought water out of the
rock, and the people and their beasts drank. Their flocks had survived
through 38 years. Then they sent messengers to the king of Edom, asking
permission to pass through his country, and making the fairest proposals,
but they were denied their request (<042014>Numbers 20:14).
They then left Kadesh and moved to Mount Hor, where their first high
priest, Aaron, died and was buried, and Eleazar his son was invested with
the “holy garments” and the office of his father. <See AARON>.
The next place that is identified is the pass through the east wall of the
Arabah, up into the Arabian desert — Wady Ithm — by the way of the Red
Sea (to compass the land of Edom, <042104>Numbers 21:4). Here the fiery
serpents were sent, killing many; and the brazen serpent was set up, which
became type of the greater salvation. <See IJE ABARIM> was reached, and
then the willow brook (<See ZERED>), and soon also the <See ARNON>,
and they were out of the desert. Sihon, king of the Amorites, opposed their
advance, and Israel smote him, and posessed his land from the Arnon to
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the Jabbok. They next conquered Og, the king of <See BASHAN>. His
“giant cities” are still standing, deserted but not ruined, all over the vast
plain of the Hauran. The king of Moab sent the prophet Baalam to curse
Israel as they were encamped in the plains of Moab, and he blessed them,
but laid a snare which caught them, and caused the loss of thousands of
lives (<043116>Numbers 31:16).
Moses numbered the people in the plain of Moab, and found 601,730 men
above the age of 20 (being only 1,820 less than the number at Sinai, 39
years before), and of all these only three were among those who came out
of Egypt, all the rest having fallen in the desert (<041429>Numbers 14:29),
leaving only Moses, Caleb and Joshua. After looking at the land from the
heights of Nebo, Moses died, and was buried (by the Lord), “but no man
knoweth of his sepulchre” (<053406>Deuteronomy 34:6). With his death the
wanderings ended.

Exorcism
The formal ejection of evil spirits from persons or places. Those who do
this are called <See EXORCISTS>. This pretense is usually accompanied
with incantations and magical arts of various kinds, and was common to all
nations of antiquity (Josephus, Antiquities viii. 2,5, Wars, vii. 6, 3). Jesus
implied that such a power did exist, and might be used after peculiar
preparation (<401227>Matthew 12:27; <420949>Luke 9:49). There was an order of
exorcists in the Christian church in the 3rd century, which led to a great
increase of superstition, fraud, and imposture. Some introduced forms of
exorcism into baptism, saying, “as the soul before baptism is in bondage to
the devil, so at baptism it should be formally released from the evil spirit.”
The priest was instructed to breathe three times on the face of the subject,
and say, Depart from him, foul spirit — give place to the Holy Spirit, the
Paraclete. Then another breathing on the face, with the words, Receive the
Holy Spirit. The order still is in the Roman ritual. It was originally
practiced by the Lutherans, but it is now disused. John wrote his Gospel in
Asia, where medical science was advanced, and he seems to have known
that the diseases attributed to demons were merely natural diseases, for he
nowhere mentions possessions of evil spirits, except as being spoken of by
Jews, whom he is reporting.
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Expiation
Sacrifice. <See DAY OF ATONEMENT>.

Eye (Hebrew: ayin).
Used as a symbol of many objects and ideas. Among the Hebrews a few
uses were:
1. A fountain, or spring (ain).
2. Color (<041107>Numbers 11:7; <202331>Proverbs 23:31).
3. Face; as in eye to eye (face to face), (<041414>Numbers 14:14,).
4. Look, as in <220409>Song of Solomon 4:9.
5. “In the eyes, means in his presence or in his judgment (<011908>Genesis 19:8;
29:20; <101003>2 Samuel 10:3).
6. “To set eyes on one,” is to look with favor (<182423>Job 24:23), and also to
express anger (<300908>Amos 9:8).
7. Evil eye (<402015>Matthew 20:15); wanton eyes, etc. In <380410>Zechariah 4:10,
God’s angels are “his eyes,” and in Persia the ministers of state are “the
king’s eyes.” In the East servants watch the bands of their master,
receiving orders and directions by motion of the hand. <See PAINTING THE
EYES> is an ancient practice among Orientals, and referred to in <120930>2
Kings 9:30, where Jezebel is spoken of as “painting her eyes,” not “face,”
in <240430>Jeremiah 4:30, where “rending the face,” means “painting the eyes,”
and by Ezekiel in 23:40. Lane says, of painting eyes: “Their charming
effect is much heightened by the concealment of the other features
(however pleasing they may be) and is rendered still more striking by a
practice, universal among the females of the higher and middle classes, and
very common among those of the lower orders, which is, blackening the
edge of the eyelids, both above and below the eyes, with a black powder
called “kohl”. The paint is made by burning a resin and catching the smoke
on glass or any hard substance. Almond shells also make good black
smoke. The black is moistened with rose-water. The ancient sculptures
show the antiquity of the practice.
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Ez
Hebrew word for she-goat, and in some passages also he-goat.

Esbai (“shining”)
Father of Naarai, one of David’s chiefs (<131137>1 Chronicles 11:37).

Ezbon (“working”)
1. Son of Gad (<014616>Genesis 46:16); <See OZNI>
2. Son of Bela (<130707>1 Chronicles 7:7).

Ezekiel (Hebrew: yehezekel, “God will strengthen”)
One of the four greater prophets. Son of Buzi, a priest, and carefully
educated. We know that he was in captivity because his prophesy is dated
on the banks of the river Chebar, in the 5th year of Jehoiachin’s captivity.
Josephus gives other particulars. His age is not known. It is supposed,
from several concurring allusions in his writings, that he was twenty-five
when carried to Assyria a captive, and thirty at the time he wrote his first
prophesy. He was energetic, earnest, spiritually minded. He prophesied
twenty years, B.C. 595-575, ending with the 14th year after the last
deportation from Judaea. The first 8 years were cotemporary with
Jeremiah. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>, for the <See BOOK OF
EZEKIEL>.

Ezel (<092019>1 Samuel 20:19).
Where David parted from Jonathan.

Ezem
Simeon (<130429>1 Chronicles 4:29; <061903>Joshua 19:3).

Ezer (“treasure”)
1. Horite duke, in the line of Seir (<013621>Genesis 36:21; <130142>1 Chronicles 1:42;
Ezer in <130138>1 Chronicles 1:38).
2. Father of Hushah, in the line of Judah (<130404>1 Chronicles 4:4).
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3. Son of Ephraim (<130721>1 Chronicles 7:21).
4. Gadite, who joined David (<131209>1 Chronicles 12:9).
5. Levite, who repaired the wail under Nehemiah (<160319>Nehemiah 3:19).
6. Priest, assisting Nehemiah (<161242>Nehemiah 12:42).

Ezion-Geber (“giant’s backbone”)
At the head of the eastern arm of the Red Sea. Now Akabah (<043335>Numbers
33:35; <050208>Deuteronomy 2:8; <110926>1 Kings 9:26; 22:48; <140817>2 Chronicles
8:17). Station of the Exodus. Port for Solomon’s fleet. Jehoshaphat’s fleet
was broken here (<142037>2 Chronicles 20:37).

Eznite (Hebrew: ezni).
Adine, the Eznite; also called Josheb-bassebet, the Tachmonite (<102308>2
Samuel 23:8).

Ezra (“help”)
1. In the line of Judah (<130417>1 Chronicles 4:17).
2. The famous Scribe and Priest (Esdras in the Apocrypha), son of Seraiah
7 and descendant of Hillkiah 2, high priest in Josiah’s reign (<150701>Ezra 7:1).
His history is given partly in Ezra 7—10 and in Nehemiah 8; <161226>Nehemiah
12:26,36. His narrative includes 80 years, during which period, in Persia
there were Cyrus, Cambyses, Smerdis, Darius Hvstaspis, Xerxes and
Artaxerxes Longimanus. The last named gave Ezra men, money and letters
of power, and permission to return and rebuild the house at Jerusalem.
He collected and revised the books of the Old Testament. Tradition says he
died at Babylon (or Zamzumu on the Tigris), aged 120. A tomb is shown
as his, 20 miles above the junction of the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers.
The works credited to him are:
1. Founding the Great Synagogue;
2. Forming the Canon of the Old Testament;
3. Introduction and use of the Aramaic instead of the Old Hebrew letters;
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4. Authorship of Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther. Some also add
Ezekiel and Daniel;
5. Institution of Synagogues.
3. Another Ezra was head of one of the 22 courses of priests which
returned with Zerubbabel and Joshua.
4. One who assisted at the dedication of the wall (<161233>Nehemiah 12:33).
For Book of Ezra, see <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>

Ezrahite (“of Ezra”, or “of Zerah”)
A title of Ethan (<110431>1 Kings 4:31). There is no reason to believe that the
Ethan and Heman, authors or singers, mentioned in the titles of the Psalms,
are the same as those in 1 Kings. The two passages, in Chronicles and
Kings have become mixed. There was no Heman an Ezrahite.

Ezri (“Jehovah’s help”)
Son of Chelub, over David’s farmers (<132726>1 Chronicles 27:26).
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F
Fable
The deliberate choice of statements known to be inventions, which are
intended to teach general truth. The Mythus is an unconscious evolution of
traditional thought or fancy. The parable assumes that what is related might
have been true, and deals with matters of human life, using the acts of men
to figure those of a higher order of being. The fable draws its materials
from the brute creation and inanimate nature, attributing the qualities of
humanity to brutes, trees, etc.
The fable of Jotham about the trees of Shechem is the oldest extant (B.C.
1209), and as beautiful as any made since (<070908>Judges 9:8-15). The fable in
<261701>
Ezekiel 17:1-10, brings before us the lower forms of creation as
representatives of human characters and destinies. The great Lokman, the
Arabian writer of fables, lived about the time of David (B.C. 1025), Hesiod
and Aesop of the Greeks are still later (B.C. 550). The fable exhibits
relations between man and man, the parable those between man and God.
The fables and inventions alluded to in <540407>1 Timothy 4:7; <560114>Titus 1:14;
<610116>
2 Peter 1:16, were false and weak, probably, and unfit for instruction.

Face
The most peculiarly indicative part of the human figure. The face is the
presence; to stand before the face is to stand in the presence. The face is
also the favor — as the prince’s face, or favor. To turn away the face is to
deny a favor. And the face of the Lord means His presence. “No one can
see the face of God and live,” but Jacob did see it, as he says so, and lived
(<013230>Genesis 32:30.) Jacob’ first mentions God’s face, at Peniel. God’s
grace or favor is indicated in such passages as “seeking face,” “lift on us
the light of thy face,” “pour out thine heart like water before the face of the
Lord” (<250219>Lamentations 2:19).
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Fair Havens
Harbor on the south side of Crete, east of Cape Matala, and near Lasea
(<442708>Acts 27:8). Visited by Paul on his voyage to Rome, A.D. 60. (Greek:
Kaloi Limenes).

Fairs (Hebrew: izebonim).
Only in Ezekiel 27, where it is found seven times, once translated “wares”
in <262733>Ezekiel 27:33. The word means “exchange”, and the sense of the
chapter is much improved by this rendering.

Faith (Hebrew: emun, “faith”; emunah “faithful”; Greek elpis,
“faith or hope”; pistis, “one belief”).
Faith is the assent of the mind to the truth of God’s revealed will. There are
two kinds:
1. Historical, which assents to the statements about the life and works of
Jesus and the apostles, as historical truths.
2. Evangelical, or saving faith, is an assent to the truth of revelation, and an
entire trust and confidence in God’s character, and Christ’s teachings; with
an unreserved surrender of the will. Jesus Christ is then received into the
heart as the Saviour, Prophet, Priest, and King, to be loved and obeyed.
This is instrumentally a means of salvation, an essential grace, and a
mainspring of Christian life.

Fallow-Deer (Hebrew: yachmur).
Permitted as food by the law, and supplied to Solomon’s table
(<051405>Deuteronomy 14:5; <110423>1 Kings 4:23). Two kinds of deer were known
to the Hebrews in Palestine. Jacob refers to one in his blessing on Naphtali.
Its beauty, speed and agility are frequently used by the poets and prophets.
The opening of the 42nd psalm is as beautiful as familiar:
“As the hart pants after the water-brooks,
So does my soul pant for thee, O God.”

This was written by David when Saul was hunting him from one place to
another like a deer or “a partridge.” Figures of deer are sculptured on the
ancient monuments in Egypt. The bubale is classed among cattle in the
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east, and is found from Gibraltar to the Persian Gulf, living in small herds.
The fallow-deer is quite rare, a few living around Mount Tabor, and
Lebanon, and is not found in Arabia, but Persia and Armenia are its
peculiar home.

Fallow-Ground
Land that has been left to rest untilled a year or more. Figuratively, backsliding, unfruitful in spiritual things (<281012>Hosea 10:12).

Familiar Spirit
<See DIVINATION> <See MAGIC>.

Famine
A scarcity of food. Several are noticed: <011210>Genesis 12:10; 26:1; 41;
<080101>
Ruth 1:1; <120625>2 Kings 6:25; <441127>Acts 11:27. The most noted is that of
seven years in Egypt, by which the whole people were reduced to
dependence on the king, when Joseph I was prime minister. Famine results
from want of rain, visits of locusts and other insects. Amos predicted a
spiritual famine (<300811>Amos 8:11).

Fan
1. A hand machine, like a flat basket, for winnowing grain (<233024>Isaiah
30:24).
2. A large fork with a long handle, with which the grain is thrown up
against the wind (<241507>Jeremiah 15:7; <400312>Matthew 3:12).

Farthing (Greek: quadran, “one fourth of the as, or assarion”)
Equal to two lepta (“mites”), about 3/8 of a cent. The specimens now
extant are very neatly and artistically made, of copper or bronze, except
that, like all ancient coin, the edge is unfinished.

Fast
There is no word in the Pentateuch which means to fast. It was a
voluntary, not a legal, act. This was probably a silent protest against the
tendency to asceticism, so prevalent in the East. The vow of the Nazarite
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was voluntary, and only included wine and things related to it in origin, and
the cases where it was necessary were few. Once a year, at the yearly
atonement, the people were called to do what became, after a while, a fast
in common terms (<031629>Leviticus 16:29; <442709>Acts 27:9), but there is no rule
against eating or drinking, while there is against work — it was to be “a
Sabbath of rest.” Isaiah notices that when the spiritual element declined the
ceremonial increased, and fasts became popular as an easy means of
atonement (<235805>Isaiah 58:5). The true fast is to have a serious and heartfelt
sorrow for sin, with earnest strivings to be delivered from it, as Isaiah says.
Holiness and mourning are always, in the Hebrew mind, contrasts —
opposite states of feeling. The public fast anciently among the Hebrews as
well as among the modern Arabs, was a total abstinence from food for
twenty-four hours, beginning at sunset. The forty days fast of Moses,
Elijah and Jesus were miraculous. Jesus did not institute fast, except the
life-long fast of his disciples, after his death, intimated in <420534>Luke 5:34, 35,
and directed those who did fast to conceal the fact by washing and dressing
as usual, so as not to appear to fast before men and not really fast before
God (<400617>Matthew 6:17). The mere fast is no essential part of the gospel
plan, although it was practiced by the apostles (<460705>1 Corinthians 7:5;
<441302>
Acts 13:2, etc.). The real fast is the sacrifice of the personal will, which
Isaiah meant by the term “afflicting the soul” (<235805>Isaiah 58:5).

Fat
1. The fat, as being the choice part of animals, and especially sacred to the
Lord, was always to be burned in sacrifice, even when other parts were to
be eaten. The fat and the blood were not to be eaten (<030316>Leviticus 3:16,17;
7:23-27). The term fat was applied to the best and most excellent of all
things, as the fat of the earth, of the wheat, of the oil, the vine, and even
the fat of the mighty. The burning of it in the sacrifice is typical of the
offering of what was best and loftiest in Christ’s pure humanity. In him
alone was there anything strictly good to offer. The offering of his
followers is only acceptable through the working of his grace in their hearts
(<191201>Psalm 12:1).
2. Fat, for vat, in wine fat.

Father
1. Male parent.
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2. Any male ancestor as Father Abraham.
3. Any man in the position of a father, as Joseph to Pharaoh.
4. The inventor or teacher of an art was called its father, and the father of
those who practiced it. “Jubal was the father of all such as handle the harp
or organ,” that is, he was a teacher of music, if not its inventor; and “Jabal,
the father of such as dwell in tents” (<010420>Genesis 4:20,21).
5. The builder or founder of a city, as Salma, the father of Bethlehem (<130251>1
Chronicles 2:51).
6. Anyone who makes a thing or produces it, or tells a story, or recites a
poem, is called the father of such a thing or poem. The authority of the
father was sanctioned by the law of Moses, as standing between God and
man. His blessing conferred special benefits, and his curse special injury.
His sins affected his children, but they were not liable to punishment for
them. The command to honor the parents was the only one to which a
promise was attached, in the decalogue, while disrespect and filial
insubordination were the worst of crimes.
The principle of respect to age and authority, so universal in the East, is
derived from the patriarchal spirit, which still prevails outside of the walled
cities, especially among the Arabs.

Fathom
<See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.

Fatling
Fat beast. In good condition.

Fanchion
Falchion, a short crooked sword (Judith 13:6; 16:9). Cimeter.

Feasts
<See FESTIVALS>.
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Feet
<See WASHING FEET>, <See SANDALS>.

Felix
Claudius Antonius Felix was the Roman governor (procurator) of Judaea,
from A.D. 53 to 60. He was originally a slave and was freed by the
Emperor Claudius. His brother Pallas was also freed by the Emperor’s
mother Antonia, and deservedly had great influence with Claudius. Felix is
said to have ruled Judaea in a mean, cruel, and profligate manner. Under
the pretense of destroying robbers he crucified hundreds of good and
patriotic Jews. He had trouble with false Messiahs also, followers of a
“certain Egyptian magician.” He married Drusilla a Jewess, sister of the
younger Agrippa; whom he enticed from her second husband Azizus. He
kept Paul in prison two years, hoping that his friends would buy his liberty
with a heavy bribe (see <See PAUL>). Felix being recalled to Rome, was
succeeded by Festus, and being charged with crimes by citizens of
Caesarea would have been condemned to death but for the influence in his
favor of his brother Pallas.

Feller
Who cuts trees down, for timber or wood (<231408>Isaiah 14:8).

Fenced Cities (Hebrew: mibzar, “cut off, separate”)
The difference between a city and a village in the Bible is the wall around
the city. The village had a watch-tower only. Sometimes the houses are
built close together around a space, forming a wall, the entrance having a
gate. Jerusalem, as described by Josephus, had three walls on some sides,
with towers and battlements. Some of the cities in Assyria were
surrounded with very wide and high walls, with a ditch outside for water,
and a palisade in the middle of the ditch. These are found drawn in the
sculptures.

Ferret (Hebrew: anakah, “sighs or groans”)
Formerly translated shrew-mouse, but now the Gecko, of which there are
several in Palestine. It is also called the Fan-foot. It is a lizard, with padded
feet, and can move up and down walls like a fly, without noise, except
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what it makes with its voice, which sounds like its name — geck-o. They
are red, brown, green, or bright blue, and all studded with clear white spots
over the back and flanks.

Ferry Boat (Hebrew: abarah).
Perhaps a raft (<101918>2 Samuel 19:18).

Festivals
The law plainly intended stated and regular meetings for worship, at
shorter or longer intervals. No rule was made for any particular form of
gathering, but each community was left to direct its own affairs. When
synagogues were built, after the Captivity, the service was made more
uniform. These gatherings were intended to be holy (<230113>Isaiah 1:13;
<198103>
Psalm 81:3, etc.). They were sacred seasons — feasts of the soul.
1. <See THE WEEKLY SABBATH> (Hebrew: shabbath, “a day of rest”).
The 7th day of the week (<010203>Genesis 2:3), was established by law
(<021623>Exodus 16:23,29), to be kept by the whole people (<022525>Exodus 25:25).
Isaiah utters solemn warning against profaning, and promises blessings for
the due observance of it (<235813>Isaiah 58:13). The Scribes and Pharisees
invented many strict rules, which hedged about the day and bound the
people hand and foot, so that Jesus found it necessary to repeat the saying
that “the Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the Sabbath.” It was
the key-note to a system consisting of 7th day, 7th week, 7th month, 7th
year, and year of jubilee, which was at the end of 7 times 7 years. Each of
these periods had its sacred day. It was lawful and customary for the
priests to light fires, bake the shewbread, and do other needed work about
the Temple. “There was no Sabbath in holy things.”
2. <See PASSOVER OR FEAST OF UNLEAVENED BREAD>. It was kept in
the 14th day of the first month, “between the two evenings “ — that is, late
in the evening is the Lord’s Passover. On the next day, the 15th, is the feast
of the unleavened bread, continuing 7 days (<032305>Leviticus 23:5). The lamb
sacrificed for the Passover must be of the first year, and without blemish
(<460507>1 Corinthians 5:7). The flesh of the paschal lamb was eaten to show
the actual fellowship which the partakers of the feast held with God as the
result of the atoning sacrifice.
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<See THE PASSOVER> was the annual national birthday festival, and was

held in the first month when the ears of grain were forming. The lamb was
roasted (not boiled), not a bone broken, and was entirely eaten, the persons
standing, with loins girt, a stag in hand, shoes on, ready for a journey, in
memory of the Exodus. The Pharisees excused the custom of reclining at
the table in their day, by saving that it was a sign of the rest that the Lord
had granted his people. The bitter herbs eaten with the lamb were
reminders of the bondage in Egypt, and of the anxiety and trouble mingled
with blessings in life, an emblem of the crucifixion of nature. Leavened
bread was not to be eaten for a week — unleavened bread was “the bread
of affliction,” “for they came out of Egypt in haste.” Leaven is a species of
corruption — against which Jesus warned his disciples as in the peculiar
errors of the Pharisees (<401606>Matthew 16:6). The feast also pointed to the
future — to the sacrifice of the Paschal Lamb (<422215>Luke 22:15,16).
<See THE FEAST OF WEEKS> (Greek name Pentecost). The presentation

of the first ripe ears of barley. It was also the feast of firstfruits and of
harvest. The offering was made by the priest waving two loaves, made of
the best of the crop, of fine wheat flour, leavened and baked, but not put
on the altar (where no leaven could be placed), (<052602>Deuteronomy 26:2).
This feast was in memory of the giving of the Law. It was the end of the
harvest, as the second day of the Passover was the first, and it was the end
of the Week of Weeks — seven times seven days. Canaan was in a peculiar
sense God’s land, and as He manifests his care in providing, He should be
honored by those who are partakers of his bounty, in spiritual matters it
was also the harvest season — the end of Christ’s personal ministry on
earth.
<See THE FEAST OF TRUMPETS, OR NEW MOON>. The year was
reckoned by the moon, twelve or more moons making a year (see <See
CHRONOLOGY>). Besides the usual offerings (<042211>Numbers 22:11-15),

there was a blowing of trumpets, as sung in <198103>Psalm 81:3. It occurred on
the first of the 7th month, near our October. The voice of God and the
voice of the trumpet on Mount Sinai were heard together (<021916>Exodus
19:16-19). It was a symbol of the mighty voice of God. The first was the
sacred month, and was therefore placed seventh in the calendar. Four days
were sabbaths, the 10th was the Day of Atonement, the 15th was the Feast
of Tabernacles.
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<See THE FEAST OF THE DAY OF ATONEMENT> (see <See
ATONEMENT>). It was the occasion above all others, on which the ideas

of sin and atonement rose to their highest potency in the ritual of the old
covenant, exhibiting those ideas in their clearest light, how one ordained
from among men, for the purpose of drawing near to God, mediates in
behalf of his fellow men in things pertaining to sin and salvation.
<See THE FEAST OF TABERNACLES>, the last of the pointed festivals

under the old covenant, beginning on the 15th of the 7th month, and lasting
seven days. The real name is booths, and was rated “in the end of the year,
when they had gathered in their labors out of the field” (<022316>Exodus 23:16).
The crops and the vintage are supposed to be ended, and this was
practically the end of the year. The booths were temporary and slight
structures of sticks and leaves (<160816>Nehemiah 8:16). Its object was to keep
in memory the sojourn in the wilderness, a sort of perpetual renewing of
their religious youth, when the covenant of the Law was first given. There
was the same sin-offering for each day, and double the other offerings, two
rams and fourteen lambs each day, and thirteen bullocks on the first day,
one less each day, ending with seven on the seventh day.
After the Captivity, and in later times, there was the <See FEAST OF THE
DEDICATION>, in memory of the fresh consecration of the temple after it
had been profaned by Antiochus Epiphanes (1 Macc. 4:52-59), B.C. 164
(<431022>John 10:22). It was held beginning on the 15th day of the 9th month
(December) and lasted eight days. The modern Jews light one light on the
first day, two on the next, etc. (8 on the last), making it “Feast of Lights”
(Antiquities xii. 7, 7). Business and jollity going on as usual.
The <See FEAST OF PURIM> is kept on the 14th and 15th of the 12th
month, Adar (“March”). <See BOOK OF ESTHER> in the <See HISTORY>.
<See FEASTS OF CHARITY or LOVE FEAST>. <See AGAPE>.

Festus Porcius
The successor of Felix as governor of Judaea, A.D. 60. His term was short,
for he died in a little while (A.D. 62). He was superior to Felix, and would
have set Paul at liberty, if he had understood the case, which Paul seeing,
he appealed to Caesar (<442427>Acts 24:27). He gave the apostle a hearing in
the presence of Agrippa and Berenice, and was astonished at his preaching,
but supposed it came from a heated imagination aided by the peculiar
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dreamy speculations of the East. He got into a quarrel with the priests at
Jerusalem by building a dining room in the governor’s house, which
overlooked the temple courts, when the priests built a high wall, cutting off
the view. The emperor afterward sustained the priests (Antiquities xx. 8).
He was a good man and governor, but indifferent to religion.

Fetters
Chains to confine the feet, made of bronze or iron (<071621>Judges 16:21; brass,
iron in <19A515>Psalm 105:15).

Fever (Hebrew: kaddachath).
Burning ague in <032621>Leviticus 26:21. Dalleketh is translated “inflammation”
in <052822>Deuteronomy 28:22, and charchur, “extreme burnings”. Greek:
puretos, “fever” in <400815>Matthew 8:15, etc. Malignant fevers are still met
with in Palestine, near water, in the spring and autumn, especially about the
Sea of Galilee (Land and Book, i. 547).

Field (Hebrew: saber).
A field which is not fenced; an open field (<042223>Numbers 22:23,24). Separate
plots were marked by stones (<051914>Deuteronomy 19:14), which might be
removed (<181402>Job 14:2); and it was necessary to watch the flocks and herds
day and night to prevent trespass. <See FULLER’S FIELD>, <See
POTTER’S FIELD>.

Fig (Hebrew: teenah; Arab. tin, the ficus carica tree; Greek: suke,
fig-tree; suka (“sycamore”) figs.
Three kinds are cultivated:
1. The early fig (Hebrew: bokkore “early fig”; biccurah, “first ripe”), ripe
in June, green in co1or.
2. The summer fig (kermous), ripe in August, is sweet and the best, purple
in color; and the green fig (pag) which remains on the tree all winter.
(Beth-phage, “place of figs”), debelah, “cake of figs” in <093012>1 Samuel
30:12. It is still used in the East as the most convenient and the best
poultice (<122007>2 Kings 20:7; <233821>Isaiah 38:21). It is one of the few plants
which grow wild all over the country. The fig tree puts forth its earliest
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fruit buds before its leaves, and the foliage forms a very dense shade. “To
sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree,” indicates in the East
the fullest idea of peace, security and prosperity. Jeremiah (as well as
several other prophets) uses the fig through all of his books as an emblem
of good or evil, and particularly in Jeremiah 24. Jesus made frequent use of
the tree or its fruit as an emblem or a means of instruction, especially in the
case of the barren fig tree, as a lesson against deceit. It grows best near a
fountain or stream. The sycamore fig grows to a large size in Palestine and
Egypt — sometimes 50 feet in circumference — and is evergreen. The fruit
is purple, smaller than the other kinds, sweetish, and not so valuable. They
ripen from November to June. The wood is used for many purposes, as it is
almost the only; large tree in Egypt.

File (Hebrew: petsirsah).
In <091321>1 Samuel 13:21, translated “file”. The word means “notched”.

Finger (Hebrew: etsaba).
The priest sprinkled with his forefinger (<030406>Leviticus 4:6). A certain
gesture of the finger indicated contempt (<235809>Isaiah 58:9). The <See
FINGER OF GOD> is his power (<020819>Exodus 8:19).

Fir (Hebrew: berosh, beroth, “to cut up into boards”)
Pine, cypress, juniper, or various evergreen trees. Found in the mountains.
The timber was supplied to King Solomon by Hiram for the temple, for the
floors and doors. It was used for musical instruments (<100605>2 Samuel 6:5).
The tree is next in size to the cedar. It is used by the poets and prophets
among their figures.

Fire (Hebrew: esh).
The symbol of Jehovah’s presence, and first kindled by the Lord
(<030609>Leviticus 6:9; <140701>2 Chronicles 7:1). Sacred fire could only be had from
the altar, and the crime of Nadab and Abihu was in using “strange fire”
from some other source. No fire could be kindled on the Sabbath, except
by the priests for holy purposes. Fire for cooking is made with sticks, grass
and dried dung. To set fire to a grain field is a capital offense. Any damage
by a careless fire must be made good (<022206>Exodus 22:6).
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Fire was used to burn certain criminals and prisoners, and in some cases to
destroy an enemy’s city, and in the art of metallurgy. Fire was a symbol of
fierce passion, calamities etc., and an emblem of healing spiritually
(<390302>Malachi 3:2). A baptism by fire.

Fire-pan (Hebrew: machtah).
Snuff-dish, or some utensil used about the altar.

Firkin (<430206>John 2:6; Greek: metretes).
The firkin is a larger vessel than the one meant in the text.

Firmament (Hebrew: rakia).
The expanse; the sky over our heads. On the second day the expanse was
made; on the fourth, in the expanse was made the sun, moon and stars.

Firstborn (Hebrew: bechor). <See BIRTHRIGHT>.
The religious bearing was the most important. Christ is the firstborn of all
creation (<510116>Colossians 1:16,18), and the firstborn from the dead.

Firstfruits (biccurim).
Among fruits what the firstborn is among men and beasts. The first or best
of the oil, of the wine, of the wheat, of all the harvest, was sacred to the
Lord, to be given in quantity, according to the will and inclination of each
person. The faithful priest reaped a rich reward from the holy zeal that he
instilled into the hearts of his people. The doctors limited the gifts to the
60th part as the least that would be accepted. In the later times the Jews
turned the gifts into money. This custom was not peculiar to Israel. The
first-fruits were often sent to Jerusalem from foreign countries.

Fish (Hebrew: dag, dagah; Greek: icthus).
No particular kind of fish is mentioned by name in the Bible; but there are
frequent references to fish generally. It is a little remarkable that the
apostles, who were professed fishermen, did not designate by name any
kinds of fish, saleable or unsaleable, and especially the one bearing the
tribute-money. It would have been interesting to know the name of the
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fish, as well as that of the coin. Even the law of Moses does not mention
names (as among animals), but character only, as fins and scales for pure or
clean, that might be eaten. Solomon’s treatise on fish (<110433>1 Kings 4:33), is
lost. The Greek furnishes 400 names for varieties of fish, but the Hebrew
has not one. Jacob knew how rapidly they increase, for he alludes to this
fact in his blessings (Gen 48:16), “multitude,” etc., meaning in the original
“as fish do increase.” Fish were eaten from the earliest times (<041122>Numbers
11:22), and one of the gates of Jerusalem was called Fish Gate. In Egypt,
the monuments show many pictures of fish and fishing. The historians
speak of the vast quantities of fish taken, from which the royal revenue was
derived for the queen’s special use, for jewelry perfumery, etc., of
$350,000 a year. The Assyrian sculptures also show men fishing. The
Egyptians also dried and salted fish, as shown in the sculptures.

Fitches (Hebrew: ketzach).
“The fitches are beaten out with a staff,” (<232827>Isaiah 28:27). The fennelflower, a coarse kind of pea, hard, but nutritious. In the great famine in
England in 1555 wild fitches saved many people from starving. It grows all
over Europe and Asia. The “fitches” in Ezekiel’s symbolized bread
(<260409>Ezekiel 4:9) was spelt (Hebrew: kussemeth), a grain something like
wheat.

Flag (Hebrew: suph and achu).
The ark of Moses was floated among the flags (<020203>Exodus 2:3), suph.
Isaiah predicts that the reeds and flags shall wither (<231906>Isaiah 19:6) in
Egypt: “Can the flag grow without water?” (achu, <180811>Job 8:11). It is
rendered meadow or marsh in <014102>Genesis 41:2,18. Any water-plant would
answer the case. The Edible Rush, and Flowering Rush grow both in Egypt
and Palestine. The name of the Red Sea is Yam Suph.

Flagon (Hebrew: ashishah).
1. In <100619>2 Samuel 6:19; <220215>Song of Solomon 2:15, and <280301>Hosea 3:1, it is
a cake of raisins.
2. (Hebrew: nebel). In <232224>Isaiah 22:24 it is a bottle of skin or pottery.
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Flax (Hebrew: pishtah, “peeled”)
Very few plants are so beautiful and so useful as the slender flax, with its
tall, taper leaves, large purple flowers, and its strong fiber from which the
most delicate lawn or coarsest canvas is made. The holy garments of
Aaron, and the curtains of the tabernacle were partly of linen. Its
whiteness, in linen, was a symbol of purity. The ancient sculptures
represent the manufacture of linen (<203113>Proverbs 31:13).

Flea (Hebrew: parosh).
“The king of the fleas holds his court in Tiberias,” now as ever in old times.
Frequent change of linen is the only means of keeping clear of them in the
East. They almost disappear in the heat of summer. They swarm on
travelers, when scarcely touching natives. They are said to produce a
healthy irritation in the skin. David says: “After whom is the king of Israel
come out? * * * after one flea?” (<092414>1 Samuel 24:14; 26:20).

Flesh (basar).
All that is of flesh and blood (<010613>Genesis 6:13); and the human race
(<420306>Luke 3:6, etc.). The weakness, and frailty of man is also flesh
(<450401>Romans 4:1). Flesh is also the antipathy to spirit (<450801>Romans 8:1).

Flies
<See FLY> (Hebrew: zebub, arob). Common house-flies swarm in great

numbers in the East. The peculiar gray fly (Arabic: thebab) which comes
with the rise of the Nile is productive of disease in both man and animals.
The arob was the fly, or swarm of insects of one of the plagues in Egypt.
Flies in the East are very persistent in settling on persons, never quitting
until dark, and are the means of carrying diseases from one to another. The
Philistines had a god, Baal-zebub, whose special duty it was to take care of
flies. Judging from their number they are well cared for. The “ointment
(perfume) of the apothecary” (<211001>Ecclesiastes 10:1) was attractive to flies,
and their dead bodies spoiled its odor, and so would little follies spoil the
reputation of a wise man. The man is the perfume, his little folly the dead
fly, his disgrace the bad odor.
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Flint (challamish).
Used in <050815>Deuteronomy 8:15; and <19B408>Psalm 114:8, in reference to God’s
bringing water and oil out of the naturally barren rocks for the sake of his
people. In <230107>Isaiah 1:7, it is a metaphor of the firmness of the prophet in
resisting his enemies, as also in <260309>Ezekiel 3:9.

Flood
<See DELUGE>.

Floor
<See PAVEMENT>,

Flour
<See BREAD>.

Flowers
Flowering plants and shrubs are found in great numbers and variety all over
Palestine, except in the highest regions of the mountains, and in the shifting
sands of the desert. 2,500 have been named and classified, 500 of which
are well known in Europe. The most abundant families of plants are
leguminous, pod-bearing, such as peas, beans, pulse; the Astragalus and
the Acacia. A vast number of thistles, centauries, and other like plants,
cover the richest plains and the stony hills. Many sweet flowering shrubs,
such as marjoram, thyme, lavender, calaminth, sage, and others similar. A
vast number and variety of weeds, mustard being the king of all. Fennel,
Bupleurum, and Eryngium form dense rows of foliage and flowers along
the border of woods, and in damp hollows. Soap plant is conspicuous, and
the Boragineoe, annual weeds, besides which are the Echiums, Anchusas,
and other fine species. Scrophularia, Veronica, Linaria and Verbascum
(mulleins) are very abundant. Grasses are very numerous, many species
bearing silky plumes of flowers of great beauty and grace. The variety and
beauty of the family of lilies is no where exceeded. The lily springs up
everywhere, and the Amaryllids are of great size, beauty, and variety.
Fritillarias and squiils are in abundance, and bear pretty flowers. Violets
and geraniums are very numerous and finely colored. Roses are a subject of
profitable cultivation for attar, and a valley near Jerusalem is called the
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Valley of Roses (Wady el Werd). The Narcissus is very beautiful, abundant
and in several varieties, and is believed to be the flower alluded to by the
poet in <220201>Song of Solomon 2:1, and the prophet in <233501>Isaiah 35:1.
Several other Amaryllids are found in great numbers, and almost the most
showy plants in the field. Iris crocus, and gladiolus grow very large and
show Broom, ivy, dog-rose, elder, honeysuckle, berberry, hawthorn, and
jasmine are found in Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, at and above 4,000 feet
elevation. Rhododendrons, primrose, and a great variety of plants, from
5,000 to 7,000, and some kinds are found even up to the limits of the snow
line; at 8,000 Vicia forms tufts of pale blue, at 9,000 there are Arenaria,
Arabis, Drabas, Festuca, and Potentilia, while the little Nocea and the
Oxyria grows on the very summit of Khodib, 10,200 feet high. From the
sands of the desert to the snows of the mountain summits there are flowers
of many varieties, blooming in every month of the year.

Flute (Aramaic, mashrokitha).
Made of one or more pipes. Pipe in <110140>1 Kings 1:40. One of the simplest
and oldest of musical instruments. Used at banquets (<230512>Isaiah 5:12), at
public worship (<270305>Daniel 3:5, etc.), marriages, funerals, and by pilgrims
on the way to the yearly meeting.

Flux
Dysentery of a very severe kind in the East, attended with fever (<442808>Acts
28:8). The Oriental custom of wearing a bandage around the bowels is a
preventive of bowel disorder by protecting against the sudden changes
from hot to cold which always follows sundown. When bloody the
dysentery is less dangerous. King Jehorum had a chronic dysentery, with
prolapsus ani (<142115>2 Chronicles 21:15).

Food
Some kind of prohibition in what may be eaten or may not has been known
from the earliest times. The human race can eat “every herb bearing seed,”
and “every tree in which is the fruit of a tree” (<010129>Genesis 1:29), and also
“every moving thing that liveth,” but flesh with the life thereof, which is the
blood, was prohibited (<010903>Genesis 9:3,4). And other rules made
distinctions of clean and unclean among animals, fowls and fish, for food.
(<See CLEAN>). The climate influences the diet all over the world. Animal
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food is not needed, and cannot be used, during the greater part of the year,
nor can it be kept in a healthy state for any length of time in the hot season.
The sacrificial feasts occurring at long intervals when animal food was
eaten, were very acceptable, on account of the abstinence preceding them.
Bread is the chief food besides fruit and vegetables. Rice is much used.
(<See BREAD>.) Neither eggs nor fowls are mentioned among gifts of firstfruits, although they are largely used now in the East. Almost every known
fruit and vegetable can be had, in plenty and of good quality. Milk, cheese,
butter (melted as oil), oil of olives, and honey, or molasses from grapes
(dibs) can be found everywhere. Condiments of many kinds are in common
use; and much use is made of aromatic herbs in cookery. Nuts cooked with
meat adds delicacy to the flavor. Highly seasoned food, with spices, salt,
onions, garlic, lemons, pomegranates, and verjuice, makes a savory dish.
Cracked wheat is boiled with meat. “Killing, cooking, and eating in rapid
succession is a very old custom” (Land and Book, ii. 162). The Arabs have
many caustic terms of contempt for the man who neglects to honor a guest
with a “sacrifice” of a lamb, kid, or calf, as required by the laws of
hospitality. (<See MEALS>, <See WINE>, <See WATER>). Milk and honey,
and oil with honey, or butter with honey, are choice dishes, eaten with
bread, usually for breakfast.

Fool
Used of moral more than of intellectual deficiencies, of one who does not
fear God, and acts without regard to His law (<191401>Psalm 14:1).

Foot (<See WASHING FEET>).
The foot was used as a symbol of many ideas. Such phrases as “slipping of
the foot,” “stumbling,” and “from head to foot,” need no explanation. “To
be under the feet,” means subject to a king, or as a servant to the master
(<190806>Psalm 8:6; <580206>Hebrews 2:6); derived from the symbolical act of a
conqueror who placed his foot on the neck of his subdued enemies in token
of triumph (<061024>Joshua 10:24), as may be seen in the sculptures on the
ancient monuments. To be at anyone’s feet meant service or pupilage
(<070410>Judges 4:10), and Paul actually sat at the feet of Gamaliel (who sat on
a raised seat), as was the custom then (<442203>Acts 22:3). “Lameness of feet”
is affliction or calamity (<193515>Psalm 35:15). To set one’s foot in a place is to
take possession (<050136>Deuteronomy 1:36). To water with the foot is to turn
the little rills easily (this was a mark of the superiority of Palestine to
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Egypt, because rain and brooks were there instead of the Nile and the
artificial canals); (<051110>Deuteronomy 11:10.) To walk with a straight foot
“uprightly” in <480214>Galatians 2:14. Naked feet (out of doors) was poverty or
mourning (<262417>Ezekiel 24:17). Uncovering the feet, or taking off the
overshoe in the East, is equivalent to taking off the hat with us.
Uncovering the feet was a part of the act of adoration (<020304>Exodus 3:4), as
Moses before the burning bush. “How beautiful on the mountains are the
feet of him who brings glad tidings” (<235207>Isaiah 52:7).
The Hebrews were modest in their writings, and used the word foot for
certain parts and actions which could not be named. “Hair of the foot,”
“water of the foot,” “between the feet” (<052857>Deuteronomy 28:57), “he
covereth his feet” (<070324>Judges 3:24 for “dismisses the refuse of nature.”)

Footmen (Hebrew: ragli).
1. Soldiers; not horsemen.
2. (Hebrew: rootz). Swift runners (<090811>1 Samuel 8:11; 22:17). Paul refers to
them (<460924>1 Corinthians 9:24). Elijah ran before Ahab as a footman.

Fords
Places for crossing a river by wading. <See JORDAN>.

Forehead (<260904>Ezekiel 9:4).
It was (and is now in India) the custom in the East to mark or color the
forehead, to distinguish the holy from the profane (<661316>Revelation 13:16),
the devotees of certain idols, and also slaves. “Jewels for the forehead”
(<261612>Ezekiel 16:12), means nose-rings, or, it may be, strings of coins.

Forest (Hebrew: yaar, “abundance, forest”; chorest, “thick wood”;
pardes, “orchard”)
Since the historical era, Palestine has had few forests, the trees being
mostly fruit or ornamental. The highlands were probably once well
wooded. Several forests are mentioned: of Lebanon, which must have been
one of great extent (see <See CEDAR>, <See FIR>); of Hareth; of Carmel;
of Ephraim, etc. There are now extensive forests in Persia, of oak,
terebinth (<230213>Isaiah 2:13; <262706>Ezekiel 27:6). “The house of the forest of
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Lebanon” was built of cedar and fir from Lebanon, with many pillars like a
forest, in Jerusalem (<110702>1 Kings 7:2). The forest supplies the poets and
prophets with many fine figures.

Forks (<091321>1 Samuel 13:21).
Hay-forks with three or more prongs; used, also, in winnowing grain.

Fornication
<See ADULTERY>.

Fortification
<See FENCED CITIES> (<330712>Micah 7:12).

Fortress (<102202>2 Samuel 22:2; <191802>Psalm 18:2; <232512>Isaiah 25:12). <See
FENCED CITIES>

Fortunatus
Disciple at Ephesus, native of Corinth (<461617>1 Corinthians 16:17). He is also
mentioned in Clement’s Epistle.

Foundation, Gate of the (<142305>2 Chronicles 23:5). <See
JERUSALEM>.

Founder (<071704>Judges 17:4:; <240629>Jeremiah 6:29). <See METALS>.
Fountain (Hebrew: ayin, “to flow”; mayan, “a gushing”; bor, “a
cistern”; mabbua, “to bubble out”, makor, “to dig”).
These several words are translated “fountain”, but only one, ayin really
means a “spring of water”. The springs of Palestine are remarkable for their
great number, and some of them for their immense volume. Water there is
fertility and life, and the whole land is full of great fountains, such as those
of the Dog River; of the River of Beirut; Damur; Owely; Zahrany; Litany at
Baalbek; Zahleh; Ainjar, and Mushgarah; Ras el Ain at Tyre; Kabery and
Naamany near Acre; of the Kishon at Janin, Lejjun, and Wady Kusaby;
Zerka near Caesarea; Aujeh at Antipatris, and the Ras in Sharon. And so
we might go all through Palestine, on both sides of the Jordan River. Some
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are hot, as at Tiberias, Gadara, and Callirrhoe; others are intermittent as
the Fuarr, the source of the Sabbatic River, and the Menbej, east of Beit
Jenn, Mount Hermon (Land and Book, i. 405). The fountain at Nazareth
has a traditional antiquity and importance. Wealthy men in the East build
handsome structures over fountains for their preservation, and the benefit
of residents and travelers.

Fountain Gate
<See JERUSALEM> (<161237>Nehemiah 12:37).

Fowl (Hebrew: barburim (<110423>1 Kings 4:23) “fatted fowl”)
Barn-door fowl, or geese. The Egyptian paintings represent catching,
keeping, feeding, killing, salting, cooking, and eating of fowl.

Fox (Hebrew: shual, “to dig through”)
The Arab name for jackal is shikal, but a little different from the Hebrew
shual and it is evident from the habits of the animal referred to that the
jackal is meant. They are plenty now in Palestine, and are night-prowlers,
lying concealed in the day-time, in caves, holes, or among the ruins. They
go in packs of hundreds. They eat any carcass of either animal or man
(<196309>Psalm 63:9,10). The Orientals never spare pain in men or animals, and
Samson, who was revengeful and unscrupulous, tied a firebrand between
two jackals and sent them into the dry wheat-fields of the Philistines,
destroying vast fields probably. (<See FIRE>.) Jackals are very fond of
grapes (<400820>Matthew 8:20; <420958>Luke 9:58).

Frankincense (Hebrew: lebonah).
Resin of the Boswellia tree, which grows 40 feet high in India and Arabia
Felix. It has a balsamic smell, and burns with a white flame and fragrant
odor. Its burning was symbolical of the holiness of Jehovah (<130929>1
Chronicles 9:29) and of prayer (<19E102>Psalm 141:2; <420110>Luke 1:10;
<660803>
Revelation 8:3).

Fray (<052826>Deuteronomy 28:26, etc.).
To terrify. Not used now.
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Freedom
<See CITIZEN>. <See SLAVE>.

Free-will Offering (<032218>Leviticus 22:18). Free gifts. <See
SACRIFICE>.

Fret (<031355>Leviticus 13:55).
A plague spot in a leprous garment.

Fringes (Hebrew: zithzith, “flourish”)
Bobs, tassels or fringes (<041538>Numbers 15:38). They are shown on many
ancient figures. <See ASSYRIA> <See DRESS> <See EMBROIDERY>

Frog (Hebrew: zephardea, “marsh-leaper”)
Mentioned but three or four times in the Bible (always of the plague), but
very common in Palestine and Egypt (<020802>Exodus 8:2-14; <197845>Psalm 78:45;
105:30; Wisdom 19:10). It is believed that the frogs of the plague were the
edible variety. Their noise is heard from one end of the land to the other
(L. and B. i. 368). In Egypt they were regarded as a type of the Creator
(Pthah).

Frontlet (Hebrew: Totaphoth).
Something bound on the forehead, “between the eyes,” and as a sign or
token in the hand (a ring?). Originally the meaning of the law or direction
was to keep in memory, as in <200621>Proverbs 6:21: “Bind them on the heart,
and tie them on the neck.” But after the return from captivity the Jews
made the law literal, and wrote it out (<021302>Exodus 13:2-10,11-16;
<050605>
Deuteronomy 6:5-9; 11:13-21) on bits of parchment, called
Phylacteries, which were put in little cases of leather (metal in our day),
and tied on the forehead and left arm. The ribbon for tying them was
colored purple by the Pharisees, and made showy and broad (<410703>Mark
7:3,4), and were worn by all Jews except Kavaites, women and slaves. The
Rabbis made many rules about their uses. They were not worn on the
Sabbath, because the Sabbath was itself a sign; the person reading them in
the morning must stand; in the evening he may sit; the color of the thread
might be changed to red in times of persecution; both hands must be used
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in writing them; the parchment must not have a hole in it; only one blot or
error was permitted; a person wearing them must keep six feet off from a
cemetery — and many others. They were a means of religious vanity,
hypocrisy and display,, and were so denounced by Jesus. The Rabbis said
(by a kind of pious fraud) that God wore them, arguing from <234916>Isaiah
49:16; 62:8; <053302>Deuteronomy 33:2. They were a kind of amulet, such as
the modern Arabs use. <See AMULET>

Frost (Hebrew: hanamal, “hail-stones”, <197847>Psalm 78:47);
kerach, “ice” (<013140>Genesis 31:40); kephor, “hoar-frost” (<021604>Exodus
16:40). There is a great difference between the temperature of the day and
night in the East. <See CLIMATE>

Fruit (Hebrew: peri, fruit in general; kayits, summer fruits).
Their great variety and excellence would fill a volume.

Frying-pan
<See BREAD>.

Fuel
<See DUNG>

Fuller
Business of cleaning and whitening cloth. It was carried on outside the city
of Jerusalem, where was the Fuller’s Field, mentioned three times in the
Bible (<120817>2 Kings 8:17; <230703>Isaiah 7:3; 36:2), so close, that one speaking in
the field could be heard by one standing on the city wall. Perhaps near the
pool of Gihon, or it might have been at En Rogel. Rabshakeh and his great
host must have come on the north side.

Funeral
<See BURIAL>. See the pictures on pages 7 and 110 in the book.
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Furlong
The stadium; Roman, 201 45/100 yards; English, 220 yards (<422413>Luke
24:13).

Furnace
Several kinds are mentioned:
1. tanner “oven” (<011517>Genesis 15:17); kibshan “lime-kiln” (<011928>Genesis
19:28); kur “furnace for smelting metals”; attun “furnace” (<270306>Daniel 3:6);
Greek: kaminos, baker’s oven (<401342>Matthew 13:42).

Furniture (Hebrew: keli, “apparatus”, <023107>Exodus 31:7).
1. The furniture of Eastern dwellings is very simple, Many articles deemed
necessary with us would find no place there.
2. Hebrew: kar “a camel’s saddle and its canopy” (<013134>Genesis 31:34).
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G
Gaal (“loathing”)
Son of Ebed (Judges 9). A brigand who was ready to sell his services to
the highest bidder.

Gaash (“earthquake”)
Mount Gaash on the north side of which was Timnathcheres, the city given
to Joshua at his request (<061949>Joshua 19:49,50), and where he resided and
was buried (<062430>Joshua 24:30; <070209>Judges 2:9). Lost.

Gaba
<See GEBA>.

Gabael (“God’s highest”)
1. Descendant of Tobit (Tobit 1:1).
2. A poor Jew (Tobit 1:17), to whom Tobit lent money.

Gabbai (“tax-gatherer”)
An important person in the family of Benjamin (<161108>Nehemiah 11:8).

Gabbatha
Pavement (<431913>John 19:13). Outside the Praetorium (“judgment hall”),
where Pilate delivered Jesus to death. The bema was an elevated
pavement, the usual place of justice.

Gabdes
<See GABA> (1 Esdras 5:20).
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Gabrias (“man of Jehovah,” Tobit 1:14).
Brother of Gabael.

Gabriel (“man of God”)
Angel (<270816>Daniel 8:16; <420119>Luke 1:19). In Jewish and Christian traditions
the archangel of God

Gad (“troop”)
Jacob’s seventh son, firstborn of Zilpah, Leah’s maid; brother to Asher
(<013011>Genesis 30:11-13; 46:16,18). The country given to the tribe was the
center of the east of Jordan River (<050312>Deuteronomy 3:12), from Heshbon
to Mahanaim. On the east was Aroer, that faces Rabbah (<061325>Joshua 13:25);
west was the Jordan River (<061327>Joshua 13:27), and including the Arabah,
from the Jabbok to the Sea of Chinnereth. The most beautiful district in
Syria. It is a high range of purple-tinted mountains, cut down by deep
ravines, partially clothed with forests of oak, terebinths, sycamores, ilex,
beech, fig, and evergreen shrubs. The climate is fine and soil fertile,
affording the best pasturage. At one time the tribe possessed the land as far
east as Salcah (<130511>1 Chronicles 5:11,18). Jephthah was a Gadite of Mizpah
(<071134>Judges 11:34). Carried into captivity, and its cities inhabited by
Ammonites (<130526>1 Chronicles 5:26; <244901>Jeremiah 49:1).

Gadara
Five miles southeast of the Sea of Galilee, three miles from the river
Hieromax. There were warm springs near the river, called Amatha.
Josephus says it was a Greek city, and the capital of Persea (Josephus, B. J.
iv. 7, sec. 3; <410501>Mark 5:1; <420826>Luke 8:26-37). Here the Lord healed the
demoniacs (<400828>Matthew 8:28-34; <410501>Mark 5:1-21; <420826>Luke 8:26-40). The
most interesting ruins at Gadara are the tombs, which are very numerous in
the cliffs around the city, cut in the solid rock, being rooms ten to twenty
feet square, and some larger, with small recesses out of them for bodies,
the doors being stone, turning on stone hinges. The space over which the
ruins are scattered is about two miles, on a narrow, high ridge, sloping
east, anciently walled all around. There was a straight street from end to
end, with a colonade on each side, and two very large theaters, now in
ruins. Not a house or a column is standing.
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Gadarenes
People of Gadara.

Gaddi (“fortunate”)
Son of Susi (<041311>Numbers 13:11).

Gaddial (“fortune of God”)
A Zebulonite spy.

Gadi
A Gadire. Father of King Menahem (<121514>2 Kings 15:14,17).

Gadites
Of the tribe of Gad.

Gaham (“swarthy”)
Son of Nahor, brother of Abraham (<011724>Genesis 17:24), son of Reumah.

Gahar (“hiding-place”)
Ancestor of Nethinim (<150247>Ezra 2:47).

Gaius
A common Roman name.

Galaad (1 Macc. 5:9,56; Judith 1:8).
Galal (“worthy”)
1. A Levite (<130915>1 Chronicles 9:15).
2. Son of Jeduthun (<130916>1 Chronicles 9:16; <161117>Nehemiah 11:17).
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Galatia (“country of the Galli,” Asia). Used in two senses:
1. Some suppose France (Gaul) is meant in <550410>2 Timothy 4:10, and 1
Macc. 8:2. France (Gaul) may have been the origin of the people who
invaded Greece and Asia Minor in the 4th century, B.C., and were first
checked by Antiochus, who was called Sorer (“saviour”) for the success,
and were finally subdued by the Roman Manlius, B.C. 189, when they
gathered into a district in the central region of Asia Minor. Visited twice by
Paul (<441823>Acts 18:23). The Epistle to the Galatians was written after the
second visit.

Galatians (1 Macc. 8:2; 2 Macc. 8:20; Gal 3:1).
People of any race, or Jews, or Gauls from France, living in Galatia. For
Epistle to the Galatians, see <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Galbanum (helbenah).
A perfume used in the preparation of the sacred incense (<023034>Exodus
30:34). Resinous, yellow-brown, but it is not known from what plant or
tree it is derived.

Galeed (“heap of witness”)
The name which Jacob gave to the heap which he and Laban made on
Mount Gilead (<013147>Genesis 31:47,48; 23:25). <See JEGAR-SAHADUTHA>.

Galgala (1 Macc. 9:2). <See MAGDALA>?
Galilean
Native of Galilee (<411470>Mark 14:70).

Galilee (galil, “a circle”)
At first applied to a small district about Kedesh, on the northwest shore of
the Sea of Galilee (<230901>Isaiah 9:1). Afterward, during the Roman rule, the
name of the whole country north of the Kishon River and Mount Gilboa, to
the Leontes and Hermon, from the Jordan River to the sea (Josephus, Life,
12, Wars, iii.). Divided into Upper, as far as the northwest angle of the Sea
of Galilee, and Lower, as far south as Ginea (Jenin), including the great
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plain of Esdraelon. The hills are now wooded, with gentle slopes, and are
fruitful of all that man uses, and luxuriant in flowers of every variety
(<053318>Deuteronomy 33:18; <014920>Genesis 49:20). The chief towns were
Capernaum, Kedesh, Bethsaida, Tiberins, Nazareth, Cana, besides many
other smaller, the ruins of which are scattered over nearly every hill-top or
hill-side. Here was the scene of the greater part of the works and life of
Jesus, which are the subject of the first three Gospels almost wholly. <See
THE SEA OF GALILEE>, <See GENNESARET>.

Gall (Hebrew: mererah, “bitter”; rosh, “poison-hemlock, or
poppies”).
Gall means the bitter nature of the drink offered Jesus (<402734>Matthew 27:34).

Gallery (Hebrew: rahit, “ceiling”; “rafters” in <220117>Song of Solomon
1:17; rahat, “braided”, in <013028>Genesis 30:28, gutters; attik, “pillar for
the support of a house”, <264115>Ezekiel 41:15).

Galley
<See SHIP>.

Gallim (“heaps”)
Twice mentioned (<092544>1 Samuel 25:44; <231030>Isaiah 10:30). It was probably
near Dan, Laish, but is lost.

Gallio, Junius Annaeus
Elder brother of the philosopher Seneca, who dedicated to him his treatise
De Vita Beta, and in another work describes him as a man universally
loved, and who especially abhorred flattery. He was the proconsul of
Achaia, and by his prudent course much assisted Paul (<441812>Acts 18:12-17).
He was a victim to Nero’s cruelty.

Gamala (“camel”)
Built on a hill, near the middle of the eastern shore of the Sea of Galilee.
Described by Josephus as an important town.
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Gamaliel (“benefit of God”)
1. Son of Padahzur (<040110>Numbers 1:10; 2:20), head of the tribe of
Manasseh, in the Exodus.
2. A Pharisee, and a celebrated doctor (<440534>Acts 5:34; 22:3); a Rabbi,
teacher of Paul. He was grandson of the famous Hillel, and son of Rabbi
Simeon, and president of the Sanhedrin during the time of Tiberius,
Caligula, and Claudius. He lived 18 years after the destruction of
Jerusalem.

Games
The ancient (and modern) Orientals are represented as very fond of games
of many kinds, private and public, frequently mentioned in Scripture. The
sculptures and paintings of antiquity exhibit these in every variety. Job
alludes to one in <184105>Job 41:5, and Jeremiah in <243019>Jeremiah 30:19, and
Jesus, in <401116>Matthew 11:16. Music, dancing, and song were always
enjoyed on festive occasions (<193011>Psalm 30:11; <421525>Luke 15:25). Armed
men jousted (<100214>2 Samuel 2:14); they played with single-stick; with the
cestus; wrestled; quoits; at leaping; running; and all Grecian games. The
rewards in the Grecian games were of several kinds: A chaplet of wild
olive; palm branches; and the honors freely given him by his friends and
fellow-citizens, of sacrifices to the gods, and poems in his praise,
exemption from public service, and a pension. There were four more
celebrated: Olympic, Pythian, Nemean, and Isthmian, among the Greeks, in
which the most eminent men contended for the prizes, which fact made
them a fitting illustration of the Christian life. Temperance in eating and
drinking was the rule, and severe exercise at stated times. The Romans
added brutality and cruelty, and men were required to fight each other, and
wild beasts also. Paul witnessed the games, in various cities where he
preached, and is the only one in the New Testament who makes use of
them as illustrations of the strife for good against evil in the theater of life.

Gammadine (<262711>Ezekiel 27:11).
Hired soldiers. Mercenaries.

Gamul (“weaned”)
A priest (<132417>1 Chronicles 24:17), leader of the 22nd course.
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Gar
“Sons of Gar,” servants of Solomon (1 Esdras 5:34).

Garden (Hebrew: gan, ginnah; Greek: keros).
The garden was essential in Egypt. They made constant and general use of
fruits and flowers at the table, which required careful cultivation. Their
residences were surrounded with gardens, laid out with skillful care, with
ornamental beds of curious devices, arbors of trellis-work, basins and rills
of water with fish, and paved walks. The Israelites remembered the gardens
when they were in the desert, and did not neglect them when in Palestine.
Everywhere we find traces of such cultivation: in terraces, cisterns for
water, springs cared for, and names of places compounded with Gan or
Genesis (Engannim, Gennesaret). The garden was often away from the
village or house a half a mile perhaps, in some favored spot for water and
good soil. The summer-house was decorated with handsome designs and
showy colors. It was a place of retirement (John 28:1), and also of merrymaking (<235103>Isaiah 51:3). They were enclosed with walls, hedges, and had
watch-towers; and even the poorest a booth to shelter the watchman
(<230108>Isaiah 1:8; <411201>Mark 12:1; <182718>Job 27:18). A family tomb was
sometimes built in the garden (<122118>2 Kings 21:18,26; <431941>John 19:41,42).

Garden house
Place where king Ahaziah II fled from Jehu (<121927>2 Kings 19:27); the
modern Jenin (Engannim).

Gareb, the Ithrite
A hero of David’s army, from Jattir (<102338>2 Samuel 23:38).

Gareb, the Hill
Near Jerusalem (<243139>Jeremiah 31:39). Now occupied by the new and fine
buildings of the Russian mission.
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Garlic (shum).
A vegetable, something like the onion, found in Egypt (<041105>Numbers 11:5).
The Egyptians have always made use of it as a stimulant, for it quickens
the circulation.

Garmite (“bony”), (<130409>1 Chronicles 4:9).
Keilah, from Gerem.

Garner
<See BARN>

Garrison (Hebrew: mazzah, “garrison”; nezib, “a garrison, or also
a column” (<091303>1 Samuel 13:3); mazzebah, “a pillar” (<262611>Ezekiel
26:11);
Greek: phoureo, to keep watch (<471132>2 Corinthians 11:32). The garrison at
Jerusalem was a citadel, or the tower of Antonia (<442134>Acts 21:34,37).
Another, in Damascus, was used to prevent Paul’s escape.

Gatam (“burnt valley”)
Fourth son of Eliphaz (<013611>Genesis 36:11); head of an Edomite tribe
Jethema is a modern town in Arabia.

Gate (Hebrew: shaar, “gate”; pethah, “entry”; saph, “threshold,
door-post”; deleth, “door”, “two leaved gate”; Aramaic: tera, gate,
door; Greek: thura, pule, pulon).
An entrance into a camp, a house, a tent, a temple, a city, etc. “To possess
the gate,” was a term meaning power and wealth (<012217>Genesis 22:17). It
was the place of assembly (<200121>Proverbs 1:21) for social (<196912>Psalm 69:12)
and legal purposes (<080401>Ruth 4:1). Daniel sat in the gate of the king of
Babylon (<270404>Daniel 4:49); for attracting the notice of the king (<170219>Esther
2:19), and for marketing (<120701>2 Kings 7:1). The gate was spoken of as
meaning the city (<011406>Genesis 14:60; <198702>Psalm 87:2), or the people of the
city (<101502>2 Samuel 15:2). There was (and is) generally an open place both
outside and inside the gate. In such a one the king of Ai was buried
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(<060829>Joshua 8:29), and Jeremiah the prophet was set in the stocks
(<242002>Jeremiah 20:2).
The Assyrian palaces furnish many illustrations of Scripture, and especially
in the architecture, paintings and sculptures of the gates. They were lofty,
magnificent, built for the ages, guarded by symbolic figures, never used
inside of buildings, who present to the visitor the fir-cone, a symbol of life.
In the floor of the door-way are usually found concealed curious, small
images of baked clay, with animal heads on human (or lion) bodies and
bull’s legs and tail, which were the guardian divinities of the gate (<See
TERAPHIM>, Arabic: Tarf, boundary).

Gath
One of the five royal cities of the Philistines (<061303>Joshua 13:3; <090617>1 Samuel
6:17), and the native place of the giant Goliath (<091704>1 Samuel 17:4,23). It
probably stood upon the conspicuous hill now called Tell-es-Safieh, upon
the side of the plain of Philistia, at the foot of the mountains of Judah; 10
miles east of Ashdod, and about the same distance south by east of Ekron.
It is irregular in form, and about 200 feet high. Gath occupied a strong
position (<141108>2 Chronicles 11:8) on the border of Judah and Philistia (<092110>1
Samuel 21:10; <131801>1 Chronicles 18:1); and from its strength and resources,
forming the key of both countries, it was the scene of frequent struggles,
and was often captured and recaptured (<141108>2 Chronicles 11:8; 26:6; <121217>2
Kings 12:17; <300602>Amos 6:2). The ravages of war to which Gath was
exposed appear to have destroyed it at an early period, as it is not
mentioned among the other royal cities by the later prophets (<360204>Zephaniah
2:4; <380905>Zechariah 9:5,6).

Gath-Hepher (“wine-press of the well”)
Zebulon, near Japhia (<061913>Joshua 19:13). Gittah-hepher. Benjamin of
Tudela says that in his time (A.D. 1140) the tomb of Jonah was shown on a
hill near Sepphoris.

Gath-Rimmon
1. Dan, in the plain (<062124>Joshua 21:24). Lost.
2. Manasseh, west of the Jordan River (<062125>Joshua 21:25). Probably
Bethshan.
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Gaza (“strong”) azzah, (“desert”)
The last town in the southwest of Palestine, on the coast toward Egypt. On
the high road between Egypt and Syria. Mentioned in Genesis (<011019>Genesis
10:19), one of the oldest cities in the world (<011017>Genesis 10:17), and is a
town now. Joshua could not subdue it (<011004>Genesis 10:41). Held by Judah a
short time (<070118>Judges 1:18; Judges 3; 12:1). Samson carried off its gates
(16:1-31). Gaza is mentioned in the inscriptions at Nineveh (Layard, p.
144). The Ethiopian was baptized by Philip on the way to Gaza. There are
deep wells of good water, orchards of varieties of fruit, and palm trees and
olive droves. Settled by Avim or Hivites, who were driven out by the
Caphtorim from Egypt. Became one of the five royal Philistine cities, the
last home of the giant Anakim (<061122>Joshua 11:22). Taken by Alexander the
Great, who was wounded there (Arrian ii. 26). A church was established
there early, but idolatry was only abandoned publicly when the last eight
temples were destroyed, A.D. 406. Taken by the Saracens A.D. 634. The
Crusaders built a fort in 1152. The ancient harbor is covered by the sands.
Now called Guzzeh.

Gazara
Near Azotus, Philistia (1 Macc, 14:34; Strabo 16:2). A very stronghold (2
Macc. 10:32). Supposed the same as Gazer — Gezer of <100525>2 Samuel 5:25.
Taken by Pharaoh, father-in-law to Solomon. <110916>1 Kings 9:16; <061033>Joshua
10:33; 21:12; 16:3 point to a site between Bethhoron the nether and the
sea, probably at the foot of the hills in the border of the Shefelah. There
may have been two cities of the same name. Neither is located.

Gazathites
People of Gaza (<061303>Joshua 13:3).

Gazer (<100525>2 Samuel 5:25). <See GEZER>
Gazez (“shearer”)
1. Son of Caleb.
2. Son of Haran (<130246>1 Chronicles 2:46).
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Gazites (<071602>Judges 16:2). <See GAZA>.
Gazzam (“devouring”)
Ancestor of Nethinim (<150248>Ezra 2:48).

Geba (“the hill”)
1. Benjamin (<062117>Joshua 21:17; <130660>1 Chronicles 6:60). Was held by the
Philistines (<091303>1 Samuel 13:3), who were expelled by Jonathan (<091405>1
Samuel 14:5). Isaiah (<231028>Isaiah 10:28) describes the march of the
Assyrians, and their halt at Geba.
2. (Judith 3:10), where Holofernes is said to have encamped.

Gebal (“a line” or “mountain ridge” ). (<198307>Psalm 83:7).
1. A district south of Moab, from west el Ahsy south to Shobek, near West
Shuweir. The cities were Arindela, Bozrah, Shobek, Tophel, and others
smaller.
2. A very ancient city on a spur of Lebanon, close to the shore, anciently
having a fine harbor, which is now choked up with sand and ruins of
buildings, quays, etc. The castle is one of the best specimens of ancient
masonry, having stones 20 feet long and beveled. The columns and wails,
and their great extent especially, prove the splendor and importance of the
city (<262709>Ezekiel 27:9; <061305>Joshua 13:5). Workers in stone from Gebal were
employed on Solomon’s temple (<110518>1 Kings 5:18 — stone-squarers being
a translation of Giblites — people of Gebal). Jebail.

Geber (“a man”)
1. Son of Geber (<110413>1 Kings 4:13).
2. Son of Uri (<110419>1 Kings 4:19).

Gebim (“ditches”)
Village north of Jerusalem, near Anathoth (<120301>2 Kings 3:16; <231031>Isaiah
10:31). Now El Isawiyeh.
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Gedaliah (“Jehovah made him great”)
1. Son of Ahikam (<244005>Jeremiah 40:5), the secretary of King Josiah. He was
appointed the executive officer of Nebuchadnezzar, after the Captivity, and
was popular for his piety and gentleness, but was murdered soon after his
appointment by Baalis and Ishmael.
2. A Levite, one of the musicians of Jehovah (<132503>1 Chronicles 25:3,9).
3. A priest (<151018>Ezra 10:18).
4. Son of Pashur (<243801>Jeremiah 38:1).
5. Grandfather of Zephaniah (<360101>Zephaniah 1:1).

Geddur (1 Esdras 5:30). <See GAHAR>.
Gedeon
<See GIDEON>.

1. Ancestor of Judith (<071301>Judges 13:1).
2. Gideon (<581132>Hebrews 11:32). Greek form of the Hebrew, Gideon.

Geder
Judah, extremes. (<061213>Joshua 12:13). Lost.

Gederah (“sheep-cote”)
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061536>Joshua 15:36). Lost.

Gederashite
The natives of Gederah (<131204>1 Chronicles 12:4).

Gederite
Inhabitants of Geder (<132728>1 Chronicles 27:28).

Gederoth (“sheep-cotes”)
<See GEDEROTHAIM> (two sheep-cotes), Lost.
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Gedor
1. Judah, in the mountains (<061558>Joshua 15:58), near Hebron, or half-way to
Bethlehem. The modern name is Jedur.
2. Benj. (<131207>1 Chronicles 12:7).
3. (<130439>1 Chronicles 4:39). A place from whence Simeon expelled the
Hamites, dwellers in tents, and the Maonites. Probably on the way to Petra.
Lost.

Gehazi (“valley of vision”)
Servant of Elisha. An unfaithful messenger of the good Shunammite (2
Kings 4—5).

Gehenna
The Greek name of Hinnom.

Geliloth (“to roll or wind as a river”)
Benj., near Adummim, the same as Gilgal (<061817>Joshua 18:17).

Gemalle (“camel-driver”)
Father of Ammiel. A spy (<041312>Numbers 13:12).

Gemariah
Jehovah has made perfect).
1. Son of Shaphan, a noble of Judah, who had a chamber in the house of
the Lord (<243610>Jeremiah 36:10 ff).
2. Son of Hilkiah (<242903>Jeremiah 29:3 ff).

Gems
<See PRECIOUS STONES>.
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Genealogy
The Orientals are peculiar in keeping genealogies of their families, and also
of horses and camels. They made them the means of proving titles to
property and offices. No list is so long or complete as that of Jesus.

General (<132734>1 Chronicles 27:34). <See ARMY>.
Generation (Hebrew: dor, “a period of time”)
Now about thirty years. The Hebrews had no fixed limit. One term is
mentioned as 86 years (<011516>Genesis 15:16), another 130 (<010503>Genesis 5:3),
and one 500 years (<010532>Genesis 5:32). Its average was 30 to 40, probably,
as now.

Genesis
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Gennesaret, Sea of (“the garden”)
The Sea of Tiberias; the Sea of Chinnereth; the Sea of Galilee (<043411>Numbers
34:11; <061203>Joshua 12:3). Named from a town of the same name (<061935>Joshua
19:35), which is lost, if it is not the site between Tiberias and the hot baths
(<061102>Joshua 11:2; <050317>Deuteronomy 3:17). Most of the life of Jesus was
passed near this lake. Capernaum was on its shore, “His own city”
(<400413>Matthew 4:13). He called his first disciples from among its fishermen
(Luke 5). Near it were spoken many of his parables, the Sermon on the
Mount, and a number of the miracles were performed. There were 9 cities
on its shores, and many others near. It is about 13 miles long and 6 miles
wide, and the surface is 700 feet below the level of the ocean. The water is,
in some places, 250 feet deep. The east shore is 2,000 feet high, bare of
trees, and cut down by deep ravines, quite flat and uniform on the summits.
The west banks are similar, but not so regular in height, and being opened
for the plain of Gennesaret. The whole basin has a scathed, volcanic look.
The climate is quite tropical. Palms and all kinds of trees and vegetables
grow luxuriantly, and indigo is cultivated. The beach is pebbly everywhere,
and is covered by small, twisted shells, purplish grey. Only one of the nine
cities now remains, Tiberias, almost in ruins, and even the sites of the
others are disputed and in doubt.
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Gennius (“high-born”)
Father of Apolionius IV (2 Macc. 12:2).

Gentiles (Hebrew: goyim, “foreigners”, not Jews; Greek: elknos,
“people”; hellene, “Greeks”).
Any people not Hebrews, and who do not worship Jehovah.

Genubath (“theft”)
Son of Hadad 4, a member of Pharaoh’s court (<111120>1 Kings 11:20).

Geon
<See GIHON> One of the four rivers of Paradise (<010213>Genesis 2:13).

Perhaps only used as a poetic figure (Ecclesiastes 24:27).

Gera (“a grain”)
Descendant of Benjamin (<014621>Genesis 46:21). Son of Bela (<130803>1 Chronicles
8:3).

Gerah (“berry”)
<See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.

Gerar
A very ancient city south of Gaza (<011019>Genesis 10:19; 20:1; 26:1). Near
Kedesh in Shur; peopled by pastoral Philistines. Isaac was born there
(<012102>Genesis 21:2,3), and found it a very fertile land (<012612>Genesis 26:12),
and grew so rich that the Philistines envied him (<012614>Genesis 26:14).

Gerasa
In <400828>Matthew 8:28, mistaken for Gadarenes. On the east border of Peraea
(Josephus, Wars iii. 3, section 3), in the mountains of Gilead, 20 miles east
of the Jordan, 25 north of Rabbath Ammon, Philadelphia. It was once one
of the proudest cities of Syria, as its abundant ruins testify. The Saracens
have never occupied it. Built in a narrow valley, on both the sloping sides,
5 miles from the Jabbok. Through it a small creek winds, fringed with
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many trees and shrubs. There was a colonnade from end to end of the city,
with a circular forum at one end. Hundreds of columns are still standing. It
was one of the cities of the Decapolis, but is not mentioned by name in the
Bible. The present people are active and prosperous.

Gergesenes
People of Gergesa on the east of the Sea of Galilee (<400828>Matthew 8:28).
<See GADARENES>.

Gerizim (“desert or shorn”)
South of Shechem. The law was given on Mount Sinai, and the blessing
and cursing on the two mountains, Ebal and Gerizira. (<See EBAL>).
Jotham stood on Gerizim when he denounced Abimelech (Judges 9). When
Alexander took Palestine he gave Sanballat (the Persian governor under
Darius) permission to build a temple on Mount Gerizim; and Manasseh,
brother of Jaddua the high priest at Jerusalem, was made high priest at
Shechem, about 420 B.C. This temple was destroyed by the Jews, 129
B.C. The ruins are still shown. The Samaritans worship here yet, without
temple or altar. The view from the summit is one of the finest in Palestine,
commanding the deep blue of the Great Sea, snowy Mount Hermon, purple
Gilead and Moab, and the lovely green valley of Mokhna at its foot.

Gerizites (“dwelling in a desert land”)
<See GERZITES>.

Gerrhenians, the (2 Macc. 13:24). Inhabitants of Gerar.
Gershom
1. Son of Moses (<020222>Exodus 2:22; 18:3).
2. Son of Levi (<130616>1 Chronicles 6:16,17,20).
3. A member of the family of Phinehas (<150802>Ezra 8:2. <See GERSON>.

Gershon (“expulsion”)
Son of Levi (<014611>Genesis 46:11).
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Gershonites, the
Descendants of Gershom (<132621>1 Chronicles 26:21). They had charge of the
coverings, curtains, hangings, cords, etc., of the Tabernacle, and of
transporting them.

Gerson (1 Esdras 8:29). Error for Gershon.
Gerzites (“dwelling is a desert”),
people who occupied the land south of Palestine and Egypt (<092708>1 Samuel
27:8).

Gesem
<See GOSHEN> (<070109>Judges 1:9).

Gesham (“filthy”)
Son of Jahdai (<130247>1 Chronicles 2:47).

Geshem (“carcass”)
An Arabian (<160219>Nehemiah 2:19; 6:2). An inveterate enemy of the Jews in
the time of Nehemiah.

Geshur (“bridge”)
Northeast, in Bashan (<050314>Deuteronomy 3:14). David married Maachah, the
daughter of Talmai, king of Geshur (<100303>2 Samuel 3:3), mother of Absalom.
Joab found Absalom in this place (<101337>2 Samuel 13:37; 15:8). It is supposed
to be the district now called El Lejah.

Geshuri and Geshurites
1. People of Geshur (<050314>Deuteronomy 3:14).
2. Ancient tribe, in the desert between Arabia and Philistia (<061302>Joshua
13:2).
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Gether (“fear”)
Son of Aram (<011023>Genesis 10:23).

Gethsemane (“oil-press garden — wine-press”) <See GATH> wine)
“A small farm.” In the Kidron valley, on the lower slope of Olivet, 850
feet from Stephen’s Gate, and 800 feet from the closed Gate, at the angle
between the direct road up Olivet and that leading to the right around the
hill (both leading to Bethany). Tradition only locates the “garden” (<431801>John
18:1) here; the “place” (<402636>Matthew 26:36; <411432>Mark 14:32) was “over the
brook Kidron, on Olivet somewhere, perhaps nearer Bethany on the road
to the right; or rather away from any road. From the days of Eusebius,
Jerome, and Adamnanus, some such place has been spoken of as “a place
of prayer for the faithful” (Jerome), and having a church built on it. The
place might have been selected by the Empress Helena (as many others
were), to represent that mentioned in the Gospels. It is now walled in,
enclosing eight very old olive-trees, and ornamented with beds of flowers.
One of the trees is 25 feet in girth. The city walls and the top of the dome
on the Great Mosque are in plain view. The Turks have pleasure-grounds,
or gardens, further up the valley, where they resort to enjoy the cool shade
of the olive-trees, some of which are quite as large as those in
“Gethsemane.” The antiquity of these trees is argued from the tax of one
medina for each tree, which rate was fixed for trees that stood at the time
of the conquest; all those planted since being taxed one-half their produce
(Chateaubriand). This would carry the date back to A.D. 634, when Omar
took Jerusalem; or, if the tax was decreed after the Turks took the city, to
A.D. 1087. Pilgrims pay the guide for showing this place, with others at
the Holy City.

Geuel (“God’s majesty”)
Son of Machi; a spy (<041315>Numbers 13:15).

Gezer
City of Canaan, not far from Bethboron, the west limit of the tribe of
Ephraim, (<130728>1 Chronicles 7:28). Horam, king of Gezer, came up to help
Lachish, and was killed by Joshua (<061033>Joshua 10:33). David smote the
Philistines from Geba to Gezer (<100525>2 Samuel 5:25). Site lost.
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Gezrites
Inhabitants of Gezer (<092708>1 Samuel 27:8).

Ghost (“Spirit”)
<See SPIRIT, HOLY>.

Giah (“breaking forth”) (<100224>2 Samuel 2:24).
To distinguish the position of the hill Ammah.

Giants (Hebrew: nephilim, rephaim).
Persons of great strength. The Nephilim were living in Canaan at the time
of the Exodus (<041333>Numbers 13:33). The sons of Anak were afterward
identified with the same race, living at Hebron. The Rephaim were a tribe
living in Canaan, Og being a king of the branch on the east of the Jordan
River (<050311>Deuteronomy 3:11). The same name was in later times given to
any large and strong people. The Emim and Zamzummim were also of the
giants (<050210>Deuteronomy 2:10,20). These merely strong men gave way
before the skillful, and disappear from the history of the cultivated people.
Goliath and his brother are the last mentioned.

Gibbar (“hero”)
95 of this family returned with Zerubbabel (<150220>Ezra 2:20). Gibeon in
Nehemiah 7.

Gibbethon (“hill”)
Town in Dan (<061944>Joshua 19:44). Levitical.

Gibeah (“rounded — a hill”)
1. <See GIBEAH OF SAUL> (<091534>1 Samuel 15:34). The native place of Saul
(<091026>1 Samuel 10:26; <102106>2 Samuel 21:6), where he was a farmer. He made
it his capital (<092206>1 Samuel 22:6). Seven of his descendants were hanged by
the Amorites (<231029>Isaiah 10:29). The site is pointed out, four miles north of
Jerusalem, at Tuleil el Ful (“little hill of beans,” where there is an ancient
ruin on the top of a conical hill.
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2. <See GIBEAH OF JUDAH> (<061557>Joshua 15:57). Jeba, in Wady Masurr,
near Hebron.
3. <See GIBEAH IN BENJAMIN> (Josh 18:28), near to Kirjath Jearim,
where the Ark of God was kept for a while (<100603>2 Samuel 6:3), in the time
of Saul.
4. <See GIBEAH OF PHINEAS> (<062433>Joshua 24:33). Where Eleazar, son of
Aaron, was buried, in Mount Ephraim, 12 miles north of Jerusalem, near a
glen of the same name.
5. <See GIBEAH OF BENJAMIN> (Judges 19—20). A city, having a square,
and 700 “chosen men,” near Bethel; mentioned during the Philistine wars
of Saul and Jonathan (1 Samuel 13—14). Jeba in the Wady Suweinit.
6. <See GIBEAH IN THE FIELD>) (<072031>Judges 20:31). On one of the
highways leading from Gibeah of Benjamin. Lost.
7. Several other places are also called Gibeah:
1. (<060503>Joshua 5:3), called afterward Gilgal.
2. The hill of Moreh (<070701>Judges 7:1).
3. Gibeath-ha-Elohlm, the hill of God (<091005>1 Samuel 10:5). Lost.
4. Gibeah of Hachilah (<092319>1 Samuel 23:19; 26:1).
5. (Gibeah of Ammah (<100224>2 Samuel 2:24).
6. Gibeah of Gareh (<243139>Jeremiah 31:39).

Gibeath (<061828>Joshua 18:28). <See GIBEATHITE> (<131203>1 Chronicles
12:3).

Gibeon (“belonging to a hill”)
(<060903>Joshua 9:3-15)., One of the four cities of the <See HIVITES>, the
people who made a league with Joshua by an artifice, and so escaped the
fate of Jericho and Ai. It was in Benjamin (<061825>Joshua 18:25). TULEIL EL
FUL (“hill of beans”). The contest of the two parties of twelve, of David
and of Ishbosheth, was by the pool of Gibeon. Joab killed Amasa (<102010>2
Samuel 20:10) at the great stone in Gibeon; and Joab himself fled to
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Gibson for sanctuary, when condemned by Solomon, and was killed by
Benaiah (<110234>1 Kings 2:34).

Gibeonites (<060917>Joshua 9:17).
Hivites who played a trick on Joshua, saving their lives, but accepting a life
of servitude (<060502>Joshua 5:23,27). Saul attempted their destruction (2
Samuel 21), and his sons were “crucified” to appease them.

Giblites
Natives of (Gebal (<061305>Joshua 13:5). The “land of the Giblites” was, among
the Promised Land, to be governed by Joshua. They were noted as shipcarpenters in Solomon’s time, and as stone-masons. Their chief city,
Byblus, was the seat of the worship of Adonis (<260814>Ezekiel 8:14).

Giddalti (“I have made great”)
Son of Heman (<132504>1 Chronicles 25:4).

Giddeh (“giant”)
1. Children of Giddeh, returned with Zerubbabel (<150247>Ezra 2:47).
2. Children of Giddeh were “servants of Solomon” (<150256>Ezra 2:56).

Gideon (“destroyer”), also,
<See JERUBBAAL> (striver against Baal). The 5th Judge. He destroyed the

Midianite host, with the “300 men that lapped” (<070810>Judges 8:10).

Gideoni (“cutting down”)
Father of Abidan (<040111>Numbers 1:11).

Gidom
Near Rimmon (<062004>Joshua 20:45).

Gift
This is a formal business in the East. You are compelled by custom to
accept and to return a gift from any person, or take the consequences of an
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insult by refusing. There are 15 names for gift: minhah, is a gift from one
to a superior (<070315>Judges 3:15); masoth, from a king or any superior
(<170218>Esther 2:18); nisseth, is similar (<101404>2 Samuel 14:42); berachah
(“blessing”), complimentary; shochad, “bribe”; mattan, mattanah,
“present” (<012506>Genesis 25:6); mettath, “false gift” (<202514>Proverbs 25:14);
Greek: doma, “gift” (<400711>Matthew 7:11); dorea, dorema, doron, “gift or
offering”; anathema, “devoted”; charisma, “gift”; charis, “grace”; and
several others. It was no less an insult to neglect to give a present when
custom led one to expect such a mark of respect (<091027>1 Samuel 10:27).

Gihon
1. The second river of Paradise (<010213>Genesis 2:13).
2. Near Jerusalem, where Solomon was anointed and proclaimed king
(<110133>1 Kings 1:33,38,45). The waters of Nihon were “stopped’ by
Hezekiah; that is, were conducted “straight down to the west side of the
city of David” (<143230>2 Chronicles 32:30). <See JERUSALEM>.

Gilali (“heavy”)
The son of a priest at the consecration of the wall of Jerusalem
(<161236>Nehemiah 12:36).

Gilboa (“bubbling fountain”)
A mountain range between the plain of Esdraelon and the Jordan River,
near which is the city of Jezreel (<092804>1 Samuel 28:4; 29:1). Mentioned only
in connection with the death of Saul and Jonathan (<093101>1 Samuel 31:1; <100106>2
Samuel 1:6, 21:12; <131001>1 Chronicles 10:1,8). The fountain from which it
was named is at its northern base, and was called the well of Harod
(<070701>Judges 7:1), and the spring of Jezreel (<092901>1 Samuel 29:1). The modern
name is Jebel Fukuah, and it is 600 feet high above the plain, and there is
on its highest summit a village and ruin called Gelbus by Eusebius, and
Wezar by the Arabs.

Gilead, Mount, The Land of (“rugged”)
(<013121>Genesis 31:21). First known in Jacob’s time. It next appears when the
Israelites were on the march from Egypt, as divided in two sections and
governed by Og and Sihon. It is rich in pastures and forests, well watered,
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and the great number of ruins bear witness of a former numerous
population. It was occupied by Reuben and Gad. The whole extent, from
Rabbath Ammon to the Hieromax, is one broad, elevated region or
mountain (<050312>Deuteronomy 3:12). The same elevation is called Bashan,
north of that river. The Lord showed Moses, from the top of Pisgah, all the
land of Gilead unto Daniel Probably a popular phrase, as was “from Dan to
Beersheba” (<062008>Joshua 20:8). The Gadites are supposed to have imitated
the habits of the people they displaced, which are now preserved by the
Bedouins in the same district. Thus Jephthah appears like an Arab sheikh of
our day (Judges 11); and some of David’s captains were trained there
(<131208>1 Chronicles 12:8,15). <See RAMOTH> <See GILEAD> was its chief
city (<112204>1 Kings 22:4). Gilead first fell before the Assyrians (<121529>2 Kings
15:29). It was an asylum for refugees (<100208>2 Samuel 2:8), David fleeing
there from Absalom. It is now known south of the Jabbok as Jebel Jilad,
and north of that river as Jebel Ajlun, and the capital is Es Salt, on the site
of the ancient Ramoth Gilead. The whole country is like a fine park.
Graceful hills, rich vales, luxuriant herbage, bright wild-flowers, noble
forests, wooded heights, and winding glens clothed with tangled shrubbery,
open glades and flat meadows of richest green, all so strongly in contrast
with the general barren aspect of Western Palestine.

Gileadite, the (<071003>Judges 10:3).
A branch of the tribe of Manasseh.

Gilgal (“circle”), (<060419>Joshua 4:19).
1. Near Jericho; the first encampment of the Israelites in Palestine, where
they set up twelve stones as a memorial of the passage of the Jordan River.
An ancient city (<051130>Deuteronomy 11:30). It was for centuries the great
place of the nation’s assembly (<050906>Deuteronomy 9:6, 10:6,43). The
Tabernacle was pitched here until it was removed to Shiloh
(<051801>Deuteronomy 18:1). It was visited by Samuel and Saul and David
(<091008>1 Samuel 10:8; 11:14; 13:4; 15:12 19:15). There was a high place
there for idolaters (<280415>Hosea 4:15; <300404>Amos 4:4; 5:5). As prophesied, the
place is utterly desolated. It is impossible now to find where the city was. It
was probably not far from Jericho.
2. A royal city of the Canaanites, near Dor (<061223>Joshua 12:23). Jilyuleh (?)
4 miles south of Antipatris.
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3. <See GILGAL IN THE MOUNTAINS> (<120201>2 Kings 2:1), Jiljilia, 6 miles
north of Bethel.

Giloh (<061551>Joshua 15:51). Judah.
Native place of Ahithophel (<101512>2 Samuel 15:12). Lost.

Gilonite (<101512>2 Samuel 15:12).
Gimzo (<142818>2 Chronicles 28:18).
Judah, near Daniel Jimzu, a large village on a hill, well shaded with trees, 3
miles southwest of Lydda, where the two roads from Jerusalem (by the
Beth-horons and by the Wady Suleiman, which parted at Gibeon) join and
go on to Jaffa. There are some large underground: granaries here.

Gin
A trap for birds and beasts (<230814>Isaiah 8:14; <300305>Amos 3:5).

Ginath (“protection”)
Father of Tibni (<111621>1 Kings 16:21,22). He disputed the throne with <See
OMRI>.

Ginnetho
A priest who returned with Zerubbabel (<161204>Nehemiah 12:4).

Ginnethon (“gardener”)
A priest (<161006>Nehemiah 10:6).

Girdle (Hebrew: hagor, ezor, mezah, abnet; Greek: zone). <See
DRESS>.

Girgashites, the (<011016>Genesis 10:16; 15:21).
The descendants of the fifth son of Canaan, who settled on the east of the
Sea of Galilee. Called Gergesenes in <400828>Matthew 8:28.
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Gispa (“caress”)
An overseer of Nethinim (<161121>Nehemiah 11:21).

Gittahhepher
<See GATH-HEPHER>. (<061913>Joshua 19:13).

Gittaim (“two wine-presses”)
(<100403>2 Samuel 4:3). A place built by the Gibeonites after they had been
expelled from Beeroth (<060917>Joshua 9:17). Inhabited by Benjamites, after the
return from captivity.

Gittites
People of Gath. 600 men who went with David from Gath (<101518>2 Samuel
15:18,19).

Gittith
A musical instrument. (Psalm 8; Psalm 76; Psalm 4).

Gizonite (“pass, ford”) (<131134>1 Chronicles 11:34). Gouni.
Glass
So many specimens of ancient glass vessels have been found lately, there is
no longer any doubt as to the remote antiquity of the manufacture of glass.
It was practiced in Egypt, where the ancient paintings represent men at
work over the furnaces, and in the laboratory blowing vessels of glass, at
least 1400 B.C. Images beads cups, vases, bottles, even coffins, and a
great! variety of useful and ornamental articles, were made of this material,
which are now shown in the Museums at New York and in Europe. The
emperor Hadrian was presented by an Egyptian priest with some glass
vases, so rare and excellent as to be reserved for unusual occasions of
display. Clear glass was not valued, but colored, every variety of tone and
tint were sought after. The allusions to glass in the Bible are never to a
transparent substance, but to a shining, brilliant, colored mass
(<660404>Revelation 4:4). But two colorless, transparent drinking cups were
bought by Nero, at a great price. Glass was not used in windows; a thin
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stone, mica, or talc being used until long after our era. Mirrors (“lookingglasses” in <023808>Exodus 38:8) were made of metal, not of glass. (<See
MIRROR>). The Egyptians (and other ancients) practiced the art of
grinding, engraving, and inlaying it with gold enamel, and of working
elaborate designs in colors (as an image of a duck with the feathers
imitated in form and color) in the midst of masses of clear glass. Precious
stones were very successfully imitated by colored glass.

Gleaning
<See CORNER>. The poor had the rights of gleaning fruit and grain-fields.

Glede (raah). Kite.
Probably the buzzard. (<051413>Deuteronomy 14:13).

Glory
The heart, soul, intelligence, feeling, will, and so the glory of a man as a
living, rational being. Of God, it is the manifestation of the divine attributes
and perfections, or such a visible effulgence of light as indicates these
(<023218>Exodus 32:18; <430114>John 1:14). The chief end of the Christian is, live “to
the glory of God.” “Give God the glory,” is, to confess the truth
(<060819>Joshua 8:19; <430924>John 9:24). “My glory” is my soul, in <191609>Psalm
16:9,12, etc.

Gloss
Explanation. A glossary is a collection of notes intended to illustrate or
explain the text. Many words in the Scriptures and the Gospels were
obscure to the common people, and needed to be explained, in a
theological, historical, geographical, biographical, allegorical and mystical
manner. Some glosses were written in the margin (marginal notes), or
between the lines in a smaller letter. These were sometimes transferred into
the body of the text by ignorant or careless copyists, a few instances being
pointed out. Only the most competent scholars can detect these errors. The
great exegetical thesaurus of the Middle Ages was collected by Walafrid
Strabo from Augustine, Ambrose, Jerome, Gregory, Isidore, Beda, Alcuin,
Rhabanus, Maurus and his own writings.
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Gnat (nat, Greek konops). Mosquito.
One of the smallest of insects (<402324>Matthew 23:24). The bite in the East
often produces sores, with fever. Sleeping on high ground, away from
water or trees, is one way of avoiding them.

Goad (Hebrew: malmad, “a pole” (<070331>Judges 3:31); dorban,
“the spike point” (<091312>1 Samuel 13:12). <See AGRICULTURE>.

Goat (akko, yeelim, azelah, “wild goat”, attud, zafir, sair, “hairy”,
he-goat (Greek satyr), ez, “she-goat”, or “goat”, taish, gedi, “kid”,
Greek: eriphion (<402533>Matthew 25:33).
Goats are an important part of pastoral wealth in the East. Neither
Abraham or Job had them, unless they were included in the “flocks.” Jacob
tended them (attudim, “he-goats”, is rendered “rams” in <013110>Genesis
31:10,12). The goat was used in sacrifice as the type of the Christ, and the
paschal-lamb could be from the sheep or the goats (<021205>Exodus 12:5), as
also the burnt-offering (<030110>Leviticus 1:10), the peace-offering
(<030312>Leviticus 3:12), the sin-offering (<030423>Leviticus 4:23), and the trespassoffering (<030406>Leviticus 4:6); the scapegoat (see <See ATONEMENT>) was a
peculiar type of Christ as the sin-bearer (<030424>Leviticus 4:24). The flesh of
the kid is excellent; of the old goat not very palatable. An old Karaite gloss
says: “The idolaters seethed a kid in its mother’s milk, and sprinkled the
broth on their trees, gardens, etc., and Moses therefore condemned the
practice.” Goat’s milk is very valuable (<202726>Proverbs 27:26,27). and is
milked at the door of customers every morning. The skin is used for
bottles. The hair for cloth, for cloaks, or tents (<220105>Song of Solomon 1:5;
<023614>
Exodus 36:14), or pillows (<091913>1 Samuel 19:13). The Angora goat has
the longest and best hair for cloth. The long-eared Syrian goat is peculiar
to Syria. (The ears are sometimes 2 feet long). A delicate grey wool under
the long hair is the valued stuff for cloth, only three ounces being had from
each goat, but of extreme fineness. The goat was a symbol of Macedonia.
It is used often by the prophets, poets, and evangelists, as a symbol or type.

Goat, Scape
<See ATONEMENT>.
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Goath (“to low”, as a cow).
Goath, (heifer’s pool). (<243139>Jeremiah 31:39). Near the hill Gareb.

Gob (“pit”)
(<102118>2 Samuel 21:18, 19). The scene of two battles between David’s
soldiers and the Philistines. <See GEZER>, in <132004>1 Chronicles 20:4.

Goblet (Hebrew: aggan).
A vessel for wine or other liquid (<220702>Song of Solomon 7:2). <See BASIN>,
<See CUP>.

Godliness, Mystery of (<540316>1 Timothy 3:16). Jesus, the Christ.
God-Speed (<630110>2 John 1:10,11). Good speed.
Gog (“mountain”)
1. Son of Shemaiah, of Reuben (<130504>1 Chronicles 5:4).
2. <See MAGOG>
3. In the Septuagint of <041409>Numbers 14:9, Gog is instead of Agag. Gog, as
used by Ezekiel (Ezekiel 38; Ezekiel 39), means the head or chief of
Magog; and also John (<662008>Revelation 20:8-10), making Gog and Magog
persons.

Golan (<050443>Deuteronomy 4:43).
A Levitical city of Bashan in Manasseh (<062127>Joshua 21:27). One of the
cities of refuge (<062008>Joshua 20:8). The site is lost. The city is not mentioned
after the time of Joshua in the Scriptures, but the city and the district of the
same name is often mentioned by Josephus. Gamala (El Husn), on the east
shore of the Sea of Galilee, was in the district (B. J. iv. i. 1). Its principal
cities were Golan, Hippos, Gamala, Julias or Bethsaida, Seleucia, and
Sogane (Josephus), and about 121 others, nearly all of which are unknown.
The country is high (2500 feet), flat, and fertile, well watered, with good
pasture. This is the <See MISHOR> of <112023>1 Kings 20:23,25, where the
Syrians were defeated near Aphek (now called Fik). The low, rounded
hills, called Tells, extending south from Hermon for about 20 miles, are
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partly covered with forests or groves of oak and terebinth. The wandering
Bedouins (Anazeh) visit the Jaulan every year in May, with their flocks and
herds.

Gold (Hebrew: zahab; Greek: chrusion, chrusos).
Gold has been known from the earliest times, and seems to have been very
abundant among the ancients. It was a representative of wealth, and much
used for ornaments and for the decoration and utensils of public buildings.
Coined money of gold is not mentioned very early. <See MONEY>.

Goldsmith
Alluded to in <201703>Proverbs 17:3; <234606>Isaiah 46:6; <071704>Judges 17:4;
<160308>
Nehemiah 3:8, etc.

Golgotha (“a skull”), (<402733>Matthew 27:33, etc.).
Where Jesus was crucified, outside of the city gate (<581312>Hebrews 13:12),
but near the city (<431920>John 19:20), and a road leading from the country,
where there were passers-by (<402739>Matthew 27:39); and there was a garden
or orchard at the place (<411546>Mark 15:46). The place is not mentioned again
until A.D. 355 when a church was built to honor the spot. The city at that
time had a wall about Zion, and another about Acta. Beyond these, to the
north the suburbs were enclosed by another wall by Agrippa. This seems to
leave no place for the site on that side, and therefore denies the claim of the
present Church of the Holy Sepulchre, in the center of the modern city.
Another theory places the site on Mount Moriah, where now stands the
great mosque called the Dome of the Rock, which claimed to be the real
church built by Constantine. There is a cave in a rock under this building,
which is claimed to be the tomb; and also that it was Araunah’s threshingfloor. Another theory is, that the site was not far from Stephen’s gate.
William C. Prime has discovered (1871) a wall which he thinks is a part of
the ancient 2nd wall so long in question, and found it in the right position
and direction to exclude the Holy Sepulchre Church, and so arguing for
that as the site which was accepted by Constantine (or Helena) as the true
one. <See JERUSALEM>.
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Goliath (“exile”)
A giant of Gath, who defied the armies of Israel, “morning and evening for
forty days,” and whose defeat (1 Samuel 17) threw such glory around the
youthful career of David.

Gomer (<011002>Genesis 10:2,3; <263806>Ezekiel 38:6).
Oldest son of Japheth. Progenitor of the Cimmerians, whose traces are
found in the Cimmerian Bosporus, C. Isthmus, Mount Cimmeriun,
Cimmeria, and the C. walls (Herodotus, iv. 12, 45, 100), and also in the
modern name Crimea. The Cymri of Wales, Cambria, and Cumberland in
England are assigned to the same origin.

Gomorrah (“submersion”)
One of the 5 cities of the plain or vale of Siddim, whose kings joined battle
against four kings (Chedorlaomer and his allies, <011402>Genesis 14:2-8), when
Abram came to the rescue. Four of them were destroyed, leaving only Zoar
or Bela, which was spared at Lot’s request (<011923>Genesis 19:23-29). Their
fate is alluded to by the prophets as a warning to Israel (<052923>Deuteronomy
29:23; <231319>Isaiah 13:19); to Edom (<244918>Jeremiah 49:18; 50:40), to Moab
(<360209>Zephaniah 2:9); and again to Israel by Amos (<300411>Amos 4:11); and by
Peter (<610206>2 Peter 2:6); and by <650104>Jude 1:4-7), as a warning to those who
should “deny Christ.”
The site of these cities is a question that it has been impossible to solve.
They were said to be in the vale of Siddim, which became (is) the Salt Sea
(<011403>Genesis 14:3), or sea of the plain (<061203>Joshua 12:3). Josephus says the
region was not submerged (B. J. iv. 8, 4), but remained visible, and
parched. It is now known that the Dead Sea was a lake from the creation,
being a natural formation which has been undisturbed, not even by a
volcano, and the water being very deep (500 to 2,300 feet), leaves no place
for sites of cities; and although the south bog (below Lisan) is shallow (3
to 12 feet), its bed has been elevated by the rivers which flow north from
the Arabah. Not one of the cities has ever been found, except it may be
Zoar. <See GOMORRHA> in the Apocrypha.
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Gopher (“pitch”)
A hard, strong tree, from the wood of which Noah’s ark was made
(<010614>Genesis 6:14). Cypress or pine.

Gorgias
General of Antiochus Epiphanes (1 Macc. 3:38).

Gortyna
In Crete (1 Macc. 15:23). It was the capital of the Island under the
Romans. The famous Cretan labyrinth was here, the ruins of which are
found at the foot of Mount Ida. Paul may have preached here, while his
vessel was at Fair Havens, where “much time” was spent (<442709>Acts 27:9).

Goshen
That part of Egypt, east of the Delta, near the way of the land of the
Philistines (<021317>Exodus 13:17), where there was pasture-land, suited to the
habits of Joseph’s brethren. The only limits that can be indicated from the
ancient accounts are the present Wady El Tumeylat, and the desert lakes,
Temsah and Bitter Lakes. This region is still very productive wherever it is
watered either from the Nile or from wells (<014510>Genesis 45:10; 46:28;
47:27; 50:8; <020822>Exodus 8:22; 9:26). The plagues of Egypt did not effect
this land. The soil is capable of tillage to an indefinite extent.

Gospels
Good news. <See HISTORY BOOKS>.

Gothoniel
Othniel, father of Chabris (Judith 6:15).

Gourd (Hebrew: kikayon, <320406>Jonah 4:6-10).
Perhaps the castor-oil plant, which grows like a tree in the East. Some
think it was a pumpkin, which grows very large and rapid. The pakkuoth
(<120439>2 Kings 4:39) was a poisonous fruit, gathered by the pupils of Elisha.
Thought to be the colocynth. Knops in <110724>1 Kings 7:24.
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Governor (Hebrew: allseph).
1. A sheikh (<380907>Zechariah 9:7); duke in some places.
2. hokek, cadi, a justice (<070509>Judges 5:9).
3. mehokek (<070514>Judges 5:14).
4. moshel, pasha, “judge” (<014526>Genesis 45:26; ruler in <061202>Joshua 12:2).
5. nagid
6. nasi.
7. pechah.
8. pakia.
9. shallit.
10. sar.
11. segan.
12. Greek: ethnarches, “ruler”.
13. hegemon, “leader”.
14. oikonomos, “steward”.
15. architriklinos, “ruler of the feast” (Ecclesiastes 32).

Gozen (“quarry”), (<130526>1 Chronicles 5:26).
The Gauzanites of Ptolemy, watered by the Habor, in Assyria, where the
Israelites were carried captive. Mygdonia.

Grace (“favor”)
(Hebrew: chen; Greek: charis.) Kindness toward mankind shown by the
Lord Jesus (<430114>John 1:14,16, etc.).
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Grass (Hebrew: hatzio; “herbage”)
(<111805>1 Kings 18:5); dasha, “first-shoots”, in <240111>Jeremiah 1:11; yerek,
“green” (<042204>Numbers 22:4); eseb, “herbs” (<010130>Genesis 1:30). Greek:
chortos (<400630>Matthew 6:30); “blade” in <410428>Mark 4:28.

Grasshopper
<See LOCUST>.

Grayhound
<See GREY-HOUND> Alluded to in <203031>Proverbs 30:31, as one of “four

things which are comely in going.” Some prefer ‘“horse,” and others
“cock.”

Grecian
Believing Greeks from Greece (<440601>Acts 6:1, etc.). Also such Jews as had
been born in other lands, as well as in Palestine, but who had been
educated abroad.

Greece (Greek Hellas; Hebrew: Javan).
Greece included the four provinces of Macedonia, Epirus, Achaia (Hellas)
and Peloponnesus (Morea). Generally only Hellas and Peloponnesus are
meant. The grand features are mountain and sea, which exerted a strong
influence on the character of the people, as appears in their poetry,
religion, and history. The climate is very temperate, the air salubrious, and
the soil fertile. Its history extends back to B.C. 776, in authentic records,
and beyond that in traditions and myths, such as that of Aegialus, who
founded Sicyon B.C. 2089, and of Uranus, who settled there B.C. 2042.
The Greeks said they received from Asia Minor, Phoenicia, and Egypt
letters and laws, and certain tenets in religion. The Egyptian Inachus
founded Argos B.C. 1856, and Cecrops led a colony 300 years earlier to
Attica, carrying with him the worship of the goddess Neith (Athenae). The
Phoenician Cadmus founded Thebes in Boeotia, and taught the Greeks
letters. (See page 173 in the book.) The Phrygian Pelops took possession
of the south, B.C. 1283, naming it after himself. The famous expedition of
Jason and the Argonauts in search of the golden fleece, is dated B.C. 1263,
and the siege of Troy, B.C. 1193. From the First Olympia, B.C. 776, to
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B.C. 300, Greece was a leader power in politics and religion. It is chiefly
from Alexander’s time down, that the Bible has to do with Greece. First
known to the Jews in the slave-market of Tyre, where the prophet Joel
charges the Tyrians with selling Hebrew children to the Grecians (<290306>Joel
3:6), B.C. 800; and Ezekiel says, “traded the persons of men and vessels of
brass in thy market” (<262713>Ezekiel 27:13). Greek slaves were highly valued
in all the East (Bochart i., c. 3:175). Daniel mentions Greece (<270821>Daniel
8:21, etc.) in his sketch of Alexander and his successors. Alexander visited
Jerusalem and respected its religion (Antiquities xi. 8, 3). The
Lacedaemonians sent an embassy and a letter to the Jews, B.C. 300 (Ant.
xii. 4, 10), when king Areus claims kinship for his people with the Jews.
Paul visited Greece (<442002>Acts 20:2), staying there three months. The
Greeks, and their language, were so influential in Paul’s time that the name
Greek stands in the New Testament as Gentile does in the Old Testament.
Their influence on the spread of the Gospel by a peculiar preparation of the
mind for the Gospel teachings was very great, in quickening thought and
destroying indifference to religion. (<See GOSPELS> in the <See
HISTORY>). The arts of war, and the fine-arts of peace were carried to a
great perfection. Their Asiatic empire spread their institutions, and filled
half of Asia Minor with temples, theaters, aqueducts, and well-built cities.
The Church did not flourish in Athens, but was more eminent in Corinth.

Greek
Educated in the religion and language of Greece. Barbarian was anyone
who was not a Greek.

Greek Versions of the Old Testament
<See HISTORY>, <See BOOKS>.

Grinding
<See MILL>.

Grove (Hebrew: asherah, an image worshipped in the grove),
(<120806>2 Kings 8:6). A wood dedicated to idolatry. The sacred symbolic tree
of Assyria refers to the same idea. The Hebrew word elon also means
“grove” (translated “oak of Mamre,” in <011318>Genesis 13:18, and “of Moreh,”
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in <011206>Genesis 12:6, etc.). The grove took the place of the church building
in the ancient pagan religions, where altars were erected to the gods. Pliny
says trees were the first temples. Afterward the temples were built in the
groves. The Temple of Solomon had figures of trees on its interior walls
for ornaments. The mosque which stands on its site now has olive, palm
and cedar trees growing around it. Tree worship was widespread, and is
not yet passed away. The Buddhists of India venerate the banian (“fig tree).
The Etrurians worshiped a palm, the Druids and Celts an oak.

Guard
1. tabbach, “a cook”, afterward “an executioner”), (<013736>Genesis 37:36).
2. raz, “a runner” (<101501>2 Samuel 15:1). They also carried dispatches.
“Guard-chamber” <111428>1 Kings 14:28).
3. mishmereth, “watching” <160409>Nehemiah 4:9). “Which goeth at thy
bidding,” in <092214>1 Samuel 22:14, should be “captain of the body-guard.”

Gudgodah (“thunder”), (<051007>Deuteronomy 10:7). <See
HAGIDGAD>.

Guest
<See HOSPITALITY> Guest-chamber. <See HOUSE>.

Guilty
Bound by his oath (<402301>Matthew 23:1). Deserving death (<043531>Numbers
35:31).

Gulloth (<061519>Joshua 15:19).
Springs, upper and lower, added by Caleb to his daughter Achsah’s dower.
They were near Debir, but cannot now be identified. Possibly Ain Nunkar,
and, Dewir Ban, east of Hebron.

Guni (“colored”)
1. Son of Naphtali (<014624>Genesis 46:24).
2. Descendants of Gael (<130515>1 Chronicles 5:15), father of Abdiel.
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Gunites, the
Sons of Naphtali (<042648>Numbers 26:48).

Gur (“ascent”’).
Where Ahaziah was wounded (<120927>2 Kings 9:27) at Ibleam, between Jezreel
and Bethhaggan (“garden-house”), which is now said to be Jeuin. The pass
may be the very steep place on the road from Jezreel to the plain of
Esdraelon, near Megiddo.

Gurbaal (“ascent of Baal”), (<142607>2 Chronicles 26:7).
“And God helped him (Uzziah) against the Arabians that dwelt in Gurbaal.” Supposed to mean Gerar.

Gutter (correctly, “a water-course”)
<100506>

2 Samuel 5:6, Should read “but the blind and the lame will turn thee
away;” and <100508>2 Samuel 5:8, “Any one that smites a Jebusite, and gets to
the water-course.”
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H
Haahashtari (Hebrew: “the Ahashtarite messenger”)
Father (builder) of Tekoa (<130406>1 Chronicles 4:6).

Habaiah (“Jehovah protects”), (<150261>Ezra 2:61; <160763>Nehemiah 7:63).
Sons of Chebaijah were among the returned from captivity.

Habakkuk
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Habaziniah (“light of Jah”)
Ancestor of Jaazaniah (<243503>Jeremiah 35:3).

Harbergeon
A coat of mail covering the neck and breast. <See ARMS>.

Habor (<130526>1 Chronicles 5:26).
A river and district in Assyria, where Tiglath Pileser placed some of the
Jews of the tribes of Reuben and Gad, during the First Captivity; and
where, 17 years after, Shalmaneser, his successor, settled captives from
Samaria and Israel (<121706>2 Kings 17:6; 28:11). The Khabur (name of a river)
is found in an Assyrian inscription of the date of 900 B.C.

Hachiliah (“Jehovah enlivens”)
Father of Nehemiah (<160101>Nehemiah 1:1; 10:1).

Hachilah, the Hill (<092313>1 Samuel 23:13,19)
On the south of Jeshimon (the barren district), near Ziph, in a forest, where
David and his 600 men hid from Saul, and David in the night took away
Saul’s spear and bottle of water from his couch, and showed them to
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Abner, the captain of Saul’s guard, next morning from the opposite bank of
the ravine (<092605>1 Samuel 26:5-20). <See DAVID>.

Hachmoni (“wise”)
“Son of” and “The Hachmonite” (<132732>1 Chronicles 27:32; 11:11). Head of a
large family. <See TACHMONITE>.

Hadad
<See CHADAD> (“mighty”)

1. Son of Ishmael (<012515>Genesis 25:15).
2. A king of Edom (<013635>Genesis 36:35).
3. The last king of Edom at Pai (<130150>1 Chronicles 1:50).
4. Member of the royal house of Edom (<111114>1 Kings 11:14). He married the
sister-in-law of the Pharaoh of Egypt. After David died, he attempted to
recover his lost dominion from Solomon.

Hadadezer (“Hadad is his help”) (<100803>2 Samuel 8:3,12). <See
HADAREZER>.

Hadad Rimmon (both words are names of Syrian idols).
The city was a stronghold before Abraham’s time. Here king Josiah “went
against” Pharaoh Necho, was wounded, and died at Jerusalem (<122329>2 Kings
23:29; <143520>2 Chronicles 35:20-23). Mentioned by the prophet Zechariah
(<381211>Zechariah 12:11). Four or five miles south of Lejjun is a ruin on a hill,
which (Rumana) is supposed to be the ancient site.

Haddar (“chamber”)
Hadad, in <130130>1 Chronicles 1:30. Eighth son of Ishmael. The Mount Hadad
on the borders of the Syrian desert north of El Medineh, is supposed to
mark the locality of this branch of Ishmael’s family.

Hadarezer
Son of Rehob (<100803>2 Samuel 8:3). King of Zobah (<131803>1 Chronicles 18:3ff).
David captured from him 1000 “shields of gold” besides other great spoil.
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Hadashah (“new”), (<061537>Joshua 15:37).
Judah, in the Shefelah. Adasa (1 Macc. 7:40), where Nicanor was killed by
Judas Maccabaeus. Lost.

Hadassah (“myrtle”), (<170207>Esther 2:7).
Hadattah (“new”), (<061525>Joshua 15:25).
Judah, between Beersheba and Kedesh. Hazor-Hadattah; New Hazor.

Hadid (“sharp”), (<260203>Ezekiel 2:33; <160737>Nehemiah 7:37; 11:34).
Three miles from Lydda, 10 miles from Joppa (1 Macc. 12:38). Alexander
was defeated here by Aretas (Antiquities xiii. 15, 2), and Vespasian made it
an outpost during his siege of Jerusalem. <See ADIDA> <See ADITHAIM>.

Hadlai (“resting”)
Father of Amasa 2 (<142812>2 Chronicles 28:12).

Hadoram
Fifth son of Joktan (<011027>Genesis 10:27; <130121>1 Chronicles 1:21). Probably
located, with Joktan’s other descendants, in South Arabia, but not yet
identified. The Adramitae, and Hadramaut have been suggested, but
rejected on philological grounds.

Hadrach (<380901>Zechariah 9:1).
A district somewhere in the vicinity of Damascus. Lost.

Hagab (“locust”)
Ancestor of Nethinim who returned with Zerubbabel (<150241>Ezra 2:41.)

Hagaba
Ancestor of Nethinim who came with Zerubbabel (<160748>Nehemiah 7:48).
<See HAGABAH> (<150245>Ezra 2:45).
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Hagar (“stranger”)
An Egyptian slave (<011216>Genesis 12:16; 16:1), presented to Abraham by
Pharaoh. Mother of Ishmael. The Hagarites settled in Paran (<012121>Genesis
21:21; <480422>Galatians 4:22). They are mentioned in <131138>1 Chronicles 11:38,
where Mibhar, a Hagarite, is one of David’s captains. Jaziz, a Hagarite,
had charge of David’s flocks, and an Ishmaelite of his camels, because they
had experience in the care of such animals (<132731>1 Chronicles 27:31). The
<See HAGARITES> occupied the country south of Palestine, from the sea
to the Euphrates, as the Bedouins do now. Hejer is the capital of a district
in the province of El Bahreyn, in north Arabia, near the Persian Gulf.

Haggai (“festive”)
The 9th in order of the minor prophets, who returned with Zerubbabel
from captivity. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Haggeri
Descendant of Hagar. Mibhar, son of Haggeri, was an officer of David’s
guard (<131138>1 Chronicles 11:38).

Haggi
Son of Gad (<014616>Genesis 46:16). Haggites (<042615>Numbers 26:15).

Haggiah (“festival of Jah”)
A Levite (1 Chronicles 30).

Haggith (“festive”)
Mother of Adonijah (<100304>2 Samuel 3:4).

Hail
Was one of the plagues of Egypt. Hail is more common than snow in the
hill country of Palestine (<19E808>Psalm 148:8). God smote the Amorites with
“hail-stones” (<061011>Joshua 10:11). <See RAIN>.
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Hair
The Egyptians were very uniform in their habits of dressing the hair.
Herodotus says that they let their hair and beard grow only in mourning.
The priests, who were to be clean to the highest possible degree, had to
shave their whole bodies every third day. Other men shaved the head only
— or the beard also. The women wore their hair natural, but braided, and
dressed with strings of silk with ornaments. The Assyrian men wore the
hair combed and curled, falling quite low about the neck; wearing the
whiskers curled also. Among the Greeks and Romans, the fashion of
wearing the hair passed through many changes. One style is shown on p.
76 in the book. The Hebrews cut the men’s hair quite short, almost to the
ears (<264420>Ezekiel 44:20), and to keep the beard a proper length by trimming
it, but not to shave either head or beard. The <See NAZARITE> was an
exception, who let both hair and beard grow uncut or uncombed.

Hakkatan (“little”)
Father of Johanan, who was a chief, and returned with Ezra from Babylon
(<150812>Ezra 8:12).

Hakkoz (“thorn”)
A priest in the service of David (<132410>1 Chronicles 24:10).

Hakupha (“bent”)
Ancestor of Nethinim; came from Babylon with Zerubbabel (<150251>Ezra
2:51).

Halah (<121706>2 Kings 17:6).
In Assyria, where Tiglath Pileser planted some of the captive Jews. Now
called Kalah, an ancient ruin on the side of the upper Khabur.

Halak, the Mount (“the smooth, bald mountain”)
(<061117>Joshua 11:17; 12:7). The south limit of Joshua’s conquests near Mount
Seir. The name of the east end of Akrabbim.
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Halhul (<061558>Joshua 15:58).
Judah. Four miles north of Hebron, on the top of a hill, is a ruin, and at its
foot is a village bearing the ancient name.

Hali (<061925>Joshua 19:25).
On the border of Asher. May be Alia, 5 miles northeast of Acre.

Halicarnassus (1 Macc. 15:25).
In Caria, on the Ceramian gulf. The birthplace of Herodotus, and of
Dionysius. The Jews residing here were, by a decree of the Romans,
allowed the exercise of all their sacred rites. Alexander destroyed the city
by fire.

Hall
Court of the high priest’s house (<422255>Luke 22:55; in <402727>Matthew 27:27, and
Mark 15:16). Hall, in <431828>John 18:28, “judgment-hall.” A covered space,
surrounded by rooms opening into it; or, perhaps, a large audience
chamber. The court of a dwelling-house is not covered.
<411516>

Hallelujah (“praise ye Jah”)
Praise ye the Lord. Alleluia in <661901>Revelation 19:1-6; Psalm 113—118,
were called “hallel” (“praise”), and were used on special occasions.

Hallohesh (“enchanter”)
A chief, who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (<161024>Nehemiah 10:24).

Halohesh
Son of Halohesh, ruler of half of Jerusalem (<160312>Nehemiah 3:12).

Ham (“warm”),
(Egyptian chem, dark). One of the sons of Noah (<010610>Genesis 6:10),
perhaps the third, if Japheth was the older brother (<011021>Genesis 10:21).
Settled in Africa (<197851>Psalm 78:51; 105:23; 106:22), and also sent many
branches into Asia (Canaanites). There is no ancient name so well
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preserved and located. Ham is identified with <See JUPITER AMMON> and
also <See ZEUS> because both words are derived from a root meaning
“hot, fervent, or sun-burnt”. For the last 3000 years the world has been
mainly indebted for its advancement to the Semitic races; but before this
period the descendants of Ham — Egypt and Babylon — led the way as
the pioneers in art, literature and science. Mankind at the present day lies
under infinite obligations to the genius and industry of those early ages,
more especially for alphabetic writing, weaving cloth, architecture,
astronomy, plastic art, sculpture, navigation and agriculture. The art of
painting is also represented, and music indirectly, by drawings of
instruments.

Haman (“magnificent”)
Prime minister of King Ahasuerus (<170301>Esther 3:1). After he failed in his
conspiracy he was hanged on the same gallows he had made for Mordecai.
He is called a Macedonian in Esther 16:10 (Apocrypha).

Hamath (“to defend”)
The principal city of North Syria and capital of a district of the same name
(<011018>Genesis 10:18). In the center of the Orontes valley. Toi, king of
Hamath, paid tribute to David (2 Samuel 8). Hamath was conquered by
Solomon (<140803>2 Chronicles 8:3). Alexander took it and changed its name to
Epiphania, in honor of Antiochus Epiphanes. It has now 30,000 people, is
a well-built city, in a narrow and rich valley. Four bridges span the rapid
river. The chief trade is in silk, woolen, and cotton. “The entrance to
Hamath,” so often used as a landmark in the Old Testament. (Land and
Book i. 354), and Tristram (Land of Israel, 621), the entrance into the
valley as you look north from Baalbek.

Hamathzobah (“fortress of Zobah”), (<140803>2 Chronicles 8:3).
Hamathite (“from Hamath”)
A family descended from Canaan (<011018>Genesis 10:18).
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Hamhath (“warm baths”)
One of the fenced cities of Naphtali (<061935>Joshua 19:35). Josephus mentions
a city called Ammaus (“warm water”), one mile from Tiberias, on the shore
of the Sea of Galilee. Ibrahim Pacha built spacious baths over these four
warm springs. The water is 144 degrees Fahr., very salt and bitter, with a
strong, sulphurous odor. There are ancient ruins for a mile or more around.

Hammedatha (“double”)
Father of Haman (<170301>Esther 3:1,10).

Hammelech (<243626>Jeremiah 36:26; 38:6).
Hebrew term for “the king.”

Hammer
1. A tool used by the gold-beaters (<234107>Isaiah 41:7). Carpenter
(<242329>Jeremiah 23:29).
2. A tool for hollowing (<110607>1 Kings 6:7);a weapon of war (<202518>Proverbs
25:18). <See ARMS>. The Maccabees were so named from Hammer
(MACBETH).

Hammoleketh (“the queen”)
Daughter of Machir (<130717>1 Chronicles 7:17,18).

Hammon (“hot”)
1. In Asher (<061928>Joshua 19:28). Hamul, near Zidon.
2. Levitical, in Naphtali (<130676>1 Chronicles 6:76); the same as <See
HAMMOTH DOR> (<062132>Joshua 21:32). Levitical city in Naph. <See
HAMMATH>.

Hamonah (“multitude”)
A city in which the people of Gog will be buried (<263916>Ezekiel 39:16).
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Hamongog, the Valley of (“Gog’s multitude”)
Name to be given to a glen on the east of the sea (<263911>Ezekiel 39:11,15).

Hamor (“a he-ass”)
Father of Shethem (<013319>Genesis 33:19).

Hamuel (“God’s wrath”)
Son of Mishma (<130426>1 Chronicles 4:26).

Hamul (“pillared”)
Son of Pharez, son of Judah by Tamar (<014612>Genesis 46:12).

Hamulites
The descendants of Hamul of Judah (<042621>Numbers 26:21).

Hamutal (“dew’s brother”)
Daughter of Jeremiah (<122331>2 Kings 23:31).

Hanameel (“safety”)
Son of Shallum (<243207>Jeremiah 32:7-9,12,44).

Hanan (“merciful”)
A chief of Benjamin (<130823>1 Chronicles 8:23). There are eight others of this
name, but none famous.

Hananeel, the Tower of
In the wall of Jerusalem (<160301>Nehemiah 3:1). Between the sheep-gate and
the fish-gate, on the northeast corner of the city.

Hanani
1. Son of Heman (<132504>1 Chronicles 25:4,25).
2. A seer (B.C. 941), king of Judah (<141607>2 Chronicles 16:7).
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3. A priest (<151020>Ezra 10:20).
4. Brother of Nehemiah (<160102>Nehemiah 1:2). Governor of Jerusalem B.C.
445 (<160702>Nehemiah 7:2).
5. A priest (<161236>Nehemiah 12:36).

Hananiah (“Jah is kind”)
1. Son of Heman (<132504>1 Chronicles 25:4; 5:23).
2. Captain in King Uzziah’s army (<142611>2 Chronicles 26:11).
3. Father of Zedekiah (<243612>Jeremiah 36:12).
4. Son of Azur, a false prophet (Jeremiah 27—28). He opposed Jeremiah
in predicting a return from Babylon in 2 years, when the time had been
fixed at 70.
5. Grandfather of Irijah (<243713>Jeremiah 37:13).
6. Head of a Benjamite house (<130824>1 Chronicles 8:24).
7. Shadrach, of the house of David (<270103>Daniel 1:3,6,7,11).
8. Son of Zerubbabel (<130319>1 Chronicles 3:19).
9. Son of Bebai (<151028>Ezra 10:28).
10. A priest (<160308>Nehemiah 3:8)
11. Head of Jeremiah’s priestly course (<161212>Nehemiah 12:12).
12. Steward of the palace at Jerusalem 7:2,3).
13. A chief who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (<161023>Nehemiah 10:23).

Hand (yad, “power, agency”)
Laying on of hands, sign of authority, or of a blessing conferred
(<042718>Numbers 27:18). Sitting at the right hand of power, man of my right
hand.
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Handicraft
Special workmen were among the great benefactors of ancient times, and
were honored as the chief favorites. God is honored for his “handiwork”
(<190803>Psalm 8:3; 19:1; <010202>Genesis 2:2; <183419>Job 34:19). Several men are
honored in the Old Testament for their work, as Tubal-Cain, Jabal, Jubal,
and Bezaleel. The Hebrews were, more agricultural than scientific or
artistic, and invented little, yet their skill is recorded in the cases of the
tabernacle and the temple. Among the metal workers were goldsmiths,
silversmiths, coppersmiths, and ironworkers, whose work is often
mentioned. The tools noticed are forceps (“tongs”, in <230606>Isaiah 6:6),
hammer, anvil, bellows. The carpenters (wood-carvers) were skillful
(<234107>Isaiah 41:7). Their implements were the rule (chalk-pencil),
measuringinel, compasses, plane or smoothing instrument, saw, hatchet,
knife, awl, nail, hone, drill, mallet, chisel, etc. There were boat-builders
also. Spinners, weavers, fullers, dyers, tent-makers, embroiderers. Tanning
and dressing leather. Masons, bakers, butchers, cheese-makers,
shoemakers, barbers are mentioned in the Bible, and drawn on the
monuments engaged in their proper avocations.

Handkerchief (“napkins, apron”), (<421920>Luke 19:20).
Larger and longer than ours, and of stronger cloth, fit for various uses, as a
girdle or turban.

Hanes
In Egypt (<233004>Isaiah 30:4). <See ANASIEH> on the west branch of the Nile.
Perhaps Tahpanhes.

Hangings (Hebrew: masach, “curtain”, <022610>Exodus 26:10).
kelaim, “tapestry” (<022709>Exodus 27:9).

Haniel
Son of Ulla (<130739>1 Chronicles 7:39).

Hannah (“grace”)
Wife of Elkanah, and mother of Samuel (<090102>1 Samuel 1:2).
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Hannathon (“graceful”)
Zebulon (<061914>Joshua 19:14). Lost.

Hanniel (“grace of God”)
Son of Ephod. A prince (<043423>Numbers 34:23).

Hanoch (“initiated”)
<See ENOCH> and <See HENOCH>.

1. Children of Midian (<012504>Genesis 25:4).
2. Son of Reuben (<014609>Genesis 46:9).

Hanochites, the
Descendants of Hanoch (<042605>Numbers 26:5).

Hanun (“favored”)
1. Son of Nahash (<101001>2 Samuel 10:1,2).
2. A man who repaired the wall of Jerusalem (<160313>Nehemiah 3:13).
3. Son of Zalaph, who also assisted in the repairs (<160330>Nehemiah 3:30).

Haphraim (“two pits”), (<061919>Joshua 19:19).
Issa. Six miles east of Lejjun, two west of Shunem; now called El Fuleh.

Hara (“mountain land”), (<130526>1 Chronicles 5:26).
Province in Assyria, where some of the Jews of the tribe of Reuben and
Gad were carried captive.

Haradah
Station in the wandering (<043324>Numbers 33:24). Lost.
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Haran (<010903>Genesis 9:31).
Terah and his family (including Abraham) came to Haran and dwelt there;
where Terah died. Called Padan Aram (“plain of Aram). Aram Naharaim
(A. of the two rivers). In <121912>2 Kings 19:12, it is connected with Gozan,
Mesopotamia, taken by the Assyrians. Ezekiel groups it with Canneh,
Eden, and other cities in Assyria (<262723>Ezekiel 27:23). Harran (of the Arabs)
stands on the banks of the small river Belilk, a branch of the Euphrates.
From it a number of roads radiate to the great fords of the Tigris and
Euphrates. Being in the route of the trade between Central and Western
Asia it attracted Terah, and explains the allusion of the prophet Ezekiel.
There is a Harran el Awamid 10 miles east of Damascus, on the shore of
the lake Ateibeh, between “the two rivers” Abana and Pharpar. In 1861 Dr.
Beke made a journey to Palestine especially to follow the route of Laban
and Jacob from Haran, and walked over the ground in about 5 days, which
agrees with the Bible narrative. The flocks, herds, and little children could
not have been driven across the desert, 300 miles, 25 days without water.
The route in the Hauran is well watered, and has good pasture all the way.

Hararite (“mountain”)
One of David’s men.
1. Father of Shammah (<102311>2 Samuel 23:11).
2. Shammah, the Hararite (<102333>2 Samuel 23:33.)
3. Sharar (<102333>2 Samuel 23:33); father of Ahiam.

Harbona (“ass-driver”)
A eunuch in the service of King Ahasuerus (<170110>Esther 1:10). Harbonah in
Esther 7:9.

<170709>

Hare (arnebeth).
Unclean under the law, “because he cheweth the cud but divideth not the
hoof.” It is of the squirrel kind, and does not chew the cud, but moves the
jaw as though it did. There are two kinds in Palestine, the Syrian and
Egyptian, and are very plentiful in some parts, and afford good returns to
the hunter. There are no rabbits.
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Harel (“the mountain of”), (<264315>Ezekiel 43:15).
Hareph (“early-born”)
Son of Caleb, and father of Beth-gader (<130251>1 Chronicles 2:51).

Hareth, the Forest of (<092205>1 Samuel 22:5).
Forest in Judah, to which David fled after leaving the cave of Adullam.
<See DAVID>.

Harhaiah (“dry”)
Father of Uzziel 6 (<160308>Nehemiah 3:8).

Harhas (“poverty”)
Ancestor of Shallum (<122214>2 Kings 22:14).

Harhur (“inflammation”)
The sons of Harhur returned with Zerubbabel (<150251>Ezra 2:51).

Hariel
<See HADID> (<150233>Ezra 2:33).

Harim (“flat-nosed”)
1. A priest in the house of God (<132408>1 Chronicles 24:8).
2. 1,017 “children of Harim,” returned from captivity (<150239>Ezra 2:39).
3.
4. Families of the children of Harim, 320 in number who came from the
Captivity (<150232>Ezra 2:32). <See REHUM>.

Hariph (“autumnal rain”)
112 “children of Hariph,” who returned with Zerubbabel (<160724>Nehemiah
7:24). People who sealed the covenant (<161019>Nehemiah 10:19).
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Harlot (zonah, nochriyah, kedhisha, “set apart for a sacred use”)
They had a certain way of wearing their dress, and sometimes sat in a
public place (<200710>Proverbs 7:10; <013814>Genesis 38:14), and might have been
foreign women, not Hebrews. They sang in the streets (<232316>Isaiah 23:16;
<210904>
Ecclesiastes 9:4). Some bad houses (<110316>1 Kings 3:16). Jephthah’s
mother was a harlot, or “strange woman” (<071102>Judges 11:2). Gods were
anciently, and are now actually worshiped in brothels (see Herodotus).
This licentious worship was found at Baal-Peor, and among the Samaritans
who came from Assyria (<121730>2 Kings 17:30). The law of Moses was very
strong against the practice, not even allowing the money earned by such a
trade to come into the treasury (<031929>Leviticus 19:29), and made very severe
laws in some cases (<032109>Leviticus 21:9), which were sometimes carried out
(<013824>Genesis 38:24), and neglected at others (<330101>Micah 1:7), as in the case
of Samaria.

Harnepher (“panting”)
Son of Zophah (<130736>1 Chronicles 7:36).

Harness (“armor”), (<112011>1 Kings 20:11). <See HORSE>.
Harnessed
(<060114>Joshua 1:14; 4:12). Armed men.

Harod, the Well of
Correctly, “the fountain” (<070633>Judges 6:33). The fountain by which Gideon
pitched, having the Hill of Moreh on the north, in the valley of Jezreel
(<070701>Judges 7:1). Now called Ain Jalud, at the foot of Mount Gilboa. It is a
very large spring, and is visited constantly by a great number of flocks and
herds (<070605>Judges 6:5).

Harodite (“from Harod”)
Descendants of David’s strong men (<102325>2 Samuel 23:25).

Haroeh (“the seer”)
Son of Shobel (<130252>1 Chronicles 2:52).
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Harorite, the
One of David’s guard (<131127>1 Chronicles 11:27).

Harosheth of the Gentiles (<070402>Judges 4:2).
In the north of Palestine, the home of Sisera. Tell Harothieh is an immense
double hill, covered with the ruins of old walls and buildings, commanding
a narrow pass where the Kishon flows close to the foot of Carmel. Barak
and Deborah chased Sisera and his scattered host as far as this pass, after
their terrible defeat and slaughter along the plain of Esdraelon. (Thomson,
Land and Book).

Harp (Hebrew: kinnor; Greek: kithara).
A stringed instrument of music. Josephus says it had 10 strings, and was
played with a plectrum; others say it had 24 or 47 (<091623>1 Samuel 16:23;
18:10).

Harrow (<132003>1 Chronicles 20:3). <See AGRICULTURE>.
Harsha (“worker”)
Ancestor of Nethinim, who returned with Zerubbabel (<150252>Ezra 2:52).

Hart
A clean animal (<051215>Deuteronomy 12:15). Permitted by the law for food.
<See FALLOW-DEER>.

Harum (“exalted”)
Father of Aharhel (<130408>1 Chronicles 4:8).

Harumaph (“snub-nosed”)
Father of Jedaiah 2 (<160310>Nehemiah 3:10).

Haruphite (“strong”)
A Korhite, who joined David at Ziklag (<131205>1 Chronicles 12:5).
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Haruz (“active”)
Father of Meshullemeth (<122119>2 Kings 21:19).

Harvest
<See AGRICULTURE>.

Hashadiah (“whom Jah loves”)
A descendant of Judah (<130320>1 Chronicles 3:20).

Hasenuah (“bristling”)
A Benjaminite (<130907>1 Chronicles 9:7).

Hashabiah (“Jah regards”)
Son of Amaziah (<130504>1 Chronicles 5:45). There are 13 of this name, but
none of them were noted.

Hashabnah
Chief of the people who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (<161025>Nehemiah
10:25).

Hashabniah
1. Father of Hattush 2 (<160310>Nehemiah 3:10).
2. A Levite (9:5).

Hashbadana (“thoughtful judge”)
One who stood with Ezra when he read the law to the people of Jerusalem
(<160804>Nehemiah 8:4).

Hashem (“fat”)
The sons of Hashim were among David’s strong men (<131134>1 Chronicles
11:34). Joshen.
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Hashmannim (“opulent nobles”)
(<196831>Psalm 68:31).

Hashmonah (“fatness”)
(<043329>Numbers 33:29). Near Mount Hor. <See HESHMON> (?)

Hashub
<See HASSHUB>

1. Son of Pahath-moab (<160311>Nehemiah 3:11).
2. Another, who assisted in the repairs of the Jerusalem wall (<160323>Nehemiah
3:23).
3. One of the heads of the people who signed the covenant (<161023>Nehemiah
10:23).
4. A Levite (<161115>Nehemiah 11:15).

Hashubah (“esteemed”)
Part of the family of Zerubbabel (<130320>1 Chronicles 3:20). <See HASADIAH>.

Hashum (“rich”)
1. 1,023 “children of Hashum,” returned with Zerubbabel (<150219>Ezra 2:19;
10:33).
2. One who stood on Ezra’s left, when he read the law to the people
(<150804>Ezra 8:4).

Hashupha
Ancestor of Nethinim (<160746>Nehemiah 7:46).

Hasrah
Harhas (<143422>2 Chronicles 34:22).
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Hassenaah (“thorny”)
“Sons of Hassenaah” rebuilt the fish-gate in the wall of Jerusalem
(<160303>Nehemiah 3:3).

Hasupha (“stripped”)
Ancestor of Nethinim (<150243>Ezra 2:43).

Hatach (“verity”)
Eunuch in Ahasuerus’ court (<170405>Esther 4:5,6,9,10).

Hathath (“terror”)
Son of Othniel (<130413>1 Chronicles 4:13).

Hatipha (“captive”)
Ancestor of Nethinim (<150254>Ezra 2:54).

Hatita (“exploring”)
Ancestor of the gate-keepers who returned with Zerubbabel (<150242>Ezra
2:42).

Hattel (“wavering”)
Ancestor of the “children of Solomon’s servants,” who returned with
Zerubbabel (<150257>Ezra 2:57).

Hatsihammenuchoth (“midst of resting-places”)
Hattush (“assembled”)
1. Son of Sheehaniah (<130322>1 Chronicles 3:22; <150802>Ezra 8:2).
2. A priest (<161004>Nehemiah 10:4; 12:2).
3. Son of Hashabnia (<160310>Nehemiah 3:10).
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Hauran
Part of the district of Bashan. Ezekiel (<264716>Ezekiel 47:16,18) probably
meant a region including the Lejah, Batanaea in the mountains (where the
oaks of Bashan still grow around the ruins of ancient cities), and what is
now Hauran. The Hauran is a vast fertile plain, the “granary of Damascus.”
Not a rock or stone encumbers its soil. More than a hundred ruined cities
are found — though only deserted, not ruined; for the houses are quite
perfect and habitable still, being built of stone, even to the doors and
window-shutters, hinges and all, and roofs — of fine solid stone. Some of
the dates are before our era, and it is quite probable that these cities are the
very same that Moses described (<050305>Deuteronomy 3:5). — Porter’s Five
Years in Damask.

Havilah (“sand”)
1. Son of Cush (<011007>Genesis 10:7); and,
2. A son of Joktan (<011029>Genesis 10:29).
1. On the Red Sea, in Arabia, between Mecca and Sanaa. It is a fertile
region, abounding in fruit, gum and myrrh; mountainous, well watered, and
has a numerous population. The people were called by Eratosthenes (in
Strabo), Chaulanitae.
2. A district southeast of Sanaa. A third district of the same name is sought
for in answer to <010211>Genesis 2:11, which was compassed by one of the
rivers of Eden. In <012518>Genesis 25:18, it is stated that the tribes of Ishmael
dwelt from “Havilah unto Shur;” and this seems to call for a locality on the
Persian Gulf or the Euphrates.

Havoth Jair (<043241>Numbers 32:41).
Jair took a number of small towns in Gilead, in the mountain district south
of the Hieromax, and named them “Jair’s villages.” A descendant of his, of
the same name, was a judge of Israel, and lived here in 30 cities (<071003>Judges
10:3,4.) Bashan-havoth-jair were among the 60 cities of Argob
(<050314>Deuteronomy 3:14, etc.).
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Hawk (nez; Arabic, nez).
In <183926>Job 39:26 “does the nez fly by thy wisdom?” It was migratory, as are
10 or 12 kinds now. The sak’r is used to catch partridges, grouse, quail,
herons, hares and gazelles.

Hay (chatzir, Greek: herba; <202725>Proverbs 27:25; <231506>Isaiah 15:6).
The modern Orientals do not make hay for such uses as we do, but the
ancients mowed grass, and used the dried hay (<197206>Psalm 72:6) for burning,
or perhaps for feeding (<192702>Psalm 27:2).

Hazael (“El is seeing”)
A king of Damascus, B.C. 886-840 (see <See ELISHA>). The Assyrian
inscriptions furnish some accounts of wars in Syria in his day, which are
also mentioned in Scripture. Hazael fulfilled a prophesy of Elisha in
ravaging Gilead, etc. (<121032>2 Kings 10:32,33).

Hazael, the House of (Amos 1:4).
Damascus, or Hazael’s palace, or perhaps his family.

Hazaiah (“Jah beholds”)
Son of Judah (<161105>Nehemiah 11:5).

Hazar Addar (“walled space for a camp, named Addar”),
(<043404>Numbers 34:4). A south boundary of the promised land, near KadeshBarnea. There are walled-in places all over this district, but without names
known to history.

Hazarmaveth
Third son of Joktan (<011026>Genesis 10:26). Located in the south of Arabia, on
the Indian Ocean. Now called Hadramaut. Capital city Shibam. Chief ports
Mirbat, Zafari (<See SEPHAR>), Kisheem. The native name of a person is
Hadramee — very similar to their name in ancient history, Adramitae. The
country is well cultivated, and exports frankincense, myrrh, aloes (from
Socotra), gum arabic, and dragon’s blood. North of Hadramaut, the Great
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Red Desert of Arabia, called <See DAHNA> (“red sand”), extends to Nejed
and the Persian Gulf, occupying a third of the whole peninsula.

Hazel (<013037>Genesis 30:37). (Hebrew: luz)
The hazel or the wild almond tree, the cultivated being named shaked. The
Hebrew: for “hazel” is egoz.

Hazelelponi (“shade upon me”)
Sister of the sons of Etam (<130403>1 Chronicles 4:3). The Zelelponite.

Hazer (“enclosed, as a court-yard or camp”)
These walls are found in many parts of Palestine and Arabia. Sometimes
they are roofed in with a tent and become a dwelling for a short time
(<233812>Isaiah 38:12) by shepherds. The name is used with others for several
places:
1. <See HAZER ADDAR> (which see).
2. Hazer Enan (“village of springs”). The north boundary of the promised
land (<043409>Numbers 34:9), the northeast corner (<043410>Numbers 34:10).
Kuryetein (“village of fountains”), 40 miles east of Riblab, and 60 north of
Damascus. It is a large place, and has the only fountains in the region.
There are ruined columns, probably of the city called by the Greeks
Coradaea.
3. Hazer Gaddab (<061527>Joshua 15:27). In the south of Judah, between
Moladah and Beersheba, now Jerrah.
4. Hazer Shual (<130428>1 Chronicles 4:28). A city near the last named, now
called Saweh. Both of these places are in ruins, on low hills.
5. Hazer Hatticon (<264716>Ezekiel 47:16). On the boundary in Hauran. Lost.
6. Hazer Susah (“horse village”). (<061905>Joshua 19:5). Allotted to Simeon,
near Ziklag.
7. Hazer Susim (village of horses). Probably the same as the last.
8. Hazeroth. Station in the wilderness on the route from Sinai to Eziongeber. <See WILDERNESS>.
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Hazere
1. 4 miles west of Bint Jebeil, has extensive ruins, and the right location
(Land and Book, i. 439).
2. (<061937>Joshua 19:37). 10 miles southwest of Safed, Hazur, near El Mughar.

Hazeroth (<041135>Numbers 11:35).
A place 25 miles north of Sinai.

Hazezon Tamar (“palm forest”)
<See ENGEDI>.

Haziel (“vision of God”)
A Levite (<132309>1 Chronicles 23:9).

Hazirim
Hazer (<050203>Deuteronomy 2:3). Villages.

Hazo (<012222>Genesis 22:22).
Azon of Nahor, settled on the Euphrates, in Chazene (Strabo).

Hazor (<061101>Joshua 11:1-12).
An ancient, royal city, fortified, near Lake Merom. “The head of all those
kingdoms,” i.e., the chief city in North Canaan. Taken by Joshua, and given
to Naphtali. In later times, a king Jabin, of Hazor, held the Israelites in
subjection 20 years. Jabin’s army, including 600 chariots of iron, led by
Sisera (perhaps intending to conquer all Palestine), were routed by Barak
and Deborah (Judges 4). Fortified by Solomon (<110915>1 Kings 9:15.) Referred
to by Josephus, and in 2 Macc. 11:67.
2. (<061523>Joshua 15:23). Judah, south. Lost.
3. (<161133>Nehemiah 11:33). Benjamin, after the Captivity. Tell Azur. 5 miles
northeast of Bethel.
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4. (<244928>Jeremiah 49:28). Some noted camping-ground of the Arabs. Lost.
There are two or three Hazors named in <061523>Joshua 15:23-25; one of them
a new village (Hadattah); and one changed to Hezron. There were also
<See BAAL> <See HAZOR> and <See ENHAZOR>

Head (Hebrew: rosh, Greek: kephale).
Used for the top of anything, as the summit of a mountain, top of a tree.

Head-dress
The head-dress is a very important matter in the hot climate of the East,
besides its use “for glory and for beauty” (<022840>Exodus 28:40); There are
several names of different articles used by different persons, or at various
times.
1. “Zaniph”, (to roll or wind) worn by nobles (<182914>Job 29:14), and ladies
(<230323>Isaiah 3:23), and kings (<236203>Isaiah 62:3; mitre in <380305>Zechariah 3:5), was
a turban, intended for display.
2. “Peer”, modern name “tarbush” (or “kaook”) the red cap. The Bedouin
head-dress (“keffieh”) is formed by folding a square cloth across from the
corners, and tying it on the head, so as to have one (double) corner behind
and one on each side of the neck. The Assyrian was probably made of
bright and mingled colors (<262315>Ezekiel 23:15).

Heart (Hebrew: leb, Greek: kardia).
The supposed seat of the intellect, soul, etc. (<071617>Judges 16:17).

Hearth (Hebrew: ah, ach, moked, kiyor).
A floor of stones on which a fire is made. Used for the whole house.
Jehoiakim’s was probably brazier of charcoal (<243623>Jeremiah 36:23).

Heath (aroer, arar).
A shrub used in thatch, for brooms, beds, etc., probably Juniper or savin
(<241706>Jeremiah 17:6; 48:6).
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Heathen (Hebrew: gowy, gowyim).
All nations have a term for distinguishing other people from their own. The
Hebrews were very particular in this matter, because they were forbidden
to marry out of their own nation, or even to mingle in society with them.
The pagan were worshipers of false gods. After the Greeks came into
power their name meant the same as pagan (Greek hethen), and is the same
or similar to “uncircumcised.” Goyim also meant wicked as opposed to the
righteous Jews.

Heaven
1. rakia, “firmament, expanse.
2. shamayim, “the high”, the heavens (and earth). Always plural in the
Hebrew of the Old Testament.
3. marom (“mountain”), “height, high region”; shahakim, “expanse, skies”.
4. arabah (“the desert”), the heaven; ariphim (“distilling”), “clouds”;
Greek, ouranos (“air”), “heaven”; hupsos (“height”), “on high”; “another
(from above”) heaven. The “third heaven” of Paul, in <471202>2 Corinthians
12:2, is explained from the Jewish way of naming three parts in heaven, as:
1. The place of clouds in the air;
2. The place of the sun, moon and stars;
3. The place of God and his angels. Heavens and earth meant the entire
universe. Once heaven, earth, and under the earth (<502910>Philippians 2:10).

Heber (“society”)
1. Grandson of Asher (<014617>Genesis 46:17).
2. Father of Socho, of Judah (<130418>1 Chronicles 4:18).
3. Gadite (<130513>1 Chronicles 5:13).
4. Son of Elpaal, a Benjamite (<130817>1 Chronicles 8:17).
5. Son of Shashak (1 Chronicles 22).
6. Husband of Jael, a Kenite (<070411>Judges 4:11-17).
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7. The patriarch Eber (<420335>Luke 3:35). Heberites (<042645>Numbers 26:45).

Hebrew
This name was first used of Abraham in <011413>Genesis 14:13. Four sources
have been offered:
1. From Abram;
2. From <See ABAR>;
3. From <See EBER> (country beyond); and
4. From <See EBER>, the patriarch (this would have been <See IBRI>).
Hebrew of the Hebrews; a pure-minded Jew.

Hebrews, Epistle to the
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Hebron (“the friend”)
1. Third son of Kohath, who was second son of Levi (<020618>Exodus 6:18).
The clan is mentioned in the time of David (<131509>1 Chronicles 15:9; 23:19),
as of the sons of Levi, who only ought to carry the ark of God; and also
mighty men of valor of Jazer, in Gilead (<132631>1 Chronicles 26:31), who were
officers in David’s government; and another branch held the same rank on
the west side of the Jordan River. There was a Hebron among the sons of
Caleb. The <See CITY OF HEBRON> is one of the most ancient, built 7
years before Zoan (<041322>Numbers 13:22), and even older than Damascus
(<011218>Genesis 12:18). See the picture of Hebron on page 4 of the book. Its
original name was Arba, or Kirjath Arba (city of Arba), from Arba, the
father of Anak (<013302>Genesis 33:2; <061415>Joshua 14:15; 15:13). It was also
called <See MAMRE> (<012319>Genesis 23:19; 35:27). The ancient city was in a
valley, and its pools help fix its site and identity (<100412>2 Samuel 4:12). Many
years of the lifetime of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob were spent here, where
they were all buried; and from Hebron Jacob and his family set out for
Egypt, by way of Beersheba. The city was given to Caleb by Joshua, who
drove out the Anakim. One of the <See CITIES OF REFUGE>. It was
David’s royal residence for 7 years and a half; where most of his sons were
born; and here he was crowned king over all Israel (2 Samuel 2), when
David changed the royal residence to Jerusalem. Fortified by Rehoboam. It
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was occupied after the Captivity; but fell into the hands of the Edomites,
from whom it was recovered by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Macc. 5:65). It was
called Hebron or Castle of Abraham during the Crusades. The modern
town is called Khulil (the friend “of God”), by the Arabs, and lies on the
eastern and southern side of a beautiful valley. The houses are all of stone,
well built, having flat roofs with many domes. The streets are only a few
feet wide, and the bazaars are covered either by awnings or arches. Glass is
the only manufacture; lamps, and the bracelets and rings worn by women.
The court in which the mosque over the tombs of the patriarchs is built is
surrounded by an extensive and lofty wall, formed of large stones,
strengthened by square buttresses, the greatest antiquity in Hebron, and
probably the same as that seen and described by Josephus (Antiquities i.
14; B.J. iv. 9, 7). The only other antiquities are the two cisterns for rainwater (pools). The one close to the south gate of the city is 133 feet
square, 22 feet deep, and built of hewn limestone, with steps at each
corner, down to the water. The other pool at the north end of the town is
85 by 55 feet, and 19 feet deep. The surrounding country is productive,
and the many ruins show a once dense population and high state of
cultivation. Population: 5,000.
2. In Asher (<061928>Joshua 19:28). <See ABDON>?

Hebronites, the
Descendants of Hebron, son of Kehath (<040327>Numbers 3:27).

Hedge (gader, geder “a stone wall”, or other fence; mesukah,
“hedge of thorns or cactus”).
Besides stones, walls are made of sun-dried mud, (especially in Egypt); and
the nukb thorn tree makes an impassable hedge, as well as the cactus.

Hegai or Hegal
Eunuch (prime-minister) of the court of Ahasuerus (<170208>Esther 2:8-15).

Hege
<See HEGAI> (<170203>Esther 2:3). Aja or Aga in Sanskrit. Name of a modern

Turkish officer.
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Heifer (aglah, “the young of kine”)
They worked with other cattle, in treading out grain (<281011>Hosea 10:11), and
in plowing (<071418>Judges 14:18). Egypt was “a fair heifer” (<244502>Jeremiah
45:20), in allusion to the bull Apis worshiped there. Several names are
made from it, as Eglah, En-eglaim, and Parah (“young mother cow”).
Heifers are used at the plow now as anciently.
<See THE ORDINANCE OF THE RED HEIFER> (Numbers 19), is a very

peculiar item in the ancient religion, concerning cleansing rather than
atonement. It was intended to cleanse from the ceremonial defilement
which followed from touching a dead body, or a bone of a dead man, or
entering a house where there was a person dead. Purification in the usual
way required 7 days of time. A son of the high priest sprinkled the blood of
a red heifer before the tabernacle (temple, not on the altar), and the carcass
was to be burned entire, outside of the camp, in a clean place (with a bit of
cedar wood, and of scarlet cloth), reserving nothing; the ashes were to be
kept for use. Mixed with fresh water they were sprinkled on the unclean,
on the third, and on the seventh day, with a bunch of hyssop. After
changing his clothes and bathing he was clean. His house or tent was also
to be sprinkled, with all its furniture, etc.

Helah (“rust”)
Wife of Ashur (<130405>1 Chronicles 4:5).

Helam
On the west bank of the Euphrates, where David met and defeated the
army of Hadarezer (<101016>2 Samuel 10:16). Alamatha of Ptolemy.

Helbah (<070131>Judges 1:31). Asher not far from Sidon.
Helbon (<262718>Ezekiel 27:18)
“In the wine of Helbon.” A village 10 miles north of Damascus, in a wild
and beautiful glen, which is clothed in vineyards. There are many ruins of
temples, some with Greek inscriptions, and many other marks of ancient
wealth.
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Heldai (“long-lived”)
1. Captain for the temple-service (<132715>1 Chronicles 27:15).
2. An Israelite (<380610>Zechariah 6:10).

Heleb (“fat”)
Son of Baanah (<102329>2 Samuel 23:29). Heled.

Heled (“strength”), (<131130>1 Chronicles 11:30). <See HELDAI> 1.
Helek (“possession”)
Son of Gilead (<042630>Numbers 26:30).

Helekites, the
Family from Helek (<042630>Numbers 26:30).

Helem (“stroke”)
1. A descendant of Asher (<130735>1 Chronicles 7:35). Hotham?
2. (“strength”), (<160614>Nehemiah 6:14). <See HELDAI 2>.

Heleph (<061933>Joshua 19:33.)
Where the north boundary of Naphtali began. Beit Lif, east of Ras Abyad
and west of Kades.

Helez (“loin”)
1. One of David’s guard (2 Samuel 32:26; 27:10).
2. Son of Azariah (<100203>2 Samuel 2:39).

Heli
<See ELI>

1. Father of Joseph, the husband of the Virgin Mary (<420323>Luke 3:23).
2. (2 Esdras 1:2; <150702>Ezra 7:2,3).
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Heliodrus (“given by the sun”)
The treasurer of Seleucus Philopator (2 Macc. 3:ff). He was appointed to
carry away the private treasures in the Temple at Jerusalem, but fell down
speechless and was restored by the high priest Onias.

Helkai (“Jah, his portion”)
A priest (“<161215>Nehemiah 12:15).

Helkath (<061925>Joshua 19:25).
Boundary of Asher. Lost. Ikkrith? Hukkok in <130675>1 Chronicles 6:75.

Helkath Hazzurim (<100216>2 Samuel 2:16).
Near the pool of Gibeon, where 12 of Joab’s men and 12 of Abner’s killed
each other and brought on a general battle.

Hell
This is the word generally and unfortunately used by our translators to
render the Hebrew Sheol. It would perhaps have been better to retain the
Hebrew word Sheol, or else render it always by “the grave” or “the pit.” It
is deep (<181108>Job 11:8) and dark (<181102>Job 11:21,22), in the center of the earth
(<041630>Numbers 16:30; <053222>Deuteronomy 32:22), having within it depths on
depths (<200918>Proverbs 9:18), and fastened with gates (<233813>Isaiah 38:13) and
bars (<181716>Job 17:16). In this cavernous realm are the souls of dead men, the
Rephaim and ill spirits (<198613>Psalm 86:13; 89:48; <202314>Proverbs 23:14;
<263117>
Ezekiel 31:17; 32:21). it is clear that in many passages of the Old
Testament Sheol can only mean “the grave,” and is so rendered in the KJV
(see, for example, <013735>Genesis 37:35; 42:38; <090206>1 Samuel 2:6; <181413>Job
14:13). In other passages, however, it seems to involve a notion of
punishment, and is therefore rendered in the King James Version by the
word “Hell.” But in many cases this translation misleads the reader. It is
obvious, for instance, that <181108>Job 11:8; <19D908>Psalm 139:8; <300902>Amos 9:2
(where “hell” is used as the antithesis of “heaven “), merely illustrate the
Jewish notions of the locality of Sheol in the bowels of the earth. In the
New Testament the word Hades, like Sheol, sometimes means merely “the
grave” (<662013>Revelation 20:13; <440231>Acts 2:31; <461555>1 Corinthians 15:55), or in
general “the unseen world.” It is in this sense that the creeds say of our
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Lord, “He went down into hell,” meaning the state of the dead in general,
without any restriction of happiness or misery — a doctrine certainly,
though only virtually, expressed in Scripture (<490409>Ephesians 4:9; <440225>Acts
2:25-31). Elsewhere in the New Testament Hades is used of a place of
torment (<421623>Luke 16:23; <610204>2 Peter 2:4; <401123>Matthew 11:23, etc.).
Consequently, it has been the prevalent, almost the universal, notion that
Hades is an intermediate state between death and resurrection, divided into
two parts, one the abode of the blessed, and the other of the lost. In
holding this view main reliance is placed on the parable of Dives and
Lazarus; but it is impossible to ground the proof of an important
theological doctrine on a passage which confessedly abounds in Jewish
metaphors. The word most frequently used in the New Testament for the
place of future punishment is Gehenna or Gehenna of fire

Hellenist
<See GRECIAN>

Helmet
<See ARMS>.

Helps (Greek: antilepseis).
Care of the poor and sick, by the deacons and deaconesses, by a gift of the
spirit. “From time to time God raises up heroes of Christian charity, angels
of mercy, for the benefit of humanity.”

Helon (“strong”)
Father of Eliab, prince of Zebulon (<040109>Numbers 1:9; 2:7).

Hem of the Garment
The Jews attached a symbolical importance to the hem or fringe, because
of the regulation in <041538>Numbers 15:38. <See FRINGE>.

Hemam
<See HOMAM> Son of Lotan (<013622>Genesis 36:22).
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Heman (“faithful”)
1. Son of Zerah (<130206>1 Chronicles 2:6).
2. Son of Joel, a Levite and musician (<130633>1 Chronicles 6:33), to whom the
vocal and instrumental music of the temple service, in the reign of David,
was committed (<131516>1 Chronicles 15:16-22). He was also connected with
the family of Zerah, the Ezrahire, and his name is in the title to Psalm 88:

Hemath (1)
<See HAMATH> (<300614>Amos 6:14).

Hemath (2)
<See HAMMATH> A person or place named as the origin of the Kenites

(<130255>1 Chronicles 2:55), and the house of Rechab.

Hemdan (<013626>Genesis 36:26).
East of Akaba there is an Arab tribe of the name of Hamran.

Hemlock (laanah and rosh, “gall”).
Hen (1) (“grace”)
Son of Zephaniah (<160614>Nehemiah 6:14). <See TOBIJAH> 2.

Hen (2) (Greek: ornis, “fowl”), (<402337>Matthew 23:37; <421334>Luke 13:34),
also (2 Esdras 1:30).
Nowhere noticed besides in these passages, but were always kept as now,
in every village or farm house.

Hena (<121913>2 Kings 19:13).
Some ancient ruins, called Ana, are found on the Euphrates, near Mosaib.
(Sippara).
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Henadad (“favor of Hadad”)
A chief Levite who helped rebuild the temple (<150309>Ezra 3:9; <160318>Nehemiah
3:18,24).

Henoch
1. Enoch 2 (<130103>1 Chronicles 1:3).
2. Hanoch 1 (<130133>1 Chronicles 1:33).

Hepher (1) (<060717>Joshua 7:17).
West of the Jordan River, as was also the land of Hepher. Lost.

Hepher (2) (“a well”)
1. Son of Gilead (<042632>Numbers 26:32).
2. Son of Ashur (<130406>1 Chronicles 4:6.)
3. One of David’s men (<131236>1 Chronicles 12:36).

Hepherites
The family of Hepher (<042632>Numbers 26:32).

Hephzibah (“my delight in her”):
1. Name given to the new Jerusalem (<236304>Isaiah 63:4).
2. Queen to Hezekiah and mother of Manasseh (<122101>2 Kings 21:1).

Hera
<See HERCULES>.

Herald (Aramaic: karona).
An officer (<270304>Daniel 3:4).

Herbs
Bitter herbs. <See FOOD>.
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Hercules (“Hera’s glory”)
The national god of Tyre, called <See MELKART> (“king of the city”). The
worship extended to all colonies of Tyre, especially to Carthage. This was
the Baal also. The Greeks make him the most famous hero of their
fabulous history, remarkable for his great strength (SAMSON), and
especially for 12 “labors” which were connected with the health and safety
of men. Hera was the Greek name of Juno, who was the guardian deity of
married women. In Assyria she was Astarte, “Queen of Heaven;” and as
such is sculptured at Hierapolis, in Asia Minor.

Herd
Herdman. The herd was one of the chief sources of wealth, and the ox the
most precious, next to the horse and mule. The herd yielded the most
esteemed sacrifice. Its supply for sustenance was most important, in flesh,
milk, butter and cheese. The cattle were broken to service in the third year,
after which they were rarely killed. The ox eats grass and browses on
foliage also. The harvest is gathered and threshed by the help of cattle.
Pharaoh made some of Joseph’s brothers overseers of herds, and David’s
herdsmen were among the chief officers of his court.

Heres (“the sun”), (<231918>Isaiah 19:18) —
Irhaheres, for Mount Heres. See <070135>Judges 1:35. <See IRSHEMEBH>.

Heresh
A Levite (<130915>1 Chronicles 9:15).

Hermas
<See HERMES>. A disciple of Rome (<451614>Romans 16:14). Tradition says he

was the author of “The Shepherd of Hennas.”

Hermes
One of the seventy disciples, afterward Bishop of Dalmatia (<451614>Romans
16:14).
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Hermogenes (<550115>2 Timothy 1:15).
A disciple who deserted Paul without cause.

Hermon (“nose of mountain”)
The highest peak of Anti-Lebanon, on or beyond the north border of the
land (<061117>Joshua 11:17; <053401>Deuteronomy 34:1; <090320>1 Samuel 3:20). The
Amorites called it Shenir (“to shine,” as a coat of mail); the Sidonians,
Sirion (“to glitter”); also called Sion (“elevated”); and now by the Arabs
Jebel esh Sheikh (“chief mountain”), and Jebel eth Thelj (“snowy
mountain”). Its head is crowned with perpetual snow; and when the whole
lowland country is burned by the summer sun, long lines of snow streak
down the sides of Hermon, like the white locks of an old man about his
shoulders. There are three summits, about a quarter of a mile from each
other in a triangular position, and 10,000 feet high. They are visible (at a
distance as one peak) from every part of Palestine north of Shiloh, from the
Jordan River valley near the Dead Sea, and from the Moab mountains as
far south as Nebo. Its rivers are Jordan River, Abana, Pharpar, Orontes,
and Leontes. It was the religious center of pagan Syria, and the temples of
Baal gave it a name. The ruins of these temples are now found on many of
its lower shoulders, as at Rakleh, Sed Dan, Bustra, Mutaleih, Kefr Kuk,
Burkush, Aiba, Hibariyeh, Tilthatha, Ain Hersha, Asheir, Bekkeh, Munseh,
and Paneas. At Rakleh there is a god’s face, 40 inches in diameter,
surrounded by a wreath, all well cut in bold relief, and set in the wall of the
temple, which is a ruin, and one of a circle of temples all around, facing the
summit of Hermon. The temple at Asheir is on an elevated platform (which
is ornamented with a frieze and cornice), 126 by 69 feet, and itself 89 by 40
feet, and 54 feet high. In the Ionic style, with cup and ball ornaments. On
the very highest peak are the foundations of a circular wall of large stones
enclosing hewn stones (some beveled), in heaps, disclosing the plan of a
small temple (<051202>Deuteronomy 12:2; <121710>2 Kings 17:10). The central peak
is a bald cone of gray limestone, 2,000 feet higher than the surrounding
ridges. These lower ridges are thinly clothed with evergreen oaks. The
whole of Palestine can be seen from the summit.

Hermonites, the
“The Hermons” (<194206>Psalm 42:6).
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Hermons (<194206>Psalm 42:6). The three summits of Hermon.
Josephus says the Herods were Edomites (xiv. 15 section 2), but Nicolaus
of Damascus, a historian of the times, says they returned from exile with
other Jews (a story invented to please Herod). Antipater (1.) gained power,
first in Idumea, and then by fomenting the divisions between Hyrcanus, the
high priest and his brother Aristobulus. He also came into power in Judaea,
although Hyrcanus was nominal ruler. Herod (4.) the Great was only 15
years (20?) when he began to rule, and soon won a popular enthusiasm by
good measures of public safety and quiet. Being summoned before the
Sanhedrin, he appeared robed in purple, with a strong guard of soldiers,
and was not sentenced. Not long after receiving favor from Sextus,
president of Syria, and Cassius, he punished Malichus his father’s
murderer. He was made governor of Judea jointly with his brother Phasael,
B.C. 41. Antigonus being driven out of Judaea, joined the Parthians and
got possession of Judea, 40 B.C., Herod flying to Rome, while Phasael
killed himself. Octavius Caesar confirmed Herod in his office and Herod
returned to Judaea, where he tried to gain the favor of the Jews by
rebuilding and ornamenting the temple (commenced B.C. 24), and
restoring such cities as Caesarea, Antipatris, Sebaste (Samaria), and others,
besides public buildings in Damascus, Tripoli, Ptolemais, Tyre, Sidon,
Askelon and Antioch (a large open space, paved with marble, having a
cloister), and also frequent public games and feasts, all at his own expense.
He also made costly presents to Caesar and Agrippa. He is said to have
destroyed the genealogies of the Jewish priestly families. These deeds were
prompted by the ambition to connect his name with the prosperity of his
country, like Solomon’s. The close of his career was stained with many
cruel and barbarous crimes. His wives and children plotted against each
other. (He had ten wives, two of whom were his own nieces.) Three of his
sons (9, 10, 11) he had killed, with the mother of two (10, 11). In the midst
of these family troubles, and of seditions in the city, he was seized with a
terrible disorder in the bowels, and tried to kill himself, after giving orders
for a magnificent funeral. He attempted to destroy the infant Jesus by
killing all the children in Bethlehem (about 12), to get rid of an object of
jealousy, for Jesus was spoken of as born king of the Jews. He died B.C. 4.
He maintained peace at home and abroad by his vigor and timely
generosity, and conciliated the good-will of the Romans. Many coins of his
reign are still extant. (<See MONEY>)
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<See HEROD ANTIPAS> (15) had been destined as his father’s successor,

but was appointed “tetrarch of Galilee and Peraea.” He first married a
daughter of Aretas (king of Arabia Petraea), and afterward Herodias, his
half-brother “Herod-Philip’s” wife. This Herodias caused the death of John
the Baptist. Aretas, in revenge for the slight put on his daughter, invaded
Herod’s territory and defeated him. He went to Rome, at the suggestion of
Herodias, to ask for the title of a king, but being there opposed by the
friends of Agrippa, he was banished to Lugdununi, A.D. 39, where he died,
his wife being with him. It was to this Herod that Jesus was sent for
examination by Pilate. He built Tiberias, and restored Sepphoris, and
Bethharem in Peraea, naming it Julias after the emperor’s wife.
<See ARCHELAUS> (16). The kingdom which had been once intended for

his brother Antipas, was left to Archelaus, who was educated in Rome, and
Augustus confirmed the choice, giving him Idumea, Judaea, Samaria,
Caeserea, Joppa, and Jerusalem, with the title of Ethnarch. He broke the
Mosaic law by marrying his brother’s widow, Glaphyra; was denounced by
his subjects, appealed to Caesar, and was banished to Vienne, in Gaul,
where he died (A.D. 39).
<See HEROD PHILIP I> (14). His mother was daughter of the high priest

Simon. He married Herodias, sister of Agrippa I, and their daughter was
Salome (31). Herodias left him for his half-brother Antipas (<401403>Matthew
14:3). He was excluded from all share in his father’s possessions because
of his mother’s treachery, and lived a private life.
<See HEROD PHILIP II> (19). He was brought up at Rome, and after his

father’s death was appointed governor (tetrarch) of Batanaea, Trachonitis,
Auranitis, and Jamnia, which he ruled with justice and moderation, without
taking part in the intrigues of the rest of his family. He rebuilt Paneas, and
named it Caesarea Philippi, and raised Bethsaida beyond the Jordan River
to a city, naming it Julias after the daughter of the emperor, and died there
(A.D. 31). He married Salome (31), but left no children.
<See HEROD AGRIPPA I> (26) — Was educated in Rome with Claudius

and Drusus, where Tiberius imprisoned him for an unguarded speech.
Caius Caligula, the succeeding emperor, liberated him, and made him
tetrarch of Galilee and Perea (Lysanias). Herod Antipas and Herodias tried
in vain to have him deposed, but he defeated their plans by a countercharge
of treason with the Parthians. Agrippa rendered important service to
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Claudius, and had his dominions enlarged by Samaria and Judea, so that
they equaled in extent those of Herod the Great. He was a strict keeper of
the law, and was respected by the Jews. It is supposed that it was to
increase their favor that he put to death James the Less, and put Peter in
prison (Acts 12). In the fourth year of his reign over Judaea (A.D. 44), he
attended some games in honor of the emperor. Appearing in a robe
ornamented with silver embroidery, his flatterers saluted him as a god,
when he was seized with a sudden illness, and died in five days (eaten of
worms).
<See HEROD AGRIPPA II> (36). He was educated at Rome, and was only

17 at his father’s death. His first appointment was the kingdom of Chalcis,
and afterward the tetrarchies of Philip and Lysanias, with the title of king
(Acts 25). Nero added several cities. He built many splendid public
buildings in Jerusalem and Berytus. Juvenal in his satires notices his
relation to his sister Berenice. He died at Rome in the 3rd year of Trajan,
A.D. 100, the last of the Herods.

Herodians
Formed a party very keenly opposed to the claims of Jesus, who favored
the Herod family and watched its interests. They “watched him, and sent
forth spies, which should feign themselves just men, that they might take
hold of his words, so that they might deliver him unto the power and
authority of the governor” (<422020>Luke 20:20). Herodias, daughter of
Aristobulus, son of Herod the Great (4), and wife first of Herod Philip, and
then, contrary to the law of Moses, of Herod Antipas, who had a wife, the
daughter of the king of Arabia (Aretas). John the Baptist reproved her, and
she in revenge caused his death (<401408>Matthew 14:8) at Machaerus. She
went with her husband Antipas into exile (see <See HEROD ANTIPAS>), at
a place now called Bertrand de Comminges, in France, near Spain, on the
Garonne river, anciently Lugdunum Converarum, at the foot of the
Pyrenees.

Herodion
A relative of Paul at Rome (<451611>Romans 16:11). Tradition says he was
bishop of Tarsus, or of Patraea.
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Heron (<See ANAPHAH>).
An unclean bird (<031119>Leviticus 11:19; <051418>Deuteronomy 14:18). There are
several species “after its kind” in Palestine, one of which is called the White
Ibis, which are found in immense flocks about the Huleh lake and marsh.
The flesh is excellent.

Hesed (“favor”)
Commissary for Solomon in the Aruboth (<110410>1 Kings 4:10).

Heshbon (<042126>Numbers 21:26).
Capital city of Sihon, king of the Amorites, on the western border of the
Mishor (<061317>Joshua 13:17), and on the boundary between Reuben and Gad.
The ruins are 20 miles east of the Jordan River, opposite the north end of
the Dead Sea, on an insulated hill, scattering over a space more than a mile
in circuit, with not a single edifice entire. Many cisterns are whole, and a
large reservior near the base of a hill recalls the text in <220704>Song of
Solomon 7:4, “Thine eyes are like the fishpools of Heshbon.” The view
from the summit is very extensive over the great undulating plateau,
embracing the ruins of a great number of cities, whose names resemble
those of the Scriptures. (See Tristram’s Land of Israel).

Heshmon (Josh 15:27).
On the south border of Palestine. Lost. Azmon? (<043404>Numbers 34:4).

Hesron (“enclosed”)
Son of Reuben (<042606>Numbers 26:6). <See HEZRON> <See HESRONITES>.

Heth (“terror”)
cheth. Ancestor of the Hittites, son of Canaan (Genesis 10) In Abraham’s
time they were called Bene Cheth, sons of Cheth. The name chat is found
on the Egyptian monuments for Palestine.

Hethlon (“stronghold”)
On the north border of Palestine (<264715>Ezekiel 47:15), at the north end of
Lebanon.
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Hezeki
A Benjamite, son of Elpaal (1 Chronicles 17). <See HEZEKIAH>

Hezekiah (hizekiyah, “strength of Jah”),
king of Judah, son of the idolator Ahaz. Made king at 25 (or 20), B.C.
726. He destroyed the images and the instruments of idol worship, even the
image of the brazen serpent, which had been preserved to his time as a
precious relic of the wilderness, and repaired the temple and its furniture.
He then held a solemn assembly, and after that a feast of the Passover, to
which a great many came, and others sent gifts, and the seven days were
fully honored, so much so that another seven days were added “with
gladness” (<143023>2 Chronicles 30:23). He refused submission and tribute to
the king of Assyria, which brought the Assyrian army to Samaria in the
fourth year of his reign, and in the 14th year the assault on Judea was made
(<121813>2 Kings 18:13), when Hezekiah made peace, being compelled to rob
the temple to pay the tax. A strong confirmation of the leading facts in the
Bible narrative has lately been discovered at Nineveh, sculptured in stone,
with the names of Hezekiah and others familiar, which leave no doubt in
the matter. Sennacherib insisted on an unconditional surrender, in the most
offensive manner. Hezekiah humbled himself before God, and being
assured by Isaiah of the favor of Jehovah, he called his army together and
prayed for help, which came as a plague upon the hosts of the Assyrians
(<121935>2 Kings 19:35). Sennacherib was killed soon after his return home, in
the house of his idol, by two of his sons. Hezekiah only lived a year longer,
dying in his 54th year. He was one of the best kings of both Israel and
Judah.
2. Son of Neariah, in the royal line of Judah (<130323>1 Chronicles 3:23).
3. Hizkiah in <360101>Zephaniah 1:1.

Hezion (“vision”)
King of Aram, father of Tabrimon (<111518>1 Kings 15:18).

Hezor (“swine”)
1. A priest (<132415>1 Chronicles 24:15).
2. Head of the layman who signed the covenant (<161020>Nehemiah 10:20).
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Hezrai (“enclosed”)
One of David’s strong men (<102335>2 Samuel 23:35.) Hezro (<131137>1 Chronicles
11:37).

Hezron
<See HEZRAI>
1. Son of Reuben (<014609>Genesis 46:9).
2. Son of Pharez (2) (<014612>Genesis 46:12).
3. Hazor (<061525>Joshua 15:25).

Hezronites, the
1. Descendants of Hezron (<042606>Numbers 26:6).
2. Part of the tribe of Judah. Son of Pharez (<042621>Numbers 26:21).

Hiddai (“mighty”)
One of David’s guard (<102330>2 Samuel 23:30). <See HURAI>.

Hiddekel (<010214>Genesis 2:14).
One of the rivers of Eden — the 3rd, “flowing toward the east of Assyria.”
Daniel saw one of his poetic visions near its banks (<271004>Daniel 10:4). The
Aramaean name of the river Tigris is Digla — Arabic, Diklah; and the
Hebrew name seems to be compounded of the ancient name with the prefix
for active, <See HIDDIKLAH> or <See HIDDEKEL>. Pliny writes it
Diglito, “an arrow;” Josephus, Diglath, “swift” (Antiquities i. 1, 3), all of
which refer to the great swiftness of its current. (<See TIGRIS>).

Hiel
<See JEHIEL> (“El is animation”). Native of Bethel (<111634>1 Kings 16:34;
<060626>
Joshua 6:26).
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Hierapolis (<510413>Colossians 4:13).
Five miles north of Laodicea. There are mineral springs, whose waters
form stalactites, which gave it an ancient celebrity (Strabo xiii. 629) A
great number of sepulchres are found in its vicinity. The ruins show its
ancient greatness, and traces are still distinct of a temple of Apollo, a
theater (346 feet), a gymnasium (400 feet square), and three Christian
churches (one 300 feet).

Hieronymus (“hallowed”)
A general of Syria (2 Macc. 12:2).

Higgaion (<190917>Psalm 9:17).
Meditation. Soft music. A direction for singing.

High Places (bamoth).
From the top of Hermon to the crest of the low hills, all over the land,
there are evidences that they were used for religious rites, both in
idolatrous and in pure worship. The temple on Moriah was intended to
supersede all other high places, and no other worship was allowed, except
on special occasions.

High Priest
The office of the (cohen, priest) high priest was legal, theological and
historical. The legal included all the law of Moses alluding to it, as the
substitute for the firstborn. He alone was consecrated by the anointing oil,
the underpriests being sprinkled only (Psalm 133). His dress was
symbolical. (<See DRESS>). He alone could enter the Holy of Holies,
which he did but once a year (<See DAY OF ATONEMENT>) clothed in
pure white. The accidental man-slayer was safe in the City of Refuge
during his life-time, and at his death could return to his friends. He could
not follow a funeral, nor disfigure himself by mourning. There was an
assistant, called <See SAGAN> (“second priest”), who could act in his stead
(<420302>Luke 3:2). The elders or Sanhedrin appointed him before the
monarchy. No one could hold the office who was blemished or was under
20 years (<143117>2 Chronicles 31:17), and it ended only at death, although one
could be or was deposed for ill-conduct. Theologically he was a type of
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Jesus the Christ. Historically his office concerns the history of the Jews for
1,370 years, including nearly 80 different persons, from Aaron to Phannias.
See pages 8, 16 in the book.

Highway
Roads or paths were used in ancient times, but the Romans made the first
paved ways, traces of which still remain.

Hilen (<130658>1 Chronicles 6:58). Judah. Levitical.
Hilkiah (“Jah’s portion”)
Son of Shallum, ancestor of Ezra the scribe (<150701>Ezra 7:1). Josiah effected
the great reformation in his time, when the book of the law of Moses (see
<See DEUTERONOMY> in <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>) was found in
the temple, where it had been hidden for centuries. Six others of this name
were of little note.

Hill (gibeah, “knoll”; har, “mountain”; maaleh, “height, ascent”;
Greek: bounos, “mount”; heoreine, “mountain”)

Hillel (“praise”),
Judge of Israel, father of Abdon (<071213>Judges 12:13-15).

Hin
<See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>

Hind (Hebrew: ayyalah, ayyeleth). Female stag. (<See HART>).
(<014921>Genesis 49:21). <See FALLOW DEER>.

Hinge (poth, tsir).
Stone hinges are peculiar to Palestine and Assyria. <See DOOR>.

Hinnom, the Valley of (<061816>Joshua 18:16).
On the south and west of Mount Zion. The origin of the name is unknown
(<240731>Jeremiah 7:31). An idol of bronze of great size was set up in the valley,
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facing Olivet, where children were sacrificed in the fire, which seems to
have been kindled inside the idol. Josiah abolished the worship, and
strewed human bones over the place, making it unclean, and thus
prevented the renewal of worship there (<122310>2 Kings 23:10). These inhuman
practices gave the place a horrible character, and caused its name to be
detested and used as a figure for a place of torment.

Hippopotamus (“river horse”)
<See BEHEMOTH>. See p. 35 in the book.

Hirah (“noble birth”)
The friend of Judah (<013801>Genesis 38:1,12).

Hiram or Huram (“high-minded”)
1. King of Tyre (<100511>2 Samuel 5:11; <131401>1 Chronicles 14:1). He built a
palace for David (<110501>1 Kings 5:1), also a temple for Solomon (<110601>1 Kings
6:1)
2. An artificer (<110713>1 Kings 7:13,40,45).

Hircanus
Son of Tobias (2 Macc. 3:11).

Hittites
Children of Heth. <See HAM>. The name is found in the Egyptian
hieroglyphics, where are also found the names of their gods, Ashtoreth and
others.

Hivites
Of the sons of Canaan. <See HAM>. They lived under Hermon, in the land
of Mizpeh (<061103>Joshua 11:3), and in Lebanon as far as Hamath (<070303>Judges
3:3). Jacob bought a small field of Hamor, the Hivite, at Shalem near
Shechem (<013318>Genesis 33:18; 34:2). Esau married Aholibamah, a Hivite.
The Hivites of Gibeon made a treaty with Joshua by a deceit (<060903>Joshua
9:3); and for this act they were condemned to the temple service. <See
AVIM>.
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Hizkiah
<See HEZEKIAH>. Ancestor of Zephaniah (<360101>Zephaniah 1:1).

Hizkijah (<161017>Nehemiah 10:17).
“Ater of Hizkijah.”

Hobab (“beloved”)
The father-in-law of Moses, or, more probably, his brother-in-law
(<041029>Numbers 10:29-32). He was an experienced sheikh, and valuable as a
guide. <See EXODUS>.

Hobah (“hidden”; <011415>Genesis 14:15).
Where Abraham’s pursuit of the kings he defeated at Dan ended, north of
Damascus. Three miles northeast of Damascus is a village called Jobar,
where there is a synagogue dedicated to Elijah; and another village, Buzeh,
near, in which there is a very ancient sanctuary of Abraham. Both places
are offered as the site of Hobah.

Hod (“splendor”)
Son of Zophah (<130737>1 Chronicles 7:37), of Asher.

Hodaiah (“praise ye Jah”)
Son of Elioenai (<130324>1 Chronicles 3:24).

Hodaviah
<See HODAIAH>.

1. A man of Manasseh (<130524>1 Chronicles 5:24).
2. Son of Hassenuah (<130907>1 Chronicles 9:7).
3. A Levite (<150240>Ezra 2:40). <See HODEVAH>.

Hodesh (“new moon”)
Wife of Shaharaim (<130809>1 Chronicles 8:9).
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Hodevah (<160704>Nehemiah 7:4,3). <See HODIJAH>.
Hodiah
Wife of Ezra (<130419>1 Chronicles 4:19).

Hodijah (“splendor of Jehovah”)
1. A Levite (<160807>Nehemiah 8:7).
2. A Levite (10:13).
3. Layman (10:13).

Hoglah (“partridge”)
Daughter of Zelophehad (<042633>Numbers 26:33). Heir.

Hoham (“Jah impels”)
Canaanite. King of Hebron (<061003>Joshua 10:3).

Hold
Place held by a garrison (<070946>Judges 9:46,49).

Holm-Tree
A species of oak. (History of Susanna, 58 v).

Holofernes (symbolical), (<070204>Judges 2:4).
King over the Assyrians.

Holon (“abode”), (<061551>Joshua 15:51).
1. Judah, between Goshen and Giloh. Lost.
2. In Moab, in the Mishnor. <See HILEN>. Lost.

Holy Children, the Song of the Three
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
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Homam (“extermination”), (<130139>1 Chronicles 1:39).
Homaima, a ruin south of Petra, half-way to Ailath, on the ancient Roman
road. The native city of the Abassides (Rob., B. R., ii. 572).

Homer (“a heap”)
<See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.

Honey (debash, yaar, nophet).
The product of bees, of sweet gum bearing trees, of dates, of grapes, and
other vegetables or fruit. Butter and honey mingled are eaten with bread in
the morning.

Hood
<See DRESS>. <See HEAD DRESS>.

Hook
<See HOOKS>. “Fishing hooks” (haccah, <300402>Amos 4:2); “ring for the

nose” (choach, <184102>Job 41:2). (See page 28 in the book, for ring in the lips
of prisoners). Hooks in the pillars of the tabernacle (vavim, <022632>Exodus
26:32); “pruning-hook” (mazm-erah, <230204>Isaiah 2:4); “pot-hook for a cook”
(mazleg, <090213>1 Samuel 2:13); “butcher’s hooks” (shephattayim, <264043>Ezekiel
40:43).

Hophni (“fighter”),
and <See PHINEAS>. Two sons of Eli, priests at Shiloh.

Hor, Mount (har, “mountain”), (<042025>Numbers 20:25).
On the edge of Edom, not far from Kadesh and Zalmonah. Aaron was
buried here (<042022>Numbers 20:22-29). The ascent is very steep and difficult
— rocky; and on its summit is a rude building called Aaron’s tomb. (See
page 1. in the book.) Juniper grows almost to the top. The view from the
summit is very extensive in every direction; on the north the passes of
Akrabbim, where the Jews were defeated, and the mountains around the
Dead Sea; on the east, the rugged range of Edom (with the Deir, or
convent of Petra, in sight), red, bare, and desolate; southward, the wide
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downs of Mount Seir; and westward the Arabah, with its hundred watercourses; and above it the great white wilderness, fading into the hot and
trembling distance. 5,000 feet high.

Horam (“height”)
King of Gezer (<061033>Joshua 10:33).

Horeb (“dried up”)
<See SINAI>. <See EXODUS>.

Horem (<061938>Joshua 19:38).
Naphtali. Hurah, a ruin on a low tell in Wady Ain, west of and near
Merom.

Horhagidgad
<See GUDGODAH>. (<043332>Numbers 33:32).

Hori (“lives in caverns”)
1. Son of Lotan (<013622>Genesis 36:22).
2. (<013603>Genesis 36:3O) “Hori.”
3. Father of Shaphet (<041305>Numbers 13:5).

Horite, Horites
Inhabitants of Mount Seir. (<011406>Genesis 14:6).

Hormah (“destruction, cursed”), (<070117>Judges 1:17).
Zephath. City of a king, in the south of Palestine (<061214>Joshua 12:14). El
Sufa, southeast of the Dead Sea. <See EXODUS>.

Horn (keren).
Horns on cattle; often used as weapons — for which see <See ARMS> —
and for trumpets for calling workmen to dinner, the soldiers to the field,
and for announcing religious ceremonies. Used also for bottles. The
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elephant’s tusks were called horns (from their shape), as also trumpets of
metal. The summit of a hill was a horn, as also the corners of the altar for
burnt-offerings. The modern Druses wear a horn on the head for ornament,
but it was not an ancient custom of the Hebrews. In poetry the horn is
strength, and also a nation, or a king, or a god.

Hornet (zirah).
A winged insect, used as a figure by the poets and prophets (<022327>Exodus
23:27,28; <050720>Deuteronomy 7:20; <062411>Joshua 24:11,12) of a persistent
warrior. There are four kinds in Palestine, all different from the European
varieties. <See ZOREAH>, “hornet-town”.

Horonaim (“two caverns”),
(<231505>Isaiah 15:5; <244803>Jeremiah 48:3,5). Near Zoar, Luhith, Nimrim, on a
declivity, beside a noted road. Lost.

Horonite
One from Horonaim: Sanballet (<160210>Nehemiah 2:10).

Horse (sus).
Not mentioned among Abraham’s cattle, but first as coming from Egypt
(<014717>Genesis 47:17). The horse is almost exclusively used in war in
Scripture, and is so sculptured on the monuments both of Egypt and
Assyria. Job gives a most elegant description of a war-horse in <183919>Job
39:19-25. “An horse is a vain thing for safety” (<193317>Psalm 33:17), said the
poet and the prophet also (<051716>Deuteronomy 17:16). Solomon disobeyed
the letter and spirit of the prohibition not to multiply horses, and his
successors also. Horses are used as symbols by the prophets, as in
<380108>
Zechariah 1:8, “a man riding on a red horse;” and he also mentions
speckled (or bay) and white horses. John, in Revelation 6, saw four horses
go forth: white, red, black and livid (green), indicating the spiritual
condition of the nations. White horses are an emblem of triumph and
power. Successful generals rode in triumph on white horses (<661911>Revelation
19:11-15).
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Horse-Leech (alukah).
Very common in all the stagnant waters and in the running brooks, clinging
to stones. Used as a figure in <203015>Proverbs 30:15.

Hosah (“refuge”), (“<061929>Joshua 19:29).
1. Asher, not far from Tyre.
2. A Levite (<132610>1 Chronicles 26:10,38).

Hosai (“seer”), (<143319>2 Chronicles 33:19). <See CHOZAI>.
Hosanna (“save now”)
Psalm 118, was sung on joyful occasions, such as the Feast of Tabernacles.
<19B825>
Psalm 118:25 and <19B826>Psalm 118:26 were sung with loud acclamation.
“Hosanna to the Son of David” in <402109>Matthew 21:9.

Hosea (“salvation”)
A prophet, called of God, with Amos, to declare his word to Israel. <See
HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Hoshaiah (“Jah helps”)
1. A leader of the princes of Judah to the wall of Jerusalem (<161303>Nehemiah
13:32).
2. Father of Azariah (<241301>Jeremiah 13:1).

Hoshama (“Jah hears”)
A son of king Jeconiah (<130318>1 Chronicles 3:18).

Hoshea (“safety”)
1. Hosea I, son of Nur (<053244>Deuteronomy 32:44). <See OSHEA>, the
prophet.
2. The last king of Israel (<230716>Isaiah 7:16). Shalmanezer, king of Assyria,
besieged and ended the kingdom of Israel B.C. 721 (2 Kings 17).
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3. Son of Azaziah (<132730>1 Chronicles 27:30), and ruler of Ephraim.
4. One of the people who signed the covenant (<161023>Nehemiah 10:23).

Hospitality
One of the chief virtues among the Orientals, and it is most highly
esteemed on the desert, being less needed and less valued in the towns. The
ancient Egyptians limited their practice to their own people, having a
superstitious dread of all foreigners. The Old Testament is full of allusions
to the rites and the divine commands for their practice, and instances of the
national belief of the Hebrews in their value. The laws of Moses give many
directions for special cases, as with the stranger, “for ye were strangers in
the land of Egypt” (<031934>Leviticus 19:34), the poor, and the traveler. To
break the law was a very great offense, as in the case of Benjamin at
Gibeah (<071315>Judges 13:15; 19:17-21). The good Samaritan stands for all
ages as an example of Christian hospitality. The account of Abraham
entertaining the three angels is a perfect picture of how a modern Bedouin
sheikh would treat a traveler in our day. (<See ABRAHAM>). Oriental
respect for the covenant of salt (and bread) is a part of the law of
hospitality. To taste another’s salt is to make yourself his friend for the
time. In every village there is a “mewsil” inn, for the use of travelers, where
they are supplied with food by certain families near it. No money is paid,
but presents may be made equivalent to the value of the articles used.

Hostages (<121414>2 Kings 14:14; <142524>2 Chronicles 25:24).
Hotham (“a seal”)
Son of Heber (<130732>1 Chronicles 7:32). <See HELEM> 1.

Hothan
<See HOTHAM>. Father of Shama (<131144>1 Chronicles 11:44).

Hothir (“superior”)
Son of Heman (<132504>1 Chronicles 25:4,28).
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Hour
<See CHRONOLOGY>, page 55 in the book.

House (beth, “to pass the night”)
A dwelling for man or cattle. House, tent, palace, tomb, tabernacle, temple;
heaven; family. The houses of the rich are made of stone with two or more
stories arched over the rooms and passage-ways, with fine stair-ways,
supplied with wide galleries or verandahs, and open places for light and air,
generally built around two or three sides of a court, in which is a fountain
or pool of water. The wall next to the street is usually blank, with a small
door, and a window or two, high up, and latticed. (<See WINDOW>). The
door often has an inscription, seldom the name of the resident. The poor
live in houses of mud, sun-dried, usually of one story, roofed with mud laid
on poles which are covered with grass or palm-leaves. In the rainy season
the rain leaks through (see <See DROPPING>), if not prevented by rolling
the mud with a stone roller. When of two storys the lower is for the use of
animals and for storage. In hot countries people sleep on the roofs under
tents of cloth, or booths of branches. The cool of the evening is also passed
on the roof, when proclamation is made by the public crier of any
command of the ruler, or news of any public kind. It is also a place for
prayer. Some roofs have vines so trained as to form a shelter from the sun
or neighbors. The space is found useful for drying grain, fruit, and clothing
from the wash. Stairways lead from the roof to the ground in the court
without passing into the house. It is quite usual to build pigeon-houses of
bottles on the battlements, and sparrows build their own nests in any
corner or hole, even plugging up the chimneys (Psalm 84; 102:7), and are
caught in great numbers, being almost worthless (<401029>Matthew 10:29.)
Very large houses, convents, and inns, have several courts, connected by
passages. South of Nabins (Shechem) the roof is supplied with domes for
lighting and enlarging the rooms below. The upper room or chamber is the
choice place, given only to strangers or friends of distinction. The
sculptures in Egypt and Assyria present houses of more than one story.
The guest room, or divan, is provided with seats all around the room,
except by the doors, like wide, low sofas; no chairs are used. The Romans
and Greeks used chairs and reclining seats or sofas around the table at
banquets. (See p. 33 in the book). The walls are often ornamented with
carvings of wood, and sometimes painted in beautiful patterns. (<See
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CARPENTERS>). The furniture is much more simple than ours, and less
expensive, except in the houses of the rich. (<See CORNERSTONE>, <See
BRICK>, <See ROOF>).

Hukkok (“incision”), (<061908>Joshua 19:84).
On the south border of Asher and Naphtali. Yakuk, in the Wady el Amud.
An ancient Jewish tradition locates the tomb of Habakkuk here (Benj. of
Tudela, ii. 421).

Hul (“region”), (<011023>Genesis 10:23).
Second son of Aram, grandson of Shem. The plain or valley of the Jordan
north of Lake Merom is called Ard el Huleh, and the lake’s most ancient
name is Huleh, and it is still so called by the Arabs.

Huldah (“weasel”),
a prophetess (<122214>2 Kings 22:14; <143422>2 Chronicles 34:22), whose husband,
Shallum, was master of the wardrobe to king Josiah (<122214>2 Kings 22:14).
Huldah was famous as an oracle when Jeremiah was a boy in the school at
Anathoth.

Humtah (“lizards”)
(<061554>Joshua 15:54). Judah, in the hill country.

Hunting
The Hebrews were not given to hunting, except for the protection of their
fields or families from wild beasts. The names of many places indicate that
wild game was plentiful, even to a degree of danger. Thomson (Land and
Book) says it is still plenty in some places, especially in Galilee.

Hupham (“coast-man”)
Son of Benjamin (<042639>Numbers 26:39). <See HUPPIM>.

Huphamites
Descendants of Hupham (<042639>Numbers 26:39).
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Huppah (“covering”)
A priest (<132413>1 Chronicles 24:13), of the 13th course.

Huppim (“screen”)
A Benjamite (<130712>1 Chronicles 7:12).

Hur
1. A man with Moses and Aaron in the battle with Amalek (<021710>Exodus
17:10); husband of Miriam.
2. Son of Hur (<023102>Exodus 31:2).
3. One of the 5 kings of Midian (<043108>Numbers 31:8).
4. Father of Rephaiah (<160309>Nehemiah 3:9).
5. Son of Hur; an officer for Solomon (<110408>1 Kings 4:8).

Hurai (“noble”)
One of David’s guard (<131132>1 Chronicles 11:32). <See HIDDAI>.

Huram (“high-born”)
1. Son of Bela (<131305>1 Chronicles 13:5).
2. King of Tyre (<131401>1 Chronicles 14:1).
3. Hiram, the artificer (<130213>1 Chronicles 2:13). He was called Ab (“father), a
title of respect, used now in the East, and the origin of the title of the
Bishop of Rome (pope, father).

Huri
Father of Abihail (<130514>1 Chronicles 5:14).

Hushah (“haste”), (<130404>1 Chronicles 4:4)
A town built by Ezer.
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Hushai (“hasting”)
An Archite (<101532>2 Samuel 15:32 ff.). A friend of David (15:37). Probably
the father of Baanah 3. (<110416>1 Kings 4:16).

Husham (“haste”)
King of Edom (<013634>Genesis 36:34,35).

Hushathites
One from Husha. Two of David’s guard.
1. Sibbechai (Hittite?), (<102118>2 Samuel 21:18).
2. Mebunnai (<102327>2 Samuel 23:27).

Hushim
1. Children of Dan (<014623>Genesis 46:23).
2. A Benjamite (<130712>1 Chronicles 7:12).
3. One of the wives of Shaharaim (<130808>1 Chronicles 8:8).

Husks (Greek: keratia).
The fruit of the carob tree, which is very common in the East, and the
Greek islands, where it is in great request for fattening hogs. It has a
sweetish pulp when tender. The ripe pods (10 inches long) are dry and
have seeds like beans. <See HONEY>. The leaves are like our ash, but dark
and glossy. It blossoms in February and the pods are ripe in May.

Huz
Nahor’s older son (<012221>Genesis 22:21) “And Buz his brother.” There is a
district of Kaseem, in Arabia, which some suppose to be the land of Uz
(<180101>Job 1:1). See Palgrave’s Journey in Arabia.

Huzzab (“fixed”)
Queen of Nineveh? (<340207>Nahum 2:7). Country of Zab, that is, the river.
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Hydaspes
A river (Judith 1:6), in connection with the Euphrates and Tigris. Choaspes
of Susiana.

Hyena
Not mentioned by name in the Old Testament as translated, but meant in
the original by the word <See ZEBUA> (Arabic: dabba), which in rendered
streaked bird in <241209>Jeremiah 12:9 (Hyena in the Septuagint). Valley of
Zeboim (“hyenas” in <091318>1 Samuel 13:18). It is still found in numbers, ready
to attack wounded, dying, or dead animals, eating all, even the very bones,
its jaws being most powerful. Their flesh is not eaten, having a bad odor.

Hymeneus
One of the earliest Gnostics, who argued that the resurrection was passed
already (<540120>1 Timothy 1:20; <550217>2 Timothy 2:17,18).

Hymn
“In psalms, and hymns, and spiritual songs.” The Greek word Umnos, or
humnos, means “a song” (in praise of Deity), as a part of worship, and
there are several collections of such as were used in ancient times, written
by Cailimachus, Orpheus, Homer, Linus, Sappho, and others. Jesus and his
disciples sang a hymn before going out, on the eve of the last supper
(<402630>Matthew 26:30). The words used are supposed to have been Psalm
115; Ps.118, called the Hallel. Paul and Silas sang hymns in prison at
Philippi (<441625>Acts 16:25; Greek: humnoun, “praises”); and Paul commends
their use in his letters (<490519>Ephesians 5:19; <510316>Colossians 3:16). The hymn
differs from the psalm in thought and composition. The different meters
were adopted from the Greek models.

Hyssop (ezor; Greek: hussopos)
The Arabic zufa is a plant growing on a slender square stem, free from
thorns, or spreading branches, ending in a cluster of heads, having a
pleasant aromatic odor, growing on the walls in Palestine. No plant in the
East is better fitted for purposes of sprinkling. Its leaves are often eaten
(like summer savory) with bread.
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I
I Am, and I Am That I Am
<See JAH>.

Ibhar (“chosen”)
Son of David (<100515>2 Samuel 5:15).

Ibleam
Bil’eam (<130670>1 Chronicles 6:70; <061711>Joshua 17:11). Given to Manasseh, but
in Asher. Jelama, north of Jenin, is perhaps the site. Ahaziah was wounded
here by Jehu’s soldiers (<120927>2 Kings 9:27).

Ibneiah (“Jah will build”)
Son of Jehoram (<130908>1 Chronicles 9:8).

Ibnijah
<See IBNEIAH>. A Benjamite (<130908>1 Chronicles 9:8).

Ibri
<See HEBREW>. A Levite (<132427>1 Chronicles 24:27).

Ibzan (“of tin”)
A native of Bethlehem. Judge of Israel for seven years (<071208>Judges
12:8,10). He had thirty sons and thirty daughters. <See BOAZ>.

Ice
<See FROST>. Ice is very rare in the plains and hills, and only familiar on

the highest mountains.
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Ichabod (“woe, or departed glory”)
Son of Phinehas (<090421>1 Samuel 4:21). So named by his mother, who died at
hearing of the loss of the Ark of God, her husband, and father-in-law, at
the battle of Aphek.

Iconium (<441351>Acts 13:51).
Konieh, a large city; is on a table-land, a fertile plain, near a semi-circle of
snow-capped mountains in Asia Minor. This level district was Lycaonia, of
which Cicero says it was the capital. It was on the route leading from
Ephesus to Tarsus, Antioch, and the Euphrates. Here Paul was stoned, and
left for dead (<441419>Acts 14:19). The city is built out of the ruins of the
ancient structures, and pieces of marble columns, capitals, and carved
cornices appear everywhere in the masonry. It is now quite large, the
residence of a pasha, surrounded with beautiful groves and gardens, well
watered, and the resort of pilgrims who visit a saint’s tomb. In the middle
ages it was the capital of the Seljukian Sultans, and is called the cradle of
the Ottoman empire. The traditional story of Paul and Thecla is located
here. (See Conybeare and Howson’s Life of Paul).

Idalah (<061915>Joshua 19:15). Zebulon. Semuniyeh, 3 miles south of
Beit-lahur, was near it.

Idbash (“honeyed”)
Son of the father of Elam,” (<130403>1 Chronicles 4:3).

Iddo (“timely”)
1. Father of Ahinadab <110414>1 Kings 4:14).
2. Descendant of Gershom, son of Levi (<130621>1 Chronicles 6:21). <See
ADAIAH>.
3. Son of Zechariah (27:21).
4. yedoi, (“born a festival). A seer who had a “vision” which concerned
Jeroboam and alluded to Solomon (<140929>2 Chronicles 9:29). He wrote a
history and a genealogy, which are lost, but are probably preserved in part
in “Chronicles.”
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5. Son of Iddo (<150501>Ezra 5:1).
6. A chief; one of the Nethinim (<150817>Ezra 8:17,20).

Idol
There are 21 Hebrew words for idols or images for worship.
1. aven, “nought” (Bethel, house of God, Bethaven, house of vanity),
nothing, iniquity;
2. elil, “no god”, as contrasted with Elohiym, “God”;
3. emah, “terror”;
4. miphletseth, “horror” (Phallus, the productive power of nature and the
nature-goddess Ashera; Priapus);
5. bosheth, “shameful”;
6. gillulim, “filthy gods”;
7. shikkuz, “impurity”;
8. semel, “likeness”;
9. zelem, “shadow”;
10. temunah, “model”;
11. atsab, “shape”;
12. ezab, “fashion”;
13. otseb, “figure”;
14. zir, a shape;
15. mazzebah, “statue”;
16. chammanim, “sun-images”;
17. maschith, “device”;
18. teraphim, “idols” (<See TERAPHIM>;
19. pesel, “carved image”;
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20. pesilim, “graven images” (quarries, in <070319>Judges 3:19,26);
21. nesec, “molten image”; massekah, “shaped in a mould”.
These various terms are obscure, because very little material has come
down to us from antiquity which fixes the form of these images. Jeremiah
described in a sarcastic way how these so-called gods were made, but he
did not give an idea of the particular shape. All of these terms expressed
worthlessness and vanity, contempt and abhorrence.

Idolatry (teraphim; Greek: idolatreia).
The worship of deity made visible, whether of true or false ideas, in
images, pictures, stars, fire, or ideal statements, as shown in business
pursuits or in pleasure, or for honor, where self is preferred above the
honor and glory of God. Nearly three in four of all the human race are
open idolaters; and if judged by the strict moral sense of the term, very
many of the other fourth worship self rather than God (<510305>Colossians 3:5).
By the Jewish law the idolater was to be stoned to death, and a city given
up to it was to be wholly destroyed, with all it contained (<051312>Deuteronomy
13:12; 17:2). The laws of Moses imply that idolatry was known to him,
and the paintings and sculptures of Egypt prove its existence there before
the time of Moses, but the earliest mention in the Bible is in the incident of
Rachel stealing her father’s teraphim (“images” in <013119>Genesis 31:19), by
which he was guided, as some who consult the clairvoyant or other
“fortune-tellers” of our day (a species of idolatry very prevalent among the
ignorant and superstitious). The story of Micah and his images shows how
widespread the custom was in the age succeeding Joshua and the eiders.
Solomon did much to encourage idolatry of many kinds, which were
brought into the country by his foreign wives (<111107>1 Kings 11:7; <122313>2 Kings
23:13).
It has been a question whether the Hebrews did not so lapse into idolatry
as to lose all knowledge of the true God. They lost the true sound of hhis
name, for which we now substitute Jehovah. They may have only mingled
foreign rites with the true worship, as many pagan ideas are now adopted
into some branches of the Christian Church. We know that the Hebrews
worshiped the sun (Baal), moon (Astarte, Diana), the stars (Ashtereth,
Mazzaloth in Job), planets Chiun or Remphan (Saturn, <440740>Acts 7:40-43),
and made representations of celestial bodies or ideas, in human form, for
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worship, as of the sun, moon and stars (Hera, Diana, see <See HERA>,
Cybele, Apollo, Adonis (Tammuz, in <122103>2 Kings 21:3), Venus, etc.); of
<See KEN>, in Egypt, and <See MYLITTA>, in Nineveh; and also images of
beasts, as the <See OX> (<19A620>Psalm 106:20); Aaron’s and Jeroboam’s bullcalf; and of a goat (Ashima); fly (Beelzebub); a cock (Nergal); and fish
(Dagon); the dog (Nibhaz); the mule and peacock (Adrammelech); the
horse and pheasant (Anammelech). The Assyrians (Samaritans also) had a
system of ancestor-worship (Asshur and others), and also a lower natureworship, including the elements, trees, etc. The scape-goat of the Day of
Atonement is a recognition of the existence of Satan (Typhon in Egyptian
system), but was not a worship of that being, for only sins were sent to
Azazel, nothing choice or precious. The Christian Church now holds that
God has sanctioned but one image, which was made by himself, for man’s
worship, which is the intelligent, rational, holy nature of man, which
appears in all completeness and perfection In Jesus the Christ, and is
reflected in his followers as they have more or less received the spirit of the
gospel “God is a spirit, and they that worship him must worship in spirit
and in truth” (<430424>John 4:24).

Idumea
Greek form of <See EDOM>.

Idumeans
<See EDOMITES>. People of Idumea (2 Macc. 10:15,16).

Igal (“El will avenge”)
1. A spy, son of Joseph (<041307>Numbers 13:7).
2. One of David’s men, son of Nathan (<102336>2 Samuel 23:36).

Igdaliah (“Jah will make great”)
Father of Hanan (<243504>Jeremiah 35:4).

Igeal, Igal
Son of Shemaiah (<130322>1 Chronicles 3:22).
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Iim (1) (“ruins”)
Ije Abarim (<043345>Numbers 33:45). Lost.
2. Judah, south; near Beersheba (<061528>Joshua 15:28). Lost. <See AZEM>?

Iim (2)
<See JIM> (<231322>Isaiah 13:22). <See BEAST>.

Ije-Abarim (“heaps, or ruins of Aabarim”),
(<042111>Numbers 21:11). This region, east of the Dead Sea, is still unexplored
by any Christian traveler in our day, and therefore it is impossible to say
whether the stations of the Israelites can be located or not. Ijon (“ruin”),
(<111520>1 Kings 15:20; <121529>2 Kings 15:29). In the North Jordan River valley,
now called Tell Dibbin. The hill is a favorable site for a city, overlooking
the whole plain of Merj Aiyun, and on the road leading from the coast into
the interior.).

Ikkesh (“perverse”)
Father of Ira (<102326>2 Samuel 23:26).

Ilai (“supreme”)
An Ahohite (<131129>1 Chronicles 11:29). <See ZALMON>.

Illyricum (<451519>Romans 15:19).
Paul preached the gospel of Christ “from Jerusalem round about unto
Illyricum.” A country on the east shore of the Adriatic Sea, north of
Epirus. Illyricum was at one time one of the four great divisions of the
Roman empire, and included the whole country between the Adriatic, the
Danube, the Black Sea, and Macedonia (Gibbon, c. i).

Imla (“full”)
Father of Micaiah (<141807>2 Chronicles 18:7,8). Imlah in <112208>1 Kings 22:8,9.
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Immanuel (“with us El”, or “God with us”)
The name of the child (prophetic) which was to be given to the house of
David (<230714>Isaiah 7:14). Isaiah bids Ahaz ask a sign of Jehovah, which he,
with pretended humility, refused to do, when this sign of a child by a virgin
(virgin is a young woman), was given, and, as some think, the prophesy
was fulfilled within a few years, and others look on the child as a type of
Jesus the Christ, as seems to be the meaning in <400123>Matthew 1:23.

Immer (“talkative”)
1. Head of a family of priests (<130912>1 Chronicles 9:12; <150237>Ezra 2:37; 10:20).
2. A place in Babylonia (<150259>Ezra 2:59; <160761>Nehemiah 7:61).

Immortality (Greek: athanasia, “deathless”, “not mortal”)
The Christian believes that the human soul will never die. Some hold the
doctrine that only those who believe on Christ will be blessed with
immortality, while those who deny him will die (<450207>Romans 2:7; <550110>2
Timothy 1:10). The same Greek word is also rendered “incorruption” in
<461542>
1 Corinthians 15:42, etc., and “sincerity” in <490624>Ephesians 6:24, etc.

Imna (“whom God keeps back”)
Son of Helem (<130705>1 Chronicles 7:55).

Imnah (“good fortune”) (jimna, jimnah).
1. First born of Asher (<130730>1 Chronicles 7:30).
2. Father of Kore (<143114>2 Chronicles 31:14).

Impute (“to reckon to one what does not belong to him”)
1. (Hebrew: hashab <030718>Leviticus 7:18; <193202>Psalm 32:2); and rendered “to
think” in <015020>Genesis 50:20; and “to count” in <032527>Leviticus 25:27, etc., “to
reckon,” “to esteem,” “to devise,” and “to imaging,” in other places.
2. sum, in <092215>1 Samuel 22:15; “to put” in <010208>Genesis 2:8; “to make” in
<012113>
Genesis 21:13.
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3. Greek: ellegeo in <450513>Romans 5:13; “to put on account” in <570118>Philemon
1:18.
4. See logizomai, in <450406>Romans 4:6, etc.; “to reason” in <411131>Mark 11:31;
and by several other terms.

Imrah (“refractory”)
A chief of Asher (<130736>1 Chronicles 7:36).

Imri (“eloquent”)
1. A man of the family of Pharez (<130904>1 Chronicles 9:4).
2. Father of Zaccur 4 (<160302>Nehemiah 3:2).

Incense (Hebrew: ketorah, lebonah; Greek: thumiama).
A compound of sweet-smelling gums used in acts of worship, and
forbidden in private life (<023027>Exodus 30:27). The mixture is said to have
been equal parts of stacte, onycha frankincense, galbanum. The altar of
incense was placed in front of the veil, from which on the great Day of
Atonement the high priest could raise a cloud of perfume which covered
the mercy-seat (entered within and filled the holy of holies). It was a type
of Christian prayer.

India (<170101>Esther 1:1; 8:9).
The extent of the kingdom of Ahasuerus was from India to Ethiopia, 127
provinces. <440209>Acts 2:9, instead of Judaea read India. The country around
the river Indus, now the Punjab, which Herodotus describes as part of
Darius’ empire (iii. 98). At a later period it was conquered by Alexander.
The name is found in the inscriptions at Persepolis (1 Macc. 8:8). Modern
India, or Hindustan, is more extensive than the ancient. The articles
obtained by Solomon from the East were Indian, such as horns of ivory,
ebony, broidered work and rich apparel, sandal-wood, apes, peacocks, and
tin.
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Ingathering, Feast of (<022316>Exodus 23:16).
<See TABERNACLES, FEAST OF>.

Inn (Hebrew: malon).
A lodging-place for the night. Only a room is to be had, the traveler must
supply himself with furniture, bed, etc. They were built generally two
stories high, and near water. One is mentioned in the history: of Joseph
(<014227>Genesis 42:27), and by Moses in his day (<020424>Exodus 4:24); by
Jeremiah, the habitation (inn) of Chimham (<244117>Jeremiah 41:17); and the
same by Luke, where Jesus was born (<420207>Luke 2:7). The Good Samaritan
is said to have left money (in our standard about $2.50) to pay charges at
the inn (Luke 22). The inn is usually built around a yard, having a well or
fountain, and entered by a gate which can be closed against intruders at
night. The baggage and animals occupy the lower rooms and the people the
upper and better chambers. When the upper rooms were full of crowds at
feast times, the late-comers would be obliged to take a lower room, among
the animals (“in the manger”).

Inspiration (from the Latin, in-breathing).
The supernatural influence of God’s spirit on the human mind, by which
prophets, apostles, and other sacred writers were qualified to record divine
truth without error. Others hold that is only a divine impression on the
mind, by which the understanding is informed. “All Scripture is given by
inspiration of God” (<550316>2 Timothy 3:16).

Instant
<See INSTANTLY> (<421204>Luke 12:4; 23:23). Pressing, at once.

Intercession
Prayer for (or against) others (<240716>Jeremiah 7:16; <451102>Romans 11:2).

Interpretation (“explanation”)
Making known clearly.
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Ionia
That part of the coast of Asia Minor which is between Doris and Aeolis.
Ionia was celebrated for its 13 cities and its islands. The chief cities were
Ephesus, Smyrna, Samos, Chios and Miletus (Josephus, Antiquities xvi. 2,
3). India in 1 Macc. 8:8.

Iphedeiah (“Jah sets free”)
Son of Shashak (<130825>1 Chronicles 8:25).

Ir (“city”)
<See IRI> (<130712>1 Chronicles 7:12).

Ira (“wakeful”)
1. “The <See JAIRITE>,” one of David’s officers (<102026>2 Samuel 20:26).
2. “The <See ITCRITE>,” one of David’s guard (<102338>2 Samuel 23:38; <131140>1
Chronicles 11:40).
3. Son of Ikkesh, captain of the 6th monthly course (<102326>2 Samuel 23:26).

Irad
<See ARAD>? <See JARED>. Son of Enoch (<010418>Genesis 4:18).

Iram (“duke, sheikh”), (<013643>Genesis 36:43).
Where Iram was is not known. Probably either in or near Edom, if not an
original component of Idumea.

Irhaheres (“the city of the sun”)
The sacred city Heliopoiis (its Greek name), or On, in Egypt (<231918>Isaiah
19:18). Beth Shemesh, in <244313>Jeremiah 43:13. (<See ON>).

Iri
<See IRAM>.

1. Son of Bela (<130707>1 Chronicles 7:7). <See IR>.
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2. <See URIAH>.
3. (1 Esdras 8:62).

Irijah (“founded”)
Son of Shelemiah (<243713>Jeremiah 37:13,14).

Irnahash (“serpent city”)
<See BETHLEHEM>? (<130412>1 Chronicles 4:12). <See NAHASH>.

Iron (1) (<061938>Joshua 19:38).
Naphtali. Sarun.

Iron (2)
(Hebrew: barzel; Aramaic: parzlah. The references are many to iron, and
as early as the time of Tubal-Cain (<010422>Genesis 4:22). A furnace of iron is
taken as the image of the bondage in Egypt (<050420>Deuteronomy 4:20). Iron
knives (or steel) are drawn on the monuments in Egypt. The remains of
ancient Nineveh furnish articles of iron coated with bronze, which has
preserved them. Tin melts at 470 degrees, copper, silver and gold at 1,800
degrees, and cast iron at 3,000 degrees, while malleable iron requires a
higher degree, but furnaces of clay, fed with charcoal and supplied with a
blast of air from two skin-bellows, are used successfully in the East.

Irpeel (restored by God), (<061827>Joshua 18:27).
Benjamin. Lost.

Irshemesh (“mount of the sun”), (<061941>Joshua 19:41).
Danite city. <See MOUNT HERES>. <See BETHSHEMESH>?

Iru (IRAM).
Son of CALEB (<130415>1 Chronicles 4:15).
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Isaac (Hebrew: yizhak, “laughing”)
Born at Gerar, B.C. 1896, of Sarah (who was 90) and Abraham (who was
100), in fulfillment of a divine promise (<012117>Genesis 21:17; <480429>Galatians
4:29). When three years old, at the feast made on the day he was weaned,
he was mocked by Ishmael with pretended homage (as the child of the
promise and type of the Messiah) which so offended his mother that his
half-brother and his mother Hagar were sent away (<581117>Hebrews 11:17;
<590220>
James 2:20). At maturity he almost fell a victim to his father’s faith on
the altar as a burnt-offering, he was married at the age of 40 to his
beautiful cousin Rebekah, but was tormented with jealous fear (as his
father was) that some powerful chief would carry her off for her beauty. In
his old age he was deceived by his wife and her favorite son Jacob, who
got from him the patriarchal blessing which belonged to Esau by birthright.
At the age of 60 his two sons, Esau and Jacob were born. In his 75th year
he and his brother Ishmael buried their father Abraham, who died at
Mamre, in the cave of Machpelah, beside Isaac’s mother, Sarah. He lived
in tents, and mostly in the south-country (Negeb), where several places are
mentioned as his residence for a time. When his father died he was at Beerlahairoi, from which the famine drove him to Gerar, where Abimelech put
him in fear of losing his wife, when he practiced the same deception that
his father did in the same place a few years before. The Philistines envied
his prosperity, and jealous of his increasing power (and disliking his
religion?), tried to drive him out by filling up his wells; but he dug new
ones. One of those which he was permitted to use in peace, quite a distance
from Gerar, he named Rehoboth (“room”, i.e., room enough at last). The
promise to Abraham was repeated to Isaac at Beersheba, where he sunk a
well as a memorial, and built an altar. The well remains, but the altar has
disappeared. He made peace with Abimelech there also, and dug another
well as a memorial (well of the oath). His first great grief was the undutiful
conduct of his son Esau in marrying two young Canaanite women. His
eyesight failed many years before his death; but he lived to enjoy the return
to him at Hebron of Jacob, with his large family and great wealth in flocks
and herds. He died at the age of 180, and was buried beside his father, in
the cave of Machpelah, by his sons Esau and Jacob. His character is very
severely criticized, especially for the denial of his wife at Gerar, and so
exposing her to danger; and in allowing Jacob to enjoy the fruit of his
deception. He was a gentle and dutiful son, and a faithful and constant
husband of one wife.
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Isaiah (“Jah is helper”)
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS.>

Iscah (“she looks forth”)
Niece of Abraham, daughter of Haran, and sister of Milcah and Lot. A
Jewish tradition identifies her with Sarah. Abraham said she was the
daughter of his father, but not of his mother (<012012>Genesis 20:12). She might
have been a grandchild, or any degree of descent (see <See DAUGHTER>).

Ishbah (“praising”)
In the line of Judah, father of Eshtemoa (<130417>1 Chronicles 4:17).

Ishbak (“leaving”)
Son of Abraham and Keturah (<012502>Genesis 25:2), progenitor of a tribe in
North Arabia, called Sabak or Sibak, an extensive and fertile tract in Nejed,
inhabited by the Beni Temeem. Shobek is the name of a ruined castle on a
hill 12 miles north of Petra, which was a stronghold of the Crusaders, and
called by them Huns Regalis

Ishbibenob (“his seat at Nob”)
Son of Rapha, a Philistine giant, killed by Abrahal (<102116>2 Samuel 21:16).

Ishbosheth (“of shame”)
Youngest of Saul’s 4 sons, and his legal successor. His name was originally
Esh’baal. He was 40 years old when he began to reign, and reigned two
years at Hahanaim, while Abner was contending with David’s generals
(<100310>2 Samuel 3:10). He fell a victim to revenge for some crime of his
father, but David punished the murderers.

Ishi (1) (“saving”)
1. A descendant of Judah, son of Appaim (<130231>1 Chronicles 2:31).
2. Son of Zoheth (<130420>1 Chronicles 4:20).
3. Head of a family of Simeon (<130442>1 Chronicles 4:42).
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4. A chief of Manasseh east of Jordan River (<130524>1 Chronicles 5:24).

Ishi (2) (“my husband”), (<280216>Hosea 2:16).
Symbolical name.

Ishiah (“whom Jah lends”)
The last one of Izrahiah’s five sons, a chief in David’s time (<130703>1
Chronicles 7:3).

Ishijah
<See ISHIAH>. One of the sons of Harim (<151031>Ezra 10:31).

Ishma (“waste”)
A descendant of Etam (<130403>1 Chronicles 4:3), in the line of Judah.

Ishmael (“whom God hears”)
Son of Abraham and Hagar (<011615>Genesis 16:15,16). First-born of the
patriarch. Born at Mamre, but was sent into the wilderness south of
Beersheba, Paran, when he was 16 years old. He had a wife from Egypt
(<012121>Genesis 21:21), who was mother of his 12 sons, besides a daughter.
Esau married his daughter. His sons were Nebajoth, Kedar, Abdeel,
Mibsam, Mishma, Dumah, Massa, Hadar, Tema, Jetur, Naphish, and
Kedema. The Arabic historians divide the Arabs into two races:
1. Pure Arabs, descendants of Joktan; and
2. Mixed Arabs, descendants of Ishmael. Like the sons of Isaac his brother,
or rather Jacob, Ishmael’s sons were founders of tribes, some of which are
known in history by their names; and “they dwelt from Havilah unto Shur
that is before Egypt” (<012518>Genesis 25:18). Their language is spoken all over
Arabia, with very few exceptions, and is the same in all rules and idioms
now as in most ancient times; and the poetical, or rhyming, and the current
language, are one and the same, with a different arrangement of words
only. The prophesy, “He shall be a wild donkey of a man, his hand against
every man, and every man’s hand against him,” is now and ever has been
true; and also the other saving Ishmael “shall dwell in the presence of all his
brethren,” for they have always been free. The desert is called in Arabic,
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Bedu, and the genuine Arab calls himself Bedawi (desert-man), Bedouin
(“desert-men”). 4,000 years have not changed their disposition, manners,
habits, occupation, government, or dress.

Ishmaiah (“Jah hears”)
Son of Obadiah (<132719>1 Chronicles 27:19).

Ishmeelite (<130217>1 Chronicles 2:17),
and Ishmelites (<013725>Genesis 37:25,27,28). Descendants of Ishmael.

Ishmerai (“Jehovah keeps”)
A Benjamite (<130818>1 Chronicles 8:18).

Ishod (“man of glory”)
Son of Hammoleketh (<130718>1 Chronicles 7:18).

Ishpan (“bald”)
A Benjamite (<130822>1 Chronicles 8:22).

Ishtob (<101006>2 Samuel 10:6,8).
A small kingdom on the east of Jordan River, in Aram.

Ishuah (“even”)
Son of Asher (<014617>Genesis 46:17).

Ishuai (ISHUAH.)
Son of Asher (<130730>1 Chronicles 7:30).

Ishui (ISHUAI.)
Son of Saul (<091449>1 Samuel 14:49), by Ahinoaln.
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Isle (Hebrew: iyim; Greek: hesiod, nesos, “a habitable place”)
Dry land (<234215>Isaiah 42:15); islands, coasts of the sea, or land in the sea,
which were far away, and to be reached by crossing the sea (<197210>Psalm
72:10).

Ishmachiah (“Jah upholds”)
An overseer of offerings under King Hezekiah (2 Chr 31:13).

Ishmaiah
or <See ISMAIAH> A chief (<131204>1 Chronicles 12:4).

Ispah
<See ISHPAN>. A Benjamite chief (<130816>1 Chronicles 8:16).

Israel (“soldier of God”)
1. The name given to Jacob at the time he wrestled with the angel at Peniel.
2. It was also used as the name of the Hebrew nation.
3. The north kingdom, not including Judah.

Israel, Kingdom of
The ten tribes which were divided to Jeroboam by the prophet Ahijah of
Shiloh (<111131>1 Kings 11:31,35), leaving Judah alone to the house of David;
Benjamin, Simeon, and Dan joining Judah afterward. <See SHECHEM>
was the first capital (<111225>1 Kings 12:25); <See TIRZAH> the second (<111417>1
Kings 14:17); and <See SAMARIA> the third. Jezreel was occasionally a
royal residence. The holy cities were Dan (Paneas) and Bethel. The
population was at one time over 3 million, if the number in the armies is
correct as given in <141303>2 Chronicles 13:3. The area of the whole country, in
the time of Solomon, occupied by the twelve tribes, was 12,810 square
miles, of which 9,375 belonged to Israel and 3,435 to Judah. New
Hampshire has about 9,000 square miles Ephraim and Judah had always
been rivals, and were nearly matched in numbers from the first, and the two
largest of the twelve. For three, or, perhaps, nearly four centuries, the ark
was in the territory of Ephraim, at Shiloh, until the time of Eli. But when
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the theocracy was superseded by the kingdom, Saul, the king, was a
Benjamite, and Solomon, the son of David, of Judah; but Jeroboam, the
leader of the revolt, was an Ephraimite, and, before Solomen’s death was
accused of treason, and fled to Egypt. The burdensome taxes of Solomen’s
reign probably hastened, if it did not cause the revolt of the ten tribes; and
the death of Solomon was the notice for Jeroboam’s return, and the
establishment of the new kingdom of Israel, B.C. 975. This was the most
important event, and the greatest misfortune, since Joshua crossed the
Jordan River. Some of the mistakes which were fatal were: The driving out
of the Levites from their possessions, for they carried with them their
sacred character and powerful support of the king; the alliance with the
kings of Egypt and Damascus; the marriage of Ahab with Jezebel, of
Phoenicia. The want of a system of union among the tribes composing the
kingdom, and the presence of a large number of slaves, were other
elements of weakness. The Philistines took some towns; Damascus took its
chances for plunder and revenge; Edom and Moab rescued themselves; and
Assyria, after many visits to the once rich and prosperous country, finally
carried away the gleanings of so many years of religious decline, moral
debasement, national degradation, anarchy, bloodshed, and deportation.

Israelite
Descendant of ISRAEL. <See HEBREW>. <See JEW> (<101725>2 Samuel
17:25).

Issachar (“hire”), (<013017>Genesis 30:17), (Hebrew: Isascar).
1. Ninth son of Jacob and fifth son of Leah. He is not mentioned again as a
person — his name only, as the name of a tribe. In the order of march in
the desert, Issachar’s place was on the east of the tabernacle, with Judah
and Zebulon. Only the tribes of Judah and Dan outnumbered them at the
passage of the Jordan River, Issachar having 64,300 fighting men. (For
location, see the map of the Twelve Tribes). Its location and boundaries
are recorded in <061917>Joshua 19:17-23. Its land was and is now the richest in
Palestine. Esdraelon, the plain (called Jezreel, the seed-plot of God, on
account of its rich soil), Mount Tabor, and Gilboa were in its border, and
the river Kishon ran through it. Jacob blessed Issachar in the image of “a
strongboned he-ass, couching down between two hedgerows,” which is a
picture of contented ease and quiet. When David took the census, near the
close of his reign, Issachar had 87,000, of whom 36,000 were mercenary
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“bands.” Shalmaneser carried the tribe captive to Assyria. It was not
known as a tribe after the return. We are left to suppose that the tribe fell
into idolatry, because there is nothing recorded in favor of its religious
history.
2. The seventh son of Obed Edom (<132605>1 Chronicles 26:5).

Isshiah (“Jah lends”)
<See ISHIAH> <See JESIAH>.

1. Descendant of Moses (<132421>1 Chronicles 24:21).
2. A Levite (24:25). <See JESIAH> 2.

Issue, Running
The law for males is in <031501>Leviticus 15:1-15; that for females in
<031519>
Leviticus 15:19-31. It is supposed that the disease intended in men
(gonorrhoea) arose from over-use or impure connection; and that in
woman, the natural monthly purification of nature.

Isuah
<See ISHUAH> Son of Asher (<130730>1 Chronicles 7:30). <See ISUI>

(<014617>Genesis 46:17)

Italian (“from Italy”), (<441001>Acts 10:1).
Italy
In the time of Paul the whole peninsula south of the Alps was included
under this name (<441001>Acts 10:1). The <See ITALIAN BAND> were soldiers
recruited in Italy. Rome was the capital of the Roman Empire. The church
was planted in Italy very early, since the Epistle to the Romans was written
only about 25 years after the crucifixion, when a large number of Jews
must have been there. From that day to this it has been the seat of civil and
religious power, with many fortunes of revolution and persecution, the
church always profiting, in all ages, so far as increasing in influence and
power.
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Itch (heres).
A disease inflicted on the Israelites as a punishment (<052827>Deuteronomy
28:27). <See MEDICINE>.

Ithai (Ittai).
Son of Ribai (<131131>1 Chronicles 11:31).

Ithamar
Youngest son of Aaron (<020623>Exodus 6:23). After the death of Nadab and
Abihu, he and Eleazar were appointed to their places in the priestly office
(<022801>Exodus 28:1). The high priesthood passed into Ithamar’s line by Eli.

Ithiel (“God with me”)
1. Son of Jesaiah (<161107>Nehemiah 11:7).
2. Ithiel and Ucal, to whom Agur delivered his lecture (<203101>Proverbs 31:1).

Ithmah (“orphanage”)
One of David’s guard (<131140>1 Chronicles 11:40).

Ithnan (“given”)
A town in the south of Judah (<061523>Joshua 15:23).

Ithra
<See JETHER>. An Israelite (<101725>2 Samuel 17:25). Father of <See
AMASA>.

Ithran
<See JETHER>.
1. Son of <See DISHON> (<013126>Genesis 31:26).
2. A descendant of Asher (<130737>1 Chronicles 7:37).
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Ithream (“residue of the people”)
Son of David (<100305>2 Samuel 3:5; <130303>1 Chronicles 3:3), born in Bethlehem.

Ithrite, the
Descendant of Jether. Two of David’s guard (<102338>2 Samuel 23:38) were
Ithrites.

Ittahkazin (“people of a judge”),
(<061913>Joshua 19:13). Boundary of Zebulon. Lost.

Ittai
the Gittite.
1. Native of Gath; a Philistine in David’s army, in the revolution of
Absalom; commander of the 600 who were with David in his wanderings.
He seems to have had equal command afterward with Joab and Abishai, at
Mahanaim (<101802>2 Samuel 18:2). Tradition says Ittai took the crown from
the head of the idol Mileom.
2. Son of Ribai, one of David’s guard. Ithai in 1 Chronicles 11.

Ituraea (“from Jetur, the son of Ishmael”)
(<012515>Genesis 25:15). Northeast of Palestine, along the base of Hermon
(<420301>Luke 3:1). Philip was “tetrarch of Ituraea and the region of
Trachonitis.” Now Jedur. It is table-land, with conical hills at intervals, well
watered, rich soil, and excellent pasture. The rock is basalt, and the houses
are built of it. Its ancient cities are deserted, but standing. Bedouins still
pitch their tents there.

Ivah (<121834>2 Kings 18:34).
Hit, on the Euphrates. Ahava of Ezra (<120815>2 Kings 8:15). The ancient city
was dedicated to Ira, the god of air. Shalmaneser brought people from it to
Samaria, who carried their gods with them, according to custom among all
ancient people.
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Ivory (shen, “a tooth”)
The tusks of the elephant are called teeth, and also horns (<262715>Ezekiel
27:15). Solomon made use of it (<194508>Psalm 45:8), and had a throne of ivory
(<110518>1 Kings 5:18), overlaid (inlaid) with gold. The tusk of the African
elephant sometimes weighs 120 pounds, and measures 10 feet long. There
are many beautiful relics of carved ivory that were found in the ruins of
Nineveh, and from Egypt, of figures on boxes, and various toilet ornaments
— works of art of a high order.

Ivy (“Hederah helix”)
A creeping plant, sacred to Bacchus (2 Macc. 6:7). It grows wild in
Palestine.

Izehar
<See IZHAR>. (<040319>Numbers 3:19).

Izeharites, the
The Izharites (<040327>Numbers 3:27).

Izhar (“anointed with oil”)
Son of Kohath (<020618>Exodus 6:18,21; <040319>Numbers 3:19).

Izharites
Descendants of Izhar (<132422>1 Chronicles 24:22).

Izrahiah (“Jah brings forth”)
Son of Uzzi (<130703>1 Chronicles 7:3).

Izrahite, the
Descendant of Zerahi (<132708>1 Chronicles 27:8).
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Izri
Descendant of Jezer. A Levite (<132511>1 Chronicles 25:11 — in <132503>1
Chronicles 25:3, <See ZERI>).
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J
J
There is no distinction in the Hebrew between J and I. The proper sound is
that of Y when placed before a vowel, as Jah, Yah; Jonah, Yonah.

Jaakan (“intelligent”)
The Israelites encamped around the wells of the tribe “of the sons” (Bene)
Jaakan (<051006>Deuteronomy 10:6). Tayibeh (Rob.).

Jaakobah (<130436>1 Chronicles 4:36). <See JACOB>. Simeonite chief.
Jaala (“wild goat”)
Sons of his were among the returned from captivity (<160758>Nehemiah 7:58).

Jaalah (<150266>Ezra 2:66). <See JAALA>.
Jeelin in Esdras.

Jaalam (“God hides”)
Son of Aholibamah, wife of Esau (<013605>Genesis 36:5), and a sheikh in Edom.
He was a phylarch (duke in Genesis).

Jaanai (“answers”)
Chief in Gad (<130512>1 Chronicles 5:12).

Jaare-Oregim (“Jair, the weaver?”)
The Targum says. “And David, the son of Jesse, weaver of the veils of the
house of the sanctuary, who was of Bethlehem, slew Goliath the Gittite.”
In <132005>1 Chronicles 20:5, the account is “Elhanan, the son of Jail slew
Lahmi, the brother of Goliath,” etc. <See JAIR>.
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Jaasau (“made by Jah”)
A son of Bani, who had to put away his Gentile wife (<151037>Ezra 10:37).

Jaasiel (“made by El”)
Judge in Benjamin in David’s time (<132721>1 Chronicles 27:21).

Jaazaniah (“Jah hears”), (Hebrew: yaazanyahu).
1. Captain under Johanan (<122503>2 Kings 25:3). Son of Hoshaiah
(<244201>Jeremiah 42:1), the Maachathite (<244008>Jeremiah 40:8).
2. Son of Shaphan (<260811>Ezekiel 8:11), leader of seventy elders, seen by
Ezekiel worshiping idols.
3. Son of Azur, a chief, subject of Ezekiel’s prophesy (<261101>Ezekiel 11:1).
4. A Rechabite (<243503>Jeremiah 35:3).

Jaazer (“Jah helps”)
Arnorite town, east of Jordan in Gilead (<043201>Numbers 32:1). Rebuilt by
Gad, and assigned to the Levites (Merarites, <040503>Numbers 5:35). Famous
for its vineyards (<231608>Isaiah 16:8,9). The land of Jazer; Seir, west of
Ammon, north of Heshbon.

Jaaziah (“Jah consoles”)
The third son of Merari, the Levite (<132426>1 Chronicles 24:26).

Jaaziel (“El consoles”)
Musician in David’s time (<131518>1 Chronicles 15:18). <See AZIEL>.

Jabal (“stream”)
Son of Lamech, “father” of dwellers in tents and graziers (<010420>Genesis
4:20).
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Jabbok (“flowing”)
River in Gilead, falling into the Jordan River about mid-way between the
Sea of Tiberias and the Dead Sea (<061202>Joshua 12:2). The border of the
Ammon was strong (<042124>Numbers 21:24), the river running in a defile,
deep, narrow and wild, fringed by willows, cane, and oleanders, evergreen
oak, pine and arbutus. Wady Zurkot. Some think it was the Hieromax,
Wady Yarmuk.

Jabesh (“dry”)
1. Father of Shallum, 15th king of Israel (<121510>2 Kings 15:10).
2. Short form of

Jabesh Gilead
Jabeth, in Gilead, the largest city in the half-tribe of Manasseh, 6 miles
from Pella, now called Ed Deir, on Wady Yabis. It did not send its
contingent against Benjamin (<072108>Judges 21:8), and was punished by the
destruction of all its people but 400 young women, who were given to the
Benjamites for wives. Nahash attacked it, (1 Samuel 11), but Saul came to
the rescue. When the bodies of Saul and his sons hung on the walls of
Bethshan, the valiant men of Jabesh Gilead made a raid at night and carried
them off, and buried them honorably (<093111>1 Samuel 31:11-13).

Jabez (“causes sorrow”)
1. Town in Judah, where the Kenite scribes resided (<130255>1 Chronicles 2:55).
2. In the minute genealogy of Judah (<130409>1 Chronicles 4:9,10) Jabez was
more honorable than his brethren, who are not recorded.

Jabin (“intelligent”)
1. King of north Canaan, at Hazor, who headed a most powerful army
against Joshua (<061101>Joshua 11:1-4), and was surprised and defeated near the
waters of Merom (<061107>Joshua 11:7). Joshua afterward burned Jabin’s city.
2. King of Hazor, in the time of the Judges, who lived in the same city of
Hazor (rebuilt), raised an army against Israel, and was defeated, etc. Some
have thought that the two accounts were of one event, or of two victories
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over one Jabin: one by Joshua and another by Barak, but it is more
probable that there were two kings of that name, as recorded, and there
were 150 years between the two kings.

Jabneel (“El builds”)
1. In Judah, near the sea, north (<061511>Joshua 15:11), held at one time by the
Philistines (<142606>2 Chronicles 26:6), who were driven out by Uzziah. Jamnia,
in 1 Macc. 4:15, and a strong place. Now called Yebna or Ibna, on a little
hill, near the Rubin river, 11 miles south of Joppa, where the Crusaders
built the castle of Ibelin, and a church, whose ruins are still visible.
2. In Naphtali. Lost. Josephus mentions Iamnith, in Upper Galilee.

Jabneh
<See JABNEEL>.

Jachan (1) (“afflicted”)
A chief in Gad (<130513>1 Chronicles 5:13).

Jachan (2) (“he will establish”)
Name of one of the pillars in the porch of Solomon’s temple (<110721>1 Kings
7:21).

Jachin
1. The fourth son of Simeon (Genesis 66:10). Jachinites (<042612>Numbers
26:12).
2. Head of the 21st course of priests (<130910>1 Chronicles 9:10); some of this
course returned from captivity (<161110>Nehemiah 11:10).

Jachinites
Family founded by Jachin.

Jacinth (Greek: yacinth).
1. A dark purple flower.
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2. <See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Jacob (“supplanter”)
Esau and Jacob were twins, sons of Rebekah, wife of Isaac, born B.C.
1836, at the well Lahai-roi. Jacob was the favorite of his mother, and was a
shepherd. He bought the birthright of his older brother Esau (at an unfair
price in his brother’s distress) and got the Patriarchal blessing from his
father by a stratagem, in which he was aided by his mother. This blessing
was material only, and did not include the spiritual promises. His quiet life
ended when, at the age of 78 he was obliged to leave home, and was sent
to Padan-Aram to find a wife among his mother’s relatives. On the way
there he had the dream of the ladder reaching from earth to heaven, at
Bethel. Isaac had repeated his blessing when he left home, with the
addition of the spiritual promises made to Abraham, and they were
confirmed in the dream at Bethel. (Jacob seems to have thought only of “a
local God who lived at Bethel”, with whom he was disposed to make a
bargain for service on conditions). The beautiful incident of the meeting of
Jacob with Rachel at the well exhibits the pure and simple habits of the
time, and the courtesy and kindness so native to those who follow the
shepherd’s life. Laban drove a very hard and shrewd bargain with Jacob,
compelling him to serve 14 years for Rachel and marry Leah besides, but
this was repaid by Jacob in his sharp practice in making himself rich in
“much cattle, by skillful management”. At the age of nearly 100 he
returned to Canaan, and on the way his name was changed from Jacob to
Israel (“God’s soldier”) at Peniel, where he met his brother Esau, who was
then a kind of Bedouin wanderer, such as now roam over the same district,
although Esau appeared to be much the better man of the two.
The images (“gods”) that Rachel stole from her father’s house, were small
figures of certain designs, (<See TERAPHIM>), such as are often found
buried among the ruins in Palestine, and were used in pagan worship. The
value put on them by Laban shows how little real knowledge he had of the
true God. Jacob stayed awhile at Shechem, where he buried under a sacred
tree the stolen images; and also at Bethel where he built an altar. While on
the way to Hebron, where his father was, his son Benjamin was born, and
the mother, Rachel, died and was buried near Bethlehem, where a tomb
preserves her memory to this day.
Esau and Jacob met again at Hebron, when they buried their father Isaac.
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Soon after this Joseph was sold into Egypt.
Jacob was living at Hebron with his eleven sons, when a famine brought
about the migration to Egypt (see <See JOSEPH>), where he was assigned
a home in the pasture land of Goshen, by the Pharaoh, and where he died,
aged 130 (147). His body was borne to the cave of Machpelah, and laid in
the tomb with those of Abraham, Sarah and Isaac. The blessing that Jacob
gave his sons was a proof that his faith in God’s promise was strong —
had increased — and that his idea of the true God had become clearer and
more elevated. It is full of fine thoughts, poetic language, and abounds in
the most beautiful images.

Jacob’s Well
It is in a low spur of Mount Gerizim, at the mouth of the valley of
Shechem. “Formerly there was a square hole opening into a carefully built
vaulted chamber, 10 feet square, in the floor of which was the true mouth
of the well. Now a part of the vault has fallen in, and completely covered
up the mouth, so that it looks like a shallow pit.” The well is 9 feet
diameter, circular, cut through limestone rock nearly 100 feet deep. It
sometimes has water in it but is often quite dry. There was a small church
over it in the 4th century, and to the southwest there are a few shapeless
ruins still left.

Jada (“skillful”)
Son of Onam by Atarah (<130228>1 Chronicles 2:28).

Jadau
<See IDDO> A son of Nebo, who married a Gentile (<151043>Ezra 10:43).

Jaddua (“known”)
1. A layman, who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (<161021>Nehemiah
10:21).
2. Son(?) and successor of Jonathan, high priest, the last whose name is
recorded in the Old Testament. Josephus relates of him a ceremonious
reception of Alexander (Antiquities xi. 8, sec. 7).
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Jadon (“judge”)
1. The Meronothite who assisted in repairing the wall of Jerusalem
(<160307>Nehemiah 3:7).
2. A man of God, from Judah, who withstood Jeroboam at Bethel, as said
by Josephus, in error for Iddo (<140929>2 Chronicles 9:29).

Jael (“climber, Ibex”)
1. Wife of Heber (of the family of Hobab), the Kenite, a sheikh of a
Bedouin tribe, who had pitched his tent under an oak, called on that
account “oak of the wanderers” (plain of Zaanaim in <070411>Judges 4:11), near
Kedesh-Naphtali (<See HEBER>, <See ELON>). When his army was
routed, Sisera fled in another direction, away from the flying host, and
sought safety in the woman’s private tent, where he would have been safe,
under Jael’s cloak, if the woman herself had not betrayed him, which she
did do, killing him with one of the tent-pins. God’s judgment on Sisera was
celebrated in the song of Deborah, but not Jael’s treacherous and violent
method.
2. A Judge of Israel (<070506>Judges 5:6).

Jagur (“lodging-place”)
Town in the south of Judah (<061521>Joshua 15:21). <See KIANAH>.

Jah (“Yah”)
1. The shorter form of Jehovah. Used in forming such names as Eli-jah Isajah, Jerem-jah (Jeremiah). <See GOD> (German: [^Gott). The Hebrew
names are:
1. El, “might”, as El-Shaddai, “God almighty” (Genesis 14); El-’Elohiym
“God mightier than all gods, God of gods”; El-beth-El, “the place of the
mighty God”; also in compounds, as areze-El, “the cedars of God”, that is
tall and strong; and peculiarly in poetry.
2. Eloah “strong”; ’Elohiym the plural. Eloah is used only in poetry, and
’Elohiym in both poetry and prose.
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The plural is used in Hebrew to enlarge and intensify the idea expressed by
the singular. ’Elohiym is not “the gods”, but is the strongest of all strong
beings, the fullness of divine perfections, the sum of all the powers of all
imaginable gods. There is nothing in this name either for against the idea of
a trinity. That belongs to the New Testament age. The unity of God was
guarded with the utmost jealousy against idolatrous polytheists
(<050604>Deuteronomy 6:4; 32:39; <234406>Isaiah 44:6). The word was often used
for the pagan gods and other ideas of divinity (<190806>Psalm 8:6; 97:7), as
angels; and also to the rulers and judges of Israel (<022209>Exodus 22:9,28), and
God (’Elohiym) is said to judge among the rulers (’Elohiym in <198201>Psalm
82:1). All true sons of Israel were called sons of God (’Elohiym, <431035>John
10:35). The Cainites claimed to be “sons of God” in distinction from the
Sethites, who took the more humble name of “sons of Adam,” or “sons of
the Man” (<010604>Genesis 6:4). The peculiar name of God in relation to the
covenant, is
3. Jehovah; but in reading the Scriptures the Jews always pronounced the
word Adonai which is “Lord”. The vowel points now in use were not
invented for centuries after the Hebrew ceased to be a living language, so
that the true pronunciation of the name Jehovah was lost, and the word
was written YHWH and pronounced Adonai or Elohim. The vowel points
of Adonai (aDoNai) were placed in Jehovah (JaHoVaH), but this is not
found in the old copies, and not older than about 1500 A.D. Diodorus
Sicnlus gives the Greek <See IAO> for the Hebrew YHWH. The meaning of
Jehovah is “underived existence”, HE IS, or I AM BECAUSE I AM, the God
of Abraham, of grace, and truth, and love; self-existence, eternity.
’Elohiym is God “in nature”, Jehovah is God “in grace”. (The temple of
Isis, at Sais, had this inscription: “I am all that has been, that is, and that
will be,” meaning Isis, the universal mother.) The word Jehovah is
supposed to mean <See YAHU> “joy”; <See VAH> “pain — the God of
good and evil. <See HISTORY> page 14. In Greek, the word is:
4. Theos, any deity, idol, or the true God (<400123>Matthew 1:23), and Satan
(god of this world).
5. Kurios Lord in <400120>Matthew 1:20; and in the Septuagint as the
translation of Jehovah; also of a man, a lord.
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Jahath (“union”)
1. Son of Libni (<130620>1 Chronicles 6:20). Ancestor of Asaph.
2. Head of a family in the line of Gershom (<132310>1 Chronicles 23:10).
3. In the line of Judah (<130402>1 Chronicles 4:2).
4. A Levite, son of Shelomoth (<132402>1 Chronicles 24:2).
5. Merarite Levite in Josiah’s time (1 Chronicles 34:12); an overseer of
repairs in the temple.

Jahaz
<See JAHAZA> (<061318>Joshua 13:18). <See JAHAZAH>. <See JAHZAH>

(<042123>Numbers 21:23). A place where the battle was fought between the
Israelites and Sihon, king of the Amorites. Jeremiah mentions it
(<244821>Jeremiah 48:21) as in Moab. Not yet identified.

Jahaziah (“seen by Jah”)
Son of Tikvah, and assistant to Ezra (<151015>Ezra 10:15). Ezechias in Esdras.

Jahaziel (“seen by El”, that is, “made strong”)
1. Deserted Saul for David at Ziklag (<131204>1 Chronicles 12:4).
2. Priest in David’s time, who blew the trumpet at ceremonials (<131606>1
Chronicles 16:6).
3. The third son of Hebron, a Levite. The family is mentioned in David’s
time (<132319>1 Chronicles 23:19).
4. Levite of the sons of Asaph who prophesied the destruction of the army
that was coming to attack Jerusalem (<142014>2 Chronicles 20:14).
5. A son of Jehaziel returned from captivity as chief of the Bene-Shecariah
(<150805>Ezra 8:5). Zattu (for Shecariah) in 1 Esdras 8:32 (Bene Zathoe). <See
JEZELUS>

Jahdai (“led by Jah”)
In Caleb’s line, father of 6 sons (<130247>1 Chronicles 2:47)
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Jahdiel (“made joyful by El”)
Chief in Manasseh, east of the Jordan River (<130524>1 Chronicles 5:24).

Jahdo (“united”),
Son of Buz, a Gadite (<130514>1 Chronicles 5:14).

Jahleel (“hope in El”)
The third son of Zebulon (<014614>Genesis 46:14). <See JAHLEELITES>
(<042626>Numbers 26:26).

Jahmai (“Jah guards”)
Chief in the house of Tola, Issachar (l Chronicles 7:2).

Jahzah (“threshing-floor”)
<See JAHAZ> (<130678>1 Chronicles 6:78).

Jahzeel (“El divides”)
1st son of Naphtali (<014624>Genesis 46:24). Jahzeelites (<042648>Numbers 26:48).
Jahziel in <130713>1 Chronicles 7:13. <See JAHZEEL>.

Jahzerah (“led back by Jah”)
Priest of the family of Immer (<130912>1 Chronicles 9:12).

Jair (“splendid”)
1. Descended from both Judah and Manasseh. Leader in the conquest of
Bashan, B.C. 1451. <See HAVOTH-JAIR>.
2. 8th judge of Israel, B.C. 1210, a Gileadite. Buried in Camon.
3. <102119>2 Samuel 21:19.
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Jairite, Ira the (<102026>2 Samuel 20:26). (Pasha?)
Jairus (Greek for the Hebrew: Jair).
Ruler in a synagogue in Galilee, whose daughter Jesus restored to life and
health (<420814>Luke 8:14).

Jaken
<See JAAKAN>. Akan.

Jakeh (“pious”)
Father of Agur (<203001>Proverbs 30:1). Supposed by some to be a name for
David, father of Solomon, but without evidence.

Jakim (“lifted by Jah”)
1. Chief of the 12th course of priests in David’s reign (<132412>1 Chronicles
24:12). <See JACHIN>?
2. One of the Bene Shimhi (<130819>1 Chronicles 8:19).

Jalon (“abiding”)
A son of Ezra, in the line of Judah (<130417>1 Chronicles 4:17).

Jambri
children of (i.e. some of the tribe) attacked the Maccabees, and suffered
reprisals (1 Macc. 9:36). Amorites?

James
Three persons are mentioned by this name in the New Testament. The
original form of the name in Hebrew is Jacob, and is so called now by the
church in the East; Jacob (Mar Yacoob). The name has passed through
several changes, through many languages. It was in Greek: Iakobos; Latin:
Jacobus; Italian: Iacomo, or Giacomo, and Jacopo; Spanish: Iago (Diego),
and Xayme, or Jayme (pronounced: hayme); French: Jacques, and [^Jame,
which is in English: James. (See Robertson’s Becket, p. 139). The modern
derivatives are framed on the original form, as Jacobin, and Jacobite.
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1. <See JAMES, THE SON OF ZEBEDEE>. He first appears as a fisherman,
A.D. 27, when he, with his brother John, was called by Jesus to be his
disciple (<410120>Mark 1:20). His father owned a boat (ship) and employed
help. On another occasion he, his brother John, with Simon and Andrew,
were directed by Jesus, and caught a very large number of fish at one haul,
which was explained by the Great Teacher to mean that they all should
become successful fishers of men. James was numbered with the 12,
among the first 4. He was always selected for any special duty. He was
present at the raising of Jairus’ daughter (<410129>Mark 1:29); one of the three
on the Mount of Transfiguration (<401801>Matthew 18:1); one of the 4 who
heard the sermon on the last days (<411303>Mark 13:3); and one of 3 in
Gethsemane (<402637>Matthew 26:37). He joined his brother John in the request
that fire should be called down on the Samaritans (<420954>Luke 9:54); and in
the ambitious request, with their mother, to sit nearest to Christ in his
kingdom (<402020>Matthew 20:20). These requests were refused with
indignation by Jesus, and they were named Boanerges (<410217>Mark 2:17).
They were at the Feast of Pentecost. He was a man of very resolute
purpose and determined action, and was given a high position among the
apostles (<441202>Acts 12:2); and he is the only one of the 12 whose death is
recorded, which took place about 10 years after the crucifixion.
2. <See JAMES THE LORD’S BROTHER>. The children of Joseph and Mary
were Jesus, James, Joses, Jude (Judas), Simon, and three daughters whose
names are not given (<401355>Matthew 13:55,56; <480119>Galatians 1:19; 2:9,12).
His brethren did not believe in Jesus as the Christ at the first (<430705>John 7:5),
and some of them not until a few days before the Day of Pentecost (<461507>1
Corinthians 15:7). James occupied a prominent position among the
apostles, and was surnamed “the Just.” James and Peter seem to have been
in authority on equal terms when Paul was admitted to the fellowship of
the apostles on the word of Barnabas (<440927>Acts 9:27; <480118>Galatians 1:18),
and after that time he acts as the president of the council in Jerusalem
(<441217>Acts 12:17; 15:13), whose decrees he delivered formally, a position
recognized and recorded by Paul (<480209>Galatians 2:9), and honored by a
formal visit of ceremony in the presence of all the presbyters (<442118>Acts
21:18). He is believed to have been appointed Bishop of Jerusalem by
Jesus in a vision, as is reported by Epiphanius and others of the early
historians of the Church, only that Eusebius says the appointment was by
the apostles. Hegesippus, a Jewish disciple in the 2nd century, gives the
most minute and interesting account, in which he is described as the
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brother of Jesus, holy from the womb, drinking neither wine nor spirits, nor
eating animal food, and wearing both his hair and whiskers without shaving
(but with trimming), and he avoided the use of perfumes and ceremonious
bathing, and wore only linen clothes. He was a very constant attendant on
the services in the temple, and prayed “on his knees” for the salvation of
the people, so that he was looked upon as the “bulwark of the church,” and
it is said that “all who became believers believed through James.” This
same authority relates that he was thrown from the gable of the temple to
the ground, and then stoned to death, shortly before the siege of Jerusalem.
See the <See HISTORY> for the <See EPISTLE OF JAMES>.
3. <See JAMES THE SON OF ALPHAEUS> (Clopas), and Mary (<431925>John
19:25), one of the apostles (<401003>Matthew 10:3; <410318>Mark 3:18, etc.),
(<402756>Matthew 27:56; <411540>Mark 15:40), and is also called James the Less. He
had a brother named Joses, and a sister Salome. The occurrence of the
same name in the mother and children of two families does not argue a
relation, rather the contrary, and it is not likely that these were relatives of
Jesus.

Jamin (“right hand”)
1. Son of Simeon, founder of the Jaminites (<014610>Genesis 46:10).
2. Son of Ram of Hezron in Judah (<130227>1 Chronicles 2:27).
3. Reader under Ezra (<160807>Nehemiah 8:7).

Jamlech (“Jah makes the king”)
Chief in Simeon in the time of Hezekiah (<130434>1 Chronicles 4:34,41).

Jamnia
for <See JABNEEL> in the Apocrypha.

Jangling (Greek: mataiologia).
Babbling, idle talk. “Jangling is whan a man spekith to moche biforn folk,
and clappith as a mille, and taketh no keep what he saith.” (Chaucer,
Parson’s Tale).
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Janna
Father of Melechi in the line of Jesus. <See JOHN>?

Jannes and Jambres
The two Egyptian magicians who imitated Moses. Their names were given
only by Paul (<550303>2 Timothy 3:3,9). The origin of the names is obscure.
Jannes may be Greek for the Egyptian <See AAN> (Ian), two kings having
that name (meaning “valley”), one of which lived before Joseph. It is
supposed that Paul found the names in some history (or tradition), now
lost.

Janoah (“quiet”)
In Naphtali, taken by Tiglath-Pileser (<121529>2 Kings 15:29). Janohah in
Eusebius and Jerome.

Janohah (“into rest”)
On the north boundary of Egypt (12 miles east of Neapolis — Eusebius).
<See YANUN> is in that locality (Van de Velde, ii. 303), in a valley which
slopes toward the Jordan River, a small village among extensive ancient
ruins. Khirbet Yanun, northeast of Yanun, may be the more ancient (Rob.,
297).

Janum (“slumber”)
Judah in the mountains, near Hebron (<061553>Joshua 15:53). Janus.

Japheth (“extent”)
Second son of Noah (<011002>Genesis 10:2,6). <See YAPHAH> (fair) may be the
root-wood, in allusion to the light complexion of the people of the Japhetic
races who occupied the Isles of Greece (shores and islands), coasts of the
Great Sea, and Asia Minor, Asia and Europe.

Japhia (1) (“fair”)
Zebulon’s boundary ran from Daberath to Japhia, and Gath-hepher
(<061912>Joshua 19:12). <See YAFA> is two miles south of Nazareth. A tradition
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says Zebedee was born here, and therefore the Latins call it San Giacomo
(James).

Japhia (2) (“shining”)
1. King of Lachish (<061003>Joshua 10:3).
2. Son of David, born in Jerusalem. Nephia in the Peshito. <See DAVID>.

Japhlet
In the line of Asher, through Beriah (<130732>1 Chronicles 7:32).

Japhleti
Boundary of the Japhletite on the south of Ephraim (<061603>Joshua 16:3).
Probably an ancient Canaanite tribe.

Japho (“beauty”)
<See JOPPA>. (<061946>Joshua 19:46).

Jarah (“honey”)
Son of Micah (<130942>1 Chronicles 9:42). Jehoadah in <130836>1 Chronicles 8:36.

Jareb (“hostile”)
A king of Assyria (<280513>Hosea 5:13; 10:6). The title of “avenger” (yareb),
was assumed by him, as “defender of the faith” was by Henry VIII.

Jared (“low ground”)
A patriarch, son of Mahalaleel, father of Enoch (<010515>Genesis 5:15).

Jaresiah (“Jah nourishes”)
Chief in Benjamin (<130827>1 Chronicles 8:27).

Jarha
Egyptian servant of Sheshan, husband of his daughter Ahlai (<130234>1
Chronicles 2:34).
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Jarib (“adhering”)
1. Jachin in Genesis 46; Exodus 6; Numbers 26.
2. Chief with Ezra (<150816>Ezra 8:16).
3. A priest, son of Jozadak (<151018>Ezra 10:18).
4. Joarib.

Jarmuth (“hill”)
1. In the Shefelah near Socoh (<061535>Joshua 15:35). Its king, Piram, was
routed (with the 5 kings) at Beth-horon by Joshua (<061003>Joshua 10:3,25).
Yarmuth, about 9 miles northeast of Beit Jibrin.
2. City in Issa. (<061917>Joshua 19:17). Remeth in <061921>Joshua 19:21, and in <130673>1
Chronicles 6:73, Ramoth.

Jaroah (“moon”)
Chief in Gad (<130514>1 Chronicles 5:14).

Jashen (“sleeping”)
Sons of Jashen were in David’s guard (<102332>2 Samuel 23:32). Sons of
Hashem in <131134>1 Chronicles 11:34.

Jasher, the Book of (“book of the upright”)
A book of heroic poetry and history mentioned in two places in the Old
Testament (<061013>Joshua 10:13, and <100118>2 Samuel 1:18), and probably a book
of songs and eulogies of distinguished men in Israel. The Vulgate has “the
book of the just one;” the Septuagint, “the book of the upright one;” the
Syriac, “the book of praises,” or “psalms.” There is an English forgery of
1751 (Bristol, 1829). The original was probably published first in the time
of Joshua, and again in David’s reign with additions. A scheme was started
for gathering the supposed fragments of this work from the various books
of the Old Testament The supposed plan of the work is that it was written
to supply a popular demand in Solomon’s time, and its object was to show
that God made man upright, but carnal wisdom led him away from the law
(spiritual wisdom), when the Hebrews were chosen to keep the law; David
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was made (perpetual) king for his religious integrity. The compiler named
is the prophet Nathan, and it contained the pith, or marrow of the religious
system of the Hebrews. This is only a conjecture.

Jashobeam (“return”)
Son of Zabdiel (<132702>1 Chronicles 27:2), a Korhite (<131206>1 Chronicles 12:6),
or a Hachmonite (<131111>1 Chronicles 11:11). He slew 800 at one time (<102308>2
Samuel 23:8). Chief in David’s guard, over the 1st monthly course of
24,000 men.

Jashub (“who returns”)
1. The third son of Issachar (<130701>1 Chronicles 7:1). Job in Genesis 46.
2. son of Bani (<151029>Ezra 10:29).

Jashubi-Lehem (“returns to bread”)
Son of Judah by Bathshua (<130422>1 Chronicles 4:22). It may also be the name
of a place — Chozeba, Chezib, or Achzib. The Targum (or Chronicles)
says Chozeba is Elimelech: Joash and Saraph are Mahlon and Chilion, who
had the dominion in Moab from marrying the two girls; Jashubi-Lehem is
Noomi and Ruth who returned (jashub, “return”) to Beth-lehem (lehem,
“bread”), after the famine. A poem derived from the book of Ruth.

Jashubites
Family of Jashub (<042624>Numbers 26:24).

Jasiel (“made by El”)
One of David’s guard (<131147>1 Chronicles 11:47). A Mesobaite.

Jason
Greek form of the name Jesus; Hebrew, Joshua.
1. Son of Eleazer, sent by Judas Maccabaeus to treat with the Romans,
B.C. 161 (1 Macc. 8:17).
2. Father of Antipater, an envoy to Rome (1 Macc. 12:16), perhaps the
same as No. 1.
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3. Of Cyrene a Jewish author of “Five Books of the “War of Jewish
Liberation,” from which the 2nd book of Maccabees was compiled. (<See
MACCABEES> in the <See HISTORY>).
4. Jason the high priest, 2nd son of Simon 2, and brother of Onias 3. He
got his office by fraud, and attempted to Hellenize the Jews by building a
gymnasium on the Greek model in Jerusalem, which even the priests
attended to the neglect of their duties (2 Macc. 4:9), and by sending a
deputation to the games in honor of Hercules at Tyre. Menelaus supplanted
him by fraud and a bribe.
5. The Thessalonian who entertained Paul and Silas, for which the Jewish
mob attacked him (<441705>Acts 17:5). He was a companion of Paul
(<451621>Romans 16:21). SECUNDUS? (<442004>Acts 20:4).

Jasper (Yashefeh). PRECIOUS STONES.
Jathniel (“whom El gives”)
Door-keeper in the temple (<132602>1 Chronicles 26:2). Of the family of
Meshelemiah.

Jattir (“eminent”)
Judah in the mountains (<061548>Joshua 15:48). David sent a part of the spoils
of Ziklag to this place (<093027>1 Samuel 30:27). 12 miles south of Hebron is
Attir, in ruins, on a hill.

Javan
1. The fourth son of Japheth, father (settler) of Elisha, Tarshish, Kittim,
and Dodanim. The Hebrew name of Greece. In the Cuneatic it is Yanun.
Homer says that early settlers of Greece were Iaonas (Iliad xiii. 685).
2. The Javan of <262719>Ezekiel 27:19 is an error for <See UZAL> in Arabia
(Yemen).

Jazer
<See JAAZER>.
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Jaziz (“shining”)
A Hagarite shepherd in David’s employ (<132731>1 Chronicles 27:31). Perhaps
stationed in the country of his ancestors, east of Jordan River (<132719>1
Chronicles 27:19-22).

Jearim, Mount
Chesalon (Keslu), is on a steep ridge, between Wady Ghurab and Wady
Ismail, 7 miles west of Jerusalem.

Jeaterai (“following one”)
Son of Zerah, a Levite (<130621>1 Chronicles 6:21). Ethni?

Jeberechiah (“Jah blesses”)
Father of Zechariah, in Ahaz’s time (<230802>Isaiah 8:2). Berechia?

Jebus (“trodden down”)
<See JERUSALEM>. <See JEBUSI>.

Jebusite
Third son of Canaan (<011016>Genesis 10:16). First mentioned in the account of
the spies (<041329>Numbers 13:29). Jabin’s army contained men from the
Arnorites, Hittites, Perizzites and Jebusites (<061103>Joshua 11:3). The king was
killed at Bethhoron (<061001>Joshua 10:1,5; 12:10); a part of it was taken and
burned by Judah (<070121>Judges 1:21), but the citadel held out for 300 years,
until David’s time (<100506>2 Samuel 5:6). Araunab, the Jebusite, is made
immortal by his dealing with David. The remnant of the tribe was made
tributary to Solomon (<110920>1 Kings 9:20), and are heard of as late as the
captivity (<150901>Ezra 9:1).

Jecamiah (“Jah assembles the people”)
Son of Neri, of the line of Nathan and of Jesus (<420327>Luke 3:27).
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Jecholiah (“Jah is mighty”)
Wife of Amaziah, king of Judah (<121502>2 Kings 15:2). It is spelled Jecoliah in
<142603>
2 Chronicles 26:3. She was a native of Jerusalem.

Jechonias
Greek form of Jechoniah.

Jeconiah (“Jah builds”)
Jehoiachin, the last but one of the kings of Judah.

Jedaiah (“Jah knows”)
1. Head of the 2nd course of priests (<132407>1 Chronicles 24:7). Some of this
course returned from captivity (<150236>Ezra 2:36), and there were two priestly
families (<161206>Nehemiah 12:6, etc.).
2. A priest in the time of Joshua, the high priest (<380610>Zechariah 6:10).

Jedaiah (“Jah’s praise”)
The Hebrew differs in these two names, but it is not easy to show the
difference in English letters.
1. Ancestor of Ziza, of Simeon (<130437>1 Chronicles 4:37).
2. Son of Harumaph, who assisted in rebuilding the wail (<160310>Nehemiah
3:10).

Jediael (“El knows”)
1. Chief in Benjamin (<130706>1 Chronicles 7:6), whose family, with its
branches, numbered 17,200 fighting men in David’s time.
2. Son of Meshelemiah, a Levite, a doorkeeper in the temple (1 Chronicles
26).
3. Son of Shimri, of David’s guard (<131204>1 Chronicles 12:45).
4. A “head” of 1,000, who joined David near Ziklag (<131220>1 Chronicles
12:20).
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Jedidah (“only one”)
Queen of Amon, mother of Josiah (<122201>2 Kings 22:1). She was a native of
Bozkath.

Jedidiah (“Jah’s darling”)
The name given to Solomon by the prophet Nathan. David named him
Shelomoh, peaceful.

Jeduthun (“praising).
One of the conductors of the temple music in the time of David (<131517>1
Chronicles 15:17; 23:6). The three were <See ETHAN>, the son of
Kushaiah, the Merarite; <See HEMAN> the Kohathite; and <See ASAPH>
the Gershonite. He played on cymbals in the procession, when the ark was
brought to Zion, but he was appointed to duty at Gibeon (<19F005>Psalm 150:5).
His name is in the titles of several psalms (Psalm 39; Psalm 62; Psalm 77),
as choir leader.

Jeezer (<042620>Numbers 26:20). <See ABIEZER> <See JEEZERITES>.
Jegar-Sahadutha (“witness heap”)
Name in Aramaic of the pillar, or heap of stones set up by Laban and
Jacob. There are two accounts of the same heap (<013147>Genesis 31:47), Jacob
naming it Galeed.

Jehaleleel (1) (“who praises El”)
Four sons of his are named in Judah’s line (<130416>1 Chronicles 4:16).

Jahaleleel (2) (“who praises El”)
Father of Azariah who assisted in restoring the temple in Hezekiah’s time
(<142912>2 Chronicles 29:12).

Jehdeiah (“Jah makes joyful”)
1. Descendant of Gershom, in David’s time (<132420>1 Chronicles 24:20).
Shubael was head of the house in <132624>1 Chronicles 26:24.
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2. A Meronothite who took care of David’s she-asses (<132730>1 Chronicles
27:30).

Jehezekel (“El makes strong”)
Priest in charge of the 20th course (<132416>1 Chronicles 24:16).

Jehiah (“Jah lives”)
Door-keeper with Obededom for the ark (<131524>1 Chronicles 15:24).

Jehiel (1) (“El lives”)
1. A Levite assistant in the temple (<131518>1 Chronicles 15:18).
2. Son of Jehoshaphat (<142102>2 Chronicles 21:2).
3. Ruler in the temple in Josiah’s time (<143508>2 Chronicles 35:8).
4. Levite, head of Laadan’s sons <132308>1 Chronicles 23:8).
5. Son of Hachmoni, in David’s guard (<132732>1 Chronicles 27:32). Jerome
says Jehiel was David’s on Chileab (Daniel), and Achamoni David himself.
6. Levite in the time of Hezekiah (<142914>2 Chronicles 29:14).
7. A Levite and an overseer of the sacrifices (<143113>2 Chronicles 31:13).
8. Father of Obadiah, who returned from captivity at the head of 218 sons
of Joab (<150809>Ezra 8:9).
9. Father of Shekaniah, who assisted Ezra (<151002>Ezra 10:2).
10. Another of the same family who had to part with his Gentile wife
(<151026>Ezra 10:26).
11. A priest of the sons of Harim, who also put away his wife (<151021>Ezra
10:21).

Jehiel (2) (This is different from the last entry in the Hebrew text.)
1. Father of Gibeon in the line of Saul the king (<130935>1 Chronicles 9:35).
2. Son of Hotham the Aroerite, in David’s guard (<131144>1 Chronicles 11:44).
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Jehieli
The Bene-Jehieli were treasurers of the temple (<132621>1 Chronicles 26:21).

Jehizkiah (“Jah strengthens”)
Son of Shallum, Chief in Ephraim in the time of Ahaz. He saved a large
number of captives, and had them clothed, fed, tended, and returned to
Jericho (<142812>2 Chronicles 28:12).

Jehoadah (“Jah adorns”)
Great-grandson of Merib-baal, in the time of Saul (<130836>1 Chronicles 8:36).

Jehoaddan
of Jerusalem, Josiah’s queen, and mother of Amaziah of Judah (<121402>2 Kings
14:2).

Jehoahaz (“Jah holds”)
1. Son and successor of Jehu, who reigned 17 years, B.C. 856-840, in
Samaria (<121301>2 Kings 13:1-9).
2. Shallum 4th son of Josiah, whom he succeeded as king of Judah, being
chosen over his older brother, B.C. 610, but after a short reign he was
deposed (<122332>2 Kings 23:32 <242210>Jeremiah 22:10), by Pharaoh Necho, taken
to Riblah, put in chains, and taken to Egypt, where he died. The people
lamented for him, and he was the first king of Judah who died in exile.
3. Youngest son of king Jehoram. His name as king of Judah was Ahaziah.

Jehoash (“Jah’s gift”)
1. Joash, 8th king of Judah.
2. The 12th king of Israel.

Jehohanan (“Jah’s gift”)
Johanan (John).
1. Levite and doorkeeper in the tabernacle (<132603>1 Chronicles 26:3).
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2. Chief of Judah, general of 280,000 under Jehoshaphat (<141715>2 Chronicles
17:15). Father of Ishmael, a captain of 100 (<142301>2 Chronicles 23:1).
3. A Bene-Bebai who was parted from his Gentile wife (<151028>Ezra 10:28).
4. A priest under Joiakin, high priest (<161213>Nehemiah 12:13), after the
captivity.
5. Priest and musician at the dedication of the wall (<161242>Nehemiah 12:42).

Jehoiachin (“appointed by Jah”)
Jeconiah, Coniah, Jeconias, Joiakim and Joacim. Son of Jehiakim and
Nehushta, and 19th king of Judah, reigning 3 months, 10 days. He was 18
years old (<122408>2 Kings 24:8), or 8 (<143609>2 Chronicles 36:9), and was carried
captive by Nebuchadnezzar, in revenge for the alliance that his father had
made with Egypt. The best of the people, the sacred vessels of the temple,
and all the treasure of the people, were taken to Babylon, leaving a poor
and feeble remnant. Jehoiachin was kept a close prisoner nearly all the rest
of his life, 36 years, when Evil-Merodach liberated him. (<See EVILMERODACH>). He was the last of Solomon’s line, as predicted by
Jeremiah (<242230>Jeremiah 22:30), the succession passing over to Nathan’s
line.

Jehoiada (“Jah favors”)
1. Father of Benaiah, David’s general (<100818>2 Samuel 8:18). He was also
chief-priest, and leader of 3,700 Aaronites who joined David at Hebron
(<131227>1 Chronicles 12:27).
2. Son of Benaiah, who succeeded Ahithophel as counselor to David —
unless there is an error in position and Benaiah is meant.
3. High priest at the time of Athaliah’s usurpation, and in Joash’s reign,
B.C. 884-878. He succeeded Amariah. Married Jehosheba, daughter of
king Jehoram, and sister of king Ahaziah (<142211>2 Chronicles 22:11). He stole
Joash, when Athaliah killed all the other royal line of Judah, and hid him 6
years in the Temple, finally placing him on the throne.
4. The second priest (sagan) to Seraiah the high priest, and was deposed
for friendship to the prophet Jeremiah (<242925>Jeremiah 29:25-29).
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5. Son of Paseah, who repaired the Old Gate at Jerusalem (<160306>Nehemiah
3:6).

Jehoiakim (“Jah appoints”)
19th king of Judah (B.C. 609-598), 25 years old at his accession. He was
first named Ehakim, and was the son of Joash and Zebudah, but Pharaoh
Necho changed his name when he made him king in his brother Jehoahaz’s
stead (<122333>2 Kings 23:33), who died in Egypt, in captivity (<122334>2 Kings
23:34), and he also collected a heavy fine ($200,000) from Judah for
Josiah’s part with Babylon against Egypt. The battle at Carchemish ended
the rule of Egypt in Palestine for that time, and Nebuchadnezzar besieged
and took Jerusalem, and carried some of the royal family to Babylon as
hostages, among whom were Daniel and his three companions. The
prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel warned the king and people of the results of
their idolatries, but instead of repenting, they burned Jeremiah’s prophesy,
put him in prison and drove Urijah the prophet into Egypt, where he was
killed, and his corpse treated in a barbarous manner (<242621>Jeremiah 26:2123; Jeremiah 36). According to the warnings of Ezekiel (Ezekiel 17) and
Jeremiah (Jeremiah 2 and Jeremiah 27), enemies attacked them on all sides
(<122407>2 Kings 24:7); the king lost his life, and was buried without honor
(<242218>Jeremiah 22:18,19). The king of Babylon came in a few weeks after his
death and carried his son and all the best men and their families and
treasures to Babylon. This act of the king in burning Jeremiah’s book was
the first recorded attack on the liberty of the public press, and it did not
succeed: the second edition was enlarged and improved (<243632>Jeremiah
36:32).

Jehoiarib (“Jah a defender”)
Head of the 1st course of priests in David’s reign (<132407>1 Chronicles 24:7).
His descendants were among the returned captives (<161110>Nehemiah 11:10).

Jehonadab (“Jah incites”)
The son of Rechab (a Kenite), who assisted Jehu in his reforms, and in the
destruction of the Baal worshipers (<121015>2 Kings 10:15). Jeremiah holds up
to the people the obedience of the Rechabites (pilgrims) who kept the law
of abstinence from wine, and that to live only in tents, in contrast to the
general disregard of the law of Moses (Jeremiah 35), and prophesies an
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immortality of the house of Rechab. There is no historical trace of them
after the Jewish nation went to pieces, and it is supposed that they became
disciples of Jesus.

Jehonathan (“Jah’s gift”)
<See JONATHAN>.

1. Son of Uzziah, steward to David (<132725>1 Chronicles 27:25).
2. A Levite instructor of the people (<141708>2 Chronicles 17:8).
3. A priest after the return from captivity (<161218>Nehemiah 12:18).

Jehoram (“Jah has excited”)
<See JORAM>.

1. Son of Ahab, king of Israel, and successor to his brother Ahaziah, B.C.
896. His reign was noted for the lives of the two great prophets Elijah and
Elisha. He was killed by an arrow from Jehu’s bow in Naboth’s vineyard
(<112121>1 Kings 21:21). He was the last of the line of Omri.
2. Oldest son of Jehoshaphat, succeeding him as king of Judah at the age of
32, reigning 8 years, B.C. 893-885. He murdered his 6 brothers, and (by
the help of his wife Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab) revived the Baal
worship (see <See ELIJAH>). The latter part of his reign was a series of
calamities to the nation, and death to his family, himself dying of a painful
malady, not regretted, and being buried without honor.
3. A priest sent to teach the law to the people (<141708>2 Chronicles 17:8).

Jehoshabeath (“Jah’s worshiper”)
Jehosheba the wife of Jehoiada, the high priest.

Jehoshaphat (“Jah is judge”)
1. Son of Asa and Azubah; succeeded to the throne of Judah at the age of
35, and reigned 25 years, B.C. 914-889 (<111524>1 Kings 15:24; <120816>2 Kings
8:16; 2 Chronicles 17; 2 Chronicles 21). “The Lord was with Jehoshaphat,
because he walked in the first ways of his father David, and sought not
unto Baalim; but sought to the Jehovah God of his father.” * * “He took
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away the high-places and groves out of Judah” (<141706>2 Chronicles 17:6; <112243>1
Kings 22:43). He sent out teachers among the people to instruct them in
the law, set up just judges in the walled cities, forming a supreme court in
Jerusalem, for references and appeals. He built castles and store-cities, and
aimed to restore commerce in the Red Sea. The army was reformed in five
sections; and the Arabians, Philistines, and Edomites were laid under
tribute. He was saved from a very great danger by his trust in God (2
Chronicles 20; Psalm 83; Psalm 41; Psalm 47; Psalm 48). He made a
friendly alliance with the idolatrous kingdom of Israel, and to secure peace
married his son Jehoram to Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab. He was saved
by a miracle with his army in the desert (2 Kings 3), at the request of a
prophet of Jehovah. The mutual relations between prophet and king in this
reign is a sign of the high attainments which the king had made in the
divine life. He was prudent enough to appoint his successor (Jehoram, <142103>2
Chronicles 21:3) in his life-time, as David had done to Solomon.
2. Son of Ahilud, a historian in David’s reign (<100816>2 Samuel 8:16). Such
officers were attached to all eastern courts (<170601>Esther 6:1).
3. A priest who blew a trumpet before the ark, on its way from the house
of Obed-edom to Zion.
4. Son of Paruah, one of 12 commissaries (<110417>1 Kings 4:17). His district
was Issachar.
5. Son of Nimshi, father of king Jehu (<120902>2 Kings 9:2).

Jehoshaphat, Valley of (“valley where Jah judges”),
(<290312>Joel 3:12). The valley between Scopus and Olivet and Jerusalem, so
named after the greatest king after Solomon (2 Chronicles 20). The nations
are to assemble for judgment, where Christ will appear the second time
(<440111>Acts 1:11). Kidron. The Muslims point out a stone in the east wall of
the temple area, near the south end, from which a bridge will be stretched
across the valley to Mount Moriah, over which all souls must pass — the
just in safety, the wicked falling off into Gehenna. This valley has been
used as a burial-ground from the days of Josiah (<122306>2 Kings 23:6); and
both Jews and Muslims look on the place as a most sacred resting-place;
but the modern name cannot be traced beyond the 4th century A.D. Joel’s
prophesy was a poetical and symbolical figure, intended to teach that God
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is always present with and defending his faithful children. <See
JERUSALEM>.

Jehosheba (“oath to Jah”)
Daughter to Jehoram, king of Judah, but her mother is not mentioned. She
married Jehoiada, the high priest, being the only woman of Aaron’s line
who married into a royal family. She assisted her husband in preserving the
young Joash (see <See JEHOIADA>), (<121102>2 Kings 11:2).

Jehoshua (“his help is Jah”)
<See JOSHUA>. (<041316>Numbers 13:16).

Jehovah
<See JAH>.

Jehovah-Jireh (“Jah will see”)
The place where Abraham was about to sacrifice Isaac. Lost. (<012214>Genesis
22:14).

Jehovah-Nissi (“Jah my banner”)
Place of an altar built by Moses in memory of a victory over the
Amalekites, on Horeb (<021715>Exodus 17:15).

Jehovah-Shalom (“Jah is peace”)
Place of an altar built by Gideon in Ophrah, in memory of the salutation of
the angel, “Peace be unto thee” (<070624>Judges 6:24).

Jehovah-Shammah (“Jah is there”)
The name of the city in Ezekiel’s vision (Ezekiel 40; Ezekiel 48).

Jehovah-Tsidkenu (“Jah our righteousness,” in <242306>Jeremiah
23:6).
Supposed to be one of the titles of the Messiah. It was the prophetic name
of a king to be raised up (a branch of David), who will reign and prosper,
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executing judgment and justice, Also, it is to be the name of the Jerusalem
of the future, as the city of the great king (<243316>Jeremiah 33:16).

Jehozabad (“gifted by Jah”)
<See JOZABAD> There were several of this name:

1. The murderer of Joash (<121221>2 Kings 12:21), whose mother was a
Moabitess.
2. A general of 180,000 in Jehoshaphat’s army, a Benjamite (<141718>2
Chronicles 17:18).
3. A porter or door-keeper of the south gate of the temple (<132604>1
Chronicles 26:4; <161225>Nehemiah 12:25).

Jehozadak (“Jah makes just”)
<See JOZADAK>. Son of Seraiah, the last high priest before the captivity

(<122518>2 Kings 25:18), who was carried into captivity, and died there, but left
a son Jeshua, who returned and revived the office (<150302>Ezra 3:2). <See
JOZEDEC> in the Greek, and in Haggai and in Zechariah.

Jehu (“Jah is he”)
1. First in the 5th dynasty in Israel (see <See ISRAEL>). He was the son of
Jehoshaphat (<120902>2 Kings 9:2). His grandfather was Nimshi, who was better
known than his father. Twenty years before he began to reign he was
divinely singled out as the king of Israel by Elijah, and he was anointed by
a servant of Elisha, when he was a general in the army, fighting against
Hazael, king of Syria, at Ramoth-Gilead (<120904>2 Kings 9:4-10). He carried
out the directions of the prophesy to the very letter, and also destroyed the
Baal (and Astarte) worshipers, their temple and images, but did not entirely
purify the national worship, and therefore his line went to destruction in the
4th generation (2 Kings 29:30; <280104>Hosea 1:4).
2. Son of Hanani, a prophet of Judah, whose prophesy, was directed
against Israel. He also wrote a life of Jehoshaphat (<141607>2 Chronicles 16:7;
20:34; <111601>1 Kings 16:1).
3. Man of the house of Hezron, in Judah (<130238>1 Chronicles 2:38).
4. Chief in Simeon (4:35).
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5. “Jehu, the Anthothite,” joined David at Ziklag (12:3).

Jehubbah (“will be hidden”)
Son of Shomer of Asher (<130734>1 Chronicles 7:34).

Jehucal (“potent”)
Son of Shelemiah (Jucal), “prince of the king” (<243703>Jeremiah 37:3; 38:1).

Jehud (“praise”)
City in Dan (<061945>Joshua 19:45). El Yehudiyeh, near Lydd, 7 miles east of
Jaffa (Rob.).

Jehudi (“Jews”)
Son of Nethaniah, sent to bring Baruch with Jeremiah’s denunciation to be
read to the king (<243614>Jeremiah 36:14,21,23).

Jehudijah (“Jewess”)
Correctly Hajehudijah, a wife of Merod, sister of Naham (<130418>1 Chronicles
4:18). Hodijah in <130419>1 Chronicles 4:19.

Jehush (“collecting”)
Son of Eshek in the line of Saul (<130839>1 Chronicles 8:39).

Jeiel (“El’s treasure”)
There are eight of this name, but none are famous.

Jekabzeel (“El collects”)
Kabzeel was so named after the return from captivity (<160925>Nehemiah 9:25).

Jekameam (“assembler”)
Levite in David’s time, in the line of Hebron (<132319>1 Chronicles 23:19).
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Jekamiah (“Jah collects”)
Son of Shallum (in Ahab’s time). Another person is called Jekamiah in <130241>1
Chronicles 2:41.

Jehuthiel (“piety”)
Son of Mered (see <See JEHUDIJAH>), who built Zanoah.

Jemima (“dove”)
Job’s oldest daughter after his recovery (<184214>Job 42:14). <See JEMAMA> is
a name of a province in the center of Arabia, said to have been named after
an ancient queen of the Arabians.

Jemini (“right hand”)
A Benjamite (<090901>1 Samuel 9:1).

Jemnaan
<See JABNEEL>. <See JAMNIA>. (Judith 2:28).

Jemuel (“El’s day”)
Son of Simeon (<014610>Genesis 46:10).

Jepthae for Jephthah
in Heb 11:32.

Jephthah (Hebrew: yiftah, “he will open”, Judges 22).
Son of Gilead and a concubine. Driven out of the family by the other
children, he went to <See TOB> where he became a leader of a band of
marauders, ready for any service but not of robbery. Samuel names him
among those who were raised up by God for his people (<091211>1 Samuel
12:11), and Paul mentions his special faith (<581132>Hebrews 11:32). The Elders
of Israel not finding any one offering to lead against the Ammonites, who
had been masters for 18 years, appealed to Jephthah, who solemnly
accepted the position. He tried to secure the aid of Ephraim, but in vain,
and also to reason with the king of Ammon; and then after making a rash
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vow he completely overthrew the enemy, taking 20 cities; when having
punished the Ephraimites, he held his office for 6 years. The story of his
daughter’s sacrifice by his vow has been variously understood. Josephus
says she was made a burnt-offering, but modern scholars have inclined to
the notion that she was devoted to perpetual virginity, and the sacred
service of God in the temple. The story of Iphgenia (doomed as a sacrifice
to Diana, and made a priestess in her temple) has been cited as a parallel
example of the spirit of the Greeks in that age. The vow was that the first
person that came out of his house to meet him should be the Lord’s, that
is, should be devoted to the Lord; if a man he should serve as a priest’s
servant: if a woman she should be devoted to the sacred duties of religion
as a holy virgin (<071139>Judges 11:39), a companion to the women of the
Gibeonites.
Human sacrifice was contrary to the Hebrew idea of true worship of God,
and is specially rebuked in the story of Abraham and Isaac. The idea of
sacrifice is just as strongly brought out in the perpetual virginity of the
young woman who, in common with all the daughters of Israel, might hope
to become a mother, or the mother even of the Messiah. Besides, burntofferings must in all cases be males; and again, the vow to offer some
animal would have been a small matter, unworthy of the important
occasion. It is quite reasonable to suppose that Jephthah thought of his
daughter when he made the vow, for he was a husband of one wife, and
had but one child, who was his only hope of posterity, thus making it a real
sacrifice. The Levites also were devoted in this same sense to the service of
God, made dependent, sacred to the Lord, and offered as an offering.
Samuel was also devoted to the Lord.

Jephunneh (“for whom a way is made”)
1. The father of Caleb, a Kenezite of Edom.
2. Oldest son of Jether, in Asher (<130738>1 Chronicles 7:38).

Jerah (“new moon”).
4th Son of Joktan (<011026>Genesis 10:26). Yerakh in Yemen,and (more
probable) the Aliloei (the moon people) of Herodotus; not those who are
named from Mohammed’s relative, Bene-Hilal, living near the Red Sea,
south, near Zafari. There is also a locality called El-Latt (lah), meaning the
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rock where a peculiar worship was offered (to the serpent?); a species of
fetishism.

Jerahmeel (“El’s mercy”)
1. Oldest son of Hezron (<130209>1 Chronicles 2:9).
2. A Levite of the family of Kish (<132429>1 Chronicles 24:29).
3. Son of Hammelech, or the king, the keeper of Jeremiah and Baruch in
prison (<243626>Jeremiah 36:26).

Jerahmeelites
From No. 1 (<092710>1 Samuel 27:10), lived in the south of Judah.

Jered (“descent”)
<See JARED>.

1. Son of Mahalaleel, father of Enoch (<130102>1 Chronicles 1:2).
2. Builder of Gedor, in Judah (<130418>1 Chronicles 4:18).

Jeremai (“living in the heights”)
Son of Hashum (<151033>Ezra 10:33).

Jeremiah (“Jah throws”)
1. The great Hebrew prophet. (<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>). Seven
others of the same name.
2. Jeremiah of Libnab, father of Hamutal, wife of Josiah (<122331>2 Kings
23:31).
3, 4, 5. in David’s army (<131204>1 Chronicles 12:4,10,13).
6. A hero in Manasseh, beyond the Jordan River (<130524>1 Chronicles 5:24).
7. Priest of high rank, and head of the 3rd course (<161002>Nehemiah 10:2-8),
which assisted in the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem (<161234>Nehemiah
12:34).
8. Father of Jaazaniah, the Rochabite (<243503>Jeremiah 35:3).
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Jeremiah, Lamentations of
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Jeremias
Greek form of Jeremiah. <See JEREMAI>.

Jeremoth (“heights”)
1. Chief of the House of Beriah, of Benjamin (<130814>1 Chronicles 8:14), who
lived in Jerusalem.
2. A Levite, son of Mushi (<132323>1 Chronicles 23:23).
3. Son of Heman, head of the 13th choir of musicians (<132522>1 Chronicles
25:22). Jorimoth in <130504>1 Chronicles 5:4.
4. Son of Elam.
5. Son of Zattu, who complied with Ezra’s reform in putting away his
Gentile wives, and sacrificed for each (<151026>Ezra 10:26,27).
6. Ramoth in the Hebrew in <151029>Ezra 10:29.

Jeremy
The short English form of Jeremiah.

Jeremy, the Epistle of
See Baruch in the <See HISTORY>.

Jeriah (“built by Jah”)
A Levite chief of the House of Hebron (<132319>1 Chronicles 23:19). <See
JERIJAH>

Jeribai (“Jah defends”)
Son of Elnaan, in David’s guard (<131146>1 Chronicles 11:46).
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Jericho (“city of the moon”; and another, “a fragant place”)
(<042201>Numbers 22:1). In the Jordan valley, 8 miles from the Dead Sea and 6
from the Jordan. When the Jews crossed the Jordan River, Jericho was a
large and strong city, whose origin is not recorded. Since it is not
mentioned in Genesis 13, when Abraham and Lot looked over the plain, it
must have been built after that time. It was anciently surrounded by palmtrees, of which there were many kinds (<053403>Deuteronomy 34:3; Josephus,
B. J., 8, sec. 3), thickly dotted about in pleasure gardens; besides balsam,
figs, rose-plants, cypress, and many others. Josephus says, “It will not be
easy to settle on any climate in the habitable earth that can well be
compared to it.” It was the first city west of the Jordan River taken by the
Israelites. Joshua cursed the city (<060626>Joshua 6:26), and the curse was
fulfilled in the person of Hiel the Bethelite (<111634>1 Kings 16:34).
The Roman general Pompey camped there one night, and Gabinius made it
one of the five cities of assembly. Under Herod the Great it rose to some
importance; was full of treasure of all kinds and had valuable revenues.
Antony gave it to Cleopatra. Herod built a fort there, which he named
Cyprus, in honor of his mother; and a tower, Phasaelis. He also built a new
town higher up the plain which he also called Phasaelis. Norman McLeod
thinks the modern village marks the site of Gilgal (Eastward, p. 198).
Near Jericho was a copious spring, which was healed by Elisha (<120219>2 Kings
2:19-21), and is now called Ain es Sultan. It is about a mile and a half from
the modern village of Er Riha.
There are extensive ruins, rubbish and foundations, in several places, on
both sides the Wady Kelt (Brook Cherith) and at the Ain es Sultan,
marking ancient sites — the most ancient at the fountain. The city of the
New Testament was on the banks of the Wady Kelt, on the direct route
from Peraea to Jerusalem. It was visited several times by Jesus.
Approaching it he cured one blind man (<421835>Luke 18:35), and leaving it he
cured another (<411046>Mark 10:46). In the house of Zaccheus (probably in a
garden in the suburbs) he related the parable of the Ten Pounds.
Vespasian made it the head of a toparchy. It was destroyed during the
siege of Jerusalem. It revived under Saracen rule, and in the time of the
Crusades was one of the most fertile regions in Palestine.
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The Latins have a tradition that Jesus was baptized in the Jordan River,
opposite Jericho, and the Greeks point to another place, not far off. Both
places are visited by great numbers of pilgrims, especially at Easter. Many
bottles and cans of the water of the Jordan River are carried away as
mementos of the place.

Jericho, Plains of
The wide valley of the Jordan River around Jericho, about 8 or 10 miles
across (<122505>2 Kings 25:5; <243905>Jeremiah 39:5).

Jeriel (“founded by El”)
Chief in the house of Tola, of Issachar (<130702>1 Chronicles 7:2).

Jerimoth (“heights”)
1. Son of Bela (<130707>1 Chronicles 7:7).
2. A hero who joined David at Ziklag (<131205>1 Chronicles 12:5).
3. A son of Becher (<130708>1 Chronicles 7:8).
4. Son of Musha, chief of a family of Meraites (<132430>1 Chronicles 24:30).
5. Son of Heman, head of the 15th choir of musicians (<132504>1 Chronicles
25:4,22).
6. Son of Azriel, of Naphtali (<132719>1 Chronicles 27:19). Princes in <132722>1
Chronicles 27:22.
7. Son of David, and of a concubine, whose daughter Mahalath was a wife
of Rehoboam, her cousin, Abihail, being another (<141118>2 Chronicles 11:18).
8. A Levite, custodian of offerings under Azariah the high priest (<132113>1
Chronicles 21:13).

Jerioth (“curtains”)
Wife of Caleb (the ancient), (<130218>1 Chronicles 2:18). The Vulgate says she
was Caleb’s daughter by his first wife.
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Jeroboam (Hebrew: yarabam, “many people”)
The founder of the Kingdom of Israel, an Epraimite, the son of Nebat by
Zeruah, a widow, (<111126>1 Kings 11:26). He was obliged to fly to Egypt for
plotting against Solomon, when a young man, even after Solomon had
given him an office of honor and profit (<111128>1 Kings 11:28). He found an
asylum and a kind reception in Egypt, from the Pharaoh Shishak
(Sesonchis), successor of the father-in-law of Solomon, who had also
received kindly Hadad another enemy of Solomon. On the death of
Solomon, and on the request of his friends, Rehoboam hastened to fulfill
Ahijah’s prophesy in forming a kingdom out of the 10 tribes, being chosen
king B.C. 975. He made haste to change the religion of his people, in order
to more certainly separate them from Jerusalem, and set up the calfworship at Bethel (Bethaven), and Dan, and changed the time of holding
the feasts. His hand was paralyzed because he attempted to arrest the
prophet from Judah who predicted the overthrow of his idolatry, but was
restored sound on the prayer of the same prophet. His political policy also
was unsound, and did not perpetuate itself, He warred with Judah all his
days, and died after a reign of 22 years.

Jeroboam II
Son of Joash, of the dynasty of Jehu, 13th king of Israel (B.C. 825).
Corruptions of all kinds, political and religious, were notorious, and were
condemned by the prophet Amos (Amos 7) He reigned 41 years, and
extended his father’s conquests, taking Hamath, Damascus, the Hauran,
Gilead, Ammon and Moab, and advanced his kingdom to its highest point
of prosperity. These successes had been predicted by Jonah (<121425>2 Kings
14:25-28). Amos was falsely reported by Jeroboam’s high priest at Bethel
as having said that the king should die by the sword, but Amos meant
(<300709>Amos 7:9-17) the house of Jeroboam, which was the recognized idea
in the New Testament times (<430852>John 8:52; <411457>Mark 14:57; <440613>Acts 6:13).
Psalm 45 may refer to Jeroboam. He was buried in state with his ancestors.

Jeroham (“one beloved”)
1. Father of Elkanah, and about the same age as Eli (<130627>1 Chronicles 6:27).
2. A Benjamite, and founder of a family (<130827>1 Chronicles 8:27).
3. Father of Ibneiah (<130908>1 Chronicles 9:8).
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4. Leader of the 16th course of priests (<130112>1 Chronicles 1:12).
5. Sons of Jeroham of Gedor joined David at Ziklag (<131207>1 Chronicles
12:7).
6. Father of Azareel, chief, in David’s time, of Dan (<132722>1 Chronicles
27:22.)
7. Father of Azariah, a captain of hundreds, who aided in the matter of the
young king Joash (<142301>2 Chronicles 23:1).

Jerubbaal (“Baal pleads”)
Surname of Gideon, cause he threw down an altar of Baal (<070632>Judges
6:32), and when the Abiezites complained to his father he replied, let Baal
plead (his own cause).

Jerubbesheth (“with whom the idol contends”)
That is shemeth (the idol) a shameful thing. Same as Jerubbaal, and a name
of Gideon.

Jeruel, The Wilderness of (“founded by El”)
(<142016>2 Chronicles 20:16). Between Tekoa and Engedi, near Berachah, now
Bereikut. There was a watch-tower (2 Chronicles 24), from which the
enemy was seen, and reported to Jehoshaphat. The forces of Moab and
Ammon were at the end of the brook (wady) facing the wilderness of
Jeruel.

Jerusalem (“foundation of peace”)
First mentioned in <011418>Genesis 14:18, by the name of Salem, whose king
was Melchizedek (who is said by the Rabbis to be the patriarch Shem). The
name Shalaim (<197602>Psalm 76:2) means “two cities”, and is applied to the
cities or quarters on (modern) Zion and in the Tyropoeon valley. At the
conquest of Canaan the name of its king was Adoni-zedek (“lord of
justice”), (<061001>Joshua 10:1,3), almost the same as Melchizedek (king of
righteousness). Joshua speaks of the city as “The Jebusite” (<061508>Joshua
15:8), after the name of its occupiers. In the time of the Judges the name
was <See JEBUS> (19:10,11). Judah could not, and Benjamin did not drive
out the Jebusites (<061563>Joshua 15:63; <070121>Judges 1:21), and the city only
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became the capital of the nation after about 450 years from the time of
Joshua, when David made it his royal residence, and the sanctuary, near the
center of his kingdom (<260505>Ezekiel 5:5); leaving Hebron, where he had
reigned 7 1/2 years. The seat of the religion had been before this at
Shechem, Shiloh, Gibeah, Nob, and Gibeon. Zion was now called the <See
CITY OF DAVID> and was soon enlarged by walls, strengthened by towers,
and beautified by a palace for the king, built by the mechanics of Hiram,
king of Tyre. After the ark, which had rested at Kirjath-Jearim 20 years
after Eli’s death, was brought to Zion, David assumed the duties of priest
as well as king, offering burnt-offerings and peace-offerings under a new
tent in the citadel of Zion. The ark was only removed from here to the
Temple of Solomon. David’s royal gardens were in the valley at En Rogel.
David and most of his successors were buried in the citadel, but there are
no traces of their tombs. (See page 71 in the book). The sepulchres of
David were in or near Ophel (<160316>Nehemiah 3:16; 12:37). The three great
works of Solomon were the Temple, with its east wall and cloister, the
Palace, and wall of Jerusalem (Josephus). Also a palace for his Egyptian
wife; which was not on Zion (<110708>1 Kings 7:8; 9:24; <140811>2 Chronicles 8:11).
“All of these were costly stones, * * sawed with saws,” just such stone as
is now found in the great quarry under the city, north of the Temple area,
which may be sawed almost as easy as chalk; the buildings probably
required for residences by the thousand women of Solomon’s house, who
were of several nations and of different religions; the colleges for the
several priests (very much such a state of things as is now found in the city,
except that the various sects support themselves independently of each
other); the 1,400 chariots, and 12,000 riding horses requiring stables; and
besides all these, “all that he desired to build in Jerusalem and in Lebanon,”
shows the activity of his reign. And we are compelled to notice that he also
built shrines for Ashtoreth, Chemosh, and Milcom, pagan divinities, on the
site now occupied by the village of Siloam, on that part of Olivet called the
Mount of Corruption (1 Kings 11; 2 Kings 23); which Josiah destroyed,
together with an image of Molech in Hinnom, 360 years after.
The first relic that we have in our day of the time of Solomon is a part of
the foundation wall of the Temple platform, lately uncovered, an outline
sketch of which is in the margin. These are the kind of stones that were
“sawed,” now very much harder, after long exposure.
The Son of Sirach (and also Tacitus) speaks of a sea of waters that was
under the Temple, and this was recently brought to light by Robinson and
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Barclay, (City of the Great King, 526). It is 736 feet in circuit, 42 in depth,
and capable of holding two million gallons.
The columns were once covered with metal, but are now bare, or plastered
stone. The rain from the mosque of Aksa and other buildings is drained
into it. No fountain has been discovered. Under the southeast corner of the
Temple area are many columns, arched over, supporting the platform
above at its level, resting on the uneven surface of the original hill. The
piers or columns are from 3 to 8 feet in diameter, from 5 to 23 feet apart,
and there are 15 rows; and opening into this place, which is called
Solomon’s stables, is a triple gate, under the Aksa mosque. West of these,
under the actual temple site, now under the Aksa mosque, is another series
of piers and vaults, which seems to have been built up from more ancient
materials. Besides the citadel, now called David’s tower, there are scarcely
any very ancient remains in the city that have not been thrown down and
built up again several times.
“Wilson’s” arch is one of a series forming an approach from Zion to the
temple enclosure. Solomon’s aqueduct from the Pools above Etham passes
over this arch, and under the street above his arch has at one time been
used as a cistern. The rock was found on sinking a shaft 51 feet 6 inches
below the floor. Below this room there were found vaults, tanks, etc., and
a secret passage east and west, probably connecting the Temple with Zion.
The extent of the filling up above the original rock can be seen from the
plan, where the debris is 85 feet deep at the southwest corner of the Haram
wall. The “chippings” of the stones and absence of any pieces of pottery,
etc., show that this dirt, close to the wall, has never been disturbed since
Hiram’s builders put it there. The spring of “Robinson’s Arch” is seen in its
place; and the stones composing the arch were found by Lt. Warren buried
under 40 feet of rubbish; one stone having broken through the roof of an
aqueduct, lay on the rocky bottom at the depth of 63 feet.
This plan is of the city as it now is; with a few signs indicating ancient
works, sites of ancient walls, churches, towers, and other structures in
different ages; as many as could be laid down without confusing the work.
The city is small, but there is scarcely a place of any note, not even
Nineveh or Babylon, that has been, to modern scholars, such a profound
puzzle. The descriptions of Josephus are minute his knowledge being,
exact and complete; and the hills on which the city stands are so marked
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and distinct from each other, that it seems almost marvelous that there
could have been any difficulty, until we are reminded of the fact that during
the Middle Ages, and especially during the Crusades, it was regarded as a
peculiarly sacred city, and as such must needs have every event that is
mentioned in the Bible as having happened in or near it located and
honored with some monument, costly and showy in proportion to the
importance of the event so honored.
One of the most extensive of these monuments is the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, a collection of buildings in a vast mass, without order, 350 feet
long by 280 wide, including 70 sacred localities, presided over by 17
different sects in separate chapels inside the edifice. To describe these
various “stations” would require a volume, and it has been already done
completely by Bartlett (Walks about Jerusalem: Jerusalem Revisited);
Barclay (City of the Great King); Thomson (Land and Book); in Smith’s
Dictionary of the Bible; Kitto’s Cyclopaedia; by Tristram, and others. The
numbers on the plan of the church indicate:
1. The entrance.
2. Chapel of the Angel; a small model of a church, 10 feet wide and 20 feet
high, standing under the great dome, built of marble, and containing The
Holy Sepulchre
3. Is the “center of the world,” according to the Greeks (based on
<260505>
Ezekiel 5:5).
4. Latin church.
5. 49 steps of solid rock lead down to the Chapel of the “Finding of the
Cross.”
6. Calvary; to which there is an ascent of marble steps from near 1.
Although it is no proof of the truth of the traditions which locate the
“stations” in this church, yet DeVogue and others (Sandys) give us a great
mass of historical evidence that there has been a Church of the Holy
Sepulchre for many ages in the city. The oldest engraved seal of the city is
that here given, dated A.D. 1150; and here seems to have been a small
church inside the larger one at that time, as there is now. The next one
dated 1162-1172, gives the Tower of David and the Temple, besides the
Sepulchre; which would favor the opinion of Fergusson, in Smith’s
Dictionary (article Jerusalem), that Moriah, Zion, the City of David, and
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the Holy Sepulchre were all on the same hill, now called the Haram. The
history is continued in the seal of Baldwin IV, 1174, with the inscription
“Tower of David;” and also by many others, which may be seen in
DeVogue’s work. The plan of the church of those ancient times is very
much like that of the present day. That in Sandys, of 200 years ago, is
almost identical. The Knights of John, the ruins of whose hospital are in the
next block south of the Sepulchre Church, have left a seal of their order,
which gives a hint of their objects and duties also. Jerusalem is now a sort
of collection of churches and hospitals, with a great many vacant places
strewed with ruins. Pilate’s house, where Jesus was judged, is located at
the northwest corner of the Haram area, and it probably stood on the site
of the Citadel of David. The Crusaders respected the Dome of the Rock,
and held sacred service in it, but used the Aksa mosque for a stable,
despising it as a work of Jews, the Temple of Solomon. It was so only in
location, for El Aksa was built by the Muslims in the seventh century, on
the site of the Temple of Solomon, whom they reverence among the
prophets, as well as David, and also Jesus, the son of David.
The twelve columns around the center (with four square piers at equal
intervals) are of porphyry, and have gilded capitals; the canopy is of
crimson silk. The outside of this church is eight sided, of marble, covered
in the upper part with the finest glazed tiles, in colors, to the top of the
dome, which is finished with a spire and bronze crescent. The piece of
native rock, the top of which shows white in the picture, is 60 feet long by
55 feet wide, and 12 feet high above the floor at the highest point, and is
hollowed out underneath, forming a large room, which is believed by many
to have been the real sepulchre of Jesus, now very much enlarged.
The Temple has so entirely disappeared, that “not one stone is left on
another.” And, besides, its very location is still a matter of guesses and
speculation. Several churches, a pagan temple, and other buildings, have
occupied the platform for ages, and have disappeared, leaving very few
traces.
The first mention of a street in the city is in <142904>2 Chronicles 29:4, where
Hezekiah gathered the priests and Levites into the East street and his
soldiers in the street of the City of David (<143205>2 Chronicles 32:5,6). The
Bakers’ street is mentioned as that from which the prophet Jeremiah was to
receive his daily allowance while he was in prison (<243721>Jeremiah 37:21).
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The Cheesemongers’ street of Josephus is supposed to have been in the
Tyropoeon valley.
The circuit of the outer wall in the time of Christ was about four miles.
Josephus says (Wars, v. 4) there were many towers 30 feet square (some
larger), and solid for a height of 30 feet. Above the base there were rooms
for the soldiers; and over these again rooms and cisterns for water. There
were on the third wall 90 towers, 300 feet apart; 40 on the middle wall,
and on the old wall 60. Psephinus, the most northern, was on high ground,
northwest of the city, was 105 feet high, and eight-sided. From its top
could be seen the Jordan River and the Dead Sea eastward, and the Great
Sea westward. The tower Hippicus was named by Herod after his friend;
and Phasaelus after his (Herod’s) brother, and it was 135 feet high; finished
inside and outside “like a royal palace.” Another was named after
Mariamne, Herod’s queen. It was 75 feet high, and equally splendid. The
Castle of Antonia, at the northwest corner of the Temple area, was built by
John Hyrcanus. Pilate’s judgment-hall was in this castle, which was
probably on the site of David’s citadel (<431828>John 18:28; 19:9). The towers
of Meah and Hananeel are also mentioned in <160301>Nehemiah 3:1;
<242103>
Jeremiah 21:38.
The ancient plans located Stephen’s Gate on the north side of the city, at
what is now called Damascus Gate. The view shows a few of the tombs
and gravestones, of which there are thousands in this valley of
Jehoshaphat. The lions on each side of the gateway may date from the
Crusades.
The water supply of the city has been remarkable in all ages for being
sufficient in times of extreme drought, siege and famine. Hezekiah
“stopped” some sources, which have remained hidden to the present; and it
can only be supposed that they were north of the city (<143204>2 Chronicles
32:4, etc.). Nearly every house has its cistern, or several, large or small.
But the one pool of all others was Bethesda, which was near the Sheepgate.
The masonry is of large blocks of stone, 18 to 20 inches square (A). (See
the picture on page 38 of the book, <See SECTION OF POOL>). The joints
are hollowed out, and blocks 16 inches deep inserted half their length (B);
the spaces between these blocks being filled by others 8 inches deep. Over
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these is a coarse plaster with gravel (D); and the inside finish is a thick coat
of cement.
The identity of this pool with that mentioned in the Gospel has been the
source of many and long arguments, but the conclusion that it is the real
Bethesda seems to be gaining in favor.
Siloam is supplied by an underground passage from the Virgin Fountain,
1700 feet long. Recent explorations have discovered a water supply of the
Virgin Fountain from a vault in the side of Ophel above it, shown in the
plan and section here given. From this and many other recent discoveries it
appears that Jerusalem is undermined with a series of water-courses, which
are frequently alluded to by Josephus and ether ancient writers.
In all the accounts of the sieges of the city we read of the besiegers
suffering from thirst, but of the besieged from hunger only, since there
never was a scarcity of water inside of the walls.
The proof of the connection, by an underground passage, of the Fountain
of the Virgin with the Pool of Siloam was obtained, with great labor and
peril and imminent risk of life by Lieut. Warren, Sergeant Birtles and an
Arab laborer. They were obliged to crawl along on their backs, carrying
instruments, books and pencil, a lighted candle in the mouth, and in a
stream of dirty water 12 inches deep, in a passage which was sometimes
only 16 to 20 inches high. The passage is about 1700 feet between the two
pools, crooked, and occupied the party about four hours in its exploration.
Abundance of water was required in the Jewish public worship, a part of
which was a ceremonial of ablution. The many sources of supply and the
means of storing it for use during the dry season, sieges, and times of
drought, may be seen in the following list of fountains, pools, etc.
The brook Kidron. There was “a little river” in this valley, seen by Sir John
Maundeville as late as 1322: the Maters of Gihon were called “the brook
that flowed through the land,” and was brought straight down to the west
side of the City of David (<143230>2 Chronicles 32:30). Solomon was anointed
king at the lower fountain of Gihon (<110133>1 Kings 1:33-45), which was
located somewhere between Acra, Bezetha, and Moriah, and not in
Hinnom, as now stated (Barclay); the Gihon valley would then commence
north of the Damascus Gate, and end in the Tyropoeon: Siloam; En Rogel;
Motza (spring-head), Ain el Durrage (?), southeast of En Rogel; Dragon’s
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Well (in Hinnom, not far from the Jaffa Gate, the ancient Valley Gate);
Aqueduct of Pilate, “whereby he brought water from a distance of 400
furlongs” (Josephus, Wars, ii. ix. 4); the Stone Aqueduct described by
Aristeus Solomen’s Pools at Etham, and the aqueduct from them to the
city, giving off a branch to the Great Pool, now Lower Gihon. Barclay
thinks Herod brought the water from Etham by a more direct route than
Solomon, and supplied the Upper Gihon Pool, the Serpent’s Pool of
Josephus. Pool of Hezekiah, built by Herod; a very large Pool near the Fish
Gate (near Ann Church, Brocardus, in 1283; Lacus Quidam, not located;
The Pool that was made somewhere in the Tyropeon, of which there are no
traces; Ditch between Zion and Ophel — bears all the marks of having
been an ancient pool; a large Pool (100 feet around, near the Absalom
Pillar; the Well of Flagellation and two large tanks near Damascus Gate the
“Sea” under the Temple site, into which there are eight well-holes, from
the platform above; 43 well-mouths in the Haram area lead down to wells
or reservoirs; Well of the Healing, in Valley street; the Pilgrim Pool, near
the Herod Gate; Helena’s Cistern, in the Coptic convent; Cotton Megara
Pool; Lady Mary Pool, near the Stephen Gate; Bath of Tiberius, on Zion,
near the English Cemetery; several very large pools, or tanks, within a mile
radius of the city, more or less in ruins; and the great number of cisterns,
before mentioned, under private houses, into which rain-water is
conducted.
A picture of a siege of the city was found sculptured on a slab in the ruins
of Khorsabad, (see the picture on page 104 of the book), in the “Retiring
Chamber” of the palace, and is a concise and interesting record. At that
time, it seemed that the brook Kidron was full of water, and there was a
plenty of olive trees on the hills about the city. There are now but a very
few trees near the walls, the most interesting being those in the Garden of
Gethsemane. Titus cut down all the trees around Jerusalem, and his tenth
legion was camped on Olivet, building their part of the wall surrounding
the city, along the bottom of the valley of Kidron. The Turks have
pleasure-grounds, or gardens, further up the valley (half a mile or so),
where they resort to enjoy the cool shade of the olive-trees, some of which
are quite as large as those in Gethsemane, and, it may be, as old. The
antiquity of those in Gethsemane is argued from the tax, which is fixed by
the Turks at one medina for each tree, which rate dates from before or at
the time of their conquest; all those planted since everywhere in the empire
being taxed one-half their produce. This would carry the date back to A.D.
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634, when Omar took Jerusalem; or to the time when the Turks took it,
A.D. 1087.
There are no level streets, and the passenger is always ascending or
descending, over rough and uncared-for ways. The houses are built of
heaps of rubbish, which have been gathering for ages. The foundations for
the Church of James (English) rest on piers, built up from the rock through
40 to 50 feet of debris. The streets are often very narrow, the widest being
only eight to ten feet. The houses are often built across the street on
arches; and the custom of shading them with awnings of mats or boards,
suspended by ropes, makes them dark and cool, which is very grateful in
that hot climate. Only two or three streets have a name, except such as are
being adopted lately by the Franks, generally those used by the Crusaders.
The materials used for building is the native limestone, generally broken
into squares, not hewn, or sawn, except by the most wealthy. In many
walls may be found fragments of ancient structures, such as cornices,
columns, capitals, and mutilated sculptures, built in as raw material.
Timber is only brought from other countries, and therefore very costly, and
is only used for window-frames and doors, but not for floors or roofs. The
windows are always small, and, if large enough to admit a thief, are barred
with iron, and give the houses a jail-like appearance. Window-glass is only
found in the houses of the rich. Only one door opens on the street, and
there are no windows in the lower story opening on the street, secluding
the houses, but making dismal streets. The interior of the rooms is pleasing,
because of the arches and domes required in forming the upper stories and
roof. The floors are frequently laid with colored stones, arranged in most
beautiful patterns.
The principal trade is in beads, crosses, incense, crucifixes, pilgrim-shells,
staffs pressed flowers, and other keepsakes (besides relics, which are made
in great quantities), with the thousands of pilgrims and other travelers, who
visit the country every year. Soap-making, and weaving of coarse cotton
cloth, are almost the only active manufactures in the city.
A vast number live professedly on charity. There are separate bazaars,
frequented by the different people: By the Jews, in the street near their
great synagogue, on the east slope of Mount Zion; by the Turks, in David,
Damascus, and Temple streets; by the Arabs, in Via Dolorosa (El Wad),
near the St. Ann church; and by the Christians, in Patriarch street. The
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Cotton Bazaar was once a very grand structure, but it is now abandoned to
rubbish, and only used as a passage-way to the Haram area.
This short account of the “Holy City” would be still more incomplete
without some brief notice of Solomon’s Temple, and its successors.
Whatever we know about them is to be found in the First Book of Kings,
in Jeremiah, in Ezekiel (who saw the first temple in a vision, Ezekiel 40), in
Josephus, in Aristeas; and after these, the modern books of Williams,
Robinson, Barclay, and Paine, in our language; and of those in foreign, the
best is the German of Dr. Neumann, of Gotha (Die Stiftshutte). Mr.
Paine’s plan is copied here, because of its simplicity, and seeming fidelity to
the original, as critically and clearly interpreted by the author (Solomon’s
Temple — T. O. Paine). Of the temple of Zerubbabel there is a very short
account in Ezra, and in Hecataeus, quoted by Josephus. The size was a
third larger than Solomon’s, but its ornamentation was less showy. The
size of either was less than the average of our churches in the country
villages. Josephus is almost the only authority for all we know about the
Temple of Herod, which was the one seen by Jesus. There is not a word in
the New Testament about its appearance, nor even its location. But it is
supposed that while the figures of Josephus are correct as to the groundplan, his figures of the elevation are twice the real height (Antiquities, xv.
11, 3).
The bridge on which Titus stood at the siege and destruction of the city
(described by Josephus) had fallen long ago, but its remains have been
discovered by Robinson and Lt. Warren, and minute accounts published.
The view engraved here shows the spring of the arch, which rested against
the temple wall (BR. in the plan of Herod’s Temple). The bridge was 51
feet wide, and extended across the valley to Zion, 350 feet; probably
resting on 5 or 6 arches. One of the stones, shown in the picture in the
book, is 21 feet long, and another 29, by nearly 6 wide.
The famous “Wailing-place” of the Jews (where they go to bewail the
desolation of Zion) is a few rods north of this place.
“The past of Jerusalem is overflowing with thought. But the future is
equally impressive. These ruins are not always to remain. The future
Temple, and the restored Israel, when “Jerusalem shall be the throne of the
Lord to all nations,” claim the most earnest thought. The day when “the
feet” of the Lord “shall stand on the Mount of Olives, which is over against
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Jerusalem toward the east,” is full of importance; and whether we look
back or forward, we have to speak of Zion as “the joy of the whole earth,”
for “salvation is of the Jews.” The present missionary work in Jerusalem is
deeply interesting. * * But surely there is no spot on earth like Jerusalem.”
— (Dr. Tyng).

Jerusha (“possessed”)
Daughter of Zadok, queen of Uzziah (<121533>2 Kings 15:33). In Chronicles the
name is <See JERUSHAH> (<142701>2 Chronicles 27:1).

Jesaiah (Hebrew: Isaiah).
1. Son of Hananiah, grand-son of Zerubbabel (<130321>1 Chronicles 3:21).
2. A Benjamite whose descendants were chosen by lot to reside in
Jerusalem after the return from captivity (<161107>Nehemiah 11:7).

Jeshaiah (“Jah’s salvation”)
1. Son of Jeduthun, choir-leader in the temple, of the 8th division (<132503>1
Chronicles 25:3).
2. A Levite, oldest son of Rehabiah, in the line of Amram (<132625>1 Chronicles
26:25).
3. Son of Athaliah and chief of the sons of Elam, who returned with Ezra
(<150807>Ezra 8:7).
4. A Merarite who returned with Ezra (<150819>Ezra 8:19).

Jeshanah (“ancient”)
A town which, with its dependent villages, was one of the three taken from
Jeroboam by Abijah (<141319>2 Chronicles 13:19). A place of importance in
Benjamin, and now Ain Sinia, a well-watered village with vineyards, fruittrees and gardens (Rob. iii. 80), three miles north of Bethel.

Jesharelah (“upright toward El”)
Son of Asaph, chief of the 7th choir (<132514>1 Chronicles 25:14). <See
ASARELAH>.
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Jeshebeab (“father’s abode”)
Head of the 14th course of priests (<132413>1 Chronicles 24:13).

Jesher (“upright”)
Son of Caleb by Azubah (<130218>1 Chronicles 2:18). <See JETHER>.

Jeshimon (“desert”)
A more desolate region or place than a <See MIDBAR> (wilderness), and
applied to the plain and hillsides at the north end and on the west side of
the Dead Sea. It consists of a level plain of nitrous earth, into which the
feet sink several inches as into ashes, and hills of chalky limestone, without
herbage, except a few alkaline plants and the usual fringe of the Jordan
River. The Hill of Hachilah (“dark red cone”) may have been Sebbeh,
(Masada), so well described by Josephus, as Metsadoth (strong-holds in
<092319>
1 Samuel 23:19), and the word choresh (Hebrew for “wood” in <092319>1
Samuel 23:19) means a thicket, dense and thorny, such as is found along
the shore there now.

Jeshishai (“son of the old man”)
Ancestor of the Gadites in Gilead (<130514>1 Chronicles 5:14).

Jeshua (1) (“Jah saves”)
<See JOSHUA> or <See JEHOSHUA>

1. Joshua the son of Nun (<160817>Nehemiah 8:17).
2. A priest in David’s time, head of the 9th course (<150236>Ezra 2:36).
3. A Levite in the reign of Hezekiah (<143115>2 Chronicles 31:15).
4. Son of Jehozadak, the first high priest after the return from captivity. His
family succeeded for 14 times, down to Onias (<150202>Ezra 2:2; <160707>Nehemiah
7:7). He took a leading part in the rebuilding of the Temple, and
restoration of the nation. He was a man of earnest piety, patriotism, and
courage. After a disuse for 50 years he restored the daily sacrifice on a new
altar.
5. Head of a Levitical house, who returned from captivity (<150240>Ezra 2:40).
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6. A branch of the family of Pahath-Moab, of Judah (<161014>Nehemiah 10:14).

Jeshua (2)
Yeshua, south near Moladah, occupied after the return from captivity
(<161126>Nehemiah 11:26).

Jeshurun
Symbolical name for Israel in <053215>Deuteronomy 32:15, etc., meaning most
upright, or to be blessed, in an endearing sense also, as little one, or dear
one, therefore good little people.

Jesiah (“Jah lends”)
1. A Korhite, a hero with David at Ziklag (<131206>1 Chronicles 12:6).
2. Son of Uzziel (<132320>1 Chronicles 23:20). Jeshiah (error) in 24:25.

Jesimiel (“whom El places”)
A Simeonite, of Shinei’s family (<130436>1 Chronicles 4:36).

Jesse (yishai, “manly”)
Son of Obed, father of David. His name is never mentioned again, not even
when David took his parents to Nahash in Moab for security from Saul
(<092203>1 Samuel 22:3). He was grandson of Boaz, one of the wealthy ones in
that favored place. His wife’s name is not mentioned. Tradition says that
the king of Moab killed both Jesse and his wife, with their attendants.

Jesui (Hebrew: Issuai).
Son of Asher. The Jesuites were numbered in the plains of Moab
(<042644>Numbers 26:44).

Jesus (Greek and Latin form of the Hebrew Joshua, or Jehoshua,
“the help of Jah”, or “Saviour”).
1. The father of <See SIRACH>, and grandfather of
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2. The <See SON OF SIRACH> (<210102>Ecclesiastes 1:27), author of the Book
of <See ECCLESIASTICUS>, or the <See WISDOM OF JESUS, THE SON OF
SIRACH> <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>. He was also known as Ben
Sira, a writer of proverbs which closely resemble those in Wisdom.
2. <See JESUS> called <See JUSTUS> (the just) A disciple Paul at Rome
(<510411>Colossians 4:11). Tradition makes him Bishop of Eleutheropolis.
3. <See JESUS CHRIST> The name Jesus means Saviour, and was a
common name, derived from the ancient Hebrew Jehoshua.
The title <See CHRIST> means anointed, consecrated, sacred, and is used
only for the <See MESSIAH>, who came in fulfillment of prophesy.
The prophets, from the time of Moses, hold up to view an illustrious
person who was to appear, and should belong to the highest order of
being, since the name of the Eternal One is His; and he should also be
called Wonderful, Counselor, the Mighty God, the Everlasting Father; that
he should assume human nature and be born of a virgin of the family of
David (<231101>Isaiah 11:1), in Bethlehem of Judaea, (<330502>Micah 5:2), and his
mission should be the salvation of his people and all mankind (<234906>Isaiah
49:6); that He should be despised and rejected of his people; be cut off, but
not for himself; be wounded for men’s transgressions, bruised for their
iniquities; by His stripes men should be healed (Isaiah 53); the Lord should
lay on Him the iniquity of men; He should make his soul an offering for sin;
and should be exalted and made very high; should see of the travail of his
soul and be satisfied, and by his knowledge justify many; and Jehovah say
to Him, “Sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy
footstool” (<19B001>Psalm 110:1); to Him should be given dominion, glory, and
a kingdom, and all people should serve Him, — an everlasting dominion
which shall not pass away (<270713>Daniel 7:13,14): all of which has been
completely fulfilled in Jesus, the son of Mary of Nazareth, who was
divinely appointed to be the Messiah, from everlasting, before the
foundations of the world (<200823>Proverbs 8:23; <600120>1 Peter 1:20; Luke 2).
Jesus was born in Bethlehem, and though the Christian Era is dated from
his birth, modern chronologists insist upon a date for the momentous event
at least four years earlier — that is to say, about B.C. 4. Some say B.C. 6.
Joseph and Mary were espoused and had gone up from Nazareth to answer
to the census-roll ordered by Augustus, for taxation; and they came to
Bethlehem because they were of the house of David. The event was
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announced by an angel to some shepherds who were watching their flocks
by night in the field near the village; and the heavenly host, who were with
the angel, praised God, saying, “Glory to God in the highest, and on earth
peace, good-will toward men” (<420214>Luke 2:14).
The coming of Christ was an event of general expectation, and the Gentiles
were next to the shepherd Jews in rendering homage to Him, in the visit of
the Wise Men from the East, who brought offerings and rich presents
(<400201>Matthew 2:1).
Herod the king, who is described as a cruel tyrant, having been made
jealous of the wonderful child, who was born King of the Jews, ordered
that all the children (about 12) in Bethlehem from two years old and under
should be killed; and Jesus was saved only by Joseph hurrying him and his
mother away to Egypt, where it is supposed that they stayed about a year.
On the way from Egypt the family avoided Bethlehem and returned to
Nazareth.
When he was twelve years old, his parents took him with them to attend
the annual feast of the Passover, when he was one day found in the
Temple, questioning and answering the Jewish priests, and displaying
astonishing wisdom (<420247>Luke 2:47).
The account of his childhood and youth, and even maturity, up to “about
thirty years of age,” besides the incident in the Temple, is given in two
grand sentences by Luke, indicative of the increase and development of the
human powers, the spiritual being perfect from the beginning: “And the
child grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom, and the grace of
God was upon him. And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in
favor with God and man” (<420240>Luke 2:40,52).
The modesty and brevity of the Gospels on this part of the life of Jesus, is
one great evidence of its truth, as compared with tales of fiction, wherein
the hero is perfected in minute and wonderful details.
Joseph (the reputed father of Jesus, and so called by his mother Mary,
<420248>
Luke 2:48), is not again mentioned in the Scriptures after this event.
Whether he lived to witness the wonderful events and profit by the
teaching of the Saviour, does not appear.
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The question of the family of Jesus, as to whether his mother Mary had any
other children besides him, is unsettled, although Matthew distinctly
mentions four brothers, besides sisters. Some have held that these were
brothers and sisters-in-law, children of Joseph by a former wife, and others,
that they were the children of the sister of Jesus’ mother, who was also
named Mary, and was the wife of Clopas; this would have them to be
cousins of Jesus. <See MARY>.
The person, the life, and the work of Jesus are the subject of the whole
New Testament, (and, in prophesy, of the Old), and, as a whole, are the
historical and doctrinal foundation of Christianity.
His life may be studied in several sections by students, as here arranged:
1. Birth, including the appearances to Zechariah, Elizabeth, Mary, and
Joseph, and the birth of John the Baptist.
2. The witnesses of the Messiah — the Shepherds, the Magi and Herod.
3. Preparation and baptism.
4. Fasting, temptation and public manifestation in Galilee, Judaea and
Samaria.
5. His offered proof of his divinity in his miracles, may by classed in two
groups:
(1). Of Love: In raising the dead. Curing mental disease. Healing the
body.
(2). Of Power: In creating; destroying; overcoming men’s wills.
6. The instruction in his discourses and parables.
7. Incidents showing the effect of his contact with various persons.
8. The scene of his ministry, of which details are given in the <See
GEOGRAPHY>.
Matthew, Mark and Luke’s records are mainly of the events in Galilee,
never mentioning his visits to Jerusalem until the time near the crucifixion,
and only implying such visits and teaching by his lamentations, and the
visits of the scribes, etc., besides the intimacy with the family at Bethany.
John records a few acts in Galilee, and gives all the rest of his book to the
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events in Judaea — nearly one-half being about the last three months arid
seven chapters (one-third), on the last few days. Neither writer attempted a
complete chronology, but aimed at a general picture of the life. <See
GOSPELS>, in the <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS.>
9. The duration of the ministry cannot be determined exactly. Those who
interpret the prophesy of Isaiah literally, limit it to one year (<236102>Isaiah
61:2). But John mentions six feasts, at five of which Jesus was present.
1. (<430213>John 2:13), soon after his baptism;
2. (<430501>John 5:1), a feast when he went up to Jerusalem;
3. (<430604>John 6:4), and another, from which he stayed away, in Galilee;
4. (<430702>John 7:2), the feast of Tabernacles, to which he went privately;
5. (<431022>John 10:22), the feast of the dedication;
6. (<431201>John 12:1; 13:1), and the last, the Passover, at which he was
crucified — extending through three years.
10. And, while on this subject of time, it may be valuable to consider, by
the help of the map, tracing each movement as closely as possible, the
amount of labor, traveling — mainly on foot (or on animals) — that must
be compressed into a single year, if the short period is chosen.
The date of the birth of Jesus, and the month and the day, have each been
the subject of much debate, without any definite settlement. The various
opinions have ranged through four years of time, and have suggested
nearly every month in the year. Tischendorf and Wieseler say that Jesus
could hardly have been born before the first of January, A. U. C. 750; and
suggest February as the latest date probable. Gresswell says that April 5 or
6 must be the day of his birth (A. U. C. 750). Dr. Robinson supposes it
could not have been later than in the autumn of A. U. C. 749; while it may
have occurred one or two years earlier; Lardner fixes the time about the
middle of August or the middle of November, A. U. C. 748 or 749; Winer,
Ideler and others say 747; Dr. Wordsworth says in the spring of 749 (B.C.
5); Clement of Alexandria says some placed the day on April 20, and
others on May 20; the 25th of December as the day dates from the
traditions of the 4th century.
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The life of Jesus combined in a three-fold character the offices of prophet,
priest and king. His prophesies pointed both to the manner and the time of
the mission and work of redemption; and, as John said, were really clear
light shining his priestly office was shown in his vicarious atonement for
the sins of men; and his kingly office appears in his royal power of
subduing all men to his will for the good of his people. To his church he
was also prophet, priest, and king above all others who had held either of
those offices. He first said, “No one hath seen God at any time, the only
begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath declared him”
(<430316>John 3:16). Jesus founded a system of ethics, revised and over-ruled all
the old systems of morals, and so purified the system that it will stand for
all the coming ages without changing. This was done among those men
who thought they were learned and wise, and that they needed only to
extend Phariseeism or Essenism to perfect the moral system of mankind,
when Jesus showed them that such ascetic notions were born in the desert
and would die there. An obscure Galilean wood carver readily and surely
did what so many eminent men had failed to accomplish — he laid the
foundations of a universal religion — on a perfect morality, showing how
the divine and human elements can be made to appear in harmonious action
in every soul. He is therefore superior to all the prophets who preceded
him.
The priestly element was almost peculiar in Judaism. The Pharisees
enlarged upon the hint of Moses and declared the whole people to be a
nation of priests; but that the sacrifices and oblations (while so many fell
short of the ceremonial purity) had to be offered by a mediating priesthood,
and by them alone, as having immediate access to God, and only
acceptable from them, while it was held to be blasphemy to attempt to
change the institutes of Moses (<440611>Acts 6:11,14,) even although the
prophets had so distinctly said, something higher and purer was needed,
and would be given from above, being brought by the Messiah, the great
spiritual king, successor of David (Psalm 104). The sufferings and glory,
struggle with temptation and sin, ransom paid, and atonement made,
whereby the guilt of iniquity was to be forever atoned, and sacrifice and
oblation cease, and a new temple consecrated (<380612>Zechariah 6:12), in every
heart, was the burden Jesus bore in his character and office of the great
high priest (Heb 10). The necessity for his work was not seen until after it
had been done, and he was gone from among men. His priesthood was
more perfect than any before him.
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The Jews had expected a temporal king, a King of Zion, as announced in
the letter of the prophets, the spiritual meaning being overlooked. The
angel said to Mary that the throne of his father David should be given to
him; the Eastern Magi inquired after him, and did obedience to him as King
of the Jews (<420132>Luke 1:32). Herod struck at the infant as at a pretender to
his throne; John announced him as coming to set up the Kingdom of
Heaven; and even when he declared before Pilate the spiritual nature of his
kingdom, the Jews failed to see what sort of a King he was. However
feeble and powerless he may have seemed then as a king before Pilate, and
when wearing the crown of thorns and the purple robe, succeeding history
has proved his actual power among men, above and beyond all other kings,
moving and controlling their hearts and minds, and this power is extending
through. out the world, not by force or violence, but as gently and surely as
the light of the sun. As a king he is more winning, powerful, more
enduring, and more holy and good than any who have reigned before him.
Christians in all ages have wished for some picture or figure of Jesus,
which should represent the Saviour or the Man of Sorrows, and a great
number of attempts have been made to represent one or the other of those
phases of the great character: some with an expression of calm serenity and
dignity, without grief; and others with the crown of thorns, purple rode,
and face of sorrowful aspect. Except a few crude outlines, painted on the
walls of sepulchres, (as in the Catacombs under Rome), or on tablets, or
rude engravings of the early ages, no work or this kind, claiming
excellence, can be dated earlier than Leonardo da Vinci’s or Raphael’s
time, who have made the most acceptable works, from which nearly all
others have been imitated; and even theirs were reproductions of the
traditionary likeness, fashioned after the Greek model of the young herogod Apollo, or the Egyptian Serapis. The story that Pilate had a likeness
engraved on an emerald is a fable, and the likeness in question is a copy
from Raphael’s cartoon of the Miraculous Draught of Fishes. The likeness,
the actual birthplace, the several places of his residence, of his crucifixion,
and of the sepulchre have one and all been lost beyond all hope of authentic
recovery. We know that he was born in Bethlehem, raised in Nazareth,
began his work in Cana and Capernaum, was crucified and buried near
Jerusalem, but the exact places have, perhaps by divine intention, been
purposely forgotten.
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Jether (“excellence”)
1. Jethro, father-in-law to Moses (<020418>Exodus 4:18), who is also called
Hobab (<041031>Numbers 10:31).
2. Gideon’s oldest son (<070820>Judges 8:20).
3. Father of Amasa, general of Absalom’s army. <See ITHRA> (<101725>2
Samuel 17:25). He was an Ishmaelite, or a Hebrew living among
Ishmaelites. He married Abigail, David’s sister (probably in the land of
Moab).
4. Son of Jada (<130232>1 Chronicles 2:32).
5. Son of Ezra, in the line of Judah (<130417>1 Chronicles 4:17). Ezra and
Amram being one, this Jether may be Aaron, as some suggest.
6. Chief in Asher, father of Jephunneh (<130738>1 Chronicles 7:38).

Jetheth (“a tent-pin”)
A duke in Edom (<013640>Genesis 36:40). There is a place called El Wetidah in
Nejed (in the Dahna, sandy desert), and an El Wetid range of mountains,
which may preserve the name of the ancient family, for Wetedeh is stable,
firm, as a tent-pin.

Jethlah (“hanging”)
In Dan, near Ajalon (<061942>Joshua 19:42). Lost.

Jethro (“superiority”)
<See JETHER>. Father-in-law of Moses (<020418>Exodus 4:18, 18:1), and also

called Hobab (<041031>Numbers 10:31; <070411>Judges 4:11). Reuel (Raguel) was
the head of the family into which Moses married (<020218>Exodus 2:18), but
was probably his wife’s grandfather, for Hobab was his son (<041029>Numbers
10:29). He became a convert to the worship of Jehovah, and sacrificed
(<021812>Exodus 18:12).

Jetur (“camp”)
Son of Ishmael (<012515>Genesis 25:15). <See ITURAEA>.
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Jeuel (“El’s treasure”)
1. Chief in Judah, of the sons of Zerah, at the first occupation of Jerusalem
(<130906>1 Chronicles 9:6).
2. A son of Adonikam, returned from captivity (1 Esdras 8:39).

Jeush (“Jah hastens”)
1. Son of Esau by Aholibamah (<013605>Genesis 36:5).
2. Benjamite chief, son of Bilhan (<130710>1 Chronicles 7:10).
3. Levite of the house of Shimei (<132310>1 Chronicles 23:10).
4. Son of king Rehoboam and Abihail (<141118>2 Chronicles 11:18).

Jeuz (“Jah counsels”)
Benjamite chief (<130810>1 Chronicles 8:10). Born in Moab, son of Shaharaim
and Hodesh.

Jew
Short form of <See Jehudi> (“people of Judah”)
First mentioned in <121606>2 Kings 16:6, when the king of Syria drives the
(Jehudim) Jews from Elath. Jeremiah frequently uses it, perhaps because
the tribe of Judah was very numerously represented in the captivity. In the
New Testament the Jews are spoken of as the determined opponents of the
gospel.
The history of the Jews, as a people, may be divided into three eras:
1. From Abraham (or Heber) to the close of the collection of the Laws,
originally oral, then written, B.C. 536;
2. ending A.D. 600, and
3. From then to the present.
The chief interest to the Bible student is found in the history before A.D.
70, since which time the affairs of this people have had but little value in
the world, as compared to them during the ages before. The influence of
foreign people and native powers may be distinctly traced from age to age:
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of Persia, in organization, order, and the ritual; of Greece, by liberty and
speculation; of the Asmonean leaders, in independent thinking and faith; of
the Herods, the separation of the church and state, with the falling to
pieces of the Jewish Church in favor of its successor, the Church of Jesus
Christ.

Jewess
Born a Hebrew, of any tribe (<441601>Acts 16:1), as the mother of Timothy, and
Drusilla, the wife of Felix (<442424>Acts 24:24). <See HEROD>.

Jewish
Paul warns Titus (<560114>Titus 1:14) against Jewish fables. <See FABLE>.

Jewry
Judah, Judaea (<270513>Daniel 5:13; <422305>Luke 23:5; <430701>John 7:1):

Jews’ Language
Jewishly (<121826>2 Kings 18:26).

Jezaniah
<See JAAZANIAH> and <See AZARIAH>.

Jezebel (“chaste”)
Wife of king Ahab, mother of Athaliah, queen of Judah, and Ahaziah and
Joram, kings of Israel. She was daughter of Ethbaal, king of the Zidonians,
who had proved himself a powerful and wise king. Jezebel brought her
religion with her, and transplanted it into the willing hearts of the Hebrews
(<111631>1 Kings 16:31), and the king of Israel and his people adopted formally
the worship of the Phoenician gods Elilah Camel Naboth, Jehu, and
Jezreel, are names that recall the main points in her history, which may be
read in those articles.
Jezebel is charged with sorcery in the Old Testament (<120922>2 Kings 9:22),
and in the New (<660220>Revelation 2:20), where her name is used as the
symbol of a wife given over to unholy practices. As human nature is the
same from age to age, so do persons enact the same deeds over and again.
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Jezer (“image”)
Son of Naphtali (<042649>Numbers 26:49). Jezerites.

Jeziah (“Jah sprinkles”)
Of the family of Parosh; married a Gentile wife (<151025>Ezra 10:25).

Jeziel (“El’s assembly”)
Benjamite with David at Ziklag (<131203>1 Chronicles 12:3).

Jezliah (“Jah preserves”)
Benjamite, son of Elpaal (<130818>1 Chronicles 8:18).

Jezoar (“whiteness”)
Son of Helah, wife of Asher (<130407>1 Chronicles 4:7).

Jezrahiah
A Levite, chief chorister at the dedication of the wall (<161242>Nehemiah
12:42).

Jezreel (1) (“El has planted”)
Founder of Etam (<130403>1 Chronicles 4:3). “These are the families of the
father of Etaus.”

Jezreel (2) (“what God plants”)
1. At the west foot of Mount Gilboa, on a hill overlooking the great plain
of Jezreel (Esdraelon, Judith 4:5). The hill is rocky and steep on the
northeast side, and about 100 feet high. Carmel can be seen to the west,
and the Jordan River valley to the east. There was a temple here to Astarte,
with 400 priests, supported by Jezebel; Ahab’s palace (ivory house, 1
Kings 23:39); a watch-tower (<120917>2 Kings 9:17), which maybe also the
tower in Jezreel near which Pharaoh encamped when Josiah “went against
him” and was wounded (<122325>2 Kings 23:25). The spring of Harod is about
one mile east where the story of Gideon’s night adventure with lamps and
pitchers is located, and also the defeat and death of Saul and Jonathan. To
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this city Elijah ran before Ahab from Carmel, 12 miles; here Naboth was
murdered, that Ahab might have his vineyard; and the “house of Ahab” (the
whole family) were killed; and Jezebel was thrown from a window and
eaten by dogs in the same field that was taken from Naboth. There are
about a dozen poor houses and a ruined tower in the modern village, which
is called Zerin.
2. A town in Judah, near Carmel (<061556>Joshua 15:56). Here David took
Ahinoam the Jezreelitess for his first wife (<092703>1 Samuel 27:3).
3. Oldest son of the prophet Hosea (<280104>Hosea 1:4).

Jibsam (“pleasant”)
Son of Tola, of Issachar (<130702>1 Chronicles 7:2).

Jidlaph (“tearful”)
Son of Nahor (<012222>Genesis 22:22).

Jimna
Jimnah, oldest son of Asher (<042644>Numbers 26:44). <See IMNAH>.

Jimnites
Descendants of Jimna.

Jiphtah (“freed”)
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061543>Joshua 15:43). Lost.

Jiphthah-El (“El opens”), <See THE GORGE OF>
Jotapata (the same city) was besieged by Vespasian, held out, and stood a
long time (B. J. iii. 7). Now Jefat, 12 miles northwest of Nazareth. The
valley (gorge) of Abilin extends from near Jefat to the plain of Acre. It is
inclosed with steep, wooded hills.

Joab (“Jah his father”)
1. Son of Zeruiah, David’s sister. He and his brothers Abishai and Asahel
cast their lot with David (<092203>1 Samuel 22:3), and their history runs close to
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his. Joab’s native power and and martial deeds made him the most famous
of the three brothers, and he was ambitious and crafty, jealous and
revengeful, as is shown in his history as “captain of the host.” Joab earned
his title of commander-in-chief at Jebus. The duel between 12 young
heroes on each side, between the forces of Joab and Abner, took place at
the pool of <See GIBEON> and brought on a general battle, which turned
in favor of Joab and David’s forces. Abner quarreled with Ishbosheth and
went over to David, when Joab killed him, treacherously pretending it was
“in blood-revenge” for his brother Asahel, whom Abner had killed. David
dared not punish Joab, because he and his two brothers were so useful to
him in the army. In the war against Hanun, Joab made a speech which is
justly noticed as a perfect model of military address: “Be of good courage,
and let us play the men for our people and for the cities of our God, and
the Lord do as seemeth him good,” (<101012>2 Samuel 10:12). It was in the
second year of this war that Uriah was murdered by David, by the help of
Joab. He also, at the close of the siege, sent for David, and gave him his
share of the spoil, generously waiving his own right.
Joab was very kind and generous to Absalom in restoring him to his
father’s favor, after his flight from killing his brother Amnon, but was
equally ready, to kill Absalom when in rebellion against David, especially
since Absalom preferred Amasa as his commander. Joab met at the great
stone in Gibeon, his cousin Amasa, who had been appointed commanderin-chief over him, and treacherously murdered him as he did Abner. David
prayed often to be released from such a terrible man. He opposed David’s
desire to number the people with true religious fervor (<102403>2 Samuel 24:3).
In the last days of David, Joab joined Adonijah in rebellion to the king, but
Solomon was proclaimed, and executed his father’s injunction, even taking
Joab from the sacred sanctuary of the altar (<022114>Exodus 21:14), and killing
him by the hand of Benaiah.
2. Son of Seraiah, of Kenaz (<130414>1 Chronicles 4:14).
3. Sheikh of a family which outnumbered any other in the return from
captivity (<150206>Ezra 2:6).

Joachaz
<See JEHOAHAZ>. The son of Josiah (<400111>Matthew 1:11).
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Joachim
1. <See JEHOIAKIM> and <See JOACIM>.
2. A high priest in the time of Baruch, at Jerusalem (Baruch 1:7).

Joacim
1. <See JEHOIAKIM>.
2. <See JEHOIACHIM> (1 Esdras 1:43).
3. Joiakim, the son of Jeshua (1 Esdras 5:5).
4. High priest in Jerusalem (Judith 4:6,14).
5. Husband of Susanna. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Joadamus
<See GEDALIAH>

Joah (“Jah is helper”)
1. Son of Asaph, historian to Hezekiah. Commissioned to treat with the
Assyrian general Rabshakeh (<233603>Isaiah 36:3).
2. Son of Zimmah (<130621>1 Chronicles 6:21), brother of Ethan (<130642>1
Chronicles 6:42).
3. Son of Obed-edom (<132604>1 Chronicles 26:4), doorkeeper.
4. Father of Eden, assisted in Hezekiah’s reformation (<142912>2 Chronicles
29:12).
5. Son of Joahaz, a recorder or historian to Josiah (<143408>2 Chronicles 34:8).

Joaha (“Jah sustains”)
Father of Joah 5. Joanan. Johanan, son of Eliashib.

Joanna (1) (“Jah’s gift”)
Son of Rhesa (<420327>Luke 3:27). Hananiah in <130319>1 Chronicles 3:19?
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Joanna (2) (“Jah’s gift”)
Wife of Chuza, Herod’s steward, contributed to the support of Jesus, and
brought spices to put into the tomb where his body was laid (<420803>Luke 8:3;
24:10). Joan.

Joannan
Jehohanan, surnamed Caddis, oldest brother of Judas Maccabaeus (1
Macc. 2:2).

Joash
<See JEHOASH>

(“Jah gave”)
1. Father of Gideon, a wealthy man of the Abiezrites, who permitted the
worship of idols, but also defended his son for destroying them (Judges 6).
2. Son of Ahaziah and the eighth king of Judah. The only child of Ahaziah
who escaped the massacre by Athaliah, being saved by a pious aunt and
kept in the temple for six years (<142211>2 Chronicles 22:11). Athaliah
counseled the murder of all Jenoram’s relatives as a security against
rebellion or conspiracy (<142104>2 Chronicles 21:4,6), and also advised her son
Ahaziah (<142210>2 Chronicles 22:10), until his death, when she reigned for six
years, until Joash was brought out. Pure religion was restored (except that
some high places were not destroyed), sacrifice and contributions restored
the temple. After 23 years, Jehoiada, the high priest, died: Joash had evil
counselors and revived the worship of Baal and Ashtaroth, and being
rebuked by a son of Jehoiada, Zechariah, he caused him to be stoned in the
court of the temple (<402335>Matthew 23:35). After an invasion by Hazael, king
of Syria, who carried off a great sum in treasure, Joash was murdered in his
bed by servants. The prophets Elisha and Joel lived in this age. He reigned
for 40 years from B.C. 878 to 838. His name is omitted in Matthew’s
genealogy.
3. Son and successor of Jehoahaz on the throne of Israel, B.C. 840-825
(<121401>2 Kings 14:1; comp. 2 Kigns 13:1 with <121310>2 Kings 13:10) The
kingdom was in a very reduced condition from the inroads of Hazael, and
Joash, either from pity or policy, visited the prophet Elisha just before the
prophet’s death, receiving from him a promise of success against the king
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of Syria, when the incident of the arrows occurred (<121314>2 Kings 13:14-19).
He gained victories over Syria, and also over Judan, and carried off
immense treasures from Jerusalem, and threw down 600 feet of the walls.
4. Several others of this name are only known in the lists.

Joatham
Jotham, son of Uzziah (<400109>Matthew 1:9).

Joazabdus
Jozabad, the Levite.

Job (1) (Hebrew: Yob, “convert”)
the third son of Issachar (<014613>Genesis 46:13). Jashub in <130701>1 Chronicles
7:1.

Job (2) (Hebrew: IYOB, “afflicted”)
The hero of the <See BOOK OF JOB>; see <See HISTORY>.

Jobab (YOBAB, “howling).
1. Son of Jokban (<011029>Genesis 10:29). The etymology points to a district or
locality which is a howling desert, and may be anywhere in the desert
region of Arabia, south.
2. King of Edom (<013633>Genesis 36:33), in the line of Esau, son of Zerah of
Bozrah. The Septuagint identifies this king with Job, the suffering
patriarch.
3. King of Madon, routed by Joshua at Merom (<061101>Joshua 11:1).
4. Chief in Benjamin.

Jochebed (Hebrew: <See YOKEBED>, “Jah’s glory).
The aunt and wife of Amram, and mother of Moses and Aaron (<020620>Exodus
6:20). The Septuagint says “cousin” instead of aunt.
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Joda
Judah the Levite in 1 Esdras 5:38 (<150301>Ezra 3:19); Hodaviah (<150240>Ezra
2:40); Hodevah (<160743>Nehemiah 7:43); Hodijah (<161010>Nehemiah 10:10);
Sudias (1 Esdras 5:26).

Joed (“Jah is witness”)
Son of Pedaiah, a Benjamite (<161107>Nehemiah 11:7).

Joel (“Jah is El”)
1. The prophet. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
2. In <130636>1 Chronicles 6:36 an error for Shaul of <130624>1 Chronicles 6:24.
3. Oldest son of Samuel, the prophet (<090802>1 Samuel 8:2), and father of
Heman, the singer. He and his brother Abiah were judges in Beersheba,
and disgraced their office by corruption, bribes, and perverted judgment. A
singular error of some copyist has occurred in <130628>1 Chronicles 6:28, where
instead of Joel, Vashni is given as a name; the word vashni (VESHENI)
means “and the second.” The word may also mean (VESHNE) Jah is strong,
as Joel is sometimes rendered, and so be used as a substitute.
4. Chief in Simeon (<130435>1 Chronicles 4:35).
5. Son of Hanoch, in the line of Carmi, in Reuben (<130504>1 Chronicles 5:4).
6. Chief in Gad (<130512>1 Chronicles 5:12).
7. Son of Izrahiah, in Issachar, general of a division of 36,000 (<130703>1
Chronicles 7:3). Son of Uzzi, according to the Syriac. Seven others of this
name were not very noted, except as leaders and officers about the temple.

Joelah (“Jah kelps”)
Son of Jeroham of Gedor, with David at Ziklag.

Joezer (“Jah’s help”)
With David among the Philistines (<131206>1 Chronicles 12:6
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Jogbehah (“elevated”)
1. Built and fortified by the tribe of Gad (<043235>Numbers 32:35). Mentioned
with Jaazer and Beth Himram, and now called Jebeiha, four miles north of
Amman (Burck. Rob.).
2. In the account of Gideon’s pursuit of the Midianites <070811>Judges 8:11).
Gideon’s route can be traced to a (<See KARKOR>). The village of Jabieh,
near Tell Jabieh, a few miles northeast of Fik, is the ancient Jogbehah.

Jogli (“exiled”)
Father of Bukki, chief in Dan (<043422>Numbers 34:22).

Joha (“Jah revives”)
1. Son of Beriah, a Benjamite (<130816>1 Chronicles 8:16).
2. One of David’s guard, a Tizite, son of Shimri (<131145>1 Chronicles 11:45).

Johanan (“Jah’s gift”)
<See JEHOHANAN>

1. Son of Azariah in the line of Zadok (<130609>1 Chronicles 6:9), high priest in
Rehoboam’s reign.
2. Son of Elioenai, in the line of Zerubbabel (<130324>1 Chronicles 3:24).
3. Son of Kareah, captain in the siege of Jerusalem, and one of the first to
submit to the Chaldean governor. He arrested the murderers of this
governor (<244008>Jeremiah 40:8; 41:11). He, with others, passed a night at the
Khan of Chimham (see <See BETHLEHEM>), and settled in Egypt (<122523>2
Kings 25:23). Eight others of this name were but little known.

Johannes (1 Esdras 9:29). Jehohanan in <151028>Ezra 10:28.
John
Short form of Jehohanan (“Jah’s gift”).
1. Father of Mattathias, of the Maccabees (1 Macc. 2:1).
2. Oldest son of Mattathias; Caddis (1 Macc. 2:2; 9:36).
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3. Father of Eupolemus, Envoy to Rome (1 Macc. 8:17).
4. Son of Simon (1 Macc. 13:53).
5. Envoy to Lysias (2 Macc. 11:17).
6. One of the high priest’s family who sat in judgment, with Annas and
Caiaphas, on the Apostles Peter and John (<440406>Acts 4:6). Rabbi Johanan
ben Zaccai, president of the Great Synagogue at Jamnia.
7. Surname of Mark (<441212>Acts 12:12).
8. <See JOHN, THE APOSTLE> Was a native of Bethsaida, on the Sea of
Galilee, the son of Zebedee and Salome. He was acquainted with the
character of Jesus as the Messiah before the call to be an apostle. In
company with his brother James, and Peter he was specially favored by
Jesus on several occasions: at the Transfiguration; the restoring of Jairus’
daughter; in the garden Gethsemane; and (including Andrew) at the
discourse on the fall of Jerusalem. He was mistaken, with the others of the
twelve, in his idea of the temporal mission of the Messiah; and with James
joined his mother in the ambitious request for places of dignity and honor.
He and James were called Boanerges, for their zeal. John was called also
the <See DIVINE> and the <See REVELATOR>, from his writings. His
family could not have been poor, because they kept servants, and
contributed to the support of Jesus; and he received Mary into his home at
Jerusalem, after the crucifixion. He also enjoyed social privileges, and the
acquaintance of the high priest.
Jesus loved John, who was the youngest of the twelve. Twice he showed
himself to him as the Lord, by a miracle touching his own occupation, that
he could understand without doubt. He was probably more intimate with
him than any other, as the leaning on his bosom at the supper would
indicate. After the ascension Paul found him living in Jerusalem, where he
was a pillar in the church; and he was yet there when Paul was in Ephesus,
A.D. 58. After Paul left Ephesus, John was sent there, about A.D. 65.
From there he is believed to have been taken to Rome during one of the
persecutions of the time, where he was thrown into boiling oil, from which
he emerged unscathed. He was exiled to Patmos, where he wrote the
Apocalypse, about A.D. 96. (Patmos and 7 Churches). Polycrates (A.D.
200) calls him a martyr, but does not record either the time, place, or
manner of his death. His letters give evidence of a large diocese, requiring
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many journeys of pastoral visitation. He is described as a mild man,
affectionate almost to effeminacy; but as a true Oriental, sometimes firing
up as in the case of the Samaritans, when they rejected Jesus.
9. <See JOHN, THE BAPTIST> Son of Zacharias, and Elisabeth (<420105>Luke
1:5). Birth foretold in their old age by an angel; preceded our Lord’s by six
months. Dwelt alone in barren region west of Dead Sea; his dress of woven
camel’s hair, his food, locusts and wild honey. When he emerged to preach
the baptism of repentance for the remission of sins, crowds gathered
because of his preternatural birth, his life and the expectation that some
great one was about to appear (Matthew 3). Baptized Jesus. Reproved
Herod for taking to himself Herodias, wife of his brother Philip; cast into
prison by Herod (<420320>Luke 3:20), and beheaded at behest of Salome,
prompted by her mother Herodias, when Herod, charmed by her grace,
promised her whatsoever she would ask (<401401>Matthew 14:1-12).

Joiakim
From Jehoiakim. High priest, son of Jeshua (<161210>Nehemiah 12:10).

Joiarib
From Jehoiarib.
Three of this name, but little known.

Jokdeam (“by the people”)
City in Judah, near Hebron (<061556>Joshua 15:56).

Jokim
<See JOIAKIM>. Son of Shelah son of Judah (<130422>1 Chronicles 4:22).

Jokmeam (Kitzaire in <062122>Joshua 21:22).
In the Jordan River Valley, near the east end of Esdraelon (<110412>1 Kings
4:12).
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Jokneam (“had by the people”)
City in Zebulon (<062134>Joshua 21:34). Tell Kaimon near the east end of
Carmel.

Jokshan (“fowler”)
Son of Abraham and Keturah (<012502>Genesis 25:2), whose sons were Sheba
and Dedan. The Arabs have a Yokshan in Shelf literature, but there is no
trace of connection with the son of Abraham.

Joktan (“made small”)
Son of Eber (<011025>Genesis 10:25), father of the Joktamte Arabs in the south
of Arabia. Their dwelling was from Mesha to Sephar, a mount of the East
(<011030>Genesis 10:30). The ancestor of the southern Arabs was <See
KAHTAN>, who is said to be i the same as Joktan. The Jewish tradition
may have been adopted by the Muslims. There is undisputed evidence of
the settlement of Joktan’s sons in that region, who founded a great
kingdom which existed for ages before our era and was renowned in the
world of classical antiquity.

Joktheel (“subdued by El”)
1. City in the Shefelah of Judah (<061538>Joshua 15:38), near Lachish, now
Keitulaneh.
2. The cliff Selah, the stronghold of the Edomites (<121407>2 Kings 14:7; <142511>2
Chronicles 25:11-13).

Jona
<See JOHANAN> or <See JONAH> <See BAR-JONA> (PETER).

Jonadab
<See JEHONADAB>.

Son of Shimeah, nephew of David (<101303>2 Samuel 13:3). He was “very
subtle,” and a friend of his cousin Amnon, heir to the throne, and gave him
the fatal advice concerning his sister Tamar, and he knew of Absalom’s
purpose to kill Amnon (<101332>2 Samuel 13:32).
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Jonah (YONAH, “dove”)
Son of Amittai, of Gath-hepher, in Zebulon. <See JONAH>, in the <See
HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Jonan
Son of Eliakim (<420330>Luke 3:30). <See JOHN>.

Jonas
Greek for Jonah.

Jonathan (“Jah gave”)
<See JEHONATHAN>.

1. Oldest son of Saul the king. He is first mentioned at the age of 30, when
his father was made king (<091302>1 Samuel 13:2). He was married, and had one
son, Mephibosheth (if no more), born about five years before his death
(<100208>2 Samuel 2:8, 4:4). He was the heir to the throne. His courage was
shown in the night exploit at Michmash, and his strength and skill in the
use of the bow and spear (<100122>2 Samuel 1:22). He was a friend to David,
and stood between him and his father as a peacemaker. The story of the
friendship of David and Jonathan is one of the most pathetic in history. The
people knew his value and sustained the elders in saving his life when in
danger from Saul’s foolish vow. He nobly yielded his own expectations of
the kingdom to David, whom he believed to have been divinely selected,
He perished with his father on Gilboa (1 Samuel 31). David sung a eulogy
over their graves that is unmatched for pathos and elevation (<100113>2 Samuel
1:13). Jonathan’s son Mephibosheth was cared for by David in his own
family.
2. A Levite, son of Getsnora, who after the death of Joshua, impiously
served as a priest, first to Micah, and then to the Danites in Dan Laish
(<071701>Judges 17:18).
3. Son of Abiathar the priest, who took an active part in Absalom’s revolt,
aiding David as a spy (<101536>2 Samuel 15:36; 17:17); and also in the revolt of
Adonijah (<110142>1 Kings 1:42).
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4. A soldier, son of Shimcab, and nephew to David, who killed a gigantic
Philistine of Gath (<102120>2 Samuel 21:20).
5. Uncle to David, “a counselor a wise man, and a scribe,” (<132732>1
Chronicles 27:32). The word <See POD> uncle, means any near relation,
or even a friend (<230501>Isaiah 5:1).
6. Son of Jashen, a hero (<102332>2 Samuel 23:32), who may be the one called
the son of Shage, the Hararite (<131134>1 Chronicles 11:34). Nine others of this
name are mentioned, one of whom owned the house in which Jeremiah was
in prison (<243715>Jeremiah 37:15).

Jonath-Elem-Rechokim
The name of a musical instrument which produced soft, mellow sounds,
and found only in the title of Psalm 56, as a direction to the choir leader.

Joppa (YAFA, “beauty”)
In Dan on the seashore, a seaport in Solomon’s time (<061946>Joshua 19:46;
2 Chronicles 2:16). The cedar for the two temples, Solomon’s and
Zerubbabel’s, and the palaces of David and Solomon was landed here
(<150307>Ezra 3:7). Jonah embarked here when trying to escape from the
unpleasant mission to Nineveh. During the wars of the Maccabees it was a
stronghold (1 Macc. 10:75). Peter’s “vision of tolerance” was on a
housetop in this city (<441009>Acts 10:9-18). A Christian bishop resided here
until the Saracens took the place. Pilgrims from all lands have landed here
for many ages to go up to Jerusalem. It was taken and retaken many times
during the crusades Saladin destroyed and Richard (Lionheart) rebuilt the
fortifications. In the thirteenth century there was not a house entire on the
site. It has now 5,000 people, 3 convents, Greek, Latin, and Armenian, and
several mosques. The bazaars are interesting and antique. The city is on a
hill, close to the sea, and is surrounded by miles of orchards — orange,
lemon and many other fruits, besides gardens, which are scarcely
surpassed.

<140216>

The poet Ovid located here the beautiful myth of Andromeda and the seamonster, a poetical allusion to the rocky barriers of the port, which to this
day make approach to Joppa impossible by sea in a storm.
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Jorah (“watering”)
Ancestor of a family of 112 who returned from captivity (<150218>Ezra 2:18).
Hariph in <160724>Nehemiah 7:24.

Jorai (“Jah teaches”)
A Gadire (<130513>1 Chronicles 5:13).

Joram
<See JEHORAM>.

Jordan (“the descender”),
Hebrew: Yarden; Arabic: El-Urdon, descender, and Esh-Sheriah, the
watering-place. The largest river in Palestine. Rises in Mount Hermon and
empties into the Dead Sea. The sources are in the south, west and
northwest slopes of Hermon, whose melting snows supply the fountains,
some of which are so copious that each one of three forms a full stream at
once. These three are: the Hasbany, the most northern, longest and
muddiest; the Leddan (Arabic: El-ed-Dan), the largest but shortest; and the
Baniasy (of Paneas) the clearest.
There are, also, a fountain and stream from Ijon; one from Belat, three
miles northwest of the Huleh lake another from Ain Mellahah one mile
north W.; all of which are perennial, and large enough, each one, to turn a
mill. About a mile south of Hasbaiya the fountain of Shiba, five miles up
the slope of Hermon, sends a stream north of the hill on which stands the
Pagan temple of Hibbariyeh in ruins; another stream from the same
direction is the Lusiany, and flows into the Jordan River at El Gujar, after
coursing around the ruined castle of Bostra. These streams flow in deep,
rocky channels, several feet below the general level of the country. The
slopes of Huleh, and flowing west from its south angle, tumbles down a
rocky ravine, with cliffs on each side, full of rapids, sinking 700 feet in 9
miles, to the Sea of Galilee.
From the south of this sea the Jordan River flows in a channel 100 feet
wide, rocky, winding, always descending; falling over about forty cascades
and rapids, sinking 600 feet in 60 miles, in a straight line, but making nearly
200 by its windings, to the Dead Sea, where it is a shallow stream, 500 feet
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wide, and deep in the rainy, or shallow in the dry season. The surface is
there 1,300 feet below the ocean. (<See SEA>).
The tributaries below Genessaret on the east are the Yarmuk (Jabbok?), 5
miles south of the sea, 120 feet wide and 4 feet deep; and the Jabbok,
which has two outlets into the Jordan River, about midway between the
two seas.
There are many winter torrents, dry in summer, and several fountains, as at
Pella, Wady Sheriah, Nimrin. on the east; and on the west, Bethshan (from
the well of Harod), Salim, Wady Ferrah (from Mokhua), Wady Fasail,
Wady Nemairah, Wady Kelt, and the Fountain of Elisha at Jericho, besides
many small and nameless fountains and streams on both sides.
This section is the only part referred to in the Bible.
Nearly the whole course is below the ocean level.
The Fountain at Hasbaiya — 1,700 feet above sea level
The Fountain at Paneas — 1,147 feet above sea level.
The Fountain at Dan — 350 feet above sea level.
Lake Huleh — 100 feet above sea level.
The Sea of Galilee — 650 feet below sea level.
The Dead Sea — 1,312 feet below sea level.

Jordan Valley (<See ARABAH>)
is a long, narrow plain, north to south, bordered by steep and nearly
parallel ridges; Gilead on the east, rising 3,000 to 5,000 feet, and Samaria,
on the west, rising from 2,000 to 3,000 feet; and is about 6 miles wide in
the northern part, widening to 10 or 12 miles at Jericho. The sides are not
regular, but are broken by ridges, or spurs, from the mountains, which run
out into the plain at several places, indicated on the map, as at Bethsban,
and <See SURTABEH> (Zarthan). <See GEOLOGY> in <See PALESTINE>.
The surface is not level, but lifted into low hills and ridges. The map shows
the course of the river through the Ghor as very winding. The upper Jordan
River, above the lake and marsh Huleh, is fordable in many places, the
brooks being shallow, with stony beds. In the rainy season they often
overflow, and are then impassable for a few days at a time. south of the
lake Huleh there is more water, and the fords are fewer. Just north of the
Sea of Galilee, near Bethsaida Julias, there is a ford over sand-bars in the
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dry season. The road from Damascus into Galilee passes over a bridge
about 2 miles south of the Huleh, called Jacob’s Daughters (after a
mythical race, said to live in oak trees), 1/2 a mile south of the Sea of
Galilee there is a Roman bridge, in ruins, and a ford called <See SEMAKH>.
The bridge Mejamia is Saracenic, 5 miles further south, but there is no
ford.
There is no mention of a bridge over the Jordan River in the Scriptures,
and the Mejamia is the only one now in use, south of the Sea of Galilee.
Opposite Bethshan the river is fordable in the dry; season. Near Succoth,
Just north of Wady Yabesh (Jabesh), there is an island with sand-bars on
each side, forming a ford in summer. This is probably the Bethabara of
<070724>
Judges 7:24. south from this place to the mouth of the Jabbok there are
several fords at low wafer. Ten miles south of the Jabbok is the ford on the
Shechem Esther Salt road, and traces of a Roman bridge. There is a ford
both above and below the pilgrim’s bathing-place, opposite Jericho. The
upper one, called El Mashraa, is the supposed one crossed by Joshua.
The banks of the river are fringed with trees, flowering shrubs, cane and
reeds; oleanders, hollyhocks, purple thistles, marigolds, anemones, willows,
tamarisk, cedar, arbutus, aspen, and ghurrah; where beasts and birds in
great numbers find shelter.

Jorim
Son of Matthat (<420329>Luke 3:29).

Jorkoam (“people spreading”)
City near Hebron (<130244>1 Chronicles 2:44).

Josabad
Soldier with David at Ziklag (<131204>1 Chronicles 12:4).

Josaphat
for Jehoshaphat in <400108>Matthew 1:8.

Jose
Son of Eliezer (<420329>Luke 3:29).
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Josedee
<See JOHOZADAK>.

Joseph (“he will increase”)
1. The son of Jacob by Rachel, was born in Haran, (near Damascus?) B.C.
1726. Of his youth, up to the age of 17, we know nothing; but at that age
he had so excited the envy and hate of his brothers, by simply receiving his
father’s gifts and attentions, and by telling his ominous dreams, and also by
his acts of filial fidelity, that his brothers, prompted by Judah, sold him for
a slave at Shechem, for twenty shekels of silver, to a band of Ishmaelites,
who took him to Egypt (Genesis 30; Genesis 37). Reuben had Intended to
rescue Joseph, and had him east into a dry pit, from which he might be
taken afterward; but he was too late. His coat (of many colors) was a long
tunic with sleeves, striped or embroidered. (<See DRESS>). The brothers
dipped this in a kid’s blood, and sent it to Jacob, who was deceived by the
trick, and believed Joseph had been killed by some wild beast.
The merchants sold him to Potiphar (chief of the executioners), a native of
Egypt, and an officer of the Pharaoh (B.C. 1709), in the reign of Thothmes
III, whose ring is engraved on page 7 in the book (Genesis 39).
In Potiphar’s house he prospered, rising to the highest position of honor
and confidence. Being tempted by his master’s wife, and honorably denying
her request, he was falsely accused by her, and thrown into prison. Here he
again prospered, and was advanced to the charge of all the other prisoners
(<19A517>Psalm 105:17-18).
While in the prison, two other prisoners, a butler and a baker, dreamed
dreams which Joseph interpreted (Genesis 40). These accounts are
interesting, because they agree with the manners of the ancient Egyptians,
as recorded on their monuments (Ancient Egypt 2:152).
Joseph begged the butler, when he should he restored to favor, as he
showed from his dream, to think of him, and speak of him to the Pharaoh;
but he did not do so (<014013>Genesis 40:13-16,23), until the Pharaoh dreamed
two prophetic dreams, which found in Joseph a successful interpreter, upon
the recommendation of the butler (<014109>Genesis 41:9-14). He was then
released, after two years’ confinement. The dreams foreboded the
approach of a seven years’ famine; and on consultation with his advisers,
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Joseph was chosen by the Pharaoh to exercise full power over all Egypt,
except the throne, as one whose wisdom was of divine origin, in token of
which he put his ring on Joseph’s hand, invested him with royal garments,
and gave him a new name, Taphnath-paaneah (“saviour of the world”); and
gave him for a wife Asenath, daughter of Potipherah, a priest of On.
He was now thirty years old. His two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, were
born during the seven years of plenty. His wisdom appeared when the
famine was known to extend to “all lands” i.e. bordering on Egypt, and
their people came to buy grain in Egypt (<014156>Genesis 41:56-57). Among
others, the ten brothers of Joseph came also, aria he recognized them; but
they did not know him, for he had probably, adopted the dress and speech
of Egypt, and besides, the boy of seventeen that they sold for a slave was
now a man over thirty, and a governor.
Joseph severely tried and punished his brothers by calling them spies,
putting them in prison for three days, and detaining one (Simeon) while the
others returned with grain to Canaan, with orders to bring Benjamin down
to Egypt. But even while pretending, this severity his good heart caused
him to weep; it may be as much from joy at seeing them, as from anxiety
about Benjamin and his father.
As soon as Benjamin came his manner changed — with difficulty only
could he act longer in a false character, and he gave orders to prepare for
them to dine with him at noon (hiding himself to weep in his room). The
account of the dinner agrees exactly with the monuments as to the customs
of the Egyptians, which were also adopted by the Jews. Joseph was served
by himself — his brethren by themselves, and the Egyptians also apart by
themselves; and when each one was seated in order, according to his
birthright, Simeon being released and with them, they wondered that
anyone should know their ages.
Joseph wished to try how far his brothers would be faithful to his father,
and laid a plan to trap them and detain Benjamin by putting a cup in
Benjamin’s sack. On being arrested when a little way out of the city, and
brought back before Joseph, with Benjamin as the detected criminal, Judah
showed the deepest regard for his aged father’s feelings, and offered
himself a ransom, that Benjamin might return to him. This, in the Scripture,
is one of the most touching passages in the whole course of literature
(<014418>Genesis 44:18-34).
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Joseph could bear it no longer, but made himself known to his brothers,
and then his first question was, “Is my father alive?” and he hastens to
relieve them of anxiety and fear, by showing them that it was God’s
providence that sent him to Egypt to prepare the way for their salvation
from death by famine (Genesis 45—46).
Pharaoh gave Joseph leave, and ordered him to bring his father and his
household into Egypt; and accordingly they were brought and settled in
Goshen, where Joseph met his father, honored him by presenting him
before the king, and sustained him and his through the remaining years of
famine (<014712>Genesis 47:12).
Joseph’s prudence and policy made Pharaoh absolute master and owner of
all Egypt, except the priest’s land, by the sale of the stores which had been
laid up during the years of plenty. This is the greatest social revolution
recorded in history — the reduction of an entire nation to slavery or
dependence by famine (<014713>Genesis 47:13-26).
Jacob died, and Joseph had his body embalmed and carried to the cave of
Machpelah (<015013>Genesis 50:13).
Joseph’s brothers feared him after his father’s death, and coming near,
begged his forgiveness, when he made the noble reply: “Fear not; I will
nourish you and your little ones.”
He lived to the age of 110 years, and saw Ephraim’s children to the third
generation; and Manasseh’s also were brought up on his knees.
When he died, they embalmed his body, and put it in a coffin in Egypt.
(B.C. 1616.)
He had reminded them of God’s promise to bring them again into Canaan,
and required them to carry his bones with them widen they went. So, they
carried the body in the desert for forty years, and laid it in its final restingplace at Shechem (<062432>Joshua 24:32).
Joseph is above all others the purest character known to history, (always
excepting Jesus). Unlike David, Solomon, and any other, he left only good
reports of his heart and hands. His trials, resistance to temptation,
degradation, exaltation, saving his people, and confounding his enemies,
mark him as a type of the Christ.
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2. Joseph the son of Heli, the husband of Mary, and the legal father of
Jesus (Matthew 1). The first fact we learn of him is his descent from David.
He is then mentioned as the betrothed husband of Mary.
This custom of espousal was the beginning of marriage, and was made by
the parents if the parties were underage. It was a public and formal
proceeding, confirmed by oaths, and presents to the bride (<012422>Genesis
24:22,53). Twelve months were allowed to pass before the marriage
ceremony; and the betrothal could only be broken off by a bill of divorce.
Mary was the daughter and heir of Joseph’s uncle, Jacob.
The age at which marriage was legal was 18; but probably, then as now, in
Palestine, many married much younger — from 12 years upward; so if this
was a first marriage, with Joseph as well as Mary, they were most probably
under 20 years, and it may be that Mary was only 15 to 18. During the
twelve months after the betrothal, Joseph was grieved at the discovery that
Mary was with child, and intended to divorce her as privately as possible;
but being reconciled by divine instruction in a dream, he accepted her as his
wife. Mary pore several children to Joseph, two of whom became believers
after the crucifixion, and James was the first Christian bishop of Jerusalem.
We have also the names of Joseph, Simon, and Jude. Of the daughters no
names are given (<400118>Matthew 1:18,24,25; 13:55,56; 26:56).
Joseph was an artisan of some kind (the original Greek word meaning
smith, or maker of articles out of any material); and it is probable that he
was a carver of wood for interior decoration (a carpenter), and that his son
Jesus was taught the same trade. All handicraft were held in honor, and
they were learned and followed by the sons of the best men.
The decree of Augustus Caesar, taxing all the people, required them to
appear for that purpose at their proper places, according to their tribes; so
Joseph and Mary were at Bethlehem (if they did not reside there) when
Jesus was born. At the proper age for presenting the child in the temple,
Joseph went with the child and his mother, and heard Simeon’s and Anna’s
prophetic words. He was also present when the magi visited the child; and
being warned in a dream, “took the young child and his mother at night and
departed into Egypt.” On his return, after Herod’s death, “he turned aside”
and dwelt at Nazareth.
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When Jesus was twelve years old, they went up to Jerusalem, to the annual
feast of the Passover, and the incident of the child among the doctors
occurred.
Joseph is not mentioned again in the gospels after this time.
It is supposed that he died before the crucifixion, from the words of Jesus
when on the cross, recommending his mother to the care of the beloved
disciple (<431926>John 19:26). The question of his neighbors at Nazareth, as
recorded by Mark, seems to indicate that he was then dead.
3. Joseph of Issachar, one of the spies (<041307>Numbers 13:7).
4. One who had married a Gentile wife (<151042>Ezra 10:42).
5. Four of the ancestors of Jesus had this name (<420323>Luke 3:23,24,26,30).
6. Of Arimathea. All we know of him is that he had some wealth, and was
a member of the Sanhedrin, a secret disciple of Jesus, and that he appeared
for a time, taught one great lesson, and was heard of no more. lie was
looking and waiting for the Messiah; did not consent to the judgment
against Jesus, and begged for his body, that it might be properly buried. A
tradition says he went to England, and settled there, near Glastonbury.

Joseph called Barsabas (son of the old man, or wisdom).
Nominated but not chosen to fill a vacancy in the twelve (<440123>Acts 1:23).
Also called Justus. The fact that he was nominated to be an apostle shows
that he had seen Jesus, heard and believed, and had been with the others,
perhaps constantly. Eusebius says he was one of the seventy.

Joses (“Jesus” or “Joseph”)
1. Son of Eliezer (<420329>Luke 3:29).
2. Brother of Jesus (<401355>Matthew 13:55).
3. Joses Barnabas (<440436>Acts 4:36).

Josephus (Greek-Latin form of Joseph). <See FLAVIUS JOSEPHUS>
is the ancient historian, whose works were composed from materials found
in the Scripture, the Apocrypha, the Targums, and in Jewish traditions. It is
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believed that he intended to tell the truth so far as he knew, except when
the Jewish people, or the Roman power were to be flattered, when his text
was colored for that purpose. This may be the reason why he so carefully
omitted any account of Jesus and his teachings, which must have caused a
great commotion in the Jewish church, if considered only in the light of a
new sect — the Nazarenes. Recent explorations confirm his statements in
matters of history, except in minute figures, in which exaggeration seems
to have been sometimes the design.

Joshah (JOSHAVIAH, “Jah lets dwell).
Chief in Simeon. Son of Amaziah (<130434>1 Chronicles 4:34).

Joshaphat (JEHOSHAPHAT)
the Mithnite, a hero in David’s guard (<131143>1 Chronicles 11:43).

Joshaviah (“Jah lets dwell”)
Son of Elnaam, one of David’s guard (<131146>1 Chronicles 11:46).

Joshbekashah (“Jah sits firm”)
Son of Heman, leader of the 16th choir (<132504>1 Chronicles 25:4).

Joshebbassebet (“the people turn to Jah”)
The Ethnite (in the margin of <102309>2 Samuel 23:9).

Joshua (1) (“Jah his help”)
(The same in the Hebrew as the original of Jesus). The son of Nun, and
successor of Moses as leader of the people. His name was first Oshea
(<041308>Numbers 13:8), and in the New Testament he is called Jesus (<440745>Acts
7:45; <580408>Hebrews 4:8). He was of the tribe of Ephraim (<130727>1 Chronicles
7:27). He is first mentioned in Exodus 17, at the time of the attack of the
Amalekites, but in such a manner as to convey that he was well known
before; and Moses at that time indicated him as his successor by giving him
a new name (or title), Jehoshua (salvation). He was one of the twelve spies
(<041316>Numbers 13:16). He opposed Aaron’s calf-worship, and he with Caleb
were the only two souls excepted from the judgment of wandering and
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dying without seeing Canaan, and was specially selected even when Moses
was rejected at the waters of Meribah-Kadesh. He did not originate, his
office and work being completion — leading the people into the Land of
Promise, dividing and occupying Canaan, and destroying their enemies. His
personal and official life is without a blemish, except the hasty treaty with
the Gibeonites. The people of Israel under Joshua were nearest to the
original conception of a united, obedient, willing, company of children
serving a father. But he was not perfect; since he did not occupy all the
land, nor prevent the bitter quarrels which divided the people after his day.
He received his commission (or had it confirmed), in the same manner as
Paul did, in a vision (<060513>Joshua 5:13-15), from the Lord Jesus (when he
was 84). He was a type of Jesus the Christ, as was also Jeshua, the high
priest, in the second redemption of the nation (Zechariah 3). See Book of
<See JOSHUA> in the <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS> and <See TIMNATH
SERAH>. He died at the age of 110.

Joshua (2)
<See JESHUA>. The son of Josedech, who was carried away by

Nebuchadnezzar (<130615>1 Chronicles 6:15), and high priest after the return
from Babylon.
There are several other persons of this name, of whom very little is known.

Josiah (YOSHIAHU, “Jah heals).
Son of Amon, and the 15th king of Judah, from B.C. 641 to 610 reigning
31 years, from 8 years old. His history is given in 2 Kings 22; 2 Kings 24; 2
Chronicles 34—35; and Jeremiah 1—12. In his day the Temple was
repaired and the <See BOOK OF THE LAW> was found (see <See HISTORY
OF THE BOOKS>). He was wounded in a battle against Pharaoh Necho,
and died near Jerusalem, where he was buried with great display.
2. Son of Zephaniah (<380609>Zechariah 6:9).

Josibiah (“Jah makes to dwell”)
Father of Jehu (<130435>1 Chronicles 4:35).
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Josiphiah (“Jah increase him”)
Ancestor of Shelomith, who returned with Ezra (<150810>Ezra 8:10).

Jot (Hebrew: <See YOD> “the hand”)
The smallest letter in the Hebrew alphabet. Used as a symbol of the least.
Jot or tittle (<400528>Matthew 5:28); not even the finishing touch.

Jotbah (“goodness”)
Native town of Haruz and his daughter Meshullemeth (<122119>2 Kings 21:19).
Et Taiyibeh (see <See OPHRAH>). Arabic, [^Et-Tayib, good. There are
three sites so named.
1. south of Hebron;
2. west of Hebron;
3. north of Jerusalem.

Jotbath
<See JOTBATHAH> (“goodly”)

Wady el Athbeh, in the desert, northwest of Akabah.

Jotham (“Jah is upright”)
1. Son of Gideon (<070905>Judges 9:5). His parable of the bramble is the oldest
of its kind. He lived at Beer.
2. Son of king Uzziah, succeeding him to the throne of Judah B.C. 158, at
the age of 25, and reigning 16 years (2 Kings 15; 2 Chronicles 27).
3. Son of-Jahdai, in Judah’s line (<130247>1 Chronicles 2:47).

Jozabab
<See JEHOZABAD> There were seven of this name, without special note.

Jozachar (“Jah remembers”)
Son of Shimeath (<121202>2 Kings 12:2). Zabad in <142426>2 Chronicles 24:26.
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Jubal (“music”)
Son of Lamech, by Adah (<010421>Genesis 4:21); a teacher, and perhaps
inventor of musical instruments, both for string and wind.

Jubilee (YOBEL, “rushing sound”)
<See CHRONOLOGY>, p. 56 in the book. The year of Jubilee was the
49th, so as to count full 7’s, and no more. If on the 50th, the count by 7’s
would be interrupted.

Juda (“Judas”)
1. Son of Joseph, father of Simeon (<420330>Luke 3:30).
2. Son of Joanna (Hananiah), (<420326>Luke 3:26). Abiud in <400113>Matthew 1:13.
3. Brother of Jesus <410603>Mark 6:3).
4. <See JUDAH>.
5. Juda, for the land of Judah in <400206>Matthew 2:6, etc.

Judaea
The Latin form of Judea.

Judah (YEHUDAH, “praise Jah”)
The Jew or Hebrew. <See JUDA> <See JUDAH>
1. Fourth son of Jacob, by Leah. His brothers were Reuben, Simeon, Levi
(Judah), Issachar, Zebulon. He was a leader in family matters from his
youth up, and more is known of him than of any other except Joseph.
Reuben advised the brothers to throw Joseph into the pit, and Judah
proposed the sale to the traders, both acting honorably to themselves,
wishing to save the life of Joseph (<012726>Genesis 27:26). <See JOSEPH> for
Judah’s conduct in Egypt (<014414>Genesis 44:14,16-34). Judah went before
Jacob into Egypt (Genesis 46). Jacob honors Judah first in his blessings
(<014908>Genesis 49:8-10). He had five sons, three by a Canaanite, the daughter
of Shuah—<See ER>, <See ONAN> and <See SHELAH> — and two by the
widow of Er (<See TAMAR>), Pharez and Zerah. (See the twelve <See
TRIBES>). The boundaries of Judah are more carefully noted than any of
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the others (<061520>Joshua 15:20-63). The district was about 45 miles north to
south, and nearly 50 wide east to west <See PALESTINE>, <See
GEOLOGY>, <See CLIMATE>, <See KINGDOM OF JUDAH>.
2. A Levite ancestor of Kadmiel (<150309>Ezra 3:9).
3. A Levite, who had a Gentile wife (<151023>Ezra 10:23).
4. A Benjamite, son of Senuah (<161109>Nehemiah 11:9).
5. Assisted in dedicating the wall (Ezra <161234>Nehemiah 12:34).

Judah, Kingdom of
The kingdom actually began with the revolt of the ten tribes, but was really
a continuation of the kingdom of Saul and David. The kingdom was an
original element in the system that Moses projected, and the first elections,
of Saul, David and Solomon, were divinely directed. See list of kings in
<See ISRAEL>. Rehoboam, Solomon’s son and successor, lost the ten
tribes, and also suffered from the Pharaoh <See SKISHAK> who robbed the
temple (2 Chronicles 12). Jehoshaphat was the greatest king after David,
and increased the power and wealth of his people. His ships being
destroyed in a storm, his scheme for commerce was given up.
A grave error was committed in a marriage with the house of Ahab,
Jehoram taking Athaliah for a wife, who introduced her mother Jezebel’s
image worship.
The treasures of the temple or of the king were several times carried away
from Judah. All the vast hoards of David and Solomon were lost by
Rehoboam to Shishak (<111426>1 Kings 14:26); Benhadad took from Asa the
savings of 40 years. Jehoash sent to Hazael all that Jehoshaphat, Jehoram,
Ahaziah, and himself had dedicated, besides his private wealth (<121218>2 Kings
12:18); Jehoash of Israel took from Amaziah all the treasures (<121411>2 Kings
14:11-14); Ahaz surrendered to Tiglath Pileser (<121608>2 Kings 16:8);
Hezekiah to Sennacherib 300 talents of silver, and 30 of gold (<121814>2 Kings
18:14-16); in the days of Josiah (or after he was killed) the Pharaoh could
only collect 100 talents of silver, and one talent of gold, by taxation, there
being no treasure in the temple, and (perhaps a mistake) Nebuchadnezzar
carried off all the treasures of the temple, with the very vessels that
Solomon had made (<122413>2 Kings 24:13), 5,400 in number (<150111>Ezra 1:11).
The royal line was twice almost destroyed, by Jehu, and by Athaliah. The
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real cause of decay in this power was the contest between the church and
the state; the priest grew stronger as the king was weaker. Faction grew
bold and fierce, and bloodshed was common (Ezekiel 22). The nation grew
wealthy, luxurious, superstitious, idolatrous, with only a formal show of
true religion. The king appointed the high priest, but did not dare to depose
one. The high priests gained more honor than the kings — especially it was
a great honor to trace to Zadok the priest. But the nation could not be
saved even by a pure high priesthood. Society was corrupt, and full of
contention, and unable to defend itself against Egypt and Babylon. The
kingdom lasted 487 years; 387 years after Israel seceded, and 133 years
after Israel’s captivity.

Judas (Greek-Latin form of Judah).
1. In 1 Esdras 9:23.
2. third son of Mattathias, the Maccabeans (1 Macc. 2:4, etc.).
3. Son of Calphi (1 Macc. 11:70).
4. A Jew in Jerusalem (2 Macc. 1:10).
5. Son of Simon, and brother of John Hyrcanus (1 Macc. 16:2). 6. The
patriarch Judah, in <400102>Matthew 1:2,3.
7. A man in Damascus, who lodged Paul (Saul) after his conversion
(<440911>Acts 9:11).
8. <See BARSABAS> a leading member of the church at Jerusalem (<441522>Acts
15:22), a prophet (<441532>Acts 15:32), chosen with Silas to go with Barnabas
and Saul to Antioch as delegates on the Gentile convert question (<441527>Acts
15:27).
9. Of Galilee, the leader of a revolt in the time of Quirinus (A.D. 6),
mentioned by Gamaliel in his speech before the Sanhedrin (<440537>Acts 5:37).
He was a religious enthusiast, whose motto was, “We have no Lord or
Master but God.” See Josephus xviii. 1, sec. 1.

Judas Iscariot (from <See KERIOTH>, his native place).
Son of Simon (<430671>John 6:71). His early life is not recorded. He was
awarded the unhappy notoriety of betraying Jesus, his Lord and Master. He
must have been a useful man among the twelve, because he was appointed
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their steward (<431206>John 12:6). Jesus knew his character from the first
(<430664>John 6:64); but no one else even suspected him up to the very last day,
when Peter and John were only made to know by a private sign from the
Master who was the betrayer (<431326>John 13:26). From the high priest he
received 30 shekels, the price of a slave, but returned the money when
remorse overtook him, after the crucifixion. His tender heart and quick
conscience appears in the fact that he killed himself rather than live with
the feeling of remorse for his crime.
Some have thought that he believed that Jesus would be able to free
himself from the priests, and stand higher than ever for the trial; others
think that he as well as the rest believed Jesus was delaying the opening of
his temporal kingdom, and ‘that he would only force him to declare his
power and majesty by bringing him face to face with his enemies. While
these theories are only possibly true in a slight degree, the love of money
was beyond question a motive. The other eleven were weak, perplexed,
vascillating, faint-hearted, but Judas was active and speculative, in the
trying moment, his religion is only a servant to his worldly interest, and he
perhaps discovered that the spiritual kingdom would not pay. This is why
he was dishonest in his stewardship (<431204>John 12:4), and grudged the value
of the perfume that Mary honored Jesus with at Bethany. His presence
among the twelve is explained in “The presence of such a false friend in the
company of his disciples was needed to complete the circle of Christ’s
trials and temptations.” David in the Psalms describes such a character,
whose words were smooth as butter; whose actions were drawn swords;
who ate his meat, and lifted his heel against him.
It seems probable that Judas did not stay until the Lord’s Supper.

Judas
<See JUDE>. A disciple, writer of the Epistle (see <See HISTORY OF THE
BOOKS>). He was “brother of James” (<650101>Jude 1:1), “the Lord’s brother”

(<480119>Galatians 1:19; 2:9, 12; <401355>Matthew 13:55; <410603>Mark 6:3). He was not
an apostle, for he did not believe on Jesus as the Christ until after the
crucifixion (<430705>John 7:5). Only one question of his to Jesus is all that is
recorded of him (<431422>John 14:22). Eusebius (History iii. 20,32), says the
Lord’s relatives were feared by the Emperor Domitian, and were known as
late as the end of Trajan’s reign.
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Judaea
<See JUDEA> (“Jewish”)

The Roman name of the territory of Judah or the southern of the three
divisions, Galilee, Samaria, Judea. (See the Map). Jewry in <430701>John 7:1,
and <270513>Daniel 5:13. Judea also in <150508>Ezra 5:8, on the return from the
captivity. The chief interest in Judaea is in Jerusalem and its vicinity,
although there are many names of cities all over its territory, connected
with interesting persons and events.

Judaea, the Wilderness of
Was along the western shore of the Dead Sea.

Judges (SHOFETIM).
Patriarchal seniors who administered justice, usually the chief or head
(sheikh) of a tribe. Moses introduced the system on the advice of his
father-in-law, Jethro (Exodus 18). There were two distinct orders of
judges.
1. The leader, or chief of the whole nation, instead of or before the kings
were elected.
2. The older princes or chiefs of families, A list of judges over all Israel is
given in <See CHRONOLOGY>, on page 57 of this book. For BOOK OF
<See JUDGES> see <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Judgment
Judicial decision. Sentence of a judge. The Day of Judgment (<401005>Matthew
10:5; 11:22), the great day (<650106>Jude 1:6), last day (<431124>John 11:24), in
which Christ will judge the world (<441731>Acts 17:31; <430522>John 5:22), in
righteousness (<402531>Matthew 25:31-46; <470510>2 Corinthians 5:10; Revelation
20). <See ADVENT> Some believe that resurrection follows immediately
after death, and that judgment is already pronounced on ourselves by our
lives, the Christ only carrying out the sentence, so that the world may
continue without end, and souls go to their final account, the judgment
never ending. Others hold that the resurrection is reserved to the end of the
world, when there will be no more souls born, and all the dead from the
beginning will be raised at one time. It seems more probable that the spirit
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world, heaven, is entered at once by the blessed soul, recognizing friends,
relatives, the ancient worthies, Jesus and God the Father. <See
RESURRECTION>.

Judgment Hall (Greek: praitorion), (<431828>John 18:28).
This has been located in Pilate’s house, and in Herod’s palace, and in the
Castle Antonia. There was another hall at Caesarea (Josephus, Antiquities
xv. 9, sec. 6).

Judith
<See YEHUDITH>

(“Jewess”).
1. Wife of Esau, daughter of Beeri; also called Aholibama (<012634>Genesis
26:34; 36:2).
2. Judith the heroine of the <See BOOK OF JUDITH>; see <See HISTORY>.

Julia (feminine of Julius).
A disciple at Rome, wife (?) of Philologus (<451615>Romans 16:15).

Julius
Centurion of the “Augustus Band,” who conducted Paul to Rome from
Caesarea, and used him courteously (<442701>Acts 27:1,3).

Junia
A disciple at Rome (<451607>Romans 16:7).

Juniper (ROTHEM).
A white-blossomed broom, found in Spain, Barbary, Syria, and the desert
of Sinai, and called “Spanish broom,” in Arabic [^Bethem. The bush is the
largest in the desert, and gives shade from the sun, wind, and rain, and the
Bedouins make charcoal from the twigs (illustrating <19C004>Psalm 120:4). Job
speaks of eating rothem roots (<193004>Psalm 30:4), as a picture of abject
poverty and want. Elijah slept under a broom bush (Rob. 1:203).
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Jupiter (Greek: Zeus; Latin: Jupiter, Divum-pater, heaven-father).
The son of Saturn and Ops, brother and husband of Juno, father and king
of gods and men, and supreme ruler of the universe, in the Greek and
Roman mythology. Jupiter Tonaris, the thunderer; fulminator, the
lightning-wielder; Pluvius, the ram-giver. <See PAUL>. The worship of
Jupiter was general in all Greek countries, and was once attempted on Mr.
Moriah, in the temple, by order of <See ANTIOCHUS EPIPHANES> <See
MACCABEES>.

Jushabhesed (“lovingkindness is returned”)
Son of Zerubbabel (<130320>1 Chronicles 3:20).

Justification (Greek: dikaio).
Used in the Bible to mean passing sentence or giving a decision
(<052501>Deuteronomy 25:1; Prov, 17:15; <230522>Isaiah 5:22; <19E302>Psalm 143:2). It is
opposed by condemn (Greek: katakrino), in <450833>Romans 8:33,34. By the
deeds of the law there shall no flesh be justified in God’s sight (<450320>Romans
3:20). It is a judicial act of God, by which the sinner is declared innocent,
as if he had never sinned, not because of works, but of Christ’s
righteousness; the means by which it is apprehended is faith. Justified by
faith and through faith (<450328>Romans 3:28; 4:5; <480216>Galatians 2:16; 3:8).

Justify
The faith that justifies is a working living faith, and must so prove itself
whenever occasion demands.

Justus (“just”)
1. Surname of Joseph Barsabas (<440123>Acts 1:23).
2. A disciple at Corinth (<441807>Acts 18:7).
3. Surname of Jesus, a friend of Paul (<510411>Colossians 4:11).

Juttah (YUTAH, “inclined).
An ancient city of Judah, allotted to the priests (<061555>Joshua 15:55). The
residence of Zacharias, a priest, the father of John the Baptist. It is now a
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large village, five miles south of Hebron. (See Luke 1). It is found on the
Egyptian monuments as tah-n-nu, a fort of the Anakim, near Hebron.
Called “a city of Juda” in <420139>Luke 1:39.
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K
Kabzeel (“gathered by El”)
Judah in the southeast (<061521>Joshua 15:21). The native place of Benaiah, one
of David’s “mighty men” (<102320>2 Samuel 23:20; <131122>1 Chronicles 11:22).
Jekabzeel in <161125>Nehemiah 11:25, where it is one of the places occupied
after the return from captivity. It was probably a shepherd settlement (so
many of which are known), its name being derived from “the gathering of
the flocks.”

Kabbalah
Reception; doctrine received orally. The teachings are:
1. God is above everything; even above being and thinking. Therefore, it
cannot be said truly that he has either a will, desire, thought, action —
language, because these belong to finite man. He cannot be comprehended
by the intellect, nor described with words. He is in a peculiar sense without
life, for He cannot die, and He in a certain sense does not exist, because
that which is incomprehensible does not exist to us. Therefore, he made
known some properties of His existence to us.
The will to create implies limit, therefore the imperfect world, limited and
finite, is no work of the infinite; but since there cannot be any accident or
chance where infinite wisdom resides, the world band universe) must have
been indirectly created by the ten intelligences (SEFIROTH), which
emanate from the One original emanation, the infinite intelligence (EN
SEF). These ten powers have bodies, the one original emanation (not
created) has a form also. They are divided into three groups; which operate
on the three worlds, of intellect, of souls, and of matter.
All human souls are pro-existent in the world of sefiroth, and must live the
life of probation on the earth. If its life is pure it rises to the sphere of the
sefiroth; but if it sins, it will have to live over and over again until it
becomes pure. (Some say the limit is to three trials). The souls that have
lived have the first right to new-born bodies, and so there are many waiting
even for the first chance, and Messiah cannot be born until all others have
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been born, at the end of days. This is a hermeneutical (explaining
Scripture) system, invented to satisfy those Jews who did not agree with
the descriptions of heaven by the prophets.

Kades (1) (Judith 1:9). Summoned to aid him by Nebuchadnezzar.
Kadesh Naphtali (<061523>Joshua 15:23).

Kades (2)
Greek form of Kadesh (<070109>Judges 1:9.)

Kadesh
<See KADESH BARNEA> (“holy places”)

En Mishpat (“spring of judgment”), which is Kadesh (<011407>Genesis 14:7).
The most northern place reached by the Israelites in their direct road to
Canaan. Located at Ain el Weibeh, on the western side of the Arabah,
northwest of Petra where there is the most copious fountain and the most
important watering-place in that valley. There are no ruins of any “city”,
nor of the tomb of Miriam (Jerome, Onom.). <See EXODUS>.

Kadmiel (“one stands before El”)
A Levite who returned with Zerubbabel (<150240>Ezra 2:40; 3:9; <160743>Nehemiah
7:43).

Kadmonites, the
Children of the East (<011519>Genesis 15:19).

Kain
<See CAIN> (<042422>Numbers 24:22).

Kallai (“swift messenger of Jehovah?”) A priest (<161220>Nehemiah
12:20).

Kanah (“reed”) (<061928>Joshua 19:28).
Asher. Seven miles southeast of Tyre, a village of 300 families. A mile
north of it is the ancient site (Em el Awamid, mother of columns), with
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ruins, some of which are colossal—foundations oil-presses, cisterns, and
posts of houses, and great numbers of columns (Land and Book 298). AIN
KANAH, five miles southeast of Sidon, is also claimed as the true site.

Kanah, the River
Boundary between Ephraim and Manasseh, flowing into the Mediterranean
two miles south of Caesarea (<061608>Joshua 16:8; 17:9), now called Nar
Ahkar.

Kareah (“bald-head”)
Father of Johanan and Jonathan (<244008>Jeremiah 40:8), called CAREAH.

Karkaa (“flat”)
On the boundary., next to Azmon, on the south side of Judah (<061503>Joshua
15:3). Lost.

Karkor (“level place”)
Where Zeba and Zalmunna felt “secure” with their host, and Gideon smote
them (<070810>Judges 8:10,11). Somewhere on the level Mishor, but not
identified.

Kartah (“city”)
(<062134>Joshua 21:34). In Zebulon. Lost.

Kartan (“two towns”)
Naphtali (<062132>Joshua 21:32). Kirjathaim?

Kattath (“small”)
Zebulon (<061913>Joshua 19:13). Small

Kedar (“black”)
Second son of Ishmael (<012513>Genesis 25:13). Settled his tribe in the
northwest of Medina, in Arabia, bordering Palestine. The glory of the sons
of Kedar is mentioned by Isaiah (<232113>Isaiah 21:13-17), their villages
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(<234211>Isaiah 42:11), and their princes by Ezekiel (<262721>Ezekiel 27:21), who
supplied Tyre with sheep and goats; and in Canticles (<220105>Song of Solomon
1:5) their tents are noticed as “black, but comely.” Mohammed traces his
lineage to Abraham through the celebrated Koreish tribe, which sprang
from Kedar. The Arabs in the Hejaz are called Beni Harb (“men of wait”),
and are Ishmaelites as of old, from their beginning. Palgrave says their
language is as pure now as when the Koran was written (A.D. 610), having
remained unchanged more than 1,200 years; a fine proof of the permanency
of Eastern institutions.

Kedemah (“eastward”)
Son of Ishmael (<012515>Genesis 25:15).

Kedemoth (“beginnings”)
Reuben, east of the Dead Sea, near the Arnon (<050226>Deuteronomy 2:26).
Name of a city and a wilderness (i.e. the pasture-land) near it. Lost. This
district has not been explored.

Kedesh (“sanctuary”)
1. Kedesh in Galilee, one of the Cities of Refuge. A fortified city in
Naphtali (<061937>Joshua 19:37). The residence of Barak (<070406>Judges 4:6),
where he and Deborah assembled their army. The tree of Zaanaim, under
which was pitched the tent in which Sisera was killed, was in the vicinity. It
was captured by Tiglath Pileser, with other towns, and its people removed
to Assyria (2 Kings 15). The tomb of Barak was shown in the twelfth
century (Benjamin of Tudela). The site is beautiful. A little green plain
among the mountains, with a border of wooded hills, and well watered.
The ruins on a rounded tell, which was once fortified, and the broken
columns and handsome capitals, sarcophagi, and heaps of hewn stones,
show its former grandeur.
2. In Issachar (<062128>Joshua 21:28 has Kishon, and <130672>1 Chronicles 6:72,
Kedesh).
3. South, in Judah (<061523>Joshua 15:23). Kadesh Barnea?
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Kedron
<See KIDRON>.

Kehelathah (“assembly”)
(<043322>Numbers 33:22). Between Sinai and Kadesh. Lost.

Keilah (1) (“fort”)
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061544>Joshua 15:44). David rescued it from the
Philistines in harvest-time (<092301>1 Samuel 23:1). It was then fortified (<092307>1
Samuel 23:7). After the return from Babylon the people of Keilah assisted
Nehemiah in rebuilding the walls of Jerusalem (<160317>Nehemiah 3:17,18). The
tomb of the prophet Habakkuk was said to be here, by Josephus and
Jerome. The site is located northwest of Hebron about ten miles; on a
projecting cliff on the right bank of Wady el Feranj, where there is a large
ruined castle called Kilah.

Keilah (2),
THE GARMITE. Descendant of Caleb (<130419>1 Chronicles 4:19).

Kelaiah (“assembly”)
<See KELITA> (<151023>Ezra 10:23).

Kelita (“dwarf”)
A Levite who returned with Ezra (<151023>Ezra 10:23). <See KELAIAH>.

Kemuel (“assembly of El?”)
1. A son of Nahor (<012221>Genesis 22:21).
2. Son of Shiptan, appointed by Moses to assist in dividing the land of
Canaan (<043424>Numbers 34:24).
3. Father of Hashabiah (<132717>1 Chronicles 27:17).

Kenan
<See CAINAN> Son of Enos (<130102>1 Chronicles 1:2; <010509>Genesis 5:9).
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Kenath (“possession”)
A strong city of Bashan, or rather Argob. Taken by Nobah, who changed
its name to Nobah (<043342>Numbers 33:42). One of sixty cities, all fenced, with
high walls, gates, and bars, taken by Jair in Argob (<050303>Deuteronomy 3:3,
etc.). Gideon went up by Nobah after Zeba and Zalmunna.
Now called Kenawat, and beautifully situated on the west slope of the
Hauran, in the midst of oak groves. The ruins extend a mile and a half long
by half a mile wide, and consist of temples, palaces, theaters, towers,
churches (of the early Christians), and many private houses with doors and
roofs of stone. A colossal head of Ashtereth, found by Porter, shows that
this goddess was worshiped there.

Kenaz (“hunting”)
One of the “dukes” (sheikhs) of Edom (<013615>Genesis 36:15; <130153>1 Chronicles
1:53). Caleb and Othniel were of this race. The modern tribes of the
Anezeh, the most powerful of all the Bedouins in Arabia, cover the desert
from the Euphrates to Syria, and from Aleppo to Nejed. Their army
numbers 90,000 camel-riders and 10,000 horsemen.

Kenezite (<011519>Genesis 15:19.)
An ancient tribe of unknown origin, inhabiting the land promised to
Abraham, east of Palestine.

Kenite (“smirk”)
A tribe much mentioned, but whose origin is not recorded. They may have
been a branch of Midian, for Jethro is a Kenite, and lived in Midian when
first known by Moses. The <See RECHABITES> are the most noted of this
people. Jael, who killed Sisera, was a Kenite (<070411>Judges 4:11).

Kenizzites (“hunter”)
(<011519>Genesis 15:19). Lost.

Kerenhappuch (“paint-horn”)
Daughter Job (<184214>Job 42:14). Horn of plenty. <See EYES>.
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Kerchiefs (<261318>Ezekiel 13:18,21). <See DRESS>.
Kerioth (“cities”)
(<061525>Joshua 15:25).
1. Judah, south. Kuryetein (“two cities”), 15 miles south of Hebron. The
town from which Judas Iscariot was named.
2. A town in Moab, mentioned with Dibon, Bozrah and others
(<244824>Jeremiah 48:24). Now Kureiyeh, six miles east of Busrah on the west
slope of the Hauran. There are many ruined columns; and a cistern having a
stone roof supported on a triple row of columns, under which are benches,
rising like a theater. A Greek inscription on one of the benches dates the
cistern A.D. 296. The houses had walls four to eight feet thick, of solid
basalt, with roofs of slabs of stone reaching across from wall to wall. In
<300202>
Amos 2:2, Kirioth means the “cities of Moab.”

Keros (“weaver’s comb”)
A Nethinhn, who returned with Zernbbabel (<150244>Ezra 2:44).

Kettle (“dud”)
A vessel used for sacrifices or cooking (<090214>1 Samuel 2:14).

Keturah (“incense”)
Wife of Abraham (<012501>Genesis 25:1). <See ABRAHAM>. The sons of
Keturah were Zimran, Jokshan, Medan, Midian, Ishbak and Shuah.
Keturah herself is lost to history.

Key (“mafteah”)
Keys are sometimes very large in the East, two feet or more long. It is a
symbol of authority (<232222>Isaiah 22:22, etc.).

Kezia (“cassia”)
Daughter of Job (<184214>Job 42:14).
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Keziz, the Valley of (“destruction”)
A city of Benjamin, named Emekkeziz, and mistranslated in <061702>Joshua
17:21. Near Jericho. Lost.

Kibroth Hattaavah (“graves of lust”)
Station of the wandering.

Kibzaim (“two heaps”)
In Ephraim (<062122>Joshua 21:22). <See JOKMEAM>.

Kid
Young goat. <See MILK>.

Kidron (“turbid”)
In the original Hebrew it is always called a dry water-course or wady
(nachal. <See RIVER>). East of the walls of Jerusalem, at the foot of
Olivet (<101523>2 Samuel 15:23; <431801>John 18:1). Now called the Valley of
Jehoshaphat. It is in most places narrow, with steep, naked banks, and only
a few strips of cultivable land. The Tyropoeon joins it at the Pool of
Siloam, and the Hinnom at En Rogel, all three forming what is now called
the Wady en Nar (“fire”), leading to Mar Saba and the Dead Sea. The
whole valley is filled with tombs and graves. The most ardent desire of
every dying Jew (or Muslim) of Palestine is to be buried there. Dr. Barclay
mentions a fountain in the north end of the valley, flowing in winter several
hundred yards, and sinking out of sight, probably running under ground,
being covered many feet deep by rubbish, as proved by recent digging
through the accumulation, near the temple area (see <See JERUSALEM>),
and heard murmuring at En Rogel, and also two miles down the valley,
where water was found in midsummer. William of Tyre and Brocardus
heard the subterranean waters in their day. Where the path from Stephen’s
Gate crosses the valley there is a bridge, with one arch 17 feet high, near
which are the church and tomb of the Virgin and the garden of
Gethsemane. Another bridge, on a single arch, crosses near the Absalom
tomb. The temple area wall is here 150 feet above the bottom of the valley.
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Kiln
<See KIL>. Brick.

Kinah (“lamentation”)
Judah, next to Edom (<061522>Joshua 15:22). Lost.

Kindred
Relatives.

King (melech; Greek: basileus).
A title applied to men. Sometimes it is used of men who were only leaders
or rulers of one city, as the king of Sodom, etc. This form of government
seems to be native to the East. The will of one man rather than the union of
many. The true king of Israel, as designed by Moses, was God; and that
form of government is called a theocracy (Greek: theos, god). Moses saw
that a visible king would be wanted, and provided for such a state
(<051714>Deuteronomy 17:14-20). The king was to be anointed with oil (<091001>1
Samuel 10:1), and was called, therefore, “the Lord’s anointed.” This was
an ancient Egyptian custom. <See ANOINTING>.

Kingdom of God
The divine kingdom of Jesus the Christ. Matthew only says “kingdom of
the heavens” for the state of things to be expected at the coming of the
Messiah, as soon as converted sinners become citizens of the heavenly
kingdom (<660106>Revelation 1:6). For <See BOOK OF KINGS>, see <See
HISTORY>.

King’s Dale (<011417>Genesis 14:17; <101818>2 Samuel 18:18). (shaveh,
“level place”)
The Plain of Rephaim. Absalom’s pillar, a name given to a modern
structure (of the later Roman age in style), is a mistake, for his pillar was
reared up in a plain or broad valley (Emek. <See PLAIN>). See the picture
of Absalom’s Tomb, p. 2 of the book.
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Kir (“a wall”)
Where the people of Damascus were carried by the king of Assyria (<121609>2
Kings 16:9). Elam and Kir are mentioned together by Isaiah (<232206>Isaiah
22:6). The river Cyrus, flowing from the Caucasus to the Caspian Sea, still
bears its ancient name, Kur. But it is not yet known where the city or
district was located. Kerend is offered, and also Carna, both cities in
Media. Elam (which see) was near the Persian Gulf, and Kir may have been
a variant name for Kish, the eastern Ethiopia.

Kir Haresh, Kir Haraseth, Kir Hareseth, Kir Heres
(“brick fort”) and Kir Moab
(<120301>2 Kings 3:25; <231607>Isaiah 16:7; <244831>Jeremiah 48:31,36). One of the chief
fortified cities of Moab (“built of brick” — heres). When Joram, king of
Israel, invaded Moab, Kir was the only city not taken, and this was saved
by the sacrifice by the king of Moab of his oldest son, on the wall (<120301>2
Kings 3:27). Kerak (the modern name) stands on the top of a rocky hill,
about 10 miles from the Dead Sea, and 3,000 feet above its level. It was at
one time strongly fortified, on the top of a high hill, surrounded on all sides
by a deep valley, and again enclosed by mountains higher than the town,
from which heights the slingers threw stones into the city, as mentioned in
<120301>
2 Kings 3:25. The entrances to the ancient city were only two, and
tunneled through the solid rock for a hundred feet, on the north and south.
On the western side stands the citadel, a strong building, built by the
Crusaders, containing a chapel, on the walls of which are some rude
paintings. On clear days Bethlehem and Jerusalem may be seen from here.
Mr. Klein (of the Palestine Exploration, in 1868 found a Semitic monument
in Moab, on which there is an inscription (translated by Mr. Deutsch, of the
British Museum), giving an account of many cities named in the Bible,
which king Mesha built, among which is Karkha (Kerak). This is the oldest
monument in the Phoenician language that is known. It adds to our
knowledge of that day. In <120101>2 Kings 1:1, is a mention of a rebellion of
Moab, which was put down by Israel and Judah. This stone gives
particulars, not in the Bible, of the acts of the king of Moab; his conquest
of cities: rebuilding others; his religious wars; and that he believed himself
divinely guided by the god Chemosh.
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Almost the whole of the Greek alphabet is found on this stone, such as is in
use now, and identical with the Phoenician, even including those letters
which were supposed to have been added during the Trojan war; and also
the Greek letter upsilon, which was supposed to have been added later.
The most ancient letters are here shown (in the book) to be the most
simple — mere outlines.

Kiriah (“town”)
Kerioth, Kartah, Kartan, Kiriathaim (<262509>Ezekiel 25:9). In Moab. One of
the “glories of the country,” named among the denunciations of Jeremiah
(<244801>Jeremiah 48:1,23).

Kirjath (<061828>Joshua 18:28).
1. In Benjamin. Lost.
2. <See KIRJATHAIM, KIRIATHAIM> (“double city”). Reuben, a little south
of Heshbon (<043227>Numbers 32:27). It was a large Christian village in the
time of Eusebius and Jerome. Kureiyat is a ruin near Jebel Attarus, south of
Wady Zurka Main, south of which is a level plateau called el Koura
(“plain”), which may be the Plain of Moab. It is one of the oldest of Bible
cities (<011405>Genesis 14:5). It was on the “Plain” (shaveh) Kiriathaim that the
Emims were smitten by the eastern kings who plundered Sodom.
3. A town of Naphtali (<130676>1 Chronicles 6:76). Kartan.
4. <See KRJATH ARBA> Hebron. It is supposed that Hebron was the
ancient name, the Canaanites calling it Kirjath Arba on their taking
possession, when the Israelites restored the ancient name. A tradition says
the city was called Arba, or four, because Adam, Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob were buried there. But Joshua says Arba was a great man (<061415>Joshua
14:15).
5. <See KIRJATH BAAL> (“Baal’s city”), (<061560>Joshua 15:60; 18:14). Kirjath
Jearim.
6. <See KIRJATH HUZOTH> Where Balaam was conducted by Balak to
offer sacrifice (<042230>Numbers 22:30). Kureiyat.
7. <See KIRJATH JEARIM> (“city of forests”), (<060917>Joshua 9:17). One of
the four cities of the Gibeonites, who tricked Joshua. Also Kirjath Arim,
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peopled after the Captivity (<150225>Ezra 2:25). A boundary (<061509>Joshua 15:9).
The ark remained here 20 years after it was brought from Bethshemesh,
until it was removed by David to Jerusalem (1 Samuel 7). Now Kuryet el
Enab (“city of grapes”).
The Danites pitched “behind Kirjath Jearim” on the eve of their expedition
to Laish, and the name Mahaneh Dan (“camp of Dan”) remained for a long
time after they left (<070812>Judges 8:12). <See EMMAUS>, where Jesus
appeared after his resurrection (<411612>Mark 16:12; <422413>Luke 24:13-35), is
located here by recent scholars. The exploits of a noted robber sheikh who
lived here has given it the name of Abu Gosh (“father of lies”) village.
There are a few houses around an old convent (Minorite), and a Latin
church, one of the most solidly built in Palestine.
8. <See KIRJATH SANNAH> (“city of palms”), (<061549>Joshua 15:49). <See
KIRJATH SEPHER> (“city of the book”). Judah. Also called Debir.

Kish (“a bow?” see <See ARMS>, 1:3).
1. Father of Saul 2 (<091021>1 Samuel 10:21).
2. Son of Jehiel (<130830>1 Chronicles 8:30; 9:36).
3. Great-grandfather of Mordecai (<170205>Esther 2:5).
4. Levite (<132321>1 Chronicles 23:21).

Kishi (KUSHAIAH).
A Merarite, ancestor of Ethan (<130644>1 Chronicles 6:44). <See KISH> 4.

Kishion (“hard”)
Issachar, in Esdraelon (<061920>Joshua 19:20). Kedesh (<130672>1 Chronicles 6:72).

Kishon, the River (<070407>Judges 4:7).
Drains Esdraelon and neighboring hills, being fed by the large spring of
water at Daberath (Deburieh) at the Northwest foot of Mount Tabor, and
by another large fountain at En Gannim (Jenin), which is its most remote
source; and also by the waters of Megiddo (a spring at Lejjun), running
along the north base of Carmel. After receiving many small tributaries from
the hills on each side, it enters the plain of Acre by the narrow pass
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between Harosheth (Tell Harotieth) and Carmel, just below which it
receives Wady Malik, with the drainage from the plain of Zebulon
(Buttauf), as far as Mount Kurn Hattin, Araba, and Jabel Kaukab, near
Cana. Below this point it is fed by the very copious fountains (Saadiyeh)
three miles southeast of Hepha (Caiffa), and others from under Carmel
(Shaw), when it empties into the Bay of Acre near Caiffa, the last few
miles only being a river with water the year round, flowing between banks
of loamy soil fifteen feet high, with a stream 50 to 75 feet across. The
whole system of tributaries above Harosheth are dry wadys through the
summer or dry season. There are many historical associations belonging to
this rivers referred to in other places. See Armageddon. (Land and Book,
c. xxix).

Kison
<See KISHON> (<198309>Psalm 83:9).

Kiss (nashak; Greek: phileo). The kiss is used to denote:
1. on the lips, affection;
2. on the cheek, respect or salutation;
3. a symbol of charity in the early Church (<451606>Romans 16:6; <461620>1
Corinthians 16:20; <471312>2 Corinthians 13:12, etc.);
4. on the beard, respect to age or authority;
5. on the forehead, condescension;
6. on the back, or palm, of the hand submission; as also to kiss the feet;
7. on the ground near, a mark of respect
8. to kiss the hand to an idol, worship (<111918>1 Kings 19:18; <281302>Hosea 13:2).

Kite (ayah, vulture, in <182807>Job 28:7).
See page 124 in the book for the picture. A bird of prey (<031114>Leviticus
11:14; <051413>Deuteronomy 14:13). The word ayah was probably the name of
the species, and is well translated “kite”.
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Kithlish (<061540>Joshua 15:40).
Judah, in the Shefelah, near Eglon. Lost.

Kitron (<070130>Judges 1:30).
The Canaanites were not driven out, but remained as tributaries. Lost.

Kittim (<011004>Genesis 10:4; <130107>1 Chronicles 1:7). <See CHITTIM>.
Knife
(chereb), (<060502>Joshua 5:2), sword; maakeleth (<071929>Judges 19:29) tableknife; machalaphim} (<150109>Ezra 1:9) slaughter-knives; sakkin knife
(<202302>Proverbs 23:2). The most ancient historians mention knives of stone
and of iron. The Easterns make little use of the knife at the table. Jeremiah
speaks of a pen-knife (<243623>Jeremiah 36:23). The razor was used to shave
the head of the Nazarite (<040605>Numbers 6:5, etc.), and the bodies of priests
in Egypt (Herodotus 2:86).

Knop (captor, “crown”, <022531>Exodus 25:31).
Imitation of the blossom of an almond tree; and a small gourd or cucumber
(pekaim, “cucumbers”, in <110618>1 Kings 6:18; 7:24). <See FRINGE>, on page
109 in the book. Fringes, tassels and borders were symbolical in the dress
of the high priest and of the Jews generally.

Koa (<262323>Ezekiel 23:23). Lost.
Kohath (“assembly”)
Son of Levi (<014611>Genesis 46:11). <See KEHATH> He died aged 133
(<020618>Exodus 6:18). Moses and Aaron were of his line. The posterity of
Kohath in the Exodus numbered 8,600 males, 2,750 being over 30. They
(except Aaron and his sons) bore the ark and its furniture (<040331>Numbers
3:31).

Kohathites
Descendants of <See KOHATH> (<040327>Numbers 3:27,30).
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Koliah (“voice of Jah”)
1. A Benjamite (<161107>Nehemiah 11:7).
2. Father of Ahab (<242921>Jeremiah 29:21).

Koph (“back of the head”), (Psalm 119). <See WRITING>.
Korah (“bald”)
1. Son of Esau (<013605>Genesis 36:5,14,18), one of the “dukes” of Edom.
2. Another duke, son of Esau (<013616>Genesis 36:16).
3. Son of Hebron (<130243>1 Chronicles 2:43).
4. Son of Izhar, a Levite, and ringleader of a rebellion against Moses and
Aaron; the only person of note in it. His sons were not guilty, and escaped
his doom. Samuel the prophet was of this family (<130622>1 Chronicles 6:22.).
Ten psalms bear their names in the titles, as choristers in the temple.

Korahite (<130919>1 Chronicles 9:19,31)
Korhite, or Korathite, descendant of Korah.

Korahites, the
Descendants of Korah 4 (<042658>Numbers 26:58). <See KORAHITE>

Kore (“partridge”)
1. A Korahite, ancestor of Shallum (<130919>1 Chronicles 9:19; 26:1).
2. Son of Imnah, an overseer of offerings (<143114>2 Chronicles 31:14).
3. (<132619>1 Chronicles 26:19). “Sons of Kore.”

Korhites, the
Descendants of Korah 4 (<020624>Exodus 6:24). <See KORAHITE>.

Koz (“thorn”)
<See ACCOZ>, <See COZ>, <See HAKKOZ> (<150261>Ezra 2:61).
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Kushaiah (“rainbow”)
<See KISH>, father of Ethan (<131517>1 Chronicles 15:17).
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L
Laadah (“order”)
Son of Shelab (<130421>1 Chronicles 4:21).

Laadan (“put in order”)
1. Ancester of Joshua (<130726>1 Chronicles 7:26).
2. Son of Gershon; Libni (<132307>1 Chronicles 23:7,9; 31:21).

Laban (1) (“white”)
(<050101>Deuteronomy 1:1). Libnah? (<043329>Numbers 33:29). Ptolemy mentions an
Auara; the Peutinger tables a Hauarra; and the Arabs have a place called
Ain Howara — all of which mean “white”, and may refer to the same
locality.

Laban (2) (“white”)
Son of Bethuel, brother of Rebekah, father of Leah and Rachel.

Labana
<See LEBANA> (1 Esdras 5:29.

Lace (“thread, cord”)
(<022828>Exodus 28:28,37).

Lacedemonians
Inhabitants of Sparta (1 Macc. 12:2,5,6,20,21).

Lachish (“obstinate”)
An ancient royal Amorite city (<061003>Joshua 10:3), whose king, Japhia, joined
the alliance with Adonizedec, king of Jerusalem, to smite Gibeon for
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making a treaty with Joshua. The allied kings were defeated at Beth-horon,
and were hanged at Makkedah (<061026>Joshua 10:26). The city was taken on
the second day. Dr. Robinson found the site on a rocky hill, having but few
ruins, 11 miles southwest of Beit Jibrin, only two miles west of Eglon.
Lachish was fortified by Rehoboam, after the separation of the kingdom of
Israel (<141109>2 Chronicles 11:9). Amaziah fled to it as a secure place (<121419>2
Kings 14:19). It is supposed that the city was not taken, because it is said,
in <121908>2 Kings 19:8, that “Sennacherib had departed from Lachish,” and, in
<143201>
2 Chronicles 32:1, that he had “thought to win” the fenced cities of
Judah. It was taken by Sennacherib when on his way to Egypt, and
required all his power (<143209>2 Chronicles 32:9). This siege has been found
pictured on one of the chambers of the palace at Koyunjik, under the name
Lakhisha.
The inscription sculptured with the picture is translated; “Sennacherib, the
mighty king, king of the country of Assyria, sitting on the throne of
judgment before the city of Lakhisha. I give permission for its slaughter.”
There are several pictures, one of which gives a plan of a circular city with
double walls and many towers. The expedition moved on to Egypt, and on
its return Lachish was a second time besieged, at the same time that the
great host of the Assyrians were slain by a miracle on the plain north of
Jerusalem (<233736>Isaiah 37:36). It was rebuilt, and suffered a siege by
Nebuchadnezzar (<243401>Jeremiah 34:1-7). The Jews occupied it after the
return from Babylon.

Lacunus
Son of Addi (1 Esdras 9:31). <See CHEHAL>.

Ladder of Tyre
A high mountain, ten miles north of Acre, which stands out into the deep
sea without a beach, and is only passed by a zigzag road cut in its face. The
cape six miles further north is passed by a similar way, which was built by
Alexander. Simon was made governor of the country from the Ladder of
Tyre to the borders of Egypt (1 Macc. 11:59). Now called Ras en Nakhura
(“the excavated cape”), and there is a small village of the same name on the
height.
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Lael (“of God”)
Father of Eliasaph (<040324>Numbers 3:24

Lahad (“oppression”)
Son of Jahath (<130402>1 Chronicles 4:2).

Lahairoi, the Well (“the well where God was seen by one who still
lives”)
Where Hagar took refuge from her imperious mistress, in the desert,
between Kadesh and Bered, in the way to Shut (<011614>Genesis 16:14). It was
afterward a favorite camping-ground of Isaac (<012462>Genesis 24:62; 25:11).

Lahmam (“place of contest”)
In the Shefelah (<061540>Joshua 15:40). Lahmas?

Lahmi (“Bethlehemite”)
Brother of Goliath (<132005>1 Chronicles 20:5).

Laish (1) (“strong, lion”)
An ancient Phoenician city, occupied by a colony of Sidonians, in the valley
between Hermon and Lebanon, at one of the great fountains of the Jordan
River. Its ancient name was Leshem (<061947>Joshua 19:47), and it was an
ancient sanctuary.

Laish (2)
The Laish of <231030>Isaiah 10:30 was near Jerusalem. Another (Laisa) is
mentioned, where Judas encamped, in 1 Macc. 9:5.

Laish (3)
Father of Phaltiel (<092544>1 Samuel 25:44).
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Lakum (“to stop up a way”)
In Naphtali (<061933>Joshua 19:33). Perhaps near the bridge of the “Daughters
of Jacob.”

Lamb (Aramaic: Immar), Hebrew:
1. KEBES, (<260609>Ezekiel 6:9), a male, and KIBSAH, female of the first year.
2. TALEH (<090709>1 Samuel 7:9), the young of any animal, especially a sucking
lamb.
3. KAR (<120301>2 Kings 3:4), a fat ram.
4. TSON (<021226>Exodus 12:26), flock of lambs.
5. SEH (<021203>Exodus 12:3), the individuals of the flock.
6. Greek amnos (<430129>John 1:29,36; <440832>Acts 8:32; <600119>1 Peter 1:19), a lamb,
and, figuratively, of Christ as the lamb for sacrifice.
7. Greek: aren (<421003>Luke 10:3), arnion, little lamb. <See PASSOVER>.

Lamech (“powerful”)
1. A descendant of Cain (<010418>Genesis 4:18,24). He is the only one except
Enoch whose history is sketched with a few particulars, before the flood,
and is the first recorded polygamist, having two wives, Adah and Zillah.
His daughter was Naamah. His sons were Jabal, Jubal, and Tubal Cain.
Josephus says he had 77 sons. The earliest recorded poem in the Bible is by
him, supposed to have been an exultation over the invention of the sword.
2. Father of Noah (<010529>Genesis 5:29).

Lamed (“ox-goad”)
The twelfth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119). <See WRITING>.

Lamentations of Jeremiah, the
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
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Lamp
NER, light, (<022537>Exodus 25:37; <110749>1 Kings 7:49, etc.). The lamp used in
the tabernacle, and the ten in the temple. The ancient lamps were rude in
design, small, and were supplied with olive oil, and trimmed with a wick of
flax. Many specimens have been found lately in Palestine, among ancient
ruins. See the pictures on pages 6, 14, 15, 40, etc. There are several other
names for lamp.
1. IYER;
2. LAPPID, torch (<070716>Judges 7:16,20);
3. Greek: lampas “a light” (<442008>Acts 20:8). The lamp was carried in
marriage processions (Matthew 25), and the Mohammedans use very
ornamental and showy patterns in their ceremonies. The wick now used is
generally of cotton twisted around a straw. Gideon’s lamps might have
been of similar make to the modern paper or cloth lanterns. The cloth is
waxed, and stretched over a wire frame or rings, and is contrived so as to
close up in a small space when not in use. The small size of the lamp made
it necessary to carry a little jug of oil, or to have the lamp filled if a whole
evening was passed away from home. The lantern is a protection against
the wild dogs of the streets, who are sure to attack anyone in the dark.

Lancet (<111828>1 Kings 18:28). <See ARMS>.
Lantern (“light”), (<431803>John 18:3).
Laodicea (1) (<660111>Revelation 1:11, 3:14; <510413>Colossians 4:13,15).
There were four of the same name:
1. In Phrygia, near Hierapolis;
2. In the east of Phrygia;
3. On the coast of Syria, the port of Aleppo;
4. East of Lebanon. The first is the only one mentioned in Scripture, as one
of the <See SEVEN CHURCHES> (which see).
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Laodicea (2)
An ancient city on the Lyeus, in the valley of the Meander, forty miles east
of Ephesus. Its site was on seven hills, which were drained by two brooks,
the Asopus and Caprus. The ruins are of a stadium, in very complete
preservation, three theaters (one of which was 450 feet in diameter),
bridges, aqueducts, and a gymnasium, which testify to its ancient wealth
and importance. Its original name was Diospolis, (the city of Jupiter),
which was changed to Rhoas, under which title it became the largest city in
Phyrgia (Pliny). Antiochus II gave it the name of his wife, Laodike.
It became the seat of an archbishop, and in its cathedral church were
gathered several councils; in one of which, a system of supplying the
villages or small societies in the interior with church services by itinerating
presbyters, was adopted (somewhat similar to the Methodist plan now in
use), under the direction of the bishop of Laodicea. Here was also adopted
a rule “that Christians should not Judaize by resting on the seventh day but
to work on it as usual, and rest on the Lord’s day as far as possible, like
Christians.”
The city was utterly destroyed A.D. 1230, since when it has lain in
shapeless ruins, only visited for its marble and other materials.
The aqueduct (which supplied the city, and is now almost perfect), which
conveyed water down one hill, across the plain, and up another, in stone
pipes, proves the Romans to have been acquainted with the hydrostatic law
of water finding its level. The stone pipes have a diameter of two feet, and
are fitted into each other at the ends, and the calcareous deposit from the
water has incrusted them, forming almost a continuous pipe without a
visible joint.
The seats in the stadium have letters and numbers, their owner’s or the
keeper’s marks.
A recent visitor found a number of workmen sawing up the richly
sculptured entablature of the ancient theater, having been busy there for six
years, cutting up the marble. Near them was a colossal statue, sawn into
several pieces. In this manner, have disappeared, during the past twenty
years, two agate pillars, 18 inches in diameter; a great number of
composite richly sculptured columns, adorned with busts and heads in
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relief, and vases with wreaths of leaves and fruits, and statues and busts
and architectural ornaments without number.
Colosssae is about ten miles east from Laodicea, near the village of Chonas
but is without any interesting ruins, although it was an important city in the
time of the expedition of Xerxes Hierapolis (which see in the Geography)
has lately afforded a fine proof of the truth of an account of Strabo (xiii.
4:14), who speaks of a deadly vapor (carbonic acid gas?) which killed any
animal that approached the place. The experiment was tried by Svoboda
recently on two fowls, and resulted fatally to both in a few seconds.

Laodiceans
People of Laodicea (<510416>Colossians 4:16; <660314>Revelation 3:14).

Lapidoth (“torches”)
The husband of Deborah (<070404>Judges 4:4).

Lapwing (<031119>Leviticus 11:19).
An unclean bird. Its feathers are long and very beautiful. The hoopoe
(Solomon’s bird with the golden crown) is supposed by some to be the
one. The Sadducees supposed it was the common hen (<See DUKIFATH>),
and others that it was the cock of the woods. There are many legends
about the hoopoe one of which is that a vast flock flew over King
Solomon’s head, while on a desert journey, shadowing him from the sun, in
reward for which he gave them a crown of golden feathers.

Lasaea (<442708>Acts 27:8).
City in Crete, identified in 1856 by G. Brown, 5 miles inland from Fair
Havens. A Venitian manuscript of the 16th century describes Lapsaea with
a temple in ruins, and other remains in the harbor. This city is one proof of
the accuracy of Luke’s account, even in minute details. 16 miles east of
Gortyna.

Lasha (“fissure”)
Southeast in Palestine, the limit of the country (<011019>Genesis 10:19).
Callirhoe answers to the text in its position and character. Herod built a
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residence there; and recently there have been found on the site tiles, pottery
and coins. En Englaim?

Lasthenes (“strength”)
An officer of nobility (1 Macc. 11:31,32; 13:4).

Latchet
The fastening used to hold the sandal on the foot (<420316>Luke 3:16).

Latin (<431920>John 19:20; <422338>Luke 23:38).
The language of the Romans.

Lattice
A window (<070528>Judges 5:28; <200706>Proverbs 7:6).
1. ESHNAB, casement in <200706>Proverbs 7:6: the word means to be cool, and
we understand the use of the term for the latticed windows, in which
water-jars are set to cool, and air is admitted also to the room.
2. HARAKKIM, a network before a window (<220209>Song of Solomon 2:9).
Orientals are very jealous of observation by neighbors, and screen their
windows by carved work, lattices of wood, coarse mats, or open work of
bricks.
3. SEBAKAH, network; the same word is used for a net in <181808>Job 18:8,
and also for the ornamental network on the columns before Solomon’s
Temple (<110718>1 Kings 7:18).

Laugh (<180923>Job 9:23; <121921>2 Kings 19:21; <198006>Psalm 80:6),
LAAG; TASHAK in <011717>Genesis 17:17, to mock; SACHAK (<190204>Psalm 2:4),
to play, to make sport; SEHOK laughter in several passages, and derision
in others; Greek: Gales; in <590409>James 4:9, laughter; katagelao, to laugh to
scorn (<400924>Matthew 9:24, etc.).
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Laver
KIYOR. A vessel containing water for washing hands and feet before
offering sacrifice, and standing between the altar and the tabernacle
(<023019>Exodus 30:19).
The form is not given, and can only be supposed to have been round, and
to have had a movable stand, perhaps on wheels for convenience in
moving. In the temple, besides the SEA, there were ten lavers, all of brass,
on bases (<110727>1 Kings 7:27,39), five on the north and five on the south side.
They contained each 160 gallons of water used for washing the sacrifices
for burnt-offerings (<140406>2 Chronicles 4:6). They are particularly described in
Josephus viii. 3, section 6.

Law
TORAH. The Mosaic Law. A guide in the way of moral conduct. Greek
homos. The term law is used for the Old Testament as a whole in <431034>John
10:34, etc.
The Law of Moses depended on the Abrahamic covenant, which concerned
the temporal promises, which were conditional on the keeping of the
spiritual laws. Its principles were universal, but it had special rules for the
Jews also. There were several kinds of laws:
1. Civil;
2. Criminal;
3. Judicial;
4. Constitutional;
5. Ecclesiastical; and
6. Ceremonial.
1. CIVIL — Of the authority of a father over his family; of husband and
wife (the wife was nothing without the husband, not even recognized as a
person (<043006>Numbers 30:6-15). The degrees of relation in the matter of
marriage; of divorce; of slave-wives; slander against a wife; the vicious
before marriage to be put to death; the Levirate marriage; master and slave;
master’s power limited; no one could kill a slave or maim one; the slave
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free at the year of jubilee, except foreign slaves, who were perpetual;
fugitive slaves from foreign nations were not given up; protection and
kindness to foreigners (strangers) was a sacred duty, as they had very few
rights under the law.
THE LAWS OF LAND AND PROPERTY — All land was God’s alone, and men
were only tenants (<032523>Leviticus 25:23) all sold land returned to the original
owner at the jubilee; houses were sold to be redeemed in a year, or not at
all; the Levitical houses redeemable at all times; lands or houses sanctified
were redeemable at prices according to the time before the jubilee; if
devoted by the owner, to sacred purposes, and not redeemed at the jubilee,
then they were a perpetual property of the priests.
INHERITANCE descended to:
1. sons
2. daughters
3. brothers
4. uncles on the father’s side
5. uncles on the mother’s side
6. other relatives
LAW OF DEBT — All debts between Israelites to be released on the year of
jubilee; interest for loans of money not to be taken; pledges not to be
insolently exacted (<052419>Deuteronomy 24:19,20).
TAXATION — The poll-tax for the support of the temple service was a halfshekel each year; spoil taken in war was halved, and 1-500 of one, and 150 of the other paid to the temple treasury; tithes of all farm produce 1-10;
a second tithe for feasts and charity, 1-60 of first-fruits of grain, wine, and
oil; firstlings of clean beasts; the redemption money for man five shekels,
and for unclean beasts shekel, to be given to the priests.
POOR — They had a right to the gleaning of the fields; and to eat fruit, or
grapes, etc., on the spot, but not to carry away; wages to be paid day by
day; the priests reckoned as poor; the price of all devoted things was fixed
for redemption; for a man 50 shekels, a woman 30 shekels, a boy 20
shekels, a girl 10 shekels.
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2. CRIMINAL — Offenses against God: Idolatry; witchcraft and false
prophesy; divination; magic; blasphemy; Sabbath breaking (punishment in
all these cases, death by stoning).
Offenses against man: Cursing, smiting, or disobedience to parents and to
the judges (penalty, death by stoning); murder to be punished without
reprieve, or satisfaction in money; death by negligence, or of a slave by
whipping; accidental murder or killing must be avenged by the next of kin,
but could be avoided by fleeing to one of the Cities of Refuge; where the
murderer was not known the elders of the nearest city must disavow and
sacrifice retaliation and damages for assault.
ADULTERY was to be punished by death to both offenders; rape of a
married woman, of betrothed maid, by death to the offender; seduction of a
young woman to be compensated by marriage, with a dowry of 50 shekels,
without privilege of divorce; or, if she choose, a full dowry without
marriage; unlawful marriages punished in various ways (Leviticus 20).
Theft, double or four-fold retribution; a night-robber could be killed;
trespass or injury to things lent to be made good; perversion of justice
strictly forbidden; kidnapping punished with death; false witness, slander,
by law of retaliation.
JUDICIAL LAWS. Judges were appointed, and were usually Levites; their
sentence was final, and it was a capital offense to reject their judgment;
two witnesses were required in capital matters; whipping must be limited
so as not to leave marks. The <See KING> set aside by his laws much of
the law of Moses, and its scheme of officers, even deposing the high priest
(<092217>1 Samuel 22:17). Seventy elders were appointed by the king with a
religious sanction, forming the Sandhedrin (see <See SANHEDRIN>), of
priests, scribes, and elders (<141908>2 Chronicles 19:8-11). The king’s power
was limited by the law, and he was directly forbidden to be despotic
(<051714>Deuteronomy 17:14-20). He could tax 1-10; compel service; declare
war.
The chiefs of each tribe or family acted for that tribe or family (<061115>Joshua
11:15); and in some reigns controlled both the king and the priests
(<242610>Jeremiah 26:10).
The king’s revenue was raised from the tenth, from confiscation of
criminal’s land (<112115>1 Kings 21:15); the bound service of foreigners; his
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flocks and herds; tributes from foreign kings; commerce (in Solomon’s
time, <111022>1 Kings 10:22).
RELIGIOUS — There were laws for sacrifices, on many occasions; as the
various offerings on the altar (where the fire must never be left to go out),
for priests, women, lepers, the Day of Atonement and Festivals.
THE LAW OF HOLINESS (which resulted from the union with God through
sacrifice), was shown in the dedication of the firstborn, and the offering of
all first-fruits (<021302>Exodus 13:2, etc.; Deuteronomy 26); the distinction of
clean and unclean food; the rules for purification; against maiming;
unnatural marriages; and the laws regulating the orders of priests, holy
places and things, and also the times of holding services; as the Sabbath,
the Sabbatical year (seventh), the year of Jubilee; Passover; feast of weeks
(Pentecost); of tabernacles; of trumpets; and Day of Atonement.
The law is purely theocratic — derived from God, and not from man, and
depended on the faith of the nation, the belief in God as the head of the
Jewish people.

Lawyer (Greek: @nomikos)
Scribe was the official title, and lawyer meant one learned in the law
(<402235>Matthew 22:35; <421025>Luke 10:25; <560313>Titus 3:13).

Lazarus (“God is his helper”)
ancient <See ELEAZAR>
1. Lazarus of Bethany, brother of Martha and Mary (<431101>John 11:1).
2. Lazarus in the parable of the rich man and Lazarus (<421619>Luke 16:19-31).
This is the only instance of a proper name in any of the parables.
It is supposed that “Simon the leper” was the father of Lazarus and the two
sisters Martha and Mary, and that when the leprosy had made Simon an
outcast, his children managed the house, and the daughters especially, since
it is they who gave the feast when Jesus was there (<421038>Luke 10:38;
<431202>
John 12:2), and was perfumed with the costly spikenard by Mary. The
family were moderately wealthy, as appears in their having a house that
could accommodate a large party, in their giving a feast, having so
expensive a perfume (300 pence, that is the price of 300 days wages), and
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a family tomb cut in the rock. Simon may have been a Pharisee, as would
seem from their friendly acquaintance with the Nicodemus branch of that
sect in Jerusalem, and the ready use of their creed by Martha (<431124>John
11:24). Simon may have been sent to Galilee with others to watch Jesus as
a teacher of a new sect in the church, and partly through reverence, and
also in the line of his duty he took him to his house. His disease might have
been developed afterward, and he have been removed, either by death or
by the seclusion required by the law for a leper, when his daughters
continued the hospitality their father began. This explains why Lazarus was
a young man of some importance in his circle, had many acquaintances and
friends, and perhaps held the position of an archon (ruler in the village).
His description agrees with this in its details, the salutation of Jesus as the
“Good Master” (<411017>Mark 10:17), his respectful attitude, and his quick and
earnest inquiry after the most important truth. The answer of Jesus to him
was the same as that to his sister (to him “One thing thou lackest;” to her
“One thing is needful”). Jesus is said by Mark to have loved him, which
term is only applied to John and the sisters of Lazarus (<431105>John 11:5). The
craving for truth and holiness in Lazarus was that which Jesus loved.
Martha was apparently occupied and contented with outward activity, and
the teachings of the Pharisees, not suspecting the great truth that eternal
life is even now present to the faithful. Lazarus hesitates between his old
faith which he had “kept from his youth up” and the new light, and in this t
condition he is struck down by the fever, which does its work quickly in
the East.
The words and conduct of Jesus show the deep concern of the friend and
the restoration especially the affectionate work of the Great Teacher, who
brought truth home to many hearts by one lesson.
The sisters believed that he would have healed him of his sickness if he had
been there at the time (<431121>John 11:21), and their want of faith even after
the loss of their brother brings tears of sympathy mingled with indignation
to his eyes. The raising of Lazarus cannot be told in more fitting words
than are used by John (John 11), who writes as an eye-witness, and one
who saw also with a spiritual eye. A tradition states that the first question
Lazarus asked after being raised was whether he should die again, and
when told he must go the way of all men, it touched him with a deep
sadness, and he never smiled again. What he saw during his four days’
sleep was never made known, nor whether he was even conscious.
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Lazarus was naturally made the subject of the spite of the Scribes and
Pharisees for his part in the seeming assistance that he gave to Jesus,
whose works were denounced by them as imposture and the work of the
devil, or Beelzebub (<400934>Matthew 9:34; 10:25; <410322>Mark 3:22, etc.).
There is an explanation of the remark of Judas at the feast which is, that he,
with others, had expected at this feast a distribution of large sums to the
poor, and therefore the perfume used on one of themselves was “waste”
because it lessened the amount expected to be distributed.
Nothing is recorded of Lazarus after the feast. The whole story of Lazarus,
so full of beauty and simplicity, sympathy and truthfulness, is above
criticism, and the work of a man who in his old age and ripe faith was a
witness in this account that Jesus was “the resurrection and the life.”

Lead (<See OFERETH>; Greek: molibdos).
Was known very early to the ancient Hebrews, being found in Sinai and
Egypt (<262713>Ezekiel 27:13). It was used for weights (<021510>Exodus 15:10;
Ecclesiasticus 22:14). Oxide of lead was used to glaze pottery then as now.

Leaf
(ALEH, “to grow up”; TEREF, “to pluck off”; ZELAIM, two-leaved doors),
(DELETH). Leaves of a book or roll.

Leah (“wearied”)
Daughter of Laban, the first wife of Jacob, mother of Reuben, Simeon,
Levi, Judah, Issachar, Zebulon, Dinah. She had but little share of her
husband’s love, and she suffered the pain of witnessing Dinah’s dishonor at
Shechem, with the terrible retribution that followed. She lived longer than
Rachel, and died in the Negeb, and was buried in the cave of Machpelah.

Leasing (“falsehood”), (<190402>Psalm 4:2; 5:6).
Lies, in <194004>Psalm 40:4; 58:3.
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Leather (<120108>2 Kings 1:8; <400304>Matthew 3:4).
There are very few notices of leather, unless the word skin means leather in
use, as in <031132>Leviticus 11:32; 13:48; <043120>Numbers 31:20, etc. <See
TANNER>.

Leaven (<See SEOR>, “fermentation).
There was also besides fermented (KAMEZ), sharpened (MAZZOTH)
bread, unleavened (<021207>Exodus 12:7). Leaven was strictly forbidden in all
sacrifices, as typical of corruption or decay. Jesus uses leaven as a figure in
describing the peculiar corruption of ideas of the Scribes and Pharisees.
The pagans also avoided it in their offerings to their gods. It is also used as
a figure for the gospel for its secretly penetrating and diffusive power (<460506>1
Corinthians 5:6).

Lebana (“white”)
A Nethinim, who returned with Zerubbabel (<160748>Nehemiah 7:48).

Lebanah,
<See LEBANA> (<260204>Ezekiel 2:45).

Lebanon (“white”)
The white mountain of Palestine, on the north of the country given to the
Israelites (<050107>Deuteronomy 1:7; 11:24; <060104>Joshua 1:4). There are two
ranges, Lebanon on the west, and Anti-Lebanon on the east, almost
parallel, extending from near Tyre to Hamath, about 110 miles. <See
GEOLOGY> and <See HERMON>.
The valley of Lebanon is alluded to in the description of the extent of the
land taken by Joshua (<061117>Joshua 11:17). It is 5 to 8 miles wide, the whole
length of the Lebanon, and watered by the two rivers Leontes and Orontes.
The original name was Bukaa (“the valley”), which was changed to CoeleSyria (“hollow Syria”), by the Romans, and is now restored by the Arabs.
Lebanon toward the sun-rising, was the name for Anti-Lebanon in
<061305>
Joshua 13:5. (The best description is in Porter’s Damascus.
Lebanon, from the Leontes to the Eleutherus, has an average elevation of
6,000 to 8,000 feet, with two higher groups of peaks — Sunnin, 8,500
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feet, and Makhmel (Khodib) — 10,051 feet (10,200 feet by one authority).
The view of Lebanon from the sea is exceedingly grand. The wavy top is
covered with snow during winter and spring, and the two highest peaks
capped with ice on the sultriest days of summer. Cultivation, chiefly by
terraces, extends to a height of 6,000 feet. Little fields and gardens are
often seen on high places, difficult of approach, where it would seem that
the eagles only could have planted the seed. Fig trees and vines cling to
steep rocks and narrow ledges; long rows of mulberry trees fringe the
winding terraces, and olive orchards fill the ravines. Hundreds of villages
and convents cling like swallows’ nests to the steep cliffs. The mountain
seems to be built of thousands of terrace walls, rising like steps from the
sea to the snow. Seen from below, the rocky walls alone appear, divided by
many deep and wild ravines. Looking down upon the terraces from a
height, the vegetation is seen everywhere clothing the slopes with a great
variety of tints from fields of grain, gardens of vegetables, vineyards, and
different fruit and forest trees. One of the most striking and beautiful
scenes in the world is from the upper slopes of Lebanon, where far away,
over and beyond some deep, dark glen, clothed with dense foliage, the
broad and bright Mediterranean reposes under a cloudless sky. The
beauties of Lebanon were noticed by the poets and prophets of Israel
(<220411>Song of Solomon 4:11; <281405>Hosea 14:5,6,7). The coolness of its snows
and waters was appreciated by Jeremiah in contrast to the heats of summer
in the lower lands (<241814>Jeremiah 18:14). The finest view of Lebanon from
the east is at Baalbek, where the snowy crests extend north and south as
far as the eye can see. The view from the range of Anti-Lebanon is more
grand and extensive, but less picturesque, because more distant.
The glory of Lebanon was its cedar, pine and. oak forests, which were
used in Solomon’s Temple and his other grand edifices, for temples and
palaces, in Rome and Assyria, and in ship-building (1 Kings vi.; <100511>2
Samuel 5:11; <150307>Ezra 3:7; <231408>Isaiah 14:8; <262804>Ezekiel 28:4-6; Josephus,
Wars v. 5,2; Pliny 13:11; Layard 356). There are two groups of cedars
now standing as witnesses of past grandeur. One is in a basin formed by the
highest summits of Lebanon, which rise in a semi-circle around the head
waters of the Kadisha, 6,172 feet above the sea. The other is on the slope
of Keniseh, near the new stage-coach road from Beirut to Damascus, from
which our sketch was taken. The rivers are not very large nor long, but are
among the most famous in the world’s history. Beginning at the north, the
Eleutherus (Nahr el Kebir) rises in the plain of Emesa, flows around the
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north end of Lebanon, and falls into the sea between Arvad and Tripolis.
The Kadisha (sacred river), now Nahr Abu A1y, rises near the cedars
under the highest summits of Lebanon, and flows through a gorge of
surpassing grandeur, to the sea, at Tripolis. The perpendicular wails of
rock at one place are 1,000 feet high. The Nahr Ibrahim, the classic Adonis
(the scene of the romantic story of Venus and Adonis. Adonis being killed
by a boar, his blood now annually colors the water of the river, which runs
red to the sea). Ezekiel mentions Adonis under the name Tammuz
(<260814>Ezekiel 8:14). It rises near the ancient Apheka, where there is a ruined
temple of Venus,and falls into the sea near Gebel. The Lycus (Nahr el
Kelb, Dog river) rises on Sunnin and empties into George s Bay, a few
miles north of Beirut. At its mouth are the famous sculptured rocks on the
side of the pass, where the armies of Assyria, Egypt, Greece, Rome and
France have left records of their deeds. Pliny mentions the Magoras, which
is probably the Nahr Beirut. The Tamyras or Damuras of Strabo rises near
Deir el Kamor, the modern capital of Lebanon, and reaches the sea about
ten miles south of Beirut.
The Bostenus (Nahr el Awaly) is a small stream eight miles further south.
The Leontes (see Syria), in the lower part rushes through a wild chasm, the
banks of which are a thousand feet or more high, almost perpendicular, and
are spanned at one place by a natural bridge 60 feet long and 100 feet
above the stream. All of these are on the western slope; and there are none
on the eastern, except those in the valley of Lebanon, the Orontes and the
Leontes. The rivers of Anti-Lebanon are the Abana, Barada (the goldenflowing stream), which rises in the beautiful little plain of Zebedany, flows
along the western side of the ridge, and then down through a wild gorge
into the plain of Damascus, where it divides into several channels, and is
lost in the marsh and lake east of that city. The Pharpar (Nahr Awaj) rises
high upon the eastern side of Hermon, flows across the Hauran: and is also
lost in a marsh and lake south of the former. The Helbon waters the fertile
glen of Helbon.
It is supposed that the Maronites in Lebanon are descendants of the ancient
Syrians, but there is no direct evidence. The Druses are Arabs. No other
country has such a mixture of many races, holding to their ancient
religions, more or less idolatrous. There are very few remains of ancient
temples on, Lebanon, while Hermon is crowded with them. The American
Mission has a station at Abeih, a few miles southeast of Beirut, not far
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from Deir el Kamar. Young men, and also young women, of every class
and of every faith, are seeking education for its uses in commerce and
benefits in social and private life; and the Syrian college, lately established
in Beirut, will complete the work.

Lebaoth (“lioness”)
Judah in the south (<061532>Joshua 15:32). Given to Simeon out of Judah’s lot.
Beth Lebaoth (“place of lions”). The place may have been invested by wild
beasts, and therefore so named.

Lebbaeus (“courageous”), (<401003>Matthew 10:3). THADDEUS.
Lebonah (“frankincense”)
Three miles west of Shiloh, now El Lubban. The village stands on the slope
of a hill bordering the wady Lubban, and its houses have a gray and antique
appearance. In the cliffs above are caves and sepulchres, witnesses of a
former importance (<072119>Judges 21:19).

Lecah (“journey”), (<130421>1 Chronicles 4:21).
A town built by Er. Lost.

Leeks (chazir, “grass”)
There are several plants offered in explanation of the twenty allusions in
the Old Testament to “leeks.” The trigonella grows in gardens in Egypt,
and is eaten in large quantities in the fall, as greens are with us. The seeds
are also eaten boiled. Radishes, onions, garlic (and leeks) were supplied to
the workmen who built the pyramids. The priests were not permitted to eat
any of these, as Plutarch explains.

Lees (shemer, “preservation”)
Wine was left standing on the lees to give it color and body (<232506>Isaiah
25:6). The wine undisturbed was thick, and before it was used it was
necessary to strain off the lees.
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Legion (<402653>Matthew 26:53; <420830>Luke 8:30).
A portion of the Roman army, about 6,000 infantry.

Lehabim (<011013>Genesis 10:13).
Mizraim’s third son, perhaps the ancestor of the Lubim, allies of the
Egyptians, mentioned in the inscriptions on their monuments at Medinet
Habu (dated 1250 B.C.); and also of the Libyans. Jeremiah noticed them in
the 6th century B.C., and Daniel still later. They are located on the African
coast, west of Egypt, as far as and beyond Cyrene. The great Arab tribe,
the Beni Ali, now extends from Egypt to the Atlantic, and illustrates the
probable extent of the ancient Lubim and their accessions. There has been
from the earliest times a constant stream of colonization flowing along the
coast of Africa, north of the Great Desert, from the Nile to the Straits of
Gibraltar, from different nations and people. The Phoenicians and Greeks
drove the Lubim into the desert and the mountains, where they still remain.

Lehi
The place where Samson slew a thou. sand men with a jaw-bone
(<071509>Judges 15:9-19). Lehi is the Hebrew word for jawbone, but the name
of the place was Ramath Lehi (<071517>Judges 15:17). It was on the border of
Judah and Philistia. The spring of Enhakkore was known in Jerome’s time,
near Morasthi, the prophet Micah’s birthplace, east of Eleutheropolis. Now
lost.

Lemech
<See LAMECH 2> (<010525>Genesis 5:25).

Lemuel (“devoted”), (<203101>Proverbs 31:1-9).
Lentiles
ADASHIM. A bean-like plant much esteemed in the East as an article of
food. There are several kinds (<012534>Genesis 25:34; <260409>Ezekiel 4:9). They
were used in making bread in times of scarcity. The present Arabic name
(Adas) is the same as the Hebrew. Red pottage is made of the red lentile,
and is a very palatable dish, called EDOM in <012530>Genesis 25:30. The poor
in Egypt now use it because it is cheaper than wheat. There is a tradition
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that Esau sold his birthright at Hebron, and in memory of this the Arab
monks (dervishes) distribute daily a supply of lentile soup to the poor, and
strangers.

Leopard (NAMER; “spotted”)
Mentioned in seven passages. The word was compounded into several of
towns as Beth-nimrah, Nimrah, Nimrim (Leopard-town, etc.), (<231106>Isaiah
11:6; <240506>Jeremiah 5:6, etc.).
Habakkuk compares the Chaldaean horses to the swift leopard (Hab. 1:8),
and Daniel alludes to the “winged leopard,” as a type or figure of the rapid
conquests of Alexander. The hills of Palestine were frequented by the
leopard in ancient times, as may be inferred from <220408>Song of Solomon 4:8,
and it is now found in the mountains of Hermon and Lebanon, and
sometimes in the gorges near Jerusalem, especially the lower Kidron,
where it retreats into caves from the heat of the sun.
The Cheetah may be included in this description, as it was used by the
ancient Egyptians in hunting, and so sculptured on the monuments. Their
skins were worn by the priests during their religious ceremonies, and are so
worn by the modern dervishes.

Leper
ZARUA; “leprosy,” ZAP. AATH; Greek: lepra, lepros. Supposed to be the
peculiar scourge of an offended deity. The white variety was more
common (if there is more than one) covering the entire body, or the most
of it, and was called the leprosy of Moses. This was the “clean” kind. The
symptoms were first a swelling, a scab or baldness, and a shiny spot. The
hair changed to a white or yellowish-white over the swelling. Sometimes
raw flesh (“proud flesh”) appeared in the sore. It often disappeared after
going so far. If it went further it became “unclean.” While disease was
active and spreading it was unclean, but when it had spread all over the
body, and could go no further, the person became clean again. The object
of the disease seems to have been to create a nameless horror, and dread of
contagion. It is not known whether it was propagated by contagion. Some
passages mean any disease that spreads in the skin (Leviticus 13—14). The
modern Elephantiasis (Barbadoes leg, swelled leg) is not the leprosy of the
Hebrews, although sometimes called “black leprosy.” The leprosy of
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garments and of walls has caused many ingenious explanations. One of
walls is that of a fungus growth on the wall producing spots; another of the
nitrous efflorescence in red spots.

Leshem (“glancing” — the jacinth stone).
The city Laish (<061947>Joshua 19:47; <662120>Revelation 21:20).

Lethech (“pouring”)
A measure for grain (<280302>Hosea 3:2). <See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.

Lettus
<See HATTUSH> (1 Esdras 8:29).

Letushim
Second son of Dedan (<012503>Genesis 25:3), who founded a tribe in Arabia
called by Ptolemy Allumoeoti (Hebrew: LEUMMIM). There was a city
called Luma in Arabia Deserta.

Leummim (“nations”)
Sons of Dedan (<012503>Genesis 25:3).

Levi (“to adhere”)
Third son of Leah, wife of Jacob. Born in Mesopotamia, B.C. 1750
(<012934>Genesis 29:34). When Dinah went out to see the young women of
Shechem, as Josephus says, at an annual festival of nature worship, such as
that mentioned in <042502>Numbers 25:2, of the people in Moab, she was taken
by Shechem as a wife; which was resented as an insult by her brothers,
Jacob, Simeon, and Levi, who executed their revenge on the city in a
fearful manner (Genesis 34), destroying the whole city for the error of one
man. This is an early instance of a blood feud, which are so common in the
East now. Levi plotted with others against Joseph. He went into Egypt
with his three sons, Gershon, Kohath, and Merari, and as one of the oldest,
was presented to Pharaoh. The descendants of Levi, among whom were
Moses and Aaron, were made the ministers of religion and the
representatives of the national faith; Jacob prophesied that Levi should be
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scattered among his brothers, which was fulfilled in the distribution of the
tribe among the 48 Levitical cities, which were scattered throughout the
whole country. The tribe displaced the earlier priesthood of the firstborn as
representatives of the holiness of the people,
Their first enumeration gave 22,000, which was nearly equal to the number
of the firstborn males of all the other tribes, which was 22,263 —
reckoning from one month old upward. The 273 were redeemed by five
shekels each, being paid to Aaron. They guarded the ark, and were
reckoned separately as the host (of the Lord), and were not counted in the
army. Their special duties were the daily sacrifice, and the work about the
tabernacle (and Temple), in a certain appointed order (Numbers 3;
Numbers 4; Numbers 7).
A table of the family will show the division of the tribe into the three
seperate branches according to their functions (<020616>Exodus 6:16-25).
The Levitical order proceeded from the people, and were not a privileged
class (Exodus 38); nor was the monarchy designed to be so
(<051714>Deuteronomy 17:14-20), and the people always took part in the
coronation of the king and the installation of the high priest (<132922>1
Chronicles 29:22; 1 Macc. 14:35). They did not cultivate land or work at
trades, but were to receive a tenth as tithes from the people; a part of
which was again divided to the priests (<041821>Numbers 18:21, etc.). Their
duty was to instruct the people in the law, and to enable them to spread
this knowledge through the land. Forty-eight cities were assigned for
residences to them, six of which were cities of refuge, and thirteen were for
the priests, distributed as follows:
<See KOHATHITES> — Priests: Judah and Simeon 9; Benjamin 4. Not

priests: Ephraim 4; Dan 4; half Manasseh (west) 2.
<See GERSHONITES> — Half Manasseh (east) 2; Issachar 4; Asher 4;

Naphtali 3.
<See MERARITES> — Zebulun 4; Reuben; Gad 4. Each of these cities was

to have a suburb for pasture-ground, for the Levites’ cattle (<043504>Numbers
35:4,5). Saul massacred the priests at Nob, slew the Gibeonites in their
service, and assumed the priestly office; but David reorganized and
restored them to their proper service.
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The CHORAL SERVICE is first mentioned in David’s time (<131516>1 Chronicles
15:16, and minutely in 1 Chronicles 25). Ethan (1 Chronicles 19), one of
the singers, was a man of great talent (<110431>1 Kings 4:31), and author of
Psalm 89. The tribe was divided into twelve orders or courses, to serve
each one month in rotation. The porters served only a week, but the four
chief porters lived in the temple court (<130927>1 Chronicles 9:27). Psalm 134
was a song of the nightwatchmen around the temple. The Levites appear as
<See SCRIBES> first in <143413>2 Chronicles 34:13, under Josiah. The books of
Chronicles were probably compiled by scribes, under the direction of
Daniel and Ezra. The age at which service Was to be required was
originally 30 years, but was reduced to 20 in the tribe of Solomon (<132324>1
Chronicles 23:24-27). Ezekiel records the idolatry of the Levites in Ezekiel
44 and Ezekiel 48. Psalm 137, is a mournful and touching record of the
Levites’ experience in captivity. The priests, Levites, singers, and porters
who returned from Babylon were (it seems from <150236>Ezra 2:36-42) a very
small “remnant” (<150308>Ezra 3:8). None of the Levites came to the first
meeting of preparation for the return (<150815>Ezra 8:15). Their service and
residence were established as of old, and they joined in the last great song
of praise which is recorded (<160906>Nehemiah 9:6-38). From this time down
we have scarcely any account in the Old Testament, and but a very few
notices of them in the New Testament (as in <421032>Luke 10:32; <430119>John 1:19
etc.). They were also dispersed among the Gentiles, with the other tribes
(<440436>Acts 4:36).
The religious system established by custom from Abraham’s time was
changed when Aaron was made the high priest. The oldest son of each
house inherited the priestly office, and performed the duties (<022415>Exodus
24:15), and this idea led to that other that Israel was a nation of priests.
The great change was made when the entire tribe of Levi was set aside as a
priestly caste — an order—as witnesses and guardians of the national
worship. The Levites took the place of the firstborn in the nation which
were numbered, being 22,273, the Levites being 22,000, counting all from
a month old upward, and the difference was balanced by paying for each
one of the odd number the price of a victim vowed in sacrifice. The
tabernacle was a sign of the presence of God among the people, and the
Levites were the royal guard of this invisible king. They were not included
in the armies, although called the Lord’s Host. The Kohathites held the
highest offices, guarding and bearing the sacred vessels, including the ark,
after these had been covered with the dark-blue cloth by the priests. The
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Gershonites bore the tent-cloths, curtains, etc., and the Merarites carried
the boards, bars, and pillars, using oxen and carts. They purified them
selves by a ceremonious washing and sprinkling, and were solemnly
consecrated by the people (<040810>Numbers 8:10).

Leviathan (LIVYATHAN, “an animal wreathed”)
The crocodile.
Described as living in the sea (or river), and probably a term including
several kinds of monsters of the deep (<19A426>Psalm 104:26), and also
serpents. <180308>Job 3:8 has mourning for leviathan. The practice of
enchantment is referred to, which was similar to the modern snakecharming. The description in Job 41 is of the crocodile (so in the version of
T. J. Conant), and also in <197414>Psalm 74:14. The Arabic name is [^Timsah,
which is given to the lake near Suez, through which the Suez canal runs.
The word is translated “dragon” in Ezekiel (<263003>Ezekiel 30:3). The
leviathan of <232701>Isaiah 27:1 (nachash, serpent), is used as a type of Egypt,
and the crocodile was an emblem of that country. The python (Satan) was
worshiped by the Egyptians as well as the crocodile.

Levirate (“husband’s brother”)
The law by which a younger brother married the widow of the older
brother, and raised children in his name.

Levis
Corruption of “the Levite” in Ezra 10

Libanus
<See LEBANON> (1 Esdras 4:48; 5:55).

Libertines (<440609>Acts 6:9).
Two explanations of this difficult text are offered:
1. People or disciples from Libertum near Cyrene, Africa.
2. That the Libertines were Jews who had been made prisoners in various
wars, reduced to slavery, and afterward liberated, converted, and received
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into the synagogues with disciples from other cities (Josephus, Antiquities
xviii. 3, sec. 5).

Libnah (“whiteness”)
1. A station in the desert (<043320>Numbers 33:20), between Sinai and Kadesh,
near Rissah, perhaps on the Red Sea. Laban (<050101>Deuteronomy 1:1).
2. A city in the southwest of Palestine, taken by Joshua next after
Makkedah, on the day that “the sun stood still.” Sennacherib besieged it
(<121908>2 Kings 19:8). The great destruction of his army, when 185,000 died in
one night (<233708>Isaiah 37:8-36; <121908>2 Kings 19:8), took place, either here
(where Rabshakeh, his general, joined him with the force that had camped
at Jerusalem), or, according to Josephus and Herodotus, at Pelusium
(Antiquities x. 1, 4). King Zedekiah’s mother was of this place
(<245201>Jeremiah 52:1). A little village called El Menshieh, five miles west of
Eleutheropolis, on the direct road between Makkedah and Eglon, with a
few ruins which are evidences of its former strength, marks the site of the
ancient Libnah.

Libni (“white”)
1. Son of Gershom (<020617>Exodus 6:17).
2. Son of Mahli (<020629>Exodus 6:29).

Libnites, the
Descendants of <See LIBNI>

Libya (<440210>Acts 2:10).
Libya about Cyrene. <See LUBIM>.

Libyans
People of <See LIBYA>. (<244609>Jeremiah 46:9).
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Lice
KINNIM. Only in <020816>Exodus 8:16-18, and <19A531>Psalm 105:31; both
references applying to the plague in Egypt. It is urged by some that the
original means gnats and not lice:
1. Because the Greek knips (knipes) may mean that insect.
2. Plant-lice may have been meant, and an Arabic word ([^kaml, a louse)is
referred to in proof, when describing “a thistle black with plant-lice,” which
is often seen in Egypt. The Egyptians were very scrupulous on the subject
of purity, and especially avoided lice and all vermin. The plague of lice was
therefore especially obnoxious to them.

Lieutenants
The official title of one who governed the Persian empire (<170312>Esther 3:12;
8:9),

Life (hay, or chay),
living thing (<010120>Genesis 1:20); nephesh, soul (<011205>Genesis 12:5; <191101>Psalm
11:1); mind (<012308>Genesis 23:8); persons (<011421>Genesis 14:21); heart
(<022309>Exodus 23:9); Greek bios, present life (<420814>Luke 8:14); zoe,
(<400714>Matthew 7:14); zao, to live; pneuma, spirit, ghost (<661301>Revelation
13:19); psuche, soul (Matt, 2:20). Life and to live used of the existence of
men and animals, and of the enjoyment of what makes life valuable, as
happiness (<191611>Psalm 16:11), and the favor of God (<450604>Romans 6:4). The
true life is immortality in blessedness and glory, and it is believed by some
that Jesus taught that such a life was only to be won by a pure life of faith
and deeds, believing on him who is the Lord of Life (<401916>Matthew
19:16,17,29; <450207>Romans 2:7; 5:17; 6:23.

Light (’or; Greek: phos).
The element light; that which enables us to see. Also, figuratively, the
Intellectual, moral, and spiritual element by which .we may see
(<400623>Matthew 6:23; <430104>John 1:4; 5:35). God as the source of this light, as
the sun is of the other. Children of light is a term for true disciples
(<421608>Luke 16:8; <490508>Ephesians 5:8). Jesus Christ is the Light of the world.
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Ligure (LESHEM). <See PRECIOUS STONES>.
Likhi (“learned”)
Son of Shemida (<130719>1 Chronicles 7:19).

Lily (SHU-SHAH, SHOSHAN-NAH; Greek: krinon).
There is a great difference of opinion on this question as to what flower
was meant by the Hebrews, or by Jesus, which appears in our translation as
the lily. Dr. Thomson, (Land and Book, i. 394),says, “The Huleh lily is
very large, and the three inner petals meet above and form a gorgeous
canopy, such as art never approached, and king never sat under, even in his
utmost glory. Nothing can be in higher contrast than the luxuriant, velvety
softness of this lily, and the crabbed, tangled hedge of thorns about it.”
The Phoenician architects ornamented the temple with lily work, probably
imitating the use of the lotus in Egypt about the columns, and the rim of
the brazen sea. These ideas are wrought into visible shape in T. O. Paine’s
Temple of Solomon.

Lime
Limestone is the common rock of Palestine (<052702>Deuteronomy 27:2,4).
Lime-kilns are frequent, and where limestone is not easily accessible, as in
Asia Minor, the Turks are in the habit of breaking up the marble columns,
capitals, handsomely carved entablatures, and even statues of the gods, to
be burned into lime.

Linen
Hebrew:
1. shesh, fine linen (<014142>Genesis 41:42);
2. bad linen used for the under clothes of the priests (<022842>Exodus 28:42;
<030610>
Leviticus 6:10);
3. buts, fine linen, perhaps from the Greek busses (<140512>2 Chronicles 5:12),
of which the vail of the temple was made (<140314>2 Chronicles 3:14), and
Mordecai was arrayed (colored purple), and the rich man arrayed in the
parable (<421619>Luke 16:19);
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4. etun made of fine flax (<200716>Proverbs 7:16);
5. mikve, linen yarn (<111028>1 Kings 10:28);
6. sadin, linen garments (<071412>Judges 14:12);
7. Greek: sindon. Egypt, from the lost ancient time, was celebrated for its
line linen, which was used for the sacred garments of the priests, for
mummy wrappers, and to write upon. Some specimens may be seen in the
Abbot Egyptian Museum, in New York (Hist. So. Building, on Second
Avenue, near 9th St.).

Lintel
The upper framework of a door (<110631>1 Kings 6:31) correctly “upper doorpost” (<021207>Exodus 12:7). Hebrew: AYIL post (Ezekiel 40—41). Some say
that ayil meant a wall along an entrance way which could be divided into
panels;
2. KAFTAR, knop (<300901>Amos 9:1; <360214>Zephaniah 2:14);
3. MASHKOF (upper door-post in <021222>Exodus 12:22). Aben Ezra translates
mashkof by window, because it means “to look, as from the window over
the door upon anyone below. <See WINDOW>

Linus (“flax”)
A disciple at Rome (<550421>2 Timothy 4:21).
The first bishop of Rome after the apostles was Linus (A.D. 68-80), and no
lofty pre-eminence was attached to the office at that time, as appears from
the simple mention of his name among others. He is said to have written an
account of the dispute between Peter and Simon Magus.

Lion
There are no lions now in Palestine, but they abound in the deserts, and the
swamps of the Euphrates. There are several names of places compounded
of the name of lion which show that the animal was known there anciently,
as Leboath, Latsh (<061532>Joshua 15:32; <071707>Judges 17:7).
These seven names for lion indicating different ages:
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1. gur, or gor, a cub (<014909>Genesis 49:9);
2. kefir, a young lion (<071405>Judges 14:5);
3. ari, aryeh, full-grown lion (<014909>Genesis 49:9);
4. shakhal, (the roarer) large, strong lion (<180410>Job 4:10);
5. shakhaz, in full vigor (<181808>Job 18:8);
6. labi, or lebbiya, an old lion (<014909>Genesis 49:9), (Coptic, labai, lioness);
7. laish, old, decrepit, feeble (<180411>Job 4:11).
The lion of Palestine was probably the African kind, which was shorter and
rounder, and had less mane than the Asiatic variety. Sometimes a
“multitude of shepherds” turned out to hunt the lion (<233104>Isaiah 31:4), and a
few instances are recorded of a single person attacking him (<091734>1 Samuel
17:34), or perhaps two or more (<300312>Amos 3:12). The Arabs now dig a pit
for the lion, covering it slightly, and decoying him with some small animal,
as a kid.
The kings kept lions for amusement (<261909>Ezekiel 19:9), and for hunting in
Assyria (Ancient Egyptians 3:17), as represented on the monuments
(Layard, Nineveh and Babylonia, 138). Poets and other writers made much
use of the lion for his strength (<071418>Judges 14:18), courage (<202801>Proverbs
28:1), and ferocity (<014909>Genesis 49:9); qualities which were attributed to
brave, or other noted men. The lion’s roar is given by four Hebrew words:
1. SHAAG, thunder (<071405>Judges 14:5), his roar when hunting;
2. NAHAM, the cry when the prey is seized (<230529>Isaiah 5:29);
3. HAJAH, growl of defiance;
4. NAAR, the yelp of young lions (<245138>Jeremiah 51:38). Besides these there
are terms for other qualities and acts; as RABATS, crouching (<261902>Ezekiel
19:2); SHACHAT, lying in wait in a den; ARAB, secret watching for prey;
RAMAS, creeping in a stealthy manner (Isaiah 104:20); ZINNEK, the
spring upon the prey (<053322>Deuteronomy 33:22). The lion was used in poetry
and in sculpture as a symbol of majesty and power, as in the Assyrian
compound figures. In Egypt it was worshiped at Leontopolis. It was the
emblem of the tribe of Judah, and is mentioned as a symbol by John in
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Revelation 5:5. Solomon’s throne was ornamented with lions, as also
the brazen laver (<110729>1 Kings 7:29,36).

Litter
A couch or sedan chair, borne by men, between mules or camels, now in
use by the Egyptians (<040708>Numbers 7:8; <236620>Isaiah 66:20). They are strewn
in use on the ancient sculptures and paintings.

Liver
The internal organ of the body (<200723>Proverbs 7:23).

Lizard (Hebrew: LETAAH).
The fan-foot lizard is reddish brown, spotted with white, and lives on
insects and worms. It is named from its note which sounds, like “Gecko.”
They lay small, round eggs. Their feet cling to the wall like a fly’s, and they
run around the house without noise, always at night.

Loammi (“not my people”)
Second (symbolical) son of Hosea (<280109>Hosea 1:9).

Loan
The law of Moses required the rich to lend to the poor without interest,
only taking security against loss. Foreigners were not included in this rule.
The practice of usury was always discreditable among the Hebrews
(<200601>Proverbs 6:1,4; 11:15, 17:18, etc.), and Nehemiah restrained its
exercise (<160501>Nehemiah 5:1,13). The <See MONEY CHANGERS> of the
Temple were useful to the worshipers from a distance, and especially from
foreign countries, in changing their money to the only lawful coin, the halfshekel, the annual temple dues from each person; but their presence in the
temple itself was illegal and a desecration of the holy place. Their proper
place was among businessmen, on the street, with the merchants.

Lock
The common wooden lock of the East is a clumsy wooden bolt kept in
place by a few loose pins which may be lifted by a key with pegs fitted to
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match (see <See KEY>). Bolts and locks were used (<070323>Judges 3:23;
Song of Solomon 5:5; <160303>Nehemiah 3:3).

<220505>

Locust
Hebrew: ARBEH (“multitude”) locust in <021004>Exodus 10:4, and many other
passages; CHAGAB (locust generally) grasshopper in <041333>Numbers 13:33,
and others; CHARGOL (“locust”) grasshopper; beetle in <031122>Leviticus
11:22; SALAM (“bald locust”) locust in <031122>Leviticus 11:22; GAZAM
(“palmer-worm); GOB (“great grasshopper”) in <340317>Nahum 3:17; <232304>Isaiah
23:4; CHANAMAL (“hail or frost?”) locust in <197847>Psalm 78:47; YELEK
(“rough”) cankerworm in <340315>Nahum 3:15; caterpillar in <19A534>Psalm 105:34;
CHASIL (“caterpillar”); ZELAZAL, locust in <052842>Deuteronomy 28:42. The
clouds of locusts sometimes obscure the sun, and they are very destructive,
eating every green thing in their way.
Their great voracity is alluded to in <021012>Exodus 10:12; <290104>Joel 1:4; and
several other passages, and they are Compared to horses in <290204>Joel 2:4,5,
and in <660907>Revelation 9:7,9, where the noise they make in flying (like a
heavy shower of rain) is also noticed, and their irresistible progress.
Sometimes they enter the houses and eat the wood work. They do not
travel in the night. Some kinds of birds eat them (Starling, Arabic:
[^smurmur); and they. are eaten by men also, after being roasted, fried or
stewed, mixed with flour and ground or pounded fine, and by boiling in
water. Vast quantities are drowned in the sea, being carried into it by the
wind. They generally die in a day or two. The children catch some kinds, as
they do handsome butterflies, for their beauty, being marked with many
colors, streaked and spotted. The women often put the eggs of the locust
(chargol) into their ears as a cure for, or a preventive of, ear-aches.

Lod
Built by Shamer (<130812>1 Chronicles 8:12). Always connected with Ono. It is
called Lydda in the book of Acts (<440932>Acts 9:32), where Peter healed
Aeneas of palsy. One of the murderers of Julius Caesar (Cassius Longinus)
was stationed in Palestine, and sold the whole people of Lydda into slavery
(Antiquities xiv. 11, 2); and Antony restored them. Cestius Gallus burned
it, and Vespasian, some time after, colonized it. The Romans gave it a new
name, Diospolis (on the coins of Septimus Severus), and it became a seat
of Jewish learning, and a large and wealthy town. It was the seat of a
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bishopric at an early date. Tradition connects the birth of George with the
ruins of a church in the town, once a splendid structure, built by Justinian
(Rob. U. 244). There are about 1,000 people now in the place, which is
called by its ancient name, as near as an Arab can speak it (Lud).

Lodebar (“without pasture”)
The native place Machir ben Ammiel, in whose house Mephibosneth found
a home, after his father’s death, on the east of Jordan River (<101727>2 Samuel
17:27; 9:4,5). This same Machir was one of the first to supply the wanes of
David when he fled from Absalom. It was near Mahanaim. Lost.

Lodge (1) (<230108>Isaiah 1:8). <See COTTAGE>
Shelter made of boughs.

Lodge (2)
To “tarry all night” (<011902>Genesis 19:2; <071910>Judges 19:10; <402117>Matthew
21:17). <See HOSPITALITY INN>.

Loins
The lower region of the back, the seat of strength (<013511>Genesis 35:11;
37:34). Figuratively the source of progeny.

Lois (“better”)
Grandmother of <See TIMOTHY> (<550105>2 Timothy 1:5; 3:15).

Lord
<See JAH>.

Lord’s Day, the (Greek, he kuriake hemera, In <660110>Revelation
1:10).
The first day of the week, the weekly festival in memory of the resurrection
of the Lord on that day. Some of the “fathers of the early church”
understand it to mean Easter day The first day of the week was chosen for
the weekly meetings and feasts by those who “preached Jesus and the
Resurrection.” The appearance to the disciples, apostles, and others, were
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all on the Lord’s day, and the custom of assembling on that day was
adopted without a recorded exception in all the Churches. Besides the
evidence of the early fathers there is that of Pliny in his letter to Trajan,
from Pontus, “The Christians were accustomed to meet together on a
stated day., before it was light, and sing hymns to Christ or God, and to
bind themselves by a sacrament, and after separating they met again to take
a general meal. Justin Martyr calls it Sunday, saying the exercises were
prayer, the celebration of the Holy Eucharist, and the collection of alms,
because it was the first day on which God dispelled the darkness, and
because Jesus Christ rose from the dead on it.” This is not the SAMBAS,
for that was the seventh day, and was a day of rest and a “Holy day” to
Jehovah (<235813>Isaiah 58:13), and the two are carefully separated in character
and intention. The Lord’s day was to be a day of joy, cheerfulness, and of
relaxation, and of religious meetings, no work being formally forbidden or
rest commanded, and the law of Moses in the Fourth Commandment is
nowhere in the Gospels applied to the day.
Some deny any religious character or obligation to the day; others hold it
to be an institution of the Church only, without divine sanction; and a third
opinion is that it is a continuation under the new order of spiritual things,
of the original Sabbath, and the Fourth Commandment applies equally to
the Lord’s day.
The first legal act affecting the day that is recorded is that of Constantine,
A.D. 321, “Let all judges and city people, and the business of all arts, rest
on the venerable Day of the Sun. Yet let those in the country freely and
without restraint attend to the cultivation of the fields, since it frequently
happens that not more fitly on any day may grain be planted in furrows, or
vines in the trenches, lest through the moment’s opportunity the benefit
granted by heavenly foresight be lost.”
Constantine had a nation of many kinds of people with many kinds of
religion, and he so framed the laws in favor of his new faith as to do as
little violence as possible to the old institutions. This law was acceptable to
the Christians who could keep it with joy, and not burdensome to the
Pagans, who could feel no interest in it. He certainly did not honor the day,
but rather accepted the honor that it brought to him as a convert to the
new faith.
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The Council of Nice, A.D. 325, notices the day incidentally as already an
old institution, and makes some rules concerning the posture of
worshipers.

Lord’s Prayer, the
The name (not in the Scriptures) of the prayer spoken by Jesus as a model
to his disciples, given in <400609>Matthew 6:9-13; <421102>Luke 11:2-4.

Lord’s Supper (Greek: kuriakon deipnon, <461120>1 Corinthians
11:20).
The great central act of Christian worship, described by Paul (<461123>1
Corinthians 11:23-26), as having been instituted on the night of the
betrayal. It was a continuation or a substitute for the Passover
(<402619>Matthew 26:19, etc.). <See AGAPE>.
The Paschal Feast was kept, not precisely as Moses directed (Exodus 12),
but in this manner: The members of the company met in the evening,
reclined on couches (<431323>John 13:23, etc.), the head of the company or
house asking a blessing “for the day and for the wine,” over a cup, of
Which he and all the others tasted. Then all present washed their hands.
Then the table was set out with the Paschal lamb, unleavened bread, bitter
herbs and sauce of dates, figs, raisins and vinegar (haroseth), the herbs
being dipped into the sauce and eaten, by the leader first. After this the
dishes were changed and the cup of wine was again blessed and passed
around. Then the real supper began with the solemn introductory words
and a thanksgiving, with Psalm 113 and Psalm 114, after which the hands
were again washed. Then the leader broke a loaf of bread and gave thanks,
dip. ping a piece with the bitter herbs into the sauce (sop in A.V.), and
eating it, followed by all the company. The lamb was then eaten, with
bread and herbs, after which the third cup of wine, called “the cup of
blessing,” was passed around. A fourth cup (of the Hallel) was passed
around during the chanting of Psalm 115 and Psalm 118. The fifth cup was
passed during the chanting of the <See GREAT HALLEL> (Psalm 120—
138).
The Lord’s Supper was to take the place of this feast, and the bread and
wine instead of being memorials of the deliverance from Egypt, were to be
memorials of the Lord and Master. The Paschal feast was annual, but no
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rule was given for the new supper, which was left to be settled by
inclination and custom.
The unleavened bread broken was a memorial of his broken body; the wine
of his blood (see <401338>Matthew 13:38,39; <014126>Genesis 41:26; <270717>Daniel
7:17), which was the New Testament (<243131>Jeremiah 31:31), symbolical of
the new covenant. The custom was well observed from the beginning
(<440242>Acts 2:42). Some even suppose that the blessing of the bread and wine
occurred at every meal, and at least one a day, each assembly around a
table being known as the church of such a place, the materials being paid
for out of the common fund.
The bread was such as was commonly used, for they did not propose to
continue the obligation of the Passover in using unleavened bread; the
wine, as is the general custom in the East, was mixed with water. A part of
the ceremony was “a holy kiss” (<461620>1 Corinthians 16:20). The original
supper of “fellowship” passed by degrees into the “communion” service, as
taking the place of the feast of charity, which had been abused by selfish
souls. The new rule given by Paul separated the idea of a full meal from the
celebration of the Lord’s Supper, or the Eucharist, and instead of daily it
was to be only on the Lord’s Day, and also the time was changed from
evening to the morning (<442011>Acts 20:11).
The practice of Paul himself seems to have joined the Feast of Charity and
the Eucharist, especially shown on board the ship in the storm (<442803>Acts
28:35).

Loruhamah (“the uncompassionated”)
Daughter of <See HOSEA> (<280106>Hosea 1:6). <See ROHMAMAH>.

Lot
Son of Haran, nephew of Abraham (<011127>Genesis 11:27), born in Ur of the
Chaldees, and settled in Canaan. He took refuge in Egypt with Abram
during the famine (<011204>Genesis 12:4; 13:1), and returned with him into the
south of Palestine. He chose the Arabah for his pasture-land, leaving
Abram on the hills of Benjamin and Judah. When the four kings captured
him, he was rescued by his uncle (Genesis 14). Lot had probably entered
into the cities, adopted some of their customs, and gathered other property
besides cattle and tents (<011412>Genesis 14:12), including women (servants).
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The last scene in his life is recorded in connection with the destruction of
the cities of the plain, when there appears in contrast with some of the
darkest traits of human nature in the people of the cities, the pleasant habits
and customs of Lot’s wandering life; the chivalrous hospitality — washing
feet, unleavened bread, the ready feast, such as we read of on the hills of
Hebron among Abram’s tents, and was referred to by Paul in the beautiful
passage, “Be not forgetful to entertain strangers, for thereby some have
entertained angels unawares” (Heb 13:2). The traveler now meets with
these traits among the Bedouin, which are almost identical with those of
their ancestors of that early age. Where Zoar was, or in what mountain Lot
dwelt, has not been determined (see <See ZOAR>). The story of Lot’s wife,
and especially the strange conclusion, might have been passed by as a
mystery, but for the use of it as an example in one of the discourses of
Jesus (<421731>Luke 17:31,32), where he says, “In that day he that is in the field
let him not return back: remember Lot’s wife” (who did). The author of the
Book of Wisdom (Wisdom 10:7), and Josephus (Antiquities i. 11,4), seem
to have believed in an actual monument of salt; and many travelers from
their day to this have seen and described pillars of salt which they accepted
as Lot’s wife.
Ammon and Moab were the children of Lot (<050209>Deuteronomy 2:9,19), and
as such were exempted from conquest by Moses. (See Psalm 83) The
Arabs have traditions of Lot (Koran, chapter vii., xi.), in which he is
described as a preacher sent to the cities of the plain, which they call Lot’s
cities. The Dead Sea is also called the Sea of Lot (Bahr Loot).

Lotan (“covering”)
Son of Seir (<013620>Genesis 36:20).

Love (Hebrew: AHABA, Greek: agape).
Natural affection. Also spiritual affection for holy things (<451310>Romans
13:10; 1 John. 4:7, etc.), which is a fruit of the Spirit, opposed to all evil,
and only satisfied with a likeness to Jesus Christ and God.

Love-Feast
<See AGAPE>.
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Low Country (<142610>2 Chronicles 26:10). <See PLAIN>. Arabah?
Lozon
Ancestors of Solomon’s servants, who returned with Zerubbabel (1 Esdras
5:33). <See DARKON>.

Lubim (“people of a dry land”)
<See LEHABIM>. In Shishak’s army (<141203>2 Chronicles 12:3). Mentioned by

the prophets (<340309>Nahum 3:9; <271143>Daniel 11:43), and on the Egyptian
monuments, where they are called <See LEBU>, who contended with
Egypt in war, and were subdued about 1250, B.C. They are painted as a
Shemitic race, fair and strong. Perhaps the same as the <See LEHABIM>
They occupied the shores of the Great Sea, and the Desert inland, west of
Egypt. The Kabyles and Berbers of that district maybe descendants, as they
are the successors of the Lubim (Libyans).

Lucas
<See LUKE>. Companion of Paul at Rome (<510414>Colossians 4:14).

Lucifer (“light bearing”)
Son of the morning, morning star (<231412>Isaiah 14:12), a symbol of the king
of Babylon. Since the time of Jerome, it is a name for Satan. <See
DEMON> <See DEVIL>.

Lucius (“born in the daytime”)
1. A Roman consul (1 Macc. 15:10), and uncertain whether
1. L. Furius, B.C. 136;
2. L. Caecilius Metellus Calvus, B.C. 142; or
3. L. Calpurnius Piso, B.C. 139, who is probably the one referred to.
2. Akinsman of Paul (<451621>Romans 16:21), afterward bishop of Cenchraea.
3. Lucius of Cyrene, was probably at the Feast of Pentecost, if not one of
the 70, and also one of the “men of Cyrene,” who preached in Antioch
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(<441120>Acts 11:20). Different traditions make him bishop of Cenchraea,
Cyrene and Laodicea in Syria.

Lucre
That which is gained unworthily (<090803>1 Samuel 8:3; <540308>1 Timothy 3:8).

Lud
Fourth son of Shem (<011022>Genesis 10:22), from whom descended the
Lydians; who first settled north of Palestine, and afterward in Asia Minor.
The name is found on the Egyptian monuments of the 13th, 14th and 15th
centuries B.C. as a powerful people called Luden. (<See LYDIA>).

Ludim (<011013>Genesis 10:13).
Allies of the Egyptians (<141203>2 Chronicles 12:3; 16:8; <340309>Nahum 3:9).
Probably the same people as the Lehabim.

Luhith, the Ascent of (<231505>Isaiah 15:5; <244805>Jeremiah 48:5).
A famous pass somewhere in Moab, not yet identified.

Luke (Greek: Loukas; Latin: [^Lucas, “born at daylight”)
A common name among Romans. A Gentile born at Antioch in Syria,
educated a physician, and an artist (Nicephorus 2:43). Some have
supposed him one of the 70, and also one of the two who saw Jesus at
Emmaus, but without good reason. He first appears historically at Troas
with Paul, going with him into Macedonia (<441609>Acts 16:9,10), and writing
his history after that as an eye-witness. <See GOSPEL> and <See ACTS> in
the <See HISTORY>.
It is supposed that he died a martyr between A.D. 75 and 100, but no
locality is given.

Lunatic (“moon-struck”), (<400424>Matthew 4:24; 17:15)
Disease of the body and mind. <See MADNESS>.
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Lust
Desire (<197818>Psalm 78:18,30), inordinate and sensual (<450127>Romans 1:27).

Luz
<See LUZAH> (“almond-tree”)

An ancient city of Canaan, named Bethel by Jacob (<012819>Genesis 28:19).
1. It is likely that the place of Jacob’s pillar, of the El-Beth-el sanctuary
(<013506>Genesis 35:6; 48:3), and of Jeroboam’s idolatry (<111229>1 Kings 12:29),
were not in, but south of the city of Luz (<061601>Joshua 16:1,2; 18:13).
2. One of the men of Luz was allowed by the house of Joseph to escape,
when the city was destroyed, and he went into the land of the Hittites,
where he built another Luz. Probably on the Orontes river (Porter).

Lycaonia (Lucos, “a wolf, wolf-country”)
An undulating plain, 20 miles by 13, among the mountains in Asia Minor,
north of Cilicia.
Iconium (its capital), Derbe, and Lystra were there, and visited by Paul.
The speech of this district was a corrupt form of Greek (<441411>Acts 14:11). It
was a Roman colony, and had a good road. The streams are brackish, and
there are several small salt-lakes; but flocks find good pasture.

Lycia (LIKEA).
A province and peninsula southwest in Asia Minor, opposite the island of
Rhodes; mountainous and well watered with small creeks. Bellerophon,
one of its ancient kings, is celebrated in Greek mythology; The Romans
took it from Antiochus the Great, after the battle of Magnesia (B.C. 190).
There are many ruined cities in this region, described in the excellent works
of Fellows, Spratt, and Forbes, full of architecture, sculpture, and
inscriptions of the ancients. It is mentioned in 1 Macc. 15:23, during its
golden period, just after its emancipation from the rule of the island
Rhodes. Paul visited two of its cities, Patara and Myra.
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Lydda
Greek form of Lod. The first historical notice of this city, since Christ, is
the signature of Aetius Lyddensis to the acts of the Council of Nicaea
(A.D. 325); after which it is frequently mentioned, especially during the
Crusades. The Arabs have a tradition that the final contest between Christ
and Antichrist will be at Lydda. (Sale’s Koran, c. 43, note).

Lydia (1) (“from king Lydus”)
A province in Asia Minor, on the Sea, south of Mysia, and north of Carla.
Taken by the Romans from Antiochus the Great, after the battle of
Magnesia, B C. 190, and given to the king of Pergamus, Eumenes II (1
Macc. 8:8). The India and Media of this passage in Maccabees should be
corrected to read Ionia and Mysia.

Lydia (2) (“from Lydia?”)
The first convert in Europe, by Paul, and his hostess at Phillippi (<441614>Acts
16:14,15,40). She was a Jewess and was found by Paul attending Jewish
Sabbath worship by the side of a stream. She was by occupation a traveling
dealer in dyed goods and dyes, and belonged in Thyatira, which was noted
for such products. The mention of the conversion of her household
indicates some wealth and importance, whether as head of a family or only
of hired servants. Her character as a Christian woman is shown in her
acceptance of the Gospel, her urgent hospitality, and continued friendship
for Paul and Silas when they were persecuted. Her death is not recorded.

Lydians
People of Lydia (<244609>Jeremiah 46:9).

Lysanias (“ending sorrow”)
Tetrarch of Abilene, in the 15th year of Tiberius, when Herod Antipas was
tetrarch of Galilee, and Herod Philip was tetrarch of Ituraea and
Trachonitis.
Josephus mentions a Lysanias who ruled in that district, near Lebanon, in
the time of Antony and Cleopatra, 60 years before the one mentioned by
Luke, and also another of the time Caligula and Claudius, 20 years after
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Luke’s reference. The name may have been a common one to several
rulers; and the last one mentioned by Josephus the one referred to by Luke.

Lysias (“relaxing”)
1. A nobleman who was entrusted with the government of Syria, B.C. 166
(1 Macc. 3:32).
2. Claudius Lysias, a military tribune who commanded Roman troops at
Jerusalem under Felix.
He rescued Paul from the mob of Jews, and afterward sent him to
Caesarea, under a guard. Since he bought his freedom, and bore a Greek
name, it is supposed that he was a Greek by birth (<442131>Acts 21:31-40, etc.).

Lysimachus (“ending strife”)
1. Son of Ptolemaeus (Esther 11:1).
2. Brother of Menelaus, the high priest, and his deputy.at the court of
Antiochus (2 Macc. 4:29-42). He was killed by a mob, B.C. 170, on
account of his tyranny and sacrilege.

Lystra
In Lycaonia. Where divine honors, after the Greek manner, were offered to
Paul, and where he was at once stoned. It was the home of Paul’s
companion, Timothy. The extensive ruins of Bin bir Kilissi (“one thousand
and one churches”) lie along the eastern declivity of the Karadagh (“black
mountain”), where are to be seen the remains of about 40 churches, some
25 of which are quite entire (Hamilton, Asia Minor).

M
Maacah (1)
1. Mother of Absalom (<100303>2 Samuel 3:3).
2. Daughter of Nahor (<012224>Genesis 22:24).
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3. father of Achish, king of Gath (<110239>1 Kings 2:39).
4. Grand-daughter of Abishalom (<111502>1 Kings 15:2,10,13).
5. Second wife of Caleb, mother of five of his children (<130248>1 Chronicles
2:48).
6. Daughter of Talmai and mother of Absalom (<130302>1 Chronicles 3:2).
7. Wife of Jehiel (<130829>1 Chronicles 8:29; 9:35).
8. Wife of Machir (<130715>1 Chronicles 7:15,16).
9. Father of Hanan (<131143>1 Chronicles 11:43).
9. Father of Shephatiah (<132716>1 Chronicles 27:16).

Maacah (2) (“oppression”)
<See MAACHAH> A small kingdom on the northeast of Palestine, near

Argob (<050314>Deuteronomy 3:14), and Bashan (<061205>Joshua 12:5), founded by
a son of Nahor, Abraham’s brother (<012224>Genesis 22:24). The people were
not expelled, but mingled with the Jews. Eliphelet, of this nation, was one
of David’s 30 captains (<102334>2 Samuel 23:34), and Jaazaniah was a captain in
the army of Israel at the time of the Captivity.

Maachathi, Maachathites, the
People of Maachah (<050314>Deuteronomy 3:14).

Maadai
Son of Bani (<151034>Ezra 10:34).

Maadiah (“ornament of Jehovah”)
A priest who returned from captivity (<161205>Nehemiah 12:5).

Maai (“compassion”)
Son of a priest at the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem (<161236>Nehemiah
12:36).
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Maaleh-Acrab-Bim
<See AKRABBIM>.

Maani
<See BANI> 4 (1 Esdras 9:34).

Maarath (“a bare place”)
In the hill country of Judah (<061559>Joshua 15:59).

Maaseiah (“work of Jehovah”)
20 persons of this name, but none very famous:
1. A descendant of Jeshua (<151018>Ezra 10:18).
2. A priest (<151021>Ezra 10:21).
3. Another priest (<151022>Ezra 10:22).
4. A descendant of Pahath-Moab (<151030>Ezra 10:30).
5. Father of Azariah (<160323>Nehemiah 3:23).
6. An assistant of Ezra (<160804>Nehemiah 8:4).
7. A Levite (<160807>Nehemiah 8:7).
8. A chief (<161025>Nehemiah 10:25).
9. Son of Baruch (<161105>Nehemiah 11:5).
10. Ancestor of Sallu (<161107>Nehemiah 11:7).
11. Ten priests who assisted Ezra (<161241>Nehemiah 12:41,42).
12. Father of Zephaniah (<242101>Jeremiah 21:1; 29:25).
13. Father of Zedekiah (<241921>Jeremiah 19:21).
14. A porter of the temple (<131518>1 Chronicles 15:18,20).
15. Son of Adaiah (<142301>2 Chronicles 23:1).
16. An officer of high rank (<142611>2 Chronicles 26:11).
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17. The “king’s son” (<142807>2 Chronicles 28:7).
18. Governor of Jerusalem (<143408>2 Chronicles 34:8).
19. Son of Shallum (<243504>Jeremiah 35:4).
20. A priest (<243212>Jeremiah 32:12).

Maasai
A priest who returned from captivity and lived in Jerusalem (<130912>1
Chronicles 9:12). <See AMASHAI>.

Maasias
<See MAASEIAH> 20 (Baruch 1:1).

Maath
Son of Mattathias (<420326>Luke 3:26).

Maaz (“anger”)
Son of Ram (<130227>1 Chronicles 2:27).

Maaziah (“consolation of Jah”)
1. A priest (<132418>1 Chronicles 24:18).
2. A priest who signed the covenant (<161008>Nehemiah 10:8).

Mabdai
<See BENAIAH> 8 (1 Esdras 9:34).

Mabnadebai (<151040>Ezra 10:40). <See MACHMADEBAI>
Macalon (1 Esdras 5:21). <See MICHMASH>.
Maccabees
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
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Macedonia
The country north of Thessaly and the Aegean Sea, south of the Balkan
mountains, extending to Trace on the east, and to Illyria on the west. There
are two great plains, one watered by the Axius, which empties into the
Thermaic gulf near Thessalonica, and the other by the Strymon, which
flows by Philippi and Amphipolis into the Aegean Sea. Mount Athos is a
peninsula between these two plains. Philip and Alexander ruled here, and
the Romans conquered it from Perseus (B.C. 168.) In the New Testament
times a proconsul of one district resided at Thessalonica, ruling over
Macedonia, Thessaly, and a tract along the Adriatic (<441609>Acts 16:9,10,12;
19:21, etc.). In the Apocrypha there are some notices of this country.
Haman is called a Macedonian (Esther 16:10). The Maccabees mention
Alexander, son of Philip (1 Macc. 1:1), who came out of the land of the
Chettiim and smote Darius, king of the Persians and Medes. This was the
first part of Europe that received the Gospel, by the labor of Paul and his
companions (<441609>Acts 16:9), who first preached to a small congregation of
women (<441613>Acts 16:13), on the banks of the Strymon near Philippi; and the
first convert was a woman, <See LYDIA>.

Macedonian
From <See MACEDONIA> (Esther 16:10,14). <See HISTORY OF THE
BOOKS>.

Machbanai (“thick one”)
Soldier of David at Ziklag (<131213>1 Chronicles 12:13).

Machbenah (“a mantle”)
A town built by Sheyah. Lost. (<130249>1 Chronicles 2:49).

Machi (“diminution”)
Father of Genel (<041315>Numbers 13:15).

Machir (“sold”)
1. Son of Manasseh (<130714>1 Chronicles 7:14). His children were caressed by
Joseph (<010121>Genesis 1:21).
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2. Son of Ammiel, a chief on the east side of Jordan River (<100904>2 Samuel
9:4,5).

Machirites, the
People of Machir (<042629>Numbers 26:29).

Machmadebai (“gift of the noble”)
Son of Bani (<151040>Ezra 10:40).

Machpelah
The district in which was the field of Ephron the Hittite, containing the
cave which was bought by Abraham, and became the burial-place of
Abraham himself, Sarah, Isaac, Rebekah, Leah and Jacob. This cave and
the field around it was the only spot which belonged to Abraham in the
country. The Haram at Hebron (see view of Hebron) is said to stand over
this cave. It is a massive stone structure, in the ancient style, of dark gray
stone, 200 feet long, 115 feet wide, and 50 feet high. Some of the stones
are 12 to 20 feet long, by 4 to 5 feet thick, with beveled edges, like the
temple wall at Jerusalem, and must be as old as Solomon’s time.
There are shown inside of this building, which is now called a mosque,
several small monuments, standing on the floor, each enclosed in a shrine,
with iron railings. The first on the right as you enter is that of Abraham; on
the left that of Sarah, each guarded by a silver gate. Isaac and Rebekah are
also honored, each with a separate chapel; and also Jacob and Leah,
opposite the entrance. The cave is under the floor, is in two rooms, and
most strictly guarded from intrusion. The best description is given by
Stanley (Jewish Church, etc.). This is almost the only spot on earth which
attracts all who profess the simple creed “I believe in God.” And this is
only the grave of an old shepherd, who lived under a tent there 4,000 years
ago, whose only title was “The Friend,” which is now the Arab name of
Hebron, Al Khulil.

Macron (“long head”)
Son of Dorymenes (1 Macc. 3:38), governor of Cyprus (2 Macc. 10:12).
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Madai (<011002>Genesis 10:2).
Third son of Japheth, from whom descended the Medes. See <121706>2 Kings
17:6; <271101>Daniel 11:1; <170103>Esther 1:3, in all of which passages the same
original word is found, although differently translated in each.

Madiabun
The son of Madiabun assisted at the Temple dedication (1 Esdras 5:58).

Madian
<See MIDIAN> (<070202>Judges 2:26).

Madmannah (“dunghill”)
South in Judah, not far from Gaza (<061521>Joshua 15:21,31). Beth Marcaboth?

Madmen (<244802>Jeremiah 48:2).
Included in the curse of Moab. Near Heshbon.

Madmenah (<231031>Isaiah 10:31).
A small village between Anathoth and Nob. The prophet said Madmenah
flies (before the Assyrian).

Madness (shaga, “to be stirred or excited”),
(<092113>1 Samuel 21:13); halel, “to flash out”, as light or sound (<202618>Proverbs
26:18); mainomai or “mania” (<431020>John 10:20). Among Oriental nations
madmen were looked upon with reverence, as possessed of a sacred
character. <See LUNATICS>.

Madon
City of Canaan before the conquest, whose king, Jobab, was killed at the
waters of Merom by Joshua (<061101>Joshua 11:1-9). Somewhere in the north.
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Maelus (1 Esdras 9:26). <See MIAMIN>.
Magbish (“freezing”)
One hundred and fifty-six of the children of Magbish returned from
captivity (<150230>Ezra 2:30). In Benjamin. Lost.

Magdala (“tower”)
In most of the manuscripts the name is <See MAGADAN>. Christ came into
the limits of Magdala after the miracle of feeding the 4,000 on the other
side of the lake (<401508>Matthew 15:89). Now called El Mejdel, on the west
shore of the Sea of Galilee, close to the water, about three miles north of
Tiberius, at the southeast corner of the plain of Gennesaret. There was a
watch-tower here that guarded the entrance to the plain. Here was the
home of Mary Magdalene. Dalmanutha in <410810>Mark 8:10.

Magdalene, Mary of
<See MAGDALA> (<411609>Mark 16:9).

Magdiel (“praise of El”)
A Duke of Edom (<013643>Genesis 36:43).

Maged (1 Macc. 5:36).
Magi
(Hebrew: chartumim; Greek: magoi.) Wise men, magicians, magians. They
are credited all over the East with certain secret learning which in remote
antiquity distinguished Egypt and Chaldaea. Among the Jews they were
considered a sort of sacred scribes, skilled in divining, and interpreting the
hidden meaning of certain passages of the Scriptures. In Egypt and
Chaldaea they seem to have been the sole interpreters of secret things, the
past and the future, but in Palestine they never ranked with the prophets,
unless among the idolatrous people. The Books of Exodus and Daniel
show their eminent position and influence, and pretense to occult
knowledge. Some among them were probably free from superstition; men
of sound minds, and finding in their books sounder views of the divine
government of the world than the great body of their associates were
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capable of understanding. The exiled Jews carried to such as these the
welcome knowledge of the true Jehovah. Of this class were the three who,
as “wise men from the East,” came to see him who was born king of the
Jews.
The Gospel narrative is simple and direct. They were guided by a star, in
which they saw the sign of the expected Messiah, which was then the
“hope of all nations.” As magianism was then the chief religion of the
kingdom of Parthia, it is supposed they came from that country, or it may
be from Eastern Chaldea. Their dress and appearance commanded respect
at Jerusalem, and their presents also indicated persons of no ordinary rank.
(The presents do not seem to have raised Joseph and Mary above their
condition of poverty). In the apocryphal book of Seth it is said that this
“star” was a circle of light with a figure of a child and a cross over its head
inside. The general opinion now is that it was a meteoric substance,
divinely guided. The office of the star ended at the “manger,” for the magi
were sent back by a dream (<400212>Matthew 2:12).
The number of the magi was not stated, but has been since fixed by the
Roman Church as three, with the names Gaspar, Melchior, Balthasar, and
the title of kings, whose relics are shown in Cologne, where they are
honored as saints, and have a gorgeous monument. <197210>Psalm 72:10 is the
foundation for this invention; “The kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall
bring presents, the kings of Sheba and Saba shall offer gifts.” There is also
a legend that they were converted by the apostle Thomas. The number
three was supposed from the gifts being three, gold, frankincense, and
myrrh. “The gold was a symbol of a king; the myrrh of the bitterness of the
Passion, and the preparation of the tomb; the frankincense was offered in
adoration of the divinity of the Son of God.” The Greek Church makes the
occasion magnificent and important. The magi arrive with a grand escort of
1,000, who were part of an army of 7,000 who rested on the East bank of
the Euphrates. They came on the expedition in obedience to a prophesy of
Zoroaster, who said that in the latter days there should be a Mighty One, a
Redeemer, and that a star should announce his coming. Twelve of the
holiest priests had kept watch for this star for many ages, on the Mount of
Victory. When the star appeared it was in the form of an infant with a
cross, and a voice bade them to follow it to Judea, which they did,
traveling two years, during all of which time their provisions and water
were supplied by a miracle. The gifts were the identical ones that Abraham
gave to the sons of Keturah, the Queen of Sheba returned to Solomon, and
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which had found their way back East again. The other fanciful legends
would fill a volume,

Magic
Wonder-working, in some way beyond the ordinary powers of man. This is
only a pretense, and has nothing to do with Natural Philosophy. The belief
in magic as a reality is very wide-spread in the East, and is simply an undue
exercise of certain mental faculties, which take the place of religion in
undeveloped persons. Some races in Africa have no higher conception of
God and religion than the supposed magical powers of the air, minerals,
etc., and worship by incantations. Even the Shemites were not exempt, as
appears in the notices of Laban’s images, but with them it took a kind of
second rank to the true religion, being considered unlawful, but still very
valuable as an aid to men in various selfish desires (<013119>Genesis
31:19,30,32-35). This is the first notice of that superstition which in after
time worked so much mischief in the Hebrew community. The name <See
TERAPHIM> has been derived from Egypt, <See TER>, a shade, figure, or
rather, in Coptic, to change figure.
The next instance in the history of the magician is in the account of Moses
before Pharaoh. There is a little doubt as to the intention of the writer,
whether he means to represent that the Egyptians were natural
philosophers or practicers of magic arts (supernatural magic). They had
notice of what Moses was to do, and had time to prepare an imitation, but
in no case did they undo what the Hebrew workers did; for they did not
restore the purity of the river Nile water, nor drive away the frogs, lice, and
locusts, but they did increase the evil in each case, or appeared to do so.
The Pharaoh did not expect anything more of them. When the last plague
came, which they could not imitate, nor dare to increase, they
acknowledged the “finger of God.” The Egyptian magicians counted
Moses and Aaron as members of their own profession, possessed of a little
more of the secret knowledge, or of some strange device unknown to
them, and the Pharaoh seems to have thought the same, until the miracle of
the boils appeared, which seems to have convinced him. When the plague
of boils attacked the magicians they disappeared. They could not imitate
that, nor dare to increase it in themselves.
Some writers accept the theory that magic is an imitation of the divine
sign-work — miracle — but the work of the Satan, or his inferior demons.
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The original Hebrew account of the work before Pharaoh says “the
revealers (magicians) did so with their fumigations.”
The tricks of the magicians in the case of Pharaoh were paralleled by that
of Artabanus, who caused the wine in the cup of Xerxes to change from
white to red which he interpreted to mean that the gods were displeased
with the expedition (the displeased one was Artabanus.)
The <See NACHASHIM> (“enchantment” or “serpent-divining”) of Balaam
is the next point in this history. But it appears that this prophet knew the
true Jehovah, and consulted him instead of the “evil demons.”
All through the history of the Jews, as recorded in the Scriptures, in both
the Old and New Testaments, the belief in the actual power of evil spirits is
recognized, and called into use in many cases. The same superstition is still
very powerful among the poorly informed, and leads to consulting fortunetellers, clairvoyants and other professors of the “black art.” Pliny’s Natural
History is full of curious fables on this topic, and these fables were the only
storehouse of the so-called wisdom of the magicians. The Roman Church
has perpetuated this belief and practice in its miracle fables, such as in the
life of Gregory of Neo Caesarea the Thaumaturgist (“wonder-worker”’),
and the “Our Lady of Lourdes,” besides many other books of “Lives of
Saints.” (<See DEMON>).
The notion of the “Elixir of Life” arose from the belief that Adam would
have lived forever if he could have eaten from time to time of the fruit of
the tree of life; but that being excluded from the garden, he died; and
therefore if the true composition of the fruit can be discovered and used by
men, it will restore youth from time to time, and so make man immortal.
The “philosopher’s stone” is the same notion applied to minerals, which are
to be purified by contact with a pure substance which changes all metals
into gold — the purest known metal. The early Christian did not dispute
the theory, but denied the possibility of discovering the true “Elixir” or the
true “Stone.’ The immediate mischief of this “black art” is in promising
power, pleasure, riches, wisdom, without the necessary sacrifice of study
and labor.
The Easterns now make Solomon a sort of king of magicians, ruling them
with a certain “seal” (a six-pointed star — made of two triangles), and
credit all manner of wonderful deeds. (<See SOLOMON>.
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Paul met this “imposition and crime” as it deserved on several occasions,
the most noted that was recorded being at Ephesus, when so many of the
books of magic were burned (<441919>Acts 19:19), estimated at the value of
$85,000.
There is no evidence in the Scriptures that any real results were ever
produced by these magicians; it was all trick, effect on the imagination and
fancy, based on the known superstition and false instruction of the dupes.
The Greek and Roman magicians were of the same character, and it is
probable that all nations and tribes have a set of impostors of a like kind,
descending from the magician to the serpent-charmers, fetish-men,
clairvoyants, and medicine men of the Indians.

Magnifical (<132205>1 Chronicles 22:5).
Grand, splendid.

Magog
Second son of Japheth (<011002>Genesis 10:2), and founder of a race
(<662008>Revelation 20:8), the great Scythian tribe, now called Russian. Ezekiel
places the nation in the north (<263902>Ezekiel 39:2), near Togarmah, and the
maritime regions of Europe (<263906>Ezekiel 39:6). They had cavalry and used
bows. In the 7th century B.C. they were a formidable power, felt through
the whole of Western Asia. They took Sardis (B.C. 629), and overran the
country as far as Egypt, where they were turned back by a bribe given by
Psammetichus, and took Ascalon.

Magor-Missabib (“terror on every side”)
Name given to Pashur by Jeremiah (<242003>Jeremiah 20:3). The same words
are found in other passages, but not as a name (<240625>Jeremiah 6:25; 20:10;
46:5; 49:29; <250222>Lamentations 2:22; <193113>Psalm 31:13).

Magpiash (“moth-killer”)
A chief who signed the covenant (<161020>Nehemiah 10:20). Magabish in
<150230>
Ezra 2:30.
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Mahalah (“sickness”)
One of the children of Hammoleketh (<130718>1 Chronicles 7:18).

Mahalaleel (“praise God”)
1. Son of Cainan (<010512>Genesis 5:12,13,15,17).
2. Descendant of Perea, son of Judah (<161104>Nehemiah 11:4).

Mahalath (“a lyre”)
1. Daughter of Ishmael (<012809>Genesis 28:9).
2. First wife of King Rehoboam (<141118>2 Chronicles 11:18).
3. Mahalath, a stringed instrument like the kithara (“harp”), and used in the
sacred chant (Psalm 53, title; <010421>Genesis 4:21).
4. Mahalath Leannoth, the beginning of a song (<198801>Psalm 88:1).

Mahali (<020619>Exodus 6:19).
Mahanaim (“two camps”)
18 miles east of Jordan, and 10 north of Jerash, now Birket Manneh
(Tristram). Here Jacob divided his people and flocks into two bands,
through fear of Esau. At the conquest it was a city on the border of the
two tribes, Gad and Manasseh, but given to Gad (<061326>Joshua 13:26,30;
21:38). Abner selected it as the capital of the kingdom of Ishbosheth,
crowning him there king over all Israel (<100208>2 Samuel 2:8,9). David took
refuge there when Absalom rebelled, and sat between the two gates of the
walled city when the news of the death of his son was brought to him (<101724>2
Samuel 17:24; 18:24,33), and retired to the chamber over the gate to weep
for him. It was the seat of an officer of Solomon, and is alluded to in
<220613>
Song of Solomon 6:13 — “ Two armies” — Mahanaim. The name is
found on the monuments in Egypt, at Karnak. <See EGYPT>.

Mahanehdan (“camp of Dan”)
Behind Kirjath Jearim (<071812>Judges 18:12, see <071822>Judges 18:22-26). Where
the Danites camped just before setting out for their northern home.
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Maharai (“impetuous”)
General of the tenth division in David’s army, numbering twenty-four
thousand (<132713>1 Chronicles 27:13).

Mahath (“grasping”)
1. Son of Amasai (<130635>1 Chronicles 6:35). <See AHIMOTH>.
2. A Kohathite who had charge of the tithes in the reign of Hezekiah (<142912>2
Chronicles 29:12).

Mahavite, the
One of David’s strong men (<131146>1 Chronicles 11:46).

Mahazioth (“visions”)
Son of Heman, chief of the twenty-third choir of musicians (<132504>1
Chronicles 25:4,30).

Maher-Shalal-Hashbaz
The name was given by divine direction and means that Damascus and
Samaria now soon to be plundered by the king of Assyria (<230801>Isaiah 8:14).

Mahlah (“disease”)
Daughter of Zelophehad (<042701>Numbers 27:1-11).

Mahli (“sickly”)
1. Son of Merari (<040320>Numbers 3:20).
2. Son of Mushi (<130647>1 Chronicles 6:47).

Mahlites, the
Descendants of MAHLI (<040333>Numbers 3:33; 26:58).
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Mahlon (“sickly”)
First husband of <See RUTH>. Son of Elimelech (<080102>Ruth 1:2,5; 4:9,10).

Mahol (“musical instrument,” <19F004>Psalm 150:4).
Teacher of <See ETHAN>, <See HEMAN>, <See CHALCOL> and <See
DARDA>, musicians, and famous for wisdom next to Solomon (<110431>1 Kings
4:31).

Maianeas (1 Esdras 9:48).
Makaz (“end”) <110409>1 Kings 4:9).
In Dan.

Maked (1 Macc. 5:26).
A strong and great city in Gilead. Where Judas Maccabaesus delivered the
Jews from the Ammonites. Lost.

Makheloth (“assemblies”)
Desert camp (<043325>Numbers 33:25).

Makkedah (“shepherd camp”)
An ancient royal city of Canaan taken by Joshua after the defeat of the
allied kings at Gibeon (<061028>Joshua 10:28; 12:16). This stronghold was the
first one taken in this region. El Klediah, in Wady es Sumt. There are many
caves in this part of the country, but no one has been identified as the cave.

Maktesh (“mortar”)
A quarter or part of Jerusalem (<360111>Zephaniah 1:11). The merchants and
mechanics gathered their shops in and around the Tyropeon valley. The
Bazaar is now in the same ancient place.

Malachi
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
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Malcham
1. Son of Shaharaim (<130809>1 Chronicles 8:9).
2. An idol invested with honors by its worshipers (<360105>Zephaniah 1:5).

Malchia (“Jah’s king”)
1. Son of Levi (<130640>1 Chronicles 6:40).
2. Son of Parosh (<151025>Ezra 10:25).
3. Son of Harim (<151031>Ezra 10:31).
4. Son of Rechab, ruler of the circuit of Beth-haccerem (<160314>Nehemiah
3:14).
5. Son of Zephaniah, who assisted in rebuilding the wall of Jerusalem
(<160331>Nehemiah 3:31).
6. A priest who stood with Ezra when he read the Law to the people
(<160804>Nehemiah 8:4).
7. Father of Pashur (<161112>Nehemiah 11:12).
8. Son of Hammelech (<142807>2 Chronicles 28:7).

Malchiel (“God’s king”)
Son of Beriah (<014617>Genesis 46:17). Founder of Birzavith (<130731>1 Chronicles
7:31).

Malchielites
The descendants of Malchiel (<042645>Numbers 26:45).

Malchijah
1. A priest, father of Pashur (<130912>1 Chronicles 9:12).
2. Chief of the fifth of the twenty-four courses by David (<132409>1 Chronicles
24:9).
3. A layman (<151025>Ezra 10:25).
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4. Descendant of Harim (<160311>Nehemiah 3:11).
5. A priest who sealed the covenant (<161003>Nehemiah 10:3).
6. A priest who assisted in the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem
(<161242>Nehemiah 12:42).

Malchiram (“king of altitude”)
Son of Jeconiah (<130318>1 Chronicles 3:18).

Malchishua (“king of help”)
Son of Saul (<091449>1 Samuel 14:49).

Malchus
Servant of the high priest maimed by Peter and restored by Jesus (<431810>John
18:10; <422251>Luke 22:51).

Maleleel
Son of Cainan (<420337>Luke 3:37).

Mallos (“a lock of wool”), (2 Macc. 4:30).
A city of Cilicia, 20 miles from Tarsus, at the mouth of the river Pyramus.

Mallothi (“fullness”)
Pupil of Heman and leader of the nineteenth choir (<132504>1 Chronicles
25:4,26).

Mallows (<See MALLUAH>).
The leaves and pods used as a pot-herb, eaten in Arabia and Palestine
(<183004>Job 30:4).

Malluch (“reigning”)
1. Ancestor of Ethan (<130644>1 Chronicles 6:44).
2. Son of Bani (<151029>Ezra 10:29).
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3. Descendant of Harim (<151032>Ezra 10:32).
4. A priest (<161004>Nehemiah 10:4).
5. A chief who signed the covenant (<161027>Nehemiah 10:27).
6. A priest who returned from captivity (<161202>Nehemiah 12:2).

Mamaias (1 Esdras 8:44).
Mammon (“riches”), (<400624>Matthew 6:24).
Mamre (1) (“fruitfulness”)
An ancient Amorite in alliance with Abram (<011413>Genesis 14:13-24); his
name was given to the site on which <See HEBRON> was built (<012317>Genesis
23:17,19).

Mamre (2)
Faces Machpelah (<012317>Genesis 23:17, etc). One of Abraham’s favorite
camping-grounds. In its grove he had a sanctuary, which he called his
Bethel (“house of God”). Here Abraham entertained the three angels, and
Isaac was promised. The name has not been preserved in any locality.

Mamuchus (1 Esdras 9:30).
Man
Four Hebrew words are rendered man:
1. adam, ruddy, like Edom.
2. iysh, “a man”; enesh, “a woman”.
3. geber, “to be strong”.
4. merhim (mortal) men (as in Methusael, Methuselah). The Adam (haadam, “the man”) was the person created in the image of God. The term
“red” in the Eastern languages means many different tints or tones of red;
as a red horse or camel, and, when used of a man, means “fair.” Some
explain the word as derived from adamah, earth, because he was made
from the dust or earth. The word Enoch (“strong, or nobleman”) is a
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compound of the word iysh. The variant Enoch is only apparent in
orthography, the meaning being the same.

Manaen
Teacher in the church at Antioch (<441301>Acts 13:1). Josephus says he was in
high repute among the Essenes for wisdom and piety. He foretold to Herod
the Great that he was to attain royal honors.

Manahath (1) (“offering”)
<See MANAHETHITES> A place called Mariocho in a list of eleven towns

given in the Septuagint, but omitted in the King James Version, as not far
from Bethlehem.

Manahath (2)
Son of Shobal (<013623>Genesis 36:23).

Manasseas
Son of Pahath-Moab (1 Esdras 9:31; <151030>Ezra 10:30).

Manasseh
There is no reason given for depriving Manasseh of his birthright, as there
was in the case of his grand-uncle Esau. On leaving Egypt at the Exode
this was the least of the twelve tribes, numbering at Sinai only 32,200, but
at the census, just before the crossing of the Jordan River, they had
increased to 52,700 men over 20 years old, at which Manasseh is honored
with a first mention before Ephraim. The division of the tribe is one of the
singular facts in the history of the Israelites, and seems to be at variance
with the national feeling and laws. Some of this tribe were warriors, and
made entensive conquests: as Machir, who took Gilead and Bashan; Jair
who took 60 cities in Argob; and Nobah, who captured Kenath and its
vicinity, a tract of country the most difficult in the whole land, being full of
fortified cities, and in the possession of Og and Sihon. (<See HAURAN>,
<See BASHAN>, <See HESHBON>, <See ARGOB>, <See KENATH>, <See
NOBAH>, etc.).
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The lot of the half-tribe west of the Jordan River was small, lying along the
north border of Ephraim, but since the boundary is so slightly recorded it is
very difficult to follow it. The line is drawn from the river Kanah
(supposing that river to have been just south of Caesarea), to a place on
the Jordan River before Shechem” (<061707>Joshua 17:7,9,11; Josephus,
Antiquities v. 1:22). <See DOR>, <See IBLEAM>, <See ENDOR>, <See
TAANACH>, and <See MEGIDDO>). There is no account of this tribe
separate from Ephraim, and it is likely that the two neighbors were spoken
of as one people (<143101>2 Chronicles 31:1; 34:6,9).

Manasses
1. (1 Esdras 9:33).
2. King of Judah (<400110>Matthew 1:10). <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
3. Son of Joseph (<660706>Revelation 7:6).
4. Husband of Judith (<070802>Judges 8:2,7). <See BOOK OF JUDITH>.

Manassites, the
Members of the tribe of Manasseh (<050443>Deuteronomy 4:43).

Mandrakes (<220713>Song of Solomon 7:13).
The mandrake is now called <See ATROPA MANDRAGORA>. The odor or
flavor of the plant is a matter of opinion. They have a delightful smell, and
the taste is agreeable, though not to everybody. The Orientals especially
value strongly smelling things, that to more delicate senses are unpleasing.
The fruit was ripe as the time of wheat harvest. From a rude resemblance
of old roots of the mandrake to the human form, some strange
superstitious notions have arisen concerning it (Josephus Wars, vii. 6,
section 3). The leaves are dark-green, the flowers white, with veins of
purple, and the fruit orange, and the size of nutmegs.

Manger (Greek: phatne).
The feeding-place for animals, or a trough made of mortar or cut out of
single stones. <See INN>.
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Mani (1 Esdras 9:30).
Manlius, Titus (“born early in the morning”)
Ambassador of the Romans (2 Macc. 11:34-38).

Manna (Hebrew: man).
A month after leaving Egypt the people were in want of food, and
murmured against their leaders, when the quails were sent in the evening
and the manna appeared in the morning, after the “dew was gone up.” It
was a small round thing, like hoar-frost or coriander seed, and the people
said “what is this?” (manhu). Moses answered that it was the bread that the
Lord had given them to eat (<021601>Exodus 16:1-3,11-15). Its flavor was like
wafers of flour-bread and honey. The gummy drops which form on the
leaves of the tamarisk are of a similar sweetish substance, as also the tarfa
gum, and several other articles called manna in Arabia; but the true manna
was none of these, and probably a distinct thing made for the occasion. Its
similarity to other things offers no explanation of its character. It came
without notice, and as abruptly discontinued. Botanists have tried to
explain the thing by references to many articles, as esculent lichen, which is
eaten in Northern Africa. It is a species of moss. Some have considered the
miracle as multiplying the natural supplies of the desert as that of the
loaves and fish was at Bethsaida, increasing five loaves and two fish.

Manoah (“rest”)
Father of <See SAMSON> (<071302>Judges 13:2).

Man-slayer
Not an intentional murderer. Death by a blow in a quarrel (<043522>Numbers
35:22). Death by a stone thrown at random (<042223>Numbers 22:23). In these
and like cases the man-slayer could escape to a <See CITY OF REFUGE>.
An animal, not known to be vicious, causing death to a person was put to
death; but if it was known to be vicious, the owner was liable to be fined or
put to death (<022128>Exodus 21:28,31). A thief taken at night might lawfully be
put to death; but if the sun had risen, killing him was regarded as <See
MURDER> (<022223>Exodus 22:23).
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Mantle (Hebrew: SEMICHAH). See cloak in <See DRESS>.
Maoch (“breast-band”)
Father of <See ACHISH>. King of Gath (<092702>1 Samuel 27:2).

Maon
In the mountains of Judah (<061555>Joshua 15:55), near Juttah. It was in the
wilderness near this place (bleak and hilly pasture-lands) that David hid
himself from Saul. Main 7 miles southeast of Hebron (Rob.). On a conical
hill, 200 feet high, are ruins of foundations of hewn stone a square
enclosure, towers, and cisterns. The people use the caves near for
dwellings, as of old.

Maonites (<071012>Judges 10:12).
An ancient and powerful nomad tribe, allied to the Phoenicians, first settled
with the Amalekites in the vale of Sodom, and afterward migrated
eastward into Arabia. They named Maon in Judah, Beth-Maon in Moab,
and Maan in Edom, 15 miles east of Petra. This last is now an important
pilgrim station, on the caravan route to Mecca. A castle and other
antiquities mark its ancient strength. Mehunim (<142607>2 Chronicles 26:7).
Among the descendants of Caleb, the son of Shammai, the builder of Bethzur (<130245>1 Chronicles 2:45).

Mara (“bitter”)
The name given to <See NOOMI> at Bethlehem (<080120>Ruth 1:20).

Marah (“bitter”)
Well, on the route of the Exodus. <See EXODUS>.

Maralah (“trembling”)
On the border of Zebulon (<061911>Joshua 19:11). Four miles southwest of
Nazareth, the little village of Malul stands on a hill, and contains the ruins
of a temple and other antiquities.
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Maranatha (“our Lord comes”), (<461622>1 Corinthians 16:22). <See
ANATHEMA>.

Marble
Called by Josephus “white stone”, quarried from under Jerusalem
(<170106>Esther 1:6).
The vast excavation under the northeast section of Jerusalem, so long lost,
was discovered a few years ago by Dr. J. T. Barclay, author of “The City
of the Great King, and since that time has been visited by many travelers. It
is entered from outside of the wall of the city, east of the Damascus Gate.
A guide is necessary to avoid getting lost, there are so many chambers
running into each other for nearly 8OO feet from the entrance. There is
water in the cave, but it is limy and bitter. On the walls are carved crosses,
Hebrew letters, and other marks, showing that the place has been known
since the crucifixion.
The chalky limestone of Palestine is full of caves, many of which are noted.
(<See ADULLAM>).
The white stone of this quarry is nearly as soft as chalk, and is easily cut
out with a saw. The cream-colored is also streaked with orange-tawny and
other similar tints, in coarse and fine, wavy lines; is much harder than the
white, and is called dolomite.
The marble columns of Tyre, Caesarea, Joppa and other ruins, were
probably imported, as there are no quarries of such hard, fine, white marble
known in the country.

Marcus (“a large hammer”)
Both a first and a surname (<510410>Colossians 4:10).

Mardochius
<See MORDECAI>.

1. Uncle of Esther (<170901>Esther 10:1).
2. (1 Esdras 5:8).
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Mareshah (“head-town”)
1. A city of Judah (<061544>Joshua 15:44). Hebron was founded by Mareshah
(<130242>1 Chronicles 2:42). It was one of the cities fortified by Rehoboam
(<141108>2 Chronicles 11:8). It was the native place of Eliezer, who prophesied
the destruction of Jehoshaphat’s fleet at Ezion Geber.
2. Father of Hebron (<130242>1 Chronicles 2:42).
3. Mareshah, grandson of <See SHELAH> (<130421>1 Chronicles 4:21),

Marimoth
A priest (2 Esdras 1:2).

Marisa (2 Macc. 12:35).
Mark
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOK>.

Market (maarab).
An open place, where people came for business or to converse (<262713>Ezekiel
27:13,17).
The market-place was a resort for news and social chat (<401116>Matthew
11:16; <420732>Luke 7:32). There justice was administered, especially if it was
at a gate. They were generally open places just inside the gate, although
there were other localities for certain occupations, as Bakers’ street
(<243721>Jeremiah 37:21), and many others mentioned by Josephus. They were
probably covered by a roof, forming a piazza.

Marmoth
A priest (1 Esdras 8:62).

Maroth (“bitterness”)
Mentioned by the prophet Micah (<330101>Micah 1:12), and probably near
Jerusalem.
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Marriage
Instituted in the garden of Eden (<010127>Genesis 1:27; 28:2:18,24). The
Saviour advocated the divine character of marriage apart from civil laws.
He opposed divorces except for one cause (<400532>Matthew 5:32; 19:3,6,9),
and all breaches of the marriage vow (<400528>Matthew 5:28). Betrothal
preceded the marriage rite and was a binding engagement (<400118>Matthew
1:18-25). Groomsman referred to as “the friend of the bridegroom” in
<430329>
John 3:29. A procession formed part of the ceremony, and took place at
night accompanied by young unmarried women bearing lamps (Matthew
25).
The modern Jews make a solemn contract before witnesses, in writing,
which is signed. The ceremony consists of the bride standing in her best
garments, and jewelry (borrowed if necessary), under a canopy, beside the
bridegroom, where the contract is read to them by a Rabbi, and their hands
are joined in the presence of witnesses. A glass of wine is tasted by both,
when the glass is broken by the bridegroom, and a ring is given to the
bride, of plain gold. In nearly all cases in the East a dower is given for the
wife, which belongs to her. Some few parents (as the Circassians) take the
dower as a price paid for the daughter. The Muslim custom is to pay the
bride two-thirds of the dower, reserving the other part until her death or
divorce. The Hebrews called the husband lord (BAAL). The first wife was
the only one recognized by the civil law, but all others were valid in the
Church (<142403>2 Chronicles 24:3; <101208>2 Samuel 12:8), where (in the law of
Moses) the second, or other wife, was called maid-servant (<022107>Exodus
21:7). The rich often married poor relatives to give them support and
protection. The strongest motive for a plurality of wives was the great
desire for many children, and the fact that many women are barren (<090102>1
Samuel 1:2). The Talmudists limited the number to four, except in the case
of the king who could have eighteen. Polygamy was only prohibited by an
imperial edict of Honorius, A.D. 400.
Just before the Christian era the idea arose that marriage affected the
intellectual and spiritual nature. Up to that time the Hebrews taught it as a
duty, but then it was urged that its effect was to lessen man’s holiness, the
teaching of the Essenes, an ascetic order of celibates (Josephus, Wars, ii. 8;
2, 13). The Therapeutae and Gnostics adopted the same idea, from whom
the Christians copied it, forming monastic orders (a monk is a living insult
to woman), in direct opposition to the instruction of Jesus and his apostles,
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who recognized the duty and holiness of the state, and enjoined respect to
its laws. In the case of a widow it was regarded as a sign of holiness to
remain a widow, in the latter time only, for it is expressly charged upon a
brother to raise up children to a deceased brother (<013808>Genesis 38:8,) by his
widow (by Moses, <402223>Matthew 22:23). The same custom (Levirate
marriage, from Levir, a brother-in-law,) was and is held among other
people, as in the case of the Ossetes in Georgia (Asia), and Arabia, with
some changes, which include the privilege of the father of the deceased
husband to claim the widow for a wife if the brother refuses. (Perhaps in
consequence of Judah’s example).
The laws regulating legal marriage were very strict, and were of two kinds:
1. when between two Hebrews, and
2. when a Hebrew married a Gentile.
The first restriction was based on ideas of health and propriety among
relatives (<031806>Leviticus 18:6-18), both of blood kin, and by marriage,
because the husband and wife were “one flesh” (<401905>Matthew 19:5).
Surprising exceptions were made in the cases of the daughter and the
niece; a man might marry his daughter and his niece; but the mother could
not marry a son or a nephew. An heiress could not marry out of her tribe
(out of policy, in keeping the land in the original owner’s tribe). The high
priest must only marry a young unmarried woman, a Hebrew, never a
widow, or one divorced, or a Gentile. No person physically defective could
marry. The apostle restricted church officers to one wife, and prohibited a
second marriage during the lifetime of the first, even after divorce. The
wife could divorce her husband for some causes. There was no rule in
regard to age, except that early marriage is commended (<200217>Proverbs 2:17;
5:18; <236205>Isaiah 62:5). The age at which marriage may be consummated is
from 12 (or even 10), upward, in a woman; and was limited to 13 in a man.
The usual age varies from 16 to 18. The first marriage (of virgins) is
usually on a Wednesday; a second, as of a widow, etc., on Thursday.
The wife is almost always chosen for a man by his parents, if living, or by
his guardian, or a friend, or relations (Genesis 24). The son could request
such favors (<012404>Genesis 24:4); but if the son broke this custom the parents
had “a grief of mind” (26:35). The maid’s consent was asked in some cases
(but not as a rule), after her father’s decision. A friend sometimes did the
whole business of selecting the bride for the bridegroom; and in modern
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days the bridegroom seldom sees the face of his wife until the actual
moment of marriage, or until after the ceremony. The espousal was legal
and binding, confirmed by oaths, a feast, sometimes a ring to the “bride,”
and exchange of presents, or at least presents to the bride. A year passed
between betrothal and marriage in the case of a first marriage of the
woman, a few weeks or days if a second. The custom of a settlement of
property on the wife came into use after the Captivity.
The bridegroom wore a new dress, if able, and a crown of gold, silver,
roses, myrtle or olive. The bride’s dress, among the wealthy, was a
magnificent display of fine clothes and curious traditions. Both parties
perfumed themselves. The bride took a bath (<080303>Ruth 3:3; <490526>Ephesians
5:26) in a formal manner, accompanied by her relatives and friends
(<262340>Ezekiel 23:40). After putting on her finest garments, around her waist
was wound a peculiar girdle (KISHURIM, the attire, <240303>Jeremiah 3:32);
and over her head was thrown the veil or long shawl (<012925>Genesis 29:25),
covering the whole figure; while on her head was set a crown ornamented
with jewels, or a chaplet of leaves and flowers (KALLAH, chaplet, also
bride). A pair of ornamented slippers were a gift from the husband before
marriage. The moderns carry the presents to the bride in procession
through the street, with bands of music, instrumental and vocal, nearly
everyone carrying a lantern; arriving at the bride’s house, she is escorted to
the bridegroom’s house, where the marriage feast is held. The very wealthy
prolong the feast several days, furnishing garments for each guest, to be
worn only during the time. Amusements of many kinds are in order.
There were three kinds of legal marriage:
1. By written contract;
2. By payment of a sum of money (or an equivalent) before witnesses; and
3. By force — as a man compelling a woman to submit to him, or by
seduction.
The wife’s rights were food, raiment (including house), and conjugal
privileges (<022110>Exodus 21:10). Her duties were as extensive as the entire
household as shown in Proverbs 31:
Marriage is used as a type in both the Old and New Testaments of true
religious union with God in many beautiful passages.
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Mars Hill
<See AREOPAGUS>.

Marsena (“worthy man”)
A prince of Persia (<170114>Esther 1:14).

Martha
Daughter of Simon the leper, and sister of <See LAZARUS> and <See
MARY> of <See BETHANY>. She was the older sister, the head and
manager of the household. She was present at the supper at Bethany
(<431202>John 12:2).
When Jesus first visited Martha’s house (<421038>Luke 10:38-42), she hastened
to provide the repast, while Mary was attracted by the teaching of the
Master, when Martha complained of Mary’s neglect of the work to be
done, forgetting the one thing needful (the thirst for spiritual waters?).
Martha’s character appears again in the same light at the time of the
sickness, death and resurrection of Lazarus. She hastened out of the village
to meet the coming Saviour, while Mary sat still in the house and awaited
his coming (<431120>John 11:20,22). Her anxiety clouded her perception of the
true meaning of the words of Jesus, “He shall rise again,” supposing that he
referred only to the general belief in the resurrection beyond the grave.
When she learned the truth she made a confession of faith in him as “The
resurrection and life,” and acknowledged his power and goodness,
although a moment before she had objected to rolling away the stone from
the door of the tomb, supposing the body of Lazarus to be decayed. Her
death is not recorded.

Mary (“rebellion”)
Greek form of Miriam. There are six Mary’s in the New Testament:
1. The betrothed of Joseph and mother of Christ, <400118>Matthew 1:18-25;
<401246>
Matthew 12:46; <410603>Mark 6:3; <420819>Luke 8:19; <430201>John 2:1-5; <431926>John
19:26; <440114>Acts 1:14.
2. Wife of Cleophas, <402756>Matthew 27:56,61; <402801>Matthew 28:1-9; <411601>Mark
16:1-8; <422401>Luke 24:1-10.
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3. Mother of John Mark, <441212>Acts 12:12; <510410>Colossians 4:10.
4. Sister of Martha and Lazarus, <421041>Luke 10:41,42; <431112>John 11:12.
5. Mary Magdalene, <402801>Matthew 28:1-10; <411601>Mark 16:1-10; <422410>Luke
24:10, <432001>John 20:1-18.
6. A Roman Convert, <451606>Romans 16:6. Three Marys were at the cross,
<431925>
John 19:25.

Martyr (Greek: martus).
“Witnesses” in <401816>Matthew 18:16. Simply witness. Witnesses of the
gospel, suffering persecution, became martyrs in the modern sense.

Masaloth (“terraces”)
Near Arbela: the great caverns in the Wady al Humam (pigeon valley),
which were fortified by Josephus (Josephus, Life, 37). Kulaet Ibu Maan.
Herod drove a band of robbers out of them by letting soldiers down the
face of the cliff to the mouth of the caves in large boxes.

Maschil
A musical term denoting a melody requiring great skill in execution (Psalm
32; Psalm 42).

Mash (<011023>Genesis 10:23).
4th son of Aram; settled in Mesopotamia. Mr. Masius (between the
Euphrates and the Tigris, in the north), and the river Mafche flowing at its
base, preserve the name. A prince of Masou was taken by Rameses II on
the Orontes, at Kedesh.

Mashel
City of Asher (<130674>1 Chronicles 6:74). Hisheal (<061926>Joshua 19:26).

Masias
Servant of Solomon (1 Esdras 5:34).
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Masman (1 Esdras 8:43).
Maspha (1 Macc. 3:46).
1. Massepha, or Mizpeh?
2. A city taken by Judas Maccabaeus, east of Jordan River (1 Macc. 5:35).
It may be the same as Mizpeh of Gilead, or Mizpeh of Moab.

Masrekah (“vineyard”)
Native city of Samlah, king of Edom (<013636>Genesis 36:36). The region called
Jebal, north of Edom, is now famous for its vineyards (owned by the
Refaya tribe), and this place may have been located there, as Eusebius and
Jerome say.

Massa (“burden”)
Son of Ishmael (<012514>Genesis 25:14).

Massah (“temptation”)
In the Sinai desert (<021702>Exodus 17:2,7). <See REPHIDIM>. <See
WILDERNESS>.

Massias (1 Esdras 9:22).
Mastich-Tree
The gain is used to strengthen the teeth and gums. It was prized by the
ancients on this account, and for its medical properties. It is used in the
preparation of spirits, as a sweetmeat, and in varnishes. The trees are very
wide, and circular, 10 or 12 feet high, and are found on the shores of the
Mediterranean.

Mathanias
A descendant of Pahath-Moab (1 Esdras 9:31).

Mathusala
Son of Enoch (<420337>Luke 3:37).
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Matred (“propelling”)
Daughter of Mezahab (<013639>Genesis 36:39).

Matri (“rain of Jah”)
Family of Benjamin (<091021>1 Samuel 10:21).

Mattan (“a gift”)
1. Priest of Baal (<121118>2 Kings 11:18).
2. Father of Shephatiah (<243801>Jeremiah 38:1).

Mattanah (“gift”)
Station southeast of the Dead Sea (<042118>Numbers 21:18).

Mattaniah (“gift of Jah”)
1. Original name of <See ZEDEKIAH>, king of Judah (1 Kings 24:17).
2. Son of Asaph (<130915>1 Chronicles 9:15). He was leader of a Temple-choir
(<131117>1 Chronicles 11:17).
3. a descendant of Asaph (<142014>2 Chronicles 20:14).
4. Son of Elam (<151026>Ezra 10:26).
5. Son of Zattu (<151027>Ezra 10:27).
6. Descendant of Pahath-Moab (<151030>Ezra 10:30).
7. Son of Bani (<151037>Ezra 10:37).
8. Father of Zaccur (<161313>Nehemiah 13:13).
9. Pupil of Heman (<132504>1 Chronicles 25:4,16).
10. Descendant of Asaph, who assisted in the purification of the Temple
(<142913>2 Chronicles 29:13).

Mattatha
Son of Zathan (<420331>Luke 3:31).
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Mattathah
A descendant of Hashum (<151033>Ezra 10:33).

Mattathias
1. An assistant to Ezra (1 Esdras 9:43).
2. Father of MACCABEES (1 Macc. 2:1).
3. Son of Absalom (1 Macc. 11:70; 13:11).
4. Son of Simon Maccabaeus (1 Macc. 16:14).
5. Nicanor’s envoy (2 Macc. 14:19).
6. Son of Amos (<420325>Luke 3:25).
7. Son of Semei (<420326>Luke 3:26).

Mattenai
1. Of the family of Hashum (Ezra 11:33).
2. Descendant of Bani (Ezra 11:37).
3. A priest (<161219>Nehemiah 12:19).

Matthan
Son of Eleazar (<400115>Matthew 1:15).

Matthanias
Descendant of Elam (1 Esdras 9:27).

Matthat
1. Son of Levi (<420324>Luke 3:24).
2. Son of Levi (29).
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Matthelas (1 Esdras 9:19).
Matthew (Mattathias, “the gift of Jehovah”)
He is only mentioned at the time of his call to be an apostle, when he was
in “the receipt of custom,” (<400909>Matthew 9:9). Mark gives him another
name— Levi, the son of Alphaeus (<410214>Mark 2:14; 3:18) who has been
supposed to have been the same as the Alphaes the father of James the
Less, but without reason. On his call he gave a feast by way of a farewell
to his friends, to which Jesus was invited (<420527>Luke 5:27). His humility is
seen in his styling himself “the publican” (<401003>Matthew 10:3). He was with
the other apostles after the resurrection (<440113>Acts 1:13). After this there is
no record of him or his acts. It is not known how or where he died. There
is a tradition that he lived in Jerusalem 15 years after the crucifixion, and
that he became a martyr in Persia. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS> for the
<See GOSPEL>.

Matthias
1. <See MATTATHAH> (1 Esdras 9:33).
2. An apostle chosen to succeed Judas (<440126>Acts 1:26). Tradition says he
preached in Cappadocia.

Mattithiah (“gift”)
1. First born of Shallurn (<130931>1 Chronicles 9:31).
2. A musician of David’s choir (<131605>1 Chronicles 16:5).
3. Of the family of Zebo (<151043>Ezra 10:43).
4. A priest who assisted Ezra (<150804>Ezra 8:4).
5. Son, or pupil of Jeduthun, leader of the 14th Temple choir (<132503>1
Chronicles 25:3,21).

Matlock (chereb).
A single-headed pick-axe. The Egyptian hoe was of wood, and answered
for hoe, spade and pick (<091320>1 Samuel 13:20,21).
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Maul (<See MEPHITS>).
A heavy, war-like instrument (<202518>Proverbs 25:18). <See ARMS>.

Mauzzim (“forts”)
Layard (Nin. ii. 456) after describing Hera, the Assyrian Venus, as
“standing erect on a lion, and crowned with a tower or mural coronet,
which, we learn from Lucian, was peculiar to the Semetic figure of the
goddess,” adds, “May she be connected with the `El Maozem,’ the deity
presiding over bulwarks and fortresses, the ‘god of forces’ of <271138>Daniel
11:38.”

Mazitias (1 Esdras 9:35).
Mazzaroth
<See ASTRONOMY>.

Meadow (Hebrew: achu), (<014102>Genesis 41:2,18).
Translated meadow. Rendered “cave” in the Peshito-Syriac.

Meah (“a hundred”)
The tower of Meah was on the city wall north of the sheep-gate, when
rebuilt by Nehemiah (<160301>Nehemiah 3:1; 12:39). Located by some at the
northwest corner of the Temple area, where the fortress of Antonia was
afterward built, and now called Pilate’s house. Porter locates it at the
northeast corner of the Harem area, where there are massive foundations.

Meals
The Jews generally eat their dinner before noon, and their supper after
sundown. The chief meal of the Jews was in the evening; of the Egyptians
it was at noon. The early Hebrews sat or squatted round a low table upon
which the meal was served, but in later times couches were used to recline
upon before the tables. The guests were ranged in order of rank side by
side (<014333>Genesis 43:33), resting upon the left elbow, the right arm being
free — this posture explains the text leaning on Jesus’ bosom (<431323>John
13:23; 21:20). The dishes, as they are to this day, were generally stews of
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rice, beans, and burgal (cracked wheat), with soups or sauces. The meats
were so cooked that when served they fell to pieces. Knives and forks were
not used at the table, but spoons, and generally thin slices of bread, were
doubled up and dipped into the dishes, all eating from the same dish. These
pieces of bread also served the purpose of napkins. It was after this manner
that Judas eat of the sauce or sop at the Last Supper (<431326>John 13:26).
Washing of the hands, from being a necessity, was elevated to a form and
ceremony.

Meani (1 Esdras 5:31).
Mearah (“cave”)
Boundary of the unconquered land near Zidon (<061304>Joshua 13:4). Half way
between Tyre and Sidon are ruins called Adlan, and in the cliffs near are
many caves and grottos (Rob.). William of Tyre mentions a fortified care
near Sidon, occupied by the Crusaders.

Meat
lehem, “bread” (<092024>1 Samuel 20:24); teref “spoil” (<19B105>Psalm 111:5);
Greek: bromu and brosis (<400304>Matthew 3:4; <442733>Acts 27:33; Heb 5:12).
Anything that may be eaten. This word was never used for flesh-meat,
unless it was included in a general sense, as we now say food.

Meat-offering
<See SACRIFICE>.

Mebunnai (“strong one”)
One of David’s guard (<102327>2 Samuel 23:27). Called <See SIBBECHAI>
(<102118>2 Samuel 21:18; <132004>1 Chronicles 20:4).

Mecherathite, the
“The Maachathite (<102334>2 Samuel 23:34).

Medaba
Greek form of Medeba (1 Macc. 9:36).
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Medan (“strife”)
Son of Abraham by Keturah (<012502>Genesis 25:2). Traces of this people are
supposed to be found in the village of Madan, on the Euphrates, and the
city Maadan in Hejaz, Arabia. Maadan, mines.

Medeba (“quiet waters”)
In Moab (<042130>Numbers 21:30). Name of the Mishor south of Heshbon
(<061309>Joshua 13:9,16). The Ammonites were defeated here by Joab, David’s
general (1 Chronicles 19). Not recorded as possessed by Reuben, and was
probably only tributary. It was a strong fortress in the time of the
Maccabees (1 Macc. 9:35; Antiquities xiii., i. 4,9,1). Ptolemy locates a
Medeba between Bostra and Petra. Eusebius and Jerome mention a
Christian village east of Medeba. It was a noted bishopric of the
patriarchate of Bitira Arabiae, and so named in the acts of the Council of
Chalcedon (A.D. 451). A large tank columns and extensive foundations, on
a rocky hill 4 miles southeast of Heshbon, on the Roman road, mark the
site.

Medes
Media (<011002>Genesis 10:2, Madia; <121706>2 Kings 17:6, Medes; <170103>Esther 1:3,
Media; Dan 11:1, Mede). The third son of Japher, and founder of a great
race. 1,500 years of their history is a blank, from their first mention to the
time when Isaiah threatened to stir them up against Babylon (<231307>Isaiah
13:7, B.C. 72). Berosus (Chaldaean historian) says that the Medes
conquered Babylonia B.C. 2458. This date may be very much too ancient,
for the word Mede is first found on the Assyrian monuments at the date of
B.C. 880 (Rawlinson); but there is no doubt that both Cushite and Semitic
races occupied Mesopotamia together from a very early date. They were
called Arians in the time of which Herodotus writes; and traces of them are
found from Hindustan to Thrace. It is supposed that the race had its origin
on the banks of the Indus, from whence its people found their way into
Persia, Media, Greece, etc.
In Media, Sargon, Sennacherib, and Esar-haddon reigned from B.C. 720 to
B.C. 660, over a country which before that time had been ruled by a great
many sheikhs (chiefs of families or tribes). About the middle of the 7th
century B.C., Cyaxares (the Mede) led a fresh immigration of Arians into
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Media, and is called the first king of Media by Diodorus. In his reign the
three kingdoms, Media, Lydia, and Babylon, were united by treaty and
marriages. The empire extended from the Halys river to the Caspian gates,
1500 miles long, and from the Euphrates and the Persian Gulf to the Black
and Caspian Seas, 450 miles wide. It lasted only 75 years.
The Persians, led by Cyrus, conquered Media and terminated the kingdom,
B.C. 558.
One of the tribes of Media, the Budii, are mentioned in the Scripture by the
name of Phut (<262710>Ezekiel 27:10), whose soldiers were in the army of Tyre,
together with Persians and others.
The ancient religion was a belief in two nearly equal divinities of opposite
principles, Ormazd the good, and Ahriman the evil — both self-existent
and irresistible, and both always contending with each other. Ormazd was
worshiped; and also the sun, moon, and stars, and respect paid to genii.
The fire-worship of Armenia was more or less blended with this system.
Magism consisted of the worship of the elements, chiefly fire. Altars on
mountain-tops were kept continually burning, and sacrifices were frequent.
The priesthood formed a distinct class, and professed ability to interpret
dreams, explain visions, and to divine future events.
The captive Israelites were placed in certain cities of the Medes by the king
of Assyria (<121706>2 Kings 17:6, etc.). Both Isaiah and Jeremiah prophesied the
part which the Medes were to take in destroying Babylon (<245111>Jeremiah
51:11,28). Daniel interpreted the writing on the wall as the sign of the
coming conquest by the Medes and Persians (<271125>Daniel 11:25-28). Ezra
mentions the palace of Achmetha, where the decree of Cyrus was found
(<150602>Ezra 6:2,5), which the monuments prove to have been the residence of
Cyrus at that time. <See ECBATANA>.
In the Apocrypha, Media is the chief scene of the book of Tobit, and a
large part of that of Judith.

Median
Citizen of MEDIA (<270901>Daniel 9:1).
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Mediator (“interpreter”)
Moses was the Mediator between Jehovah and the Israelites (<480319>Galatians
3:19,20). <See JESUS CHRIST> is the one Mediator between God and men
(<540205>1 Timothy 2:5).

Medicine
The Egyptian physicians (barbers?) were skilled, and perhaps also
educated, if we may believe the Greeks, before the Exodus. The first
mention of a physician was of the “servants of Joseph” who embalmed his
father (<015002>Genesis 50:2); they were probably regular attendants on the
royal house. Specialists are mentioned by Herodotus (ii. 84), `each
physician is for one kind of sickness, such as for the eyes, teeth, head,
stomach, etc. The practice of medicine was largely superstitious. The
medicines mostly used were salves, balms, (<240822>Jeremiah 8:22), plasters or
poultices (<122007>2 Kings 20:7); bathing (<120510>2 Kings 5:10), oils, and mineral
baths. Charms and amulets were used by the Jews, also charming by the
hand, as in <120511>2 Kings 5:11. Knowledge of anatomy is suggested in <181011>Job
10:11, and also shown in monumental figures. Physicians received public
salaries, and their office was held in high esteem. The Jews at a later
period, overcame much of their abhorrence of uncleanness, and of their
reverence for human remains, in the pursuit of medical knowledge.
Alexandria became the center for medical study. (<See ALEXANDRIA>.)
Luke is referred to as “the beloved physician,” and his medical education
was probably Greek.

Meeda (1 Esdras 5:32).
Meek
Hebrew: anav, “oppressed”, “afflicted”, “humble”, Applied to those who
rather suffer wrong than do wrong, and therefore enjoy God’s favor
(<041203>Numbers 12:3). The word translated “meek” in <041203>Numbers 12:3, in
reference to Moses, means “disinterested.”

Megiddo (“place of troops”)
An ancient royal city of the Canaanites, on the south border of the plain of
Esdraelon, commanding a pass leading from the plain to the Samarian hills
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(<061221>Joshua 12:21). In the territory of Issachar, but belonging to Manasseh.
The people were not driven out, but paid tribute (<070127>Judges 1:27,28). It is
made famous in the song of victory of Deborah,’ when Barak defeated
Sisera (<070413>Judges 4:13, etc.). One of Solomon’s officers was placed here,
and some important works built (<110915>1 Kings 9:15). Ahaziah fled here from
Jehu, and died (<120927>2 Kings 9:27). The “good king” Josiah “went against”
Pharaoh Necho, as an ally of the king of Assyria, was wounded here, and
died at Jerusalem (<143522>2 Chronicles 35:22-24). From this event the name of
the place became a poetical synonym for terrible conflict and grief; as in the
Revelation (<661616>Revelation 16:16. See also <381211>Zechariah 12:11; <143525>2
Chronicles 35:25). El Lejjun. Waters of Megiddo. <See KISHON>.

Megiddon (<381211>Zechariah 12:11). <See PLAIN OF>.
Mehetabeel
Ancestor of Shemaiah (<160610>Nehemiah 6:10).

Mehetabel (“El benefits”)
Daughter of Matred (<013639>Genesis 36:39).

Mehida (“junction”)
Ancestor of Nethinim, returned from captivity (<020205>Exodus 2:52;
<160754>
Nehemiah 7:54).

Mehir (“price”)
Son of Chelub (<130411>1 Chronicles 4:11).

Meholathite, the (<091819>1 Samuel 18:19). <See ABEL MEHOLAH>
This place was called Meadow of the Whirlpool, and was near some rapid
or whirlpool in the Jordan River.

Mehujael (“smitten by El”)
Son of Irad, and fourth in descent from Cain (<010418>Genesis 4:18).
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Mehuman (“faithful”)
A chamberlain of Ahasuerus (<170110>Esther 1:10).

Mehunims
Maonites. (<See MAON>). Josephus speaks of a city built by king Uzziah
on the Red Sea to overawe the Arabs, who adjoined Egypt (Antiquities ix.
10,3). Probably near or in the valley of Gerar. One of the three friends of
Job was Sophar, king of the Minaeans, who is also called Zophar the
Naamathite. (<See NAAMAH>). This people were located by Strabo and
Ptolemy in the southwest corner of Arabia, in Hadramaut. There is a
Minyay southeast of Gaza, a station on the road to Sinai, mentioned in the
Christian records of the 6th century with some distinction. “Main”, a ruin
south of Heshbon (<See BAAL MEON>), is another relic of the tribe. Some
of them returned from captivity with Zerubbabel (<150250>Ezra 2:50).

Mejarkon (“yellow waters”)
In Dan (<061946>Joshua 19:46), near Joppa. Torrent?

Mekonah (“a place”)
A city of some size, having suburbs, in the south, near Ziklag; occupied
after the return from captivity (<161128>Nehemiah 11:28)

Melatiah (“Jah delivers”)
A Gibeonite who assisted in bullding the wall (<160307>Nehemiah 3:7).

Melchi (“my king”)
1. Son of Jamra (<420324>Luke 3:24).
2. Son of Addi (<420321>Luke 3:21).

Melchiah
Father of Pashur (<242101>Jeremiah 21:1).
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Melchias
1. <See MALCHIAH>
2. (1 Esdras 9:26).

Melchiel
Son of Melchiel, governor of Bethulia (<070615>Judges 6:15).

Melchisedec (Heb 5; Hebrews 6; Hebrews 7).
Melchishua
Son of Saul (<091449>1 Samuel 14:49; 31:2).

Melchizedek (“king of righteousness”)
He lived in the time of Abraham worshiped God, and was “a priest of the
most high God,” perhaps a firstborn, and a patriarch or elder in the city of
Salem (Genesis 14). He received Abraham’s homage and presents or tithes,
and gave him a blessing, and gave bread and wine to his tired and hungry
army.
Some have thought that the bread and wine were sacrificial, and that
Melchizedek was a type of Christ. Others have strangely imagined that it
was an appearance of Christ himself in the disguise of the priest.
He really was both a king and a priest — and so far typical of the spiritual
king and priest, Jesus the Christ,
The “order of Melehizedek” (<19B004>Psalm 110:4) means “likeness in official
dignity,” being both king and priest. The object of the Hebrews was to
show that Christ was the king and priest of the new dispensation, and it
was objected that he was not of the tribe of Levi, and his father was not a
high priest (<022929>Exodus 29:29,30), nor even any priest, and his mother fell
short of the requirements of the law (<032113>Leviticus 21:13,14). His descent
must have been preserved in the records, and have been pure from stains
on both father and mother’s side; and he was to become a priest by
education and high priest by consecration (<022909>Exodus 29:9) with the holy
oil, while wearing the holy garments of Aaron; and he must hand over his
office to a successor before his death. Jesus did not carry out this Levitical
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idea, and was not therefore a priest after that order. Paul, in his letter to the
Hebrews, discusses the question very freely and clearly. <See SALEM>.

Melcom (Hebrew: <See MALCAM>, (<244901>Jeremiah 49:1,3).
Melea (“full”)
Son of Menan (<420331>Luke 3:31).

Melech (“king”)
Son of Micah (<130835>1 Chronicles 8:35; 9:41).

Melicu (<161214>Nehemiah 12:14). <See MALLUCH>
Melita
<See MALTA> A small island, 20 by 12 miles in extent, and 60 miles south

of Sicily, where Paul was wrecked when on his way to Rome (Acts 27;
Acts 28). The island is full of mementos of Paul, who is its tutelary saint.
The bay where the shipwreck occurred is called Paul’s, and is a deep inlet
on the north side of the island, 5 miles from the port of Malta, and is one
mile wide and two miles long inland, having the small island Salmonetta on
the western side of the entrance. The whole island is a barren rock, but has
been made fertile to some extent by great labor. The Phoenicians colonized
it, from whom the Greeks took it about 736 B.C.; and in turn the
Carthaginians became its masters in the Second Punic War, 528 B.C., and
the Romans in 242 B C., whose officer, Publius governed it when Paul was
there. Its history since then has been full of changes in its masters, in which
we read of Vandals, Greeks (A.D. 553), Arabs, Normans (A.D. 1090)
Germans (1530, by whom it was given to the Knights of John, of
Jerusalem), the French (1798), and finally the English, who hold it now.
The Anglican Bishop of Gibraltar resides there. The island is a station for
several lines of steamers and submarine telegraph cables. The island of
Meleda, in the Adriatic Sea, on the coast of Dalmatia, 125 miles southeast
of Venice, was once supposed to be the one on which Paul was wrecked;
but a more careful examination of all the facts, and of the course of the
prevailing winds, and position of the islands and places mentioned, both
before and after the shipwreck, have determined the question in favor of
Malta. The “barbarous people” of <442802>Acts 28:2, were simply not Greeks.
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The Greeks called every nation or tribe barbarians who did not speak the
Greek language.

Melons (Hebrew: abatichim.)
Melons are extensively cultivated in the East, and used as a common article
of diet; here we make a luxury of them. Thomson says “Nothing could be
regretted in the burning desert more than these delicious (water) melons,
whose exuberant juice is so refreshing to the thirsty pilgrim,” (<041105>Numbers
11:5).

Melizar (Hebrew: melzar, “steward”), (Daniel 1; 2:16).
Mem (Hebrew: meym).
The thirteenth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119).

Memmius, Quintus
A common first name among the Romans (2 Macc. 11:34).

Memphis (“the abode of the good one”)
In Hebrew: moph or noph (<280906>Hosea 9:6). The ancient Egyptian name was
Men-nefru, the pyramid city. On the west bank of the Nile, just south of
the junction of the three branches, Canopic, Sebennytic and Pelusiac. It
was built on a district which was reclaimed by Menes from a marsh, by
turning the Nile into a new channel, east of the ancient one which ran close
to the Libyan mountains; and in a position which commanded both the
Delta and Upper Egypt. Of all the temples, palaces, walls, and houses
which the ancient historians describe, not one stone is left on another —
the pyramids only remaining. The necropolis in the vicinity witnesses the
ancient importance of the city. The principal pyramid field extends along
the west bank of the Nile for about 15 miles; and the whole district,
including many ruins and small pyramids, for nearly 60 miles. There are
from 40 to 60 pyramids, according to the count of various travelers, who
include more or less large and small pyramids and ruins of supposed
pyramids. The Hebrew prophets distinctly predicted the fall of Memphis
(<231913>Isaiah 19:13; <240216>Jeremiah 2:16, 46:14,19; <263016>Ezekiel 30:16), the latest
about 525 B.C., 50 years before the invasion of Cambyses, and their words
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seem to have been fulfilled to the very letter. Only one of all its multitude
of images and idols now remains, fallen, broken, half buried in sand and
mud (the statue of Rameses II, the finest known work of Egyptian
sculpture). There is a vast collection of antiquities from Egypt in the
Abbott Museum, New York, where may be seen a countless number of
relics of the past, of cloth, papyrus, wood, stone and metal, with works of
art from Memphis and other localities throughout Egypt. The pyramids
stand on a rocky shelf of the desert, 150 feet above the Nile basin.
The Great Pyramid was 480 feet high, and built of stone quarried near, and
(the finest) across the river, at Toura. The surface was smooth, when
complete, being finished with polished marble, or with a hard cement. This
is now taken off, leaving the surface in rude steps, 3 to 6 feet high, varied
by the thickness of the layers of stone. The interior walls were also
polished, and are now. The king’s chamber is of red granite, and contains
the lower part of a porphyry sarcophagus, the lid having been removed.
Cambyses nearly destroyed the city, B.C. 470, and the rise of Alexandria
into importance completed its overthrow.

Memucan (“in authority”)
A privy council of the king (<170114>Esther 1:14,16,21). They were “wise men
who knew the times” (skilled in the planets, according to Aben Ezra) and
appeared to have formed a council of state, interpreting the laws.

Menahem (“consoler”)
Son of Gadi, king of Israel from B.C. 772 to 761. He continued the
idolatrous calf-worship of Jeroboam. The cotemporary prophets Hosea and
Amos devoted their lives and talents to attempts at reform of the Church in
Israel, but without success. Their books are a picture of society in their
time, poetically expressed, but certainly not flattering to either king or
people.

Menan
Son of Mattatha (<420331>Luke 3:31),

Mene (“numbered”)
<See MENA>
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The first word in the mysterious writing on the wall in Belshazzar’s palace,
interpreted by Daniel (<270525>Daniel 5:25-28).

Menelaus
A high priest, appointed to the office from Antiochus Epiphanes by a bribe,
B.C. 172 (2 Macc. 4:23-25).

Menestheus (“one who abides”)
The father of <See APOLLONIUS> (2 Macc. 4:21).

Meni (“destiny”)
An object of idolatrous worship, the moon goddess, <See LUNA>
(<231501>Isaiah 15:11).

Men-stealers
were put to death (<022116>Exodus 21:16).

Menucha (“place of rest”), (<245159>Jeremiah 51:59). <See SERAIAH
II>.

Menuchah (“without noise or tumult”)
With ease in <072043>Judges 20:43.

Menuchites (<130252>1 Chronicles 2:52).
Meonenim, the Plain of
Correctly, The <See OAK> of Meonenim (“the enchanters”); (<070937>Judges
9:37). There were five noted trees near Shechem.
1. The oak of Moreh (not plain, as in <011206>Genesis 12:6) where Abram built
his first altar in the Promised Land.
2. Jacob took from his family all the strange gods, and ear-rings, and hid
them under an oak at Shechem (<013504>Genesis 35:4).
3. The oak under which Joshua set up the stone-witness (<062426>Joshua 24:26).
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4. The oak of the pillar (not plain, as in <070906>Judges 9:6), under which
Abimelech was made king.
5. The oak of the enchanters, where Gaal, son of Ebed, saw the soldiers of
Abimelech coming, as he stood in the gate of Shechem (<070937>Judges 9:37).
Jacob and Joshua may have chosen the same tree, and the words used by
the two men are almost identical in form and spirit. Probably, also, the holy
place and the crowning of the king were under the same tree: altogether
making four references to the same sacred oak. These sacred trees were
found all over the land, and this one may have been connected with the
shrine of Baal Berith in its vicinity (<070833>Judges 8:33; 9:46).

Meonothai (“my dwellings”)
Son of <See OTHNIEL>. (<130414>1 Chronicles 4:14).

Mephaath (“sightly”)
Moabite city in Reuben, near Heshbon (<061318>Joshua 13:18; <244821>Jeremiah
48:21), given to the Merarite Levites. The Romans had a garrison here in
the time of Eusebius. Lost.

Mephibosheth (“shame-destroyer” or “image-breaker”)
The name is given in Chronicles as Meribbaal — Baal and Bosheth being
synonymous. (<See IDOL>).
1. Son of Saul by Rizpah (<102108>2 Samuel 21:8). He was crucified, with six
others by the Gibeonites (as an offering to the god of Famine?), and hung
on the cross for five months. Their bones were buried by David in the cave
of Kish, at Zelah, when the famine which had continued for three years,
ended.
2. Son of Jonathan Saul’s son. His life was full of trial and suffering. He
was but an infant of five years when his father and grandfather were killed
on Mount Gilboa, living at Gibeah, when he was dropped from the arms of
Ibis nurse, both of his feet being permanently injured (<100404>2 Samuel 4:4).
He was taken to Lodebar, where he was cared for by Machir, the sheikh.
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Merab (“increase”)
Oldest daughter of king Saul (<091449>1 Samuel 14:49). She was betrothed to
David (<091817>1 Samuel 18:17), but married Adriel, to whom she bore five
sons (<102108>2 Samuel 21:8). <See DAVID>.

Meraiah (“rebellion”)
A priest of the family of Seraiah (<161212>Nehemiah 12:12).

Meraioth (“rebellious”)
1. He was the immediate predecessor of Eli in the office of <See HIGH
PRIEST> (<130911>1 Chronicles 9:11).
2, Another priest in the time of Joiakim (<161215>Nehemiah 12:15).

Meran
A place mentioned with Theman as famous for its merchants and wise men
(Baruch 3:23). In Arabia, but not identified. <See MEDAN>?

Merari (1) (“sorrowful”)
1. Third son of Levi, head of the great division. For their position and
duties in the service, see <See LEVI>. The history of the family is traced
from Exodus to after the Captivity.
2. Father of Judith (Judith 8:1).

Merari (2) (“unhappy”)
Head of the third division of the tribe of Levi. The Merarites carried the
boards, bars, pillars, sockets, pins, and cords of the Tabernacle, by the help
of oxen and carts (<040320>Numbers 3:20, etc.). In the division of the land they
had twelve cities, in Reuben, Gad, and Zebulon (<062107>Joshua 21:7). They
furnished a third part of the musicians, and a third of the doorkeepers.
They are frequently mentioned in the history until the return from captivity
(<150818>Ezra 8:18). The family and its branches may be seen in the table:
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Merathaim (“bitter affliction”)
A name given by Jeremiah to Babylon (<245021>Jeremiah 50:21).

Mercurius
In Greek and Roman mythology, the son of <See JUPITER> and Maia
(<441412>Acts 14:12).

Mercy (Hebrew: chesed).
In the Scriptures it is a development of benevolence, a feeling of kindness
or compassion toward the needy and helpless, and an attribute of God
toward mankind (<022006>Exodus 20:6).

Mercy-seat (Hebrew: kapporeth).
The lid of the Ark of the Covenant. <See ARK>.

Mered (“rebellion”)
Son of Ezra (<130417>1 Chronicles 4:17). He took for a wife <See BITHIAH> a
daughter of Pharaoh. Perhaps a poetical or Kenitc name of Moses. Others
say of Caleb instead.

Meremoth (“heights”)
1. Son of Uriah, of the family of Hakkoz (<150833>Ezra 8:33), and appointed a
register of gifts and treasure in the Temple. He worked on the repairs of
the wall (<160304>Nehemiah 3:4,21).
2. Layman, son of Bani (<151036>Ezra 10:36).
3. Family of priests who signed the covenant (<161005>Nehemiah 10:5).
Mentioned a century before in <161203>Nehemiah 12:3.

Meres (“worthy”)
Counselor to Ahasuerus (<170114>Esther 1:14).
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Meribah (“strife”)
1. A fountain in the desert of Sin, which flowed at the command of Moses
(<021201>Exodus 12:1-7). The place was called Massah (“temptation”), and
Meribah (“chiding”).
2. Another fountain of the same character was near Kadesh (<042013>Numbers
20:13; <053308>Deuteronomy 33:8). This is also called the Waters of Meribah
(<198107>Psalm 81:7; 106:32). It was here that Moses sinned in impatience and
assumption of power, for which offense he was not permitted to cross over
the Jordan River (<042012>Numbers 20:12).

Meribbaal (“against Baal”)
<See MEPHIBOSHETH>.

Merodach (“bold”)
The Babylonian Bel, a gilded image of which was worshiped at Babylon.
The planet Jupiter.

Merodach Bala-Dan
<See BALADAN> Berodach is an error. Reigned twice over Babylon, B.C.

721 to 709, and in 702 six months.
The Assyrian inscriptions give his name distinctly, and have records of both
reigns. Sargon deposed him the first time, and Sennacherib the second,
appointing Belib in his place. There is no certainty of the date of the
embassy sent by him to Hezekiah, king of Judah (<143231>2 Chronicles 32:31),
but it was probably between B.C. 721 and 709. If the real object of the
league was to effect a political union for strength against Assyria, of
Babylon, Judaea, and Egypt, then the business failed, for Sargon seized
Babylon and Ashdod.

Merom, the Waters of (<061105>Joshua 11:5,7).
Where Jabin, king of Hazor, and his allies were defeated by Joshua. The
lake El Huleh or Samochonitis (Josephus, Antiquities v. 5, 1). This lake lies
in the south end of a marshy plain, between the foot of Hermon and the
hills of Galilee, which is 15 miles long by 5 wide; the lake being triangular
and 3 to 5 miles across, according to the dry or wet season. It is 120 feet
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above the ocean. Several streams (<See JORDAN>) unite in the marsh,
form the Jordan River, and flow through the lake. The plain on each side of
the lake is of rich soil, and is cultivated by the Bedouin Arabs from
Lebanon and merchants of Damascus, — a repetition of life 3,000 years
ago, as recorded in Judges 18. The modern is really the most ancient name,
being derived from Hul, the second son of Aram (<011023>Genesis 10:23). A
district near Hamah is named after him, and also the town Huleh, near the
castle of Hunin. The large spring on the west bank of the plain, Ain
Mellahah, which pours out a brook 50 feet wide, once gave its name to the
lake, Meleha (William of Tyre).

Meronothite, the
Native of Meronoth (<132730>1 Chronicles 27:30).

Meroz (“asylum”), (<070523>Judges 5:23).
Whose people refused to help Deborah and Barak against Sisera. El
Murussus, north of Bethshan 4 miles (Rob. ii. 356).

Meruth (1 Esdras 5:24). A corruption of <See IMMER>.
Mesech
The sixth son of Japheth (<011002>Genesis 10:2), and founder of a nation
(<19C005>Psalm 120:5), which traded with Tyre (<262713>Ezekiel 27:13), and was
ruined with Egypt (<263226>Ezekiel 32:26), and a neighbor of Gog and Magog
(<263802>Ezekiel 38:2). Herodotus speaks of the Moschi and Tiburini in Persia
(iii. 94), who formed a part of the army of Xerxes; and these are the
Meshech and Tubal of the Scriptures. They were settled in the mountains
of Caucasus, and in north Armenia; and their descendants today follow the
customs mentioned by Ezekiel, and sell their daughters for wives and for
slaves (to the Turks). The name is written Muskai on the Assyrian
monuments and Mashoash on the Egyptian, of the time of the third
Rameses (Wilkinson). They are the Muskovs of Russia (Rawlinson).

Mesha (1)
The Joktanites dwelt from Mesha unto Mount Sephar (<011030>Genesis 10:30).
The mountain range of Zames (Mesha) runs from near the Persian Gulf
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southwest, nearly across Arabia. There is a mount Zafara on the Indian
Ocean. Here is now, and has been from remote times, the country of the
Beni Kahtan (Joktanite Arabs), inhabiting Yemen, Hadramaut and Oman,
separated from the Ishmaelites by the Nejed mountain range.

Mesha (2) (“safety”)
1. King of <See MOAB> (<120301>2 Kings 3:4), who revolted from the 10 tribes
after the death of Ahab, against whom Jehoshaphat and Jehoram led their
armies. He was a great sheep-breeder. A monument erected by him is
mentioned in the article <See KIR HARESH>, with an engraving of “THE
MOABITE STONE,” on page 173.
2. Son of Caleb, who founded Ziph (<130242>1 Chronicles 2:42).
3. (retreat). Son of Shaharaim (<130809>1 Chronicles 8:9).

Meshach (“ram”)
The name given to <See MISHAEL> 3, companion of Daniel (<270104>Daniel
1:4). It was a name of the sun-god of the Chaldaeans.

Meshech (“drawing out”)
1. Son of Japheth (<011002>Genesis 10:2), and of the race in connection with
Tubal, Magog and other northern nations.
2. <See MASH> (<130117>1 Chronicles 1:17).

Meshelemiah (“whom Jah repays as a friend”)
Son of Kore, a porter in the house of Jehovah (<130921>1 Chronicles 9:21).
Shelemiah in <132601>1 Chronicles 26:1.

Meshezabeel (“delivered”)
1. Ancestor of <See MESHULLAM> 13 (<160304>Nehemiah 3:4).
2. A family who sealed the covenant (<161021>Nehemiah 10:21).
3. Father of Pethahiah (<161124>Nehemiah 11:24).
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Meshilemith
Son of Immer, a priest (<161113>Nehemiah 11:13).

Meshillemoth (“requital”)
1. A chief under Pekah, ancestor of Berechiah (<142812>2 Chronicles 28:12).
2. <See MESHILLEMITH> (<161113>Nehemiah 11:13).

Meshobab (“returned”)
A prince in Hezekiah’s reign (<130434>1 Chronicles 4:34).

Meshullam (“friend”)
1. Ancestor of Shaphan (<121703>2 Kings 17:3).
2. Son of Zerubbabel (<130319>1 Chronicles 3:19).
3. A Gaditc chief in the time of Jotham (<130513>1 Chronicles 5:13).
4. A Benjamite chief (<130817>1 Chronicles 8:17).
5. Son of Hodaviah, and father of Sallu (<130907>1 Chronicles 9:7; <161107>Nehemiah
11:7).
6. Son of Shephathiah (<130908>1 Chronicles 9:8).
7. Father of Hilkiah (<130911>1 Chronicles 9:11).
8. A priest and son of <See MESHILLEMITH> (<130912>1 Chronicles 9:12).
9. Overseer of the workmen in rebuilding the Temple (<143412>2 Chronicles
34:12).
10. A chief sent by Ezra to Iddo (<150816>Ezra 8:16,17).
11. A chief who assisted Jonathan and Jahaziah in examining the marriages
which the people had contracted with foreign wives (<151015>Ezra 10:15).
12 Descendant of Bani (<151029>Ezra 10:29).
13. Son of Berechiah (<160304>Nehemiah 3:4,30; 6:18).
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14. Son of Besodeiah; he assisted in restoring the gate of Jerusalem
(<160306>Nehemiah 3:6).
15. One who stood with Ezra when he read the law (<160804>Nehemiah 8:4).
16. A priest who sealed the covenant (<161007>Nehemiah 10:7).
17. One who sealed the covenant (<161020>Nehemiah 10:20).
18. A priest (<161213>Nehemiah 12:13).
19. Another priest.
20. A porter (<161225>Nehemiah 12:25).
21. A prince who assisted at the dedication of the wall (<161233>Nehemiah
12:33).

Meshullemeth (“legend”)
Daughter of Haruz, wife of Manasseh (<122119>2 Kings 21:19).

Mesobaite (<See MEZOBAYAH>, gathering-place of Jah).
A title of <See JASIEL> (<131147>1 Chronicles 11:47).

Mesopotamia (“between the rivers”)
Between the Tigris and Euphrates, 700 miles long by 20 to 250 miles wide.
The Aram Naharaim (in the Hebrew) of <012410>Genesis 24:10, and Padan
Aram of 25:20. It is a plain, but is crossed by the Sinjar hills east to west,
near its center, not far from Mosul. The nomad tribes are the only people,
and they are driven to the hills in the hot season, when the pastures become
dry, dusty and parched, except near the streams. (<See Assyria>.) It is
becoming the belief among scholars that the Mesopotamia (the city of
Nahor) of Terah and Haran of Abraham were near Damascus (Dr. Beke),
where Bethuel and Laban lived, and Abraham sent a servant to fetch
Rebekah to be Isaac’s wife; and a hundred years after that Jacob earned his
two wives in 21 years. It was also the residence of Balaam
(<052304>Deuteronomy 23:4). All of these references may apply to the region
around Damascus, between the rivers Pharpar and Abana.
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Messiah
<See CHRIST>. “The anointed (as a king).” The word is found in the

original Hebrew many times, in all of which it is translated “anointed”,
except in <270925>Daniel 9:25,26. The ceremony of <See ANOINTING> was
intended to mark what God had set apart for his own purposes. It was His
royal stamp, which was to be applied to the high priest (<022841>Exodus 28:41),
the offerings, the tabernacle, table, ark, candlestick, altar of incense, laver
and vessels attached to them, “to sanctify them, and they shall be most
holy; whatsoever toucheth them shall be holy.”
Samuel anointed Saul and David (three times), while Absalom was
anointed by the rebels. The ceremony was performed by the prophets or
the priests.
The prophetic use of the title was historic among the Hebrews, and well
known to Herod, who was affected by the idea, although he doubted the
truth of the divine claim to a belief and hope for the Messiah. The Messiah
was to be a son of David (the great king), by the covenant (Psalm 89) who
is described as “the mighty God, the Father of Ages, the Prince of Peace”
(<230906>Isaiah 9:6). See Jesus, page 157. Some expected a temporal king, a
literal king, like David. In their view “Son of David” meant one who
inherited his wisdom and kingly power, who should make the Jews as great
a people as ever, or even greater.
In view, also, of the spiritual darkness and ignorance of their oppressors,
and all of their neighbors — as judged by their standard — there seemed to
be a real need of a deliverer, not only for Israel, but for “all nations.” The
true Messiah was to be an instrument by whom God’s great purpose to
man was to be carried out by a sacrificial work. The idea of a Messiah is as
old as the history of the Hebrew race, being found, or rather alluded to, in
the oldest writings, before the time of Moses, and especially in the blessing
of Jacob, and in the psalms of David, and the prophesies of Isaiah, Daniel,
etc. The expectation of a “golden age” was common among the ancient
nations, to which the Jews added the particular personage, the Messiah,
who was to reign in that good time; and this is still kept up by the modern
Jews, who pray, at every meal, “Merciful God, make us worthy of seeing
the days of the Messiah.
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Historians give accounts of about 30 different pretended Messiahs, since
the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus (<402424>Matthew 24:24); <411322>Mark
13:22); which are so many proofs of the real Messiah, who foretold them.

Metals
The earliest record of the production and manufacture of metals is in the
reference to Tubal Cain, a Cainite, the son of Lamech (<010422>Genesis 4:22).
The first mention of metal as money is in <012316>Genesis 23:16. The gold and
silver possessed by the Jews was of vast amount even allowing for over
statements (<132214>1 Chronicles 22:14; 29:4). The trade in metals was mostly
held by the Phoenicians (<261707>Ezekiel 17:7). Metals were also supplied
worked in thin plates (<241009>Jeremiah 10:9). The holy vessels used in the
Temple were mostly gold (<150514>Ezra 5:14). Tin is mentioned among the
spoils of the Midianites (<043122>Numbers 31:22),and lead in Ezekiel 15:10. In
the earliest times copper (NECOSHETH) and bronze were used for many
purposes in the place of iron introduced at a later period. The passage in
<182802>
Job 28:2, “Molten out of stone,” refers to the smelting of copper ore. In
<240628>
Jeremiah 6:28, the word copper is used as a term of vileness (by its
comparison with silver and gold). It is also used as a term of strength
(<19A716>Psalm 107:16; <240118>Jeremiah 1:18, 15:20). The word brass is frequently
used for copper. The art of coating with brass (?) and silver was known to
the Hebrews (<023802>Exodus 38:2, and <202623>Proverbs 26:23). The working of
copper into weapons and utensils (<041704>Numbers 17:4); of castings in <110745>1
Kings 7:45, and of gilding (<234019>Isaiah 40:19). Iron (Barzel) found in the
hills of Palestine as well as copper. Probably steel was known to the
Hebrews, but this word appearing in <102235>2 Samuel 22:35; <182024>Job 20:24;
<191834>
Psalm 18:34; <241512>Jeremiah 15:12, might be translated brass, or more
correctly, copper. Arms were made of bronze (<102116>2 Samuel 21:16; <182024>Job
20:24; <191834>Psalm 18:34), and armor in <091705>1 Samuel 17:5,6,38. <See
MONEY>

Meterus
Sons of Meterus returned from captivity (1 Esdras 5:17).

Methegammah (bridle of the mother, city)
A place David took from the Philistines (<100801>2 Samuel 8:1).
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Methusael (man of God).
Son of Mehujael. and father of <See LAMECH 1> (<010418>Genesis 4:18).

Methuselah (man of offspring).
Son of Enoch (<010525>Genesis 5:25-27). He lived 969 years, longer than any
other <See PATRIARCH> and died the year of the flood.

Meunim (<160752>Nehemiah 7:52).
Meuzal (<262719>Ezekiel 27:19).
Mezahab (water). Father of Hatred (<013639>Genesis 36:39).
Miamin (from the right hand).
1. A layman (<151025>Ezra 10:25).
2. A priest who returned from captivity (<161205>Nehemiah 12:5).

Mibhar (choice).
Son of Haggeri, one of David’s men (<131138>1 Chronicles 11:38).

Mibsam (sweet odor).
1. Son of Ishmael (<012513>Genesis 25:13).
2. Son of Simeon (<130425>1 Chronicles 4:25).

Mibzar (fort).
A duke of Edom (<130153>1 Chronicles 1:53).

Micha
1. Son of Mephibosheth (<100912>2 Samuel 9:12).
2. A Levite who Signed the covenant (<161011>Nehemiah 10:11).
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3. Father of Mattaniah (<161117>Nehemiah 11:17,22). — Father of Ozias,
governor of Bethulia (<070615>Judges 6:15). <See MICHAH>, in <See HISTORY
OF THE BOOKS>.

Michael (“like God”)
1. Father of Sethur (<041313>Numbers 13:13).
2. Son of Abihail (<130513>1 Chronicles 5:13).
3. A Gadite ancestor of Abihail (<130514>1 Chronicles 5:14).
4. Ancestor of Asaph (<130640>1 Chronicles 6:40).
5. One of the chief men of Issachar (<130703>1 Chronicles 7:3).
6. Of the sons of Beriah (<130816>1 Chronicles 8:16).
7. A captain who joined David (<131220>1 Chronicles 12:20).
8. Ancestor of Omri (<131718>1 Chronicles 17:18).
9. Son of Jehoshapthat (<142102>2 Chronicles 21:2,4).
10. Ancestor of Zebadiah (<150808>Ezra 8:8).

Michah
Oldest son of Uzziel (<132424>1 Chronicles 24:24).

Michaiah (like Jah).
1. Father of Achbor, of high rank in the time of Josiah (<122212>2 Kings 22:12).
2. Son of Zaccur (<161235>Nehemiah 12:35).
3. A priest at the dedication of the wall of Jerusalem (<161241>Nehemiah 12:41).
4. Daughter of Uriel (<141302>2 Chronicles 13:2).
5. A prince sent to teach in Judah (<141707>2 Chronicles 17:7).
6. Son of Gemariah (<243611>Jeremiah 36:11-14).
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Michal (who like El?).
The youngest daughter of Saul, espoused to David. Saul had intended to
make her a party to his designs, but was foiled by her devotion to David.
This was especially illustrated in the incident in <091911>1 Samuel 19:11-17, by
which she assisted the escape of David. Saul afterward canceled the
marriage, but a reunion followed through the mission of Abner (<100312>2
Samuel 3:12-21). Through her conduct on meeting David, after his return
from celebrating the entry of the ark into Jerusalem, she was punished with
the curse of barrenness (<100616>2 Samuel 6:16-23). Thus it was that the races
of Saul and David were not united.

Micheas
The prophet Micah (7) (2 Esdras 1:39).

Michmas (<150227>Ezra 2:27). <See MICHMASH>.
Michmash (something hidden).
In Benjamin. A pass celebrated by the exploit of Jonathan, Saul’s son (1
Samuel 13; 14:4,16). Jonathan Maccabaeus also resided there (1 Macc.
9:73), on account of the military strength of the pass (Antiquities xiii. 1,6).
Mukhmas, in the Wady Esther Suweinit, has ruins of many foundations of
hewn stones, columns, cisterns, etc., indicating a once strong place,
perhaps a city devoted to the heathen deity Chemosh (the two names being
similar). The two rocks (<See BOZEZ> and <See SENEH>), may still be
seen; one on each side of the narrow and precipitous valley (Rob.). Isaiah,
in speaking of the invasion of Judah by Sennacherib, says he laid up his
carriages at Michmash (<231028>Isaiah 10:28, which agrees with the character of
the place, it being too steep for wheels.

Michmethah (hiding-place).
1. Boundary of Ephraim and Manasseh, west of Jordan, facing Shechem
(<061707>Joshua 17:7).
2. Between Ephraim and Benjamin (<061606>Joshua 16:6), toward the Great
Sea.
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Michri (price of Jah).
Ancestor of Elah, a chief after the Captivity (<130908>1 Chronicles 9:8).

Michtam
A musical term applied to three Psalms (Psalm 16; Psalm 56; Psalm 60).

Middin (measures).
Judah, in the wilderness. Um el Bedun, southwest of the Dead Sea?
(Yelde).

Midian (strife).
Fourth son of Abraham by Keturah, and founder of a nation (<012502>Genesis
25:2; Numbers 22), the rulers of Northern Arabia for a long time;
inhabiting the peninsula of Sinai, where Moses fled after killing the
Egyptian (<020215>Exodus 2:15), and the country east of Edom and Palestine
(<023728>Exodus 37:28). They were a snare to the Israelites, and Moses
denounced their mischief-making (<042515>Numbers 25:15,17). Gideon’s nightattack with trumpets, and lamps in pitchers, was on a host of Midianites in
the valley of Jezreel (Judges 6—8). They were nomadic, pastoral, wealthy,
and delighted in plunder, exactly as their descendants the Bedouins do
now. There is no mention of this great nation, which has had an existence
for 30 centuries, in any other book but the Bible, unless the accounts of the
Arabs of the city of Medyen (the ruins of which are shown on the Akabah
Gulf) refer to a city of this people. There is a tradition (in the Marasid, and
a history, of the people in (El Makhreezee), that this is the city visited by
Moses, and they point out a well at which he watered his flocks. They are
also mentioned in the Koran (vii., xi.). It is conjectured that Jethro, who is
called a priest of Midian, was of the Kenites, who were a branch of this
people, and who remained friendly to the Israelites when the main body of
the Midianites made war, and incurred the divine vengeance.

Midianite
One from <See MIDIAN> (<013728>Genesis 37:28,36).
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Midianitish
Belonging to <See MIDIAN> (<042506>Numbers 25:6ff).

Midriff
<See CAUL> (<022913>Exodus 29:13).

Midwife
Childbirth in the East, on account of open-air living, is usually easy. The
office of midwife, when necessary, is performed by relatives, and
sometimes by a professional. Two or three days before the time of delivery,
the midwife carried to the house a chair, of peculiar form, upon which the
patient is seated during birth (<020116>Exodus 1:16). <See CHILD>. The modern
Egyptian practice explains that alluded to in Exodus. <See MEDICINE>.

Migdal Edar
Translated “O tower of the flock,” in <330408>Micah 4:8. A poetic name of
Zion, because of its strength and watchfulness over Israel (<241317>Jeremiah
13:17).

Migdal El (tower of God).
A fenced city in Naphtali (<061938>Joshua 19:38). A place is mentioned in the
Wady Kerkerah, eight miles east of Nakura, called Mujeidel. But it is
supposed Magdala is referred to in the text.

Migdal Gad (tower of Gad).
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061537>Joshua 15:37), near Lachish and Eglon. El
Mejdel, two miles east of Askulan, is a large and fine village, in the midst
of groves, orchards, and cultivated fields. Large hewn stones, columns,
etc., indicate an antiquity of importance; probably of a city devoted to the
worship of the heathen deity Gad, as Baal Gad was, under Mount Hermon.

Migdol (tower).
1. A place between which and the Red Sea the Israelites were directed to
camp on leaving Egypt (<021402>Exodus 14:2).
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2. A boundary town mentioned by Jeremiah and Ezekiel, on the north as
Syene was on the south of Egypt. Hecataeus of Miletus places Magdolo
twelve miles south of Pelusium.

Migron (precipice).
Near Saul’s city (<091402>1 Samuel 14:2), where there was a pomegranate tree,
under which Saul and the remnant of his host “tarried” while Jonathan
went on his famous exploit against the Philistines. Isaiah (<231028>Isaiah 10:28)
names it in the list of places passed by Sennacherib, on the south side of the
Wady Suweinit. Whether it was a rock or a town is not known.

Mijamin
1. Chief of the sixth course of priests (<132409>1 Chronicles 24:9).
2. A priest who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (<161007>Nehemiah 10:7).

Mikloth (staves).
1. Son of Jehiel (<130832>1 Chronicles 8:32).
2. A leader of the second division of David’s army (<132704>1 Chronicles 27:4).

Mikneiah (possession of Jah).
One of the gatekeepers of the Ark (<131518>1 Chronicles 15:18,21).

Milalai (eloquent).
A priest who assisted at the wall of Jerusalem (<161236>Nehemiah 12:36).

Milcah (queen).
1. Daughter of Haran (<011129>Genesis 11:29).
2. Fourth daughter of Zelophehad (<042633>Numbers 26:33).

Milcom (little Molech).
The abomination of the children of Ammon (<111107>1 Kings 11:7).
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Mildew (pale).
Blasting and turning yellow from disease (<052822>Deuteronomy 28:22).

Mile
The Roman measure of a mile was equal to 1,618 English yards. (The
English is 1,760 yards). “To go a mile” (<400541>Matthew 5:41). The Jewish
mile was of two kinds, long or short, according to the length of pace. The
Roman measurement was ultimately introduced into Palestine.

Miletus
Seaport and the ancient capital of Ionia, Asia Minor, 36 miles south of
Ephesus. The presbyters of the Church of Ephesus met Paul at this place
on his return from his third missionary journey (<442006>Acts 20:6), Several men
of renown were born here — Democritus (460 B.C.), Anaximenes (504
B.C.), Hecataeus, Anaximander (611 B.C.), Thales (639 B.C.), and
Timotheus. There were four harbors, one of which would hold a fleet. The
oracle of its famous temple of Apollo was consulted as late as the 4th
century. Christian bishops of Miletus were present at several councils from
the 5th to the 8th centuries. It is now a ruin called Melas, near the mouth
of the river Meander. The sea has receded from the site several miles.

Milk
There are two Hebrew terms for milk one (CHELEB), meaning fresh milk,
the other (CHEMAH) curdled. Both are frequently used in Scripture; fresh
milk is figuratively used to mean abundance (<014912>Genesis 49:12; <262504>Ezekiel
25:4; <290318>Joel 3:18, etc.). It is often mentioned with honey, as a “land
flowing with milk and honey,” applied to describe Egypt as well as
Palestine (<041613>Numbers 16:13). As a term of simplicity it occurs in <460302>1
Corinthians 3:2; <580512>Hebrews 5:12,13; <600203>1 Peter 2:3; <230401>Isaiah 4:1). The
milk was from goats, cows, sheep and camels (<202727>Proverbs 27:27;
<053214>
Deuteronomy 32:14). “Thirty milch camels” were given by Jacob to
Esau (<013215>Genesis 32:15). The word butter used in the A.V. generally
means curdled milk (<011808>Genesis 18:8; <070525>Judges 5:25). The meaning in
<053214>
Deuteronomy 32:14 and <203033>Proverbs 30:33 is butter. The plan of
preparation of butter by. the Hebrews was probably the same as that now
in use in the East. The milk, mixed with a little sour milk, is heated over a
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slow fire, in a copper pan. The separated milk is put into a goatskin, which
is tied to a stake or tent pole, and shaken until the butter comes. he water
is pressed front this butter and it is put into another skin. After two days
the butter is returned to the fire, wheat, boiled with leaven, being added —
the whole is boiled and then skimmed, the butter remaining on the top,
foreign matter being precipitated, burgoul or wheat and leaven. <See
CHEESE>.

Mill (RECHAIM, the two milkstones, <021105>Exodus 11:5);
also in the preparation of manna for food in <041108>Numbers 11:8. The
ordinary mill was a household machine of two stones two feet in diameter
and six inches thick, the lower one hollowed out a little, and the upper
fitted to it, and turned from right to left around by a wooden handle. This
is the work of women or slaves. Captives (as Samson) were; often forced
to grind (<071621>Judges 16:21); but more generally women were thus
employed, as in <021105>Exodus 11:5 and <402441>Matthew 24:41. The use of the
mill in each household was incessant, so that when the mill was not
working it was a sign of desolation (<242510>Jeremiah 25:10; <661822>Revelation
18:22; <211203>Ecclesiastes 12:3,4). So necessary to the daily subsistence was
the use of the mill that there was a law against pledging either of the stones
(<052406>Deuteronomy 24:6). In the East, to this day, these hand-mills are seen
worked by two women. There are mills on nearly every running stream,
with the most primitive machinery, where the wheels are fitted with
wooden pins for cogs. Other mills are turned by animals. Millstone is used
figuratively, as in <401806>Matthew 18:6; <184124>Job 41:24; <410924>Mark 9:24; <421702>Luke
17:2. <See MORTAR>.

Millet (DOCHAN).
Mentioned only in <260409>Ezekiel 4:9. There was the “common millet”
(Panicum Mitiacum), and the “Turkish millet.” It was probably the latter.
Millet produced a bread of inferior quality.

Millo (fullness).
An ancient Jebusite name of a part of the citadel of Jerusalem (<100509>2 Samuel
5:9). Solomon raised a levy to build or enlarge this work (and others, <110915>1
Kings 9:15). Hezekiah repaired Millo, the City of David (<143205>2 Chronicles
32:5). The House of <See MILLO> was a chief clan of Shethem (<070906>Judges
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9:6,20). King Joash was murdered by his slaves at “the house of Millo that
goeth down to Silla” (<121220>2 Kings 12:20), which is supposed to have been
the place mentioned first.

Mina (<421913>Luke 19:13).
Mincing (Hebrew: TAFOF).
Short, quick step; refers to an affectation of gait (<230316>Isaiah 3:16).

Mines (<See MINING>). (<See METALS>).
The ancients were skillful miners, and their operations are alluded to by Job
(<182801>Job 28:1-11). Evidences remain of Egyptian copper mining in the Sinai
desert. Palestine produced iron and copper. The Phoenicians brought tin
from Spain, and possibly Cornwall, in England. There were lead mines
bordering the coast of the Red Sea. Iron mining is referred to in
<050420>
Deuteronomy 4:20. See the picture on page 122 in the book. <See
SILVERSMITH>

Mingled People (Hebrew: HAEREB).
Mixed population (<242520>Jeremiah 25:20; <263005>Ezekiel 30:5). Rulers over
mingled tribes (<111015>1 Kings 10:15) and mercenaries.

Miniamin
1. A Levite (<143115>2 Chronicles 31:15).
2. A priest (<161217>Nehemiah 12:17).
3. A priest at the dedication of the wall (<161241>Nehemiah 12:41).

Minni (division). Armenia (<245127>Jeremiah 51:27).
The Minnai of the Assyrian inscriptions were located near lake Urumieh.
(<See ARMENIA>).

Minister (Hebrew: MESHARETH).
One who serves another; the term to distinguish from master; Solomon’s
servants and ministers (<111005>1 Kings 10:5). “Moses rose up and his minister
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Joshua” (<022413>Exodus 24:13). He who administers an office. “God’s
ministers” (<451304>Romans 13:4,6). “Ministers of Christ” (<460401>1 Corinthians
4:1). “Christ came not to be ministered unto, but to minister.” Minister “of
the circumcision” (<451508>Romans 15:8).

Minnith (given).
A town east of Jordan (<071133>Judges 11:33), celebrated for its wheat
(<262717>Ezekiel 27:17), which was exported at Tyre. Menjab, a ruin, four miles
northeast of Heshbon (Velde).

Minstrel
In the A.V. the word minstrel only occurs twice in <120301>2 Kings 3:15. “But
now bring me a minstrel;” and in <401923>Matthew 19:23, “When Jesus saw the
minstrel.” The Hebrew in the first text means a player upon a stringed
instrument, as David was (<091623>1 Samuel 16:23; also <091005>1 Samuel 10:5). In
Matthew minstrel means pipe-player. Pipe-playing was used by
professional mourners. <See MUSIC> and <See MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS>.

Mint (Greek: heduosmon).
One of those herbs, the tithe of which the Jews were most exact in paying.
Mint was used by the Greeks and Romans in medicine and cookery. The
horse-mint (Mentha sylvestris) is common in Syria. Mint is only mentioned
in <402323>Matthew 23:23, and <421142>Luke 11:42, as a tithe. Probably the horsemint (Mentha sylvestris).

Miphkad, the Gate (number).
A gate of Jerusalem in the time of Nehemiah (<160331>Nehemiah 3:31); perhaps
in the City of David.

Miracles
Two Hebrew words, OTH, “sign”, and MOFETH “wonder”, (plural
NIFLAOTH, “wonders”), and three Greek words, terata, wonders; semeia,
signs; dunameis, powers, mighty works, are translated miracles. None of
these words imply supernatural power, or religious purpose, because those
points are always left to be inferred from the simple narrative of the event,
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for many wonderful events are recorded which were not supernatural, as in
the case of Isaiah who walked naked and barefoot for three years, for a
sign (<232003>Isaiah 20:3). Natural and common events may be used for signs,
and do indicate the miracle if they were predicted.
The meaning of miracle in our day is a work or sign that is above and
beyond nature. A miracle may be defined as a violation of a law of nature
by a particular volition of the Deity, or by the interposition of some visible
agent. This is not quite correct, for the miracle is the result of a new
power, or new law, which produces effects not included in our ordinary
experience. It is simply one law operating on another so far as to neutralize
it, and produce unexpected results.
In the case of healing sickness, the word, or touch, or gesture, is the
prediction of the cure, and the supernatural is seen in the prediction, or
seeing before time what will come to pass. The prediction and the
fulfillment may occur near together, or at a great length of time apart, and
two sets of independent witnesses depose to the prediction and the
fulfillment, leaving no room for doubt or fraud.
Viewed as mere wonderful events for man’s astonishment miracles are
highly improbable occurrences, hut considered as signs of a moral and
religious revelation, and witnesses or evidences of the commission of the
teachers of religion to instruct and inform mankind, they are no longer
improbable, but are signs of the presence of God in action.
The prediction of an eclipse appears supernatural to the ignorant savage
who is not aware that the laws of the motions of the heavenly bodies are
known and can be calculated precisely; to the scholar it is no wonder, for
he can either compute the exact time for himself, or can understand by
what means another can do it. The means are natural, the foreknowledge is
also within the province of nature. If we could be elevated to a spiritual
plane where we should be able to see the powers which move and control
the human frame, we should be able to see how Peter cured the lame man,
or Jesus healed the blind, and should no longer wonder, for we should
recognize the source of the power as God himself manifested in Jesus. We
should only recognize the source, not see the means, except that we should
see the result, and the agent, for God cannot be seen and followed by us.
The miracles of Jesus were a necessary part of his mission, and formed an
integral part of his teaching, and were therefore more than mere signs or
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specimens of the presence of God, and more than mere proofs of a divine
commission. The life and teaching of Jesus form one column or set of
columns, and his miracles another, on which rest the roof and dome of the
church. The mission of the Christ was to teach and redeem mankind; to tell
them what to believe, and how to be saved, and to be himself the author of
their salvation, the worker of a new creation. The Christ was God in the
flesh, and Christianity is God in action, made known, or communicated to
man, so that we are partakers of the divine nature, through faith in Christ.
The miracles of the Old Testament are nearly all found in two groups,
being almost wholly absent from other periods in the track of the Jewish
history; and Moses and Elijah are the two central figures, who are the
impersonations of the law and the prophets. One of the evidences of the
truth of the Bible history is that there are no miracles ascribed to many of
the prominent characters, not even such as David, Solomon, or Abraham.
The period of over 400 years from Malachi to Christ are without any
authentic record of a miracle.
The Old Testament miracles are nearly all of power, and were wrought for
the destruction of the enemies of the Hebrew Church or the preservation of
its members. A few were works of mercy also, as of Elijah’s restoration of
the widow’s son. The miracles of Christ were both of power and love.
(<See JESUS>.) The miracle attested by eye witnesses and the teaching of
Christ were the foundation of the Christian religion, which still remains the
belief of a large part of the enlightened sections of the world.
Miracles ceased when the Christian Church was established. The
ecclesiastical miracles of the ages since the Apostles are totally different in
purpose and kind from those recorded in the Scriptures, and very closely
resemble the legendary inventions with which Pagans in all ages have
amused or astonished and imposed on mankind. The accounts of the
miracles are always simple and direct, without attempt to explain, or even a
notice of the wonderful character of the event. The reports of modern
“miracles” are so minute as to suggest the novel or fable.

Miriam (bitter)
Sister of Moses, who it is supposed watched her infant brother when he
was exposed in the Nile (<020204>Exodus 2:4). Upon the flight of the Israelites
from Egypt, Miriam is called prophetess (<021520>Exodus 15:20), where she
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celebrates the passage of the Red Sea with music. The arrival of Zipporah,
Moses’ Ethiopian wife, excited the enmity of Miriam, who incited Aaron to
sedition (Numbers 12); for this conduct Miriam was stricken with leprosy,
and was recovered by the intercession of Moses. She died in the first
month of the fortieth year after the Exodus, at Kadesh-Barnea
(<042001>Numbers 20:1). <See Exodus>, <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Mirma (deceit). Son of Shaharaim (<130810>1 Chronicles 8:10).
Mirror (Hebrew: MARAH, REI).
Mirrors were of polished metal. The Israelite women probably brought
Egyptian-made mirrors out of Egypt. These were given to make the “laver
of brass and the foot of it” for the Temple (<023808>Exodus 38:8). Figuratively
mentioned in <183718>Job 37:18. <See MISAEL> (1). <See MISHAEL> (2) (1
Esdras 9:44).
2. <See MISHAEL 3> (<See SONG OF THE THREE HOLY CHILDREN.>)

Misgab (lofty fort).
City of Moab (<244801>Jeremiah 48:1). Mizpeh (<092303>1 Samuel 23:3).

Mishael (who is what God is).
1. Son of Uzziel (<020622>Exodus 6:22). He assisted in removing, he bodies of
Nadab and Abihu from the sanctuary (<031004>Leviticus 10:4,5).
2. One who stood with Ezra (<160804>Nehemiah 8:4).
3. Companion of Daniel (<270106>Daniel 1:6,7,11,19).

Mishal (<062130>Joshua 21:30).
Misham (swift-going).
Son of Elpaal (<130812>1 Chronicles 8:12).

Misheal (entreaty).
A city of Asher (<061926>Joshua 19:26).
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Mishma (hearing).
1. Son of Ishmael (<012514>Genesis 25:14).
2. Son of Simeon (<130425>1 Chronicles 4:25).

Mishmannah (fatness).
A Gadite, who joined David at Ziklag (<131210>1 Chronicles 12:10).

Mishraites (slippery place).
People from Mishra (<130253>1 Chronicles 2:53).

Mispereth (number).
One who returned from captivity (<160707>Nehemiah 7:7).

Misrephothmaim (burnings of waters).
Near Sidon (<061108>Joshua 11:8); not conquered at Joshua’s death (<061306>Joshua
13:6). Zarephath. Sarepta.

Mist (Hebrew: ED).
Vapor rising from the earth, and forming clouds (<010206>Genesis 2:6).

Mite (Greek: lepton). <See MONEY>.
Mithcah (sweetness).
Desert station. Lost. (<043328>Numbers 33:28).

Mithnite, the (extension).
The native place of <See JOSHAPHAT> (<131143>1 Chronicles 11:43).

Mithredath (given by Mithra).
1. Treasurer of Cyrus (<260108>Ezekiel 1:8).
2. An officer at Samaria (<150407>Ezra 4:7).
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Mithridates
1. <See MITHRIDATH (1)> (1 Esdras 2:11).
2. <See MITHREDATH (2)> (1 Esdras 2:16).

Mitylene
Chief town in Lesbos (<442014>Acts 20:14,15). The Romans called it “the
beautiful,” from its fine buildings. It was a free city in Paul’s time. It is a
city now, and gives its name to the whole island.

Mixed Multitude (“a medley of people”)
Mentioned as among the Israelites in their journey from Rameses to
Succoth (<021238>Exodus 12:38). See <041104>Numbers 11:4. In the return from the
Babylonian Captivity, mixed multitude refers to Arabians (<161204>Nehemiah
12:4), which is probably the meaning in the other references.

Mizar, the Hill (“little”)
From which the Psalmist, uttered the pathetic appeal recorded in Psalm 42
east of Jordan. Lost. (Not Little Hermon).

Mizpah, Mizpeh (watch-tower, or look-out).
Six places of this name:
1. Mispah (also Galeed), where Jacob and Laban set up a memorial
stoneheap (<013145>Genesis 31:45), saying, The Lord watch between us.
Mizpah was the Hebrew form of the ancient name of the place. north of
Mahanaim, on some hilltop. Jebel Osha, near Esther Salt? The top is broad
and flat — a fine place for an assembly — and on the north slope is a ruin,
called Jilad (Gilead). (Grove, in Smith’s Dictionary).
2. <See THE LAND OF MISPAH>. The Hivites of this land helped Jabin
against the Israelites (<061103>Joshua 11:3).
3. <See THE VALLEY OF MISPEH>. Where Joshua chased Jabin and his
multitude (<061108>Joshua 11:8). Coele-Syria, or Bukaa? Perhaps the reference
is to the Hauran, “eastward” from the waters of Merom.
4. (<061538>Joshua 15:38). In the Shefelah. Tell es Safieh (Velde).
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5. A city of Benjamin (<061826>Joshua 18:26), on Neby Samwil, 4 miles
northwest of Jerusalem. Here the whole nation assembled to avenge the
Levite (Judges 20); and to sacrifice before attacking the Philistines by order
of Samuel (1 Samuel 7); and again to elect Saul king (1 Samuel 10): the
city of Gibeon was about one mile north of the hill; and perhaps on this
very height Solomon offered sacrifice, and was endowed with wisdom
(<110304>1 Kings 3:4). It was fortified by Asa, who took the materials from
Ramah, three miles northeast Gedaliah, Nebuchadnezzar’s governor, lived
here when he was killed by the fanatic Ishmael (<244007>Jeremiah 40:7,8). After
the destruction of the Temple it was held as a holy place, where sacrifice
was made (<244105>Jeremiah 41:5) in a house of the Lord. This character
continued as late as the time of the Maccabees (1 Macc. 3:46). There is a
village and a mosque (formerly a church) of the summit of Neby Sarawil.
The hill rises steeply 600 feet above the plain, and commands a very
extensive view, especially east, as far as Kerak, in Moab, and west to the
Mediterranean.
6. <See MIZPEH OF MOAB>
(<092203>1 Samuel 22:3). Where David sought an asylum for his father and
mother, with the king of Moab (among the relatives of Ruth?).

Mizraim (the two Egypts).
<See EGYPT> (<011006>Genesis 10:6). This name (not of a man but of a

country) represents a center from which colonies went out from the
remotest antiquity. Egypt is now called Misr in Arabic. <See EGYPT>.

Mizzah (fear).
Son of Reuel (<013613>Genesis 36:13,

Mnason (remembering).
An old disciple, a resident of Jerusalem, and a native of Cyprus (<440436>Acts
4:36; 21:16).

Moab (from father).
Son of Lot, and founder of a tribe, located east of the Dead Sea
(<011937>Genesis 19:37), in the district once occupied by the Emims
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(<011405>Genesis 14:5; <050211>Deuteronomy 2:11). Zoar, the city of this tribe, was
most probably northeast of the Dead Sea, from which the Amorites drove
them, and which was given to Reuben. The whole region is undulating,
without any high ridges or sudden hills, except near the Dead Sea and
Jordan, is covered with sites of ruined towns, on every hill or other
convenient place, and its soil is rich. The country must, when prosperous,
have presented a scene of plenty and happiness scarcely equaled. The
Roman roads have not entirely disappeared, on which there are still
milestones of the time of Trajan, Marcus Aurelius, and Severus, with the
numbers yet readable. The argument in favor of the truth of prophesy
receives great strength from the consideration of the past and present
condition of Moab, especially when it is known that the prophets spoke at
the time of its greatest prosperity (Isaiah 15; Isaiah 16; Isaiah 25, B.C. 720;
Jeremiah 48., B.C. 600), 12 years before the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar
(Jeremiah 27:); and the country was promised to the Arabs of the east
(Bedouins), who now occupy it (<262508>Ezekiel 25:8-11). Sanballat, the
Moabite (Horonite), was a chief among those who laughed the Jews to
scorn, after their return from captivity, and when they attempted to rebuild
the walls of Jerusalem (<160219>Nehemiah 2:19). Manasseh, a son of Joiada, the
high priest, married his daughter (<161328>Nehemiah 13:28), and became high
priest of the Samaritans in the temple built by his father-in-law on Mount
Gerizim (Josephus). The Moabites probably had a national record of
events, from which the account of Balak and Balaam (Numbers 22—24)
was borrowed. Of Mesha, a king of Moab, an interesting relic has this
(1870) year been found by the Palestine Exploration (see KIR HARESH).

Moabite
Descendant of <See MOAB> (<050209>Deuteronomy 2:9).

Moabitess
A female of <See MOAB> (<080122>Ruth 1:22).

Moadiah (festival of Jah).
One who returned from captivity (<161217>Nehemiah 12:17).
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Mochmur (foaming)
Probably the Wady Ahmur.

Modin
The native city of the Maccabees, who were of the race of the priests (1
Macc. 2:1, 13:25), where their ancestral sepulchre was located (Josephus,
Antiquities xiii. 6,6; 1 Macc. 13:27-30, 2:70; 9:19). Here the resistance to
Antioch was begun by Mattathias; and here the Jewish armies encamped,
on the eve of two of their most noted victories, that of Simon over
Cendebaeus (1 Macc. 16:4), and that of Judas over Eupator (2 Macc.
13:14). The site of Modin is located at Latrun, on the road from Jerusalem
to Ramleh, twelve miles from the former, where there are ancient remains
of importance (Rob.).

Moeth
Son of Sabban (<150833>Ezra 8:33).

Moladah
South, in Judah (<061526>Joshua 15:26); given to Simeon. Re-occupied after the
Captivity (<161126>Nehemiah 11:26). Herod retired to a tower in Malatha of
Idumaea (Josephus). El Milh is a ruin of great extent, with two large wells,
and is on the regular road from Petra to Hebron.

Mole (TIMSHEMETH).
Mentioned in <031118>Leviticus 11:18, as the name of a bird (swan) or in
<031130>
Leviticus 11:30, as male — among “creeping things” that are unclean.
Probably a chameleon on a general allusion. In <230220>Isaiah 2:20 it is more
likely to mean a mole (CHEFOR PEROTH).

Molech (MELEK, king).
The chief god of the Phoenicians — mentioned as the god of the
Ammonites. Probably known to the Israelites before the time of Solomon.
Human sacrifices (infants) were offered up to this idol, the victims being
slowly burned to death in the arms of the idol, which were of metal,
hollow, and could be heated on the inside. Manasseh sacrificed his son to
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Molech. Solomon erected an altar to this god on one of the summits of
Mount Olivet (<See JERUSALEM>), described in <111107>1 Kings 11:7. This
idol worship being continued, both there and in Tophet, until Josiah
abolished it and defiled the altars (<122310>2 Kings 23:10,13). His son Jehoahaz
revived this worship (<122332>2 Kings 23:32). Molech was worshiped by the
Phoenician colonies, as at Carthage, where there were at one time
sacrificed 200 boys, believing this would relieve the city from a siege. <See
PHOENICIA>.

Moli
Son of Merari (1 Esdras 8:47).

Molid (begetter).
Son of Abishur (<130229>1 Chronicles 2:29).

Moloch (<300526>Amos 5:26; <440743>Acts 7:43). <See MOLECH>.
Momdis
Son of Bani (1 Esdras 9:34).

Money
The most ancient notices of money refer to certain weights of precious
metals, but not to coins. The first mention of wealth in the Bible is of the
wealth of Abraham when he left Egypt to return to Canaan; and of the
1,000 pieces of silver that the Abimelech gave Abraham for Sarah’s use
(<011302>Genesis 13:2; 20:16), unless Job lived before his time, when the
“kestitah and ring of gold,” which each of his friends gave him after his
recovery, would belong to an earlier age.
Abraham bought the cave of Machpelah and weighed to Ephron 400
shekels of silver, current with the merchant (<012306>Genesis 23:6). Jacob paid
100 kesitahs for a field at Shalom; Achan stole 200 shekels of silver, and a
tongue of gold weighing 50 shekels (Joshua 7).
Jewels in the East have in all ages been a convenient and recognized means
of keeping property, the precious metals being always weighed, as in the
case of the presents to Rebekah (<012422>Genesis 24:22). Egyptian (and perhaps
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also other) money was made into rings, for convenience, as when the sons
of Jacob carried bundles of money of certain weight to Egypt to buy grain
(<014235>Genesis 42:35; 43:21). The Midianites were “spoiled” of jewels of
gold, chains and bracelets, rings, ear-rings, and tablets, of 16,750 shekels’
weight.
Jehoiada “took a chest, and bored a hole in the lid of it, and set it beside
the altar, on the right side, and the priests put therein all the money” (<121209>2
Kings 12:9.) This is the first mention of a contribution box, 850 B.C. These
small pieces may have been coins.
Saul’s servants said that they had only the fourth part of a shekel to give
the prophet, and it seems to have been customary to give more (<090908>1
Samuel 9:8). A half-shekel was the yearly temple dues (<023013>Exodus
30:13,15).
The credit for making the first coins, is given to the Lydians, Asia Minor,
by Herodotus (i. 94), which were of gold; and to Phidra of Argos, in the
island of Aegina, 860 B.C., of silver, by the Parian chronicle (a series of
inscriptions, or records, on marble, dated 200 B.C.).
The earliest coins used in Palestine were Persian, and called Daric (king’s
money, from Darius), 450 B.C. (<150269>Ezra 2:69; <160770>Nehemiah 7:70; <132907>1
Chronicles 29:7). (See the picture on page 70). The stater (standard) was
another Persian coin, of silver add of gold, and also the siglos (Greek for
shekel?).
There are still to be found in the museums of Paris, Gotha, London, and in
some private collections, coins of Sardis (see the picture on page 125),
Seythopolls (Bethshan), Joppa, Tarsus, Sycamina, Ascalon, Ephesus,
Philadelphia, and several other cities of Palestine, of the date of Alexander,
350 B.C.
Antiochus VII, 139 B.C. granted the privilege of coining money among the
Jews to Simon Maccabaeus, and the various pieces are dated “In the first,
or second, year of Simon (see the picture on page 121), benefactor of the
Jews, High priest” (1 Macc. 13:34,42; Antiquities xiii. 6). The date was
always given in letters. (<See NUMBER>). Some coins have “ethnarch.”
There are some shekels with the inscription <See SHEKEL HAKODESH>,
shekel of the Sanctuary, that is the Temple.
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Eleazar, son of Simon, struck coins both of silver and bronze (see the
picture on page 77). Jehonathan, high priest, struck coins, B.C. 105-78, of
which some are still extant.
The money of Herod is less interesting, because of its Greek character, and
being of bronze only. The farthing of the New Testament was the smallest
of Herod’s coins, unless the mite was smaller. The text in <411242>Mark 12:42,
is explained, “she threw in two lepta, (mites) which is a quadrans”
(farthing), (see page 103), as though we should say two mills, which are a
quarter of a cent (nearly). Such very small coins are often found buried,
with others, among the ancient ruins of Palestine. The modern Arabs also
use small pieces which look very much like fish scales, in size and
thickness.
The coin which Peter found in the mouth of the fish, was probably the
stater, or tetradrachm, the only Greek silver coin in use at that time, equal
in value to the shekel, which was not then coined, or in use, unless for
Temple dues (see pages 13 and 18 for pictures of tetradrachm). The tribute
money (<402215>Matthew 22:15-21) bore the head of a Caesar, Tiberius or some
earlier one, and was a day’s wages of a soldier, and such as was paid the
laborers in the vineyard (<401828>Matthew 18:28, 20:2,9,13; 22:19; <410637>Mark
6:37; 12:15; 14:5; <420741>Luke 7:41; 10:35; 20:24; <430607>John 6:7; 12:15;
<660606>
Revelation 6:6).
The piece of money paid Judas is represented by the tetradrachm of
Antiochus III (see the picture on page 168), which was equal to the shekel.
As there were money-changers in the Temple, who changed Gentile coins
for the Temple money (shekel of the sanctuary), the thirty pieces may have
been Jewish shekels of Simon or Eleazar (pages 77, 121).
The last coins struck by the Jews are those of Barkokab, A.D. 130. (This is
doubted by some numismatists).
The Romans struck several coins and medals in memory of the fall of
Jerusalem, one of which is given on page 77. Herod Agrippa also gives a
head of Titus, when Emperor, on one of his coins. The Aretas who ruled
Damascus when Paul was there struck coins, one of which is now well
known. The coin of Ephesus bears a model of the temple of Diana, and a
head of Nero.
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There is a curious medal with a head of Christ on a cross, which was found
at Urfa, Syria (by G. B. Nutting, missionary, who loaned it to me), and is
engraved on page 40. It is very ancient, but cannot be dated, except that it
is probably later than the time of Constantine.
A coin if genuine is often the very best evidence concerning ancient
persons and places, which cannot be denied or explained away. Even if
they were forged, in some age near the true date, they have still a value
according to their antiquity. It is often found that ancient records are
confirmed by coins, as for instance in the case of the port of Cenchraea,
where the coin of Corinth explains the text. See page 143.
The frequent allusions to burying money and treasure was confirmed as
true records a few years ago by the discovery of some earthen jars in a
garden at Sidon, containing nearly 8,000 pieces of gold, the coinage of
Philip of Macedon, and Alexander, his son. There were no banks or places
of secure deposit, and the only safety was in burying money or treasure in
some secret place, as alluded to in <200204>Proverbs 2:4; and also in
<244108>
Jeremiah 41:8, where the treasures hid were produced.

Month (HODESH or CHODESH, YERAH or YERACH).
The Hebrew months were divided into twenty-nine and thirty days
alternately. The period of New Moon marked the first day called New
Moon day or New Month. (<See CHRONOLOGY>). The months were
numbered, as first, second; and also named in the calendar (<010711>Genesis
7:11; <122503>2 Kings 25:3; Esth. 8:9). The Hebrew month does not run even
with ours, being regulated by the moon, and having about 29 days, while
ours has an arbitrary number given it, varying from 28 to 31 days.

Monument (<236504>Isaiah 65:4).
Various terms used, as preserved in <234906>Isaiah 49:6; hidden (<234806>Isaiah
48:6); besieged (<230108>Isaiah 1:8, and <260612>Ezekiel 6:12). It is a general
reference to retired places.

Moon
Three names of the moon were used by the Hebrews: YAREAH,
“paleness”; LEBONAH, “white”; and HODESH (renewing) “new moon”.
The hodesh moon was the means of reckoning the months and fixing the
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feasts, etc. In the account of the festivals it appears that the authorities set
a watch on the hills about Jerusalem, who looked for the new moon, and
when it was seen they were to report to the Sanhedrin. (<See NEW
MOON>). The new moon regulated the month, and if any cloud or other
cause prevented the discovery, the month would vary by a day.
The names of the moon in the account of the creation were framed on its
light-giving property and color.
It is (and was anciently) a common superstition in Palestine that the moon
has a powerful effect on both animal and vegetable life. That sleeping in the
open air, exposed to the light of the moon, produces serious ills, blindness
(<19C106>Psalm 121:6), etc. That as dew fell most abundantly on clear cool
nights, the moon was the cause of its falling; and also the cause of all
fertility.
The moon was worshiped (as also the sun) as a power, and was
personified, several moon-goddesses being recorded. Some nations directly
addressed the moon itself in their ceremonies, as the Pelasgians,
Carthaginians, Teutons, Celts and others made images of women in certain
drapery and attitude, called by the Armenians, Anaitis; by the Phoenicians,
Astarte (<183126>Job 31:26; <122313>2 Kings 23:13; <240718>Jeremiah 7:18; 8:2; 19:13;
44:17-19). Queen of heaven; Syrians, Ashtoreth; Babylonians, Sin;
Egyptians, Isis or Neith; Greeks, Artemis; Romans, Diana. The Chaldaeans
called the moon (and the woman-image) Queen of Heaven. See the picture
on page 127.
The worship was very widely known and practiced, and was specially
denounced by Moses (<050419>Deuteronomy 4:19; 17:3), but in spite of his laws
it was introduced with other idolatries by Manasseh, B.C. 698. Josiah
reformed the Church in his day, but not permanently (<122305>2 Kings 23:5).
The moon was worshiped as the power to which women were peculiarly
subject; and women offered incense, drink-offerings and cakes, and by the
kissing of the hand toward the bright orb.

Mordecai (“little man”), (Esth. 2—5).
He was the guardian of Esther, who was selected to succeed Vashti as
queen of Ahasuerus, king of Persia, her Jewish descent remaining unknown
to the king. Mordecai, who was an officer at the court, became informed of
a plot against the king’s life; this he communicated to Esther, who warned
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the king; this service, however, was, at the time, unrewarded. Haman at
this time rose into favor and the highest office in court; he was an Agagite,
and to him Mordecai showed no reverence. The anger of Haman was
excited, and he obtained the king’s order for the immediate massacre of all
Jews throughout the kingdom. Esther becoming informed, through
Mordecai, of this decree, hastened, uncalled for, to the king’s presence,
and with boldness pleaded the cause of the Jews. This, together with the
memory of Mordecai’s previous service, recalled by the reading of the
records, determined the king to counteract the effect of the order (which
by the Persian law could not be recalled), and by giving the Jews facilities
for defense. Mordecai was promoted to the highest position, and Haman
was ordered to be executed upon the gibbet he had prepared for Mordecai.
Mordecai used his influence to the service of the Jews with wisdom and
goodness. <See ESTHER> in <See THE HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Moreh (a teacher). <See THE OAK OF MOREH> (not plain),
was the first halting-place of Abram in Canaan (<011206>Genesis 12:6), and was
near Shechem. (Land of Moriah?) The field which Jacob bought probably
included this sacred grove. The name Morthia is found on some ancient
coins as a title of Neopolis — Shechem. Josephus has a Mamortha, or
Mabortha, which he says was a local name (B. J. v. 8, 1). <See THE HILL
OF MOREH>. At the base of this hill the Midianites encamped on the night
when Gideon attacked them with his 300 (<070701>Judges 7:1). Now called
Little Hermon or Jabel ed Duhy.

Moresheth Gath (possession of the wine-press),
(<330101>Micah 1:14). In the Shefelah, near Lachish. The prophet Micah was a
native of a Moresheth, but whether this is the one is not certain.

Moriah
Found only in two passages — <012202>Genesis 22:2, and <140301>2 Chronicles 3:1.
1. <See THE LAND OF MORIAH> (<012202>Genesis 22:2) was more than two
days’ journey from Gerar, where Abram then lived (Beersheba being
mentioned just before and just after the event of the journey), and probably
in the same region with the oak of Moreh, Shechem.
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2. <See MOUNT MORIAH> would in that case be Mount Gerizim,
according to the tradition of the Samaritans; but it is said, in <140301>2
Chronicles 3:1, that Solomon began to build the house of the Lord at
Jerusalem, in Mount Moriah. There must have been two mountains of that
name, or the one at Jerusalem is the only one. This mount, then, has
witnessed the offered sacrifice of Isaac, the vision of God’s judgment and
mercy, the presence of His Temple and worship, and the crucifixion.

Mortar (MEDOKAH).
Mill or mortar, in which grain was pounded for domestic use (<041108>Numbers
11:8). The Arabs use the same simple machine now. They were made of
stone or hard wood. (<See MILL>). The mortar for olives (KUTTASH)
was made expressly for that use, of a heavy stone roller or wheel, which
rolled around in a circular trough or tub, of stone also, moved by a long
handle of wood. This squeezed or bruised the pulp, but did not crush the
pits.

Moserah (bond).
Station in the Arabah, near Mount Hor (<051006>Deuteronomy 10:6). Moseroth
(bonds), in <043330>Numbers 33:30. Wady Mousa is supposed to be a remnant
of the name Moserah. Aaron died while the people were encamped here.

Moses (MOSHEH drawn out of the water).
The son of Amram and Jochebed, of the tribe of Levi. Aaron was his
brother, and Miriam his sister. He was saved from the Pharaoh’s decree, of
death to all male infants born to the Hebrews, by being laid in an ark (boat)
of papyrus (A.V. bulrushes), and left among the reeds near the Nile bank,
where the daughter of the Pharaoh was in the habit of bathing, where she
found and drew him out of the water. He was educated as an Egyptian in
the priest’s college at Heliopolis, and was probably initiated into the sacred
order of the priests (<440722>Acts 7:22), and named Osarsiph, or Tisithen
(Strabo, Antiquities ii. 9, 7). It is probable, also, that he became acquainted
in that seat of learning with Greek, Chaldaean, and Assyrian literature.
The great importance of selecting proper nurses may be learned from the
history of Moses, whose mother, a Hebrew woman, nursed him, although
he was brought up by the Egyptians; and when he became of age he chose
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the religion and people of his own race, although he was offered a place in
the Pharaoh’s family as an adopted son.
He became the champion of his people from the first and showed his
compassion for their sufferings by killing one of the taskmasters who was
abusing a Hebrew. Pharaoh would have punished him with death for the
murder, if he had not fled into Arabia, and “sat down by a well” in the land
of Midian, where his first act was to defend the daughters of Reuel
(Jethro), a priest of Midian, against their oppressors, the shepherds. (<See
MIDIAN>). He became a shepherd in the service of Jethro, and married
Zipporah, his daughter, by whom he had two sons, Gershom and-Eliezer.
During the seclusion of his shepherd life, in the valley of Shoayb (or
Hobab), he received a divine commission to deliver his people Israel from
the Egyptian bondage, and at the same time the divine name Jehovah
(Hebrew: YAHWEH = self-existence), which was explained to him, and a
confirmation of his mission in the three miracles of the burning bush, the
serpent rod, and the leprous hand. Supported by his brother Aaron,
sustained in a wonderful way by the miracles of the ten plagues, the last of
which was the most terrible in the death of the firstborn in all Egypt, Moses
led out the Israelites to the east side of the Red Sea, blessed with liberty,
and a large tribute from their late oppressors.
On this occasion Moses wrote his first recorded poem (Exodus 15). His
sister Miriam also sang a song, the title, or subject only, of which is known.
Moses was at this time 80 years old. His life during the next 40 years is a
part of the history of the Israelites, inseparable, and for 38 years entirely
unknown. He died at the age of 120, and was not careful of his memory,
leaving no monument of stone to mark his grave, which is unknown
(Deuteronomy 24).
Moses is the only character to which Jesus compares himself, as a revealer
of a new name of God, and the founder of a new religious faith, as a
lawgiver, and as a prophet; and they both were misunderstood in their
office as peacemakers; and the death of Moses suggests the ascension of
Jesus (<430546>John 5:46; Hebrews 3; Hebrews 12).
The laws framed by Moses have influenced and even controlled the larger
part of civilized mankind since his time; and the religion which he found
scattered in traditions and shaped into a beautiful system still holds millions
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to its faith; while its successor, Christianity, claims present hold of a large
part of mankind, and promises a universal sway in the future.
Besides the song on the passage of the Red Sea, Moses wrote others, of
which only fragments have been preserved.
1. A war-song against Amalek (<021716>Exodus 17:16).
“As the hand is on the throne of Jehovah,
So will Jehovah war with Amalek
From generation to generation.”

2. On the revelries at the calf-worship at Sinai (<023218>Exodus 32:18):
“Not the voice of them that shout for mastery,
Nor the voice of them that cry for being overcome,
But the noise of them that sing, do I hear.”

3. The songs recorded (and lost) in the Book of the Wars of the Lord, and
the fragment of the Song at the Well, in Moab.
4. The Song of Moses in Deuteronomy 32, was probably written in Moab.
5. The Blessing on the Twelve Tribes, which contains a concise statement
of the characteristics of the different tribes.
6. Psalm 90 (if not also some others following), is a sublime view of the
eternity of God, which he describes as more enduring than the
“everlasting” mountains.
Moses is called a prophet by one of the later prophets.
The word translated “meek,” in <041203>Numbers 12:3, means “disinterested,”
which describes Moses better. He always forgot himself when the good of
his people was to be served. Gave up his position in Pharaoh’s house;
avenged his people’s wrongs; desired Aaron to take the lead; wished all
were gifted as he was; preferred that his name be blotted out to save his
people, when he was offered the promise of Abraham; not his sons, but
Aaron’s were raised to the honor of priests, nor even to leaders, for after
his death the leadership passed to Joshua, of another tribe; and although He
earned the title of the father of his people, yet they were never called the
children of Moses but of Abraham.
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Mosollam (1 Esdras 9:14). <See MESHULLAM>
Mosollamon (1 Esdras 8:44).
Mote (a twig or note).
The emblem of lesser faults (<400703>Matthew 7:3-5).

Moth (Hebrew: ASH; Greek: ses).
A destructive insect. Nearly every instance where this insect is mentioned it
is in reference to its destroying garments (<181328>Job 13:28).

Mother (Hebrew: Em; Greek meter).
The mother was honored and esteemed in the Hebrew system, and far
above the station given her in any other system of the age (<110219>1 Kings
2:19; <022012>Exodus 20:12; <031903>Leviticus 19:3; <050516>Deuteronomy 5:16;
<201001>
Proverbs 10:1; 15:20; 17:25; 29:15; 31:30). <See WOMEN>.

Mouldy (Hebrew: MIKKUDIM), (<060905>Joshua 9:5,12).
Mountain
The Hebrew words are, HAR, HARER, or HARAR, and the Aramaic tur;
which are translated mount, mountain and hill. The various parts of a
mountain were described by the names of parts of the human body:
1. Head (ROSH, <010805>Genesis 8:5), meaning tops or summits.
2. Ears (AZNOTH, <061934>Joshua 19:34); projections or spurs. Uzzen Sherah.
3. Shoulder (KATHEF, <053312>Deuteronomy 33:12), meaning side or slope.
4. Side (ZAD, <092326>1 Samuel 23:26).
5. Loins (KISLOTH, <061912>Joshua 19:12): Ha-Cesulloth (loins-village).
6. Rib (ZELA, <101613>2 Samuel 16:13).
7. Back (SHEKEM), the origin of the name Shechem, which is on the back
of Gerizim.
8. Thigh (JARKAH, <071901>Judges 19:1,18).
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9. In Aramaic tur is mountain, and this is borrowed in the modern name of
Olivet, Jebel et Tur.

Mountain of the Ammonites (<050119>Deuteronomy 1:19,20).
On the plateau of Et Tyh, from Jebel Araif en-Nakah to Jebel el Mukrah,
but also extended in lower ranges as far as Hebron.

Mourning
There are a great many allusions to mourning in the Bible. Its customs
include: Beating the breast and body; weeping and screaming in an
excessive manner; wearing dark-colored garments; songs and shouts of
lamentation; funeral feasts; hired mourners; the disuse of perfumes, oil, and
fine food, and the use of ashes, and coarse food and clothes. The time of
mourning lasted from 7 to 30 days. Outward expression of sorrow for the
dead, and also signs of repentance. The earliest notice is in Job (<180120>Job
1:20), who, on hearing of the calamities to his children, “arose, rent his
mantle, shaved his head, and fell down upon the ground, and worshiped,”
uttering words of submission, and sitting down in the ashes. Seven days
and nights the mournful rites were prolonged, with the use of sackcloth
and dust. On his recovery the friends held a kind of congratulatory
mourning over him for his past sufferings (<184211>Job 42:11). The next
instance is of Abraham, who wept for Sarah (B.C. 1871), in words which
indicate a formal mourning (<012302>Genesis 23:2). The time usually given was
seven days as for Saul, in <093113>1 Samuel 31:13. The oak under which
Deborah, the nurse of Rebekah, was buried was called Allan-bakuth, oak
of weeping. The instances of mourning and weeping are very many in the
Scriptures, in all the ages. The Egyptians decreed a mourning for a king of
72 days (Herodotus), and the people tore their garments, closed the
temples, forbid sacrifices, and held no festivities, but instead they wandered
through the streets, throwing dust on their heads, singing a funeral dirge.
Ornaments were left off (<023304>Exodus 33:4; <290216>Joel 2:16): but the Jews were
forbidden to cut their flesh, as the pagans did (<111828>1 Kings 18:28;
<031928>
Leviticus 19:28), or to shave the eyebrows or hair. The priests were
denied all outward signs of grief (<031006>Leviticus 10:6; 21:1,4,11), and the
Nazarite also (<040607>Numbers 6:7). The mourning ordered by David for
Abner was in form, with all the required rites, ceremonies, and processions.
David also wrote an elegy and lamentation for Abner (<100331>2 Samuel
3:31,35). Elegies were very often composed for the dead (<262601>Ezekiel 26:1-
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18; 27:1-36; <300501>Amos 5:1, etc.). The customs did not change until the days
of Christ, when “many of the Jews came to comfort Martha and Mary;”
(<431119>John 11:19): “much people” were with the widow of Nain (<420712>Luke
7:12). Mourning apparel is mentioned in <101402>2 Samuel 14:2; ashes were put
on the head, and oil was denied. The head was shaved. Mourning women
were hired, and the custom is still in use. The monuments in Egypt show all
these customs in actual practice. It was the custom, also, to give food to
the mourners at funerals. The cries and songs used are peculiarly mournful
and affecting. Idolatrous mourning (for Tammuz) was prohibited
(<260814>Ezekiel 8:14). The most singular custom of wailing every week, at the
wall of the Temple in Jerusalem, has been kept up for ages, by those Jews
who still look for the Christ, and hope for the deliverance of Zion.

Mouse (AKBAR, field-ravager).
An unclean animal (<031129>Leviticus 11:29), forbidden as food. Five golden
mice were made for a trespass offering (<090604>1 Samuel 6:4,5). It is not
known what they were, and some think jerboas answer the meaning of the
original.

Mouth (PEH).
This is used in the Scriptures both literally of men and beasts (<010811>Genesis
8:11).

Mowing
The heat of the climate in Palestine is so great it soon dries up the herbage
so that hay-making is not in use (<300701>Amos 7:1). Grass and green grain
were cut for immediate use (<19C907>Psalm 129:7; <300701>Amos 7:1).

Mozah (spring-head).
1. Benjamin (<061826>Joshua 18:26), near Cephirah, the modern Kefir.
2. Son of Zimri, and in the line of Saul — Mephibosbeth — Micah (<130942>1
Chronicles 9:42).
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Mufflers (veils). A female ornament (<231201>Isaiah 12:19).
Mulberry Trees (BACA, BEKAIM).
It is not certain that mulberry trees are meant in <100523>2 Samuel 5:23,24; <131414>1
Chronicles 14:14. Some think it was a species of poplar. See the picture on
page 88.

Mule
(PERED, “mule”; REKESH, “dromedary”; and YEMIM, “warm
springs”; are all translated “mule”. First mentioned in David’s time, when
horses became common, and they appear to have become favorites all at
once, being mentioned in hundreds (<160768>Nehemiah 7:68). The king’s sons
rode on mules. The law forbid the Jews from raising mules, and they either
imported them or broke the law (<031919>Leviticus 19:19). Yemim, warm
springs, were found by Anah (and not mules as in <013624>Genesis 36:24), east
of the Dead Sea, now called Machaerus or Callirrhoe.

Muppin (sorrow).
A descendant of Rachel (<014621>Genesis 46:21).

Murder
Was an outrage on the likeness of God in man, and also a damage to
society in the loss of a member. There was to be no reprieve of the
murderer, for money, as the pagans allowed. The accidental manslayer
might escape to the City of Refuge.
The custom of blood-revenge is very ancient, and Moses regulated it by
certain restrictions, which protected the accidental homicide, but punished
the wilful criminal. Bloodshed, even in war, was polluting (<043533>Numbers
35:33; <052101>Deuteronomy 21:1; <132803>1 Chronicles 28:3). Some of the ancients
held that an attempt to murder was equally criminal as an actual murder.
Child murder, parricide, poisoning, are not included among other particular
things mentioned in the law (Exodus 21).
If an animal, known to be unruly and violent, caused the death of a person
by the neglect of its owner or keeper, both the animal and its owner were
destroyed.
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The question of guilt was to be determined by the judges, but the execution
of the sentence was the duty and privilege of the next of kin to the sufferer
originally, but was directed by the king and his officers in later times. At
least two witnesses were required on a capital offense.
Private revenge caused many assassinations in some ages, several instances
of which are recorded in <111527>1 Kings 15:27; 16:9,10; <120815>2 Kings 8:15; 10:7;
11:1,16; and there are many others.
Burglars, if taken in the act, before day light (or sunrise), could be killed,
but not after sunrise.

Murrain (DEBER).
A plague among cattle.

Mushi (forsaken).
Son of <See MERARI> (<020619>Exodus 6:19).

Mushites
Descendants of Mushi (<040333>Numbers 3:33).

Music
The first record of music is in <010421>Genesis 4:21, referring to Jubal (brother
of Tubal-Cain) as the father (teacher?) of musicians upon the harp and
organ; probably the lyre and the Pandean pipes. Music was used socially
from an early date, as in <013127>Genesis 31:27, both as an accompaniment to
song and dance. Music was an especial employment of women, and, at a
later period, “foreign girls” visited Palestine as musicians (<232316>Isaiah 23:16).
David was an accomplished musician, and gave much attention to its
cultivation, and introduction into the Temple worship (<132501>1 Chronicles
25:1). It is probable that in this service were female choirs (<150265>Ezra 2:65).
The prophets were great cultivators of music, and it was an important
branch of the instruction in the schools of the prophets. From the time of
Abraham, the Israelites were essentially a musical people, as the Arabs are
to this day, living in the same country, exhibiting their musical nature in
their constant habit of singing. The Egyptians were practical musicians, and
introduced music upon all festive occasions. During the Israelite bondage,
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the Hebrews, naturally musical, became acquainted with the musical
instruments of the Egyptians, which they carried with them across the
desert into Canaan and their use has been recorded in every succeeding
age. In the titles of the Psalms both tunes and musical terms appear. <See
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>. We have no records of any tunes used by the
ancient Hebrews, and can only suppose that they had a system of musical
notation. The most eminent composers of music (especially sacred music)
in our age are Hebrews.

Musical Instruments
There were three kinds in use:
1. Stringed, (harp, viol, sackbut).
2. Wind, (trumpet, horn, cornet, pipe, flute, organ, dulcimer).
3. Of percussion, (bells, cymbals, timbrel). See the picture on page 202.
The cornet (SHOFAR) was made of the horn of a ram or wild goat, or ox.
Its use was for signals, as for the jubilee (<032509>Leviticus 25:9), new year, and
muster for war (<240405>Jeremiah 4:5), and for giving alarm by the sentinels on
the approach of an enemy (Ezekiel 33). KEREN was a horn of any kind.
Two silver trumpets were ordered by Moses, for calling the assembly
together; for the signal to march in the wilderness, and for the muster for
war, and for festivals (<041010>Numbers 10:10). YOBEL Was probably the name
of a distinct style of horn or trumpet (<021913>Exodus 19:13), called ram’s horn
in <180605>Job 6:5,6. The modern cornet is not a successor of the ancient in tone
and effect, being of brass and much more harsh and noisy.
The horn (KEREN) was probably the primitive trumpet, being a horn of an
ox, ram, or goat, with a mouthpiece, or simple open end. The same word is
used for the horn which held the oil used in consecration or anointing the
king, priests or sacrifices (<091601>1 Samuel 16:1, etc.). The word KEREN
meant also to shine, and is so used in the account of Moses at Sinai, where,
instead of horns, it was more likely to have been light reflected from his
face.
The pipe (CHALIL) or flute (<110140>1 Kings 1:40), was an instrument bored
out, as of wood. The form of the flute was very much the same in all
ancient countries. We know what the Greek flute was, both single and
double, and may guess at the Hebrew very closely. The flute is very much
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improved in modern days by keys, especially in the Boehm variety, which is
really the ancient instrument improved by modern keys. The bore is the
same size throughout, differing from the common flute, which is very. large
at the mouth end, tapering toward the other. The small sizes are called fife
and piccolo. The flute was used in mourning, for its soft, sad tones
(<400923>Matthew 9:23), and in the Temple choirs (<198707>Psalm 87:7, “pipers”).
They were made of reeds also for the altar service because of their softer
tones.
The flute (MASHROEUTHA, the hisser), was made of one, two, or several
pipes, and was not the organ. The dervishes use the flute in their sacred
dances.
The organ (UGGAB, the blower), a general term for all musical
instruments that are blown (<010421>Genesis 4:21; <182112>Job 21:12; 31:31;
<19F004>
Psalm 150:4). Supposed to be the same as the Pandean pipe, which was
the favorite with the shepherds in Homer’s age.
The dulcimer (SUMFONIAH), an Assyrian instrument (<270305>Daniel 3:5,15) a
triangular chest, with 50 wires (18 to 36 inches), played with two small
hammers.
There are several words rendered musical instruments about which there
are doubts; as DAHAVAN, second wife (<270608>Daniel 6:8); MINNIM, stringed
instruments (<19F004>Psalm 150:4; 45:8); NEBEL ASOR, ten stringed psaltery
(<193302>Psalm 33:2; 144:9); SHIDDAH palanquin (<210208>Ecclesiastes 2:8);
SHALISHIM, triangle, or cymbals (<091806>1 Samuel 18:6).

Mustard (sinapis nigra).
It is found abundantly in Palestine both in a wild and cultivated state. The
mustard plant grows to a very large size on the banks of the Jordan. In
comparison with any other “garden herb” it would be a “tree.”

Muth-labben
It occurs in the title of Psalm 9. Muthlabben either referred to the
instrument or the tune to which the Psalm was to be sung.
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Myndus
Between Miletus and Halicarnassus, the residence of Jews for convenience
in trade (1 Macc. 15:23). Mentioned by Herodotus and Strabo for its ships
and harbor. There is an ancient pier and other ruins at the site.

Myra
In Lycia, where Paul changed vessels on the way to Rome (<442705>Acts 27:5).
The city was on a hill, at the foot of which flowed a navigable stream, with
a good harbor at its mouth Pliny). There are ruins of various periods of its
history; ornamented tombs, with inscriptions in the Lycian character; a very
large theatre, of the Greek age; and a Byzantine church.

Myrrh (Mor).
One, of the ingredients in the “oil of holy ointment,’ and used as a perfume
(<200717>Proverbs 7:17). It was one of the gifts brought to the infant Jesus
(<400211>Matthew 2:11). Myrrh was used for <See EMBALMING> (<431939>John
19:39).
The tree which produces the myrrh of commerce (Balsamodendron
myrrha), has a hard wood and bark, with a strong odor. The gum is at first
soft, like thick turpentine, hardening on exposure.
LOT (<013725>Genesis 37:25; 43:11), is also rendered myrrh, and is believed to
refer to the odorous gum of the cistus creticus, ladanum. It is used as a
stimulant in medicine, and also as a perfume.

Myrtle-tree
Hebrew: HADAS It is a shrub or tree common in Southern Europe, North
Africa and Syria. Its berries are used as a substitute for spices. The Jews
use it in their adornments at the Feast of Tabernacles (<160815>Nehemiah 8:15).

Mysia
Province in the northwest of Asia Minor, west of Bithynia, north of Eolis,
or Lydia. It was celebrated for its grain and wine. Paul passed through it on
his first journey (<441607>Acts 16:7,8). Assos and Adramyttium were in Mysia,
but Troas was independent.
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Mystery (Greek: musterion).
One initiated. Truths hidden from the natural sense and from the merely
natural reason (<461302>1 Corinthians 13:2). The New Testament idea is a
hidden truth to the natural sense, but seen by the spiritual sense, as Paul
says to the Colossians (<510202>Colossians 2:2), and Jesus to his disciples
(<401311>Matthew 13:11; <410511>Mark 5:11).
The word was used of those doctrines and facts which had been hidden,
and were then unveiled both by outward facts and spiritual experience, as
the kingdom of heaven, the doctrine of the cross, the resurrection, and the
entire life of Jesus, which was the mystery of Godliness. It also refers to
the meaning of parables and symbols.
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N
Naam (grace). A Son of Caleb.
Naamah (“pleasing”)
1. Daughter of Lamech, by Zillah.
2. Wife of Solomon and mother of king Rehoboam; she was an Ammonite.

Naamah
Judah in the Shefelah (<061541>Joshua 15:41), in the group with Lachish, etc.
Lost.

Naaman (pleasantness).
1. “Naaman, the Syrian,” Aramite warrior, cured of leprosy by Elisha (2
Kings 5). <See LEPROSY>. This incident is referred to by Jesus (<420427>Luke
4:27).
2. One of the family of Benjamin, who came down to Egypt with Jacob
(<014621>Genesis 46:21).
There is a Jewish tradition in Josephus (Antiquities viii. 15, 5), which says
that Naaman was the archer whose arrow struck Ahab with his mortal
wound, and thus “gave deliverance to Syria.” This feat gave the warrior a
great place and favor at the court of king Benhadad and command of the
army. He was also privy counselor to the king, and attended him to the
Temple when he worshiped in state. In Judaea his leprosy would have
compelled him to seclusion, and kept him away from the king and all
others, but the Syrians were not so cautious. It was Naaman who went in
and told his master (lord, the king, in verse four). His carrying away earth
has been imitated many times in ancient and modern times. The Campo
Santo at Pisa is filled with earth carried from Aceldama. Pilgrims to Mecca
always bring away something: dirt, sand or stones. Elisha was made known
in Damascus by this cure, and well received by Naaman’s successor,
Hazael.
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Naamathite (<180211>Job 2:11, etc.).
Zophar, one of Job’s friends, was from <See NAAMAH>; but it is supposed
that it must be looked for in Arabia, where the Temanite and Shuhite, his
other two friends, lived. Lost.

Naamites
The descendants of <See NAAMAN (2)>, mentioned in <042640>Numbers 26:40.

Naarah (a girl).
Second wife of Ashur, a descendant of Judah (<130405>1 Chronicles 4:5,6).

Naarai
Son of Ezbai, one of David’s “valiant men” (<131137>1 Chronicles 11:37).

Nasaran (boyish).
An eastern limit of Ephraim (<130728>1 Chronicles 7:28. <See GEZER>).
Naarath in <061607>Joshua 16:7. Perhaps Neara, from which Archelaus
conducted water to irrigate the royal gardens at Jericho (Antiquities xvii.
13, 1). It was between Ataroth and Jericho. There are large ruins at the
foot of the hills and in the deep ravines a few miles north of Jericho, where
there are also ruins; but no place has been pointed out as the site in
question. Wady Nawaimeh, three miles north of Jericho?

Naashon
or <See NAASHON> (Hebrew: NAHSHOV) (<020623>Exodus 6:23).

Naason (Greek: Naasson), (<400104>Matthew 1:4; <420332>Luke 3:32).
Nasathus
Of the family of Addi (1 Esdras 9:31).

Naazuz
The name of a tree, translated “thorn” in <230718>Isaiah 7:18,19; 55:13, a thorn
tree.
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Nabal (fool).
A large owner of sheep and goats, near Carmel of Judah, descended from
Caleb. He refused to supply provisions requested by David, through his
young men. whom he insulted (<092510>1 Samuel 25:10,11). His wife Abigail
saved his life by appeasing the wrath of David. The excitement caused by
the danger and rescue of Nabal hastened his death, after which David
married Abigail (1 Samuel 25). <See ABIGAIL>.
The history of Nabal is one of the few glimpses given of the private life of
the Hebrews. Josephus says he was a Ziphite (Antiquities vi. 13, 6),
residing at Emmaus, south of Carmel in Judah. The vast flocks were
pastured on the downs, and gathered yearly at shearing time, when there
was feasting, and a joyous time (xxv. 2, 4, 36). David’s ten messengers
came to Nabal on one of these feast days, and were recognized by his
shepherds as friends who had guarded them in the wilderness. They
mentioned their services and David, and claimed a reward as for servants,
but were denied by the churlish farmer. Josephus says he was not
descended from Caleb, but was the son of a caleb, that is, a dog. The
violence of his nature and manner on this occasion prevented his shepherds
from telling him who David was, but his beautiful wife was ready to hear,
and hastened to mend the mischief her hasty and obstinate husband had
done. David had already vowed not to leave “a dog” even of the whole
household of Nabal, when Abigail met him, and saluting him in the Eastern
manner as a prince, explained to him in truly poetic phrases her husband’s
folly. David changed his mind, and Abigail returned, but finding her
husband drunk, waited until next morning before telling him the news.
When Nabal learned of the danger that had been only just averted by his
wife’s quick wit, his heart “became as a stone?” Probably a stroke of
paralysis followed; terminating in death in ten days (verses 37,38). David
never forgot Nabal’s death but when the great general Abner was
murdered he said, mournfully, “Died Abner as Nabal (a fool) died.” The
death of Nabal was a. divine judgment on unrestrained passion and vice.

Naboth (fruit produce).
A Jezreelite who was the owner of a vineyard coveted by king Ahab (see
<See AHAB>), near whose palace it was (<112101>1 Kings 21:1,2). Naboth
declined to part with his land. Through the order of Jezebel, Ahab’s wife,
Naboth was publicly accused of blasphemy, conveyed beyond the walls and
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stoned to death with his children (<120926>2 Kings 9:26), the punishment for
that crime (<032416>Leviticus 24:16; <041530>Numbers 15:30). Ahab then took
possession. Elijah uttered the prophetic curse “In the place where the dogs
licked the blood of Naboth, shall dogs lick thy blood even thine” (1 Kings
21).
The trial of Naboth was a fearful mockery of justice. He, as an Elder, was
set “on high,” that is, in the seat of honor, at the head of the divan among
the rulers, and then false witnesses, hired for the business, swore away his
life. The prophet denounced the crime, and retribution followed the judicial
murder. The same crime was planned against Jesus, and carried out. The
retribution in this case being a total loss of judicial power, which had been
so grossly abused.
Tristram thinks the sire of the vineyard can be identified on the rocky slope
near the ruins of ancient Jezreel, where “not a shrub now clothes the bare
hillside. A watch tower there would have given a view of the country for
many miles over the route of Jehu” (Land of Israel, page 130).

Nachon’s
Threshing floor (<100606>2 Samuel 6:6). Also called Chiden’s (<131309>1 Chronicles
13:9), and after the sad event of Uzzah’s death by the ark, it was named
Perez Uzzah (perez, broken). (Antiquities vii. 4, 2). Between Kirjath
Jearim and Jerusalem.

Nachor
<See NAHOR>

1. Mother of Abraham (<062402>Joshua 24:2). Also spelled Nahor. The Hebrew
H is a strong breathing, and is often written CH.
2. Grand father of Abraham (<420334>Luke 3:34).

Nadab (spontaneous).
1. Oldest son of Aaron and Elisheba (<020623>Exodus 6:23; <040302>Numbers 3:2).
Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, with seventy eiders (<022401>Exodus 24:1), were
selected from the assembly of the people to worship “afar off,” while
Moses awaited God upon Mount Sinai. Nadab and his brother were
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afterward destroyed by fire (<031001>Leviticus 10:1) for burning in their censers
fire not taken from that which perpetually burned on the altar (<030613>Leviticus
6:13).
2. King Jeroboam’s son (Jeroboam I), second king of Israel He ascended
the throne B.C. 954, reigned two years (<111525>1 Kings 15:25-31), and was
slain at the siege of Gibbethon by his officer Baasha, who succeeded him,
B.C. 953. (<See ISRAEL>).
3. Son of Shammai (<130228>1 Chronicles 2:28), of the tribe of Judah.
4. Son of Gibeon (<130830>1 Chronicles 8:30; 9:36), of the tribe of Benjamin.

Nadabatha (1 Macc. 9:3; Antiquities xiii. 1,4).
<See GABATHA> From which the children of Jambi were escorting a bride

with great pomp and music, when they were attacked by Jonathan and
Simon. On the east of Jordan, near Esther Salt? Josephus says the bride
was the daughter of an illustrious Arabian.

Nagge (Hebrew: NOGAH, splendor).
An ancestor of Jesus Christ (<420325>Luke 3:25), who lived in the time of Onias
I.

Nahalal (posture).
In Zebulun (<062135>Joshua 21:35). Nahallal (error in <061915>Joshua 19:15). Nahalol
(<070130>Judges 1:30). Malul, four miles southwest of Nazareth, in the plain of
Esdrae1on.

Nahaliel (torrent of El).
One of the latest halting places; north of the Arnon (<042119>Numbers 21:19).
Wady Encheyle, a branch of the Mojeb (Arnon). The word Encheyle is the
Hebrew name Nahaliel reversed, or transposed. The identification of places
by their names, even after the names have been changed by passing through
several languages, is a work of patient research and thought, and was very
successful in the case of Edward Robinson, who recovered several hundred
localities in this way. There are many yet waiting for future research on the
east of Jordan.
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Naham (consolation).
Brother of Hodiah, or Jehudijah, wife of Ezra (<130419>1 Chronicles 4:19).

Nahamani (compassionate)
Returned with Zerubbabel and Jeshua from Babylon (<160707>Nehemiah 7:7).

Naharai (Hebrew: SNORER).
Joab’s armor-bearer (<102337>2 Samuel 23:37).

Nahash (serpent).
1. King of the Ammonites (see <See AMMON>). He treated the people of
Jabesh-Gilead with the utmost cruelty, at which Saul attacked and
destroyed the Ammonite force (<091101>1 Samuel 11:1, 2-11). He retained the
favor of David.
2. Mentioned only once (<101716>2 Samuel 17:16). The first husband of Jesse’s
wife; not Nathash, the Ammonite.

Nahath (rest).
1. A duke, or sheikh, of Edom, oldest son of Reuel, the son of Esau
(<013613>Genesis 36:13,17; <130137>1 Chronicles 1:37).
2. A Kohathite Levite, son of Zophai (<130626>1 Chronicles 6:26).
3. A Levite in Hezekiah’s reign: a collector of taxes, etc. (<143113>2 Chronicles
31:13).

Nahbi (hidden).
The son of Vophsi; a Naphtalite, one of the twelve spies (<041314>Numbers
13:14).

Nahor (snorting, snoring).
1. Abraham’s grand-father, the son of Serug (<011122>Genesis 11:22-25).
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2. Grandson of Nahor, called Nathor, brother to Abraham. he married
Milcah. Eight of his sons were by this wife (<012220>Genesis 22:20-24). Nahor
remained in the land of his birth.

Nahor, the City of (<012410>Genesis 24:10).
Nahashon (enchanter).
Also written Naason and Naashon; son of Amminadab, and prince of the
children of Judah (<130210>1 Chronicles 2:10), at the numbering in the
wilderness (<020623>Exodus 6:23; <040107>Numbers 1:7, etc.). Elisheba, the wife of
Aaron, was his sister. His son Talmon became the husband of Rahab after
the fall of Jericho.

Nahum (consolation). <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
Nail 1. (T’FAR).
A nail or claw of man or animal (<052112>Deuteronomy 21:12; <270433>Daniel 4:33;
7:19). A point used in writing, as signets are engraved on gems or hard
stones (<241701>Jeremiah 17:1). The captive wife was “to make herself neat,”
that is, to stain her nails (not pare), with the henna dye (<052112>Deuteronomy
21:12). A nail (<232223>Isaiah 22:23-25; 33:20), a stake (<233320>Isaiah 33:20). Tent
peg (<070421>Judges 4:21, etc.). <See JAEL> <See TENT>. Tent pegs of wood
and iron. Nails of the cross (<432025>John 20:25, and <510214>Colossians 2:14).

Nain (pleasant).
The scene of one of the greatest miracles of Jesus, the raising of the
widow’s son (<420312>Luke 3:12). It is now a small village, of twenty huts, on a
rocky slope, in the midst of extensive ruins of an ancient place, on the
northwestern end of Little Hermon (Jebel ed Duhy). There are sepulchral
caves along the steep eastern approach from the plain, and also on the
other side of the town (Rob.) It is but a few miles from Nazareth, in the
vicinity of Endor and Shunem, places noted in the history., and its name
remains unchanged from its ancient form. The custom of carrying the dead
out of the villages, or cities, is still practiced in the East, as it was when
Jesus met the procession coming out of Nain. And there is now on a hill
side, about ten minutes’ walk from the village, the grave yard, with a few
whitewashed grave stones, unfenced. The extent of the ruins of Nain
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indicate an ancient city of some extent, with a wall and gates. But now
there is a painful desolation around the few stone and mud hovels, with fiat
earth roofs, and doors only three feet high. Fountains never change, and
the one here close to the village on the west side, is the best reason for the
location of the dwelling place. It is a square cistern, arched over with
masonry, being supplied with water through an aqueduct from the hills.

Naioth (college buildings).
Where Samuel and his disciples lived (<091918>1 Samuel 19:18, etc.). Where
David fled for refuge from Saul. Samuel had a school here. <091920>1 Samuel
19:20 is rendered by the Targum — Jonathan, “They saw the company of
scribes singing praises, and Samuel teaching, standing over them.” As
Naioth was in Ramah (<091919>1 Samuel 19:19), it was probably a dwelling
used for a school in the town of Ramah. See <122214>2 Kings 22:14. Huldah
lived in a college in Jerusalem.

Name (Hebrew: SHEM).
The root GNA, to know, has given rise to the Sanskrit: naman; Greek:
onoma; Latin: namen; Gothic: nama, and our English word “name.”
No monuments are more enduring than names. Sometimes they are the
most ancient records of persons, places and things. They are fossils of
thought. Bible names have almost always a meaning, which is often given
by the writer for a purpose. The meaning of a name being known, we are
able to get a better knowledge of persons and their history, especially if the
name was given for some special reason or act. This work is very difficult
because men’s names are so constantly changing with the growth or decay
of language, and the substitution of one language for another.
The Hebrews gave but one name to a child, except in peculiar cases (as
Solomon, Jedidjah), or where it was necessary to add the father’s or
mother’s name, if the mother was the more noted. There is but one David,
but there are several named Jesus, as the Son of Sirach, etc. The ancient
custom was more simple than the modern, which (among the Arabs) exalts
a man’s external affairs by giving him names and titles carrying terms of
flattery and display. The custom of naming — simple, compound, or
ornamental — indicates very nearly the age of the person so named. There
were three kinds: 1. Simple. 2. Compound. 3. Derived.
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1. Simple names are numerous, and quite plain in their meaning, as —
ARIEH, lion; DEBORAH, See; <See DAN> judge; <See TAMAR>, Palm-tree;
<See JONAH> dove; <See DISHAN> gazelle. Diminutives were often used,
as, Zebulon, (my little dweller with me), and Jeduthun (little praiser), a
director of musical affairs in David’s cabinet.
2. Compound names express more complete ideas than the simple, and are
therefore more important in history. Abiezer, Abital, Abigail, Abraham,
compounded of Ab, father, or maker. Abijall (joymaker, or cheerful), at
first, probably, an epithet only, but afterward a name by consent and use.
The Arabs have a habit of giving names in sport, or derision, which the
Hebrews did not indulge in, as — Abul-Hussain, the father of the little
castle, that is, a fox who lives in a hole; Abu-Ayuba, the father of Job, that
is, the camel, because it is as patient as Job. A man is often called father of
a place, village, or city, who was the settler, or builder, or only the ruler, of
that place. <See FATHER>. The prefix AB- was often joined to a term or
name, to show dignity or character as — <See ABNER> father of light, that
is, a wise counselor Sometimes AB appears to mean brother, as, Achiram,
brother of Ram (perhaps one who was accidentally fortunate). The word
HUD splendor, was compounded with Jehovah, as Jehudi, a Jewess
(correctly Hajehudiah), that is, Jehovah’s splendor (God’s work). CHUR,
free (Hur in <021710>Exodus 17:10), and ISH, a man, forms Asshur, a freeman.
ISHOD man of beauty.
The word, AM people, forms with many names of countries, cities, etc.,
names of the people, as distinguished from families;as <See
AMMMINADAB> that is he who belongs to the whole people; <See
ITHREAM> the residue of the people; YOBKOAM (<130244>1 Chronicles 2:44,
Jorkoam) increaser of the people, at first a man’s name, then the name of
the place founded or enlarged by him.
Many compound names carry a religions sense with them, containing some
divine name. These are found in some cases to contain a name and a verb
or a complete sentence; as <See NATHANAE>L given by El (Theodore and
Dorothea in Greek are on the same model). HOSHEA “help”, with JAH
becomes Jehoshua, “God’s help”, or “salvation”. MELEK “king”, with AB
“father”, becomes Abimelech, father king; with ZEDEK “righteousness”,
becomes Melchizedek, king of righteousness; ADONAI “lord”, RAM
“height”, Adoniram, lord of exaltation.
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3. The names of men became names of women by a change of termination;
as Meshullum Me. shuilumeth; Haggai, Haggith; Dan, Dinah; Judah,
Judith. (This does not account for the use of names of men which are used
for women without change, and which were probably used as a kind of
monument, being compound words, and incapable of regular feminine
forms). Ai (imperfect form of Jail) with AMIT truth, means truth of Jah;
JEDID “darling”, with Jab, Jedidiah Jah’s darling. Some names seem to
have been used for both men and women, even the feminine forms, as
Shelomith, feminine of Shelomo (Solomon), for a man (<132625>1 Chronicles
26:25). Many titles of men in office were feminine, as PEKAH “governer”,
KOHELETH “preacher”. Ab, “father”, becomes in the plural ABOTH
(feminine) not ABIM (masculine). <See ZERUBBABEL> (scattered in
Babylon) was a hint of the man’s history. Many names indicate the
condition of the National history at the time they were given; as a time of
religious elevation in Hodaiah, praise ye Jah; Elioenai, mine eyes look to
El; Zephaniah, watcher of the Lord.
The pure Hebrew names Eleazar became Grecized into Lazarus; Joshua
became Jason, and Jesus; Alcimus from Eleakim.
In the Old Testament there are many names which are derived from the
heathen idols, as Bethaven, horse of idols; Gurbaal, place of baal;
Hadarazer, whose help is Hadad; and in the New Testament, as Apollonius,
Phoebe, Artemas.
The Hebrews gave their children the names of many natural objects, as
Tamar, a palm tree; Hadassah, myrtle; Zipperah sparrow; and Zillah,
shadow; Shimrath, vigilant; Tabitha, gazelle; Rachel, ewe; Shual, fox;
Cheran, lamb. The right of naming belonged to the father, but was allowed
to the mother in many cases. The time was usually at the day of
circumcision, the eighth for boys, and for girls at any time during the first
year. The boy often was called son of his father if he became noted, or to
distinguish him from other relatives of the same name.
When a man had no sons he was the subject of his friends’ sympathy who
gave him an imaginary son, whose name was added to his. If a son became
famous the father was honored by being called the father of such a one.
The name often indicated the character or office of the person, as Isaiah,
Jah is helper. When God elects a man for a certain work he is said to call
him by name, as Bezaleel, the shadow of God (<023101>Exodus 31:1). Receiving
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a new name from God is an expression founded on the custom of giving
children or others new names when some act of theirs, or event in their
history, or other cause, made them noted, as the change of Abram to
Abraham; and means a new personal relation to God (<236515>Isaiah 65:15,
62:2; <660217>Revelation 2:17, 3:12).

Nanea, the Temple of
At Elymais, rich with the trophies of Alexander, and plundered by
Antiochus Epiphanes (1 Macc. 6:1-4; 2 Macc. 1:13-16).

Naomi (my pleasantness).
Wife of Elimelech, mother-in-law of Ruth (<080102>Ruth 1:2; 3:1; 4:3). She
buried her husband and sons, Mahlon and Chillon, in the land of Moab. She
returned to Bethlehem with Ruth. Correctly, <See NOOMI>

Naphish (refreshment). (<130519>1 Chronicles 5:19).
A tribe descended from the last but one of the sons of Ishmael; settled in
the Hauran and Gilead; allies of Jetur (who was in Ituraea). Traces of this
tribe may be looked for in Arabia, for they were driven out by Reuben,
Gad, and Manasseh. They were wealthy when dispossessed, having lost to
the Israelites 50,000 camels, 250,000 sheep, and 2,000 asses. Ptolemy says
the Agraei were a people of north Arabia.

Naphisi (1 Esdras 5:31). NEPHUSIM.
Naphtali (NIPHTALI, wrestled).
sixth son of Jacob, second-born of Bilhah (<013008>Genesis 30:8). He had four
sons when Jacob went into Egypt (<014624>Genesis 46:24). There is not a word
said about him personally in the Scriptures. <See EXODUS>, <See
TWELVE TRIBES>.

Naphtali, Mount
The high land of the district occupied by the tribe (<062007>Joshua 20:7).
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Naphthar (a cleaning).
The name given to the substance said to have been found in the pit in
which the sacred fire of the altar had been concealed at the destruction of
the temple. This fable is related in 2 Macc. 1:19-36.

Naphtuhim
Called on the Egyptian monuments Na-Petu, the people of (Nine bows.
The chief city of this nation (Naputa) is now in ruins, on the island of
Meroe, on the Upper Nile, where there are found pyramids, temples (one
of Osiris and Ammon), sphinxes, and many beautiful sculptures. In the
British Museum are two lions, sculptured in red granite, fine works of art,
brought from this ruined city.

Napkin (<See HANDKERCHIEF>).
As a wrapper to fold up money (<421920>Luke 19:20). As a cloth bound round
the head of a corpse (<431144>John 11:44; 20:7). As an article of dress; probably
as a turban, or as the Bedouin keffieh (<441912>Acts 19:12). Possibly the napkin
was a cloth adapted to a variety of uses, such as described; also for a
girdle; worn over the face, etc.

Narcisus (the Narcissus plant).
One of a family of Christians in Rome, alluded to by Paul in <451611>Romans
16:11.

Nard (<See SPIKENARD>).
Nasbas
Tobit’s nephew, who, with Achiacharus, attended the wedding of Tobias
(Tobit 11:18).

Nasith
<See NEZIAH> (1 Esdras 5:32).
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Nasor, the Plain of
Near Kedesh Naphtali, the scene of a battle between Jonathan and
Demetrius (1 Macc. 11:67). <See HAZOR>.

Nathan (gift).
1. Hebrew prophet in the reign of David and Solomon. In the consultation
with David upon the building of the Temple (<100702>2 Samuel 7:2,3,17)
Nathan reproves David for his sin with Bath-sheba, and prophesies in the
form of a parable of “the rich man and the ewe-lamb” (<101201>2 Samuel 12:112). Nathan was the educator of Solomon (<101225>2 Samuel 12:25). In the last
days of David Nathan assisted the cause of Solomon. He assisted in the
inauguration of Solomon (<110108>1 Kings 1:8). He had a son, Zabud, who was
the “king’s friend.” He wrote a Life of David (<132929>1 Chronicles 29:29) and
a Life of Solomon (<140929>2 Chronicles 9:29). The loss of his biography of
David is a heavy one to history.
2. Son of David by Bath-sheba (<130305>1 Chronicles 3:5; 14:4, and <100514>2
Samuel 5:14). He appears as one of the forefathers of Joseph in Christ’s
genealogy (<420331>Luke 3:31).
3. Related to one of David’s “valiant men” (<102336>2 Samuel 23:36; <131138>1
Chronicles 11:38).
4. One of the chief men who returned from Babylon with Ezra on his
second expedition (<150816>Ezra 8:16; 1 Esdras 8:44).

Nathanael (given of God).
Born at Cana of Galilee. One of the Twelve, under the name of
Bartholomew (son of Talmai). (<See BARTHOLOMEW>). He was one of
the seven Apostles to whom Jesus appeared after the resurrection at the
Sea of Tiberias. When introduced to Jesus by Philip, Jesus said, “Behold an
Israelite indeed, in whom there is no deceit,” thus making his name almost
a synonym for sincerity. Tradition says he preached in Arabia Felix, having
Matthew’s gospel, and was crucified in Armenia or Cilicia.

Nathanias
Nathan, of the sons of Bani (1 Esdras 9:34; <151039>Ezra 10:39).
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Nathen-melech (placed by the king).
Steward in the court of Josiah (<122311>2 Kings 23:11).

Nation
Genesis 10 gives the descendants of Noah. A record of primitive
geography and ethnology of the utmost importance. By this record the
geographical distribution of Noah’s descendants can be ascertained, as also
the origin of the earliest nations. The dispersion of these nations and the
circumstances related to that important event, are recorded in Genesis 11.
The date of this event of the dispersion can be fixed from the genealogy of
Shem, here recorded. (<See BABEL>). Many nations and countries have
been named after Shem, whose descendants wandered and divided into
distinct tribes. This tendency is still a characteristic of the Arabs. <See
HAM> <See JAPHETH>.

Naum
Son of Esli (<420325>Luke 3:25).

Nave (1) (Hebrew: gav).
The central part of a wheel.

Nave (2) (Greek: Naue).
Joshua’s father <See NUN> (Ecclesiasticus 46:1): so called in the
Septuagint.

Nazarene
An inhabitant of NAZARETH. Especially associated with the name of Christ
and his followers, who were called Nazarenes (<442405>Acts 24:5). It was used
as a name of contempt to Christ’s followers. In Christ’s family making their
home in Nazareth, the prophesy of Isaiah was fulfilled (<231101>Isaiah 11:1;
<242305>
Jeremiah 23:5), Christ being the young branch from the royal family of
David.
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Nazareth (the branch).
First mentioned in <400223>Matthew 2:23, or rather, in the order of time, in
<420126>
Luke 1:26, as the scene of the Annunciation to Mary of the birth and
character of Jesus (<420131>Luke 1:31-33). Before this event the place was
unknown to history, but since then its name has become a household word
through all the Christian world, equally reverenced with Bethlehem and
Jerusalem.
A low, undulating ridge of hills encloses the green plain that lies like a lake,
with Nazareth built on one of its shores. The valley runs nearly east and
west, is about one mile long, and a quarter of a mile wide; the hills vary in
height from 100 to 500 feet above its level; the highest, Neby Ismail, being
1,800 feet above the ocean. The soil is rich, and well cultivated, producing
a great variety of fruit, grain, vegetables, and flowers, which ripen early
and in rare perfection. Population about 4,000, nearly all Christians (Latin
and Greeks), except a few Arabs, and not one Jew.
The parents of Jesus came here soon after their return from Egypt
(<420239>Luke 2:39); and after the visit to the Temple, when he was twelve
years old, Jesus returned here with them (<420251>Luke 2:51); he grew up here
to manhood (<420416>Luke 4:16); from here he went down to Jordan to be
baptized by John (<410109>Mark 1:9; <400313>Matthew 3:13); his first teaching in
public was in its synagogue (<401354>Matthew 13:54); here he was first rejected
(<420429>Luke 4:29); and Jesus of Nazareth was a part of the inscription on the
cross (<431919>John 19:19).
The view from the top of Neby Ismail is very extensive, and includes many
interesting Scripture localities, being one of the most noted in Palestine,
combining the elements of the beautiful and the sublime. In the north are
the white peaks of Lebanon, and Hermon towering high above them,
because nearer. Eastward, the Hauran, Gilead, Tabor, Little Hemon, and
Gilboa. South, the Plain of Esdraelon, the hills of Samaria; and west,
Carmel and the Mediterranean. The villages in the view are Cana, Nain,
Endor, Jezreel, Taanach, and many ruins not yet identified.
The rock of this whole region is a soft, white marl, easily crumbled; and
there is probably not a house, or structure of any kind, nor even a loose
stone, remaining of the time of Christ’s residence there. Since the general
features of hill and valley, fountains and water-courses, could not have
greatly change, we may accept the location of the “steep place,” near the
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Maronite Church, and the Fountain of the Virgin, as historical. A great
many other localities are pointed out by the residents as traditional sites of
every event mentioned in the Gospels as having occurred there, but they
have no other interest than in so far as they recall the gospel narrative.

Nazarite (Hebrew: NAZIR).
Either a man or woman who, under ancient Hebrew law, bound himself or
herself to abstain from wine and all products of the grape; to wear the hair
long and uncut, and to observe purification in abstaining from contact with
the dead. If they witnessed death or otherwise approached death, their
consecration had to be entirely recommenced. The period of observance of
this vow varied from eight days to a month, or even a life time. When this
period had concluded, offerings were made, the hair was cut off and
burned, and the Nazarite was discharged from his vow (Num 6; <300211>Amos
2:11,12). Paul assisted four Christian Jews in this ceremony (<442120>Acts
21:20-26).

Neah (the shaking).
Landmark on Zebulun’s west border (<061913>Joshua 19:13). El Ain, three miles
northwest of Nazareth.

Neapolis (new city).
1. The first place visited by Paul in Macedonia (<441611>Acts 16:11). On a rocky
promontory, in a wide and beautiful bay, stands the Turkish village Kavala
(5,000 inhabitants), in the midst of the ruins of the ancient city. There was
an aqueduct for bringing water from a distance of 12 miles; near the city, it
passed a ravine over a double tier of arches, 80 feet above the brook
below, in Roman style, hewn and cemented; fine sarcophagi, with
inscriptions, of the age of Claudius, Ionic columns, and sculptured figures,
besides foundations of ancient houses, etc., are witnesses of its ancient
importance.
2. Shechem was also called Neapolis in Vespasian’s time.
3. The bishops of Neapolis in Arabia were present at the councils of
Chalcedon and Constantinople; a place now called Suleim, on Jebel Hauran
(Porter, Damascus, ii. 85).
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Neariah (servant of Jah).
1. Son of Shemaiah (<130322>1 Chronicles 3:22,23).
2. Son of Ishi, captain of 500 Simeonites (<130642>1 Chronicles 6:42).

Nebai (fruit-bearer).
One who sealed the covenant (<161019>Nehemiah 10:19).

Nebaioth
<See NEBAJOTH>. Ishmael’s firstborn (<012513>Genesis 25:13). Esau married
Mahalath, the sister of Nebajoth (<012809>Genesis 28:9). The country from the
Euphrates to the Red Sea was called in Josephus’ time Nabatene
(Antiquities i. 13, 4; <012518>Genesis 25:18). They were called by the Arabs
Nabat (or Nabeet), and were celebrated for their agriculture, astronomy,
magic and medicine, accounts of which have been recently discovered in
some ancient books of theirs, written from 2,500 to 600 B.C., consisting of
a book of agriculture, one of poisons, the works of Tenkeloosha, the
Babylonian, and the Book of the Secrets of the Sun and Moon; all of which
were translated in A.D. 904 by Ibn Washiyeh (Keysee). The rock-temples
of Petra, in Edom, were the works of this people, who are thus proved to
have been a highly cultivated race many ages before the Greeks.

Neballat (“secret folly”)
Benjamite town, after the Captivity (<161134>Nehemiah 11:34). Beit Nebala,
four miles northeast of Lydda (Rob.).

Nebat (“look”)
Father of JEROBOAM (<111126>1 Kings 11:26).

Nebo, Mount
From which Moses took his first and last view of the Promised Land
(<053249>Deuteronomy 32:49), and where he died and was buried in one of its
ravines (<053406>Deuteronomy 34:6). Located by Tristram (Land of Israel, p.
535) three miles, southwest of Heshbon over looking the mouth of the
Jordan, over against Jericho, meeting every condition of the text.
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Nebo (1) (project).
1. Town east of Jordan, on the Mishor, in Gad (<043203>Numbers 32:3,38); a
ruin, three miles west of Heshbon, on the side of Wady Heshban.
2. In Benjamin, now called Beit Nubah, 12 miles northwest of Jerusalem, in
Wady Mansur. The Crusaders built the Castle of Arnaldi here (William of
Tyre, xiv. 3).

Nebo (2) (interpreter of the gods).
A Babylonian god. Nebo was the god of learning and letters among the
Chaldaeans, Babylonians and Assyrians (<234601>Isaiah 46:1; <244801>Jeremiah 48:1).
Nebo was the Babylonian name of the planet Mercury. This word is in the
formation of several names, such as Nebuchadnezzar, Nebuzaradan,
Nebushasban, etc. The picture represents the statue of the god set up by
Pul, king of Assyria, in the British Museum, London.

Nebuchadnezzar
or <See NEBUCHADREZZAR> (NEBO THE MIGHTY). The son of
Nabopolassar, king of Chaldaea and founder of the Babylonian Empire.
Nebuchadnezzar, after having succeeded in recovering Carchemish, by
defeating Necho, king of Egypt (<244602>Jeremiah 46:2-12), and conquering
Phoenicia, Palestine and Jerusalem, marched into Egypt, when he was
informed of the death of his father. He hurried back, accompanied by his
light troops, to secure his succession to the throne, which he ascended
B.C. 604; the main army and captives (among whom were Daniel Hananiah
Mishael and Azariah) following him by a longer route. These captives were
of royal lineage, and the king had them educated in the language and
learning of the Chaldaeans, with a view to their employment in court (<122401>2
Kings 24:1; <143606>2 Chronicles 36:6; <270101>Daniel 1:1). Nebuchadnezzar had left
the conquered Jehoiakim, king of Judah, upon the throne as a tributary
prince but he soon after rebelled, probably anticipating support from Egypt
(<122401>2 Kings 24:1). Phoenicia followed in the rebellion, and
Nebuchadnezzar, after having invested Tyre, advanced upon Jerusalem,
which immediately submitted. He punished Jehoiakim with death, placing
that king’s son, Jehoiachin, upon the throne of Judah.. Thin king soon after
revolting, caused Nebuchadnezzar for a third time to march to Jerusalem;
he took Jehoiachin captive, together with ten thousand, among whom were
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Ezekiel the prophet, and Mordecai, the uncle of Esther (<170206>Esther 2:6). He
also stripped the Temple and the treasury of riches, and placed the king’s
uncle, Zedekiah, upon the throne. After nine years, Zedekiah rebelled, the
neighboring princes assisting him. The king of Babylon again marched to
Judah, and after an obstinate siege of nearly a year, during which time he
repelled an incursion of the Egyptians, he entered Jerusalem, seized
Zedekiah, Whose children he put to death before his eyes, and sent him,
fettered, to Babylon, after having put out his eyes (<122402>2 Kings 24:25; 2
Chronicles 36). Nebuchadnezzar raised his kingdom and city to the
greatest splendor; the marvelous hanging gardens are ascribed to him,
erected to please Amytis, his queen, by imitating the groves of her native
country, Media. The ruins of Birs Nimroud attest the magnificence of his
works; these are situated a few miles from the site of the city of Babylon.
He died about B.C. 562, after reigning forty years.

Nebushasban (adherent of Nebo);
an officer at the capture of Jerusalem. He was chief of the eunuchs
(<243913>Jeremiah 39:13).

Nebuzaradan (favors).
Captain of the <See GUARD>, an officer of high rank in the court of
Nebuchadnezzar, especially engaged in the sieges of Jerusalem (1 Kings
25:8-20; <243909>Jeremiah 39:9; 40:1; 52:12,30).

Necho
<See PHARAOH> (<143520>2 Chronicles 35:20,22).

Nechosheth
Sometimes translated brass, but properly means copper — sometimes
bronze. <See METALS> p. 201 in the book. (<182802>Job 28:2).

Neck
Used both literally (<012716>Genesis 27:16) and figuratively (<421420>Luke 14:20).
Burdens were borne on the neck (<012740>Genesis 27:40). The neck was used
figuratively for several ideas: To denote subjection, by placing the foot on
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it (<061024>Joshua 10:24); seizing a person by the neck securely (<181612>Job 16:12).
To be stiff-necked was to be stubborn, rebellious.

Necodan (1 Esdras 5:37).
Necromancer (<051811>Deuteronomy 18:11). DIVINATION.
Nedabiah (whom Jah impels).
A son of Jeconiah (<130318>1 Chronicles 3:18).

Neeanias
Son of Hachaliah (Ecclesiasticus 49:13).

Needle’s Eye
Supposed to mean a narrow door, or gateway, too low for a camel to pass
through, standing. They are unloaded, and forced to creep through on their
knees.

Negeb (south).
The country south of Beersheba. Its character is that of wide-rolling
downs, green in winter, but bare in summer, affording pasturage, but not
grain-crops.

Neginah (Hebrew)
A term by which all stringed-instruments are described (Psalm 61; <183009>Job
30:9): is the singular form of the next word.

Neginoth
A general term for stringed-instruments: Psalm 4; Psalm 6; Psalm 45;
Psalm 54; Psalm 55; Psalm 76 are addressed to leaders of stringedinstruments. <See MUSIC>, and <See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>.

Nehelamite (strong one).
A false prophet (<242924>Jeremiah 29:24,31,32).
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Nehemiah (comforter of Jah).
His genealogy is not known, although he was perhaps of the tribe of Judah.
He was the son of Hachaliah (<160101>Nehemiah 1:1). His brother was Hanani
(<160702>Nehemiah 7:2); most probably of royal descent and not of the
priesthood as supposed from <161001>Nehemiah 10:1-8, but as a prince in
<160938>
Nehemiah 9:38. His office was that of cupbearer to King Artaxerxes
Longimanus. At his own request he was appointed governor of Jerusalem
about B.C. 444, when he relieved the people from the oppression of the
Samaritans. In this good work he was assisted by Ezra (<160801>Nehemiah
8:1,9,13; 12:36). <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Nehiloth (Hebrew: CHALAL).
A term for perforated wind instruments of all kinds (<091005>1 Samuel 10:5).

Nehum (comfort).
One who returned from captivity (<160707>Nehemiah 7:7).

Nehushta (brass).
Daughter of Elnathan (<122408>2 Kings 24:8).

Nehushtan (brazen), (<042108>Numbers 21:8).
The brazen serpent which Moses set up in the wilderness. It was destroyed
by Hezekiah as it had become debased to the service of idolatry in the reign
of Ahaz his father. Hezekiah gave the name Nehushtan to it as a term of
derision, implying it to be mere brass (<121804>2 Kings 18:4).

Neiel (treasure of God).
Landmark of Asher, now Miar, on a lofty height ten miles northwest of
Nazareth (<061927>Joshua 19:27).

Nekeb (cavern).
On the north border of Naphtali (<070411>Judges 4:11). Lost.

Nekoda (distinguished).
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1. The children of Nekoda who returned from captivity (<150248>Ezra 2:48).
2. The same who were unable to prove their descent from Israel (<150260>Ezra
2:60).

Nemuel (Hebrew: JEMUEL).
1. Son of Eliab (<042609>Numbers 26:9).
2. Son of Simeon (<042612>Numbers 26:12).

Nemuelites, the
Descendants of <See NEMUEL> (<042612>Numbers 26:12).

Nepheg (sprout).
1. Son of Izhar (<020621>Exodus 6:21).
2. Son of David (<100615>2 Samuel 6:15).

Nephew (Hebrew: NECHED), (progeny).
Has various meanings, as in <071214>Judges 12:14, <181819>Job 18:19. In <012123>Genesis
21:23, son’s son.

Nephi (<See NAPHTHAR>), (2 Macc. 1:36).
Nephis
Children of Nebo (<150229>Ezra 2:29).

Nephish (<See NAPHISH>), (<130519>1 Chronicles 5:19).
Nephishesim
Those who returned from captivity (<160752>Nehemiah 7:52).
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Nephthali (Tobit 1:1,2,4,5).
Nephthalim (Tobit 7:3).
Nephtoah, the Water of
Landmark between Judah and Benjamin (<061509>Joshua 15:9). Ain Lifta, 2 1/2
miles northwest of Jerusalem. Another fountain, Ain Yalo, in Wady et
Werd (roses), is urged as the site by some, on account of the text in <091002>1
Samuel 10:2.

Nephusim (expansions), (<150250>Ezra 2:50).
Ner (light). Son of Jehiel (<130936>1 Chronicles 9:36).
Nerd
or <See NARD> <See SPIKENARD>.

Nereus
Name of an ancient sea-god. A Christian at Rome (<451615>Romans 16:15).

Nergal (Hebrew).
An Assyrian deity (<121730>2 Kings 17:30) represented in the Hellenic
mythology by Mars. He presided over wars. In the monuments he is
entitled “the storm ruler,” “the king of battle,” “the champion of the gods,”
“the god of the chase,” etc. The allusion to Nergal in the Scriptures is in
<121730>
2 Kings 17:30, equivalent to the man-lion of Nineveh.

Nergal Sharezer
1. One of Nebuchadnezzar’s military chiefs (<242903>Jeremiah 29:3).
2. The chief magi under the same king (<243903>Jeremiah 39:3,13) with the title
Rab-Mag. Babylonian inscriptions suggest the identification of 2 with
Neriglissar, who murdered Evil Merodach and became king of Babylon
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Neri
Son of Melchi (<420327>Luke 3:27).

Neriah (lamp of Jah).
Son of Maaseiah (<243212>Jeremiah 32:12).

Nerias
<See NERIAH> (Baruch 1:1).

Nero (brave).
The Roman emperor (Lucius Domitius Ahenobardus) born in A.D. 37. He
was named Nero Claudius etc. by his grand uncle Claudius, who had
adopted him. Made emperor A.D. 54 Accused of having burned Rome, but
Nero tortured and burned Christians charging them with the crime. Both
Paul and Peter suffered martyrdom during his reign. He committed suicide
A.D. 68, to avoid retribution. The Caesar mentioned in <442508>Acts 25:8;
26:32; 28:19; <500422>Philippians 4:22, is Nero; also Augustus in <442521>Acts
25:21,25.

Nest (KEN).
AS in <183927>Job 39:27; <400820>Matthew 8:20: also as a dwelling as in <042421>Numbers
24:21. In <010614>Genesis 6:14, rooms mean nests or cribs.

Net
The terms for net in the Bible are numerous, and refer to its application or
construction. In the New Testament there appears sagene, denoting a
large, hauling-net (<401347>Matthew 13:47); amphibtestron, a casting-net
(<400420>Matthew 4:20; <410116>Mark 1:16); and diktuon, a similar kind of net
(<400420>Matthew 4:20; <410118>Mark 1:18; <420502>Luke 5:2). Nets were used for
hunting, as well as fishing. The Egyptians made their nets of flax, with
wooden needles. In Egypt bird and animal nets were used, which last also
appear on the Nineveh marbles. These nets were so constructed that the
sides closed in upon the prey, or with movable frames. Net has frequently a
figurative use, as in <190915>Psalm 9:15; 25:15; 31:4, as expressing God’s
vengeance, as in <261213>Ezekiel 12:13; <280712>Hosea 7:12.
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Nethaneel (given of God).
1. Son of Zuar (<040108>Numbers 1:8).
2. Son of Jesse (<130214>1 Chronicles 2:14).
3. A priest in David’s reign (<131524>1 Chronicles 15:24).
4. Father of Shemaiah (<132406>1 Chronicles 24:6).
5. Son of Obed-edom (<132604>1 Chronicles 26:4).
6. A prince of Judah (<141707>2 Chronicles 17:7).
7. A chief Levite (<143509>2 Chronicles 35:9).
8. A priest of Pashur (<151022>Ezra 10:22).
9. Another priest (<161221>Nehemiah 12:21).
10. A Levite (<161236>Nehemiah 12:36).

Nethaniah (given of Jah).
1. Son of Elishama (<122523>2 Kings 25:23), of the royal family of Judah.
2. Son of Asaph, a chief in the course of the Temple-choir (<132502>1 Chronicles
25:2,12).
3. One of the Levites who taught the law in Judah (<141708>2 Chronicles 17:8).
4. Father of Jehudi (<243614>Jeremiah 36:14).

Nethinim (dedicated).
A body of men gives to assist the Levites in the performance of the rites of
the Temple (<150724>Ezra 7:24) as the Levites were given to Aaron
(<040209>Numbers 2:9; 8:19). The Nethinim performed the menial offices of the
Temple, living near it. They assisted in rebuilding the Temple walls, etc.,
after the return from captivity.

Netophah (a dropping).
Peopled after the return from captivity (<150222>Ezra 2:22). Two of David’s
captains were natives of this place (<102328>2 Samuel 23:28) At the dedication
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of the wall: built by Nehemiah, the singers were found residing in the
villages of this people; so there were more than one town, perhaps a
district, near Bethlehem. Seraiah (warrior of Jehovah), a native of this
place, was an accomplice of Ishmael in the murder of Gedaliah (<122523>2 Kings
25:23). Um Tuba, two miles northeast of Bethlehem. Beit Nettif, in the
Wady Sumt, is mentioned in the Jewish traditions as famous for “oil of
Netopha” (Job. 2:17).

Netophathi (<161228>Nehemiah 12:28).
Netophathite (Hebrew: NETOPHATHI)
The One from <See NETOPHAH> (<102328>2 Samuel 23:28,29).

Nettle (Hebrew: CHARUL),
(<183007>Job 30:7). A plant of rapid growth, and well known for its power of
stinging. They have minute tubular hairs, which emit a poisonous fluid
when pressed.

New Moon
Marked the commencement of each month see <See MONTH>), and was
celebrated as a holiday. Offerings were made as ordained (<042811>Numbers
28:11,15). All business was suspended (<300805>Amos 8:5). The Day of the
New Moon was recognized as a family festival with religious observances,
although not especially ordained. It was proclaimed by the trumpet-sound
(<198103>Psalm 81:3). After the establishment of Christianity the observance
was discontinued.

New Testament
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Neziah (illustrious).
Ancestor of Nethinim (<150254>Ezra 2:54).
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Nezib (<062004>Joshua 20:43).
Beit Nusib, in the low, hilly district between Beit Jibrin and Hebron. There
are ruins of a building, 120 feet X 30 feet, and a tower of 60 square feet, of
ancient, massive masonry, besides broken columns.

Nibhaz (Hebrew: NABACH), (“to bark”)
A deity of the Avites; the figure of a dog, or dog-headed man (<121731>2 Kings
17:31). The Syrians worshiped the dog, and there was a colossal figure of
one between Beirut and Tripolis, which has been recently destroyed.

Nibshan (light soil).
1. A city on the west shore of the Dead Sea (<061562>Joshua 15:62). <See
DESERT>.
2. <See ENGEDI>.

Nicanor
Son of Patroclus (2 Macc. 8:9). A general under Antiochus Epiphanes and
Demetrius I. He assisted in the first expedition of Lycias, B.C. 166 (1
Macc. 3:38). He was defeated, but, after the death of Antiochus,
Demetrius made him governor of Judaea (2 Macc. 14:12).

Nicodemus (NAKDIMON, innocent of blood).
A Pharisee, ruler of the Jews, teacher of the law (<430223>John 2:23; 3:1,10), a
member of the Sanhedrin. He was probably wealthy, as his valuable tribute
to the tomb of the Lord indicates. His timidity was shown in his night visit
to the Great Teacher where he received divine instruction, and a prediction
of the crucifixion. When that prediction had been fulfilled and Joseph of
Arimathea had begged for and was permitted by Pilate to take the body
from the cross, Nicodemus assisted. Tradition says that he lived in intimacy
with Gamaliel, and was buried near the grave of Stephen.

Nicolaitans
A sect of heretics of the Apostolic period. They held it lawful to eat food
sacrificed to idols; to join in idolatrous worship; and that God did not
create the universe. They held their women in common. John’s Gospel and
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also his Apocalypse opposes their teaching. (<See HISTORY OF THE
BOOKS>). These doctrines have been supposed to have originated with the
prophet Balaam. They are sometimes called Shuaibites, from the Midianite
Shuaib, which is Balaam.

Nicolas
<See NIOHOLAS> <See NICOLAUS> One of the first seven deacons of the

Church of Jerusalem (<440605>Acts 6:5). He was a native of Antioch.

Nicopolis (city of victory).
Built by Augustus, in Epirus, on the site where his army encamped the
night before the battle of Actium. The Temple of Neptune was placed on
the spot occupied by his own tent. Paul requested Titus (<560312>Titus 3:12), to
come to him from Crete, or from Dalmatia (<550410>2 Timothy 4:10), to
Nicopolis. He also urged Timothy in the same manner (<550421>2 Timothy
4:21). There are on the peninsula, northwest of the Bay of Actium (Gulf of
Arta), ruins of a temple, a theatre, walls, and other structures, on the hill
and the low marshy plain; now deserted. It is possible that Paul was
arrested here, and taken to Rome for his final trial (Conybeare and
Howson).

Niger (“black”)
A name given to <See SIMEON> 6 (<441301>Acts 13:1).

Night (Hebrew, “TO SINK”; THE SINKING OF THE DAY). <See
CHRONOLOGY>, p. 56.

Night-hawk (Hebrew: TACHMAS)
In the enumeration of unclean animals in <031116>Leviticus 11:16, and in
<051415>
Deuteronomy 14:15, this word appears. There is much controversy as
to its meaning, whether the night. hawk or the white owl.

Nile
The Hebrew names of the river were SHICHOR (black); Yeor (the river);
Sihor, in <240218>Jeremiah 2:18. The Sanskrit Nilah means dark blue; and one
of the upper branches of the river is now called the Blue Nile. The name
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Yeor is Egyptian, and is written AUR on the monuments. It is also called
HAPEE MU (the abyss). Dr. Livingstone’s late accounts show this to be
the longest river in the world; rising in or beyond the lake Victoria Nyanza,
south of the equator, and emptying into the Mediterranean at north latitude
31 degrees; its course running through 36 degrees, having been traced
more than 2,700 miles, while it is quite certain that it will be found to be
1,000 miles longer. (The Amazon extends through 30 degrees, and the
Missouri and Mississippi together about 35 degrees). There are three chief
branches:
1. The Blue (Bahr el Azrak) drains Abyssinia, and brings down the alluvial
soil which fertilizes Egypt.
2. The White (Bahr el Abyad), joins the Blue at Khartoom, the capital of
Soodan.
3. The Atbara (black river), rises also in Abyssinia, and joins the Nile at the
north point of the Island of Meroe.
There are no tributaries below the Atbara. The stream is interrupted by
several cataracts formed by granite projected up through the sandstone of
its bed. The first cataract is at the south boundary of Egypt (latitude 24
degrees), the ancient Syene, now Assouan; the second, or Great Cataract,
is in latitude 22 degrees; the third in latitude 19 degrees 45 minutes; the
fourth in latitude 18 degrees 45 minutes; and the fifth in 18 degrees 20
minutes, 100 miles above the fourth. The river parts into several branches
below the pyramids of Memphis and Cairo, and encloses the Delta. The
ancients mention seven branches:
1. Pelusiac;
2. Tanitic;
3. Mendesian;
4. Bucolic (Damietta);
5. Sebennytic;
6. Bolbytene (Rosetta);
7. Canopic (<231115>Isaiah 11:15).
The width, in its lower course, is from half a mile to a mile wide, where
there are islands. The water is sweet, especially during the inundation, and
quickly becomes clear by settling its sediment. Since Egypt has no rain
(<381417>Zechariah 14:17-19), the river supplies water to the soil by its
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overflow. The annual rise is noticed at Khartoom in April, but is not visible
in Lower Egypt before June, and continues until September. The prophet
Amos refers to the inundation as a symbol of great power and utter
desolation (<300808>Amos 8:8; 9:5). Job was acquainted with the Nile floods,
for the word that he uses in <182810>Job 28:10, for rivers, is the plural of the
name of the Nile, in the original. Jeremiah also uses it as a figure when
speaking of Pharaoh Necho’s army (Jeremiah 46). Its waters abound in fish
of many kinds (<041105>Numbers 11:5); but crocodiles (described minutely by
Job (Job 41), and mentioned by Ezekiel (<262903>Ezekiel 29:3), are becoming
very scarce, and are only found in Upper Egypt. The monuments and the
ancient writers give accounts of the banks of the Nile as being bordered
with flags, reeds, and flowers, especially the lotus, and full of wild birds.
Now the banks are nearly bare, as prophesied by Isaiah (<231906>Isaiah 19:6,7).
The papyrus, which was used for making paper, and for boats (which were
remarkable for their swiftness — <231802>Isaiah 18:2), has entirely disappeared,
except in the marshes of the Delta. Ezekiel compares Pharaoh to a
crocodile (great dragon) in the Nile, fearing no one (<262901>Ezekiel 29:1-5;
whale, in <263202>Ezekiel 32:2). Moses was exposed on its waters in a boat of
papyrus (bulrushes, <020203>Exodus 2:3). It is said traditionally that Jesus lived
on its banks, near Heliopolis; and its name is associated with many other
Bible characters, such as Absalom, Jacob, Joseph, Solomon (whose wife
was a daughter of Pharaoh), besides the captive king of Judah, pictured on
the walls of the temple at Karnac. <See MEMPHIS>.

Nimrah (pure water).
In the “land of Jazer,” afterward called Beth Nimrah (<043203>Numbers
32:3,36); in the tribe of Gab. The name Nimrim (panthers) is found in
several localities east of Jordan (Porter). Two miles east of the Jordan, on
the road from Jericho to Esther Salt, are ruins near copious fountains
(<231506>Isaiah 15:6; <244834>Jeremiah 48:34). Eusebius says it was a village north of
Zoar. If our location of Nimrah is correct, Zoar must have been north of
the Dead Sea.

Nimrod (the extremely impious rebel)
Son of Cush (<011008>Genesis 10:8,9). He established an empire in Shinar
(Babylonia), the chief cities of which were Babel, Erech, Accad, and
Calneh; and extended it northward over Assyria, including the cities
Nineveh, Rehoboth, Calah, and Resen. There is no authentic account of his
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life. The tales of Ctesias, I and others, except that in the Bible, are guesses
or inventions; and of the great cities which he built very little has been
known until within the last twenty-five years, when Layard exhumed the
palaces sculptures and inscriptions of Nimroud. <See NINEVEH>.

Nimshi (“drawn out”)
Grandfather of Jehu, generally called the son of Nimshi (<111916>1 Kings
19:16).

Nineveh (Nin-navah = Nin-town)
The ancient capital of Assyria. First mentioned in <011011>Genesis 10:11). The
country was also called the land of Nimrod by Micah (<330506>Micah 5:6).
Balaam prophesied the captivity of Israel by Assyria (<042422>Numbers 24:22),
and Asaph sings of their alliance with Moab (<198308>Psalm 83:8). Jonah was
sent to the city about 800 B.C., and Nahum devotes the whole of his book
to “the burden of Nineveh,” about 725 B.C. Isaiah says that Sennacherib
resided in the city; and it was probably the scene of his death (<233737>Isaiah
37:37), while worshiping in the temple of Nisroch, his god. The last notice
of it is by Zephaniah, B.C. 630 (<360213>Zephaniah 2:13). Assyria is alluded to
as having been destroyed, according to prophesy by Ezekiel (Ezekiel 31),
and Jeremiah omits it from his catalogue of all nations (Jeremiah 25). The
city is not mentioned in the inscriptions of the Persian dynasty. Herodotus
passed very near, if not over, the site of the city, about 200 years after its
destruction, but does not mention it, except as having once been there.
Xenophon, with his 10,000 Greeks, encamped near the site (B.C. 401), but
does not mention its name (Ahab. ii. 4, 7), although he describes the
mounds as they appear now. Alexander marched over the very place, and
won a great victory at Arbela in sight of it, but his historians make no note
of it. The Emperor Claudius planted a colony there, and restored the name
Nineve. Tacitus calls it Nines, when taken by Meherdates. On the coins of
Trajan it is Ninus, and on those of Maximinus it is Niniva; Claudeopolis
being added on both coins. Many relics of the Romans have been found;
vases, sculptures, figures in bronze and marble, terra-cottas, and coins. The
site was again deserted when Heraclius gained a victory over the Persians,
A.D. 627.
The Arabs named their fort, on the east bank of the Tigris, Ninawi (A.D.
637). The accounts of its immense extent are various, and not very reliable.
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Diodorus Siculus says the dimensions were (according as we estimate his
figures, from 32 to 60, or even) 74 miles in circuit. The walls were 100 feet
high, and wide enough for three chariots to drive abreast; flanked by 1,500
towers, each 200 feet high (accounts which have not vet been verified).
Layard says: “If we take the four great mounds of Nimrud. Koyunjik,
Khorsabad, and Karamles, as the corners of a square, it will be found to
agree pretty accurately with the 60 miles of Herodotus, which make the
three days’ journey of Jonah.” Within this space there are many mounds,
and remains of pottery, bricks, etc.
The name of Nineveh is found on the Egyptian monuments of the date of
Thothmes III, about 1,400 B.C.
The first notice in modern times of the ruins were by Mr. Rich, in 1820,
who brought to London a few bricks, with inscriptions, some cylinders,
gems, and other remains. Layard next visited them, in 1840; but Botta, a
French consul at Mosul, found the first Assyrian monument, which was of
value as a confirmation of Scripture. It was soon followed by a great
variety of works of art, in 1844, at Khorsabad, the results of which
exploration are in the Assyrian room at the Louvre, Paris. The great work
of disentombing the remains of ancient Nineveh was performed by Layard,
from 1845 to 1850.
The accounts of Layard’s discoveries are published in minute detail, filling
volumes, and will repay the time spent in reading them; for, besides giving
undoubted and truthful glimpses of antiquity, in almost every phase of
society, they are as startling and exciting as the wildest romance, both in
text and illustration. But far beyond these in value to us are their uses in
confirmation of the Scriptures.
Place and Fresnel discovered, at Khorsabad, colossal, human-headed,
winged bulls, which were in groups on each side of great doorways;
besides other mythic figures. The most important inscription that has been
brought to light, is that on two of the human-headed bulls from Koyunjik
(now in the British Museum), giving an account of Sennacherib; his wars
with Hezekiah, and the capture of Lachish, with pictures illustrating it
(<See LACHISH>). Nearly equal in value is the Black Obelisk of Nimroud;
a piece of black marble, 6 feet 6 inches high, 1 feet 6 1/2 square inches at
the top, and 2 feet square at the bottom, the upper half covered with five
panels of figures, with inscriptions between each panel, and also many lines
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below the lower one: altogether 210 lines. One side, only, if engraved here:
the four may be seen in the work on “Nineveh and its Palaces,” by Bonomi.
The story may be inferred from the text in 2 Kings 17—18: The first panel,
at the top, exhibits the king, attended by his eunuch, and a bearded officer
(perhaps the returned conqueror); a captive kisses his foot, and two
officers wait the king’s orders. The image of Baal, and a circle enclosing a
star (the sun?) are similar to those on the rocks at Nahr el Kelb. The same
images, reversed in position, are in the second panel. One may mean
Morning, and the other Evening; and both, with the figures in the other
panels bringing and presenting tribute, indicate that the captives were so
many, and the tribute so vast, that they consumed the whole day in their
presentation. Some of the figures on the obelisk resemble those on the wall
of the small temple of Kalabshe, who are enemies of Raamses II, and are
understood to represent Jews in both cases. The inscription, as interpreted
by Rawlinson, mentions the receiving by the king of tribute from the cities
of Tyre, Sidon, and Gebal, in his 21st year; defeating the king of Hamath,
and 12 other kings of the upper and lower country (Canaan, lower). Dr.
Hincks reads the names of Jehu, king of Israel, and dates the obelisk 875
B.C. Dr. Grotefend reads the names of Tiglath Pileser Pul, and
Shalmanassar, and refers to the accounts in Isaiah (Isaiah 20), and Nahum
(Nah. 3).
Sargon’s name was found in another inscription, with his title,
Shalmaneser, and the account of the capture of Samaria (which in Assyrian
is SAMARINA), He carried off 27,280 families, and placed colonies, in their
stead, of people from Assyria (2 Kings 18). The king of Egypt is called
PIRHU (Pharaoh), and Heliopolis is RABEK (Ra-sun, bek-city). Ashdod,
Jamnia, Hamath, Beraea, Damascus, Bambyce, and Charchemish, are
mentioned among his captures. He is also styled the conqueror of remote
Judaea. He had a statue and inscription in his honor on the island of
Cypress. The son of this king was Sennacherib, who built Koyunjik; and in
the great palace there were found inscriptions in honor of his capture of
Babylon from Merodach-Baladan (<122012>2 Kings 20:12; <233901>Isaiah 39:1); and
of Sidon, under King Luliya; and of his expedition into Judaea, in which
occur the names KHAZAKIYAHU (Hezekiah), URSALIMA (Jerusalem), and
YAHUDA (Jews). The king of Pelusium is mentioned. The tribute of
Hezekiah, as recorded, consisted of 30 talents of gold, 300 talents of silver,
the vessels and ornaments of the Temple, slaves, both boys and girls, maid-
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servants and menservants — confirming the Scripture account (<121813>2 Kings
18:13-16).
The tells or mounds (see <150259>Ezra 2:59; <260315>Ezekiel 3:15; <121912>2 Kings 19:12)
which are scattered all over the region watered by the Euphrates and Tigris
and their confluents, contain the remains of Assyrian, Babylonian, and
Persian occupation. They vary in size from 50 to 150 feet high, and also
much more in length, being from a few rods to several miles in extent.
Those forming what is now called Nineveh are Koyunjik, which is 3,900
feet long by 1,500 wide and 96 high; Neby Yunas (traditional tomb of
Jonah), about 40 acres in extent; Khorsabad, 6,000 feet square; Selamieh,
410 acres; Nimrud, 1,000 acres: and in this group of mounds (called
Nimroud) there are indications of more than 100 towers, at regular
intervals. On the southwest of this group there is a mound 2,100 feet by
1,200, with a cone at one corner (northwest) 140 feet high.
A treasure house of records, such as is alluded to by Ezra (<150517>Ezra 5:17;
6:2), was found at Koyunjik, filled with the archives of the empire, written
on tablets of terra-cotta, and in perfect order and preservation, piled from
the floor to the ceiling, most of which were sent to the British Museum.

Ninevites
Inhabitants of Nineveh (<421130>Luke 11:30).

Nison (Ad Esth. 11:2).
Nisroch (Hebrew). The name of an idol of Nineveh (<121937>2 Kings
19:37).

Nitre (Hebrew: NETHER).
Used as a wash (<240222>Jeremiah 2:22). This substance is not the same as our
nitrate of potassa. Natron was and is now used by the Egyptians for
washing clothes, for yeast and for soap; also as a cure for toothache mixed
with vinegar. It is found in the soda lakes of Egypt, 50 miles west of Cairo.
The Natron lakes of Egypt were early occupied by hermits, who built large
and fort-like monasteries, where, for ages, the study of the Christian
religion was pursued, and its practice kept up, with the severest ritualistic
forms. Their libraries were found, after several centuries of neglect, to
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contain valuable copies of the Gospels, homilies, and books of church
services.

Noadiah (“with whom Jah convenes”)
1. Son of Binnui (<150833>Ezra 8:33).
2. Noadiah the prophetess (<160614>Nehemiah 6:14).

Noah (1) (NOACH, to rest, or give comfort.)
The second head of the human race, as Adam was the first. From his birth
to the age of 500 years there is a blank in his history. Society in his day had
become sadly corrupted by the custom of intermarriage of different races,
especially of two distinct religious communities, called The sons of God”
(Elohim) and “The Sons of the Man” (Ha-Adam). There were also
Nephilim, men of violence, who turned peaceable society upside down.
The “Sons of God” (bene-Elohim) were the descendants of Seth, and
worshipers of God; the “Sons of the Man” were descendants of Cain, and
probably idolaters. The union of the two families or races produced a
mixed condition of religion, which could not be pure.
Another interpreter understands Bene Elohim to have been a race distinct
from Adam’s, and dating long before his creation, and therefore an inferior
race, idolatrous and wicked, and therefore the name means “worshipers of
false gods,” as the Israelites are called children of God the Father. The
daughters of men would then be of Adam’s race. Thin supposition is
against the received text in the first three chapters of Genesis. Another
theory was long popular in the Church: that the “Sons of God” were
angels, an intermediate race of spirits who have the power of assuming the
human form. But as we have no evidence of any such appearance in our
day it is very difficult to have faith in the supposition. If we were to receive
the Book of Enoch as inspired, which claims a date of 1,000 years before
the Flood, we should have the record of a belief in such occurrences in that
age, and some excuse for such a belief in our day. But that book is rejected
by all Christians, except the Abyssinians.
The offspring of this mixture of races were men noted for strength and
courage, Nephilim (giant in the A.V.), violent men. If the Nephilim of
Canaan were descendants of those mentioned in Genesis (<010604>Genesis 6:4),
the fact is a strong evidence against the universality of the Deluge (<See
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GIANTS>, <See DELUGE>, <See GENESIS>). Noah’s Ark, and the Deluge

are described in other places. The first act of Noah after the Deluge, and
the escape from the Ark, we to build an altar, and offer sacrifice to God, of
every clean beast, and every clean fowl. New blessings and new laws are
given to man, especially concerning human life. Noah’s last act was the
cursing of Ham, and the blessing of his other sons. This is believed to have
been the origin of the color of the Negro (sons of Ham) and of the
idolatrous tendencies of the Canaanites. When the sons of Israel them)
took possession of the country of Canaan, then Canaan became a servant
to Shem; he became the slave of Japhet when Tyre and Carthage were
taken by the Greeks and Romans (Japhet). For Japhet to dwell in the tents
of Shem, was when Japhet received the knowledge of the true God from
Shem, that is, by the Hebrew Scriptures. Noah lived 350 years after the
Deluge, and must have witnessed the confusion of tongues, and the
dispersion from Babel. It is supposed that he had no other children than
those named. <See GENESIS>, in the <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>, for
a notice of several traditions of Noah, and the Flood, in various countries.

Noah (2) (“motion”)
Daughter of <See ZELOPHEHAD> (<042633>Numbers 26:33).

Noamon (“populous No”)
(<340308>Nahum 3:8; <263014>Ezekiel 30:14,15). Identical with Thebes. Multitude of
No (<244625>Jeremiah 46:25). <See THEBES>.

Nob (“high”)
David fled from Saul and came to Nob (<092101>1 Samuel 21:1), which was
near Anathoth (<161132>Nehemiah 11:32). There are on a conical hill, 2 3/4
miles north of Jerusalem, traces of a small, but very ancient city — cisterns
hewn in the rock, large hewn stones, and ruins of a small tower, besides
other indications. From the summit, Zion is in plain view (<231032>Isaiah 10:32).

Nobah (1) (“a barking”)
(<See KENATH>) Most of the chief towns of the Hauran have traces of the
architectural magnificence that Rome lavished on her colonies. The tanks,
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bridges, and many houses are solidly built, and even at this late day nearly
as good as new.

Nobah (2)
An Israelite warrior (<043242>Numbers 32:42).

Nobleman
A man of high rank (<430446>John 4:46,49).

Nod (“flight”)
Nodab (“nobility”)
The name of an Arab tribe (<130519>1 Chronicles 5:19).

Noe
The patriarch <See NOAH> (<180412>Job 4:12).

Noeba
<See NEKODA> 1 (1 Esdras 5:31).

Nogah (“bright”)
Son of David (<130307>1 Chronicles 3:7).

Nohah (“rest”)
Son of Benjamin (<130802>1 Chronicles 8:2).

Non
<See NUN>. Father of Joshua (<130727>1 Chronicles 7:27).

Noph
Moph, Memphis. (<231913>Isaiah 19:13). <See MEMPHIS>.
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Nophah (“blast”)
Only mentioned in the fragment of an ode, composed by the Amorites after
their capture of Heshbon from the Moabites (<042130>Numbers 21:30), and
quoted by Moses. A city between Heshbon and Medeba. Lost.

North (Hebrew: ZAPHON; Greek: borrhas).
As denoting the northern quarter (<011314>Genesis 13:14; <022620>Exodus 26:20,35;
<421329>
Luke 13:29); “Land of the North” (<245218>Jeremiah 52:18). Also expressed,
relatively, to the direction of the hand.

Nose (Hebrew: AF, the organ of ,smell),
(<203033>Proverbs 30:33). Figuratively, as “anger” in <012745>Genesis 27:45, or
“wrath,” (<013919>Genesis 39:19) suggested by hard breathing. Hebrew:
APPAYIM (two breathing holes), is translated “nostrils” in <010207>Genesis
2:70.

Nose-jewel (Hebrew: nezem).
A ring of metal — gold or silver — passed through the right nostril, worn
for ornament by women in the East (<012422>Genesis 24:22). It is usually from 1
to 3 1/2 inches in diameter. Beads, corals, and jewels, are strung upon it.
<See ORNAMENTS>.

Novice (Greek: neophutos).
A new convert (<540306>1 Timothy 3:6).

Number
Hebraic numerals were denoted by letters. At a later period this was the
mode of notation, as seen in the Maccabaean coins. Certain numbers were
used as figurative representations, and not actual quantities, such as, 7, 10,
40, 100, which represent completeness. 7 is thus used as “seven-fold” in
<010424>
Genesis 4:24; seven times (meaning completely,) in <032524>Leviticus 25:24,
and <191206>Psalm 12:6; as also the general use of the number 7. 10 was a
number of especial selection. The number 12 was specially mystical, and is
found in many instances; as 12 months, 12 tribes, 12 loaves of shewbread,
12 disciples or apostles. 40 was also very mystical; as 40 days of Moses; 40
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years in the wilderness; 40 days and nights of Elijah in the wilderness, and
of Jesus on the mount; 40 years each the life of several kings and judges.
Seventy-fold, as in <010424>Genesis 4:24; <401822>Matthew 18:22, etc. The mystic
number 666, in <661318>Revelation 13:18, still remains the subject of
controversy. One theory suggests the numerals to mean Lx., in Greek
lateinos (Latin: latinus, beast, or kingdom.

Numbers
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Numenius (“new moon”)
Son of Antiochus. He was sent on an embassy to Rome and Sparta to
renew the friendly connections with the Jews, B.C. 144 (1 Macc.
12:16,17). He was again sent, B.C. 141 (1 Macc. 14:24).

Nun (“a fish”)
1. Father of <See JOSHUA> (<023311>Exodus 33:11).
2. The fourteenth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119). <See
WRITING>.

Nurse
the position of the nurse when one was wanted, was one of much honor
and importance (<012459>Genesis 24:59). <See CHILD>.

Nuts (Bothnim and Egoz).
Spoken of as among the good things of the land to be taken by Jacob’s
sons to propitiate the governor of Egypt. This nut was most likely the
Pistachio. <See BOTNIM> (Pistachio Town), a town of Gad (<061326>Joshua
13:26), probably derives its name therefrom. The word Egoz occurs in
<220611>
Song of Solomon 6:11, and probably means walnut. One Arabic term
(derived from the Persian) for walnut is jaws; another is chusf, which
means “tall tree” Walnuts were anciently very plenty around the Sea of
Galilee. They are still cultivated near Sidon as an article of commerce.
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Nymphas (“bridegroom”)
A rich and devoted Christian in Laodicea. His house was used as a chapel
(<510415>Colossians 4:15). Some ancient manuscripts say Nymphas was a
woman, a view which is adopted by the Greek Church.

Oak
There are several Hebrew words which are rendered oak in the A.V., as
EL, to be strong (<011406>Genesis 14:6); ELAH, terebinth (<230613>Isaiah 6:13);
ELON, oak (<011206>Genesis 12:6); ILAN, strong tree (Daniel 4); ALLAH, an
oak (<062426>Joshua 24:26); ALLON, evergreen. oak (<280413>Hosea 4:13). The
most noted trees were Abraham’s oak at Mature, the oak at Shechem, of
Deborah, Rebekah’s nurse, of the wanderers.
1. EL (AEL), to be strong (<011406>Genesis 14:6); the plural of EL is ELIM,
also ELOTH and ELATH. Elint is the name of the place where there were
70 palm trees, the word El, instead of meaning oak, is used in that instance
for grove, Elim, groves (<021527>Exodus 15:27). There was also a palm grove at
Akabah. In <230129>Isaiah 1:29, ELIM means oaks, the same word in <236103>Isaiah
61:3, and <263114>Ezekiel 31:14, means any thrifty, large tree.
2. ALAH, the terebinth. The most noted one was Abraham’s Oak at
Mamre, where the three angels appeared to him. It is now represented by
an oak (Thomson thinks it was an oak and not the terebinth) of the species
Quercus-pseudo-coccifera. (See the picture on page 3).
3. elon, some kind of oak. Translated plain in the A.V. and in the Targum.
4. ILAN, strong tree (Daniel 4, only), and possibly an oak.
5. ALLAH, an oak (<062426>Joshua 24:26, only).
6. ALLON, evergreen oak (<280413>Hosea 4:13), and also the holly-leaved oak;
the hairy-cupped oak; the prickly-cupped; the Kermes, which furnishes the
insect used in dyes (<230118>Isaiah 1:18, scarlet).
The oak forests of Bashan were noted in the earliest times (<230213>Isaiah 2:13;
Ezekiel 27:6; <381102>Zechariah 11:2), and they are still extensive and
contain several varieties of very fine trees. Besides these, there are others
scattered all over the country, both in the hilly districts and on the
mountains. Mount Carmel, Anti-Lebanon (west slopes), Lebanon (east
<262706>
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slopes, and many ravines), and the Hill Country of Galilee and Judaea, are
supplied with scrubby oaks 10 to 15 feet high, bearing acorns in great
quantities, useful for bread. Where the ground is now stripped of trees of
all kinds, its roots are often found and dug for fuel. The largest tree of this
species is that near Hebron, called “Abraham’s Oak,” which is 23 feet in
girth, and shades a space 90 feet across. The nut-gall bearing oak is
plentiful in Galilee and Asia Minor.
The Valonia oak is valuable for its tannin, contained in the acorn cups It is
probable that this was the “Oak of Bashan” (Q. oegilops).
There are many storied oaks in Palestine. Rebekah’s nurse, Deborah, was
buried under one at Bethel (<013508>Genesis 35:8); Saul and his sons, under
another in Jabesh (<131012>1 Chronicles 10:12). The national covenant was
commemorated by a monument under an oak at Shechem, by Joshua
(<062426>Joshua 24:26); Jacob hid the stolen images under the same tree
(<013504>Genesis 35:4); Absalom was caught by his hair in one in Bashan;
Gideon saw an angel under an oak in Ophrah (<070611>Judges 6:11), and many
were the shelters of altars for both true and false worship. The Arabs now
have a superstition that spirits, jin (called Jacob’s daughters), live in oak
trees; and they hang rags of all kinds on the branches as charms against
them.

Oath
An appeal to divine authority to ratify the truth of an assertion
(<580616>Hebrews 6:16). Calling God to witness, as, “God do so to me, and
more. also, if,” etc. (<080117>Ruth 1:17; <090217>1 Samuel 2:17). Idolaters swore by
their false gods. Many frivolous forms were used. as, “By the blood of
Abel;” “By my head; .... By the Temple,” etc. Jesus was asked by me high
priest to swear, “By the living God,” to the truth of what he was teaching
of himself (<402663>Matthew 26:63). Jesus is believed to have prohibited
profane and careless, or false swearing — not telling the truth under oath.
It appears that Jesus gave testimony on oath before the high priest, and
Paul did not teach against it (<480120>Galatians 1:20; <461531>1 Corinthians 15:31;
<470123>
2 Corinthians 1:23). There would seem to be no use for oaths among
genuine Christians, living in the presence of God, but they are useful in
dealing with those who do not live a Christian life. When men everywhere,
and at all times, prefer the truth to lies, then oaths may be dispensed with.
The forms or actions in taking an oath, anciently, were:
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1. Lifting up the hand (<011422>Genesis 14:22).
2. Putting the hand on the head of the accused (<032414>Leviticus 24:14).
3. Putting the hand under the thigh (<012402>Genesis 24:2), by both parties
(Josephus).
4. Standing before the altar, or looking toward Jerusalem (<110831>1 Kings
8:31).
5. Dividing a victim (as a lamb), and passing between the pieces
(<011510>Genesis 15:10).
6. Placing the hands on the Book of the Law (<022301>Exodus 23:1). The crime
of <See PERJURY> was strongly condemned. It was taking the Lord’s
name in vain. If a man gave false witness, he received the punishment that
he tried to inflict on another by his perjury (<022007>Exodus 20:7; <031912>Leviticus
19:12). Women were not permitted to give evidence on oath
(<051917>Deuteronomy 19:17). The Mohammedan swears on the open Koran:
Mohammed swore “By the setting of the stars.” Bedouin Arabs touch the
middle tent-pole, and swear by the life of the owner. The Romans were
strict with men under oath (authority in <400809>Matthew 8:9; <441627>Acts 16:27,
27:42).

Obadiah (“servant of Jah”),
also written <See ABADIAS> and <See ABDIAS>.
1. Ancestor of some mentioned in the genealogies of Judah (<130321>1
Chronicles 3:21).
2. Son of Izrahiah (<130703>1 Chronicles 7:3).
3. Son of Azel (<130838>1 Chronicles 8:38; 9:44).
4. Son of Shemaiah (<130916>1 Chronicles 9:16). <See ABDA> (2) a musician in
the Temple-choir (<161225>Nehemiah 12:25).
5. A captain in David’s army (<131209>1 Chronicles 12:9).
6. A prance who taught in Jehoshaphat’s reign (<141707>2 Chronicles 17:7).
7. Son of Jehiel (<150809>Ezra 8:9).
8. A priest who signed the covenant with Nehemiah (Ezra 11:5).
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9. One of the twelve prophets. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
10. An officer of high rank in Ahab’s palace (<111803>1 Kings 18:3). During the
fierce persecution of the prophets by Jezebel he concealed a hundred of
them in caves and fed them with bread and water (<111804>1 Kings 18:4,13).
11. Father of Ishmaiah (<132719>1 Chronicles 27:19).
12. A Levite, overseer of the workmen on the Temple (<143412>2 Chronicles
34:12).

Obal (bare district).
Son of Joktan (<011028>Genesis 10:28). <See EBAL>.

Obdia (1 Esdras 5:38; <150261>Ezra 2:61).
Obed (“serving”)
1. Son of Boaz and Ruth (<080417>Ruth 4:17). The Book of Ruth gives an
interesting account of his birth and the social and religious life of the
Israelites at that time.
2. A descendant of Jarha (<130237>1 Chronicles 2:37,38).
3. One of David’s men (<131147>1 Chronicles 11:47).
4. Son of Shemaiah, firstborn of Obed-edom (<132607>1 Chronicles 26:7).
5. Father of Azariah. A captain (<142301>2 Chronicles 23:1).

Obed-edom (serving Edom).
1. A member of the family of Kohath (<100610>2 Samuel 6:10,11). After the
death of Uzzah, the ark which was being taken to the city of David was
carried into the house of Obed-edom, where it remained three months
(<131525>1 Chronicles 15:25).
2. Son of Jeduthun (<131638>1 Chronicles 16:38).
3. Treasurer of the Temple (<142524>2 Chronicles 25:24).
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Obeth
<See EBED>, the son of Jonathan (1 Esdras 8:32).

Obil (“chief of the camels”)
An Ishmaelite who had charge of a herd of camels (<132730>1 Chronicles 27:30).

Oboth (“bottles”)
Encampment in Moab. Lost. (<042110>Numbers 21:10).

Ochiel (1 Esdras 1:9).
Ochim
The Hebrew translated it as “doleful creatures” in <231321>Isaiah 13:21. Some
creature uttering doleful screeches, perhaps an owl.

Ocidelus
Error for Jozabad in 1 Esdras 9:22 (<151022>Ezra 10:22).

Ocina (Judith 2:28). Name for Accho.
(<See William of Tyre>).

Ocran (“afflicted”)
Father of Pagiel (Numbers 1.

Oded (“erecting”)
1. Father of Azariah (<141501>2 Chronicles 15:1,8).
2. A prophet who secured the release of the captives from Judah (<142809>2
Chronicles 28:9). This incident in the history of the Kingdom of Israel is in
pleasant contrast to many others. A whole army were liberated, clothed
and fed.

Odollam
<See ADULLAM>. Beit Ula.
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Odonarkes
Chief of a tribe slain by Jonathan (1 Macc. 9:66).

Offence
The Hebrew HET or CHET (<211004>Ecclesiastes 10:4), is translated “sin”
(<031917>Leviticus 19:17; 20:20, etc.), also “fault” in <014109>Genesis 41:9. <See
MICHSHOL> (<091531>1 Samuel 15:31; <230814>Isaiah 8:14), “stumbling block,”
Greek: skandalon in <401623>Matthew 16:23; 18:7; <421701>Luke 17:1. To eat with
offence is to eat so as to be an occasion of sin in another (<451420>Romans
14:20). “A temptation to sin,” “perplexity,” “danger,” “that which
produces disgust,” etc.

Offend, to (from the Latin, offendo).
Offence, as a breach of the law, is alluded to in <450515>Romans 5:15,17; as an
offered excuse for sin in <401512>Matthew 15:12; <430661>John 6:61.

Offering (<See SACRIFICE>).
Officer (Hebrew: NEZIB, SARIS; PEKAH; PEKUDDAH; PAKID;
RAB; SHOTER),
and others, are terms conveying various meanings, from a commander of
an army to a simple messenger of a court of justice (<430732>John 7:32,45, etc.).
In <421258>Luke 12:58, there appears prakter (a doer) — Revenue officers, (1
Macc. 10:41; 13:37). Huperites, bailiff or some inferior officer
(<400525>Matthew 5:25).

Og (“crooked”)
King of <See BASHAN>, ruler over sixty cities. He was one of the giant
(violent, strong) race of Rephaim (<061312>Joshua 13:12). This race was
probably Shemite in origin, dating earlier than the Canaanites. Og’s couch
(palanquin, <300312>Amos 3:12), is described as of iron, 15 feet 9 inches long,
and 6 feet wide (<050311>Deuteronomy 3:11). This would indicate Og’s height
at 9 feet at least.
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Ohad (“union”)
Son of Simeon (<014610>Genesis 46:10).

Ohel (“house”)
Son of Zerubbabel (<130320>1 Chronicles 3:20). <See HASADIAH>.

Oil
The Olive was the chief source of oil (<See OLIVES>). (<261613>Ezekiel 16:13).
It was used in e preparation of meat offerings in the Temple (<030511>Leviticus
5:11; 6:21). The second pressing was used for lamps. Oil was an important
article of merchandise (<132728>1 Chronicles 27:28; <262717>Ezekiel 27:17). <See
OINTMENT> <See OLIVE>

Oil-tree (Hebrew: ’EZ SHEMEN).
A tree bearing fruit resembling that of the olive (<234119>Isaiah 41:19). <See
OLIVE>.

Ointment (Hebrew: SHAMAN, to be fat;)
ROKAH, to anoint; MIRKAHATH, the vessel for holding the perfume, or
ointment; MISHAH, oil. Ointment was a general term for perfumes,
cosmetics, for substances used for medicinal, sacred, and ceremonial
purposes. Olive oil formed the body of these ointments. A particular
ointment was’ appointed for use in consecration (<023023>Exodus 30:23,33;
29:7; 37:29; 40:9,15), of myrrh, cassia, sweet cinnamon, sweet calamus
and olive oil. With this also, the furniture of the Tabernacle was anointed.
Dead bodies were anointed with both ointment and oil. Christ refers to this
in <402612>Matthew 26:12; <411403>Mark 14:3,8; <422356>Luke 23:56. It was largely used
in medical treatment, alluded to by Christ in curing the blind man
(<230106>Isaiah 1:6; <430906>John 9:6; <240822>Jeremiah 8:22; <660318>Revelation 3:18). As a
cosmetic for the face, so common with the Greeks and Romans, it was also
used by the Egyptians and Jews, and is now by the inhabitants of Palestine
to this day. Allusion is made to the use of ointments in <080303>Ruth 3:3;
<210701>
Ecclesiastes 7:1; 9:18; <202709>Proverbs 27:9,16; <402607>Matthew 26:7; <420742>Luke
7:42; <661813>Revelation 18:13.
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Olamus
Son of Bani (1 Esdras 9:30).

Old-gate
A gate of <See JERUSALEM> (<160306>Nehemiah 3:6).

Old Testament
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Olive (Hebrew: ZAYITH, or ZAIT).
A tree from 15 to 30 feet high, bearing berries, smooth, like an oval plum,
violet color when ripe, having an oily pulp, and a hard, rough stone. The
leaves are tike the willow, and of a dual, olive green, on the smooth, upper
surface, and silvery pale on the downy, under surface. The flowers are
small and white. See the picture on 37 in the book.
The body of the tree dies at the heart and stands up on several legs. The
bark of old trees is very rough, like that on old willow trees. They live (to a
great age. (<See GETHSEMANE>.) A sacred olive tree was kept in the
court of the Temple of Pandrosus. on the Acropolis, Athens; and the
allusion in <190308>Psalm 3:8 would imply that they were grown in the Temple
Court on Zion.
The best olive-oil is now raised where, before the Christian era, the tree
was almost unknown, in Italy and Spain, and where millions depend on it
for half their living. The trees are planted by cuttings. If the slip is from a
wild olive it must be grafted from a good one. The Church is a cultured
olive tree, and Gentilism a wild olive tree (<451110>Romans 11:10-24). The wild
tree bears but very few berries, and scarcely any oil can be got from them.
Olive orchards are as common in the East around every village as apple
orchards are in the United States. Anciently it was exported from Palestine
to Egypt (<262717>Ezekiel 27:17; <281201>Hosea 12:1). Moses sings of “oil out of the
flinty rock,” in one of his odes (<053213>Deuteronomy 32:13), which indicates
that then, as now, the best soil for the olive was the chalky mart, with flint,
and just mould enough to cover the roots. The text may have alluded to the
oil mills and presses, where the oil comes out of the rock, for the press vat
is often hollowed out of a large rock.
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The tree bears in its seventh year, and a good crop in its fifteenth and
continues to bear for several hundred years. The crop is yielded every other
year and a large tree will. produce from ten. to fifteen gallons of oil. The
yield by the acre in about one hundred dollars.
It is their substitute for our butter and lard. Many dishes are cooked in
olive oil. The lamp is supplied with it: and the second pressing(not so
pure), is used in making soap. The orchards or groves are carefully
guarded near harvest time, and the rulers announce the day for gathering
the berries, which begins in October. The general harvest is in November.
The trees are shaken, and beaten with poles, but a few always remain for
the gleaning of the poor. The shaking of the olive tree is a cold, wet,
laborious operation, as it occurs in the winter, when rain and cold winds,
and frost are frequent.

Olives, Mount of (HAR-HAZZATHIM, <381404>Zechariah 14:4).
“Before Jerusalem. on the east.” Referred to as the “ascent of Olivet” in
other places (<101530>2 Samuel 15:30, etc.) in the Old Testament, and the
various changes of the same in the New (<421929>Luke 19:29; <440112>Acts 1:12).
The first mention of the mount is at the time David fled over it, and the last
is the triumphal progress of the Son of David over its slopes. The
description, written, perhaps over 2,500 years ago, is now a good one. It is
near Jerusalem — a ravine between them — olive-trees (<160815>Nehemiah
8:15; <411108>Mark 11:8), and gives a very distinct view of the Temple site and
the city from its summit, where there is now a chapel (<101523>2 Samuel
15:23,32). Solomon built chapels for the worship of Ashtoreth, Chemosh,
and Milcom, heathen divinities, on a part of Olivet called the “Mount of
Corruption” (<122313>2 Kings 23:13), which some believe to be the highest
summit, where the chapel of the Ascension now stands — the same spot
that was held sacred by David.
Olivet is a ridge, 300 feet higher than the Temple site, and a mile long,
north and south, divided into three or four summits, which are named —
commencing at the north. 1. Viri Galilaei, also Vineyard of the Sportsman;
2. Ascension, by the Arabs Jebel et Tur; 3. Prophers; and 4. Offense, Arab
Baten el Hawa, Belly of the Winds. During the middle ages the mount was
dotted all over with chapels, or monuments of some kind, marking the
localities selected as the sites of interesting events recorded in Scripture;
among which are the tombs of the Virgin, Joachim, and Anna, near
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Gethsemane (in which are the Cave of Christ’s Prayer and Agony, the rock
on which the three disciples slept, and the place of the capture of Christ;
spot on which the Virgin witnessed the stoning of Stephen; where her
girdle dropped at the time of her Assumption; where Jesus wept over the
city (<421941>Luke 19:41); where Jesus first said the Lord’s Prayer — (the
Beatitudes were also pronounced here); where the woman taken in
adultery was brought to him; Tombs of the Prophets (containing Haggai
and Zechariah); cave in which the Apostles wrote the Creed; where Christ
spoke of the judgment to come; Cave of St. Pelagia, and of Huldah, the
prophetess; Place of the Ascension; where the Virgin was warned of her
death by an angel; spot from which the Apostles witnessed the Ascension
(viri Galilaei = men of Galilee); where the three Mary’s saw Jesus after his
resurrection. All of these places on the side toward the city. On the slopes,
south and east, the place of the barren fig tree; Bethphage; Bethany (house
of Lazarus, and the cave, or tomb); stone on which Christ sat when Mary
and Martha saw him. Only three of these command our special attention —
Gethsemane, the place of the Lamentation, and the place of Ascension.
(<See GETHSEMANE>). Stanley says that the Lord’s “triumphal entry”
must have been on the road, not over the summit, but the longer and easier
route around the south shoulder of the mount (between the summit called
the Prophets and that called the Mount of Corruption), which has the
peculiarity of presenting two successive views of the city, just before and
after passing a slight elevation in the path. Ezekiel mentions Olivet in his
wonderful vision (<261123>Ezekiel 11:23); and Zechariah says of the Messiah,
“His feet shall stand in that day (of the destruction of Jerusalem) on the
Mount of Olives” (<261404>Ezekiel 14:4).
Jesus stood somewhere on its brow when he predicted the overthrow of
the city (<411301>Mark 13:1).
The whole mountain is now called by the Jews Har-hammishkah, mount of
corruption or destruction.
There are three paths leading from near Gethsemane to the top of Olivet,
besides the road to Jericho. The first leads north of the central summit
(Ascension) to the little village near the top (see the map on p. 151). The
second passes the Cave of Pelagia, in a direct course up the mount to the
church and village. The third runs near the Tomb of the Prophets and ends
at the same village. The fourth is the road to Bethany and Jericho, and
passes between the Mount of Offense and the Tomb of the Prophets This is
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now, as it must have been anciently, the usual route for caravans and all
large parties. Coming from Bethany you may get two views of the city: the
first, of the southeast corner of the Temple site and Zion. The road then
descends a slight declivity, and the city is hid behind a ridge of Olivet. A
few rods further the path rises steeply up to a ledge of smooth rock, where
the whole city is seen in one view. It is almost the only really authentic spot
on Olivet or near Jerusalem that is not marked by a church, chapel or
tower, and is the only one that is located without controversy (see the view
on p. 154).

Olympas (Greek, given by heaven).
A disciple at Rome (<451615>Romans 16:15). Tradition says he was of the 70,
and died A.D. 69.

Olympius
A title given to the Greek deity, Zeus (JUPITER), (2 Macc. 6:2), from his
residence on Mount Olympus, in Greece.

Omaerus
<See AMRAM>, son of Bani (1 Esdras 9:34).

Omar (“eloquent”)
Son of Eliphaz (<013611>Genesis 36:11,15). The name now found in the Amir
tribe of Arabs, in Gilead.

Omega (Greek: O).
The last letter of the Greek alphabet (<660108>Revelation 1:8,11). The Symbol
of “the last,” just as A is the symbol of “the first.”

Omer (“handful”)
<See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.

Omri (“servant of Jah”)
1. “Captain of the host” to Elah, also the sixth king of Israel, a vigorous
and unscrupulous ruler (<111621>1 Kings 16:21), in Tirzah, his capital. He
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transferred his residence to the hill Shomron, (Samaria), which he bought
of Shemer, where he reigned six years more.
2. Son of Becher (<130708>1 Chronicles 7:8).
3. Son of Judah, a descendant of Pharez (<130904>1 Chronicles 9:4).
4. Son of Michael (<132618>1 Chronicles 26:18).

On (1) (“power”)
Son of Peleth. A chief who revolted against Moses (<041601>Numbers 16:1).

On (2) (Heliopolis).
<See BETHSHEMESH> (<244313>Jeremiah 43:13). Egyptian sacred name ha-ra

(the city of the sun), and common name an. It was on the east bank of the
Nile, 20 miles northeast of Memphis; once the capital of the district.
Joseph’s wife was a daughter of a priest of On (<014145>Genesis 41:45). The
site is now marked by low mounds, enclosing a space about 3/4 of a mile
each way, where once stood the temple of the sun and the city, only a
solitary obelisk (70 feet high, and covered with hieroglyphics)being left of
the former splendors of the place. The emperor Augustus carried a great
many works of art, and an obelisk from this city to Rome; and Constantine
adorned Constantinople from the same source. Tradition says that Joseph
brought Mary and the infant Jesus to On, and points out a large fig-tree as
the one under which they camped.

Onam (strong).
1. Son of Shobal (<013623>Genesis 36:23).
2. Son of Jerahmeel (<130226>1 Chronicles 2:26,28), by Atarah.

Onan
Son of Judah (<013804>Genesis 38:4). It was Onan’s duty to marry his brother’s
widow, and perpetuate the race; but he took means to prevent the
consequences of marriage. Jehovah was angry with him, and slew him as
he had slain his brother (<013809>Genesis 38:9).
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Onesimus
A slave who had escaped from his master Philemon of Colossae, and had
fled to Rome, where Paul converted him and recommended his forgiveness
by his master in an epistle (Philemon), (<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>).
Oneslinus left Rome in the company of Tychicus, carrying the epistles to
Philemon, to the Colossians, and Ephesians (<510409>Colossians 4:9). There is a
tradition that Onestraus became Bishop of Beraea, where he is said to have
been martyred.

Onesiphorus (profit-braining).
An Ephesian mentioned in <550116>2 Timothy 1:16-18, who rendered Paul
generous service during his second captivity in Rome, in acknowledging
which, the apostle alludes to the “house of Onesiphorus,” and in <550419>2
Timothy 4:19, to “the household of Onesiphorus,” which suggests that the
family might have shared in rendering services to Paul.

Oniares
An error in 1 Macc. 12:20, for <See AREUS> to <See ONIAS>.

Onias (Hebrew: ONIYAH, strength of Jah).
The name of five high priests; two only are mentioned in the A.V., I and
III.
Onias IV assumed the Greek name Menelaus to gain the favor of the Greek
party. He had been reproved by his oldest brother, Onias III, for
appropriating the sacred treasures, at which he murdered his brother
through an assassin (Andronicus) about 171 B.C. (2 Macc. 3:4).

Onias, the City of
Where stood a temple built by Onias V, and the Jewish settlements in
Egypt. The site of the city of Onias was in the district north of Hellopolis.

Onions
with the Egyptians. They are very mild in Egypt, and grow to a large size.
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Ono (“strong”)
Built by the sons of Elpaal. In Benjamin (<130812>1 Chronicles 8:12) 725 of the
people of Lod, Hadid, and Ono returned from Babylon (<150233>Ezra 2:33).
There was a plain near the city (<160602>Nehemiah 6:2), where Nehemiah was
invited (but he declined) five times to come to a village in it to meet
Sanballat. Beit Anna, 4 1/2 miles north of Lud.

Onycha
The Hebrew word is only mentioned in <023034>Exodus 30:34, as an ingredient
of the sacred perfume. This word has been variously rendered — As the
horny lid closing the open part of a shell, a kind of mollusk. Gosse thinks it
was some gum resin, as all marine animals, except fish with fins and scales,
were unclean.

Onyx (Hebrew: SHOHAM). <See PRECIOUS STONES>.
Ophel
1. A part of ancient Jerusalem, first mentioned as having its wall built
“much” upon by Jotham (<142703>2 Chronicles 27:3). Manasseh enclosed it with
a wall (<143314>2 Chronicles 33:14). It was near the watergate (<160326>Nehemiah
3:26), and a great corner-tower (<160327>Nehemiah 3:27). Josephus calls it
Ophla (Antiquities ix. 11, 2; B. J. ii. 17, 9). The prophet Micah (<330408>Micah
4:8) calls Ophel the daughter of Zion, which would indicate that Zion was
the Temple-site, for Ophel is the hill south of the south wall of the Temple.
2. The Ophel of <120524>2 Kings 5:24, was the residence of the prophet Elisha,
to which Gehazi returned after begging a present from Naaman, near
Samaria.

Ophir (“dust-red dust”?).
In the Himyarite language ofir is red, and the people of Mahra call their
country red, and the Red Sea Bahr Ofir. Ophir was a region from which
Solomon obtained gold in Tyrian ships, by the way of Ezion-geber. It was
in Arabia (<011029>Genesis 10:29), where several sons of Joktan settled, giving
their names to regions or tribes. Sophir is the form of the name in the
Septuagint and Josephus. The gold, silver, precious stones, ivory, apes,
peacocks, and almug-wood are Indian articles, but may have been imported
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there. Jeremiah (<241009>Jeremiah 10:9) and Daniel (<271005>Daniel 10:5), say gold
of Uphaz, probably meaning Ophir. On the shore of the Red Sea, in Arabia.

Ophrah (“a faun”)
Two places of this name:
1. In Benjamin (<061823>Joshua 18:23), five miles east of Bethel, now called Et
Taiyibeh a small village on a conical hill containing ancient ruins. Jesus
retired to this obscure place, after the miracle of raising Lazarus, with his
disciples (<431154>John 11:54). (See the picture on page 94 in the book.).
2. In Manasseh, the native place of Gideon (<070611>Judges 6:11; 8:27), and
where he was buried. The prophet Micah calls it Aphrah (dust, <330101>Micah
1:10).

Or
Used in the now obsolete sense of ere or before (<199002>Psalm 90:2).

Oracle (Hebrew: DEBIR).
The inner sanctuary of the Temple (<110605>1 Kings 6:5,16ff).

Orator (a speaker).
The title given to <See TERTULLUS>, the advocate of the Jews against
Paul (<442401>Acts 24:1). <See TRIAL>.

Orchard
<See GARDEN>. The East is naturally a country of orchards. — Of
oranges, lemons, pomegranates, apples, olives, cherries, dates, apricots,
figs, and other fruits. Nearly the whole support of a family can be had from
the orchard. Trees are taxed very heavily, whether bearing or not, and from
the time they are planted, which prevents enterprise.

Ordain
To order, constitute, appoint, found, or establish, as a priest or a deacon
over a church.
1. YASAD, founded in <130922>1 Chronicles 9:22;
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2. KUN, to establish (<190803>Psalm 8:3);
3. MENAH, to set, or to lumber (<270526>Daniel 5:26; MENE in 5:25);
4. NATHAN give (<122305>2 Kings 23:5);
5. AMAD to raise up (<020916>Exodus 9:16);
6. ARACA to set in order (<19D207>Psalm 132:7);
7. PAAL work (<181108>Job 11:8);
8. KUM to confirm (Esth. 9:27);
9. SUM to appoint (<131709>1 Chronicles 17:9);
10. SHAFATH to set (<232612>Isaiah 26:12);
11. ASAH to make (<111131>1 Kings 11:31);
12. Greek, diatasso, “to arrange” (<460717>1 Corinthians 7:17);
13. Kathistemi, “to place” <580501>Hebrews 5:1);
14. Kataskouazo, to prepare fully <580906>Hebrews 9:6);
15. Krino, “to separate” (<441604>Acts 16:4), and “to judge” over 80 times;
16. Horizo, “to bound”, “limit” (<441042>Acts 10:42);
17. Poieo, to make (<410314>Mark 3:14);
18. Proorizo, “predetermine” (<460201>1 Corinthians 2:17);
19. Tasso, “to set in order” (<441348>Acts 13:48);
20. Tithemi, to lay (<431516>John 15:16);
21. Cheirotoneo, “to stretch” <441423>Acts 14:23);
22. Ginomai, “to begin to be” (<440122>Acts 1:22), this word is repeated 700
times in the New Testament;
23. Prographo,” to write before” (<451504>Romans 15:4);
24. Proetoimazo, “to appoint” (<490303>Ephesians 3:3).
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Oreb (“raven”)
A chief of the Midianites who invaded Israel and was defeated by <See
GIDEON>. The disaster in which Oreb and Zeeb lost their lives (by the
hands of Ephraimites), was one of the most awful on record. Two large
rocks, near the scene, were named in memory of the event.

Oreb, the Rock (“the raven’s crag”)
(<070725>Judges 7:25; <231026>Isaiah 10:26). Not far from Bethshemesh, on the east
(or west) side of Jordan. The Jews have a tradition that the prophet Elijah
was fed by the people of Oreb (ravens). (See Reland).

Oren (“pine”)
Son of Jerahmeel (<130225>1 Chronicles 2:25).

Organ
A musical instrument consisting of a combination of metal and reed pipes
of different lengths and sizes. <See INSTRUMENTS>.

Orion
“God who made Arcturus, Orion and the Pleiades” (<180909>Job 9:9; 38:31,32;
Amos 5:8). KESIL in Hebrew. Called the giant by the Arabs, which was
Nimrod among the Chaldaeans. Aben Ezra says Orion means the
constellation now called Scorpion, or the bright star in it called Antares

<300508>

Ornaments
The ancient monuments show that ornaments were used in great variety in
ancient as well as modern times. Every rank uses them, rich or poor, and as
many as their means permit. If gold cannot be had, then silver, or brass, or
tin, or glass, is used. Engraved gems were in use only by the most wealthy
and educated. These bore besides the words or letters, figures of gods or
mythical animals, or the portraits of relatives or friends (see <See
PRECIOUS STONES>), A few of the articles were:
1. NEZEM ring; nose ring in <012422>Genesis 24:22,27.
2. ZAMID bracelet.
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3. KELI jewels.
4. NEZEM-BEAZNOTH, rings in the ears.
5. CHOTHAM seal, signet.
6. PATHIL string of beads (?).
7. TABBAATH a signet ring (the badge of authority).
8. RABID chain (of gold, <261611>Ezekiel 16:11).
9. CHACH buckle.
10. KUMAZ tablets strung together, as hearts, diamonds, etc. (<023522>Exodus
35:22).
11. MAROTH looking-glasses.
12. EZADAH chains (<043120>Numbers 31:20).
13. AGIL circular ear-ring, solid.
14. SAHARONIM, moon-shaped little pieces, strung on a cord.
15. NETIFOTH pendants (<070826>Judges 8:26).
16. TORIM beads (rows), <220110>Song of Solomon 1:10,11, of gold or silver,
or pearls.
17. CHABUZIM any perforated small’ articles.
18. ANAK perhaps a hanging lock of hair, in <220409>Song of Solomon 4:9.
19. CHALAIM necklace (<220701>Song of Solomon 7:1).
20. GELILOM garland (v. 12).
21. LIVYAH wreath.
22. AKASIM tinkling ornaments (<230323>Isaiah 3:23).
23. SHEBISIM lace caps.
24. SHEROTH bracelets made of twisted wires.
25. REALOTH spangles.
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26. PEERIM bonnets.
27. ZEADOTH a chain to shorten the steps, worn on the legs.
28. KISSHURIM girdle.
29. BOTTE-HANNEFESH scent bottles.
30. LECASHIH amulets used as earrings.
31. CHARITIM purses (round, conical).
32. GILYONIM a thin veil, gauze. Scarcely any new thing has been added
in modern days. The ckoors, a saucer-shaped ornament of metal, sewed to
the top of the cap and ornamented with stones, or engraved, now used by
the Arabs, was probably very ancient, as may be inferred from the “golden
tower” of the Mishna. (See the picture on page 9 of the book).

Ornan (“active”)
ARAUNAH the Jebusite (<132115>1 Chronicles 21:15,18,20,25,28).

Orpah (“forelock”)
Wife of Chillon, son of Noomi. She accompanied her sister-in-law on the
road to Bethlehem, but went back to her people and her gods (<080104>Ruth
1:4,14).

Orthosias
Described by Pliny (v. 17) as near Tripolis, south of the river Eleutherus
(which was the northern boundary of Phoenicia), in a strong pass; and a
city of great importance, as commanding the route between Phoenicia and
Syria. Tryphon fled there when besieged by Antiochus in Dora (1 Macc.
15:37). The ruins are on the south bank of the Nahr el Barid (cold river).

Osea
Hoshea, king of Israel (2 Esdras 13:40).

Oseas
The prophet Hosea (2 Esdras 1:39).
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Osee
The prophet Hosea (<450925>Romans 9:25).

Oshea
The original name of Joshua, son of Nun (<041308>Numbers 13:8,16).

Ospray (Osprey) (Hebrew: OZNIYAH).
An unclean bird. Very powerful; often weighing five pounds. It plunges
under the water to catch fish. It belongs to the Falconidae, or falcon family,
and is found in Europe, North America, and occasionally in Egypt
(<051412>Deuteronomy 14:12).

Ossifrage (Hebrew: PERES), (bone-breaker).
The Lammergeier. An unclean bird (<031113>Leviticus 11:13). It attacks the wild
goat, young deer, sheep, calves, etc. It is found in the highest mountains of
Europe, Asia and Africa, and is frequently seen in the sky flying alone.
<See EAGLE>, page 136 in the book.

Ostrich (Hebrew: BATH HAYYA’ANAH, daughters of the wilderness
— female ostriches. YAENIM ostriches and RANAN to wail —
sometimes rendered peacocks).
The words are generally accepted to mean the ostrich. In <250403>Lamentations
4:3, appears the word YAENIM (plural) which rightly translates ostrich.
NOTSEH feathers in <183913>Job 39:13. Several lay their eggs in the same nest,
which is usually a hollow scooped in the sand, where (covered only by the
sand, about a foot deep), the sun warms them during the day. A few eggs
are left out of the nest, intended for food for the young brood. The
supposed cruel habit of the bird is used as a type of the cruelty and
indifference of the Hebrews ‘(<250403>Lamentations 4:3; <183916>Job 39:16). This
supposition is an error, for the ostrich cares for, and defends its young,
even risking its own life. The brood numbers 20 to 30, are gray when
young, and can run at once. The old birds are black and white. The valued
plumes are pure white. They are easily tamed, and will live among the
goats and camels. The Arabs hang great numbers of the eggs in their
mosques, and also use them for cups, jars, etc. When chased, they run in a
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circle, and can run a mile in about two minutes. By running inside the
circle, the horse gains on the ostrich, and comes up with him.

Othni (“lion of Jah”)
Son of Shemaiah (<132607>1 Chronicles 26:7). OTHEN (lion).

Othniel (lion of El).
Descendant of Kenaz, and brother of <See CALEB> (<061517>Joshua 15:17). He
is first mentioned as the captor of Kirjath-Sepher (Debir), near Hebron,
where he won his wife (his cousin Achsah), as a prize for leading the attack
(<061412>Joshua 14:12-15; see <See ACHSAH>). He is next called to be a judge
(<070309>Judges 3:9), holding the office for 40 years, or giving the nation rest in
peace for that time.

Othonias
Error for Mattaniah (<151027>Ezra 10:27), In 1 Esdras 9:28.

Ouches
Sockets in which the precious stones of the breast-place were set.
(Nouches in Chaucer). (<022811>Exodus 28:11,13; 39:6, etc.).
Oven (Hebrew: TANNUR).
The ovens in the East are of two kinds. The stationary ones are found only
in towns, where regular bakers are employed (<280704>Hosea 7:4). The portable
ones consist of a large jar made of clay, three feet high, larger at the
bottom, with a hole for removing the ashes. Every house possesses such an
article (<020832>Exodus 8:32. It was heated with twigs, grass or wood
(<400630>Matthew 6:30), sometimes with dung, and the loaves were placed both
inside and outside of it. <See FIRE>.

Overseers
A ministerial title, perhaps elder or bishop (<442028>Acts 20:28).

Owl
1. BATH AYYA’ANAH (daughters of the waste places). (<See OSTRICH>).
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2. YANSHUF or YANSHOF The Ibis, an unclean bird, as in <031117>Leviticus
11:17 and <051416>Deuteronomy 14:16. Probably not known in Palestine, but a
native of Egypt. In <233411>Isaiah 34:11 it is mentioned in the desolation of
Idumaea (Edom).
3. COS (cup), little owl (<031117>Leviticus 11:17, etc.).
4. KIPPOZ the owl, which is common in the vicinity (and even in the city)
of Jerusalem. LILITH screech-owl, in <233414>Isaiah 34:14. The lilith was to the
Hebrews what the ghost or ghoul is to the Arab, a “night-monster,” and so
they called the screech-owl by that name.

Ox
1. BAKAR horned cattle, of full age (<235502>Isaiah 55:25).
2. FAH, BEN BAKAR calf.
3. SHOR, one of a drove of full-grown cattle. THOR (the Aramaic form) in
<150609>
Ezra 6:9.
4. AGAL calf of the first year; EGLAH a heifer (<281011>Hosea 10:11), giving
milk (<230721>Isaiah 7:21), or plowing (<071418>Judges 14:18).
5. AGIL a bull two (7) years old (<070625>Judges 6:25).
6. ABARIM (strong) bulls.
7. TEO wild bull (<235120>Isaiah 51:20); possibly the oryx. Stall-fed cattle are
alluded to in <201517>Proverbs 15:17, and <110423>1 Kings 4:23. The cattle on the
monuments are long-horned, short-horned, polled, or muley, besides the
Abyssinian; and of every variety in color, as ours are. (See page 10). The
ox was the most important of all animals to the ancient Hebrews (as well as
nearly all other nations). They were used for plowing (<052110>Deuteronomy
21:10); threshing grain (<330413>Micah 4:132 ;for draught (<090607>1 Samuel 6:7); to
carry burdens (<131240>1 Chronicles 12:40), and riders; their flesh was eaten
(<110109>1 Kings 1:9); they were used for sacrifice, and the cow supplied milk,
butter, tallow, hides, etc. The law contains many favorable clauses for its
protection from misuse, abuse, starvation, and cruelty, and providing for its
well-being, food and rest. The Hebrews did not castrate animals, but used
them in their natural condition. Cattle grazing in distant pastures often
became quite wild, as in <192213>Psalm 22:13. The present cattle in Palestine are
small in size, and not good in quality. The buffalo is common now, and it
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was known anciently. The habits of this animal very nearly, if not entirely,
answer the points in the text of <184015>Job 40:15-24. They frequent the muddy
pools, and the swift stream of Jordan, avoiding insects by keeping entirely
under water, except their eyes and nose, under the covert of the reeds and
willows. They are trained to the plow, and are much stronger than the ox.

Ozem (strength).
1. Son of Jesse (<130215>1 Chronicles 2:15).
2. Son of Jerahmeel (<130225>1 Chronicles 2:25).

Ozias
1. Son of Micha, one of the governor’s of Bethulia (<070615>Judges 6:15).
2. Uzzi, ancestor of Ezra (2 Esdras 2:22.
3. <See UZZIAH>, king of Judah (<400108>Matthew 1:8,9).

Oziel
Ancestor of Judith (Judith 8:1). <See UZZIEL>.

Ozni (“attentive”)
Son of Gad (<042616>Numbers 26:16). <See EZBON>.

Oznites
Descendants of <See OZNI> (<042616>Numbers 26:16).

Ozora
Nathan, Adaiah, Machnadebai, are corrupted into the sons of Ozora (1
Esdras 9:34).
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P
Paarai (“open”)
<See NAARAI> son of Ezbai (<131137>1 Chronicles 11:37).

Padan (Hebrew: PODDAN, a plain). (<014807>Genesis 48:7)
Padan Aram
The family of the founder of the Jewish race settled here, with whom the
descendants of Abraham married, as with an aristocratic people. (<See
HARAN>.) Padan is Arabic for field, or plowed land. The wife of the heir of
the promise was sought here; and it was, probably, near Damascus, only a
few days’ journey from where Abraham was living, and not many weeks’
(or months’) travel, far away in Mesopotamia (Genesis 38—39).

Padon (deliverance). Ancestor of Nethinim, who returned from
captivity (<150244>Ezra 2:44).

Pagiel (“event of El”)
Son of Ocran (<040113>Numbers 1:13).

Pahath-moab (“governor of Moab”)
Head of one of the principal houses of the tribe of Judah. This title is
obscure, but in <130422>1 Chronicles 4:22 allusion is made to a family of
Shilonites, of the tribe of Judah, who once had dominion in Moab. The
family was of exalted rank, as is shown by its appearing fourth in the lists
of both <150206>Ezra 2:6, and <160711>Nehemiah 7:11. Among the lay princes <See
PAHATH-MOAB> signs second (<161014>Nehemiah 10:14).

Pai
A town in Edom (<130150>1 Chronicles 1:50).
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Paints
The only reference to paint is that of its universal use among women as a
cosmetic to paint the eyes. (<See EYE>, p. 101).

Palace
The buildings, courtyards, etc., enclosed within the walls of a royal
residence. The particular allusion to palace is that by the Herods, which
was afterward the residence of the Roman governor or praetor, hence it
was called in Greek Pretorium. Christ was brought before the Roman
procurator, Pontius Pilate, in this palace (Mark. 15:16). The most
celebrated palace mentioned in the Scriptures, is that of Solomon, a
detailed description of which occurs in <110701>1 Kings 7:1-12, and in Josephus
(Antiquities viii. 5, 1, 2). The Palace of Solomon was in the city on Mount
Zion, opposite the Temple. It is estimated to have covered some 150,000
or 160,000 square feet. The first of the buildings upon entering, was “the
House of the Forest of Lebanon.” This was a hall so named from the
cedars of Lebanon, worked into pillars and beams of which there were
rows (<110702>1 Kings 7:2). The dimensions were 150 feet long by 75 feet in
width and thirty high. This was the audience chamber. The next building of
importance was the Hall of Judgment (<110707>1 Kings 7:7), 75 square feet.
There was also a colonnade on “The Porch,” 75 X 45 feet, used for
reception and for the transaction of ordinary business.
There was further the inner court, with gardens and fountains, and
accommodation for the harem officers of the court and guard.

Palal (judge).
Son of Uzai, who assisted at the Jerusalem walls (<160325>Nehemiah 3:25).

Palestine, Palaestina
The translation of the Hebrew: PELESHETH which is found only four
times, and always in poetical passages in the Old Testament (<021514>Exodus
15:14; <231429>Isaiah 14:29,31; <290304>Joel 3:4). The same word is translated
“Philistia” in <196008>Psalm 60:8; 83:7, 87:4; 108:9. The two words were
synonymous at the time our version was made, and Palestine in the
Scriptures means only so much of the country as we now call Philistia.
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On the Assyrian monuments there is a country described as PALAZTU on
the West Sea, separate from Tyre, Damascus, Samaria and Edom. The
Egyptians wrote it at Karnak PULUSATU. The Greeks called it Philistine
Syria. Jerome (A.D. 400), also restricts the name to Philistia, and is
followed by Procopius.
In our day the name is used of the whole country, including all that the
Jews or Hebrews ever occupied.
It was originally called The Land of Canaan, low land (as compared to the
high plateaus of Bashan and Gilead, <19A511>Psalm 105:11). The land of the
Hebrews in <014015>Genesis 40:15, only. The land of the Hittites in <060104>Joshua
1:4, and CHETU or CHITA on the Egyptian monuments.
The name <See HOLY LAND> (TA-NETR) is as old as the Pharaoh
Rameses II, and Thothmes III. The Phoenicians called their own country
Holy Land, and the Egyptians may have borrowed the term, which argues
that the idea of Holy Land belonged to the country before the Hebrews
took possession, and is the most generally known now.
The Land of Israel (<091319>1 Samuel 13:19), land of Jah (<280903>Hosea 9:3), the
holy land (<380212>Zechariah 2:12), and the glorious land (<271141>Daniel 11:41),
were names in use during the monarchy.
There is no record of any division of the land. except the names of the
several peoples inhabiting it, until the twelve tribes took possession, when
the several divisions were known by the names of the tribes.
After the Captivity (if not before, <140911>2 Chronicles 9:11), it was called
Judaea, meaning the land of the Jews. The Romans divided it into Galilee,
Samaria. Judaea, Perea, and gave names and limits to the surrounding
country; as Phoenicia, Coele-Syria, Lysania, Hauran, Edom, etc.
The land is about 140 miles (Dan to Beersheba) long and 40 miles average
in width, between the Jordan valley and the West Sea; fenced in by this
valley on the east, the Lebanon on the north, the desert on the south, and
the Great Sea on the west. The whole of this district is high land, from 100
to 3,000 feet above the sea level. The divisions are into Plain, Hill Country,
Jordan Valley, and Mountains; each almost a strip from north to south,
with a distinct history as well as structure.
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1. The Plains lie along the shore of the Great Sea; are narrow at the north,
and become wider southward, and are elevated from 100 to 500 feet; the
surface sandy, rolling, with few forest trees, but many orchards, vines and
shrubs, watered by brooks, fed by fountains. The great plain of Esdraelon
cuts the country into two sections, between Galilee and Samaria. There are
no safe harbors on the coast, and only a few such as they are, at Tripolis,
Jebail, Beirut, Acre, Joppa. Tyre and Sidon have almost entirely lost their
harbors with sand which comes across from the great Sahara desert, and is
destroying all the harbors, and creeping inland in many places, as at Beirut,
Askulan, and Gaza.
2. The Hill Country, on both sides of the Jordan is elevated from 1,000 to
4,000 feet, has a few isolated peaks, and many deep ravines. The torrents
flow mostly in winter, and there are many fountains and wells, and two
rivers, Kishon and Leontes.
Galilee is about 20 miles wide, undulating, with plains, and several
mountain peaks, as Safed, Jermuk (4,000), Hattin, Kaukab, Tabor and
Gilboa, rugged and sharp, with forests of oak, terebinth, thorns, and fruit
orchards. The whole region is carpeted with flowers in the rainy season.
The dews of Hermon increase the length of the green season and continues
its freshness long after the southern section is dried up. There are many
brooks flowing the year round, numerous fountains, and few wells.
Carmel rises from the sea, south of Esdraelon (see <See CARMEL>), joins
the hills of Samaria, which extend south through Judaea to the desert.
(<See EPHRAIM> and <See SAMARIA>). The hilltops are rounder than
those in Galilee, and well-wooded. The noted peaks are Gerizim, Ebal,
Samaria, Jedua, Haskin, Farsi and Kurn Surtabeh, none of which are very
high. The noted valleys (or plains) are Mukhna, 6 miles long by one wide;
Sanur, 2 miles; Kubatiyeh, 2 1/2, and Dothan, 2 1/2 miles. Orchards and
groves of fruit are numerous, and the soil is excellent for raising grain.
The hills of Judaea are drier, with fewer fountains or permanent brooks,
and the soil is poorer and less productive than Galilee or Samaria, which
are nearer the mountains. There are few plains and no high peaks. The
forests are few, shrubs many, and orchards and vineyards are cultivated
extensively.
The country south of Hebron and Beersheba is called the South (<See
NEGEB>). In the hot season it is dry and parched, hot and dusty, but the
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first rains bring up the grass, and start the fresh leaf on the trees, and all
through the winter it is a delightfully fresh and green pasture. Very few
orchards and vineyards; fountains are rare, and wells numerous, with no
running brooks, all being winter-torrents. Very little grain is raised. <See
GILEAD>, <See HAURAN>.
3. The mountains are a continuation of Lebanon, on the west of Jordan,
and of Anti-Lebanon on the east, ending at Hebron and Kerak, nearly. The
highest peaks in both ranges are north of the Holy Land, on each side of
the Leontes river. On Lebanon there are Dhor el Khodib (thor el kodib),
10,051 feet; Sunnin, 8,500 feet; Keniseh, 6,824 feet; and Tomat Niha
(twin-peaks) 6,500 feet; on Anti-Lebanon, Mount Hermon, 10,000. the
range runs northeast, and varies in height from 4,500 to 7,000 feet The
peaks south of Hermon are, Osha, 5,000 feet, near Esther Salt (Ramoth
Gilead); Nebo, 4,600 feet, near Heshbon; and Zumla, east of Gilead, about
4,000 feet to 5,000 feet.
4. The most remarkable feature of Palestine is the valley of the Jordan, the
ancient Arabah (see <See ARABAH>; <See DEAD SEA>; <See JORDAN>).
<See GEOLOGY> The great masses of rock under the country are

limestone, having few fossils. Over that there is a white cretaceous deposit,
full of fossils, flints,ammonites, echinites.(cidaris, petrified olives), fish, and
others. This deposit is most noticeable on the western slopes of Lebanon,
and the eastern slopes of Anti-Lebanon. Geodes of chalcedony, from an oz.
weight to a 100 pounds are numerous in Galilee, besides jasper and agate.
Soft, friable sandstone, is found in extensive beds in both ranges. Coal is
found near Beirut, in thin veins, and of poor quality. Iron and copper mines
were worked anciently (<050809>Deuteronomy 8:9; 33:25; Eusebius viii. 15,17).
There are two kinds of limestone, the lower, white, and the upper, creamy,
with streaks. The great quarry under Jerusalem (See the picture on page
162 in the book), affords both kinds. The white (Arabic, melekeh) is
chalky, and may be easily cut, and sawed into blocks; the dark (Arabic,
mezzeh) is much harder, and takes a fine polish. Many of the caves are in
limestone, some of which, as those in the north, at Paneas, and on the Dog
river, are immense fountains. Many are used for storing grain, etc., and
some for dwellings. The chalk deposits are found on summits only, north
of Hebron, as at Olivet, Bethlehem, Carmel, etc.; south of Hebron it is
more abundant, and near the surface, especially on the east side of the
Arabah, where the Romans named one place Gypsaria (Chalk-town). Flints
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are very abundant in the chalk on the west shore of the Dead Sea.
Sandstone is the under-stratum, in two layers, or series: one dusky-red,
twisted, full of caverns, and colored with iron and other minerals, the other
is dark grey, compact, bearing fossils — the chief underlying rock of the
whole region east of Jordan. The chalk is of not so recent a deposit on the
east of Jordan, and is capped with a soft, friable sandstone, without fossils.
The Abarim mountains are different, being sandstone, capped with chalk,
bearing fossils. The red sandstone appears at Kerak. Both the sandstone
and the limestone, on the east are of an earlier age than those on the west
of Jordan. At Zurka Main, and at Wady Mojib, they form cliffs 400 feet
high. From Hermon to Kerak the whole region is limestone; 1,000 feet
higher than Canaan, west of Jordan.
Earthquakes have been frequent, even in the historical period, the most
noted, since that in the days of Uzziah, being those at Aleppo, in 1616 —
1812; Antioch, 1737; Laodicea, Beirut, Sidon, Tyre, Safed, and Tiberius,
1837. The principal sources of lava-streams on the east of Jordan were at
Phiala (so called), on Hermon, which is an extinct crater, now full of water;
Tell Abu Turnels; Kuleib; and El Hish, on Jebel Hauran, from which:
streams flowed over the whole district bounded by the Pharpar, the Jordan,
and the Yarmuk. The Yarmuk was once dammed up by the stream from
Phiala, and has made a new channel through the limestone beside the black
basalt. There are many extinct craters in the Hauran (see <See
TRACHONITIS>, <See ARGOB>). Lava and basalt have been traced
eastward over the summits of Jebel Hauran (Alsadamum), but have not
been followed beyond El Hish and Salcah. Basalt underlies Esdraelon,
extending through the district bounded by Delata on the north Tiberius on
the east, Tabor on the south, and Turan and Sefuriyeh on the west One
center of eruption was at Hattin — the most ancient — which sent out a
stream of dark, iron-grey, solid, and massive basalt, toward the Sea of
Galilee, forming cliffs near Tiberius, 500 feet high, overlaying limestone;
and another, more recent, from three craters near Safed, El Jish, Taiteba,
and Delata, which poured out a dark brown and a reddish-grey lava —
porous. The Arabah is a deep ditch, from Hermon to the Red Sea, with a
dividing ridge (see <See AKRABBIM>) just south of the Dead Sea. The
width is an average of 10 miles, and the surface is everywhere below the
ocean level; being deepest at the Dead Sea, where it is 1,312 feet below in
the wet, and 5 or 6 feet lower in the dry season. Tertiary and alluvial
deposits are found in the valley, along the whole course of the Jordan, and
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on both shores of the Dead Sea, at the mouths of the rivers. There are two
terraces of chalky marl: the upper extending across from side to side,
between the mountains, and the lower, 50 to 150 feet below; forming a
ditch in which the river has worn a still lower channel of 10 or 20 feet
deep. The whole plain is worn into rounded knolls, by water from the high
land on both sides; most distinctly seen on the edges of the terraces.
The strata exposed are limestone, rolled boulders, pebbles of flint,
sandstone, tufas, marl, chalky deposits, pure chalk, conglomerates, sand,
gravel, clay and detritus. South of Masada there are tall, conical knolls,
shaped like hay-stacks, with pointed tops.
The shores of the Dead Sea are cut down on all sides, through crystalline
rocks, into ravines, 600 to 1,200 feet deep, with traces of extinct waterfalls
and other evidences of remote antiquity. At Wady Derejeh there are eight
terraces of gravel, marking different beaches, one above another — the
highest 44 feet above the present level. There is no evidence that the Dead
Sea was ever connected with either the Mediterranean or the Red Sea; but
it was at one time 350 feet higher than at present, if not 540 feet, as we
may learn from the chalky deposits at Wady Hasasah. The ocean level is
marked very distinctly all around the sea, indicating that there has been no
general disturbance since the present arrangement of strata was completed.
<See MOUNT SEIR>, <See MOUNT SINAI>, <See RED SEA>; also, <See
CLIMATE>, <See FLOWERS>, <See TREES>.
Mr. Tristam described 322 species of birds gathered by him and his party,
and now safely deposited by him in a museum in London. Swimmers and
waders were not well represented; 27 species are native to Palestine. He
caught an ostrich in the Belka, east of the Dead Sea. (See the articles on
the name of each bird). The whole country abounds in birds of every kind
known in the temperate zone. Caged birds are found in almost every house.
Fish are caught in great plenty on the Great Sea and in Galilee; and one at
least of its varieties is painted on the monuments in Egypt.
Reptiles are abundant, especially lizards, tortoises, geckos and chameleons.
The common frog and tree-toad abound in wet places. Snakes are not very
numerous, and none large. There are three species of scorpion. Mollusks
are very numerous, in more than one hundred varieties. Butterflies are as
numerous, in proportion, as the flowers.
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Palestina (Palestine).
(Hebrew: PELESHETH); (<021514>Exodus 15:14; <231429>Isaiah 14:29; <290304>Joel 3:4;
in <196008>Psalm 60:8. Philistia, which was a synonymous term at one time).
Palestine in the Scripture means Philistia, only (which see)

Pallu (“distinguished”)
Son of Reuben (<020614>Exodus 6:14).

Palluites, the
Descendants of Pallu (<042605>Numbers 26:5).

Palmerst (“palm of Christ”)
Castor-oil plant (<320406>Jonah 4:6).

Palmer-worm
A voracious, hairy caterpillar, which does great damage to fruit-trees, and
other vegetation (<290104>Joel 1:4).

Palmoni (“that certain”)
An expression used to designate a person without calling him by name
(<270813>Daniel 8:13).

Palm-tree (Hebrew: TAMAR; Greek: phoinix).
The variety most common in the East is the date-palm (phaenix
dactylifera). The palm-tree was always associated with Palestine; the name
Phoenix being probably derived from Phoenicia. The coins of Vespasian,
commemorating the conquest of Jerusalem by Titus, represent a woman of
Judaea, weeping under a palm-tree. The date-palm is endogenous (growing
from the end); its average height is about 70 feet About 8 years after being
planted, it yields fruit, averaging about 100 pounds, and continues
productive for 100 years. Dates take the place of bread to a large extent in
the East, and all the other parts of the tree are used for building, fencing,
roofs, mats, baskets, couches, bags, etc. There is a saying with the Arabs
that “The palm-tree has 360 uses.” Jericho, “The City of Palm-Trees”
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(<052403>Deuteronomy 24:3; <070116>Judges 1:16; 3:13). The palm-groves of Jericho
were always famous.
<See HAZEZON-TAMAR> (the pruning of the palm tree) It is alluded to in
<011407>
Genesis 14:7, and in <142002>2 Chronicles 20:2. <See TAMAR> (the palm), in
the vision of Ezekiel (<264719>Ezekiel 47:19, 48:28). <See BETHANY> (the

house of dates) suggests that there were palms in the district of the Mount
of Olives, whence the people “took branches of palm-trees and went forth
to meet him” (<431213>John 12:13): “Dwelt under the palm-tree of Deborah”
(<070405>Judges 4:5). Women were named after the palm-tree, as the wife of
<See ER>, named <See TAMAR> (Genesis 38; also in <101301>2 Samuel 13:1,
and 14:27). Its form used in decoration in the Temple (<140305>2 Chronicles 3:5;
<110629>
1 Kings 6:29,32,35; 7:36), and in Ezekiel’s vision (<264016>Ezekiel 40:16;
41:18). “The righteous shall flourish like the palm-tree” (<199212>Psalm 92:12).
Its grace — the lofty and ever-green foliage, cresting the top of the tree,
near to heaven — all suggest abundant illustration. The Jews
commemorated victories by carrying palms (1 Macc. 13:51; Esdras 2:4447), etc. Also, the glorified are mentioned in <660709>Revelation 7:9, as “clothed
with white robes, and palms in their hands. <See DATES>.

Palsy (Greek: paralusis, relaxation).
An abolition of function whether of intellect, special sensation, or voluntary
motion.
To destroy action or energy; a disabling of the nerves of a part of a body,
afterward also of the whole body (<400424>Matthew 4:24). The withered hand
was an instance, cured by Jesus (<410301>Mark 3:1).

Palti (“deliverance of Jah”)
Son of Raphu, a spy (<041309>Numbers 13:9).

Paltiel (“deliverance of God”)
Son of Azzan and prince of Issachar (<042402>Numbers 24:26).

Paltite (“the descendants of Pelet”)
One of David’s men (<102326>2 Samuel 23:26).
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Pamphylia
A province of Asia (Minor), on the south coast, bordering the same sea as,
and; west of Cilicia (<442005>Acts 20:5; 2:5). The sea is now called Adalia, from
the ancient Attalia. The region was only 20 miles wide, inland, between
Taurus and the sea. Paul here first entered Asia, having just left Cyprus,
landing at Perga (<441313>Acts 13:13), where John Mark left him and Barnabas.
The language seems from Luke’s account (<440210>Acts 2:10), to have been
corrupted to some local dialect. The region is now thinly peopled, with a
few towns along the coast, in the midst of fine orchards, surrounded by
fertile fields. Ruins here and there mark ancient sites.

Pannag
Some kind of spice, or aromatic plant exported from Palestine at Tyre
(<262717>Ezekiel 27:17). It may possibly have been a flavoring substance used in
bread. The Syriac renders it millet.

Paper-reeds
<See PAPYRUS>. “Paper reeds by the brooks” in <231907>Isaiah 19:7, should

read “meadows by the river” (Nile).

Paneas (<See CAESAREA PHILIPPI>.)
Paphos
In Cyprus at the west end of the island (Salamis being at the east end And a
road between); the seat of the Roman governor, Sergius Paulus, who
“believed” after hearing Paul and Barnabas (<441312>Acts 13:12). Elymas (magi,
soterer), was struck with blindness (for a season), as a punishment for
deceiving people with his magic. They had a fine temple in honor of
Aphrodite (Venus), who was worshiped, and was fabled to have risen from
the sea at this place (Homer, Odyssey viii. 362). The temple was at a place
now called Kuklia, some distance from the new town called Baffa.

Papyrus (reed). (Hebrew names: agmon, gome, aroth, kaneh).
A tall reed (3 to 6 feet, angular), with a broom-shaped head, formerly
lining the Nile banks, and growing elsewhere in marshes in Egypt and
Palestine. Its lower part was used for food, after cooking. It is without
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leaves, and the pulp was used for making paper. Some ancient specimens
of the papyrus (covered with writing and drawings), are to be found in the
Abbott Museum, New York, (and in several museums in Europe). See
page 106 in the book.
The several words translated “reed” in the A.A., are:
1. AGMON, a rush. In <184002>Job 40:26, it is asked, “Canst thou put a rush
through the nose of the crocodile?” as you do through the gills of a fish:
2. gome, the papyrus, paper-reed ; translated rush and bulrush. The word
occurs four times: when Moses was hid in a boat made of papyrus, in
<020203>
Exodus 2:3; in the notice of the skiffs or canoes of the Ethiopians
(<231802>Isaiah 18:2); and as a reed in <233507>Isaiah 35:7, and in <180811>Job 8:11. The
stem is three inches thick at the base, and ten to sixteen feet long.
The Abyssinians use it for light boats. There were other similar plants of
which boats were also made. See the picture, Egyptians making a papyrus
boat, on page 122 in the book.
The papyrus (paper) was made from the soft pulp, which is cellular, and
could be sliced very thin. These slices were cut as long as the paper was to
be wide, and were laid side by side, and other slips laid ever the seams and
gummed into place, until the whole was of the required size and thickness.
The papyrus-reed grows in Syria, in the marsh of the Huleh (from which
place Antigonus got it to make cordage for his ships), on Gennesaret, in
Sicily, in Abyssinia, along the White Nile, and in Nubia.
There is another species in Palestine, growing near Caiffa, under Carmel.
This has a top like an umbrella. The true papyrus hangs the top on one
side, like a broom. The Arabs use both kinds for mats, roofs and walls for
their huts.
3. aroth (once only as paper-reeds in <231907>Isaiah 19:7), green herbage, such
as grows in wet, marshy places.
4. achu (flag in <180811>Job 8:11, and meadow in <014102>Genesis 41:2,18). Some
water-plant, eaten by cattle; perhaps the beautiful Flowering Rush, or it
may be the Edible Rush.
5. SUF (flags in <020203>Exodus 2:3,5, where the boat containing Moses was
laid; flags in <231906>Isaiah 19:6, and reeds in <320205>Jonah 2:5). Weeds. The Red
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Sea is called Yam Suf, by the Arabs — Sea of Weeds. Suf is a term for all
marine vegetation.
6. KANEH, a cane (stalk of wheat or grain in <014105>Genesis 41:5,22; branches
of a candlestick in <022531>Exodus 25:31; a measure equal to six cubits in
<264005>
Ezekiel 40:5; and in anatomy, the name of the bone between the
shoulder and the elbow in <183122>Job 31:22).
7. Greek kalamos. Used for a reed growing, a measuring-rod
(<661101>Revelation 11:1, etc.), and a reed-pen (<640113>3 John 1:13).
There was a fragrant reed also, KENEH BOSEM (<263023>Ezekiel 30:23), and
KANEH HATTOB (<240620>Jeremiah 6:20). The Calamus aromaticus is very
fragrant, and is used for perfume in ointments. The lemon-grass is another
aromatic reed or grass.

Parable (Hebrew: MASHAL; Greek: parabole; Latin: parabola).
A similitude, a comparison. <See FABLE>. The Hebrews used the term
mashal (similitude) for the Proverbs (<091012>1 Samuel 10:12; 14:13), prophesy
(<042307>Numbers 23:7), enigmas (<197802>Psalm 78:2), and narrative (<261222>Ezekiel
12:22). The parable was used by the Hebrew teachers from the earliest
times, and especially by Hillel, Shammai and other great Rabbis just before
the Christian era. The parable is a low form of speech, adapted to the
ignorance of the great mass of mankind. The Scribes had a kind of parable
that was understood by the few only, and therefore it is said that the
Sermon on the Mount was open and plain instruction, and “not as the
Scribes.” Jesus chose this form of teaching the people, who were spiritually
blind and deaf (<401313>Matthew 13:13). The parable attracts, and if
understood, is remembered, yet sometimes the meaning is lost. There were
probably many parables spoken which were not recorded (<401334>Matthew
13:34). The number is about 30 or 31.
The parables of Jesus are the most characteristic and beautiful portions of
his teachings, full of interest to the youngest and instruction to the oldest,
conveying, in delightful narratives, the profoundest truths relating to his
kingdom, of which we become sensible in proportion as our views of
religion rise into the spiritual and ideal. All outward things take on a fuller
meaning and have a richer color and brighter light. The great object of
Jesus was to manifest himself, and his parables do this by laying bare the
hearts of men.
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The interpretation of the parables belongs to the highest order of Biblical
exegesis, requiring knowledge, spiritual discernment, taste and tact, and a
well-balanced mind. There are no rules applicable to this work.
It may be noticed that there seems to be but one leading idea in each
parable. The aim is ethical, and is not poetical, the story being told for the
sake of the lesson.
It is extremely difficult to classify the parables. The chronological order is
given as near as may be in the article about <See JESUS>. It does not
appear that they were delivered in any order or sequence, but in answer to
inquiries, or called forth by certain circumstances from time to time. In the
following table only one reference is given; the others can be found in the
article about <See JESUS>.
GROUP 1. — RELATING TO CHRIST’S KINGDOM.
1. Wicked Husbandmen (<402133>Matthew 21:33-44). The fate of those who
abuse their privileges and refuse to enter the kingdom.
2. The Rich Fool (<421216>Luke 12:16-21). The vanity of all worldly things
without the kingdom.
3. The Marriage of the King’s Son (<402201>Matthew 22:1-14). Danger of
rejecting the invitations of the kingdom.
4. The Barren Fig Tree (<421306>Luke 13:6-9). Danger of delay.
5. The Great Supper (<421415>Luke 14:15-24). Outward privileges useless
without a personal use of the means of salvation.
6. The Pearl of Great Price (<401345>Matthew 13:45,46). The kingdom to be
sought for alone.
7. The Hidden Treasure (<401344>Matthew 13:44). Sacrifice for the kingdom
when found.
8. The Rich Man and Lazarus (<421619>Luke 16:19-31). The kingdom in the
estimate of God and of man.
GROUP 2. — CHRIST’S KINGDOM IN THE HEART.
9. The Sower (<401303>Matthew 13:3-8). Preparation of the heart.
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10. The Seed Growing Secretly (<410426>Mark 4:26-29). The kingdom grows in
the heart silently and constantly.
11. The Tares and the Wheat (<401324>Matthew 13:24-30). Difficulties in the
way of the kingdom.
12. The Mustard-seed (<401331>Matthew 13:31,32). Outward growth of the
kingdom.
13. The Leaven (yeast) in the Meal (Matthew 1333). Inward growth.
GROUP 3. — MANIFESTATION OF THE KI:NGDOM.
14. The Two Debtors (<420741>Luke 7:41-43). The kingdom appears in
obedience springing from love.
15. The Good Samaritan (<421030>Luke 10:30-37). Aid in love, which knows no
limits and spares no pains.
16. The Two Sons (<402128>Matthew 21:28). In the obedience of deeds not
words.
17. The Unmerciful Servant (<401823>Matthew 18:23-35). In mercy and
forgiveness without limit.
18. The Unjust Steward (<421601>Luke 16:1-9). In wise and energetic
improvement of temporal advantages.
19. The Friend at Midnight (<421105>Luke 11:5-8). In constant prayer.
20. The Unjust Judge (<421801>Luke 18:1-8). Persevering prayer.
21. The Pharisee and Publican (<421809>Luke 18:9-14). In humility and
contrition.
22. The Laborers in the Vineyard (<402001>Matthew 20:1-16).
23. The unselfish rejoicing in the salvation of others. The Lost Sheep
(Matthew 17).
24. The Lost Piece of Money (<421508>Luke 15:8-10).
25. The Prodigal Son (<421511>Luke 15:11-32). In acknowledging the wisdom
and beauty of receiving sinners, and in a missionary spirit.
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26. The Unprofitable Servant (<421707>Luke 17:7-10). Confessing all that we
can do is nothing.
27. The Ten Virgins (<402501>Matthew 25:1-13). Preparation for the coming of
the Lord.
28. The Talents (<402514>Matthew 25:14-30). Active preparation for the coming
of the Lord.
GROUP 4. — THE CONSUMMATION OF THE KINGDOM.
29. The Pounds (<421911>Luke 19:11-27). The final reckoning.
30. The Draw-net (<401347>Matthew 13:47-50). The final separation.

Parah (“cow”)
Five miles northeast of Jerusalem. The name is continued in Wady Farah
(mouse,), the Arabs keeping the sound only of the ancient name, as they
have done in many other cases. Dr. Barclay claims this wady for the
ancient locality of <See AENON>, where John was baptizing; for there is a
large intermitting fountain there (<430323>John 3:23; City of the Great King,
558). Khurbet Farah (“ruin of”) lies on the fork between Wady Tuwar and
Wady Farah (<061823>Joshua 18:23).

Paran (“place of caves”)
Name of a mountain and a wilderness. The mountain is only mentioned in
two poetical passages (<053302>Deuteronomy 33:2; Hab. 3:3). This name is
preserved in Wady FARAN (faran), in Sinai; and the mountain is probably
that now called Serbal, one of the grandest in the region (Bartlett, Forty
Days; Stanley). The wilderness is described minutely in the Scriptures; and
had Palestine on the north, Arabah on the east, and Sinai on the south;
corresponding to the desert Et Tyh (the wandering) of the present (see
<See SINAI>). This region is not a desert, or a wilderness, but is called by
the Hebrews Midbar (pasture-land).

Parbar (<132618>1 Chronicles 26:18).
An open porch, or some structure on the west side of the Temple court.
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Parched Ground
In <233507>Isaiah 35:7. Hebrew: SHARAB, should be read “mirage,” a peculiar
deceptive appearance of the heated air, by which you are led to think you
see trees, houses, water, etc., at a distance.

Parlor
The king’s audience chamber (<070320>Judges 3:20-25).

Parmashta (“superior”)
Son of Haman (Esth. 9:9).

Parmenas (“abiding”)
A deacon (<440605>Acts 6:5).

Parnach (“delicate”)
Ancestor of Elizaphan (<043425>Numbers 34:25).

Parosh (“a flea”)
2,172 descendants of Parosh who returned from captivity (<150203>Ezra 2:3).
Another 150 males accompanied Ezra (<150803>Ezra 8:3). They assisted in
building the wail of Jerusalem (<160325>Nehemiah 3:25), and sealed the
covenant (<161014>Nehemiah 10:14).

Parshandatha (“interpreter”)
Oldest of Haman’s sons, slain by the Jews (Esth 9:7).

Part (Hebrew: PELECH, circuit or district).
Used in reference to Jerusalem, Beth-haccerem, Mizpah, Beth-zur and
Keilah (<160309>Nehemiah 3:9).

Parthia (<440209>Acts 2:9).
The Parthians here meant were Jews only, who were present at Jerusalem
on the day of Pentecost. Originally it was a small mountainous district
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Northeast of Media, between Aria and Hyrcania, but afterward included a
large district. The country is mountainous, climate pleasant, soil fertile,
well watered by many small streams (which do not reach the seas, but are
absorbed in the ground), and has many ruin., of ancient cities, such as
Ctesiphon, Akker-kuf El Hammam and Takt-i-Bostan, some of the most
remarkable Oriental remains, which are evidence of a former state of
prosperity and wealth. It is now a part of Persia. The first known of this
Scythian people is of the time of Darius Hystaspis; although it is supposed
that Cyrus annexed their territory to his empire (B.C. 550). They were in
Xerxes great army in Greece. Alexander gave their country to Eumenes.
The Parthian Empire began under Arsaces, B.C. 256, and extended from
the Tigris to India, and from the Chorasmian desert to the Southern Ocean.
It was the only power that opposed Rome with final success. The Roman
general, Crassus, was defeated by them at Carrhae (Harran). (R. K.
Porter).

Partridge (KORE).
The desert partridge, used as a simile by David when pursued by Saul
(<092620>1 Samuel 26:20), and as a simile of a man who reaps what he does not
sow (<241711>Jeremiah 17:11). They are very prolific, laying twenty or more
eggs. There are several species in Palestine. The word KORE may also
include the black partridge of India and the sand grouse, which latter is
very common in Syria.

Paruah (“blossoming”)
Father of Jehoshaphat (<110417>1 Kings 4:17).

Parvaim
From whence gold was brought for the ornamentation of the Temple (<140306>2
Chronicles 3:6). The Sephar of <011030>Genesis 10:30, which was a mountain,
and probably the same as Ophir. Others hold that Parvaim means Eastern,
as the modern Levant does, and therefore say that the text means only
eastern gold. Pliny mentions a Barbatia on the Tigris (vi. 32).

Pasach (“cut up”)
Son of Japhlet (<130733>1 Chronicles 7:33).
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Pasdammim (“hand of confusion”)
Ephes Dammim (<131113>1 Chronicles 11:13). Where a fierce conflict with the
Philistines occurred. Damun is a ruin, three miles east of Socho, but it is
not identified beyond dispute.

Paseah (“lame”)
1. Son of Eshton (<130412>1 Chronicles 4:12).
2. Ancestor of Nethinim, who returned from captivity (<150249>Ezra 2:49).
3. <See PHASEAH>. Ancestor of the Jehoiada who assisted in repairs of the
“old gate” (<160306>Nehemiah 3:6).

Pashur (“prosperity”)
1. Son of Malchiah, one of the princes in the court (<243801>Jeremiah 38:1). The
name of a family of priests of the house of Malchijah (<242101>Jeremiah 21:1).
2. Another priest, son of <See IMMER>, and governor of the house of the
Lord. He was opposed to Jeremiah in Jehoiakim’s reign, and for the
indignity his name was changed to <See MAGOR-MISSABIB> (terror on
every side), (<242001>Jeremiah 20:1-6).
3. Father of <See GEDALIAH> (4) (<243801>Jeremiah 38:1).

Passage (Hebrew: EBER, MAABAR, MAEBARAH).
A river ford or mountain pass (<091323>1 Samuel 13:23). <See JORDAN>.

Passengers (Hebrew: ORERIM).
Those who go right on their ways. “The valley of the passengers” means
the valley where Gog’s multitude were to be buried (<263911>Ezekiel 39:11).

Passion
Suffering of the Lord <See JESUS CHRIST> on the cross (<440103>Acts 1:3).
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Passover (Hebrew: PESACH; Greek Pascha).
The first of the three great annual festivals of the Hebrews, held in Nisan,
14th to 21st. There are several distinct passages relating to the Passover in
Exodus and Deuteronomy, where its original intention, the unleavened
bread, the firstborn sanctified, are mentioned, and the paschal lamb. In
<022314>
Exodus 23:14-19, the paschal lamb is mentioned as My Sacrifice, and
the feast is called “of unleavened bread.” The redemption of the firstborn is
noticed in <022418>Exodus 24:18-26. In <051601>Deuteronomy 16:1-8, the command
is given to keep the Passover in Jerusalem. A lamb was roasted whole —
not a bone of it to be broken — and eaten entirely, the same night, with
bitter herbs; if not all eaten, the remnant to be burned. The blood of the
victim was to be sprinkled on the door-post.
The meaning was to commemorate the Exodus from Egypt, when the Lord
passed over the firstborn of the Hebrews and smote those of the Egyptians.
The Rabbis affixed the penalty of whipping to anyone who should not kill
the paschal lamb in the Court of the Temple, and separated the people into
three companies at that time to avoid confusion. During the killing
trumpets were blown and the Hallel was sung by the Levites. <See LORD’S
SUPPER>, <See AGAPE>.
The position of sitting down to the meal or reclining was adopted by the
Hebrews as a sign of their freedom, as though lust out of Egypt.
The use of wine haft no place in the original institution, but was sanctioned
by Jesus both in the Passover and the Lord’s Supper.
It has been debated whether the Lord ate the Passover the last time on the
same day as the Jews did or the evening before; but the frequent references
to the evening by all the Evangelists, without hesitation as to the time,
leaves no doubt that it was eaten at the usual time. The Sadducees and
Pharisees differed as to the proper day.
Jesus, the Christ, was himself the Paschal Lamb, the spiritual Passover, of
whom the Hebrew rite was a type.

Pastor (Hebrew: roeh, a shepherd),
(Jereremiah 2:8); also applied to <See CHRIST>, the Great Shepherd’
(<242603>Jeremiah 26:31), and to the spiritual ministers of a church
(<490411>Ephesians 4:11). <See BISHOP>. <See ELDERS>.
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Pasture
To those who had large flocks and herds, an abundance of pasturage and
water were of great importance. <See ABRAHAM>, <See ISAAC> and <See
JACOB>, moved from place to place in order to obtain these essentials.
Palestine is well adapted to grazing. Figuratively it is applied to the
spiritual wants of the people of God (<192302>Psalm 23:2). <See PASTOR>.

Patara
The seaport of Xanthus, near the coast, in Lycia. It was devoted to the
worship of Apollo (Hor. Odes, iii. 4, 64), and the coins of the district
exhibit traces of the respect paid to the divinity. Some of the ruins —
among which are a triple arch of a gate of the city, and a ruined theatre,
baths, temples, etc. — indicate a once populous and important city; such as
it probably was at the time of Paul’s visit (<442101>Acts 21:1,2), when it was an
emporium of commerce between the east and west coasts of the Levant
(see Livy, xxxvii. 16; Beaufort’s Karamania, Ionian Ant. of the Dilettanti
Soc., and Fellows).

Patheus
PETHAHIAH, the Levite (1 Esdras 9:23).

Pathros
A district in Egypt, and a Mizraite tribe.

Patriarch (Greek: patriarches).
Head of the family or tribe (<580704>Hebrews 7:4; <440708>Acts 7:8, 2:29). It is a title
of many of the ancestors of the Hebrews as David, Abraham, Noah.
They were the head of the religious faith and practice, as well as leader and
judge in civil affairs, and represented God who is the great father of all
men. When the Temple worship took the place of family worship the
patriarch became a sheikh, and was no longer a priest.
The Arabs still keep up this form of government in civil affairs, but not in
religious.
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Patmos (<660109>Revelation 1:9).
A rocky island, south of Samos — one of the Sporades, in the Icarian Sea,
a part of the Aegean Sea — 15 miles around; divided almost in two by a
narrow isthmus, on the east side of which are the town and harbor, and
near them, on a hill, to, the south is the monastery of “St. John the Divine
(built by Alexius Comnenus). In the library of this church are many ancient
manuscripts, two of which contain an account of John after the Ascension.
There are no forest-trees, but many flowering shrubs and plants. Walnut
and fruit-trees are grown in orchards; and the wine is famous for its
strength and flavor. Now called Patina, and Palmosa. Population: 4,000.
(See Patmos and the Seven Churches).

Patrobas
A Christian at Rome (<451614>Romans 16:14).

Patroclus (“famous from his father”)
Father of Nicanor (2 Macc. 8:9).

Pau (“bleating”)
The capital of Hadar (<013639>Genesis 36:39).

Paul (Hebrew: SAUL).
He was a Benjamite, a native of Tarsus, Cilicia, and was born about A.D.
5, a free Roman citizen (by descent from his father). He had a sister (whose
son is mentioned), and perhaps other sisters, as well as brothers, some of
whose names may possibly be those given by Paul in his Epistle to the
Romans, as Andronicus, Junia, and Herodion. Tarsus was then the rival of
Athens and Alexandria as a seat of learning, where Paul began that
acquaintance with the classical writers which was continued when he went
to Jerusalem as a pupil of Gamaliel, who was a strict Pharisee, and well
known by his title of “The Glory of the Lord,” and “Rabban” (Our Master)
It seems to have been the intention of his parents to fit him for the
rabbinical profession. It was the custom to teach every son a trade, and he
was brought up to the making of tent-cloth (from goats’ hair, called
cilicia). These black tents are now used in Syria, and are mentioned by the
ancient poets. While yet a young man he showed a great zeal for the law of
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Moses (Judaism), in consenting and assisting at the stoning of Stephen, by
holding the cloaks of those who threw the stones. The main events of his
life, as given by Luke, and by himself, are: — His conversion; labors at
Antioch; the first missionary journey, in which he assumed the character of
the Apostle to the Gentiles: the visit to Jerusalem, to settle the relation of
the Gentile and Jewish converts; the introduction of the Gospel into
Europe; the third missionary journey, during which time he wrote the four
great Epistles; the arrest, imprisonment, voyage to Rome, and death. The
chronology and details are given in the table below. Personally, Paul is
almost unknown to us, unless we accept tradition and the statements of the
ancients. The portrait given (p. 237 of the book) represents the idea that
the artist formed of him hundreds of years after his death, and it is only
interesting to us as a relic of early Christian art. From the Gospels we learn
that he was of a subtile, tenacious and versatile intellect; intolerant before,
but, after his conversion, tolerant of the opinions of others; of a weak
bodily presence, and a poor voice; but full of fresh ideas, and so thoroughly
systematic and persistent as to deserve the name of the chief founder of the
Christian Church.
Stephen is called the forerunner of Paul (“the blood of the first martyr, the
seed of the greatest apostle”); and he was his anticipator in spirit and
power, as may be seen in his defense before the Sanhedrin, wherein he
gave a critically just and true summary of the Jewish Church —
denouncing the local worship, and bringing out the spiritual element in its
history. The substance of the whole speech, and its style, seems to have
been thrown over Paul’s spirit, like the mantle of the prophet.
His mission to Damascus was to arrest the disciples of Jesus there, and
bring them to Jerusalem for trial and punishment, as apostates from the
Jewish Church. On the way he was arrested by a miracle, converted by
receiving knowledge of the truth; was consecrated by Ananias; and, after
his recovery from the temporary blindness, began his work for the new
cause, in the synagogue at Damascus, by preaching Jesus the Christ to the
Jews, and Jesus the Son of God to the Gentiles.
His preaching naturally excited the rage of his late friends and employers,
who regarded him as an apostate and a dangerous man, and aimed at his
life; when he was obliged to escape from the city by night, his friends
letting him down from a window in the wall in a basket. <See
DAMASCUS>
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His return to Jerusalem (after three years’ absence), as a disciple, only
caused alarm to the brethren, who remembered his zeal against them, in the
case of Stephen and as the high priest’s officer, until he was introduced as
a believer by Barnabas. Being driven out of the city in a short time by the
Jews, he returned by Caesarea to Tarsus, from whence he was summoned
by Barnabas to come to Antioch to help in the gospel work. On account of
the famine, predicted by Agabus, Barnabas and Saul were sent to
Jerusalem with a contribution for the poor there; and on their return, John
Hark (nephew of Barnabas), accompanied them as an assistant.
It was on the first missionary journey, while they were in Cyprus, that his
name was changed from Saul to Paul, which was the Greek form of the
name, — as Jason is for Jesus, Pollio for Hillel, Alphaeus for Clopas, etc.
Paul and Barnabas were again sent to Jerusalem, to have a decision made,
by the apostles and elders, on the question of circumcision; when Peter
declared the fact that God himself had set the seal of the gift of the Holy
Ghost on the Gentile as well as on the Jew convert.
Before setting out on his second missionary journey Paul separated from
Barnabas, because he could not trust Hark, who had left them at a critical
time on their first journey; so Paul took Silas instead of Barnabas, and
Barnabas took Hark with him. The business of the next year was founding
churches in Phrygia and Galatia, which he did with great success.
In a vision, the spirit of Jesus turned him back from Bithynia; and while at
Troas, in the form of a man of Macedonia (in another vision), directed him
to carry the gospel into Europe, in the memorable words, “Come over into
Macedonia and help us.”
The style of the narrative in Acts intimates, in the change from “they” to
“we,” that Luke, the writer went with Paul from Troas.
They preached from city to city for nearly a year, and passed on into
Greece (to Athens). Here he set forth the gospel in the synagogue, the
marketplace, and, by invitation, in the venerable assembly of the
Areopagus, where were gathered the most polished men of the foremost
seat of learning in the world, who were acute, witty, shrewd, and most
intensely scornful. He exposed the folly of their superstitions with exquisite
tact and ability, and unfolded the character and claims of the “unknown
God” whom they were already worshiping unintelligently. But he made
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very little impression on the popular religion, probably because his simple
faith, having no splendid show of material accession, could not be expected
to take the place of their highly poetical mythology, which was celebrated
by the most magnificent displays of temples, vestments, processions, and
sacrifices.
A year and a half in Corinth was spent in preaching and working at his
trade, with better results than at Athens.
Again at Ephesus, he made so many friends that the idol-makers became
alarmed for the business, and stirred up a tumult against Paul. They made
small copies of the temple and image of Diana, which were used in private
houses, or carried on journeys; and Paul declared that they were “no
gods,” but that Jesus the Christ was the only proper object of worship as
the Son of God. <See EPHESUS> and <See SEVEN CHURCHES>.
After another visit to Macedonia, Greece, and Illyria, he turned toward
Jerusalem for the fifth and last time. On the way there occurred, at Miletus,
one of the most affecting incidents in the whole story of his life. The elders
of the church at Ephesus had come to Miletus to meet him. He was over
sixty years of age, naturally feeble of body, always a hard worker, and it
seemed probable that this was their last interview. He recalled his labors
among them, assuring them that his single object haft always been the
preaching the gospel of Jesus; and referred to the dangers through which
they all had passed, and those that the Holy Spirit had predicted were to
come, and to his determination to press on, as though his life was in his
hand, and entreated them to follow him for the sake of their Lord Jesus.
The visit to Jerusalem seemed to his friends at Caesarea also to be
dangerous; and Agabus, who had 17 years before proved himself a
prophet, showed Paul that he would be put in bonds if he went up to the
city.
The story cannot be told in better words than Luke uses, in the 21st and
the following chapters of Acts. His enemies had determined on his
destruction, and watched for an opportunity and were finally compelled to
invent an accusation on the pretext that Paul had taken some Greeks into
the Temple, and thereby had broken the Law of Moses, and had polluted
the Holy House. He was rescued from the furious mob of Jews by the
Roman soldiers, and also protected on account of his Roman citizenship;
but was for years kept in chains, without trial, with occasional
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examinations before the governor and the king (which, it is more than
suspected, were for the purpose of extorting a bribe from Paul or his
friends), and was finally sent to Rome, on his appeal to Caesar. Luke’s
account of the voyage has been most severely criticized, and found to
agree with the nature of the region, climate, winds, coasts, habits and
superstitions of the people, and even the make of the ships at that age; and
since its purpose was to follow the spiritual Paul chiefly, has been shown to
be one of the finest and truest records extant (see <See MELITA>).
Of Paul’s death almost nothing is known. Tradition affirms that he was
beheaded at Rome, where a grave is now shown, which is honored with a
monument.
His personal appearance had little to command admiration, or even respect.
A small figure, a bald head, with weak eyes and a hooked nose, like some
of the Jews of our day — and, added to these, feeble health — makes a
whole that would excite, besides ridicule, only sympathy, until we become
acquainted with the great soul and ardent spirit that was the tenant of this
poor frame.
He is one of the most wonderful characters known to history. Called to a
peculiar work, he was most peculiarly adapted to that work from nature,
education and circumstances, and most nobly did he succeed. His labor in
establishing the Church in many cities and countries occupied nearly thirty
years of constant application — in traveling, preaching, writing and
working with his own hands at his trade; some of the time, even while a
prisoner, chained to a guard, or in a cell, ending, when he was “ready to be
offered,” in his death at the age of nearly 70 years. <See ROME>.
He was a poor mechanic, and in the eyes of the Greeks and Romans was of
an origin as hateful as that of the Jews, who are called the enemies of
mankind; and, as his enemies said, he was of a physical presence that was
weak, and had a contemptible speech; yet he did more than any other man
to set in motion those new ideas that were to lift mankind up out of the
darkness of superstition, purify their minds from the errors of ages, open
their hearts to the great truths of the oneness of God, and the brotherhood
of men, and the value of a good and true life; enforcing these great truths
by a life equally great, full of bravery, self-sacrifice, and self-denial, and
which have gained power to crush and scatter the paganism of the Greek
and Roman world.
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This work was not done without pain, and danger, and toil. From the very
beginning he suffered hardship, risk of life from his former associates;
continued in long journeys by sea and land; shipwreck; stoning by an
infuriated mob; exposure to the fury of wild beasts in the amphitheater; and
finally loss of life by violence.
If privation, suffering, patience, and perseverance-warmed by zeal and
tempered with wisdom and love, elevated and polished by scholarship and
brilliant talents, inspired with the knowledge of the Divine Spirit, and all
these qualities softened with a charming urbanity that was never laid aside
— if all these rare endowments can build an enduring memorial in the
earth, surely among the immortals in the memory of men will be found,
along with the names of Adam, Moses, David, Solomon, and Jesus, the
noble name of Paul the Apostle. Already his epistles are printed in a
hundred and fifty languages; read by as many millions, and churches are
dedicated to his name in every Christian city in the world.
TABLE OF EVENTS IN THE LIFE OF PAUL THE APOSTLE
A.D. 5 Born in Tarsus, in Cilicia — <442203>Acts 22:3
A Roman citizen by birthright. A Pharisee — <500305>Philippians 3:5
By trade a tent-maker. (Goat’s hair—Cilicia) — <441803>Acts 18:3
20 At the school of Gamaliel, Jerusalem — <442203>Acts 22:3
30 Assists in stoning Stephen — <440758>Acts 7:58
Makes havoc of the Church — <440804>Acts 8:4
36 Goes to Damascus to persecute the disciples — <440902>Acts 9:2
Baptized. Begins to preach Jesus the Crucified — <440918>Acts 9:18,20
Journey into Arabia; return to Damascus — <480117>Galatians 1:17, 18
38 Escape from Damascus in a basket (<471133>2 Corinthians 11:33) — <440925>Acts
9:25
Goes up to Jerusalem. Disciples afraid of him — <440926>Acts 9:26
Introduced by Barnabas: preached the Lord Jesus — <440927>Acts 9:27
39 Driven out of Jerusalem; goes to Tarsus — <440930>Acts 9:30
40 At Antioch. Preaches to the Gentiles — <441125>Acts 11:25
Disciples first called Christians in Antioch — <441126>Acts 11:26
Two Roman, three Jewish scourgings — (<471124>2 Corinthians 11:24-26).
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42 Agabus prophesies a famine — <441128>Acts 11:28
44 Barnabas and Saul sent to Jerusalem
45 Joined by Mark, Barnabas’ sister’s son — <441225>Acts 12:25
Barnabas and Saul “separated” for the work — <441302>Acts 13:2
THE FIRST MISSIONARY JOURNEY.
Antioch to Seleucia — <441304>Acts 13:4
In Cyprus at Salamis. Paphos — <441308>Acts 13:8
Saul’s name changed to Paul. Elymas blinded — <441309>Acts 13:9
Sailed from Paphos to Perga, in Pamphylia — <441313>Acts 13:13
Antioch in Pisidia. Discourse to the Jews — <441314>Acts 13:14
The Gospel preached to the Gentiles — <441346>Acts 13:46
Paul and Barnabas expelled from Pisidia — <441350>Acts 13:50
They come to Iconium — <441351>Acts 13:51
To Lystra. A cripple healed — <441406>Acts 14:6
The people propose to sacrifice to them — <441413>Acts 14:13
Paul stoned, and supposed to be dead — <441419>Acts 14:19
He recovers, and they go to Derbe — <441420>Acts 14:20
Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch — <441421>Acts 14:21
Passed through Pisidia to Pamphylia — <441424>Acts 14:24
Preached in Perga, Attalia, and Antioch — <441425>Acts 14:25,26
48 End of the first missionary journey <441427>Acts 14:27
50 Visit to Jerusalem with Barnabas and Titus (Galatians 2).
51 The Council at Jerusalem — Acts 15
Barnabas and Silas sent with Paul to Antioch — <441522>Acts 15:22
Paul and Barnabas preach in Antioch — <441535>Acts 15:35
THE SECOND MISSIONARY JOURNEY <441536>ACTS 15:36
Paul and Silas go through Syria and Cilicia — <441541>Acts 15:41
Derbe. Lystra. Timothy called to help — Acts 16
Phrygia, Galatia, Mysia (<480102>Galatians 1:2) — <441606>Acts 16:6
52 Forbidden by the Spirit to go into Bithynia —<441607>Acts 16:7
Troas. Paul’s vision, “Come over and help us” — <441609>Acts 16:9
Samothracia and Neapolis. Philippi — <441612>Acts 16:12
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Lydia of Thyatira baptized — <441615>Acts 16:15
Slave girl cured of sorcery — <441618>Acts 16:18
Paul and Cyrus whipped and imprisoned — Act 16:22
Delivered from prison — <441625>Acts 16:25
Amphipolis. Apollonia. Thessalonica — Acts 17
Jason Paul persecuted on account of and Silas — <441709>Acts 17:9
They go to Berea — <441710>Acts 17:10
Paul goes to Athens. Silas and Timothy remain — Act 17:15
Discourse to the Greeks on Mars’ Hill — <441722>Acts 17:22
Dionysius and Damaris believe — <441734>Acts 17:34
53 Corinth. Tent-making with Aquila and Priscilla — <441801>Acts 18:1
Silas and Timothy join him at Corinth — <441805>Acts 18:5
The two epistles to the Thessalonians written.
Crispus and many Corinthians believe — <441808>Acts 18:8
Paul before Gallio, the proconsul. Sosthenes beaten <441813>Acts 18:13
54 On the way to Jerusalem. At 18 Ephesus — Caesarea. Jerusalem.
Antioch. (the dispute with Peter, Galatians 2) <441822>Acts 18:22
THE THIRD MISSIONARY JOURNEY
Galatia and Phrygia — <441823>Acts 18:23
Epistle to the Galatians written at Ephesus.
Apollos instructed by Aquila and Priscilla— “ <441824>Acts 18:24
56 Paul baptizes and gives the Holy Ghost — <441901>Acts 19:1
Two years in the hall of Tyrannus — <441909>Acts 19:9
Special miracles wrought by Paul — <441911>Acts 19:11
Books of divination burned — <441919>Acts 19:19
Supposed visit to Corinth (<471214>2 Corinthians 12:14; 13:1).
57 First Epistle to the Corinthians written at Ephesus.
Plans another journey, and sends Timothy and Erastus —- <441921>Acts 19:21
Great tumult raised by Demetrius in the theatre—<441923>Acts 19:23
Departs for Macedonia — <442001>Acts 20:1
Timothy joins Paul at Philippi (<470101>2 Corinthians 1:1; 13:14).
The Second Epistle to the Corinthians was sent by Titus.
Travels through Macedonia as far as Illyria (<451519>Romans 15:19).
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58 Corinth. Epistle to the Romans. Luke joins Paul at Corinth — <442005>Acts
20:5
Troas. Eutychus was killed by a fall, and restored — <442012>Acts 20:12
By land to Assos; by ship to Mitylene — <442014>Acts 20:14
Chios. Samos. Trogyllium. Miletus — <442017>Acts 20:17
Coos. Rhodes. Patara, past Cyprus to Tyre
Urged not to go to Jerusalem — <442103>Acts 21:3
59 Ptolemais (Acre). Caesarea, at — Acts 21: 4
Philip’s house — <442108>Acts 21:8
Agabus prophesies Paul’s danger at Jerusalem — <442111>Acts 21:11
Fifth and last visit to Jerusalem — <442117>Acts 21:17
Performs the Nazarite’s vow in the Temple — <442126>Acts 21:26
The Jews arrest him in the Temple — <442130>Acts 21:30
Beaten by the Jews, rescued by the Romans — <442132>Acts 21:32
Bound with chains — <442133>Acts 21:33
Paul’s defense, spoken in the Hebrew tongue — <442201>Acts 22:1
Persecuted for his mission to the Gentiles — <442222>Acts 22:22
Saved by his Roman citizenship — <442227>Acts 22:27
Before the council. Ananias the high priest — <442301>Acts 23:1
The dispute between Pharisees and Sadducees — <442306>Acts 23:6
Vision of the Lord Jesus. Paul cheered — <442311>Acts 23:11
Conspiracy of the Jews to kill him — <442312>Acts 23:12
The plot exposed by his sister’s son to Claudius Lysias — <442316>Acts 23:16
Paul sent under guard to Antipatris — <442331>Acts 23:31
Delivered to Felix at Caesarea — <442335>Acts 23:35
Accused by Tertullus — <442401>Acts 24:1
Paul defends himself before Felix — <442410>Acts 24:10
Plot of the high priest to kill him (Festus) — <442503>Acts 25:3
Paul before Festus — <442506>Acts 25:6,7
Paul appeals to Caesar — <442510>Acts 25:10
He is brought before Agrippa and Bernice — <442523>Acts 25:23
Defends himself before the king and queen — Acts 26
60 Paul was sent to Rome with other prisoners — Acts 27
Sidon. Cyprus. Sea of Cilicia and Pamphylia — <442705>Acts 27:5
Myra in Lycia, Cnidus, Crete, Salome — <442707>Acts 27:7
Fair Havens. near Lasea — <442708>Acts 27:8
Aug.—Storm in Adria. Clauda — <442714>Acts 27:14
The ship was lightened by casting overboard the tackle— <442719>Acts 27:19
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Vision of the angel by Paul — <442723>Acts 27:23
Prophesies the events of the voyage — <442726>Acts 27:26
All escaped safe to land. Shipwrecked — <442744>Acts 27:44
A viper fastens on Paul’s hand. Malta — <442803>Acts 28:3
The father of Publius healed by Paul — <442808>Acts 28:8
After three months they sail for Syracuse — <442811>Acts 28:11,12
Rhegium. Puteoli. Appii Forum” —<442813>Acts 28:13
Three Taverns — <442813>Acts 28:13-15
61 Rome. In his own house — <442816>Acts 28:16
He persuades the Jews — <442823>Acts 28:23
62 Writes to Philemon, Colossians, Ephesians and Philippians at Rome.
63 Goes to Macedonia (<507124>Philippians 2:24).
Asia Minor (Philippians 20:2).
64 Spain. Supposed visit (<451524>Romans 15:24).
66 Asia Minor (<540103>1 Timothy 1:3).
67 Writes First Epistle to Timothy from Macedonia.
Epistle to Titus from Ephesus. Nicopolis.
68 In prison at Rome. Paul writes the Second Epistle to Timothy.
Beheaded in May or June.

Pavement (Gabbaths).
Pavilion
A general term for an awning or tent. Three different words are thus
translates in the Scriptures: “ He shall hide me in his pavilion, Psalm 27.
The Hebrew soc means a hut. In <244310>Jeremiah 43:10, Nebuchadnezzar is
alluded to as “spreading his royal pavilion” — the word SHAFRUR or
SHAFRIR is the one used — meaning bright, or rich tapestry, famed in
Babylonian times.

Pe (PE, mouth).
The 17th letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119). <See WRITING>.
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Peace (Hebrew: SHALOM, soundness, health, welfare, prosperity).
“Peace be unto thee” (<070623>Judges 6:23; <110233>1 Kings 2:33; <193711>Psalm
37:11,37, etc.). Peace as the opposite of war: “And I will gave peace in the
land” (<032606>Leviticus 26:6; <070417>Judges 4:17, etc.). Peace, as friendship, in
<192803>
Psalm 28:3; 41:9. “Peace be unto you,” was a common form of Eastern
salutation (<432019>John 20:19,21,26, etc.); “Your peace ,” (<401013>Matthew
10:13).

Peace-offering (Hebrew: SHELEM);
(<030311>Leviticus 3:11—7:11). There were three kinds:
1. Praise or thanksgiving.
2. Votive.
3. Voluntary or free-will offerings. The sacrifice was accompanied by an
offering of “unleavened cakes ming. led with oil, and unleavened wafers
anointed with oil, of fine flour, fried” (<030712>Leviticus 7:12-13). From the
peace-offering the fat was burned on the altar; the right shoulder of the
animal sacrificed was given to the priest; the breast was a wave-offing. The
rest was to be eaten by the offerer upon the day of offering. This was the
characteristic of the peace-offering, suggesting, figuratively, peace with
God. <See OFFERING>; <See SACRIFICE>.

Peacock (Hebrew: TUKIIM).
Imported into Palestine through the Tarshish navies of King Solomon
(<111022>1 Kings 10:22; <140921>2 Chronicles 9:21). The importation of peacocks is
named with that of ivory and apes. The birds were probably brought from
India or Ceylon, where there is reason to believe the navies visited. (<See
TARSHISH>.) The Singhalese word (tokei) for peacock, bears a close
resemblance to the Hebraic.

Pearl (Hebrew: GABISH).
They are formed inside the shells of several species of mollusks,, and
consist of carbonate of lime and animal matter; are hard and smooth, and
have a silvery-white lustre. Pearls were held among the most precious
stones in the ancient world. Their beauty is due to mature, alone, as they
are not improved by Art. The “pearl of great price” is a fine specimen
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yielded by the pearl oyster, which is found in the Persian Gulf (<401345>Matthew
13:45,46).

Pedahel (“God delivers”)
Son of Ammihud (<043428>Numbers 34:28).

Pedahzur (“God delivers”)
Father of Gamaliel (<040110>Numbers 1:10).

Pedaiah (“Jah delivers”)
1. Father of Zebudah (<122336>2 Kings 23:36).
2. Father of <See ZERUBBABEL>, brother of <See SALATHIEL> (<130317>1
Chronicles 3:17-19).
3. Descendant of Parosh (<160325>Nehemiah 3:25).
4. A priest who assisted Ezra (<160804>Nehemiah 8:4).
5. Ancestors of Sallu (<160907>Nehemiah 9:7).
6. A treasurer (<161313>Nehemiah 13:13).
7. Father of Joel (<132720>1 Chronicles 27:20).

Pedigree
GENEALOGY (<040118>Numbers 1:18).

Peel, to (Hebrew: MARAT).
“Peeled” in <262918>Ezekiel 29:18, translates literally that the skin of the
shoulder was peeled by the carrying of earth to form earth-works at the
siege of Tyre. In <231802>Isaiah 18:2,7, “a nation scattered and peeled” is
variously rendered. Gesenius suggests “a people drawn out and smoothed.”

Pekah (“open-eyed”)
Son of Remaliah, captain of Pekahiah whom he assassinated, and
succeeded to his throne B.C. 758, and thus became eighteenth king of
Israel. He reigned twenty years, in the seventeenth of which he combined
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with Rezin, king of Damascus, against Ahaz, king of Judah, (2 Kings 16
and 2 Chronicles 28). (See the prophesies of Isaiah, Isaiah 7—9). The
result was the seizure of Damascus and all the lands east of the Jordan and
north of Galilee, by Tiglath-Pileser king of Assyria. Pekah was killed by
Hosea, son of Elah, who headed a conspiracy, and afterward mounted the
throne (<121525>2 Kings 15:25-38; 16:1-9). Assyrian inscriptions record the
taking of Damascus by TIGLATH-PILESER.

Pekahiah (“Jah has opened his eyes”)
Son and successor of <See MENAHEM>; was the seventeenth king of
Israel. He reigned two years, and was killed by Pekah, his general, who
succeeded him. His death took place B.C. 758 (<121522>2 Kings 15:22-25).

Pekod
A name given to the Chaldaeans in <245021>Jeremiah 50:21 and <262323>Ezekiel
23:23. The meaning of this word is uncertain; in one sense it would appear
to be to visit, to punish. In another it means a prefect (officer).

Pelaiah (“whom Jah distinguished”)
1. Son of Elioenai (<130324>1 Chronicles 3:24).
2. A Levite who assisted Ezra (<160807>Nehemiah 8:7), and also sealed the
covenant (<161010>Nehemiah 10:10).

Pelaliah (“whom Jah judges”)
Son of Amzi, a priest (<161112>Nehemiah 11:12).

Pelatiah (“whom Jah delivers”)
1. Son of Hananiah (<130321>1 Chronicles 3:21).
2. A captain of the Simeonites (<130442>1 Chronicles 4:42).
3. One who sealed the covenant (<161022>Nehemiah 10:22).
4. Son of Benaiah (<261105>Ezekiel 11:5-12,13).
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Peleg (“division”)
Son of <See EBER>; brother of <See JOKTAN> (<011025>Genesis 10:25). <See
CHRONOLOGY>.

Pellet (“deliverance”)
1. Son of Jahdai (<130247>1 Chronicles 2:47).
2. Son of <See AZMAVETH> (3) (<131203>1 Chronicles 12:3).

Peleth (“swiftness”)
1. Father of On who joined in the Rebellion (<041601>Numbers 16:1).
2. Son of Jonathan (<130233>1 Chronicles 2:33).

Pelethites (Hebrew: PELETHI, courier).
Mentioned with the Cherethites: they were the bodyguard of King David
(<100818>2 Samuel 8:18; 22:23). <See CHERETHITES>.

Pelias
BEDEIAH (1 Esdras 9:34).

Pelican (Hebrew: KAATH, to vomit).
The bird is supposed to be so named from its habit of emptying the pouch
under the beak to feed its young. Cormorant, translated in <233411>Isaiah 34:11,
and <360214>Zephaniah 2:14, means pelican. It is mentioned as among unclean
birds in <031118>Leviticus 11:18, and <051417>Deuteronomy 14:17. “A pelican in the
wilderness” (<19A206>Psalm 102:6) as a sign of desolation for the solitary habits
of the bird and its inhabiting desolated spots.

Pelonite, the
Two of David’s strong men are called Pelonites; Helez and Ahijah (<131127>1
Chronicles 11:27,36).,

Pelusium
A city of <See EGYPT> (<263015>Ezekiel 30:15).
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Peniel, Penuel (“face of El” — God).
(<013230>Genesis 32:30). Where Jacob wrestled with a man who changed
Jacob’s name to <See ISRAEL>. It does not appear again until after 500
years, when Gideon, on his way from Succoth, on the Jordan, chasing Zeba
and Zalmunna, being faint from lack of food asked the people of this place
for bread for his soldiers, and was denied (<070808>Judges 8:8). He destroyed
the tower of the city on his return (<070817>Judges 8:17). Jeroboam rebuilt the
place (<111225>1 Kings 12:25). It has never been mentioned since, and is now
lost.

Peninnah (“coral”)
Wife of <See ELKANAH> (<090102>1 Samuel 1:2). <See HANNAH>.

Penny, Penny-worth.
Refer to <See MONEY>. Greek: denarion; a Roman denarius.

Pentateuch
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Pentecost.
<See FESTIVALS>.

Penuel
<See PENIEL>.

Penuel
1. Founder of GEDOR (<130404>1 Chronicles 4:4).
2. A chief, son of Shashak (<130825>1 Chronicles 8:25).

Peor (“the opening”)
1. A mountain in Moab, from the top of which Balaam saw Israel
encamped in the plain below (<042328>Numbers 23:28). There was a shrine or
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holy high-place, on the summit, and the town of Beth Peor at its foot
(<050329>Deuteronomy 3:29). Baal Poor was named from this mountain.
2. There is a Beit Faghur, five miles southwest of Bethlehem, in Wady
Biar, which is included in the list of towns in Judah, in the Septuagint, as
Phagor (<061506>Joshua 15:69).

Perazim, Mount (“of divisions”)
Isaiah refers to it in his warnings of the divine vengeance which was
threatened (<232821>Isaiah 28:21). It must have been on some of the heights
bordering the plain of Rephaim; and on its top a high place to Baal (Baal
Perazim, <100520>2 Samuel 5:20).

Perdition
<See DAMNATION>.

Peres (“a beach”)
(<270528>Daniel 5:28). Pharez, a fragment.

Peresh (“dung”)
Son of Machir (<130716>1 Chronicles 7:16)

Perez
Son of Judah. The children of Perez were of importance for several
centuries (<132703>1 Chronicles 27:3).

Perez-uzzah (Uzzah — “broken”)
(<See NACHON>’s threshing-floor).

Perfect
Ten different words are used:
1. Hebrew: CALIL “perfect” in Ez, 16:14. “Perfection” in <250215>Lamentations
2:15. The verb CALAL translated “to perfect.” (<262704>Ezekiel 27:4).
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2. Hebrew: SHALEM “perfect” in <052515>Deuteronomy 25:15; <131238>1 Chronicles
12:38; “perfected” <140816>2 Chronicles 8:16; “Whole” in <052706>Deuteronomy
27:6; “Just” in Proverbs 40:1.
3. Hebrew: TACHLITH “perfect” in <19D922>Psalm 139:22; perfection in <181107>Job
11:7.
4. Hebrew: TAM, “perfect” in <180101>Job 1:1,8. “Upright” in <202910>Proverbs
29:10.
5. Hebrew: TOM translated “perfect” in <19A102>Psalm 101:2. “Full” (<182123>Job
21:23).
6. Hebrew: TAMIM corresponding to 4 and 5 (<010509>Genesis 5:9;
Leviticus 22:21, etc.).

<032221>

7. Greek: akribos (<420103>Luke 1:3). “Perfectly” in 1 Thess. 5:2; “diligently” in
Matt, 2:8.
8. Greek: artios (<550317>2 Timothy 3:17). The verb, “to make perfect”
(<581321>Hebrews 13:21).
9. Greek participle, pepleromenos.
10. Greek: teleios, <400548>Matthew 5:48. “Of full age” (<580514>Hebrews 5:14).
“Men” in <461420>1 Corinthians 14:20.

Perfumes
Perfumes were used freely by the Orientals (<202709>Proverbs 27:9). The
Hebrews made their perfumes from <See SPICES> imported from Arabia,
and from aromatic plants of their own country. Perfumes were used in the
Temple service in <See INCENSE> and <See OINTMENT> (<023022>Exodus
30:22-38). They were used in private life both on the person and on
garments (<194508>Psalm 45:8), and beds (<200717>Proverbs 7:17). When a royal
person went abroad “pillars of smoke” were thrown about his path
(<220306>Song of Solomon 3:6). Perfume was not used in times of mourning
(<230324>Isaiah 3:24). <See OINTMENT>.

Perga
The ancient capital of Pamphylia, on the river Cestrus, seven miles from
the sea. Diana (Artemis) was worshiped there, in a fine temple near the
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town. The coins of the city bear figures of Diana and the temple. Paul
landed here from Paphos (<441313>Acts 13:13), and visited the city a second
time on his return from the interior (<441425>Acts 14:25). When Pamphylia was
divided, Perga was made the capital of one section, and Side of the other.
Called by the Turks Eski-Kalessi.

Pergamos
In Mysia three miles north of the ancient Caicus. (<See SEVEN
CHURCHES>).

Perida (“kernel”)
Ancestor of children of Solomon’s servants who returned from captivity
(<160757>Nehemiah 7:57). <See PERUDA>.

Perizzite, the (“rustic”)
Ancient inhabitants of Canaan (<011520>Genesis 15:20); of the six tribes
(Canaanites, Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites, and Jebusites), who
inhabited the lands west of Jordan previous to the conquest of Joshua
(<061715>Joshua 17:15). They were scattered, not concentrating around cities.
They were subdued by Joshua but not dispersed, as they appear in the
history of Solomon (<110920>1 Kings 9:20, and in <150901>Ezra 9:1).

Persepolis
The capital of Persia, and partly burned by Alexander, the temples — built
of stone — only escaping. Antiochus Epiphanes attempted to capture and
rob the temples, but was defeated (1 Macc. 6:1,2; 2 Macc. 9:2). This city
has been supposed to be identical with Passargadae, the capital of Cyrus;
but that city was 42 miles north of Persepolis, at a place now called
Murgaub, where there is shown a tomb of Cyrus. The site of Persepolis is
called Chehl-Minar (forty pillars, or minarets), from the remaining pillars of
the palace built by Darius and Xerxes. Nanea (Diana, Artemis, Aphrodite),
was the moon-goddess of the Persians, and had a temple in her honor, rich
in gold shields, breastplates, and coverings of gold, and great treasures.
The ruins of the palace now cover the platform, which is 350 by 380 feet,
and 30 feet above the plain. A stairway of marble leading up to this
platform is peculiar in having the rise only 3 or 4 inches for each step, with
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a tread of 14 inches, and the side approaches decorated with sculpture. The
ruins here show such parts of buildings as have entirely disappeared from
the remains in Assyria, such as gates, columns, window-frames, staircases,
etc., and giving a new style of column — very tall and slender. Pasargadae
was the ancient, and Persepolis the latter capital of Persia.

Perseus
Son of Philip V and last king of Macedonia. He continued the war with
Rome after his father’s death (B.C. 179). He was defeated B.C. 108 and
died at Alba (1 Macc. 8:5). See the picture on page 203 of the book.

Persia (“pure”)
The province of Fars — Farsistan; is now not very large; and north of the
Persian Gulf. The ancient empire extended north to Media, south to the
Persian Gulf, east to Caramania, and west to Susiana; and in its greatest
prosperity, from India to Egypt and Thrace (<263805>Ezekiel 38:5). The north
country is mountainous, with very few valleys or plains, but very
picturesque, and generally fertile, among which is the famous Shiraz of
Arabian poetry. That part bordering the Gulf is sandy, like Arabia, and not
very productive.’
The original religion was simple; required temples, but neither altars,
images, nor priests, and was based on a belief in the double nature of the
infinite power, good and evil (Ormuzd and Ahriman), which was
symbolized by light and darkness. Sacrifice was not practiced. Magianism
and fire-worship mingled with, and almost superseded the ancient faith
(Gomates, a Magian, became emperor, or Shah, B.C. 522), and the
worship grew more and more complicated until the empire was destroyed.
The Ahasuerus of Esther is probably Xerxes, the son of Darius, by Atossa,
the daughter of Cyrus, the founder of the empire. The marriage with Esther
is supposed to have taken place in the seventh year of his reign, the year
after his flight from defeat in Greece. Artaxerxes, his son, is mentioned by
Ezra (<150711>Ezra 7:11-28) and Nehemiah (who was the king’s cup-bearer,
<160201>
Nehemiah 2:1-9) as friendly to the Jews; and he is the last but one of
the Persian kings mentioned in Scripture. The last was Darius the Persian
(<161222>Nehemiah 12:22).
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Persian (Hebrew: PARSI).
The Persians were probably of the same race as the Medes, both of the
Aryan root. Their mention only occurs in the later periods of biblical
history. In Daniel, Esther, Nehemiah and Ezra, a very complete idea of the
Persian court and administration is presented. The vizier or secretary of
state was invested with great power as illustrated in the cases of Haman
and Mordecai. (<See MORDECAI>). The royal signet was the badge of
this office. The remarkable influence which Esther and Mordecai exercised
over Xerxes was the result of the noble qualities of mind and body,, for
which the Hebrew race was, and still is, conspicuous.

Persis (Greek: “destroying”)
A Christian woman at Rome (<451612>Romans 16:12).

Peruda (“kernel”), (<150255>Ezra 2:55).
Pestle, Pestils
MORTAR (<142614>2 Chronicles 26:14; <202722>Proverbs 27:22).

Peter
Originally <See SIMEON> or <See SIMON> heard. (Cephas, a stone —
Peter, a rock). The son of Jonas, and a native of Bethsaida, in Galilee. He
was married (his wife’s name was Concordia?) at the time of his call to
follow Jesus; and lived with his mother-in-law, at Capernaum. He was a
fisherman, and was fishing with his father and brother, Andrew, when Jesus
found him. Peter and his brother Andrew were, probably, disciples of John
the Baptist. Peter, James, and John, only, of the twelve, were witnesses of
the transfiguration and the agony in Gethsemane. It seems that Peter was
more intimate than any of the other apostles with Jesus, for the taxcollector asked him if his Master paid tribute; and to him and John was
given the duty of providing the lamb for the paschal supper, although Judas
carried the purse. Peter walked on the Sea of Galilee, but his heart failed,
and he cried for help. He frequently declared his faith in Jesus, although he
was disappointed that the Christ was not the temporal prince that the Jews
had looked for. He first refused to have Jesus wash his feet; but when he
learned that it was a symbol, he wished to have his hands and head washed
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also. He boldly and vauntingly avowed his attachment to Jesus, and offered
to lay down his life for him, and then disgracefully denied him the same
day, and wept bitterly when conscious of what he had done. Jesus forgave
him, accepted his renewed professions, and gave him a new commission to,
work in his cause. After this time his character changed. Instead of a hasty
zeal, he showed a sober dignity. He first proclaimed salvation through a
crucified Saviour, and, when arrested with the others, boldly declared his
faith and purpose before the Sanhedrin He, by a miracle, punished with
death two who tried an experiment on the omniscience of the Holy Ghost;
and rebuked Simon the magician, at Samaria, who wished to buy the secret
of working miracles. At Joppa he was taught, in a vision, that the ancient
ritual distinctions of clean and unclean were abolished. Herod put him in
prison, at Jerusalem, and he was released by an angel. He first advocated
an exemption from the ceremonial law of Moses. Paul rebuked him for
timidly dissembling on the question of the equality of the Jews and
Gentiles, at Antioch. Here the Gospel history ends, and we have tradition
only for the rest of his life, which says that he traveled (as Paul did) among
the cities and churches to which his epistles are addressed, in Pontus,
Galatia, Bithynia, Cappadocia, and Asia; that he visited Rome, and was
made bishop of the church there, and suffered martyrdom under Nero,
being crucified with his head downward.

Pethahiah (“Jah sets free”)
1. A priest of the nineteenth course (<132416>1 Chronicles 24:16).
2. A Levite (<160905>Nehemiah 9:5).
3. Son of Meshezabeel (<161124>Nehemiah 11:24).

Pethor (“a table”)
A town where Balaam resided (<042205>Numbers 22:5).

Pethuel (“man of God”)
Father of Joel the prophet (<290101>Joel 1:1).

Petra (Greek: “rock”)
The Greek translation of Sela, a celebrated Edomite city (<231601>Isaiah 16:1).
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Peulthai (“wages of Jah”)
Son of Obed-edom (<132605>1 Chronicles 26:5).

Phacareth
Pochereth of Zebaim (1 Esdras 5:34).

Phaisur
<See PASHUR> 1 (1 Esdras 9:22).

Phaldaius
<See PEDAIAH> 4 (1 Esdras 9:44).

Phaleas
<See PADON> (1 Esdras 5:29).

Phalec
<See PELEG> (<420335>Luke 3:35).

Phallu
<See PALLU> (<014609>Genesis 46:9).

Phalti
<See PALTI> son of Laish, to whom Saul gave Michal (<092544>1 Samuel

25:44).

Phanuel
Father of Anna (<420236>Luke 2:36).

Pharacim
Ancestor of servants of the Temple who returned from captivity (1 Esdras
5:31).
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Pharaoh (Hebrew: PAROH, the king; from PHRA, the sun).
The title of the kings of Egypt. The Egyptian king represents the sun-god.
1. The earliest mention of Pharaoh is in the history of Abraham
(<011210>Genesis 12:10-20); probably one of the shepherd-kings.
2. The Pharaoh of Joseph (<013736>Genesis 37:36).
3. The Pharaoh of the oppression, “who knew not Joseph.”
4. The Pharaoh who enslaved the Israelites is supposed by some to have
been Rameses II: by others, as of Assyrian descent, from <235204>Isaiah 52:4.
The Exodus is dated in his time.
5. Pharaoh the father-in-law of Mered (<130418>1 Chronicles 4:18).
6. Pharaoh the father-in-law of Hadad (<111118>1 Kings 11:18) (see <See
HADAD>); perhaps Osochor.
7. Pharaoh father-in-law of Solomon, PSUSENNES II (<110301>1 Kings 3:1).
8. Pharaoh, the ally of the Jews against Sennacherib (<233606>Isaiah 36:6)
9. <See PHARAOH-NECHO> (<244602>Jeremiah 46:2). This and the Pharaoh
which follows are the only two mentioned with proper names. He appears
to have been an enterprising king, and to have reigned 16 years. He
opposed the Assyrians; defeating and fatally wounding Josiah, King of
Judah (<122329>2 Kings 23:29,30). See, also, <122330>2 Kings 23:30-34; <143601>2
Chronicles 36:1-4. This battle lost to Pharaoh all his Asiatic dominions
(<122407>2 Kings 24:7).
10. <See PHARAOH-HOPHRA> (son of the sun) was the second successor
of Necho, and mounted the throne B.C. 589. Several kings of Egypt are
mentioned by their titles only, and it is important to give some account of
them by way of distinction:
1. The Pharaoh of Abraham’s time, according to the best authors, was of
the line called Shepherd-Kings of the fifteenth dynasty. The presents made
to Abraham argue that Pharaoh was an owner of flocks and herds, and
camels, which are not drawn on the monuments, or possessed by any other
of Egypt’s kings besides the Shepherd line, and were regarded by the
people as hateful animals. <See ABRAHAM>.
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2. In the history of Joseph there are many particulars of the Pharaoh who
made him his minister of state. In the account of the death of Jacob, Joseph
is made to address a petition to the Pharaoh, in such a manner as to give
the impression that it was a successor of the one who had advanced him to
honor. Some discoveries at Zoan, Egypt, lately made, have determined the
historical question, that the Pharaohs of Joseph’s time were shepherds,
who had become Egyptianized, and built many monuments, which are
known for several peculiarities. A strong argument is, the supposition that
a native Egyptian king would not have elevated a Hebrew slave as he did
Joseph. In our day, the Oriental rulers make viziers of barbers, or of
anyone who has the requisite ability, without regard to rank, condition, or
religion.
3. The “new king which knew not Joseph,” may have been a successor in
the Shepherd line, but it is possible, if not probable, that he was of a new
dynasty which did not favor the Hebrews. He set them harder tasks,
building store cities; and attempted to diminish them by the use of
midwives, but neither plan succeeded. This Pharaoh has been supposed to
have been of the seventeenth dynasty, but it is difficult to determine the
matter since the names of the whole line are unknown. His residence was at
Avaris, in the sandy district, as we learn from the fact that Moses buried
the of the Egyptian that he killed, in the sand. Kings whose names are
found in the Turin Papyrus bear names which are Egyptian translations of
Assyrian titles.
4. The Pharaoh of the Exodus is described to us as impious and
superstitious, vacillating between right and wrong. He seems to have
expected the same works from his magicians as from Moses and Aaron. He
was ready to promise, and as ready to break his promise, a course of
conduct that only ended when he and his army were destroyed in the Red
Sea. A recently deciphered record of Thothmes III, contains many names
bordering the Hebrew territory, and mentions the battle of Megiddo. The
Egyptians were either friendly at that time, or deemed it prudent to
remember the Red Sea, and not attack the Hebrews. The first king of
Egypt after the Exodus who did attack them was <See SHISHAK>, a
foreigner in that country, and not acquainted with the Jews. The friendly
Egyptians had certain privileges under the law <052307>Deuteronomy 23:7).
5. Bithiah a Pharaoh’s daughter married a Hebrew, Mered, not long after
the Exodus. Mered had a sister Miriam, perhaps named after the sister of
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Moses. It is supposed that this Pharaoh’s daughter was taken in a foray
from some caravan (<130418>1 Chronicles 4:18).
6. A Pharaoh gave shelter to Hadad and his followers, enemies of
Solomon, assigning them land and provisions, and married his wife’s sister
to him (<111118>1 Kings 11:18-20). Hadad returned to Palestine after the death
of David and Joab. It is not known which this one was, any nearer than that
he was probably the predecessor of the one who gave his daughter to
Solomon for a wife.
7. Solomon married a Pharaoh’s daughter not later than the 11th year of
his reign. This king has not been identified. He made a raid into Philistia,
took a city (Gezer), and gave it for a present to his daughter, Solomon’s
wife. This alliance to Egypt was distinctly forbidden in the law, and
produced fearful disasters, both spiritual and temporal.
Then after him came the Pharaohs Shishak, Zerah, and So. <See
SHISHAK>, <See ZERAH> and <See SO>. Zerah (Userken), is called a
Cushite (<141409>2 Chronicles 14:9). These were not called Pharaohs because
they were not Egyptians, and had foreign names.
8. The Pharaoh who opposed Sennacherib was Tirhakah of Cush, also
called the king of Mizraim. The symbol of a broken reed used in the
Scriptures suggests the title of the king of Upper Egypt, SU-TEN, reedking, whose emblem was a bent reed. This Pharaoh was Sethos according
to Herodotus, called Zet by Manetho.
9. The first Pharaoh whose proper name is given is Necho, on the
monuments NEKU, who was of the twenty-sixth dynasty, and reigned for
16 years. His name is given to a part of the canal between the Nile and the
Red Sea; and is credited with sending an expedition around Africa in ships;
and a war against Assyria, in which he killed Josiah, king of Judah. In his
account of this expedition, Herodotus calls Jerusalem Cadytis — almost
the same in sound as its modern Arabic name El-Kuds (the Holy). Some
suppose that Cadytis refers to Ketesh, on the Orontes, which was then the
chief city in Syria. Necho at that time worshiped Apollo. On its return
toward Egypt, at Carehemish, Nebuchadnezzar defeated this army, Necho
probably not being with it. The Egyptian after that “came not again out of
his land” toward Palestine (<122407>2 Kings 24:7).
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10. Pharaoh Hophra was the second successor after Necho. He attacked
Sidon, and fought a battle at sea with Tyre, and after losing an army in
Cyrene, probably by Nebuchadnezzar, he was superseded by Amasis as
Pharaoh, and he was strangled. He is supposed to have aided king
Zedekiah in one of his wars (<243705>Jeremiah 37:5,8). Ezekiel’s prophesy, and
the history of Herodotus agree as to the character of this Pharaoh,
describing him as an arrogant crocodile (<243903>Jeremiah 39:3). There is no
other Pharaoh mentioned in the Scriptures after Hophra.

Pharaoh, Wife of
Named Tahpenes; wife of the sixth Pharaoh.

Pharaoh’s Daughter
Three daughters of Pharaoh appear in the Scriptures:
1. As the discoverer of the infant Moses, daughter of the third Pharaoh
(<020205>Exodus 2:5-10).
2. Daughter of the fifth Pharaoh — named Bithiah; she was wife of Mered,
an Israelite (<130418>1 Chronicles 4:18).
3. Daughter of the seventh Pharaoh; married to Solomon (<110301>1 Kings 3:1;
8:8; 9:24). A house was built for her (<110708>1 Kings 7:8; 9:24).

Pharathoni (1 Macc. 9:50).
In the south of Judaea? Lost.

Phares
Son of Judah (<400103>Matthew 1:3).

Pharez (“a breach”)
1. Twin son with <See ZERAH> 1 of Judah. The firstborn of the twin sons
of Judah by his daughter-in-law Tamar (<013829>Genesis 38:29).
2. In the line of David. In <080412>Ruth 4:12 occurs the passage — “Let thy
house be like the house of Pharez, whom Tamar bare unto Judah!”
3. <See PHARAZITES> (<042660>Numbers 26:60).
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Pharira (1 Esdras 5:33). <See PERUDA>.
Pharisees (Hebrew: PERUSHIM).
One of the three sects of Judaism in the time of Christ. The name means
separated by special works. The sect included all Hebrews who separated
themselves from every kind of Levitical impurity, following the Mosaic law
of purity. They are first noticed as a sect about 150 B.C., but their origin is
not recorded.
Their influence was very great, ruling, beyond question, the Sanhedrin, and
all Jewish society, except the slight opposition of the Sadducees, even
overawing the civil courts; and as they had gathered to themselves all the
worst features of Judaism in the time of Christ, and used this against any
reform, and especially against the Messiah, it was needful that Jesus should
protest against them; and the contest resulting from his protest grew fiercer
and more relentless on the part of the Pharisees, ending only with the
crucifixion.
The applicant for admission to the sect was required to promise in the
presence of three members:
1. That he would not eat of anything which had not been tithed, nor if there
was any doubt about it; and
2. That he would keep the law of purity in all matters, most especially in
family affairs.
In this matter they made of the civil rule of tithes a religious obligation, and
so set apart the tithe as a holy thing, and taught that the eating, of a holy
thing was a deadly sin; and that if the tithe was not taken out, set apart, and
paid to the priest, the whole produce was unlawful for food.
The law of clean and unclean was also applied in the extreme.
Their doctrines and rules are the basis of the faith of the orthodox party of
the Jews to this day. The Essenes were a kind of intensified Pharisees. and
the Sadducees were never a large or influential sect.
The Pharisees made themselves the people’s party by teaching that God
has given to all men alike the kingdom, the priesthood, and Holiness (2
Macc. 2:17). They tried to realize that the Jews were a people of priests, a
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holy nation, by diligent study of the law, a preparation for the office and
duties of Rabbi, and by arranging the concerns of life on the model of those
who minister in holy things.
Their social meals were modeled after the paschal supper, with all its
ablutions, blessings, and Levitical rules.
That Jesus did not overstate their peculiar defects their own account of
themselves will show.
The Talmud says:
“There are seven kinds of Pharisees;
1. Shechemites; who keep the law for what it will profit them.
2. Tumblers; always hanging down the head, and dragging the feet.
3. Bleeders; who to avoid looking at women shut their eyes and so
bump their heads.
4. Mortars; wearing caps in the form of a mortar, covering the eyes
from seeing impurities.
5. What-am-I-yet-to-doers; who as soon as one law is kept, ask what is
next.
6. Fearers; who keep the law from fear of a judgment.
7. Lovers; who obey Jehovah because they love him with all the heart.
Surely this indicates that they were impartially divided among fanatics and
worldly-minded hypocrites; and yet they had developed the ideas of a
Messiah, of a kingdom of heaven, the immortality of the soul, the future
life. Of them were the devout Simeon, who took the infant Jesus in his
arms; and also Zacharias, and Gamaliel, and Saul of Tarsus, who never
uttered a word against the sect.
Jesus described them as whited sepulchres, hidden graves, and in retaliation
they were his most determined enemies.
The spirit of proselytism (<402315>Matthew 23:15) which was so strong in the
time of Christ, led the way for the spread of Christianity as is plainly shown
in Paul’s life. Their peculiar doctrines also opened the minds of men for the
new facts of the life and work of Jesus.
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Pharosh (<See PAROSH>, <150803>Ezra 8:3).
Pharpar (“swift”)
One of the two rivers mentioned by Naaman as rivers of Damascus, better
than all the waters of Israel (<120512>2 Kings 5:12). The Awaj is divided from
the Barada (<See ABANA>) by me ridge of the Jebel Aswad, which is no
where less than eight miles wide. It has two sources in the southeast slopes
of Hermon — one near the village of Arny, and the other near Beit Jenn,
the two streams uniting below Sasa — and empties into the Hijaneh, the
most southerly of the lakes east of Damascus. There are nearly 50 villages
in its course, containing about 18,000 people (Porter, Five Years in
Damascus).

Pharzites, the
Descendants of <See PHAREZ> (<042620>Numbers 26:20).

Phazean
<See PASEAH> 2 (<160751>Nehemiah 7:51).

Phaselis
In Lycia, near Pamphylia, on the coast. It was a city of importance in the
sixth century B.C., but became a resort of pirates. It was a convenient port,
on account of the lofty mountain Solyma (8,000 feet), which was only four
miles back of the city, affording a landmark for sailors. Homer mentions
the Solyma range in the Odyssey. The Romans broke up the pirates’
stronghold, under Publius Servilius Isauricus, B.C. 75, and Pompey. The
Romans required all their allies to deliver up to Simon, the high priest, all
Jewish exiles, naming this city among others (1 Macc. 15:23).

Phasiron
An Arab tribe (1 Macc. 9:66).

Phassaron
PASHUR (1 Esdras 5:25).
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Phebe (Phoebe) (“pure, bright”)
(goddess of the moon). A servant of the church at <See CENCHREAE>
(<451601>Romans 16:1,2). DEACONESS.

Phenice (the date-palm).
Town on the south coast of Crete, now called Lutro. Paul was on the way
there from Fair Havens when the storm drove the vessel into Adria
(<442712>Acts 27:12). The White Mountains rise 9,000 feet near the bay which
is a safe harbor in winter.

Phenicians
<See PHOENICIA>.

Pheresites
PERIZZITES (1 Esdras 8:69).

Phibeseth (<263017>Ezekiel 30:17).
Phichol (“mighty”)
Captain in the army of <See ABIMELECH> (<012122>Genesis 21:22,23).

Philadelphia
In Lydia, near Phrygia. (<See SEVEN CHURCHES>). There is a village
on the ancient site called Atlah Shehr — “City of God.”

Philarches
The name of an office. Commander of the cavalry (2 Macc. 8:32).

Philemon (Greek: affectionate).
A Christian, probably a native of Colossae, to whom Paul addressed the
Epistle. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>. In this Epistle Paul
recommends the granting pardon to Onesimus, who conveyed the Epistle,
with those to the Colossians and Ephesians, from Rome to Colossae. See
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Philemon 1:2 and <510409>Colossians 4:9,17. <See ONESIMUS>. Philemon
was probably a man of wealth, influence and liberality.

Philemon, Epistle to
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Philetus
An apostate Christian, who Joined with HYMENAEUS and ALEXANDER
(<540120>1 Timothy 1:20, and <550218>2 Timothy 2:18).

Philip (1) (“fond of horses”)
1. Father of Alexander the Great (1 Macc. 1:1; 6:2). King of Macedonia,
B.C. 359-336.
2. Governor at Jerusalem (B.C. 170). He was very cruel toward the Jews
(2 Macc. 5:22).
3. The foster brother (2 Macc. 9:29) of Antiochus Epiphanes, regent of
Syria and guardian of Antiochus V (B.C. 164), son of the king (1 Macc.
6:14,15,55,56,63).
4. Philip V, king of Macedonia, B.C. 220-179 (1 Macc. 8:15).

Philip (2)
One of the twelve apostles. A native of Bethsaida, in Galilee (<430144>John
1:44). He became a disciple of John the Baptist, and was the fourth of the
twelve in the order of his call. He introduced Nathanael, who was
afterward called Bartholomew, the fifth apostle. Jesus asked Philip where
bread (<430605>John 6:5) was to be found for feeding the 5,000, and Philip did
not even suspect the real source: nor did he seem to know the spiritual
character of Jesus and his teaching much later, when he said to him “Lord
show us the Father,” (<431408>John 14:8), and he had heard the voice from
heaven, which was sent for the special instruction of such as were so slow
to perceive the light — although he was at Cana when the water was made
wine. He consulted with Andrew before gratifying the request of the Jews
from Greece to see Jesus (out of curiosity only?) Philip was with the other
apostles in that upper room’ (<440113>Acts 1:13) at Jerusalem, after the
ascension, and on the day of Pentecost.
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Tradition says he preached in Phrygia. There is no account of his death.

Philippians, Epistle to
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Philip, the Evangelist
A resident (in the latter part of his life) of Caesarea, where he had a wife
and family, of whom four daughters are mentioned as singers. He was one
of the <See SEVEN DEACONS> of the Church in Judaea (<440605>Acts 6:5;
8:29). After Stephen was stoned he went to Samaria, where he baptized
the magician Simon. From there he was sent by Peter to Gaza, and on the
way (at Ain Karem?) he baptized the Ethiopian eunuch (<440826>Acts 8:26-40).
His tour extended from Azotus to Caesarea, where he settled, and was
visited by Paul, Agabus, and others (<442108>Acts 21:8,9). His death is not
recorded.

Philippi
In Macedonia, nine miles from the sea, on the banks of the deep, rapid
stream Gangites (now Angista). Paul says: “On the Sabbath we went out of
the city by the river side, where prayer was wont to be made” (<441613>Acts
16:13). The ancient walls can be traced along the course of the river; and
there are remains of a gate leading to a bridge across the stream. Philippi
was a Roman military colony, originally named Krenides (springs), or
Datum; and the Jews were probably not permitted to worship inside of the
walls. A ridge, 1,600 feet high, behind the city, divided a broad plain from
the bay and town of Neapolis, in Thrace. The mines produced 1,000 talents
of gold a year, from which Philip’s coins were made (see <See COIN OF
MACEDONIA>). The Via Egnatia passed through it. The ruins of the city
are very extensive, but the place is not inhabited.
The famous battle which ended the Roman Republic, was fought on this
plain, near Philippi, between armies led by Octavius Caesar and Marc
Antony on one side, and on the other by Brutus and Cassius, who were
defeated with their republican forces (B.C. 42).
Paul visited the city a third time (<442006>Acts 20:6), where he remained, in
company with Silas, for Some time. The church at Philippi was friendly to
Paul, and sent him held frequently (<500410>Philippians 4:10,15,18; <471109>2
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Corinthians 11:9; <520202>1 Thessalonians 2:2), for which, and their other
kindnesses, he wrote them an Epistle from Rome.

Philistia (emigrant).
<See PALESTINE> (<194008>Psalm 40:8). A region extending from Joppa, 40
miles south, to Gerar, being 10 miles wide at the north and 20 miles at the
south, and generally called <See SHEFELAH> in the Scriptures. The
prophets describe the people as the Philistines from Cephtor (<300907>Amos
9:7), the remnant of the maritime district (<244704>Jeremiah 47:4); and Moses as
the Caphtorim that came out of Caphtor (<050223>Deuteronomy 2:23) and drove
out the Avim. This would require us to read <011014>Genesis 10:14, “and
Cephtorim, whence came Philistim.” (<See CAPHTOR>). The most
reasonable supposition seems to be that Philistia was settled by emigrants
from Egypt, dating from the time of Amenoph, B.C. 1970, up to the time
of the Judges in Israel, B.C. 1200.
Since we have only ten or twelve words remaining out of their language,
and these, it may be, affected by contact with the Hebrew forms, it is
impossible to determine their origin as a race. They came after the
Canaanites (<011019>Genesis 10:19), who once occupied as far as Gaza and
Gerar. Abimelech was king of the Philistines in Abraham’s time. Moses
avoided them on account of their strength; and Joshua found a confederacy
of five cities — Gaza, Gath, Askelon, Ashdod, and Ekron — ruled by
princes, with whom he did not go to war. The first victory over them is
recorded of Shamgar, who killed 600 with an ox-goad. They carried off the
sacred ark after the battle of Aphek, and only restored it in David’s time,
when their territory was added to the kingdom of Judah; and the great king
made Ittai, a man of Garb, captain of his body-guard, who were Philistines
(2 Samuel 15). For the location of the chief city of Philistia see GATH.
Their religion was similar to that of Phoenicia — nature-worship. Their
name for God was Elohim; but they had other special divinities, such as
Dagon, Derketo, Baal Zebub, and Ashtoreth, whose images were carried
with them on their campaigns, besides charms which they wore on their
persons (2 Macc. 12:40). Josephus speaks of a council of 500 rulers at
Gaza (Antiquities xiii. 13, 3). Baal was a union of human (the head) and
fish-like forms. Oracles, priests, sorcerers, altars, temples, etc., were
scattered all over the land.
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Philistines (Hebrew: PELESHETH wandering). <See PHILISTIA>.
Philologus (learned).
A Christian at Rome <451615>Romans 16:15

Philosophy
There was no Hebrew system of philosophy. The divine law furnished the
rule, about which no speculation was needed. Facts built upon a species of
divine philosophy, which led from God to man. The Greek philosophy led
the mind from man up toward God. The philosophy of the Hebrews was
developed in their national life; their books recording acts and not
thoughts. The two books, Job and Ecclesiastes, have many philosophical
thoughts. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
The Kabbala, mystical and speculative philosophy, arose in the time of the
Captivity, and flourished most during the decay of the nation, when it was
subject to the influence of other people, especially the Greeks. The Kabbala
in its two great divisions, “the chariot,” which treated with the
manifestation of God in Himself, and “the creation,” with His manifestation
in Nature. The influence of other philosophies resulted in the adopting the
Persian idea of emanation, and of the Incarnation, afterward a leading idea
in the Christian Church. The books now known among Jews on these
subjects do not claim an earlier date than A.D. 1000 to 1550, and are
colored all through with Pantheism. There are diluted imitations of the
teachings of Pythagoras; and are much affected with the mystery of
numbers (see <See KABBALA>). Numbers are used to express the idea of
the Divine Wisdom, the universe being a harmonious thought of Divine
Wisdom, which having been formed into letters becomes reflected into
man’s soul; and he represents the whole universe repeated in miniature.
This mingling of many systems, without definite design, produced a school
of interpreters of the supposed hidden meanings of Scripture texts, whose
influence is still felt in some quarters of the Christian Church.
The Pharisees were Stoics in their philosophy (see <See PHARISEES>). The
Sadducees advocated-human freedom in its purest and widest sense (see
<See SADDUCEES>). The Essenes taught a system of mystic asceticism
(see <See ESSENES>), which, with the other two sects, completed the
cycle of doctrine.
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Much interesting detail on these points may be found in the fourth book of
Maccabees (see <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>).
In Proverbs there is a certain advance in the idea of wisdom as a
philosophy, which was expanded in the <See WISDOM OF SOLOMON>,
and in <See ECCLESIASTICUS> (see <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>), in
which there is an approach to the doctrine of the Word, the Divine Logos,
which John stated so clearly and truthfully. Philo had treated the subject,
but not plainly, and the Gnostics mystified it beyond all possibility of
understanding beginning or end.
Ancient philosophy has been regarded as a kind of covenant between God
and man, which stood to the pagan world as the Abrahamic covenant did
to the Hebrews, and in a peculiar sense it was a preparation for
Christianity, for which work the Greek philosophy was most fit.
Philosophy is a natural outgrowth of human thought in the west, as the
promulgation of law is natural to the despotic character of the Oriental.
Greek philosophy was based on simple reason, without reference to faith,
which stood separate and distinct by itself. After the Christian Church was
established, philosophy left Greece and renewed its vitality in Alexandria,
Egypt (see <See ALEXANDRIA>.). But the grand questions of the creation,
future life, and man’s true relation to God were left unsettled by
philosophy, and were only answered by the simple and sublime words of
the Old Testament and the New Testament.
The spirit of Christianity is independent of history and of persons, and
concerns the immediate relation of the soul to God.

Phinees
Greek form of <See PHINEHAS>.
1. <See PHINEHAS> 1 (1 Esdras 5:5; 8:2,29).
2. <See PHINEHAS> 2 (2 Esdras 1:2a).
3. <See PHINEHAS> 3 (1 Esdras 8:63).
4. <See PASEAH> 2 (1 Esdras 5:31).
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Phinehas (“mouth of brass”)
Son of <See ELEAZAR> 1 (<020625>Exodus 6:25) and grandson of Aaron
(<020625>Exodus 6:25). He was promised the priesthood in his family forever
for his services during the plague in Egypt (<042507>Numbers 25:7; 10-13)

Phoebe
Referred to by Paul in <451601>Romans 16:1, as “our sister which is a servant of
the church at Cenchreae.” She was probably the bearer of the Epistle to the
Romans.

Phoenicia
Phoenice (phoinix — palm tree). Phoinos, purple, another derivation of the
name. Phoenix, the son of Agenor, and brother of Cadmus, is also honored
as the source. This was the Greek name, while the native name was
KENAAN, as may be seen on a coin of Laodicea, of the time of Antiochus
Epiphanes; and from them — the strongest race — the country was called
by the Hebrews the Land of Canaan. The country extended from the
Ladder of Tyre, or rather the Ras el Abyad (White Cape), to the Nahr el
Auly, above Sidon, 28 miles; with a width at Sidon of two miles, and at
Tyre of five; and was called by Josephus the great plain of Sidon
(Antiquities v. 3, 1). Sidon and Tyre were 20 miles apart. (<See SIDON>
and <See TYRE>.). Sarepta was a colony of Sidon, 8 miles south; and Tyre
was either a colony of Sidon or received the honor of a change of the chief
rule to it, after the war with the Philistines, because it was a stronger place
than Sidon. Perhaps, at this time, the island was fortified. There were also
colonies in Cyprus, the Grecian Isles, Lybia, and in Spain. Phoenicia was
extended, in later times, north to the island of Aradus, and Antaradus, the
boundary being the river Eleutherus, making a coast of 120 miles. Beirut is
now the chief, and almost the only port of this region. Gebal was anciently
famous for its ship-builders, sailors (<262709>Ezekiel 27:9), and workers in
stone. Tripolis (now Tarabulus) was colonized in three distinct districts a
few rods apart, each walled in and named after the cities from whence the
emigrants came — Tyre, Sidon and Aradus. Aradus (Arvad, <011018>Genesis
10:18) was on a small island, colonized from Sidon. Massive ruins are still
standing there. Carthage, in Africa, was its most famous colony. (For
rivers, etc. see <See LEBANON>).
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The language was Semitic (that is, from Shem), to which family belong the
Arabic, Aramaic, and the Hebrew, which are as nearly allied as are English
and German. No other language was so widely spread, because of their
mariners and colonists. The Greeks gave the honor of the invention of
letters to the Phoenicians, having first received 16 letters from Cadmus
(eastern or olden). (<See ALPHABETS>). The letters are supposed to have
been originally rude pictures, in outline, of natural objects, as — Aleph, an
ox’s head; Beth, a house; Gimel, a camel (the hump-back); Daleth, the
tent-door; Lamed, an ox-goad; Ajin, an eye; Caph, the back of the head;
Reish, the head; and Tau, a cross. The Egyptian phonetic characters were
made on the same principle. The names of the Greek letters which end in a,
are Aramaic in form.
The religion was a nature-worship, recognizing male and female powers;
whose symbols were the sun, moon and planets (7), which has been said to
have been the most complete and beautiful form of idolatry ever devised.
This system always had an influence over the Hebrews, more or less in
different ages, recommended to the simple, pastoral Jews by the wealth and
polished manners of the commercial Phoenicians. Solomon paid his respect
to King Hiram by making shrines to his gods on Olivet, and his successors
permitted houses to be built near the Temple for idolatrous practices (<122307>2
Kings 23:7). The worst feature of the system was the sacrifice of children
to the god Molech. The colonies of Phoenicia also inherited this dreadful
superstition, and we read that when Carthage was besieged by Agathocles,
there were offered as burnt sacrifices to the god Saturn (the planet), at the
public expense, 200 boys of the aristocracy; and when they had gained a
victory, the most beautiful captives were sacrificed in the same manner
(Diod. xx. 14, 65). The worship of Astarte also tended to break down the
restraints of virtue between the sexes, and to solemnize the most
abominable practices. Twice were a large number of the priests of Baal
destroyed by a reformer in Israel; by Elijah, who killed 450 of them on
Mount Carmel, and by Jehu, who gathered all the Baal worshipers in Israel,
and in true Oriental style gave each one a garment for the grand occasion,
and then killed every one, and burned the images and destroyed the temple
of Baal (<121018>2 Kings 10:18-28). The Phoenicians believed in the
development theory, that the first created beings were without intellect,
and progressed from one stage to another up to man (Sanchoniathon).
Melchisedec was of this race and faith, worshiping Elyon, called their most
high god; but Abraham worshiped Jehovah, the Lord (<011422>Genesis 14:22).
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The country has always had a great many tribes, each holding to its
peculiar religion, and they now live together, but separate, without
friendship or mutual trust, suspecting and hating every other faith but their
own; and this lack of common union is the great obstacle to their progress.
There is a hopeful future for this people, for which the American mission is
preparing the way quickening a desire and taste for education among the
young of all classes, and of every faith, and meeting these new demands
with schools of the best grades, good books, and qualified, earnest
teachers. The material progress of the country will follow the advance in its
moral elevation, as is the case in all other lands. The population is stated by
Thompson (Land and Book, i. 246) to be less than two millions, divided
among Muslims, the rulers (800,000), Kurds (50,000), Nusariyeh (Arabs,
150,000), Yezidy and Gypsies (20,000), Druses (100,000), Jews (25,000),
Maronites (200,000), Greeks (150,000), Armenians (20,000), Jacobites
(15,000), Romanists (80,000), and a few Protestants from England,
Scotland and America, besides the roving tribes of Arabs who cannot be
counted, or even estimated. The cities have a population of all classes,
numbering in Tripoli 18,000, Beirut 50,000, Tyre 35,000, Acre 5,000,
Khaifa 3,000, and Deir el Kamar, the Druse capital, 7,000; besides which
there are a great number of small villages.

Phison
PISON (Ecclesiasticus 24:25).

Phlegon (“burning”)
A Christian at Rome (<451614>Romans 16:14).

Phoros
PAROSH (1 Esdras 5:9).

Phrygia (“parched”)
Asia Minor. Inland, south of Bithynia and Galatia, west of Cappadocia and
Lycaonia, north of Lycia and Pisidia, and east of Carla, Lydia, and Mysia.
The empire once included nearly all Asia Minor. The surface is level, with
few ridges, and very productive of grain, fruit, wine, cattle, sheep, and
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horses. Laodicea, Hierapolis, and Colossae (and perhaps Antioch) were the
chief cities, mentioned in the New Testament.

Phud
PHUT (<070223>Judges 2:23).

Phurah (“bough”)
Servant of GIDEON on his visit to the camp of the Midianites (<070710>Judges
7:10,

Phurim
PURIM (Esther 11:1).

Phut, Put
Son of <See HAM> (<011006>Genesis 10:6). For the country and people, see
<See LEHABIM>.

Phuvah (“mouth”)
Son of Issachar (<014613>Genesis 46:13). <See PUAH>.

Phygellus (“fugitive”)
A Christian (<550115>2 Timothy 1:15), a native of Asia, who deserted Paul at
Rome in a critical time.

Phylactery (“safeguard”)
FRONTLETS.

Physician
<See MEDICINE>.

Pi-beseth (Egyptian, bahest).
Bubastis is the Greek form. On the Pelusiac branch of the Nile. Called,
also, Bubastite, and named from the goddess whom the Greeks identified
with Artemis (Coptic Pascht). The city was built on an artificial elevation,
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raised by criminals (chiefly), from the mud taken from the canals leading
from this place to Suez. Pascht was the goddess of fire, and had a grand
temple in her honor, to which multitudes flocked yearly on pilgrimage,
Herodotus describes the city very minutely (ii. 5-9). The only remains are a
few stones of the finest red granite, and heaps of broken pottery, mud
banks, etc. When Ezekiel prophesied its destruction it was in its period of
greatest prosperity (<263017>Ezekiel 30:17).

Picture
Idolatrous representations, or images (<230216>Isaiah 2:16).

Piece of Gold (<120505>2 Kings 5:5). <See MONEY>.
Piece of Money (<401727>Matthew 17:27). <See STATER>.
Piece of Silver
“The piece of money” paid Judas is represented by the tetradrachm of
Antiochus III, which was equal to a shekel. (See the picture on page 13.)
(<402515>Matthew 25:15). <See MONEY>.

Piety (Latin: pietas).
Dutiful conduct toward God, parents, etc., (<540504>1 Timothy 5:4).

Pigeon
<See DOVE>.

Pi-hahiroth (“mouth of the caverns,” or if Egyptian, “where sedge
grows”)
Near Suez, a camping-place during the Exodus (<021402>Exodus 14:2,9). There
is a place there now called Ghuwoeibet el boos (the bed reeds).
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Pilate, Pontius (Latin:Pilatus, probably from pilum, armed with a
javelin. Pontius — probably of Gens Pontia a plebeian clan of
Samnite origin)
The sixth Roman procurator of Judaea the successor of Valerius Gratus
under Tiberius Caesar (<420301>Luke 3:1). Tacitus writes “The author of that
name (Christian) or sect was Christ, who was capitally punished in the
reign of Tiberius by Pontius Pilate.” The early fathers, Justin Martyr,
Eusebius, Tertullian and others, say that Pilate sent to Rome an official
report of the trial of Christ. Pilate oppressed the Jews, and violated the
Roman law which respected the Jewish religion; of this there is the especial
evidence of Josephus (Antiquities xviii. 3, 1). He disregarded the law in
having brought into Jerusalem effigies upon the ensigns, and by an attempt
to force their introduction. Also in appropriating sacred money or treasure
for the construction of an aqueduct (<421301>Luke 13:1). During the feasts the
Roman governors resided in Jerusalem to preserve order. Thus, at the feast
of the Passover, Pilate was in Jerusalem in his official residence, Herod’s
palace. It was to the gates of this palace that the Jews brought Christ in the
early morning, they not entering the house of a Gentile at the period of
Passover (<431828>John 18:28). Pilate therefore came out to hear the indictment.
(<See JESUS>.) Pilate assumed his office about A.D. 25. After ten years
an appeal from the Samaritans (whom he had oppressed) to Vitellius, the
President of Syria, caused him to be sent to Rome, to answer the charges
brought against him. Tiberius died ere he reached Rome. It is generally
held that he committed suicide from mortification.

Pildash (“flame of fire”)
Son of Nahor (<012222>Genesis 22:22).

Pileha (“a slice”)
A chief who sealed the covenant (<161024>Nehemiah 10:24).

Pillar (Hebrew: AMMUD; Greek: stulos).
Pillars were an important feature in Oriental architecture:
1. For monuments (<012818>Genesis 28:18).
2. In building (<071625>Judges 16:25).
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3. As objects of idolatrous worship (<051203>Deuteronomy 12:3).
4. Figuratively or symbolically (<023309>Exodus 33:9-10).

Pilled (“peeled”), (<013037>Genesis 30:37,38).
PEELED.

Pillon
1. CEBIR, braided), (<091913>1 Samuel 19:13,16).
2. Hebrew: plural CESATHOTH, cushions (<261318>Ezekiel 13:18,20).
3. Hebrew: plural MERAASHOTH, under the head (<012811>Genesis 28:11,18).
4. Greek: prosksphalaion, a cushion for the head (<410428>Mark 4:28).

Piltai
The head of the priestly house of Modiah (<161217>Nehemiah 12:17).

Pine, Pine-Tree
1. Hebrew: TIDHAR (<234119>Isaiah 41:19). Several varieties of pine grew upon
Mount Lebanon.
2. SHEMEN (<160815>Nehemiah 8:15), rendered “oil-tree.” <See CEDAR>.

Pinnacle
(<400405>Matthew 4:5). Some high part of the Temple, or of the courts or wings
belonging to it. Josephus says Herod built the royal gallery on the south
part, from the top of which, if anyone looked down, he would become
dizzy (Wars, v. 5; Antiquities xv. 11, 5; xx. 9, 7). Late explorations have
discovered the actual height of the foundation wall to be about 150 feet,
and the Temple buildings must have been 50 to 75 feet more; making over
200 feet (287 feet — Barclay, City of Great King, 251). Eusebius says that
James, brother of Jesus, was precipitated from this height.

Pinon (“darkness”)
Founder of a tribe of Edom (<013604>Genesis 36:4).
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Pipe (Hebrew: CHALIL).
One of the simplest, but most prominent, of <See MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS>.

Piper (<661822>Revelation 18:22). <See MUSIC>.
Pira (1 Esdras 5:19). Repetition of <See CAPHIRA>.
Piram (“indomitable”)
King of Jarmuth (<061003>Joshua 10:3,27).

Pirathon (“chief”)
Where Abdon was buried, in the land of Ephraim (<071213>Judges 12:13,15).
Benaiah, one of David’s captains, was from this city (<102330>2 Samuel 23:30).
Now called Ferata, six miles southwest of Shechem, in Wada Aly, near the
foot of the mountain Shekh Abraham (Rob. iii. 134).

Pirathonite
Native of <See PIRATHON>.
1. <See ABDON> 1 (the judge), (<071213>Judges 12:13,15).
2. <See BENAIAE> 2 (<102330>2 Samuel 23:30).

Pisgah (“to divide” — i, e., isolated peak)
Mountain in Moab (<050317>Deuteronomy 3:17; 34:1; <061203>Joshua 12:3; 13:20).
Although minutely described in the Scriptures, yet it has been difficult to
locate. The present explanation of the matter is, that Abarim was the name
of the range; Nebo one of the peaks; and Pisgah the top of Nebo. The
passage would then read, “Moses went up to Mount Nebo, to the top of
the hill.” (<See NEBO>). The name Ras el Feshkah (the same as Pisgah)
must have been transferred across the Dead Sea, as well as the name of the
Jebel Mousa, southeast of Bethany.
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Pisidia
In Asia Minor, south of Phrygia, east of Lydia, west of Cilicia, and north of
Pamphylia. It is mountainous, but has many fertile plains and valleys. The
scenery is wild and grand (some cliffs rising 1,000 feet over a foaming
torrent); heightened by forests of oak, pine, and other trees, orchards of
fruit-trees, and vineyards. Its people, in the time that Paul traveled through
it, were warlike highlanders, and probably exposed the Apostle to the
“perils of robbers” that he mentions. Antioch was in Pisidia, though on the
border of Phrygia.

Pison (“overflowing”)
River in Eden (<010211>Genesis 2:11).

Pispah (“spreading”)
Son of Jether (<130738>1 Chronicles 7:38).

Pit
Used with a figurative as well as literal meaning.
1. SHEOL (<041630>Numbers 16:30,33), hollow.
2. SHAHATH (<190915>Psalm 9:15), a pit dug into the earth.
3. BOR (<013730>Genesis 37:30ff), a pit for water (a cistern).

Pitch
A mineral pitch or asphalt.
1. ZEPHETH (<020203>Exodus 2:3), liquid.
2. HEMAR, solid.
3. KOFER, in reference to its use in overlaying woodwork. Its nature is
mentioned in <233409>Isaiah 34:9.
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Pitcher (Hebrew: KAD, barrel)
Water-jars with one or two handles, used by women for carrying water
(<012415>Genesis 24:15-20). They are carried on the head or shoulder. The
Bedouin women use skin-bottles (<012114>Genesis 21:14).

Pitdah
One of the precious stones in the breastplate of the high priest (<022817>Exodus
28:17). <See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Pithom
One of the store-cities built by the Israelites in Egypt, for the first
oppressor (<020111>Exodus 1:11.) Patumus of Herodotus (ii. 158). Now called
Abhaseh, at the entrance of Wady Fumilat, on the line of the ancient canal
to the Red Sea.

Pithon
A descendant of Saul, son of Micah (<130835>1 Chronicles 8:35).

Plagues, the, of Egypt
The so-called plagues of Egypt form the chief part of the miraculous side
of the great deliverance of the Israelites from Egyptian bondage. These
plagues will teach essentially the same lessons that the deliverance itself
teaches. Indeed, the meaning of the deliverance from Egypt will be best
learned from considering these miracles, which show it not to have been a
mere symbolic act — shadowing or foreshadowing by this temporal
deliverance from worldly bondage a spiritual redemption from spiritual
oppression — but to have been itself a conflict with the powers of evil,
deep and various, and a victory over them, and so a real redemption from
the oppression of spiritual wickedness. The Jewish people were not only
oppressed with sore bondage in brick and mortar, but their spirits were led
captive under Egyptian idolatries; and the sight and circumstances of this
deliverance shook them clear of these enslaving influences, though not
completely. The so-called plagues are ten in number:
1. The turning of the waters of the Nile into blood (<020715>Exodus 7:15).
2. Bringing up frogs from the river (<020801>Exodus 8:1).
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3. The gnats or mosquitoes (<020816>Exodus 8:16).
4. Of flies (<020820>Exodus 8:20).
5. The murrain of beasts (<020906>Exodus 9:6).
6. The boils upon men and beasts (<020908>Exodus 9:8).
7. Hail, etc. (<020913>Exodus 9:13).
8. The locusts (Exodus 10).
9. The darkness (<021021>Exodus 10:21).
10. The destruction of the firstborn of man and beast (Exodus 11). The
number ten is significant, ending, as it does, with the terrible blow struck
direct from heaven — the full outpouring on Egypt of the divine wrath.
<See EXODUS>, in <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Plain
Eight different Hebrew words are translated by this one word plain, in our
version.
1. ABEL (meadow — see <See ABEL>).
2. BIKA (to cleave, a valley). The valley between the two ranges of
Lebanon is now called Buka. (<See LEBANON>). The same word is used
to describe the plain on which the image was set up in the plain of Dura
(Daniel 3).
3. HAK-KIKKAR (ciccar), (to move in a circle, as a coin or a loaf), the
plain around Jericho (<011310>Genesis 13:10).
4. HAM-MISHOR (Oven place, plain), in <050310>Deuteronomy 3:10, it refers
to the region now called El Belka, the high level table-lands (of Moab) east
of the Dead Sea.
5. HA-ARABAH (dry region), the peculiar name of the valley of the Jordan.
6. HA-SHEFELAH (a low plain), the name of the Plain of Philistia.
7. ELON (oak, or grove of oaks). The mistranslation loses much of the
beauty and force of the original, as may be seen by correcting the reading
in <011006>Genesis 10:6, to oak or grove of Moreh; and the same in
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Deuteronomy 11:30; in <011318>Genesis 13:18, to oak grove of Mamre; in
Judges 4:11, to grove of the wanderers (Zanaim — wanderers), (where
Bedoins pitch their tents?); in <070906>Judges 9:6 to the oak of the covenant, or
monumental oak (The Charter Oak, Boston Elm, and Penn s treaty Elm,
are instances in our country); in <070937>Judges 9:37, to grove of Meonenim
(magicians); and in <091003>1 Samuel 10:3, to oak or grove of Tabor.
<070411>

8. EMEK, (valley), applied to the Plain of Esdraelon and other valleys or
plains, as Achor, Ajalon, Baca, Berachah, Bethrehob, Elah, Gibeon,
Hebron, Jehoshaphat, Keziz, Rephaim, Shaveh, Siddim, and Succoth,
besides the valley of “decision” in <290314>Joel 3:14.

Plaiting
Braiding the <See HAIR> (<600303>1 Peter 3:3).

Planes (<234413>Isaiah 44:13).
Carving tools. <See HANDICRAFT>.

Plane-tree (Ecclesiasticus 24:14). <See CHESTNUT TREE>.
Planets (<122305>2 Kings 23:5). <See ASTRONOMY>.
Plaster
1. A house infected with <See LEPROSY> was to be re-plastered
(<031442>Leviticus 14:42,43,48).
2. The law was to be engraved on Mount Ebal, on stones coated with
plaster (<052702>Deuteronomy 27:2,4).
3. (<270505>Daniel 5:5), the writing by the mystic hand was on the plaster of the
wall.
4. A plaster of figs were applied to boils (<233821>Isaiah 38:21).

Plat, to (Greek: pleko).
Interweaving (<402729>Matthew 27:29).
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Pleiades (Greek: pleo, “to sail”)
A cluster of seven stars in the constellation Taurus. The sun enters Taurus
about the middle of April; its appearance was a sign of Spring.

Plow
See AGRICULTURE.

Plumb-line (Hebrew: ANAK).
A line with a weight attached (<300707>Amos 7:7,8). <See HANDICRAFT>.

Plummet (Hebrew: MESHKELITH).
Used in leveling (<232701>Isaiah 27:17).

Pochereth (“snaring”)
The children of Pochereth were among those who returned from captivity
(<150257>Ezra 2:57; <160759>Nehemiah 7:59).

Poetry
<See PSALMS>, in the <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Poison
References to poison in the Scripture are very rare and no death occurring
through poison is recorded. The two Hebrew words:
1. CHEMAH, feverish heat,
2. ROSH, applied to some poisonous herb. The crime of poisoning never
prevailed among the Hebrews. It was studied as a science in the East, and
common at Rome. There were many venomous snakes and insects in
Palestine. The poison of snakes was used by the Scythians and Arabs to
anoint their arrows; as also alluded to by Job (<180604>Job 6:4). It is used
figuratively in poetry for anger and hate (<195804>Psalm 58:4).

Poll
The head (<040102>Numbers 1:2,18).
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Poll
To clip (<101426>2 Samuel 14:26). <See HAIR>.

Polygamy
<See MARRIAGE>.

Pomegranate (Hebrew: RIMMON).
A bush with dark green foliage and crimson flowers. The fruit is red when
ripe and very juicy. The rind is used in the manufacture of leather. It is a
native of Asia. The pillars in Solomon’s Temple were adorned with carved
figures of this fruit (<110718>1 Kings 7:18,20). A fragment of the fruit with its
pearly seeds,, imbedded in ruby liquid, is very beautiful.
Thy cheeks are like a piece of pomegranate” is the allusion of the poet to
the fine transparent tint (<220403>Song of Solomon 4:3).

Pommels (little apples),
(<140412>2 Chronicles 4:12,13). <See BOWL>.

Pond
Hebrew: AGAM). The ponds of Egypt (<020719>Exodus 7:19) were doubtless
water left by the inundation of the Nile. Ponds for fish are mentioned in
<231910>
Isaiah 19:10.

Pontius Pilate
<See PILATE>.

Pontus
A district on the Black Sea (<440209>Acts 2:9,10).

Pool
1. Hebrew: AGAM, pond.
2. Hebrew: BERAKAH, blessing.
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3. Hebrew: BEREKAH, a reservoir for water. These pools in many parts of
Palestine and Syria are the only resource for water in a dry season
(<234315>Isaiah 43:15). Those of Solomon, three miles southwest of Bethlehem,
and Bethesda in Jerusalem, are the most celebrated (<210206>Ecclesiastes 2:6).
<See JERUSALEM>.

Poor
The poor received special favors from the law (<051107>Deuteronomy 11:7).
1. The right of <See GLEANING> (<031909>Leviticus 19:9,19).
2. Their portion from the produce of the land in the <See SABBATICAL
YEAR> (<022311>Exodus 23:11).
3. Possession of land in the <See JUBILEE> year (<022325>Exodus 23:25,30).
4. <See USURY> and pledges (<022303>Exodus 23:35,37).
5. Permanent bondage forbidden (<051512>Deuteronomy 15:12,15).
6. Portions of tithes (<051423>Deuteronomy 14:23).
7. Their entertainments at feasts (<051611>Deuteronomy 16:11,14).
8. Payments of <See WAGES> (<031913>Leviticus 19:13).

Poplar (Hebrew: LIBNEH).
Poplar and storax trees are common in Palestine (<280413>Hosea 4:13).

Poratha (“favored”)
Son of Haman (<170908>Esther 9:8).

Porch
1. ULAM, a vestibule, open in front and at the sides. Sometimes closed
with awnings or curtains.
2. MISDRON, a corridor, connecting the principal rooms of the house
(<401607>Matthew 16:71).
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Porcius Festus
<See FESTUS>.

Port (Latin: porta).
Gate (<160213>Nehemiah 2:13).

Porphyry (“purple”)
A hard rock of various colors, greatly prized for its beauty when polished
(Esth. 1:6). <See MARBLE>.

Porter (SHOER, a gate-keeper),
(<130921>1 Chronicles 9:21). <See LEVITES>.

Posidonius
An envoy sent to Judas (2 Macc. 14:19).

Post
The door-case of a door (<230604>Isaiah 6:4). The posts of the Temple door
were of olive-wood (<110633>1 Kings 6:33).
1. AJIL, door-case of a door (<264016>Ezekiel 40:16).
2. AMMAH, cubit, a post (<230604>Isaiah 6:4).
3. MEZUZAH, motion on a centre.
4. SAF, threshold (<022601>Exodus 26:1).
5. RAZ, to run, posts (Esth. 3:13); also guard; and a runner or carrier of
messages in <180925>Job 9:25.
Our word “post” means a fixed place — as a post, station, military or for
travelers; also, the one who carries messages or travels by post (that is,
with horses supplied at the post), and also the letter carrier; and hence,
post office.
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Pot
This was applied to many kinds of vessels, bowl, basin, cup, etc.
1. ASUK, an earthen jar, deep and without handles.
2. CHERES, an earthen jar, used for baking (<260409>Ezekiel 4:9).
3. DUD, a kettle, used for cooking (<090214>1 Samuel 2:14).
4. SIR, used for flesh (<021603>Exodus 16:3).
5. MAZREF, fining-pot (<202623>Proverbs 26:23; 27:21).
6. GEBIYIM, bulging jars in <243505>Jeremiah 35:5.
The water-pots of Cana were made of stone or earthenware. They were
also of precious metals for domestic or public use. The water-pot of the
Samarian woman was either an earthen jar or a leather bottle. Pottery was
a handicraft among the Hebrews, remains of which are found in the debris
of the most ancient ruins.

Potiphar (“belonging to the sun”)
A captain of the guard to whom Joseph was sold (<013901>Genesis 39:1).

Potipherah
A priest of On. Father of Asenath. Wife of Joseph (<014145>Genesis 41:45,50).

Potsherd (Hebrew: CHERES).
Earthen vessel or bottle. Anything mean and contemptible, or very dry
(<233014>Isaiah 30:14; 45:9; <180208>Job 2:8).

Potter’s Field
Bought by the priests with the bribe of thirty pieces given to Judas
(<402707>Matthew 27:7). <See ACELDAMA>.

Pottery
Was one of the most common and ancient of all manufactures. The clay,
when wet, was trodden by the feet to form a paste, then placed on the
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Wheel, and shaped by the hands. The wheel consisted of a wooden disc,
placed on another larger one, and turned by the hand, or by a treadle
(<234509>Isaiah 45:9). The vessel was then smoothed, and coated with a glaze,
and burned in a furnace (<234125>Isaiah 41:25).

Pound
1. (Hebrew: MANEH, a weight). <See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.
2. A piece of money (<421912>Luke 19:12-27). <See MONEY>. MANEH.

Praetorium
The headquarters of the Roman governor. <See JUDGMENT HALL>.

Prayer (Hebrew: TEHINNAH, supplication; TEFILLAH, to bow
down).
To ask God for a blessing. Men have believed in all ages that the Divine
Being hears prayer (<050429>Deuteronomy 4:29; <132809>1 Chronicles 28:9, etc.),
and answers it graciously (<19E518>Psalm 145:18,19; <140701>2 Chronicles 7:1) and
willingly. Prayer is also called “seeking the Lord” (<131610>1 Chronicles 16:10),
entreating the face of the Lord (<See FACE>), pouring out the heart or soul
before Him or before His face (<196208>Psalm 62:8; <090115>1 Samuel 1:15), crying
(<110828>1 Kings 8:28) or calling unto God, and a beseeching of God (<195516>Psalm
55:16; <023211>Exodus 32:11).
In the New Testament the approach of the soul unto God, with desire and
request for help, is very distinctly stated in many passages (<400606>Matthew
6:6; 7:7; <421002>Luke 10:2; <431413>John 14:13; <490618>Ephesians 6:18; <500406>Philippians
4:6; <510402>Colossians 4:2,3, etc.). Nowhere in the Bible is there any word of
explanation of the reason for prayer; the fact is dealt with as a fact, as plain
as day and night.
The use of forms, in some cases, seems intended to secure the praise of
men rather than of God (<400605>Matthew 6:5). When the form is the most
extensive and showy the true spirit is in danger of being lost.
The Lord’s Prayer (<400609>Matthew 6:9-13; <421102>Luke 11:2-4) is the model for
all Christian prayer.
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Prayer is first distinctly mentioned in Abraham’s time. Moses gave no
special rules or laws for prayer, but we learn that it was considered as a
privilege and a duty to which man’s own nature prompted him. The altar
was the place where prayer was believed to be most acceptable in the
patriarchal age, and the tabernacle, under the Mosaic covenant (<090110>1
Samuel 1:10), which was changed for the Temple, was called “the house of
prayer” (<235607>Isaiah 56:7). Those who could, prayed in the Temple; others at
a distance turned their faces toward it — a custom which is still in practice.
The Muslims also turn their faces toward the city of Mecca, which contains
the holy house, the kaaba. See <110830>1 Kings 8:30; 2 Kings 19; <140714>2
Chronicles 7:14; <270610>Daniel 6:10; <320204>Jonah 2:4; <380702>Zechariah 7:2; <420237>Luke
2:37, 18:10; <442217>Acts 22:17. There is a certain power in outward symbols in
helping men to realize the presence of God, in quickening their faith, and in
carrying out the idea that sinful man can best approach his Maker by a
sacrifice. These sentiments are as extensive as the human race. There are
seven prayers recorded at their full length in the Scriptures (David’s prayer
(<100719>2 Samuel 7:19-29); Solomon’s prayer (2 Chronicles 6); Hezekiah’s
prayer (2 Kings 19); Jeremiah’s prayer (Jeremiah 32); Daniel’s prayer
(<270903>Daniel 9:3); Nehemiah’s prayer (Nehemiah 1; Nehemiah 9).
Nearly all of the prayers recorded in the Old Testament were for temporal
blessings — the Mosaic covenant promising no other; and many were
intercessory, by priests or prophets, except, as may be learned from the
Psalms, where there is shown a spirit of striving against sin and for help
against temptation. The Hebrews prayed three times a day (<190401>Psalm 4:17;
<270610>
Daniel 6:10), and particular times or hours were thought to be more fit
than others, when prayer was thought to be more acceptable (<196913>Psalm
69:13). Confession of sins to God was usual at the time of prayer as a part
of the intercession.
In the Christian Church, Jesus the Christ takes the place of the temple and
the altar and the priests and prophets in the old dispensation. He is the
intercessor for His people, asking of God the Father blessings for His sake.
The Christian form of prayer includes the Hebrew idea of intercession,
pleading for benefits; and also adds the higher spiritual desires based on the
idea of the brotherhood of all men (<400544>Matthew 5:44; 9:38; <540202>1 Timothy
2:2,8; <500406>Philippians 4:6; <590514>James 5:14).
It is supposed that if certain rules are neglected in prayer that God will not
answer prayer (<196618>Psalm 66:18; <201529>Proverbs 15:29; 28:9; <590403>James 4:3;
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Isaiah 1:15), nor if one of God’s commands is disobeyed (<090818>1 Samuel
8:18), or the supplicant is proud and independent (<183512>Job 35:12; <421820>Luke
18:20), or a hypocrite (<182709>Job 27:9), or if he doubts, wavers, or is doubleminded (<590106>James 1:6; <242913>Jeremiah 29:13; <411124>Mark 11:24). Enmity in the
heart and secret idolatry are also stumbling-blocks. For posture in prayer
see <See ADORATION>.
Prayer is the free utterance of the soul’s wants to God the Father, asking
benefits in the name of our Saviour, and interceding for the good of others
also. Faith is quickened by prayer; and it may be said that prayer is an
indication of the spiritual condition of the soul — it being to the soul what
breath is to the body.

Preach, to
1. (Hebrew: BASAR, to bring glad tidings (Psalm 40).
2. KARA, to call (Genesis 1; Genesis 5).
3. Greek: diangello, to announce fully (<420960>Luke 9:60).
4. Greek: dialegomai, to discourse (<442007>Acts 20:7).
5. Greek: euangellizo, good news (<420318>Luke 3:18).
6. Greek: katangello, to publish (<440402>Acts 4:2).
7. Kerusso, to proclaim (<400301>Matthew 3:1).
8. Greek: laleo, to speak (<410202>Mark 2:2).
9. Prokerusso, beforehand (<440320>Acts 3:20).
10. Greek: Proeuangellizomai, to announce glad tidings beforehand
(<480308>Galatians 3:8).
11. Parresiazomai, to be free, in speech or action (<440927>Acts 9:27).
12. Greek: plero, to fulfill (<451519>Romans 15:19).
13. Greek: akoe, the hearing (<580402>Hebrews 4:2).

Preacher (Hebrew: KOHELETH).
A public instructor of the Gospel (<540207>1 Timothy 2:7).
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Preaching (Hebrew: KEBRIAH).
Public discourse of the prophets (<401241>Matthew 12:41).

Precious Stones
Alluded to very often in the Scriptures, and were known, used, and valued
from the earliest times. Engraved gems worn in rings (<220514>Song of Solomon
5:14), and used for private seals (Nehemiah 10), are mentioned in Genesis,
and all through the Bible. The twelve stones of the high priest’s breast.
plate were engraved with the name of one of the twelve tribes (<022817>Exodus
28:17-21), and the whole when in their proper position on the breast of the
high priest were called Urim and Thummim (light and perfection).
The figurative uses of precious stones are very many, and highly poetical
and important for instruction, and signify value, beauty, durability,
excellence.
1. <See ADAMANT> (SHAMIR), the diamond, (<241701>Jeremiah 17:1;
<260309>
Ezekiel 3:9; <380712>Zechariah 7:12), was known and used for its peculiar
hardness in cutting other stones, and figuratively to describe the obduracy
of the Israelites. The word is the same in all the texts, although rendered
both diamond and adamant. The Greek siniris was a corundum, our emory.
2. <See AGATE> (SHEBO), (<022819>Exodus 28:19), the second stone in the
high priest’s breastplate. Named from the river Achates, Sicily, where it
was first found by the Greeks, It is a quartz in colored layers.
3. <See AMETHYST> (AHLAMAH), third in the third row of the
breastplate, and is alluded to in <662120>Revelation 21:20, as one of the stones
of the heavenly Jerusalem.
4. <See BERYL> (TARSHISH) a yellow EMERALD. There is little or nothing
to lead to any satisfactory conclusion as to its identity, except in <220514>Song
of Solomon 5:14. The streets of Jerusalem shall be paved with beryl
(<662120>Revelation 21:20; Tobit 13:17).
5. <See CARBUNCLE>
a. (Hebrew: EKDAH) bright, sparkling, gem.
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b. (BAREKATH), the third stone in the first row of the breastplate
(<022817>Exodus 28:17); also one of the treasures of the king (<262813>Ezekiel
28:13). It is a precious stone of a deep red color, commonly called garnet.
6. <See CHALCEDONY> (Greek: Chalkedon), a precious stone
(<662119>Revelation 21:19), resembling the agate; of various colors, but often
light brown or blue, found in most parts of the world, named after
Chalcedon.
7. <See CHRYSOLITE> (“golden stone”). A transparent precious stone,
having the color of gold mixed with green. It has a fine lustre
(<662120>Revelation 21:20). Many suppose it to be the topaz of the moderns.
8. <See CHRYSOPRASUS> The tenth of those precious stones in the walls
of the heavenly Jerusalem. Its color was golden green (<662120>Revelation
21:20).
9. <See CHRYSOPRASE> is the leek-green variety of agate.
10. <See EMERALD> (NOPHECH; Greek: smaragdos). First in the second
row on the breastplate of the high priest (<022818>Exodus 28:18). Used as a seal
or signet (Ecclesiasticus 32:6), and spoken of as one of the foundations of
Jerusalem (<662119>Revelation 21:19). It is of a fine green color, found anciently
in Ethiopia, in modern times it is found only in South America (<022818>Exodus
28:18). It ranks next in value to the diamond.
11. <See JACINTH> (Greek: huakinthos), (hyacinth). A precious stone, of
a dark purple color (<662126>Revelation 21:26). It loses its color when heated,
and resembles the diamond.
12. <See ONYX> (SHOHAM, “a nail”). An agate colored like a finger nail
(<022820>Exodus 28:20; <010212>Genesis 2:12).
13. <See RUBY> (PENINIM). A red sapphire diamond, and more valuable
than a diamond of the same weight (<235412>Isaiah 54:12).
14. <See SAPPHIRE> (SAPPIR). Next in hardness and value to the
diamond (<022818>Exodus 28:18), of a blue color and of various shades. Pliny
described it as the lapis lazuli (Ultramarine), but that could not have been
the kind in the breastplate.
15. <See SARDIUS, SARDINE> (ODEM). Josephus says sardonyx
(Antiquities iii. 7, 6). Now called carnelian from its flesh color. The
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Hebrew name means red like flesh. The Sardius is a kind of flint, or
chalcedony, and is valued more as it is deeper red. The name Sardius was
given it at Sardis, where it was worked and engraved. It was in the high
priest’s breastplate (<022817>Exodus 28:17), and is alluded to by John in the
Revelation (<660403>Revelation 4:3).
16. <See SARDONYX> (YAHALOM). A chalcedony with layers of several
shades, much used in finger rings for the signet (<662120>Revelation 21:20).
Rendered diamond in the A.V.
17. <See TOPAZ> (PITDAH, Greek: topazion). Second in the breastplate
of the high priest (<022817>Exodus 28:17), and the ninth in the foundation of the
heavenly Jerusalem (<662120>Revelation 21:20). Its color is wine yellow, of
every degree of shade from dark red sometimes lilac, to pale grayish
yellow, or celadon green. It was highly prized Job says that wisdom is
more valuable than the petdah of Cush (<182819>Job 28:19). There is a topaz
island in the Red Sea, where it is found. <See SEAL>, <See SIGNET
RING>.
<See ENGRAVER>, HARASH (<022811>Exodus 28:11). Print, to HAKAK to cut

in (<181923>Job 19:23,24).

Preparation, the (<411542>Mark 15:42). <See PASSOVER>.
Presbytery (from Greek, meaning “old”, “older”)
A body of elders in the Christian Church (1 Timothy 4). Also a body
consisting of pastors, ruling elders, laymen, commissioned to represent the
churches belonging to the presbytery. This work is subject to the revision
of the synod.

Press (<290313>Joel 3:13). <See WINE-PRESS>.
Pretorium
or PRAETORIUM (leader). The headquarters of the Roman military
governor. <See JUDGMENT-HALL> (<411516>Mark 15:16).
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Prevent, to (Latin: prevenio, “to come before”)
Hebrew: KADEM, to anticipate), (<102206>2 Samuel 22:6,19). Greek:
prophthano, “to precede” (1 Thess. 4:15.

Prick (“goods”):
“To kick against the pricks” (<440905>Acts 9:5), should read, to kick-against the
goads; as an ox kicking against the goad in the hand of the driver.

Priest (Hebrew: KOHEN, to foretell? or a mediator, a messenger),
<183323>

Job 33:23).

The word priest means one who presides over things relating to God, or,
as Paul says, “Every high priest taken from among men, is constituted on
the behalf of men, with respect to their concerns with God, that he may
present both gifts and sacrifices for sins” (<580501>Hebrews 5:1). Adam is the
first recorded priest; Noah was the first after the deluge. It is probable that
the patriarchs were priests, as in <180105>Job 1:5. The prophet differed from the
priest in receiving supernatural communications of knowledge, of the past,
present, and future. In the patriarchal system, the firstborn male was the
priest of the family, and succeeded his father. The Mosaic system
substituted the tribe of Levi, instead of the firstborn (Exodus 28). The
Hebrews were promised that, if they would keep the law of Moses, they
should be “a peculiar treasure,” “a kingdom of priests,” “a holy nation”
(<021905>Exodus 19:5,6). (For dress of the priest, see <See DRESS>. See
pictures of priests, on pages 16, 69, 77, 131 in the book.) The age at which
they were permitted to serve was not definitely fixed, as in the case of the
Levites, but was, probably, at maturity — from 20 years old. The support
of the high priest was, the tithe of one-tenth of the tithes assigned to the
Levites (<041828>Numbers 18:28; <161038>Nehemiah 10:38). The candidate for orders
must prove his descent from Aaron; be free from bodily defects
(<032116>Leviticus 21:16-23); must not mourn outwardly; must marry only a
young woman. They were to keep the sanctuary and altar (<041805>Numbers
18:5); to keep the fire always burning on the altar (<030107>Leviticus 1:7; 6:13);
to prepare the burnt offerings, and kill the passover lamb (<142934>2 Chronicles
29:34; <150620>Ezra 6:20); to do the work of a certain part of the sacrifices,
generally (<See OFFERING>; <See SACRIFICE>): to attend to the services
of atonement; to blow the trumpets for all occasions; to prepare the
ointment, or perfumed oil, and the water of separation; act as assessors in
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judicial matters; to assist in the: work of organizing and encouraging the
army; and to keep the books of the law (<052001>Deuteronomy 20:1-4; 21:5,
31:9). They were permitted to eat, at the sanctuary, the flesh of the various
offerings; and also to carry away — to be eaten in Jerusalem — certain
parts of offerings; and had a right to the first-fruits of oil, wine, and grain,
and certain parts of sacrifices (Deuteronomy 18); the price of redemption
of man and of unclean beasts; restitutions, and all devoted things; the skins
of the sacrificed animals (which was a very rich perquisite); donations; and
might own land (<110226>1 Kings 2:26; <243207>Jeremiah 32:7,8). The total income is
supposed to have been about one-fifth of the entire national income (see
<014724>
Genesis 47:24). The priesthood was a perpetual inheritance, transmitted
from father to son. After the Captivity, those who could not prove their
descent from Aaron lost their privileges as priests. The corruption of the
priesthood, by making their office a means of amassing wealth, and
intriguing, in politics, for political power, hastened the ruin of the Jewish
nation. Christ is described in the New Testament as the firstborn, the king,
the anointed, a priest after the order of Melchizedek (Hebrews 7—8). The
priesthood in the Christian Church is a spiritual matter, deriving its powers
and privileges from the Holy Spirit.

Prince
Governor of districts or local magistrates. <See JESUS CHRIST> is the
<See PRINCE OF LIFE> (<440315>Acts 3:15). <See SATAN> “the prince of this
world” (<431231>John 12:31). <See PROVINCE>.

Princess (“noble lady”)
“Queen” (<234923>Isaiah 49:23). Lady (<070529>Judges 5:29).

Principality (“rulers”)
The dominion of a <See PRINCE> (<241318>Jeremiah 13:18).

Print, to (Hebrew: MATHAN “to give”),
(<010129>Genesis 1:29). <See ENGRAVER>; <See WRITING>. “Printed,” in
<181923>
Job 19:23, should be “written” or “marked down.”
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Prisca (“ancient”)
<See PRISCILLA> (<550419>2 Timothy 4:19)

Priscilla
The wife of <See AQUILA> (<451603>Romans 16:3). The position, in several
ancient manuscripts, of the name of Priscilla before that of her husband,
indicates that she was the more active of the two in the church, as appears
in her teaching of Apollos. She is the type of the married servant of the
church, as Phebe is of the unmarried. Her assistance was asked by Timothy
as of the utmost value in pointing out the actual wants and condition of the
needy members of the Church.

Prison
Special places used as prisons were under the custody of a military officer
(<014003>Genesis 40:3). Private houses now sometimes used as places of
confinement (<243715>Jeremiah 37:15). <See PUNISHMENTS>.

Prison-gate
A gate of the <See JERUSALEM> wall enclosing the Temple.

Prochorus (“leader of the chorus”)
A Deacon (<440605>Acts 6:5). <See DEACON>.

Proconsul (Greek: anthupatos, “to be deputy”)
A division of conquered provinces not requiring military rule, was
governed by the Roman Senate by proconsuls, civil officers, and their
districts were called proconsular. The term was usually one year. A coin of
Ephesus gives the title <See ANTHUPATOS> (<441938>Acts 19:38). They did not
have the power of life and death.

Procurator
Is the Latin name of the Roman ruler, translated <See GOVERNOR> in the
New Testament <See PILATE> Greek: egemon. They were similar in
power to the proconsul, and were selected from among those who had
been consuls or praetors, or senators. Their term of office depended on the
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will of the emperor. They wore a military dress and sword, and were
attended by six lictors. They had the power of life and death. The
headquarters in Judaea were at Caesarea, but held judicial wherever they
were, as Pilate at Jerusalem. The high priest could be removed at will by
him.

Progenitors
Parents or ancestors (<014926>Genesis 49:26). <See GENEALOGY>.

Prognosticators, monthly (<234713>Isaiah 47:13). <See MAGICIANS>.
Prophet (Hebrew: NABI).
Signifies an inspired person, an announcer of the words of another, not
from his own influence and will (<020701>Exodus 7:1; 4:16); to foretell the
future and secret events, and who revealed the will of God.
The Old Testament prophets were special agents of Jehovah, raised up and
sent, as occasion required, to incite to duty, to convict of sin, to call to
repentance and reformation, to instruct kings and denounce against nations
the judgments of God (<121713>2 Kings 17:13). The prophets received their
messages from God in visions, trances and dreams (<042402>Numbers 24:2-16).
The Old Testament contains the inspired writings of sixteen of the Hebrew
prophets, four of whom, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Daniel, are called
the greater, and the other twelve the minor prophets. Christ, of whom all
the prophets bore witness (<422427>Luke 24:27,44), is <See THE PROPHET> of
His Church in all ages (<051815>Deuteronomy 18:15), revealing to them by His
inspired servants, by Himself and by His spirit all we know of God and
immortality.

Prophetess (Hebrew: NEBIAH).
A female <See PROPHET> (<021520>Exodus 15:20). <See MIRIAM>; <See
DEBORAH>.

Propitiation
One who makes <See ATONEMENT> (<620202>1 John 2:2).
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Prorex (“for the king”)
Viceroy (<120117>2 Kings 1:17).

Proselyte (Greek: proselutos; Hebrew: GERIM).
This word is often used in the Septuagint as the rendering,, of the Hebrew:
GER, a sojourner, translated a stranger” (<021248>Exodus 12:48; 20:10; 22:21,
etc.). The word from meaning “one who comes to,” means, also, one “who
comes over” from one faith to another. The law was liberal to strangers
(GERIM), ordaining that they should be treated with forbearance and
kindness (<022221>Exodus 22:21; 23:9; <031933>Leviticus 19:33,34). “The stranger
that dwelleth with you shall be unto you as one born among you, and thou
shalt love him as thyself, for ye were strangers,” etc. The stranger or
sojourner was ordered to be welcomed to the Passover Feast upon his
observance of certain regulations (<021243>Exodus 12:43,45). The word in the
sense of convert appears in the history and the writings of the prophets in
<235603>
Isaiah 56:3-8, “the sons of the stranger that join themselves to the Lord.
The conquests of Alexander, the wars between Egypt and Syria, the
struggle under Maccabees, and the occupation by Rome, brought the Jews
into wide notice, and gave opportunities for proselytism. Such proselytes
attended the Jewish worship and made pilgrimages to the feasts at
Jerusalem (<440210>Acts 2:10). The admission into Judaism of a convert was by
circumcision. Converts to Judaism were classed:
1. As love-proselytes.
2. Man-for-woman or woman-for-man proselytes; where the husband
followed the wife’s religion or the reverse.
3. Esther-proselytes, where conformity was assumed to escape danger
(Esth. 8:17).
4. King’s-table-proselytes, converts for the hope of court, favor — as
under David and Solomon.
5. Lion-proselytes, converts in the fear of a divine judgment — as the
Samaritans (<121726>2 Kings 17:26). Proselytes became numerous during and
immediately after Christ’s period; many were converted in parts remote
from Jerusalem (<440210>Acts 2:10; 8:27).
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Proverbs
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Provender
Food for cattle (<012425>Genesis 24:25). <See GRASS>, <See CORN>, <See
HAY>, etc.

Providence
Foresight (<442402>Acts 24:2). <See GOD>.

Province (Hebrew: MEDINAH).
A small district ruled by a judge (<112014>1 Kings 20:14,15,19).

Provision
<See FOOD>. To lay up a supply of food, or what is desired (<451314>Romans

13:14).

Pruning-hook (<231805>Isaiah 18:5). <See KNIFE>.
Psalm (Hebrew: MIZMOR, a song of praise),
(<461426>1 Corinthians 14:26). MUSIC.

Psalms, Psalter
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Psaltery (Hebrew: NEBEL). <See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>.
Ptolemais (“Ptolemy’s city”)
Acho, Acre (1 Macc. 5:15,55; 10:1,58,60; 12:48; <442107>Acts 21:7).
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Ptolemee
1. Son of Dorymenes (1 Macc. 3:38). He was active in the expedition
which Lysias organized (1 Macc. 3:38). He had great influence with
Antiochus Epiphanes.
2. Son of Agesarchus, governor of Cyprus (2 Macc. 8:8).
3. Son of Abubus, who married Simon’s daughter. He was governor of the
district of Jericho. He murdered Simon and two of his sons (1 Macc.
16:11).
4. Father of <See LYSIMACHUS I>, the Greek translator of <See ESTHER>
(Esth. 11:1).
5. <See PTOLEMY VI>, <See PHILOMETOR> (1 Macc. 1:18).
6. Son of <See DOSITHEUS> (Esth. 11:1). <See PTOLEMY>.

Ptolemy
<See PTOLOMEE>, <See PTOLEMEE> (“the warlike”)

The Greek title of the king of Egypt, as Pharaoh was the Egyptian title:
first known to history in the time of Alexander, B.C. 323.
PTOLEMY I. — SOTER. Was the son of Lagus, a Macedonian, a natural son
of Philip the King. Alexander made him a ruler in Egypt, where he made a
strong government. Daniel alludes to him (<271105>Daniel 11:5), as one who
should receive a part of Alexander’s kingdom, by the title “King of the
South.” He treacherously captured Jerusalem on a Sabbath. Having carried
many Jews to Alexandria, he gave them the full privileges of citizens in the
new city. (<See ALEXANDRIA>).
PTOLEMY II. — PHILADELPHUS Youngest son of Ptolemy I, and was made
king two years before his father’s death. His daughter Berenice married
Antiochus II; (see p. 18). This reign was a trying time for Judaism, and for
the intellectual development of the ancient world (ALEXANDRIA).
Philadelphus was a patron of art and science, and collected famous men
and a large library. Daniel alludes to him in Daniel 11.
PTOLEMY III. — EUERGETES — B.C. 247-222. Oldest son of Ptolemy
Philadelphus, brother of Berenice (5). His sister’s murder gave him an
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occasion for invading Syria (B.C. 246), alluded to in <271107>Daniel 11:7. He
recovered the images stolen out of Egypt by Cambyses, and brought home
a vast treasure, earning the title of Benefactor (euergetes), and almost
miraculously escaped from the threatened attacks of Seleucus (<271109>Daniel
11:9), and developed the resources of his country.
PTOLEMY IV. — PHILOPATOR — B.C. 222-205. He was a sensual and
effeminate man, but energetic ruler. Daniel alludes to him (<271110>Daniel
11:10-12). He offered sacrifices at Jerusalem in honor of his victories; but
on attempting to enter the Holy of Holies he was struck with paralysis, for
which he attempted to take revenge on the Alexandrian Jews, but was
turned from his purpose by certain strange signs, which are differently
reported by various historians. <See APOCRYPHA>. He was succeeded by
PTOLEMY V. — EPIPHANES — B.C. 205-181. It was during this reign that
<See ONIAS>, the rightful high priest, who had been driven away from
Jerusalem, built a temple at Leontopolis. Daniel again pictures the actual
condition of affairs in the words: “The robbers of the people exalted
themselves to establish the vision” (<271114>Daniel 11:14). “Many stood up
against the king of the South” (Egypt);”so the king of the North
(Antiochus) came and east up a mount, and took the most fenced city”
(Sidon), to which Scopas, the general of Ptolemy, had fled, “and the arms
of the South did not withstand” (Antiochus defeated the Egyptians at
Paneas, B.C. 198 — <271114>Daniel 11:14,15). The Romans then came in to
make peace; “gave him (Ptolemy, his, Antiochus’, daughter) a young
maiden” (as his wife, <271118>Daniel 11:18), who did “not stand on his side,”
but supported her husband against her father.
PTOLEMY VI. — PHILOMETER — B.C. 181-146. Was son of Ptolemy V
and Cleopatra, and was a child when his father was poisoned, the
government being managed by his mother, who preserved peace with Syria
until she died, B.C. 173. Antiothus Epiphanes invaded Egypt, but was
forced to retreat by the Roman power. (See <271125>Daniel 11:25-30). In this
prophesy the ships of Chittim are the Romans. PTOLEMY EUERGETES II
was ruler of Cyrene (1 Macc. 11:18). Philometor is the last of the line
mentioned in the Scriptures. In his reign the Jews were divided by the
temple at Leontopolis. Onias, son of Onias III (see <See ONIAS>), fled to
Egypt from the political and priestly corruption at Jerusalem, and entered
the service of the Ptolemy, with another Jew, Dositheus, and rose to
supreme command, rendering important services to the Egyptian cause, in
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favor of Ptolemy Physcon against his brother. This service he made the
basis of a demand for a ruined temple of Diana at Leontopolis, which he
proposed to rebuild in imitation of the Temple at Jerusalem, quoting as
divine authority <231918>Isaiah 19:18. The building was made the same, but the
furniture was different. Instead of the seven-branched candlestick there was
a single lamp, suspended by a gold chain (Josephus, Wars, vii. 10, 3). The
altar and offerings were the same, and the service was by priests and
Levites of clear descent. The building of the temple is dated about B.C.
149, but cannot be definitely fixed. Priests who had served in Egypt were
forbidden to serve in Jerusalem, and the temple never had any great favor
in Palestine, being looked upon as a kind of idolatrous shrine. There were
many Jews in Egypt (<244306>Jeremiah 43:6,7), and Ptolemy Sorer increased the
number by policy and by force (Antiquities xii. ii. 1), and. they had great
influence in Egypt (Antiquities xii. 4); and one <See ARISTOBULUS> is
mentioned as the tutor (counselor) of the Ptolemy. The Romans, in B.C.
71, plundered and closed the temple at Leontopolis (Josephus, Wars, vii.
10).

Pua
<See PUAH> Son of Issachar (<042623>Numbers 26:23).

Puah (“mouth”)
1. Father of Tola (<071001>Judges 10:1).
2. Son of Issachar? (<130701>1 Chronicles 7:1).
3. (“splendid”). One of the mid-wives whom Pharaoh ordered to kill the
Hebrew male children (<020115>Exodus 1:15).

Pubastum (<263017>Ezekiel 30:17). <See PIBESETH>.
Publican (Latin: publicanus; Greek: telones).
Collectors of the Roman revenue. The publicans of the New Testament
were regarded as traitors and classed with sinners (<400911>Matthew 9:11),
harlots (<402131>Matthew 21:31,32), and with the heathen (<401817>Matthew 18:17).
No money received from them was permitted to go into the alms-box.
They were not allowed to sit in judgment or give testimony. Some of them
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were the earliest disciples of John the Baptist and of Christ (<421813>Luke
18:13).

Publius (“public”)
Governor of <See MELITA> (<442807>Acts 28:7,8).

Pudens (“bashful”)
A Christian friend of Timothy (<550421>2 Timothy 4:21), at Rome. Martial, the
Spanish poet, who lived at Rome about A.D. 66, mentions two or three
friends, Pudens, Claudia, and Linus, who were the same as the friends of
Paul and Timothy.

Puhites (“Jah is revelation”)
Descendants of the family of Kirjath-Jearim.

Pul (1)
Error for Phut or Put.

Pul (2) (“king”)
An Assyrian king, the first mentioned in Scripture. He made an expedition
against <See MENAHEM> king of Israel. But we learn from the Assyrian
monuments that Jehu had already paid tribute to Shalmanezer II, as
recorded on the black obelisk. It is difficult, if not Impossible, to identify
Pul with any known Assyrian king. None of the monuments have a name at
all like Pul. The monuments tell us that Tiglath-pileser took tribute of
Menahem, and they say nothing of Pul. He may have been a usurper
holding power in Western Assyria, and able to descend into Palestine; or a
Babylonian, who grew to great command in those days. The period of
Pul’s invasion may be thus fixed: Tigiath-pileser records that he took
tribute from Menahem — a war which was carried on from his fourth to
his eighth year, about B.C. 741 to 737.
Menahem reigned ten years, so that Pul’s expedition could not be earlier
than B.C. 751, or later than B.C. 745.
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Pulpit (Hebrew: MIGDAL).
An elevated stage, usually translated “tower” (<160804>Nehemiah 8:4).

Pulse (Hebrew: ZEROHIM, ZERONIM “to scatter, to sow “)
A general name of peas, beans, and such kinds of garden sauce (<270112>Daniel
1:12,16).

Punishments
Punishments were twofold — capital and secondary.
CAPITAL:
1. Stoning (<021704>Exodus 17:4).
2. Hanging (<042504>Numbers 25:4).
3. Burning (<013824>Genesis 38:24).
4. By the sword (<021913>Exodus 19:13).
5. Strangling (<431831>John 18:31).
6. Drowning (<401806>Matthew 18:6).
7. Sawing asunder (<101231>2 Samuel 12:31).
8. Pounding in a mortar or beating to death (<202722>Proverbs 27:22).
9. Precipitation (2 Macc. 6:10).
SECONDARY:
1. Retaliation (<022124>Exodus 21:24-25).
2. Compensation in money, or goods, or service (<022118>Exodus 21:18-36).
3. Stripes (<052503>Deuteronomy 25:3).
4. Scourging (<070816>Judges 8:16).
PUNISHMENTS, for crime, or offense against the law, were inflicted directly
on the person, or indirectly on his goods, or relatives. Capital punishment
was instituted among the covenant people by Noah (<010905>Genesis 9:5,6),
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because murder was an offense against the image of God. The system of
blood avenging was also set on foot by him, requiring the near relative to
slay the murderer, even among near kinsmen. The patriarch of the family or
tribe dispensed justice in the case (<012611>Genesis 26:11,29; 38:24). The mode
was usually by stoning. Cutting off the head with the sword is not
sanctioned in the Mosaic law, except that it might be a retaliation in kind,
as in the case of Agag (<091533>1 Samuel 15:33). Precipitation from a rock, or
high place, was borrowed from other nations, as also cutting asunder
(<270205>Daniel 2:5; 3:29; <421246>Luke 12:46); and whipping or beating to death
(<581035>Hebrews 10:35). Casting into a den of lions is still practiced in
Morocco. Moses permitted the hanging of the body on a tree after death,
but it must be buried the same night (<052122>Deuteronomy 21:22). Hanging
alive was a Canaanite mode (<102109>2 Samuel 21:9). Stones were heaped over
the body (buried or unburied), as a mark of contempt (<060725>Joshua 7:25,26),
and “to make heaps” of a city was a peculiar ignominy (<232502>Isaiah 25:2;
<240911>
Jeremiah 9:11), as also to burn a dead body, which was only permitted
in two cases (<032014>Leviticus 20:14; 21:9). Crucifixion was practiced in the
last days of the nation. Scourging (whipping on the bare back) was limited
to 40 stripes (which were in later limited, by custom to 39, lest by accident
the number 40 be exceeded, 2 Corinthians 40:24). The soles of the feet
were beaten with rods, or a lash, when the victim was lying on his face, and
assistants held his feet in position (<031920>Leviticus 19:20; <052218>Deuteronomy
22:18; 25:2,3). Servants might be whipped (<022120>Exodus 21:20). Offenses
against the rules of the church were punished by whipping (<401017>Matthew
10:17; <442611>Acts 26:11) in the synagogue. The law of retaliation was
regulated by rules, so as to prevent mere revenge (<022123>Exodus 21:23-25;
<032419>
Leviticus 24:19-22), and a system of compensation was adopted
(Exodus 21).
A false accuser suffered what he proposed to inflict wrongfully on another
(<051919>Deuteronomy 19:19). Imprisonment was practiced for convenience
rather than punishment (<032412>Leviticus 24:12). Debtors were shut up until
they paid (<401830>Matthew 18:30); stocks were used (<401827>Matthew 18:27).
<See ANATHEMA>. There is no direct reference to rewards or punishments
in the future life in the Old Testament. <See HADES>.

Punites, the
Descendants of <See PUA>, son of Issachar, (<042623>Numbers 26:23).
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Punon (“darkness”)
Identified with Pinon, the site of the copper-mines (Num, 33:42,43),
between Petra and Zoar. Kalaat Phenan is a ruined castle on a spur of
Mount Seir, and probably marks the ancient site.

Pur (“a lot”), (<170307>Esther 3:7). PURIM.
Purification (Latin: “making clean”)
In all cases consisted by the use of waters — by ablution or sprinkling.

Purim
The annual feast in memory of Esther. <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Purse
A <See BAG>, in which the Hebrews carried their money when on a
journey (<014303>Genesis 43:35); and merchants carried their weights
(<052513>Deuteronomy 25:13). The <See GIRDLE> was used as a purse
(<401009>Matthew 10:9).

Put (<130108>1 Chronicles 1:8). <See PHUT>.
Puteoli
Eight miles northwest of Naples, on the shore; once called the Bay of
Cumae (see Virgil), and also Puteolanus. It was a famous watering-place,
on account of its many warm springs. Ships landed cargoes of grain, and
also passengers from the Levant, at this, the best harbor near Rome. The
harbor was protected by a mole, the ruins of which are still to be seen.
Scipio sailed from this port to Spain; Cicero had a villa in the vicinity, and
Hadrian was buried near. Now called Puzzuoli.

Putiel (“afflicted by God”)
Daughter of Putiel, and mother of Phinehas (<020625>Exodus 6:25).

Pygarg
A clean animal (<051405>Deuteronomy 14:5), of the antelope species.
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Python
A serpent slain by Apollo (<441616>Acts 16:16). <See DIVINATION> In the
Greek and Roman myth ology, Python was a huge serpent (darkness, or
ignorance), which was born in the mud of Deucalion’s Deluge, and killed
near Delphi by Apollo (the sun or intelligence).
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Q
Quails (Hebrew: SELAV).
The quail is a bird of passage, about the size of a turtle-dove, and
resembles the American partridge. They are plentiful near the shores of the
Dead Sea, the Jordan, and in the deserts of Arabia. Its flight is very low,
especially when fatigued, and it keeps close to the ground. They migrate in
vast flocks, and at night, when they settle, they are so exhausted they may
be captured by the hand (<021613>Exodus 16:13).

Quarry (Hebrew: PESEL).
In <070319>Judges 3:19, only, in 52 other places graven, or carved images. <See
IDOL> — <See GEOLOGY IN PALESTINE>.

Quartus (“four, fourth”)
A disciple of Corinth (<451623>Romans 16:23). Tradition says he became bishop
of Berytus.

Quaternion (“four”)
A guard of four soldiers, two were attached to the prisoner, and two kept
watch outside the cell (<441204>Acts 12:4).

Queen (Hebrew: MALCAH, “wife”),
(<170109>Esther 1:9). SHEGAL, “consort” (<160206>Nehemiah 2:6), GEBIRAH
“powerful” (<111513>1 Kings 15:13). Queen is applied to the woman who
exercises the highest authority; and this in the East, is not the wife but the
mother of the master. The case of Esther is an exception.
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Queen of Heaven (MELECHETH HASHSHAMAYIM). <See
MOON> and <See HERA>.

Quick
1. (Hebrew: HAY or CHAY, alive, living) (<041630>Numbers 16:30).
2. (Hebrew: MIHYAH or MICHYAH, “the quick”), (<031310>Leviticus 13:10).
3. (Hebrew: HARIHO or HARICHO, “to breathe”), (<231103>Isaiah 11:3).
Greek: zon, “the quick and the dead” (<441042>Acts 10:42).

Quicken, to (Hebrew: HIYAH or CHIYAH, to live),
to give spiritual or eternal <See LIFE> (<430663>John 6:63).

Quicksands (Greek: surtis; Latin: syrtis),
(<442717>Acts 27:17). The sand from the great desert of Sahara is carried by the
wind into the sea, along the shore, where the sluggish currents in the Syrtis
Minor and Syrtis Major (two great bays on the coast of Africa) allow it to
settle and form quicksand — that is sand and water in such a state as to
move with a current or be tossed into waves by a storm of wind — where a
vessel is in great danger. This same sand, when carried by currents to the
shore of Palestine, fills up the harbors there, and creeps up inland,
destroying every green thing for miles, as at Gaza, Ascalon, Acre, Tyre,
etc.

Quintus Memmius (Latin), (2 Macc. 11:34). <See MEMMIUS,
QUINTUS>.

Quiver
1. Hebrew: TELI to hang (<012703>Genesis 27:3).
2. Hebrew: ASHPAH (<183923>Job 39:23). A case or sheath for holding arrows.
<See ARMS>.
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R
Raamah (“trembling”)
Fourth son of Cush (<011007>Genesis 10:7). Settled on the Persian Gulf
(probably where we find Sheba, on the island Bahreyn), and renowned in
Ezekiel’s time as trading with Tyre (<262722>Ezekiel 27:22) in spices, precious
stones and gold.

Raamiah
A chief who returned from captivity (<160707>Nehemiah 7:7).

Raamses
<See RAMESES> (<020110>Exodus 1:10).

Rabbah (“greatness”)
Several places of this name.
1. (<050311>Deuteronomy 3:11). A very strong place east of Jordan; almost the
only city of the Ammonites. This may have been the city of the Zuzims, in
Ham (<011405>Genesis 14:5). The sarcophagus of the giant Og was here
(<050311>Deuteronomy 3:11). The extensive ruins of Rabbah, now called
Amman, are found on both sides of a perennial stream, the banks and bed
also being paved through the city, about 19 miles southeast of Es Salt, and
22 miles from the Jordan, in a long valley, a branch of the Wady Zerka.
The theatre is very large and well preserved. Roman and Christian
buildings are also found. Some of the columns are five feet in diameter.
Ezekiel’s prophesy is literally fulfilled, and the place has become a stable
for camels and a couching place for flocks (<262505>Ezekiel 25:5). David took
the city by his general, Joab, when Uriah the Hittite was killed (2 Samuel
11). It was named Philadelphia by Ptolemy Philadelphus, B.C. 250. Coins
of this city are extant, bearing the figure of Astarte. The Christian Church
is still in excellent preservation.
2. The city of <See AR> was also called Rabbath Moab.
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3. A city of Judah (<061560>Joshua 15:60). Lost.
4. In <061108>Joshua 11:8, Zidon is called Zidon Rabbah, translated great Zidon.

Rabbath
Of the children of Ammon (<050311>Deuteronomy 3:11).

Rabbi (“my master”)
A title of respect which the Jews gave to their teachers and physicians, and
especially to our Lord (<402307>Matthew 23:7,8). <See EDUCATION> <See
SCRIBES>.

Rabbith (“multitude”), (<061920>Joshua 19:20).
Issachar. Lost.

Rabboni (“great master”), (<432016>John 20:16). <See RABBI>.
Rabmag (“chief priest”)
A title borne by the king, <See NERGAL-SHAREZER> (<243903>Jeremiah
39:3,13).

Rabsaces
<See RABSHAKEH> (Ecclesiasticus 48:18).

Rabsaris
1. An officer of the king of Assyria (<121817>2 Kings 18:17).
2. A prince who was present at the capture of Jerusalem, B.C. 588
(<243903>Jeremiah 39:3-13).

Rabsha-keh (“chief cup-bearer”)
An officer of the king of Assyria sent against Jerusalem (2 Kings 18; 2
Kings 19).
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Raca
Aramaic: reyka, “worthless”.
A term of contempt used by the Jews in Christ’s time (<400522>Matthew 5:22).

Race
<See GAMES>.

Rachab
<See RAHAB> the harlot (<400105>Matthew 1:5).

Rachal (“traffic”),
(<093029>1 Samuel 30:29). South, in Judah. “Haunted” by David. Lost.

Rachel (“a ewe”)
The youngest daughter of <See LABAN>, wife of <See JACOB>, mother of
<See JOSEPH> and <See BENJAMIN>. The history of Rachel may be found
in Genesis 29; Genesis 33; Genesis 35. <See JACOB>.
The so-called tomb of Rachel is about half a mile from Bethlehem, near the
Jerusalem road.

Raddai (“treading down”)
Brother of David, and son of Jesse (<130214>1 Chronicles 2:14).

Ragau (<070105>Judges 1:5,15). <See RAGES>?
1. Mountains of Ragau.
2. <See REU> in the line of <See CHRIST> (<120301>2 Kings 3:35).

Rages (Tobit 1:14; 5:5; <070105>Judges 1:5).
In Media, five miles southeast of the modern Teheran. Mentioned in the
ancient inscriptions of Darius. The Zendavesta records that the earliest
settlement of the Aryans” in Media was in this city, and district of the same
name. It was near the celebrated Caspian Gates, which guarded the great
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highway between India, Bactria, etc., to Media. The ruins cover a space of
13,500 feet long, by 10,500 feet broad. The walls were of great thickness,
and flanked by towers, and there are immense heaps of ruins. The modern
city, Teheran, was built from the ancient ruins, which are now called Rhey.

Raguel (“friend of God”)
1. A prince-priest of Midian, father of <See ZIPPORAH> (<020218>Exodus
2:18,21).
2. A pious Jew, father of Sara (Tobit 3:7,17).

Rahab (“broad”)
A woman of Jericho, who entertained the spies sent by Joshua, and was
saved, with her family, when the city was destroyed (<060201>Joshua 2:1-21).
She became the wife of Salmon, a prince of Judah (<080421>Ruth 4:21), and so a
mother in the royal line of David and of Jesus.

Rahab (<198704>Psalm 87:4).
A poetical name for Egypt. The word in Hebrew means fierceness,
insolence, pride.

Raham (“womb”)
Son of Shema (<130244>1 Chronicles 2:44).

Rahel (RACHEL), (<243115>Jeremiah 31:15).
Raiment
<See DRESS>.

Rain (Hebrew: MALKOSH, violent rain).
The “early” and the “latter” rain of Palestine is mentioned in
<051114>
Deuteronomy 11:14. <See CLIMATE>.

Rainbow (Hebrew: KESHETH),
(<010913>Genesis 9:13-16). The token of the <See COVENANT>.
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Raising from the Dead
<See RESURRECTION>.

Raisin
<See VINE>

Rakem
Son of Sheresh (<130716>1 Chronicles 7:16).

Rakkath (“shore”)
(<061935>Joshua 19:35). A fortified city in Naphtali, near Hammath and
Chinnereth. There is a Kerak near the outlet of Jordan, from the sea of
Galilee, which may mark the site.

Rakkon (“thinness”)
(<061946>Joshua 19:46). Near Joppa. Me-jarkon? Lost.

Ram (1) (“high”)
1. Son of Hezron (<080419>Ruth 4:19).
2. Firstborn of Jehrahmeel (<080202>Ruth 2:25,27).
3. Son of Barachel (<183202>Job 32:2).

Ram (2) (Hebrew: AYIL).
Male sheep (<150609>Ezra 6:9,17).

Ram, Battering (CAR). <See ARMS>.
Rama (<400218>Matthew 2:18). <See RAMAH>
(<243115>Jeremiah 31:15;). A city in Mount Ephraim, or Benjamin. Matthew
refers to the ancient massacre, and also at the same time to that of the
innocents of Bethlehem. The name Ramah forms a part of several names,
and means height.
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1. In Benjamin (<061825>Joshua 18:25). Five miles north of Jerusalem, near
Geba. The palm tree of Deborah (<070405>Judges 4:5) was near it, in a valley
toward Bethel. It is now a poor village in the midst of columns, hewn
stones, and other ruins of antiquity. Cirama (1 Esdras 5:20).
2. In Mount Ephraim (<090101>1 Samuel 1:1). The home of Elkanah, Samuel’s
father; the birthplace of Samuel, his home and official residence, the station
of his altar, and where he was buried (<091501>1 Samuel 15:1). Supposed by
some to be the same as the first, in Benj.
3. (<061929>Joshua 19:29). Boundary of Asher, one mile northeast of Ras el Ain,
two and a half southeast of Tyre. There is another Rameh, ten miles
southeast of Tyre.
4. In Naphtali (<060503>Joshua 5:39), one of the fortified cities, seven miles
southeast of Safed on the way to Acre, on a lofty hill commanding one of
the finest views in Palestine.
5. <See RAMOTH GILEAD> (<120829>2 Kings 8:29; <142206>2 Chronicles 22:6).
6. Ramleh (<161133>Nehemiah 11:33), near Joppa.

Ramath Lehi (<071517>Judges 15:17).
Where Samson slew 1,000 men with a jawbone, and named the place
Wielding of the Jawbone.

Ramath Mizpeh (“high place of the watch tower”)
(<061326>Joshua 13:26). Boundary of Gad. Where Jacob and Laban set up a
monument of stones. Lost. Dr. Eli Smith found many names of places on
the east of Jordan, which, when more carefully examined and their sites
explored, may result in settling many points of topography in that region
now wholly uncertain. The Palestine Exploration has made several
discoveries, and added much to our knowledge of this region, and are still
at work.

Ramath of the South (<061908>Joshua 19:8).
In Simeon, in the extreme south. Baalath Beer? South Ramorb (<093027>1
Samuel 30:27), or Ramoth Negeb. Lost.
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Ramathaim Zophim (“the double eminence”)
(<090101>1 Samuel 1:1). Supposed to have been south of Jerusalem. The same
as Ramah 2?

Ramathem
Error in 1 Macc. 11:34, for <See RAMATHAIM>.

Ramathite, the
Native of <See RAMAH>. Shimei had charge of the royal vineyards of King
David (<132727>1 Chronicles 27:27).

Rameses, Raamses (<014711>Genesis 47:11).
The land of Goshen. A city in the same land, enlarged and fortified by the
Jews (<020111>Exodus 1:11; 12:37). There were (and now are) other places of
this name in Egypt. Abu Kesheyd, a modern village, has an antique
monolith, on which is carved a group, Rameses II, between Tum and Ra.

Ramiah (“Jah hath set”)
Son of <See PAROSH> (<151025>Ezra 10:25).

Ramoth (1) (“heights”)
(<130673>1 Chronicles 6:73). <See ISSACHAR>. <See JARMUTH>? <See
REMOTH>?

Ramoth (2) (“heights”)
A layman (<151029>Ezra 10:29).

Ramoth in Gilead (<050443>Deuteronomy 4:43; <062008>Joshua 20:8).
Now Es Salt. The site is on a high and picturesque hill, almost surrounded
by deep ravines, and encompassed by mountains. Jebel Osha, the highest
peak of Gilead, is only two miles north. Vineyards and olive-groves
beautify and enrich the place; the ruins are not extensive, being a square
castle with towers, and a moat, on the height, and a great number of tombs
and grottos in the ravines.
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Ram’s skins, dyed red
Were presented, by the Israelites, as offerings for the making of the
Tabernacle. (<022505>Exodus 25:5). They served for the inner coverings.

Ranges for pots (<031135>Leviticus 11:35).
Rack or bed for holding the egg-shaped-bottom earthern jars (pots), which
will not stand alone.

Ransom
1. (Hebrew: KOFER “a cover”), (<023112>Exodus 31:12).
2. (Hebrew: PIDYON), (<022130>Exodus 21:30). <See REDEMPTION>. Greek:
lutron, “a ransom” (<402028>Matthew 20:28).

Rapha (“tall”)
1. A giant, and father of a family of tall men (<102116>2 Samuel 21:16 ff).
2. A descendant of Benjamin (<130802>1 Chronicles 8:2).
3. Son of Binea (<130837>1 Chronicles 8:37).

Raphael (“the divine healer”)
One of the seven holy angels (Tobit 12:15).

Raphaim
Ancestor of Judith (<070801>Judges 8:1).

Raphon (1 Macc. 1:37).
Raphana (?), one of the Decapolis. Er Rafe?

Raphu (“healed”)
Father of Palti (<041309>Numbers 13:9).

Rassus, Children of
A nation whose country was ravaged by Holofernes (<070223>Judges 2:23).
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Rathumus
The story-writer (1 Esdras 2:16,17,25,30).

Raven (Hebrew: OREB).
A bird similar to the crow, but larger. It feeds on dead bodies (<203017>Proverbs
30:17). It drives away its young as soon as they can shift for themselves
(<183841>Job 38:41). Elijah was fed by ravens (<111706>1 Kings 17:6). The raven was
sent from the Ark on the subsiding of the waters (<010807>Genesis 8:7).

Razis (“destruction”)
An elder of Jerusalem, who killed himself rather than fall into the hands of
the wicked (2 Macc. 14:37-46). This is the only instance of a suicide in the
whole range of Jewish history, unless the cases of Samson and Saul are so
considered.

Razor
The razor was very little used by the Jews (<040609>Numbers 6:9,18). Reaia Son
of Micah (<130505>1 Chronicles 5:5).

Reaiah (“whom Jah cares for”)
1. Son of Shobal (<130402>1 Chronicles 4:2).
2. Ancestor of Nethinim, who returned from captivity (<150247>Ezra 2:47).

Reba (“fourth part”)
A king of the Midianites (<043108>Numbers 31:8).

Rebekah
<See REBECCA> (“ensnarer”)

Daughter of <See BETHUEL> (<012223>Genesis 22:23). Sister of <See LABAN>
married to <See ISAAC>. There is a beautiful and touching incident of
“Rebekah at the well.” This bright little picture, with its conclusion,
comprises all the circumstances of a perfect marriage. The sanction of
parents, the favor of God, the domestic habits of the wife, her beauty,
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kindness, modest consent, and her successful hold on her husband’s love
(even in the same tent with her mother-in-law). The account in Genesis
gives many allusions to manners and customs, purely Oriental and strictly
peculiar to the Hebrews as distinct from the people around them. The
drawing of water at the well by women, the very mode of carrying the
pitcher on her shoulder instead of on the head, as other people do; her
manner of giving drink from the pitcher on her hand; her respectful request,
“Drink, my lord,” and finally her watering the camels in the trough — all
are true in every particular, and of Hebrews only. The ornaments she wore,
the hospitality offered and given the marriage contract, journey to Canaan,
the manner in which she met and saluted, her betrothed husband, all
indicate the minute truth and accuracy of the Bible text. Rebekah was
buried in Machpelah, where she is still honored with a tomb near her
husband’s.

Rechab (“horseman”)
1. Ancestor of Jehonadab (<121015>2 Kings 10:15,23).
2. Captain of bands in the service of Ishbosheth (<100402>2 Samuel 4:2).
3. Father of Malchiah (<160314>Nehemiah 3:14).

Rechabites (descendants of <See RECHAB>).
Ancestor of <See JEHONADAB> (<130255>1 Chronicles 2:55). <See
JEHONADAB>.

Rechah (“side”)
The founder of Ir-nahash (<130412>1 Chronicles 4:12).

Recorder (Hebrew: MAZCIR).
An officer of high rank of the privy council (<100816>2 Samuel 8:16).

Redeemer (Hebrew: GOEL).
One who redeems a field by paying back what it had been sold for; this
right belonged to the nearest kinsman (<032525>Leviticus 25:25,26); often
applied to God as the redeemer of men, and especially Israel (<181925>Job
19:25).
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Redeemer, Jesus, the (<480313>Galatians 3:13; 4:5).
Redemption
1. Hebrew: GEULLAH the redemption or repurchase of a field
(<032524>Leviticus 25:24,51,52).
2. Hebrew: PEDUTH, PIDYOM, PIDYON, “ransom” (<040349>Numbers 3:49;
<194908>
Psalm 49:8).
3. Greek: apolutrosis, “letting off for a ransom” (<122102>2 Kings 21:28).
4. Greek: lustrosis, deliverance (<120203>2 Kings 2:38).

Red Heifer
<See PURIFICATION>.

Red Sea (<042114>Numbers 21:14).
Called the sea, in <021402>Exodus 14:2,9,16, etc. The Gulf of Suez in the
Exodus, and also the Gulf of Akabah later in the wandering. Called the Sea
of Suph in <021019>Exodus 10:19, that is, the sea of reeds, or flags. A seaweed
resembling wool (in whiteness) is thrown up in great quantities on the
shores of the Red Sea (Diodorus iii. 19). The same word was used to name
the weeds, or reeds, in which Moses was laid when an infant (<020203>Exodus
2:3). It is thought the papyrus was meant. The Abyssinians now use
papyrus boats. It is supposed that “the tongue of the Egyptian Sea,” the
head of the Suez Gulf, has dried up, as predicted by Isaiah (<231115>Isaiah
11:15; 19:5), for a distance of 50 miles. The ancient head would have been
at Aboo Kesheyd, which has been identified with the ancient Hero.
Necho’s canal, which was wide enough for two triremes to row abreast
(Herodotus ii. 158), once led from the gulf to the Nile, but it is now filled
with sand. The Suez canal, just opened, leads to the Mediterranean. The
sea is nearly 1,400 miles long by 100 to 200 miles in its widest part. The
deepest water is 6,324 feet, in latitude 22 degrees 30 minutes. It is filled
with coral and other rocks and rocky islands for 40 or 50 miles on each
side, leaving a narrow and dangerous channel, which is narrowest opposite
El Medeenah. The Suez Gulf is 130 miles long and 18 miles wide. The
Akabah Gulf is 100 miles long by 15 miles wide. This is a continuation of
the Arabah, and is bordered on both sides by steep and high mountains —
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Sinai on the west, and the spurs of Mount Seir, Edom, on the east, from
3,000 to 6,000 feet high, the highest being to the south. The island of
Graia, fortified by the crusaders, lies near the west shore, not far from the
north end. The ruins of walls, castles, a church, etc., mostly of the middle
ages, cover the whole rocky area. The straits at the south end of the sea are
called Bab el Mandeb (Gate of Tears), from the many shipwrecks which
have happened after passing them, either way.

Reed
<See PAPYRUS>.

Reelaiah (“Jah makes tremble”)
One who went with Zerubbabel (<150202>Ezra 2:2).

Reelius (1 Esdras 5:8). <See BIGVAI>.
Reesaias
<See RAAMIAH> (1 Esdras 5:8).

Refiner (Hebrew: ZOREF MEZAREF).
Refining being the separation of the pure metal from the dross, by means of
fire, suggested an apt subject for illustration, as in <230125>Isaiah 1:25;
<381309>
Zechariah 13:9; <390302>Malachi 3:2,3. A full, figurative allusion to the
refiner’s process is in <240629>Jeremiah 6:29,30. <See METALS>.

Refuge, Cities of
Six out of the 48 Levitical cities were set apart as a refuge for anyone who
should accidentally kill another, to stay there until the death of the high
priest (<043506>Numbers 35:6,13,15; <062002>Joshua 20:2,7,9). There were three on
each side of Jordan. On the east side were Bezer, Ramoth in Gilead, and
Golan, and on the west side were Kedesh in Galilee, Shechem, and Hebron.
The right of asylum of many cities, in ancient classic nations, and of
sanctuary in Christian countries (the privilege of many churches in the
Middle Ages especially), are parallel, and show the wisdom of the lawmakers, in providing a means of abating the evils of the system of bloodrevenge, which are peculiarly Oriental, and very wasteful of human life.
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Moses abolished the custom of allowing money to be paid as a
compensation for a human life, as was the case in Athens and many eastern
countries, and is now among the Arabs. The cities are each described under
their respective names.

Regem (“friend”)
Son of Jahdai (<130247>1 Chronicles 2:47).

Regem Melech (“friend of the king”)
He, with Sherezer, was sent on behalf of some of the Captivity, to make
inquiries at the Temple concerning fasting (<380702>Zechariah 7:2).

Regeneration (“born again”)
Birth into new spiritual life (<430303>John 3:3), and thus becoming a new
creature (<470517>2 Corinthians 5:17), and being made partakers of the Divine
Nature (<610104>2 Peter 1:4) by means of the Holy Spirit (<430304>John 3:4). “The
washing of regeneration” alludes to the purifying by the Holy Spirit
(<560305>Titus 3:5). The especial work of the Holy Spirit in restoring man to the
original image of God.

Region
1. (Hebrew: HEBREL “a rope”), (<050304>Deuteronomy 3:4,13). Once
translated “the country of Argob” (<050314>Deuteronomy 3:14). Coast, in
<360205>
Zephaniah 2:5-7.
2. NOPHAH (“height”). The region of Dor (<110411>1 Kings 4:11).
3. Greek: klima, climate (<471110>2 Corinthians 11:10).
4. Greek: chora, country (<400212>Matthew 2:12).

Region round about, the (Greek: he perichords).
The populous and flourishing country which contained <See JERICHO>, in
the Jordan valley, enclosed by the hills of Quarantana (<410655>Mark 6:55).

Rehabiah (“whom Jah enlarges”)
Son of Eliezer (<132217>1 Chronicles 22:17).
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Rehob (1) (“room”)
1. Father of Hadadezer, king of Zobah (<100803>2 Samuel 8:3,12).
2. A Levite, who sealed the covenant (<161011>Nehemiah 10:11).

Rehob (2)
Several of this name:
1. The northern limit of the exploration of the spies (<041321>Numbers 13:21).
Toward Hamath. Dan was “by Beth-rehob.” Ruhaibeh 25 miles northeast
of Damascus has been offered as the locality. Dr. Robinson favored Hunin,
a village and castle west of Paneas.
2. In Asher (<061928>Joshua 19:28), near Zidon.
3. Another in Asher, not identified.

Rehoboam (“he enlarges the people”)
The son of Solomon, by the Ammonite princess Naamah (<111421>1 Kings
14:21,31), whom he succeeded. By neglecting his father’s counselors he
hastened the division of the tribes which had been restrained by the
government of Solomon. Instead of forcing submission by military means,
Rehoboam was advised by Shemaiah to fortify the cities against the
Egyptians (<141106>2 Chronicles 11:6-10). But resistance was useless against
Shishak, king of Egypt, who, after having forced the protecting line of
fortresses, marched upon Jerusalem, and Rehoboam had to purchase his
release by giving up the treasure accumulated by Solomon, including the
golden shields. After this calamity he reigned peacefully. He was on the
throne seventeen years.

Rehoboth (“room”)
1. A well dug by Isaac (<012622>Genesis 26:22). The wells, Sitnah, Esek and
Rehoboth, were west or southwest of Beersheba. Wady Ruhaibeh is 20
miles southwest of Beersheba, and is claimed as the place by Dr. Bonar
(Desert of Sinai, 316).
2. Rehoboth by the River (<013637>Genesis 36:37). On the Euphrates, just below
the Khabur, stands Rahabah, in the midst of extensive ancient ruins.
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3. <See THE CITY> One of the four built by Nimrod. As the name means in
our tongue, “to be wide,” or “spacious,” or “streets,” the passage in
<011011>
Genesis 10:11,12, may describe one city, Nineveh, which was spacious,
and had several quarters, as Resen, Calah, altogether forming “a great
city.”

Rehum (“compassionate”)
1. One who returned from captivity (<150202>Ezra 2:2). <See NEHUM>.
2. One of those who wrote to Artaxerxes to stop the rebuilding of the
Temple (<150408>Ezra 4:8,9,17,23).
3. A Levite, who rebuilt the wall (<160317>Nehemiah 3:17).
4. A chief who sealed the covenant (<161025>Nehemiah 10:25).
5. Head of a priestly house (<161203>Nehemiah 12:3).

Rei (“friendly”)
A person mentioned as loyal to David, during the rebellion (<110108>1 Kings
1:8).

Reins (Greek: renes, “kidneys”)
1. (Hebrew: KELAYOTH) In ancient physiology the kidneys are believed to
be the seat of desire, and are often coupled with the heart (<190709>Psalm 7:9).
2. (Hebrew: HALATSAYIM loins, <013511>Genesis 35:11; Greek: nephros,
<660223>
Revelation 2:23).

Rekem (1) (Hebrew: “flower-garden”)
1. One of the kings of Midian (<043108>Numbers 31:8).
2. Son of Hebron (<130243>1 Chronicles 2:43,44).

Rekem (2) (<061827>Joshua 18:27). Ain Kareln, west of Jerusalem?
Remaliah (“Jah decks”)
Father of <See PEKAH> king of Israel (<121525>2 Kings 15:25,37).
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Remeth (“height”)
(<061921>Joshua 19:21). Wezar (Arabic for height), a ruin on a hill five miles
north of Jenin, at the foot of Mount Gilboa.

Remmon (<061907>Joshua 19:7). In Simeon. <See RIMMON>.
Remmon Methoar (“Rimmon, which reaches”)
(<061913>Joshua 19:13.) Zebulun, six miles north of Nazareth.

Remphan
An error for <See CHIUN> (in <440748>Acts 7:48, from <300526>Amos 5:26). The
Hebrew name of the Greek god Saturn. <See IDOLATRY>. Saturn was a
king of Latium, and was, after his death, deified, and worshiped as the god
of agriculture (Greek: sotot, planter).

Rending, Rent
<See DRESS>; <See MOURNING>.

Repentance (Hebrew: NOHAM).
(<281314>Hosea 13:14). (Greek: metanoia, “change of purpose”), (<581217>Hebrews
12:17). — (Greek: ametameletos, “unchangeable”), (<451129>Romans 11:29). A
change of mind, with sorrow for something done, and a wish that it was
undone (<402703>Matthew 27:3). Esau found no repentance in his father
(Hebrews 41:17). God is sometimes said to repent of something he had
done (<010606>Genesis 6:6). The true Gospel repentance is sorrow for sin
(<400417>Matthew 4:17).

Rephael (“God heals”)
Son of Shemaiah (<132607>1 Chronicles 26:7).

Rephah (“riches”)
Son of Ephraim (<130725>1 Chronicles 7:25).
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Rephaiah (“whom Jah healed”)
1. His sons are among the descendants of Zerubbabel (<130321>1 Chronicles
3:21).
2. A Simeonite chief (<130442>1 Chronicles 4:42).
3. Son of Tola (<130704>1 Chronicles 7:4).
4. Son of Binea (<130943>1 Chronicles 9:43).
5. Son of; Hur and ruler of the half-part of Jerusalem (<160309>Nehemiah 3:9).

Rephaim (Hebrew: REPHAIM). <See GIANTS>.
Rephaim, the Valley of (“valley of the stretched = giants”)
On the south of a hill which borders the valley of Hinnom, on the west.
David made it famous on two (or three) distinct occasions (<100518>2 Samuel
5:18,22; <231705>Isaiah 17:5). The very interesting incident related in <102313>2
Samuel 23:13-17, took place on one of these invasions of the Philistines.
This valley (or plain) is flat, fertile, is shut in on all sides by rocky hilltops
and ridges, and ends to the west of the valley of Roses (Wady el Were).

Rephidim (“rests” or “stays”)
(<021701>Exodus 17:1,8; 19:2). Station of the Exodus, between Egypt and Sinai.
The people murmured for water, and Moses smote the rock in Horeb
“before the people; and therefore if Horeb and Sinai be located at Jebel
Sufsafeh and its vicinity, then Rephidim would be in Wady es Sheikh. <See
WILDERNESS>.

Reprobate (Hebrew: NIMAS “worthless, rejected”),
(<240630>Jeremiah 6:30). Hardened in sin and unbelief (<450128>Romans 1:28).

Resen
The ruins called Nimrud, at Mosul, on the Euphrates, are understood to
represent the ancient Calah, and those on the opposite side of the river are
the remains of Nineveh; and there are remains between the two, at
Setamiyeh, which answer to the locality of Resen.
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Resh (Hebrew: REYSH).
The twentieth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119). <See WRITING>.

Resheph (“flame”)
Son of Ephraim (<130725>1 Chronicles 7:25).

Resurrection
Greek: anastasis, “uprising”; exanastasis, “a rising up out of”
(<500311>Philippians 3:11); egersis, “waking up”; “resurrection” in <431125>John
11:25; and several other words, or derivatives, are rendered resurrection.
The idea is the rising again of the body from death, or its return to life in
two senses; (1) of those who have been brought back to this life after
death, as Lazarus, the widow’s son of Nain, etc., and (2) of all true
Christains, who will be raised in the future world. This is one of the vital
points in the Christian’s creed. If there is no resurrection then there is no
hope beyond this life. The Old Testament history prefigures the doctrine, in
its records of several instances of restoration to life after death, as by Elijah
(<111721>1 Kings 17:21-24), and Elisha (<120420>2 Kings 4:20,32-36). The vision of
the dry bones may be accepted as touching on the general belief, though
not a case of practical proof; the translations of Enoch and Elijah cannot
argue resurrection, because death did not take place, and they are simply
evidence of a continued existence after this life (<010522>Genesis 5:22; 2 Kings
2).
The Hebrews believed in an underworld, where the spirits or souls of all
who had lived were still living and recognizable, which they called Hell,
and did not restrict it to the modern meaning of that word, which is that it
is the place of the wicked only. To the Hebrews it was the place where all
souls went — or the condition that all souls were in after death and
separation from the body (<191610>Psalm 16:10; fulfilled in <440225>Acts 2:25-31;
13:35). In Isaiah (<232619>Isaiah 26:19), there is a direct statement of the belief
as a prophesy of the restoration of the Jewish nation; as though he founded
his argument on a well known and undoubted belief. Daniel (<271201>Daniel
12:1-3), gives exactly the Christian idea of the final resurrection.
“Life and immortality” are “brought to light by the gospel.” The New
Testament idea is that it is
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(1) to be universal (<430528>John 5:28,29; 2 Cor.5:10; <662013>Revelation 20:13),
(2) and that souls will be recognizable; but whether the identity will be
from physical or spiritual sources we are not instructed, unless Paul
means that it will be spiritual in his argument to the Romans (Romans
6; Romans 8) and to the Corinthians (<461544>1 Corinthians 15:44), where
we may possibly see evidence of a belief in the rising of the identical
shapes of our bodies of flesh, but changed into a spiritual substance.
(3). The belief in a future life for the saints only and a second death for
the impenitent is held by many, who find in the life and works of Jesus,
and in Paul and John’s teaching much to confirm this view.
(4). It is the work of Jesus that has secured the resurrection and life of
all who believe on Him, and His voice will call them from the tomb,
who prayed, “Father, I will that they also, whom thou hast given me,
may be with me where I am.”
(5). The time of the resurrection is not determined. There may be two,
or rather two objects or ends to be answered: one being the actual life,
which is believed to have been already given to several, whose names
are mentioned in the Bible; and the other the great day of judgment.
The judgment comes after death, which is the end of the world for each
soul, without regard to the whole human race. It does not follow that there
will be no judgment until the last soul is born, lives, and dies, for it may be
understood as an Orientalism, meaning the end of this life for each soul,
what will happen to each soul and all souls, without exception (small and
great), who must stand before the great white throne (white — pure — the
only perfectly just tribunal).
Jesus “the author and finisher of our faith” was “the first fruits of them that
slept,” and His was the same body that was crucified, as He convinced
Thomas by actual touch, but He did not instruct His disciples what to
expect, so it remains a matter of faith for all His followers to expect to be
like Him (<620302>1 John 3:2).

Reu (“friend”)
Son of Peleg (<011118>Genesis 11:18,21).
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Reuben (REU, “behold”, and BEN, “a son”)
Oldest son of Jacob (<012932>Genesis 29:32), son of Leah. The tribe of Reuben
was located, at their own request, on the east side of Jordan, and against
the wishes of Moses (<043219>Numbers 32:19).

Reubenite
Descendants of <See REUBEN> (<042607>Numbers 26:7).

Reuel (“friend of God”)
1. Son of Esau (<013604>Genesis 36:4,10,13,17).
2. One of the names given to Moses’ father-in-law (<020218>Exodus 2:18).
3. Father of Eliasaph (<040214>Numbers 2:14).
4. Ancestor of Elah (<130908>1 Chronicles 9:8).

Reumah (“raised”)
Second wife of Nahor (<012224>Genesis 22:24).

Revelation
Greek: apokalupsis, “unveiling”, or “manifestation”, from God, by dream
or vision (<471201>2 Corinthians 12:1,7).

Revelation of John
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Revenger of Blood
<See AVENGER OF BLOOD> is a name given to a man who had the right

(and whose duty it was), of taking revenge on him who had killed one of
his relations.

Rezeph (<121912>2 Kings 19:12; <233712>Isaiah 37:12).
A day’s march west of the Euphrates, now called Rasapha. Another is
mentioned as near Bagdad.
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Rezia (“delight”)
Son of Ulla, a chief (<130739>1 Chronicles 7:39).

Rezin (“friend”)
1. King of <See DAMASCUS> who united with Pekah, king of Israel, to
invade Judah, B.C. 742 (<121537>2 Kings 15:37).
2. Ancestor of Nethinim who returned from captivity (<160750>Nehemiah 7:50).

Rezon (“prince”)
Son of Eliadah, and the founder of a small kingdom in Syria-Damascus,
and a great annoyance to Solomon (<111123>1 Kings 11:23,25).

Rhegium
In Italy, on the straits of Messina, opposite the city of Messina, in Sicily
(<442813>Acts 28:13).

Rhesa
Father of Joanna in the genealogy of Jesus (<420327>Luke 3:27). Supposed, by
some, to be an error, the word meaning “prince,” the title of Zerubbabel.

Rhinoceros (Hebrew: REEM, “wild ox”)
The word is always rendered unicorn. <See UNICORN>.

Rhoda (“rose”)
A maid, in the house of Mary, who announced Peter’s arrival (<441213>Acts
12:13).

Rhodes
An island that is 120 miles long, by 36 miles wide, opposite the southwest
extremity of Asia Minor, celebrated from remote antiquity for commerce,
navigation, literature and the arts; and during the Middle Ages as the
residence of the Knights of St. John. Its maritime code was adopted by the
Romans. The soil is fertile and the climate delightful. There are two cities:
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Rhodes (built 482 B.C.), which was celebrated by its having erected over
the entrance to its harbor a brass statue of Apollo, 105 feet high (built by
Chares of Lindus, B.C. 290, and thrown down by an earthquake, 224
B.C.); and Lindus and a number of villages. Population 30,000. Paul visited
the island on his way to Jerusalem (<442101>Acts 21:1).

Rhodocus
A Jew who betrayed his countrymen (2 Macc. 13:21).

Rhodus
RHODES (1 Macc. 15:33).

Ribai
Father of Ittai (<102329>2 Samuel 23:29).

Riband
<See RIBBON> (Hebrew: PATHIL, <041538>Numbers 15:38). <See HEM>, <See
THREAD>.

Riblah (“fertility”)
In the land of Hamath (<122333>2 Kings 23:33), on the east side of Ain
(<043411>Numbers 34:11). Both places are located in the Orontes valley, 35
miles northeast of Baalbek; Riblah lying on the banks of a mountain stream,
in the midst of a vast and fertile plain, Mentioned as Diblath in <260614>Ezekiel
6:14. At Riblah, Pharaoh Necho deposed king Jehoahaz (2 Chronicles 36),
and Nebuchadnezzar put out the eyes of Zedekiah after killing his sons
(<122507>2 Kings 25:7).

Riddle (Hebrew: HIDAH “intricate”)
Artifice (<270823>Daniel 8:23); a proverb (<200106>Proverbs 1:6); an oracle
(<041208>Numbers 12:8); a <See PARABLE> (<261702>Ezekiel 17:2); in general, any
wise or intricate sentence (<350206>Habakkuk 2:6). The queen of Sheba came to
ask riddles of <See SOLOMON> (<111001>1 Kings 10:1). The ancients were fond
of riddles. They were generally proposed in verse. The only mention of a
riddle in the New Testament is in <661316>Revelation 13:16-18.
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Righteous (Hebrew: ZADDIK; sometimes YASHAR; Greek:
dikaios).
One who pursues the right course (<020927>Exodus 9:27).

Righteousness (Hebrew: ZEDEK, ZEDAKAH; (Greek: dikaioma).
Holiness, justice, rectitude; an attribute of God only (<183603>Job 36:3;
<235105>
Isaiah 51:5-8; <431725>John 17:25). The righteousness of Christ includes His
spotless holiness and His perfect obedience to the law while on earth, and
His suffering its penalty in our stead. “For the kingdom of God is not meat
and drink; but righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost”
(<451417>Romans 14:17).

Right Hand
Signifies power; the most efficient member of the body <400530>Matthew 5:30).
Figuratively the power of the Almighty (<021506>Exodus 15:6; <192108>Psalm 21:8);
the place of honor (<194509>Psalm 45:9; <402534>Matthew 25:34), of special
benediction, paternal love, etc. It was raised in act of taking an oath, and of
prayer (<011422>Genesis 14:22). The right hand means south in <092319>1 Samuel
23:19, as the left means north, as when facing east.

Rimmon (1) (“pomegranate”)
1. Zebulon (<130677>1 Chronicles 6:77), belonging to the Levites, Merari family.
2. Judah, in the extreme south, near Ziklag (<061532>Joshua 15:32); afterward
given to Simeon (<061907>Joshua 19:7). Occupied after the return from Babylon
(<161129>Nehemiah 11:29). <See EN-RIMMON>. <See UM-ER-RUMMANIM>
(mother of pomegranates), is a village and ruin 15 miles southeast of
Hebron. Between two hills (both covered with ruins), a mile south of the
village, is a large fountain, the chief watering-place in the region.
3. <See THE ROCK RIMMON> A high rock or hill, ten miles north of
Jerusalem and four miles east of Bethel, on which is a modern village. The
remnant of the tribe of Benjamin held this rock for four months against
their enemies (<072047>Judges 20:47).
4. <See RIMMON-PAREZ> (“breach”). The second station after Hazeroth,
in the Exodus (<043001>Numbers 30:19). Lost.
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Rimmon (2)
Father of Rechab (<100402>2 Samuel 4:2,5,9).

Rimmon (3)
Correctly <See RAMAM> (“exalted”)
The name of some idol under which the sun was represented (<120518>2 Kings
5:18) in Damascus.

Ring (TABBAATH, GALIL; Greek: daktulios).
The ring, besides being an ornament, was used as a signet, or sign-manual,
when its setting was engraved with some device, with or without the name
of the owner, which was recognized as his personal emblem (Nehemiah
10). Such rings or seals were used by all persons in authority, and when
stamped upon the parchment, or on a piece of wax or clay attached, stood
instead of the name of the person agreeing to the compact. <See SEAL>.
Several ancient rings have been preserved to the present, among which are
the rings of Thothmes III, and of Pharaoh (Suphis): (see the pictures on
pages 84, 12.) The Scriptures mention several instances of their use in
important business matters, as in Esth. 3:10, where Ahasuerus gives
Haman his ring as a badge of supreme authority over the army, and the
treasury, for a certain purpose, and in 1 Macc. 6:15, where Antiochus gave
Philip his ring as a mark of his appointment as guardian to his son. It was
worn on the right hand.

Rinnah (“shout”)
Son of Shimon (<130420>1 Chronicles 4:20).

Riphath (<011003>Genesis 10:3; <130106>1 Chronicles 1:6).
A northern people, descended from Gomer. We have several names
derived from this source, as, the Riphaean mountains; the river Rhebas in
Bithvnia: the Rhibii, a people east of the Caspian; and the Riphaeans, the
original Paphlagonians.

Rissah (“worm”)
Station in the wilderness (<043321>Numbers 33:21). Lost.
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Rithmah (“broom”, the shrub, “return”)
Desert station (<043318>Numbers 33:18). Lost.

River
Seven distinct Hebrew words are translated by “river” in our version. By
river we mean a large stream of water, flowing summer and winter, and we
have names for smaller streams, as, stream, creek, brook, torrent, rill,
rivulet, etc. There are such differences in the original Hebrew, which were
overlooked in the translation, and it may be interesting to notice them:
1. AUBAL, YUBAL (<241808>Jeremiah 18:8; <270802>Daniel 8:2,3,6), “tumult,
fulness”. The word used for the deluge is from the same root, and is
HAMMABUL (only in Genesis, and <192910>Psalm 29:10).
2. NAHAR (<010210>Genesis 2:10; <020719>Exodus 7:19, etc.), “to flow”. This means
a river, as we use the word. With the definite article HANNAHAR (the
river), the Euphrates is meant (<013121>Genesis 31:21; <101016>2 Samuel 10:16, etc.).
— Incorrectly rendered “flood” in <062402>Joshua 24:2, where the Euphrates is
meant; and in <181411>Job 14:11, <196606>Psalm 66:6, where the Red Sea, or the
Jordan, is referred to. The Arab name of river is nahr; now used for all
perennial streams.
3. Nakhal, (“to receive”), as, a water-course, therefore, a torrent-bed,
common in Palestine, having water only in winter. This is translated
“valley” in <012617>Genesis 26:17, <042112>Numbers 21:12; “brook,”
<050213>
Deuteronomy 2:13; 2 Kings 33:6-12; “river” in <300614>Amos 6:14;
“streams” in <197820>Psalm 78:20; and, in all these cases valley is the true
meaning. The modern term is <See WADY> for such valleys as are dry in
summer.
4. PELEG (“to flow”, or “division”): “River,” in <190103>Psalm 1:3, <233025>Isaiah
30:25, <182017>Job 20:17; “stream,” in <194604>Psalm 46:4; “divisions,” in <070515>Judges
5:15,16. The word means, artificial streams for irrigation.
5. APHIK (“force” or “hold”, as, the hank of a river): “River” in <220512>Song
of Solomon 5:12, <260603>Ezekiel 6:3; 31:12, and “streams” in <19C604>Psalm 126:4;
in which last passage it refers to the dry water-courses of the Negeb, or
South. In <102216>2 Samuel 22:16 it is translated “channels,” and also in
<191815>
Psalm 18:15.
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6. YEOR (“the Nile”), a word adopted into the Hebrew from the Egyptian
language. This is the word used for the Nile in Genesis and Exodus, and is
mistranslated “flood” in <300808>Amos 8:8; 9:5. <See RIVER OF EGYPT>.
Two terms were used in the original — differing, as will be seen — both of
which are translated “river of Egypt.”
1. NAHAR MITZRAIM (<011518>Genesis 15:18), meaning The Nile (probably
before the name YEOR was known to the Hebrews).
2. NAKHAL MITZRAIM (<043405>Numbers 34:5), meaning the dry watercourse of El Arish. The Nile is also called <See SHIHOR> (<061303>Joshua 13:3,
etc.). The importance of these corrections is felt, when it is seen that we
are able to prove by them that the original Hebrew text was true in every
one of its references to the peculiar features of the countries referred to,
even in minute particulars.

Rizpah (“a coat”)
Second wife of King Saul, memorable for the touching example of
maternal affection which she displayed in watching the dead bodies of her
sons (<100307>2 Samuel 3:7; 21:8,10,11).

Roads
There were no roads, in ancient times, in the East, only narrow tracks,
which we would call bridle paths (<092710>1 Samuel 27:10). <See HIGHWAY>.

Robbery
Has ever been one of the principal employments of the Bedouin tribes of
the East (<011612>Genesis 16:12). For an instance of a truly Bedouin character,
see <092606>1 Samuel 26:6-12.

Roboam
<See REHOBOAM> (Ecclesiasticus 47:23).
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Rock (SELA, TSUR).
Rocks were used for fortresses and strongholds. The word denotes a place
of security, and, figuratively, a refuge, defense or protection (<191802>Psalm
18:2,31,46).

Rod (HOTER, MATTEH, MAKKEL, SHEBET; Greek: rhabdos).
A branch or stick, such as may be used for a whip (<201403>Proverbs 14:3); also
a shepherd’s staff (<020402>Exodus 4:2 ff). The badge of authority of a ruler or
king (<19B002>Psalm 110:2). An instrument for punishment or correction
(<201013>Proverbs 10:13).

Rodanim (<130107>1 Chronicles 1:7). <See DODANIM>.
Roe
Roebuck (Hebrew: ZEBI masculine, ZEBIYAH “fern”)
The Oriental antelope or gazelle. It is about two and a half feet in height, of
a reddish brown color, with white feet and belly, has long naked ears, and a
short erect tail. The horns are black, about twelve inches long and bent like
a lyre. It inhabits Barbary, Egypt, Arabia and Syria, and is about half the
size of the fallow-deer. It goes in large flocks; is easily tamed, though very
timid; its flesh is considered excellent food (<051215>Deuteronomy 12:15,22).

Rogel (“fuller”)
(<110109>1 Kings 1:9). <See EN-ROGEL>.

Rogelim (“feet”)
The residence of Barzillai, the Gileadite (<101727>2 Samuel 17:27). East of the
Jordan. Lost.

Rohgah (“outcry”)
A chief of the sons of Shamer (<130734>1 Chronicles 7:34).

Roimus
<See REHUM> 1 (1 Esdras 5:8).
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Roll (Hebrew and Aramaic MEGILLAH.)
Romamtiezer (“I have exalted his help”)
Son of Heman, and chief in the twenty-fourth division (<132504>1 Chronicles
25:4,31).

Roman
An inhabitant of Rome (<431148>John 11:48); also one who had the rights of a
citizen of Rome (<441637>Acts 16:37,38).

Roman Empire
Rome is first mentioned in 1 Macc. 1:10, in connection with Antiochus
Epiphanes, who had been a hostage there, and was a “wicked root.”
Pompey made Syria a Roman province, B.C. 65, and took Jerusalem two
years later (Antiquities xiv. 2, 3, 4; Wars i. 6, 7). Herod was made the first
king under Roman rule by Antony, B.C. 40, and was confirmed by
Augustus, B.C. 30. The tribute paid to Caesar (Julius was a fourth part of
their agricultural produce in addition to the tithes (Antiquities xiv. 10, 6).
After A.D. 6, Judaea was made a province of Syria at the request of the
Jews, who were worn out by the cruelties of the Herods, with the capital at
Caesarea; Coponius was the first procurator, and Pilate was the fifth. Jesus
was crucified during Pilate’s reign (A.D. 25 to 35). The many complaints
of the tyranny of Pilate caused him to be ordered to Rome for trial by
Vitellius, president of Syria; but the Emperor Tiberius died before his
arrival. (Antiquities xviii. 4, 1-3). Justin Martyr, Tertullian, Eusebius and
others say that Pilate made an official report to Tiberius of the crucifixion
of Jesus; which account is also mentioned by Chrysostom. Eusebius says
that Pilate killed himself, being “wearied with misfortunes,” — perhaps on
account of remorse for his conduct in Jerusalem.
The Roman empire was but a narrow strip along the shores of the
Mediterranean until Pompey added Asia Minor, Syria, and (Antony) Egypt;
Caesar conquered Gaul; the generals of Augustus, Spain, and from the
Alps to the Danube. Its population in the time of Christ was 85 million.
Gibbon says it was 120 millions in the time of Claudius, who appointed
Felix procurator (A.D. 52-60). Festus succeeded him, and heard Paul (Acts
25, etc.). Vespasian was sent into Judaea in A.D. 67, with a large army.
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Nero died in 68, and Vespasian was elected emperor by the legions in
Judea. Titus was sent to conduct the war in Judaea by his father A.D. 70,
when he took Jerusalem after a siege of four months. Julius Caesar allowed
the Jews to live after their own customs, even in Rome; which privileges
were confirmed by Augustus, who also respected their Sabbath
(Antiquities xiv. 10, 11 19), and exempted them from military service; but
Tiberius and Claudius banished them from Rome, as Suetonius says,
because they were continually raising disturbances under the impulse of
Chrestus — i. e., Christ.
All official acts were strictly carried out in the Latin language, even to the
remotest limits of the empire, but the people were generally left to use their
native tongue. Scholars and the wealthy classes spoke Greek besides Latin,
and official edicts were translated into Greek. The inscription that Pilate
put on the cross was written in Hebrew, Latin, and Greek, the usual
custom — Hebrew for the common people, Latin the official language, and
Greek the polite language. The prophets mention Rome as the fourth
kingdom (<270240>Daniel 2:40; 7:7,17,19; 11:30-40; and <052849>Deuteronomy
28:49-57?). The empire proper began with Augustus, at the battle of
Actium, B.C. 31, when he became sole master, and ended by the abdication
of Augustus, A.D. 476.

Rome
The City of Rome was founded B.C. 753, on seven hills, fifteen miles from
the mouth of the Tiber (<661709>Revelation 17:9). The modern city lies to the
northwest of the ancient site, on what was the Campus Martius (Field of
Mars), a plain north of the seven hills. It is only mentioned in Maccabees,
Acts, Epistle to the Romans, and 2 Timothy. The Jews first settled in Rome
after Pompey’s conquests, when the Jewish king, Aristobulus, and his son
were led in triumph. At the time of Paul’s visit (after Augustus had “found
the city of brick and left it of marble”) the population was one million two
hundred thousand (Gibbon) — one-half being slaves, and a large part of
the freemen dependent on the rich, and living like paupers on public
gratuities. Rome became the greatest repository of architecture, pictures,
and sculptures that the world ever saw. The luxury, profligacy, and crime
of this age is beyond the descriptive power of letters. It is believed that
Paul lived here “two whole years,” in his own hired house, bound by a
chain to a soldier, according to the then custom of keeping certain
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prisoners (<441206>Acts 12:6; 28:16,20,30). Five of Paul’s epistles were written
at Rome, one of them just before his death, as is believed by beheading
The localities made interesting by Paul at Rome are: the Appian Way, by
which he approached the city; Caesar’s Court, or Palace (<500113>Philippians
1:13); and the Palatine Hill, on which was Caesar’s household
(<500422>Philippians 4:22), and probably Paul’s residence. It is also said,
traditionally, that Peter and Paul were fellow-prisoners, for nine months, in
the Mamertine prison, which is now shown under the church of St.
Giuseppe dei Falegnami; and that they separated on their way to
martyrdom at a spot on the Ostian road, now marked by a chapel and the
church of St. Paolo marks the site of Paul’s martyrdom. The spot where
Peter suffered is also covered by the church of St. Pietro in Montorio, on
the Janiculum. A chapel on the Appian Way locates the beautiful legend of
Jesus appearing to Peter as he was escaping from martyrdom, who,
ashamed, returned and submitted to his fate (Ambrose). The bodies of the
two apostles were first laid in the catacombs, and were finally buried, Paul
on the Ostian road, and Peter in the church of St. Peter. The ruins of the
Coliseum are still standing, as a memorial of those early nameless
Christians who were exposed to the wild beasts in its arena, for the
gratification of the people, who, while witnessing these awful sights, were
sprinkled with perfumed water, which was conveyed about the building in
secret pipes. Nearly two-thirds of the ancient site (within Aurelian’s walls)
are covered with ruins, and a few churches and convents, or open wasteplaces. In Pliny’s time the circuit of the city was 20 miles; it is now about
15 miles.
The first Christian church building in Rome was built by Constantine, who
gave his own palace on the Caelian hill as a site. St. Peter’s on the Vatican
hill was built next, A.D. 324 — the first edifice built on the site — out of
the ruins of the temples of Apollo and Mars, and stood 1,200 years, being
superseded by the present magnificent structure.
Rome is called Babylon (on account of the special hate of the Jews for the
tyranny of its rulers), in <661408>Revelation 14:8; 16:19; 17:5; 18:2, — as the
center of heathenism, in contrast to Jerusalem, the center of Judaism. It is
supposed that the first Church in Rome consisted mainly of Gentiles. (See
Conybeare and Howson’s Life of St. Paul, Gibbon, Draper’s Hist. Int.
Devel. of Europe).
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Romans, Epistle to the
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Room (Hebrew: MAKONA).
Place (<012423>Genesis 24:23); KEN. Nest (<010614>Genesis 6:14). Greek: anogeon
or anagaion. Anything above ground; an upper room (<411415>Mark 14:15).
Room is sometimes synonymous with seat or place (<421408>Luke 14:8,50).

Root (Hebrew: SHORESH; Greek: rhiza).
The part of a tree or plant under ground (<180817>Job 8:17). In poetry persons
and nations are often compared to a plant or tree (<230524>Isaiah 5:24);
figuratively, the lowest part, bottom (<182809>Job 28:9); metaphorically,
descendant, offspring (<231110>Isaiah 11:10).

Rose
1. Hebrew: CHABAZZELETH <220201>Song of Solomon 2:1). I am the rose of
Sharon.
2. Greek: rhodon (Wisdom 2:8). Roses are greatly prized in the East, for
the rosewater, which is in much request. Several varieties are still found in
Palestine. The “rose of Sharon” is sacredly associated with the heavenly
bridegroom (<220201>Song of Solomon 2:1).
The Rose of Sharon is thought by some to have been the Cistus, Rockrose, of which there are several varieties in Palestine, and is now chiefly
found on the hills, and especially on Mount Carmel, where it almost covers
whole districts, tinting entire hillsides, as seen from a distance, in April.
Others, as Tristram (Natural History, 476), thinks it was the sweet-scented
Narcissus, a native of Palestine growing on Sharon, and nearly all over the
country. It is very fragrant, and an especial favorite of the people, who,
men and women, carry them for their perfume and fine color, vast numbers
being sold in the bazaars.
Dr. Thomson suggested the Mallow, marsh-mallows, which grows into a
stout bush, and bears thousands of beautiful flowers. Others again suggest
the asphodel or the lily.
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Rosh
In <263802>Ezekiel 38:2,3; 39:1, this name is translated “chief,” and should read,
“Magog, the prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal.” The Russ, or Russians,
are also mentioned in the Koran. The country of the children of <See
RASSES> (<070223>Judges 2:23) was ravaged by Holoferues. Meshech is said to
be the original Muscovy, and Rosh, the original Russia.

Rosin
The resin of turpentine after distillation.
1. In <262717>Ezekiel 27:17, <See BALM>
2. In the Song of the Three Holy Children, (23) the servants of the king are
said to have ceased not to make the oven hot with rosin (properly
naphtha).

Rubies
<See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Rue (Greek: pegamon, in <421142>Luke 11:42, only).
Is doubtless, the common garden-rue (ruta graveolus), having a strong
odor and a bitter taste: a shrubby plant, about two feet high, and used as a
medicine. In the middle ages it was used by the priests to sprinkle holy
water, and was called herb of grace.

Rufus (Latin: red)
Son of Simon the Cyrenian, who carried the cross on which the Saviour
was to be crucified (<411521>Mark 15:21). He is supposed to be the same person
whom Paul salutes in <451613>Romans 16:13.

Ruhamah (“pitied”)
<See HOSEA> in <See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Rumah (“lofty”)
(<122336>2 Kings 23:36). <See DUMAH> (<061552>Joshua 15:52).
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Rush (Hebrew: AGMON). <See PAPYRUS>.
Rust (Greek: brosis, <400519>Matthew 5:19,30).
A destroying substance that attacks treasures of any kind long undisturbed.
In <590503>James 5:3, “rust” is the translation of the Greek ios, the “tarnish”
which spreads silver, rather than “rust.”

Ruth
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Rye (KUSSEMETH), (<020932>Exodus 9:32).
Rye is not an Egyptian or Syrian grain, but rather a northern plant. It is
closely allied to wheat, which it much resembles. The sheath is coarser, and
rougher, and the beard long. It is of less value, and the flour is generally
mixed with that of wheat. <See HARVEST>.
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S
Sabacthani (“hast thou forsaken me?”)
Apart of our Saviour’s exclamation on the cross (<402746>Matthew 27:46); the
whole is taken from <192001>Psalm 20:1, where it is used prophetically.

Sabaoth (ZEBOTH, “hosts or armies”),
(<290215>Joel 2:15; <100602>2 Samuel 6:2; <192410>Psalm 24:10; <590504>James 5:4).

Sabat
1. Ancestor of sons of Solomon’s servants, who returned from captivity (1
Esdras 5:34).
2. <See SEBAT> (1 Macc. 16:14). <See MONTH>.

Sabateas
<See SHABBETHAI> (1 Esdras 9:48).

Sabatus
<See ZABAD> (1 Esdras 9:28).

Sabban
<See BINNU> 1 (1 Esdras 8:63).

Sabbath (Hebrew: SHABBATH, “the (day of) rest”)
The name given to the seventh day of the week under the old covenant.
Division of time into weeks was the custom from the earliest recorded
ages, among the rudest as well as the most cultivated people. (<See
CHRONOLOGY>). It is the only ordinance besides marriage which dates
from the Creation (<010203>Genesis 2:3), and it is one of the subjects of the
Decalogue (<023421>Exodus 34:21). In Leviticus the whole law is repeated
(<032302>Leviticus 23:2,3), and one of the finest of the Psalms was written in
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honor of the day (Psalm 92). The prophets also honor the Sabbath as a
holy day (<235601>Isaiah 56:1,2; <262012>Ezekiel 20:12; 44:24; 46:3).
The observance of the Sabbath indicated a prosperity of religion, and its
neglect showed a decay of religion generally. The day of rest was a great
boon to the laborer, and to animals (<022312>Exodus 23:12), but the great
importance of the institution was its spiritual and religious meaning, and as
a sign of the holiness of God, and the holiness required of His people. Its
deliberate violation was punished with death (<041532>Numbers 15:32-36).
The special rites and services appointed for the day show that it was to be
spent in thoughts and exercises on the character and ways of God. The
services of the sanctuary were peculiar to the day (<042809>Numbers 28:9;
<032403>
Leviticus 24:3-9); and the laws of Moses were read (<441521>Acts 15:21),
“teaching Jacob God’s judgments and Israel His law” (<053310>Deuteronomy
33:10).
Josephus alludes to the origin, design, and observance of the day in his
discourse against Apion (ii. 18).
Jesus instructed His disciples, by His example as well as words, to keep the
law of the Sabbath, and to works of kindness and mercy, and exercise of
piety (<401201>Matthew 12:1-13; <410301>Mark 3:1-5; <420416>Luke 4:16; 6:9), and to
keep the day in its true spirit as a day of personal privilege and benevolent
usefulness, for “the Sabbath was made for man, and not man for the
Sabbath.”
In <510216>Colossians 2:16, Paul argues from the fact of the Sabbath having
been superseded by the Lord’s day.

Sabbath Day’s Journey
The distance between the tents and the ark in the camp, which was 2,000
cubits. The common cubit of 18 inches would be 3,000 feet, and the sacred
cubit of 19.05 inches would be 4,762 feet. The English mile is 5,280 feet.

Sabbatheus
Shabbethai, the Levite (1 Esdras 9:14).
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Sabbeus
<See SHEMAIAH 14> (1 Esdras 9:32).

Sabeans
People of <See SEBA>.

Sabi
<See ZEBAIM> (1 Esdras 5:34).

Sabtah
Third son of Cush (<011007>Genesis 10:7). Located in Arabia, along the
southern coast. Pliny (vi. xxiii. 32) says the chief city of the region had 60
temples, and was the capital of king Elisarus.

Sabtecah
Fifth son of Cush (<011007>Genesis 10:7). Settled on the Persian Gulf, on the
Persian shore.

Sacar (“reward”)
1. Father of Ahiam (<131135>1 Chronicles 11:35).
2. Fourth son of Obed-edom (26:4).

Sackbut (Aramaic: sabbecha).
A musical instrument: a brass trumpet with a slide, like the modern
trombone (Daniel 12; 5:7,10,15).

Sackcloth (Hebrew: SAK; Greek: sakkos).
A coarse stuff, of a dark color, often made of goats’ hair (Isaiah 1; Isaiah
3), and the coarse, black hair of the camel. In great calamities — in
penitence, in trouble — the Jews wore sackcloth about their bodies
(<013734>Genesis 37:34); The robe resembled a sack, and was confined by a
girdle of the same material (<100331>2 Samuel 3:31). In times of joy those who
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were clad in sackcloth took it off, and put on their usual clothing (<233211>Isaiah
32:11). <See DRESS>.

Sacrifice (Hebrew: MINCHAH to give;)
KORBAN to approach; ZEBACH to slaughter animals; OLAH whole burntoffering; SHELEM peace-offering; CHATTATH, sin-offering; ASHAM
trespass-offering; Greek: thusia (<400913>Matthew 9:13) doron gift
(<400211>Matthew 2:11); eidolothuton, idol-sacrifice (<441529>Acts 15:29);
prosphora, offering (<442126>Acts 21:26). The first recorded sacrifices were
those of Cain and Abel (Minchah). Of Noah, after the flood (<010820>Genesis
8:20); a burnt-offering (olah). The sacrifice of Isaac (<012201>Genesis 22:1-13),
the only instance of human sacrifice, having been commanded by God as a
test of faith, but not actually offered. In the burnt-offerings of Job (<180105>Job
1:5; 42:8), the offering was accompanied by repentance and prayer. The
sacrifices of the Mosaic period commenced with the offering of the
Passover (Exodus 24). The law prescribed five kinds of sacrifices: the
burnt-offering, the meat-offering (unbloody), the peace-offering (bloody),
the sin-offering and the trespass-offering. In the consecration of Aaron and
his sons (Leviticus 8), there was first a sin-offering, as an approach to God;
next, a burnt-offering, typical of dedication to His service, and the meatoffering of thanksgiving; and further, a peace-offering for the congregation,
which was accepted by the miraculous descent of fire upon the altar. This
was ever afterward the order of the sacrifices. The sacrifices regularly
offered in the Temple were of burnt-offerings: first, the daily burntofferings (<022938>Exodus 29:38-42); second, the double burnt-offerings on the
Sabbath (<042809>Numbers 28:9,10); third, the burnt-offerings at the great feasts
(<042811>Numbers 28:11; 29:39).
OF MEAT-OFFERINGS — The daily meat-offerings accompanying the daily
burnt-offerings (flour, oil and wine), (<022940>Exodus 29:40); second, the
shewbread (twelve loaves, with frankincense), replaced every Sabbath
(<032405>Leviticus 24:5-9); third, the special meat-offerings at the Sabbath — a
great feast (Numbers 28 and Numbers 29); fourth, wave-offerings — the
first fruits of the Passover (<032310>Leviticus 23:10-14) and at Pentecost
(<032317>Leviticus 23:17-20). Peace-offerings of the first fruits of the threshingfloor at the harvest-time (<041520>Numbers 15:20,21).
OF SIN-OFFERINGS — First, a sin-offering each new moon, of a kid
(<042815>Numbers 28:15); second, sin-offerings at the Passover, Pentecost,
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Feast of Trumpets and Tabernacles (<042822>Numbers 28:22,30; Numbers 29);
third, the offering of the two goats (one the scape-goat) for the people, and
of a bullock for the priest on the great day of <See ATONEMENT>
(Leviticus 16). Incense was offered morning and evening (<023007>Exodus
30:7,8), and on the Great Day of Atonement. There were also the
individual offerings of the people. <See PRIESTS>.

Sadamias
Shallam, ancestor of Ezra (2 Esdras 1:1).

Sadas
<See AZGAD> (1 Esdras 5:13).

Saddeus
<See IDDOL> (1 Esdras 8:45).

Sadduc
Zadok, the high priest (1 Esdras 8:2).

Sadducees (named from <See ZADOK> “the high priest”)
A religious sect of the Jews at the time of Christ, who refused to accept
that the oral law was the revelation of God to the Israelites, and believed
exclusively in the written law. They joined with the Pharisees in asking for
a sign from heaven (<401601>Matthew 16:1,4,6), but opposed their doctrines
otherwise. The Sadducees never exercised the influence that the Pharisees
did, and were, more tolerant. They rejected the belief in a resurrection
(<402223>Matthew 22:23), nor did they believe in future rewards and
punishments. The high priest, at the time of Christ, was of this sect, and the
doctrine of the resurrection preached by Christ rendered the Sadducees
especially bitter against him (<440401>Acts 4:1; 5:17), but he did not censure the
Sadducees as much as the Pharisees.

Sadoc
1. <See ZADOK> 1 (2 Esdras 1:1).
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2. A descendant of Zerubbabel in the genealogy of Jesus Christ
(<400114>Matthew 1:14).

Saffron (Arabic: Zafrau, yellow. Hebrew: CARCOM).
A small bluish flower, whose yellow stigma is pulled out and dried, having
a peculiar aromatic and penetrating odor and a bitter taste. Used as a
stimulant in medicine and highly valued in the East as a perfume (<220414>Song
of Solomon 4:14).

Saint (Hebrew: HASID, KADOSH Greek: hagios, “a holy one”),
(<270813>Daniel 8:13). A title by which the disciples were known. Originally
including all members of the Church, afterward restricted to a few
(<450101>Romans 1:1; <440932>Acts 9:32; <520313>1 Thessalonians 3:13).

Sala
<See SALAH> (<420335>Luke 3:35).

Salah (extension), (<011024>Genesis 10:24).
Father of Eber. Settled in north Mesopotamia.

Salamis
City on the east end of the island of Cyprus. Visited by Paul and Barnabas
on their first missionary journey (<441305>Acts 13:5). There were many Jews in
Cyprus, attracted by the copper mines. The ancient city was near the
modern Famagousta, by the river Pediaeus, on a plain.

Salasadai
<See ZURISHADAI> (<070801>Judges 8:1).

Salathiel
or <See SHEALTIEL> Father of Zerubbabel (<150302>Ezra 3:2). One of the
ancestors of Christ (<400114>Matthew 1:14; <420327>Luke 3:27).
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Salcah (<050310>Deuteronomy 3:10; <061311>Joshua 13:11).
A city on the extreme east limit of Bashan and Gad (<130511>1 Chronicles 5:11).
There was a district of the same name (<061205>Joshua 12:5), belonging to Og.
Now called Sulkhad, at the south end of Jebel Hauran. The great
Euphrates desert begins near this city and extends to the Persian Gulf.
About three miles in circuit. In it is a castle on a lofty (volcanic) hill, 400
feet high. An inscription on a gate is dated A.D. 246, and one on a
tombstone, A.D. 196.

Salem
SHALEM (“peace”)
Jerome said Salem was eight Roman miles from Scythopolis (Bethshean),
and in his day contained the ruins of the palace of Melchizedek. Some have
identified it with Jerusalem. The plain of Salem has the mountains Ebal and
Gerizim, with Shechem, on its west end, and the hills on which Salem
stands on its east end. In <197602>Psalm 76:2, Salem means Jerusalem.

Salim (<430323>John 3:23).
Near Aenon. Six miles south of Bethshean and two miles west of Jordan is
a site of ruins on the Tell Redghah, with a Mohammedan tomb, called
Shekh Salim. The brook in Wady Chusneh runs close by, and a copious
fountain gushes out near the tomb, while rivulets wind about in all
directions. “Here is much water.”

Sallai (“basket maker”)
1. One who settled in Jerusalem after the Captivity (<161108>Nehemiah 11:8).
2. Head of a course of priests who went with Zerubbabel (<161220>Nehemiah
12:20).

Sallu (“weighed”)
Son of Meshullam (<130907>1 Chronicles 9:7).

Sallumus
<See SHALLUM 2> (1 Esdras 9:25).
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Salma (“garment”) or <See SALMON> (“clothed”)
Son of Nashon, prince of Judah, the husband of Rahab (<400104>Matthew
1:4,5).

Salmah
<See SALMA> (<080420>Ruth 4:20).

Salmanaser
<See SHALMANESER> (2 Esdras 13:40).

Salmanasser
<See SHALMANESER> (<281105>Hosea 11:5).

Salmon (<070948>Judges 9:48).
A hill near Shechem, on which Abimelech and his men cut doom boughs
with which they burned the tower of Shethem. <See ZALMON>. White as
snow in Salmon (Isaiah 68:14).

Salmone
The east point of the island of <See CRETE> (<442707>Acts 27:7).

Salom
1. <See SHALLUM> father of Hilkiah (Baruch 1:7).
2. <See SALU> father of Zimri (1 Macc. 2:26).

Salome (“pacific”)
1. Wife of <See ZEBEDEE> mother of the Apostles James and John. She
was a most devout and faithful disciple (<402020>Matthew 20:20; <441601>Acts 16:1).
2. Salome, the daughter of Herodias; she was the cause of John Baptist’s
death (<401406>Matthew 14:6; <410622>Mark 6:22). She was the wife of Philip,
Tetrarch of Trachonitis, and afterward married Aristobulus, king of Chalcis
(Josephus, Antiquities xviii. 5, 4).
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Salt (MELAH; Greek: hats). <See SODOM>.
Salt, City of (<061562>Joshua 15:62).
In the wilderness, near Engedi and the Dead Sea. It may be the site is
found in the modern Nahr Maleh, which is near the Wady Amreh, which is
believed to be Gomorrah. The Valley of Salt. Two memorable victories
occurred here: that of David over the Edomites (<100813>2 Samuel 8:13; Psalm
60); and that of Amaziah over the same people (<121407>2 Kings 14:7). The site
is lost. It has been located by some in the plain at the south end of the
Dead Sea.

Salum
1. <See SHALLUM> 8 (1 Esdras 5:28).
2. <See SHALLUM> 6 (1 Esdras 8:1).

Salutation (Hebrew: SHALOM LEKHA).
Peace be with thee (<432019>John 20:19). By this term is meant the friendly
greeting, which, in ancient as in modern times, takes place between persons
when meeting or parting; also when sending letters.
At parting the form was much the same as at meeting. “Go in peace”
(<071806>Judges 18:6). The letter of an Arab will be nearly filled with
salutations; and should he come in to tell you that your house is on fire, he
would first give and receive the compliments of the day before saying your
house is on fire. Salutations are also given by kissing the hand, the
forehead, cheek, the beard of a superior. The long, ceremonious greeting
which occupied so much time, was deemed unfit for the use of the
preachers of the gospel, and they were directed to salute no one by the
way. It is not unusual for two ceremonious gentlemen to inquire carefully
after every male relative, especially ancestors, of each other, several times
over, at each meeting; smoking and sipping coffee during the one or two
hours required for this very friendly (?) greeting. Custom does not permit
inquiries after each others’ female relatives, it being equal to a decided
insult to even allude to another man’s wife. If a man speaks of his wife he
apologizes for the discourtesy.
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Salvation (Hebrew: YESHAH, YESHA; Greek: soteria).
Deliverance from temporal evils or earthly destruction (<021413>Exodus 14:13).
<See GOD> is figuratively called “salvation” (<192701>Psalm 27:1). <See JESUS
CHRIST> has provided the salvation of the Gospel, and is preeminently
“the SAVIOUR” (<400121>Matthew 1:21).

Samael
<See SALAMIEL> (<070801>Judges 8:1).

Samaias
1. <See Shemaiah> 23 (1 Esdras 1:9).
2. <See Shemaiah> 11 (1 Esdras 8:39).
3. The “great Samaias,” father of Ananias and Jonathas (Tobit 5:13).

Samaria (“watch mountain”)
Six miles northwest of Shechem, on a hill which is surrounded by a broad
basin-shaped valley. Here <See OMRI> built the capital of the kingdom of
Israel, on the hill which he bought (B.C. 925) of <See SHEMER> for two
talents of silver (<111624>1 Kings 16:24). The site is singularly beautiful, and is
always admired by every visitor. Ahab built a temple to Baal, with images;
and that part of the city was called “the city of the house of Baal” (<111622>1
Kings 16:22), which was destroyed by Jehu (<121025>2 Kings 10:25).
The Syrians besieged it in 901 B.C. (<112001>1 Kings 20:1), and in 892 B.C.
(<110624>1 Kings 6:24; 7:20), and in both cases without success.
Shalmanezer, king of Assyria, took it after a siege of three years, B.C. 721
(<121809>2 Kings 18:9,10), and carried the people away to Assyria. Esarhaddon
re-populated the country from Assyria, and these citizens were called
Samaritans. Josephus describes it as a very strong city in the time of John
Hyrcanus, who took it (B.C. 109), after a year’s siege (Antiquities xiii. 10,
2). After this time the Jews inhabited the city, until the age of Alexander
Jannaeus, and until Pompey restored it to the descendants of the original
inhabitants (probably the Syro-Macedonians).
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Herod the Great rebuilt it with some splendor, and called it <See
SEBASTE> (Augustus), after his patron the Emperor Augustus. The wall
was 20 stadia in circuit. A magnificent temple was dedicated to Caesar.
6,000 veteran soldiers were colonized here, and a large district given them
for their support (Antiquities xv. 8, 5; B. J. i. 20, 3, etc.).
The remains of the ancient city are mostly colonnades of Herod’s time, or
older. There is a group of 16 in a recess near the bottom of the hill, another
of 16 near the top, and a long line of columns running around the hill, on
one side, on a broad terrace, of which 100 are now standing, and a great
many others fallen. The whole hill is covered with rubbish, the remains of a
large and well-built city.
The city is not mentioned in the New Testament, and it was commanded,
“Into any city of the Samaritans enter ye not.”
Septimus Severus planted a Roman colony there in the third century.
Roman coins struck in the city are preserved of the ages extending from
Nero to Geta. In A.D. 409 the Holy Land was divided into three districts,
of which the country of Philistia, the northern part of Judaea and Samaria,
formed Palestina Prima; with Caesarea for its capital.
The bishop of Samaria was present at the Council of Nicea, A.D. 325,
signing his name as Maximus Sebastenus.
The Mohammedans took Sebaste during their siege of Jerusalem.
The present village is called Sebustiyeh, and consists of a few houses
scattered among the ruins of the past. The ruined church of John the
Baptist bears traces of its former magnificence. A long avenue of columns,
many fallen, still lines the upper terrace of the hill. The prophesies of Micah
(<330101>Micah 1:6), and Hosea (<281316>Hosea 13:16), are descriptive of its present
condition.

Samaria, the District of
Was so called before the city was named (<111332>1 Kings 13:32), and included
all the tribes who accepted Jeroboam as king, on both sides of the Jordan,
and the royal resilience was Shechem (<111325>1 Kings 13:25). The name
Samaritan became contracted, as the kingdom was divided from time to
time. The first limitation was probably the losing of Simeon and Daniel The
second, when Pul, king of Assyria (B.C. 771) carried away the Reubenites
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and Gadites, and the half tribe of Manasseh (<130526>1 Chronicles 5:26); the
third, when Galilee and Gilead were taken by the Assyrians (<121529>2 Kings
15:29); and the fourth, when just before the last king of Israel, Hoshea,
was deposed, Asher, Issachar and Zebulon, and also Ephraim and
Manasseh, sent men up to the Passover at Jerusalem (<143001>2 Chronicles
30:1-26), in Hezekiah’s reign. Thus, the kingdom which once extended
from the sea to the desert of Syria, and from Bethel to Dan in the north,
was divided, until only the city Samaria, with a few villages, remained to
the name, and even these were wiped out by Shalmanezer (<121705>2 Kings
17:5-26), who placed other people there instead of the Jews (<121724>2 Kings
17:24), B.C. 721.
These newcomers were idolaters, and brought their idols with them (<121729>2
Kings 17:29), and although instructed by Jewish priests, never became pure
worshipers of Israel’s God. When Judah and Benjamin returned from the
Captivity and began to build the Temple, the Samaritans asked permission
to assist; and on being refused they petitioned the king of Assyria and had
the work stopped (Ezra 4). From this time the “adversaries of Judah and
Benjamin” became open enemies, and the feud grew year by year more
bitter. In the year B.C. 409, Manasseh, a priest who was expelled from
Jerusalem for an unlawful marriage, obtained permission from the Persian
king to build a temple on Mount Gerizim, and made a copy of the law,
which was the 5 books of Moses only (called the Pentateuch), and they
claimed for this copy the highest antiquity, even above any copy in
possession of the Jews.
The Samaritans claimed from Alexander an exemption from taxes on the
Sabbatical year, on the plea that they were Jews; but on examination their
claim was found to be false. The woman of Samaria also claimed to be a
descendant of Jacob, when talking with Jesus (<430612>John 6:12).
The boundaries, according to Josephus, in the time of Christ were from
Jenin to Acrabatta. (<See MAP>). The soil, productions, etc., are described
under <See EPHRAIM> and <See ISSACHAR>.

Samatus
Son of Ozora (1 Esdras 9:34).
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Samech (Hebrew: “fulcrum, support”)
The fifteenth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119). <See WRITING>

Sameius
<See SHEMAIAH 13> (1 Esdras 9:21).

Samgar-nebo (<243903>Jeremiah 39:3).
The whole name is <See SAMGAR-NEBO-SAMSECHIM> which is to say,
The Cupbearer, Nebo-Sarsechim.

Sami
<See SHOBA 1> (1 Esdras 5:28).

Samis
<See SHIMEI> 13 (1 Esdras 9:34).

Samlah (“a garment”)
A king of Edom (<013636>Genesis 36:36,37).

Sammus
<See SHEMA> (1 Esdras 9:43).

Samos (“height”)
An island opposite the boundary between Ionia and Caria. Paul anchored
for a night at Trogyllium, in the narrow strait between Samos and Mycale.
The ancient Greeks fought a naval battle against the Persians in this strait,
B.C. 479. Herod the Great met Marcus Agrippa in Samos, and obtained
many privileges for the Jews (Josephus, Antiquities xvi. 2, 2).

Samothracia (<441611>Acts 16:11).
Mentioned in Paul’s first voyage. It is a lofty and conspicuous island, seen
at a great distance, being visible from the shore at Troas (Eothen, p. 64;
Homer, II. xiii. 12, 13). Paul anchored for a night off the island. A strong
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current from the Dardanelles sets southward between the island and the
mainland. The mysteries of the Cabeiri (pagan divinities) were practiced
here.

Sampsames
Now Samsun, on the coast of the Black Sea, between Trebizond and
Sinope.

Samson (Hebrew: SHIMSHON, “strong”)
Son of <See MANOAH>, in the tribe of <See DAN> (<061533>Joshua 15:33). The
account of his birth, life, and exploits, is given in Judges 13; Judges 16. He
was the strongest man, and celebrated for his fearless and wonderful acts,
for his moral infirmities, and his tragic end. His sins brought him in great
disgrace and misery (<581132>Hebrews 11:32).

Samuel
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Sanabassar
<See SHESRBAZZAR> (1 Esdras 2:12,15).

Sanabassarus
SHESHBAZZAR (1 Esdras 6:18,20).

Sanasib
Ancestor of certain priests said to have returned with Zerubbabel (1 Esdras
5:24).

Sanballat
A Moabite of <See HORONAIM>, but a resident of Samaria (<160210>Nehemiah
2:10,19), and a great enemy of the Jews. He was an officer in the service of
Artaxerxes (<160402>Nehemiah 4:2). See Nehemiah in the <See HISTORY OF
THE BOOKS>. His daughter married Manasseh, the high priest, Eliashib’s
grandson, son of Joiada (Tobiah, a companion of his, had “allied” himself
to Eliashib’s family in the same manner — <161304>Nehemiah 13:4), on account
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of a settled policy of Sanballat, Tobiah and Geshem, who concerted
together for the injury of the Jews. Nehemiah expelled Manasseh for
marrying a Gentile wife. Sanballat attempted to entice Nehemiah from
Jerusalem to some village near Ono (6), but the scheme failed, for the
Tirshatha suspected mischief. Nothing further is related of Sanballat in the
Scripture, and Josephus continues the history in rather a fabulous manner.

Sanctification
<See SANCTIFY> (KADASH, “to sanctify”), (<010203>Genesis 2:3); (Greek:

haqiazo), (<402217>Matthew 22:17,19). “To be holy”. In the Old Testament it
denotes the consecration of a person to God (<023113>Exodus 31:13). To make
holy, or to set apart for God (<010203>Genesis 2:3; <021923>Exodus 19:23). The
tabernacle, altar, priests, etc., were solemnly set apart and sanctified for
divine service (<030810>Leviticus 8:10-12). A day was set apart for fasting and
prayer (<290114>Joel 1:14), and the Sabbath was so regarded (<050512>Deuteronomy
5:12). In the New Testament the doctrine is the making truly and perfectly
holy what was before defiled and sinful, and is a progressive work of divine
grace upon the soul justified by the love of Christ. After a gradual
cleansing from sin the sinner is presented “unspotted before the throne of
God,” which is the work of the Holy Spirit (<431426>John 14:26; 17:17). The
ultimate sanctification of every believer in Christ is a covenant of mercy,
purchased on the cross.

Sand (Hebrew: HOL; Greek: ammos),
(<012217>Genesis 22:17; <180603>Job 6:3). <See SINAI>. The sand of the desert of
Petra and Sinai is very light, easily carried with the wind, and penetrates
even the cases of a watch so as to stop the wheels. Some of it is a whitish
yellow, hard and shining, and some is red.

Sandal (Hebrew: NAAL; Greek: sandalon, “little sandal”),
(<410609>Mark 6:9). <See DRESS>.

Sahhedrim
correct <See SANHEDRIN>. Greek: sunedrion. “COUNCIL.” <See
HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
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Sanherib
<See SENNACHERIB> (<121813>2 Kings 18:13).

Sansannah (“palm branch”)
One of the towns in the south of Judah (<061531>Joshua 15:31). Lost, unless
Simsim is the site.

Saph (“threshold”)
Son of “the Giant” slain by Sibbechai (<102118>2 Samuel 21:18), called <See
SIPPAI> in <132004>1 Chronicles 20:4.

Saphat
<See SHEPHATIAH> 2 (1 Esdras 5:9).

Saphatias
<See SHEPHATIAH> 2 (1 Esdras 8:34).

Sapheth
<See SHEPHATIAH> 3 (1 Esdras 5:33).

Saphir (“fair”)
(<330101>Micah 1:11). In the hill country, eight miles northeast of Ascalon. Now
called Es Sawafir.

Sapphira (“beautiful”)
Wife of <See ANANIAS> 10 and the participator in his guilt and punishment
(<440501>Acts 5:1-10).

Sapphire
<See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Sara
1. Sarah, wife of Abraham (<581111>Hebrews 11:11). <See ABRAHAM>.
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2. <See SERAH> Daughter of Asher (<042646>Numbers 26:46).

Sarabias
<See SHEREBIAH> (1 Esdras 9:48).

Saraias
1. <See SERAIAH>, the high priest (1 Esdras 5:5).
2. <See SERAIA> father of Ezra (1 Esdras 8:1).

Saramel
Where Simon Maccabaeus was made high priest (1 Macc. 14:28). It is not
certain whether this word means a place or a title of honor.

Saraph (“fiery”)
Descendant of Shelah, the son of Judah (<130422>1 Chronicles 4:22).

Sarchedonus (Greek: sacherdonos).
<See ESAR-HADDON> (Tobit 1:21).

Sardius
<See AZIZA> (1 Esdras 9:28).

Sardine
<See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Sardis
A city on a spur of the mountain range Tmolus, about two miles from the
river Hermus, the ancient residence of the kings of Lydia. Its original name,
in the time of Omphale, was HYDE. It was naturally, from its convenient
position and the fertile region surrounding it, a commercial mart of
importance. Chestnuts were first made an article of commerce here, and
called Nuts of Sardis. Pliny says the art of dyeing wool was invented here,
and Phrygia furnished the material from its vast flocks. The carpets of
Sardis were very celebrated. The Spartans sent to Sardis for gold to cover
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the face of Apollo at Amyclae. The sands of the Pactolus, a brook from
Tmolus running near Sardis, furnished the gold. Sardis was a slave mart, in
very early times, and here traders first became stationary, as distinguished
from traveling merchants. It was taken by Antiochus the Great, B.C. 214,
and afterward became subject to Pergamus.
The city waned after the conquest of Alexander. The inscriptions remaining
now visible are all of the Roman age, although there are remains of the
earlier ages. The temple of Cybele still bears evidence to its former
grandeur in its columns, two of which, with their capitals, “surpass any
specimen of the Ionic in perfection of design and execution.” There are
remains of a theatre of 400 feet diameter, and of a stadium of 1,000 feet
The modern name is SERT KALESS and the river (Hermus) Wadis-tchai,
which is about 180 feet wide, 3 feet deep, and muddy. In the time of
Tiberius, the city, with 12 others, was destroyed by an earthquake, and
suffered so much that its distress excited the compassion of its Roman
rulers, who remitted its tax for 5 years. Mentioned in <660301>Revelation 3:1-6.
<See SEVEN CHURCHES>.

Sardites, the
Descendants of Sered, the son of Zebulun (<042626>Numbers 26:26).

Sardius
<See ODEM>. Greek: Sardios. <See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Sardonyx
Greek, Sardius and Onyx. <See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Sarea
An assistant secretary to Ezra (2 Esdras 14:24).

Sarepta
<See ZAREPHATH> east of Sidon (<420426>Luke 4:26).
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Sargon (“king in fact”)
One of the greatest Assyrian kings. He sent Tartan, his general, with an
army against Ashdod, and took it. He built the palace at Nimroud. He was
successor to Shalmanezer IV. The wars of Sargon were numerous, and he
carried his victorious arms into many countries. A statue of Sargon, which
is now in the Museum of Berlin, was discovered at Idalium, in Cyprus
(<232001>Isaiah 20:1,4; <121809>2 Kings 18:9,10).

Sarid (<061910>Joshua 19:10,12).
Zebulon, west of Chisloth Tabor. Lost.

Saron
The district in which Lydda stood (<440925>Acts 9:25). The Sharon of the Old
Testament.

Sarothic
One who returned from captivity; ancestor of sons of Solomon’s servants
(1 Esdras 5:34).

Sarsechim (“chief of the eunuchs”)
A general in Nebuchadnezzar’s army (<243903>Jeremiah 39:3). <See RABSARIS>.

Saruch
<See SERUG> (<420335>Luke 3:35).

Satan
<See DEVIL>.

Sathrabuzanes
<See SHETHAR-BOZNAI> (1 Esdras 6:3,7,27).
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Satyr
(Hebrew: SAIR; plural SEIRIM. “Hairy” in <012711>Genesis 27:11,23; “rough”
(<270821>Daniel 8:21); “devils” (<030707>Leviticus 7:7); “shaggy animals” (<231321>Isaiah
13:21). It is frequently applied he-goats (<030424>Leviticus 4:24). Satyrs, in
Greek mythology, were imaginary demons, half men and half goats,
believed by the superstitious to haunt forests and groves.

Saul (Hebrew: SHAUL “asked for”)
1. Saul of Rehoboth by the river; one of the early kings of Edom
(<013637>Genesis 36:37,38); called <See SHAUL> in <130148>1 Chronicles 1:48.
2. Saul, the son of Kish, of the tribe of Benjamin; he was the first king of
Israel; anointed by Samuel privately (1 Samuel 9; 1 Samuel 10). Afterward
Saul was elected in a solemn assembly at Mizpah by the determination of
the miraculous lot. Saul was remarkably tall, and of a courageous
disposition (<090902>1 Samuel 9:2; 10:23). His immediate act upon his election,
was to head an army and oppose the invasion of the Ammonites. He found
them, led by their king, Nahash, at Bezek, and totally routed them (<091111>1
Samuel 11:11). After this triumph Saul was publicly anointed at Gilgal by
Samuel (1 Samuel 12). From this period Saul’s reign was marked by a
series of transgressions: he assumed upon the priestly office and
disregarded God’s injunction by ordering the offering up of sacrifices (<091309>1
Samuel 13:9) during his contest with the Philistines. He rebelled against
Jehovah in regard to the destruction of the Amalekites (<091448>1 Samuel
14:48). Saul behaved with the utmost cruelty, to David — twice
attempting his life (<091810>1 Samuel 18:10,11, 19:10). He committed a great
atrocity in the murder of Ahimelech, the priest (1 Samuel 22), and of
eighty-five other priests of the house of Eli, as well as the inhabitants of
Nob. He forced David into opposition, who twice mercifully spared his life
(<092403>1 Samuel 24:3-7; 1 Samuel 26).
Saul committed a further offense in consulting the witch of Endor (<092807>1
Samuel 28:7), although he had previously expelled all those who practiced
magical arts (<092803>1 Samuel 28:3). At this interview he was warned that he
and his sons would die the following day. On that day he met the Philistines
in Gilboa, on the plain of Esdraelon, and after seeing the utter rout of his
army and the death of his three sons (Jonathan of the number), he killed
himself upon the battlefield. The bodies of Saul and his sons were exposed
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by the enemy upon the wall of Bethshan, but were secretly removed by the
men of Jahesh-Gilead who in the remembrance of their former obligations
to Saul (1 Samuel 11), gave the bodies honorable burial. Their bones were
afterward removed by David to Zelah, and buried in the sepulchre of Kish.
Saul was anointed B.C. 1791.

Savaran
An error for Avaran, borne by Eleazar 9 (1 Macc. 6:43).

Savias
Uzzi, ancestor of Ezra (1 Esdras 8:2).

Savior
or <See SAVIOUR>. <See JESUS>.

Saw (Hebrew: MEGERAH, MASSOR).
Egyptian saws were single-handed, the teeth usually inclining toward the
handle, instead of away from it like ours. In most cases they have bronze
blades, attached to the handles by leather thongs, but some of those in the
British Museum have their blades let into them like our knives. A doublehanded iron saw has been found at Nimroud. Double-handed saws were
used (<110709>1 Kings 7:9; <101231>2 Samuel 12:31).

Scales
Hebrew: PELES “a balance,” (<234012>Isaiah 40:12); also weight (<201611>Proverbs
16:11). <See WEIGHTS AND MEASURES>.

Scape-goat
<See ATONEMENT>.

Scarlet
<See COLORS>.
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Sceptre (Hebrew: SHEBET, Greek: skeptron)
<See ROD> or <See STAFF>. A rod or decorated staff, sometimes six feet
long, borne by kings and magistrates as a symbol of authority (<014910>Genesis
49:10).

Sceva (“prepared”)
A Jew at Ephesus and leader among the priests (<441914>Acts 19:14,16). His
seven sons pretended to practice exorcism.

Schin (Hebrew: SHIN “a tooth”)
The twenty-first letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119).

Schism (Greek: schisma).
Division (<460110>1 Corinthians 1:10; rent, <400916>Matthew 9:16). A rent or fissure,
used in the New Testament to denote a division in the Church, by
contentions.

School (Greek: schole, “leisure”),
(<441909>Acts 19:9). A place where a teacher and his disciples met and held
discussions. <See EDUCATION>.
The Arab school is primitive — a room with a smooth floor (often the bare
ground) and one or two windows (generally without glass or any
protection), a board and piece of chalk for each boy, and one for the
teacher. The teacher also has a Koran from which he reads. The pupils
learn to write by imitating the writing of their teacher. They spell by
reciting the names of the letters as (n) NOON (a) ALIF (g) GAMEL —
NAG (“a colt”). The rules of the Church are carefully taught, also grammar.
Very few go beyond this in the schools. Those who are destined to the
Church are educated specially for that end; and study theology, rhetoric,
numbers, and other branches. Some of the priests (ulema) are very well
educated, and have a good knowledge of their own and the literature of
other people. Robert Morris, LL.D., in 1868, found the Pasha of Damascus
able to converse in French and English, and to quote long passages from
such poets as Shakespeare, Milton, Byron, Longfellow, Bryant, and to give
a sketch of our history as a people — in the United States. On geography
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he was not so well informed. The native maps are more amusing than
instructive.
Every mosque must support one or more schools, according to its income.
The best schools are now being conducted in a few places by the American
missionaries; the principal one being the Seminary at Beirut. <See
PHOENICIA>.

Science (Latin: scientia, knowledge; Hebrew: MADDA; Greek:
gnosis).
In <270104>Daniel 1:4, and <540620>1 Timothy 6:20, the original means knowledge
and not science.
In Wycliffe’s Bible, in <420177>Luke 1:77, there is the sentence “science of
health,” instead of “knowledge of salvation,” in the present edition. In
<510203>
Colossians 2:3, is “wisdom and science” for “wisdom and knowledge,”
as now written, and in <540602>1 Timothy 6:29, for science the old edition has
“kunyinge” (cunning). <See TIMOTHY>, in <See HISTORY OF THE
BOOKS>.

Scorpion (Hebrew: AKRAB; Greek: skorpios).
One of the largest and most malignant of all the insect tribes. It resembles
the lobster. Those found in Southern Europe seldom exceed two inches in
length, but, in tropical climates, they are 10 or 12 inches. They live upon
other insects, but kill and devour their own species also. When it is placed
in danger, and sees no way of escape, it will sting itself to death. Their
sting is very poisonous; it occasions great pain and inflammation, with
alternate chills and burning. The scorpion of Judaea when curled up
resembles an egg; hence, the comparison in <421111>Luke 11:11,12;
<660903>
Revelation 9:3-10,

Scourging
<See PUNISHMENTS>.

Scribe
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
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Scrip (Hebrew: YALKUT — ZIKLON; Greek: pera).
A bag or sack, in which travelers carried their food, or articles of
convenience (<111704>1 Kings 17:40; <401010>Matthew 10:10).

Scripture
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Scroll (Hebrew: SEPHER; Greek: biblion).
Manuscript, roll. <See WRITING>.

Scurvy
The diseases rendered “scab” and “scurvy,” in <032120>Leviticus 21:20; 22:22,
and <052827>Deuteronomy 28:27 may be almost any skin disease.

Scyth
<See SICKLE> (<240116>Jeremiah 1:16).

Scythian (<510311>Colossians 3:11).
Barbarians, living on the North of the Black Sea and the Caspian.
Herodotus (i. 103) says the Scythians made an incursion through Palestine,
into Egypt, in the time of Josiah. This may account for the name
Scythopolis, which may have been given by some of those people who
settled at Bethsbean.

Sea
This word is used in several ways:
1. Ocean (<010110>Genesis 1:10).
2. The Mediterranean Sea (<051124>Deuteronomy 11:24).
3. Any inland lake or sea (<264708>Ezekiel 47:8).
4. Any great water-course, as the Nile or Euphrates (<231905>Isaiah 19:5).
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Salt Sea, the
The most ancient name for the Dead Sea (<011403>Genesis 14:3; <043403>Numbers
34:3; <050317>Deuteronomy 3:17; <060316>Joshua 3:16). It is called the Sea of the
Arabah (plain) in <050317>Deuteronomy 3:17, and the East Sea by Joel (<290220>Joel
2:20), Ezekiel (<264718>Ezekiel 47:18), and by Zechariah (<381408>Zechariah 14:8).
In 2 Esdras 5:7 it is called the Edomitish Sea. Josephus calls it Lake
Asphaltiris. The name Dead Sea was given by the Greeks (Pausanias, v. 7,
and Galen, iv. 9); and by the Latins (Justin, xxxiv.3). The Arabic name is
Bahr Lut (Sea of Lot). The Dead Sea is the third of the lakes in the course
of the Jordan, lying deepest in the valley at its southern end. It is 46 miles
long from North to South, and 10 miles wide, and its surface is 1,317 feet
below the ocean level (Lynch). The depression was first noticed (in our
day) in 1837. The great heat of the region carries off the water by
evaporation. The Jordan flows into the northern end. Twelve miles (by the
path) down the eastern shore there enters the Zurka Main (the ancient
Callirrhoe — the En Eglaim), and, 8 miles further down the shore, the
Mojib (Arnon); 10 miles further, the Bent Hamad; 2 miles beyond this, the
Wady Kerak entering, by several channels, Just above the peninsula; and
just below it, in the lower bay of the lake, there are 10 or 12 streams, large
and small: the largest being the Wady el Jeib, which drains two-thirds of
the Arabah. On the west side, the first large stream is the Kedron (Wady el
Nar), 5 to 6 miles from the north end of the lake; 8 miles further South is
Wady Khureitum; 5 miles beyond is Wady Sudeir, at Am Jidy (Engedi); 2
miles from this, Wady Areyeh, which, near Hebron, is called Wady Dibbeh;
and beyond, at intervals of 3 or 4 miles, are, Birket Halil (Khuberah),
Wady Seiyal, and Wady en Nemriyeh, which last flows by the north side of
the rock Masada, and Wady Zuweirah, just north of the salt mountain of
Usdum. Besides these, there are a great number of smaller streams all
around the sea, with or without names. There is no visible outlet. The sea
is divided into two parts by the peninsula of Lisan (tongue, Hebrew:
LASHEN), which is about nine miles long, from northeast to southwest, 4
to 6 miles wide, and joined to the east shore by a neck 5 miles wide. The
channel of the sea is 3 to 5 miles wide opposite the Lisan, and is said to be
fordable at the time of the lowest water, in October. The water of the main
basin is 1,300 feet deep in the deepest part, opposite Ain Terabeh. The
south bay (<061502>Joshua 15:2) is very shallow, varying from 12 to 3 feet
Careful observations have found that 20 million cubic feet of water are
poured, daily, into the sea, while its evaporating capacity is 24 million in
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the hottest months, and less than 20 in the rainy season. (See Humboldt). It
is believed that the level rises 10 to 15 feet during the winter rains —
falling again during the summer.
The mountains come close to the shore on both the east and west sides,
and are quite uniform in height throughout the whole length, the eastern
range being much the higher, and more broken by ravines. The general
color is brown or reddish brown on the east (being sandstone, red and
yellow, with porphyry), and gray, with whitish tints, on the west side
(being limestone over sandstone). The only vegetation is found around the
springs, and in the wadies, where palms, tamarisks, mimosa, osiers,
oleanders, and a variety of trees and shrubs, besides grain and flowers,
form a grateful relief to the general desolation. A plateau divides the
mountains on the east side, half way up, extending from the head of the sea
south as far as the Zurka Main, which is visible, near sunset, from
Jerusalem. The western side is divided into several strata, which are quite
distinct; and there are three parallel beaches, one above the other — the
highest, 50 feet above the water, extending from Wady Zuweirah north to
Ain Jidy, nearly 20 miles. Above Ain Jidy there is but one beach (covered
with angular lilts of flint, not rounded gravel), which skirts the mountains,
being widest at the mouths of the largest brooks, as at the Kidron (Wady
Nar) and Ain Terabeh, where it is more than half a mile wide. Many of the
headlands come down steel) into the water, cutting the beach in two, and
therefore cannot be passed, except by climbing. There is a line of driftwood
bordering the beach and marking the high-water line, all around the sea,
brought down by the Jordan and other streams, gray and bleached, and
some of it of great antiquity. On the west shore of the south bay is the Salt
Mountain of Sodom, called by the Arabs Khasm Usdum. (<See
GEOLOOY>). There is an island in the sea, west of the Jordan, lying 300
feet from the shore at low water, circular and 400 feet in diameter. Stones
and driftwood entirely cover the island. Some suppose the square stones
found here are remains of ancient structures, because there are no similar
stones on the shore. The plains at the north and south ends of the sea are
flat, barren, stony, gently sloping up from the water, crusted with salt, soft
and slimy to the foot, and destitute of vegetation, except a few reeds
cluster round a spring. The eastern side of the south bay is an exception,
where the vegetation, fed by copious streams of sweet water, is abundant,
and with great variety of trees, plants, flowers and grasses.
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The water of the sea is the heaviest known in all the world, being 12 1/4
pounds to the gallon, distilled water weighing 9 3/4 pounds. This weight is
due to the mineral salts held in solution. Eggs float with one-third exposed
above the surface. The color is like the ocean, a greenish blue. The Jordan
may be traced for several miles by its muddy color, as it flows into the clear
water of the sea.
The analysis of the water of the Dead Sea by many scientific men, gives
generally the same result, with but little variation, which is, that there are
salts of magnesia, soda, lime, potass, manganese, ammonia, aluminum and
iron; and of these there are chlorides, suphates and bromides. The quantity
averages from 13 to 26 parts in 100, according to the season of the year
and the part of the sea from which the sample was taken.
Except the absence of vegetation, the appearance of the sea is that of
savage and beautiful wildness. The presence of many kinds of birds and
wild fowl enlivens the scenes. All along the shores, wherever a brook flows
in, there the cane brakes, trees and shrubs harbor partridges, snipe, ducks,
doves, hawks, larks, quails, besides many kinds not yet named, or not
identified, in great flocks. Frogs are also to be seen in the marshes (not the
salt marshes) and hares in the thickets.
There has been no change in the size of the sea within the historic period;
except the filling up of the south bay by silt from the rivers, and the
destruction of the Cities of the Plain is believed to have been independent
of the position or character of the sea, or the bed in which it lies. (<See
SODOM>.

Seal (Hebrew: HOTHAM; Greek: sphragis).
The seal takes the place of our signature in the East. A name or device,
well known as belonging to a certain person, was engraved on a seal of a
ring, or on a small cylinder, and this was stamped on the papyrus, or
parchment, with ink, or was pressed on a piece of clay, or wax, which was
attached to the document. Many seals and cylinders of this kind have been
found among the used by the ancient kings in signing or witnessing their
treaties or decrees, and there is a piece of clay bearing the impression of
both the Assyrian and Egyptian king’s seals in the British Museum,
deposited there by Layard, who found it in Assyria, and who thinks it the
compact of Sabacho and of Sennacherib.
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Doors of tombs, or houses, or treasuries, or any place that was to be
guarded from intrusion, were closed, and a piece of clay stuck over the
fastening, and this was impressed with the seal of the keeper or owner, so
that the least meddling with the clay would break it (<183814>Job 38:14). The
ancient ruins in Assyria and Egypt. Seals were modern Orientals carry a
seal hung by a string, or chain to the neck, or on the finger ring.
Specimens of engraved seals and gems are found in great numbers in the
museums of antiquities, some of which are most valuable as confirmations
of history. One in Alnwick museum bears the name of Osirtasen I, 3000
B.C. See the ring of Thothmes, and of Suphis, page 84. See seal of Haggai,
p. 166, and Abraxas, p. 167.

Seamen
<See SHIP>.

Sea Monsters
<See DRAGON>.

Season
<See CLIMATE>.

Seba
First son of Cush (<011007>Genesis 10:7). A nation in Africa included in Cush,
and having a name and power in Solomon’s time (<197210>Psalm 72:10).
Located in the island Meroe, which lies at the junction of the white and
blue branches of the Nile. The chief city (Meroe) had an oracle of Jupiter
Ammon (or the ram-headed Num), ruins of which are now visible, besides
pyramids, and other indications of a great population. The great stature and
beauty of this people was a theme of the ancients (Herod iii. 20, 114;
<234303>
Isaiah 43:3, 45:14; <262342>Ezekiel 23:42). See Josephus, B. J. ii. 10, 2.

Sebaste
<See SAMARIA 1>. Sebaste means in Greek the same as Augustus does in
Latin, which is “venerable,” a title of the Roman Emperors. <See SEBAT>
<See MONTH>. <See SHEBET>.
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Secacah
In the wilderness of Judah (<061561>Joshua 15:61). Lost.

Sechenias
1. <See SCHECHANIAH> 2 (1 Esdras 8:29).
2. <See SHECHANIAH 3> (1 Esdras 8:32).

Sechu (eminent),
(<091922>1 Samuel 19:22). Famous for a great well or cistern. Supposed to be
Bir Neballa near Neby Samwit. Five miles north of Jerusalem.

Secundus (second).
A disciple who went with Paul in some of his journeys (<442004>Acts 20:4).

Sedecias
1. Father of Maaseiah (Baruch 1:1), apparently identified with the false
prophet in <242921>Jeremiah 29:21,22.
2. Zedekiah, king of Judah (Baruch 1:8)

Seed
Often used figuratively in Scripture (<270901>Daniel 9:1). The Mosaic Law
would not permit a field to be sown with mingled seed of several kinds
(<031919>Leviticus 19:19). The precious seed is often committed to the ground
with many fears, but the harvest is a season of joy (<19C605>Psalm 126:5,6).

Seed-time
<See SOWING>.

Seer
One who sees into the future. <See PROPHET>.
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Seethe
To boil (<021623>Exodus 16:23). To prepare food in hot liquor.

Segub (“elevated”).
1. Youngest son of Hiel (<111634>1 Kings 16:34).
2. Son of Hezron (<132122>1 Chronicles 21:22).

Seir (“rugged”)
1. <See MOUNT SEIR> (<011406>Genesis 14:6), and <See LAND OF SEIR>
(<013203>Genesis 32:3; 36:30). The mountain and district on the east side of the
Arabah, from Akabah to the Dead Sea (<050201>Deuteronomy 2:1,8). Seir, the
Horite, inhabited the land (<050220>Deuteronomy 2:20). Called <See GEBALA>
(mountain) by Josephus; and the northern section, from Petra, is still called
<See JEBAIL> by the Arabs. Its north border was probably Mount Halak
(naked), a range of white cliffs which run across the Arabah eight miles
south of the Dead Sea (<061117>Joshua 11:17). Esau drove out the Horites who
dwelt in rock-hewn dwellings (<050212>Deuteronomy 2:12), probably such as
are seen now in Petra, and changed its name to <See EDOM>. Ezekiel
prophesied the desolation of Mount Seir, which seems to have been
fulfilled in the present condition of the country (Ezekiel 35).
2. <See SEIR> (<061510>Joshua 15:10). In Judah, between Kirjath-Jearim and
Beth Shemesh. The village of SARIS, on the ridge between Wady Aly and
Wady Ghurab, is probably near the ancient site, which is rugged enough to
bear the name.

Seirath (<070326>Judges 3:26).
In Mount Ephraim, where Ehud gathered the army with which he
destroyed the Moabites who were with Eglon, the fat king, whom he killed
in his tent. Lost.

Sela
<See SELAH> (the rock). Petra. <See EDOM>, <See SEIR>.
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Sela-ham-mahlekoth (“the cliff of divisions”)
In the wilderness of Maon. Where David escaped from Saul (<092328>1 Samuel
23:28). Lost.

Selah
This word occurs 72 times in the Psalms, and 3 times in Habbakuk, and has
given much trouble to translators; but it is now thought to mean a musical
pause; when the choir rested, while the instruments played an interlude.

Seled (“exultation”)
Son of Nadab (<130230>1 Chronicles 2:30).

Selemia
An assistant of Ezra (2 Esdras 14:24).

Selamias
<See SHELEMIAH> (1 Esdras 9:34).

Seleucia
The seaport of Antioch in Syria. On the sea, near the mouth of the river
Orontes. Paul (and Barnabas) sailed from here on his first journey (<441304>Acts
13:4), and probably landed there on his return (<441426>Acts 14:26). Named
after the first Seleucus, who built the fort and made the harbor, and was
buried here, B.C. 175. It was a free city in Paul’s time (Pliny, v. 18). The
remains of the ancient works are still sound, and in use, especially the two
piers of the harbor called Paul and Barnabas.

Seleucus IV, Philopator (“loving his father”)
King of <See ASIA> (2 Macc. 3:3), son and successor of <See
ANTIOCHUS THE GREAT>. After his father’s death he ascended the
throne. He was murdered after a reign of twelve years, B.C. 175, by <See
HELIODORUS> (<271120>Daniel 11:20). His son gained the crown in 162 B.C.
(1 Macc. 7:1; 2 Macc. 14:1).
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Sem
<See SHEM> the patriarch (<420336>Luke 3:36).

Semachiah (“Jah sustains”)
Son of <See SHEMAIAH> 9 (<132607>1 Chronicles 26:7).

Semei
1. <See SHIME> 14 (1 Esdras 9:32).
2. <See SHIMEI> 16 (Esth. 11:2).
3. Father of Mattathias, in the genealogy of Jesus (<420326>Luke 3:26).

Semellius
<See SHIMSHAI> (1 Esdras 2:16,17,25,30).

Semis
<See SHIMEI> 13 (1 Esdras 9:23).

Semitic
<See SHEM>, <See LANGUAGES>, <See SHEMITIC>.

Senaah (“thorny”)
The “children of Senaah” were among the “people of Israel” who returned
from captivity (<150235>Ezra 2:35; <160738>Nehemiah 7:38).

Senate (Greek: gerousia, the elders)
(<440521>Acts 5:21). <See ELDER>.

Seneh (“thorn”)
(<091404>1 Samuel 14:4). The south rock at the pass of Michmash, memorable
in connection with the adventure of Jonathan and his armor-bearer.
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Senir (“a coat of mail”)
The Amorite name of <See MOUNT HERMON> (<130523>1 Chronicles 5:23;
Ezekiel 27:5; <050309>Deuteronomy 3:9); should be written without the “h,”
and also in <220408>Song of Solomon 4:8.
<262705>

Sennacherib (Hebrew: TSIN-AKKI-IRIB “the moon increases,
brothers”).
King of Assyria. He mounted the throne B.C. 702. In the fourteenth year
of Hezekiah he attacked the fenced cities of Judah, and took them (<121813>2
Kings 18:13-16) after having successfully made various war expeditions.
He attacked Babylon B.C. 699 and then made a second invasion into
Palestine Hezekiah had sought the protection of Egypt, upon which
Sennacherib marched into Egypt and sent proposals to Hezekiah (<120907>2
Kings 9:7). Hezekiah not submitting, caused the king of Assyria to send
him a threatening written message. While Sennacherib I was awaiting the
result his camp received a divine visitation, by which, in one night, one
hundred and eighty-five thousand of his men were destroyed (<121813>2 Kings
18:13), at which the king fled to his capital. He reigned for twenty-two
years. He appears to have been the first king who fixed the seat of
government permanently at Nineveh, which he adorned. Of his closing life
we read in <121937>2 Kings 19:37; <233738>Isaiah 37:38. The monuments, palaces,
etc., at Koyunjik, and Khorsabad, record his exploits, and refer to the
Hebrew nation as fallen from its proud station in the time of David and
Solomon. The vessels drawn on the walls as trophies are of fine design,
and it seems probable that hey were from the Temple. The bas-relief on the
rocks at Nahvel Kelb (Dog River), north of Beirut, shows the king in the
midst of six other kings, with a long inscription, in wedge-shaped
characters, recording his exploits in Syria and Phoenicia. There are, also,
inscriptions in Persian, Greek, Latin, and Arabic. On the monuments the
amount of the tribute (<121813>2 Kings 18:13-16), is stated differently from the
amount in Kings; giving 800 talents of silver for the 300 talents in Kings.
The probability is, that 800 talents was the value of the whole tribute,
including the gold. There is in the British Musuem a clay impression from
this king’s seal. His attack on Lachish (see <See LACHISH>) is, also,
recorded in pictures and inscriptions. Isaiah 3, Isaiah 4, and Isaiah 5 Isaiah,
are most wonderfully fulfilled on the Assyrian monuments; where Jews
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appear as doing the work of horses, drawing the king’s chariot, or carts
and boats, loaded with sculptures. See the <See BLACK OBELISK>.

Senuah (properly HASSENUAH, “bristling”).
Father of Judah (<161109>Nehemiah 11:9), who was over the second city.

Seorim (“barley”).
Chief of the fourth course of priests in David’s time (<131408>1 Chronicles
14:8).

Sephar (<011030>Genesis 10:30).
A mount in the East. Now called ZAFAR an ancient seaport town in
Yemen, in the province of Hadramawt (Hazar-maveth), Arabia, between
Oman and Mirbat, on the shore of the Indian Ocean, at the foot of a lofty
mountain. Frankincense is only found on the mountain of Zafar. It was the
capital of the Himyerite kings. There was a Christian church there in A.D.
343

Sepharad (<310120>Obadiah 1:20).
Where the Jews of Jerusalem were held captive, Most probably IONIA is
meant.

Sepharvaim (<121913>2 Kings 19:13; <233713>Isaiah 37:13; <121724>2 Kings 17:24).
A city of Assyria, from which people were brought to repeople Samaria.
Now SIPPARA on the Euphrates, above Babylon (Ptol. v. 18). A tradition
affirms that Noah buried near this city the records of the antediluvian
world. It was a great seat of learning. The sun was the chief object of
worship, and they burned their children in the fire to Adramelech and
Anamelech, the male and female powers of the sun (<121731>2 Kings 17:31),
which pagan worship they carried with them to Samaria.

Sepharvites
People from <See SEPHARVAIM>
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Sephela
Greek form of the Hebrew: <See SHEFELAH>, the ancient name for the
plains between the hills of Samaria and Judaea and the Mediterranean Sea.
Its northern part is called <See SHARON> (<050107>Deuteronomy 1:7;
<060901>
Joshua 9:1, and in many other passages). Between Ekron and Gaza
there were 47 cities besides their villages. It is one of the most productive
districts of Palestine, and yearly produces fine crops of grain and fruit. It
was anciently the grain-producing district, and was the subject of constant
contention between the Israelites and Philistines.

Septuagint (Latin: septuaginta, “the seventy”)
The most ancient Greek version of the Old Testament <See HISTORY OF
THE BOOKS>. So named from the sacred idea attached to the number 70.

Sepulchre (a burial-place or tomb). <See TOMB>.
Serah (“abundance”)
Daughter of Asher (<014617>Genesis 46:17).

Seraiah
The name of persons alluded to in the following passages: <100817>2 Samuel
8:17; <122518>2 Kings 25:18; <150701>Ezra 7:1; <243626>Jeremiah 36:26; 40:8; 51:59. The
last is termed “a quiet prince.” He bore to the Jews a message from
Jeremiah.

Seraphim (“burning ones, or angels of fire”)
Two beings, each with six wings, seen by Isaiah in a vision (<230602>Isaiah
6:2,3).

Sered (“fear”)
First-born of <See ZEBULUN> and ancestor of the <See SARDITES>
(<014614>Genesis 46:14).
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Sergius Paulus
Governor of the isle of Cyprus. He was converted under the teachings of
Paul, A.D. 48 (<441307>Acts 13:7).

Serjeant (Greek: rhabdouchos, a rod-holder).
An officer who attends on Roman magistrates of the higher class, and
executes their orders (<441635>Acts 16:35,38).

Seron
A general of Antiochus Epiphanes, defeated by Judas Maccabaeus, B.C.
166 (1 Macc. 3; 13:24).

Serpent (Hebrew: NAHASH any serpent, but especially the cobra).
The serpent is alluded to in many passages in the Bible, and nearly always
for its typical qualities, or habits, as intensifying similar things in the human
family. Satan is called “The Old Serpent” (<661209>Revelation 12:9; <471101>2
Corinthians 11:1). <See ADDER>, <See ZAHAL>, <See TANNIN>,
<See SARAF>; Greek: herpeton, ophis. EPHEH (hisser). A poisonous
snake, about a foot long, called, by the Arabs, el effah (Greek: echidna).
The viper that fastened on Paul’s hand, in Malta (<442803>Acts 28:3), and was
either the common viper (petias veraz), or the ripera aspis — both found in
the island. The Scriptural allusions are: To its subtilty (<010301>Genesis 3:1);
wisdom (<401016>Matthew 10:16); poison (<195804>Psalm 58:4; <202332>Proverbs 23:32);
its forked, sharp, tongue (<19E003>Psalm 140:3; <182016>Job 20:16); the bite
(<042109>Numbers 21:9); sly concealment, in hedges (<211008>Ecclesiastes 10:8), in
holes (<300519>Amos 5:19); living in dry, sandy places (<050815>Deuteronomy 8:15);
crawling (<203019>Proverbs 30:19); their birth alive (<235905>Isaiah 59:5 — “
cockatrice “)
The art of taming, or charming, is of great antiquity, and is alluded to in the
Psalms 58:5; <211011>Ecclesiastes 10:11; <240817>Jeremiah 8:17, and, perhaps,
<590307>
James 3:7. The Orientals believe the serpent to have a large share of
sagacity, and they cite various reasons for it. They have, in all ages, been
used as emblems of cunning and craftiness. There are two erroneous
notions that are popular regarding the serpent before the Fall, which are:
1. That they moved in an erect attitude, and
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2. That they fed on dust. There is no reason to believe that the animal has
been changed in form or habit; but it was set apart as a form to he hated,
and avoided, with fear and disgust. And the eating of dust is only an
accident, following wherever an animal eats its food from the ground. The
expression means to do any dirty or dishonorable act; or also to speak
offensive words. The serpent has been worshiped by several nations — as
Phoenicians, Hindus, Chinese — as a beneficent genius, of superior
wisdom and power. The Egyptians used its form to represent KNEF the
author of all good, and also the god TYPHON the author of all physical and
moral evil; and in their symbolical alphabet the serpent stood for subtlety,
cunning, lust, sensual pleasure. The serpent coiled around a globe, winged,
is a familiar emblem of eternity.
The Greeks used it as a sign of certain attributes in Ceres, Mercury,
Aesculapius, in their best qualities and in the terrible Furies and the fearful
monster, the Python, which was only destroyed by Apollo’s arrows; and
also as the legs of the impious giants who despise and blaspheme the
power of heaven.
In Hindu mythology Krishna (the good spirit) contends with a serpent, and
finally crushes his head.
The fiery serpents of <042106>Numbers 21:6,8 were so named from the burning
sensation caused by their bite, or it may possibly also refer to their brilliant
color. There is a small black snake, spotted with white, in the desert,
whose bite is quickly fatal, causing great swelling of the body.
The Egyptians painted and sculptured monstrous serpents with wings,
which may have been idealized from lizards.
<See BRAZEN SERPENT> The scene of the events was either Zalmonah
or Punon; Zahnonah meaning the image’s position, and Punon the origin of
the material from which it was made, Punon the copper mines.
To some critics the brazen serpent is only the sign of the camp hospital —
it really was the sign of the Great Physician. The serpent rod of
Aesculapius was also a symbol of the supposed healing power of the god.
It is difficult to account for the making of the image of the serpent, in the
face of the Second Commandment; and yet it was probably made by the
appointed artisan of the Tabernacle, Bezaleel or Aholiab. That it was a type
of Christ does not explain how it acted as a healer at the time, because the
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faith in the Messiah never became a present reality, but was rather a future
good to be expected. It has been interpreted as a symbol of wisdom, which
left to itself leads the soul astray, but when guided by divine law, is the
source of all healing, the serpent form would, in that light, be the symbol of
health and deliverance.
The rod of Moses, that turned to a serpent, was s symbol to him of divine
wisdom.
The brazen serpent was kept a long time after its proper work was done,
and became an object of idolatry, in the reign of Hezekiah, who destroyed
it (NEHUSHTAN).
The Church of St. Ambrose, Milan, has boasted of having the identical
brazen image which Moses had made in the Wilderness, and which
Hezekiah destroyed. It was probably the object of worship of some ancient
serpent worshipers.

Serpent Charming
From the earliest times in the East certain persons have exercised a
remarkable power over poisonous snakes, and this is noticed in <590307>James
3:7. The horned cerastes, and the hooded snakes are the kinds usually
handled. They do not always take out the poison fangs. The secret of the
power seems to be the simple courage and confidence of the men. They use
shrill flutes and drums, which seem to attract the, attention of the serpents.

Serug (“branch”)
Son of Reu, ancestor of Abraham (<011120>Genesis 11:20-23). Jewish tradition
says he was the first Idolater (<062402>Joshua 24:2).

Servant
1. Hebrew: ENOSH, “man” (<092407>1 Samuel 24:7).
2. Hebrew: NAAR (<042222>Numbers 22:22), boy, lad, young man (<011424>Genesis
14:24).
3. Hebrew: MESHARETH, to wait on, serve (<023311>Exodus 33:11).
4. Hebrew: EBED; found in the Old Testament 800 times, and usually
rendered servant, sometimes man-servant (<010925>Genesis 9:25-27). This word
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often denotes a man who dedicates himself voluntarily to the service of
another. Thus, Joshua was the servant of Moses. The servants of God are
those who are devoted to His service. The word usually means in the Bible
a hired servant, or one whose service was the property of his master. The
households of the early patriarchs contained many servants, who were
treated with kindness, justice, and they were trusted and confided in
(<011411>Genesis 14:11-16). They shared the religious privileges of the family
(<011709>Genesis 17:9-13), and were not transferred to other masters.

Sesis
<See SHASHAI> (1 Esdras 9:34).

Sesthel
<See BEZALEEL>, of the sons of Pahath-Moab (1 Esdras 9:31).

Seth
First son of Adam after the death, of Abel (<010425>Genesis 4:25,26).

Sethur (“hidden”).
A spy and son of Michael (<041313>Numbers 13:13).

Settle (Hebrew: AZARAH),
(<264314>Ezekiel 43:14). A port settled or sunk lower. Elsewhere “Court” in
<140409>
2 Chronicles 4:9. Ledge in Fairbairn.

Seven
<See NUMBER>.

Seven Churches of Asia (<660104>Revelation 1:4).
1. <See EPHESUS> was originally called Smyrna; and the orator Callinus,
in an address to Jupiter, called the people Smyrnaeans (Strabo xiv. 1, 4).
Scattered over the site of Ephesus are now only heaps of shapeless ruins.
The great Greek temples, in Athens, have come down to us so well
preserved, although mutilated and ruined, that they are the admiration of
the civilized world But here, at the site of the temple which was the pride
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of all Asia, and one of the wonders of the world, we look in vain for even a
relic of the multitude of columns; for they have been “removed,” as well as
the Christian Church. The most probable site is supposed to be that on
which the artist stood to sketch for this picture, where the swamp fills the
spaces among the piles of crumbling stones. The proudest title of an
Ephesian was “a temple-sweeper” of the goddess Diana (NEOKOROS on the
coins). The temple itself has been swept away. Its decay began in the third
century, when Trajan sent the gates to Constantinople.
The Diana-worship was a mass of Oriental superstitions, weaving into itself
magic, charms, amulets and the pretense of special miracles. The image of
the tutelary divinity was of a great height, carved in ebony wood,
representing a woman with a great many full breasts ending below in a
pedestal ornamented with figures of lions, cows and stags; the whole
decorated with gold and silver. The head was turreted, like that of Cybele;
the moon was symbolized behind the head; on her bosom were the
Zodiacal signs of the bulls, twins and crab, with two garlands below them
of flowers and acorns. Her priests were women and eunuchs (Melissai and
Megabyzi), with a high priest (Esseen). There were no bloody sacrifices.
Its image was copied for use in private families, where it was more
honored than any other, being carried into distant places. Games ,were
celebrated at regular intervals in honor of the goddess, especially in May
(the month of Diana), which attracted vast crowds of pilgrims, and
gathered wealth from many countries.
The theater of Ephesus is the only relic that is preserved so as to be
recognizable. Iris one of the largest in the world, ranking with the
Coliseum of Rome and the theatre of El Diem, in Africa.
In 1869, J. T. Wood found what is supposed to be the monument (or part
of it) of the tomb of Luke, on which there is a cross and a bull finely
chiseled.
About two miles north of Ephesus, in Aisalik, is the great mosque, which
was once the Church of St. John (rebuilt, on its original site, by Justinian);
a peculiar building, having in it many carved marble slabs, with Arabic
inscriptions, and four monolith granite columns, each four feet in diameter,
which are supposed to have been in Diana’s temple. (<See EPHESUS>).
2. <See SMYRNA> the second of the “seven,” is. unlike Ephesus, but once
mentioned in the Scriptures; and yet that was an honorable position which
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was given it in the apocalyptic message (<660208>Revelation 2:8-11). It rejoiced
in the proud title, “The Ornament of Asia.” The great prosperity of the
ancient city was the result of its policy in following the fortunes and
securing the favor of each conqueror, in turn, who overran Asia. This was
the reason why they gave to Antiochus the title” God and Saviour,” and to
his mother that of “Venus of Victory,” and worshipped Tiberius, and
stamped the head[ of Mithridates on their coins, and erected temples in
honor of deified Rome. But the peculiar worship of the city was of the god
Bacchus, the mysteries of which were solemnized with great pomp. Apollo
was also honored; and there is a colossal head, in marble, now near the
western gate of the city, which once crowned a statue of the god. The
walls of the buildings in the upper part of the city are filled with fragments
of columns, cornices, entablatures, and even busts, some of which were
portraits of men or the ideals of the gods, built in with the common stone
as so much rough material. The Turks have mutilated the features of these
busts because of their hatred of images. It has been well said that the
Moslem horror of all representations of the human form as idolatrous, has
destroyed more Grecian statues than are now known to exist. There are
many remains of the beautiful tesselated pavements of the ancient temples
generally built into walls as raw material. The citadel on the height behind
the town (Mount Pagus), is built of the ruins of the ancient structure,
whose massive foundations may still be traced. The theatre, in which
Polycarp (who was bishop over the Church for seventy-four years), was
burned, was on the brow of the hill toward the sea; and it has almost
entirely disappeared, except a few seats and the dens in which the wild
beasts were kept. The ancient port was filled up by Taimour-Lang during
his siege (A.D. 1400). The modern bay or harbor is about 33 miles long, 15
miles wide, and sheltered by high, steep, wooded hills on three sides; and
the water is deep to the very shores, so that vessels may lie close to receive
or discharge their cargoes The “Two Brothers” (mountains near the head
of the gulf) are 3,000 feet high, and are the weather gauge of the vicinity,
giving the signal by their white-cloud cap.
The city is famous for its ample supply of fruit, vegetables, and its excellent
wine. The suburbs are occupied by the summer residences of the merchants
and the wealthy classes, whose fine gardens, shady groves, and fragrant
orchards, are watered by many canals and branches of the river Meles.
Population about 160,000; about one-half of whom are Christians of the
Greek rite. The mission here has succeeded in calling a studious attention
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to the Bible among both the Greeks and Armenians. 3 lines of railway have
been built: I leading to Ephesus and Trailes (Aidin), 80 miles; and another
to Magnesia and Kassaba, 60 miles; and the third to the suburb of
Bournabat, 6 miles, where there are many country-houses, which are also
scattered along the sea-coast, northwest and south. Not far from Smyrna,
at Kara Bell, is the sculpture mentioned by Herodotus (ii. 106), cut in a
panel in the limestone rock, perpendicular, and about seven feet high. It is
an Egyptian figure, in profile, looking east, holding a spear in the left hand,
and a bow in the right, with inscriptions in hieroglyphics near, and across
the breast this one: “I conquered this country by the might of my arms.”
(See Daniel 11, and Van Lennep’s Asia Minor.)
3. <See PERGAMOS> (correctly, Pergamum). This was the third Church
addressed by the author of the Apocalypse; and it was commended for its
fidelity and firmness, in the midst of persecutions, in a city so eminently
given to idolatry. It was the capital of a district of the same name, in Mysia,
on the river Caicus, 20 miles from the sea, and 60 from Smyrna. Its origin
is lost in antiquity, dating beyond the Trojan war, when Pergamos, son of
Pyrrhus, found King Arius here, and deposed him. The city was built on
the lower slopes of two high and steep mountains. Eumenes founded the
race of the Attalian kings of Pergamos, 200 years B.C.; and his successors
formed a large library, which rivaled the Alexandrian, besides making the
city the equal of, or superior in importance to, all others in Asia Minor.
Sheep and goatskins were here first made into parchment (pergamena), and
it is still the chief manufacture of the city. The library was removed to
Alexandria by Cleopatra, to whom Antony gave the permission. The ruins
of temples, a theatre, stadium, amphitheater, and other buildings, are
scattered over the ancient site. The great glory of the city was the grove
Nicephorium — said to have been extremely beautiful — containing
temples and statues of all the deities: Zeus, Athena (Minerva), Apollo,
AESCULAPIUS (its tutelary deity), Dionysius, and Aphrodite. Pergamos had
no rival in splendor, being a union of a cathedral city, a university town,
and a royal residence. The Roman Senate recognized the right of sanctuary
in the Grove of Aesculapius, which (with the others) was irrigated by many
canals from the Caicus, and made very. luxuriant in shade and fruit trees. It
is called Neokora (New City) on the coins. This was probably the “throne
of Satan,” referred to by John (<660213>Revelation 2:13); the idea having arisen
from the title of Soter, which was given to Aesculapius on account of the
serpent being his chief emblem (found on several coins of Pergamos), and
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also because charms and magic were a part of the worship. Nearly all of
the pagan temples, and Christian churches (some of which were remodeled
temples), are heaped alike in ruins. Their columns, capitals, cornices, and
sculptures, of fine marble, have been carried away to rebuild other places,
or burned into lime for mortar, or lie in heaps waiting such an inglorious
end. The church of St. John (anciently a temple) is roofless, but still
standing; and that of St. Sophia is remodeled into a mosque. The Acropolis
(see the picture on page 22) was the site of the temple of Minerva, built on
an artificial platform, raised like that of Solomon’s at Jerusalem. Some of
the beautiful white-marble columns of this temple measure 4 feet in
diameter, and 40 feet long, as they lie prostrate. Half-way down the hill
was the palace of the Artalian kings, connected with the town by an
aqueduct, which now crosses the river on its ancient and perfect masonry,
the river Selinus passing under it through a double tunnel, 600 feet long,
each arch being 40 feet wide and 20 feet high. Besides this work there are
five ancient bridges. There are very perfect remains of theaters, and a vast
Roman amphitheater, in which Antipas was made the first martyr of
Pergamos, followed by a long line. The present population of Bergamah is
30,000, only 4,000 of whom are Greek and Armenian Christians, the others
being Moslems.
4. THYATIRA On the river Lycus, northeast of Smyrna 60 miles It has been
known as Pelopia, Semiramis, Euhippa, (Pliny), and is now called Ak
Hissar (white castle). Apollo was worshiped under the name of Tyrimnas
(a Macedonian king), also Artemis; and, besides these, there were several
other gods. There was a curious worship of a certain Sambatha, a
Chaldaean (or Jewish Sibyl; said to have been brought there by the Jews,
and which is referred to in <660220>Revelation 2:20, etc., under the name of
Jezebel. Rome was also deified, as also Hadrian (see Coins, on pp. 29,
256), and other emperors. Games were celebrated in honor of Tyrimnas,
Hercules, and of the ruling emperor. On the coins there are stamped the
heads of Bacchus, Athene, Cybele, and the emperors. There are many
remains of antiquity, such as marble sculptures, generally in fragments built
into modern walls, or used as troughs or well-covers, and a church of St.
John, which was originally a pagan temple, and is now a mosque, with a
tall minaret. Inscriptions are found which give an account of many
corporate societies of different trades — bakers, potters, weavers, robe
makers, and dyers, of which last Antonius Claudins Alphenus was at one
time the honored leader, and of which Lydia, whom Paul met in Philippi,
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was a member. The distant view of the city is very beautiful, but, inside of
the limits, there is little order, and less neatness. 2,000 houses pay taxes,
and 500 hovels are exempt, sheltering, altogether, about 15,000 people.
The railway from Smyrna now reaches Magnesia (30 miles distant), and is
to be continued to Thyatira, and perhaps beyond.
5. <See SARDIS> The capital of the ancient Lydia (which Homer called
Moeonia), once “The Queen of Asia,” was the famous valley of the classic
Hermus, two miles south of the river, at the foot of Mount Tmolus, on the
river Pactolus. Its first king of whom we have a record was Candaules
(716; and the last was the renowned Croesus, who enriched himself and the
city by the golden sands of the Pactelus. But the real wealth of the city was
derived from its commerce and manufactures (see <See SARDIS> on page
268). The invention of the art of dyeing, and of the system of trading in
shops, is credited to it. (See Coin, p. 125). Not many years ago there were
six, and there are two still standing, of the pillars of the temple of Cybele
(60 feet high), which are the oldest Greek monuments in the world, having
been set up about 300 years after Solomon’s temple; the other four were
made into lime by the Turks. The eminent author Melito was bishop of
Sardis, in the second century; and the oldest catalogue of the books of the
Old Testament by any Christian writer, that has come down to us, was by
his hand. The Council of Sardis was convened in 347, from a rule of which
the Pope of Rome claims his earliest authority; which was, that in case a
bishop was deposed by the council, he might appeal to the bishop of Rome.
(4th canon).
Julian the Apostate closed the churches and re-opened the temples in
Sardis in his endeavor to re-establish Pagan worship, A.D. 360.
The cemetery of the ancient kings of Lydia (of the dynasty of Croesus) is
on the top of a high plateau, six miles north of Sardis, where there are
mounds extending over a vast area. The monument of Alyattes, the father
of Croesus, so minutely described by Herodotus (i. 93), is still quite
perfect. It is 3,800 feet around and 1,300 feet long, rising 300 feet above
the plain. It has never been disturbed, and is supposed to contain many
treasures valuable to the antiquary, illustrating the customs of a people
whose civilization dates long before that of Greece, and second only to
Egypt and Assyria.
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Xerxes gathered his great army at Sardis when he marched to invade
Greece by way of the Hellespont. Cyrus the Younger beautified the vicinity
by making some fine gardens. Alexander left his general Pausanias here,
and ordered the erection of a temple to Jupiter.
6. <See PHILADELPHIA> was founded and named by Attalus Philadelphus,
B.C. 140, as a mart for the great wine district, which is celebrated by
Virgil. It is on the little river Cogamus, which joins the Hermus near
Sardis, surrounded almost by an amphitheatre of hills, and bowered in
orchards, in the midst of extensive gardens. The rock is basaltic, and
streams of lava may be traced in several tracts, but covered by deep, black,
rich soil. The great staple is opium, which is entirely monopolized by the
government. Herodotus says the sugar cane was anciently cultivated, and
mentions a confection which was made of tamarisk and wheat, which is
today the favorite sweetmeat of Philadelphia (called halva), after a
continuance of over 2,000 years. When Xerxes was on his way to Greece
he rested under a great plane-tree near the city, and so much admired its
beauty that he appointed a keeper for it, and adorned it with golden
ornaments. Plane-trees still flourish here which surpass all others in the
country.
Philadelphia was included in the message with Smyrna as deserving
approbation and encouragement; and these two only out of the seven cities
have continued to our day, and now possess a material prosperity
somewhat equal to their ancient importance.
The present name is Allah Shehr (city of God, High town). The site is a
hill, with four fiat summits, from which the view is very fine. The valley of
the Hermus is here one of the most beautiful and extensive in Asia. There
are fifteen churches in use, and about twenty in ruins. Of the ancient
cathedral of St. John, all that is left are a few massive pilasters, which are
shown in the engraving, towering above the modern buildings, and these
are built up from fragments of more ancient pagan temples.
There are 15,000 people, one-third of whom are Greek Christians, who
have a bishop, enjoy the free exercise of their religion in church, in
processions in the streets, in the use of church bells (nowhere else allowed
in the interior of Asia Minor), and their chief glory is in the honorable
mention of their church in the Revelation.
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7. <See LAODICEA> an ancient city on the Lycus, in the valley of the
Meander, forty miles east of Ephesus. Its site was on seven hills, which
were drained by two brooks, the Asopus and Caprus. The ruins are of a
stadium, in very complete preservation, three theatres (one of which was
450 feet in diameter), bridges, aqueducts, and a gymnasium, which testify
to its ancient wealth and importance. Its original name was Diospolis (the
city of Jupiter,, which was changed to Rhoas, under which title it became
the largest city in Phrygia (Pliny). Antiochus II gave it the name of his wife
Laodice.
The imagery in <660218>Revelation 2:18, was suggested by the images of
Apollo, the sun-god, on the coins. Sambatha had a fane there also (see
<See THYATIRA>). The emperors were also deified, especially Hadrian.
It became the seat of an archbishop, and in its cathedral church were
gathered several councils; in one of which a system of supplying the
villages or small societies in the interior with church services by itinerating
presbyters, was adopted (somewhat similar to the Methodist plan now in
use), under the direction of the bishop of Laodicea. Here also was adopted
a rule “that Christians should not Judaize by resting on the seventh day, but
to work on it as usual, and rest on the Lord’s day as far as possible, like
Christians.”
The city was utterly destroyed A.D. 1230, since when it has lain in
shapeless ruins, only visited for its marble and other materials.
The aqueduct (which supplied the city, and is now almost perfect), which
conveyed water down one hill, across the plain, and up another, in stone
pipes, proves the Romans to have been acquainted with the hydrostatic law
of water finding its level. The stone pipes have a diameter of two feet, and
are fitted into each other at the ends, and the calcareous deposit from the
water has incrusted them, forming almost a continuous pipe without a
visible joint.
The seats in the stadium have letters and num. bets, their owners’ or the
keeper’s marks.
A recent visitor found a number of workmen sawing up the richly
sculptured entablature of the ancient theatre, having been busy there for six
years, cutting up the marble. Near them was a colossal statue, sawn into
several pieces. In this manner have disappeared, during the past twenty
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years, two agate pillars, 18 inches in diameter; a great number of
composite richly sculptured columns, adorned with busts and heads in
relief, and vases with wreaths of leaves and fruits, aria statues and busts
and architectural ornaments without number (the tribute the art-world pays
to Mohammed).
<See COLOSSAE> is about ten miles east from Laodicea, near the village of

Chonas, but is without any interesting ruins, although it was an important
city in the time of the expedition of Xerxes. (See the view on page 62).
Hierapolis has lately afforded a fine proof of the truth of an account of
Strabo (xiii. 4:14), who speaks of a deadly vapor (carbonic acid gas?)
which killed any animal that approached the place. The experiment was
tried by Svoboda recently on two fowls, and resulted fatally to both in a
few seconds.

Seven Stars, the
<See ASTRONOMY>.

Seveneh
<See SYENE> (<262910>Ezekiel 29:10).

Seventy, the
1. The seventy disciples of Jesus sent out (<421017>Luke 10:17),
2. It is also used to denote the Septuagint.

Sextarius (Greek: xestes).
Nearly one pint English (<410704>Mark 7:4). <See WEIGHTS AND
MEASUREMENTS>, etc.

Shaatabbin (<061942>Joshua 19:42).
Dan, near Ajalon, probably the same as <See SHAALBIM> (city of foxes),
(Judges 1). Now Esalin, near Sura, (ZORAH). Eliahba was one of David’s
37 heroes (<102332>2 Samuel 23:32), and is called <See THE SHAALBONITE>,
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Shaalbonite, the
One of David’s 37 heroes (<102332>2 Samuel 23:32), a native of Shaalbon.

Shaaph (“division”)
1. Son of Jahdai (<130247>1 Chronicles 2:47).
2. Son of Caleb 1 (<130249>1 Chronicles 2:49).

Shaaraim (“two gateways”)
Judah, in the Shefelah (<061536>Joshua 15:36). On the way to Gath (<091752>1
Samuel 17:52), where the Philistines fled after Goliath’s death, which was
in the Wady Sumt.

Shaashgaz (“beauty’s servant”)
Eunuch in charge of the women in Ahasuerus’ Palace (<170214>Esther 2:14).

Shabbethai (“Sabbath-born”)
1. A Levite who assisted Ezra (<151015>Ezra 10:15), and apparently the same
who was with Jeshua (<160807>Nehemiah 8:7).
2. A chief (<161116>Nehemiah 11:16).

Shachia (Hebrew: SHACHEYAH, accusation).
Son of Shaharaim (<130810>1 Chronicles 8:10).

Shaddai (Hebrew: SHADDAY). The Almighty. <See Jah>.
Shadrach (“circuit of the sun”)
The Aramaic name of <See HANANIAH>, one of the three friends of
Daniel delivered from the burning furnace (<270103>Daniel 1:3). He was
promoted to a high office after He appointment of Daniel as ruler of the
province of Babylon. In refusing to worship the idols of Nebuchadnezzar,
Shadrach, with Meshach and Abednego, were thrown into a furnace
(Daniel 3).
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Shage (“erring”)
Father of Jonathan (<131134>1 Chronicles 11:34).

Shaharaim (“the two dawns”)
See <130808>1 Chronicles 8:8. It has been proposed to remove the period from
the end of verse seven, and read thus, “and Gera begat Uzza, Ahihud, and
Shaharaim,” etc.

Shahazimah (“heights”)
Issachar, between Tabor and the Jordan (<061922>Joshua 19:22).

Shalem (<013318>Genesis 33:18).
The opinion seems to be that the text ought to read “Jacob came safe to
the city of Shechem.” If a proper name is meant, there is a place ready for
it in the modern Salim. <See AENON>.

Shalim, the Land of
Benjamin. Between the “land of Slalisha,” and the “land of Yemini,”
through which Saul passed on the way after his father’s asses. Probably the
land of Shual, six miles north of Michmash (<090904>1 Samuel 9:4).

Shalisha, the Land of (<090904>1 Samuel 9:4).
Between Mount Ephraim and the land of Shalim. Lost.

Shallecheth, the Gate of (“falling or casting down”)
One of the gates of the house of Jehovah; now supposed to be the
Babylonian Silsileh, which enters the Haram wall 600 feet from the
southwest corner.

Shallum (“retribution”)
1. Son of Jabesh who killed Zachariah I, king of Israel, and usurped his
kingdom, B.C. 772 (<121510>2 Kings 15:10-15).
2. <See JEHOAHAZ> 2.
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3. The husband of Huldah, the prophetess (<122214>2 Kings 22:14). Others of
this name are alluded to in <042649>Numbers 26:49; <130240>1 Chronicles 2:40;
9:17,19,31; <150242>Ezra 2:42; 7:2; 10:24,42; <160312>Nehemiah 3:12; 7:45.

Shallun
Son of Col-hozeh. He was ruler of a district and repaired the fountain-gate
and the wall (<160315>Nehemiah 3:15).

Shalmai (“my thanks”).
Ancestor of Nethihim, who returned from captivity (<150246>Ezra 2:46).

Shalman
Shalmaneser, king of Assyria (<281014>Hosea 10:14).

Shallmaneser (“reverential toward fire”).
King of Assyria. He ascended the throne, B.C. 730 (<121703>2 Kings 17:3). He
compelled Hoshea to pay tribute two years, but when he joined with So,
king of Egypt, in rebellion, the Assyrian came again and took Samaria after
a siege of three years, and carried Hoshea captive beyond the Euphrates,
ending the kingdom of Israel. <See ISRAEL> and the <See BLACK
OBELISK>, He conquered Phoenicia, except the island part of the city of
Tyre, which he besieged for five years in vain.

Shama (“heaving”)
Son of Hothah of Aroer (<131144>1 Chronicles 11:44). An assistant of David.

Shamariah
Son of Rehoboam (<141119>2 Chronicles 11:19).

Shambles (Greek: makellon).
A meat market, or place for the sale of provisions (<461025>1 Corinthians
10:25).
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Shamed (“persecution”)
Son of Elpaal (<130812>1 Chronicles 8:12).

Shamer
1. A Levite (<130646>1 Chronicles 6:46).
2. Son of Heber (<130734>1 Chronicles 7:34).

Stamgar (“cup-bearer”)
Son of Anath, third Judge of Israel It is recorded that he killed 600
Philistines with an ox-goad (<070331>Judges 3:31; 5:6).

Shamhuth (“waste”)
Captain in David’s army (<132708>1 Chronicles 27:8).

Shamir (1) (“a thorn”)
(<061548>Joshua 15:48).
1. In the rata of Judah, south of Hebron, near Jattir. Lost.
2. In Mount Ephraim, the residence and burial-place of Tola, the judge
(<071001>Judges 10:1,2). Supposed to be SAMMUR a ruin ten miles northeast
of Shechem, on the edge of the Jordan valley.

Shamir (2) (“tried”)
Son of Micah (<132424>1 Chronicles 24:24).

Shamma (“desolation”)
Son of Zophar (<130737>1 Chronicles 7:37).

Shammah
1. One of the three chiefs of David’s 30 heroes (<102311>2 Samuel 23:11-17).
2. Brother of David (<091609>1 Samuel 16:9). Others of this name are
mentioned in <013613>Genesis 36:13; <102325>2 Samuel 23:25,33; <131127>1 Chronicles
11:27; 27:8.
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Shammai (“desolated”)
1. Son of Onam, and brother of Jada (<130228>1 Chronicles 2:28,32).
2. Son of Rekem (<130244>1 Chronicles 2:44,45).
3. Brother of Miriam and Ishbah (<130417>1 Chronicles 4:17).

Shammoth (“desolations).
One of David’s men (<131127>1 Chronicles 11:27).

Shammua
1. Son of Zaccur (<041304>Numbers 13:4).
2. Son of David by Bath-sheba (<131404>1 Chronicles 14:4).
3. Father of Abda (<161117>Nehemiah 11:17).
4. One of the priestly family of Bilgah (<161218>Nehemiah 12:18).

Shammuah
Son of David (<100514>2 Samuel 5:14).

Shamsherai
Son of Jeroham (<130826>1 Chronicles 8:26).

Shapham (“cold”)
A Gadite of Bashan (<130512>1 Chronicles 5:12).

Shaphan (“coney”)
1. Secretary of King <See JOSIAH>, son of Azaliah (<122203>2 Kings 22:3).
2. Father of Ahikam (<122312>2 Kings 23:12).

Shaphat (“judge”)
1. Son of Hori (<041305>Numbers 13:5).
2. Father of the prophet ELISHA (<111916>1 Kings 19:16,19).
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3. Son of Shemaiah, in the line of Judah (<130322>1 Chronicles 3:22.)
4. A Gadite (<130512>1 Chronicles 5:12).
5. Son of Adlai (<132729>1 Chronicles 27:29). Keeper of David’s oxen.

Shaper, Mount (“mountain of pleasantness”)
(<043323>Numbers 33:23). A desert station. Lost.

Sharai (“Jah frees him”)
Son of Bani (<151040>Ezra 10:40).

Sharaim
SHAARAIM (<061536>Joshua 15:36).

Sharar (“twist”)
Father of Ahiam (<102333>2 Samuel 23:33). SACAR.

Sharezer (“prince of fire”)
Son and murderer of <See SENNACHERIB> (<121937>2 Kings 19:37). <See
ADRAMMELECH> 2.
1. Son of Sennacherib, who assisted in killing his father (<233738>Isaiah 37:38).
2. A delegate sent to Jerusalem with Regemmelech and others soon after
the return from captivity (<380702>Zechariah 7:2; 8:19).

Sharon (Hebrew: HAS SHARON, straight or even).
A broad, rich tract of land lying between the hills of Judaea and Samaria
and the sea, and the northern part of the Shefelah. It was a place of pasture
(<132729>1 Chronicles 27:29); beautiful as Carmel (<233502>Isaiah 35:2). It was a
simile for loveliness (<220201>Song of Solomon 2:1). The forest of Sharon was
the scene of one of the most romantic exploits of Richard, the Crusader
(Michaud, viii.). The Sharon of <130516>1 Chronicles 5:16 is supposed to have
been on the east side of Jordan, in Gilead, but it has not been identified.
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Sharonite, the
One from <See SHARON>. Shitrai had charge of the royal herds (<132720>1
Chronicles 27:20).

Sharuhen (<061916>Joshua 19:16).
Given to Simeon. Tell Sheriah, in the Wady Sheriah, ten miles west of
Beersheba, may be the site.

Shashai (“whitish”)
Son of Bani (<151040>Ezra 10:40).

Shashak (“eagerness”)
Son of Beriah (<130814>1 Chronicles 8:14,25).

Shaul
1. Son of Simeon (<014610>Genesis 46:10).
2. A king of Edom (<040148>Numbers 1:48,49).
3. Son of Uzziah (<040624>Numbers 6:24).

Shaulites
Descendants of <See SHAUL> 1 (<042613>Numbers 26:13).

Shaveh, the Valley of (<011417>Genesis 14:17).
A place on Abraham’s route from Damascus, when he rescued his brother
Lot. Lost.

Shaveh Kiriathaim
Valley of Kiriathaim (<011405>Genesis 14:5). Residence of the Emim. On the
east of Jordan. Lost.

Shavsha (“corruption of SERAIAH).
Secretary in David’s time (<131816>1 Chronicles 18:16).
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Shawm
A musical instrument, resembling the clarinet (<19B807>Psalm 118:7).

Sheaf
The offering of the Omer or sheaf was to be brought to the priest on the
16th of the month, and waved before the altar in acknowledgment of the
fruitfulness of the season (<032305>Leviticus 23:5,6,10,12).

Sheal (“an asking”)
Son of Bani (<151029>Ezra 10:29).

Shealtiel (“I have asked him of God)
Father of Zerubbabel (<150302>Ezra 3:2,8).

Sheariah (“whom Jah estimates”)
Son of Azel (<130838>1 Chronicles 8:38).

Shearing-house, the (<121012>2 Kings 10:12).
Near Mount Gilboa, now Beth Kad. Where Jehu killed 42 members of the
royal family of Judah.

Shear Jashub (“the remnant shall return).
Son of ISAIAH (<230703>Isaiah 7:3).

Sheba (1) (“red”)
(<011007>Genesis 10:7).
1. Grandson of Cush;
2. Tenth son of Joktan (<011028>Genesis 10:28);
3. Grandson of Keturah (<012503>Genesis 25:3).
4. The name of the kingdom in South Arabia, before Himyer took its place,
a few years before Christ (24 — -Strabo). Here were the Sabaeans of
Diodorus (iii. 38, 46). A queen of Sheba visited Solomon (1 Kings 10),
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attended by a great train, camels loaded with spices, gold, and precious
stones. The chief cities were Seba, Uzal (now Sana), Sephar (now Zafar),
and Mariaba (now Marib). This district had the chief riches, best country,
and greatest numbers of all the four peoples of Arabia. The local history is
authentic only as far back as the first century A.D. Their ancient religion
was pagan.
2. Settled on the Persian Gulf. On the island of Bahreyn, in the Gulf, are
the ruins of an ancient city called Seba. Its merchants are mentioned in
<262722>
Ezekiel 27:22.
3. The sons of Keturah are charged by Job (<180115>Job 1:15; 6:19), with the
robber habits that are peculiar to the Bedouin of our day.

Sheba (2) (<061902>Joshua 19:2).
Simeon, near Beersheba. <See SHEMA>.

Shebah
Shibeah was the fourth well dug by Isaac’s people (<012633>Genesis 26:33).
Abraham dug a well here also (<012102>Genesis 21:2,5-32). The name is one of
the most ancient known, and is interpreted variously as “seven,” “an oath,”
“abundance,” and as “a lion.” <See BEERSHEBA>.

Shebam (<043203>Numbers 32:3).
East of Jordan. Given to Reuben. It was “a land for cattle.” <See
SHIBMAH> or <See SIBMAH>.

Shebaniah (“Jah has made grow”)
1. A Levite who sealed the covenant (<161010>Nehemiah 10:10; 9:4,5).
2. One of a priestly family who sealed the covenant (<161004>Nehemiah 10:4).
3. Another Levite who sealed the covenant (<161012>Nehemiah 10:12).
4. A priest (<131524>1 Chronicles 15:24).

Shebarim (“dividing”)
(<060705>Joshua 7:5). Near Ai. Lost.
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Sheber (“breaking”)
soil of <See CALEB> 1 (<130245>1 Chronicles 2:45).

Shebna (“youth”)
A steward in king Hezekiah’s palace (<232215>Isaiah 22:15).

Shebuel (“captive of God”)
1. A descendant of Gershom (<132316>1 Chronicles 23:16).
2. Chief in the thirteenth course in the Temple-choir (<132504>1 Chronicles
25:4).

Shecaniah
1. Chief of the tenth course of priests in David’s time (<132411>1 Chronicles
24:11).
2. One who distributed portions to priests in Hezekiah’s reign (<143115>2
Chronicles 31:15).

Shechaniah (“families with Jah”)
Seven of this name are mentioned in <130321>1 Chronicles 3:21,22; <150803>Ezra
8:3,5; 10:2; <160329>Nehemiah 3:29; 6:18; 12:3.

Shechem (“ridge”)
<See SICHEM> (<013318>Genesis 33:18). It is not certain whether the city was
named from Shechem, the son of Hamor, or that he was named after the
city. It is on the top of the ridge between the waters of the Jordan and the
Mediterranean Sea between Ebal and Gerizim (<070907>Judges 9:7). Called
Sychar in <430405>John 4:5, in the story of the meeting of Jesus and the woman
of Samaria. Now Nablus (Neapolis, so named by Vespasian — Josephus,
B. J., iv. 8, 1). Also known as Mabortha (Pliny v. 13). The situation is a
favored one, and excites the admiration of all travelers, Dr. Clarke saying,
that “there is nothing finer in all Palestine.” The valley is sheltered by a
high mountain on each side, and only about 1,500 feet wide, and elevated
1,800 feet above the sea. Water flows from the city east and west to the
Jordan, and to the Mediterranean sea. The valley is full of gardens,
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orchards of all kinds of fruits, watered by fountains, and enlivened by the
songs of birds. Abraham, on his first visit to the Land of Promise, pitched
his tent under the oak of Moreh, at Shechem (<011206>Genesis 12:6). Jacob
bought a field of the children of Hamor (<013319>Genesis 33:19), where he dug
a well, about a mile from the present town, and left it as a special
patrimony to Joseph (<062432>Joshua 24:32). Shechem was given to Ephraim
(<062007>Joshua 20:7), was assigned to the Levites, and was made a City of
Refuge (<062120>Joshua 21:20,21). The people assembled at Shechem to hear
the law of Moses read, “half of them over against Mount Gerizim, and half
of them over against Mount Ebal, the chief men and priests being around
the ark in the midst (<060830>Joshua 8:30-35); and again Joshua gathered all the
tribes here just before his death (Joshua 24), and delivered his last
counsels. Abimelech raised a revolt in Shechem, and was made king
(Judges 9); and Jotham denounced him and the men of Shechem in a
parable, from the top of Gerizim (<070922>Judges 9:22), and after three years he
destroyed the city and the strong tower that was in the city, but lost his
own life also (<070953>Judges 9:53). The ten tribes made Jeroboam their king
and Shechem their capital (<111220>1 Kings 12:20). When the people were
carried away to Babylon the city was colonized from Assyria (<121724>2 Kings
17:24), and again admitted strangers under Esarhaddon (<150402>Ezra 4:2). The
present town of Nablus has about 5,000 people, living in stone houses of
very ordinary style, except those of the wealthy sheikhs. There are no fine
public buildings. There are not less than 80 springs of water in the valley.
One of the largest, Ain Balata, rises in a chamber partly under ground, a
few rods from Jacob’s well. Olives, figs, almonds, walnuts, mulberries,
pomegranates, oranges, apricots, and grapes, abound, besides vegetables of
every sort. There are manufactories of wool, silk, and camel’s-hair cloth,
and especially of soap; and the district around it is rich in wool, grain and
oil. As a confirmation of the truth and accuracy, even to minute detail, it is
interesting to cite the words of the original Hebrew, describing this spot,
on which Joseph’s tomb stands, which are, CHELKAT SADE, meaning a
dead-level; differing from SHEFELAH, (a plain), and EMEK (a valley), and
this description is exactly correct — and besides, there is no other spot like
it in all Palestine.

Shechinah (“habitation”)
Indwelling of God, is properly applied to visible manifestations of God’s
presence. Thus, <040503>Numbers 5:3, is the midst whereof I dwell is rendered
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by the Targum “among whom my shekinah is dwelling.” Difference of
opinion exists as to whether there was any continuous visible
manifestations of God’s presence in the Holy of Holies over the kappereth
or mercy-seat. Jewish authorities hold there was, and that this shekinah did
not return to the second temple. Many Christian writers deny its
continuous visibility even in the first.

Shedeur (“darting of fire”)
Father of Elizur (<040105>Numbers 1:5).

Sheep
Hebrew: AYIL, a ram (<011509>Genesis 15:9); KAR, a lamb; KEBES, a he-lamb
(<013040>Genesis 30:40) feminine: KIBSAH, ewe-lamb (<012128>Genesis 21:28); ZON,
ZONA, ZONAH, a flock of small cattle (<010404>Genesis 4:4); RAHEL, RACHEL,
feminine, “ewe” (<013138>Genesis 31:38; SEH, one of a flock, i.e. sheep or goat
(<012207>Genesis 22:7); TALEH, a lamb, young and tender.
Of the Syrian sheep there are two varieties: the Bedaween, which have
long and thick tails, but (differ in no other respect from the larger kinds of
sheep among us. The others have very large and broad tails, with a small
end which turns back upon itself; they are of a substance between fat and
marrow, which is not eaten separately, but mixed with the lean meat in
many of their dishes, and also used instead of butter. A common sheep of
this sort, without the head, feet, shin, and entrails, weighs from 60 to 80
pounds, of which the tail itself is usually 10 or 15 (see picture on page 89),
and when fattened, twice or thrice that weight.
The sheep or lamb was the common sacrifice under the Mosaic law
(<022922>Exodus 29:22). The innocence, mildness, submission and patience, of
the lamb, render it suitable for a sacrifice (<430129>John 1:29).
There are frequent allusions in Scripture to sheep, and its proneness to go
astray (<235306>Isaiah 53:6). It is gregarious, and dependent on the protection
and guidance of its master. Its name is often given to the people of God
(<122217>2 Kings 22:17). Sheep and goats are still found in Syria, feeding
together, as in ancient times (<013035>Genesis 30:35). The season of sheepshearing was one of great joy and festivity (<092502>1 Samuel 25:2,8,36). The
Bedouins are compelled to move from place to place as their flocks and
herds consume the pasture, and the supply of water is the one great
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question. The noon is the time for watering the animals (<192301>Psalm 23:1,2),
when the tribe, or the shepherds gather to talk over the news.
Sheep-cotes or folds are generally open houses or enclosures, walled round
(<043216>Numbers 32:16; <100708>2 Samuel 7:8).

Sheep-market, the (<430502>John 5:2).
Supposed to have been a <See GATE>, and at present called St. Stephen’s
Gate; and the great open ruined cistern near it is called the Pool of
Bethesda.

Shehariah (“Jah seeks”).
Son of Jeroham (<130826>1 Chronicles 8:26).

Shekel
<See MONEY>.

Shelah (“petition”).
1. Son of Judah 1 (<013805>Genesis 38:5,11,14,26).
2. Hebrew: missile, sprout. Salah, son of Arphaxad (<130118>1 Chronicles
1:18,24).

Shelanites, the
Descendants of Shelah 1 (<042620>Numbers 26:20).

Shelemiah
Nine of this name are alluded to in <151039>Ezra 10:39; <160330>Nehemiah 3:30;
13:13; <243703>Jeremiah 37:3,13; <132614>1 Chronicles 26:14; <151041>Ezra 10:41;
<243614>
Jeremiah 36:14,26).

Shefelah (see <See PHILISTIA>).
The low country; the plains below the hills of Judaea.
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Sheleph (“partridge chick”).
Second son of Joktan, and father of a tribe who settled in Yemen, in
Arabia, where there is now a district called Sulaf (<011003>Genesis 10:36).

Shelesh (“tried”).
Son of Helem (<130735>1 Chronicles 7:35).

Shelomi (“pacific”)
Father of Ahihud (<043427>Numbers 34:27).

Shelomith (“love of peace”)
1. Daughter of Dibri (<032411>Leviticus 24:11).
2. Daughter of Zerubbabel (<130319>1 Chronicles 3:19). Five others of the name
are mentioned in <132318>1 Chronicles 23:18; 26:25,26,28; 23:9; <150810>Ezra 8:10;
<141120>
2 Chronicles 11:20

Shelomoth (<132422>1 Chronicles 24:22).
<See SHELOMITH>.

Shelumiel (“friend of God”).
Son of Rurishaddai (<040106>Numbers 1:6).

Shem
Oldest son of Noah (<010532>Genesis 5:32), settled between Japheth and Ham,
the country from the Mediterranean Sea to the Indian Ocean, and from
Lydia to the Red Sea, including Syria (Aram), Chaldaea (Arphaxad),
Assyria (Asshut), Persia (Elam), and Arabia (Joktan). A special blessing is
promised Shem in <010927>Genesis 9:27.

Shema (1)
In Judah (<061526>Joshua 15:26). SHEBA. Given to Simeon.
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Shema (2)
1. Ancestor of Bela (<130508>1 Chronicles 5:8).
2. Son of Elpaal (<130813>1 Chronicles 8:13).
3. One who assisted Ezra (<160804>Nehemiah 8:4).

Shemaiah (1) (“Jah hears”)
Twenty-five persons of this name are alluded to in <111222>1 Kings 12:22; <141102>2
Chronicles 11:2; 12:5,7,15; <130322>1 Chronicles 3:22; <160329>Nehemiah 3:29; 4:37;
5:4; 9:14; <161115>Nehemiah 11:15; <130916>1 Chronicles 9:16; 15:8,11; 24:6;
26:4,6,7; <142914>2 Chronicles 29:14; <150813>Ezra 8:13,16; 10:21,31; <160610>Nehemiah
6:10; 10:8; 12:6,18,34,35,36,42; <242924>Jeremiah 29:24,32; <141708>2 Chronicles
17:8; 31:15; 35:9; <242620>Jeremiah 26:20; 36:12.

Shemaiah (2) (“Jah hears”)
1. A prophet of Israel (<111222>1 Kings 12:22-24). He is said to have written a
history of Rehoboam’s reign.
2. A Levite, who made a registry of 24 priestly classes (<131508>1 Chronicles
15:8).
3. A false prophet among the exiles in Babylon, opposed to Jeremiah
(<242924>Jeremiah 29:24).
4. A false prophet in the pay of Sanballat and Tobiah (<040308>Numbers 3:8;
<160610>
Nehemiah 6:10).
Twenty-one others were of no particular note.

Shemariah (“Jah keeps”)
1. A warrior who assisted David (<131205>1 Chronicles 12:5).
2. A layman (<151032>Ezra 10:32).
3. One of the family of Bani (<151041>Ezra 10:41).

Shemeber (“lofty flight”)
King of Zeboim (<011402>Genesis 14:2).
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Shemer (“preserved”)
The owner of the hill on which the city of Samaria was built (<111624>1 Kings
16:24).

Shemida (“farm of wisdom”)
Son of Gilead (<042632>Numbers 26:32).

Shemidah (<130719>1 Chronicles 7:19).
Shemidaites, the
Descendants of Shemida (<042632>Numbers 26:32).

Shemimith
The name of a melody in Psalm 6 and Psalm 12

Shemiramoth (“Heaven most high”)
1. One in David’s choir (<131518>1 Chronicles 15:18,20).
2. A Levite, teacher of the law (<141708>2 Chronicles 17:8).

Shemitic
The Semitic languages (see <011021>Genesis 10:21), are also called Aryan, and
Syro-Arabic. The extent of this family of languages may be indicated by the
boundaries — the highlands of Armenia on the north, the Tigris and its
mountain ranges on the east, the Red Sea, Levant, and Asia Minor on the
west — the south is limited by the ocean. The uniform climate of this vast
region has tended to keep the people to their unvarying customs from age
to age, whether in the cities, or in the country, or on the trackless waste.
The Old Testament has traces of the changes in he languages of Palestine
and Assyria, especially n the fragments of ancient poems, which contain
many Aramaic words not used anywhere else in the Scriptures. The natural
tendency of the Artans has been, in all cases, to keep their language and
customs free from any mixture from theft neighbors; adopting very few
words and very few habits from other people. Their language, religion, and
manners were all unsocial, despotic, conservative; and what treasures they
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borrowed from the nations around them were not assimilated, but kept
entire as when first found.
The peculiar character of these languages is that the original root words
are nearly all of one syllable. The changes incident to growth have resulted
in arranging the particles around the root words, or if making particles of
these words, which become parts of the later form of words. There are no
compound words — or very few. There are no logical arrangements, but
the grouping of words which record facts, and carry forward the train of
thought.
An instance:
“Who is this, the King of Glory?
Jehovah, strong and mighty;
Jehovah, mighty in battle.
Lift up your heads, ye gates,
And lift up, ye everlasting doors
That the King of Glory may come in.
Who, then, is He, the King of Glory?
Jehovah of hosts,
He is the King of Glory.” (Pause).
<192408>
Psalm 24:8-10

Here the mind is carried forward from one fact to another, in simple and
sublime statement, without logic, except the irresistible logic of facts.
It appears to be beyond dispute, as can be proved from the ancient
monuments, from tradition, and from dialects now spoken by their
descendants, that a great Hamitic population must have overspread
Europe, Asia and Africa, speaking languages more or less dissimilar in their
vocabulary, but having almost a common grammar and construction. These
people civilized Phoenicia, Babylonia, South Arabia and Egypt, and
prepared the way for the Hebrew race, of the Semitic races, who came
after and benefited by their works.
The materials for a history of the Hebrew language are as few as for a
history of a rock. The language from Abraham’s time to this has not
changed in one essential feature or dement, except to decay. Very few
words have been dropped, and not many added, and the greater number of
the additions date from the Captivity. The language shows historic
progress from Moses (the Pentateuch) to the Captivity (Ezra and Malachi),
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always degenerating, and every adopted word can be selected, even in its
Hebrew dress, as YAVAN, from the Sanskrit yuvajana, young emigrants,
meaning the Greeks. From the Captivity, pure Hebrew was confined by
custom to the priests and the sanctuary, from which use it was never again
separated, and with the passing away of the Temple worship, has become a
dead language. It was even dead in the time of Christ, for the Scriptures
were at that time known only in the Aramaean. The present Jewish speech
is a combination of words Hebraized and borrowed from every quarter of
the world.
It is argued that the Hebrew could not have been the one original source of
languages for its oldest names, as Adam, Eve, etc., are derivatives, and
may have been translated from other languages by Moses.
The language is rich in different terms for the same object, as 9 for “trust in
God;” 14 for “inquire or ask;” 24 for “keep the law.”
The Phoenician was so closely allied to the Hebrew as to be used in
common; and it was more widely distributed (by sailors and merchants?
than any other ancient speech, and from this very cause it went to pieces,
after having become overloaded by adopted words. (The English language
is being overloaded by Latinisms in the same manner).
The successor to Aramaic is Syriac, dating from the second century, A.D.,
in which there is a wealth of foreign words, especially Greek. The Aramaic
after a career of eleven centuries as the sacred language of the Israelites,
has, according to a law which works the same in all cases, passed away.
The remains of the ancient languages of Assyria are almost entirely found
in the wedge-shaped and arrowhead characters; and the history of the
language can be traced, quite distinctly, from the age of clay tablets to
those of bricks and alabaster. It appears that the Babylonian alphabet was
constructed on the more ancient syllabic alphabet of the wedge-shaped
period. Some few remains of this speech are found in Daniel (<see
HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>), but the originals of the Apocryphal books
are lost, while the Gemaras are not free from mixture with other tongues,
and the Zohar is peculiar in describing Gnostic atheism in Aramaic forms of
speech, and so adds little to our knowledge of the Aramaic idiom. The
peculiar idioms are better preserved in the Hasera. Not much additional can
e found in the Samaritan, which was the vulgar Aramaic and Hebrew
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mingled after the sacred dialect became the language of the sanctuary and
Holy Books.
The dialect of Galilee was local, largely influenced and mingled with
foreign elements, confused by the indifferent use of certain letters, as soft k
and hard k, b and p, d for t final. The sacred dialect had but little influence,
and was so little known in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah (<160808>Nehemiah
8:8), as to need interpretation when read in public.
Eastern Aramaic is the language of the Targums, and of the Pharisees;
while the Western branch is the language of the New Testament, of the
Christians of the first century. As the sacred dialect disappeared from the
popular mind, the work of the scholars arose to importance, in such works
as the Targums. The Talmud was the growth of the ages dating from the
Captivity to A.D. 426, but there are few additions to our knowledge of the
languages used in the work.
Of the Palmyrene dialect the only remains are the inscriptions dating from
A.D. 49 to A.D. 250, which contain words borrowed from the Arabic,
Greek, and Latin.
The sacred dialect became classic, and confined to books, after the fall of
Jerusalem, the chief seat of its schools being at Edessa until A.D. 440,
when it was removed to Nisibis. Since the 8th century it has declined in
interest, and was but partly restored to favor by the facilities afforded by
the discovery of printing. (<See CANON>). Chaldaic paraphrases of the
Scriptures have thrown much light on manners and customs, and on certain
difficult passages of the Old Testament, especially those claimed by
Christians to be prophesies of the Messiah, which are proved beyond a
question, by the paraphrases, to have been so regarded by the Jews, in all
ages, before the appearance of Jesus the Christ.
The sacred language of Ethiopia, the Jeez (Ghez), has been traced to its
relation with Arabic and Aramaic, and it is probably a relic of Himyarite
emigration. Cush was on both sides of the Red Sea (<see HAM>). The
alphabet is very curious; every consonant contains an r, and the vowels are
made by adding a sound to a consonant. This system requires 202 letters.
The Arabic language shows by internal evidence its great antiquity, and its
local habitation from the beginning in Arabia. Palgrave says that in Central
Arabia, where very little or no foreign influence has ever been felt, that the
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Arabic is spoken now in the same purity as when Mohammed wrote the
Koran, 1,200 years ago. It is said in a legend that the language was formed
by the union of several dialects, of which the Koreish was the leading one,
and in which the Koran was written.
Arabian historians describe a golden age of poetry just preceding
Mohammed, in which poets contended with each other for national honors,
in grand public assemblies. Poetry and romance were the chief objects of
attention, held in greater honor than trade or labor. These poets were either
skeptical or voluptuaries, and their writings, as we now have them, give no
idea of what their religion was before Mohammed. The Koran contains
evidences of a change in Arabic literature, in progress at the time it was
written; the closing chapters appearing to have been written earliest in
point of time.
The Arabic is especially rich in words and in grammatical forms, and in
greater number and variety than any other language.
The language was, as we know it, first the speech of robbers and
herdsmen, without religion, superstitious, uncultivated; and afterward that
of a cultivated, self-satisfied, luxurious, licentious people, whose
philosophy was borrowed, and religion invented and dogmatized in the
most offensive and tiresome manner.
Its chief value to the Bible student is the vast mass of words that it
furnishes in illustration of obscure Hebrew words, by which many obscure
passages have been explained.
The question of the antiquity of the art of writ, ing is settled in favor of a
much earlier age than that of Moses, for he regulates a certain use of the
art in <031928>Leviticus 19:28, and it is not probable that the Hebrew alphabet
and system of writing was invented during the sojourn in the Wilderness.
The theory most favored now is that the Egyptians had the art many years
before the Hebrews were a people, or even before Phoenecia had its
alphabet.
The oldest alphabet that is known is the Phoenician, and the oldest
monument of it is the MOABITE STONE, recently discovered (see page 173).
Coins are next in order of antiquity, and those struck by the Maccabaeans
are instances (see <See WRITING> and <See HONEY>).
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The ancient relics exhibit the growth of the square Hebrew letter from age
to age, having become settled in Ezra’s time, and continuing without
change from that to about 500 A.D. The letter became consecrated, and
was preserved with superstitious care, especially after the fall of Jerusalem.
The reverence of the Jews for their sacred writings would have been
outraged by any attempt to introduce a system of interpretation different
from the ancient one. To establish a uniform system was the object of the
Masoretes (masters of tradition), by means of written vowels and accents,
which dates from about the sixth century A.D. The Syriac adopted a
similar system in the first or second century.
There are no moods. In the Arabic there are 15 forms in the verb, by which
ideas of time, place and action are conveyed as well as by our system of
moods.
Names are intensified by prefixtures, as Ha-Arabah, the Arabah. There are
dual names, as horse, meaning both horse and mare, or two horses, and
there is a third class, meaning many, as attudim goats zone, sheep, as a
flock. A fourth class represent many different individuals without
distinction, as sand does in ours (many grains forming sand); Elohim
(Gods) God.
There are no compound words. The great extent of the verb supplies this
defect in some degree, some of the verb-forms indicating color, condition,
etc.
The Arabic alphabet contains all the Hebrew letters; but in some cases
there is not an exact parallel. The arrangement of the two alphabets was
once the same, as is proved by the numbers expressed by each letter; but
the order is now different. The earliest form of the letter is what is now
called Himyarite.

Shemuel
<See SAMUEL>

1. Son of Ammihud (<043420>Numbers 34:20).
2. <See SAMUEL> the prophet (<130633>1 Chronicles 6:33).
3. Son of Tola (<130702>1 Chronicles 7:2).
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Shen (<090712>1 Samuel 7:12).
Where Samuel set up the stone Ebenezer, between “the Mizpah and the
Shem” Lost.

Shenazar (“fiery torch”)
Son of <See SALATHIEL>, (<130318>1 Chronicles 3:18).

Shenir (<050309>Deuteronomy 3:9; <220408>Song of Solomon 4:8).
Senir, Mount Hermon.

Sheol (Hebrew: SHEOL, hell). <See HADES>.
Shepham (<043410>Numbers 34:10,11).
On the east boundary of the land. Lost.

Shephathiah
Father of Meshullam 6 (<130908>1 Chronicles 9:8).

Shephatiah
The name of seven distinguished Jews, alluded to in the following
passages: <100334>2 Samuel 3:34; <131205>1 Chronicles 12:5; 27:16; <142102>2 Chronicles
21:2; <150204>Ezra 2:4; 7:7; <161104>Nehemiah 11:4; <243801>Jeremiah 38:1.

Shepherd (Hebrew: ROES, shepherd, pastor).
(<014904>Genesis 49:4; <240208>Jeremiah 2:8). The wandering character of life, and
the dependence upon flocks, rendered the care of sheep among the most
important duties of life, from the earliest time in the East. (<See SHEEP>).
“Abel was a keeper of sheep” (<010402>Genesis 4:2). The employment of
shepherd was not only followed by the chiefs (<013029>Genesis 30:29), but by
their sons and daughters as well (<012906>Genesis 29:6; <020219>Exodus 2:19).
Extensive flocks fed in the wilderness of Judah (<092502>1 Samuel 25:2); at
Bethlehem (<091611>1 Samuel 16:11; <420208>Luke 2:8); at Gedor (1 Chronicles 4).
As the people became more settled, agriculture became more general, and
the care of sheep less important. Figurative allusion is continually made,
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both in the Old and New Testament: Christ applying the expression to
himself, and frequently using the term figuratively (Psalm 23; <234011>Isaiah
40:11; 49:9,10; <242303>Jeremiah 23:3,4; <431012>John 10:12,14,16; <600504>1 Peter 5:4,;
<420208>
Luke 2:8). It is the habit of the shepherd, in the East, to walk before his
flock, leading by his voice (<431004>John 10:4); the dog following in the rear of
it (1 Chronicles 30:1). In leading to and from the pasturage, the mothers
are led by the shepherd (<013313>Genesis 33:13), who also carries the tender
lambs (<231111>Isaiah 11:11). Tents and towers were erected for the shepherd as
a point of observation: such was the tower of Eden (<013521>Genesis 35:21).
Shepherds used the sling (<091740>1 Samuel 17:40), both for defence and
amusement; they also played upon a flute. The towers are still found in
nearly every little district in Palestine. The shepherd follows the same
customs of care, and watching of the flock, today, as in ancient times. In
pleasant weather sleeping near them, in the field, under some rude hut, or
under a tent; leading them to drink, and helping the young lambs, or lame
sheep, by carrying or lifting them out of dangerous places by his crook.
The custom of giving names to the members of the flock is still in use; the
flock recognizing the shepherd’s voice, and answering to their names. The
shepherd is also exposed to danger of his life, in the protection of his flock
against robbers and wild beasts. Many shepherds make a heavy cloak of
sheepskin, with the wool on; and others use the coarse goat’s hair, or
camel’s hair cloth.

Shephi (“wearing away”)
Son of Shobal (<130140>1 Chronicles 1:40), also written

Shepho (“smoothness”)
(<013623>Genesis 36:23).

Shephuphan (“serpent”)
A son of Bela (<130805>1 Chronicles 8:5).

Sherah (“kinswoman”)
Daughter of Ephraim (<130724>1 Chronicles 7:24).
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Sherd
<See POTSHERD>, fragment of an earthen vessel (<180208>Job 2:8).

Sherebiah (“heat of Jah”)
An assistant of Ezra (<160807>Nehemiah 8:7; 9:4,5; <150818>Ezra 8:18,24).

Sheresh (“root”)
Son of Machir (<130716>1 Chronicles 7:16).

Sherezer
A messenger sent to inquire about the fasting (<380702>Zechariah 7:2).

Sheriffs (Hebrew: TIFTAYE, lawyers).
The name of certain high officials among the Babylonians.

Sheshach (<242526>Jeremiah 25:26; 51:41),
Supposed to be Babylon by some. Others say it means Ur, the ancient
capital of Babylonia, the city of Abraham.

Sheshai (“whitish”)
Son of Anak (<041322>Numbers 13:22; <061514>Joshua 15:14).

Sheshan (“lily”)
Descendant of Jerahmeel; father of <See AHLAI> (<130231>1 Chronicles
2:31,34,35).

Sheshbazzar (“fire-worshiper”)
The Persian name given to ZERUBBABEL (<150108>Ezra 1:8,11).

Sheth
1. SETH (<130101>1 Chronicles 1:1).
2. The “Sons of Sheth” (<042417>Numbers 24:17).
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Shethar (“a star”)
A prince of Persia and Media (<170114>Esther 1:14).

Shetharboznai (“star of splendor”)
A Persian officer of rank (<150503>Ezra 5:3,6).

Sheva
A corruption of <See SERAIAH>.
1. Secretary of David (<102025>2 Samuel 20:25).
2. Son of <See CALEB> 1 (<130249>1 Chronicles 2:49).

Shewbread (Hebrew: LEHEM, PANIM, bread of the faces, of the
presence of Jehovah),
(<022530>Exodus 25:30). On the north side in the holy place of the Tabernacle
was the table of acacia wood 3 feet 6 inches long, 1 foot 9 inches wide,
and 2 feet 4 inches high; overlaid with gold; a rim and crown of gold
encircling the top and another the bottom (<022523>Exodus 25:23-30). A figure
of the table (removed by Titus from the Temple of Herod) is carved on the
arch of Titus at Rome. Golden rings were attached to the corners of the
table, through which poles could be passed for carrying it (as in the case of
the ark). Upon it on every Sabbath were placed, in two piles, twelve freshly
baked unleavened loaves of fine flour (typical of the twelve tribes), as an
offering (<032407>Leviticus 24:7). <See SACRIFICE>. A golden pot filled with
incense was placed on the top of each pile, and remained until the next
Sabbath, when the incense was burned, the loaves were eaten by the priests
in the Sanctuary, and twelve fresh ones laid for an offering (<032406>Leviticus
24:6,7; <132329>1 Chronicles 23:29). David, in extreme hunger, eat of the
shewbread (<092104>1 Samuel 21:4-6; <401204>Matthew 12:4).

Shibboleth (“a stream”)
(<071206>Judges 12:6). The Hebrew word which the Gileadites made use of at
the passage of the Jordan after their victory over the Ephraimites.
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Shibmah (<043238>Numbers 32:38).
Shebam, east of Jordan.

Shicron (<061511>Joshua 15:11).
Boundary of Judah, near Jabneel. Lost.

Shiggaion (<190701>Psalm 7:1).
Title of a melody.

Shihor of Egypt (<131305>1 Chronicles 13:5; <061302>Joshua 13:2,3).
Wady el Arish, Arabia Petraea. <See SHIHOR>, the Nile. <See SIHOR>.

Shihor Libnath (<061926>Joshua 19:26).
Boundary of Asher, below Mount Carmel. Lost.

Shilhi (“armed”)
Father of Azubah (<112242>1 Kings 22:42).

Shilhim (<061532>Joshua 15:32).
Judah. Perhaps the same as <See SHARUHEN>, which was given to Simeon
(<061906>Joshua 19:6).

Shillem (“recital”)
Son of Naphtali (<014624>Genesis 46:24).

Shillimites, the
Descendants of Shillem (<042649>Numbers 26:49).

Shiloah, the Waters of (<240806>Jeremiah 8:6).
The prophet compares a quiet confidence in Jehovah with the waters of a
brook, that “go softly,” and contrasts this with the “waters of a river,
strong and many, even the king of Assyria and all his glory: and he shall
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come up over all his channels, and go over all his banks.” Supposed to
refer to Siloam, near Jerusalem.

Shiloh (“rest”)
(<090124>1 Samuel 1:24; 3:21; <072119>Judges 21:19). In Ephraim, north of Bethel,
east of the road to Shechem, south of Lebonah. Now called Seilun. This
was one of the earliest and most sacred of the Jews’ sanctuaries. The ark
was kept here (in a tent or tabernacle only), from the last days of Joshua
(<061801>Joshua 18:1) to the time of Samuel (<090403>1 Samuel 4:3). Here Joshua
completed the division of the land among the tribes (<061810>Joshua 18:10;
19:51). The Benjamites seized the “daughters of Shiloh,” and preserved a
tribe from extinction (<072119>Judges 21:19), “at an annual feast of the Lord.”
Eli resided here as judge of Israel, and died of grief at the news that the ark
of God was taken (<090411>1 Samuel 4:11,18). The story of Hannah, Samuel’s
mother, is an interesting incident, as illustrating the character and life of the
Hebrews (1 Samuel 1, etc.). Ahijah the prophet lived here when Jeroboam
sent his wife to him to inquire what should become of their sick son (1
Kings 14). The city was on a low hill, rising from an uneven plain
surrounded by higher hills, except a narrow valley on the south. Very few,
and not any important ruins are found here. An immense oak of great age
grows among the ruins, and a few olive trees are scattered through the
hollows The hills were once terraced and finely cultivated. A fine large
fountain half a mile away, flows out in a narrow vale, first into a pool, and
then into a large reservoir, where flocks and herds are watered. There are
rock-hewn sepulchres near, where perhaps some of Eli’s “house” were
laid.

Shiloni
Descendant of Shelah, the son of Judah (<161105>Nehemiah 11:5).

Shilonite, the
Native of SHILOH (<111129>1 Kings 11:29).

Shilonites, the
Descendants of Judah, dwelling in Jerusalem (<130905>1 Chronicles 9:5).
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Shilshah (“tried”)
Son of Zophah (<130737>1 Chronicles 7:37).

Shimea (“rumor”)
1. Son of David (<130305>1 Chronicles 3:5).
2. A Levite (<130630>1 Chronicles 6:30).
3. Ancestor of Asaph (<130639>1 Chronicles 6:39).
4. Brother of David (<132007>1 Chronicles 20:7).

Shimeah
1. Brother of David (<102121>2 Samuel 21:21).
2. A descendant of Jehiel (<130832>1 Chronicles 8:32).

Shimeam (“fame”)
Son of Mikloth (<130938>1 Chronicles 9:38).

Shimeath
Mother of Jozachar (<121221>2 Kings 12:21).

Shimeathites (“descendants of Shimeath”)
A family of scribes (<130255>1 Chronicles 2:55).

Shimei
1. A son of Gershom (<040318>Numbers 3:18).
2. Son of Gera; he insulted king David (<101605>2 Samuel 16:5-14).
3. An officer under David (<110108>1 Kings 1:8). Others of this name are alluded
to in the following passages: <110418>1 Kings 4:18; <130319>1 Chronicles 3:19; 4:2627; 5:4; 6:42; 25:17; 27:27; <142914>2 Chronicles 29:14; 31:12,13; <151023>Ezra
10:23,33,38; Esth. 2:5; <130629>1 Chronicles 6:29; 23:9.
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Shimeon
A layman of the sons of Harim (<151031>Ezra 10:31).

Shimhi
A Benjamite (<130821>1 Chronicles 8:21).

Shimi (<020617>Exodus 6:17). SHIMEI.
Shimites, the
Descendants of <See SHIMEI> 1, the son of Gershom (<040321>Numbers 3:21).

Shimma
Third son of Jesse (<130213>1 Chronicles 2:13).

Shimon (“desert”)
The four sons of Shimon (<130420>1 Chronicles 4:20), are mentioned among the
tribe of Judah.

Shimrath (“watch”)
Song of Shimhi (<130821>1 Chronicles 8:21).

Shimri (“watchful”)
Three of this name are mentioned in <130437>1 Chronicles 4:37; 11:45; <142913>2
Chronicles 29:13.

Shimrith
Mother of Jehozabad (<142426>2 Chronicles 24:26).

Shimrom
Son of Issachar (<130701>1 Chronicles 7:1).
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Shimron (1) (“watch, guard”)
(<061915>Joshua 19:15). In Zebulon. Now Simuniyeh, west of Nazareth. The
king of Shimron Meron was one of 31 kings vanquished by Joshua
(<061220>Joshua 12:20).

Shimron (2)
Fourth son of Issachar (<014613>Genesis 46:13).

Shimronites, the
The family of SHIMRON (<042624>Numbers 26:24).

Shimshai (“sunny”)
Secretary of Rehum (<150408>Ezra 4:8,9,17,23).

Shinab (“father’s tooth”)
King of <See ADMAH> in Abraham’s time (<011402>Genesis 14:2).

Shinar, the Land of (“country of the rivers”)
(<011102>Genesis 11:2). Ancient name of Chaldaea and Babylonia. It is the
Jewish name, and is not found in the native inscriptions. Abraham brought
the name with him to Canaan.

Ship (Hebrew: ONIYAH, SEFINAH; Greek: ploion).
The fullest description or ships is in the narrative of Paul’s voyage to Rome
(Acts 27—28). Paul sailed first on an Adramyttian vessel from Caesarea to
Myra — a coasting ship of moderate size (<442701>Acts 27:1-6), then in a large
Alexandrian grain ship, in which he was wrecked on the coast of Malta
(<442706>Acts 27:6; 28:1), and final in a large Alexandrian grain ship, from
Malta, by Syracuse, to Puteoli (<442811>Acts 28:11-13). The ship in which Paul
was wrecked held 276 persons (<442737>Acts 27:37), and was laden with wheat.
From this it is estimated that such ships were between 500 and 1,000 tons
burden. Ships are often mentioned in the Old Testament, and figuratively in
<180923>
Job 9:23; <194807>Psalm 48:79; 104:26; 107:23. Solomon built a fleet at
<See EZION-GEBER> (<110926>1 Kings 9:26). The fleet of Jehoshaphat, built
in the same place, was destroyed (<112248>1 Kings 22:48,49; <142036>2 Chronicles
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20:36,37). War ships are first alluded to in <271140>Daniel 11:40. The ships’
prows bore figure-heads or other insignia, called “sign” in <442811>Acts 28:11
— “Whose sign was Caster and Pollux.” When large, the ships were
impelled by sails as well as oars, which were used alone in small craft. The
sail was a large square one, attached to a long yard. The Greek: artemon
mentioned in <442740>Acts 27:40, was the foresail, useful in putting a large ship
about. The anchors resembled those now in use. The ship in which Paul
sailed had four anchors on board; the were anchored by the stern (<442729>Acts
27:29). The ships were steered by two paddles at the stern which are the
rudders alluded to in the narrative of Paul’s voyage. Anchoring by the stern
necessitated the lashing up of these paddles to prevent interference. The
build and rig of ancient ships caused a tendency in them to start their
planks by their beams yielding; it was therefore necessary to provide undergirders or helps (<442717>Acts 27:17) of chains or cables, to girth the frame of
the ship in case of need. The ships also carried boats (<442716>Acts 27:16,32).
The captains of these merchant ships were often the owners in part or
whole. The steersman is called “the governor” in <590304>James 3:4.

Shiphi (“abundant”)
Father of Ziza, a prince in Hezekiah’s time (<130437>1 Chronicles 4:37).

Shiphmite, the
One from Siphmoth (<132727>1 Chronicles 27:27).

Shiphrah (“beauty”)
One of two Hebrew women who disobeyed the command of Pharaoh
(<020115>Exodus 1:15-21).

Shiphtan (“judicial”)
Father of Kemuel 2 (<043424>Numbers 34:24).

Shisha
Corruption of Seraiah, father of Elihoreph and Ahiah (<110403>1 Kings 4:3).
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Shishak
A king of Egypt, He entered Judah, B.C. 971, and captured the strongest
places in the country, and carried away the treasures. <See EGYPT>.
In the article on Egypt it is mentioned that Shishak invaded Judaea, and
took several cities, and tribute from Rehoboam at Jerusalem, the account
of which has lately been deciphered on the Egyptian monuments. Shishak’s
name is written SHESHONK, and he is said to have been an Ethiopian. He is
shown as presenting to the gods of Thebes the prisoners taken by him in
war, each name (of a king, or city, or nation) being in an oval shield. See
page 84 in the book.
Here are some of the names as they stand on the walls of the great temple
at Karnak. The first name recognized was Judaea, (see “king of Judah,”) by
Champollion, which gave the clue to the others.
The names not yet identified are omitted. There were 133 in all:
Egyptian — Hebrew
3. Rebata — Rabbith?
14. Taankau — Taanach
15. Shenema-aa — Shunem
16. Bat-shenraa — Bethshan
17. Rehabaa — Rehob
18. Hepurmaa — Haphraim
19. Aterma — Adoraim
22. Mahanma — Mahanaim
23. Kebaana — Gibeon
24. Bat-huaren — Beth-horon
23. Katmet — Kedemoth
26. Ayuren — Ajalon
27. Maketau — Megiddo
28. Ateera — Edrei
29. Yuteh-mark — Judaea
31. Haanem — Ahem?
32. Aarana — Eglon?
33. Barma — Bileam
36. Bat-aarmet — Alemeth
37. Kakaree — Kikkar (Jordan)
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38. Shauka — Shoco
39. Bat-tepu — Beth Tappuah
40. Abaraa — Abel?
56. Atmaa — Edom?
66. Aa-aatemaa — Azem (great?)
68. Pehakraa — Hagarites
69. Fetyushaa — Letushim?
72. Mersarama — Salma?
73. Shebperet — Shephelah
78. Baabayt — Nebaioth
79. Aatetmaa — Tema
83. Kanaa — Kenites?
84. Penakbu — Negeb
85. Atem-ketet-het — Azem? (little?)
98. Mertmam — Duma?
103. Heetbaa — Abdeel?
107. Harekma — Rekem (Petra)
108. Aarataa — Eldaah
109. Rabat — Rabbah?
110. Aarataay — Eldaa
112. Yurahma — Jurahmeelites?
117. Mertraaa — Eddara
119. Mahkaa — Maachah?
124. Bataaat — Beth-anoth?
127. Kernaa — Golan?
This record of the conquest is peculiar to Egypt, and entirely independent
of the Jews, or any of the writers of the Bible, and is a confirmation of the
historical truth of <122329>2 Kings 23:29, etc, and <143520>2 Chronicles 35:20, etc.

Shitrai (“Jah is arbitrator”)
A Sharonite who had charge of David’s herds (<132729>1 Chronicles 27:29).

Shittah-tree
<See SHITTIM>. Understood as the acacia tree, of which there are three
or four species in the East, especially used in the construction of the
tabernacle, ark, table of shewbread, altars, etc. (Exodus 25; Exodus 26;
Exodus 36; Exodus 37; Exodus 38). “I will plant in the wilderness the
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cedar, the shittah-tree, and the myrtle, and the oil tree’ (<234119>Isaiah 41:19). It
was probably the only available wood in the wilderness. This tree yields the
gum arabic of commerce, from incisions cut deeply in the bark. Probably
the burning-bush of Moses (<020302>Exodus 3:2), called <See SENEH>, was
the shittim (or acacia) tree. The last camping ground of Israel was on the
plains of Shittim. The Arabs use the gum for food. The bark is very
astringent, and used in tanning leather. The wood is very hard, closegrained, of a fine brown color, excellent for cabinet-work. It grows in dry
places, where no other tree can live. It is not the acacia of this country,
which is a kind of locust. Tristram mentions trees on the Dead Sea shore at
Engedi and other places, which are four feet in diameter.

Shittim (“acacia trees”)
(<043349>Numbers 33:49). Abel Has Shittim (meadow of the acacias). In the
Arboth Moab, by Jordan. Jericho (<042201>Numbers 22:1; 26:3). Under the cool
shade of the acacia groves the Israelites were led into the worship of Baal
Peor by the Midianites, which sin Moses, by command, avenged
(<043101>Numbers 31:1). Joshua sent spies to Jericho from here (<060201>Joshua
2:1).

Shiza (“loved”)
Father of Adina (<131142>1 Chronicles 11:42).

Shoa
A proper name which occurs only in <262323>Ezekiel 23:23, and signifies officer
and ruler.

Shobab (“rebellious”)
1. Son of David (<100514>2 Samuel 5:14).
2. Son of <See CALEB> 1 (<100218>2 Samuel 2:18).

Shobach (“pouring”)
A General of <See HADAREZER> (<101015>2 Samuel 10:15-18).
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Shobai (“taking captive”)
One who returned from captivity (<150242>Ezra 2:42; <160745>Nehemiah 7:45).

Shobal (“flowing”)
1. Son of Seir (<013620>Genesis 36:20).
2. Son of Caleb (<130250>1 Chronicles 2:50).
3. Descendant of Judah (<130401>1 Chronicles 4:1,2).

Shobek (“forsaking”)
A chief who sealed the covenant (<161024>Nehemiah 10:24).

Shobi
Son of <See NAHASH> (<101727>2 Samuel 17:27).

Shoco (<141107>2 Chronicles 11:7). <See SOCOH>.
Shocho (<142818>2 Chronicles 28:18). <See SOCOH>.
Shochoh (<091701>1 Samuel 17:1). <See SOCOH>.
Shoham (“onyx”)
Son of Jaaziah (<132427>1 Chronicles 24:27).

Shomer (“a keeper”)
1. An Asherite (<130732>1 Chronicles 7:32).
2. Mother of Jehozabad (<121201>2 Kings 12:1).

Shophach
SHOBACH (<131916>1 Chronicles 19:16,18).

Shophan (<043235>Numbers 32:35).
East of Jordan; fortified. Lost.
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Shoshannim
Title of a melody (Psalm 45; Psalm 69).

Shoshannim Eduth
Name of a melody Called the lilies of testimony (Psalm 80).

Shua (“riches”)
1. Father of Judah’s wife (<130203>1 Chronicles 2:3).
2. Daughter of Heber (<130732>1 Chronicles 7:32).

Shuah (“pit”)
1. Son of <See ABRAHAM> by <See KETURAH> (<012502>Genesis 25:2).
2. A Descendant of Judah (<040411>Numbers 4:11).
3. <See SHUA>, father of Judah’s wife (<013802>Genesis 38:2,12).

Shual (“a fox” or “a jackal”)
Son of Zophah, chief (<130736>1 Chronicles 7:36).

Shual, the Land of (“jackal”),
(<091317>1 Samuel 13:17). North of Michmash. Lost.

Shubael
1. Son of <See GERSHOM> (<132420>1 Chronicles 24:20).
2. Son of HEMAN (<132520>1 Chronicles 25:20).

Shuham (“pit-digger”)
Son of Dan (<042642>Numbers 26:42).

Shuhamites, the
Descendants of <See SHUHAM>, the son of Dan (<042642>Numbers 26:42,43).
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Shuhite
Descendant of <See SHUAH> 1. This name is frequent in the Book of Job.

Shulamite, the (“peaceful”)
The name given to the bride in <220613>Song of Solomon 6:13.

Shumathites (“native”)
One of the four families who lived in Kirjath-Jearim (<130253>1 Chronicles
2:53).

Shunammite, the
Native of <See SHUNEM> (<120401>2 Kings 4:1); applied to two persons:
<See ABISHAG>, the nurse of David (<110103>1 Kings 1:3,15), and the
nameless hostess of Elisha (<120412>2 Kings 4:12,25,36).

Shunem (“two resting-places) (<061918>Joshua 19:18).
Issachar. Where the Philistines encamped before the battle of Gilboa (<092804>1
Samuel 28:4). Here dwelt the good Shunammite, who welcomed Elisha the
prophet, who oft passed by; and fitted up a little chamber for him (<120408>2
Kings 4:8), and was rewarded (<120436>2 Kings 4:36). This pleasant village was
the native place of Abishag, David’s attendant (<110103>1 Kings 1:3), and
possibly the heroine of Solomon’s Song. The modern village is on the
southwest flank of Little Hermon, Jebel Duhy, three miles from Jezreel,
north, in full view of Mount Carmel, and in the midst of the finest
grainfields in the land.

Shuni (“quiet”)
Son of Gad (<014616>Genesis 46:16).

Shunites, the
Descendants of <See SHUNI> (<042615>Numbers 26:15).
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Shupham (Hebrew: SHEPHUPHAM. SHUPPIM.)
Shuphamites, the
Descendants of SHUPHAM (<042639>Numbers 26:39).

Shuppim (“serpents”)
1. He and <See HUPPIM>, the children of Ir, are mentioned in <130712>1
Chronicles 7:12.
2. A porter (<132616>1 Chronicles 26:16).

Shur (“a wall”)
(<011607>Genesis 16:7). Hagar sat by a fountain in the way in Shur, when the
angel sent her back with a promise of a blessing. Abraham dwelt between
Kadesh and Shur, in Gerar (<012001>Genesis 20:1). Ishmael’s descendants dwelt
from Havilah unto Shur that is before Egypt (<012518>Genesis 25:18). Called,
also, Etham (<021522>Exodus 15:22; <043308>Numbers 33:8).

Shushan (“lily”)
Shushan the palace (<170102>Esther 1:2). One of the most important towns in
the whole East. Capital of <See ELAM>, <See SUSIS>, or <See
SUSIANA>. Inscriptions, dated 660 B.C., record the capture of the city by
Asshur-bani-pal, giving, also, its plan. Daniel saw his vision of the ram and
he-goat at Shushan the palace (<270802>Daniel 8:2). Cyrus made it a Persian
city, and its metropolis (Aeschylus and Herodotus), although the building
of the palace is credited to Darius. Alexander found there $60,000,000,
and all the regalia of the great king. After this, Susa was neglected for
Babylon. Now called Sus, a vast ruin between the Eulssus and Shapur, east
and west of the city, a few miles were the rivers Coprates and Choaspes.
The water of the Choaspes (now Kerkhah) was thought to be peculiarly
healthful, and was the only water drank by the kings, at home or on
journeys (Herodotus i. 188), and it is now prized above all other riverwater by the people. The ruins cover a space 6,000 feet east to west by
4,500 north to south, being about three miles in circuit. There are four
artificial platforms. The smallest of these has an eminence 119 feet high
above the river, facing the east, and made of sun-dried brick, gravel, and
earth. One platform has a surface of 60 acres. The remains of the Great
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Palace have been examined, and a plan made out, including 72 columns,
some bearing trilingual inscriptions, having the names of Artaxerxes,
Darius, Xerxes, Hystaspes, and crediting the building to Darius; besides
naming the gods Ormazd, Tanaites, and Mithra. The number of columns is
the same as in the Great Hall of Xerxes at Persepolis. It stood on a square
platform, 1,000 feet each way, 60 feet above the plain; itself being 120 feet
to the top of the roof, making a height in all of about 180 feet The
appearance must have been truly grand, rising as it did to such a great
height, amidst lower structures, beautified with trees and shrubs, reflected
in the river at its base. Esther plead in this palace for her people, and saved
them.

Shushan Eduth
The title of a melody; it denotes “the lily of testimony” (Psalm 9).

Shuthalhites, the
Descendants of SHUTHELAH (<042635>Numbers 26:35).

Shuthelah (“noise”).
Head of an Ephraimite family (<042635>Numbers 26:35), and ancestor of Joshua
(<130720>1 Chronicles 7:20-27).
The text in <130720>1 Chronicles 7:20, is an error from careless copying,
probably. The names Eran, Laadan, Eleadah, Elead, are repeated from one
original. Bered is a change of Becher, and Tahath becomes Tahan. The true
genealogy is:
The story in <130720>1 Chronicles 7:20,21; 8:13, belongs to the history of the
country after the passage of Jordan; the descent upon the Shefelah (Gath,
etc.) agreeing with the topography of Palestine. This is probably a marginal
gloss of some ancient scribe which has been adopted into the text.

Sia (“congregation”)
Ancestor of a family of Nethinim, who returned from captivity
(<160747>Nehemiah 7:47).
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Siaha (<150244>Ezra 2:44). <See SIA>.
Sibbecai
The Hushathite (<102118>2 Samuel 21:18).

Sibbechai (“thicket of Jah”)
A captain in David’s army for the eighth month of 24,000 men (<131129>1
Chronicles 11:29). He belonged to one of the principal families of Judah.

Sibboleth
The Ephraimite word for <See SHIBBOLETH> (<071206>Judges 12:6).

Sibmah (<061319>Joshua 13:19).
East of Jordan, in Reuben. <See SHEBAM>. Lost.

Sibraim (<264716>Ezekiel 47:16).
A north boundary of the land. Lost.

Siccuth (“a tabernacle” or “a shrine”)
(<300526>Amos 5:26).

Sichem
SHECHEM.

Sickle (HERMESH, MAGGAL; Greek: drepanon).
A curved knife for reaping; a reaping-hook or scythe (<051609>Deuteronomy
16:9; <290313>Joel 3:13).

Sicyon (“market” — weekly?)
(1 Macc. 15:23). A later city built on the acropolis of an ancient city of the
same name, near the eastern end of the Corinthian Gulf, about two miles
from the sea, near a range of mountains, which were terraced, and rent
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with gorges. In the time of the Maccabees it was the most important
Roman possession in Greece.

Siddim (“the vale of”)
(<011403>Genesis 14:3,8,10). The Hebrew words Emek has Siddim mean a plain
cut up by stony channels. Located by some scholars at the north end of the
Dead Sea.
As an emek it resembled Jezreel; and therefore a suitable place for the
combat mentioned in the text (<011408>Genesis 14:8); but having a number of
pitch-pits, or, as Josephus says, Wells of Asphalt (Antiquities i. 9), and
who says the site is under the Dead Sea (Asphaltitis). More probably near
it. <See GEOLOGY> and <See SEA>.
If the Salt Mountain, Usdum (see <See SODOM>) is a recent elevation,
then the cities may have been in the plain at the southern end of the Dead
Sea, which would then have been the Vale of Siddim.

Side (1 Macc. 15:23).
A colony of Cumaeans on the coast of Pamphylia. The navy of Antiochus
was made up of ships from Side and Aradus, Tyre and Sidon, and the fleet
was stationed at Side on the eve of the basle with the fleet from Rhodes
(Livy 37, 23). Its ruins indicate former wealth. The theater of the Roman
time was one of the largest in Asia, seating 15,000. It was used as a fort in
the middle ages. There was an <See AGORA> (as at Athens), 180 feet in
diameter, surrounded by a double row of columns, and a pedestal for a
statue in the center, and a temple on the south side (mentioned by Strabo).
The harbor was closed in, and was 1,500 feet by 600 feet in extent, with
docks for unloading ships.

Sidon (“fishing”)
<See ZIDON> (Phoenician Tsidon), (<011015>Genesis 10:15,19). Great Zidon
(<061108>Joshua 11:8). Sidon (<401121>Matthew 11:21; <410308>Mark 3:8; <420617>Luke 6:17).
On the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, in the narrow Phoenician plain
(two miles), under the range of Lebanon, to which it once gave its own
name (Josephus, Antiquities v. 3, 1). The city is built on the northern slope
of a promontory that juts out into the sea, pointing southwest; and the
citadel is on the height behind it. Zidon was the firstborn of Canaan, and
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probably the city is an older one than Tyre, and the Phoenicians are (often)
called Sideroans (never Tyrians) in <061306>Joshua 13:6; <071807>Judges 18:7, etc.
Skilled workmen were their special pride, not traders (<110506>1 Kings 5:6). The
prize given to the swiftest runner by Achilles was a large silver bowl, made
at Sidon (Homer, II. xxiii. 743). Menelaus gave Telemachus a most
beautiful and valuable present, “a divine work, a bowl of silver with a gold
rim, the work of Hephaestus, and a gift from king Phaedimus of Sidon”
(Od. iv. 614). Homer mentions the beautifully embroidered robes of
Andromache, brought from Sidon. Pliny mentions the glass factories (v.
17).
Under the Persians, Sidon attained to great wealth and importance. To live
carelessly, after their manner, became a proverb (<071707>Judges 17:7). The
prize in a boat race, witnessed by Xerxes at Abydos, was won by
Sidonians; and when he reviewed his fleet he sat under a golden canopy, in
a Sidonian galley; and when he assembled his officers in state the king of
the Sidonians sat in the first seat. It was almost utterly destroyed by the
Persians, B.C. 351. Being rebuilt, it opened its gates to Alexander. The
Jews never conquered the city, and so far failed of the promise. Strabo said
there was the best opportunity for acquiring a knowledge of the sciences of
arithmetic and astronomy, and of all other branches of philosophy. At this
time Greek was probably the language of the best society.
It is the most northern city visited by Jesus, and is about 50 miles from
Nazareth. Now called Saide. The whole neighborhood is one great garden,
filled with every kind of fruit-bearing trees, nourished by streams from
Lebanon. Its chief exports are silk, cotton, and nutgalls. A mission-station
of Americans are working among 5,000 people.
There are many ancient sepulchresin the rocks at the base of the mountain
east of Sidon, and sepulchral caves in the plain. In one of these caves, in
1855, was discovered one of the most beautiful and interesting Phoenician
monuments in existence. It is a sarcophagus of black syenite, with a lid
carved in human form, bandaged like a mummy, the face being bare. There
is an inscription in Phoenician on the lid, and another on the head. The king
of the Sideroans is mentioned in them, and it is stud that his mother was a
priestess of Ashtoreth. It is supposed to belong to the 11th century B.C. It
is now in the Louvre, Paris. See p. 192.
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Sieve (<233028>Isaiah 30:28).
“To sift as wheat” (<422231>Luke 22:31); figuratively, to agitate and prove by
trials and afflictions.

Sihon (“sweeping away”)
King of the Amorites (<042121>Numbers 21:21).

Sihor (“black”)
Correctly, <See SHIHOR>. The Nile. (Sanskrit: Nilah, dark-blue). The
water of the Nile is dark with mud, like our Ohio or Mississippi. The
Egyptian name was Yeor. (The name of Egypt was Kem, black). The
present name in Arabic is Bake’ el Azrak, dark-blue river. Shihor is the
name of the brook of Egypt (Wady el Arish), which is mentioned as the
south boundary of David’s kingdom (<131305>1 Chronicles 13:5; <061302>Joshua
13:2,3). <See NILE>.

Silas
A contraction of <See SILVANUS>, one of the chief men among the first
disciples at Jerusalem (<441522>Acts 15:22). He is mentioned in <470209>2
Corinthians 2:9; 1:19; 1 Peter 10:12; <441619>Acts 16:19,25; <500410>Philippians
4:10.

Silk (Hebrew: MESHI),
(<261610>Ezekiel 16:10,13). Silk in the time of the Ptolemies was sore for its
weight in gold. It sometimes came in skeins, and was woven rate a thin
light gauze. It is not known how early or extensively the Jews used it
(<661812>Revelation 18:12; <014142>Genesis 41:42).

Silla
Where Joash, the king, was killed (<121220>2 Kings 12:20). Lost.

Siloah (“dart”)
<See SILOAM> (sent), (Hebrew: SILOACH), (<160315>Nehemiah 3:15). Arabic,

Silwan. One of the few undisputed localities around Jerusalem. The water
was “sweet and abundant” in Josephus’ day (B. J. v. 4, 1). It is in the
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Tyropoeon valley, 200 feet from the Kidron. There are no less than 40
natural springs within a circle of 10 miles around Jerusalem. The water
flows out of a small artificial basin, under the cliff, into a reservoir 53 feet
long by 18 feet wide and 19 feet deep. It has been lately proved, by
explorisng, that the water flows from the Virgin’s fountain to Siloam; and
there is a remarkable ebb and flow, which varies in frequency with the
season and supply of water (<430907>John 9:7). The village of Siloam (Sihvan) is
not mentioned in Scripture, and is probably modern. It is poorly built, and
occupies the site of Solomon’s idol-shrines (<111107>1 Kings 11:7; <122313>2 Kings
23:13).

Siloam, Tower in
Mentioned by Jesus (<421304>Luke 13:4). Not located.

Silver (Hebrew: KESEF, Aramaic: kesaf, Greek: argurion).
One of the precious metals, and the one used most as a coin among all
nations. The ancient Hebrews weighed it out, instead of having coins. It is
mentioned in <011302>Genesis 13:2; 20:16; 23:16, and <022619>Exodus 26:19,32;
<132904>
1 Chronicles 29:4. <See MONEY>.

Silverlings (“little silvers”)
Pieces of silver or silver coins (<230723>Isaiah 7:23).

Simalcue (Hebrew: MELECH, king).
An Arabian chief who had charge of ANTIOCHUS VI (1 Macc. 11:39).

Simeon (“hearkening”)
Second son of Jacob and Leah (<012933>Genesis 29:33). The tribe of Simeon
numbered six families (the head of one of which, Shaul, was a son of a
Canaanite woman) when Jacob went down into Egypt (Genesis 46), and at
the exodus 59,300 men over 20 years of age, but only 22,000 at the last
census by Moses.
In the wilderness Simeon was on the south side of the Tabernacle. The
only great name of the tribe on record is that of the widow Judith, the
heroine of the apocryphal Book of Judith, where she appears as an [deal
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type of piety, beauty, courage, and chastity. There were 18 cities, with
their surroundings, given to Simeon out of the portion allotted to Judah,
including the famous well of Beersheba, and one of which (Ziklag) became
the private property of David, as a present from Achish the Philistine. A
part of the tribe (500 men) took possession of a district in Mount Seir,
where they were still living after the return from the Captivity (<130442>1
Chronicles 4:42,43).

Simon
One of the twelve apostles. <See PETER>. A name of frequent occurrence
in Jewish history:
1. Son of <See MATTATHIAS> 2, and one of the famous <See
MACCABEES> (1 Macc. 2:65).
2. Son of Onias, the high priest.
3. A governor of the Temple (2 Macc. 3:4).
4. <See SIMON, THE BROTHER OF JESUS> (<401355>Matthew 13:55;
Mark 6:3).

<410603>

5. Simon, the Canaanite, one of the twelve apostles (<401004>Matthew 10:4),
otherwise described as Simon Zelotes (<420615>Luke 6:15).
6. Simon of Cyrene. A Hellenistic Jew (<440210>Acts 2:10), born in Cyrene,
Africa.
7. Simon the Leper. A. resident at Bethany, who had been miraculously
cured of leprosy by Jesus (<402606>Matthew 26:6).
8. Simon Magnus, a sorcerer or magician (<440809>Acts 8:9).
9. A Pharisee (<420740>Luke 7:40).
10. The Tanner, a disciple living at Joppa (<440943>Acts 9:43).
11. Father of <See JUDAS ISCARIOT> (<430671>John 6:71). Simon
Chosameus, error of the scribe in combining the last letters of Malluch
(CH) with the first part of Shemariah. <See SHIMEON> and the three
following names in <151031>Ezra 10:31,32 are thus written in 1 Esdras 9:32.
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Simri
Son of Hosah (<132610>1 Chronicles 26:10).

Sin (“mire”)
Pelusium (pelos, Greek for mire), in Egypt. Sin, the strength of Egypt
(<263015>Ezekiel 30:15). Probably; a fortified city. Pompey was murdered here
by order of Ptolemy, B.C. 48.

Sin, Wilderness of
<See WILDERNESS OF WANDERING>.

Sinai
Mountain and desert forming a part of the peninsula between the gulfs of
Suez and Akabah. The district of Sinai is near the center of the triangular
space between the two arms of the Red Sea. (See the maps on page 99).
This peninsula is formed of granite, with dykes of porphyry and
greenstone, without a trace of volcanic rocks. It is separated from the
limestone district of Et Tyh (<See WILDERNESS OF THE
WANDERING>), by the narrow plain of Er Ramleh, a desert of red sand.
There are three mountain groups: Serbal on the West, Sinai in the center,
and Katerin south of Sinai; all nearly bare of foliage, but peculiarly
beautiful in colors the most varied. A belt of sand borders the shore of the
two arms of the Red Sea. The granite is the same kind as the red sienite,
found at Assouan, on the Nile, of which the temples in Egypt were built. In
Sinai, itself, the base is of a coarser quality than the peak, which has more
quartz. Mount Katerin is nearly all porphyry. There is a difference of
opinion as to which peak is the Sinai of Moses and the Law; some claiming
Serbal with its ancient inscriptions, and others Sufsafa, with its convent,
pit, and chapel. Both answer some of the requirements of the text, but
neither all of the points. <See EXODUS>, <See WILDERNESS>.

Sincere (Greek: adolos, guileless, pure, <600202>1 Peter 2:2).
Greek: eilikrines, judged of in sunlight (<500110>Philippians 1:10).
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Sinim (<234912>Isaiah 49:12). The Chinese.
Sinite
(<011017>Genesis 10:17). The fortress of Sinna is mentioned by Strabo (xvi.
756) as in Mount Lebanon. The ruins of Sini were known in the days of
Jerome (Genesis loc. cit.).

Sion
A name of Mount Hermon (<050448>Deuteronomy 4:48).

Siphmoth (“bare-places”)
Place in the south of Judah, which David frequented during his wandering
(<093028>1 Samuel 30:28). Site unknown.

Sippai
Son of <See RAPHA>, or “The Giant” (<132004>1 Chronicles 20:4).

Sirach
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Sirah the well (“a going off”)
(<100326>2 Samuel 3:26), one mile out of Hebron.

Sirion
The Sidonian name for Mount Hermon (<050309>Deuteronomy 3:9; <192906>Psalm
29:6).

Sisamai (“distinguished”)
A descendant of She Shah (<130240>1 Chronicles 2:40).

Sisera (“battle-array”)
1. A general in the army of Jabin, king of Hazor (<070405>Judges 4:5).
2. One who returned from captivity (<150253>Ezra 2:53).
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Sisinnes
<See TATNAI> (1 Esdras 6:3).

Sister (Hebrew: AHOTH, Greek: adelphe),
used to denote one who is the daughter of the same parents (<010422>Genesis
4:22), or the same parent (<031809>Leviticus 18:9,11); also, one of the same
faith (<451601>Romans 16:1).

Sitnah (“hatred”)
The second of the two wells dug by Isaac (<012621>Genesis 26:21). Site lost.

Sivan
<See MONTH>.

Slave (Hebrew: EBED), Greek: somata).
Servitude, under the Mosaic law, was more that of bondman than slave. In
the patriarchal period the servitude was of two kinds: those slaves or
servants born in the house, and those who were purchased or taken in war
(<011713>Genesis 17:13). Those born in the house often enjoyed the utmost
confidence and privilege. This was illustrated in the case of Abraham
commissioning his servant to select a wife for Isaac. Servitude under the
law was much restricted (<022116>Exodus 21:16; Deuteronomy 24). Debt, or
poverty, were causes for servitude (<032539>Leviticus 25:39,40); also, it was the
penalty for theft (<022201>Exodus 22:1-14), the servitude ceasing when an
equivalent of labor had been paid. All Hebrew bondmen were released in
the year of Jubilee (<032547>Leviticus 25:47-54). Foreign slaves were not so
treated. They could become the property of the Hebrews, as captives of
war (<052014>Deuteronomy 20:14), or by purchase from the dealers
(<032544>Leviticus 25:44). The slave trade is mentioned as being carried on with
Tyre by Javan (Greeks), Tubal and Meshech (<262713>Ezekiel 27:13). Joseph
was the first person recorded as having been sold into slavery (<013727>Genesis
37:27,28). Slaves were employed upon menial work (<032539>Leviticus 25:39)
in the household, and in attendance upon the master. It was a duty of
female slaves to grind grain (<021105>Exodus 11:5; <183110>Job 31:10; <234702>Isaiah
47:2).
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Sleep
Slumber or repose of the body (<012811>Genesis 28:11). Used to denote <See
DEATH> (<245139>Jeremiah 51:39), or spiritual torpor (<451311>Romans 13:11).

Slime
Hebrew: HEMAR, asphaltos and bitumen (<011103>Genesis 11:3). Found on and
near the Dead Sea. It is commonly found in a solid state, but when heated
and used as a mortar, it becomes hard as the rocks it cements together.

Sling
An instrument much used before the invention of fire-arms (<072016>Judges
20:16; <091748>1 Samuel 17:48-50).

Smith
An artificer in brass, iron, etc.; first mentioned in <010422>Genesis 4:22. <See
HANDICRAFT>.

Smyrna (<660208>Revelation 2:8-11).
Designed by Alexander the Great, and built by his successors Antigonus
and Lysimachus, near the site of the ancient city of the same had been
destroyed by the Lydians 400 years before). It stood at the head of a gulf
of the Aegean Sea, by the mouth of the river Meles, having a range of
mountains on three sides of it. Tiberius granted the city permission to erect
a temple in honor of the Roman emperor and senate. John (<660209>Revelation
2:9) probably referred to the pagan rites in his letter to the church in
Smyrna. <See SEVEN CHURCHES>.
The only ancient ruins are on the mountains, south. On the summit is a
ruined castle. So convenient has it been to carry away antiquities that
Smyrna has been nearly stripped. Van Lennep, the missionary, found a
great number of small articles in the dirt-heap of the ancient city’ rings,
seals, lamps, household gods, and many other articles, more or less broken
(except the seals), and probably thrown away as rubbish, or lost. In the
time of Strabo it was one of the most beautiful cities in all Asia (Minor).
There were a library and museum, with grand porticoes, dedicated to
Homer (claimed as a native); an Odeum, and a temple to the Olympian
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Zeus. The Olympian games were celebrated. Polycarp was martyred here,
being condemned by the Jews also.

Snail (Hebrew: SHABLUL).
In <031130>Leviticus 11:30 a sort of lizard; and in <195808>Psalm 58:8 the common
slug or snail without a shell, which consumes away and dies by depositing
its slime wherever it passes.
1. SHABLUL. The Septuagint says “melted wax” in Psalm 53:9 (8 A. V).
2. CHOMET. The name of an unclean animal in <031130>Leviticus 11:30. Perhaps
a lizard or a chameleon.

Snare (Hebrew: MOKESH, “pah”).
A noose for catching birds (<184024>Job 40:24).

Snow (Hebrew: SHELEG; Aramaic: telag; Greek: chion).
It is often alluded to for its whiteness <020406>Exodus 4:6; <041210>Numbers 12:10;
in <202513>Proverbs 25:13, “ as the cold of snow in time of harvest” alludes to
its use in cool drinks for the reapers. The snow lies deep in the ravines of
Lebanon until late in the summer. The summit of Hermon perpetually
glistens with snow. Snow, as actually falling, is alluded to but twice (<102320>2
Samuel 23:20; 1 Macc. 13:22). Job refers to its supposed cleansing effects
when melted (<180930>Job 9:30), and to the rapid melting under the rays of the
sun (<182419>Job 24:19), and floods following (<180616>Job 6:16). In <196814>Psalm
68:14, thick-falling snow is alluded to as a synonym for a host flying from
defeat, probably with white dresses or turbans. Snow lies deep on Lebanon
and Hermon late in the summer, from whence it is carried to the cities for
cooling drinks. It never leaves the highest peaks of Lebanon or Hermon.
(<See HERMON>, <See CLIMATE>).

Snuffers
1. MEZAMEROTOR, forceps). Snuffers for lamps (<110750>1 Kings 7:50).
2. MELKAHAYIM (<023723>Exodus 37:23), tongs.
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So (Hebrew: SEVECH or SEVEC).
A deity represented in the form of a crocodile. So, King of Egypt, made an
alliance with Hosea, king of Israel, and promised him assistance, but was
unable to prevent the king of Assyria from taking Samaria, B.C. 721 (<121704>2
Kings 17:4). In the remains of Sennacherib’s palace, recently disentombed,
among the seals was found one of So, well known to students of Egyptian
antiquities.

Soap (Hebrew: BORITH, (<240222>Jeremiah 2:22).
A term for any substance of cleaning qualities. The soap familiar to us was
unknown to the Egyptians, and probably to the ancients generally. They
used certain vegetables and their ashes for cleansing linen, etc. Numerous
plants, yielding alkalies, exist in Palestine, which, when pounded, serve as a
substitute for soap. The gilloo or “soap-plant” of Egypt is used in the
manufacture of soap at Joppa.

Socho (<130418>1 Chronicles 4:18). <See SOCOH>.
Sochoh (“branches”)
(<110410>1 Kings 4:10).

Socoh
1. (<061535>Joshua 15:35). In the Shefelah, now called Esh Shuweikah, in Wady
Sumt, 3 1/2 miles southwest of Jerusalem.
2. (<061548>Joshua 15:48). Judah, in the hill region. Now called Esh Shuweikah
in Wady Khalil, 10 miles southwest of Hebron (<130418>1 Chronicles 4:18).

Sod
The preterite of seethe, to burn or cook.

Sodi (“confident of Jah”)
Father of Gaddiel (<041310>Numbers 13:10).
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Sodom (“vineyard” or “burning”)
One of the most ancient cities of Canaan, in the Jordan valley, the chief of
the five cities (<011019>Genesis 10:19). The plain was once like a garden, and
was chosen by Lot, when Abram chose Canaan (<011310>Genesis 13:10). As the
two patriarchs were standing on a height between Bethel and Ai they could
see Jericho and the Jordan plain (called KIKKAR in the Hebrew, a term
peculiar to this district alone); while they could not see the south end of the
Dead Sea. But opposed to this is the event of Abraham looking toward the
plain, and seeing the smoke go up as from a furnace (<011928>Genesis 19:28).
And that from no height near Hebron can the Jordan plain near Jericho be
seen, while the south end of the Dead Sea and the Lisan are distinctly
visible. There is a salt mountain called Usdum (Sodom) on the
southwestern shore of the Dead Sea, which may have inherited and
preserved the name of the ancient city, but the site of that city is lost.

Sodomite (“one from Sodom”)
One of those who practiced their peculiar religious rite (<052317>Deuteronomy
23:17; <111424>1 Kings 14:24).

Solder
That the ancient Hebrews were acquainted with the use of solder is evident
from <234107>Isaiah 41:7. Nothing is known as to the composition of the solder,
but, probably, lead was one of the materials used.

Soldier
<See ARMOR>. Soldiers are first mentioned in <142513>2 Chronicles 25:13; and
in Ezra (<150822>Ezra 8:22), and Isaiah (<231504>Isaiah 15:4), and many times in the
New Testament Paul alludes to fighting as a soldier (<460926>1 Corinthians
9:26), as also James (<590402>James 4:2), as well as nearly every writer in the
Scriptures. The Christian’s life is the life of a soldier, constantly in the
armor of faith, fighting against evil.

Solomon
In Hebrew, <See SHELOMOH> (“the peaceful”). The youngest son of
David and Bathsheba (<130305>1 Chronicles 3:5). He was educated under the
care of Nathan, the prophet, in all that the priests, Levites, and prophets
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had to teach, and was named by him Jedidiah (“loved of Jah”), (<101225>2
Samuel 12:25). He was only looked upon as the heir of the throne after
Absalom’s revolt and death; and only after Adonijah endeavored to seize
the throne, Solomon was anointed by Nathan, and solemnly acknowledged
as king, at the age of 19 or 20, 1015 B.C. (<110105>1 Kings 1:5). David died
soon after. From that time his history is nearly that of the nation. It is
supposed by some that his personal appearance is the subject of the
Shulamite’s language in the Canticles (<220510>Song of Solomon 5:10). His
great wealth, which had been accumulated by David through many years,
cannot be computed by our system, because the figures in the original
accounts of the sum set apart for the Temple are uncertain, and vary in the
two records: in <132214>1 Chronicles 22:14, the sum being stated at 100,000
talents of gold, and 1,000,000 of silver, and in <132904>1 Chronicles 29:4, at
3,000 talents of gold, and 1,000 of silver. The sources of this wealth were
many, for Solomon was a merchant as well as a monarch (2 Chronicles 8—
10). The exports were, wheat, barley, oil, wine, wool, silk, hides, fruit, and
other articles. His ships (in care of or assisted by the Tyrians) navigated the
Mediterranean and the Red Sea, and to the regions beyond; trading in gold,
precious stones, ivory, apes, spice, aria scented woods. Besides the ships,
caravans of camels were, probably, used across the Syrian desert, and to
the Red Sea and Egypt: which called for the building of Tadmor (Palmyra),
and the fortifying of Thapsacus, on the Euphrates, and Ezion-geber on the
Red Sea.
The visit of the Queen of Sheba was one of the results of this commercial
contact, and her very rich presents show the extreme value of their trade (1
Kings 10)
Solomon’s fame was established by the building of the great Temple at
Jerusalem (1 Kings 6); but besides that he built his own palace, the queen’s
palace, the house of the forest of Lebanon, a grand porch, and the porch of
judgment (law court). He had increased the walls of the city, and fortified
Millo and other strongholds in different parts of the land (<143205>2 Chronicles
32:5; 2 Chronicles 8).
In the work of building the Temple especially (and probably in all others)
he employed slaves, of whom the Jews held at that time no less than
153,000, who were, it may be, Hittites (<140217>2 Chronicles 2:17). In this he
followed the example of the Pharaohs, as he did also in state ceremony and
display.
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As soon as Nathan and Zadok, his father’s counselors, were dead, he
began to lower the standard of religious purity, by building shrines to
heathen gods, although two sons of Nathan and a son of Zadok were
among his advisers (<111133>1 Kings 11:33). (<See JERUSALEM>). This grant
of indulgence to his heathen wives might have had a political motive (<110316>1
Kings 3:16). it is quite probable that Solomon himself was a believer in, if
not one who actually practiced the soothsayer’s or magician’s arts, for
which he has, from his time to the present, had a reputation everywhere in
the East.
It is in accordance with Eastern royalty that Solomon sometimes acted as a
judge in cases of oppression, as in the case of the two children; and it may
be that his porch of judgment contained his stated council and judicial
chamber.
His harem was established on a magnificent scale; and he made a grand
display of the chief luxury of wealth, in the number of his women, and
especially in marrying an Egyptian princess (1 Kings 11). By these
practices, and the idolatries which his foreign wives led him into, he lost
the hearts of the prophets, and lost for his posterity the rule of the ten
tribes. The most of this evil is charged by some to the influence of his
mother, Bathsheba, who was grand-daughter to Ahithophel, who was
renowned through all Israel for worldly wisdom and political sagacity.
It is to be regretted that we have not more of the writings of Solomon, and
also that we do not even know certainly what he wrote of the books that
are now attributed to him. After the return from the Captivity, the Rabbis
of the Great Synagogue made extracts from the well-known books of law,
history, poetry, and proverbs, accepting and preserving only a small part.
These represent in the Canticles the young man, passionate but pure; in the
Proverbs, the middle-aged man, with a practical, prudential thought,
searching into the depths of man’s heart, resting all duty on the fear of
God; and in the Preacher, the old man, who had become a moralist, having
passed through the stages of a philosopher and of a mystic, now made
confession of his “crime of sense,” and he could only realize that weariness
which sees all earthly things only as vanity of vanities.
The immense influence which Solomon produced, on his own and later
ages, is seen in the fact that men have claimed his great name for even the
noblest thoughts of other authors — as in the Book of Wisdom, and
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possibly in Ecclesiastes — and have woven an endless fabric of fantastic
fables, Jewish, Arabian, and Christian. Spells and charms of his invention
(of which the famous seal of Solomon is an example) are supposed to have
a power over disease, and evil spirits, which he conquered and cast into the
sea; and magicians have “swarmed” in the Old World, who mingled his
name in their incantations. His wisdom interpreted the speech of birds and
beasts; and he knew the hidden virtues (mystic) of plants. His magic ring
revealed to him the past, the present, and the future. And finally, all vast
works, especially of architecture, of past time, whose history is lost, are
credited to him.
The New Testament does not add to our knowledge of Solomon, but gives
us his true measure as a man and a king, in a single sentence, which
declares that in the humblest work of God, as a lily, there is a grace, and
beauty, and purity, not equaled by all Solomon’s glory (<400629>Matthew 6:29).

Solomon’s Servants, Children of (<150256>Ezra 2:56,58;
<160757>

Nehemiah 7:57,60).

These appear in the lists of the exiles who returned from Captivity. They
occupy almost the lowest places in those lists.

Solomon’s Song
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Solomon, Wisdom of
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Son (Hebrew: ben; Greek: huios).
A male child (<011716>Genesis 17:16,19), or any remote descendant (<011905>Genesis
19:5), or a son, by adoption (<011615>Genesis 16:15), or by law (<080417>Ruth 4:17),
or education (<090306>1 Samuel 3:6), or conversion (<560104>Titus 1:4). And it also
denotes a mental or moral resemblance (<071922>Judges 19:22). Men are
sometimes called sons of God (<420238>Luke 2:38) in a similar sense.
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Son of God
A peculiar appellation of Christ, expressing His eternal relationship to the
Father (<190207>Psalm 2:7). Christ always claimed to be the only begotten son
of the Father (<400403>Matthew 4:3; 8:29; 27:54); and the Jews rightly
understood him as thus making himself equal with God (<430518>John 5:18;
10:30-33).

Son of Man
A title of Christ, assumed by Himself in His humiliation (<430151>John 1:51). It
is applied to Him more than eighty times in the New Testament <See
HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Sopator (a contraction of <See SOSIPATOR>).
The son of Pyrrhus.

Sophereth (“scribe”)
Ancestor of children of Solomon’s servants, who returned from Captivity
(<150255>Ezra 2:55).

Sophonias
ZEPHANIAH (2 Esdras 1:40).

South
Hebrew: DAROM, “bright, sunny, region”; NEGEB, “dry, parched
quarter”; TEYMAN, “on the right hand”. “The South Country” is often
used for the southern part of Judah (<012001>Genesis 20:1).

South Ramoth (“heights south”)
One of the places David visited (<093027>1 Samuel 30:27).

Sower
<See AGRICULTURE>.
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Spain
The ancient name of both Spain and Portugal, and a Roman province in
Paul’s time, containing many Jews. It is not certain that Paul carried out his
intention of visiting Spain (<451524>Romans 15:24,28), since neither he nor any
other writer of his time has left any evidence of such a visit.

Sparrow (Hebrew: ZIPPOR; Greek: strouthion).
<198403>

Psalm 84:3; <401029>Matthew 10:29,31). A small bird, with its brown quill
and tail feathers. Its body is gray and black; resembling the small chirping
bird. It is bold and familiar in its habits. These birds are still numerous,
troublesome, and cheap, in Jerusalem (<421206>Luke 12:6).

Sparta
A celebrated city of ancient <See GREECE>, and the capital of Laconia. It
was long the rival of <See ATHENS>. Situated in a valley, on the Eurotas,
20 miles from the sea. The remarkable correspondence related in 2 Macc.
5:9, probably had no foundation in history.

Sorek (“noble vine”),
<See THE VALLEY OF> Samson loved a woman in the valley of Sorek
(<071604>Judges 16:4). Wady es Surar.

Sosipater (“saving a father”)
1. A general of Judas Maccabaeus (2 Macc. 12:19-24).
2. Kinsman of Paul (<451621>Romans 16:21).

Sosthenes
Chief of the synagogue at Corinth (<441817>Acts 18:17).

Sostratus (“saving an army”)
A commander of the Syrian garrison, B.C. 172 (2 Macc. 4:27,29).
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Sotai (“one who turns aside”)
Ancestor of a family of Solomon’s servants who returned from Captivity
(<150255>Ezra 2:55).

Soul
1. NEDIBAH (<183015>Job 30:15), elevated and happy state.
2. NEFESH, more than 500 times (<010207>Genesis 2:7; 12:5,13). The meanings
are:
a. breath (<184113>Job 41:13)
b. vital spirit, soul (<013518>Genesis 35:18)
c. life (<020419>Exodus 4:19)
d. ghost (<181120>Job 11:20)
e. pleasure (<19A522>Psalm 105:22)
3. NESHAMAH, breath; also blast (<100216>2 Samuel 2:16; <180409>Job 4:9); “spirit,”
“inspiration.”
4. Greek: psuche (<401028>Matthew 10:28), the vital breath, life; properly, the
soul.
The ancients supposed the soul, or rather the animating principle of life, to
reside in the breath. Hence, the Hebrew and Greek words where they refer
to man are translated “soul” and rendered “life” or “breath” (<010207>Genesis
2:7). The immortality of the soul is a fundamental doctrine of revealed
religion. The ancient patriarchs lived and died persuaded of this truth, and
it was in the hope of another life that they received the promises
(<015003>Genesis 50:33; <042310>Numbers 23:10). To save the souls of men, Christ
gave himself freely to death.

Spearmen (Greek: dexiolaboi, those taking the right).
200 formed part of the escort which accompanied <See PAUL> in his
march from Jerusalem to Caesarea (<442323>Acts 23:23).
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Spice, Spicery, Spices (Hebrew: BASAM, BESEM, <220501>Song of
Solomon 5:1).
Sweet spices, incense, or spices; a general term to denote those aromatic
substances which were used in the preparation of the anointing oil, the
incense-offerings (<022506>Exodus 25:6; 31:11).

Spider (Hebrew: AKKABISH),
(<180814>Job 8:14; <235905>Isaiah 59:5). Both passages allude to the fragile nature of
the spider’s web. They are found in every habitable portion of the globe,
but are largest in warm climates.

Spikenard (Hebrew: NERD, Greek: nardos).
A highly-perfumed ointment, prepared from a plant in India growing in
short spikes. Prized by the ancients, and was a favorite perfume at their
baths and banquets. It was very costly (<431203>John 12:3).

Spinning
Spinning is mentioned in <023525>Exodus 35:25,26; <400628>Matthew 6:28; <421227>Luke
12:27. The distaff round which the flax or wool for spinning was wound,
and spindle on which the yarn or thread was wound in spinning. The
spindle was held in one hand, while the other was employed in drawing out
the thread.

Spirit
<See SOUL>

Spirit, the Holy (Hebrew: NESHAMAH; Latin: spiritus).
The Third person of the Trinity. The Spirit of God. The character and
influence of the Holy Spirit are chiefly shown in the New Testament That
which was but imperfectly understood in patriarchal times became full of
meaning to Christians. It is called the Holy Spirit of Jehovah in <195301>Psalm
53:10,11, the Good Spirit, Jehovah, in <19E310>Psalm 143:10. In the work of
the creation the Holy Spirit is mentioned (<010102>Genesis 1:2). As the bestower
and sustainer of life (<010207>Genesis 2:7; <182703>Job 27:3). From the epoch of
Samuel, the work of the Spirit is manifest (<091010>1 Samuel 10:10; 16:14; <120209>2
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Kings 2:9; <160930>Nehemiah 9:30; <231102>Isaiah 11:27). In the New Testament,
both preceding and after the birth of Christ, the agency of the Holy Spirit
was especially prominent in its manifestations. The presence of the Holy
Spirit is constantly associated with the birth and life of Christ and the work
of His disciples. The holy conception was of the Spirit (<400118>Matthew 1:18).
The Holy Spirit openly appeared at Christ’s baptism by John, and
afterward led Him into the wilderness (<420401>Luke 4:1). In Christ’s charge to
the apostles are the words: “For, it is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of
your Father which speaketh in you.” (<401020>Matthew 10:20; also in <431416>John
14:16; <440108>Acts 1:8). It was probably to correct the prevailing ignorance
upon this subject that Christ condemned the blasphemers of the Holy
Ghost (<401231>Matthew 12:31). From the date of the Ascension commenced
what is termed the “Dispensation of the Spirit” (<490408>Ephesians 4:8; <430739>John
7:39). Christ ordained that Christians should be baptized in the name of the
Holy Ghost (<402819>Matthew 28:19). The rite of “laying on of hands” in its
relation to the Holy Spirit is referred to in <440606>Acts 6:6, etc.

Sponge (Greek: spongos).
Belong to the animal kingdom. They have, when living, an apparently
homogeneous jelly filling their pores and covering their surface. They come
mostly from the Mediterranean and Bahama Islands. The value of the
sponge was known from very early times, and was probably used by the
Hebrews (<402748>Matthew 27:48; <411536>Mark 15:36).

Spoon (Hebrew: KAPH, palm or hollow),
(<022529>Exodus 25:29).

Stachys (“an ear of grain”).
A disciple at Rome saluted by Paul (<451609>Romans 16:9).

Stacte (Hebrew: NATAF).
One of the sweet spices in the holy incense (<023034>Exodus 30:34). From the
myrrh tree, the natural gum; myrrh being artificially produced by incisions.
<See MYRRH>
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Stars (“Star of the Wise Men”).
A general name for any of the heavenly bodies, except the Sun and Moon
(<010116>Genesis 1:16). <See ASTRONOMY>.

Stater (“standard”).
A piece of money. <See MONEY>

Steel
<See METALS>.

Stephanas (“crowned”).
A convert of Corinth (<460116>1 Corinthians 1:16; 16:15).

Stephen (Syriac: Chelil, a crown).
The first Christian martyr; chief of the first seven deacons of the early
Church of Jerusalem. He denounced the narrowness of Jewish worship
(<440613>Acts 6:13,14). His continual attacks upon the Jewish ritual and
worship caused his being charged with blasphemy before the Sanhedrin. In
this tribunal the Pharisees were in the majority. In his defense he gave a
critically just and true summary of the Jewish Church: denouncing the local
worship, and bringing out clearly the spiritual element in its history; and he
showed that in the previous Jewish history the presence of God was not
limited to the Temple at Jerusalem; and that there was among the Jews,
from the earliest, a spirit of intolerance. He addressed them with calmness
(<440615>Acts 6:15), but his words were received with anger. He was sentenced
to be stoned to death, and ‘the sentence was at once executed, Saul of
Tarsus (Paul) consenting and assisting (<440758>Acts 7:58; 8:1). He died with
the greatest firmness (<440760>Acts 7:60).
The gate now called St. Stephen’s Gate, at Jerusalem, is on the east side of
the city. In the time of the Crusades it was on the north side, at what is
now called Damascus Gate, near the probable site of the crucifixion on the
hillock, over the so-called cave of Jeremiah, near which it is also probable
that Stephen was stoned.
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Stocks (Hebrew: MAHPEKETH).
In which the body was placed in a bent position; SAD, when the feet alone
were confined. They consisted of two beams, the upper one movable, with
grooves between them large enough to receive the ankles of the prisoner.
They were often erected in market-places, that the insults of the people
might be added to the pain of confinement (<181327>Job 13:27; <242002>Jeremiah
20:2).

Stoics
A sect of fatalistic heathen philosophers, so named from the Greek word
stoa, “porch,’ or portico, because Zeno, its founder, held his school in a
porch of the city, more than three centuries before Christ (<441718>Acts 17:18).
<See EPICUREANS>.

Stomacher
An ornament or support to the breast. Hebrew: PETHIGIL, a sort of girdle
(<230324>Isaiah 3:24). <See DRESS>.

Stones
Were used for building (<411301>Mark 13:1). Some were very large. Also for
pavements (<121617>2 Kings 16:17). Large stones were used for closing the
entrances of caves (<061018>Joshua 10:18). Flint stones sometimes served for a
knife (<020425>Exodus 4:25). Stones were used in slings as ammunition of war
(<091749>1 Samuel 17:49,49), as weights for scales (<052513>Deuteronomy 25:13),
and for mills (<101121>2 Samuel 11:21). Large stones were set up to
commemorate any remarkable event (<012818>Genesis 28:18). Such stones were
occasionally consecrated by <See ANOINTING> (<012818>Genesis 28:18). The
heathens worshiped stones (<235706>Isaiah 57:6). <See JERUSALEM>.

Stones Precious
<See PRECIOUS STONES>

Store
A quantity (<012614>Genesis 26:14).
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Stork (Hebrew: HASIDAH, kindness or mercy).
It has the beak and legs long and red; it feeds on field-mice, lizards, snakes,
frogs, and insects. Its plumage is white, with the tips of its wings, and some
small part of its head and thighs black. Storks migrate to southern
countries in August and return in Spring. They are still much venerated
among the common people in Europe and Asia (<240807>Jeremiah 8:7;
<031119>
Leviticus 11:19; <051418>Deuteronomy 14:18). The Mohammedans allow
them to make their nests on the roofs of their mosques, and feed them very
generously, holding them in superstitious reverence.

Strain at (Greek: diulizo, strain out).
There can be little doubt that this obscure phrase is due to an error, and the
true reading is “strain out” (<402324>Matthew 23:24).

Strange Woman (Hebrew: ZONAH KEDESHAH).
Used for foreign in some passages, and as being the wife of another, or, at
least, one who has no business with the person whom she tempts (Proverbs
51:16,17). An adulteress.

Stranger (Hebrew: GER, TOSHAB).
A foreigner; one not an Israelite, living in the Promised Land. Explained by
some to be all those not members of the Jewish Church; not the “foreigner”
(Hebrew: NOCHRI) who was merely visiting the land as a traveler. The
mixed multitude that went out of Egypt with the children of Israel
(<021238>Exodus 12:38); the original Canaanites, captives of war, fugitives,
hired servants, etc., were all called foreigners. They equaled one-tenth of
the whole population in Solomon’s time (<140217>2 Chronicles 2:17). If the
stranger was a bondman he had to be circumcised (<021244>Exodus 12:44); and
without this rite, if he were even independent, he could not be admitted to
full privileges. The number of strangers who were slaves in Solomon’s time
were very great — probably 150,000.

Straw (TEBEN).
Both wheat and barley stray were used by the ancient Hebrews chiefly as
fodder for their cattle (<012425>Genesis 24:25). It was used by the Egyptians in
making bricks (<020507>Exodus 5:7,16). They reaped their grain close to the ear
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and cut the straw close to the ground. This was the straw that Pharaoh
refused to give to the Israelites, and they were therefore compelled to
gather STUBBLE (Hebrew: KASH), the short straw left standing (<230524>Isaiah
5:24).

Straw, to
To strew, to scatter (<023220>Exodus 32:20).

Stream of Egypt
<See SIHOR>, the <See RIVER OF EGYPT> (<232712>Isaiah 27:12).

Street (Hebrew: HUZ, REHOB, SHUK; Greek: plateia, rhume).
<See JERUSALEM>.

Stringed Instruments
<See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>.

Stripes
PUNISHMENTS.

Strong Drink
<See DRINK>.

Stubble (Hebrew: KASH). <See STRAW>.
Suah (“a sweeping”).
Son of Zophah (<130736>1 Chronicles 7:36).

Suba
Ancestor of sons of Solomon’s servants who returned from Captivity (<130736>1
Chronicles 7:36).

Subai
SHALMAI (1 Esdras 5:30).
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Suburbs (Hebrew: MIGRASH).
A place where herds are driven to graze, a pasture (<130516>1 Chronicles 5:16).
Especially the open country round the Levitical cities (<032534>Leviticus 25:34).
According to the Talmud, and most English expositors, the space from the
wall outward measured 1,500 feet (<043504>Numbers 35:4), and was used as a
common or suburb; and the space from without the city on the east side
(<043505>Numbers 35:5) was 3,000, and used for fields and vineyards.

Succoth (“booths”)
(<013317>Genesis 33:17).
1. Where Jacob built booths (of reeds, long grass, branches of trees, etc.),
and thus gave the place a name. Sakut is a ruin ten miles south of Began,
on the west bank of the Jordan, where there is a copious spring in a fertile
plain. But this is on the wrong side of the Jordan, for it belonged to Gad
(<061327>Joshua 13:27). The name may have been transferred across the river.
Succoth was mentioned as being near the clay ground where the metal
work for Solomon’s Temple was cast.
2. A station of the Wandering (<021237>Exodus 12:37). Site lost.

Succoth-benoth
Occurs only in <121730>2 Kings 17:30. It represents the Chaldaean goddess,
<See ZIRBANIT>, the wife of <See MERODACH>, who was especially
worshiped at Babylon.

Suchathites (“descendants of a Suchah”)
A family of Scribes at Jabez (<130205>1 Chronicles 2:5)

Sud (1)
A river near Babylon, on whose banks the Jewish captives lived.

Sud (2)
<See SIA> or <See SIAHA> (1 Esdras 5:29).
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Sudias
<See HODAVIAH> and <See HODEVAH> (1 Esdras 5:26).

Suet
<See FAT> (Hebrew: YEKEB). Press-fat (<290224>Joel 2:24).

Sukkiim (Hebrew: SUKKIYIM, dwelling in booths).
A nation mentioned (<141203>2 Chronicles 12:3), as supplying part of the army
which came out of Egypt with Shishak.

Summer
<See CLIMATE>.

Summer Fruit (KAYIZ, fruit-harvest).
Fruit, especially figs, as harvested in summer (<101601>2 Samuel 16:1,2).
There are many summer fruits in Palestine, and scarcely a month where
there are not-fruits of some kind to be had.

Sun (Hebrew: SHEMESH; Greek: helios).
The great luminary of the day, which furnishes so many similitudes to the
Hebrew poets, as well as those of all nations (<070531>Judges 5:31; <200418>Proverbs
4:18; <420178>Luke 1:78,79; <430812>John 8:12). For the idolatrous worship of the
sun, <See BAAL>. <See ANNAMMELECH>.

Sundial (<233808>Isaiah 38:8). <See DIAL>.
Superstition (Greek: deisidaimonia, fear of the gods).
Excessive exactness or rigor in religious opinions or practice; extreme and
unnecessary scruples in the observance of religious rites not commanded
(<442519>Acts 25:19; 17:22).
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Suphah
Translated Red Sea in <042114>Numbers 21:14. The modern name is Yam Suf.
<See RED SEA>.

Sur
One of the places on the seacoast of Palestine (<070202>Judges 2:28).

Sur, the Gate of (<121106>2 Kings 11:6).
A gate of the Temple, called also “the gate of the foundation” (<142305>2
Chronicles 23:5).

Suretiship
One who makes himself responsible for the safe appearance of another
(<014432>Genesis 44:32; <202226>Proverbs 22:26), or the payment of his debts. Christ
is the “surety of a better testament” (<580722>Hebrews 7:22).

Susa
SHUSHAN (Esther 11:3).

Susanchites, People of
SHUSHAN (<150409>Ezra 4:9).

Susanna (“a lily”)
1. The heroine of the Judgment of Daniel, or History of Susanna, in the
Apocrypha.
2. One of the women who ministered to the Lord (<420803>Luke 8:3).

Susi (“horseman”).
Father of Gaddi (<041311>Numbers 13:11).

Swallow (Hebrew: DEROR and AGUR, “swallow” “crane”)
The well-known bird of passage, common in our country, Europe and the
East (<233814>Isaiah 38:14).
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Swan
The translation of the Hebrew: TINSHEMETH in <031118>Leviticus 11:18, and
Deuteronomy 14:16. Some think it the purple hen or water fowl

<051416>

Swearing
<See OATH>.

Sweat, Bloody (<422244>Luke 22:44).
A peculiar physical accompaniment of the agony in the garden.

Sweet
<See HONEY>.

Swine (Hebrew: HAZIR; Greek: choiros, bus).
A well-known animal forbidden as food to the Hebrews, who held its flesh
in such detestation that they would not pronounce its name (<031107>Leviticus
11:7; <051408>Deuteronomy 14:8; <236504>Isaiah 65:4; 66:3,17; <400832>Matthew 8:32;
<420514>
Luke 5:14,16; <610222>2 Peter 2:22; <401706>Matthew 17:6.)

Sycamore (Hebrew: SHIKMAH, Greek: sukaminos),
(<421706>Luke 17:6). A tree of Egypt and Palestine, the fruit of which resembles
the fig (<111027>1 Kings 10:27). It grows to the size of a walnut tree, has wide
spreading branches, and affords a delightful shade, and is planted by the
road sides. Its leaves are heart-shaped, downy on the under side and
fragrant. The fruit grows from the trunk itself on little sprigs, and in
clusters like the grape. To make the fruit eatable, three or four days before
gathering it is punctured with a sharp instrument (<300714>Amos 7:14). The
wood is very durable; Egyptian mummy coffins made of it being still
perfectly sound. These trees were held in great value (<132728>1 Chronicles
27:28), and it was one of Egypt’s calamities that her sycamores were
destroyed (<197847>Psalm 78:47). The sycamore of America and of England are
very different from those of the Scriptures.
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Sycamine Tree (Greek: sukaminos).
A species of the mulberry tree (morus). Both black and white mulberry
trees are common in Syria and Palestine, and are largely cultivated for
supplying food to the silkworm (<421706>Luke 17:6).

Sychar (“falsehood”)
(<430405>John 4:5). A city of Samaria. (<See SHECHEM>.) Named so from the
false worship on Mount Gerizim (<430422>John 4:22; Hab. 2:18).

Sychem
<See SHECHEM>.

Sychemite, the
Inhabitants of <See SHECHEM> (<070516>Judges 5:16).

Syelus
<See JEHIEL> (1 Esdras 1:8)

Syene
Properly Sereneh (<262910>Ezekiel 29:10; 30:6). From Migdol to Syene was a
term for the whole extent of Egypt. Migdol was the last town in Egypt
toward the east, and Syene was the last toward the south, and is now
known by its ancient name. Its Egyptian name was SUN, which meant “to
open,” that is, the opening into Egypt from the south.

Symeon
SIMON (<610101>2 Peter 1:1).

Symphony
A harmony of sounds (<270305>Daniel 3:5).
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Synagogue
I. History. — The word Synagogue (Greek: sunagoge), which means a
“congregation,” is used in the New Testament to signify a recognized place
of worship. A knowledge of the history and worship of the synagogues is
of great importance, since they are the characteristic institution of the later
phase of Judaism. We cannot separate them from the most intimate
connection with our Lord’s life and ministry. In them he worshipped in his
youth and in his manhood. They were the scenes, too, of no small portion
of his work. We know too little of the life of Israel, both before and under
the monarchy, to be able to say with certainty whether there was anything
at all corresponding to the synagogues of later date. They appear to have
arisen during the exile, in the abeyance of the temple-worship, and to have
received their full development on the return of the Jews from captivity.
The whole history of Ezra presupposes the habit of solemn, probably of
periodic, meetings (<150815>Ezra 8:15; <160802>Nehemiah 8:2; 9:1; <380705>Zechariah
7:5). The “ancient days” of which James speaks (<441521>Acts 15:21) may, at
least, go back so far. After the Maccabaean struggle lot independence, we
find almost every town of village had its one or more synagogues.

II. Structure. — The size of a synagogue varied with the population. Its
position was, however, determinate. It stood, if possible, on the highest
ground, in or near the city to which it belonged. And its direction too was
fixed. Jerusalem was the Kibleh of Jewish devotion. The synagogue was so
constructed that the worshippers as they entered, and as they prayed,
looked toward it. In the internal arrangement of the synagogue we trace an
obvious analogy to the type of the Tabernacle. At the upper or Jerusalem
end stood the ark, the chest which like the alder and more sacred ark,
contained the Book of the Law. Here were the “chief seats,” after which
Pharisees and Scribes strove so eagerly (<402306>Matthew 23:6), to which the
wealthy and honored worshipper was invited (<590202>James 2:2,3).

III. Officers. — In smaller towns there was often but one Rabbi. The most
prominent functionary in a large synagogue was known as the Sheliach, the
officiating minister who acted as the delegate of the congregation. The
Chazzan or “minister” of the synagogue (<420420>Luke 4:20) had duties of a
lower kind, resembling those of the Christian deacon or sub-deacon.
Besides these there were ten men attached to every synagogue, known as
the Batlanim.
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IV. Worship. — It will be enough to notice in what way the ritual, no less
than the organization, was connected with the facts of the New Testament
history, and with the life and order of the Christian Church. From the
synagogue came the use of fixed forms of prayer. To that the first disciples
had been accustomed from their youth. They had asked their Master to
give them a distinctive one, and he had complied with their request
(<420601>Luke 6:1), as the Baptist had done before for his disciples, as every
Rabbi did for his. The large admixture of a didactic element in Christian
worship, that by which it was distinguished from all Gentile forms of
adoration, was derived from the older order. “Moses” was “read in the
synagogues every Sabbath-day” (<442021>Acts 20:21), the whole Law being
read consecutively, so as to be completed, according to one cycle, in three
years. The writings of the prophets were read as second lessons in a
corresponding order. They were followed by the Derash (<441315>Acts 13:15),
the exposition, the sermon of the synagogue. The conformity extends also
to the times of prayer. In the hours of service this was obviously the case.
The third, sixth, and ninth hours were in the times of the New Testament
(<440301>Acts 3:1; 10:3,9), and had been probably for some time before
(<190401>Psalm 4:17; <270610>Daniel 6:10), the fixed times of devotion. The same
hours, it is well known, were recognized in the Church of the second,
probably in that of the first century also. The solemn days of the synagogue
were the second, the fifth, and the seventh, the last or Sabbath being the
conclusion of the whole. The transfer of the sanctity of the Sabbath to the
Lord’s Day involved a corresponding change in the order of the week, and
the first, the fourth, and the sixth became to the Christian society what the
other days had been to the Jewish. From the synagogue, lastly, come many
less conspicuous practices, which meet us in the liturgical life of the first
three centuries: Ablution, entire or partial, before entering the place of
meeting (<581022>Hebrews 10:22; <431301>John 13:1-15); standing, and not kneeling,
as the attitude of prayer (<421811>Luke 18:11); the arms stretched out; the face
turned toward the Kibleh of the East; the responsive amen of the
congregation to the prayers and benedictions of the elders (<461416>1
Corinthians 14:16).

V. Judicial Functions. — The language of the New Testament shows that
the officers of the synagogue exercised in certain cases a judicial power. It
is not quite so easy, however, to define the nature of the tribunal and the
precise limits of its jurisdiction. In two of the passages referred to
(<401017>Matthew 10:17; <411309>Mark 13:9) they are carefully distinguished from
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the councils. It seems probable that the council was the larger tribunal of
23 men which sat in every city, and that under the term synagogue we are
to understand a small, court, probably that of the ten judges mentioned in
the Talmud. Here also we trace the outline of a Christian institution. The
Church, either by itself or by appointed delegates, was to act as a Court of
Arbitration in all disputes among its members.

Synagogue, the Great
On the return of the Jews from Babylon, a great council was appointed,
according to Rabbinic tradition, to reorganize the religious life of the
people. It consist of 120 members, and these were known as the men of the
Great Synagogue, the successors of the prophets, themselves, in their turn,
succeeded by scribes prominent, individually, as teachers. Ezra was
recognized as president; Their aim was to restore again the crown, or
glory, or Israel. To this end they collected all the sacred writings of former
ages and their own, and so completed the canon of the Old Testament.
They instituted the feast of Purlin and organized the ritual of the
synagogue. The narrative of <160813>Nehemiah 8:13 implies the existence of a
body of men acting as councilors under the presidency of Ezra; and these
may have been an assembly of delegates from all provincial synagogues —
a synod of the National Church.

Syntyche (“happy choice”)
A woman, and a member of the Church of Philippi (<500402>Philippians 4:2,3).

Syracuse
On the east coast of Sicily. A wealthy and populous place when visited by
Paul (<442812>Acts 28:12). Taken by the Romans in 200 years B.C.

Syria (from TSUR, Tyre);
ARAM (“high”) in the Hebrew. Aram was the fifth son of Shem
(<011022>Genesis 10:22). Called Aram in <042307>Numbers 23:7. The country he
settled is called Aram or Syria, and extended from the Mediterranean Sea
to the Tigris, and from Canaan to Mount Taurus, and had six names for its
different sections, for which see <See ARAM>. The country is divided into
long, narrow sections, from north to south.
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1. Plains next to the sea, extending from the Ladder of Tyre to the Taurus,
including the plains of Phoenicia, of Seleucia, and of the Issus.
2. The range of mountains called in the north, Areanus and Bargylus, and
in the south, Lebanon.
3. The valley between Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon, Coele, or Hollow Syria.
— The mountain range rising north of Aleppo, and ending at Mount
Hermon.
4. The Syrian desert, extending to the Euphrates. The principal rivers are
the Orontes, (El Asy, the rebellious), and the Litany. The source of the
Orontes is a little north of Baalbek, where, within a few miles, a stream
from both Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon unite to form the stream, flowing
northeast: It passes through a lake, six miles long by two miles wide, near
Emesa (HUMS); a little below Hamath it receives a branch; being turned
west by the Areanus, it receives the Kava Su (Black river), flows by
Antioch, and empties into the sea; having a course of 200 miles. The Litany
rises from a small lake, six miles southwest of Baalbek, and runs south until
it is turned west by the hills of Galilee, when it reaches the sea five miles
north of Tyre, having run about 80 miles There are many other small
streams, as the Eleutherus, Lycus, Adonis, the rivers of Damascus (Abana
and Pharpar), which are lost in marshy lakes, the Koweik, near Aleppo,
terminating in a marsh, and the Sajur, a branch of the Euphrates. The lakes
are: The Lake of Antioch; the Salt Lake, near Aleppo; Kades, on the
Orontes; and the Bahr el Merj, near Damascus. The cities are: Antioch,
Damascus (150,000); Apameia, Aleppo (70,000); Beirut (50,000); Hamath
(30,000), (<041321>Numbers 13:21); Hums (20,000); Tripoli (13,000); Seleueia,
Tadmor, (Palmyra), and many others, mentioned in their places. Syria was
settled by Canaanites and Aramaeans, descendants of Ham. Damascus and
Zobah were the chief cities in David’s time. Assyria made it a province, and
Alexander conquered it (B.C. 323); and after him the Seleucid family
governed it, one of them building Antioch, which was their only capital
until 114 B.C. The Romans, under Pompey, captured it, B.C. 65. The
Mohammedans succeeded the Romans A.D. 634, when, for 100 years
after, they made Damascus their capital.

Syriac Versions
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
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Syria Maachah (<131906>1 Chronicles 19:6).
Syrian
A native of Syria (<012520>Genesis 25:20).

Syrophenician
Is Phoenicia properly so-called, which was a part of Syria only when the
Syrian kings governed Phoenicia. The Canaanite woman is called a
Syrophoenician (<410726>Mark 7:26).
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T
Taanach (“sandy soil”)
(<061221>Joshua 12:21). An ancient city of Canaan, built on the end of a ridge
which runs northward from the hills of Manasseh into the plains of
Esdraelon, at the base of which is the modern village of the same name
(Arabic, Taannuk). It was the headquarters of the army of Deborah and
Barak, and Sisera’s host was encamped between it and Megiddo
(<070519>Judges 5:19).

Taanath-shiloh (“approach to Shiloh”)
(<061606>Joshua 16:6). Supposed to be Shiloh; Taanath being the Canaanite and
Shiloh the Hebrew name of the same city.

Tabaoth
TABBAOTH (1 Esdras 5:29).

Tabbaoth (“rings”).
Ancestor of a family of Nethinim, who returned from Captivity (<150243>Ezra
2:43).

Tabbath (<070722>Judges 7:22).
In the Jordan valley, below and not far from Bethshean. It may be Tubakat
Fahil (Terrace of Fahil).

Tabeal
The “son of Tabeal” was apparently a Syrian, whom the Syrians and
Israelites intended to place on the throne (<230706>Isaiah 7:6).

Tabeel (“God is good”)
An officer of the Persian government (<150407>Ezra 4:7).
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Tabellius
TABEEL (1 Esdras 2:16.)

Taberah (“burning”)
(<041103>Numbers 11:3; <050922>Deuteronomy 9:22). In the Sinai district, but not
identified.

Tabering
The obsolete word thus used in the A.V. of <340207>Nahum 2:7 requires some
explanation. The Hebrew word connects itself with toph, “a timbrel.” The
A.V. reproduces the original idea. The “tabour,” or “tabor,” was a musical
instrument of the drum-type, which with the pipe formed the band of a
country village. To “tabour,” accordingly, is to beat with loud strokes as
men beat upon such an instrument.

Tabernacle (“a tent”)
<See TEMPLE>.

Tabernacles, the Feast of
<See FESTIVALS>.

Tabitha
also called Dorcas by Luke: a female disciple of Joppa, “full of good
works,” among which that of making clothes for the poor is specifically
mentioned. While St. Peter was at the neighboring town of Lydda, Tabitha
died; upon which the disciples at Joppa sent an urgent message to the
apostle, begging him to come to them without delay. Upon his arrival,
Peter found the deceased already prepared for burial, and laid out in an
upper chamber, where she was surrounded by the recipients and the tokens
of her charity. After the example of our Saviour in the house of Jairus
(<400925>Matthew 9:25; <410540>Mark 5:40), Peter put them all forth,” prayed for the
divine assistance, and then commanded Tabitha to arise (comp. <410541>Mark
5:41; <420854>Luke 8:54). She opened her eyes and sat up, and then, assisted by
the apostle, rose from her couch. This great miracle, as we are further told,
produced an extraordinary effect in Joppa, and was the occasion of many
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conversions there (<440936>Acts 9:36-42). The name of “Tabitha” is the
Aramaic form, answering to the Hebrew tsebiyah, a “female gazelle.” Luke
gives “Dorcas” as the Greek equivalent of the name.

Table (Hebrew: LUAH, a table or tablet).
Used especially of the tablets or slabs of stone on which were the <See TEN
COMMANDMENTS> (<022412>Exodus 24:12). Also of other tablets for <See
WRITING> (<233008>Isaiah 30:8). Hebrew: MESAB (<220112>Song of Solomon 1:12),
“at his table.” Hebrew: SHULHAN, a table spread with food (<022523>Exodus
25:23 ff.); Greek: kline, a bed (<410704>Mark 7:4); also, a couch for resting or
reclining at <See MEALS> (<400902>Matthew 9:2,6).

Tablets
1. Hebrew: BOTTEYHAN NEFESH, houses of the soul; perfume-boxes.
2. Hebrew CUMAZ (<023522>Exodus 35:22), (a globule of gold, or, rather, a
string of gold). Drops like beads were worn round the neck, or arm, by the
Israelites in the desert.

Tabor, Mount (“height”)
(Josh 19:22). On the border of Issachar and Zebulun. It is of limestone,
1,800 feet high, rounded in form, and is studded with forests of oaks,
pistachios, terebinths, mock-oranges, and other trees and bushes. Wolves,
boars, lynxes, and other wild animals, besides reptiles, are found. It is now
called Jebel et Tur, and is one of the most favorable points for beautiful
and extensive views. The plain of Esdraelon is seen, spread out like a
carpet, between the hills of Samaria and those of Galilee, ending at Carmel
and in the season of early harvest (March and April) is diversified with the
various colors of different fields in cultivation: some red from recent
plowing — some yellow, white, or green, as the state of the crop may
determine. The sea of Galilee and the Mediterranean are visible. The
course of the Jordan can be traced for many miles. Lebanon and Hermon,
with their snow-capped summits, and the hills of Galilee, including Hattin,
the Mount of Beatitudes, are on the north, and the countless hills and
valleys of Bashan (Hauran), and Gilead, are to the east; Little Hermon (Hill
Mizar) and Gilboa to the south, while the mountains of Samaria fill up the
view to the west, ending in the ridge of Carmel to the northwest, where we
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began. All around the top are foundations of a thick wall, built of large
stones, some of which are beveled. There are ruins of towers and bastions.
Toward the east end of this enclosure are confused heaps of ruins of
houses, churches, towers, and other buildings — some of hewn and others
of beveled stones. One tall, pointed arch is standing, called the Gate of the
Wind. The ruins are of different ages. from remote antiquity, the time of
Josephus, the Crusades, and still later days. The early Christians adopted
the legend of the Transfiguration of the Saviour on this mountain (Rob. ii.
358), but this is now located on Hermon, near Paneas.

Tabor, the Plain of
It has been already pointed out that this is an incorrect translation, and
should be <See THE OAK OF TABOR>. It is mentioned in <091003>1 Samuel 10:3
only, as one of the points in the homeward journey of Saul after his
anointing by Samuel. But unfortunately, like so many of the other spots
named in this interesting passage, the position of the Oak of Tabor has not
yet been fixed. Ewald seems to consider it certain that Tabor and Deborah
are merely different modes of pronouncing the same name, and he
accordingly identifies the Oak of Tabor with the tree under which Deborah,
Rachael’s nurse, was buried (<012508>Genesis 25:8). But this, though most
ingenious, can only be received as a conjecture.

Tabret
<See TIMBREL>.

Tabrimon
Properly Tabrimmon, i.e. “good is Rimmon,” the Syrian god. The father of
Benhadad I, king of Syria in the reign of Asa (<111518>1 Kings 15:18).

Tache
The word thus rendered occurs only In the description of the structure of
the Tabernacle and its fittings (<022606>Exodus 26:6,11,33; 35:11; 36:13;
39:33), and appears to indicate the small hooks by which a curtain is
suspended to the rings from which it hangs, or connected vertically, as in
the case of the veil of the Holy of Holies, with the loops of another curtain.
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Tachmonite, the
“The Tachmonite that sat in the seat,” chief among David’s captains (<102308>2
Samuel 23:8), is in 1 Chronicles 40:11 called Jashobeam an Hachmonite,”
or, as the margin gives it, “son of Hachmoni.” Kennicott has shown that
the words translated “he that sat in the seat” are a corruption of
Jashobeam, and that “the Tachmonite” is a corruption of the “son of
Hachmoni, which was the family or local name of Jashobeam. Therefore he
concludes “Jashobeam the Hachmonite” to have been the true reading.

Tadmor
called “Tadmor in the wilderness” (<140804>2 Chronicles 8:4). There is no
reasonable doubt that this city, said to have been built by Solomon, is the
same as the one known to the Greeks and Romans and to modern Europe
by the name, in some form or other, of Palmyra. The identity of the two
cities results from the following circumstances: First, The same city is
specially mentioned by Josephus (Antiquities viii. 6, 1) as bearing in his
time the name of Tadmor among the Syrians, and Palmyra among the
Greeks; and in his Latin translation of the Old Testament, Jerome translates
Tadmor by Palmira (<140804>2 Chronicles 8:4). Secondly, The modern Arabic
name of Palmyra is substantially the same as the Hebrew word, being
Tadtour or Tathmur. Thirdly, The word Tadmor has nearly the same
meaning as Palmyra, signifying probably the “City of Palms,” from Tamar,
a palm. Fourthly, The name Tadmot or Tadmor actually occurs as the
name of the city in Aramaic and Greek inscriptions which have been found
there. Fifthly, In the Chronicles, the city is mentioned as having been built
by Solomon after his conquest of Hamath Zobah, and it is named in
conjunction with “all the store cities which he built in Hamath.” This
accords fully with the situation of Palmyra <See HAMATH>; and there is no
other known city, either in the desert or not in the desert, which can lay
claim to the name of’ Tadmor. In addition to the passage in the Chronicles,
there is a passage in the Book of Kings (<110918>1 Kings 9:18) in which,
according to the marginal reading (Qeri), the statement that Solomon built
Tadmor likewise occurs. But on referring to the original text (kethibh), the
word is found to be not Tadmor, but Tamar. Now, as all the other towns
mentioned in this passage with Tamar are in Palestine (Gezer, Bethboron,
Baalath), as it is said of Tamar that it was “in the wilderness in the land,”
and as, in Ezekiel’s prophetic description of the Holy Land, there is a
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Tamar mentioned as one of the borders of the land on the south
(<264719>Ezekiel 47:19), where, as is notorious, there is a desert, it is probable
that the author of the Book of Kings did not really mean to refer to
Palmyra, and that the marginal reading of “Tadmor” was founded on the
passage in the Chronicles. If this is admitted, the suspicion naturally
suggests itself, that the compiler of the Chronicles may have
misapprehended the original passage in the Book of Kings, and may have
incorrectly written “Tadmor” instead of “Tamar.” On this hypothesis, there
would have been a curious circle of mistakes; and the final result would be
that any supposed connection between Solomon and the foundation of
Palmyra must be regarded as purely imaginary. This conclusion is not
necessarily incorrect or unreasonable; but there are not sufficient reasons
for adopting it. As the city is nowhere else mentioned in the whole Bible, it
would be out of place to enter into a long, detailed history of it on the
present occasion. The following leading facts, however, may be mentioned:
The first author of antiquity who mentions Palmyra is Pliny the Elder.
Afterward it was mentioned by Appian, in connection with a design of
Mark Antony to let his cavalry plunder it. In the second century A.D. it
seems to have been beautified by the emperor Hadrian. In the beginning of
the third century A.D. it became a Roman colony under Caracalla (211-217
A.D.), and received the jus Italicum. Subsequently, in the reign of
Gallienus, the Roman senate invested Odenathus, a senator of Palmyra,
with the regal dignity, on account of his services in defeating Sapor king of
Persia. On the assassination of Odenathus, his celebrated wife Zenobia
seems to have conceived the design of erecting Palmyra into an
independent monarchy; and, in prosecution of this object, she for a while
successfully resisted the Roman arms. She was at length defeated and taken
captive by the emperor Aurelian (A.D. 273), who left a Roman garrison in
Palmyra. This garrison was massacred in a revolt; and Aurelian punished
the city by the execution not only of those who were taken in arms, but
likewise of common peasants, of old men, women, and children. From this
blow Palmyra never recovered, though there are proofs of its having
continued to be inhabited until the downfall of the Roman Empire.

Tahan (“station”)
Descendant of Ephraim (<042635>Numbers 26:35).
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Tahanites, the
Descendants of <See TAHAN> (<042635>Numbers 26:35).

Tahapanes
<See TAHPANHES>.

Tahath (1) (“below”)
1. Ancestor of Samuel and Heman (<130637>1 Chronicles 6:37).
2. Son of Bered (<130720>1 Chronicles 7:20).
3. Grandson of No. 2 (<130720>1 Chronicles 7:20).

Tahath (2) (“lower”)
(<043326>Numbers 33:26). Desert station. Lost.

Tahpanhes (Daphne?)
An important town in Lower Egypt in the land of Goshen, near Pelusium
(<244307>Jeremiah 43:7). Located at Tel Defenneh, in the present Delta.

Tahpenes
An Egyptian queen, wife of Pharaoh 6 (<111118>1 Kings 11:18-20).

Tahrea (“cunning”)
Son of Micah (<130941>1 Chronicles 9:41).

Tahtim Hodshi, the Land of (<102406>2 Samuel 24:6). Lost.
Supposed by some to be Harosheth (compare <070402>Judges 4:2).

Talent (Hebrew: KIKKAR; Greek: talanton).
The greatest weight of the Hebrews. <See MONEY>, <See WEIGHTS
AND MEASUREMENTS>.
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Talitha Cumi
Two Syriac words, meaning damsel arise (<410541>Mark 5:41). The Aramaic
paraphrase on <200903>Proverbs 9:3, signifies a girl. Gesenius says the same
word means a lamb.

Talmai (“furrowed”)
1. Son of <See ANAK> (<041322>Numbers 13:22).
2. Son of Ammihud, and king of Geshur (<100303>2 Samuel 3:3).

Talmon (“oppressed”)
Head of the porters for the camps of the sons of Levi (<130917>1 Chronicles
9:17).

Talmud
It is the work which embodies the canonical and civil law of the Jews. It
contains those rules, precepts and interpretations by which the Jewish
people profess to be guided, in addition to the Old Testament, and includes
not merely religion, but philosophy, medicine, jurisprudence, history and
the various branches of practical duty. The Jews have been accustomed to
divide their law into written and unwritten: the written contained in the
Pentateuch, the unwritten handed down orally, until it was found necessary
to write it. Some Jews have assigned the same antiquity to both, alleging
that Moses received them on the Mount. Midrashim, or explanations of
biblical topics, were of gradual growth. The system of interpretation which
they exemplify and embody existed in the age of the so-called Sopherim
(Scribes), who succeeded the prophets. The oldest Mishna is accredited to
Hillel. It is divided into 6 orders or books, 63 treatises (MASSIKLOTH), and
525 chapters (PERAKIM). The first Seder treats of sowing, the productions
of the earth, trees, and the uses of fruits, seeds, etc. The second Seder
(MOED), the order of festivals. The third Seder (NASHIM) discusses the
rights of men and women, marriage and divorce. The fourth Seder
(NEZIKIN), consisting of ten treatises, with the losses and injuries which
one person may bring upon another. The fifth (KODASHIM) treats of
sacrifices, oblations, etc. The sixth (TAHAROTH) relates to purifications of
vessels, household furniture, etc. Rabbinical Jews have always set a high
value on the Talmud, often placing it above the old Mosaic law. Hence, we
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find in the Masseceth Soferim the saying, “The Biblical text is like water,
and the Mishna like wine, and the six orders like aromatic wine.” In
another passage “The law is like salt, the Mishna like pepper, but the six
orders like fine spices.” Again, “The words of the Scribes are lovely, above
the words of the law; for the words of the law are weighty and light, but
the words of the scribes are all weighty.” These extravagant praises of the
oral traditions agree with the Saviour’s words: “Making the word of God
of none effect, through your tradition, which ye have believed” (<410713>Mark
7:13).
The first complete edition of the Babylonian Talmud was published at
Venice in 1520-1523, in 12 vols. folio. This is the celebrated Bomberg
edition now so rare, but not accurate.
The Jerusalem Talmud was first published by Bomberg about 1522-1523,
at Venice, folio; and subsequently at Cracow, 1609, folio.
The entire Talmud has not been translated into any language. The Mishna
appeared in Latin in Surenhusius’ edition, Amsterdam, 1698-1703, fol.

Talsas
<See ELASAH> (1 Esdras 9:22).

Tamah (“laughter”)
Ancestor of Nethinim, who returned from Captivity (<160755>Nehemiah 7:55).

Tamar (1) (Hebrew: THAMAR, palm-tree)
1. Wife of Er and Onan, the two sons of Judah (<013806>Genesis 38:6-30). She
practiced a deception upon Judah, in retaliation for his neglect to give her
his third son, Shelah, for a husband.
2. Daughter of David, mother of Absalom. She was badly treated by her
brother Arenon (<101301>2 Samuel 13:1-32).
3. Daughter of Absalom (<101407>2 Samuel 14:7). The mother of Maachah 3,
queen of Judah (<111503>1 Kings 15:3).

Tamar (2) (“palm-tree”)
(<264719>Ezekiel 47:19). A town south of Hebron, now called Kurnub.
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Tamuz
A Syrian idol mentioned in <260814>Ezekiel 8:14, where the women are
represented as weeping for it. It is generally supposed that Tammuz was
the same deity as the Phoenician Adonis. The fabled death and restoration
of Adonis, supposed to symbolize the departure and return of the sun, were
celebrated at the summer solstice with lamentations first, and then
rejoicings and obscene revels.

Tanach
TAANACH (<062125>Joshua 21:25).

Tanhumeth (“comfort”)
Father of Seraiah (<122523>2 Kings 25:23).

Tanis
Zoan, in Egypt (<070110>Judges 1:10).

Tapestry (Hebrew: MARBADDIM)
Cloth for hangings and bed-covers, ornamented with needle-work
(<200716>Proverbs 7:16).

Taphath (“drops”)
Daughter of Solomon (<110411>1 Kings 4:11).

Tappuah (“apple-region”)
Son of Hebron (<130243>1 Chronicles 2:43).

Taphon (1 Macc. 9:50).
Beth Tappuah near Hebron.

Tappuah (<061534>Joshua 15:34).
1. In the Shefelah, 12 miles west of Jerusalem.
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2. EN-TAPPUAH (<061608>Joshua 16:8; 17:7,8). On the boundary of the children
of Joseph — city and a district of the same name. Supposed to be
southwest of Shechem. Perhaps in Wady Falaik.

Tarah
Desert station. Lost.

Taralah (<061827>Joshua 18:27).
City of Benjamin. Site lost.

Tarea
<See TAHREA> (<130835>1 Chronicles 8:35).

Tares
A noxious plant, of the grass family, supposed to mean the darnel. It grows
among the wheat everywhere in Palestine, and bears a great resemblance to
it while growing — so closely that, before they head out, the two plants
can hardly be distinguished. The grains are found, 2 or 3 together, in 12
small husks, scattered on a rather long head. The Arabs do not separate the
darnel from the wheat, unless by means of a fan or sieve, after threshing
(<401325>Matthew 13:25-30). If left to mingle with the bread, it occasions
dizziness, and often acts as an emetic.

Target
A small, round shield (<091706>1 Samuel 17:6).

Targum
A translation of the Scriptures in the Aramaic language. Of these, the
Targum of Jonathan, and that of Onkelos, are held in most esteem by the
Jews.

Tarpelites (<150409>Ezra 4:9).
Supposed to refer to the people of Tripolis, Phoenicia.
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Tarshish (<011004>Genesis 10:4; <197210>Psalm 72:10; <320103>Jonah 1:3, etc.).
1. Probably Tartassus, in Spain (Strabo, iii. 148). There was a city and a
river in Spain of the same name; perhaps the same river is now called
Guadalquiver. The articles brought to Tyre from Tarshish, such as silver,
iron, lead, and tin (<262712>Ezekiel 27:12), were productions of Spain.
2. (<140921>2 Chronicles 9:21; 20:36). From these passages it seems that there
was another Tarshish, which was in the direction of the Red Sea, and
probably in India, judging from the articles brought from there, which were
gold, silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks (<111022>1 Kings 10:22). India was the
native land of the peacock (Cuvier, viii. 136).

Tarsus
Chief town of <See CILICIA>; the birthplace of Paul the Apostle (<440911>Acts
9:11; 21:39). It was an important city in the time of the Greek kings.
Alexander conquered it; and it was under the rule of Antioch, and also that
of the Ptolemies. Caesar changed its name to Juliopolis. Augustus made it
a free city. It was a celebrated seat of learning in the time of the early
Roman emperors, and was compared by Strabo to Athens and Alexandria,
and considered superior to them (xiv. 673). Among its famous citizens
were Athenodorus, the tutor of Augustus, and Nestor, the tutor of
Tiberius. Antony and Cleopatra met on the banks of the river Cydnus,
which divides Tarsus in two.

Tartak
One of the gods of the Avite (or Avvite) colonists of Samaria (<121731>2 Kings
17:31). According to rabbinical tradition, Tartak is said to have been
worshipped under the form of an ass. A Persian or Pehlvi origin has been
suggested for the name, according to which it signifies either “intense
darkness,” or “hero of darkness,” or the under-world, and so perhaps some
planet of ill luck, as Saturn or Mars.

Tartan
which occurs only in <121817>2 Kings 18:17 and <232001>Isaiah 20:1, has been
generally regarded as a proper name. Recent discoveries make it probable
that in Tartan, as in Rabsaris and Rabshakeh, we have not a proper name at
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all, but a title or official designation, like Pharaoh or Surena. The Assyrian
Tartan is a general or commander-in-chief.

Tatnai (“gift”)
satrap of the province west of the Euphrates in the time of Darius
Hystaspis (<150503>Ezra 5:3,6; 6:6,13). The name is thought to be Persian.

Tau (Hebrew: TAV a mark or sign)
The 23rd letter of the Hebrew alphabet.

Taverns
Three Taverns. A station on the Appian road between Putcoli and Rome,
where Paul met brethren when on his way from Jerusalem. The modern
Cisteran is probably near the site of the ancient place, which was about 30
miles from Rome.

Taxes
I. Under the Judges, according to the theocratic government contemplated
by the law, the only payments incumbent upon the people as of permanent
obligation were the <See TITHES>, the <See FIRST-FRUITS>, the <See
REDEMPTION MONEY> of the firstborn, and other offerings as
belonging to special occasions. The payment by each Israelite of the halfshekel as “atonement-money,” for the service of the Tabernacle, on taking
the census of the people (<023013>Exodus 30:13), does not appear to have had
the character of a recurring tax, but to have been supplementary to the
freewill-offerings of <022501>Exodus 25:1-7, levied for the one purpose of the
construction of the sacred tent. In later times, indeed, after the return from
Babylon, there was an annual payment for maintaining the fabric and
services of the Temple; but the fact that this begins by the voluntary
compact to pay one-third of a shekel (<161032>Nehemiah 10:32) shows that until
then there was no such payment recognized as necessary. A little later the
third became a half, and under the name of the didrachma (<401724>Matthew
17:24) was paid by every Jew, in whatever part of the world he might be
living.
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II. The kingdom, with its centralized government and greater
magnificence, involved, of course, a larger expenditure, and therefore a
heavier taxation. The chief burdens appear to have been,
(1) A tithe of the produce both of the soil and of live stock (<090815>1
Samuel 8:15,17).
(2) Forced military service for a month every year (<090812>1 Samuel 8:12;
1 Kings 9:22; <132701>1 Chronicles 27:1).

<110922>

(3) Gifts to the king (<091027>1 Samuel 10:27; 16:20; 17:18).
(4) Import duties (<111015>1 Kings 10:15).
(5) The monopoly of certain branches of commerce (<110928>1 Kings 9:28;
10:28,29; 22:48).
(6) The appropriation to the king’s use of the early crop of hay
(<300701>Amos 7:1). At times, too, in the history of both the kingdoms,
there were special burdens. A tribute of fifty shekels a head had to be
paid by Menahem to the Assyrian king (<121520>2 Kings 15:20), and under
his successor Hoshea this assumed the form of an annual tribute (<121704>2
Kings 17:4).

III. Under the Persian Empire, the taxes paid by the Jews were, in their
broad outlines, the same in kind as those of other subject races. The
financial system which gained for Darius Hystaspis the name of the
“shopkeeper-king” involved the payment by each satrap of a fixed sum as
the tribute due from his province. In Judaea, as in other provinces, the
inhabitants had to provide in kind for the maintenance of the governor’s
household, besides a money payment of forty shekels a day (<160514>Nehemiah
5:14,15). In <150413>Ezra 4:13,20; 7:24, we get a formal enumeration of the
three great branches of the revenue. The influence of Ezra secured for the
whole ecclesiastical order, from the priests down to the Nethinim, an
immunity from all three (<150724>Ezra 7:24); but the burden pressed heavily on
the great body of the people.

IV. Under the Egyptian and Syrian kings, the taxes paid by the Jews
became yet heavier. The “farming” system of finance was adopted in its
worst form. The taxes were put up to auction. The contract sum for those
of Phoenicia, Judaea, Samaria had been estimated at about 8,000 talents.
An unscrupulous adventurer would bid double that sum, and would then
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go down to the province, and by violence and cruelty, like that of Turkish
or Hindu collectors, squeeze out a large margin of profit for himself.

V. The pressure of Roman taxation, if not absolutely heavier, was probably
more galling, as being more thorough and systematic, more distinctively a
mark of bondage. The capture of Jerusalem by Pompey was followed
immediately by the imposition of a tribute, and within a short time the sum
thus taken from the resources of the country amounted to 10,000 talents.
When Judaea became formally a Roman province, the whole financial
system of the empire came as a natural consequence. The taxes were
systematically farmed, and the publicans appeared as a new curse to the
country. The Portoria were levied at harbors, piers, and the gates of cities
(<401724>Matthew 17:24; <451307>Romans 13:7). In addition to this, there was the
poll-tax paid by every Jew, and looked upon, for that reason, as the special
badge of servitude. United with this, as part of the same system, there was
also, in all probability, a property-tax of some kind. In addition to these
general taxes, the inhabitants of Jerusalem were subject to a special houseduty about this period

Taxing
The English word now conveys to us more distinctly the notion of a tax or
tribute actually levied; but it appears to have been used in the 16th century
for the simple assessment of a subsidy upon the property of a given county,
or the registration of the people for the purpose of a poll-tax. Two distinct
registrations, or taxings, are mentioned in the New Testament, both of
them by Luke. The first is said to have been the result of an edict of the
emperor Augustus, that “all the world (i.e. the Roman Empire) should be
taxed” (<420201>Luke 2:1), and is connected by the evangelist with the name of
Cyrenius, or Quirinus. <See CYRENIUS> The second, and more important
(<440537>Acts 5:37), is distinctly associated, in point of time, with the revolt of
Judas of Galilee.

Teacher
One that imparts instruction, and communicates knowledge of religious
truth or other things.
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Tears
Drops of water from the eye (<122005>2 Kings 20:5). The ancient Romans
collected the tears of mourners for the dead, and preserved them in a
bottle, of thin glass or simple pottery. They used to be placed in the
sepulchres of the dead, in Rome and Palestine, where they are found in
great numbers, on opening ancient tombs (<195608>Psalm 56:8).

Tebah (“slaughter”)
Oldest son of <See NAHOR> II (<012224>Genesis 22:24).

Tebaliah (“whom Jah has purified”)
Third son of Hosah (<132611>1 Chronicles 26:11).

Tebeth
The tenth month of the Hebrew sacred year, commencing with the new
moon in January (<170216>Esther 2:16).

Tehaphnehes
<See TAHPANHES>.

Tehinnah (“mercy”)
Founder of <See IR-NAHASH>, Son of Eshton (<130412>1 Chronicles 4:12).

Teil-tree
The lime-tree, or linden.

Tekoa (“strikers”)
(<141106>2 Chronicles 11:6). East of Hebron; built by Ashur, son of Hezron
(<140202>2 Chronicles 2:24). Residence of the wise woman who made peace
between David and Absalom (2 Samuel 14). Ira, the Tekoite, was one of
David’s 30 “mighty men” (<102326>2 Samuel 23:26). Rehoboam fortified it
(<141106>2 Chronicles 11:6). Its people helped Nehemiah rebuild the walls of
Jerusalem after the return from Babylon (<160305>Nehemiah 3:5,27). The
prophet Amos was born here (Amos 1; <300714>Amos 7:14). The modern name
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is Tekua, and it is a small village of Arab houses, on an elevated hill, from
which there is an extensive view reaching to the mountains of Moab, Dead
Sea, the hills around Jerusalem, and west to Hebron, while toward the
south the mountains of Edom fill the horizon. There are ruins of walls of
houses, cisterns, broken columns, and heaps of building-stones. Some of
the stones have the peculiar Hebrew bevel, proving their antiquity. The
ruins of Khureitun (possibly <See KERIOTH>, the city, of Judas) are near
Tekua, on the brink of a frightful precipice <See TEKOA> A name
occurring in the genealogies of Judah (<130224>1 Chronicles 2:24; 4:5) as the
son of Ashur. There is little doubt that the town of Tekoa is meant.

Tekoite, the
<See IRA> ben Ikkesh, one of David’s warriors, is thus designated (<102326>2
Samuel 23:26; <131128>1 Chronicles 11:28; 27:9). The common people among
<See THE TEKOITES> displayed great activity in the repairs of the wall
of Jerusalem under Nehemiah (<160305>Nehemiah 3:5,27).

Tel-abib (“hill Abib”)
This was probably a city of Chaldaea or Babylonia, not of Upper
Mesopotamia, as generally imagined (<260315>Ezekiel 3:15). The whole scene of
Ezekiel’s preaching and visions seems to have been Chaldaea Proper.

Telah (“breach”)
A descendant of Ephraim, and ancestor of Joshua (<130725>1 Chronicles 7:25).

Telaim
The place at which Saul collected and numbered his forces before his
attack on Amalek (<091504>1 Samuel 15:4, only). It may be identical with <See
TELEM>. On the other hand, the reading of the LXX. in <091504>1 Samuel
15:4, viz. Gilgal, is remarkable, and is almost sufficient to induce the belief
that in this case the LXX. and Josephus have preserved the right name, and
that, instead of Telaim, we should, with them, read Gilgal. The Targum
renders it “lambs of the Passover,” according to a curious fancy, mentioned
elsewhere in the Jewish books, that the army met at the Passover, and that
the census was taken by counting the lambs.
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Telassar (“hill of Asshur”)
It is mentioned in <121912>2 Kings 19:12 and in <233712>Isaiah 37:12 as a city
inhabited by “the children of Eden,” which had been conquered, and was
held in the time of Sennacherib by the Assyrians. In both it is connected
with Gozan (Gauzanitis), Haran (Carrhae, now Harran), and Rezeph (the
Razappa of the Assyrian inscriptions), all of which belong to the hillcountry above the Upper Mesopotamian plain. Telassar, the chief city of a
tribe known as the Beni Eden, must have been in Western Mesopotamia, in
the neighborhood of Harran and Orfa.

Telem (1) (“oppression”)
Judah (<061524>Joshua 15:24). South of Hebron. Now called Dhullam.

Telem (2)
A porter of the Temple (<151024>Ezra 10:24).

Tel-harsa
<See Tel-Haresha> (“hill of the wood”)
(<150259>Ezra 2:59; <160761>Nehemiah 7:61). In the low country of Babylonia, near
the Persian Gulf.

Tell Hum
Tell Hum has recently been proved to be the site of the ancient <See
CAPERNAUM>. The original building of the synagogue, as appears by an
inspection of the ruins, was 74 feet 9 inches long by 56 feet 9 inches wide;
longer between north and south, with entrances at the south end. Many
finely-cut capitals were found in the interior, buried in the rubbish; and also
several of the pedestals in their proper places. Epiphanius says there was a
Christian church there A.D. 600, some of the ruins of which are found near
the synagogue. The plan of the synagogue was always peculiar, and
different from that adopted by the Christians, or Pagans, or
Mohammedans, so that there is no difficulty in determining the nature of
certain ruins. This building may have been the one built by the centurion
(<420745>Luke 7:45), and that in which Jesus delivered the discourse recorded in
John 6. One of the stones has a pot of manna sculptured on it.
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At the north end of the town there are the remains of two very interesting
tombs. One was built of limestone blocks, in a chamber cut from the basalt;
and the other a building above ground, which had been whitewashed inside
and out. (See <402227>Matthew 22:27).

Tel-melah (“hill of salt”)
A city of the low district near the Persian Gulf. The city is called Thelme,
by Ptolemy (v. 20).

Tema (“desert”)
(<012515>Genesis 25:15; <232114>Isaiah 21:14.) A small town on the border of Syria,
on the pilgrim route from Damascus to Mecca. It was once a stronghold.

Teman (<013611>Genesis 36:11).
A city or country named after one of the dukes of Edom, in the south of
the land of Edom. Eusebius and Jerome mention it as being 15 miles from
Petra.

Temani (<013634>Genesis 36:34). <See TEMANITE>.
Temanite
Descendant of <See TEMAN> (<130145>1 Chronicles 1:45). <See ELISHA>,
the Temanite, was Job’s friend, and one of the wise men of Edom (<180211>Job
2:11).

Temeni (“lucky”)
Son of Ashur (<130406>1 Chronicles 4:6).

Temple
Hebrew:
1. MISHKAN, “dwelling”; an open enclosed place, which can be dwelt in),
(<022509>Exodus 25:9; <030810>Leviticus 8:10; 17:13; <040150>Numbers 1:50-53). It
connects itself with the Jewish word SHECHINAH, as describing the
dwelling-place of the Divine Glory.
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2. OHEL, the tent, as a whole, or, perhaps, the covering, or roof only
(<010420>Genesis 4:20; 9:21, etc.). This is used when applied to the Sacred Tent
(<022609>Exodus 26:9).
3. BAYITH house (<022319>Exodus 23:19).
4. KODESH, “holy”.
5. MIKDASH sanctuary (<022508>Exodus 25:8); Hebrew and Aramaic.
6. HEYKAL, “temple,” “palace” (<122413>2 Kings 24:13; <090109>1 Samuel 1:9).
7. MOED, “place of meeting” (<022942>Exodus 29:42).
8. HAEDUTH, place of a fixed meeting (<040915>Numbers 9:15).
9. OHEL HAEDUTH, “tabernacle of testimony” (<041707>Numbers 17:7); so
named from the two tables of testimony. The tabernacle was a tent-like
structure, adapted to the roving life of the desert, and made more
important than the ordinary tent, or even than the best tents of the
wealthiest sheiks, which are lined with silk, or fine linen, or woolen, and
very showy in form and color.
Its form was twice the length of its width, 30 cubits (45 feet) long by 10
cubits (15 feet) wide, and the side-walls were 10 cubits (15 feet) high. It
stood in an enclosed place, 50 cubits (75 feet) wide by 100 cubits (150
feet) long, 15 feet from the west end. (See the plan on the map of the <See
TWELVE TRIBES>). The Holy of Holies, at the west end, was a cube of
10 cubits each way, and in it was the mercy-seat, on the lid of the ark, the
cherubim, the ark and the Book of the Law. The room in front was 20
cubits long by 10 wide, and called the Holy Place. In it were the table of
shewbread and the seven-branched candlestick and the altar of incense
(Exodus 25). The tent had a ridge, forming a right-angle, over which the
roof coverings of cloth and skins were thrown. These extended 5 cubits
beyond the walls all round the tent, like wide, projecting eaves. There were
three coverings to the sides; the inner of fine linen; the next of badgerskins; the outer of ram-skins dyed red; and besides these, the roof had one
of goats’ hair. It was made under the direction of Bezaleel and Aholiab. Its
place was in the center of the camp (<See ENCAMPMENT>), where it
was set up on the first day of the second year of the Exodus (<024002>Exodus
40:2). It was the place where man met with God (<041124>Numbers 11:24, 25).
It was moved from its place (a moving Bethel) in the Wilderness and in
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Canaan until the Temple was built, or rather until it lost its glow,, when the
ark was captured by the Philistines (<090422>1 Samuel 4:22; <197860>Psalm 78:60).
The form and size of the tent were symbolical; and to the Hebrews, who
believed in the mystical and occult powers of numbers, it was peculiarly
sacred because of its peculiar structure. On its altar of incense no strange
fire must ever be used.

Tempt to, and Temptation
These words denote the trying or putting one to the proof. (Hebrew:
BAHAN MASSAH; Greek: peirazo, ekpeirazo, peirasmos, etc.). Designate
the action of God or the course of His providence, or the earthly trial by
which human character and feelings are brought out (<012201>Genesis 22:1).
The Temptation may be used with reference to our first parents (Genesis 3)
or of the Jesus (<400401>Matthew 4:1-11) in which Satan was the Tempter.

Tempter
One who tempts or entices another to sin (<400403>Matthew 4:3).

Ten Commandments
<See DECALOGUE>.

Tent (Hebrew: OHEL).
Dwelling in tents was very general in ancient times among Eastern nations
(<010420>Genesis 4:20). The patriarchs, the Israelites from Egypt, dwelt in tents
until they obtained the Promised Land, and to some extent afterward
(<070708>Judges 7:8; <581109>Hebrews 11:9). The people of the East live much in the
open air. But those most remarkable for this unsettled and wandering life
are the Arabs, who still live in tents. This kind of dwelling is not confined
to the Arabs, but is used throughout Asia. Tents were usually made of
canvas stretched out, and resting on poles, with cords secured to pegs
driven into the ground (<233320>Isaiah 33:20). The house of God, and heaven,
are spoken of in Scripture as the tent or tabernacle of Jah (<191501>Psalm 15:1).
Says Lord Lindsay: “There is something very melancholy in our morning
flittings. The tent-pins are plucked up, and in a few minutes a dozen holes,
a heap or two of ashes, and the marks of the camels’ knees in the sand,
soon to be obliterated, are the only traces left of what has been for a while
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our home. Often we found ourselves shelterless before being fully
dressed.” What a type of the tent of our body! Tents are of various colors;
black (<19C005>Psalm 120:5), red, yellow, and white. They are also of various
shapes; some circular, others of an oblong figure like the bottom of a ship
turned upside down. In Syria the tents are generally made of cloth of
goats’ hair (<023526>Exodus 35:26). Those of the Arabs are of black goats’ hair.
The Egyptian and Moorish inhabitants of Askalon use white tents. An Arab
sheikh will have a number of tents (<013133>Genesis 31:33). Usually one tent
suffices for a family, being divided, if large, into apartments by curtains.

Tentmakers (<441803>Acts 18:3).
Tentation (<021707>Exodus 17:7). <See TEMPTATION>.
Tenth
The tenth part of an ephah, probably the same as the Omer, about five pints
(<032317>Leviticus 23:17).

Terah (“station”)
Son of Nahor, and father of Abram (<011124>Genesis 11:24-32). <See NAHOR>
2, and <See HARAN> 1, and through them the ancestor of the great families
of the Israelites, Ishmaelites, Midianites, Moabites, and Amonites. He
dwelt in Ur, and was an idolater (<062402>Joshua 24:2). He lived 205 years, and
died in Haran (<011131>Genesis 11:31,32).

Teraphim
This word is rendered “images,” “idolatry,” or the like. Now understood to
represent small images, used as household gods.
Rachel is said to have stolen her father’s teraphim (<013119>Genesis 31:19).
Laban calls them his gods (<013130>Genesis 31:30). In the history of Micah of
Mount Ephraim the teraphim appeared as objects of worship, and as part
of the furniture which he provided for what is called “his house of Gods”
(<071705>Judges 17:5). Jacob pointed to the teraphim, when he called upon his
household to put away “the strange gods” that were among them
(<013502>Genesis 35:2); to them also Josiah referred (<143407>2 Chronicles 34:7; <122202>2
Kings 22:24). They are named by Hosea among the articles of false
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worship, and are among the objects of superstitious regard with the king of
Babylon (<262121>Ezekiel 21:21).

Teresh (“severe”)
One of the eunuchs who was discovered in his plot to assassinate
Ahasuerus (Esth. 2:21)

Tertius
A disciple who assisted Paul (<451622>Romans 16:22).

Tertullus
A Roman orator, whom the Jews employed to bring forward their
accusation against Paul (<442401>Acts 24:1-2).

Testament
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Testimony (Hebrew: EDAH, EDUTH, TEUDAH; Greek: marturia,
marturion).
Witness, evidence, proof (<400804>Matthew 8:4; <430332>John 3:32,33, etc.). Applied
also to the precepts, law, revelation of God (<191907>Psalm 19:7), and especially
to the <See TEN COMMANDMENTS>, or <See DECALOGUE> (<021634>Exodus
16:34).

Teta
<See HATITA> (1 Esdras 5:28).

Teth (Hebrew: TEYTH, “a serpent”)
The ninth letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119).

Tetrarch
Governor of the fourth part of a country.
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1. <See HEROD ANTIPAS> (<401411>Matthew 14:11), who is distinguished as
“Herod the tetrarch;” also the title of king is assigned to him (<401409>Matthew
14:9).
2. <See HEROD PHILIP II> is called tetrarch of <See ITUREA> (<420301>Luke
3:1); <See LYSANIAS> (<420301>Luke 3:1), tetrarch of <See ABILENE>. This
title was probably applied to petty tributary, princes also.

Thaddeus (Hebrew: TADDAY, “courageous”)
<See JUDE>, <See JUDAS>. Also called Lebbeus and Thaddeus (Matthew

10). One of the twelve. He is only mentioned as among those who could
not see the spiritual kingdom of Jesus (<431422>John 14:22). Of his life, labors,
and death, we know nothing. Tradition says he preached at Edessa, and
died a martyr there (<410318>Mark 3:18).

Thahash
<See BADGER>. Son of <See NAHOR> 2 by his second wife, Reumah

(<012224>Genesis 22:24).

Thamah
Ancestor of a family of Nethinim (<150253>Ezra 2:53), who returned from
Captivity.

Thamar
<See TAMAR> 1 (<400103>Matthew 1:3).

Thamnatha
<See TIMNATH> (1 Macc. 9:50). Now called Tibneh, half-way between

Jerusalem and the Mediterranean.

Thank-offering
<See SACRIFICE>.

Thara
<See TERAH> (<420334>Luke 3:34).
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Tharra
<See TERESH> (Esth. 12:1).

Tharshish
1. (<111022>1 Kings 10:22).
2. A Benjamite of the family of Bilhan (<130710>1 Chronicles 7:10).

Thassi (“debilitation”)
The surname of Simon the son of Mattathias (1 Macc. 2:3).

Theater
For the general subject, see Dict. of Ant., pp. 995-998. For the explanation
of the biblical allusions, two or three points only require notice. The Greek
term, like the corresponding English term, notes the place where dramatic
performances are exhibited, and also the scene itself, or spectacle, which is
witnessed there. It occurs in the first or local sense in <441929>Acts 19:29. It
was in the theater at Caesarea that Herod Agrippa I gave audience to the
Tyrian deputies, and was himself struck with death, because he heard so
gladly the impious acclamations of the people (<441221>Acts 12:21-23). The
other sense of the term “theatre” occurs in <460409>1 Corinthians 4:9, where the
Common Version renders, “God hath set forth us, the apostles, last, as it
were appointed to death; for we are made a spectacle unto the world, and
to angels, and to men.” Instead of “spectacle” (so also Wycliffe and the
Rhemish translators after the Vulgate) some might prefer the more
energetic Saxon, “gazing-stock,” as in Tyndale, Cranmer, and the Geneva
Version.

Thebes (A.V., No, the multitude of No, populous No)
A chief city of ancient Egypt, long the capital of the upper country, and the
seat of the diospolitan dynasties that ruled over all Egypt at the era of its
highest splendor. The sacred name of Thebes was P-amen,” the abode of
Amon,” which the Greeks reproduced in their Diospolis, especially with
the addition the Great. No-Amon is the name of Thebes in the Hebrew
Scriptures (<244625>Jeremiah 46:25; Nah. 3:8). Ezekiel uses No simply to
designate the Egyptian seat of Ammon (<263014>Ezekiel 30:14,16). The name of
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Thebes in the hieroglyphics is explained under No-AMON. The origin of
the city is lost in antiquity. Niebuhr is of opinion that Thebes was much
older than Memphis, and that, “after the centre of Egyptian life was
transferred to Lower Egypt, Memphis acquired its greatness through the
ruin of Thebes.” Other authorities assign priority to Memphis. But both
cities date from our earliest authentic knowledge of Egyptian history. The
first allusion to Thebes in classical literature is the familiar passage of the
Iliad (ix. 381-385): “Egyptian Thebes, where are vast treasures laid up in
the houses; where are a hundred gates, and from each two hundred men go
forth with horses and chariots.” It has been questioned whether Herodotus
visited Upper Egypt; but he says, “I went to Heliopolis and to Thebes,
expressly to try whether the priests of those places would agree in their
accounts with the priests at Memphis” (ii. 3). Afterward he describes the
features of the Nile Valley, and the chief points and distances upon the
river, as only an eye-witness would be likely to record them. In the first
century before Christ, Diodorus visited Thebes; and he devotes several
sections of his general work to its history and appearance. Though he saw
the city when it had sunk to quite secondary importance, he preserves the
tradition of its early grandeur, its circuit of one hundred and forty stadia,
the size of its public edifices, the magnificence of its temples, the number of
its monuments, the dimensions of its private houses — some of them four
or five stories high — all giving it an air of grandeur and beauty surpassing
not only all other cities of Egypt, but of the world. Diodorus deplores the
spoiling of its buildings and monuments by Cambyses (Diod. i. 45, 46).
Strabo, who visited Egypt. a little later, at about the beginning of the
Christian era, describes (xvii. p. 816) the, city under the name Diospolis.
But, in the uncertainty of these historical allusions, the monuments of
Thebes are the most reliable witnesses for the ancient grandeur of the city.
These are found in almost equal proportions upon both sides of the river.
The parallel ridges which skirt the narrow Nile Valley upon the east and
west from the northern limit of Upper Egypt, here sweep outward upon
either side, forming a circular plain whose diameter is nearly ten miles. The
plan of the city, as indicated by the principal monuments, was nearly
quadrangular, measuring two miles from north to south, and four from east
to west. Its four great landmarks were Karnak and Luxor upon the eastern
or Arabian side, and Qoornah and Medeenet Haboo upon the western or
Libyan side. There are indications that each of these temples may have
been connected with those facing it upon two sides by grand dromoi, lined
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with sphinxes and other colossal figures. Upon the western bank there was
almost a continuous line of temples and public edifices for a distance of
two miles, from Qoornah to Medeenet Haboo; and Wilkinson conjectures
that from a point near the latter, perhaps in the line of the colossi, the
“Royal Street” ran down to the river, which was crossed by a ferry
terminating at Luxor on the eastern side. Beginning at the northern
extremity on the western bank, the first conspicuous ruins are those, of the
Menephtheion, a palace-temple of the nineteenth dynasty, and therefore
belonging to the middle style of Egyptian architecture. Nearly a mile
southward from the Menephtheion are the remains of the combined palace
and temple known since the days of Strabo as the Memnonium. An
examination of its sculptures shows that this name was inaccurately
applied, since the building was clearly erected by Rameses II. The general
form of the Memnonium is that of a parallelogram in three main sections,
the interior areas being successively narrower than the first court, and the
whole terminating in a series of sacred chambers beautifully sculptured and
ornamented. But the most remarkable feature of these ruins is the gigantic
statue of Rameses II. Proceeding again toward the south for about the
same distance, we find, at Medeenet Haboo, ruins upon a more stupendous
scale than at any other point upon the western bank of Thebes. These
consist of a temple founded by Thothmes I., which presents some of the
grandest effects of the old Egyptian architecture, and its battle scenes are a
valuable contribution to the history of Rameses III. Behind this long range
of temples and palaces are the Libyan hills, which, for a distance of five
miles, are excavated to the depth of several hundred feet for sepulchral
chambers. Some of these, in the number and variety of their chambers, the
finish of their sculptures, and the beauty and freshness of their frescoes, are
among the most remarkable monuments of Egyptian grandeur and skill.
The eastern side of the river is distinguished by the remains of Luxor and
Karnak, the latter being of itself a city of temples. The approach to Karnak
from the south is marked by a series of majestic gateways and towers,
which were the appendages of later times to the original structure. The
temple properly faces the the river — i. e. toward the northwest. The
courts and propylaea connected with this structure occupy a space nearly
1800 feet square, and the buildings represent almost every dynasty of
Egypt, from Sesortasen I to Ptolemy Euergetes I. Courts, pylons, obelisks,
statues, pillars, everything pertaining to Karnak, are on the grandest scale.
The grandeur of Egypt is here in its architecture, and almost every pillar,
obelisk, and stone tells its historic legend of her greatest monarchs. We
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have alluded to the debated question of the priority of Thebes to Memphis.
As yet the data are not sufficient for its satisfactory,, solution, and
Egyptologists are not agreed. When the Shepherds or Hyksos, a nomadic
race from the East, invaded Egypt, and fixed their capital at Memphis, a
native Egyptian dynasty was maintained at Thebes, at times tributary to the
Hyksos, and at times in military alliance with Ethiopia against the invaders;
until at length, by a general uprising of the Thebaid, the Hyksos were
expelled, and Thebes became the capital of all Egypt under the resplendent
eighteenth dynasty. This supremacy continued until the close of the
nineteenth dynasty, or for a period of more than five hundred years; but
under the twentieth dynasty the glory of Thebes began to decline, and after
the close of that dynasty her name no more appears in the lists of kings.
Still the city was retained as the capital, in whole or in part, and the
achievements of Shishonk the Bubastite, of Tirhakah the Ethiopian, and
other monarchs of celebrity, are recorded upon its walls. Ezekiel proclaims
the destruction of Thebes by the arm of Babylon (<263014>Ezekiel 30:14-16).
The Persian invader completed the destruction that the Babylonian had
begun.

Thebez (“brightness”)
(<070950>Judges 9:50). A place 13 miles northeast of Shechem, now called
Tubas, on a gentle hill, surrounded by large groves of olives, and wellcultivated fields (Rob. iii. 305). Abimelech was killed here by a piece of a
millstone (<101121>2 Samuel 11:21).

Thecoe (“the wilderness”)
the Greek form of <See TEKOA>, which see.

Theft
PUNISHMENTS.

Thelasar
TEL-ASSAR (<121912>2 Kings 19:12).

Thelersas
TEL-HARSA (1 Esdras 5:36).
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Theman
<See TEMAN> (Baruch 3:22,23).

Theocanus
<See TIKVAH>.

Theodotus (“God-given”)
An envoy, sent by Nicanor to Judas Maccabaeus, about B.C. 162 (2 Macc.
14:19).

Theophilus (“friend of God”)
1. The person to whom Luke inscribes his Gospel and the Acts of the
Apostles (<420103>Luke 1:3).
2. A Jewish <See HIGH PRIEST>, A.D. 37-41; the son of <See ANNAS>.

Theophylact (“God guarded”)
A native of Constantinople, and Archbishop of Acris, A.D. 1077 (<410703>Mark
7:3).

Theras
<See AHAVA> (1 Esdras 8:41,61).

Thermeleth
<See TELMELAH> (1 Esdras 5:36).

Thessalonians
People of <See THESSALONICA>.

Thessalonians, First and Second Epistles to the
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.
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Thessalonica
Named after the sister of Alexander the Great. She was wife of Cassander,
who rebuilt and enlarged the city. Its original name was Therma. In
Macedonia, between the rivers of the Thermaic Gulf. It is still the most
important town in European Turkey, after Constantinople, having a
population of 70,000, about one-third of whom are Jews. It was the
residence of Cicero at one time, and the headquarters of Pompey and his
Senate, and was made a free city by Octavius Caesar. In the 1st century
A.D., the time of Paul’s visit and his two Epistles to the Thessalonians, it
was the most populous city in Maccedonia. This was the chief station on
the great Roman Road, the <See VIA EGNATIA>, which led from Rome
toward the whole country north of the seas, and therefore a most important
center for spreading the gospel. Its commerce was equal to Corinth and
Ephesus. The first Christians of this city mentioned by name were Jason
(<451621>Romans 16:21), Demas (<550410>2 Timothy 4:10), Gaius (<441929>Acts 19:29),
and Aristarchus and Secundus (<442004>Acts 20:4). The truth and accuracy of
the Scripture are confirmed in the mention of the fact of this being a free
city and in giving the peculiar and correct term for the chief magistrate,
who was called in Greek <See POLITARCH> (<441706>Acts 17:6). This name is
found nowhere else, and is preserved on an arch of the Imperial times,
which spans the main street of the city (Aug. Beck. Insc. No. 1967). For
several centuries after Christ this was called “The Orthodox City,” and was
the great center of Oriental Christianity.

Theudas (“gift of God”)
An insurgent Jew, mentioned by Gamaliel A.D. 33 (<440535>Acts 5:35-39), as of
the preceding generation, and not to be confounded with a Theudas of
A.D. 44, mentioned by Josephus.

Thieves, the Two (Greek: lestai, robbery).
The men who appear in the history of the crucifiction (<402738>Matthew
27:38,44; <411537>Mark 15:37,42) were robbers, belonging to the lawless bands
in Palestine. Against these brigands every Roman procurator had to wage
war. They kept an armed police to encounter them (<422252>Luke 22:52).
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Thimnathah
Dan (<061943>Joshua 19:43). Between Eglon and Ekron. The residence of
Samson’s wife. There must have been several towns of the same name.
One is now known as Tibneh, ten miles south of Akir (Ekron).

Thisbe
Naphtali (Tobit 1:2). The birthplace of the prophet <See ELIJAH, THE
TISHBITE> (<111701>1 Kings 17:1). The place has not been identified, but is
looked for in the vicinity of Safed or Kadesh.

Thistles and Thorns
There are nearly twenty Hebrew words which point to different kinds of
prickly or thorny shrubs, and are variously rendered “thorns,” “briers,”
“thistles,” “brambles,” etc. Thistles of various species are numerous in
Palestine, and often of prodigious size, and in some parts the thorns and
briers grow so luxuriantly that they must be burned off before the plow can
operate (Thess. 2:5,28). They were a symbol of desolation (<202431>Proverbs
24:31); and were often used as fuel (<233312>Isaiah 33:12); also for hedges
(<280206>Hosea 2:6).

Thomas (“a twin”; Greek: Dydimus, “a twin”. Lydia was his twin
sister).
A native of Galilee. It has been suggested that he was a twin brother of
Jesus, but there is no proof that he was any relation to him. He was slow to
believe, weighing the difficulties of the case, of a desponding heart, but
ardently attached to his Master. He was ready to go with Jesus into any
danger, but was incredulous about the unknown future; and after the
resurrection, he would and he could only believe after he had seen and felt
the very wounds made by the nails and the spear, he was one of the seven
apostles who saw Jesus at the Sea of Galilee, and met with the others in the
“upper room” after the ascension. Tradition says he preached in Parthia,
was a martyr, and was buried at Edessa. The church in Malabar claims him
as its founder, and shows a tomb as his.
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Thracia (2 Macc. 12:35).
Thrace anciently included the whole country north of Macedonia and the
Black Sea. It is supposed that <See TIRAS>, in <011002>Genesis 10:2, means
Thrace. It is also supposed that Tiras was the ancestor of the Tyrsi or
Tyrseni, the Etruscans of Italy.

Thraseas
Father of Appollonius 1 (2 Macc. 3:5).

Threshold (Hebrew: MIFTAN, SAF).
door-sill, a piece of timber or stone under a door or entrance (<071927>Judges
19:27).

Thresholds, the (Hebrew: ASUPPEY) (<161225>Nehemiah 12:25).
The thresholds of the gates, Hebrew: ASUPPEY HASH-SHEARIM, the
store-chambers of the gates.

Throne (Hebrew: CISSE; Greek: thronos).
Any elevated seat occupied by a person in authority as high priest (<090109>1
Samuel 1:9); judge (<19C205>Psalm 122:5); or a military chief (<240115>Jeremiah
1:15). The use of a chair in a country where squatting and reclining were
the usual postures was regarded as a symbol of dignity (<120410>2 Kings 4:10).
Solomon’s throne was approached by six steps (<111019>1 Kings 10:19), and
Jehovah’s throne was high and lifted up (<230601>Isaiah 6:1). The materials and
workmanship were costly (<111018>1 Kings 10:18-20). Heaven is called God’s
throne, and the earth his footstool (<236601>Isaiah 66:1).

Thummin
<See URIM AND THUMMIN>.

Thunder (Hebrew: RAAM, Greek: brante),
and <See LIGHTNING> are extremely rare, during the summer, in Palestine
hence it was selected by Samuel as an expression of the divine displeasure
toward the Israelites (<091217>1 Samuel 12:17). As a symbol of God’s power
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and majesty, thunder is frequently referred to in Scripture (<021916>Exodus
19:16).

Thyatira
<See PATMOS>, and the <See SEVEN CHURCHES>.

Thyine-wood
An aromatic, evergreen tree, resembling the cedar, and found in Barbary,
growing to the height of 15 to 25 feet. The wood was used in burning
incense, and, under the name of citron-wood, was highly prized by the
Romans for ornamental wood-work. The rezin, known as sandarach is, the
product of this tree (<661812>Revelation 18:12).

Tiberias
A city on the west shore of the Sea of Galilee (<430623>John 6:23). Some have
supposed that it was built on the ruins (or near) of an ancient city,
Rakkath, or Chinneroth (see Land and Book). Josephus says that it was
built over an ancient cemetery, and was, therefore, unclean. Jesus never
visited Tiberias, and it is scarcely mentioned in the Gospels. It was the
capital of Galilee from its origin to the time of Herod Agippa II. Celebrated
schools of learning flourished here for several centuries. The <See
MISHNA> was compiled here by Rabbi Judah Hakkodesh, A.D. 190. That
most important work, the MASORAH (“traditions”), originated here. By it
has been preserved the vowel system and pronunciation of the Hebrew, and
therefore the correct reading and understanding of the Old Testament. The
Christians held it during the Crusades, and now it is under Turkish rule.
Population about 4,000, 1/4th being Jews. The Jews hold that four cities
are holy, which are, Jerusalem, Hebron, Safed, and Tiberias. An
earthquake, in 1837, nearly destroyed the city, and its effects are still seen,
in walls tumbled down and houses in heaps.

Tiberius
The second emperor of Rome, successor of <See AUGUSTUS>, A.D. 1437. He was the son of Claudius Nero and Livia. He distinguishedd himself
in various wars. At first he was moderate and just, but soon became
infamous for his vices and crimes, and died A.D. 37, after a reign of 23
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years. He is several times mentioned under the title of Caesar (<422022>Luke
20:22-25; 23:22; <431912>John 19:12). His subjects were commanded to
worship his images.

Tibhath (“slaughter”)
A city of Hardarezer, king of Zobah (1 Chronicles 18). On the eastern
skirts of Anti-Lebanon.

Tibni (“building of Jah”)
An unsuccessful competitor with Omri, the general, for the throne of Israel
(<111618>1 Kings 16:18-23).

Tidal (“fear”)
“A king of nations,” under CHEDORLAOMER (<011401>Genesis 14:1-16).

Tiglath-pileser (“lord of the Tigris”)
King of Assyria; was invited by Ahaz, king of Judah, to assist him against
the kings of Assyria and Israel (<121607>2 Kings 16:7-10). He exacted a heavy
tribute, so as to distress him without helping him (<142820>2 Chronicles 28:2021). He made captive many of the inhabitants of Israel, and placed them in
his kingdom, B.C. 740 (<130626>1 Chronicles 6:26), thus fulfilling unconsciously
the predictions of <230717>Isaiah 7:17; 8:4).

Tigris (“arrow”)
River of Mesopotamia. Called Hiddekel in Hebrew. Like the Euphrates, it
has two sources; the principal one is near the high mountain-lake Golenjik,
which lies in the great bend of the Euphrates, in lat. 38 degrees 10
longitude, 39 degrees 20 longitude, and only 2 or 3 miles from that river.
The course is generally southeast to its junction with the Euphrates at
Kurnah, having traversed 1,150 miles. 1,000 miles of its course can be
navigated by rafts. The river rises rapidly in March, from the melting snow
of the Niphates mountains, and reaches the highest point in May, often
flooding the country around Baghdad. Low water occurs again in July. In
autumn the flood is much less in height than in spring. The river has been
purposely obstructed by dams at several places by the Persians for the uses
of irrigation. The Tigris is mentioned by Daniel (Daniel 10) as the Great
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River, the Hiddekel. It traversed ancient Armenia, Assyria, and separated
Babylonia from Susiana. The water is yellowish, runs in a rapid current,
and abounds in fish. The banks are fringed with groves of palms,
pomegranates, and jungles of reeds, the haunts of wild beasts.

Tikvah (“expectation”)
1. Father of Shallum 2 (<122214>2 Kings 22:14).
2. Father of Jahaziah (<151015>Ezra 10:15).

Tikvath (“obedience”). Tikvah 1 (<143422>2 Chronicles 34:22).
Tile
A broad and thin brick, usually made of fine clay, and hardened in the fire.
Such tiles were very common in Euphrates and Tigris (<260401>Ezekiel 4:1). At
Nineveh Layard found a large chamber stored full of inscribed tiles, like a
collection of historical archives (<150601>Ezra 6:1). They are about 1 foot
square and 3 inches thick.

Tilgath-pilneser
Tiglath-pileser (<130506>1 Chronicles 5:6,26).

Tilon (“gift”)
Son of Shimon (<130420>1 Chronicles 4:20).

Timbrel, Tabret (Hebrew: TOF, <013127>Genesis 31:27); TOFETH
(<181706>Job 17:6). <See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>,

Time
Beside the ordinary uses of this word, the Bible sometimes employs it to
denote a year, as in <270416>Daniel 4:16, or a prophetic year, consisting of 360
natural years, a day being taken for a year. Thus, in <270725>Daniel 7:25; 12:7,
the phase “a time, times, and the dividing of a time,” is supposed to mean 3
1/2 prophetic years, or 1,260 natural years. This period is elsewhere
paralleled by the expression “forty-two months,” each month including 30
years (<661102>Revelation 11:2,3; 12:6,14; 13:5).
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Timeus (“unclean”)
Father of the blind Bartimeus (<411046>Mark 10:46).

Timna (“one withheld”)
1. Second wife of Eliphaz, son of Esau (<013612>Genesis 36:12).
2. Son of Eliphaz (<130136>1 Chronicles 1:36), a duke of Edom in the last list
(<130151>1 Chronicles 1:51).

Timnah (“divide”)
1. In the north of Judah (<061510>Joshua 15:10), near Bethshemesh. It may be
identical with Timnatha of Samson, a city of Dan (<061943>Joshua 19:43). There
is a modern village called Tibneh, two miles west of Ain Shems
(Bethshemesh), which is believed to be on the site of the ancient city.
2. In the mountain district of Judah (<061557>Joshua 15:57), south of Hebron.

Timnath
<See TIMNAH>.

1. (<013812>Genesis 38:12). Where Judah kept his flocks.
2. The residence of Samson’s wife (<071401>Judges 14:1,2,5). In Philistia. There
were vineyards; but as a lion was found in one, the place must have been
thinly inhabited.

Timnath-heres
The city and burial-place of Joshua (<070209>Judges 2:9). Also called Timnathserah (<061950>Joshua 19:50). In Mount Ephraim, on the north side of Mount
Gaash. The site is lost, and with it the tombs of Joshu and Caleb. Dr. Eli
Smith offered the ruins of a place 15 to 20 miles northwest from Jerusalem
as the site in question, where there are, in a higher hill opposite, sepulchres
hewn out of the rock, equal in size and decoration to the tombs of the
kings at Jerusalem.

Timon (“honorable”)
One of the seven deacons (<440601>Acts 6:1-6).
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Timotheus (“honoring God”)
1. A captain of the Ammonites, who was defeated by Judas Maccabaeus,
B.C. 164 (1 Macc. 5:6,11,34-44).
2. A leader in the invasion of Nicanor, B.C. 160 (2 Macc. 8:30); killed at
Gazara (2 Macc. 10:24-27).
3. The Latin for Timothy (<441601>Acts 16:1).

Timothy
He is first mentioned in <441601>Acts 16:1, where he is described as the son of a
Greek, by a Jewish mother. The father’s name is unknown his mother’s
was Eunice, and his grandmother’ Lois (<550105>2 Timothy 1:5). The family
resided either at Derbe or Lystra, which is uncertain (<441602>Acts 16:2). He
became a disciple of Paul during his first visit to Lystra, A.D. 48, and was
his friend and companion in his journeys, and shared for a time his
imprisonment at Rome (<581323>Hebrews 13:23), and left by him at Ephesus to
continue his work (<540103>1 Timothy 1:3; 3:14). He possessed the confidence
and affection of Paul (<441601>Acts 16:1; 17:14).

Timothy, First Epistle to
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Tin (Hebrew: Bedil).
A well-known whote metal, easily melted, and very malleable. It was used
at an early period (<043122>Numbers 31:22), and brought by the Tyrians from
Tarsuish (Zechariah 27:12). It was used for plummets (<380410>Zechariah 4:10),
and it was known to the Hebrew metal-workers as one of the inferior
metals. Tin is not found in Palestine. There can be little doubt that the
mines of Britain were the chief source of supply to the ancient world.

Tiphsah (“ford”)
(<110424>1 Kings 4:24). The outpost, toward the Euphrates, of Solomon’s
kingdom (<121516>2 Kings 15:16). Probably Thapsacus of the Greeks and
Romans, and situated in Northern Syria, where the route eastward crossed
the Euphrates. It was a great and important town in the time of Xenophon.
A ford and a bridge supplied passage for caravans and armies. At the
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modern town of Suriyeh, on the Euphrates, there are paved causeways,
visible on both sides of the river, which are the remains of the approaches
to the ancient bridge; and a long line of mounds, arranged like those of
Nineveh, in the form of a parallelogram.

Tiaras (“longing”)
The seventh son of Japheth. Tyrrhenians (?), in Italy.

Tirathites, the (“people of Tira”) (“gate”)
One of the three families of Scribes residing at Jabez (<130255>1 Chronicles
2:55).

Tire (<See PEER>). An ornamental <See HEAD-DRESS>, worn on
festive occasions (<262417>Ezekiel 24:17,23).

Tirhakah (“exalted”)
King of <See ETHIOPIA>, or Cush, and of Egypt, and the opponent of
<See SENNACHERIB> (<121909>2 Kings 19:9). He was a powerful monarch,
ruling both Upper and Lower Egypt, and extending his conquests far into
Asia.

Tirhanah (“inclination”)
Son of Caleb 1 (<130248>1 Chronicles 2:48).

Tiria (“fear”)
Son of Jehaleleel (<130416>1 Chronicles 4:16).

Tirshatha (“stern”)
It is added as a title after the name <See NEHEMIAH> (<160809>Nehemiah 8:9;
10:1), and usually rendered “governor”.

Tirzah (“delight”)
Youngest daughter of <See ZELOPHEHAD> (<042633>Numbers 26:33).
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Tirzah
City of Canaan (<061224>Joshua 12:24). After the separation of Israel and Judah
it was the residence of Jeroboam (<111417>1 Kings 14:17), and of his successors,
Baasha, Elah and Zimri. The royal sepulchres (<111606>1 Kings 16:6) of the first
four kings of Israel were here. Omri destroyed Zimri in his palace by fire,
and soon afterward removed the capital to Samaria (Shomron). Its
beautiful situation is mentioned in Canticles (<220604>Song of Solomon 6:4) as
equal to that of Jerusalem. There is a modern village called Telluzah, 4 or 5
miles north of Shechem, on a high hill, large and thriving, but without
antiquities, which is supposed to be on the site of Tirzah.

Tishbite, the (Hebrew: TISHBI). <See THISBE>.
Titans (“avengers”)
“The sons of Titans” stands parallel with giants.

Tithe (Hebrew: MAASER; Greek: dekate, “a tenth”)
The proportion of a man’s income devoted to sacred purposes (<011420>Genesis
14:20; 28:22) prescribed by the Mosaic Law (<043131>Numbers 31:31). A
twofold tithe was required of each Jewish citizen. The first consisted of
one-tenth of the produce of his fields, trees, and herds, to be given to God
(<032730>Leviticus 27:30-32). The Levites paid a tenth part of what they
received to the priests (<041826>Numbers 18:26-28). The second tithe required
of each landholder one-tenth of the nine parts of his produce remaining
after the first tithe, to be used at the Temple in entertaining the Levites
(<051217>Deuteronomy 12:17-19,22-29). Every third year a special provision
was made for the poor, either out of this second tithe or in addition to it
(<051428>Deuteronomy 14:28,29). The system of tithes was renewed both
before and after the Captivity (<143105>2 Chronicles 31:5,6,12); but they were
not always regularly paid, and then the divine blessing was withheld
(<390308>Malachi 3:8-12).

Titus (Greek: Titus).
A Christian teacher of Greek origin (<480203>Galatians 2:3), the companion of
Paul, who converted him (<560104>Titus 1:4; <470823>2 Corinthians 8:23). He was
one of those sent upon a mission to Jerusalem from the Church of Antioch
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(<440502>Acts 5:2; <480201>Galatians 2:1). He was thence sent to Corinth, where he
labored successfully (<470806>2 Corinthians 8:6; 12:18). In his mission to collect
for the poor of Judaea, he conveyed the Second Epistle of Paul to the
Corinthians (<470816>2 Corinthians 8:16,17,23). Eight or ten years later he was
at Crete, superintending the churches of the island (<560105>Titus 1:5); he here
received the epistle inscribed to him by Paul, then at Ephesus (<560312>Titus
3:12). This epistle is supposed to have been written A.D. 65. Paul therein
desires him to meet him at Nicopolis. It is supposed that Titus
accompanied Paul on his last journey to Rome. He is alluded to in <550410>2
Timothy 4:10, as being in Dalmatia.

Tizite (Hebrew: TITSI). One from <See TAYITS> (“extension”)
One of David’s heroes (<131145>1 Chronicles 11:45).

Toah (“inclined”)
A Levite; ancestor of Samuel and Heman (<130634>1 Chronicles 6:34).

Tob, the Land of (“good”)
Jephthah’s refuge (<071103>Judges 11:3), and residence, until invited to return
by the sheikhs of Gilead (<070505>Judges 5:5). Tob was somewhere in the
Hauran, but is not identified.

Tobadonijah (“God is my Lord Jah”)
A Levite sent to teach the Law to the people of Judah (<141708>2 Chronicles
17:8).

Tobiah (“pleasing to Jah”)
1. The children of Tobiah were a family who returned from Captivity, but
were unable to prove their connection with Israel (<150260>Ezra 2:60).
2. A servant who took part in the opposition of <See SANBALLAT>
(<160210>Nehemiah 2:10,19) to the rebuilding the Temple.

Tobias
1. Son of <See TOBIT>.
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2. Ancestor of Hyrcanus, who was a man of great wealth (2 Macc. 3:11).

Tobie
The seat of a colony of Jews (1 Macc. 5:13). The same as Tobit.

Tobiel (“goodness of God”)
Father of Tobit, and grandfather of Tobias 1 (Tobit 1:1).

Tobjah
1. A Levite, sent to teach the Law in Judah (<141708>2 Chronicles 17:8).
2. One who returned from Captivity (<380610>Zechariah 6:10,14).

Tobit (1) (“my goodness”)
Father of Tobias 1 (Tobit 1:1).

Tobit (2)
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Tochen
In Simeon (<130432>1 Chronicles 4:32).

Togarmah
A part of Armenia, named after Togarmah, a brother of Ashkenaz and son
of Goruer (<011003>Genesis 10:3).

Toha
Ancestor of Samuel the prophet (<090101>1 Samuel 1:1).

Toi (“error”)
King of Hamath, in Syria, sent his son to rejoice with David (<100809>2 Samuel
8:9-11.
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Tola (“a worm”)
1. Oldest son of Issachar (<014613>Genesis 46:13).
2. Judge of Israel after Abimelech (<071001>Judges 10:1,2); son of Puah, the son
of Dodo,

Tolad
Simeon (<130429>1 Chronicles 4:29). <See EL-TOLAD>.

Tolaites, the
Descendants of Tola, son of Issachar (<042626>Numbers 26:26).

Tolbanes
<See TELEM>, a porter in Ezra’s time (1 Esdras 9:25).

Tomb
The most extensive tombs were arranged as in the plan, cut in the solid
rock (see pages 208, 213 in the book), and had many little places for the
bodies, which were laid in the loculi (places) in their dress, with the
ordinary costume of the living, or grave-clothes, as in some cases. The
loculus (one place) was closed up by a stone, or several small stones,
cemented into place; and the entrance to the tomb was securely closed by a
heavy stone door, or by a roller (round like a millstone, without the center
hole), and a door also.
Eleven of the kings of Judah were buried in the Sepulchre of the Kings, in
the City of David (City of the King), of two of whom only is there any
special record (<141614>2 Chronicles 16:14; 32:33). Two other kings of the line
were buried in the City of David, but not in the Sepulchre of the Kings
(<142120>2 Chronicles 21:20; 24:25); and one king (Uzziah), was buried in the
field because he was a leper (<142623>2 Chronicles 26:23).
The Sepulchres of the Kings were probably on Zion, but have not yet been
discovered, although some think they must have been near the Temple on
Mount Moriah (which is also supposed to have, been the ancient Zion).
The Mohammedans refuse to allow any explorations there at present. Ahaz
was buried in Jerusalem, and not in the Sepulchre of the Kings.
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There is not one tomb which can be traced beyond the Roman era. The socalled Tomb of Zechariah, in Kidron, is not a tomb, being cut in the solid
rock, and only one side finished. There is no chamber or opening of any
kind. The so-called Tomb of Absalom is also solid, and not a tomb. The
Zechariah is 18 feet 6 inches square by 20 high and the Absalom is 21 feet
square, by 24 high to the cornice, above which is a structure of stones
cemented, and in the form of a bell or trumpet shaped dome, making the
whole 60 feet high. There is a chamber inside, with two very narrow loculi.
Just behind this is an excavation, called the Tomb of Jehoshaphat, the plan
of which is not known.
The most remarkable tomb is that of the “Judges,” which has nearly 60
loculi, in double rows, the upper having a shelf or ledge in front. The
“Tombs of the Kings,” so called, north of Jerusalem (see map <See
JERUSALEM>). This tomb is also called Herod’s, and in it, a few years
ago, there was discovered two sarcophagi, in the Roman style.

Tongs (Hebrew: MELKAHAYIM, MAAZAD).
Tongs with which burning coals and stones were handled (<230606>Isaiah 6:6).

Tongue (Hebrew: LASHON; Greek: glossa dialektos, “dialect” or
“speech”).
Literally, the organ in the mouth, used by animals for tasting, licking, etc.;
and by mankind for articulation (<021107>Exodus 11:7); also language, nation or
people, having their own language (<060721>Joshua 7:21).

Tongues, Confusion of
The Jewish historians, who wrote the original records in Genesis, evidently
intended to teach, in their two distinct accounts of the origin of the families
of man, in which all are derived from a single family on the two occasions,
Adam’s and Noah’s, that there was but one original pair, who were the
first parents of the races of men, and also, that there was, originally, but
one language, and that the Hebrew, or Aramaic, and that the great diversity
of tongues was produced miraculously, at the building of the Tower of
Babel, when the races were also distinctly separated from each other in
color and feature. This appears to be the Scriptural view of the question;
but it is received, now, with extreme caution by scholars. The whole
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question of the origin of language is beyond the possibility of proof, as to
its history; and therefore theories about the origin of the substance of
language cannot be sustained by historic facts. The Greeks held that reason
was inward speech, and speech outward reason, and (both) independent of
sound. The labors of scholars, during the present century, have resulted in
a wonderful amount of interesting knowledge concerning the different
languages of the world; arranging a large part of them into groups, or
families, and showing, by a careful analysis, the affinities of many
languages before this supposed to have nothing in common, as, Greek and
Celtic, English and Sanskrit. The chain of historical evidence necessary to
show any close connection between the great families of languages does
not, at present, appear to be in existence. The original unity cannot be
proved, and can only be supposed. Those who hold to a direct creation of
distinct species of animals, trees, etc., see the same evidences of an original
pair for each race of men, etc. It is asserted that there are certain “rootwords,” in all languages, from which the entire vocabulary is derived, by
expansion or addition, and which are always of one syllable, of two or
more letters (that is, a vowel-sound before or after, or between, two
consonants). From these “roots” the languages are all formed in three
modes: 1. By isolation; 2. By agglutination; 3. By inflection.
In the first group there is no such thing as grammar — that is, there is no
difference between a noun (name) and a verb (a name and an action), and
there are no adjectives, prepositions or pronouns. In the other two groups
there are two kinds of “roots,” one of which forms names, verbs,
adjectives, and the other conjunctions, prepositions and particles. The
terminations of names, verbs and adjectives are supplied by both kinds. An
example is seen in the preposition of, which is traced to the German: [^ab;
the Greek: apo; and the Sanskrit: [^apa, the base of which was “a”.
The one-syllable form is not the only characteristic of the root of the
Shemitic languages; there are many two-syllable forms also, if these are not
single syllables joined by a consonant. Single syllables are found with two,
three, and even four consonants. It is held by some scholars that the purely
one-syllable languages have never advanced beyond their primitive
condition. The answer to this is that these languages have developed in a
way peculiar to themselves.
The most apparent differences between the two kinds of languages are,
that the agglutinating kind preserves the original root unchanged, although
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combined, while the inflectional join the roots, so as to lose the identity of
the original roots. But it seems necessary that in all languages there should
have been combination of roots — joining two or more simple words to
make a more complete one — and also an isolation, when such compound
words became familiar and useful, and were adopted for certain ideas or
their uses, and so became stock words, of which every language has a
number. The ancient languages in America and Africa are distinct and
peculiar, and can not be described in common with any in Asia or Europe.
Their derivation is unknown, and there has not yet been traced any
connection in root, structure or history, with any other family.
An interesting inscription has been lately discovered in the East, which is
interpreted by Dr. Oppert, in which it appears that the ancient Babylonians
had a tradition of the confusion of tongues, preserved in the name Borsippa
or Borsif, which means confusion in Aramaic. Borsippa is therefore
Tongue-Tower, and was what is now called Birs Nimroud (see <See
BABEL>). Herodotus described the tower as dedicated to Jupiter Belus.
The original name of the tower was BIT-ZI-DA, spirit-house (the same as
Sarakh, tower, temple). Nebuchadnezzar named it the Seven Lights of the
Earth (seven planets). In the inscription there is the sentence, “Since the
remote time people avoided the tower — cause unknown.”

Tongues, Gift of
The gift of tongues was the special work of the Holy Spirit on the Day of
Pentecost; and the power was used as soon as received. “They were all
filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other tongues as the
spirit gave them utterance.” At that time there were Jews from many
nations in Jerusalem, speaking foreign tongues, and they heard and
understood, every one in his native language. This power fulfilled the
promise implied in the command “Go and teach all nations.” It gave the
teachers of the new religion access to the heart, while the priest of the old
dispensation addressed the eye. Judaism had been local; Christianity was to
“go” into all the world. Those who used the gift of tongues were also made
to understand them; for if not, then he could not have increased his own
knowledge and faith nor those of others. This gift was only for a short
time. Even Paul did not long enjoy its benefits. It appears from the record
that the gift on the Day of Pentecost fell on all alike, Apostles and hearers,
men and women.
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Tooth (Hebrew: SHEN, Greek: odor),
used mostly in respect to men and animals (<014912>Genesis 49:12). “Cleanness
of teeth” indicates hunger and famine (<300406>Amos 4:6); “gnashing of teeth”
violent,, rage, anguish, or desperation (<193516>Psalm 35:16): tooth for tooth”
was an instance of compensation (<022124>Exodus 21:24).

Toparchy (Greek: toparchia).
A district governed by a toparch, or governor (1 Macc. 11:28).

Topaz
<See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Tophel
At the southeast corner of the Dead Sea, now called Tufileh. It is in a most
fertile valley, having many springs and rivulets flowing into the Ghor, and
large plantations of fruit-trees. Figs are exported. Partridges (katta) are
found in great numbers, and deer (steinhock) in herds of 40 or 50 together.

Topheth (“tabret-grove”)
Southeast of Jerusalem, in the Valley of Hinnom (<240731>Jeremiah 7:31; 19:2).
A music-grove of the king; a part of the royal gardens. After the sacrifices
to the idol Moloch, it became a place of abomination (<240732>Jeremiah 7:32).

Tormah (Hebrew: BERORMAH);
“privily” <070931>Judges 9:31.

Tormentor (Greek: basanisteo, “a torturer”, or “prison-keeper”).
Among the ancient Romans, a creditor might use certain regal tortures, as,
a heavy chain, or of half-starvation, to extort from the debtor a confession
of any concealed treasures (<401834>Matthew 18:34).

Tortoise (Hebrew: ZAB).
Various fresh-water tortoises, land-tortoises, and sea-tortoises, are found
in Palestine and its neighborhood (<031129>Leviticus 11:29).
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Tou (<See TOI>), (<131809>1 Chronicles 18:9,10).
Tow
1. Hebrew: NEORETH; tow as shaken off from flax (<071609>Judges 16:9.
2. PISHTAH, “a wick”, made of linen (<234317>Isaiah 43:17).

Tower (Hebrew: MIGDAL, Greek: purgos).
Towers were erected not only in the outer walls, and on the heights, within
cities (<070947>Judges 9:47-49), but along the frontiers (<070917>Judges 9:17). A
tower afforded refuge to the people in case of invasion (<201810>Proverbs
18:10). They were built in vineyards for the watchmen, and on the heights,
or along the side-hill, at convenient distances, so that the watchmen could
see from one to another, and give signals of the approach of any danger, as
of an enemy, or of wolves, bears, or other animals, destructive of the
crops. Many of these are now in use all over the country. Some of them
were very noted as Edar, Antonia, Migdol, Ophel, etc. The tower was a
figure of God (<196103>Psalm 61:3), and of proud and powerful men (<230215>Isaiah
2:15; 30:25).

Town
1. Hebrew: BATH, “daughter”; in specifying small, dependent “towns” and
“villages” (<061545>Joshua 15:45,47).
2. HAVVOTH, “villages,” properly places of livng or dwelling (<061330>Joshua
13:30.
3. Hebrew: HAZER (<012516>Genesis 25:16), “court” or “village.”
4. Hebrew: IR (<050305>Deuteronomy 3:5) translated “city” more than 1,000
times.
5. Hebrew: KIR, “wall” <060215>Joshua 2:15).
6. PERAZOTH, country regions, open country, unwalled towns
(<380204>Zechariah 2:4).
7. Greek: kome, a hamlet, country towns, without walls.
8. Greek: komopolis, a large village, without walls (<410138>Mark 1:38).
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Town Clerk (Greek: grammateus, “a scribe, secretary — clerk”)
The title of the magistrate at Ephesus who appeased the mob (<441935>Acts
19:35), in the theater-tumult excited by Demetrius.

Trachonitis (“heap of stones”), (<420301>Luke 3:1).
The region also called <See ARGOB>, <See GESHUR>, and now <See ELLEJAH>, and is south of Damascus, consisting of a plain and the west
slope of Jebel Hauran. On the north border of this region are the extensive
ruins of Mismiyeh, where there is an inscription on the door of a once
beautiful temple, which contains the name of the ancient city, <See
PHOCUS>. On the east are the ruins of Saccaea and Kenath, on the slope
of Hauran. Josephus describes the inhabitants as having neither towns nor
fields — dwelling in caves, and having cisterns of water and granaries; and
the ground as almost a plain, covered with rugged rocks. <See ARGOB>,
and <See GESHUR>.

Tradition (Greek: paradesis, “a precept, ordinance, instruction”)
Applied, particularly, to the Oral Law of the Jews, or their doctrines,
handed down from age to age (<401502>Matthew 15:2,3,6). The Jews pay great
regard to tradition in matters of religion, as do the Roman Catholics.
Protestants reject the authority of tradition in sacred things, and rely, only,
on the written word. Traditions may be good or bad — true or false (2
Thessalonians 2).

Trance (Hebrew: LOPAL, “falling”; Greek: ekstasis; Latin:
excessus).
The state in which a person has passed out of the usual order of its life,
beyond the usual limits of consciousness and volition. The condition of
seeming death. Loss of conscious perception. In medical terms, one form
of catalepsy. A state in which there is a sudden suspension of thought, of
sensibility, and of voluntary motion; or rather lost to all outward
impressions, and absorbed in the imagination; sometimes the result of
religious impressions. Some persons can throw themselves into the state of
religious trance at will (ecstasy of adoration). Mohammed was of this
nature, and in that condition he made his (vision-cry) journey to heaven.
Balaam sees the vision of God, falling, but with opened eyes (<042404>Numbers
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24:4). Saul also prophesied and fell down (<091924>1 Samuel 19:24). Jeremiah
was described as one that is mad and maketh himself a prophet
(<242926>Jeremiah 29:26). Ezekiel sits motionless for seven days in stupor
(<260315>Ezekiel 3:15). He also sees the visions of God, lifted up between the
earth and the heaven (<260803>Ezekiel 8:3). Peter saw in a trance the vision of
tolerance (Acts 10; Acts 11). Paul received in a trance the command to
preach to the Gentiles (<442217>Acts 22:17-21). In another he heard
unspeakable words (<471201>2 Corinthians 12:1-4). The prophets received their
messages from God in visions, trances, and dreams (<042402>Numbers 24:2-16;
<290228>
Joel 2:28; <441011>Acts 10:11; <660110>Revelation 1:10-20).
The prophet is also called a <See SEER> (<041206>Numbers 12:6;
<250209>
Lamentations 2:9); and received the word of the Lord (<090321>1 Samuel
3:21). The spiritual man (<280907>Hosea 9:7), is another term. The name
prophet (NABI) means inspired person, one whom God has qualified to
impart consolation, light, and strength to others; a declarer and interpreter
of the divine will respecting the past, the present, and the future. There are
two elements in prophesy; the predicative and the moral. The moral or
spiritual is always highest, although inseparable from the spoken word.
Prophesy is the opposite of the miracle — miracles being evidences, signs,
and prophesies being the word for edifying the church, comforting
believers, and a sign to unbelievers, drawing their attention to Christ (<461422>1
Corinthians 14:22). Miracles are addressed to unbelievers; prophesies to
believers.
Three elements were essential:
1. Personal and direct communication from heaven.
2. The word to be consistent with the use of a supernatural agency.
3. And to be delivered faithfully.
The Bible is a book of facts, and prophesy is based on history.
The present was (and is) the germ of the future, and a prophetic thread
runs through the whole length of the history of the chosen people.
The theme entire was enunciated, at first, by Adam, Noah, Abraham and
Moses; and was expanded as the world’s history demanded. The first
promise in the Garden of Eden contains, as in a seed, the whole of
revelation and prophesy; and the growth of Christ’s kingdom in the earth
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will restore the earth to the original state of Eden. All truly religious
teaching is prophetic, as it always has been.
The line of prophets from Samuel to Malachi were the divinely accredited
teachers of the Jewish people, and were supernaturally endowed with
spiritual knowledge and genuine foresight to train them for the
development of the future divine kingdom, and their succession during a
period of 4,000 years (Adam to Jesus), with their continual flow of
divinations, perfect harmony of character, oneness of object, and sanctity
of motive, is a greater mystery and miracle than any of their predictions.
They were the witnesses for a divine kingdom among men, the
commentators on its history, the exponents of its laws, and the heralds of
its triumphs; directing the minds of the people to the person, the work, and
the character of the King.
The Epistle to the Hebrews sets forth the doctrine that in person Jesus was
joined to God in a mysterious union, and there are many references to the
Old Testament in the New Testament throughout, touching on this theme,
as in Malachi (<390301>Malachi 3:1), quoted by Luke (<420727>Luke 7:27), where
Jesus, in an allusion to himself, purposely changed the expression to avoid
giving offense to the Jews; and also Psalm 110, alluded to in Matt,
22:42,43, where his hearers distinctly understood him as making himself
David’s Son and Lord, in a spiritual sense, which was the same as God;
and when he refers to the prophesy of Zechariah (<381307>Zechariah 13:7),
predicting his crucifixion (<402631>Matthew 26:31).
The work of the Messiah was the foundation of his spiritual kingdom, the
cornerstone of the Church, as prophesied from the first, and especially
promised to Abraham.
The prophesies prepared the minds of the Jews for the extinction of the
national life at the appearance of the Messiah. The nation died that its
spiritual life might be resurrected in the Gospel; a type of the experience of
every disciple, prefiguring his entry upon a bright future when called away
from this life. The polity and priesthood had served their end when it
merged into the Church of Christ. In the new Church there is no local
temple, no visible altar, no material offering, no sacrificing priesthood. It is
a new earth and a new heaven. The whole world has now become a people
of priests, where every soul may worship God in spirit and in truth
(<021906>Exodus 19:6).
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Transfiguration
This event occurred in that period of the life of Christ between the
temptation in the wilderness and the agony in Gethsemane. The incident is
described in <401701>Matthew 17:1-9. It is supposed to have taken place on
Mount Hermon, the highest of the Anti-Lebanon mountains. At the
transfiguration Moses and Elijah appeared, representing the law and
prophesy. The Apostles, Peter, James, and John, were the only witnesses
(<610116>2 Peter 1:16; <430114>John 1:14).

Treasure (Hebrew: OZAR, HOZEN, MATMON; Aramaic: ginzin;
Greek: thesauros),
(Acts. 8:27). Whatever is laid up in store — as provisions, gold, silver, etc.
(<014323>Genesis 43:23).

Treasure-cities (<020111>Exodus 1:11).
Store-cities; that is, cities where were magazines or depots of provision
(<150517>Ezra 5:17).

Treasurer (Hebrew: GIZBAR; Aramaic: gedaberin).
One who has charge of royal treasures or a <See TREASURY> (<150108>Ezra
1:8).

Treasury
1. Hebrew: OZAR, what is laid up; store or stock of produce or goods
(<060619>Joshua 6:19 24).
2. Hebrew: GENAZIM, treasure-chests (Esth. 3:9)
3. Hebrew: GANZACH, the treasury of the Temple (<132811>1 Chronicles
28:11), which, according to Rabbins was in chests (called trumpets), into
which the Jews cast their offerings (<401241>Matthew 12:41). Kings used to
store their possessions, and guard what they most valued (<020111>Exodus
1:11).
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Trees
Were frequently used as types of kings or men of wealth and power
(<193735>Psalm 37:35; Daniel 4; Daniel 10). The “tree of knowledge of good
and evil” (<010209>Genesis 2:9,17). The “tree of life,” a seal of eternal holiness
and bliss if man had not sinned (<662202>Revelation 22:2). The principal trees
mentioned in Scripture are algum, or almug (<110506>1 Kings 5:6; <140208>2
Chronicles 2:8; 9:10,11; <661812>Revelation 18:12); Almond (<014311>Genesis 43:11;
<022533>
Exodus 25:33,34; 37:19,20; <041708>Numbers 17:8; <211205>Ecclesiastes 12:5;
<240111>
Jeremiah 1:11); aloes (<194508>Psalm 45:8; <200717>Proverbs 7:17; <220414>Song of
Solomon 4:14; <431939>John 19:39); apple (<053210>Deuteronomy 32:10;
<202511>
Proverbs 25:11; <220203>Song of Solomon 2:3,5; <290112>Joel 1:12; <380208>Zechariah
2:8); bay (<190103>Psalm 1:3; 37:35; <270404>Daniel 4:4); box (<234119>Isaiah 41:19; 9:13;
2 Esdras 14:24); cedar (<031404>Leviticus 14:4,6,49,51,52; and about 60 other
passages in the Old Testament, besides many in which it is called the glory
of Lebanon); chestnut (<013037>Genesis 30:37; <263108>Ezekiel 31:8); fig (<010307>Genesis
3:7; and in many passages all through the Bible): fir (<100605>2 Samuel 6:5; and
20 other places in the Old Testament); holm (Susanna verse 58); juniper
(<111904>1 Kings 19:4,5; <183004>Job 30:4; <19C004>Psalm 120:4,5); mastich (Susanna
verse 54); mulberry (<100523>2 Samuel 5:23,24; 1 Chronicles 14; 1 Macc. 6:34;
<421706>
Luke 17:6); myrtle (<160815>Nehemiah 8:15; <234119>Isaiah 41:19; 55:13;
<380108>
Zechariah 1:8,10,11); oak (<013504>Genesis 35:4,8; and many times in the
Old Testament. Several times the original word for oak (ELON, etc.) is
rendered plain); oleaster, wild olive (<451117>Romans 11:17,24); olive
(<010811>Genesis 8:11, and all through the Bible, in nearly every book); palm
(<021527>Exodus 15:27, and in nearly every book also); pine (<160815>Nehemiah
8:15; <234119>Isaiah 41:19; 60:13); pomegranate (<022833>Exodus 28:33,34; 39, and
nearly every other book of the Old Testament) shittah-tree, acacia
(<022510>Exodus 25:10,23, and many other passages in Numbers, Deuteronomy,
Isaiah, and Micah); sycamine (<421706>Luke 17:6); sycamore (<111027>1 Kings 10:27,
and several others); willow (<032340>Leviticus 23:40; <184022>Job 40:22; <19D702>Psalm
137:2; <231507>Isaiah 15:7; 44:4; <261705>Ezekiel 17:5).

Trial
<See JESUS CHRIST>, <See PROCURATOR>, <See SANHEDRIN>, etc.
The trial of Jesus Christ before Pilate was for an offense punishable by
Roman law with death (<422302>Luke 23:2,28; <431912>John 19:12,15). Paul and
Stephen were tried before the high priest and Jewish rulers (<440527>Acts 5:27;
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6:12, etc.); the decumviri (“magistrates,” A.V.). The trials of Paul at
Caesarea were conducted under Roman law. In that one held before Felix,
the plaintiffs employed an advocate. In the second trial Paul appealed to
Caesar, as a Roman citizen, and the procurator conferred with the council
or assessor who sat on the judicial bench (<442512>Acts 25:12). A judicial court
held sessions in Ephesus (<441938>Acts 19:38).

Tribe (Hebrew: MALTEH, SHEBEH, Greek: phule).
A race, people, or nation (<197402>Psalm 74:2). Usually a division, or branch of
a people, especially one of the great divisions of the Israelites (<023102>Exodus
31:2,6). The 12 tribes continued united as one state, one people, until after
the death of Solomon, when they revolted.

Tribute (Hebrew: MECHES, MAS). <See TAXES>.
Tripolis
Possibly the ancient <See KADYTIS>. On the coast north of (Beirut), Sidon,
and Tyre. The river that runs from Lebanon through the city is called
Kadisha. Demetrius Sorer landed here (B.C. 100, and made it his
headquarters while conquering Syria (2 Macc. 14:1). Population: 16,000.

Troas
Alexander Troas, in Asia Minor (Mysia), opposite the island of Tenedos. It
was one of the most important towns in Asia. Paul made two voyages from
here to Macedonia. (<See LIFE OF PAUL>.) It was connected, by good
roads, with cities on the coast and in the interior. Constantine had, before
he gave a just preference to the situation of Byzantium, conceived the
design of erecting the seat of empire on this celebrated spot, from which
the Romans derived their fabulous origin.

Trogyllium
Samos is exactly opposite this point of land, which lies at the boundary
between Ionia and Carla. The channel is narrow (about one mile), and the
current rapid, southward. East of the point there is now an anchorage,
called St. Paul’s Port (<442015>Acts 20:15). In this bay there was a great naval
battle between the Greeks and Persians, B.C. 479.
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Troop (Hebrew: GEDUD),
is used, mostly, of light-armed troops engaged in plundering (<014919>Genesis
49:19). “Company,” “band” (<120502>2 Kings 5:2); “band of the rovers”
(<280609>Hosea 6:9).

Trophimus (“nourished”)
A disciple of Paul, a Gentile, and an Ephesian by birth. He accompanied
him in his journey to Jerusalem, A.D. 58 (<442004>Acts 20:4). Paul left him sick
at Miletus (<550420>2 Timothy 4:20). He was the innocent cause of the tumult in
which Paul was apprehended (<442127>Acts 21:27,29).

Trumpet
<See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>.

Trumpets, Feast of (<042901>Numbers 29:1). (<See FESTIVALS>).
Tryphena and Tryphosa
Tryphena means “delicious”.
Tryphosa means “living delicately”.
Two women at Rome, saluted by Paul (<451612>Romans 16:12). They were very
useful and benevolent.

Tryphon (“reveler”, “glutton”)
A usurper of the Syrian throne. His proper name was <See DIODOTUS> (1
Macc. 13).

Tubal (Hebrew: “to prepare”)
1. Son of Japheth, who, with his brothers Jayan and Meshech, traded in
slaves and vessels of brass (<011002>Genesis 10:2; <130105>1 Chronicles 1:5). <See
SLAVES>; also <262713>Ezekiel 27:13).
2. Fifth son of Japheth. (<See MESECH>).
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Tubal-cain (Persian: tupal, iron; Arabic: kainsmith).
Worker in metals. “A furbisher of every cutting instrument of copper and
iron” (<010422>Genesis 4:22). He was the son of Lamech. <See METALS>.

Tubieni (Greek: Toubienoi).
The Jews called Tubieni (2 Macc. 12:17) those who were living in the
towns of Toubion.

Turbans (<270321>Daniel 3:21). <See HEAD-DRESS>.
Turpentine-tree (Greek: tereminthos).
It is numbered among the choicest of trees, common in Palestine and the
East. It grows to a large size. From incisions in the trunk a sort of balsam
is said to flow, which constitutes a very pure and fragrant species of
turpentine.

Turtle-dove, or turtle (Hebrew: TOR).
A name derived from the note of the bird. <See DOVE>. The migratory
habits of this bird are alluded to in <220211>Song of Solomon 2:11,12;
<240807>
Jeremiah 8:7. It was allowed for a sin-offering by the poor (Leviticus
50:14; 5:7; <402122>Matthew 21:22); also in purification, etc. (<031206>Leviticus
12:6-8). Before the giving of the law Abraham offered a turtle and a
pigeon (<011509>Genesis 15:9).

Twelve, the
The apostles of Jesus Christ, originally twelve in number (<402620>Matthew
26:20,47). <See APOSTLE>.

Tychicus (“fortunate”)
A fellow-worker of Paul, accompanying him from Corinth to Jerusalem
(<442004>Acts 20:4). In Paul’s first imprisonment he calls Tuchicus “a beloved
brother and a faithful minister and fellow-servant of the Lord”
(<510407>Colossians 4:7,8). With Onesimus, he was doubtlessly the bearer of the
epistles to the Colossians, the Ephesians, and to Philemon.
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Types (Greek: tupoi, “examples”; plural of tapos, “type,” “print”),
(<432025>John 20:25) “figure” in <450415>Romans 4:15. Moses was to make the
tabernacle according to the type he had seen in the mount (<440744>Acts 7:44).

Tyrannus (“a tyrant”)
The name of a person at Ephesus in whose school Paul taught the Gospel
(<441909>Acts 19:9).

Tyre (“rock”)
Arabic: Sup; Hebrew: ZOR. On a rocky peninsula which was formerly an
island (<262725>Ezekiel 27:25), before the siege of Alexander. There was
probably a city on the mainland opposite the island city; but which was the
more ancient is not decided. One of the places was called Palaetyrus (Old
Tyre). Hercules was worshiped under the name of Melkarth, and the
temple in his honor on the island was said by Arrian (ii. 16) to have been
the most ancient in the world.
The people were called Sidonians (<071807>Judges 18:7; <061306>Joshua 13:6;
Ezekiel 32:30); Tyre and Sidon being inhabited by Phoenicians, and
only 20 miles apart (<110506>1 Kings 5:6). Sidon (son of Canaan) is mentioned
in the Pentateuch; Tryre is not (<011015>Genesis 10:15); it being mentioned first
in Joshua (<061929>Joshua 19:29), where it appears as a fortified city.
<263230>

The Canaanites were not driven out of Tyre and Sidon, and other
Phoenician cities (<070131>Judges 1:31), as Moses directed, but the Jews lived
among them. Hiram, king of Tyre, sent cedar-wood and workmen to build
David a palace (<100511>2 Samuel 5:11); and afterward he also sent Hiram the
widow’s son, a Jew of the tribe of Naphtali, who cast the vessels of bronze
for the temple, king Hiram furnishing the metal, besides also the cedar and
fir trees; the Jews and Phoenicians working together. The friendship
between the Jews and Phoenicians continued for at least a century, when
King Ahab married a daughter of King Ethbaal of Sidon.
In the time of Joel (<290306>Joel 3:6-8) the Phoenicians sold Jewish children as
slaves to the Greeks, and Joel threatened retaliation.
Carthage was planted as a colony of Tyre, 143 years after the building of
Solomon’s temple. There is no record of a war between Jews and
Phoenicians; and the reason why peace was so constant is, that Palestine
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furnished Phoenicia with grain, oil, grapes, and wine, besides cattle and
sheep, as is the case now.
There was an altar in honor of Ashtoreth, the Tyrian goddess, “Queen of
Heaven,” built by Solomon on one of the summits of Olivet as a token of
his friendship for Hiram, king of Tyre, which stood for 350 years, when it
was destroyed by Josiah, only a few years before Jerusalem was taken by
the Assyrians, under Nebuchadnezzar. Tyre was besieged for 13 years
(B.C. 715) bv the same king soon after, but it has never been scuttled
whether he captured it or not. But Alexander did take the city after a siege
of seven months (B.C. 332), when the island was connected to the
mainland by a causeway built during the siege.
The dye called Tyrian purple was a source of great wealth. It was extracted
from shell-fish found on the coast.
At the time of Christ, Tyre was equal in population to Jerusalem. Cassius,
bishop of Tyre, attended the Council of Caesarea. At the time of the
Crusades (A.D. 1124) William was made archbishop, and his account of
the city preserves the record of its wealth and strength. Glass and sugar are
mentioned as articles of great value in, trade. In June, 1291, Tyre was
occupied by the Saracens (the Christians having abandoned it the night
before), and from that day to this they have held it. It is now only a village
of about 3,000 people; its strong walls have entirely disappeared, and the
harbor is almost useless. The prophet Ezekiel (<262802>Ezekiel 28:2) mentions
the pride of Tyre — its boast that it was a god, and sat in the seat of God
in the midst of the seas; and also describes its present desolation
(<262603>Ezekiel 26:3-5). The most complete fulfilment of his prophesies is felt
in the silence and desolation of Tyre.
Almost the only relic of Tyre’s great sea-wall, lies in the northern end of
the island, and is a stone 17 feet long, 6 1/2 thick, and seems to lie in its
original position, where it was placed 3000 years ago. There are columns
and floors of marble buried under rubbish or sunk in the sea, all over the
site and along the sea border; and thousands of fine pieces of stone,
wrought into columns, capitals, and panels, have been carried away to
other cities — to Joppa, Acre, and Beirut. On the mainland are the ruins of
the ancient Christian cathedral, 200 by 140, massive, and Byzantine in
style. Paulinus was its bishop, and Eusebius wrote the consecration
oration, which is still extant, for its opening. The historian, William of
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Tyre, held a priestly rank here, and the crusaders their last religious service
in Palestine. In its dust lie the remains of the emperor Barbarossa, and of
Origen, the Bible scholar. See the picture on page 272 in the book.

Tzaddi (Hebrew: ZADEY, “a reaping-hook or scythe”)
The 18th letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119). <See WRITING>.

Tzidon
<See ZIDON> (<011015>Genesis 10:15).

Tzor
<See TYRE> (<061929>Joshua 19:29).
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U
Ucal (Hebrew: “eaten up, consumed?”)
Mentioned with the name of Ithiel in <203001>Proverbs 30:1, who were disciples
or sons of Aguz, the son of Takeh. The reference is obscure.

Uel (Hebrew: “will of God”)
Of the family of Bani; he married a foreign wife during the Captivity
(<151034>Ezra 10:34).

Uknaz (Hebrew: KENAZ, “even”),
(<130415>1 Chronicles 4:15). Probably a word is omitted before kenaz.

Ulai (<270802>Daniel 8:2,16).
A river near Susa. Called Enlaeus by the Greeks and Romans. The river has
changed its course since ancient days, and now has two branches — the
Kerkha and the Koran, by which its waters reach the Tigris. The Persian
kings drank the water of this river only, when at home or on a journey,
believing it to be lighter, and more wholesome and pleasant to the taste,
than any other.

Ulam (Hebrew: “front”)
1. Descendant of Gilead, the grandson of Manasseh (<130717>1 Chronicles
7:17).
2. Descendant of Saul; a Benjamite, and the firstborn of Eshek (<130839>1
Chronicles 8:39,40).

Ulla (Hebrew: “yoke”)
An Asherite chief (<130739>1 Chronicles 7:39).
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Ummah (“gathering”)
Asber (<061930>Joshua 19:30), The modern site is called Alma, and is on the
high land of the Ladder of Tyre, five miles from the cape Ras en Nakura, in
the midst of many ruins as yet without names.

Uncircumcision
<See CIRCUMCISION>.

Unclean Meats
<See CLEAN>.

Uncleanness
<See CLEAN>.

Unicorn (Hebrew: REEM, REEYM, REYM).
The name of some wild animal, not fabulous or one-horned
(<053317>Deuteronomy 33:17,) as it may be correctly translated: “His glory is
like the firstling of his bullock, and his horns are like the horns of unicorn”
(REEM). The unicorn is now believed to have been the Urus, an extinct
species of Buffalo and not the rhinoceros. It is spoken of as a powerful and
violent animal (<192219>Psalm 22:19,21; <183909>Job 39:9-12).

Unleavened Bread
<See LEAVEN>. <See PASSOVER>.

Unni (Hebrew: “depressed”)
1. A musician and Levite doorkeeper (porter) in the time of David (<131518>1
Chronicles 15:18,20).
2. A second Levite connected with the sacred office (<161209>Nehemiah 12:9).
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Uphaz (<241009>Jeremiah 10:9; <271005>Daniel 10:5). <See OPHIR>.
Ur (1) (<011128>Genesis 11:28).
The land of Haran, Ur of the Chaldees, from which Terah and Abraham
came into the land of Canaan. Four localities are offered as the ancient site
of Ur.
1. Now called Oorfah. The Greeks called it Edessa. The chief mosque is
named Abraham’s, and a pond in which some sacred fish are kept is called
the Lake of Abraham the Beloved.
2. The second place is Warka, the Orchon of the Greeks, and Huruk in the
Assyrian.
3. A place in eastern Mesopotamia, Ur, below Nineveh, on the Tigris.
4. Mugheir, or Om Mugheir (Mother of Bitumen), on the right bank of the
Euphrates, 125 miles from the sea. The ruins here are extensive and of the
most ancient character, containing inscriptions. Once called Camarina. This
was for ages the burial-place of the Assyrian kings.

Ur (2)
Father of Eliphal. One of David’s strong men (<131135>1 Chronicles 11:35).

Urbane (Latin: Urbanus, of the city, refined).
A disciple whom Paul saluted, in <451609>Romans 16:9.

Uri (Hebrew: “fiery”)
1. One of the tribe of Judah. Father of <See BEZALEEL> architect of the
Tabernacle (<023102>Exodus 31:2)
2. Father of Geber (<110419>1 Kings 4:19)
3. A doorkeeper in Ezra’s time (<151024>Ezra 10:24).

Uriah (“flame of Jehovah”)
1. One of the “worries” of king David; a captain in his army and a Hittite.
He was the husband of Bathsheba, who became the object of David’s
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criminal passion. When Uriah was commanding with the army before
Rabbah, David directed Joab to place him in an exposed position in battle,
where he was killed (2 Samuel 11; 23:39). <See DAVID>, <See
BATHSHEBA>.
2. A priest at the time of Ahaz, witness of Isaiah’s prophesy concerning his
son (<230802>Isaiah 8:2). Probably Urijah (<121618>2 Kings 16:18).
3. A priest of the family of Koz at the time of Ezra (<150803>Ezra 8:3). In
<160304>
Nehemiah 3:4,21, called Urijah.

Urias
1. Husband of Bathsheba (<400106>Matthew 1:6).
2. <See URIJAH> 3 (1 Esdras 9:43).

Uriel (“fire of God”)
The father of Michaiah, the mother of Abijah, king of Judah, according to
<141302>
2 Chronicles 13:2. Elsewhere the mother of Abijah appears as Maacah,
the daughter of Absalom (<111502>1 Kings 15:2,10,13). Two Kohathites of the
name of Uriel appear in <130609>1 Chronicles 6:9; 15:5-11.

Urijah (“flame of Jehovah”)
1. High priest at the time of Ahaz. Without divine authority he had
constructed and also made offerings upon an altar designed by Ahaz (<121610>2
Kings 16:10-12). Notwithstanding the committal of this error, Urijah
appears to have been a righteous man, and one of the “faithful witnesses”
selected by Isaiah (<230802>Isaiah 8:2) to attest his prophesy.
2. A prophet, son of Shemaiah: he uttered prophesies against Judaea and
Jerusalem in the time of Jehoiakim. He was menaced with death by the
king, and fled to Egypt, but was delivered up by Pharaoh-Necho to
Jehoiakim, who had him executed and dishonorably buried (<242620>Jeremiah
26:20-21).

Urim and Thummim (Hebrew: “light and perfections”)
The twelve precious stones, when in position in the breast-plate of the high
priest, were consulted as an oracle. They were worn when the high priest
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entered the Holy of Holies (<022830>Exodus 28:30). The ceremony of placing
the engraved gems in their proper positions in the breast-plate was very
solemn and imposing, for it typified the presence of the twelve tribes before
the altar of Jehovah. <See PRECIOUS STONES>.

Usury (Hebrew: NESEK).
Interest for money or property loaned. Usury is forbidden by the laws,
although it was permitted for the Israelites to take usury from anyone who
was not a Jew. This was used as a means of ruining the Canaanites. After
the return of the Jews from Captivity they were ordered by Nehemiah “to
leave off usury” (<160510>Nehemiah 5:10,11), and to restore what had been
exacted. Christ denounced all methods of extortion: “Give to every man
that asketh of thee; and of him that taketh away thy goods ask them not
again.” “Love ye your enemies, and do good, and lend, hoping for nothing
again” (<420630>Luke 6:30-35; cf. <191505>Psalm 15:5).

Uta
Ancestor of certain Nethinim (1 Esdras 5:39).

Uthai (“Jah succors”)
1. Son of Ammihud (<130904>1 Chronicles 9:4).
2. Son of Bigvai, who returned from Captivity (<150814>Ezra 8:14).

Uthi
UTHAI (1 Esdras 8:40).

Uz
The land in which Job lived (<180101>Job 1:1), and evidently settled by a son of
Aram, grandson of Shem (<011023>Genesis 10:23). Supposed to have been east
or southeast of Palestine (<180115>Job 1:15,17), in the vicinity of the Sabaeans
and the Chaldaeans, and of Edom (<250421>Lamentations 4:21). The description
of the people corresponds to that of the nomade tribes of Arabia Deserta.

Uzai (“strong”)
Father of Palal, who assisted Nehemiah (<160325>Nehemiah 3:25).
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Uzal (“wanderer”)
(<011027>Genesis 10:27; <130121>1 Chronicles 1:21; <262719>Ezekiel 27:19). Javan. The
capital city of Yemen, Arabia; originally called Awzal, and now known as
Sana. The city is better built than any other in Arabia, has many palaces,
mosques, baths and khans, “resembling Damascus in the abundance of its
trees or gardens, and the rippling of its waters.”

Uzza, Garden of (<122118>2 Kings 21:18,26).
Where Manasseh and his son Amon, kings of Judah, were buried.
Supposed to have been in Jerusalem (<143320>2 Chronicles 33:20). Lost.

Uzza (“strength”)
1. A Benjamite of the sons of Ehud (<130807>1 Chronicles 8:7).
2. <See UZZAH> (<131307>1 Chronicles 13:7,9-11).
3. One who returned from Captivity (<150249>Ezra 2:49).
4. A Levite, son of Shimei (<130629>1 Chronicles 6:29).

Uzzah
Son of Abinadab, in whose house the Ark rested for twenty years, and who
died while conducting the Ark from Kirjath-jearim (2 Samuel 6; 1
Chronicles 23).

Uzzen Sherah (OZEN, “ears”),
(<130724>1 Chronicles 7:24). Built by Sherah, a daughter of Ephraim near the
Beth horons. Now Beit Siva in Wady Suleiman, 13 miles northwest of
Jerusalem.

Uzzi
1. Son of Bukki, and father of Zerahiah (<130605>1 Chronicles 6:5,51).
2. Son of Tola (<130702>1 Chronicles 7:2,3).
3. Son of Bela, a chief (<130707>1 Chronicles 7:7).
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4. Ancestor of the Elah, settled at Jerusalem after the Captivity (<130908>1
Chronicles 9:8).
5. Son of Bani, and overseer of the Levites at Jerusalem (<161122>Nehemiah
11:22).
6. A priest (<161219>Nehemiah 12:19).
7. A priest who assisted Ezra (Ezra 12:42), also No. 6.

Uzzia
the <See ASHTERATHITE> One of David’s men (<131144>1 Chronicles 11:44).

Uzziah (“the might of Jah”)
1. King of Judah; in some passages he is called <See AZARIAH>. He began
his reign at 16 years of age, B.C. 806. This name was common among the
Jews. He was afflicted with leprosy (<142616>2 Chronicles 26:16-23).
2. A Levite, ancestor of Samuel (<130624>1 Chronicles 6:24).
3. A priest of the sons of Harim (<151021>Ezra 10:21).
4. Father of Athaiah (<161104>Nehemiah 11:4).
5. Father of Jehonathan, one of David’s overseers (<132725>1 Chronicles 27:25).

Uzziel (“the might of God”)
1. The ancestor of the Uzzielites, the fourth son of Kohath, and one of the
three families of the Kohathites (<020618>Exodus 6:18,22; <040327>Numbers 3:27).
2. Son of Ish; he was chief of an expedition against the remnants of the
Amelekites left on Mount Seir (<091448>1 Samuel 14:48; 15:7), he destroyed
them and possessed their country (<130442>1 Chronicles 4:42,43)
3. One of the goldsmiths who assisted in repairing the wall of Jerusalem
(<160308>Nehemiah 3:8).
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V
Vaheb (Hebrew: “a gift”)
An obscure word, translated “what he did”. Only found in <042114>Numbers
21:14. Probably a proper name of some place in Moab, on the Arnon.

Vail
<See DRESS>.

Vail of the Tabernacle
<See TEMPLE>.

Va-jeza-tha or Vaj-e-zatha (“white, pure”)
One of Haman’s ten sons who was killed in Shushan by the Jews (Esth.
9:9).

Vale, Valley
Five Hebrew words are translated “valley”, each conveying a separate
meaning:
1. BIKAH (“to cleave”), generally a broad, open valley, enclosed by
mountains or otherwise. The plain of Shinar is thus named (<011102>Genesis
11:2). Palestine a “land of hills and valleys” (<051111>Deuteronomy 11:11).
2. GAI and GE (“to flow together”). A narrow valley or ravine. “Doves of
the valleys” alluding to the rocks bordering the glens in Palestine being the
resort of doves (<260716>Ezekiel 7:16). The word GE often is used in
combination with other words.
3. NAKHAL (“to receive”) signifies a torrent — bed, or a valley dry in
summer but with a river or torrent flowing in winter. This word
corresponds to the modern Arabic term for valley — [^wady. Used also to
signify a brook. “My brethren have dealt deceitfully as a brook, as the
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stream of brooks they pass away” (<180615>Job 6:15-17). Also used for valley
and for stream,, as in <111703>1 Kings 17:3,4.
4. ERNEH (“to be deep”), a low tract of land, surrounded by hills on high
ground; as the wide “valley of Jezreel,” lying between Gilboa and Morch
(<070635>Judges 6:35). Except in <061927>Joshua 19:27, where the Hebrew word
itself is used as Bath-Emek}, this word is translated valley or vale.
5. SHEPELAH (“a low plain”). With the exception, in <061116>Joshua 11:16,
where “the valley of the same” is used without the article denoting it a
proper name, the word Shephelah means the plain of Philistia. <See
PLAIN>.

Vashni
The oldest child of Samuel (<130628>1 Chronicles 6:28).

Vashti (“a beauty”)
The queen of Persia, divorced by Ahasuerus, her husband, for refusing to
appear unvailed before his reveling company (Esth. 1).

Vau (Hebrew: VAV, “a peg, nail, hook”)
The 6th letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119). <See WRITING>.

Versions, Ancient, of the Old Testament and the New
Testament
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Vessel
<See CUP>.

Vial (Hebrew: PACH, “a flask, bottle”),
(<091001>1 Samuel 10:1). Greek: phiale, “a bowl, goblet,” broad and shallow
(<660508>Revelation 5:8). Hebrew: MIZRAK, <See BASIN> and <See BOWL>.
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Village
<See CITY> and <See TOWN>.

Vine (Hebrew: GEFEN SOREK).
“The choicest vine” (<230502>Isaiah 5:2). <See NAZIR> “vine undressed”
(<032505>Leviticus 25:5,11). <See VINEYARD>.

Vine of Sodom
“Their vine is the vine of Sodom” (<053232>Deuteronomy 32:32). This is
generally supposed to allude to the apples of Sodom; but it is improbable,
for a vine is distinctly mentioned. Probably it was used figuratively as in
<198008>
Psalm 80:8,14; <230502>Isaiah 5:2,7. The enemies of Israel in this relation
would be compared to the people of Sodom.

Vineyards, Plain of the (<071133>Judges 11:33).
Beit el Kerm. ten miles north of Kerak, on the ancient Roman road, where
there are ruins of a temple.

Vineyard
The vine, its fruit, the grape, and wine and vinegar produced from it, are
frequently mentioned in the Scripture, as is natural from its being a native
of the East (supposed to have originated in Margiana, south of the
(Caspian Sea). It is mentioned in the earliest histories of all people, and has
always been highly valued. Moses, Homer, and Herodotus wrote about it
and before their day, the Egyptians pictured it, and methods of preparing
its products for use, on their monuments. Various preparations from the
vine are in use, among which are: The juice of the unripe grape, for acid; in
some parts the unripe grapes are dried and powdered, forming a pleasant
acid; grapes, both fresh and dried, as raisins; the juice of grapes fresh
pressed is valued as a pleasant beverage, called “must”; this juice is also
boiled down into <See DIBS> (morasses), used at the table; wine, alcohol,
and vinegar are made by fermentation; cream-tartar is made from the lees;
a fragrant oil is pressed from the seeds; the ashes from the twigs and stalk
yield carbonate of potash. A fruitful vine is often used as an emblem of the
Hebrew nation, and a period of security, repose, peace, and prosperity is
figured by every one sitting under his own vine and figtree; and the
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drinking of wine was also used as a symbol of the highest spiritual blessings
(<235501>Isaiah 55:1,2). In fearful contrast to this is the desolation of the house
of Israel, figured by the neglected, trodden-down, wasted vineyard, by
Isaiah (<230501>Isaiah 5:1-7); and by the vine brought out of Egypt, by Asaph
(<198008>Psalm 80:8-16). The first notice of wine in the Scriptures is when
Noah planted a vineyard (<010920>Genesis 9:20,21), and suffered (himself and
his posterity) from excess in its use. The next is in the story of Lot
(Genesis 19). When Isaac blessed Jacob, he prayed the Lord to give him,
among other things, plenty of grain and wine (<012728>Genesis 27:28).
Pharaoh’s chief butler made must for his king (<014011>Genesis 40:11). Moses
mentions wine (frequently in his laws, and) as a drink-offering
(<041505>Numbers 15:5,7,10; see, also, <070913>Judges 9:13); but it was forbidden to
the priests during their service in the tabernacle (<031009>Leviticus 10:9); and it
is thought that Nadab and Abihu transgressed because of an excess in its
use. During a vow the Nazarite was not to drink wine or vinegar, to eat
grapes, or touch any product of the vine: (as carbonate of potash enters
into some kinds of bread, he may have been restricted to unleavened bread.
<040603>
Numbers 6:3,4). The people drank wine at their sacred festivals
(<051422>Deuteronomy 14:22-26). The Rechabites abstained from wine (and
from living in houses) in obedience to the command of their ancestor. Wine
was used in the ceremony of the Passover. There was a custom of giving
medicated wine or vinegar to criminals who were condemned to death, to
stupefy them, and thus lessen the pains of execution (<202106>Proverbs 21:6,7;
<300208>
Amos 2:8), as in the case of the crucifixion, when the soldiers gave
Jesus vinegar mixed with some drug, evidently with kind intentions
(<402734>Matthew 27:34; <411523>Mark 15:23). Mixed wine is frequently mentioned.
It was mixed with water (perhaps only to weaken it for common use, or it
may be for deception (<230522>Isaiah 5:22), and with milk (<220501>Song of Solomon
5:1), and with spices to increase its strength and flavor (<197508>Psalm 75:8;
<230522>
Isaiah 5:22). The wine of Lebanon was peculiarly fine (<281407>Hosea 14:7),
and had a grateful odor, and the Tyrians imported a famous quality from
Helbon (<262718>Ezekiel 27:18). Wine (and other liquids) are kept in skins
(bottles) made of goat-skins, or from the skins of other animals, especially
of the ox for the largest, sewed and pitched, and stored, not generally in
their houses, but in a wine-store, where it was fermented. Jesus sanctioned
the use of wine, and made a supply at a marriage-feast (John 2), and is
charged with being a wine-bibber by his enemies, in contrast to John the
Baptist, who abstained from both bread and wine (<420733>Luke 7:33,34). Paul
advises Timothy to use a little wine for its expected relief from his “often
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infirmities” (<540402>1 Timothy 4:23). The warnings against excess in its use as
a beverage are frequent and severe in both the Old Testament and the New
Testament (<202001>Proverbs 20:1; 23:29-35; 31:4,5; <460610>1 Corinthians 6:10;
<480521>
Galatians 5:21). The wine-press was generally in the vineyard (<230502>Isaiah
5:2; <402133>Matthew 21:33), outside of the cities (<381410>Zechariah 14:10;
<661420>
Revelation 14:20), where, in the vintage, they had a merry time treading
the grapes (<070927>Judges 9:27; <231610>Isaiah 16:10; <242530>Jeremiah 25:30; 48:33;
<161315>
Nehemiah 13:15; <236302>Isaiah 63:2; <290224>Joel 2:24), which custom furnished
strong figures to the prophets of the judgments of the Lord upon Israel
(<250115>Lamentations 1:15; <290313>Joel 3:13), and of his mercies and blessings also
(<200310>Proverbs 3:10). The vineyards are generally planted on hill-sides,
which are often terraced to the summit, far from the village, without hedge
or fence, requiring constant watching. The strongest young men are set
apart for this duty, and take their stand on the hill-tops or on towers; which
custom Isaiah makes the subject of one of his finest figures of the
prosperity of Zion (<235207>Isaiah 52:7,8). The watchmen are stationed near
each other (within sight and hearing of each other’s voices), and have
certain calls to use in case of danger, or in “publishing” peace and safety,
now as in the olden time (Land and Book, ii. 412).

Vinegar (Hebrew: HOMEZ). <See VINEYARD>.
Viol
A stringed instrument of music, resembling the psaltery (<230512>Isaiah 5:12;
<300605>
Amos 6:5). <See MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS>.

Violet
<See COLORS>.

Viper
<See SERPENT>.

Virgin (Hebrew: BATHULIA, ALMAH; Latin: virgo, “young
woman”),
(<230803>Isaiah 8:3,4; <400123>Matthew 1:23; <203019>Proverbs 30:19).
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Vision
A supernatural presentation of certain scenery or circumstances to the
mind of a person either while awake or asleep (Isaiah 6; Ezekiel 1; Daniel
8; <442613>Acts 26:13). <See DREAM>.

Vophsi (“my addition”)
Father of Nahbi (<041314>Numbers 13:14).

Vow (Hebrew: NEDER, “vow of devotion”; Hebrew: ESAR, “vow of
abstinence”; and HEREM, “vow of destruction”).
Vows, in general, are mentioned in <182227>Job 22:27, etc. (Greek: anathema,
“devoted”). The earliest vow mentioned is Jacob’s (<012818>Genesis 28:18-22;
31:13). The law regulated the practice of vows. A man might devote to
sacred uses possessions or persons, but not the firstborn either of man or
beast (<032726>Leviticus 27:26). Moses enacted several laws for the regulation
and execution of vows (<052321>Deuteronomy 23:21,23). The vows of minors
were not binding without the consent of the head of the family (Numbers
30). These selfimposed services were more in keeping with the ancient
dispensation — in which outward sacrifices had so large a share — than
with enlightened Christianity.

Vulgate, the
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>.

Vulture (Hebrew: DAAH),
(<031114>Leviticus 11:14); (Hebrew: DAYYAH), (<051413>Deuteronomy 14:13);
AYYAH (<182807>Job 28:7). A large bird, belonging to the genus hawks, and
including a great many species. It is pronounced unclean by Moses
(<031114>Leviticus 11:14; <051413>Deuteronomy 14:13). The vulture has a naked or
downy head, a bare neck, and long wings. It is a carrion-bird, and is
remarkable for its powers of vision, and the great height at which it soars.
It scents its prey from afar. Scarcely can an exhausted camel fall on its
route, and die, before numbers of these, filthy scavengers show themselves
(<182807>Job 28:7).
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W
Wafer (Hebrew: RAKIK).
A thin cake made of flour or leaf-like bread (<021631>Exodus 16:31), and used
in various offerings, anointed with sweet oil.

Wages (Hebrew: MASKORETH, SACHAR; Greek: misthos,
opsonia).
The law was very strict in requiring daily payment of wages (<031913>Leviticus
19:13). The employer who refused to give his laborers sufficient food was
censured (<182411>Job 24:11), and the withholding wages was denounced
(<242213>Jeremiah 22:13). The rich oppressed the poor in the later times, and
called down Malachi’s denunciation (<390305>Malachi 3:5).

Wagon (Hebrew: AGALAH). <See CART>.
Wall
1. Walls, supporting terraces on side hills, were made from the loose stones
gathered on the side hill, either with or without mortar. These walls, ruined
or entire, are found all over the hill country, and are especially noticeable at
Bethlehem and Gibeah, northwest of Jerusalem. This custom doubled the
capacity of the hillsides in its power of producing grain or supporting trees,
for the soil was washed down by the heavy rains, if not terraced. Walls
were built around sheepcotes, in the open country, for the protection of the
flock at night, and many such are still to be seen in the desert south of
Palestine. <See GEDOR>.
The ancient walls of temples and forts were sometimes built of very large
stones, laid in a channel cut in the solid rock (see <See JERUSALEM>). The
style of rebated faces of blocks in a wall (called also beviled) is the mark of
great antiquity, and almost always of Phoenician origin. The Hebrews
followed this style in the temple-wall, and in some parts of the city wall of
Jerusalem, as appears in the remains of the temple-wall at the wailingplace, and underground, lately examined by the Palestine Exploration, and
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at the Damascus Gate, David’s Tower, etc. Many other specimens are
found at Hebron, in the mosque over Machpelah, at Paneas, Tyre, etc.
The Assyrians often faced a wall of some coarse material (earth, loose
stones, etc.) with slabs of marble, or bricks.
Walls of houses were made of dirt, clay, bricks (sun-burnt or fire-kilned),
and of stone, rough or dressed.
Where a common highway ran through a vineyard, it was often walled on
both sides (<042224>Numbers 22:24).

War
In war the custom of the Israelites resembled that of surrounding countries.
<See ARMY>. Their first object in war was conquest; and then, when in
Canaan, their defense against enemies. They consulted the Urim and
Thummim or the prophet, before going to war, or into battle. The Hebrews
were almost always at war, with others or among themselves generally on
account of neglecting the true worship, when Jehovah punished the nation
by the means of other people sent against them.

Washing the Hands and Feet
As no knives or forks were used at the table, washing of the hands before
and after meals was necessary (<401502>Matthew 15:2). Because of the dust and
heat of the Eastern climate, washing the feet on entering a house was an
act of respect to the company, and of refreshment to the traveler
(<011804>Genesis 18:4). When done by the master of the house it was an
especial mark of respect and honor to the guest.

Watch
A division of the night. <See CHRONOLOGY>.

Watcher
A figurative designation of heavenly things, apparently angels, as seen by
Nebuchadnezzar in his dream (<270413>Daniel 4:13,17-23).
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Watchmen
Are of as early a date as cities, robbers, and wars (<021424>Exodus 14:24).
Jerusalem and other cities had regular guards night and day (<220301>Song of
Solomon 3:1-3,5,7). When danger is apprehended they are required to call
to each other every few minutes. They were stationed at the gate of a city
and in the adjacent tower (<101824>2 Samuel 18:24-27); and their responsible
office required great vigilance and fidelity (<240617>Jeremiah 6:17).

Water (Hebrew: MAYIM; Greek: hudor).
To the ancient Hebrews water was of inestimable value (<021522>Exodus
15:22). It is an emblem of the spiritual blessings or <See SALVATION>,
which God bestows upon his people (<235501>Isaiah 55:1). <See JERUSALEM>.

Water-gate (<161237>Nehemiah 12:37).
A gate of Jerusalem.

Water of Jealousy
Holy water mixed with dust from the floor of the Tabernacle, given in the
case where a wife was suspected by the husband, on whom had fallen “the
spirit of jealousy;” described in <040511>Numbers 5:11-31. In such a case an
offering had to be brought by the husband (<030202>Leviticus 2:2).

Water-pot (Greek: hudria).
A large vessel of stone in which water is kept standing, also for carrying
water (<430206>John 2:6,7).

Wave-offering (Hebrew: TENUFAH).
The breast of every <See PEACE-OFFERING>, the Passover sheaf, loaves
and lambs at Pentecost, etc., were to be “waved” before the Lord, and
were hence called wave-offerings (<022924>Exodus 29:24-28).

Wax (Hebrew: DONAG).
Mentioned in Scripture as easily melted by heat (<192214>Psalm 22:14;
<022224>
Exodus 22:24).
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Way (Hebrew: DERECH, Greek: hodos).
A road, track, path or <See HIGHWAY> (<011607>Genesis 16:7); in <440902>Acts 9:2
applied to the Christian religion.

Weasel (Hebrew: CHOLED)
Is identical with the Arabic chuld and the Syriac chuldo, both words
signifying a mole; and therefore that the unclean animal mentioned in
<031129>
Leviticus 11:29, is not a weasel but a kind of mole. Several varieties of
weasels and moles are found in Palestine.

Weaving
Was practiced by the ancients, and exhibited on the ancient monuments of
Egypt (<014142>Genesis 41:42). It was usually performed by women (<122307>2
Kings 23:7). The distaff, the shuttle, and the weaver’s beam and pin are
mentioned in <071614>Judges 16:14; <091707>1 Samuel 17:7; <180706>Job 7:6.

Week (Hebrew: SHABUA). <See CHRONOLOGY>.
Weights and Measures
The notices of weights and measures in the Bible are few and incomplete,
and we have to supply the wanting information from other sources; chiefly
from the systems of ancient nations, following the chain from Rome up
through Greece, Egypt, and Phoenicia, to Babylon, the origin. The system
was nearly uniform everywhere, but varied from one age to another,
Layard found at Nineveh the weights used by the Babylonians, which were
in the form of lions and of ducks, with rings for handles, of different sizes,
in a certain system, the lightest weighing about 4 oz., the heaviest about 40
pounds.

Well (Hebrew: BEER).
The necessity and demand for water in a hot climate has rendered it a
possession of the greatest importance (<070115>Judges 1:15; <012130>Genesis
21:30,31). So that, in war, the wells were often filled in by the enemy (<120301>2
Kings 3:19). Wells in Palestine have generally to be sunk through
limestone; sometimes they are descended by steps (<012416>Genesis 24:16). A
curb or low parapet-wall encircles their mouths; sometimes they were
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furnished with stone covers (<022133>Exodus 21:33). Christ sat on the curb of
the well when he conversed with the woman of Samaria (<430406>John 4:6). The
water was hoisted by a rope attached to a bucket, water-skin, or stone jar
(<012414>Genesis 24:14-20; <430411>John 4:11). Also a wheel was used upon which
was slung an endless belt, on which jars to hold the water were attached at
intervals, The well-swing was of ancient use, being a beam balanced upon a
pivot, with a rope and bucket at one end and a stone balance-weight at the
other. Women were usually employed to fetch water. Many places are
named in relation to wells, such as Beersheba, Beer-Elim, Rehoboth, etc.

Wen (Hebrew: YABBAL “flowing”),
(<032222>Leviticus 22:22). A tumor which is movable, pulpy, and often elastic to
the touch.

Wench
Maid-servant (<101717>2 Samuel 17:17, only).

West (Hebrew: YAM (“sea”).
MAARAB (<234506>Isaiah 45:6). MAARABAH The place where the sun sets.
Greek: dusme, the setting of the sun, the quarter of the heavens or earth
which lies toward the setting sun, or opposite the east (<011208>Genesis 12:8).
EAST (Hebrew: KEDEM, KADIM, KIDMAH, KADMON, KADMONI,
before, or in front of, a person), (<182308>Job 23:8,9). Hebrew: MIZRAH, the
place of the sun’s rising (<19A312>Psalm 103:12).
NORTH (Hebrew: ZAFON, Greek: borrhas). That quarter of the heavens or
earth, or that direction which is at the left hand of a person who faces the
east (<011314>Genesis 13:14).
SOUTH (Hebrew: DAROM “bright, sunny”. TEYMAN What is on the right
hand of a person facing the east (<011209>Genesis 12:9).

Whale (Hebrew: TAN or TANNIN, “sea-monster, dragon”).
“Even the sea-monsters (TANNIN) draw out the breast, they give suck to
their young ones” (<250403>Lamentations 4:3). Here the whale is evidently
alluded to. Probably the fish which swallowed Jonah was some large kind
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of shark, or a fish especially provided (<430117>John 1:17; <010121>Genesis 1:21;
<401240>
Matthew 12:40).

Wheat (Hebrew: DAGAN, RIFOTH, CHITTAH).
In the account of Jacob’s sojourn with Laban occurs the first mention of
wheat (<013014>Genesis 30:14). Egypt was celebrated for wheat; of the bearded
and also of the seven-eared kind (<014122>Genesis 41:22), known now as
mummy-wheat, from being found encased in the mummies: if such grain be
planted it will yield. Wheat was plentiful in Syria and Palestine (<198116>Psalm
81:16; 147:14, etc.). The common kind would produce sometimes one
hundred grains in the ear (<401308>Matthew 13:8). The wheat was planted in the
winter, and reaping commenced toward the end of April, in May and in
June. <See AGRICULTURE> <See HARVEST>.

Whirlwind (Hebrew: SUFAH),
(<182709>Job 27:9). Storm (<182118>Job 21:18); SAAR, “tempest” (<195508>Psalm 55:8).
A violent wind or hurricane. Sometimes the desert storms lift vast
quantities of dry, hot sand into the air, darkening the sun at noon-day, and
burying several feet deep any object in their course, even a whole caravan,
with thousands of animals and travelers (<180119>Job 1:19). The Arabs name
this sand-cloud “Efreet,” the bad one. Houses, trees, and even great rocks,
are moved by these terrible wind storms, which are sudden in coming, and
are soon over.

White (“purity”)
(<230118>Isaiah 1:18). <See COLORS>.

Widow (Hebrew: ALMANAH Greek: chera).
The Mosaic dispensation made no provision for the maintenance of
widows. They were left dependant upon their friends, especially the
firstborn or oldest son, whose birthright or extra share of the property
imposed such a duty upon him. The widow was commended to the care of
the community (<022222>Exodus 22:22). The widow, when left childless, was to
marry the brother of her deceased husband (<052505>Deuteronomy 25:5,6). The
high priest was forbidden to marry a widow (<032114>Leviticus 21:14). Poor
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widows were cared for, among others, in the early Church (Acts 6;
<590127>
James 1:27).

Wilderness
1. SIN. <See EXODUS>.
2. Of the Wandering. The district over which the Israelites wandered
between the two visits to <See KADESH>, for about 38 years is not
certainly known. The probability is that it was what is now called Et Tyh,
the Wandering. <See PARAN>. It is a high, limestone plateau, affording
good pasture in the rainy season, and is not a desert at any time except in a
few isolated patches. It may be divided into the sandy plain along the
seashore, the wadies (dry river valleys), and the high tableland. There are
mountain peaks. The shore of the Mediteranean is bordered by a low sandy
plain, grassy where watered, which extends, in the Wady El Arish and its
branches, far inland, and is full of hills and shifting sand. The only really
barren waste, like the Nefood, or the Dahna (red waste), of Arabia, occurs
only here and there, where the springs have dried up from the loss of trees,
and sand has been brought by the winds. Above the plain rise low tablelands, covered with a hard, white soil, which on the more elevated plateaus
is displaced in places by gravel. Everywhere there are dry, treeless watercourses, green with herbage in the rainy season, furnishing good pastures
but no tillage. The highest plateau is covered with a light, rich soil, with a
few springs and wells, and brooks which are permanent for a mile or two
only, where there are trees and plants, and evidences of a greater extent in
the past. The remains of large trunks of trees scattered over this region
indicate a more copious rainfall, and the existence of groves, if not of
forests, in some past age. Evidences of a former state of cultivation are
found in stone walls all over the district, and, wherever there is water,
flowers, herbs, grasses, and groves of acacia, tamarisk, and other trees.
This region is now capable of supporting immense flocks and herds, and,
under more favorable conditions of forest and rain, might have given
support to the tribes of Israel for ages, independent of any miraculous
supply. There are very few names even now, in the district, and none which
can be traced to the time of the Exodus. <See SINAI>, <See GEOLOGY>.

Wilderness of the Wandering
<See WILDERNESS> and <See EXODUS>.
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Willows (Hebrew: ARABIM.)
Were used for making booths at the Feast of Tabernacles (<184022>Job 40:22),
also giving shade to <See BEHEMOTH> (<234404>Isaiah 44:4); a common tree
which grows in marshy places (<184022>Job 40:22) with a leaf much like the
olive (<032340>Leviticus 23:40). The “weeping willow” memorable in
connection with the mourning Hebrew captives (<19D702>Psalm 137:2), is a
native of Babylonia. The “Brook of the Willows,” (Hebrew: NAHAL),
(<231507>Isaiah 15:7), on the south border of Moab, flows into the southeast
extremity of the Dead Sea (<042119>Numbers 21:19). <See NAHALIEL>.

Wills
Two instances are recorded in the Old Testament under the Law, of
testamentary disposition.
1. Effected in the case of Ahithophel (<101723>2 Samuel 17:23).
2. Recommended in the case of Hezekiah (<122001>2 Kings 20:1; <233801>Isaiah
38:1).

Wimple (Hebrew: MITPAHATH).
A mantle or shawl (<080315>Ruth 3:15; <230322>Isaiah 3:22).

Wind (Hebrew: RUAH or RUACH).
Wind from the north, south, east, and west, was expressed as of the “four
quarters” or “four winds” (<263709>Ezekiel 37:9; <270808>Daniel 8:8; <402431>Matthew
24:31). The cold wind of the north is appealed to in <220416>Song of Solomon
4:16. The northwest wind lasts from the autumnal equinox to the beginning
of November, and the north wind from June to the equinox. As the east
wind passes over the sandy wastes of the Arabian desert before arriving in
Palestine, it was called the “wind of the wilderness” (<180119>Job 1:19;
<241324>
Jeremiah 13:24). The south wind after passing over the Arabian
peninsula acquires great heat (<183717>Job 37:17; <421255>Luke 12:55). The west and
southwest winds reach Palestine in a humid state acquired from the
Mediterranean. The sea of Genesaret was subject to squalls of wind
(<410437>Mark 4:37; <420823>Luke 8:23). The wind spoken of, figuratively, as in
<241817>
Jeremiah 18:17, typical of the waste of war; as transitory, in <180707>Job 7:7;
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Psalm 78:39, etc. It represented the operations of the Holy Spirit in
John 3:8; <440202>Acts 2:2.

<430308>

Window (Hebrew: HALLON or CHALLON).
The windows were apertures closed in with latticework, called in Hebrew:
ARUBBAH (<211203>Ecclesiastes 12:3). Although there were windows looking
into the street they, for the most part, opened into the inner court
(<070528>Judges 5:28; <200706>Proverbs 7:6). <See HOUSE>.

Wine
The word “wine” is the translation of ten Hebrew and two Greek words:
1. Hebrew: YAYIN, that which yields wine, in <330615>Micah 6:15.
2. TIROSH, vintage-fruit (<330615>Micah 6:15), new wine.
3. ASIS, grape-juice (<220802>Song of Solomon 8:2).
4. SOBE, or SOVE, boiled must, syrup (wine in <230122>Isaiah 1:22; literally,
thy SOBE circumcised with water).
5. HEMER, pure red wine (<053214>Deuteronomy 32:14), or HAMAR
(<260609>Ezekiel 6:9; 7:22), the pure blood of the grape, red wine in <232702>Isaiah
27:2 (<197508>Psalm 75:8, meaning “desirable vineyard?”).
6. MIMSACH, mixed wine; MEMSACH, mixed wine (<202330>Proverbs 23:30).
7. MESECH, mixture (mingled her wine, in Prov 9:2; wine is red, in
<197508>
Psalm 75:8).
8. MEZEG, spiced wine, in <220802>Song of Solomon 8:2; liquor, in <220702>Song of
Solomon 7:2.
9. SHEKAR, “strong drink” (strong wine in <042807>Numbers 28:7; “SHEKAR
shall be bitter to them that drink it,” in <232409>Isaiah 24:9). Occurs 21 times in
the New Testament (Arabic: [^sukkar, sugar).
10. HEMEZ, vinegar; vinegar (HOMEZ, in <040603>Numbers 6:3); (homez of
yayin, and homez of shekar). Thine sour wine (<080214>Ruth 2:14); as the posca
(Greek), which the Roman soldiers gave to Jesus on the cross (<431929>John
19:29,30, etc.); ASHISHAH, a cake of dried raisins; flagons of wine, in
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2 Samuel 6:19; <220205>Song of Solomon 2:5, etc.; SHEMARIM, “winelees”.
1. Greek, poses.
2. gleukos, new wine in Acts. 2:13, now called “must”.
3. oinos. Put young wine (oinos neos) into new skins (bottles in
<400917>
Matthew 9:17); not to ferment, as that would burst the bottles or skins,
new or old, but into new ones, to avoid the refuse of the old wine, which
may be sour.

Wine-press, the (PURAH, GATH).
Is of the highest antiquity, and is drawn on the walls of the Egyptian
temples and tombs. Remains of winevats are found in many parts of
Palestine, cut in the solid rock. Some were very large, as that in which
Gideon threshed (<070611>Judges 6:11). Wine has always been in use, and the
Scriptures only condemn its excessive use. Grain, wine, and oil are special
gifts of Providence. It was the usual drink-offering (<022940>Exodus 29:40) to
be presented among the first-fruits (<032313>Leviticus 23:13). The priests were
prohibited from the use of wine and strong drink before service in the
Temple (<031009>Leviticus 10:9), and the Nazarite during his vow (<040603>Numbers
6:3). The wine-cup was handed round four times during the Paschal Feast,
especially after the Captivity. Jesus speaks of the wine used as the fruit of
the vine (<402629>Matthew 26:29). Wine is generally mixed with water (warm;
see Justin Martyr, Apol. i. 65). Those holding office in the Church were
not to be given to wine (<540303>1 Timothy 3:3), or to much wine (<540308>1
Timothy 3:8), or a slave to much wine (<560203>Titus 2:3). Paul once
recommends its use (to Timothy, <540523>1 Timothy 5:23).

Wit, to
To know (<012421>Genesis 24:21; <470801>2 Corinthians 8:1).

With, Withes (Hebrew: YETHARIM),
(<071607>Judges 16:7-9), “a cord or rope”. A with or withe is, probably, a
flexible twig for binding.
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Wisdom of Solomon, the
<See HISTORY OF THE BOOKS>

Witness
The law was very careful to provide and enforce evidence for all its
infractions and all transactions bearing on them (<041539>Numbers 15:39,40.
Two witnesses, at least, are required to establish any charge (35:30). A
false witness was punished. Women and slaves were not admitted to bear
testimony (<060408>Joshua 4:8).
In the New Testament the original notion of a witness is in the special form
of one who attests his belief in the Gospel by personal suffering (<442220>Acts
22:20).

Wolf (Hebrew: ZEEB; Greek: lukos).
A fierce and rapacious animal (<014927>Genesis 49:27) which prowls at night
(<240506>Jeremiah 5:6), and especially destructive to sheep (<401016>Matthew 10:16;
<421003>
Luke 10:3). They were very plentiful in Palestine, but are now much
less common. It closely resembles the dog. They are cruel but cowardly
animals, swift of foot and strong enough to carry off a sheep at full speed,
and is now, as of old, the dread of the shepherds of Palestine. They secrete
themselves until dark among the rocks, then leap into the fold and seize
their victim by stealth. The wolf first tears out the entrails and devours the
heart, liver and lungs before the muscular parts. His bite is vigorous and
deadly; his mode of attack is by short, rapid snaps. A single wolf is far
more destructive than a whole pack of jackals. The Syrian wolf is of lighter
color than that of Europe, and larger and stronger.

Woman, Women (Hebrew: ISHSHAH, female; Greek: gume,
theleia, female),
(<450126>Romans 1:26,27). Is mentioned in the Scriptures as the beloved and
honored companion and helpmeet of man (<012223>Genesis 22:23,24). In the
East women have always lived in seclusion, not appearing in public unless
closely vailed, not seeing the men who visit their husbands and brothers,
nor even taking their meals with the men of their own family. They were
chiefly engaged in domestic duties (Proverbs 31) The poor gleaned the
remnants of the harvest (<012909>Genesis 29:9; 24:15-20). Oriental women are
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never regarded or treated as equals by the men. This is seen on all
occasions. They pronounce women to be weak and inferior in the most
absolute terms. Even in polite society the gentlemen, must be served first.
So the husband and brothers sit down and eat, and the wife, mother, and
sisters wait and take what is left. If they accompany their female relatives
anywhere, they walk before, and the women follow at a respectful distance.
It is very common to see small boys lord it over their mothers and sisters in
the most insolent manner and they are encouraged to do so by the father.
They literally use the rod upon them. Instances are not rare in which the
husband kills the wife outright, and no legal notice is taken of the murder.
She is confined closely, watched with jealousy, and everything valuable is
kept under lock and key; necessarily so, they say, for the wife will not
hesitate to rob her husband if she gets an opportunity. The Arabs have a
word — “ ajellack” — by which they preface the mention of anything
indelicate or unclean. Thus, ajellack, a donkey, or dog, or my shoes; so,
when compelled to speak of their women, they say.” ajellack, my woman,”
or simply, “the woman is so and so.” These and similar customs enable us
to understand why it is that acquaintance before marriage is ordinarily out
of the question, it is considered quite immodest for an unmarried lady to
manifest any special regard for her future husband. The birth of a son is
always a joyful event in a family; but that of a daughter is often looked
upon as a calamity. If the first wife bas no children the husband marries
another or takes a slave. The whole system is productive of evil, and that
only, to the individual, the family, and the community.
Wool (Hebrew: ZEMER; Aramaic: amar; Greek: erion). Wool was an
article of the highest value among the Jews (<031347>Leviticus 13:47). The
“fleece” (Hebrew: GEZ, GIZZAH), is mentioned in <051804>Deuteronomy 18:4.
The wool of Damascus was highly prized in Tyre (<262718>Ezekiel 27:18). Wool
is an image of purity (<230118>Isaiah 1:18; <270709>Daniel 7:9). Garments made of
woolen and linen were prohibited by the law; the cloth bore a peculiar
name (Hebrew: SHAATRUZ), “thou shalt not wear a garment of divers
sorts” (<052211>Deuteronomy 22:11). Josephus (iv. 9, sec. 11), says the reason
for the law against wearing a garment woven of linen and wool was that
such were worn by priests alone.
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Word (Hebrew: EMER, OMER, IMRAH, DABAR, MILLAH, etc.;
Greek: logos and rema.)
“Word” is applied to the Lord <See JESUS CHRIST>. <See HISTORY OF
THE BOOKS>.

World (Hebrew: EREZ), (<232317>Isaiah 23:17).
“Earth”. Hebrew: HEDEL, “place of rest”, region of the dead. Hebrew:
HELED, “this world”. Hebrew: OLAM (<197312>Psalm 73:12), “world without
end.” Hebrew: TEBEL, the earth fertile and inhabited. Greek: aion,
“eternal” (<401232>Matthew 12:32). <See ALEXANDRIA>.

Worm (Hebrew: SAS), (<235108>Isaiah 51:8, only).
Evidently, denotes the caterpillar of the clothes-moth. Hebrew: RIMMAH
and TOLEAH are used in various passages together, and more generally
for the maggots or caterpillars of insects than for the earthworm
(<021620>Exodus 16:20-24). The worm is also named in the Old Testament and
New Testament as a symbol of the gnawing pain of eternal punishment
(<236624>Isaiah 66:24; <410944>Mark 9:44, etc.).

Wormwood (Hebrew: LAANAH; Greek: apsinthos)
A bitter plant, a symbol of whatever is nauseous and destructive
(<052918>Deuteronomy 29:18; <240915>Jeremiah 9:15). Different species are found in
Palestine. It was used by the Romans as a stomachic infusion in wine.
Diffused in alcohol, it is now used to an alarming extent in France and
Switzerland. The Jews put it in their wines, probably for tonic purposes.
The word occurs frequently in the Bible, and generally in a metaphorical
sense (<300507>Amos 5:7).

Worship, Worshiper
<See ADORATION>.

Worth
Used as now to indicate value or equality in value (<012309>Genesis 23:9,15;
Ezekiel 30:2).

<263002>
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Wot, to
To know; to have knowledge (<012126>Genesis 21:26). <See WRITING>.

Writing (Hebrew: KATHAB, “to write”; SEFER, “a book”;
SOFER, “a writer”).
The Phoenician was the most ancient alphabet that is known to us. The
Egyptian writing may have been more ancient, but that was not alphabetic,
being both ideographic and phonetic. Pliny (vii. 56) says the Syrians
(Phoenicians) invented writing, but gives the Assyrians credit for great
antiquity in the rise of the art. The discovery of the Moabite Stone (see p.
173) proves the origin of the Greek letters to have been Phoenician; and it
is probable that the Hebrews used the alphabet in common with the
Phoenicians, as may be inferred from their names; as ’Aleph, “ox”; Gimel,
“camel”.
TABLE OF DERIVATION OF ALPHABETS
1 Phoenician.
2 Greek (ancient), Persian (anc.), Numidian, Hebrew (anc.), Aramaean
(ant.).
3. From Greek, Etruscan, Urnbrian, Os. can, Saranire, Celtiberian, Roman,
Runic; Later Greek, Coptic, Gothic, Slavonian.
4. From Persian, Sassanid, Zend, Pehlvi, Armenian ?
5. From Aramaean, Palmyrene, Hebrew square, Estrangelo Nestoria,
Sabian, Curie, Nischi, Peshito, Miguric or Old Turkish.
6. From Hebrew, Samaritan.
The English is the first pure alphabet, without double-letters.
The Hebrew alphabet has 22 letters. (See their names in the <See TABLE
OF ALPHABETS>), The arrangement of the letters is after the order as
given in Psalm 119. The meaning of each name as far as known is:
1. ALEPH, an ox;
2. BETH, a house; the Ethiopic is like a round-top tent;
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3. GIMEL, a camel, the Greek gamma — some say the camel’s hump;
4. DALETH, a door, that is, a tent-door, a triangle; Greek delta;
5. HE, no name; Greek H, and also Phoenician turned round;
6. VAU (waw), a hook, or tent-peg, the Greek upsilon;
7. ZAIN (sajin), sword, ancient Greek san;
8. CHETH, a fence, Greek eta;
9. TET (Teth), a snake, or basket, Greek theta;
10. YOD, a hand, the Phoenician and Samaritan yod has a hint of fingers;
11. KAPH, the hollow of the hand, Greek kappa;
12. LAMED, ox-goad, Greek lambda; the ancient Phoenician was curved
like the modern Arabic;
13. MEM, water, or a trident and symbol of the sea; Greek mu;
14. NUN, a fish, Greek nu;
15. SAMECH, a prop, Greek sigma;
16. AIN (ajin), an eye, O in Phoenician;
17. PE, a mouth, Greek pi;
18. ZADE, a fish-hook Greek zeta;
19. QOF, back of the head (some say ear, others a pole, or eye of a
needle); the old Hebrew P became the Greek koppa, and the Roman Q;
20. RESH, the head, Greek ro;
21. SHIN and SIN, a tooth, Greek sigma;
22. TAU, a mark, or sign, perhaps a cross ( ), Greek tau.
The form of five of the Hebrew letters was changed when the letters were
final (at the end of the word), a system which was useful when sentences
were written without spaces between the words; for instance
IWASGLADWHENTHEYSAIDUNTOMELETUSGOUPTOTHEHOUSEOFTHELORD
(<19C201>Psalm 122:1). This writing without division into words is a more close
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following of speech, which is a continuous flow of sound, the mind
separating the words, or ideas. The Moabite Stone (page 94) is all instance
from antiquity. The spaces there show where the stone has been broken or
defaced, and letters lost.
Abbreviations were common both in books, and on coins, and also in
inscriptions on the monuments, as ISR for <See ISRAEL>, YAH for <See
JEHOVAH>.
Numbers were indicated by letters and figures. Figures are found on the
Phoenician coins, and monuments in Palmyra, and Egypt. The Greeks also
used letters in writing numbers. Differences in certain statements of
numbers can be explained in this way; the scribe, or copyist mistaking a c
for a G, c being 700, and G being 7,000.
The signs used by the Babylonian writers differed from those of Tiberias,
and were nearly all above the letters. The present system is uniform
everywhere and dates from about A.D. 1050.
Accents were also marked, for the purpose of noting the tone syllable
(directing the reader in the synagogue), and the chief words in the
sentence. There were peculiar styles of recitation for each class of books,
the law, prophets, and poets, which are still in use. The metrical chants
have been lost. <See MUSIC>.
The materials which have come down to us from antiquity are, stone,
bricks, papyrus, vellum, parchment. Embossed leather is still preserved,
bearing the names and date of the Pharaohs 3,300 years ago. Papyrus is
alluded to in 3 Macc. 4:20, and <630112>2 John 1:12 (Greek: xartes, chartes);
and in Josephus (Antiquities iii. 11,6; xii. 2,10); and parchment in <550413>2
Timothy 4:13 (Greek: membrartai). Skins of clean animals only could be
used for the Scriptures; as <See KELEF> of the hairy side), for the
tophillim, phylacteries; diksostos (Hebrew: DIKS), for the mezuzoth; and
gevil (of undivided skin, dressed). The ink (DEYO, Greek: melan, “black”),
was of lampblack wet with gall-juice, sometimes diluted with vitriol. The
inkstand (KESETH HASSOFER), was carried in a case (KALMARIN), with
pens, knife, etc., by a strap over the shoulder, or fastened at the girdle.
The rolls were written in columns (DELATHOTH), (one two, or three,
according to the width of the roll), with a margin above of 3 fingers, below
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of 4, and between the columns of an inch. The columns are about 2 fingers
wide in the Herculaneum rolls; and others there are 3 inches (4 fingers).
The case in which the rolls were kept were called <See KEREK> or <See
KARKA>.
Tablets of wood covered with wax were used for ordinary writing not
intended for keeping a long time. On these the letters were impressed with
a stylus (<181924>Job 19:24), sometimes of iron (<194502>Psalm 45:2). For engraving
on stone the point called CHERET (<023204>Exodus 32:4; <230801>Isaiah 8:1), and
ZIPPOREN (<241701>Jeremiah 17:1), were used.
A reed pen (<640113>3 John 1:13; 3 Macc. 4:20), was used on parchment and
papyrus.
The oldest monument in alphabetical writing is the Moabite Stone (p. 173),
which is dated as early as 900 B.C. if it does not belong to David’s time
(1025 B.C.). The ancient Phoenician monuments, dating later than the
Moabite stone, are counted by hundreds.
No vowel points are found on the coins, in the Palmyrene inscriptions, or
on the Phoenician monuments. It is probable that the vowel-points were
first written by Ezra. The Arabic is the first in point of time to show the use
of vowel-points, dating before A.D. 650. The present Arabic system of
writing dates from about A.D. 930.
Some scholars contend that the vowel-points were not in use before A.D.
550.
In the 8th century A.D., Moses the Punctator, followed by his son Judah
the Corrector, used the points for the first time that is recorded, to assist is
pupils.
TRANSLATION OF THE INSCRIPTION
ON THE MOABITE STONE
1 I am Mesa, son of Chamos-nadab, the king of Moab (son of) Yabnis.
2 My father ruled over Moab (** years), and I have
3 reigned after my father. And I have built this high-place of sacrifice in
Karkha, and platform for Chamos **.
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4 (I call myself) Mesa, because he (Chamos) has saved me from (all who
fought against Moab).
5 (Omri) the king of Israel joined (Moab’s) haters, and oppressed Moab
(many days). Chamos was angry.
6 The king’s son succeeded him, and Moab was oppressed very sore.
7 ** And I saw him and his house (temple?). Israel was dispersed for ever.
Omri took
8 Medeba, and remained there, and built forty **.
9 Chamos is our god. To him I built Baal Meon (walls and mounds), and
sacrificed.
10 I took Kirjathaim, and men of Gad dwelt in the land from the days of
their fathers.
11 The king of Israel built Kirjathaim. I fought against and took it, and
12 killed all the people that were in the city (as a sacrifice) to Chamos,
god of Moab,
13 **** before the face of Chamos, in Kirjathaim; then I made prisoners
the (old) men and the ****
14 * of the youth (morning). Chamos said: Go rule over Israel.
15 I went by night, and fought with him from the *** of the dawn to midday. I ***
16 **** entirely *****
17 **** who is for Astar Chamos ***
18 ** Jahveh (Jehovah) ** before the face of Cha. mos and the king of
Israel (came to)
19 Yahas, and dwelt there (until ?) my combat with him, and Chamos
drove him from ****
20 I took of Moab two hundred men in all, and I made them go up to
Yahas, and I ******* (to annex it to)
21 **** on Dibon. It is I who built the esplanade(?) to the walls of Yearim
(?) and the walls of
22 *** And it is I who have built its gates, and it is I who have built its
fortress, and it is
23 I who have built Bet-Moloch, and it is I who have made the two ****
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24 ** Kir and there were no wells in the interior of Kir on its esplanade.
And I said to all the people
25 Make every man a well in his house. It is I who haw offered the
holocaust on the esplanade(?) in
26 ** Israel. It is I who have built Aroer(?) and it is i who who have made
the road of Arnon.
27 It is I who have built Bet-Bamoth, which was destroyed(?) It is I who
have built Bosor, which ***
28 *** Dibon, of the military chiefs, because all Dibon was subject, and I
have
29 *** with the cities which I have added to the earth, and it is I who have
built ***
30 *** Bet-Diblathaim and Bet-Baal Meon, and I have erected there the
***
31 *** the land. Horonaim, where resided **
32 ** Chamos said to me ** Fight at Horonaim, and I
33 ** Chamos ** on **
34 ** Some pieces of the broken stone have been lost.
Translation of the inscriptions on the sarcophagus which was found at
Sidon:
ON THE BODY.
1. In the month of Bul, year 14 of my reigning, I king Ashmanezer king of
the Sidonians
2. Son of King Tabinth, king of the Sidonians: spake King Ashmanezer
king of the Sidonians, saying: I have been stolen away
3 before my time — a son of the flood of days. The whilom great is dumb
— the Son of God is dead. And I rest in this grave, even in thy tomb,
4 in the place which I have built. My adjuration to all the ruling powers,
and all men. Let no one open this resting-place, and
5 not search with us for treasure, for there is no treasure with us, and let
him not bear away the couch of my rest, and not trouble
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6 us on this resting-place by disturbing the couch of my slumbers. Even if
people should persuade thee, do not listen to their speech. For all the
ruling powers and
7 all men who should open the tomb of this my rest, or any man who
should carry away the couch of my rest, or any man who trouble me or
8 this my couch, unto them there shall be no rest with the departed; they
shall not be buried in a grave, and there shall be to them neither son
nor seed
9 in their stead, and the holy gods will send over them a mighty king who
will rule over them, and
10 cut them off with their dynasty. If any human being should open this
resting-place, and any man should carry away
11 this tomb — be he of royal seed or a man of the people there shall be
unto them, neither root below nor fruit above, nor honor among the
living under the sun * * *
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X, Y
Xanthicus
One of the Macedonian months (Neb. NISAN). <See MONTH>.

Yarn (Hebrew: MIKVEH, MIKVE).
An error in <140116>2 Chronicles 1:16. The king’s merchants from Coa took the
horses from Coa at a price.

Year
<See CHRONOLOGY>.

Yellow
<See COLONS>.

Yoke (Hebrew: MOT “bar”),
(<340113>Nahum 1:13); MOTAH “bands” (<263018>Ezekiel 30:18); Hebrew: ZEMED,
“a pair of oxen”, so termed as being yoked together (<091107>1 Samuel 11:7). A
symbol of subjection and servitude (1 Kings 12,4). <See AGRICULTURE>.

Yoke-fellow (Greek: suzuegos).
A fellow-laborer (<500403>Philippians 4:3).
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Z
Zaanaim, the Plain of
or probably the <See OAK OF>. A sacred tree by Heber’s tent, when
Sisera took refuge in it (<070411>Judges 4:11). Near Kedesh Naphtali. Lost.

Zaanam
In the Shefelah. <See ZENAN>.

Zaavan (“unquiet”)
Son of Ezer (<013627>Genesis 36:27), a chief.

Zabad (“whom God gave”)
1. Son of Nathan, son of Attai (<130231>1 Chronicles 2:31-37). He was one of
David’s men.
2. An Ephraimite (<130721>1 Chronicles 7:21).
3. Son of the Ammonitess Shinmath, and an assassin of King Joash (<142426>2
Chronicles 24:26).
4. The name of three Israelites in Ezra’s time (<151027>Ezra 10:27).
5. The second, one of the sons of Hashum (<151033>Ezra 10:33).
6. The third, one of the sons of Nebo (10:43).

Zabadaias
<See ZABAD> (1 Esdras 9:35).

Zabadeans (1 Macc. 12:31).
The modern Zebedany is a village, in a plain of the same name, high up on
Anti-Lebanon, watered by the Barada. Population 3,000. Kefr Zabad is a
small village near.
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Zabbai
A corruption of <See ZACCAI>.
1. Son of Bebai (<151028>Ezra 10:28).
2. Father of the <See BARUCH>, who assisted Nehemiah (<160320>Nehemiah
3:20).

Zabbud
Son of Bigvai, and companion of Ezra (<150814>Ezra 8:14).

Zabdeus
<See ZEBADIAH> (1 Esdras 9:2).

Zabdi (“gift of Jah”)
1. Son of Zerah, and ancester of Achan (<060701>Joshua 7:1,17).
2. Son of Shimhi (<130819>1 Chronicles 8:19).
3. David’s officer over the wine-cellars (27:27) called the shiphmite.
4. Son of Asaph (<161117>Nehemiah 11:17).

Zabdiel (“gift of God”)
1. Father of <See JASHOBEAM> (<132702>1 Chronicles 27:2).
2. An overseer, son of Haggedolim (<161114>Nehemiah 11:14).
3. An Arabian chieftain who put <See ALEXANDER BALAS> to death (1
Macc. 11:17).

Zabud (“given”)
Son of <See NATHAN> 1 (<110405>1 Kings 4:5) and confidential friend of
Solomon.

Zabulon
the Greek form of <See ZEBULUN> (<400413>Matthew 4:13).
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Zaccai (“pure”)
Ancestor of 760 who returned from Captivity (<150209>Ezra 2:9; <160714>Nehemiah
7:14).

Zacchaeus
The name of a tax-collector near Jericho, who, being short in stature,
climbed up into a sycamore tree in order to obtain a sight of Jesus as he
passed through that place. Luke only has related the incident (<421901>Luke
19:1-10). Zacchaeus was a Jew, as may be inferred from his name, and
from the fact that the Saviour speaks of him expressly as “a son of
Abraham.” The term which designates this office is unusual, but describes
him, no doubt, as the superintendent of customs or tribute in the district of
Jericho where he lived, as one having a commission from his Roman
principal (manceps publicanus) to collect the imposts levied on the Jews by
the Romans, and who, in the execution of that trust, employed subalterns,
who were accountable to him, as he in turn was accountable to his
superior. The office must have been a lucrative one in such a region, and it
is not strange that Zacchaeus is mentioned by the evangelist as a rich man.
The Saviour spent the night probably in the house of Zacchaeus, and the
next day pursued his journey to Jerusalem. He was in the caravan from
Galilee which was going up thither to keep the Passover. We read in the
rabbinic writings also of a Zacchaeus who lived at Jericho at this same
period, well known on his own account, and especially as the father of the
celebrated Rabbi Jochanan ben Zachai.

Zaccheus
An officer of Judas Maccabaeus (2 Macc. 10:19). Ap.

Zacchur
A Simeonite, of the family of Mishma (<130426>1 Chronicles 4:26).

Zaccur (“mindful”)
1. Father of Shammua, the Reubenite spy (<041304>Numbers 13:4).
2. A Merarite Levite, son of Jaaziah (<132427>1 Chronicles 24:27).
3. Son of Asaph the singer (<132502>1 Chronicles 25:2,10; <161235>Nehemiah 12:35).
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4. The son of Imri, who assisted Nehemiah in rebuilding the city wall
(<160302>Nehemiah 3:2).
5. A Levite, or family of Levites, who signed the covenant with Nehemiah
(<161012>Nehemiah 10:12).
6. A Levite, whose son or descendant Hanan was one of the treasurers
over the treasuries appointed by Nehemiah (<161313>Nehemiah 13:13).

Zachariah
or properly <See ZECHARIAH>,
1. He was the son of Jeroboam II, 14th king of Israel, and the last of the
house of Jehu. There is a difficulty about the date of his reign. Most
chronologers assume an interregnum of eleven years between Jeroboam’s
death and Zachariah’s accession, during which the kingdom was suffering
from the anarchy of a disputed succession; but this seems unlikely after the
reign of a resolute ruler like Jeroboam, and does not solve the difference
between <121417>2 Kings 14:17 and <121501>2 Kings 15:1. We are reduced to
suppose that our present manuscripts have here incorrect numbers, to
substitute 15 for 27 in <121501>2 Kings 15:1, and to believe that Jeroboam II
reigned 52 or 53 years. But whether we assume an interregnum, or an error
in the manuscripts, we must place Zachariah’s accession B.C. 771-772. His
reign lasted only six months. He was killed in a conspiracy, of which
Shallum was the head, and by which the prophecy in <121030>2 Kings 10:30 was
accomplished.
2. The father of Abi, or Abijah, Hezekiah’s mother (<121802>2 Kings 18:2).

Zacharias
1. Zechariah the priest in the reign of Josiah (1 Esdras 1:8).
2. In 1 Esdras 1:15, Zacharias occupies the place of Heman in <143515>2
Chronicles 35:15.
3. <See SERAIAH> 6, and <See AZARIAH> (1 Esdras 5:8; cf. <150202>Ezra
2:2; <160707>Nehemiah 7:7).
4. The prophet <See ZECHARIAH> (1 Esdras 6:1; 7:3).
5. <See ZECHARIAH> 8 (1 Esdras 8:30).
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6. <See ZECHARIAH> 9 (1 Esdras 8:37).
7. <See ZECHARIAH> 10 (1 Esdras 8:44).
8. <See ZECHARIAH> 11 (1 Esdras 9:27; cf. <151026>Ezra 10:26).
9. Father of Joseph, a leader in the first campaign of the Maccabaean war
(1 Macc. 5:18,56-62).
10. Father of John the Baptist (<420105>Luke 1:5, etc.).
11. Son of Barachias, who, our Lord says, was slain by the Jews between
the Altar and the Temple (<402335>Matthew 23:35; <421151>Luke 11:51). There has
been much dispute who this Zacharias was. Many of the Greek Fathers
have maintained that the father of John the Baptist is the person to whom
our Lord alludes; but there can be little or no doubt that the allusion is to
Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada (<142420>2 Chronicles 24:20,2l). The name of the
father of Zacharias is not mentioned by Luke; and we may suppose that the
name of Barachias crept into the text of Matthew from a marginal gloss, a
confusion having been made between Zechariah, the son of Jehoiada, and
Zacharias, the son of Barachias (Berechiah) the prophet.

Zacher (“remembrance”)
Son of Jehiel (<130831>1 Chronicles 8:31).

Zadok (“righteous”)
1. Son of Ahitub, and one of the two chief priests in the time of David,
Abiathar being the other. Zadok was of the house of Eleazar, the son of
Aaron (<131403>1 Chronicles 14:3), and eleventh in descent from Aaron. The
first mention of him is in <131228>1 Chronicles 12:28, where we are told that he
joined David at Hebron after Saul’s death with 22 captains of his father’s
house, and, apparently, with 900 men (4600-3700, <131226>1 Chronicles
12:26,27). Up to this time, it may be concluded, he had adhered to the
house of Saul. But henceforth his fidelity to David was inviolable. When
Absalom revolted, and David fled from Jerusalem, Zadok and all the
Levites bearing the Ark accompanied him, and it was only at the king’s
express command that they returned to Jerusalem, and became the medium
of communication between the king and Hushai the Archite (2 Samuel 15;
2 Samuel 17). When Absalom was dead, Zadok and Abiathar were the
persons who persuaded the elders of Judah to invite David to return (<101911>2
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Samuel 19:11). When Adonijah, in David’s old age, set up for king, and
had persuaded Joab, and Abiathar the priest, to join his party, Zadok was
unmoved, and was employed by David to anoint Solomon to be king in his
room (1 Kings 1). And for this fidelity he was rewarded by Solomon, who
“thrust out Abiathar from being priest unto the Lord,” and “put in Zadok
the priest” in his room (<110227>1 Kings 2:27,35). From this time, however, we
hear little of him. It is said in general terms, in the enumeration of
Solomon’s officers of state, that Zadok was the priest (<110404>1 Kings 4:4;
<132922>
1 Chronicles 29:22) but no single act of his is mentioned. Zadok and
Abiathar were of nearly equal dignity (<101535>2 Samuel 15:35,36; 19:11). The
duties of the office were divided. Zadok ministered before the Tabernacle
at Gibeon (<131639>1 Chronicles 16:39); Abiathar had the care of the Ark at
Jerusalem. Not, however, exclusively, as appears from <131511>1 Chronicles
15:11; <101524>2 Samuel 15:24,25,29. Hence, perhaps, it may be concluded that
from the first there was a tendency to consider the office of the priesthood
as somewhat of the nature of a corporate office, although some of its
functions were necessarily confined to the chief member of that
corporation.
2. According to the genealogy of the high priests in <140612>2 Chronicles 6:12,
there was a second Zadok, son of a second Ahitub, son of Amariah, about
the time of King Ahaziah. It is probable that no such person as this second
Zadok ever existed, but that the insertion of the two names is a copyist’s
error.
3. Father of Jerushah, the wife of King Uzziah and mother of King Jotham
(<121533>2 Kings 15:33; <142701>2 Chronicles 27:1).
4. Son of Raana, who repaired a portion of the wall in the time of
Nehemiah (<160304>Nehemiah 3:4). He is probably the same who is in the list of
those that sealed the covenant in <161021>Nehemiah 10:21, as in both cases his
name follows that of Meshezabeel.
5. Son of Immer, a priest who repaired a portion of the wall over against
his own house (<160329>Nehemiah 3:29).
6. In <161111>Nehemiah 11:11 and <130911>1 Chronicles 9:11 mention is made in a
genealogy of Zadok, the son of Meraioth, the son of Ahitub. But it can
hardly be doubtful that Meraioth is inserted by the error of a copyist, and
that Zadok the son of Ahitub is meant.
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Zaham (“loathing”)
Son of Rehoboam (<141119>2 Chronicles 11:19).

Zain (“a weapon”)
The seventh letter of the Hebrew alphabet (Psalm 119). <See WRITING>.

Zair (<120821>2 Kings 8:21).
South of Kerek. Lost.

Zalaph (“wound”)
Father of Hanun (<160330>Nehemiah 3:30).

Zalmon, Mount
Near Shechem (<070948>Judges 9:48).

Zalmonah
Desert-station (<043341>Numbers 33:41). Supposed to be Maan, a few miles
east of Petra.

Zalmunna (“shelter is denied him”)
One of the two kings of Midian slain by <See GIDEON> (<070805>Judges 8:521).

Zambis
<See AMARIAH> 5 (1 Esdras 9:34).

Zambri
<See ZIMRI> 1 (1 Macc. 2:26).

Zamoth
<See ZATTU> (1 Esdras 9:28).
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Zamzummim (“noisy people”)
A race of giants (<011405>Genesis 14:5). They were exterminated by the
Ammonites (<050220>Deuteronomy 2:20,21).

Zanoah
Two towns in Judah.
1. (<061534>Joshua 15:34), in the Shefelah, now called Zunua, in Wady Ismall.
Populated after the return from Babylon (<161130>Nehemiah 11:30).
2. (<061556>Joshua 15:56), in the mountain district, 10 miles south of Hebron.

Zaphnath-pa-a-neah (Hebrew: ZAFENATH PA-ANEAH).
A name given by Pharaoh to <See JOSEPH> (<011204>Genesis 12:45), meaning
“preserver of the age”.
Egyptian titles of princes of high rank, in that age, were generally SUTENSA, Pharaoh’s son, which was also given to the governor of Cush. Other
titles were descriptive, as MERKETU, superintendent of buildings (or of
public works). Some appear to have been nicknames, as MA, the shepherd
(one of the Pharaohs); PE-MAY the cat; S-NUFRE, good king; S-NUFRE
ANKHEE, good worker; PET-AMEN-APT, belonging to Amen of Thebes;
SHAFRA-SHA, Shafra rules; and AMEN-EM-HA, Amen in the front.
The original Egyptian name of Joseph has not yet been found on the
monuments, where, indeed, but very few records of the age in which he
lived have been found. It is expected that further discoveries will bring
such records to light. The skilful suggestion of Mr. Poole gives Egyptian
words PSENT-ANKHEE, meaning “delight lives”.

Zaphon (“northward”),
(<061327>Joshua 13:27). On the east side of Jordan. Lost.

Zara
<See ZERHA> (<400103>Matthew 1:3).
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Zaraces
Brother of Jehoiakim (1 Esdras 1:38).

Zarah
<See ZERAH> (<013830>Genesis 38:30).

Zaraias
1. <See ZERAHIAH> (1 Esdras 8:2).
2. <See ZERAHIAH> (1 Esdras 8:31).
3. <See ZEBADIAH> (1 Esdras 8:34).

Zareah
<See ZORAH> (<161129>Nehemiah 11:29).

Zareathites, the
Inhabitants of <See ZAREAH> (<130253>1 Chronicles 2:53).

Zared, the Valley of
Zered.

Zarephath
Sarepta, near Sidon (Antiquities viii. 13, 2). The residence of the prophet
Elijah. The miracle of the widow’s cruse of oil was wrought here by Elijah
(<111709>1 Kings 17:9,10; <420426>Luke 4:26). There are remains of columns and
slabs, and the Roman road is quite perfect here.

Zaretan
ZARTHAN (<060316>Joshua 3:16). Supposed to be Kurn Surtabeh, north of
Jericho, in the Ghor.

Zareth-shahar (<061319>Joshua 13:19).
Reuben. Sara, near the Dead Sea, at the mouth of Wady Zerka Main.
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Zarhites, the (“descendants of Zerah”)
1. A branch of the tribe of Judah (<042620>Numbers 26:20).
2. A family of Simeonites (<042613>Numbers 26:13).

Zartanah (<110412>1 Kings 4:12).
Near Bethshean. Zarthan?

Zarthan
1. Near Succoth (<110745>1 Kings 7:45).
2. The same as Zaretan in <060316>Joshua 3:16.
3. In the upper part of the Jordan valley, near Bethsheart.
4. Zeredathah, Zererah, Zererath, Zererathah.

Zathoe
Error for <See ZATTU> in 1 Esdras 8:32.

Zathui
<See ZALTU> (1 Esdras 6:12).

Zatthu
<See ZALTU> (<161014>Nehemiah 10:14).

Zattu (“a sprout”)
Ancestor of a family of laymen of Israel, who returned from captivity
(<150208>Ezra 2:8; <160713>Nehemiah 7:13).

Zavan
<See ZAAVAN> (<130142>1 Chronicles 1:42).

Zaza (“projection”)
Son of Jonathan (<130233>1 Chronicles 2:33).
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Zeal (Hebrew: KINAH, Greek: zelos).
May include warmth of feeling and vehemence of action, according to the
good or bad motive, or the wisdom or folly, of the actor. Thus the zeal of
Jehu (<121016>2 Kings 10:16), of Saul (<500306>Philippians 3:6), of the Israelites
(<451002>Romans 10:2), etc.

Zebadiah (“Jah gave”)
Nine of these persons are mentioned, but none are notable (<130815>1
Chronicles 8:15; 8:17; 12:7; 27:7; <150808>Ezra 8:8; 10:20; <132602>1 Chronicles
26:2; <141708>2 Chronicles 17:8; 19:11).

Zebah (“sacrifice”)
A king of <See MIDIAN>, killed with <See ZALMUNNA> (<070805>Judges 8:521).

Zebaim (“antelopes”)
The children of Pochereth, of Zeboim, are mentioned among those of
Solomon’s who returned from Captivity (<150257>Ezra 2:57; <160759>Nehemiah
7:59).

Zebedee
The husband of Salome and father of James and John the apostles
(<400421>Matthew 4:21; 27:56).

Zebina (“bought”)
Son of Zebo (<151043>Ezra 10:43).

Zeboim (<011019>Genesis 10:19).
One of the five cities of the plain. Shemeber was its king (<011402>Genesis
14:2). Lost.

Zeboim, the Valley of (“ravine of the hyenas”)
(<091318>1 Samuel 13:18). East of Michmash.
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Zebudah
Daughter of Pedaiah, wife of Josiah and mother of King Jehoiakim (<122336>2
Kings 23:36).

Zebul (“habitation”)
Governor of the Shechem (<070928>Judges 9:28).

Zebulonite
A member of the tribe of <See ZEBULUN> (<071211>Judges 12:11,12).

Zebulun (“dwelling”)
Tenth son of <See JACOB>; sixth son of <See LEAH> (<013020>Genesis 30:20,
35:23). His tribe was respected for numbers (<040130>Numbers 1:30; 26:26).
His posterity is often mentioned with Issachar, his nearest brother
(<053318>Deuteronomy 33:18).

Zebulunites, the
People of the tribe of <See ZEBULUN> (<042627>Numbers 26:27 only).

Zechariah (“whom Jah remembers”)
1. The 11th in order of the 12 minor prophets. <See HISTORY OF THE
BOOKS>.
2. Son of Shelemiah (<130921>1 Chronicles 9:21).
3. Son of Jehiel (<130937>1 Chronicles 9:37).
4. A Levite (<131518>1 Chronicles 15:18,20).
5. A prince of Judah (<141707>2 Chronicles 17:7).
6. Son of the high priest Jehoiada (<142420>2 Chronicles 24:20).
22 others of this name are mentioned, but are of no particular account.
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Zedad (<043408>Numbers 34:8; <264715>Ezekiel 47:15).
On the northern border of the land as promised by Moses. Passed through
by the prophet Ezekiel on his way to Assyria as a captive. Sadud is on the
northern end of Anti-Libanus, 50 miles northeast of Baalbek.

Zedekiah (“justice of Jah”)
1. The last king of Judah and Jerusalem. Son of <See JOSIAH> and
Hamutal (<122417>2 Kings 24:17,19). His history is given in <122507>2 Kings 25:7,
etc. <243901>Jeremiah 39:1-7; 52:1-11; and <143610>2 Chronicles 36:10, etc., also in
Jeremiah 21; Jeremiah 24; Jeremiah 27; Jeremiah 29; Jeremiah 32; Jeremiah
24; Jeremiah 37:
2. A false prophet, exposed by Micaiah (<122211>2 Kings 22:11-37).
3. Another false prophet denounced by Jeremiah (<242921>Jeremiah 29:21,22)
4. Son of Hananiah, a prince of Judah (<243612>Jeremiah 36:12).

Zeeb (“the wolf”)
(<070720>Judges 7:20; 8:3; <198311>Psalm 83:11). One of the two princes (sheikhs) of
Midian defeated by Gideon and the 300. He was killed at a winepress
which was near the fords of Jordan, and his name given to the place.

Zelah
In Benjamin (<061828>Joshua 18:28). Here was the residence and the family
tomb of Kish, the father of Saul (<102114>2 Samuel 21:14), where Saul and
Jonathan, and the two sons and five grandsons of Saul were buried.
Probably Saul’s residence before he was made king. Lost.

Zelek (“fissure”)
One of David’s men (<102337>2 Samuel 23:37).

Zelophehad (“firstborn”)
Son of Hepher, son of Gilead (<061703>Joshua 17:3). He came out of Egypt with
Moses, but died in the wilderness, leaving five daughters and no sons,
which led to the establishment of a law that in such cases the daughters
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should inherit their father’s patrimony, but they were not to marry out of
their tribe (<042633>Numbers 26:33; 27:1-11).

Zelotes
An epithet given to Simon 5 to distinguish him from Simon Peter (<420615>Luke
6:15).

Zelzah (<091002>1 Samuel 10:2).
Benjamin, near Rachel’s sepulchre. Mentioned by Samuel the prophet,
after anointing Saul king. Lost.

Zemaraim (<061822>Joshua 18:22).
Benjamin, near Bethel, to the East. Es Sumrah is four miles north of
Jericho, and is probably the place. There was also a Mount Zemaraim
(<141204>2 Chronicles 12:4), which has not been identified, and may possibly
mean the same locality. The Zemarite’s tribe were sons of Canaan
(<011018>Genesis 10:18), and belonged to this district, given to Benjamin.

Zemira (“song”)
Son of Becher (<130708>1 Chronicles 7:8).

Zenan (“flocks”)
(<061537>Joshua 15:37). Judah, in the Shefelah. The same as Zaanan (<330101>Micah
1:11). Placed by some travelers 2 1/2 miles southeast of Mareshah, and
now called Zanabra.

Zenas (“given by Zeus”)
A lawyer and a friend of Paul (<560313>Titus 3:13).

Zephaniah
1. A Kohathite, in the 7th generation from Levi (<130636>1 Chronicles 6:36).
2. A priest. He was among the captives slain by the king of Babylon (<122518>2
Kings 25:18-21).
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3. A prophet of the tribe of Simeon (<142403>2 Chronicles 24:3; <360104>Zephaniah
1:4,5).

Zephath (<070117>Judges 1:17).
A Canaanite city destroyed by Judah and Simeon, and its name changed to
Hormah. Located in the pass Es Sufa, south of the Dead Sea.

Zephathah, the Valley of (<141410>2 Chronicles 14:10).
Near Mareshah, probably Tell es Safieh. Where Asa fought Zerah the
Ethiopian and his host, and pursued them unto Gerar.

Zephi
<See ZEPHO> (<130136>1 Chronicles 1:36).

Zepho (“watch-tower”)
Son of Eliphaz (<013611>Genesis 36:11), also a duke <013615>Genesis 36:15.

Zephon
Son of Gad (<042615>Numbers 26:15).

Zephonites, the
A family of the tribe of Gad, descended from <See ZEPHON> (<042615>Numbers
26:15).

Zer (<061935>Joshua 19:35).
Fortified town in Naphtali, southwest of the lake of Gennesareth. May
possibly be Hattin.

Zerah (“a rising of light”)
1. Son of Reuel, and grandson of Esau (<013613>Genesis 36:13,17).
2. Son of Judah and Tamar (<013830>Genesis 38:30); called Zara in <400103>Matthew
1:3.
3. Son of Simeon (<042613>Numbers 26:13); called Zohar in <014610>Genesis 46:10.
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4. Son of Iddo (<130621>1 Chronicles 6:21,41).
5. A Cushite king who invaded Judah (<141409>2 Chronicles 14:9-13): he was
defeated by Asa.

Zerahiah (“Jah caused to be born”)
1. Son of Uzzi, and ancestor of Ezra the scribe (<130606>1 Chronicles 6:6,51).
2. Father of Elihoenai (<150804>Ezra 8:4).

Zered, the Brook of (“brook of willows”)
(<050214>Deuteronomy 2:14). Now called Wady el Ahsy, and running into the
southeast corner of the Dead Sea. Here the wanderings of the Israelites
ended; or it may be they continued to the time of the death of Moses.

Zereda (“cooling”)
(<111126>1 Kings 11:26). In Ephraim. The native city of Jeroboam, the first king
of the kingdom of Israel, formed by the ten tribes that revolted, it was
fortified for Solomon. The site has not been found, but is supposed by
some to be the same as Tirzah; and by others, Zeredatha.

Zeredatha (<140417>2 Chronicles 4:17).
Called Zarthan (<110746>1 Kings 7:46). The vessels for Solomon’s temple were
cast in the clay-ground between Succoth and this place, in the plain of
Jordan. The finest clay is found on the banks of the Jordan, near Succoth,
and is carried away for use in casting brass.

Zererath (<070722>Judges 7:22).
In the Jordan valley. Zeredatha.

Zeresh (“gold”)
Wife of <See HAMAN> (<170610>Esther 6:10,14).

Zereth (“splendor”)
Son of Ashur (<130407>1 Chronicles 4:7).
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Zeri
<See IZRI>, son of Jeduthun (<132503>1 Chronicles 25:3).

Zeror (“a bundle”)
Ancestor of Kish, the father of Saul (<090901>1 Samuel 9:1).

Zeruah (“leprous”)
Mother of <See JEROBOAM> 1 (<111126>1 Kings 11:26).

Zerubbabel (“sown in Babylon”)
In the New Testament and Apocrypha.

Zeruiah (“cleft”)
Sister of David and mother of his famous generals Joab, Abishai, and
Asahel (<130216>1 Chronicles 2:16).

Zetham
Son or grandson of Laadan (<132308>1 Chronicles 23:8).

Zethan (“olive tree”)
Son of Bilhan (<130710>1 Chronicles 7:10).

Zethar (“star”)
One of the seven chamberlains of Ahasuerus (Esth. 1:10).

Zia (“motion”)
A Gadite who dwelt in Bashan (<130513>1 Chronicles 5:13).

Ziba (“statue”)
A servant in Saul’s house (<100902>2 Samuel 9:2-12; 16:1-4; 19:17,29).
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Zibeon (“dyed”)
Father of <See ANAH> (<013602>Genesis 36:2).

Zibia (“roe”)
Son of Shaharaim by his wife Hodesh (<130809>1 Chronicles 8:9).

Zibiah (“roe”)
Mother of King <See JOASH> 1 (<121201>2 Kings 12:1).

Zichri (“renowned”)
1. Son of Izhar the son of Kohath (<020621>Exodus 6:21).
2. Son of Shimhi (<130819>1 Chronicles 8:19).
3. Son of Shashak (<130823>1 Chronicles 8:23).
4. Son of Jeroham (<130807>1 Chronicles 8:7).
5. Son of Asaph (<130915>1 Chronicles 9:15).
Seven others of this name are mentioned in the following passages: <132625>1
Chronicles 26:25; 27:16; <141716>2 Chronicles 17:16, 23:1; 28:7; <161109>Nehemiah
11:9; 12:17.

Ziddim (“the sides”)
A town of Naphtali (<061935>Joshua 19:35).

Zidkijah
<See ZEDEKIAH>, one who sealed the Covenant (<161001>Nehemiah 10:1).

Zidon
<See SIDON>.

Zif (“blooming”)
<See MONTH>.
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Ziha (“dry”)
1. Ancestor of a family who returned from Captivity (<150243>Ezra 2:43).
2. Chief of the Nethinim in Ophel (Ezra 11:21).

Ziklag (<061531>Joshua 15:31).
Judah in the Negeb. It was the private property of David, and at one time
his residence (1 Samuel 30). Supposed to be the site now called Asluj.

Zillah (“shade”)
Wife of <See LAMECH> 1 (<010419>Genesis 4:19,22,23), the mother of TubalCain and Naamah 1

Zilpah (“a dropping”)
The maid of <See LEAH>, who became the second wife of Jacob and
mother of Gad and Asher (<012924>Genesis 29:24; 30:9-13).

Zilthai (“shadow of Jah”)
1. A chief, son of Shimhi (<130820>1 Chronicles 8:20).
2. A captain who joined David (<131220>1 Chronicles 12:20).

Zimmah (“mischief”)
1. Son of Jahath (<130620>1 Chronicles 6:20).
2. Son of Shimei, and grandson of Jahath (<130642>1 Chronicles 6:42).
3. Father of Joah (2 Chr 29:12).

Zimran (“sung”)
Oldest son of <See ABRAHAM> by <See KETURAH> (<012502>Genesis 25:2).

Zimri (“celebrated in song”)
1. A prince of the tribe of Simeon, slain by Phinehas (<042514>Numbers 25:14).
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2. A general of half the cavalry of Elah, king of Israel. He rebelled against
his master, killed him, usurped his kingdom, and cut off the whole family,
not sparing any of his relatives or friends. He reigned but seven days; for
the army of Israel made their general, Omri, king, and took the city of
Tirzah. Zimri burned himself in the palace, with all its riches (<111601>1 Kings
16:1-20; <120931>2 Kings 9:31). Others of this name are mentioned in <130206>1
Chronicles 2:6; 8:33-36.

Zina
<See ZIZAH> (<130310>1 Chronicles 3:10).

Zin, the Wilderness of (“coldness”)
A district between the Arabah and the Desert of Paran, or Tyh mountains,
and consisting of three terraces, sloping toward the Dead Sea, by the Wady
Fikreh, <See KADESH> was in this. Josephus speaks of a hill called Sin,
where Miriam was buried. This hill may be what is now Moderah, isolated,
conical, and standing a little south of Wady Fikreh.

Zior
Judah (<061554>Joshua 15:54), 6 miles northeast of Hebron. Now Sair.

Ziph (1) (“mouthful”)
1. Judah, in the Negeb (<061524>Joshua 15:24). Lost.
2. Judah, between Carmel and Juttah (<061555>Joshua 15:55), about 3 miles
south of Hebron. Some of David’s greatest perils and most successful
escapes belong to this district (<092314>1 Samuel 23:14,15,24; 26:2). Also called
the Wilderness of Ziph. Rehoboam fortified Ziph (<141108>2 Chronicles 11:8).

Ziph (2)
Son of Jehaleleel (<130416>1 Chronicles 4:16).

Ziphah
<See ZIPH> (<130416>1 Chronicles 4:16).
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Ziphim, the
Inhabitant of <See ZIPH> 2 (the title of Psalm 54).

Ziphites, the
<See ZIPHIM> (<092319>1 Samuel 23:19).

Ziphion (“a looking out”)
Son of Gad (<014616>Genesis 46:16).

Ziphron (“sweet odor”)
(<043409>Numbers 34:9). In the north boundary of the land. Now Sudud, near
Kurietein (HATSAR ENAN).

Zippor (“sparrow”)
Father of <See BALAK>, king of Moab (<042202>Numbers 22:2,4,10,16).

Zipporah
Daughter of <See JETHRO>, wife of <See MOSES>, and mother of <See
GERSHOM> 1 and <See ELIEZER> 2 (<020221>Exodus 2:21; 4:25; 18:2).

Zithri (“protection of Jah”)
Son of Uzziel (<020622>Exodus 6:22).

Ziz, the Pass of (<142016>2 Chronicles 20:16).
Pass of Ain Jidy.

Ziza (“abundance”)
1. A Simeonite chief (<130437>1 Chronicles 4:37).
2. Son of Rehoboam (<141120>2 Chronicles 11:20).

Zizah
<See ZIZA> Second son of Shimei (<132311>1 Chronicles 23:11).
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Zoan (“departure”)
Tanis, Egypt, on the east bank of the Tanitic branch of the Nile. It was an
important post on the east of the country, and chief town of a large district
of pasture-lands. Called by the Egyptians HA-AWAR, and fortified by
SALATIS, the first shepherd king, who stationed here 240,000 men as a
protection against the Assyrians. Hebron was built 7 years before Zoan
(<041322>Numbers 13:22). There was a great temple here, dedicated to <See
SET> (Baal), embellished by Rameses II. The Pharaohs dwelt here, both in
the time of Joseph and of the Exodus (<198812>Psalm 88:12,43). Mentioned by
Isaiah, 19:13; 30:4,14. The ruins of the temple area show its size, 1,250 by
1,500 feet, and its remains prove its ancient grandeur. There were 10 or 12
obelisks, all now fallen; the stone for which was originally brought from
Syene. The inscriptions and figures are of the age of the shepherd kings.

Zoar (“little”)
(<011402>Genesis 14:2,8). One of the oldest cities of Canaan. First called <See
BELA>. When the cities of the plain were destroyed, Zoar was spared as a
refuge for Lot (<011922>Genesis 19:22,30). Zoar was seen by Moses from the
top of Pisgah (<053403>Deuteronomy 34:3). Following Josephus (Antiquities i.
11, sec. 4), the Crusaders, and later travelers, Zoar was on the <See
LISAN>, a promontory on the east side of the Dead Sea, and now seen in
extensive ruins in the lower end of Wady Kerak. Palms once flourished
here so abundantly as to give it the name of City of Palms (William of
Tyre, xx. 30). Some have supposed Zoar to have been much nearer
Jericho, and on the east of Jordan, in the Wady Seir, near Nimrin.

Zoba or Zobah
The name of a portion of Syria, which formed a separate kingdom in the
times of the Jewish monarchs, Saul, David and Solomon. It probably was
eastward of Coele-Syria, and extended thence northeast and east toward, if
not even to, the Euphrates. We first hear of Zobah in the time of Saul,
when we find it mentioned as a separate country, governed, apparently, by
a number of kings who owned no common head or chief (<091447>1 Samuel
14:47). Some forty years later than this, we find Zobah under a single ruler,
Hadadezer, son of Rehob. He had wars with Toi, king of Hamath (<100810>2
Samuel 8:10), and held various petty Syrian princes as vassals under his
yoke (<101019>2 Samuel 10:19). David (<100803>2 Samuel 8:3) attacked Hadadezer in
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the early part of his reign, defeated his army, and took from him a thousand
chariots, seven hundred (seven thousand, <131804>1 Chronicles 18:4) horsemen
and twenty thousand footmen. Hadadezer’s allies, the Syrians of
Damascus, were defeated in a great battle. The wealth of Zobah is very
apparent in the narrative of this campaign. It is not clear whether the
Syrians of Zobah submitted and became tributary on this occasion, or
whether, although defeated, they were able to maintain their independence.
At any rate, a few years later they were again in arms against David. The
war was provoked by the Ammonites, who hired the services of the Syrians
of Zobah. The allies were defeated in a great battle by Joab, who engaged
the Syrians in person (<101009>2 Samuel 10:9). Hadadezer, upon this, made a
last effort (<131916>1 Chronicles 19:16). A battle was fought near Helam, where
the Syrians of Zobah and their new allies were defeated with great
slaughter. Zobah, however, though subdued, continued to cause trouble to
the Jewish kings. A man of Zobah, Rezon, son of Eliadah, made himself
master of Damascus, where he proved a fierce adversary to Israel all
through the reign of Solomon (<111123>1 Kings 11:23-25). Solomon also was, it
would seem, engaged in a war with Zobah itself (<140803>2 Chronicles 8:3).
This is the last that we hear of Zobah in Scripture. The name, however, is
found at a later date in the Inscriptions of Assyria, where the kingdom of
Zobah seems to intervene between Hamath and Damascus.

Zobebah (“slow-moving”)
Son of Coz, of the tribe of Judah (<130408>1 Chronicles 4:8).

Zohar (“whiteness”)
1. Father of Ephron the Hittite (<012308>Genesis 23:8; 25:9).
2. One of the sons of Simeon (<014610>Genesis 46:10; <020615>Exodus 6:15); called
<See ZERAH> in <130424>1 Chronicles 4:24.

Zoheleth the Stone (“serpent”)
This was “by En-Rogel” (<110109>1 Kings 1:9); and therefore, if En-Rogel be
the modern Um-ed-Deraj, this stone, “where Adonijah slew sheep and
oxen,” was in all likelihood not far from the Well of the Virgin. The
Targumists translate it “the rolling stone;” and Rashi affirms that it was a
large stone on which the young men tried their strength in attempting to
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roll it. Others make it “the serpent stone.” Others connect it with running
water; but there is nothing strained in making it “the stone of the conduit”
(Mazchelah), from its proximity to the great rock conduit or conduits that
poured into Siloam.

Zoheth (“strong”)
Son of Ishi of the tribe of Judah (<130420>1 Chronicles 4:20).

Zopah (“a cruse”)
Son of Helem, or Hotham, the son of Heber, an Asherite (<130735>1 Chronicles
7:35,36).

Zophai
A Kohathite Levite, son of Elkanab, and ancestor of Samuel (<130626>1
Chronicles 6:26 (11)). In <130635>1 Chronicles 6:35 he is called <See ZUPH>.

Zophar
<See ZIPPOR>, one of the three friends of Job (<180211>Job 2:11; 11:1; 20:1;

42:9).

Zophim, the Field of (“watchers”)
A spot on or near the top of Pisgah, from which Balaam had his second
view of the encampment of Israel (<042314>Numbers 23:14). If the word sadeh
(rendered “field”) may be taken in its usual sense, then the field of Zophim
was a cultivated spot high up on the top of the range of Pisgah. But that
word is the almost invariable term for a portion of the upper district of
Moab. The position of the field of Zophim is not defined. May it not be the
same place which, later in the history, is mentioned as, <See MIZPAHMOAB>?

Zorah (“hornets”)
One of the towns in the allotment of the tribe of Daniel (<061941>Joshua 19:41).
It is previously mentioned (<061533>Joshua 15:33), in the catalogue of Judah,
among the places in the district of the Shefelah (A.V. <See ZOREAH>). In
both lists, it is in immediate proximity to <See ESHTAOL>. Zorah was the
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residence of Manoah, and the native place of Samson. Zorah is mentioned
among the places fortified by Rehoboam (<141110>2 Chronicles 11:10). In the
Onomasticon, it is mentioned as lying some 10 miles north of
Eleutheropolis on the road to Nicopolis. By the Jewish traveler hapParchi,
it is specified as three hours southeast of Lydd. These notices agree in
directions — though in neither is the distance nearly sufficient — with the
modern village of Surah, which has been visited by Dr. Robinson and
Tobler. It lies just below the brow of a sharp-pointed conical hill, at the
shoulder of the ranges which there meet and form the north side of the
Wady Ghurab, the northernmost of the two branches which unite just
below Surah, and form the great Wady Surar. In the A.V., the name
appears also as <See ZEREAH> and <See ZOREAH>.

Zorathites, the
i.e., the people of <See ZORAH>, mentioned in <130402>1 Chronicles 4:2 as
descended from Shobal.

Zoreah
Another form (<061533>Joshua 15:33) of the name usually given in the A.V. as
<See ZORAH>.

Zorites, the
They are named in the genealogies of Judah (<130254>1 Chronicles 2:54)
apparently among the descendants of Salma and near connections of Joab.

Zorobabel (1 Esdras 4:13; 5:5-70; 6:2-29; Ecclesiasticus 49:11;
<400112>

Matthew 1:12,13; <420327>Luke 3:27).

<See ZERUBBABEL>.

Zuar (“smallness”)
Father of Nethaneel, the chief of the tribe of Issachar at the time of the
Exodus (<040108>Numbers 1:8; 2:5; 7:18,23; 10:15).
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Zuph, the Land of (“honey”)
A district at which Saul and his servant arrived after passing through those
of Shalisha, of Shalim, and of the Benjamites (<090905>1 Samuel 9:5, only). It
evidently contained the city in which they encountered Samuel (<090906>1
Samuel 9:6) and that again was certainly not far from the tomb of Rachel.”
The only trace of the name of Zuph in modern Palestine, in any suitable
locality, is to be found in Soba, a well-known place about seven miles due
west of Jerusalem, and five miles southwest of Neby Samwil. But this is at
the best no more than conjecture; and, unless the land of Zuph extended a
good distance east of Soba, the city in which the meeting with Samuel took
place could hardly be sufficiently near to Rachel’s sepulchre.

Zuph
A Kohathite Levite, ancestor of Elkanah and Samuel (<090101>1 Samuel 1:1;
<130635>
1 Chronicles 6:35 (20)). In <130626>1 Chronicles 6:26 he is called <See
ZOPHAI>.

Zur (“a rock”)
1. Father of Cozbi (<042515>Numbers 25:15), and one of the five princes of
Midian who were slain by the Israelites when Balaam fell (<043108>Numbers
31:8).
2. Son of Jehiel the founder of Gibeon (<130830>1 Chronicles 8:30; 9:36).

Zuriel
Son of Abihail, and chief of the Merarite Levites at the time of the Exodus
(<040335>Numbers 3:35).

Zurishaddai (“my rock is the Almighty”)
Father of Shelumiel, the chief of the tribe of Simeon at the time of the
Exodus (<040106>Numbers 1:6; 2:12; 7:36,41; 10:19).

Zuzims, the (“strong people”)
The name of an ancient people who, lying in the path of Chedorlaomer and
his allies, were attacked and overthrown by them (<011405>Genesis 14:5, only).
Of the etymology or signification of the name nothing is known. Hardly
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more ascertainable is the situation which the Zuzim occupied. There is
some plausibility in the suggestion of Ewald, that the Zuzim inhabited the
country of the Ammonites, and were identical with the Zamzummim, who
are known to have been exterminated and succeeded in their land by the
Ammonites.

